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Thirty-sixth U^^EETy Anniversary

TJLheHE modern miracle of

broadcasting helps to balance forces, loose in

the world today, that would pervert public

opinion to unholy purposes.

In the very nature of radio's many-sided

employment of man's genius as scientist, inven-

tor, artist and entrepreneur is found assurance

of democratic, free operation.

American radio, with its far-flung con-

tacts with the minds of millions at home and
in foreign distant lands, guarantees humanity

its greatest victory. .

Participation in so grand a task is the

privilege of Kate Smith, her collaborator and
her organization.

It makes us proud that this is so.

The pledge of our dedication to Ameri-

canism naturally suggests that we owe
acknowledgment to the Columbia Broadcasting

System and its station managements and
personnel

To our sponsor, out agency and our
associates, thanks for the companionship, with-

out which the progress of the past decade
would have been impossible, but with which
the future is bright in promise of better and
kindlier human and artistic relations.
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THE FIFTH FREEDOM
NOTHING that has happened since Pearl

Harbor subtracts from the ideal of "The

Fifth Freedom." The business, or art, of

diverting people at peace is a necessary part

ot national life. It is even more essential to

a people at "war. Hence, this fundamental neces-

sity of diversion for an entire nation, any nation,

and the freedom of those who provide this diver-

sion in all its entertainment forms, has been

named by this publication as 'The Fifth Freedom.'

* * *

THERE is no need for show business to hold it-

self lightly or have any seH-doubts. Its function is

a major, not a minor, role, in the war to be fought

and won. That the matter of diversion wUl often

seem tepid and artificial compared to the realities

of war should not persuade the stage, screen,

radio, or other entertainment forms to feel that

they are hopelessly unable to come to grips with

the times or to attune themselves to the dimen-

sions and tempo of the headlines. Modern war is

also fought and won in terms of morale, and this

is where the experts at entertainment are indis-

pensable.

•

DIVERSION is an inescapable prescription for

morale, and is why morale will need regular en-

tertainment of all kinds. Including sports. But

show business, all of it, will need to exert a posi-

tive, not a passive, attitude.

* *

THIS freedom of self-expression is basic to the

kind of show business and the kind of broadcast-

ing that belongs to and is a natural expression of

our American way of life. In normal times it is a

self-expression that extends up to and across the

border of politics, economics and the delicate ques-

tions of social reform. Our playwrights may treat

of the issues of the day. They may bring the force

of their craiftsmanship to bear on controversial

matters. They are not banned by Government

edict from a whole range of subjects.

THE reactionary 'culture,' or dictatorship, is

always easy to recognize. Among the very first

fitted for a Government strait-jacket is enter-

tainment. Showrmen are intimidated and so, for

safety, they go back hundreds of years to the

classics. All contemporary vigor disappears. But

even the classics must be discreetly selected in a

dictaitorship so that out of the mouths of strong

characters do not emerge remarks with offensive

connotations to tyrants of the day.

* * *

SHOW business helps its Government in the

United States, but show business is not an arm of

the Government. It is not slavish or obsequious

nor afraid to satirize the-Administration. Nor is

radio, despite its very license to operate being

under Government control, bulldozed into meek

compliance with bureaucratic orders. These are

among the fundamentals of a democracy of great

latent vigor, a democracy which will not, we be-

lieve, collapse or rot away.

* * •

WHICH is hot to overlook the prospect that we

may have economic convulsions after the war, and

.

that political neurasthenia and other trying 6X7

periences will tax our national strength and sanity.

TO preserve 'The Fifth Freedom' through this

test and the post-war tests, it is first necessary to

understand what is vital, basic, inalienable. It is

necessary to understand that these liberties are

and of necessity must always be distasteful to re-

actionaries, anti-democrats, censors, bigots and ar-

rogant, power-made suppressors who have the

souls and the mental attitude of the Inquisition.

IN recognizing what is essential to 'The Fifth

Freedom' and not to be undermined, discounted,

belittled or traded in for shiny, new, but false,

political slogans, the entertainment world needs

more imagination and perspective than some of its

members currently reveal. Against this, however,

part of the leadership and a considerable' conting-

ent of the rank and file of modern American show

business seems well informed.

BUT before there can be a vigilant defense of

'The Fifth Freedom' there undoubtedly ought to

be a considerable step-up in the level of the self-

consciousness of those who benefit from it. In

other words, show business needs to be more

aware of what it now possesses that is precious, of

who might or would like to deprive it hereafter of

these privileges, and what type of agitation or pro-

posal is a probable danger sign of a serious, as dis-

tinct from a frivolous attack.

SHOW business is not without faults. It should

not deny them nor foolishly attempt to excuse the

occasional chance-taker who badly oversteps the

line of decency. Nor is there any need to quibble

about decency being a matter of the year and the

geography of the incident. Elsewhere in this edi-

tion readers may note that the gags that were
offensive in the old vaudeville days are mUd and
routine stuff in 1942. Definitions of decency are

often traps that common sense does well to avoid.

'Indecency,' to the bigot, takes in everything. The
opposite kind, in contrast (and who also lacks

balance), admits nothing. The public will;accept

neither extremity; - —
* 4i •

AT any time American amusements are, of

course, only relatively 'free.' There is no freedom
to be pornographic, no freedom to be seditious, no
freedom to. incite to riot. The theatre and the

screen and the radio may not indict whole races or

creeds. They may not do violence to commonly
accepted good taste or family traditions.

ALL this is of the essence of common sense. The
reductio ad absurdum of liberty is anarchy. All

liberty to be true liberty recognizes the other fel-

low. In this the democracies differ fundamentally

from a Nazi ideology that exalts the 'liberty' of the

leaders—not the masses.

ROUTINE criticisms of the taste of a given en-

tertainment have, by themselves, no great signi-

ficance. The exceses of reformers make them
ridiculous and today the old style reformer is not

much of a problem. Nor are the loose, non-specific

damnings of radio programs, for children or adults,

too serious, except that radio producers must

never forget that public opinion is their master,

not they the master of public opinion.

* 4> *

THE public, or any portion thereof, may in a

democracy assert its disapproval oi entiertainment,

comedy, jokes, lyrics, scenes, points of view, im-.

plications which they deem unfair. They are free

to raise the hue and cry of 'propaganda.' We have

an active literature of controversy in the theatre in

films and in radio. We indulge in political quips

and freely comment on all public affairs. Pow-
erful men are lampooned. Even the President is

not exempt from jibes.

* « 4i

WHAT is important, therefore, is that show
business recognize these privileges, exercise a wise

self-control of them, defend them, refuse to yield

them and understand that these things are first

things—not minor by-prOducts—of a working

democracy at war.
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Films and Radio to Rid Americans

Of False Complacency About Axis

Major war mission during the com-

ing monlhs tOr the nation's two

trump cards of propaganda on the

domestic front, films and radio, will

be to keep the people of the United

States cognizant of the fact that they

are in a war.- That's the opinion

of the Government's public rela-

tions experts, many of them them-

selves recruited from films and radio.

It is felt that the greatest dan-

ger to the United States at present

is complacency—the same com
placency that overtook England dur-

ing the first winter of the war,

-when enemy armies sat on opposite

sides of- the Maginot line and scarce

ly a shot was fired. The ordinary

Englishmaii then wasn't acutely

conscious of the hostilities, as Goer-

ing's bombers so sadly made him

later, and the war began taking sec

ond place in his thoughts.

As a result, production did not

Increase as fast as it should have;

air raid wardens and other vol-

unteer workers who had joined up

with the declaration of war re

signed in droves because of lack of

activity and. resultant lack of en

thusiasm, and the people began to

get the dangerous idea that they

were* safe.

That's what must be avoided In

the United States, the Government

Ipels. It's recognized that in months

to come, unless some highly un-

foreseen disaster sets the enemy
down on the soil of continental

United SUtcs, aU the fighting will

be on the other side of Ibe At-

lantic and halfway out in the Pa-

cific. This distance, and the novelty

of war wearing-off, will create a false

sense of security and complacency

Keep 'Era On Their Toes

To forestall that, to keep the peo-

ple of the U. S, fully aware of the

dangers that beset them, to keep

them exerting their lull energjr at

their machines and plows, is the job

that the coterie of the film and radio

men in the Government service and

the execs with whom they are con

.suiting are laying out for the two

media.

Those plans are bound to make
significant change in the produc-

tion, programs of, films and radio

and In what type of entertainment

America will see and hear in the

lulure. .

Even *ow is it being said by some
Tepoi;ters touring the country that

-this is beginning to seem like a war
not between the United States and

the Axis, but between New York,

San Francisco, Los Angeles and the

Axis. That's ah exaggeration, of

course, but it does make clear that

It is in the coastal cities, closest tp

the danger, that are the more cogni-

zant of it Industrial areas,Nlike De
troit, are also -well aware of the

war, but the fact remains that
" great portion of the country has been

almost unaffected by the hostilities

and will continue to be so unaf-

fected, for months to come,

FUms-Sadlos Constant Task

It will be the duty of films and
tadio,. by Inspirational and clever

reminder productions, to keep
every part of the country, no mat
"ter liow remote, constantly hep "to

the effort needed. Films and radio

have already done an excelleat job,

It is said, of selling America as

place worth defending; the task now
Is to activate the citizenry to actu-

ally doing something to defend it.^ Radio, through licensing proH visions of the Federal CommunicaH tions Commission, is already closely^ controlled by the Government, air

though freedom of individual opera-

tion is allowed. Fit^ step to greater
Government activl^ in regard to

motion pictures was taken two weeks
ago with the President's appoint-

ment of Lowell Mellett as Coor-
dinator of Films.

As the President stated In making
the appointment, he Vants no cen
Eorsbip.' however, be also said

Tvin be Mellett's du^ to 'consult with
. and advise motion picture producers
of ways and means In which they

' can most usefully serve in the na-

tional «ffort.'

. Inasmuch as it has already been
decided how films 'can most usefully

serve,' Mellett's task Is laid out for

htm. All be needs to figure now—
and it's nothing simple—is the

jnechanics of -creating the aware-
ness in the people that is sought.

.
Films which - will achieve this aim
must be scripted, and they must be
entertaining. ...

Now Hearing Things.

Pasadena, Jan. 4.

Upton Sinclair, far-seeing

novelist who has been viewing
spectres for years, Is now hear-

ing strange sounds on his home
radio set. Noises are not only

'strange, but suspicious,' he in-

formed the local police, who are

straining their official ears for

code messages to the enemy.
They are wondering whether It

is flfth-columnist work or static.

Rowiand's 'Commandos'

William Rowland, who has for-

merly turned out features in the

east, will make The Commandos'
at the Fox studios, N. V., based on

a story written by Stedman Coles

and Irwin Shapiro. Picture will in-

clude some actual scenes of raids

made by the British foraging fight-

ers.

Rowland has been making the 'In-

ternational Forum' shorts for Co-
lumbia during the past year.

U^. Ukase Gronnding

Private Planes a Boon

To Film Producers

BURTON AND SAYELL

RESIGN FROM PAR, N. Y.

Charles Burton, in charge -of the

construction and maintenance de-

partment for Paramount with head-

quarters at the home office, and

Leon Sav.ell, who has handled the

affairs of J. H. Cooper, Par partner,

also at the h.o., both resigned dur-

ing the past week. In both cases

they have plans which will be offi-

cially announced later.

A registered engineer and archi-

tect. Burton may go back in busi-

ness for himself as a theatre: con-
struction and designing specialist.

He was in that field on his own seven
years ago before joining Paramount,
with offices in Miami and Asheville,

N. C, and operated mostly among
independent exhibitors. . He also

has several offers to join important
circuits, as well as engineering .pro-

posals on , defense work. Burton
win be succeeded by his assistant

at the Par home office, Richard
Perkins, who formerly was stationed
in England on Par theatre construc-
tion -and maintenance..

A successor is not planned to Sa-
vell for the time being, with his
work probably - to be parceled out
among others at the h.o. Formerly
in charge of accounting for the
Wilby-Kincey circuit, Savell was
brougE£"lnto the h.o. more than a
year ago to handle affairs for the
Cooper-Par theatres located in Ne-
braska, Oklahoma and Colorado,
There are no definite reports con-
cerning his - plans.

Resignations of Burton and Savell
followed that of Harry Kalcheim,
in charge, of the Par stage-book-
ing department. Kalcheim, who
may shift to the Coast, states that
his plans are hot yet set

Hollywood, Jan. 4.

War hasn't been all on the debit

side for picture producers. The
military, ukase grounding private

planes and more stringent regula-

tions against flying too low have
proved a boon to picture makers,
especially those in the Valley.

Unrestricted air traffic has cost

the studios sums running well into

six figures for spoiled takes end de-

lays due to motor hums getting on
the sound recorders.

Hardest hit were Universal, War-
ners and Republic, owing to their

proximity to the air fields. Pro-

ducers are now free to schedule out-

door production without interruption

from plane noises.

Red balloons, which floated over

locations to warn aircraft away,
have been hauled down lest they

serve a more ominous purpose.

Ranches in the Valley, where west-

erns and action pictures are made,
can now figure budgets and shoot-

ing time -more accurately.-

[
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[Hollywood Through a Bomb Shelter : :

By Milton Berle

^ ««»«>«<« MM >«»^

MiHea Bnl«

'Aviation Cavakade' Preem

B. B. Kreisler, Universal short
subjects chief, puUed out for Cin
clnnatl Saturday (3), to set preem
of 'Cavalcade of Aviation' at Keith's,

Dayton, O.

Preem for the aviation short, Jan
9, was set for Dayton because it's

the Wright Bros, home town.

WB to Fibn Exploits Of

Air Ace, Onetime Usher

Hollywood, Jan. 4.

Story of Lieut. Boyd Wagner,
America's ace Army flyer in the

Philippines', is the basis of 'Pitts-

burgh Pilot,' to be produced by War-
ners, Wagner was once an usher in

a WB film house in the Pittsburgh

zone.
Ronald Reagan and Joan I,eslie

are slafed for the lead roles.

'Bambi' Key Test Rons

Walt Disney's 'Bambi' Is scheduled

for spotting at road shbw prices in

four key situations starting around
Easter.

Picture will opeh In New York,

Los Angeles, Chicago and one other

Eastern city for a run, with general

release held off until next fall.

UBS. CASUSO, nt.'S SPOT
Hollywood, Jan. 4.

Yvonne Caruso, wife of Enrico
Caruso, Jr., son of the famous tenor,

has joined the John Beverly Holly
wood Radio Playhouse, Inc. , She is

in the talent department
Mrs. Caruso is a pianist and a dra

matic soprano. .

Hollywood, Jan. 4.

Sirens in the NUlht: Blackouts and war conditions have had no effect

on anyone in Hollywood . . . especially the juvenile actors who can take

It on the chin . . . why shouldn't they, most of them have two others to

fall back on . . . There's one organization in Hollywood that's very much
perturbed over the existing conditions . . . That's
Chapter 68 of the Amalgamated Order of Loyal O)
Hollywood Wolves. . .During the first blackout 800
members of the group were ordered off the streets

during the blackout because of the gleam in their

eyel...

Billy, the Midget is probably the one person who
isn't worried .about air' raids He carries his own
tMimb-shelter in his vest pocket . . . it's a -pork-pie
thimble with pleats in the back (which can also be
used on Sundays) . . .When the blackout sirens wailed
the first time, I was working late at 20th Century.
Fox... I rushed home, still wearing my heavy-tan

makeup . . . Four times I was pulled out of my car by cops and token to
the local FBI offices and registered as an alien Jap . . . does anybody want
to buy a makeup kit cheap? ...

In the Still of the Night: Everyone ^in Hollywood is trying to outdo each
other in erecting elaborate bomb-shelters ... Of course, my mother outdid
all others—rshe had one made out of mink! , . . My bomb-shelter is built

so deep in the ground six gophers are picketing me for dispossessing them.
One actor out here put his bomb<-'shelter to good use , . . He ran around

yelling, 'Air Raid,' and his mother-in-law made a bee-line for the under-
ground shelter—and,, he hasn't let her out since! , , . Bob Hope has a bomb-
shelter that has the best communicating system in town ... his writers
send their jokes to him via carrier gopher! ...

Blackouts in the Moonlight: Airlines were worried about blackouts caus-
ing their radio beams to be cut off so that no landings could be made at
Hollywood ... I solved the problem by getting the airlines to hire three
guys to stand at Lockheed and eat nothing but onions . . . Now the planes
come in on an onion beam! . . . My brother (the one who trains Christmas
seals) has made a. fortune since blackouts . . . There was a shortage of
flashlight<;, so he sold his whole collection of glowworms . . . There's a
certain radio comedian who has a novel innovation ... He carries a neon
joke-book with him during air-raid alerts so that he can ad-lib during
blackouts . . . Understand that the Japs in Japan have 'alerts' too . . . every
night they have yellow-outs! ... ~

'

Funny how fast we learn to do something ... On the first alarm I painted
all the windows in my house black and slept for five days . . . Two hundred
actors working for a quickie producer were the only ones who weren't
bothered by the blackout . . . after all, they're used to getting paid off in

the dark . . . Laird Cregar.and I were caught in the crowded lobby of the
Hollywood-Plaza hotel during a blackout . . . X,aird accidentally put his.

hand in somebody else's pocket . . . Suddenly the man turned around and
said, 'Oh, no you don't That's my racket ...
Blackout Notes in My Black Book: Several of filmland's glamour boys

who inhabit night clubs constantly have been appointed Air Raid Wardens
and are on duty nightly . . . this is the first fresh air they've had in years!

... A quickie producer took advantage of the movement of troops through
Hollywood frojn Camp Roberts to the Pacific Coast-. . . he mounted several
cameras at vantage points and shot a 10-reel epic titled, 'Jeep, But You're
Swell!' ; , , And, a certain delicatessen out here is serving a special type of
herring for blackout'nites . . . When you stick your fork in it the bones
light up! . .

,

Three shyster lawyers are In a frenzy and fit to be tied .... by accident
they chased six Army ambulances that were going on maneuvers^dr . 10
straight days before they realized their mistake! Sudden thought: Presi-
dent Roosevelt's speech denouncing the Nipponese was one ot-ine greatest
pieces of Jap-panning I've ever heard! . . . A- certain actot-out here has a
unique bomb-shelter in which he stores his liquor . , . now, he keeps run-
ning t<j his shelter—alert or no alert! ... ,

'

SLOGAN: ;BUT A BOND AND BE' S THE BUND.'

UA Meets to Fmafize Divorcement

Of Co. Management From Ownership

- To -aur frfends, the exhlbltort, the erllici, the public

SEASON'S GREETINGS
Bud Abbott and Lou Costello

United -Artists^ stockholders met
yesterday (Tuesday) to finalize steps

taken at^ a meeting three weeks ago
to separate management and owner-
ship of the company. Yesterday's
gathering was a continuation of the
earlier meeting, called so that the
stockholders could ratify by-law
amendments which were proposed
last month and drawn up in legal

form In the meantime.
Edward C. Raftery, UA prez,

planed from New York to the (^oast

Friday night (2) to attend the get-
together. Laudy Lawrence, v.p. and
coordinator of company activities,

flew out on -Sunday (4). Arthur W.
Kelly, v.p. in charge of financing, Is

expected to go to the Coast later in

the week. All three officers of the.

company will be working on financ-
ing while west.
Report that Charles Chaplin has

dissolved his own producing com-
pany to work through United Art-
ists Productions in the future was
denied by Raftery before he left for
the Coast He -explained that Chap-
lin ' dissolved his corporation for
other purposes, which had no con-
nection with UAP. UA's distribut-

ing contracts have always been with
Chaplin personally and not with his
corporation, so that dissolution of
the corporation will have no bear-
ing on the relationship.

UAP's Fnnotlon
UAP will be maintained for the

present solely as a financing agency,
Raftery said. Producing Idea was
shelved to prevent any possibility

of trouble after UA producers ex-
pressed fear that the distributing
company might push UAP pictures
to the detriment of theirs, UA prexy
stated.

Work on 'G-String Murders,' fllml-

zatlon of Gypsy Rose Lee's best-
seller, is currently at a standstill,

said Raftery. That was to be UAP's
opener, with Ben Hecht writing, di-

recting and producing. Raftery ex-
plained that the deal is set but no
starting date for production is fixed.
Raftery said that UA has no deal

on with Murray Silverstone and/or
Hal Wallis either for distribution or

'

for them -to- buy , Into the company.
Understanding exists with Silver-
stone, he affirmed, by which UA
execs will sit down with him and
talk over a deal when he has financ-
ing dfrranged and a unit set up.

[Silverstone and Wallis, Warner
Bros._ exec producer, have been re-

ported huddling on a producing part-
nership, .with- Jhe-Jdea-.ot. becoming-
-one-fifth owners 6f UA.-]

Wallis Not Leaving?

Hollywood, Jan. 4.

Hal Wallis is remaining with War-
ners and not tieing in with Murray
Silverstone as producer-owner in

United Artists, according to report
making WB studio rounds.

It is understood Wallis, whose
present contract has six months to

go, had assured top Warner execs
he does not contemplate a deal else-

where and is considering signing a

new seven-year contract proffered
him to continue as head of studio

production operations.

20th Holds Power
Hollywood, Jan. 4.

Tyrone Power, whose current op-

tion does not expire until Feb. 28,

has been renewed by 20th-Fox.
Pickup is good for the next two

years.
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DOWN, BUT STILL PROUD
By Fred Allen

It was three a.m. Bendo, the little contortionist, who had just consum-

mated a one-night stand at Stamford, scurried out of the Grand Central

Station- carrying his straw suitcase and seven dollars net As Bendo

turned west on 42nd street, he heard someone go 'Pssst!'

Looking around he saw that, except for an old dilapidated "hoise and a

battered hansome cab, the neighborhood was deserted. Bendo turned to go

when again he heard 'Pssst!'

This time Bendo wheeled about quickly. There was no one in sight.

The driver sat slumped over atop his hansom cab in conference with

Morpheus. Bendo, thinking that perhaps a friend of Dunnlnger's from

the spirit world might be nearby with , bis ectoplasm caught in a transom,

said, 'Who is it? Who went Pssst?-' .

A voice replied, 'I did.'

'Who's that talking?'

..'It's me, the horse. Come here a minute.'
' Bendo walked over to the hansom cab and, sure enough, the horse was
imiling.

'You don't remember me, do you? , said the horse.

'Well, your harness looks familiar,' confessed Bendo, 'but you I don't

seem to place.'

'I was on the bill with you in Buffalo,' said the horse. 'I was the juv^
nilc with Fink's Stallions. I did all the comedy. Rentember?'

That's right,' agreed Bendo. 'You done pantomime all through,the act

And for the finish you stood up on your hind legs.' / —
'Holding a big American flag in my mouth,' added the horse.

Tou were a riot' .'^

'Yes, those, were happy times,' mused the horse, 'I atUl keep my scrap-

book in my stall.'

Noting the horse's tattered harness and rundown shoes, Bendo felt sorry

for his brother performer.

'What brought you to this?' he asked,. 'doing straight for a gutter gon-

dola?' „

'Well, you know what happened to vaudeville?' said the horse sadly,

Fink couldn't get any dates. The act split up. I hung around Befmont
for a while, but I couldn't get anything. I finally had to grab this' job

pounding the streets with this cab.'

'But today vaudeyiire's comin' back,' argued Bendo excitedly. 'A talkln'

horse. You'll be a novelty. They're lookin' for flesh. You can get plenty

of dates.'

'No,' replied the horse shaking his head, 'I'm through.'

Thrpugh nbthin,' argued Bendo. 'Look, I'm going up to the IiOew- office

in th^ morning. I'll tell Sidney Piermont you're doln' a great single. Why,
M-^OTse with 15 minutes of talk. Youll be all set.'^ 'Please,' begged the horse, 'promise ma '

'What?' said Bendo.
•Promise me you won't tell Piermont you saw me.'

'Why?' asked Bendo eagerly.

'Because,' bellowed the horse, 'I would rather puU this dirty, battered

cab' over the lumpy cobblestones of New York 18 hours a day than play

that Loew Circuit again.'

^ 'I understand,' said Bendo. The little contortionist picked up his straw

lultcase and scurried away into what was left of the night
Moral: You may see columnists on the Loew Circuit todav, but you never

fee a horse.

Tommy Gray s Tattles (1917)

iTommy Gray, a regular 'Variety' contributor and a great natural uiit,

was etiidently the creator of many of the current war gags. His columns
of the early months of World War I disclose humor that's topical today .

and being used with but slight suiitches.)

Since the British Government has
established a recruiting station in

New York many fellows have sud-
denly lost their English accent.

As it seems to us, things in Russia
are as peaceful as the rehearsals of

a play with an all-star cast.

It's a poor act that can't play three
or four benefits a day nowadays.

Some managers, am gomg to send
shows to play near camps. It should
be stopped. The soldiers will have
trouble enough. ,

Jazz bands will not be hurt by the
war. Nothing can hurt jazz bands.

Can't audiences claim exemption
from:

'Gunga Din'
'My next imitation . .

.'

'My latest composition . .
.'

English version of ragtime songs
Pictures that will stop the war

' American Flag songs
Hauiatian dancers
Talking acrobats
Jazz bands

It must be great to hear the boys
,11 the trenches singing all those
.iongs.

,

A lot of 'School Acts' will be
broken up by the draft

Broadway musi holler 'lights' at
10:40 every night It wiU not be
dark, however, as buck dancers'
clothes arc al\ ays in evidence.

War will make a big change in
me drama. From now on all vil-

lains will have to be German, Aus-
trian or Turkish. tSwitch to Japs
and Italians; stet Germans.—Ed.] "

There are not so many acrobats
doing talking acts. Maybe the

dialects have something to do
with it.

Let's hope the boy: in the trenches

have time to smoke all that tobacco.

It took the V7orld Wax to make a
man out of the wrist watch.

With the college 'boys enlisting,

it looks like a tough season for the
chorus girls.

When you come to think of it,

conscription is not so bad. Besides

'the folks you love,' it also takes in

authors, song pluggers, hotel clerks,

baggage men, . -.t reviewers, agents,

chorus men, taxi drivers and female
impersonators.

The conscription law made a lot

of those 'boy wonder' violin and
piano players tell their right age.

-This is a great chance for the boys

who have been writing war songs

to volunteer and do some of the

things they have been writing about

See where the U.S. is going to

have 30,000 aeroplanes. Looks like

a great chance for acrobats to volun-

teer to teach the boys how to take

falls.

More war songs would be written

if the song boys could find a word
to rhyme with 'khaki,'
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Exhibitors Decry Lack of

Courage on the Part of the

Producers and Distributors

to Build Up Stars—Present

Marquee Crop Fast Fading
— Few Studios Jlave

Dared ,^

M-G MOST SUCCESSFUL

By ARTHUR UNGAR

Hollywood, Jan. 4.

Hollywood has a most serious prob
lem' on its hands for 1942 and there
after. It must develop talent that

will mean something to it with the
exhibitdr and the public. Stars who
have been in the popular foreground
this past decade have been fading or

starting to fade as the years went
by, and will continue to fade as the

next few come along.

Both eastern film moguls and
rulers of cinema's productive ground
are not particularly speculative in

the induction of new talent, 'It his
been a byword throughout the na-

tion, especially among the exhibs, as

well as In Hollywood itself, that the
producers are determined to feed
their customers what they choose
and not what is best for them—new
faces in abundance.

It's the old story here of 'let the
other fellow take the chance, not
me.'

Hollywood has had jiew faces, new
names, etc., in the past five years, but
they have not been in sufficient num-
bers to give any company an edge
in finding an easy way for its prod-
uct outside of Metro. That company
for the past 10 years or more has
been the leader in the industry from
the standpoint of having a sufficient

number of important and talented
people on its roster who can ade-
quately, as well as potently, fill the
cast of a picture. Metro, fortunately
for itself, has been in a position to

experiment and build up its talent
Lots of it has been kept under wraps
for long periods, paid salary and
never used until the opportune itme.
Then the company utilized it to full-

est extent and to excellent advan-
tage.

L. B. Mayer's Enterprise

Has Paid Big Dividends
Louis B. Mayer can be given credit

for that method of operation. He
started it about eight years ago. He
took people from all parts of the
world—theatre, opera, cinema—aiid

(Continued on page 46)

HEADACHE
Show Biz Mobilizing forjyi-Out War

Effort; Its RecQrdis Already Bright

Deadline Jan. 4

. This edifion of 'Vabiety went

to prtfss Jan. 4.

/'Early deadline, because of the

mechanical pr6blems and the

size of this issue, makes it nec-

essary to omit certain standard

departments this week.

Chorines to Stars,

They Gve Their

All to Britain

London, Dec. 15.

Total war has come to mean total

work 'for.,show people in this coun-
try. For. more than two years now
stars of stage, screen and ^adio have
been putting in a seven-day week
every week as their contribution to

the war effort. With two-a-day the

rule for most West End produc-
tions to beat the early blackout,

practically every^one of the leading

players figure on a Sunday> charity

bill as well. It Is Impossible even
to approximate the gross takings

from these thousands of charity

shows since September, 1939, but
Bud Flanagan's (Flanagan Ic Allen)
guess is probably as good as any-
body's when ' he says they have
raised more tnoney than John Pub-
lic would hand over for any cause,

bar only buying a wreath for Hitler,

The great majority of males of

military age are, of course, in some
of the fighting forces.' In the numer-
ous women's auxiliary organizations

the hundreds of performers, from
leading ladies to chorus girls. If

most of these whole-time war work-
ers enlisted because the blitz of the
second year of the war knocked
show business for a lodp; the fact

remains that they have done, and
are doing a great job, and are in

for the' duration.

Naming Individuals in these cir-

cumstances is possibly unfair. Scores
have made equal self-sacrifices in

the common cause.

David Nlven

Outstanding, if only because he
was one of the first of British film

stars to quit Hollywood, is the case

of David Niven, now a major in

the King's Rifle Brigade—an organi-
zation of crackshots—and when last

(Continued on page 54)

Season 1897-98
^

The show business, in all its fields

and phases, in component parts and
as a whole, is mobilizing for the
common cause of defending America.
Long strides have already been taken
by the profession to help axe the
Axis, but the full picture of what the
industry can and will do has not yet
been drawn.
' As an industry, it will unques-
tionably lead the way in - raising
funds to pay for the war effort
either by conducting drives to sell

Defense Bonds, or soliciting outright
contributions for the many war re-
lief charities that are bound to spring
up. In World War I the show busi-
ness got special commendation from
the Government for doing more than
any other industry to further the
various Liberty Loan drives.

As a builder of morale, there's no
more potent force than entertain-
ment. It's also the. most palatable
and likely means of spreading and
dispensing propaganda, even more so
in the current strife than in World
War I, because now there's a highly
developed radio broadcasting that
was non-existent when Kaiser WU-
helm led the Huns.
Spurred by an urge to do more

than just talk about defending the
Fifth Freedom—and all the other
freedoms, too—many a show busi-
ness personality during the past year
kicked over his stratospheric Income
to get in there and actively do his
part to defend the world against
Hitlerism.

To list those in the profession who
during 1941 took some role in aiding
in the defeat of the Axis, would con-
sume a volume. No other industry
has been more generous of its time
and labor; none has given a greater
percentage of Its personnel.
As in past wars, show business Is

doing its .full part A great many of
its workers are serving by merely
doing their daily jol^they are cre-
ating the entertainment that helps
national morale. Many are taking a
more direct part To list relatively
few of those who are doing so,
there's:

Id the Service

Robert Montgomery, who gave up
a Hollywood career at its peak to
accept active service with the Nflvy.
He's now in Washington after hav-
ing spent a number of months in
England as naval attache at the
American Embassy. Prior to the fall
of France. Montgomery was a volun-
teer ambulance driver in the war
zone.

Robert Riskln, who quit his. highly
(Continued on page 48)
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Motion Picture Producers & Distributors of America, Inc

28 Wfst 44th Street

New York City

""V.'oc.T December 15, 1941
CARL r. MILLIKEN

HcmTAiiv erpicc of thi raniDiNT

The Editor,
VARIEK,
154 West 46th Street,
New York, N. Y.

Dear Sir:

VARIETY deserves the warmest commendation
of all who would preserve unimpaired, untrammeled,
unsullied what you so brilliantly term "The Fifth
Freedom - the freedom of self-expression In artistic
terms".

This is a never-ending fight. It does not.
permit of complacency or indifference or neglect.
Those who would destroy freedom of expression
sometimes move forward in frontal assault; more
often they attack flank, subtly, deviously,
stealthily, raising, when the occasion suits them,
false banners and slogans to entrap the unwary and
the unsuspecting.,

Freedom of expression is not a particular
virtue of the screen, the press, the stage, the
radio, literature and the arts. It is a basic
tenet of our^way of living. An attack on one is
an attack on all. If one freedom falls, all freedom
Is threatened.

Our Industry has always stood with those who
have fought and won the many notable battles In
behalf of freedom of expression. No challenge to
that freedom will find us unprepared to do our share.

With kind regards, I am

Sincerely yours.
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LET'S GIVE DEMOCRACY A BREAK!
John Hay Whitney Compares Censor Despots of Colonial Days to U.S.

Senate's Film Probers

DEFENDS HOLLYWOOD'S REALISM

Getting Hep On Latins

By Walt Disney

Since we've come back from our survey trip through

South America, most of the questions we've been asked by

our Hollywood friends have been but slight variations of

•Did you find much material? How many shorts are you

going to make? Do you think you'll make a feature? Are

these pictures going to be for the North or South American

market? And lastly—How did you find the South Americans?'

Well, flrst" oft, 'we found so much material that we came

back with -our heads swimming, and it wasn't until just re-

cently that we were able to sort it out and devise some sort

of a production plan on our proposed South American shorts.

At present, we're setting the number at 12, but any day

we're liable to up the ante, because right now it looks as if

some of our new little South American characters are shap-

ing up to be so Interesting that we can see further series

with them. But that remains to be seen. And although at

present we haven't the slightest idea of making a feature-

length job on a South American theme.' I've been in the

business too long not to say: 'You never can telL'

Many people have the idea that we're making these pic-

tures primarily for the South American market However,
'

those in the industry realize that, as things now stand, our

primary market must be in North -America if we are to

realize our. investment We'll show them in th-; South Ameri-

can countries, yes, and we'll nervously wait for their ap-

proval like an author on opening night Because, frankly, if

they shouldn't like them—well, let's not even think about

that

However, my co-workers and I aren't too afraid that they

won't, because we know that our South American friends

know we'll be trying out best, and they appreciate that

I

SOUGHT THEm VIEWPOINTS
|

They appreciated the fact that we p.ctually came down to

them for knowledge, and that we made an honest effort to

find out, from them, what they considered the most colorful

and representative in their culture, customs, music, color

and humor
When you visit any country in South America you find

that movie-going is a favorite recreation, They are the type
-of fans that make you proud you're in the industry. And
although they have not liked some of Hollywood's attempts
to show their South American customs on the screen, I found
that they treat those few cases as isolated Incidents—having
nothing to do with their enjoyment of films in general.

The most important result of our trip, to me, was the fact

that we learned .a great deal of what not to do. From talk-

ing to people of every country—from government officials to

fruit peddlers—we think we found out .what the composite
Brazilian, Argentine, Uruguayan, Chilean or Peruvian citizen

likes about his own country, and also what he wouldn't like

to see on the screen.

For instance, Brazilians know that a lot of Americans have
the erroneous notion that their beautiful and progressive

country is one big jungle. Naturally, they are proud of their
- artists and their music and the beauty of the country itself,

as well as. cities like Rio or the modern, strapping industrial

city of Sao Paulo.

I
THAT PAPAGAIO CHARACTER f

• We also found out, when we began our verbal poking
around, that an unofficial national idol there is a little green
parrot called the papagaio. Brazilians are terrific joke-
tellers, and instead of saying to their friends, 'Did you hear
the one about the fellow that . .' they say: 'Did you hear
the one about the papagaio that . .

.'

Everybody in Brazil that we talked to sooner or later got
around to requesting nhat we make a pagagaio character, so
right now we've got one short in work that takes Donald
Duck to Rio, where he's shown around to all the gay spots by
a raffish sophisticated papagaio that turns out. to be a little

sharper than D. Duck.
And in Brazil we were all so hypnotized by the spell of
samba music—which has the Brazilians just as hypnotized,
Incidentally—that we bought the rights to several of the
pieces we liked best, and we intend to make some Silly

Symphony-type pictures with this heady . music as a back-
ground.

Such things as this, we feel, we could have only learned so
aeflnitely by being on the spot and getting an over-all idea,
from day-in-and-day-out conversations, what the people
there like.

And we feel that people right here at home are so keenly
Interested in our neighbors to the South that they will like to
•mow a little more about them.
In parts of Bolivia and Peru, some of our artists were so

oachanted with the colorful dress and the life in general that
tney decided it would be a wonderful place for Donald Duck
to flounder as a tourist—and that's just what he's doing. .

In Argentina we spent a lot of time studying all the types
of gauchos—and there are plenty—and we now know better
thMi to dress him up in a Chilean hat!

But one Argentine said to us, with twinkling eyes: 'We'll
even let you make a few mistakes with our gaucho—so long
M you make us laugh.'

By John Hay Whitney
(Director of the JHotion Pictures Section,

Office o] Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs)

Product of tlie Country

In normal times—times of peace—the man who tries to
censor you is the man who is afraid of you.
That theorem now, however, is largely of academic Inter-

est For the censor of wartime has a legitimate fear—that

of the enemy.
Right here in America— past and

present—we have seen enough exam-
ples of peacetime censorship to make
evident what brings it about The first

was in Salem, 1680, where we had the
spectacle of hatchet-faced elders becom-
ing so confused at the appearance and
behavior of some wilful, buxom and
probably not - too - conventional ladies
that they called them 'witches.' And so
they had them hanged.

John
.
H. iThliiMr In Jamestown, Va., at about the same

time, ruled Governor Berkeley, not hatchet-faced, but a red-
nosed and gouty old tyrant who loved bis port and feared
his people, and who burst forth, with:

7 thank God, there are not free schoob or printing
here, and I hope we shall not have them these hundred
years; for learning has brought disobedience, and heresy,
and sects into the world, and printing has divulged them,
and libels against the best of government. God keep us
from them both.'

There are other' examples of censorship in aU the snoopers
from Carrie Nation to John S. Sumner and the Watch and
Ward Society. Let's not Invoke their ghosts.

I
THE SENATE FILM PROBE

I

A very recent one, however, is the picture of a group of
United States senators demanding that the film Industry re-

frain from taking sides—or, more accurately, expressing
itself—in the struggle of democracy against dictatorship.

I think that these various attempts at suppression, the old
and the new, are all of a kind. "The Puritans feared joy of

life, and so they tried to make their life joyless. The tyrants

—and for stout Governor Berkeley you can substitute the
newer and stouter Marshal Goering—feared criticism, and so
they shut the mouths of their people.

But what about the would-be censors of this last year of

ours, before the Rising Sun outshone itself? They, wanted to

use the motion-picture arts to support their own Isolationist

stand. What were they afraid of? -It's clear that they feared
self-expression, like all the rest They feared the power of

pictures. They knew, how tremendous and galvanizing the
influence of films may be upon the minds of men.

This is a closed issue now, of course. The war has done
away with isolationism. But still we're not done with the

' attitude that says, in effect 'the place of art is in the home.'
That speaks the same language of condescension and insult

as 'the place 6f women is in the home.' -

What it means is, keep out of men's way. Don't concern
yourself with vital issues. You don't know enough. And,
besides, you might say the wrong thing. Be still, or go and
dream about a never-never land. Make fUms out of nothing
but pasteboard and confectionery. Don't try to reflect the

tremendous drama of our daily lives.

The men who tried some months ago to put their fingers

upon the movies thus admitted that the movies are big. We
all know they are big. The United States Government has
recognized that they are big. But it believes today that this

bigness should not be neutralized, put on ice or camouflaged,

but that it should be used.

I

SEEK PROPER UTILIZATION 1

Not that Washington itself wants to use it. It wants the

makers of pictures to utilize it themselves. It' has no inten-

tion, for instance, of telling producers that instead of making
horse-operas or building castles in Graustark, they should

from this day on get to work depicting Japanese as villains.

That would be nonsense. We want the horse-operas and
we still have a weakness for Graustark. And we don't care

for coarse propaganda. 'What the Government has done, in

part is to set up the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-

American Affairs and to allow me to direct its motion-picture

section in cooperation with the motion-picture industry. Our
assignment, our slated policy, is to consult and advise.

The Office of the* Coordinator also carries on activities in

other fields besides motion pictures. Of special importance

is its work in radio. Through the efforts of the Office, ex-

tensive programs of local long-wave news broadcasts, based

on Associated Press and United Press reports, emanate
from Latin American stations. Short wave news broadcasts

from the United States are being better edited and one of

the most powerful U. S. shortwave stations has agreed to air

700 hours a year of special shortwave news, entertainment

and educational programs to the other American republics.

Also undertaken by the Office of the Coordinator is a

comprehensive program to stimulate the teaching in U. S.

schools of subjects dealing with the other American republics

and a broad program of student interchanges. The Office

is seeking to overcome the language handicap and is spon-

soring traveling art exhibits and the publication of a guide

to all the republics.

In the news field, the Coordinator has a staff of trained

newspaper people both In Washington and New York to

work with the newspapers, news agencies, periodicals and
picture services of this country and the other republics.

Their work stimulates the publication of news articles and
pictures about the United States in other American coun-

tries and the publication here of news, articles mi pictures

from Latin America. The Coordinator's office hai contracted

for the publication of a monthly magazine, 'Za Guardla,

By Jerome Weidman

The only trouble with this girl, who was blonde and 21
and English and built for sweaters, was that she had an aunt
and they both had a passion for the movies which they called
the cinema. Aside from that she was fine. The aunt, no.

The aunt, to use one of the phrases
she employed often, but not about her-
self, would never see. 40 again, but
she lived her life as though the two-
score mark were still a cloud no bigger
than her hand on the distant horizon.
The aunt was kittenish. . When she
wasn't being kittenish the aunt devoted
herself, particularly after she foimd out
I was an' American, to acting vigorously
the part of a chaperon. The girl didn't
like that very much. I didn't like it

jferoma Wddjiiaii at alL

But we were in Batavia, the capital of Java in the Nether-
land Indies, halfway across the world from her home iQ
Xrfindon and mine in New York, and it was .Vugust of 1939
with a war crowding down on us rapidly. In addition, the
aunt wasn't as agile as she fancied herself and she was almost
totally blind without her lorgnette, which we could arrange
to have misplaced with ridiculous ease, so we did all right.

This girl's first name was Jennifer and her second name waa
not Carstairs, so, in order to avoid slighting any traditions
and inviting any libel suits, I shall call her Sibyl Carstairs,
which suits her better than her real name. Jennifer always
sounds to me like the Latin for some species of deciduous
plant or the trade name tor a mouth wash, Drivgirt'-wasn't"
that type. This glri was all right I never found out the
name of the aiint because the subject was distasteful to me
and because Sibyl always called her 'Auntie.' Sibyl talked
that way all the time and It sounded charmlhg.

I met Sibyl one day just before tiffin in the hotel bar.
I was having a beer which, as Damon Rtmyon puts it about
a well known Broadway watering place, comes very good in
Java. In t]iese days, which now seem generations back In the
past, there wasn't much else to 'do if you were an American
of my build, travelling alone, in Batavia. The city, which is

flat and clean and very white, is hotter than the Times Square
station of the IJl.T. during the rush hour on a summer day.
Besides, all the white girls in Java, who are as pretty as
iced cup cakes fresh from the oven, are six feet tall or better,
are married or engaged to be, and they talk nothing but
Dutch.' So I stuck to beer. I was on my second, and drinking
it much too fast because the bartender, who wasn't pretty
or engaged to be married or over six feet tall, talked nothing
but Dutch, <»ither.

.

.

SIBYL SETTLES FOR A BEER I
At this point Sibyl came into the bar. I had -never seen

her before. So far as I can recall the temperature never
dropped below 100 in Batavia, so it must have been at
least that at the moment, but she was wearing one ot
those filmy cashmere sweater things and she looked as cpol
as Sonja Henie in work clothes. She said she was hunting
her Auntie, but it was soon obvious that her heart was not
in the quest, and she settled for a beer.

By the time Auntie showed up we had earned the surly
approval of the bartender, who didn't speak our language
but knew how to read the esperanto of a mounting bar check,
and I had learned that Sibyl and her energetic relative were
stopping, in Batavia for a week or 10 days on their way to
visit a sheep-ranching uncle In Australia. Sibyl also hadjhe.
more salient points ot my own biography well in hand.
Among the many things we found we both liked and were
homesick for was the movies. Except as I have said, that
Sibyl called them the cinema and, further except, that I
liked them but she was mad tor them, especially if they were
made in America.
At the moment there were no movies In Batavia, American

or otherwise. But suddenly there were, as there always
are when you find someone to do them with, a great many
other things in and around Batavia. During the next few
days we managed to duck Auntie often enough to do pretty
nearly all ot them. In fact, we managed to kick Auntie's
lorgnette under the bar table often enough to do several ot
those things twice and three times. Sibyl had a lot ot other
Items besides sweaters in her luggage. I grew very fond of
Batavia during those next few days.

I
'SWING, SISTER,' COIHES TO BATAVIA

|

Then, one afternoon, driving back to the hotel from a
swimming resort up in the. hills where we had gone tor •
dip and a cocktail, we saw a poster announcing the first

showing that night of a newly arrived American film. Sibyl
went wild. I was forced to restrain the enthusiasm that as
a movie fan of long standing, always wells up in me at the
prospect of seeing a new picture: the film advertised was •
little item called 'Swing, Sister, Swing" with Ken Murray.
That night Auntie was playing bloodhound to our Eliza and

she had a firmer grip than usual on her lorgnette, so we
took her along. The motion picture theatre was far from the
center of the city, on the edge of the native quarter. It was
a one-story, box-like affair, made of highly combustible
materials resembling tar paper and wood. There were nt
seats or chairs. On the rough board floor, liberally strewn
with sawdust long past its first youth, several dozen backless
benches were arranged roughly in three sections, one against
each wall and one in the middle, leaving an approximation
ot two jagged aisles in between.

It was apparent at a glance that here, as everywhere In

(Continued on page 56) (Continued on page 56)
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W£NDCUL L.WILLKie

IS Broad StAECT

New York

December 4th, 1941

The Editor
"Variety" ,

154 West 46th Street
New Tort, N. Y.

D^r Sir:

My heartiest congratxiletions to
"Variety" on its 3i5th .Anniversary* The
theatre, the moti^^n pictures and the other
forms of pnhllc entertaionient, are an essen-
tial and indispensable part of vihat we, In
general terms, descrihe es the American way
of life. The freedom of the theatre, in all
Its form, from unreasonable and destructive
censorship and political interference ^is in- -

dispensable to their proper functioning.
"Variety" magazine's gallant fighting for ;f*a;t

id so appropriately called "The Fifth Freedom" -
the right of self-expression in entertainment -
is performing a distinctive public service and
particularly so at -this time vben every assault
on any of the freedoms must be vigorously resisted.

My best wishes for the continued life
end health of "Variety**
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THERE IS ROOM FOR DEMOCRACY
IN ACTION—ON THE U. S. SCREEN'

Director Carson Kanin Observes It's Time to End the Ostrich Act, Face
Life's Realities, and Thus Help Perpetuate All the Freedoms

MASS FILM ENTERTAINMENT NEED NOT
MEAN MASS REGIMENTATION

Morril

Tight and You'U Win'

Meaning Hollywood, Which Meekly Bows
To Censors^ Dictation

By Morris L. Ernst

[N. y. attorney prominent in defense of civil liberties]

In these days we hear much talk about the Bill ol Rights.

Even the men who run the giant cinema corporations talk

as it they are opposed to censorship. Mr. Hays is not without

high-sounding phrases on the subject, fiut Liberty is not
won by words or even moving pictures.

It must be won and re-won day by day
by struggle and contest against the
forces ot darkness, and in the entire

American scene the film Industry is the
solitary sector of our national life that,

day by day, prefers immediate dollar

profits to the fighting path leading to

ultimate freedom. -

^

In the first two decades of this cen-
I tury the silver screen was little more
than a gigantic football game for con-
trol of patents and domination of the

market place. Hence, when several states established boards

of pre-censorship. It was only natural for the Supreme Court

to believe that films had Uttle relationship to the spread of

Ideas. Reasoning on this line, the court permitted pre-cen-

aorsblp of films despite the First Amendment to the Consti-

tution—the springboard of the Bill of Rights. The silver

screen seemed to have little relation to free speech or free

press.

And so for the first time In our history advance Govern-

mental control of ideas became legal. But today we know,

even though some of th^JIplly.wood magnates declare with

a straight face to the contrary, that screenplays are more
than entertainment No longer should motion pictures be

analogized to a flea circus or a group of traveling vagabond
players historically, licensed by the Master of the Revels in

old England. Since the first creation of state censorship'

boards in a half dozen states and many cities, much has hap-

pened in the struggle for'artistic libtrty, much that is obvious

to the owners of the' press, the sage and the publishers of

books.

From 1787 to 1870 there was no censorship of books or

magazines. In 1870 a neurotic, distorted man named Anthony
Comstock showed to a hypocritical Congress some tawdry
post cards such as are still sold on the boulevards of the

world's capitals. The Comstock laws were passed without
debate, clamping down on books and magazines. 'OProhi 1870

untU 1915| a period of nearly half a century, there was dick-

ering and bargaining between the publishers and the censors:

I will take this out if you let this in.' But in 1915, the tide

turned.

Publisher after publisher started to fight. After a few
. setbaclis for the censors, the p^iblishers realized that

abject surrender to censors in the past had not been even
financially beneficial. It was cheaper to stand up and fight

And now, as a result, we are living in a society where any
book openly published,, with the imprint of a recognized pub-
lishing house, openly reviewed by reputable critics, is im-
mune from attack even after publication. Thus the pub-
lishers have put themselves in a position where they, and not
the busybody censors, are tlie judges of taste and social

effects; no longer does the censor in th'e book field have the

monopoly of deciding what is good or evil.

Cowardly Hollywood 1
But Hollywood is cowardly. In fact it is the sole remain-

ing receptacle of cowardice in the fight against the censor in

the American scene. Reversing a score of compromises or
Inept shadow tioxing^ by Hollywood, little impecunious film-

makers like Kline and Steinbeck take on and lick the censor
In the case of "The Forgotten Village.' But not so with the
Big Boys. They have too many dollars at stake to risk a
battle for the freedom of the screen.
The Legion of Decency is set back and defeated. But do

the major picture companies give any aid? I wonder whether
the film industry wants such a victory. See what happens
when a great and gracious pair like Garbo and Behrman are
called corruptors,of the youth of America. Does the company
or Mr. Hays taEe on the fight or do they appease';

1 welcome 'Variety's' courageous stand. Maybe you will
finally taunt the big bankers who run Holfywood to fight

for the freedom of the films. In my humble judgment any
kind of a contest conducted with integrity will win out. The
Supreme Court in a proper case before it will reverse the
old exception it created under which films—unlike books,
radio and newspapers—are censored in advance of publica-
tion. And if the magnates and the defenders of Hollywood's
money are disinclined to fight this battle for liberty, why
shouldn't combinations of the real creators of the pictures—
the actors, the writers, the directors and the camera men-
stand up and justify their product by matching their faith
in liberty against the combined standards of the censors and
we owners of Holly\vood.

I am sure that the great American public will bet on Garbo,
Behrman, et aL, If those creative people think that liberty Is
worth fighting for.

By Garson Kanin
INou) in GonernTnent sen>ice as Film Consultant in the

Office of Emergencv Management, Washinpton, D. C]

Washington, Jan. 4.

That Sunday I was worldng in Washington. It was. de-
pressing. There is nothing glamorous about war when it

comes to you. ' On Monday things seemed brighter. The
automatic unity, the efficiency of the Government and more

than anything else, the messages. The
messages which started coming early
Monday morning, and which haven't
stopped coming to this day. Writers,
actors, even a wire from the president
of the Screen Directors' Guild, all ask-
ing, 'What can we do?' I think I know.

If the following words seem bold, it

is because this is a time for boldness.
This is what. I think. If anyone has
another idea, or a better idea, I enclose
a self-addressed envelope.

Osnon KanlB It seems to me that now more than
ever before the shadows must give light Now we who make
the shadows have a job to do.

.QW job is to express the deepest necessity of America to
our people. Our job is to keep America aroused, inspired
and informed. Our job is to fight with Uie weapons we know
best
Hundreds of men of the motion picture industry have

joined the Army and the Navy and the Marines and other
branches of our Government. For those who remain on the
Home Front there is the great weapon ot the motion picture
camera. The enemy is known and the target is clear.

For the job to be done, the workers in our industry must
fall in like good soldiers, and accomplish their appointed
missions with speed and effectiveness.

We may expect military censorship for strategic reasons.
We welcome it because it integrates our services with the
total War Effort, makes us more effective, opens our eyes to
the target we seek.

Out of the Victory for which we strive, the motion picture
Industry may hope for one achievement—FREEDOM OF
EXPRESiSION. This is the Fifth Freedom, which guarantees
us a Free Screen. That's our stake in the outcome; to win it
we must devote our total resources and talents ahd energies.

We of Hollywood frequently have shrunk from our duty
to America. Because of timidity and outright fear, because
of knuckling-under to this loud minority and that pressure-
lobby, Hollywood too often .welched on the job of awakening
America.

The Day Ib Paat When
The day is past 'when the German Embassy can order a

great anti-Nazi work off the production schedule of one of
our studios—and get away with It.

'

The day is- past when the Japanese Embassy can forbid an
historical truth in a Hollywood production—and get away
with it.

The day. is past when the Hays Office advises a director to
eliminate a scene from his picture which shows a motion
picture audience hissing a newsreel ot Hitler, You don't

believe it ever happened? It happened to me. I will gladly

show you the letter.

The day is past when Lindbergh, Wheele.- and Nye can
attempt to drive the truth- of our situation off the screen,

stifle the voices trying to arouse Americi to her peril, and
paralyze the leaders of the industry into negation of facts.

The time for ignorance is past, because we of Hollywood
won't stand for it and America won't stand for it from us.

Now we have to show guts, for all the gutlessness exhibited

in the past
Peacetime censorship is the strategy of special groups to

defeat the majority. With threats and subtle pressure,'

enemies of America built up a fear-psychosis in Hollywood,

to the end that they had their way with our motion pictures.

And boxoffice greed was head-censor of Hollywood.
Let lis not forget the courage of many excellent pictures.

More important than this handful of trumpet-calls an-

nouncing the future, we should remember the hundreds of

givings-in, ot compromises, of chicken-hearted knuckling-

under to special-interest censorships,

I have no doubt that most people who advocated censor-

ship of pictures were people with good intentions—most of

them, but not all.

Censorship Is No Substitute

For Honesty or Frank Thinkjng

Some people wanted censorship because they were afraid

of honesty. Some wanted it because they were afraid to

think, or because they were afraid somebody else would do
some thinking. Some people wanted censorship because

they had ulcers ot the stomach and wanted everybody else

to have ulcers of the stomach.

Some people who actively supported general censorship

hoped to do some good by regulating what other people
should hear and see and think. They hoped to check or for-

bid obscenity, vulgarity, bad taste, immorality. The Public
Spirit itself forbids these things, with or without censorship.

Too frequently this ravaging censorship destroyed creative

expression, tore truth, denied Democracy, attackctl free in-

stitutions. When this happened, censorship was the enemy
of all men, and deserved the courageous opposition ot all

men. .

We need safeguards against the damage censorship can do,

(Continued on page 50)

Topping the Toppers

Zanies of Qub 18 (N. Y.) Are Irre-

pressible Insulters

By JACK WHITE and FRANKIE HYERS
In his own backyard, the street corner battler feels surft

he can beat the daylights out of Joe Louis. The street cor-
ner wit in his own opinion—and his friend's, too—is a lot
funnier than Jack Benny, Fred Allen, Abbott & Costello
and all the others.

Well, the 18 Club Is our backyard or street comer
as you will. The big-wits step into our place and we catch
them with their puns down—without a script in their hands,
if you want to be more polite about It We call them up
on the club's floor to say a few words and then we throw
our whole book at them. ,
Oh, yes, yes indeed, we top the top men—giving far bet-

ter than we take. But don't take our word for it All you
have to do is check through the daily column of Broadway
historians who have recorded these incidents as they took
place.

We remember the night that Fred Allen decided to Join,
the fun. He started out by panning the cliib. Its size and
odor.

'What are you trying to do,' he was asked, 'louse up the
joint?'

'No,' Fred-replied, 'nature took care of Chat!"

'Imagine,' we fired back at him, 'Fred Allen sounding like
Grade!'
The night Bob Hope came in he wasn't In the mood to

get up on the floor, so we brought a microphone over to
his. table. 'Whereupon he emitted a loud Bronx cheer.
'Who's writing your dialog?' we asked.
After the laughter subsided, Hope pushed his mike over

to Jerry Colonna and said: 'Here, you answer that*
"We brushed him aside and told Colonna: 'Here, use our

mike—it's funnier.'

It was very crowded—when isn't It?—the night Edgar
Bergen was there. He got up to leave while the show waa
still on, so a headwalter came ov«r to help him out At
this Bergen niade some sort of crack.

'Let him go,' was our parting shot 'we've walked out In
the middle of his pictures.' >

' Several years ago, shortly after Mussolini had -ordered the
Marx Bros.' pictures banned in Italy, they visited the club.
Groucho and Chico exchanged a few quips that didn't tickle
the funnybone of this particular audience.
'The poor Marx brothers,' we observed, 'over In. Italy

they can't laugh at them and over here they won't'

I
.

'What We Did to' Benny '

|

• We had a lot of fun with Jack Benny on his flrst visit'to
the 18 Club. Jack accepted our challenge to get up and say
a few words, but he didn't get a chance to say one. We
machine-gunned him -without a letup. . In desperation. Jack
grabbed the orchestra's violin and started playing his corny
version of The Bee.'

'We didn't know,' he was told, 'that Joe Miller taught
violin, too.'

Joe Frisco makes the club his headquarters when he's In
town. On the night Joe opened at Loew's State he was on
the floor When the lens lassie walked by.

'H-h-here, little g-g-gjrl,' Joe said, t-t-take a picture of
me s-s-stuttering. I wanna s-s-show my folks I'm w-w-work-
ing.'

'Take one of him eating,' we said, 'that'll be better proof.'

The flrst crack made by most of the celebrities who take
to the floor are usually directed at the club. Ben Bernle
evidently had been thinking his initial remark over and
over during the show.

.
Because, when he got up, Ben was

all mixed up. A strange silence greeted his opening.
'Bernle,' we told him, 'you went over with a—hush.'

It'-s not always all of us against one visitor. The' night
the Stroud Twins were in the fun was fast and furious as
we tangled with them both. One of them, after his gag
fell flat, said to us:

'Well, haven't you guys anything toi say—you have m
microphone, too?'

'We're getting the same results as you by keeping quiet,'

we answered.
The other' twin then cut in: 'Aw, why don't you run

away from home and go on the stage?'

.
We repjied: 'And why don't you guys run away from the

stage and go on home?'
'They both made faces at us, so we heckled: 'To look at

them you wouldn't think any parents would make the same
mistake twice.'

For a long time Milton Berle gloried in the rumors .and
reports that he was a gag-lifter—a user of other fellows'
material. Maybe he still does. Anyway, one night 'bis
opening crack at us was one that we had used several nights
previously and which had been recorded in one of -the

Broadway columns.
'We hope you make good here, tonight,' we told Him.

There's a talent scout in here from Alcatraz.'
There are many others, all made in good fun. We hope

none of these 'straight men' feels slighted because we left

them out because we've had a grand time crossing words
with the top men. However, we've been toppedntoo, by
two fellow-workers—waiter Willie Grogan and lounge room
attendant One-Round Jackson. But between their Irish
and Negro dialects you can't answer what you can't under-
stand. Understand?
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PATRIOTISM IN PICTURES

Since None Has a Corner on America nigin, Why Can't the Screen Freely

Express and Interpret Its Contributions to the American Way of Life ?

WB PREZ DERIDES THOSE 'PROPAGANDA' PROBERS

By H. M. Warner
(President, of Warner Bros., Inc.;

Hollywood ,Jan. 4.

Now is the time for Hollywood to

come forward again, ready to do its

lull duty and fulflill all its many re-

•ponsibilities to the nation it serves.

Hollywood has
always ac-

cepted its ob-

vious obliga-

tions to the

country which
fostered it. I

believe it al-

ways will talce

care of its

share of the

'burdens of lib-

erty,' and flght

itself and all
for

H. M. \V»ni»r

the freedom of

other worthy enterprises.

The magnificent history of our

country, the people's pride In oOr

institutions, our form of government

and our belief in liberty, have been

and will continue to be reflected

In the product we make m our

studips..

'In praise of liberty,' as 'Variety'.

to aptly puts it, Warner Bros, has

long made pictures in which the

proudest moments of our national

story have been recounted and

dramatized.
,

We have been proud of these pa-

triotic films,' as tU:y have been

called, and we continue to thank

Providence that we have, and always

have had, the freedom to make them

and to display them to Americans

and others who would like to follow

the' Amefican system.

We do not think that this nation

ever should hide its light under a

bushel no matter what censorship

that bushel represents. Certainly we
continually have turned a deaf ear to

the carping criticisms of those who
shouted 'propaganda' whenever we
extolled the glories of our free coun-

try and the road it followed to get

where it is.- We went ahead with

our plans, still believing that Wash-
ington, Lintoln, Patrick Henry and

others had said deathless things

which it would be good for present-

day Americans and others to hear

again.

We have not changed our views,

even though others have altered their

attitudes.

No individual or profession has

had OP- ever can have a iomer on
patriotism. It is the inborn right of

all Americans to be proud of theif

nation and to say as much by and
with evety means at their disposal.'

Here in Hollywood, and at the War-
ner Bros, studios, in particular, we
have used our best means of coiii-

munication — the motion-picture
screen—to tell the world of the pride
we feel in the United States of

America.

lieve that our pride and confidence

in America and Americans were not

misplaced.

We were not only the voice, in-

dividual or collective, raised against

the Nazi menace before we were
actually at war. But the motion

picture had to bear the brunt of

much of the senatorial displeasure

during the recent, rather ridiculous,

effort to show that, what we believe

was good Americanism, was only

'propaganda' in disguise. Our right

to express our beliefs was ques-

tioned, although homes, schools

and churches were already making
known their opposition to the Nazi

way of life.

Nothlne Stopped Us

Partlcnlarly Proad

We are particularly proud of those
pictures and of the response they
have received from a patriotic pub
lie. We have not- sought to glorify

war—we have only tried to honor
our country and the men and women

- who. stand ready, now as always, to

. defend It God helping us, I cannot
-see how we could do lesi!

Those who claimed pitriotic pic-

tures were 'propaganda' are silent

ruyir. In time of war, love of coun-
try is not a thing to be attacked.
'We hope we have helped build the
Idiea in America that even in times
of peace, patriotism is something of
which we should be proud—which
we should shout to the world as
loudly and as often as we can.

Why, in heaven's name, shouldn't
there be 'patriotism in pictures?'

No one has ever attacked the idea
of ' 'patriotism in our schools' or
'patriotism in our homes.' 'Who can
truly believe that 'patrlotlsin In the
theatre' Is. bad when all other
patriotisms are admittedly good?
Warner Bros, ^has produced the

so-called 'patriotic featurettes,' vol-

imtarlly and proudly. We made a
series of short subjects portraying

the lives of American heroes. It

was.our own Idea, and It has seemed
to agree with the general- public's

Idea of good entertalninent and good
history. We are proud of those pic

tures--aU of them—and their recep

tion by audiences leads us to be-

Nothing stopped us when we made
'Confessions of a Nazi Spy.' Nothing
stopped us from cooperating with
the National Defense program, to

which we look with such gratitude

now, in making pictures during the

eight years preceding the actual out-

break of war concerning otir Armyj
nor navy and our air force, We arc

thankful we had some small part in

building up a greater public ap-
preciation of them through our

'patriotic pictures.'

Certainly 'Sergeant York' truth-

fully can be called a 'Patriotic pic-

ture.' There can be no question of

the patriotism of Alvin C. York.
Neither can there be any doubt of

the insight and good sense in his

famous lines, spoken in the picture
as it was in life:

"You do not flght to wiji lib-

erty qnd democracy once and
then stop,' said Sergeant York.
'Liberty, freedom and democracy

ore prizes auiarded only to those

people ujho fight to win them
and keep fighting eternally to

hold them.'

Truths we hold dear have seldom

been so ably expressed.

There can be no good reason, I

think, why motion pictures should

be denied use of the dramatic ma-
terial to be found in the current

Nazi, Fascist and Japanese govern-

ments when for eight years and
more newspapers, magazines, radio

and other news-dispensing sources

have been telling the story. Patriot-

ism is not meat for one medium and
poison for another. There is enough
of it in America for us all to share!

Motion-picture producers shoilld not

be denied their right to talk of lib-

erty or seek a Fifth Freedom of

their own.

We have consistently refused' to

censor plays of stories which we
make into pictures to conceal from
the American people what Is hap-
pening in the world, or all eventuali-

ties. What we have filmed has been
the truth, not propaganda, and those

who would curtail the freedom of

our industry know it

In motion-picture production we
follow no 'isms' except Americanism.
We have fought, in our way, for the

freedoms of thought, of peace, of

speech and of worship.

It is of vital importance to all

Americans that we, as showmen,
flght also for what 'Variety' has
called a Fifth Freedom of our own.
That is the right of free expression

In all show business. Only with that

right can we do our rightful part

in safeguarding the other freedoms.

'Bogle Soonds' WiH

Get LonisTille Preem

Louisville, Jan. 4.

World preem of "The Bugle Sounds,'

M-O Army drama, atmosphere scenes

of which were taken at Fort Knox
last summer, will be held at Loew's

State, January 14. Louisville was
chosen for the premiere because of
the Fort Knox angle, according to
George Himt, manager.

Crew of technicians worked with
Army officials at the Fort over a
period of weeks last summer, to give
the pic an authentic background.
The flbnization of the Armored Force
had the benefit of the U. S. Army
Itself as technical adviser. War De-
partment gave its full cooperation,
and assigned Capt. Arthur W. Field,
technician with a United States pan-
zer corp, to oversee the production
and assure accuracy.

Studio Pay to Workers h
Not. Topped 736(i Weekly

Sacramento, Jan. 4.

Wage earners in Hollywood's film

studios ' collected $736,048 a week
during November, a weekly increase
of $32,237 over October, according
to figures published by the Cali-
fornia Labor Statistics Bulletin.

Average individual weekly wages
increased from $47.67 to $49.61.

Working hours averaged 36.7 hours
a week, an Increase of 13 hours
over the previous month.

A BUHGAMW, TOO
Hollywood, Jan. 4.

Robert Cummings not only nego-
tiated a contract adjustment with
Universal but was upped to star bill-

ing in future roles.

Actor, now working In 'Saboteur,'
gets a bungalow on star row as well
as a boost in salary.

WILLIAM A. SEITER
William A. 9flter has directed one of his greatest pictures for 1941,

"Appointment foi* Love," starring Margaret. Sullavan and Charles Boyer.
released by Universal.
The nation's critics have given this picture the highest merlL

AMERICA MUST GO ON
By Jack Lait

War Is as old as the world. And through all wars the world has lived.
And through this war Americans must and will live.

Every practical and psychological factor calls on us to exercise every
wholesome ftmctlon that remains within our reach. Every Ideal demands

that we preserve our way of life as far as we can.
Good citizens must carry on. The arteries of our
economic, social, religious and constructive lives must
continue to flow, as our stout hearts must continue
to throb through them the blood of' courage, confi-
-lence and faitl).

The war is new. It came suddenly. The incal-
:ulable machineries of our civilized, modern habits
ind methods were not built against war; they were
geared in hope and contemplation of peace.
Our homes and churches, our stores and offices,

our public roads and buildings still stand unimpaired,
unscarred, unchanged.

And we are unchanged.

Our crops, our food supplies, all the necessities and even most luxuries
of normal and natural existence under our still tree and floating flag are
ours.

Our theatres are open for tun, romance and excitement. Broadway la

still ablaze. Hollywood is still shooting. Wail Street is still buying and
selling.

Our larders are full, our warehouses and stores are overflowing. We
are prosperous. There is more actual money In circulation than perhaps
the United States has ever known before. And it is our money—ours to

spend, ours to enjoy, and ours to take from and return to the enormous
^

traffic between producer, distributor and consumer which made America
and must sustain America.

No one must proflt by the war, but as few as possible should lose by it

With due solemnity, let us sustain the past and confront the future

—

near or far—with whatever It may bring. Let us pray and let us prepare.
Let us serve and let us give. But America must go on. We are America.
We must go on.

BrlUah Carry On 1
Britain, for more than two years, has been in war as this nation has

not yet been called upon to know war. For 15 months it was under mur-
derous and ruthless bombardment, the like of which history had never
seen before. And yet we meet the pictures of smiling Eiiglish faces.

Men play cricket. 'Women brew tea and cook and carry on as wives and
mothers and sweethearts, whether in the security of rural retreats or in

the shattered debris of bombed homes and gutted streets.

What they had to do for their nation they have done with great good
will, with patriotism and with resolution. But those who were not
slaughtered by the invading savages go ahead, living with that splendid

British combination of bl^ sense of duty and level-headed serenity.

We have been blessed. War has not reached our mainland shores. It

may well be that it never shall. But if It does, let not the British be the

only people who can take it'—without panic, without themselves destroy-
ing those priceless portions of existence which the enemy cannot shatter.

America at war Is infinitely more comfortable and happy than many
less fortunate nations when they are at peace.
So let us see no chins down. IiCt us live. Let us live intensely while

we may, for though we have faith that Almighty God will guide our
government and that our armed forces will bring us through to triumph,
let us, without naive optimism, but with Intelligent calm, make the most
of the blessings that are still ours; that we earned and that we own.
Let us support our extraordinary emergencies by faithful pursuit of our

ordinary necessities. America wants no faint hearts. America needs no
hoarders. But America expects its civilians to help keep the nation on
an even keel, as it expects Its leaders. Its Army and Its Navy, to defend It,

Ws Your Draft Rating?' Now

A Factor in Juvenile Pic Tests

Conscription and. other war activi-

ties drawing off young players and

directors is proving a break for

many performers eyed by film talent

scouts during the past couple years

and given the brushoff heretofore.

Booners are currently going through

their flies and giving serious second

thought to the guys they once

slighted.

Shortage of potential leading men,

always Hollywood's . No.- 1 talent

worry, is seen reaching the alarm-

ing stage In six months to a year.

It's juit the guys in first draft age—
21 to 28—that studios are after for
buildups to star proportions. Ques-
tion asked by all talent snoopers
now, before they go a step farther,
Is, 'What's your draft rating?'

Some talent searchers see the sit-

uation getting so bad that scripters,
already writing aroimd all kinds of
metallic and mechanical props which
aren't available because of the war,
will have to write around young
men, too. Stories will have more
femmes and fewer males.

Loath to ' lower standards, talent
scout nevertheless have foimd that
inevitable with the current shortage.
So the second-raters are getting a
break. And a 25-year-old with a
wife and two kids to support is
looked on as virtually manna.

PAs Beef U. S. (dves 'Em

The Brashoff on Defense

N. Y. to L. A.
Irving Berlin.

Arthur Kelly.
Laudy Lawrence.
Edward C. Raftery.
Bob Russell
Alfred Wallensteln.

Members of the Publicity Club of

New York, rolls of which include'

some 300 press agents, are squawk-
ing that Government agencies gave
them the brush last week when they
volunteered their services gratis for

any sort of publicity work. P.a.s are
also beefing that the Federal agen-
cies refuse to give them considera-
tion, and hire newspapermen Instead

when they need publicity people.
Among members of the Publicity

Club are some of the highest priced

flacks In the country, including
Steve Hanagan and Tom Fizdale.

Wheh they sent a committee to call

on Mayor LaGuardia and contacted
defense, agencies, they were given
short shrift, they claim,
'The Government has squadrons of

press agents,' Club members com-
plain, 'but when a professional pub-
licity man seeks one of the jobs, even
for free, he's treated like a leper.'

L. A. to N.Y.
Reginald Armour.
Richard Condon.
Decia Dunning.
Homer Fickett
Judy Garland.
James Grainger.
Alfred Green.
David Hempstead.
Hal Home.
Alexander .Korda.
Leslie Litomy.
J. R. McDonough.
Merle Oberon.
Richard Patterson.
DiTvid Rose.
Lew Schrelber.
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FILM PRODUCT OUTLOOK FOR 1942

Despite War's Uncertainties, Theatres Incline to Belief That Flow of Good
Product WiU Go a Long Way Toward^ Stabilizing Biz This Year

QUALITY IMPROVEMENT ALREADY MANIFESTED

^ RETAKES OF 1941 I

By George E. Phair

Hollywood,. Jan, 4.

Now comes a stonn of titles to annihilate the Jap,

Of songs and motion pictures aimed to wipe him off the map.

Ten thousand title writers toll with hot and furrowed brow;

If songs and films could wreck the Jap, he would be ruined

now.

It was a most momentous year, the year of '41,

And let us hope that '42 will see the warfare done,

And all the Japs restricted to their Island neighborhood.

Compelled to hear the titles that were made in Hollywood. -

• •

When vou meet a fellow toho has not been tested /or a role

<n 'For Whom the Bell Tolls,' i/ou know he ij o sfranffer in

Hollt/ivood.
• » •

In Hollywood flaokerlea there are two forms of art—sweater

•»*••'•
, . .

Suggestion for a food ad: John (Before) Carradine and

Laird (After) Cregar. , ,

" YlameT hoys are contemplating a sequel to 'One Foot In

Heaven,' figunng that two /eet are better tlian one.

• * •

Jean Parker sends word aboot the plcoolo player who- be-

came » pianist becanse he oonldn't lay his cifaret on the

plceolo.

A nijiht club /Ishf Is largely tripe

—

One punch and many reams of type
* • *

And Al30 In Teohnlealor

Time and Hollywood work wondrous changes In history.

If tough old Belle Starr came back to earth she would be
startled to learn that she is a glamour gal with a heart of

gold.
• * *

Gents In ocademlo halls wUI tell yon that comedy Is an
escape from life, and gents In varlons stodlos, will tell yon
It Is an escape from 77B.

• •

Though the antics of the comics
Seldom elevate the heart,

They improve the economics
Of the motion picture art.

• • •

When an actor is a heel at 1:30 p.m. and a hero at 3:15, it^
not a sign of reformation—it is a double feature.

• • •

Whether a star bites a dog or vice verao. It Is stIU news.
• • •

Sam Goldtoyn finished 'Ball of Fire' and Is rec-jing a book
titled 'White Hell.' Loolcs like a uNirm urinter.

» • •

Foar seasons In Hollywood . are sunny time, rainy time,
optloB time, and Oscar time.

• * •

.An actor goes out trolling where the sturdy fish abounds
And hoolcs a puny little smelt upon his daily rounds.

when .the flack grabs hold of same ,
The smelt acquires a Tnassive frame.

It soon becomes a swordfish and it weighs 200 pounds.
• • •

The garment worn by Tyrone Power in 'Son of Fury* is

"ot a sarong, which is feminine. It is a pareau, of the
masculine gender, although the film fans out in Kansas won't
notice the difference. They will think Ty prowled Dottie
I.amouT's wardrobe.

• •

The way the gals about town are knitting soz, yon woold
think the soldiers were centipedes.

• * •

'

An author
, sold his deathless tale

To Hollywood for gobs of kale.

They made a picture out of same
Which set his tender ears aflame.

It seems the film, rollcs never took
The time to read the ^author's book.

• * *

As far as Deanna Durbin is concerned. Universal can 'Live
Alone and Like It.'

• • •

Once npob a time there was a film comic who never played
hi bnrlesqne. The snob.

• * •

A fend In a film studio Is almost as ferocloos as a grudge
nght In the ring, which generally winds np as the lost word
In anatalned lethargy.

• • *

Eddie Sjnall is going in for antique boudoir furniture.
First it was 'Twin-Beds' and now it's Up in Mabel's Room.'

• •

When an aotor grows big enough to pick bis own spots he
often picks a spot behind the eight ball.

• • •

Tales of Manhattan' will require a lot of tailoring to make
that dress suit fit Eddie- Robinson and Chuck Laughton.

• * *

Bollywood Is a' place where motion pictures arc produced
t Intervals between gin rummy games.

By Roy Cfaartier

Although the war creates uncertainty, theatre operators
are inclined to believe it will be temporary and that a con-
tinued flow of better product than was furnished a year ago
will go a long way in stabilizing business during coming
months. The £ght with the Axis powers broke' badly for the
boxoOice, coming as- it did three weeks before Christmas,
when the gross levels decline due to shopping and other
factors.

At the same time the distributors were affected and this

past December the quality of pictures allowed to go on
release or take dates was higher than in past years. During
December of 1940 dlstribs even withdrew certain pictures
from the books for the Christmas-shopping period so that
they would not be sacrificed to the usual seasonal dip extend-
ing from. Thanksgiving generally up to the year-end holidays.

While pictures released since Sept. 1 have not been out-
standingly stronger than for the same period a year ago,

each mouth on the new 1941-42 season so far has been
benefited by better pictures than were sent on release for

the corresponding months in 1940, including December.

Additionally much better boxoftice film sent on release in

November has materially aided December whe/e they are
carried over into the latter month. Delay in making deals
has also bunched numerous good pictures subsequent to

their earlier dates of availability.

The standing of distributors, based on the 1941-42 pictures

that have already been seen or shown, has shifted somewhat
as compared with the first four months of the previous
(1940-41) ' season. Most notable in this respect is the im-
provement in the prodnct of 20th Century-Fox and Para-
mount, while Metro has disappointed its backers somewhat
on pictures so far released. Based on what is on the horizon

from Metro, the company is expected to get into a stronger

stride before the winter is over, however.
Twentieth-Fox started its 1941-42 semester on August 1

Instead of oh arrival of September as the others did, with
result this company obtained somewhat of a jump on deals

as well as dates. Through Ueeeml>e'r 31, 20th will have re-

leased a total of 24 features

Top Pictnm I
j

So far on the new season, 20th's top. pictures at the b-o.

have been 'Charley's Aunt,' 'Sun 'Valley Serenade,' 'Yank in

the R-AJ,' 'I Wake Up Screaming,' 'How Green Was My
'Valley,' 'Weekend in Havana.' Some of these pictures how-
ever, have not yet reached a sufficient number of dates to

determine just how far their strength extends at the b.o. but
based on what is known at the moment the expectations are
good.

Par's toppers for the final quarter of 1941 have been 'Hold
Back the Dawn,' 'Nothing But the Truth,' 'Birth of the
Blues,' 'Skylark' end 'I,ouisiana Purchase,' an average of one
big one a month.
The best on the Metro schedule since Sept. 1 have been

'Honky Tonk,' 'Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,' 'Smilin' Through,'
'H. M. Pulham, Esq.,' 'Lady Be Good' and Two-Faced
Woman,' while over in the Warner camp its outstanding,

pictures through to the new year include 'Navy Blues,'

'Maltese Falcon,' 'One Foot in Heaven,' 'International Squad-
ron,' They Died With Their Boots On,' 'You're in the Army
Now' and 'Sergeant York,' the last-mentioned a terrific box-
office entry.

BKO leaders are 'Citizen Kane,' . 'All That Money Can Buy,'

'Suspicion,' 'Dumbo' and 'Little Foxes.' Except for its New
York ddte, 'Dumbo' was held up for Christmas bookings.

From Universal the best business has been shown by
'Unfinished Business,' 'It Started with Eve,' 'Appointment for

Love,' 'Keep 'Em Flying' and 'Never Give a Sucker an Even
Break,' while just sent out on the holidays in a few selected

spos is 'Hellzapoppin' which stacks up well in buyer
estimation.

On the UA list so far this season are 'Lydia,' 'Sundown,'

'Corsican Brothers' and 'Tanks a Million,' but none of these

has been a smash. In 'Shanghai Gesture,' a year-end release,

the exhibitors believe UA has a big one.

Columbia has furnished 'You'll Never Get Rich,' Texas,' •

'You Belong to Me' and 'Men in Her Life' as its best pictures,

while sent into holiday release is 'Bedtime Stcry,' on which
the hopes are high.

In addition to many of these pictures which carry over
"

into January, February and March dating, a sizeable list of

pictures that are handicapped as potentials by exhibitors-

buyers will be sent on release and regardless of the war it

is believed the first as well as probably the second quarter

of 1942 will make a very strong bid for patronage.

I

On the 1948 Horizon -
|

Pictures on the way that look froni better than average

to big include 'The Vanishing 'Virginian,' 'Woman of the

Year,' 'We Were Dancing,' 'Babes on Broadway,' 'I Married

an Angel,' 'The Lady Is Willing,' 'Ball of Fire,' 'Playmates,'

'Bahama Passage,' 'Mr. Bug Goes to Town,' 'Sullivan's Trav-

els,' 'Great Man's Lady,' '^eap the Wild Wind,' "The Man
Who Came to Dinner,' The Male Animal,' 'Kings Row,' 'Twin

Beds,' 'Jungle Book,' 'To Be or Not to Be,' 'Remember the

Day,' 'A Gentleman at Heart,' 'Son of Fury,' 'Roxie Hart,"

'Song of the Islands,' 'Rings on Her Fingers,' 'China Cara-

van," 'Joan of Paris,' 'Valley of the Sun,' 'To the Shores of

Tripoli,' 'Ride 'Em Cowboy, and possibly others.

Some of these films may not be released until spring or

even early summer, while on the other hand certain films

not now looked for during January-February-1 larch, may be
shpt out during this first quarter of the new year.

Very often calculations of buyers go wrong on certain

pictures and the very ones from which big b.o. is expected

do not pan out that way when they get into the theatres.

In any event, exhibitor and buyer optimism is running
pretty high for 1942.

Newsreel War Coverage

Will Be a Matter of Luck

By Frederic UUman, Jr.

(Editor of RKO-Pothe News)

The newsreels will vastly extend their coverage and In-

crease their importance during the war years which lie

ahead. Their representatives will be strategically spotted
over the five continents and the seven oceans. But even a
network of coverage and a corps of cameramen cannot assure
the reels of complete war material.

Censorship and luck will be important factors. At this

writing the rules of censorship have not been laid down, U
indeed it is possible to concoct such a set of rules. 'The
Array will have jurisdiction over the newsrell films relating

to military affairs. The Navy will have the right to suppress
or delete pictures of naval action. The newsreel organiza-
tions will submit to wartime censorship, yielding to the
judgment of military experts as to what war scenes may or
may not be released.

Luck will be a bigger factor. Probably 50 cameramen
will service the combined newsreel companies in war zones.

' Some of the.men are in combat areas now; more are on the
way, and still others will be assigned as total war spreads.
But SO or even 100 men are a mere handful in covering the

fighting which takes place in the four quarters of the globe.
In other wars, the arenas of battle have been confiiied, at
least to a continent.
In attempting coverage of war all over the world it 'wlU

often as not be a matter of luck in having a photographer on
'

hand when any one battle takes place. Not that battle
areas are unpredictable but, to effectively photograph war
scenes, newsreel photographers will need government aid to
get to the battle sites and military transportation in toting
equipment to points from which the pictures can be made.
Jn these first few weeks of war, Government officials have

been fair in their requests to the newsreel producers. They
have used sensible judgment in not trying to use Uie reels
as propaganda media. ^. They have made no burdensome
rules, nor have they made any arbitrary demands.
Theatres—particularly those playing first run releases-

are certain to profit by exploiting newsreels during the
war. It is a safe guess that if battle scenes or naval.engage-
ments are. photographed,, and released without undue dele-
tions by censorship, the boxoflice vlue of such pictures will
be powerful.

10 Best Newsreel

Subjects of. '41

By Mike Wear

The newsl'eels' opportunity for jnitiatlve or originality were
few and far between in 1941, a year marked by the pre-
dominance of roto coverage (that in which each reel is given
duplicate material), particularly on the World War n battle- '

front 'Variety's' 10 best stories are gleaned from the way
such yams shaped up in the newsreel theatres, how they
impressed the reviewer and reacted on the audience; not
particularly on the event's import but how handled. They
follow:

1. President Roosevelt's war address after .''apan had at- .

tacked U. S., and swift action of Congress in declaring war
on Japan (Paramount). Expertly done.

2. Churchill-Roosevelt meeting on the high seas (News of
Day). Although all the U. S. newsreels got the same story on
this vital event, N. of D. scored a big beat even if held up for

release so all got the^ some distribution break.
3. Dakar defense preparations by the French and flrsf mo-

tion pictures of how this vital African port, closest to South
America, sliapes up (Paramount). Exclusive story by Pierre
Naintree and first films permitted by the Vichy government.

4. Series of comedy stories framed around a monkey in a
Buffalo zoo. (Universal). Dug up through initiative of smaller
city correspondent. Closest approach to filling void left by

.

Lew Leiir's continued absence.

5. Saga of Ark Royal (News of Day). Though all from
the library, smart editing by M. D. Cloflne elevated it to a
rare human interest yarn because of the many times the
British airplane carrier was previously reported sunk.

6. The truth about
.
Martinique (Paramount). Douglas

Dupont, cameraman, secured exclusive films showing how
French gold is piled up there, some 200 "U. S.-made planes are
rotting on the docks, how poor the natives are, and the num-
ber of French warships tied up there.

7. Bringing war wounded back home to Australia (Movie-
tone). Crack story, skillfully edited and narrated, and of
particular interest on how the Australian government (which,
of course, okayed the pictures) is treating war realism and
morale. .

•

6. Air raid stories on how London fared after the blitz fire

and biggest bombing attack (Movietone). Other reels had
the same material but this one stood out.

. 9. Convoy from Iceland (Pathe). Neal Sullivan's camera
work made this graphic.

10. Defense of Tobruk (Paramount). Trim editing and
intelligent use of man-on-spot voice lifted this above others
which had much the same material.
Honorable Tnention; British convoy fights off air attack

(Movietone) and Inauguration of Roosevelt, first presideat In
U. S. history to serve a third term (Paramount). Both roto
jobs but winners because of original handling am] editing.
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JESSEL YENS FOR THE GOOD OLE DAYS;

DANNY KAYE SAYS NUTS TO NOSTALGIA

By GEORGE JESSiEL

The most important thing for the readers to find first, on

perusing a column, is the date lin'e...for that may be of such

Eigniflcance as to change your whole viewpoint, for today saw

a complete somersault in opinions. Isolationists are cheering

for Roosevelt, the south has its arm around the north; Capital,

Labor and the Government are singing, 'He's a Jolly Good

Fellow* ... for this is being written on the day we're at war!

Never has there been such tense tinjes; there has never

been such tense times since 1861—yet on this Dec. 8 I have

been asked by 'Variety' to write a salute to yesterday, or

to be factual, why I like the show business of 20 years ago

more than I do the strange, conglomeration of the mostly-

listen-for-nothing era of today.

To begin with, let's look at it from the dressing room of the

average actor. If he was in burlesque, he finished his work

after doing just two shows a day. He had a 36-^yeek con-

tract and the Burlesque Club to go to at night where he

met his brother comic and where they drank ^ lot of beer

and the last glass poured down with such authority. Why
not! His contract had a few years to go, but if a .Broadway

manager wanted him, his boss would let him go, for the boss

would understand, he too had been a burlesque comic -or a

song and dance man until he owned a show.

I Today's burlesque actor—unless he's a she and one-of four

strip-teasers, has to do four or five shows a day—he's got to

be terribly dirty most times. Not because he xyants to, but a

12 o'clock noon audience won't wake up for any jokes about
little Willie. There's no place for him to go at night to meet
his gang, and the boss of the show is no actor who has worked
himself up from the ranks; but probably the saloon-keeper

on the comer or the -attorney or the mortgagee who had to

take over the theatre. ,

I
. AS SAD AS A STBEBT IN PAMS 71

' Now the Vaudeville .Actor. His story is as sad as a street

.

In Paris. Twenty years ago there were 60 weeks of big time
vpudeville and over 100 weeks of mediun> and small time
vaudeville. There are probably 20 weeks In all America, to-

day.

• No camaraderie at^oight, no spacious NVA Club, no jnonas- .

tery at the Friars, no Vaudeville Comedy Club, no Broadway'
nilace theatre -to look forward to, no happy lies to tell your

.

n^ghbor at Freeport. Alas, my friends, vaudeville is a lost

art . . .

:How much more like show business It was to hear the con-
versation between two legit actors, saying,- 'Well, Tin going
back with ^Blossom Time'.fot the -fourth .year,' .and the other -

saying, .Scat's fine. I'm going on tour with , the 'Countess
MarltzaV

"Instead- of this kind of conversation you hear today, 'Hello,

Charlie, you look tired."

'I am, Joe. I was on at 7:30 this morning for the Early
Jollily Record Chatter show, and at S:30 I was on 'the Cheese
Souflle program.' ' '

'

'What are you doing, Joe?' 'Oh, Vm auditioning for Feena-
ihinf

' For musicals, you've got to get $4 for a musical show .or

you can't live, even if you've got a hit Consequently, the
average success has 25% of the run it used to have, and by

' the time you get on the road the radio has aged your songs so
much that you've got a stale show.

A straight play—no matter how good—you've got to pray
that six New Ybrk critics haven't had a fight with their wives,
«r you're dead—you cannot stand oft bad notices—wait a min-
ute, don't tell me 'Abie's Irish Rose' and Tobacco Road'—
that happens about as often as Haley's Comet

Certainly Til take the good old days.

P. S.—Should a nice fat radio or picture contract come
through—and please God, should Japan be reduced, to a one-
night stand—I may change my entire viewpoint. Therefore
please observe the above dateline on this scrap from the
memory book.

wood and Radio
By Jac)c Hellman

Hollywood, Jan. 4.
Hollywood and radio—this year or any year—sums up

to these basic impressions:^

The master-showmen of the United States are here. In

the film studios. Radio is a mere imitator, a second best,

• bunch of beginners in entertainment creation. Radio
has prospered with very few master strokes of showman-
ship. Ainos 'n* Andy flashed across the skies. The big
blow caught up Rudy Vallee, Kate Smith, a few others.
But there were no stupendous achievements of showman-
ship in the air. Nothing to compare to The Birth of a
Nation' 'Intolerance' 'Way Down East.' No equivalent to
'Disraeli' or Top Hat.'

The two industries simply cannot be compared in re-
spect to creative or artistic abilities. Nor of maturity,
breadth and even daring in technique, editing' and choice
of themes.

Condescending, did ya say?

Yeah. Yet Hollywood still gets plenty excited about
radio because radio is superlative in one thing at least;
the ability to publicize, exploit, advertise; make known,
spread the word and stir talk. It's also tops in getting
people to wlilstle songs.

In other words Hollywood thinks of radio like a player
who can't -throw a forward pass but can sure catch 'em

, and run Uke something.

By DANNY KAYE

It's always the good old days. The new days are never

good. The old shows were brighter, the old comics were

funnier, yesterday's chorus girls were more dazzling, the old

routines knocked them deader, and morfi hpBris oined for

every light on old Broadway.

This sentimenal notion dmgs not only

to show business. ,

The old shoes were stouter, the old

haU more becoming, the old button-

holes were better made and the -old

armchair is a rare antique..

I'm a sucker for the good old days and

get a big wallop when I recall Smith

and Dale's 'What am I—a crocodile? or

Herb Williams' 'SpoUi-i-ight!' Even

now, a chill crawls up my spme when

I think of Joe Schenck (Van and Danny Kayo

Schenck)-^when I see him at the piano, in litUe more than

I pin spot facing the audience, playing with one hand, sort

tf on Se side, and crooning a ballad in that soft h«h voice

of his It was so quiet you could hear.an opUon drop.

Those were the good old days for me^ when I Play^^ hookey

to catch the bill at Loew's Palace in Brownsville. -Today? A
hust-dog days. But, with the passing of time, when these

ISrire recalled through the friendly haze of reminiscence,

they, too, become the good days—the good old days.

Casting sentiment aside and viewing the situation in the

cold light of reality, what kind of break does the young

performer get today? I guess the most significant .change

was caused by the demise of vaudeville and the burth of

radio and talking pictures.. This has speeded "P,*he develop-

ment of an actor's career insofar as national- and-world-<ame

is concerned.. If you click, you click quick. Through the

medium of radio and pictures, over-night recogniUon can

really be attained over night. These two phases of show

business have also wised up the hinterland. The yokels know

all the answers and say 'Joe Miller* before you pop the punch

line. I think that's good.

A legit actor's salary in the good old days didn*t come to

very much when averaged over a year. Weeks of rehearsal

without pay—long layoffs between plays—50 or ?0 dollars

a week when working—altogether, not much more than $1,500

a year. Today the networks are netting big. dough to thou-

sands of unknown performers who barely eked out an exist-

ence before. . I think that's good.

Theatrical doors are wide open today—much toider than in .

the good old days. New faces are not only welcome, but

hunted.' The great proving ground that'was vaudeville and

burlesque cannot be combed lor ready-made stars with a

solid sense rf tiir'ng and showmanly Instincts. Broadway

can't tell where the new sensation might come from and

therefore- has- to keep a keen eye and-open..mind-for_the-

imknown. The big break can come much sooner to .the.young

performer. I think that's good. y .

DouBre Talk, Circa 1917
In the 12th Anniversary Edition of 'Variety, dated

Dec. 20, 1B17, appeared some of the first double-talk in

modern show business. It was in the form of an adver-
tiseihent by Bert Leslie, the comic, and it read;

To The Qeoka.

May the Fussel Spras
Dil the mosley pass
And the Guncas
Gale pas your comepus
So praze your wimp .

And Fill your limp
And poo your luxing flogears

Prall your dit

Fose your lit

And brott to Happy New Years
Double-talk in those days was an -Intra-vaudeville

actors' gag, chjefiy Used on laymen as a form of per-

sonal amuseMent and. self-ribbing. "Actors playing the

Palace Beach in the old days gathered in front of Wol-
pin's (now defunct), at 47th and Broadway, and double-

talked the cop on the beat dizzy. It was months before

he got wise to the daily ribbing. Only in recent years

was it put to stage use. Lewis Carroll made free use of

double-talk in his "Through the I<ooking Glass' (1871).

War-Time London

U. S. Newshawk's Impressions of Show
Biz There

I

BADIO AND PICTOBES-

Radio and pictures have developed their own stars. Actors

with just a microphonj quality and photogenic personality.

They have zoomed to the top when they probably could-have

gotten nowhere in the flesh. Even products .of the good old

days who were doomed to a career of mediocrity in thCle'glt

or two-a-day have found fame .and fortune when they found

that certain something before a microphone or camera. I

think that's good.

The passionate and professional drum-beaters for the good

old days always- hark-back -to-the-long runs .on the varied-

circuit Once around the Orpheum meant maybe two years.

Then there was a year on the Pantages, perhaps six months'

of western time. And they were all good for repeats. Five

years for the same act was not a long life. Some played the

same 15 minutes of patter for 15 years.

Twelve gags, a parody and a hoofing finish was a career.

When vaudeville vanished, they couldn't get out of the rut

and ma.ny good performers, buried in their 15 minutes of

patter, were permanently stranded. Today is a day pf con-

stant-change. There is a- cry for new material,- new routines

and a performer is put on his mettle to provide them. He
can't become complacent and smug. I think that's good.

I'm not sure, but I have a feeling that summer theatres

today offer greater opportunities for the newcomer, as well

as a field of experiment and tryout for the old timers. As
I vaguely regcall, summer stock companies in the good old

days dished up a rehash of well' worn bills, and did nothing
more for the actor than help kill time. Today, fnany Broad-
way si(fv:esses were bom on the strawhat circuit. Many new
persbrialities, writers, technicians and directors found their

first contact with a stage in- a country bam. And i;^ you Con-
sider all the little theatres connected with the thousands of
summer resorts you resilize that there is a starting polnt'end
a field of development for a great army of theatrical work-
ers. I think that's good.

Working conditions are better today. . 'Shooting galleries'

and 'mouse traps* in jerk towns are practically extinct Every
hamlet boasts at least one deluxer and every big town has
its own roaid company Radio City Music Hall. Union regula-
tions, scales of salary, rehearsal mles are on a higher level
Equity, the Dramatist's CUiild, the Musicians Union and the
Stagehands' Union have eliminated most of the gyppery and
shoestringing of the good old days. Paying oS in the dark is

a thing of the past And I think that's good.

I
EVEN VAPDEVILLE'S STILL .HEBE

~

Strictly speaking, even the oldtimers' shining paradise end
emblem of the good old days—the institution of vaudeville
is still alive and kicking, in modified form. The Paramount,
Strand, Roxy and the Music Hall are deluxers with replicas
in Chicago, Philadelphia, Washington, Baltimore, Boston and

'

Los Angeles. Loew's State is a type of old time vaudeville
house that is photostated in other big cities. An act can
reach not only the main stem audiences on Main Street but
also the family trade in the neighborhood houses. I think

'that's good.

They're not bad—these new days. .

And thev'U be sweet to look back on when they become the
'good old' days.

By George Lait

(International Wcuis Semice Wor Corresponden't in London)

London, Dec. 5..

For some of the lesser fry of the boards—comparatively un-

known music hall (vaudeville) performers, small nightclub

turns, carnival acts and such—the war hasn't been a bad
.

business proposition. In the old- days ol peace .they were

lucky to work 15 weeks a year, starvation coin was the ,

rule rather than the exception, jumps were long in third-class
'

railway carriages- and often ate up all the profit of the last

date. On top of that agents whacked off their chunk, cos- .

tumes, no matter how tawdry and usually second-hand, like- -

wise cost
, , , , .

Ttoday these coffee-and-cakers are working regularly enter-

taining the troops throughout the Empire for ENSA (Enter- i

tainments' National Service Association), government bureau ;

handling this Job. Their mazuma can't be classed as-'good,'

but they manage to knock oil about £5 to £7 ($20 to $28).

per week which- is clear profit for their travel costs are

covered by the government or they're jumped in Army, Naval

or Royal Air Forc6 automobiles; most of them work without

scenery and In civilian clothes; and. they never need new.

material for the lads in the forces want hoke, noise, legs .

and a minimum of -sophistication. -

To the big names of the 'halls,' however, the war has not
.

been kind. Many of the vaudeville theatres, throughout the

provinces .(such as Manchester, Coventry, Birmingham, Liver-

pool, lieeds, etc), received unrequested renovations from the

Luftwaffe. Only a single major London house still sells

straight vBude—the StoU in Klngsway—althoqgh the Palla- -

dlum. Prince of Wales and Windmill still -grind along with
.

their regular permanent companies.

Most of the big names have- either gone into ENSA (at just

about the same money the coaee-and.K»kers get) or have

gone into other branches of national service.for the duration.

Some, however, are still to be seen in musicals and legit

'^ith the shutting of most of the big time night clubs and

tiie demands of the forces for men of military age, numbers .

of the big name bands likewise have taken it on the button.

However,.a few. remalning.spQts_manBge.to.keep..a .coupje.pf..

the crews employed, such as The Savoy (Carroll Gibbons); -

Grosvenor House (Syd Lipton); Embassy (Harry Roy). Some
of-the other big-time crews, such as Geraldo's, Jack Hylton,

Oscar Rabin, Joe IiOss, Jack Payne, Syd Seymour, and Henry
Hall, move about doing good hotel dates, whang oil occasional

broadcasts for the BBC or go Into a musical.

r 29 LEGIT FBODUCnONS
Although there are 29 legit or musical productions and the

Russian Ballet actually running at this writing (Dec. 4), their

troubles, too, are myriad. Clothes rationing, for example, has

added to the producer's million-and-one head and heartaches.
When George Black finally got ready to open 'Get a Load
of This' with Vic Oliver, at the Hippodrome, he had to

scrounge through a mile of governmental red tape to obtain
special extra coupons for costumes. When Firth Shephard
opened "The Man Who Came to Dinner* at the SaVoy, he
could not find a proper sport coat or dazzling American neck-
tie for Jerry Verno (in the Harpo part) until my room-mate,
Ned Russell, offered one of his and I contributed a glaring
specimen of Main Stem neckwear.

I
EASIO KOT SO PEBET

The radio field is not so perky either—actually, compared
to our home product, it never went so far as money went for

performers. I can remember the pre-war day when the
BBC offered Sophie Tucker £50 ($200) for a broadcast, then
and I believe stUl, an aU-tlme BBC high for a single,

A sustaining performer who drags * 10 ($50) per week out
of the BBC can work anywhere else either as strong man
or magician.
But if you're determined to displaji./your talents on the

air in this man's country, brother, you do it for the BBC
at- their price 'cause there just ain't no other pTace to 90.

. Thfe Brothers Shubert would find the critics' situation in

war-time London a blessing. 'What with the paper shortage,
most of the rags have cut down to four pages for the full-

slzed sheets and six or eight pages for the tabloids. This
doesn't give much room for film or theatrical criticisms after

the war news has taken up its allotted number of columns.
Thus, a critic's revue which in peacetime might fill a column,
today gets one or two paragraphs. And who ever heard of
a critic who could really roast a turkey in less than a
column!!

- For some the blitz and the blackout have caused great
professional and financial loss; for others, .the war has given
otiportunities which they otherwise might never have
achieved.

It's all given me a history-making appetite for Broad-
way, 52nd street; Vine street State street and any other
Street back home where they tum the street lights on when It

gets dark.
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NATIONALDEFENSE ANDTHE B.O.
POST-MORTEMS OF 1941

^^Tmes Oat of the BVay Nnneiy

^ Fpr Variety's 36th Anniversary.

by Albert Stillman

1941 is over;

i/Ots of guys are under clover;

Lots of gals now^rest in pax;

L<)ts of big shoU got the axe;

Lots of shows with growing pains,

X^ft at an early age for Cain's.

TSjS.. left the Post, a rag
.

That is now without a gag.

I switched—thanks to the ASCAP famine—

-To lox, from Nova-Scotia salmon.

The sword is miohtier than the pen;

Censorship is bacfc again;

The Times noio sleeps with the Daily Worfcer;

Broaduiav Rose went a bit berserfcer.

A pretty penny the toar has cost us;

Cute little Finland double-crossed us;

Ncto yorfc is fall of Counts and Princes
'

Stuflinff themselces with Lindy's blintzes.

Of 17 shows u)hich could not stand the gaff.

The average run toas a tneek and a half.

'Variety' uient somewhat solemn

Via the Fifth Freedom (or Ltbertw Column^.

The Center Theatre Ice Show was a hit.

Though the critics at first didn't care tor it;

They also didn't care for 'Hellzapoppin,'

Which grossed four million bucks before stoppin'r

So it seems lots of shows the boys don't care for

Become terrific smashes therefore.

Jon Peerce, the music-louers' pet,

Moved from the Music Hall to the Met.,

His debut maki-.ti frxmt-page copy,

Due to the death of Gennaro Pa^.

A comeback toos not staged i>v vaude IX

Again this year, for which some thank Gawd.'

Of Toe^work we got an overdose

From the Ballet Theatre and the Ballet Joot.

No rival band caused either Dorsey

To dismount from his high-horsey;

In many a burg there was many a buyer

Of: 1 don't Want to Set the World on Flyer';

And he never had written a song before, had.he?

I mean Bob Troup who authored: 'Daddy."

Leonard Sillman produced no show

. .S9_lPts.Qt_angels[.saYed.lots..«f.dough, ...

Bioff and Browne, two of B'way's 'best,'

Were forced to leave town for a much needed rest.

There were five forcharoos which lamented, in part:

"How preen was my valley, how blue was my heart."

In symphonies, ballets, concertos and pops,
P. I. Tschaikowsfcy again was the tops.

"Citizen Kane"'doins Hearst orcaf chority.
Got more publicity than popularity;
While cashiers needed extra boxes
To pack in receipts ftom 'The Little. Foxes'.

.
The Tnovies again made the fatal mistake.
Of not giving Fields an even break.
Mercer-Morris ij minus Mercer;
Robbijw panned Link, and •nice -versa.
Biz at the Music Hall took a spurt,
Thonfca to Van 5chmus and Eyssell. (Advert.)
Gypsy Rose Lee of Girlesk glory
Is busy writing a mystery story;
Fed up with commonplace frivolities.
She now reveals her better qualities.
Pop wrote: 'Stay 'way from Hollywood, son,'
When Budd wrote: 'What Makes Sammy Run.'

Senator Nye of the A. F. Committee
Conducted a probe of Cinema City;
All I can say is: What a pity
Wobody probes the A. F. Committee.

On Gloomy Sunday, December Seven,
Japanese bombs fell out of heaven,
aedding blood on American soil,
Thanks, no doubt, to American oil;
And on Blue Monday, December Eight,
We sent Japan our Hymn of Hate;
And three days later HiUer got tough
And the Japanese war was Very Old Stuff.
And when interviewed on the self-same day,
l-narles Ai Lindbergh had nothing to say.

'""Sister Eileen' had quite a ride,
Although a bit on the corny side;
ine Beauti/ul People' was fair, albeit
"Ot enough B. P. paid to see it;A show by the name of 'Viva O'Brien'
vtva d a week, then started in dyin'.

IMl is over;
Lots, of guys are Under clover;
">« of gals now rest in pax;

of big shoU got the axe;
aere is the point at which I drive;
HOW DID YOD MANAGE TO SURVIVE?

Shifting Populations Prove a Bonanza
for Some Defense Gties and a

Downbeat Elsewhere
'

PRIORITIES GROWING ALSO

By Roy Chartier

A HARD ROAD, BUT
THE BEST ROAD

By GERTRUDE LAWRENCE

New factor affecting both distribution and exhibition-the
national defense program—has expanded importantly in
significance during 1941 and for 1942 will have additional,
more positive, bearing on business of merchandising film.
That goes (or the distributor in selling his wares to the ex-
hibitor and for the latter in retailing the pictures to his pub-
lic, whatever it may ^e in the future.
Already the extent of shifting population has been great.

At the same time, general business has changed with the tide
of the preparedness spending and the allocation of Govern-
ment contracts which favors some territories and almost
ignores others.

The Supply Priorities & Allocation Board in Washington
further changes the picture for the theatre operator by im-
posing severe restrictions on building and many basic mate-
rials required in construction or manufacture so that non-
essential projects will not interfere with defense.

This, In itself, affects the exhibitor in many ways. At the
outset the inability of local non-defense manufacturers and
factories to obtain materials automatically throws general
business in his locality out of gear. Either manufacture is

greatly curtailed or factories are forced to cloise, thrdwing-»
lot of people out of work and causing local deflation. Then
again, stores, home-owners and others curtail spending on
repairs, maintenance, expansion, etc., because of the SPAB
limitations. These will grow more severe as the defense
program and war progress, it is believed.

Where the exhib is operating in a town not im^portanUy
capitalizing on defense work, he supers with his' business
brethren, including the stores, garages, and otherMocal mer-
chants. Meantime, the costs of living are going up and it is

still problematical how much of a boxofSce increase the.
traffic will bear. There- is hardly qo other alternative for

the bard-pressed theatre owner but to try to get more from
fewer folks, however, and there is some fear that certain

theatres will be forced to close. This would be especially

true In situations where overseating conditions prevail. And
there are plenty such.

OBOWING SPAB BESTBICnOirS

Additional fright for the exhibitor is caused by SPAB re-

strictions which are expected to grow in intensity during the
new year. Inability to get basic materials, notably all metals,

stops building or rebuilding of theatres—which can be done
without—but more importantly the theatres in operation are
facing a number of harrc-wing praspeets.

Very important among these is the likelihood that hundreds
of houses will not be able to operate their cooling systems
this summer. Very little remodeling or redecoration, since

defense materials are needed, is expected to be possible. Also,

the exhibitors face difficulty in keeping up the proper main-
tenance, making repairs and replacements, etc.

All <rf this also adds up pessimistically for the theatre
operator. In addition to laical business conditions that inter-

fere -for him, a non-cooled house in the summer, run-down
theatre, squeaky or damaged chairs, etc., lessen, the chances

of maintaining satisfactory gross levels.

I --FLIGHT OF FOPULATIOir ' 1

Tht ftinny thing about any freedom, the Fifth Freedom,
Included, is that we cannot enjoy any of it without imposing
a sort of slavery on ourselves now and then. We either drive
ourselves or some cause drives us, and it is particularly (rue

of life in the theatre where we find no
period so hard on us as when we are
free' or 'at liberty.'

We work so hard towards our the-
atrical Holy Grail that freedom, which
most persons regard as a sort of aim-
less relaxation, .is almost unknown to
us. But one cause in which we cannot
go wrong, DO matter what our .nation-
ality, is Patriotism.

I don't mean by this the conventional
_ . . flag-waving patriotism, the pointing.
Oertrnd. Lawnace wlth-pride patriotism. I mean- that

hard-working, extra benefit-performance, singlng-to-the-
polnt-of-collapse sort of patriotism which is inspired by the
knowledge that others, less well known than ourselves all
over the world, have made supreme and final sacrifices that
we might live at. all. , And that we ^quld be.prp^d.qf .the

-chance-to prove' ourselves worthy' of the cause others " give

"

their lives for.

For us to praise ourselveis because we have given one
extra performance and so made a youth laugh once more
before he went aloft to die for us, is not a 'sacrifice' on our
part. It is an entertainer's proud privilege!

It follows that If we are to avoid an imposed slaveiy, we
must rally our manpower in all directions and use it to de-
stroy the evil forces that-are bent on destroying our vrty of
living.' nds means that even entertaiimient manpower must
be organized by leaders of the entertaiimient world, and all
of it piit at the. disposal of the Government to do the most
good where the elected authorities believe it will most help
the .morale of all our armed forces.

This involves a long-range and rather humble view of a
profession not famous for hiding its talent under a bushel.
Whether tt is the American Theatre Wing, or Entertahunent
National Service Association (ENSA), or the British War
Relief Society, or Bundles for Britain, or the British ActOrS" •

Orphanage, or USO, Camp Shows, Inc., or the Red Cross,
or the Treasury Hour, we entertainers must do the beat we
can with what we have and place the best of it at the dis-
posal of oor governments so that our efforts may be in-
tegrated Into the general plan for a swift and decisive vic-
tory. And while so much of this fiendish Nazi, war has beea
a war of nerves anyway, our personal nerves are not of na^
tional concern.

Toe last Caiit Best!

The fiight of population is one of the most important fac-

tors resulting from defense spending, leaving hundreds of

smaller towns in industrial as well as farming areas to what
may become a sad plight However, the larger cities, notably

those with much defense work, stand to prosper as never
before,' with the increase in the more populous communities,
where the grosses are at much higher levels anyway, no
doubt more than offsetting the slack in the smaller
towns. Nonetheless, in some large cities such

.
a^ New

York, where defense ' contracts are not In such great
numbers as Pittsburgh, Detroit, etc., the business at the b.o.

is away under expectations.

Of New York's 35,000 factories, for instance, less than 7%
are' in the column of principal industries listed by the Office

of Production Management as essential-to-ihe-nation's de-

fense.

The draft has also drawn away from big as well as small

towns many of the film b.o. potentials. -Cities.or towns near
to army camps are reaping a harvest, however, but the fans

in uniform are pretty much bunched throughout the country.

Aside from this, the lure of defense jobs, has drained hun-
dreds of communities to the benefit of some states and the

detriment of others. Even before defense and drafting got

under full steam, many of the midwestern states had suffered.

Those In the Great Plains area from North Dakota to Texas,

for Instance, lost more than 300,000 population in the decade

from 1930 to 1940, according to reliable figures. Most of these

took flight from the so-called dust bowl and migrated to

greener pastures. The figure has no doubt grown consider-

ably during 1941.
.

^1

Yes, I thought I would take a vacation from Xady in the
Dark* last summer and went up to Cape Cod to rest But
the world was cracking up and I found that I couldn't, in all
conscience, lie on the beach all day, while my own country-
men were fighting time-bombs and living underground.
There was too much to dp, and in my small way, I did what
I could. I planed to New York to keep up my weekly tran-
scriptions to the Empire Services for- E.N.SJV.- I- kept in

,

touch with the refugee orphans of British actors who had
to be looked after over here. I learned that there were
American troops burled In the hinterland of Panama with-
out radio sets that coiild pick up programs from this coun-
try, and that the Marines and Mudders would crack my ribs
in gratitude for even so much as a set of transcriptions, If I
would make just the additional effort of sending this per-
sonal greeting to these defenders ot our outppsts of freedom.
They now receive my E.N.S.A. programs which are titled.

'Broadway Calling.'

So I came back to work for a rest! _ We actors feel so in-
tensely that it often seems as if we are overstating the case.

We know, too, that nothing succeeds like excess. A new
season brings new pleasures, new griefs. Your name goes
up again in-the-lights-if you're lucky; and people groping
for an attraction to bolster some patriotic movement close

to their hearts, begin gunning for you. To some you say
'yes'; to some, because of previous commitments, you say
'no.' To some you are, therefore, a darling, the mcst un-
selfish creature alive; to others-you are Impossible to reach!
You have to take the good with the bad in all this, com- .

forting yourself with the knowledge that in doing the best
you can, you are doing all that even angels are able to do.
But you can't afford to get annoyed or small or mean or hurt,

for after all, a world—our world—is at stake, and all this

darting about and bumping into each other is part of the
general plan of saving our world for our way ot living in it

Survival of Bbuk Friday

FBOBLEU FOB DISTBIBUTOBS ALSO
r

While shifting population is essentially a problem for the

cxhlb who's losing many of his regular customers, it also is

of much concern to the distributor whose sales in the smaller

communities are dropping. Business for the distributor is

higher in the defense centers and army camp towns but,

taken on the whole, 10,000 accounts for a distrib this season

might run less in revenue than the same number of customers

a season back unless the slack is taken up by higher rentals.

Obtaining higher prices for film where the exhib is doing

a smaller business, however, is something else again. And
where pictures are on percentage, a distrib might even walk

out of a theatre with less at 35% than he did with a com-
parable film a year ago at 30%.
The sales managers are giving much thought to the prob-

lem at the moment and one company, Metro, is going to great

pains and considerable expense in an effort to help the little

fellow build up his business, tap fan sources from which he
isn't bcneflting, make his advertising more attractive, etc..

One exhibitor forum has been held and others are planned

at which smalltown theatre operators may exchange views,

help each other, listen to ad-exploitation experts, etc.

Thus, what you Anally come to Is that what we are fight-

ing to defend is the survival of charity and loving kindness
In show business as well as elsewhere in the world. Against
these are hate and tyranny. It is an issue of the survival of
Christmas as against Black Friday.

'Variety* has chosen to make the freedom ot self-expres-
sion in all branches' of show business its editorial theme of
this current fight in the seemingly endless fight for freedom.
It chooses to call its contribution to this fight "The Fifth
Freedom.'
Many times in 36 years it has felt the pressure of forces

which were Hitler as far as its life as the 'Bible of Show
Business' was concerned. But it never gave up. It fought
all attempts to enslave It. It never went the way of the ap-
peaser, the compromiser. It never had to be told you can't

do business with Hitler. It saw many incipient Hitlers try
to snuff It out and die from trying. ,^

So 'Variety' will understand what I am driving at 'If you
want to be free, work at it every day. A talent neglected is

like a muscle not used. It atrophies. More than 500,000,000

people are determined not to let this happen to them.
Surely that is too big a public for any smart trouper tm

ignore.
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NICE THINGS ABOUT MGRS. WE'VE MET

By George M. Cohan

We'll take a few of the old time variety managers,

first of all.

B. F. Keith, started as an outside man with a circus

—

opened a variety theatre in Boston, changed the name
•variety' to 'vaudeville.' Had a

handlebar moustache and a box-
office mind. One of the nice things

about Keith was his son Paiul—

a

fine young fellow. '
,

E. F. Albee first went to work
for Keith as general manager at

a salary of $25 a week. One of

the nipe things about Albee was
that he liked to tell everybody

that fact

S. H. Hodgdon, Albee's right-

hand man, was originally a ven-

triloquist. One of the nice things

about Hodgdon was his loyalty to

the old-time variety performers. O"""

F. F. Proctor was originally an equilibrist, juggled

barrels on his feet. Broke into the managerial end and

became Keith's greatest competitor. One of the nice

things about Proctor was that he kept all the old pro-

grams of the bills in which he appeared as a performer

and- took great pleasure in showing them.

Tony Pastor broke in as a circus clown, then became

a singer of topical songs. Opened his own thteatre in

New York. Made a great success as a manager, but

still continued to appear as a singer of songs on every

bill. One of the nice things about Pastor was that he

admitted -that he-was absolutely- stage-struck;- •-

Hyde and Behman, a couple of young fellows in

Brooklyn, opened a little variety house in Adams
street, and within a short time controlled practically

all the theatres on the other side of the bridge. Their

pet house, however, was always the Adams street

variety theatre where they first started.. One of the

nice things about Hyde and Behman was their private

office where they served sandwiches and bottled beer

to all visitors.

Mike Shea began his career as a manager in a com-
bination variety theatre and saloon at Buffalo. It was
a tiny house, seated not more than four or five hundred,

but what shows he put on! Imagine Ward' &. Vpkes,

Lottie Gilson, Matthews & Bulger, Harrigan, the jug-

gler, and Vesta Victoria, all on the same bill.' One of

the nice things about Shea was that he spent most' of

his time backstage kidding with the performers. Mike
was in a class by himself. Never has been one like

him.

Eohl, Castle, Foli

Kohl^ and Castle came out of the circus and dime
musjtim business and got a come-on vaudeville in the
city of Chicago. They had three houses there, the
Olympic, the .

Haymdrket, and Chicago Opera House.
These were the wisest audiences in America. It was
murder for any act they didn't cotton to, but if they
liked you, the town was yours. One of the nice things
about Kohl and Castle was that every man on their

business staff and- every man- in ttieir stage Crew was
a great little guy. • ^ .

S. Z. Poll was a sculptor and made wax figures- for
places like the old Eden Musee. He converted a store
Into a curio hall in the city of IJew Haven where he
displayed his wax. works and entertained his patrons
with a couple of variety acts. In a short time he cut
out ' the -wax -works and—booked straight -vaudeville

bills. Became a rich man, built theatres throughout

the entire state of Connecticut and created a" circuit of

his own. One of tho nice things about Poli was that

if a little act happened to strike his fancy that par-

ticular act found some extra change in the envelope

Saturday night.

These managers we've mentioned were the big shots

and their theatres were the high spots when we
stepped out of vaudeville in 1900. There were only two
Pacific Coast houses of any account in those days.

They were the Orpheum theatres in San Francisco and
Los Angeles. The Orpheum Circuit grew up after-

'(vards and Martin Beck had not yet graduated into a
position of importance such as he later on occupied in

the -managerial end of the game.

Some of the legits

Now then we'll look over a few of the' old-time
so-called legitimate guys.

diaries' Frohman followed in the footsteps of
.
his,

older brother, Daniel, and first came into show busi-
ness as advance agent of Haverl'y's Minstrels. Became
a producer of plays and within a decade from the time
of his first production was conceded to be the most
popular and most prolific producer in this or any other
country. One of the nice things about Charles Froh-
"ifiafTTva's" thienndependent and dignified manner in

which he.con'ducted his theatrical enterprises. He had
his own way of going along and consequently went a
long, long way.

. One of .the nice things about Dan Frohman was his

devotion to the Actors Func) of America.
David Belasco started as a small part player in San

Francisco; He quit acting in the early days and went
in for stage direction. Followed this up with his own
prtcluclib'n"- bf--plays- -and--£iecamB "6y far ' thB~inreatest-
theatre mind of his time. He created an entirely new
school of stage direction and so far as his pick of plays
was concerned he had the happy faculty of hitting the
public fancy nine times out of ten. One of the nice
things about Belasco was that he actually loved the
theatre and gave up practically all his time to the
study of :what he called 'perfect production of plays,'

William A, Brady, another young fellow and small:
part player from San Francisco, became a star and
toured the country under his own management. Like
Belasco, he tired of acting and went in for play pro-
duction in the early nineties. Bill Brady has always
been and still is one' of the most popular and best
liked managers in America. One of the nice things
about Bill has always been to give advice and the
benefit of his long experience in show business to all
the young fellows coming along.

William Harris, Sr., -was originally the Harris of the
variety team of Harris & Carroll, one of the best song-
and-dancie acts of the early days. Harris, like Belasco
and Brady, broke away from the footlights when he
was still quite a young man. He formed a partnership
with Isaac Rich of Boston, and the firm of Rich &
Harris developed, into one qit the great producing, firms
and theatre owners in the United States. One of the
nice things about Bill Harris was his gentleness of
manner, coupled with a most likeable personality.

George C. Tylej began as an advance agent. Became
.top man of the very successful production house of
Leibler 8c Co., finally branching out as an individual
producer on his own. He did things In a big way.
Enormous productions with a record of suc'cesses second
to none.

. One of the nice things about George Tyler
has always been his honesty of purpose in the theatre
of the old days, and his smile of sincere sadness when— -, (Continued on page 61)

Knowledge,ToolofDemocracy

By Robert J. Landry
There has been a lot of loose talk about 'democracy' ever since the

doctrine of. stark brutality as exemplified by Mussolini's Blackshirts
and Hitler's Browhshlrts and Hirohito's Halrshlrts began to more or -

less frankly call freedom an illusion and liberals misguided dreamers
incapable of the manhood and vigor needed td cope with facts. Democ-
racy and dictatorship are, in part at least, matters of taste. But there
does remain one thing they both have in common. Both ideologies

tend .to torture, twist, pull and pummel words. It is, therefor, in-
creasingly conceded by the thoughtful observers of our times and our
problems that we need clear blueprints of what must be the tests

and the goals of democracy ' after this war.
There are just now many treatises, leaflets, proposed codes, yard-

sticks and abstracts in circulation. Among them is the 'Education of

Free Mep in American Democracy' put out by the Educational Poli-

cies Commission, New York, and exploited by Edward Bern.-iys, the :

public relations counsel.

One portion of this abstract Is especially pertinent to the editorial '.

theme of this special edition of 'Variety.' 'While referring to the re-

'

sponsibilities of the schools and school administrators of the nation
'

- tlw-OTJtline is not Inappropriate as a statement of sensible aims for
:

all groups -concerned with 'the American way of life.' To quote, In •

part:

(1) Knowledge of the strengths and weaknesses of American de- '

mocracy.
(2) Knowledge of the lures, the methods, the results of total-

:

itarianism.'

(3) Knowledge of the resources and potentialities of democracy.
And we must . . build national, strength by emphasizing:
(a) Understanding of the nature of democracy.
(b) Arousing concern for our safety and a full recognifioii of the

meaning of recent events,

(c) Interest in the common welfare.
(d) The secondarv Importonce of personal success,

(ci A resistance to the false promises of demagogues.

_, ..(fl.^t''e!-'9^'?^?.'?ff common, democratic loyalties. _ _ _~
'(irr^jiscordiTi^inim ir(}firihi'pSiv.

To defend ourselves we must ensure that we give our youth knowl-
edge about these things:

(I) Knowledge of their part in society, their relation to other me»i.

(II) Knowledge of the history of mankind and the long struggle to
' free the hujnan mind.

(III) Knowledge of the sacrifices made over the centuries to secure
present democratic benefits.

(IV) Knowledge of the nature of the present crisis.

What has all this to do with show business or with radio? Every-'
°

thing. The educational ideals expressed in the above pedagogic terms '

provide the soil and the climate in which alone a free stage, screen. -

and radio can flourish. - 'What the educators say in 'glittering general!-

.

ties' Robert. Sherwood,' Maxwell Anderson, Elmer Rice, Clifford Odets,

William Saroyan say In dramaturgic terms; Frank. Capra,. Walter
Wanger, John Ford say cinematically; and Stephen Vincent Benet, .

John Latouche, Walter MiUis, Norman Corwin, Arch Oboler say
mike likewise.

The whole history of pedagogic ambition and literary eloquence Is

Implicit in crying out aganst ignorance, intolerance, slaverv.

Defense Bonds for Xmas

Greenfield, Mass., Jan. 4.

Louis Rosenzwelg, manager of the

Victoria, last week presented three

of his older employees with $25 de-

fense bonds. He gave smaller

amounts ' to other workers and en-

tertained actors playing the. Victoria

with a Christmas dinner in the Man-
sion house.-
Albert Suhl, Willard Alden and

Carl Stierle received bonds.

INTERSTATE'S

B.O. EDGE FOR

12-16 KIDS

San Antbnia, Jan. 4.

In line with a recent suggestion
In 'Variety' to reclassify the age
limits of youngsters, Interstate -The-
atres have taken action and accord-
ing to E. . E. Collins, city manager
here, all local boys and girls 12-16

Inclusive will get the 'break' on ad
mission prices.

Reduced prices will be put Into

effect at the Majestic and Aztec, ace
downtown houses for youngsters in

the 12-16 age group. The new junior
admission price will be 20c, plus tax
any day, any time.

It Is expected that all Interstate

houses throughout the state will put
In a similar price policy.

Berlin West Agam

Irving Berlin returned to the
Coast over the weekend to wind up
bis 'Holiday Inn' (Paramoimt) filmu-

sical chore.

It's virtually completed, but the
songsmlth, who has a percentage in'

terest In the film, as he does on all

Buth deals, wants to be around until

the very end. Be goiie only three
- weeks so Mrs. Berlin, who came e&st
with him for the holidayt, la re-

malnlDC In New York with Uie chil-

dren. WABNEB BROS. nCTOBES MonagcmMit LOU CLAYTON

Alerts Keep Tm

In and Camp Pic

Theatres Boom

Big spurt in business has been ex-

perienced by picture theatres in

Army camps since the outbreak of

war. With soldiers being held in

camps in case of alerts, there's little

else for them to do in the evenings

and the War Department theatres

have been reaping, a lusty harvest

Before the war started, it was the

practice of camp commanders to

allow their troops to leave the post

every night and every weekend, ex-

cept for a •relatively few men who
hod special guard duty. Only lim-

ited number are now allowed to

stray from the reservation. Neigh-
boring bistros are squawking, as a .

result.

Upturn at the b.o. for the approxi-

mately 575 houses operated by the

Army Motion Picture Service^

actually started on Sept. 1, when a

new agreement was made with

distribs to give camps new pix at

the : same time they break in sur-

rounding first runs. There have

been virtually no beets from exhibs

in towns near the camps. It was

the fear of complaints from these

theatres that had stopped the Army
from getting up-to-date pix before

Sept. 1.

Service Men Oakleyed

AshevIUe, N. C, Jan. 4.

All men in army, navy, marine and

air corps tiniforms entered cuffo at

Publix-Bamford houses during the

holidays. Courtesy, okayed by presi-

dent Carl R. Bamford, included

Plaza, Imperial, Paramount, State

and Isls theatres.

Negro service men. were allowed

to sit gratis In tolored balconies at

Paramount and Plaza.

For several months Publix-Bam-

ford houses have charged service

men only half admissions.
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THE INSIDE' ON A PAST GENERATION
Oscar Hammerstein 11 Reminisces on His Grandfather's Feud with

Koster & Bial— Sidelights on Adolph Zukor, Bunny Granville,

Otis Skinner, DeWolf Hopper, Et AL

TOLD BY SONS AND DAUGHTERS

Verbotens of 1929
(BT THE . KEITH OFFICE)

[The /ollou>in0 intimate closeups of show biz protiiinents
art told by a successive generation, now also established in

the amusement industri/.]

Compiled from 'Variety' Flics by Joe Laurie, Jr.

Unnecessary suggestive position of man dut-ing song when
girl sings, 'I'll kiss you.'

Business ol girl raising skirt saying, 'I'm a Show GirL'

'I'm not going to show everything at these prices.'

Red necktie bit.

Hitting girl in rear with book, girl reaching back saying,

•Oh, my nerves.'

Mention of Commissioner Whalen.

All references to Arabs.

In poem 'Mary Had a Little Lamb'—who the hell wants to

-know?----- — ^ -• —
Looking skyward, then brushing oft top of hat.

This dog does tricks all over the place.

Story of a girl in picture show with man, girl saying,

'Someone is fooling with my knee.' Man sez, 'It's me, and
I'm not fooling.'

To' hell with him."

Gag about a girl taking a tramp through the woods.

'Close those double-breasted lips.'

All references to Mayor Walker and LaGuardia; although

Innocently used, unfavorable' comment has been received by
our patrons.

. Remarks about Daddy Browning and Peaches.

Taboo words; cockeyed, dirty, Wop, Polack.

Thumbing nose.

Business of tearing off woman's trunks.

'What's your name?' 'Murphy, and don't let the nost tool

you.'

'Mother and father' are fighting.' 'Who is your fathsr?'

That's what they are fighting about.'

'If you're going to lay an egg lay It in my hat.'
' Eight babies Gloria Swanson promised the newspapermen,
when she married the' Marquis.

' Bear Mountain gag.
Hints to audience regarding applause.

Lord Epsom, Secretary of the Interior.

Girl lifting skirt to show vaccination.

Kicking maid in the rear.

'Is that another chin or a goitre?'

•What the hell are you hollering about?'

Kindly cover girl's navels.
' There are no flies on me, but there are spots wher* tht
files have been.
She had two children by her first husband, two by her

second husband and two by her third besides two of her own.
Man kisses girl's fingers because she hurt them. Girl then

takes pratt fall, stating she hyrt herself again.

Girl whispers in mother's ear and moves aroimd stag*,

mother stating, 'Go tell your lather.'

'I bet her folks had Siamese intentions.*

"What do .you think I am, a pushover?'
'I slept with twins but might as well have gone horn* in

the rain.'

Giving 'the bird.' ^
Names of Pantages anci Almee McPliersoa
'She had dimples on he;' hips.'

'Going to the livery stable for doughnuts.'
'I'm a lady, dammit.'

. 'Mother is home sick in bed with the doctor.'

'Please slop moving your knee, you're cutting m».'
: Will now sing William To-Hell.

Rubbish violin bow across rear of trousers.
'Didn't I meet you under the bed at the Astor Hotel?'
'I knew you when you didn't have a pot to cook In.'

'He's the father of a baby boy but his wife doesn't know
it yet.'

'I'll never marry a' girl who snores.' 'You're going to have
.a swell time finding it out."

'If I could go bn the stage I could be made.'
. Substitute 'stomach' for 'belly.'.
• Picking up spit for a dime.

References' to Kip Rhlnelander.
'Summer is ending, winter draws on.'
]That thing is sticking out again—fiute player.'
Traveling salesmen and farmer's daughter stories.
'Hurry, you're a little behind, Fanny.'
'I said relax, not Ex-Lax.'
Advise to audience, 'Laugh right out loud and don't Inhale

' it' and other similar remarks. Audiences resent such state-
ments which are unworthy of an artist of your calibre.

Girl walking on with pair of oars saying, 'I just madt the
crew.'

•Your father is in Kansas City. He isn't dead. Your
mother's husband Is dead, biit your father lives in Kansas
City.'

Kindly do not mention the name of the manager,
supping woman on stomach and kicking her.
She calls her 'dbg broker* because 'he does business tn the

curb."

'Did you pay a green fee? No we were in the rough all
day.'

AH references to President Hoover and hard times.
Loi^. ,

, .f.l'^^ve 14 children and I'm afraid my husband don't love

you.'
°' might have happened if he loved

• mlkfi"
'"^ automobile business. He gave me an auto-

gj^'^^last night and. tonight he is going to give m* the

How Oscar Hammerstein,

Piqued, Almost Went Broke

By OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN II

and wondering what he would do next. He looked down
Broadway. There was a livery stable on the northwest
corner of 42d street—what a place for a theatre—but how
could he buy the land, tear down the stable and put up a
theatre without money?
He did. But that's another story.

The theatrical district was 14th street, but with character-
istic perversity my grandfather chose to build a music hall

on 34th street. Surrounded by meadows of vacant lots, the
building rose on the site' now occupied by Macy's. Even-
tually known as Koster Sc Bial's. it became a highly suc-
cessful enterprise. Koster, Blal ..and_jrvy grandfather were
equal partners. He was responsible for putting on the
shows and they took care of the restaurant and bar end of
it—in those days,. variety. sho.ws_aete...w^.tc.heiJro!n;.y(blesi_
and the clink of glasses and dishes was part of the orches-
tration.

Tlie crowd kept coming and the money rolled in and was
split three ways in tall stacks and everyone was happy.

I
'Cherchez la Femme

|

Two new characters now enter the story—a wine agent
nd a French girl. The wine agents were iniportant figures,

especially to people who ran a restaurant. 'There was keen
oompetitlon among the rival brands of champagne. The
agents would go into a restaurant, buy quart after quart of

their own brand and send the bottles,- with their 'compli-

ments,' to whatever celebrities were present. The impor-
tant thing was that their labels should be seen on as many
tables as possible.

One day Koster and Bial came to their partner, Oscar
Hammerstein, and said that a certain wine agent was 'in-

terested' in a certain little French chanteuse. They had
promised to put her in the show and let her sing a couple
of songs. Now, my grandfather had heard the lady sing,

and he told them that a couple of songs were two too many.
Ha didn't care who was interested in her, he knew the
public would not be. He added some unprintable comments
on restaurant men who tried to meddle with the theatre
and expressed himself with equal force on wine agents and
their proteges. Having thoroughly and eloquently dealt with
this intended assault on the ears of bis public, grandfather
pulled his famoiis top hat down tight on his bead and
stamped out of the lobby and up Broadway.

La Belle Lays an Omelette _l
H* came late to the theatre that night, in fact, just in

tbna to see a new face on the stage—La Belle Whatever-
Heir-Name-Was, the wine agent's friend. There she was,

on his stage, in a circle of limelight, warbling a popular song
and making it more unpopular by the second. Koster and
Bial ha^i defied him and put her on. With mounting rage

—

and grandfather's rage could mount with the speed of an
anti-aircraft shell—he rushed down the side of the house
and took a seat in the stage box. At the end of La Belle's

first selection only three people applauded, Koster, Bial

and the wine agent. .But against their applause was an
ominous counter-melody. My grandfather was standing up
in the stage box of his ow'h theatre, hissing..

A half minute later he was out on the street trading

punches with the wine agent. It was a no-decision bout.

The cops arrived and locked them both. up. When bail was
asked, Koster and Bial put up the money to release their

friend—the wine agent. But they refused to put up one cent

for their partner. P. S.: He spent the night in jail.

r Comedy Becomeg Tragedy

Here is the precise point at which this comedy becomes a

tragedy. During those hours in jail, waiting for some friends

to come and bail him out, Oscar Hamn^erstein worked up
a. thirst for revenge that could be satisfied by nothing less

than the ruin of his partners. He vowed that he would
smash them both within the year. And he did.

First he persuaded them to buy out his interest for

$300,000. This they were glad to do. Next, he bought a

site 10 blocks north—44th street and Broadway. This was
siiburban property as far as the amusement section was
concerned. He then proceeded to erect a theatre which
he called The Olympia. It was really three theatres in one

-a music hall, a concert hall and a legitimate theatre. The
300 grand was a drop in the bucket and he had to borrow
$900,000 more from a life insurance company. When he
opened this amusement center, with the motive of crushing

Koster .and Bial, he poured into it all the talent he could

find, domestic and foreign, and it didn't matter to him how
much it cost. Profits were not important. All that counted

was drawing the crowds from 34th street up to 44th. He so

completly succeeded in achieving this that within six months
Koster & Bial's was out of business and their personal for-

tunes had been consumed in an effort to save it. But this

if not the end of the story. .•. .

Grandpop Couldn't Top Himgelfl_
My grandfather's effort to destroy his partners resulted in

his own destruction. The public jammed his new house

as long as he gave them super-attractions he started with.

But he couldn't keep this up. There weren't enough super-

attractions in the world. When the shows simmered down
to normal entertainment the sellout business simmered down
to only fair business; And fair business nveant big weekly
losses. It was more than one man's pocket could stand.

It was even more than a big insurance company could stand.

They foreclosed on him. He was but.

He sat in his office thinking of the futility of revenge

DeWolf Hopper's Casey

Almost Never Got to Bat

By DE WOLF HOPPER^ JR.

My first Impression of my father was that of a man with
murder in his heart' toward all umpires and a sob in his .

voice for a ball player named Casey. How many times Pop
was instrumental in fanning Casey- I don't know, but the

'

-number—waSr^lhfinltely-tbb-great-for-hiin to
"

concentrate on-
every recitation. Instead Pop, with his all-out love of base-
ball, was dwelling on the fate of the Giants and letting
9asey's fate take care of itself.

'If. the Giants don't beat Dem Bums' (of another year).
Pop would be thinking between stanzas; or 'I wonder
if the baseball scores are out yet.'

Until his recitation became so long, the audience wondered
if Casey would- even get up to bat' let alone strike out My
mother, to whom Casey was as much a part of the house-
hold as Pop or I, noticed this and timed it. She informed
Pop that Casey's striking out took a minute and a half more
than it should. Pop was firm in his mind that this was not
so and she had to show him irrefutable evidence of same
on the stopwatch. 'This so upset him that he went absolutely
cold on it and Casey's fate hung in the balance while Pop
hurried around and hunted up another copy and laboriously
learned it all over agaiii.

I
Hi» Brnshoff on Junior

|

My father -viewed, from the third row, my debut on the
stage in Edward Childs Carpenter's play, 'Order, Please.'

Backstage later, in a loud voice, he declaimed to the world
in general how good I was. . Later, over a quiet beer, I said,

'O. K., Fop, let's have it What did you really think?'
'I thought you were fine, son. . I enjoyed you very much;'

but I would have enjoyed you more if>I could have heard
you.'

When Trooper Otis Skinner

San; for the Great Caroso

By CORNELIA OTIS SKINNER

My favorite play of all the Otis Skinner repertoire- was
Booth Tarkington's 'Mister Antonio,' a tender comedy in
which he played a gay and lovable Italian hurdy-gurdy man.
One night I was watching from the wings, entranced because
Caruso was sitting in a - box.- There was a scene in which
father used to hum a bit as he mixed a 'typically 'wop' salad
dressing. This night I was horrified to hear him burst forth
,ln a loud and quite incorrect rendition of 'Santa Lucia.' To
my further youthful shame he sang it through twice. When
he came off I asked him what on earth- had made him do
such a thing. To which he replied that it wasn't every actor
who had a chance to sing for Caruso, and he for one wasn't
going to miss the opportunity. . I elaborated on this episode
in a 'memoir' piece I wrote for Harper's Bazaar, but I like

liest My Pop's appraisal of my own histrionics.

Even an actor is not exempt from having -to sit through
school theatricals. My distinguished progenitor first beheld
me as Puckr not in Shakespeare's immortal drama, but in

a little whimsy written by God knows who, wherein that

wayward elf breaks into a toy-shop, wakes all the dolls with
a coy kiss and for about half an hour they all frolic about in

a manner that's pretty hard on everybody.
Father endured my debut unflinchingly, but at the final

curtain was heard to remark to mother in liiat voice that has
thrilled thousands, 'Well, she certainly hasn't a ray of talent,

thank God!'

Adolph ZakorToM His

Son, Ideas Live Forever*

By EUGENE J. ZUKOR
(Lieut Commander, U.SJf.R.)

('Sweet are the uses of Adoersltv, which, like the toad, ugly
nnd venomous, wears vet a preciotu jewel in his head.')

That's not mine; It's Will Shakespeare's. Tve always felt

a special kind of gratitude toward the Bard for having penned
.
it; better than anything else, it beams my father's credo.

'What's the point in quibbling? My father is a great man.
So Is yours. But can you remember the exact moment In
which you first knew his greatness? I can. It is a moment
In which two important things are revealed, laid bare,..*
good man's attitude toward life and the answer to that
riddle of the ages, success through Imponderable difficulties.

The scene is a dinner table in the roof- garden atop, the
old Knickerbocker Hotel... the year, 1915... the orchestra

(Continued on page- 59)
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FROM THE BROADWAY MEMORY FILES

yeteran of 5,000 First-Nights, a Broadway Reporter for Moire than 40 Years,

Records Some Sage Impressions

By Kelcey Allen

The late Rennold Wolf once said. In a jocular way, that I
.

possessed $6,000,000 worth of worthless Information about

Broadwc7, and maybe he was right. However, that brings

up the question of what is valuable Information so far as
Broadway is concerned and, frankly, it

is one I can't answer. Broadway Is a
district of nunors, gossip and news,
and to separate the reliable ihforma-

' tlon from the phony is a feat I fear

nobody oan attempt successfully.

But, be that as It may, I have been
on Broadway more than 40 years as a
reporter, dramatic editor and critic. I

believe I have attended theatrical open-
ings more times than any other living

person here in New Yorli. My. record
Kelcer All«a Is more than 6,000 first-nights. Burns

Mantle, veteran dramatic critic for the N. Y. Daily News,
may be able to challc up a few more, but, to do so, he will

have to add shows he saw as a reviewer in Chicago and Den-
ver before coming to New York. All those I have witnessed
have been Broadway openings.
While I am shooting at records, permit me t<. say I have

been present at the first performances in at least 60 flrst-

dass New.York theatres. I was on hand when the Empire's
doors were thrown open for the first time, the attraction be-
ing The Girl I Left Behind Me,' and there hasn't been an
opening of a new theatre In the district since that I haven't
attended.

'

The theatre has attracted me since I was a youngster in
short pants. My first newspaper job was that of play re-
porter for the Tammany Times, now'out of existence. I was
In my. 'teens then and got the job because I suggested the
publication diould pay some attention to the stage. The-
N. Y. Clipper came next and then Women's Wear Daily and
the Daily News Record. I am' still the drama factotum on
the two Fairchild publications last mentioned.

I foiuid it difficult earlier in my career to get on the first

night lists of the theatres. The press agents weren't In-
clined to consider my papers,' which have been classed In
the trade' division, . worthy of flrst-niglit representation, so
I evolved a scheme that solved my problem. ' I began get-
ting out annually a printed list of critics and drama editors
and this I distributed . free among the theatrical publicity
men. ' They found it convenient In sending out first night
tickets. Natiirally, my name was on the list and I was in-
cluded In-the distribution of the pasteboards. Nowadays the
press agents send to me for copies of the list if, . by any'
chance, I have 'failed to mail tiiem out In Individual in-
Etances, . .

~
.

I
When 48tli St. Va» /Way Uptown

|

The theatrical district has undergone
,
very many changes

Uhce I began going to plays. Due to my long experience on
Broadway these changes probably are more visible to ine
than to others who frequent the street less frequently. I re-
member one time, when Harry H. Frazee had finished build-. -

Ing the Longacre theatre, on West 4Sth street, a friend in the
show business. shook his head and said: 'Harry, you're too
far uptown. They'll never come away up to 48th street to
see plays.' They did, of coursel They went as far as 63d
street to attend shows at the Century and Daly's OSrd St.
theatres. And between 48th ^d 63d about a dozen play-,
houses have been built and most of them have drawn good
crowds when they have had attractions worthy of patronage.
Looking the other way—down Broadway—I can see in my

mind's ey& plenty of theatres that have passed on. Many a
pleasant evening I spent at the Bijou, Daly's, Weber & Fields
Music Hall, the Standard, Wallack's, the Garrick, the Gar-
den, the Herald Square, the Broadway, Knickerbocker, 39th
Street, the Casino and the Savoy, where George M. Cohan
starred in The Governor's Son.' All but the Savoy have dis-
appeared and It is now a picture house.

And 42d Street's Changel
|

Then take 42d street, west of Broadway! At one time,
about 10 years ago, it was the most famous and popular the-
atre thoroughfare in the United States and there were more
first-class playhouses on it than either Ctiicago or Boston
had. The theatres still are there, but not a single one Is in -

the legitimate class now. They are all given over either to
films or burlesque. At the present time there are'"only two
first-class legitimate houses south of 42d street. They are
the Empire and the National, the latter comparatively new.
Up to several months ago Maxine Elliott's theatre could be
classed with the Empire and National In their district, but it
has been taken over by WOR and the Mutual Broadcasting
network and thus has it passed out of the theatrical picture,

I

Dramatic Criticisni May Be

A Great Blessing or a Menace
Dramatic criticism 1^ the most potent factor in the play

producing business and always was, so far as I can remem-
ber. It can be either the greatest blessing or the greatest
menace to the stage, depending on the capabilities and fair-

,
ness of the reviewers. A good critic should be a good judge
of entertainment and must make It a point to advise the
public without bias on this qil^li^ of the production. 'While
a review Is only one person's opinion, It can carry a punch
either way for a play.

I think a critic should know something about the con-
struction of a show, In addition to being a capable judge of
entertainment. He should know actors, scenery, and what

' goes oh at rehearsals. In other words, he should be familiar
with the ingredients of a stage presentation. It, he knows
what makes the' wheels go round he will know what he's
talking about and can size up a play's entertainment value
more readily. Thus he Is a good critici which means he is

first of all a good reporter.

J- have .seen numerous pla/s succeed despite adverse
crltl'cism and I have seen plays that were accorded almost
uiianlinoUs praise, fail. ' niis Indicates ttiat; in the final

analysis) the public Is the critic. Adverse' reviews can slow
a stage 'offering up badly and if the producer' cannot afford

to cany oh, he will soon find he is through, so far as that

show Is concerned. In the old days It was easier to over-

come the effects of. bad notices because it didn't cost to

much to continue the play.
.

When I first began doing reviews all the critics wrote by

hand. There were few typewriters in the newspaper of-

fices. I am inclined to believe it would be better if the re-

viewers wrote with pencils now, since it would mean they

would go slower and might have time for more and deeper

thought.
Years ago the matter of theatrical news was handled dif-

ferently than it Is today. Now the press agents send out

the news and the drama, editors or columnists merely re^

write or paste it In my early days reporters went Out and
gathered it I remember the old 10 o'clock Club which

used to meet nightly at 10 at the Herald Square theatre.

Drama reporters mingled in a press room there and ex-

changed their news Items. Each had covered a different

district. Seldom did a member of the club hold out on his

associates. When one did he was ostracized by the other

boys.
The critics of the present time are a competent lot but I

doubt If their appeal is . as wide as was that of the re-

viewers of my youthful days. This probably can be ascribed

to the fact that the theatre was a greater center of Interest

then than it is today. There were no motion pictures or

radio to share the attention of the public in those times.

I

Bevered Critics of Old
~~|

Among the men I mingled with and looked up to with

reverence, because of their calling as dramatic critics, were
Hillary Bell, of the Press; John R. Stevenson, of the old

Daily News; Dr. Hartley, of the Clipper; A. C. Wheeler, of

the Morning World, known as Nim Crinkle; William Win-
ter, of the Tribune; John (Cowboy) Harrington, of the Dis-

patch; E. O. Dltmar, of the Times; James Huneker, of . the

Commercial Advertiser; Frederick E. McKay, of thp Mall;

Franklyn Fyles, of the Sun; Acton Davies, of the Evening

Sun; Alan Dale, of the Evening World; Harrison Grey Fiske,

of the Mirror; John A. Cockerill, of the Globe, and Charles

Phillips, of the Recorder. Burns Mantle, IjOuIs Defoe, Lawr
rence Reamer, Charles Darriton, Heniiold Wolf and several

others came along a few years after these I have mentioned.

.

• Years' ago, strange as it may seem. New Year's Eve was
not a good night for the theatres. It was the custom In

those days for the people to give parties at their, homes to

watch the advent of the new year, or go down to Trinity

Church and hear the chimes on'thi last night of the year.
- Nor was New Year's Day prolific of large audiences for

pla^s. This was, in a measui'e, because people used to go

calling on Jan. 1. They would call on those they knew and
often oh those they didn't know. Some- of them would ring

the bells of absolute strangers and, when~ the doors were
opened, offer' a 'Happy New Yearl' This would bring them
an Invitation to enter for a bite to eat or some tea or a
drink' of something stronger. iJow people vie with each

other to pay high prices for New Year's Eve' theatre tickets.

It Is the best theatrical night of the year. "

I

A Hay Is Always a CkunMe "|

' I hav6 been asked on various occasions If I consider a
play, a good financial investment. First of all. It is a gam-
ble, since there is no power on earth that can tell in ad-

vance whether a production will make money. .'When peo-

ple ask my advice about investing In theatricals t tell them
just what I, have written in this paragraph. It's like pick-

ing a racehorse to bet on by sticking a pin In your program.

Personally, I have neyer invested a nickel in a show and
never shall, because I am not a gambler. I wouldn't know
what to do with easy money If I made any.

In conclusion I would like to add my endorsement of the

legitimate stage as a great means of relaxation and enter-

tainment for the people. The flesh and blood drama Is a
godsend to the public and always will be. The theatre

will never die because It offers the personal touch and that

quality is a potential power no matter where It Is found.

Vitamins E and U for

Post-War Fix

By William F. Rodgers
(Vice President of Loeufs, Inc., in charge of DiatTibutton)

As Dr. Klldare might say. The role of the motion pic-

ture Industry in times like these is to administer 'Vitamin

E—entertainment to a public already jittery because of

the emergency. Possibly I might add 'Uiat in the accom-
plishment of this I am convinced the new Vitamin U,
born In (Chicago a few weeks ago, will be the Industry's

greatest aid towards making Vitamin E effective, for'

with unity of action and understanding the road ahead
will be much easier.

The five-point program can, and I am sure will, serve
as an effective structure on which can be built more
stable industry conceived in understanding of the other
fellow's problem and dedicated to the service of the
public during these trying times. It is toward that goal

that Nicholas M. Schenck pledged an active cooperation
of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
We all can play an important part In spreading the

gospel of 'Do your job, be prepared by following the
necessary regulatory orders, and relax and go to the
movies,' and if we can get over to our public that jittery

nerves and production efficiency don't go together and
that motion pictures are the greatest form of necessary
relaxation, yre will have done a most important service to
our nation, to our public, and to our industry.

While, the job ahead is big, I don't believe it will be
made any easier by sitting on the curb and bemoaning
our fate. This emergency offers iis a tremendous oppor-
tunity to prove again that motion pictures are an esse'n--

tlal industry.

*YOUNG BLOOD'
ByHARRY.PUCK

'Give us young blood,' say producers—managers as well,

'(Kve uj young blood,',cry the agents, that's what we can sell.

So you see a.show, or. twist a dial, but find It. queer,
For here's the "young blood'—all successful that you'll see or

. hear:

Contoi^Allen—Tuckei^RIchman—Jolson—Hope and Wynn
HoUz^Durante—^Lohr ond Barrvmore, the three all kin;

Jessei—Gaxton—^Moore-rBoTdonl—Merman

—

Bergen, too,

Benny—^Boland—Bums and Alien—WWteman are a few.
Laxtghton—Cohan—Baker^Bemie—^Berle, Jim Barton-Hots,

ord,

Lunt—Fontanne—Cornell and Cowl—the Marxes and Noel
Coxoard.

Helen Hayes and Bankhead, Irene Rich

—

Mae West and Brice,
Careir-Lillie

—

Fay—Rltz Brothers-rBillie Burke and Price.
Bobbv Clarte—^Bill Fields

—

Kate Smith and Hmton you ttilll

find
Edward Arnold—^Fred Astaire and Craven come to mind.
E. Le Galltenne—Halev—Vollee—^Abbot( and Costello,

Olsen—Johnson—Sepal—Flippen—Lewis ond Carrillo,

Sanderson-and Crumtt

—

Lawrence—DowUng all a hit,

I could keep right on, but- lack of space uiill not permit.

Now mind you, I'm for 'young blood,' for we must have
young blood, true.

But 'til this young blood comes along the names above
wUl do.

Arsenic and the Axis

Theatrical Hocus-Pocus Applied to Hitler

And the Japs

By RUSSEL GROUSE and HOWARD LINDSAY

America Is at war. The theatre has always played Its

part In the nation's war effort in the past and will valiantly

give every possible support to this struggle. But we feel

that the theatre has something special to give—something
that has .never before been capitalized and we propose to

lead the way in this new field.

The theatre will not be' lagging in the usual war contribu-

tions.. Its actors, playwrights, stagehands—men from every
branch of its activities—will volunteer for active service. Its

women will serve In their own way, even if not on the ac-

tual firing line. Its composers and lyricists will turn out the

songs that will send soldiers on their way singing. And all

will buy bonds and sell them- And every branch of the pro-

fession will see. that ^e fighting forces are entertained and .

cheered with camp shows.
But most of these things, bankers and brokers and taxi«

drivers and laun'drymen can do, too. They are not all unique
coiitrlbutlons. But the theatre is unique as an.institution and
we feel that it has something special to give—something that

Is theatre ItseU. .

Let us make ourselves clear.

For example, we are the producers of 'Arsenic and Old
Lace,' We have two companies—one in New York and one

on the road, •
-

In 'Arsenic and Old Lace' as you all know there are two
characters, ' two sweet, charming Victorian, elderly ladies,

^who. bring peace to lonely old men by administering to them
a specially prepared brand of elderberry wine, which con-

tains 'a teaspoonful of arsenic, a half teaspoonful of strych-

nine and just a pinch of cyanide.' -

Now what we propose to do Is to send Josephine Hull and
Jean Adair of the New York company into Germany and

,
Laura- Hope Crews and Effie' Shannon of the touring com-
pany into Japan. They can be landed by. parachute, each

armed with several bottles of this -delicious concoction.

MPBSolini for the Mop-Up
|

Certainly no one would suspect these charming ladies.

They could go quietly about giving sips, of elderberry wine
to everyone in a uniform, "and before spring we feel sure

that a large part of the enemy armed forces would be out

of the way. Italy could be mopped up later, probably with

a good 10c mop obtainable at any Woolworth store.

Now we . h'ave in our New York • company a gentleman
named Boris Karloit and in our touring company a gentle-

man named Erich von Strohelm. Both of these actors have
made their living for years scaring hell out of people. As
Mr. Fred Allen remarked recently on the air, a friend of

his named Llebowltz went to see 'Arsenic and Old I^ce'

and when he came out his name was Iflebo, Mr. KarloS
had frightened the "wits out of him.

It doesn't sound reasonable that these two worthy scare-

mongers should be occupying themselves today scaring good

100% Americans, so, we also propose -to send Mr. Karloff

to (Sermany and Mr. von Strohelm to Japan.
Terror has been a weapon of the Fascist nations for years.

But we will guarantee that Herr (3oebbels, who is a master
of terror, will run. screaming from the "Third Reich if he
gets a good look at Mr. KarloS, and we have the feeling

that. If properly lighted, Mr. von Strohelm can frighten the

. entire Japanese fleet, off the seas.

This Is just an example of what can be done If the thea-

tre will only use theatrics in its contribution to the war
cause. If Orson Welles could frighten ai whole nation of

brave Americans with one broadcast, what could we do to

the Italians who hold the world's record for running back-

ward?

Donble-Talking Hitler in Beverse '

|

We propose that other producers make the same sacrifice.

We call upon Mr. Vinton Freedley, producer of 'Let's Face
It,' to release for use at once Mr. Danny Kaye, 'of that pro-

duction. We propose to send Mr. Kaye into Germany at

once and have him turn loose a barrage of double-talk. Hit-

ler has been trying to scare us for years with double-talk.

We' sho'uld' fight him with his own fire.

At the proper moment we expect to ask even the dramatic

critics' to ini^e their contribution, not in bonds, not in per-

sonal service at the front, which we know they are all 'will-

ing and' able to give, but in their own unique way.
-'-At -the crucial moment we are going to ask .them all to

review the enemy war effort—^just frank open criticism of.

- what our' enemies are doing;
That will be the final blow. We confidently expect the

war to close the next day.
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TYRONE

in the towering triumph
of his acting career!

^eStofy of'Bmjamin'BUikg'
ulth

GENE

and

GEORGE FRANCES

SANDERS • FARMER

RODDY McDOWALL
John Carradine • Elsa Lanchester • Harry

Davenport • Kay Johnson • Dudley Digges

Prodded byDARRYLF.ZANUCK
MmMk,John Cromwell

^tfrn Ptay by fhtUp thtnn^
Hood on tht Nonl "Brnjaniln Blair*" by Hdlinn Marthall
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GINGER
ROGERS

GEORGE
MONTGOMERY
• ••on hlf

way lo

itardom!

ADOLPHE MENJOU

GEORGE MONTGOMERY
LYNNE OVERMAN • NIGEL BRUCE
PHIL SILVERS • SARA ALLGOOD
WILLIAM FRAWLEY • SPRING BYINGTON

TED NORTH • HELENE REYNOLDS
Directed by William Wellman

Produced and WriHen for lha screen by Nunnolly Johnson

B««l upon Hm Play "ChlMso''°wrllltn by Ma«rtn« WolUnt

and preductd by Sam H. Horrl*
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BETTY GRABLE
VICTOR MATURE
JACK OAKIE

IH
Of

TICH
HICOIO*'

Thomas Mitchell • George Barbler

Billy Gilbert • Hilo HatHe
and

HARRY OWENS
AND HIS

ROYAL HAWAIIANS
Directed by WALTER LANG
Froduced by WILLIAM LeBARON

OrirfiM SoMa TUy ty t—i»t Sdiraak, RoWil Pirath, RabMt Bll*

iirf.lMw»Uyi»«tydCT«i><lilMttebyllUcliQ»i'Jiii»iiJII«i |>Ow»«».
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JOHN SHEPPERD • HENRY
STEPHENSON • SPRING BYINGTON
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MAUREENJOHN MAUREEN RANDOLPH

PAYNE • O'HARA • SCOTT
NANCY KELLY • WILLIAM TRACY • MAXIE ROSENBLOOM

^^^^^^^ JKAKRY BRATSdURG • SOMUNO M««DONAl&

J *, Al

^^^^^^
f

'"From the halb of .

Moniezuma, to the ^
sbocca of Tripoli • • • jl
Wc fight our coun-

try*! battle* on the jl

land at on the lear
^

.

—Official long of the ^
U. S. Marine Corpt
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_2.(HhJ»iiig8_lQ_

the screen the

girl of a million

meiiV dreams!

HAYWORTH • MATURE
in

THEODORE DREISER'S

wifh

CAROLE JOHN MONA

LANDIS * SUTTON • MARIS
Directed by Irving Cummings

Produced by Robert Bassler

Lyrics and Music by
Leo Robin and Ralph Rainger
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Vrama and Film Critics See the Stage
And Screen^s Function as Vivid in War

By Cecelia Ager
(Film Critic, PM)

I happened to be in Hollywood last summer during, the time the Senate

nib-commlttee was InvesUgating 'war-mongerlng' in .the fllms, I remember

the apprehension Just before the Investigation began, the wringing of

hands the despair that Hollywood's bigboys were about to be placed on

Ihe stand—the whole world soon to learn of ther ignorance, ineptitude,

chicanery; the whole world soon to learn of Hollywood's shame. Investi-

gate Hollywood: you find pay dirt, in the exact meaning of the term.

Came the dawn, the surprise twist, the forte . finish. I remember the

first astonishment, the almost- unbelievable realization, the stampede to

the bandwagon. Hollywood's bigboys had stood their ground. They
spolte with honesty and courage; they had dignity ' and stature; they turned

out to be little Abraham Lincclns. It was the.senators who stood revealed

ignorant, inept, vicious, self-interested. Now those hands that but a day

before were wringing, suddenly were patting their own backs. Now. every-

body wallowed in courage, self-respect, brava.do. But after the tact, not

before. Now the shame of Hollywood, was not that it had made 'propa-

ganda' pictures, but that it had made so few, and those so timidly. <

It was only a few inonths ago that Hollywood, waiting, cowering, to l>e

kicked in the- belly, found itself lifted to the nation's shoulders, a hero.

The postures of courage, ol conviction, of foresight, were virtually forced

upon it. For a handful of pictures. The Mortal Storm,' 'I I^arried a

Nazi,' 'Escape,' 'So Ends Our Jfight'—good pictures but not great, none

of tliem an example of what Hollywood can do when whole-heartedly it

fiings in all its resoiirces—Hollywood, in a public revulsion against the

antics of the investigating senators, had been knighted. It hardly de-

served the honor then; it's got the chance to make good on it now.

The feeble little protest it raised against Fascism then matters no longer.

With no bow to the picture industry, America's at war against Fascism.

It is no longer necessary for any' of the popular arts, the screen, the

radio, the stage,' to tell us Fascism Is a black-hearted monster.
.
We know

that; we're fighting it ThougH the screen missed its chance to protest

. .agalnst-Fisclsin-ln-a-mannec-wortby.«f-its-might,-now-it's-got-the - oppot-..

tunity to redieem Itself. Now -it's goCthe opportunity to exalt Democracy

in a manner worthy of its might
,

It Didn't Want to See

llMiugh before. the war, the picture industry reftised to look at the. kind

of world we were.living in, though likeV-so/niany other American. big

businesses, it didn't want to see what it didiit want tq sieer—i)ow it can

diow us the kind of world we want to live in. It- can aiSirm' for us what
it Js we're fighting to preserve, what it is wte're striving to attain. It can

'di6 this for .us with grace.and skill, and 'entertainment,' the way 'Sergeant

York' reminded, us of the.dignity. of an American's religious'. convictions,'

and of the respect with which- other . Americans—in' this case York's- su-

perior officers—did, and should, and always wIU, so long as there is

democracy,- regard them.

The screen 'has'a chance now to help win this war, really -help, by-

showing us -the good kind of -people we are, how we will go on to becom-
ing better,people. It can show us first what It is we're in. for, how. both
tile details and the broad sweep- of our every day living will change,

and have already (ibanged. ' Into -Hollywood's scripts and sets ttiere can
-come now reality—^not - giJm - reality—but a human, -humorous, rollicking

and inspiring reality. The'most popular and powerful of the arts, for it

'louses our-eyes and ears and minds all'at once, can show us how things

are going to be, before they get' better.- How it- won't rnatter because dur-.

ing the time -they mu^t inevitably be worse, new. <pialities. have come
forth, unity, determination^ a new. feeling of kinship, with ouc Imitnedate

next-door and next-block neighbors as well as ..with our. Democratic
friends; -Russia,' China, Great Britain, the conquered Democracies all over
the world.

The screen can tell us about the problems in store for us; prophesy,
with romance and humor too, our adjustments to them. 1,0ve can now
find' a way in an air raid shelter; boy can meet girl when both are pound-
ing their beats as air raid wardens; when at last the last automobile tire

is gone, the romantic hero can 'be the, machinist with the stoutest pair

of shoes, the heroine the girl with the 'nimblest fingers at binding para-
' chutes, the villain the bully who bedevils the Nisei, the coward the
fellow who hoards his Scotch.

Hollywood can once and for all banish its fear of blundering into con-

troversial subjects, for pretty soon there will be none left. (I was gokig
to say 'there are none lefC but I've heard that 'For 'Whom the Bell
Tolls' isn't quite sure yet whether it's going to be a love story against an
Indeterminate war background, or whether it will say 'Iioyalist' and
Tranco' out loud. It depends upon what happens in Spain in the next
few inonttis. 'For 'Whom the Bell Tolls' wouldn't like to make anything
happen there.. Besides, we mustn't offend South America, which hasn't

yet made up its mind, and then there is the Church, remember.

Z-On-thc'Aisle

Glamour Guides
By HOBI KBUBHEN

Glamour, which has long been
monopolized in the production end
of the business via the screen, took
on added significance as total -war
™med out over the Pacific. Amer-
ica's entry into the war saw glamour
being invited into the exhibition end
of the business as the frantic search
speed,

for good-looking usherettes gained

:
In many of the theatres on the

Coast, girls, instead of men, have
long been employed for ushering
purposes. SherrUl Cohen, operator of
tne Orphcum, Los Angeles, has. prob-
ably the best-looking assortment of
gals on the floor and keeps them
costumed

,
attractivily, providing

Manges in apparel with the seasons
ot the year.

Demand for usherettes through the
west and in the east also gained
momentum -in the closing days of

i„ / development was inspired

SLi J.P'''"^ factors. First was the
"^JfabUily of dressing up theatres
w'W a touch of personality; second

was the increasing scarcity of male
ushers. •

-Various branches of the armed
forces made large inroads on the

available supply of ushers. Better

paying lobs . in.^ defijiye industries

lured others.

Out in Des Moines, Iowa, manager
Bob Fulton of the Des Moines thea-

tre, advertised for girls. Of about

ISO who answered the call for glam-
our',' only 15 were accepted for train-

ing, with six being finally lured.

It's no cinch to find girls answer-
ing ttie specifications. Many of them
fill the bill until they start to speak.

As a result there's a likelihood that

schools for glamorizing usherettes

will be started, as in Des Moines.

Girls there were given two and.

one-half weelcs' training. They were
taught poise, carriage, handling of

fiashlights, proper speech, and cor-

rect response. A dramatic coach was
retained for the latter purposes.

Comingore in the Pink
Hollywood, Jan. 4.

RKO lifted Dorothy Comlngore's

suspension and handed her the

femme lead in 'Little Pinks,' first

production by Damon Runyon on the

Gower street lot 'Pinks' is from
Runyon's story of the same name.

Actress has been off the payroll

since she played In 'Citizen Kane.'

It generally is agreied that the chief business of the

theatre in war time is to provide the sort, of light and
frivolous entertainment which is so important to the
nerves and morale of a nation in these grim days,
What is equally true, though, is that if the. drama
confines - itself merely to frivolity it is going to be
looked upon with amiable but patronizing scorn by a
people that is beginning to take its destiny seriously.

Perhaps this seems a pretty academic point to make.
If, it may well be argued, the stage achieves economic
success and considerable popular approval &s .an en'

tertalner, why should it not be satisfied that it has
done its military job? After all, wasn't the theatre
content during the days . of an earlier World War to
be the official jester of the American public? 'Why
should it expect more ambitious laurels today?

One reason why I feel that all of the answers should
support my side of the argument is that this happens
to be a different war. Those who think that history
repeats itself are deceiving themselves. . It is more
guileful' than that. It puts up a pretense of being
repetitious and then rushes off into a spiral of Its own
which pretends to be the same thing but s^ly' turns
out to be something else.

Thus the fact that there once was a World War and
that this again is a World War apparently makes some
people thiqk that there is no essential difference be-
tween them. It happens, however, that, among other
shifts in. history, this is a total war, which niakes de
mands on iis that 1914^18 never could think of. This

_lsnt_just-a-batUe- ot-^Oldiers;-Jt-ls-a-battle^of- ^ntirfr
'peoples, and no one can feel that it is. going on 3,000
miles 'or so away. It is right here and, thanks to the
radio, the airplane, the new&reel. and the subm'arine,
there Is no escape from it for a moment
This being the case, it might seeiiri at. the siiart that,

in a war in which civilians are being subject^ tq sjvify

constant pressure, there' would be' ah even greater
demand for the escapie which the theatre can' afford
than before. But what happens' is th^t totalitarian
war extends -so deeply into' the consciousness. M 'a .na<-

tlon that -there is ho possibility of escaping^ it. 'People
liiay think. for. a time. that, they want to forget it, but
'it has impregnated them so thoroughly that they find
their 'mihds' turning to' It 'ihevltab^ - and almost con-
stantly. , .

'
' ' • .

-
.

-

By Richard Watts, Jr.
(Drama Criffc, N. Y. Herald rribune) Patriotism Undiminished

. The Heasnre of .Snooeu

. nils assuiedly is what- occurred In London, in the
first World War, 'Chu.Chii^ Cliow'.was -the jqieasure of
success, and frivolity was. what was- demanded in :the
theatre. Every critic,, every, observer, every 'witness
of any sort has testified, that in the present -war, the
theatregoers of Britain demand at least « mMsiire of
seriousness 'and dignified import

,

Up to the,time that the wholesale Nazi air assault
in.the tragic year of 1940 closed the theatres, Vai 'Chu
Chin Chow' ot the second World War -was. an intense
play by the American Robert -Ardrey called '^i^dei'
Rock,' which denounced violently the- very- Instincts
ot escapism. Mr. Ardrey's drama was a flop here, but
it was a.triunqih in London, and the chief reason that
the commentators found for its English popularity was
that its intensity and its emphasis on the -gravity of
our time made up in the minds of the playgoers for
its dramatic flaws.

Now that the air assault has been vanquished and
the theatre is at work again, the interest in more
serious plays continues. Certainly, at least, in all the
reports I have received of the recent London stage the
outstanding attention seems to be directed toward a
new drama - by Emiyn Williams. It is a work called
"The Morning Star' and it apparently has its share
of flaws. But it has something to say, amid deep and
understanding sincerity, of wartime London, and be-
cause it is intensely of the present it is being con-
templated in a respectful manner which appears to
sweep its esthetic flaws aside.

Again, this doesn't mean that the theatre, even in

London, is forgetting its gayer side. My only iioint is

that the evidence In Britain is that when the stage
has provided that lighter aspect it doesn't feel it has-

done its entire job. It apparently realizes that even
if you climb up into an ivory tower th^ days you
can't get away from the exigencies of the present

There is something that is more convincing, though,
than the example of our ally, or any academic argu-
ment on the point It is a matter which blazes up in

the hearts of those who are in any fashion concerned
with the drama. It is their feeling that the institution

with which they are connected is something pretty

important and that, although providing, entertainment
for our nation in such tremendous times as these has
its great value and merit, such a job is fairly trifling

for the most thrilling medium of expression in the

world.

Won't Fail Their Country

Assuredly this is not because the men and women
of the stage have ever dodged their duties. In all

forms of war relief they have always been magnifi-

cent, and the current plans being made by the drama's
various groups of workers are impressive and admira-
ble. In giving their time, their talent, their money and
their lives they have not and certainly will not fail

their country.

If they are still dissatisfied with their activities it is

because they feel that in these days the theatre must
prove itself worthy of respect and admiration from
the country as a medium of expression offering dig-

nity and loftiness. As I seem always to be pointing out
rather ponderously, the freedom of the drama is one
of the incidental things that the democratic world is

Dartmouth, N. S., Jan. 4.

He who is credited with being Canada's most
patriotically active film exhibitor refuses to limit

his extra-curricular operations.

Ivan Haley, manager of the two local thea-
tres, Mayfair and Dundas, has been instrumental in

organizing and financing the Dartmouth Air Cadets
Corps. The purchase of uniforms and equipment
is by Sunday concarts in the Mayfair under Haley's
direction, and with a silver collection prevailing.

Hal6y expects to have about 250 in the corps, soon.

All are ot pre-war service ages, and the aim is to
train them in Royal Canadian Air Force rudiments.
Then, when the boys are of air force age, they can
be more easily ' whipped into shape for ground and
air duties. The uniform is nlodelled after that
of the RCAF.
This is one of the first corps of air cadets formed

in Canada, and the flist east of Montreal. It has
been affiliated with the recently organized Cana-
dian Air Cadet League. Besides being a pioneer
air cadet developer, Haley has been active in pro-
viding concerts and dances for soldiers, ahrmen,
and sailors and in cooperating with . -war savings,
aluminum, war bond drives. Also promoting "Gas-
less Sundays."

fighting to defend, and it is up_to the .drama to prove
tnat It IS w.orthy'oi Demg a pFlze'ln'pucH^" battle.

. This does not-mean that all serious plays should tM.

topical or should deal earnestly with the war agaiiiEl'

fascism. The important thing Is .that some dramas of
genuine quality be presented, just to demonstrate not
only to the skeptics but the people who work-in and
take their pride from' the theatre that the stage is some-
thing more than a provider - of - forgetfulness, as im-
.portant as the occasional, hint of a' chance for escape

-

may be. In a world of chaos-and .destruction, the the<^

atre. Is-one of the few civilized activities left to' man-
kind, and It deserves, to. be respected and given dignity
and importance. -

It this is a.tbne ot devastation. It is likewise a time
of -heroism and melodrama; and -when the drama can-
give us those twin characteristics of our age it iq per-
forming the function,that is most worthy of it To do
this,, however, It must lemember: that the heroism and
the melodrama ibust never lie pompous or pretentious.
Otherwise it will give tis- foolish greasepaint heroics
that are arrogant and jembarrasslng and in every yiij
fratidulent '•

it is because 'Watch on the Rhine' and 'Abe Lincoln
in Illinois' present patriotism and heroism in their
mo£t modest, decent and hiiman mood that they strike
tne as the I^st examples of what 'the theatre can do In
this respect that have been offered in the modern
drama.' Both plays bring heroism into the theatre and
make it -human and credible, Iteaulifully performing
Its function of minlsteririg effectively to our national
spirit

How 'The Wookey' Failed

It was just here, I thought, that 'The Wookey' failed
in its attempt to show us somethhig of a similar spirit
There was a synthetic air about it which made you
suspect that the author, Mr. Brennan, was writing
merely from hearsay. But what really wrecked the
play as a chronicle of the heroism of our time was that
it took the gallant bravery of a people and made it

seem paltry and unpersuasively theatrical.
'

As for Maxwell Anderson's failure in 'Candle in the
Wind,' it arose from the manner In which the play-
wright made the anti-Nazi fight seem both pretentious
and unexciting. Amcng other things, he seemed to be
afraid of his melodrama. He took a melodramatic
theme, set down in our frankly and melodramatic age,
and, apparently because he thought excitement upon a
stage was not dignified, he removed from his narrative
the theatrical quality without which his play could not
conceivably be credible.

.That there is a demand for believable heroism oh
the stage is proved by, among several hundred other
things, the reception given to that interesting chronicle
play about Woodrow Wilson, called 'In Time to Come.'
Amid the general criticalNliking shown for the drama

'

there was manifest a certain suspicion that it would
not be a success. And the reason for that feeling ap-
peared to be that it was too cool, detached and critical

in its attitude toward its central figure; that, in an
effort to be objective and not given -to excessive adula-
tion of Woodrow Wilson, it went to an extreme and
took away from him the required status of hero.

The topical play, by the way, can sopietimes suffer
from a change in the topical situatlpn, as Mr. Sher-
wood's^here Shall Be No Night' proved. Because we
slowly discovered that Finland was not the spotless
little nation we had suspected It ot being, as well as
that the Russians had been making a sound point when
they declared that the Finns were the catspaw of their
enemies, an excellent and genuinely impressive drama -

lost its value and a great- share ot its meaning.

Nevertheless, there might conceivably be set down
a reminder to writers who feel that they should be ex-
cessively careful in writing atiout the current struggle
against Nazism and its satellites. Often dramatists,
with a rather ambitious eye on posterity, believe that
if they write of the present the future will decide that
they were concerning themselves with momentary
things rather than eternal matters. I think they need
not worry. 'This fight of the democracies against a
world of tyranny is not likely to seem a trivial brawl
for a few centuries to come.
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Chaplin Salutes Karno

Comedian Calls His English Mentor Greatest

Of 'Em AU

By Charles Daggett

Hollywood, Jan. 4.

'When a little boy of 17, foppish,

cocksure, none too pleasant to be
around because of his insufferable

ego, walked into the late Fred
Kaino's office in Lsndon back in

1902 and said he most'ccrtainly could

play, any 'role he was required to

play, Kamo was chermed enough by
the kid's effrontry to give him a

Job.
It was fortunate for the wojld.

The insufferable little boy was
Charlie Chaplin.

At 17 he was, he thought, a sea-

soned trouper. He belonged to the

cognoscenti of the theatre. The fact

that he was far out on the fringe

didn't detract from his feeling that

he was a very important fcUow. He
had been on the stage since, he was
nine years old. He had even retired

once—when work wasn't plentiful.

He had remained in London, where
only the cream of the acting pro-

fession stayed, turning down jobs

that would take him out of the

brilliant center of the theatrical uni-

verse. He had attended the funeral

of Henry Irving. He could wear a

bowler with an air, a paddock coat

and « cane he thought lent him dash

and suavity.

'I was Just the cheese,' Is Chap-
lin's own description of himself at

that time.
'

Today, although he is the leading

pahtomimist in the world, Chaplin is

high in his praise of Karno, whom
he calls 'the greatest mime in show
buslness^t the turn of- the century.

Kamo was Chaplin's master and the

little picture comedian recognizes

his debt.

'Karno streamlined the traditional,

conventional pantomime, like that of

the brury Lane Theatre, and made
It intelligible to the world audience,*

Chaplin says. 'He was an acrobat

in the beginning and first appeared
with the Kamo Trio. Between gym-
nastic stunts he invented business

and soon sensed that audiences were
more amused by his mimicry than
the spectacular acrobatics.'

Kamo'$ Srst piece in pantomime,
according to Chaplin, was The New
Woman's Club,' a satire on the sufr

fragettes of the day. Others that

rapidly followed were The Mum-
mers,' "The Jail Birds,* 'A Night in

the Slums of London,' 'The Early
Birds' and 'A Night in an English

Music Hall,' in which CbapUn
toured the United States.

I

villain. I was Just there to feed the
comedian, but I didn't know that at

first. When I found out I put in

some new business. The show opened
at the Coliseum, in London. After

the third night they started to ap-

plaud my entrance.'

In explaining the careful way in

which Karno staged his pantomime,
Chaplin used his entrance as an ex-

ample:
'I came on with my back to the

audience. I was wearing a frock

coat and a great false nose. I went
through all of the cliches of the vil-

lain and then .turned round slowly,

with all of the unction in the world.

I tangled my finger in my watch
chain and I used a cane to good ad-

vantage.
'I never got rid of the cane.'

Panto io Moale

'He 'was the first to "synchronize

pantomime with music,' Chaplin
says. 'At one time he had between
18 and 20 companies touring all over
England and In many parts of the
world, America, South America and
Africa. No language was necessary,

because the acting of the troupe was
vivid and expressive enough to bring
laughter from any race.

'All of the^ pieces we did, as. I re.

member them, were cruel and
boisterous, filled with acrobatic
humor and low, knockabout comedy.
Each man working for Karno had to

have perfect timing and had -to know
the peculiarities of every one else
in the' cast so that we could, coUec.
tively, achieve a cast tempo. It took
about a year for an actor to get the
repertoire of a dozen shows down
pat. Karno required us to know a
number of parts so . that players
could be intferchanged. When one
left the company it was like taking
a screw or a pin out of a very deli-

cate piece of machinery.'
Chaplin ,says that Karno made

about $1,000,000 out of his. mass pro.
duction of pantomime and then re-
tired from show business. He died
last September in England, at the
age of 75.

Qther Comics Via Karno
Among other comedians developed

by Karno, beside! Chaplin, were
Stan Laurel, Harry . Weldon, Billy
Heeves, Charlie Bell and Billy
Ritchie. Ritchie, for a time, imitat-
ed Chaplin, using the derby hat.
moustache and cane.

Chaplin says that hjs brother, Sid,

was responsible for his getting a job
in one of Karno's shows.

'Sid thought I was the greatest

actor In the world. Karno got sick

finally of hearing about Sid's broth-

er. Sid wanted to leave the com-
pany, and asked that I be given
chance. In order to save expenses
Korno finally agreed and gave me a

try.

The part was that of the comedy

Birth of a Teclmlqae

Chaplin is convinced that his work
with Kamo gave him the basis for

his motion picture technique. Be-
fore Joining Kamo he had been with
'The 8 Lancashire Lads,' a group of

step dancers. He was nine when he
joined that act, and stayed' with it

untll he was 11. He was the third

champion clog (heavy clog) dancer
in England, which made him In those

dayjjhe^third champion clog dancer
m~lhe"wo"fl2r.'

"

When I was 11 I retired and rested

on my laurels for a couple of years,'

he says.

Then he began making the rounds
of theatrical agencies, always to

have them reply in the negative
when he asked for work. Suddenly
a letter came from an agent, asking

him to call about a part Sid bought
him a new pair of boots.

'I lied about my age,' Chaplin said

in describing that interview. 'I.Said

I was 14. ' I was really 13. I made a
big hit with the agent when I told

him I. had been in show business all

my life. I lo<Aed about six years

old and talked like a little old man.
"They offered me two pounds, six

shillings a week. I told them I had
never worked for anything less than
five pounds.'

Sid, when he heard about the ne-

gotiations, made him rush right back
and- take the job.- The big brother,

Chaplin says, had visions of opening
a grocer's shop on that salary. The
part was In a play called 'Jim, the

Romance of Cocaine.'

The show folded soon after open-

ing, but Chaplin can still quote the

notice he got In -the Topical Times,
theatrical paper of the day:

'San^my was made vastly amusing
by Master Charles Chaplin, a bright
and vigorous child actor. We have
never heard of this child before, but
we hope to in th£ future,'

He says he was so Impressed by
this notice that he turned down
part with Mr. and Mrs. Kendall at

the St James theatre. The Kendalls,

M.G.M. Is first with five dle-

tlnsulshed shorts and for an ace-
in-the-hole-, the dependable, never
falllne PETE SMITH."

. —Besa Short,

Interttate Theatres, Texaa.

Lobin Giren Top

Director Status By

U; Pilots 'Squadron'

Hollywood, Jan. 4.

Arthur Lubin has been elevated

into the field of top directors on the

Universal lot. After directing the

four Abbott and Costello films,

which made him the top money di-

rector of 1941, he has been assigned

to direct 'Eagle Squadron,' which
Walter Wanger Is producing as his

Initial picture for U.

Eddie Cline will replace Lubin
with A&C and direct their next opus
to be released through U, 'Pardon

My Sarong.' This film will be pro-

duced by Mayfalr Pictures, of which
Jules Levy Is the head, and is no
part of the A&C commitment with
Universal,

THIS CHANCING WORLD
1941 Was tho Annum of Shifting Execs in All

Branches of Rim Biz

By Herb Golden

at that time, were the leading play-
ers in legit.

,

'I had a swelled head,' he says. 1
tumed down the job and I didn't

work for two bloody years.'

After hitting the pavements for a
long time Chaplin connected. Just

before ' going with Kamo, with the

Juvenile lead in a play called "The
Merry Major,' when he was Just 17.

The leading lady was 55. -

In talking about his early career

Chaplin gives great credit to Kamo
for schooling him in the technique of

pantomime. He. reserves some, too,

for his father and mother, admitting
that be isn't 'the original Charlie
Chaplin.' lliat was the name used
by his father, who was a descriptive

vocalist and appeared at Tony Pas-
tor's in 1898. His mother, who did
impersonations, was billed as 'Dainty
Lily Harley.' /

Chaplin has developed j)antomtme
from the point where Karno left it

when he retired In 1910, but his early

success in films is largely due to his

long association with the first big'

time mastery of mimicry.

KITTY CARLISLE
Currently appearing in hold-over engagement at the Persian Room,

Hotel Plaza, New Tork, following record-breaking stay at the Versailles,

In the Ustory books of the film

industry, alongside the 1941 nota-

tion "The year that the great war

began' wUl go The year that ttie

great shakeups began.' Probably

never in picture annals were there

more important e:fec changes—and

more talk of changes—than in the

12 months just past,

And you ain't seen nothin' yet, is

the word. The industry's under-

ground telegraph network has it that

1941 was only, the beginning for

what's going to come In 1942—unless

the effect of the war is to remove
Government eyes from the organiza-

tional setup of the companies and
the eyes of the companies them-
selves from their own relatively

minor troubles.

Event No: 1 in the chain came on
Feb. 4 when Buddy DcSylva was
named exec producer at Paramount,
replacing William LeBarbn, who not

long afterwards arranged a pro-

ducer deal for . himself with 20th-

Fox.

Three days later the great United
Artists temblor first made Itself felt

Artists temblor first made itself felt

It started with Samuel Goldwyn
pulling out of the company -via

the process of UA buying up bis

20% stock Interest He also

scrammed his distribution deal and
hopped over to RKO. Come March
and he may be found at virtually

any other company, tor his RKO
deal is now finis and Sam ain't

sayin' whether hell take . another
hitch or not.

BKO
Meantime, rumbling started at

RKO and prexy Ceorge J. Schaefer
announced he was taking over .jbAV

the reins of production himself. He
na^ed J, J. Nolan his assistant. Two
months later, during the- week of

April 22, plenty broke out at RKO.
Nolan handed in his resignation.

Lee Marcus, for eight years in

charge of low budget pictures, quit

four months before his pact was up.
Producer Bob Sisk skipped to Para-
mount ' John J. O'Connor, oper-
ating head of the RI^O theatre cir-

cuit hopped the fence, later joining
Universal His chief buyer and
booker, Fred Meyers, did likewise.

Those events were preceded earlier

in the month by the resignation of

William Mallard, v.-p. of the RKO
producing company and general
counsel for Radlo-Kelth-Orpheum.
Also the departure of I>ank R.
Donovan, head of RKO-Pathe News.
That was followed by the death of
Wlltord J. Merrill, v.p. and treas-
urer.

RKO wasn't finished yet. Month
later Joe Breen, Vrho had been de-
nying right along that he had even
ever heard the name RKO, as quick
as you can say Floyd Odium be-
camje administrative head of the
studio. Schaefer himself, all this
whHe, and to this very day, was the
center of an aura of rumors that
had him departing. He's still In and
sez he's gonna stick.

Just as a stage wait, while the
boys In the back room work at
sharpening the axe again. It might
be pleasant to note that while all

this was going on Loew's stock-
holders approved a .n?w five-year
contract for Nicholas M. Schenck
and reelected all officers and direc-
tors. Likewise at Universal, where
management execs were handed a
new seven-year contract And at
Paramount, Leonard Goldei)son was
made chief of the theatre circuit
without anyone else losing his scalp
in the process, Sam Briskln was
named production chief at Columbia
the same way.

Then back to RKO long enough to
install Sol Lesser as producer in
charge of A pix. Harry Edington,
who had been there only a little

more than a year, hung around for
a while longer before taking a pow-
der in deference to Lesser and Breen,
who had been handed his Job.

20Ui-Fox

Joe Schenck during this period was
on trial for making what the Gov-
ernment charged were a few exces-
sive deductions in his income tax
returns. He was found guilty, and a
couple days later handed In his pa-
pers as chairman of the board of
20th-Fox. Job hasn't been filled; in-

stead Hermann Place was moved up

to the new post of chairman of the
exec committee.
Peace and goodwill entered the

picture again a few days later; with
'

Sidney Kent inked to stick around
20th for another five years. That
peace and goodwill was apparently
a mirage, however, for a couple days
later UA shouted 'Bingol' and Mur-
ray Silverstone, chief of world-wide
operations, -was that no longer. Ar-
thur Kelly, v.p., took over the reins
temporarily.

UA owners, however,' immediately
placed the presidency on a platter
and offered it around. William F.
Rodgers, Metro's sales chief; took a
nibble and got quickly hauled back
by the seat of his contract by Papa .

Schenck. Rodgers said he'd be good,
and pop said -okay, well make you a
vice-president and so he did.

UA
Number of other execs were also

nibbling, some wishing the bait would
get a little closer.

.
Meantime, David

O. Selznick bought himself a fifth

interest in UA, and was negotiating
like mad to buy the company a pres-
ident. He got a vice president In

Grad Sears, Warner Bros, sales head,
after some phenagling with the bait,

that resulted in Sears resigning from
WB before he really had the job at

UA. Carl I<eserman. his assistant at

Warners, followed Sears to UA a
couple weeks later.

Taking the presidency at UA was
broad-shouldered Ed Raftery, who
had served the company as counsel

for more than 20 years. Number of

other toppers were brought in at the

same time, including Laudy Law-
rence and George Bagnall. An exec
committee is now supposedly run-^
ning the company: It Includes Raf-

tery, Arthur Kelly, Lawrence and
Sears.

UA, prior to the reorg had been
having producer trouble—as had
some other studios-^nd Walter

Wanger had walked, the company
buying- out his interest in Wanger
Productions. He later joined Unl-

versaL John M. Stahl, Bryan Foy,

Mark Hellinger, Ernst Lubltsch and
Frank Capra were among those who
changed allegiances.

Sears to UA naturally meant a

hole at WB, which was promptly
filled. Process entailed Joe Bern-

hard's being upped from theatre

chief to v.p. and g.m. of the entire

setup. Ben Kalmenson was given

Sears' Job. Harry Kalmine was
brought in from the Pittsburgh dis-

trict to head the theatre circuit.

Metro

Metro at this point lost eastern

sales chief Tom Connors to 20th.

Connors became assistant to Kent
Ted O'Shca was named eastern sales

head at Metro, and Jack Flynn be-

came central manager. Two days

before the year closed,' Edwin W.
Aaron was designated assistant gen-

eral sales manager.
Press

Publicity-advertising departments

were not without their difflcultles,

either, starting on. Jan. 1, 1941. That

was the day Lynn Farnol departed

UA, to be succeeded by Monroe

Greenthal. David E. Weshner was

imported from Philly, where he had

been running the WB theatre cir-

cuit to take Greenthal's former job

as exploitation manager.
At 20th-Fox -the details were a bit

more exciting, boss Charles McCar-

try hiking in protest against Darryl

Zanuck's naming of Hal Home to do

special exploitation on important

pix. Maurice Bergman, McCarthy's

ad aide, followed his boss. A. M..

Botsford became the new chief.

Short disturbance at WB soon re-

turned to normal, minus Bob Tap-

linger, handling special publicity as

assistant' to Harry Cohn, prcz of Co-

lumbia. Alex Evelove is the new

Coast p.a. topper at WB.
And so, as the sun sets and we take

our leavo of the pleasant isle of

Goona-Goona boom! whose head

was that?

L. A. Times* Info

Hollywood, Jan. 4.

Los Angeles Times midwinter Spe-

cial Issue carries a map showing

location of all army camps and mili-

tary concentrations in California.

Understood tf/my authorities gave

their okay. Sheet offers to mail

any place in world for 25c.
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Actor s Service Record

By Edward Anfold
(President,- Screen Acton Guild)

.

Hollywood, Jan. 4,

Let's look at the record:

_During one year, ending last September, the movie Indus-

w raised $2,000,000 in cash tor seven charity agencies.^
?n uTe Angeles area, the industry raises from 17%

to 20% of the total quotas of all large

charities.

—Picture people, with $100,000 worth
of asstetance from Eddie Robinson,

brought $215,000 Into the coffers of the

USO.
—The Greek War Relief Benefit at

the Chln^ Theater realized $250,000—

a quarter of a million for the needy of

a plucky nation.

—Top stars have appeared in test

shows for the huge USO-Camp Shows,.

Inc. program, others have jusf com-

oleted' a 13,000-nille "flying showboat' tour of Caribbean

Bases- now from cast and west camp show units have taken

to the road for the winter season of live entertainment for

soldiers, sailors and marines.

—Actors have given generously whenever called upon to

appear on national' drive programs for the American Red

Cross and Community Chest.

—The Bundles for Briialn movement achieved national

force through the work of entertainers,

—The Permanent Charities Committee has been organized

unit which acts as a clearing house for all charity and

defense requests concerning members of the industry.
.

r

Edmrd AnwM

THE ACTOBS' PAKT

Not long ago I was asked, "What is the actor's share in the

American cause?'

The cause of charity and the cause of assistance to stricken

people throughout the world has become an integral part

of the American cause. The .entertainment Industry has

been called upon to put forth every effort -in behalf of this

Ideal.. And the actor has become the willing tool of the

Industry In the welding together of a mammoth program.

But the pecuUar, outstanding share of the actor In the

great American cause today, the cause of defense, Is his talent

for holding the attention of a vast audience. With this talent

the actor brings gayety into the hearts of his audiences,

makes his points for the Amerlcah cause.. He makes people

want to give.

Today, the actor, representing the entertainment industry

to the American public, realizes that the American cause

embraces the. entire cause of humanltarianism. Our whole
industry feels that we can no longer weigh the proportionate

' importance of goodwill abroad and charity at home. The
actor knows that tbne must be given to make the lives of

our soldiers happier; time must.be given to aid needy Ameri-
cans; time must be given to cure the wounds and feed the

mouths of conquered, starving Europeans. It takes money
to do. these thhigs.

I
NO BOONPAMES ON CHARITT '

|

The actor recognizes no -provincial boundaries. He sees

that charity Is akin to the cause pt freedom. He gives of

his time and money unsparingly and without regard for

petty prejudice. A call to the industry In the name of an
orphaned war baby is answered as cheerfully as the call in

the name of a hungry American citizen.

.

Naturally, the actors' first responsibility is their Motion
Picture Relief Fund. The story of this great charity is well-

known. The manner in which our profession takes care of

its own is a story the Good Samaritan himself would smile
upon.

' The task is recognized as the duty of every loyal worker
in the industry.

But whenever the call for assistance has come, whether
it has been for aid to the beleaguered population of China,
the bombarded ci^ians of London, the .sorely tried defenders
of Greece, the valiant fighters of the Soviet Union, Holly-
wood has answered the call with the great money raising
weapon of mass entertainment.

And whenever the national call is heard for the yearly
campaigns of the Community Chest and the Red Cross, then,
too, the entire manpower of the industry is put at the dis-

posal of those agencies.
In the cause of humanity and freedom, radio shows have

bubbled with the talent of the greatest names in the show
world. Theatre audiences have laughed at the jokes of
$10,000-^-week comics and cried over vividly acted human
tragedies played by top dramatic stars.
There has been only . one type of request at which our

people have balked; and righUy so, I believe. When $20,000
Worth of talent is gathered in one spot for charity purposes,
it should be placed where it will do the most good, get the
most money. An afternoon tea or a lawn party might be
of great value in raising a few hundred dollars for charity.
The more of these the better. But it is a litUe unfair to ask
a $20,000 array of performers to attend for the purpose of
entertaining when they might reach the entire nation in a
better planned program artd garner for charity thousands of
dollars.

EFFICIENT TALENT DISPENSATION
I!

To make the actors' contributions of talent as efficient as
possible, the Permanent Charities Committee has been
formed. Controlled and operated jointly by the Screen
Actors GuUd, the Screen Writers GuUd, the Screen Direc-
tors GuUd, the Artists Managers Guild, and the Assn. of
Motion Picture Producers, this committee will be a clearing
house through which calls will go from any groups request-
ing the help of the film industry In charitable drives or
bencflts of any sort. • From now on, no individual studio
wul give permission for studio solicitation without first refer-
nng aU such requests to the committee for its approval.
The greatest task confronting us now—one of the greatest

responsibilities and opportunities ever faced by our industry

,
i5,*''e setting up of complete entertainment units for the

USO-Camp Shows, Inc.
The full resources of the entire entertainment industry

afe represented on the board of directors of Camp Shows,
inc. Topflight names in the production end of the business
are cooperating to make this project successful.
Freedom's show goes on*

AMERICAN TROUPERS, AS IN ENGLAND,
WILL CARRY ON FOR THE CAUSE

USO Much Better Equipped Than ENSA In Britain for Wartime Entertainment
Importance of Morale

CREATIVE DOWNBEAT

Descending Curve Follows European
Restrictions on Freedom to Write,

Act, Direct

AMERICA MUST BENEFIT LATER

By Herb Golden

Show business in America, fighting a never-ending battle

to preserve its 'Fifth Freedom'—the undeniable privilege of
its writers to write, its actors to act and Its producers to
produce what each feels it is his mission to say—^has been
given an unusually vivid picture, , in the descending star of
European legit, films and literature, of what the loss of that
battle would mean.

The unfortunate picture of Continental show biz is re-
flected in the tales of those who have recently returned to
.this country from abroad and in the files of the major film

companies, which have continued to keep as close track as

possible of Europe's legit, film and literary output, in the
form of both scripts and finished productions.
The picture is of a Broadway theatre that used to see two

or three or more of its important playj each year derive
from Europe and has recently seen-none-from-that-source^-of

—

a picture industry that formerly was dependent upon writers
in Europe for a large number, of its scripts and now gets

practically nothing from there, and of a publishing indus-
try 20-30% of whose output was provided by European
writers and from whom now virtually nothing is obtained.
Show biz founts on the Continent began to run dry right

after Adolf Hitler came to power in 1033, slowed to a trickle

as the war got closer and closer, and finally were sealed al-

most completely with the outbreak of military hostilities.

The reasons for the downtrend were clear—regimentation
and censorship.

Minus freedom of expression European show business

quickly strangled.

BEBIJH OHLY- WA.t TEE TiAim

Creative sterility in Germany is made all too clear by the
fact that Berlin's most popular playwright during the past
three seasons has been William Shakespeare. George
Bernard Shaw was a nmner-up until a few months ago,

when Propaganda Minister Joe Goebbels decided that that

shouldn't be and closed down the Shavian plays. With lack
of native product to replace the Bard, Nazis have allowed
his works to flourish, explaining it away in that Shakespeare's
plays are classics that transcebd nationalistic boundaries.

In Italy, when David O. Selznick made a deal with the
Fascist! this past year (he turned: the proceeds over to the
British Spitfire fund) his 'Rebecca' drew crowds that broke
every record of every house in which it played. It wasn't
so much that it was a particularly good film, but that it was
an American fihn—a change from the Mussolini hash, de-
clared returning U. S. travelers.

Whatever , scripts and books have been arriving In this

country from abroad have been from England—and even
they -have been particularly sparse since the war. Despite
the considerably greater freedom of expression permitted
in Britain, there has been little of importance turned out.

Blitzkriegs and bonjbs are not conducive to happy endings.

I

EYEM BRITAIN SDFFERS
j

It's generally the better known and more successful pre-
war writers who have managed to continue work in England.
There's Daphne du Maurier, whose 'Frenchman's Creek'

promises to be one of the big books of 1942 and has been
bought by Paramount for films; Noel Coward, whose "Blithe

Spirit' is a current "Broadway hit; H. G. Wells, Phyllis Bot-
tome, Swinnerton and a few others.

These top writers have tieen able to continue, while, the

Joe Doakes who might turn out to be another A. J. Cronin
couldn't, partially because of economic reasons. With the

shortage of paper in England, publishing is limited. Pub-
lishers >yiU take manuscripts only from accepted names and,

even then, there's little profit because lack of paper holds

circulation down.
Without scripts, of course, there can be no plays and there

can be no films—unless the propaganda outpt)t of Herr.
Goebbels' boys should by some contorted idea fall into the

category of art. So show business is stymied right from the

start, except for vaude performers, who have been ex-

periencing a great boom in Eurbpe and Britain as people

grasp for any kind of amusement.
Brighter side of all this is the hypo to American culture

which is being brought about by the coming to this country

of the cream of European talent. Already Hollywood is

feeling the presence of foreign writers, directors and players

who have recently come here, while Broadway Is seeing a

number of directors and players and has the promise of

a nuniber of playwrights that they are now at work.

I

EESEBVOIB W)lt THE li'UTTIBE
|

Real effect of this immigration, say the boys who know,
won't be felt for quite a while, until the newcomers have
ground off their foreign edges, accustomed themselves to

this country, its people and its Ideals, and can write or

act with more ease. Too, there wUI be the future genera-
tions, when the offspring of the best brains of Europe will

emerge from the great American melting pot to enrich the

United States' cultural tradition.

Another bright angle for Alms and the theatre is the pros-

pect, after the fighting is over, of this war's 'What Price

Glory' and 'Farewell to Arms.' The new Laurence Stalllngs

and Ernest Hemingways, matured by fire, will write,, so

much better, it is expected, for having known what a toiigh

battle it can be to win and maintain that 'Fifth Freedom,'

By GRACIE FIELDS

With 'Remember Pearl Harbor' ringing in American ears,
factories being pushed to the limit to speed up war materials
and training of the boys in camps being intensified as the
United States goes on a real fighting basis, I imagine that

every American actor must feel as we
did in England—that he wants to do
something to help. The thing that
actors can do best, of course, is act,
and they have done a magnificent job
In Britain in building and holding up
morale of wofkers and soldiers. I am
sure" that American performers are
going to repeat that good work.
The setup, however, differs somewhat

in England from what you have here,
aiid it might be interesting ta-note how

—

ancl« IMdii they diverge. Here you have the USO,
supported by public contributions, while in England we have
the Entertainment National Service . Association—better
known as ENSA—supported by the government ilselt And
while your traveling shows so far have been limited to serv-
ice camps, those in England are taking entertainment not
only to camps, but to factory workers whose long and often
unusual hours cut them off from ordinary amusements.
From what I understand of salaries being paid by USO-

Camp Sho]vs, Inc., they are considerably higher than ENSA's.
Prices for top artists under the ENSA banner do not go above
£20 (about $80) a week, and for many of the lesser known
entertainers the fee Is £4 ($16) a week. Naturally, trans-
portation and rooms are provided by ENSA,

I might addjhatjo many of the lesser known artists, these
tours nave prove? a (Godsend,

. Not only are they kepi work-
'

Ing, but those who are ineligible for the armed forces are
thus made to feel that they are doing their bit. Then, too,
a young crop of performers is being given a chance to de-
^velop. Some of these, with the continuous work, have already
shown great promise.

Basil Dean, whom many of you Americans must know as
the famed London producer. Is In charge of ENSA and has
done a wonderful job of organizing the shows.
Professional people in this war, I think, have been working

just as bard, if not' harder, than the man behind the gun and
'the man behind the man behind the gun.' I don't thihk there
has been a single artist who hasn't willingly and anxiously
gone out and done everything he coul4 against all sorts of
odds.

.Some of the difficulties—doing a half dozen shows a day
with constant traveling In between—have been really trying,
while others are amusing. One of the' latter is getting your
laundry done when you are constantly on the go, and -I re-
member the scenes of boys in the orchestra washing their
own clothes in hotel bathtubs and hanging them up to dry
in their bedrooms—and wearing unironed shirts.

But I'm not kicking^and I'm sure no American performers
will be—^because we in the^profession must consider it a
privilege to know that we are putting in' as many hours and
as -much effort as anyone else is to win this war.

Ita Valne Vividly Dlnntrated

How much our work is appreciated yas mqde clear to me
by the experience of my brother Tommy, the comedian. He
was touring in one of the coast cities of England and was in
the midst of a performance when there was an air raid.
Everyone took shelter and when the raid was over Tommy
went to the home where he and the others were quartered.
He found It totally destroyed. So he wandered back to the
theatre. There, less than a half-hour after the town had
been blitzed, he was amazed to find the house packed, every-
one waiting for the performers to go on with the show,

I think that proves that, regardless how desperate condi-
tions are at times, folks get real pleasure out of the travelhig
troupes and it shows a definite need of entertainment to ease
the strains of war.
Everywhere I traveled—in England, Scotland end Wales,

and even Scapa Flow—I found audiences paying rapt atten-
tion to the shows, lA many instances, the people refused to
leave the theatres or factories even during air raid warnings.
During my short stay in I,ondon I was given proof not only
by theatre owners, government officials and other perform-
ers, but observed myself, that England is definitely depending
on the people of the theatre world to keep morale at its
highest pitch.

During my last tour in England, of which there has already
been considerable detail in "Variety,' I generally gave three
or four half-hour K:oncerts a day, rising around 7 or 7:30 each
morning and traveling 40 or 50 miles to the first factory. The
factory concerts were usually given in the lunch hour—and
with three shifts a day operating, lunch hour could be at
practically any time. In many of these places, engines chug-
ging away in the background provided real competition. In
the evenings I usually sang in camps for the armed forces.
I always put on a long dinner gown and tried to make myself
as glamorous as possible to make these boys and girls in
camps and factories feel that they were seeing a real, profes-
sional theatrical performance.
My tour across America has had many humorous momenta

because, naturally, not having seen my films, many people
don't know who Grade Fields is. Audiences are skeptical,
often feeling there has been some mistake and I am either
Gracie Allen or Grace Moore,
In England I discovered that in the midst of the worst

blitz there Is always someone with a sense of humor. One
• of my favorite gags of the war is about Mr, and Mrs, Brown,
who had heard the siren and were going down into the
shelter, ^r. Brown being slightly ahead, shouted:

. 'Come on Mary—'urry upl'

'Wait a bit,' cried Mrs. Brown, 'I can't find my teeth.'

To which Mr, Brown replied: 'What do you think they're
throwln'—sandwiches?'
In closing, I would like to take this opportunity to thank

you American people on behalf of my countrymen and my-
self for the splendid help you have given and are giving us.
It has meant a great deal to know that you are sympathetic
to our cause . . . and we are sincerely grateful.
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Show Biz in World War I

^Variety' Files Unearth Wealth of Sidelights on the

Theatre in 1917-18—^Biz Boomed

By JOE SCUOENFELD

April 6, 1917 the United States en-

tered the World War I and 'Variety's'

files of the subsequent 19 months up
throueh the Armistice of Nov. 11,

1918, present a factual history of the

part the show business played then

in the interests of this country's na-

tional defense and morale.

Feeling in the U. S. was at a fever

pitch against Germany's ruthless sub-

marine warfare and this was mani-
festing itseU in show business long

before the war declaration. In Feb-

ruary, 1917, American actors at the

Lambs Club in New York were call-

ing certain English fellowmembers
'slackers. In March, one month be-

fore President Wilson asked for the

war declaration, Hemick was already

advertising Tin Pan Alley's first war
^gng^llt's Time for Every Boy to Be

'
a Soldier.' Remick, Incidentally, only

a few months before was heavily

plugging the Isolationistic 'I Didn't

Baise My Boy to Be a Soldier.'

Also in March of that year, Frank

Hunt produced and started touring

out of Chicago a play titled 'The

Grand Old Flag,' obviously designed

to stir up the countryside into a

patriotic fervor. On the other hand,

theatre operators were already ex-

pressing their fears of a depressed

boxoflice in the first four weeks after

the impending war declaration. Then
they visioned a sharp upswing, bas-

ing this on the experience of show-
eirtirEnBland:
The same week as Congress tossed

the gauntlet into Kaiser Wilhelm's

kisser, the Friars Club recruited a

company of 60 members for drill in-

struction by -Capt. Ray Hodgdon
(S. K. Hodgdon's son) and Acting

Sergeant Harold Kemp. Hodgdon
married Katherine Quinn on March

30, 1917, on the eve of his entering

the service.

Agent M. S. Bentham oRered his

yacht to the U. S. Navy and it was
accepted. Bentham was given the

grade of naval lieutenant, junior

grade, and he was stationed at the

Pelham Bay training base. Subse-

quently this brought him the nick-

name of 'Commodore.'
One of the war's first tragic notes

In show business concerned ' Mme.
Ernestine Schumann-Helnk, who, re-

covering from a serious auto acci-

dent! was greatly upset by the pos-

sibility that her sons might soon be
fighting each other. One was in the

Cerman navy', another In the U. S.

navy. A third son was in the Na-
tional Guard of New Jersey, while
her youngest was in the Culver Mili-

tary Academy,

Bash sf Patriotic SoiurS'

In Mw; the music publishers broke
out with a^ash of . patriotic songs,

with Irving Berlin's 'Your Country
and. My Country' pacint; the field.

Among others were "The Mai{ behind
the Hammer and. the Plow, "For the

Freedom of the World,' 'What Kind
of ah American Are You.' 'America-
Here's My Boy'' and the top smash of

them all. George M. Cohan's 'Over
There,' first Introduced by Nora
Bayes.
Show business got behind the first

liiberty Loan Drive with aU Its re-
sources, especially on .the personality
end.. Name talent was plentiful and
willing, and their efforts were
quickly recognized in Washington.
Subsequently the war committee In
charge of the second Liberty Loan
Drive officially commended the show
world for 'doing more for the bond
Issues than any other class of people
In the country.' Lillian Russell, tor
one, was speaking in five theatres
every day.

In June, 1917, it was disclosed that
the Government mieht Interii per-
formers who were- citizens of enemy
nations. German acts were changing
to Anglican names at manaoers'. re-
quests, but their bookings were drop-
ping off regardless. A few months
later American vaude bookers were
complaining about the lack of open-
Irfg and closing aclst, the draft having
taken a heavy toll of acrobats.
Burlesque, on the other hand, was
little hit by the onseriptlon, most of
Its comics belni; In the a.k. class.

Early In June, 1917, 'Variety' was
advertising the first Liberty Loan
Drive.

Tragl-Comedy Actor Sidelights

There were numerous, personal in-
' cidents, humorous or tragic. John'
Philip Sousa,. then a lieutendbt, re-
ported at Camp Sheridan in disguise.

He had shaved off his beard and all

that remained of his famous face-fur
was his moustache.
Adrian, the blackface comic, was

arrested in Chicago by Secret Serv-
ice men when he stubbornly refused

to prove he was over the draft limit

of 31 years of age. Adrian contended
that the burden of proof was upon
the Government agents, so they

clapped him in jail until he softened

up and proved his age. :

Bryant Washburn's plea for exemp-
tion from the draft was turned down
when the' Government proved that he
had a bank account of $5,500 and that

his wife, actress Mabel Forrest, could

support herself and their child. It

was indicated that she had been of-

fered several' film contracts.

Pat West called oS his marriage to

Lcnore Armstrong because of the

strong feeling against 'slackers,' as

the marriagenseekers were dubbed.
And Eddie Marshall .started a riot in

a German cafe In New York by in-

sisting on singing 'America.'

Joe Edmunds, who originated the

hick role in "The Belle of New York,'
re-enUsted in the navy. He was then
48. And Chauncey Olcott offered to

devote half his earnings in the season
of 1917-18 to any war or relief fund
the Government might designate.

Bernard Granville and Earl Car-
roll, both privates, were part of a
recruiting act playing N. Y. vaude-
ville theatres. A lieutenant and 16
men from the 71st Regiment com-
pleted the turn's personnel. Shortly
before this act opened, a British re-
cruiting mission came over to the
U. S. to round up English actors of
army service age.

Chester Stratton and Denman
McFarland entered the~U. S. Army as
lieutenants and their co-workers in

the United Booking Office (Keith-
Albee) collected & fund of $74 to buy
them each a Colt service revolver.
Nobody in the 6fflce was permitted
to contribute more than $1.

Harry Mountford, who, as head of
the White Rats, bad seen his organi-
zation disintegrate after a disastrous
stt'Ike thr year before, was on the
payroll of the Red Cross and stimip-
ing for' funds. 'Camp Life,' an act by
12 boys from the 12th N. Y. Regi-
ment, broke all records in its open-
ing week at Proctor's, Newark. All
proceeds of the act went for the
benefit of sick and wounded soldiers.

"I
'Smoke Fond' Drives

Collections were made In. theatres
for a 'Smoke Fund' for soldiers. Over
$30,000 was'^collected in a group of
burlesque theatres, while a week's
drive in Keith houses east of Cleve-
land netted $85,141.
Plans to entertain the soldiers were

comparatively slow In getting started,
according to 1941 standard. It wasn't
jintil June; 1917, that a circuit ot army
camp theatres was proposed, and
even theri this circuit wasn't expected
to get going until' after the first draft
was underway. It -was expected that

16 camp theatres, seating 3,000 and
costing $20,000 each, would be ready

by Dec. Ic 1917. Marc Klaw was
chairman of the War Department
Commission for Training Camp
Activities, and he stated that the

major portion of army camp shows
would be musical comedy revivals.

It was proposed that the soldiers pay

25c admission.

The show business, however, didn't

wait until the War Dept organized

the entertainment and many per-

formers - volunteered their services

for camp concerts. First big camp
show was held early' in Jnne,- '17,

when the Friars staged an elaborate

entertainment for 4,000 soldiers at

Ft. Meyer, Va. George M. Cohan
was m.c, but just as the show
started the camp's lighting equlpr

ment broke down. The .sides of the

outdoor stage were knocked out end
automobiles were run up, their

headlights being 'utilized as an emer-
gency lighting system. It' worked
and the show was a signal success.

General John J. Pershing, already
overseas with, the first contingent of
American soldiers, personally sent

word to the War Dept. in Washing-
ton that entertainment should be
provided for the boys overseas. This
was later done by a host of volun-
teer name performers, with Elsie

Janis among the most popular with
the doughboys.
Among the many drives for re-

lief funds, the Red Cross then,' as
how, got major attention from the
show business. Walter F. Wangef
proposed a tremendous production of
the fairy tale 'Snow 'White' as an
auxiliary adjunct to the charity and
by which $1,000,000 annually might

(Continued on page 52)

Exploitafion Bines

By TEBBT TUBNEB

This town is different
The papers here are tougb,
The theatres won't spend a dime.
The picture lacks sumpin'.
It it's a good picture you do busi-

ness. If it ain't, you don't.
If they would only leave me do It

my way.
ru take one, but only to keep you

company.
Yeah, !-> did good, but we shoulda

done better. ,-

She's poison in my house.
Criticisms don't meaii nothin' in

•this town.
You. oughta have some ..new

faces, . but new faces don't m^n
nuthin'' at my boxoffice.

I learnt the business from the
bottom upl. I was the first to give
away dlshej in this town and -

1

started bank night here.
Look at them plaques, on the wall

and I ask you, 'What does they get
me?'
None of them New York and Hol-

lywood art ads for me. Give me a
pair of scissors and I do my own.'.
- I'm telling you they got office
boys for managers.

I- broke my boss in the business
and now he gives me the woiks.

'

An Echo From Percy Hammond

By William Fields

My '
contribution was supposed to bear some relation to the theatre,'

more specifically to ctirrent theatre conditions on the road.
.

As the' deadline approached and I attained
.
that, appalling point that

brooks nb further procrastination, I flailed about among my records and
touring statistics in search of- an angle that would provide me with, an
idea for a story 'about the road. And it was wliile occupied in this en-
deavor that I turned up something far more priceless. Infinitely more In.
teresting,' than any of the items for which I searched.

It was—this find, of mine—a yellowed and frayed clipping of a Percy
Hammond columii that had appeared In the New York Tribune on one of
the closing days in December, of 1923. Mr. Hammond in that essay of
18 years, ago'sought to trace his own movements on a New Year's Day
five years earlier.

He was, it seems, in France on Jan. 1, 1910, and—in company with John
McCutcheon of the. Chicago Trlbune^was lost somewhere In the mists
t>etween jBuzancy aind Grand Pre. Their motor car had broken down ba
a windy hlUtop, and a sergeant, who was their chauffeur, was trying to
revive it. Dusk was about to fall; a hostile French snow was In the air
and the Messrs. Hammond and McCutcheon were thinking of their far<
away homes and firesides.

While waiting , for their automobile to be adjusted, the two climbed -a
iehce, walked up a hill and found themselves suddenly upon a forgotten
battlefield:

'We saw there,' Mr. Hammond related, 'a litter of rifles, helmets, blankets,
grenades, machine guns in trees, trench spades, field glasses, boots, mess
kits, canteens, a- forlorn bugle or two and letters—thousands of letters

and postcards. There they were—the yell£, the rages, the din and the
agonies of a litttle hand-to-hand and undistinguished battle—all sleeping,

sleeping in a ghostly silence.

'As we were making our way back to our car we stumbled over the
colossal cadaver of -a soldier of the Fifth Prusslai^ Guards. He lay upoii
.the summit of the hill, the only human remnant neglected by the hurried
grave squads. By sonie strange chemical force he had been petrified or
turned to stone. - A giant in. alabaster, he showed, like Napoleon, no sign

of decay. He resembled a solemn clown in a pantomime, dead-white,
with scarlet lips And blank, open eyes. His moustaches, though bleached
by the elements, were upturned and - truculent His helmet was on his

head, the strap sHll buckled_beneatlt_l?.is._C)uni_^^ a"H imlfnnri

were' as good as newi' and his rifle, with bayonet fixed, was near by, not

.

much rusted. The path of glory had not led him even to a grave, but he
did not seem to care. There was an ugly brown mark on his throat
'What young American in a troop of unknown heroes had vanquished

the Titan, and how? What had they muttered .to one another as they
came to grips and the German fell? Where is the American now? Is

he a drug clerk or a teamster or a lawyer or a senior at Yale or a printer

or a traveling salesman? Was he from Manitowoc or Minneapolis. Did
he push farther along the hilltop and drop, and was' his tin hat the one I

picked up nearby, with a hole In its rim?
'For a, while,' Mr. Hammond concluded, 'Mr. McCutcheon and I stood

and watched the wet wind blow the dead German's coat lapel to and fro

in the quick twilight. It had a red '5' on it Then we groped our way
back to our comfortable limousine and set out for Verdun, 20 miles away,
tor dinner and lodging in that Inhospitable citadel.'

Particularly appropriate, it seems to me, for this time and for the

observance of these first days of 'a new year—that of 1042—will be the

reprinting of Mr. Hammond's moving story. Admittedly, it has nothing to

do with the theatre other than the, fact that it was written by one of the

stage's most brilliant, tolerant and forgiving historians; the shy, -erudite

and 'wonderful' Percy-Hammond, who, until bis death on April 26, 1936,

was the drama critic- of the N.Y. Herald Tribune.
Mr. Hammond, if .alive today, would, one thinks, be touched even more

than the rest of us by the tragedy at Pearl ' Harbor, an^; above all, by
the magnificent stand of our Wake Island Marines. And who knows but
that the future of the American theatre, both in New York and on the

road, is actually being determined today in the Philippines and in the

vast areas of the Pacific. Sorely we have- seen stranger, more unt>e-

lievable things come to pass.

A Star Is Born
lloUywood, Jan. '4.

- Alan Ladd was handed ;tar rating
by B. G. De Sylva, executive pro'
ducer at Paramount
Elevation was Uie' result' of Ladd's

work in "This Guri tor Hire.'

Escapology' Not the Answer;
Showmen Must Sell Aggressive

Americanism to Everybody
By Billy Rose

How show business can best help to strengthen civil-
ian and military morale, lii the fight for the survival of
our way of life, certainly can't be .assured. We must
provide plenty of. gay evenings in the theatre so that
people can forget the dark realftles; that would be our
slogan to dissipate the blues.
That answer would be both trite and inept Such

confections as 'Junior Miss" and 'Let's Face ItT,' charm-
ing and bright as they are, will contribute little to the
defeat of the Axis. Escape is a pleasant thing, but
remember—^you've always got to come back.

Let's begin by understanding clearly what we mean
by show business. Our industry, Uke ancient Gaul, Is

divided Into three parts. There are two big divisions
—pictures and radio—and one small but very im-
portant one—the legitimate theatre. The importance
of the theatre lies in the fact that it is the incubator
for the entertainment ideas that can be developed and-
disseminated on a huge scale by the two other media.
Wars are won by strong emotions—strong love for

your own country, strong hatred for your enemies.
What we need in this erhergency is an all-'Out effort
In which pictures and radio, with the help of the the-
atre, will make us love what, is good In America and
hate what Hitler and the minor thugs around him
stand for. And when I say 'us' I mean all Americans,
including, of course, our armed forces.

The majority of people won't listen to lectures and
orations. The screen and the radio can sugar-coat
the lesson. They have done it in the past and now
that the wraps are off they can do it to a far greater

extent. The March of Time is a good Illustration of
what I have in mind. For more than a year it has
been selling Americanism to 13,000,000 people in 12 000
theatres. Another example is the excellent work
Harry Warner has done in the series of patriotic shorts
which he has made with considerable loss to himself.
The legitimate theatre, In my opinion, can be of

Invaluable assistance by the occasional production of
great propaganda plays such as 'Watch on the Rhine,'
Abe Lincoln In lUlnols' and Tliere Shall Be No
Night. NaturaUy, magnificent scripts like these don't
grow on trees, but when one does show up, producers
should let nothing, and least of aU commercial con-
siderations, stand in the way of its presenUtion and
adaptation tor the movies and the radio.

Ifs of the utmost importance to remember that
whatever is shown in pictures and aired on the radio
will be seen and heard by our soldiers, saUors and
marines. As I have said on a previous occasion I
detest Nazism, but I must admit that the Germans have
reduced the building ot morale to a science. ,The Nazi
soldiers, as also Ihe Red hordes of Stalin, know what
they're fighting for, and apparently aria sqld on their
respective causes, and the result has beeil that these
two armies have given extraordinary accounts of
themselves. We must take a leaf from their book and
begin by selling America to the boys who carry the
guns, sail our ships and fly our planes.

Speaking of military morale, I^am delighted that
the business of Army and Navy entertainment finally
is being managed by such capable showmen as Eddie
Dowlmg, Abe Lastfogel and Victor Lelghton. It's a
top setup that is bound to get results. _

ALL WB AND STANLEY

OFFICERS RE-ELECTED

AU officers of both Warner Bros,

and the Stanley Go. ot America, were

reelected by the boards -of directors

ot the two corporations last week.

Warner Bros, officers re-named are

Hariy M. Warner, president; Albert

Warner, • Jack L. Warner, Herman
Starr, Stanleigh P. Friedman, Joseph

Hazen, Joseph Barnhard, vice-presi-

dents; Albert Warner, treasurer,

Si^nuel Carlisle, W. Stewart McDon-
ald, C. H. Wilder, assistant treasurers;

secretary and general counsel, Robert

W. Perkins; controller, Samuel Carl-

isle; Thomas J. Martin, auditor.

Harry Warner also was reelected

president of the Stanley Co. Vice-

presidents are Albert Warner, Stan-

leigh P. Friedman and Joseph Bern-

hqrd. Morris Wolf is secretary,

Samuel Carlisle is treasurer and con-

troller and Thomas J. Martin Is

auditor.

20th Camera Crew Back

Whh Bombing Footage

Hollywood, Jan. 4.

James Havens, 20th-Fox director,

and his camera crew, caught in the

Japanese attack on Hawaii, returned

to the -studio unharmed with 2,000

feet of film. They had been sent to

Honolulu to shoot backgrounds- for

"To the' Shores of Tripoli' and made
several takSs of the bombing on

Dec. 7, which will be censored by

the Na-vy before it is turned over to

the studio.

Crew consisted of Virgil Hart as-

sistant director; Harry Jackson, J. J-

Stout and Alfred Cllne, cameramen,
and Ernest Joyner, grip.
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A GO

A PLEDGE . .

.

AN AFFIRMATION
As Poramount embarks on its THIRTIETH YEAR of

showmanship, its famous slogan is more true than ever

before. Today the public, the industry, and exhibitors

everywhere are saying with us ''IF IT'S A PARA-

MOUNT PKTURE IT'S THE BEST SHOW IN TOWN I"
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DON'T CRY FOR 42nd STREET
One Part Prophet, One Don't Shed Tears for What

part Story Editor Become An Extremely

That's the Recipe for a Hollywood

Literary Oracle

By JACOB WIUC
(.Manager Story Department, Warner Bros, Pictures)

If Noslrodamus were alive todiy he would probably be a

motion picture story editor. We could use him. A story

editor has to be one part talent scout and one part prophet

The prophesying la even harder than the talent scouting.

Obviously, material tor the screen is bought tar in ad-

vance of the date on which the finished picture is to be re-

leased The average headway is somewhere over a year.

Healthy, Lively Corpse

By Edward Justin

I heard it said, the other day, that Jane Cowl refuses to
visit the 42nd street office of a theatrical producer because
the sight of the old street in its present condition makes
her cry. Stuff and press agent's nonsense! Don't waste
your tears on 42nd street. It's the liveliest and healthiest
corpse that you'll ever see.

True, there hasn't been a 'legitimate* attraction on The
Street since Walter Huston's 'Othello' Hopped at the New
Amsterdam in January, 1937. The famous old houses have
all changed hands. The Sclwyns, Crosby Gaige, the Shu-
berts, Oscar Hammerstein, Al Woods, Klaw & Erlanger,
Charles Dillingham, Sam H. Harris, George M. Cohan, Flor-

played at the New Amsterdam and the police had lomethinf
to say about Taith Bacon's nervous lans. The- next season
burlesque came to stay at the Republic and the Eltlnge. In
1931-32, and again in 1932-33, only seventeen 'legtUniiates'
played Th« Street, By that time the pictures liad really
edged in.

Of course, occasional super-super films had played two-a>
day on 42nd street even before the> Twenties. 'The Birth
of a Nation' made history in a two-year run at the Liberty;
and 'Over the Hill to the Poorhouse' made a tortune tor

. William Fox at the Lyric. 'Sunrise,' 'What Price Glory' and
The Black Pirate' were among 42nd street's later two-a-day
film successes. Even color films played. The Street as early
as 1921, when Pathe presented 'Behold the Man,' 'filmed in
colors of rainbow beauty.'

In the fall of 1930, Max A, Cohen, veteran producer-di-
rector-distributor-exhibitor, began the regular operation of
Wallack's as a flimer. Shortly thereafter, Harry Brandt tried
his hand at the operation of the Lyric as a picture-vaude-
ville house. The Brandt experiment was no great succe^
perhaps because of the then mixed character of 42nd street
and because of the unavailability of new films. The very
next year, the Lyric took another fling at legit Wallack'*
eventually closed 'for repairs.'

Brandt Bros., Max A. Cohen, Stanley Laurton, the Minskys
and the Weinstocks.
The face and the sound pnd the tempo of The Street have

changed. It is no longer the pleasure island of the '400' or
the '4,000,' but of the "Ten MilUon.' The plush and the gilt

are gone; and the limousines and the .Stagedoor-Johnnies.
Insteaid of two seats for $15 you get two hits for ISc. The
greatest theatre street in the world has become the one
and only Movie Supermarket on the face of the earth.

I
ONCE THE GLOBT BOAD .

Tff«-Tgeans-that-we-story-editors-liave to figure uut more—enr-Ziegfeld-and-Ceorge-WhttirTraTe been i-eplacecTTiyTKe
|

than 12 months In"advance what the mood of the public is * -

going to be. We have to decide whether laughter or thrills

or tears would dominate.

That decision Is very complicated these days. If the war

ends abruptly, the public will want one kind of entertain-

ment If the war continues and grows more horrible, another

kind oTenteHaliiment will te In order.

If you look at the Warner Bros, program for the 1941-42

ceason you will see what our theory was last year. Our

guess was that the public would want comedy,, but not to

—the-«x«hision-of-serious.dramatics.:-JKe-also-felt-that-musicais-

would be choice items on the menu. In our biographical

material we tried to match what we expected public taste to

be by choosing such subjects as 'Sergeant York' and The
Adventures of Mark Twain' for down-to-earth Americanism;

•Yankei Doodle Dandy' and the Gershwin story for the per-

fect mixture of light and factual entertainment.

By far the bulk of our current program, however, has been

aimed at the funnybone. 'Arsenic and Old Lace,' "The Male

AnimaV The Man Who Came to Dinner," 'All Through the

Night'. "Larceny, Inc.,' "The Widow Wouldn't Weep' (which

will' staV Jack Benny), 'Old Acquaintance' and 'George Wash-

^gton.Slept Here' make comedy the dominant note of the
' Warner Bros.' production schedule.

THE SEEB ACT ON COMEDY

This isn't' accidental. Most of the properties in the comedy

list were bought at least a year ago. A year ago things didn't

look quite as good as they do now for the non-Fascist na-

tions; afid"they aren't so bright today that a couple Of hours

of lau^tdr won't be welcome. A year ago we rather expect-

ed things to.work out the way they have. We were lucky; we
were right We gambled and did not lose. But since we
have gone formally into the war, our carefully, prepared

schedule. will have to be revised considerably. Less laugh-

ter and.inore pep talks will probably be in order,' not par-

ticularly, for reasons of national policy, but because of the

^pular temper.
Cxltii^ bf'imotlon pictures often take tin\f out from their

parochib) duties to decry the fact that films come in cycles.

They blame the producers for the situation. But if there is

My need for blaming anybody, we should apply the onus to

everyone—everyone who goes to the mbvits. •

. People think in cycles because the events that influence

their thinking come in cycles.. In war-time the wants of- the,

Amerlcitii t^eatregoing -public aren't any different today from
what Oxey 'were the last war-time. People react the same
way to the same Impulses.
Ther<) is a' comedy cycle now beawge people want to laugh.

There Is a preparedness cycle because people want to see

how tbU^ they are.

'

I .
HOT, BBIWQ ME MY CBYSTAL BALL ~f

Flguriijg' out just what the people will want 12 to 15 months
from noW makes the average story editor delve into interna-

tional affairs, military science and practically every.. other
field which affects the shape of things to come.
But (here^s a good deal more to this story editor's joT> than

making long-range predictions. For one -thing, there's the

matter of talking people Into doing things they don't particu-

larly want to do. As usual, we were searching for

a vehicle for James Cagney. It occurred to us that the life

61 George M. Cohan was fine screen material, in that it was
I history of recent show business as well as exciting blog-
Wphy. At first Mr. Cohan didn't see eye to eye with us on
the matter. He felt that a picture might play havoc with his
family's reputation, and it was our job to convince him it

wouldn't We hit on the plan of showing him 'Knute Rockne
—All American.' 'When Mr. Cohan saw how delicately we
had handled Bockne's family life story he was sold on War-
lets, and gave us permission and cooperation to make the'
film.

The Cohan picture tossed another problem in the story
editor's lap. We wanted to call it 'Ifankee Doodle Dandy,'
"ad Immediately ran into another obstacle. Did you know
wat a play by that name, written by Gustave Kerker and
Hugh Morton, had a brief run during the suinmer of 1B98?
«you did, you're In the minority and should be on 'Infor-

mation Please.' And did you know that Hugh Morton's
•state is English; that he wrote 'Leah Kleschna,' and that his
red name was C. M. S. McLellan; that he was an American
*ho made London bis home? We found all that out and had

[{•
get clearance on the title. That meant carrying on nego-

uations with the trustees of the estates of Kerker and Mor-
ton.

L - SOME 'ABSENIC' FOB ALL HANDS
[

In preparing for the production of 'Arsenic and Old Lace'
** into a different kind of headache. We felt that it was
Msolutcly necessary to use three stars of the play—Josephine

V»t V
' ^^^^^ Alexander—in the picture version.

«t when Frank Capra, the director, was ready to start shoot-

S^lw- * ^'^^ 80lng strong. (It still is, and, by the looks
tnmgs, will be for a good long time.) Well, we needed

mose players. For how long, Howard Lindsay and Russel

J"'°"5c kindly asked. Capra figured he would need Ihcm six

wh T*'
^'^^'' probably eight. So we were mightily pleased

..
Lindsay and Crouse said we could have them for eight

veens U we furnished subslilute<: fnr that neriod. Then they

And yet, there may be something to that Cowl story. After
all, 42nd street was the Glory Road of the theatre fcir a quar-
ter of a century. On the one .block between Broad'way
and Eighth Avenue there were 10 -great and famous play-'
houses: Republic, New Amsterdam, Lyric, "Wallack's^ Liberty,
the Sam H.' Harris, EItlnge,^lwyn, Apollo and the Times
Square. They were built in the order named: first the Re-^

public,' by Oscar Hammerstein in 1900, and last, the Apollo
and the Times Square, together, in 1920 by -Arch Selwyn
and Crosby Gaige. It might do to mention that Sol Bloom,
now chairman of the Foreign Affairs Committee of the
House of Representatives, was one of the biillders of the
Sam H. Harris and the Eltinge theatres (1912). If Wallack's
seems to be missing now, it's only because Max -A. Cohen
changed the name of the house to Anco in honor of his wife,

Anna Cohen.
..Even a sketchy compilation of the names of the actors,

directors, producers, Writers, composers and scenic-design-
ers"who were associated with one 42nd street production or'

another would read like a "Who's Who in the American"
Theatre' and would overfiow half a dozen pages. Every-
body who was, or is, anybody in the theatre came to- The
Street.

I
PABADE OF STABS ~~1

From Forbes-Robertson to Faith Bacon they came; from
Ziegfeld to Zilch: the Castles and the Astaires and all the
great' beauties and the famous comics; the Lunts, Noel Cowr
ard, Gertrude Lawrence, Helen Hayes, and' even, if you
please, Clark Gable and Laurence Olivier. The 'Follies''and

the 'Scandals' had their greatest days on The Street. The
Barryniores played Shakespeare; Jane Cowl -was the toast

of New York; Lillian. Russell starred In "The Widow's De-
light' and George Arllss 'played 'Disraeli'; and so on, in a
wondrous whirl, for more than a quarter of a century.
Of course, there were the inevitable failures, but most of

those were quickly forgotten by all but their backers. For
example, on June 4, 1924, something called 'One Helluva
Night' opened at the Sam H. Harris, One critic 'wrote a
two word review: 'It was!'

Now, the pictures didn't just march In and take over.
First the depression drove out the legitimate theatres. Land-
lords and mortgagees can't or won't live on tradition. ' In the
season of 1929-30, some 40 shows were produced on The
Street. In 1930-31, the ^depression had set in and the num-
ber fell to about half- That season, Earl C.irroU's 'Vanities'

loaned us Bretaigne Windust who directed the play, to assist

Capra. The other day Capra informed Windust he needed
Alexander and the Misses Hull and Adair for an extra two
weeks. Now, here's the trouble. One of the substitutes we
furnished has a chance to go into another show at the end of

the eight-week period, and only then. So what to do about it?

Yes, you lose a lot of sleep on this job. I lost plenty of It

after we bought 'The Male Animal.' We wanted Henry Fonda
for the leading role, and could get him if we made the pic-

ture within a certain time. But the producer of the play had
other 'ideas. He felt we should wait until the play had toured

the country. To cut down the time needed to cover the

country we worked out a plan whereby a second company
was to be organized to tour.- We were to pay the expenses

and give the producer a share of the profit. That was satis-

factory, and on this basis we started on our plans for the

picture. Elliott Nugent, co-author of the play and star, had
to go to Hollywood, so the show closed. Eventually we per-

suaded Nugent to direct the film, and the underground rum-
bles from Hollywood say the picture is great fPlug!—Ed.l

No story editor's day is complete without its quota of un-

usual situations. One takes the vnusunl for granted. For

instance, during the course of one 12-hour period recently I

was called upon to do the following: Get permission from
certain persons at Saratoga to photograph the old hotels and

racetrack there to be used as backgrounds for Edna Ferber's

'Saratoga Trunk'; make arrangements to send Harry Forman,
one of the great authorities on Mark Twain, to Hollywood to

work with Jesse Lasky on the script of 'The Adventures' of

Mark Twain'; discuss with Clements Ripley the new novel

he is working on which he believes will outshine 'Mis-

sissippi Belle*; confer with attorneys on certain legal points

involved In the purchase of 'Ethan Frome,' because the

legatee of the estate of Edith Wharton is living in France

and was not available due to war Conditions. Sandwiched in

between these problems was the routine work of the office-

authors and agents to see, scripts to read, a hundred and one

odds and ends.

A story ed wouldn't have it otherwise. Routine would pall-

And a dull job makes for dull living. And, besides, you d(

meet a lot of interesting people.

~ HaX~COHEN AND BBANDT8 MOVE OW
|

The Brandts got the Liberty in August 1933, and shortly
thereafter C^ohen took on the Harris and the Selwyn. The
Times Square became a Brandt house in April, 1934. Two
and a half years later they bought the Selwyn and -tenant-
Cohen bowed out with a double bill entitled, 'Mr. Cohen
Takes a Walk' and 'You're Next.'
The great New Amsterdam went the way of all flesh

and became a Cohen house in July, 1937, after a six-month'
blackout following Huston's 'Othello.' The Brandts got the
Apollo in October, 1937. A quarter of a million 'was spent
to restore and mcidernize the New Amsterdam and it is as
beautiful now, and as well-kept and serviced, as it was in
the days when it housed 'The Rainbow Girl,'. 'Sally,' 'Sunny,'
'Rosalie,' 'Whoopee' and a host of other great 'hits. As a
sentimental touch, the first picture played at the New Am-
sterdarh was the very same vehicle that flrst graced its

stage: 'A Midsummer Night's Dream,'
The early film years on Tlie Street were tough going. The

distributors didn't want to encourage competition against
their own nearby theatres, and so they either refused to
rent pictures to the 42nd street exhibitors, or asked fbr pro-
hibitive fees. Usually, only reissues ' were made available
to Brandt Cohen and company in those days.

I .
THOSE SEX,Y TITLES

In the beginning, some of the exhibitors resorted to highr,.

pressure, sharp-shooting tactics in order to lure customers.,

Titles were obscured by lurid, giant-lettered subtitles. Sex!
reared its profitable -head 'on the marquee signs and in the

lobby sfUls and displays. The Hatchet Man' became some-
thing lik^ "Loose Women and Quick Triggers^ with Ed Robin-
son.' Sirens blew, electric chairs sparked and machine guns
barked in front of the theatres.

In those days, programs were subject -to change on one
minute's notice. A picture opened at 8 ajn. and it it wasn't

doing business by 9, out it went and in came Cagney or
Robinson or 'Goo'na-Goona.-' '

'

. Even blase '42nd.' Street ^t up and took notice when the

Brandts scooped ihe tvf/n by long-advance baoklne of a

'reissue of The Prizefl^ter .and the Lady' tor the' day fol-'

lowing the Baer-CarnerM fight .and . theh biUIng the picture

as "Baer vs. Camera.' RKO.w^ showing the exclusive fight

pictures and .nearly burst -a corporate blood vessel trying to

stop the Brandts.

ONION WAB
To make the Jieginning even tougher, there was a jurls-

dictional^ispute between rival unions which caused constant

picketln^for several years. . Stenchbombs, ripped seats and
acid-burned carpets were the order of the day. Of course,

the culprits 'were unknown and . were never apprehended,
but Mayor LaGuardia could easily pick up -a few flrst class

Air Raid Wardens from among the men who ushered and
managed the 42nd street film houses in the early days.

But now the plagues are gone. The union row has ended.

Pictures are available immediately after the regular Loew
and RKO runs. The public has come to know 42nd street as

a movie street and business Is fine. Eight bargain film the-

atres operate on that one block between Broadway and
Eighth avenue. They never advertise but they always offer

a tremendous choice of first-rate films at supermarket prices.

During the year, countless millions of pedestrians walk up
and down the block, shopping the marquees as they go. And
they really do shop.

l(,000,e<0 PATBONS

Last year, some 10,000,000 patrons paid their way into the

eight picture houses on The Street. That figure surely ex-
ceeds the total number of theatre admissions paid during

the 30 'legitimate' years. Little wonder that the theatre

properties are tax->assessed at more tbaa $6,000,000.

Boxoffice prices at the Supermarket range between .10 and
20c on weekdays, 10 and 30c on Saturdays, and IS and SOc on
Sundays. There are five or six complete shows per 18-hour

day at each of the eight houses, and their combined seating

capacity exceeds 9,000 per performance. The Street shows
nearly 2,000 features a year—about six times the total annual
Hollywood output

NO -FIGUBES' ON BDBLESQVB 1
I

Incidentally, these attendance facts and estimates exclude,

the burlesques, which have been doing a land-office business
since 1931. The managements of the Eltinge and the Repub-
lic will not let you see their figures, except onstage, and so
accurate estimates are practically impossible. However, the
burlesques are, in effect part of the Movie Supermarket
They help draw the crowd and their barkers and lobby dis-

plays add much to the color of The Street. Of course, bur-
lesque was hardly a' radical innovation on 42nd Street after

the 'Follies,' the 'Scandals' and 'Vanities.'

In addition to the eight picture houses and two burlesques,

more than 20 varied eateries, two penny arcades, a wax
museum and a flea circus help round out the picture of

The Street
Join the mob some night and let them push you down one

side of The Street and back up the other. Watch the Super-
market in full blast operation. Listen to the loud and un-
interrupted song of silver on marble—then cry for 42nd
Street if you can!
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War Only Temporary Respite

For Increasing H'wood Labor

Costs Affecting 35,000 Workers

More Than $5,000,000 Tacked On, In Addition

to $2,000,000 in Retroactive Pay

Under the Wage-Hour Law

By Ralph Rod<^

Hollywood, Jan. 4,

After taking it on the chin for 12

straight months in the matter of

Increased labor costs, the film indus-

try apparently has apparently been
gtvefl-a-temporary-resplte-from-tlie-

flood of wage demands from its

35,000 employees. And the war has

been responsible. Most of the pend-

ing negotiations have been stymied,

some have been abandoned for the

duration, and others have been car-

ried over until 1942. More than

$5,000,000 has already been tacked

on to production costs, in addition to

$2,000,000 that was passed out in re-

troactive pay under the Wage-Hour
Law.
The year just closing was marked

by a new deal in Producer-labor re-

lations. It saw the passing of Willie

Bioff, Chicago hoodlum, "who-lor
five years either directly or in-

directly controlled the labor situa-

tion here. Bioff and his lieutenant,

George E. Browne, former prexy of

the International Alliance of The-
atrical Stage Employes, were con-

victed of shaking down the industry

for nearly $1,000,000 by threatening

to call strikes in the studios and
theatre chains^ Bioff drew 10 years
in Federal prison and Browne eight
Both filed appeals, but have started

serving their time.

With the passing of Bioff, thi

leadership became somewhat con-

fused, with several of ' the boys
either pushing or being shoved out

front Kenneth Thomson as execu-
tive secretary of the Screen Actors
Guild controls the affairs of some
8,000 actors and extras, but has made
it clear that he, does not care to ex-
tend his Influeqfe. Harold V. Smith
at this time appears as the logical

leader of the 10,000 members of the
International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employes, but he has not yet
completely solidified the 10 studio
locals. Herbert Sorrell, militant

head of the Studio Painters,, has
organized the Painters, Cartoonists,

White CoUarites, Machinists and
laboratory! Technicians into the
Conference of Studio Unions, with
a total membership of 500 workers.
Sorrell is generally recognized as
the leader to be reckoned with. Not
to be overlooked is Joseph Tuohy,
quiet moving head of the Studio
Teamsters.' He is close to Dave
Beck, has the backing of 30,000
teamsters in the Los Angeles area,

and is closely identified with J. W.
Buzzell and his Central Labor Coun-
cil. Aubrey Blair, American Federa-
tion of Xiabor international repre-
sentative and former Screen Actors
Guild leader, now devotes most of
his time to state-wide labor activl
ties.

Possibility of Only

One Leader Remote
The possibility of these various

groups getting together and uniting
behind one leader is considered
rather remote. If Smith emerges
from the pending Producer negotia-
tions as the real Coast leader for
the lATSE, there is a jkosslbility of
a working alliance being set up with
the Sorrell group or of an outright
affiliation with the Conference of
Studio Unions, virtually giving that
group control of the studio labor
situation. Film Technicians I^cal
683 of the lATSE is already a mem-
ber of the Conference. Sorrell is

easily the most popular of any of
the leaders with rank and file mem-
bership, and has the reputation of
getting more for his membership
than any other leader. Sorrell inr

sists, however, he doesn't want to

be the industry labor leader and
might decide to back one of the

others>if fight develops. Attitude of

the lATSE International toward the

locals here will , have a strong bear-
ing on the future lineup.

Pat Casey is reported to be back
In the saddle as chief labor contact

for the Producers, and is understood
to have negotiated a new deal for

himself. Casey formerly was paid

$87,060 annually, but had to foot all

of his own expenses, including oper-

ation of offices here and in New
York. He is reported to have volun-

tarily cut his own salary when the

studios started retrenching last year,

but with the understanding that cer-

tain, studios which had been holding

out-wouId-pay-uPi-His-new-deaUis-
said to call for $50,000 per year, with

all of his expenses, including travel-

ing, etc. being paid by the companies.

It is understood he also is to get an

assistant in addition to Fred Pelton,

who is still functioning as a labor

contact.

Most important of the negotiations

carried over to January are those

involving demands of the 10 studio

locals of the lATSE. Film Techni-

cians Local 683 and Studio Profec-

tionists Local 165 set their own deals

without any aid from the Interna-

tional; but the other eight are still

sparring-with-theProducersi-Shortly-

after the resignation of George E.

Browne, Richard F. Walsh, newly,

elected lATSE prexy, and Louis

Krouse, secretary-treasurer, made a

flying trip to the Coast They talked

with business representatives and

executive boards of the local unions,

discussed their demands briefly, and
promised them the full support of

the International in getting their

contracts revised. Walsh and Krouse
said the negotiations could be con-

tinued on the Coast if the locals de-

sired, but recommended they be
moved to New York, stating they
could be completed more quickly be-

cause of the availability of company
heads. The boys' agreed after, the lA
executives explained the expense of

sending delegations east would be
borne by the International. Local
negotiations were then suspended, to

be resumed in New York around
Jan. 5. Casey and Pelton will go
east to sit in with the company heads
when the parleys start -

Locals All Have Some
Individual Problem

But the party isn't going to be as

easy as It sounds. The locals have

several issues on which they are de-
manding action, and at least two of

these may be embarrassing to the
International. These include the de-
mand of International Photographers
Local 659 for control of all camera-
men, including directors of photog-
raphy affiliated with the American
Society of Cinematographers, aiid the
request of Studio Laborers and Util-

ity Workers Local 727 that the In-
ternational support its demands for
control of the studio labor situation.

There has been some talk of scut-
tling Local 72"/, making grips out of
some of the boys and turning the
laborers over to Studio Utility Em-
ployes Local 724, another AFL craft
Most of the lATSE studio locals have
united behind the Business Repre-
sentatives Committee headed by Har-
old V. Smith, and insist that if any
scuttling is done it won't be Local
727.

The local heads say they requested
the aid of the International as pro-
vided in the lATSE constitution, and
that they are perfectly willing to
work in harmony with the Interna-
tional so long as it shows a disposi-

tion to give the 10,000 members here
a break. They make it plain that
they have no intention of surrender-
ing their autonomy or turning over
their negotiations to the Intei-na-

tional.

Although Locals 683 ana 165 have
already set their deals, they will
send representatives to the N. Y. par-
leys with the idea of picking up any
additional concessions that may be
given the other crafts in the way of
general conditions. Business Repre-
sentatives John Martin and Secretary
Norval Crutcher will represent Local
683, with business representative
The upward swing In production

costs started when the. Screen Ac-
tors Guild negotiated increases for
freelance actors, day players and ex-
tras. The weekly minimum for the

two actor classiflcations was raised

from $66 to $100. The Guild then per-

suaded the Producers to eliminate

the $8.25 and $11 extra calls and es-

tablish a $10 bracket. The use of

$5.50 atmosphere extras also was
limited to calls for 50 or more play-

ers. Guilders estimate these changes

will piit $300',000 additional Into the

players' pockets each year.

The next move was made by the

unions in the Studio Basic Agree-
ment Substantial increases were de-

manded by all the crafts, but the

Producers finally settled for a flat

10% boost More than 5,000 workers
-were—affectedr-ineludlng-muBiclanSr-
carpenters, teamsters, plasterers,

electricians and culinary workers.

The Studio Painters then stepped

in and received a flat 10% hike for

most of its 1,000 memtwrs, with cer-

tain classifications receiving even
larger tilts. The Screen Office Em-
ployes Guild then negotiated deals

for 2,000 White CoUarites, with' the
increases ranging from 10% to 33

1/3%. The contract was made retro-

active to July 1, giving the clerical

employes some $250,000 In back pay.

The Studio Machinists led by p.
T. Wayne, ajnd with the support- of

"Herbert ""Sorrell7 gfab'Bea off two"
10% tilts to bring their pay up to

the level of the other unions. Sub-
stantial increases also v/ere handed
the studio projectionists and labora-
tory workers. Negotiations have not
yet been completed with the Screen
Publicists Guild, the Screen Readers
Guild, the. Screen Set Designers, the
assistant directors, unit managers,
Society of Motion Picture Film Ed-
itors, and other independent groups.

These are certain to cost the major
companies another $500,000.

As I grow older one of the things that continues to puzzle me, and there
are many, Is the number and variety of weird books. Simon & Schuster
is reported to b°e on the verge of publishing. These reports alone have
been sufficient to keep my capacity for amazement fresh and green and
dewy as it was in my youth. Every time the option of a scenario writer is

not taken up by his studio on the Coast, the momentous news is broken to a
breathless world via newspaper reports to the effect that the scenarist
is returning to Jfew York to 'script a novel about Lola Montez; Simon &
Schuster will publish.' Every time a visiting fireman gets an idea for
the Great American' Novel (remember?) or a revplutionary technique for
defeatinj,^itler, the news is nished immediately into the literati column
with the almost Inevitable tag. lln^ 'Simon & Schuster will publish.'

In the days of my nonage I used to wait for these manuscripts to come
into the house.

.
They never arrived. As I grew older, and I trust wiser

I stopped waiting and did some musing about this phenomenon. My mus-
ing resulted' in a theory. The theory, quite simply, is that, 'Simon &

'

Schuster will publish' is one of those popular fallacies with ' which
, the

human race has been saddling Itself since the day when Sir Thomas
3rawne_called_them_!xulgatjei:ri5iS,L

All in All, It's Been Great

For Workers; Shortage
All in all, it has been a great year

for industry workers. With hundreds

migrating tb Defense Projects, there

5 an., actual shortage of labor

much of the time. Technicians and
other employees worked double and
even triple shifts, with time and half
after the first six hours. The Pro-
ducers were forced to run inter-

ference aroimd a number of threat-

ened strikes, straddle jurisdictional

beefs, etc.

The most serious of these was °at

the Walt Disney Studio where the
Screen Cartoonists Guild walked out
when the company refused to nego-
tiate a contract Jaines F. Dewey,
ace conciliator of the Department of

Lal>or, finally was called in and ne-
gotiated a settlement The affair,

howevier, has been one continuous
wrangle, with 'the Guild charging
that/ the company has repeatedly
violated Dewey's arbitration award,
Hundreds of workers were laid off

by the studio, and the company for
several months has been operating
on a greatly reduced schedule.

Willie Bioff tried to chisel into the
picture, but the Cartoonists refused
to have anything to do with a settle-

ment in which he was Involved, and
the Government was then called in

The Guild finally won a closed-shop
agreement, but with the studio
working on less than half regular
schedule, many workers are Idle.

Herbert Sorrell l^d the Disney
strike, assisted by William LIttlejohn,
SCG prexy, Dave Hilberman, At
torney George E. Bodle, D. T.
Wayne, of the Machinists, Norval
Crutcher, of the Film Laboratory
Technicians, and with financial sup-
port from the Screen Actors Guild.
The.American Federation or Radio

Artists has organized the Los An-
geles field practically 100%, and also
has set deals as far south as San
Diego. Most of the negotiations were
handled by attorney I. B. Kornblum
The Los Angeles Local of the Amer-
ican Guild of Variety Artists was
revamped under the guidance .of

Kenneth Thomson, whom the AGVA
asked to take over here , temporarily
when Kenneth Howard was busted
as executive secretary. The post is

now held by Leslie Litomy, formerly
with AGVA in New York. The local

is now withholding per capita tax
from the AGVA national, demanding
more cooperation with the locals, re-
moval of Gerald Griffin as national
executive secretary, and closer (

operation with the local.uoits. .

No Bed of Profits
Publisher Schuster Gives the Inside on Authon,

Publishelrs

By M. Lincoln Schuster

This theory is not as outlandish as it may, at first blush, seem. All my
life I have had a special, some people call it peculiar, research habit
Ever since I was old enough to hold a pencil at a 45-degree angle to a
page, ever since I was strong enough to lift the cover of a book, I have
been tracking down popular fallacies. Among the many categories Into

which these 'vulgar errors' break down, the profession of publishing has
a high place.

FmSTFAIXACT
It is a. popular fallacy, for example, that publishing is a dilettante pur-

suit consisting chiefly of drinking tea v/lth authors. The truth is that not
even at so-called literary teas do publishers drink tea. In fact, so far as
I have been able to determine, neither does anybody else.

A great man^ people, and sometimes it seems to me that I've met them
all, are convinced that good books just come along and drop into a pub-
^ishe^'9-lap-Uke7tlps- on-the-racesr -ActuaUy-yau-must-hunt- them-.down

—

with all the back-breaking effort, all the relentless determination of a
Hemingway stalking big game In Africa.

Blindfold yourself, walk into the street, reach out atTandom and yotf

will-touch a man or woman who is certain that publishers spend most of

their time just reading manuscripts. This is the equivalent of saying that

a boxer spends his entire life .rubbing the bottoms of his shoes in resin.

.

Publishers read only the ,winnowed besti - If we, in our own extremely
small publishing office, tried to read everything that came in we would
have no time .for anything else. The Inner Sanctum alone gets on an

average between 4-5,000 manuscripts each year. Some of them, I can

assure you, are extremely long. In fact while I am exploding popular

fallacies, I might say recMessly that none of them Is very short.

BEVIEWS Aim SALES

Mark down, If you are still with me, another popular fallacy. Good
reviews do not necessarily and always mean good sales. To put it with

as much accuracy as I can command, I'd say that good reviews never

hurt usually help, and frequently are entirely without- effect. There are,

of course, some media that are of fundamental importance. The N. Y.

Times Book Review, The New Yorker and the Saturday Review of Lit-

erature and the N. Y. Herald Tribune Books section are examples of

these. But even there I ba've often seen front page reviews, couched in

terms of energetic enthusiasm, that for one reason or another, all of them
mysterious, dldnt help the sale of the book. Under analysis you find

that In some cases those revieyrs tell the reader so much that he is able

to say, "Thank you, apparently that's one I don't need.' Just what the

reader says to himself on other occasions Is something that Ripley, an
Inner Sancttun author. Is still working on.
Everybody has bis own idea of Utopia. Mine is a place where it would

be true that advertising can automatically make a book a best seller. All

you would have to do in that dream world is turn on a spigot and pour

yourself a pitcher full of 'Gone With the Winds." The truth is that ef-

fective advertising can make a good seller a better one, but any given

campaign may or may not succeed. A book is advertised more frequently

because it is a best seller than the other way around. This may sound

like an Alice In Wonderland paradox, but It is sound practice. Once, in

my presence, a publisher was asked whether a certain $25,000 advertising

campaign on a book had helped sales a great deal. The publisher, a very

wise man, thought for a while and then said, 'Well, it hasn't hurt a great

deal yet.'

SEEK NEW WSITEBS
Just about the time when an effective and instantaneous cure for the

common cold Is discovered I will expect to see exploded the popular

fallacy that publishers are engaged in a constant conspiracy to discourage

new and unknown talent. I suppose nobody will believe me it I say that

this is not true. Nobody has, for the past 15 years, so I see no reason why
anybody should begin now. I would like to say, however, that this Is just

about as true as the fact that authors conspire to discourage new and

unknown publishers.

Somewhere, a long time ago, someone thought it would be a wonderful
idea for a story to depict an author and a publisher locked in battle. Since

then the public has been firmly convinced that publishers and authors

are always fighting each other. In fact, the legend still persists that the

relationship between a publisher and an author is similar to the relation-

ship between a knife and a throat. I have known and dealt with a great

many authors. Neither I nor any one of them has any scars between
chin and chest
In recent years I have heard more and more people who should know

better state flatly that book clubs are regimenting taste in America. "The

fact is that to an increasing degree the members of book clubs arc buying

the supplemental choices or recommended books rather than the single

choice each month. This is not a matter of opinion. It is a simple sta-

tistical fact and, I think, one of the most encouraging things on the literary"

horizon. Far from being the victims of attempts to regiment their taste,

the members of book clubs are telling the book clubs just exactly what
they want In their spare time, of course, they are whipping up batches

of popular fallacies.

TOPS IN FABASOXES
What might be described as the daily double of publishing fallacies is

the feeling that only cheap, popular trash can really become tremendous
best sellers. Nothing, as some nameless wit once put it, could be further

from the truth. A glance at' any one of the many best sellers lists pub-

lished regularly In this country is. sufficient proof to the contrary. The

trouble seems to be that very few people take the trouble to take that

glance and those that do refuse to credit the evidence qf their own eyes.

It's .easier to continue to believe something you have believed all your

life than to tell yoursieU that perhaps you were wrong.
The converse, to wit, the belief that the best sellers are ipso facto the

best books of our time is equally fallacious. Sometimes they are; fre-

quently they are not.

Summing up: the way of the publisher, like that of the transgressor, is

hard, but_it's a lot of fun. _
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12 NEW YEARS' RECORDS

OUT OF A TOTAL OF

120PENINGS!

1. WASHINGTON 5. LOS ANGELES 9. KANSAS CITY

2. BOSTON 6. SAN FRANCISCO . 10. LOWELL

3. CHICAGO 7. PROVIDENCE 11. SYRACUSE

4. COLUMBUS 8. OMAHA 12. DES MOINES
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'V for Variety Entertainment,

As Important as 'V for Victory

Jane Pickens Details a Flying Caribbean Cruise to Uncle Sam's Outposts

With Laurel & Hardy, Mitzi Mayfair, Et Al.

By Jane Pickens

Ot all the 'V's for Victory that come to mind, I can

«iink ol none more useful for bolstering morale and

keeping the spirits of our service men from sagging

than the 'V that sUnds for variety entertamment.

Music, dancing, comedy and song

!—that is a cherished part ot the

\ American Way, and I Jtnow it

J shall be instrumental in prcserv-

m Ing for Uncle Sam the undeleat-

^ able Winner's Smile.
• My conviction is not the out-

> growth of a vague theory—I have

^ seen and have heard for myself

I
the way in which our soldiers

and sailors respond to the magic

lof light entertainment. Just as

'all worlc and no play malces Jack

dull boy,' so would all training and not a moment's

diversion malce our soldiers less alert,

A little more than two months ago Eddie Dealing,

president of Camp Shows, Inc., enabled a group of us,

including "Ray Bolger, Mitzi Mayfair, Laurel and

Hardy, Chico Marx and John GarHeld to pay flying

visits to Army and Navy outposts in the Caribbean to

bring entertahiment to American boys many miles

from home.

Our pilgrimage brought home to us most forcibly

Jane Flckeu

that entertainment is viUl to those serving the flag. " "'"™_:;'~tJ":U~".—"--"rhV »Mrf-™iM<a.i^5Trowefs-af
a3»yJov^laugh-and-^.re-proud-to-fl_ght;to-preserve-Ho-^-^.l<?e<rP^^^

that jprecious freedom that says it is their right to laugh

as loud as they like at whatever amuses them.

You know that hackneyed show-business line about

being born in a trunk"? Our flying jaunt via Army
transport and bomber completely exploded that myth.

No trunks for the troupers on that streamlined tour—

we 'traveled light'—each of us being permitted to

carry no more than 50 pounds in baggage.

But that other byword of the theatre—'The show
must go on'—thHfs one we held to steadfastly. The
show did go on—even in Saint Lucia at an outdoor

theatre whl.ch.was still being built when..we arjiyied.

The carpenters drove 'the last nails scant seconds

before curtain tlihe, and then we steppM out to initiate

B brand. new-stage. Towards the last; the boys sat and
we performed in a blinding downpour of rain. The
showers didn't dampen the enthusiasm of our uni-

formed audience in the least—and as for us, we were
wet but willlngi

Contuier % b Broadway Bmo

In Trinidad, a courteous Army officer took costumes
belonging, to Mitzi Mayfair and me out for pressing

and freshening. Mitzi and I retired to our room for a
badly needed nap. Fifteen minutes before show time,

we discovered io our chagrin, that the costumes seemed
to have disappeared. Qut she and I were' determined
that the show would go on. Poor Mitzi smiled and
danced that night, trying to lobk fresh and dainty in

a bedraggled, wrinkled costume covered with wilted

and broken pink ostrich feathers. I sang in an evening
gown that can only be described as early Schiaperelli

and late Broadway Hose. The next morning we sheei>-

isfaly heard that our pressed costumes iiaA been waiting

for us all the while at the desk of thg hotel.
-

.In British Guiana, the men in our p6rty—feeling
quite daring—ventured into the jungle with a party
of Army attaches. "They returned tliat evening lookhig
like little boys Vho had just "been informed there was
no Santa Claus—they hadn't seen so much as a garter

snake in the jungle.

At ^rinquen Field In Forto Rico (our very first

•top) a sentimental young private made off with one

of my props. In

business' using an
my operatic satire, I do a bit of

uu»....~ ...... artificial rose, intricately wired to

make it pop this way and that m comic fashion At

<he number's conclusion, the rose accidentally fell out

of my reach, and this soldier boy took it as a memento.

It was the only one I had and since I considered the

number important in my act I was quite upset I was

obliged to ask the general to reclaim my trained rose

for me Although there were thousands of soldici-s

at Borinquen Field, and although I did not know

which one of them had taken my rose, the general

efficiently retrieved the fiower for me in less than an

hour. In exchange for. his forfeiting the rose, I gave

my souvenir-seeking private a little personal note

which pleased him immensely.

The United States Government and
I

angel, with the A.E.F. in Siberia,

the United SUtes Army were quick

to recognize the tremendous Impor-

tance of motion pictures in the first

World War,

George Creel was appointed Chair-

man of the Committee on Public In-

formation (CJ.I.). His post com-
bined the functions of Co-ordinator,

Censor, and Propagandist. .One of

his first activities was to organize a

motion picture unjt to take movies

and stills. These were used for pub-

lic information, domestic and foreign

propaganda, military hiteUigence,

*nd the Army War CoUege. ~ ^ u
«T,»L ii. -J > »u Tr».i»ir George Siegman, the zctor v,/ho was

f'"i.?.!'''.'°U^ ,^^'?n^°1^'one of the greatest 'heavies' in .hi

Hcetio HlEhliChta

It would take volumes to tell everything that hap-

pened during our jaunt These are just a few of the

memories that cling closest--

The hearty^ wholesome laughter of the dear-eyed

lads when Ray Bolger ran across the stage of an

outdoor theatre one windy night, in quest of sheet

music that had been whisked oW the musicians' stands

by a brisk breeze The grinning natives at British

Guiana who for some remote reason greet every visit-

ing American with a loud 'Hey, Joe,' refer to us as

'Yonkees' and beg us for copper coins which they refer

Read Field in Trinidad—thinking of them, I shudder

«ven now. . . , ,

Most of the outposts had the most primitive kinds

of showers,- and so Mitzi and I were thrilled and de;

lighted to reach Saint Lucia where we were house

guests of Head Eijghieer and Mrs. P. L. Minder, who

had two modem bathrooms. We monopolized them to

enjoy our only luxurious baths in many days....The

white-lipped terror that claimed Stan Laurel whtnever

a plane took off to bear us to another camp. Stan,

horrified of even a reasonably fast auto, had never

Ijeen in an aiivlane until this trip—The cleanest,

neatest restaurant Tve ever been i&—a tiny Chinese

eatery in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba—The grateful

young private at Saint Croix who, in appreciation for

our performances, gave Mitzi a lovelyv brooch made

of sea shells and gave me a water color painting of

the Island The odd fact that most of the soldiers

and sailors seemed to be either natives of Broflklyn or

neighbors of mine from Down SOuth. . . .Mitzi and I,

hoping no 'Best Dressed Women' scout was around to

see ttither of us' towards the end ot the trip, when

both our slack suits had developed hopelessly "baggy

pants' Taking off by the dawn's early light each

morning, to avoid afternoon storms. Bleary-eyed,

yawning—so different from our wide-awake .selves

every night at' el^t..i '.Learning how -to tell an offi-

cer's rank by glancing casually at his shoulder or lapel

insignia The cheers, and ^applauses that greeted

Laurel and Hardy everywhere—what favorites they

are -with the boys! AU Stan had to do was scratch his

head and look vapid to throw the entire audience into

a spasm ot hilarity. .. .Ray Bolg^s fine showmanship

and the way the boys took him to their hearts for

his brilliant' performing and his very genuhie desire,

to give them the time of their lives.

You could never in a million years picture Hitler's

puppets, Mussolini's sad-ey6d slaves or Japan's furtive

yellow marionettes as happy as our lads wherever we
appeared. The time we gave and the little hardships

-we went through were worth it a thousand times over

when we saw those smiles and realized that like other

performers, they were our contribution to positive

victory.

Film Men Made Miiitiary

History In World War 1

By A. P. Waxman
(Formerly Pritiote, Photo Dfuisioii, SignaX Corps, A.E.F.)

Others were assigned to the Brltlj^

Army in Mesopotamia, Palestine,

Egypt and Greece. Others were as-

signed to forestry outfits in Scotlead;

medical outfits in England; engineer
outfits in Ireland; and with cambat
and medical outfits In Bel<;ium and
Italy. After the Armistice, they weie
with the Army of Occupation hi

Germany; and with sanitrry ani
welfare outfits in every country in

Ejjfope. Three men of the outfit

have died since the War. Alnn Cros^ .

land and George W. Hill, both ot

whom becr.-ne famous directors; and

Co., Jules E. Brulatour, and the

heads ot all distributing companies

and major circuits, a unit was set up,

known as the Photographic Division,

Corps, A.E.F. Every outfit In the

Army was combed for men who had

been in the motion picture industry,

or .who had worked as photographers

on newspapers. These men were
transferred from their' respective

outfits to Madison Barracks, New
York, and Columbia University, New
York, for specialized training. They
then ware shipped over seas with

headquairters at Pathe Frews Studio

and Laboratory, at 'Vincennes on the

outskirts ot Paris: •

At 'Vincennes, Capt Albert A.

I history ot the screen.

Col. Nalhnn Levison of Warner
Bros. Studios, Burbank, recently set

up a ^milar organization for this

War. Knowing Col. Lcvi:on and
knowing Hollywood, it is frf; to say

that the Photographic Division, Sig-

nal Cdrps, ot World War II, will do
{ as much for the country and for the

army, ns the original company did in

the original production of World War
I.

Kalmlne's DcBtrucllon

Harry M. Kalmine, who had been
badly wounded by machine gun
bullets in the Argonne Forest, as a

member ot the 115th Infantry, 29th

Kaufman,"Atfho-had-4)Wn-witlHPara»^^

SHORTS WENT A LONG
WAY SINCE SEPT.
By MIKE WEAB

-Short features are getting the

(rcen light in the 1941-42 season.

The forward move is in quality, sale-

ability, improved stories and net-

ter distribution. Whether the trend

Is only a flash or will carry through
will be better known by next fall.

But just noW^ it looks as though
shorts have gone a- long ways to-

ward their old position of promi-
nence, from which they had been
slipping ever, since 1632.

Early - talk about more attention

being glven.to shorts production, ad-

ditional stress on s^es end more
widespread use at first was viewed
as the usual advance baUy or just

talk. Surprise No. 1 appeared when
.most ot the majors came through

with a nice plbkup In sales late last

September and early October. Sec-

ond surpriite came when producers

began to come through with far

above avera^ - brlefles in late Oc-
tober.

With a couple of exceptions, where
companies either loaded up with

questionable audience shorts or had

failed to weed out weakie shorts
series, the major companies began
delivery of such strong one. and two-
reel subjects that exhibitors started

to regard them as better bets than
some program fare handed them in

the form ot 'B features to pad out
dual bills.

Appearance of an unusually large
number ot quality features, such
as 'Sergeant York,' 'Babes On
Broadway,' They Died With Theur
Boots On,' 'Yank In the HJi.T.',' How
Green Was My Valley,' 'One Foot
in Heaven,' etc., prompted at least

one affiliated circuit to spot the
main picture solo, with shorts, even
where duals formerly were the tried,

and-true policy.'

This, of c6urse, was regarded as

giving duals a downward shove and
real impetus to the t>etter shorts
movement To short feature ad-

vocates it tipped a possible trend to-

wards fewer minor 'B' feature pic-

tures and an upbeat In shorts. Ex-

hibitors still may have to be weaned
away from minor program pictures

used on twin bills and educated to-

wards paying slightly more coin than
recently accustomed for quality

shorts, but 1941-42 apparently has
seen the start ot such meta-
morphosis.
Results' achieved with 'York,'

when coupled with a couple of

sturdy shorts,, proved an eye-<9en-
er to exhibitors because of the turn-
over and higher revenue obtained

as a consequence.
Per usual, the industry expects

dual exponents to set up the custom-
ary cry that trimming ot program
feature production will cut into their

receipts and that it will throw
thousands - of players out of work.
.Extremely dubious if either will be
true because revenue should pick

up if the outlay for sHbrts is less

than a.second feature, and turnover
improves with slight change in at-

tendance. Actors not working in

such programmers (many screen

newcomers) would get practically

the same tryuut screen performances
In dramatic shorts.

Also entering into the dual-short

features alignment is the fact that

producing companies may t>e forced

to curtail the amount of feature pro-

duction l>ecause the U. S. is at war.

If the experience ot Hollywood
producers is anything like that in

Great Britain during the last two
years, there Is certain to be curtail-

ment within a year at the latest

mount made up units of three men—
a motion, picture cameraman, a still

cameraman, and an assistant The
motion picture cameramen were
given the rank of Second Lieutenant
the still cameramen were given the

rank ot Sergeant and the assistants

were given the rank of Corporal.

Each unit was ordered Into the field

with Its own automobile or side car

for transportation, and. a supply of

Eastman films for its movie and still

imeras.

'These soldiers 'were Photographic

War Correspondents. -'While civilians

were permitted to act as News War
Correspondents, only soldiers were
permitted to cover the photographic
side of the War. Their material

—

movies and stills—were furnished to

the newsreels and to the press in the

United States, the Allied countries,

and all neutrals.

Compilations of this material made
up into JuU length features, such as

'Pershing's Crusaders,' 'On Four
Fronts,' and other's, were a tremen-
dous aid in stimulating and main-
taining morale amongst all the
armies, and all the peoples that the

Germans were making war on. As
entertainment as information, as

education, as propaganda; they did

a great job and more than fulfilled

the duty assigned by George Creel.

As an illustration of the im-
portance attached to the movies, IT

cameramen were assigned to cover
President Wilson's arrival in Paris
tor the Peace Conference. This
writer was given the assignment ot
cutting and assembling the work of

these 17 cameramen into a special

feature. Prints were ' rushed into

every country in Europe. "President
Wilson in Europe" played to more
-Iieople, more -money, and more en-
thusiasm than any plctiu-e in all the
history of the picture business in

every country- in Europe. -

In many countries audiences got
down on their knees and stayed on
their knees during the running of
the picture, in tribute to President
Wilson, whose country had liberated
the world from.slavery.
This writer gave a private screen-

ing of the pictoe for President Wil-
son In Paris, and then presimted him
with a special print for his own
archives.

member of the outfit This was Jie-

cause of his gallantry in action, and
because he had previously been in

the picture business. He is now gen-
eral manager of the Warner Btos.

Theatre Circuit •

Jeff Dickson developed into a
sports promoter In Paris. Ernie
Schoedsack developed Into an -ex-

plorer — adventurer — globe trotter.

Lowell Thomas who was a 'visiting

fireman' with the outfit developed

into a radio and newsree] comenta-
tor. ' Maurice Stahl has his own
chain of theatres in New Jersey.

Larry Darmour Is a producer. Al
Kaufman was a top executive with

Paramount for years. J. D. Wooster
Lambert affectionately known as

'Lieutenant Listerine,' because his

family owned the stuff, became an

aviation pioneer. Charlie Downs be-

came the head ot the Cameramen's
Union in New York.
Gordon HoUingshead Is a producer

for Warner Sros. Lewis Milestone,

Joseph Von Sternberg, Gregory La
Cava, George Marshall, Alfred
Werkcr, Wesley Buggies, Hal -J^ohr,

Richard Wallace, are among Holly-

wood's top directors.

The RoU CaU I

Wilson's JerBonal Leaser
[

The following roll call of..the

Photographic Division, Signal Corps,

A.E.F.,' is largely based on memory
and a list compiled ' by Sergeant

Frank A. Krueger, of Trenton, N. J.

Mlrn. Poul: Adiuiu, Clirton: Alley, Kor-
man W.; Brutt, FYKlorlck II.; AboUHSle-
niiin. \V. C; AndrlDt, L.
nockhui-MI, J. A;: nnmrs. nnlnli; Brown,

JamcH; Dnrnntt, W. T.: Bara, >rnrque.
Conib.-*. E. G. : Ccinrlo, Tony: Cohen, Hen:

Ci-oHlnnil, Alan; Cnrloek, B. T. : rninelle,

Jenn W.
Don-nB. ChnriM W.: Dnrmour. L. J.

(Lnny); Dnvia, Harr7: Bickson. Jeff.

Bldrldge, 'Fred R.; Edounrt, A. F. : Elmer,
CInrvnco J.: Brcitw, Stevo.
Fllklns. B.. .v.; PoKle, C. 11.: Flemlns,

victor; Friend', flidner; Frwiman, Alan.
QalllvAD. Rar; Guntleln, Edward A.;

Gmy, Danny; Grftoor}-, Cari L.: Oalotzlo,

L.; Orty, W. W.; Gibson, Oto.: Oreenhaia.
Paul; Cunshor, Wm. B.; Gelael, John!
Gorton, Ptall: Ooldateln, Louln: Garlook,

E. .J.; Olllatta, T.. P.
Holllnirhcad, (}ordon; HInda, B. R.; Hiu-

ton. if. H.: Hill, GeorKO 'W.: Hardy, E. J.:

Home, Plloy; HIckox, A. P.: Hamilton,
William; Himc*, Captain G. 'K.; lludaon,

W. L.
JocDlm. E. H,-. Jafrr«, J. J.; Juiiew, C. P.:

June. H. S.; Jaffn, Prwnk H.
Knimlne, Harry M.: KInli. Cnpt.;

Kl-uofTor, Frank A-, Bitt, ; Unufmnn, A. A.;

Kelly. Wm. D.; Kaufman, Jolin Jaoo6;
Komfleld, Arthur.
Lyoni, Reggie; IiOverlnK. O. S.: T/)I>er,

B. E.; Lanooater, U; I.,9n*erlo, nco.; I^-
dell, Frank; La Cava, Oroiyory; Loeb, n-

T.ambert, J. D. "Wooater;

Lt Victor Fleming, who had won
fame as a dare devil driver in -auto-
mobile racesi and then became
Douglas Fairbanks' cameraman, was
personal movie cameraman for
President Wilson and accompanied
him' from the United States all

through Europe and back. Lt 'Victor
Fleming is now perhaps better
known as the director ot 'Gone With
the. Wind.'
The Photographic Division of the

Signal Corps became the alma mater
for dozens ot cameramen who lik»

Fleming, later developed into direc
tors.

The following Is an Incomplete list,

It probably will always be incom-
plete because of the far flung aetivi-

ties ot the outfit. Men were sent to
Vladivostock. Murmansk-and—Ar^di.

Lehman,
Charles B.

.•Itt. D.; Mohr, H, li-; Morgan,
Mlleatone, I.«wle; Manihnll,^ a««-.

SIcCuley.' Geo.; Mlllman, Herman; Mader.
I-'rank; >In<1«rhak, W. P., Copt.: JInlhew",

W. C; Mauntner, S.; McCraoken, Harold

'Wlllla.
, ,

NuKont. .lames A.; Nathan, I/:wU,
Nilblra, Wl P.
Oke, w. C: O'ShauRhneuey, I. P-

Fnrkhurst, N. K.: Petcmon, Ou».
nathhum, H. C.; Boaenfald, D.: BoBSle".

Wealoy; Ilela, Boy: B«d^ Luclon J.; BoacO,

Androw: Both. Ifl1dor«. ^ ' ^,
Schneider, l-Mwkrd J.: Sehoedaock. Bmeal,

Schoedaack, Gualave F.; Splegl, Seymour
S.; .Shaeofaky, M.; Btem, Chnrlea. Simon,

nobcrt S.; filnUenlch, Hal C: .shamroy,

Poier Irfo: Shackelford, J. B,: SchwariJ.

Gnrei KJenl. M.; Bhenrood, W. B.: Stohl,

Maurice: Schellenber««r, A.; Smith. LeonaKl

M.: .Smith, N'col; 8lon», Geo.; Siegman,

Georne, _
Timer. .Tiillua B,: Teagno, G. A.; Tan-

nura, Phillip: . Thompson, J.; UriBlH. a.,

Thorpe. Harry W.
Vanderveer, Wlllard; Vogel, Pou'v., .7°

.llemberg, Joseph: Vaughn. Boy; Mile".

A-. P.: Vlnwon, Horn*. .

E.; Wocner, Jack; TVnlln.-e,

-^Valcnlr Johnr^VarkerrAlfiT*"!*
ni<.-h.-irdi
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THE

PICTURE

is your best box-o right now!

/ ^^ik''!^- ftie big prize - selection by the

NMrlM fii DifliGS as the best picture of 1941 . . .;

ijdM «f WH^mt importance and interest, with award

cerenoBies to be broadcast over a coast to coast

lahHiH'lf

Natioiial Ikagi of Review selects ''Citizen Kane'' as the

best film ff the year in the 16th annual announce-^

meat of their choice.

TWO MORE BIG AWARDS added to the avalanche of

acclahn already heaped upon the picture that has a

place on eveiy critic's list of the ten best

!

ORSON WELLES
**'*!iltt»**

TBE UEHCVRY ACTORS

JOSEPH OOTTEN • DOROTHY COMINGORE • EVERETT SLOANE •RAY COLLINS •GEORGE COULOURIS

AGNES MOOREHEAD • PAUL STEWART' RDTB WARRICK- ERSKINE SANTORD • WILLIAM ALLAND
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^MM « M » »»»»»» »<»»>» ;

MY FAVORITE STORY
•«««« M»< >««4 M « MM »

Groucho Marx
. I haven't heard many clean stories In the past 2»

years—those that I have heard, I didn't find very amns-

ln(. An actual Incident about my father might fill np

some space that. If left vacant, would only be used by

that bli radio sUtlon In Cincinnati that Is constanUy

fcoasUnc of Its wave length.
. „

. .Well, hero It Is: The night we opened In I'll Say She

Is* at the Casino theatre In New Tfork, my father, who

was In on a pass, was sitting In the third row. Hed
always been careful with his money and never made

a bet that didn't look like a sure thing. Two well-

dressed men sitting In front of him began a eonversa-

tlon and my father picked up his ears, which, somehow

•r other, had fallen to the floor.

The one gent: Those fellows aren't really brothers,

I know them well. Two of them are brothers and other

two are cousins. Tliey pretend they're brothers for

business purposes, but it's Just a gag.'

My father, hearing this, Upped him on the sho«ldor

and In a rich Yorkshire dlslect, which he had also

picked up off the floor, said: 'Did you say these fellowa

aren't brothers?'

Gent In front: That's what I said, pop. Two of them

are brothers and two are cousins.'

. -My-father; 'Is that so!L—(He. always ha«_»_M«M_
answer). 'I bet you |1« those fellows are' brothera.'

Gent In front: 'Okay, pop. I'll bet you ten they're

Hot brothers.' .

My father looked at him warily, hesiUled a asOBOM,

then said: 'Okay, I bet you >Vhat oMa wlU you

give me?' - .

Senator Ford

X memb.er of a California Chamber of Commerce

was vistttiij; New YoUc As lie was passing, tiie Little

Church ArouHd the Comer he decided to go in omi

fee the itiside of the tamous church.

At the ti»nc, the preacher uias conductino seruice

oner the remains, of one who had departed his earthly

tabernacle and liad become the sole occupant of a

one room bungalow with silver, handles 'on the side.

After the Dominie had concluded his euloffy, he

osfced: 'Is there onyone who would like to say a few

words about our departed brother?'

•There was silence for a moment ajid then the Cham-
ber of Commerce addict said, '// nobody wants to say

anything obout the deceased, I'd like to say a /eu»

loords about California.'

• ••*••
Howard Lindsay ,

Many y«ars afio, when I was briefly with MGM, Lunt
and fontanne were there at ^he same time, making

"The Guardsman.' Miss Fontanne told me this inci-

dent.

When she and Mr. Liint arrived for the second day's

Bhooting, they we're told, that, at the end of the day's

work, they could come to the projection room and see

the riishes of the scenes they had made on the first day.

Mr. Lunt was fo delayed in taking off his makeup and
wig that he did not get there In time and was sitting

in his automobile waltiiig for Miss Fontanne to bring

back the report
' It was a very distressed, unhappy Miss Fontanne who

climbed Into the car beside him. 'What's the matter,

Lynn?' he asked her. 'Aren't we any good?'

"Oh Alfred, we're terrible! . We're impossible!

You're alright, dear, only you must use. more makeup
on your- lips. You look as though you have no lips.

But, Alfred, I am simply dreadful. When I am away
from the camera, I look like some strange kind of bird.

When I'm close to the camera, I look like a cow. We
can't go on with this, Alfred. It will ruin us. We
have to give it up. We have to call'the picture off.

I know it will cpsl a lot of .money to call it off. They
have spent so much already, perhaps f100,000, but we
must go to them and tell them we can't go on with it;

that we will pay them back. It may take us years to

pay them, but we will have to work very hard and do it

because we cannot possibly go on with- this. I know I

can't. You'll stand by me in this, Alfred, won't you?
Won't you. darling?"

Mr. Lunt studied Miss Fontdnne for a few silent

moments, and then spoke: "No llps?^**•••«
Eddie Davis

I'

A meek losing little man walked int* ^ cafe and
•rdiired the bartender ' to mljc six martinis for him.
He drank-the first cocktail, carefully chewed the glass,

ate It and threw the stem on the floor. This strange
.ritual continued through the half dozen drinks.

The frightened bartender sidled over to a very dig-

BlBed looking genlleman who waa also watching the
meek looking little man with InlcresL 'Gosh, tlut guy's
erazy,' whispered the bartender. 'He certainly Is,' agreed

'

the dignified gentleman, 'He's throwing the stems
away—and everybody knows that's the beat part.'

• *•««*.
Kelcey Allen

A drama critic died and his body was taken to the
cemetery and placed temporarily in a mausoleum.
At the end of the week the superintendent, accom-
panied by a grave digger, went on an inspection tour

of the cemetery. Seeing the body reposinp in the
costly mausoleum, he asked the grave digger why it

tuas not buried. -

'Well, bpss/' replied that xoorthy, 'this guy used to

be a, drama critic and we're having a lot of trouble

finding a grave on the n'lsle.'

Bob Burns
Most of my kinfolks aint like me. I talk a whole

let, I know that, but most at my folks are very quiet

and peaoefnl.

I know one time I was .omin' home from a trip, and
•tandln'- In the woods, quite a ways from the house, I

aw my uncle standin' out (here, and I says, 'Wliattya

MnT And he says, 'Nothin'.' And I says, 'Arc ya

hnntln'7' And he says, 'No.' And so I says, 'Well,

dinner'll be ready pretty soon—ain't you hungry?' Ho

says, 'Yes.'

And so I started on towards the house, and went

about a half a mile, and I went back and I says, 'Come

on and go home with me.' And he says, 'No.' And I

savs. 'Whv?'- And he says,. 'I can't—I'm sUndIn' In asays, 'Why?
bear trap.'

Jack Norworth

A two-man vaudeville act of the nifty dresser

on-and-off type tuciif over to London to open at the

Palladium. Well, I might as well tell you toho they

vxre. Remember Aveling and Lloyd? They used

no malceiip on their faces and just uialfccd on in street

attire and depended on personality to put their act

over.

The opening night in London they uicre just n triple

nervous. Tliey ujere in the home of hofcuni makeups

and did not knoui hou> they would go in. ordiiujry

street clothes. AI Lloyd got down on the stage first

the opening flight, and, while waiting for Chappie

Aveling to arrive, he stood in the entrance to watch

the act they were to /ollou. ft happened to be Pepito,

the Spanish Clown. The act opened with Peptfo's

Tassistunt vondng on ttiid~settitiv tlicpiupi. The usiijlonf'

was dressed in a weird coat with exaggerated puffed

sleeves, black tights with horses', interfering boots

around his knees, big prop bare feet with a diatnond

rinff on the big foe. He also had a fright' wig of a

violent red, a nose that lighted up on the end when
he pressed the button; in fact, he was a mess.

Al ran back to th; dressing room and grabbed

Chappie by the 07771.- 'Come on pal, I've got some-
thing to show you that will put you in a good humor
before you. go on. When you see this you'll forget all

about being nervous.'

He led Chappie doum to the first entraixce, pointed

to Pepito's assistant and proudly said, 'There.' Chap-
pie took one look and 7tearly passed out from laugh-

ing. At said, 'Wait a minute, b7;other; don't use up all

your laughing ott hi7n. That's only the straight man,'

Julius Tannen
This has always been my favorite story. It's told

here with a New York City background, back in the

days when street carfares were a nickel a ride.

There's no question but that honesty is the best
policy. And I saw that adage illustrated only this

morning. I got on a Broadway car entirely unassisted
and a lady got on right after, me, I don't think that
was the reason. I think she wanted to go somewhere,

I wish you could' have seen her. You know a woman
has a right to' be as homely as she wants, to, but this

Woman abused the privilege. She was the thinnest
woman I ever saw. You can Imagine how thin she was,
she told a fellow ' she met on the car that he could
always find her in the telephone book.

Well, to show you that honesty is the test policy,

when she paid her fare, she handed the conductor a
half dollar, and in making change for the half a dollar,
the conductor, by mistake, .gave this woman a quarter
and six instead of five nickels. Shi dropped a nickel
in the box and when she got off a man alongside of me
said to the conductor:

' 'Did you notice,' you gave that woman an extra
nickeL' And he said:- 'Yeah, but she'll have a hell of
a time getting rid of the quarter!'

George Jean Nathan
'It,' says one iatlblrd ta aBolher, 'you subtract tl3

from SZ7, what's the dUferenecT'
'Teab. yon saM right!' replies the blher. "Who earesr

Victor Moore
I do not remember many clean stories, Qnly ones

about Pittsburgh, and that's a- little dirty, but the gag
I remember as being about the funniest I ever heard
goes as follows:

Fii-st Farmer—'Hi, Zefce.'

Second Farmer—'Hi, Zeb.'
First Farmerr-'Whof did you give your horse for

the heaves?'

.

Second Farmer—'Turpentine.'
First Farmer—'Thanks, Zeke.'
Second Farmerr-'You're welcoiTie, Zeb.'
Three days later:

First Farmer—"Hi, Zefce.'

Second Farmer—'Hi, Zeb,'
First Farmer—'Wlwt did you say you gave your

horse for heaves?'

Second Farmer—'Turpentine.'
First Farmer—'Killed mine.'
Second Farmer—'Killed mine, too.'

First Farmei—'Goodbye, Zeke.'
Second Farmer—'Goodbye, Zeb,'

• ••••«
Harry Hershfield

A Tennessee hUlbllly had been calling on a girl far
almost a year and pappy oornered the young over-
grown barefoot boy one night and asked him:
Toll me, you've been seeing Nelly for nigh onto a

year—what are your Intentions, honorable or dishon-
orable?'

'You mean I got a choicer jecter Lester, Jr., an-
swered.

Keii Murray
There was a fellow married to a very beautiful wife

and suspicious that she was.running around with some-
one else on the side, but he didn't know for sure. He
had to go away for two weeks, so he went to his friend,
Sam, and said:

, 'Will you please watch my wife, while I'm away? I
think she is cheating on me, but I'm not sure.'
He went away and on his return the first place he

(Continued on page 62)

Hollywood^s Facelifting

$3,000,000 Spent Despite War
' Priorities

By Charles Daggett

Hollywood, Jan, 4.

Aside from the construction of

bomb shelters and the conversion of

aub-basemmts into places of safe-

ty in the event of Japanese air at-

tack, building in the studios has

slowed down to nothing at year's

end.

The pinch of priorities, beginning

to be. felt even in early auturhn,

has put all major construction plans

in abeyance and .
has made It im-

possible . for more than routine,

temporary set erection to continue.

Nevertheless, some $3,000,000 was
spent during the season in the en-
larging of motion picture facilities.

Because of the national emergency
this compares favorably with, the

outlay of H000,000 during the 193S-
'40 levsuii.

Paramotmt paid $1,042,000 on con-
struction work . during the year,

leading all the other majors in this

item of. expense. Republic was sec-

ond, with the 'expenditure of $750,-

000. Three new sound- stages, alone,

together with equipment, cost Para-
mount approximately -$800,000,

Republic's building program for
the year was a continuation of that
started during the preceding sea-

son. One of the best equipped stages
in Hollywood^ 200 feet long and 110
feet wide, was the 'chief item on
the construction list. The new stage
was named for Mabel Normand be-
cause the first picture filmed there
was the Judy Canova remake of
'Sis Hopkins,' in which Miss Nor-
raand was starred when it was filmed
as a silent.

The bother of leaving the. lot for
lunch, encountered by most of the
employees, was eliminated during
the year with the building- of a
new commissary. Both the commis-
sary and a new annex to the editing
building were of Spanish archi-
tectural design. In keeping with the
motif of the other buldings. Some
400,000 square feet of asphalt pav-
ing was laid during the season,

bringing the total to well over 1,000,-

000 square feet.

Unlversal's $354,(00

Construction costs at Universal
mounted to $354^000. Expansion of
physical facilities and the approxi-
mate costs Included a new writer's
building and star dressing rooms;
$135,000 repairs and remodelling,

$32,500; a parking lot, $3,000;. new
permanent sets, $100,000. These in-

cluded a small-town street, a Euro-
pean street and a gre'at railroad
terminal with mobile trains. Uni-
versal has already begun tb get back

some of the cost of the terminal in
rentals from other companies, tor It

is one of the best sets of its kind
in the community.

, Approximately $150,000 was spent
by Warners during the season, n,e-
blggest coiistructlon' job was for i
new, galvanized Iron property stor-

age building, two stories high. The
structure also contains a freight
elevator for. the loading of heavy
props. Other work included the
building of 12 new film vaults;- a
concrete tank for water shots on one -

of the sound stages; a new camera
vault, air conditioning on Stage 7>

a new drainage system and enlarge!,
ment -(by five rooms) and rt.
modelling of the makeup buildii^

-WiBentJreparcdness--
Within a few days after Japan's

attack four bomb shelters were built

in sub-basement of buildings on the
Warner lot. These were built with

'

sanitary, heating, lighting, cook-
ing, sleeping, water and flre-fightlng -

equipment. Each of the shelters v/ts

!
also stocked with emergency food
supplies.

Between $300,000 and $250,000 was
the cost of construction at RKO,
This Included a general remodelling
of the Cower Street and the Pathe
(Culver' City) studios, enlarge-

ment of stage facilities and install-

ment of new- equipment. The big-

gest single item in the bulldng biidir

et was that for a new sound stage

at Pathe. This Is one of the largest

stages in Hollywood, measuring 130

by 270 feet. The stage has the

largest projection screen in the

world, 30 by 40 feet in size,' Spe-

cially built for this stage is a 37-

foot camera tower, with complete

maneuverability, so that the stage

can be shot from any conceivable

angle. The tower carries a special

ti:iple-head projector and booth.

Other construction work at RKO
included two blocks of New York
streets added to the eight that were

already built; a New England vil-

lage of the 1840's, with a large hotel

and tavern, a village square, church,

blacksmith shop, stores and resi-

dences; remodelling and redecorat-

ing of executive, producer and di-

rector offices. The 1B40 village set is

a permanent one and will be adapted

,

or used as it is for numerous pic-

tures,

Metro did considerable land-

scaping during the year and a new
three^tory rehearsal hall is in the

process of construction. Columbia

reported no new building during the

season.

FilmTheatreGrossesUp

,

Despite War Jitters, December Was Up and Augurs

Well for Future

In spite of war jitters, business
uncertainties in many lines of in-

dustry and unpredictable taxation
to come, the increase in grosses at
picture theatres during December
provides a cue to showmen for the
months ahead that looks entirely fa-
vorable althbugh, as- always, the
quality of film on release is a very
decisive factor. For the balance of
the winter months.and early spring,
however, it is believed the general
flow of product will average up sat-
isfactorily, perhaps better than for
the first quarter of 1941.

Receipts at the film theatres dur-
ing the month of December have
placed the gross level substantially
higher than for the same period a
year ago. If the war hadn't oc-
curred, causing a setback for the
weeks of Dec. 7 and 14, the mean
average for the country would prob-
ably have been at least 10% higher,
but at no time in December has the
average dropped iwlow what 'it was
last December. That in itself is

something, which surprises the statis-

ticians somewhat
Over Christmas week the take at

the film theatres went 15-20% better
than for the same stanza in 1940,
this average being struck regard-
less of the fact that in some centers
business was either running neck-
and-neck with a year ago or - was
slipping behind a little.

Taking the country as a whole, it

would appear that admissions were

ahead between 15 and 20':ii for the

first week of December up to Dec,

7 when the Japs attacked. For the

first week of the war business fell

to less than 5%, according to best

obtainable estimates, than had been

scored for the corresponding week

a year ago. The third week of De-

cember and second of the war trade

picked up to the point where it re-

corded a reported gross of between

5 and 10% more than was done In

1940, while from Xmas week itself

the jump went to between 15-20'^.

Jnly-Nov. Average Up 10%

,The first five months of last year

(1041 ) was not much better than for

the same period the previous semes-

ter, advance roughly being around.

5%, but for June, July, August, Sep-

tember, October and November the

average of stepped-up receipts was

generally 10%.

While over the year of 1941 gros.se.'s

in some localities have had difficulty

in maintaining established levels or

had fallen, in defense centers the

jump at the boxoffice has been very

strong. The Chicago, Cleveland, De-

troit, Buffalo and Kansas City terri-

tories are among those- which hove

held up well, while also New Eng-

land has made a good showing. Ad-

ditlonnlly the southwest has show"

advances.
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L A. Houses Train Their Big Guns

OnHoIidayBizfBootsrBaflFire;

Turchase/ 'doc Soldier Soaring

Los Angeles, Jan. 4.

New Year's eve and day biz up to

expectations here with nearly all

keys and suburban houses hitting

capacity despite rain and cold.

Local first run!; tossed in strongest
linenp of pictures possible to take
advantage of this upbeat Screen
attractions represent largest total

production Investments tossed out
for simultaneous showings in many
years. Hence, theatre managers
look forward to a new combined
total high for a single week in some
time.
Top attractions include "They Died

With Their Boots On' at the two
Warner houses, and 'Chocolate Sol-
dier' at the State and Chinese. Also
'Ball of Fire' at the Pantages and
Hillstreet, which is now pencilled In

for three weeks. 'Louisiana Pur-
chase' at the Paramount is so big on
Its second session, it will stay four
weeks. Film was record-smashing
In Its initial stanza. Third week of
'Dumbo' at the Carthay Circle and
United Artists; second week of 'H.

M. Fulham, Esq.* at the Four Star
and 11th session of 'Citizen Kane' at

the Howell, all are rated satisfac-
tory.
With police orders to public to re-

frain from street crowds and gen-
. era! celebrations of New Year's eve,
theatres took full advantage to get
the customers inside. As added in-
centive for ticket-buyers, nearly all

houses ran in one or more pictures
billed as previews to regular at-
tractions.

Eatlmates for Last Week
C»r«h»y Circle (F-WC) (1,516; 33-

44-55-75)—TDumbo' (RKO) (3d wk).
Continuing to spin the wickers at
pop price policy. Last week (2d),
big $11,500.
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,054;

33-44-55-75) — 'Chocolate Soldier'
(M-G), and "Hay Foot' (UA). Happy
tune for the b.o. Last week, 'Re-
member Day' (20th) and 'Blue,
White, Perfect' (20th), profitable
$13,000.
BowBtown (WB) (1,860; 33-44-55)

—'Died With Boots' (WB). Flynn hot
number here, and picture cinch for
top biz. Last week, 'In Army* (WB)
and 'Body Disappears,' laughed way
to $9,400.
Four Star (UA-F-WC) (BOO; 33-

44-55) — 'Pulham' (M-G). (2d wk).
Catching caniage trade for fairly
profitable biz. Last week, okay at
$8,000.

aawsU (G&S) (1,100; 33-44-55-76)
—'Kane' (RKO) (12th wk). Reviv-
ing through holidays. Last week,
fine $5,000 gives house good profit
HoUyweod (WB) (2,756: 33-44-55)

—•Died With Boots' (WB). Hetty
attraction here aiming for smash biz.
Last week, 'In Army" (WB) and
'Body Disappears* (WB). Despite
wet weather, clipped off £ood $8300.
Orphenm (B'way) (2^00; 33-44-.55).

—'World Premiere' (Par) plus Jan
' Garber orchestra and vauM. Gar-
ter lifts grosses this week with his
stage ensemble and band. Last
week, 'Sailors Leave* (Hep) and
Bowes stage revue. New Year's Eve
sellout boosted total to $15,000.
Paataccs (Pan) (2,812; 33-44-55)—

Ball Fire' (RKO) , Snd 'Obliging
Lady* (RKO). Hot nuinber here and
booming.' Last week, Hen in Life*
(Col) and 'Three Girls' (Col) (2d
wk), dipped to $6,000 for six days.
Puamount (Par) (3,595; 33-44-55)

—'La. Purchase' (Par) (2d wk). No
letup in customer parade for rous-
ing second :2ssion. Last (Ist) week,
terrific $30,000, record for non-stage
policy.

HUlslreet (RKO) (2,872; 33-44-55)—-BaU Fire' (RKO) and 'ObUging
Lady" (RKO). Lucky number here.
Last week, 'Men Life' (Col) and
•Three Girls* (Col) (2d wk), mUd
$6,000 in six days.

State (Loew-F-WC) (2,204; 33-44
B5-75)—"(Siocolate Soldier' . (M-G)
and llay Foot' (UA). Getting play
from show-minded audiences. Last
week, 'Remember Day' (20th) and
•Blue, White, Perfect' (20th), profit
at $13,000.
United Artists. (UA-F-WC) (2,100:

83-44-55)—'Dumbo' (RKO) (3d wk).
Downtown run of Disney cartoon
feature okay. Last week (2d), good
$7,500. .

Wllahlre (P-WC) (2,208; 33-44-55)
—'Remember Day' (20th) and 'Blue,
White, Perfect' (20th). Moveover
from State-C3ilnese gettliig advan-
tage of favorable comment for neat
eetaway. Last week, Teminine
Touch* (M-G) and "Unholy Partners*
•<M-G), okay $6,500.

New 'Bladcie' Team
Hollywood, Jan; 4.

Richard Lane and George E. Stone
were signed by Columbia as a team
In the next three pictures of the
'Boston Blockle* -series.

..Next in line is 'Alias Boston
Blackle,' to be produced by Wallace
MacDonald, starting Jan. 6.

ROONEY EASY WINNER

IN SOLID ST. LOUIS

St. liOuis, Jan, 4.

Off to a good start New Year's Eve
and with the holiday hangover vir-

tually gone, the film houses are

looking for upped b.o. currently.

Loew's, for the first time in many
moons Is going along with one fea-

ture and shorts. Management figures

'Babes on Broadway' will carry on.

Now looks like bigg<;st take here in

years. , .

Fox, Ambassador and St. I.ouis

have new screen attractions.

EstlBuUea for Lut Week
Loew's <Loew)-(3;172^fl0-40-44-)^-

'Babes Broadway' (M-G) and shorts.

Set for the biggest In several years.

Last week, Tarzan's Treasure'

(M-G) and "Miss Polly* (UA), neat
$16,600.
AmbasBkdor (F&M) (3,000: 30-40-

60)— "Remember Day' (20th) and
'Don't Get Personal' (U). . This
dualer should grab neat biz. Last
week, "Nothing But Truth* (Par) and
'Perfect Snob* (20th), satisfactory

$8 000
Fox' (F&M) (5,000; 30-40-50)—

'Birth of Blues* (Par) and "Aldrlch
President* (Par). Good and second
best In town. I^ast week, "Green
Valley* (20th) (2d wk) and 'Cadet
Girl' (20th) (2d wk), interest held
and garnered another $8,500. -

Mlss«nrl (F&M) (3,570; 30-40-50)
—"Green Valley' (20th) and "Nothing
But Truth* (Par). Even the move-
ovef'won*t hurt. Last week, "Paris
CaUlng" (U) and "Target Tonight'
(WB), mild $4,000.
St LonU (F8cM) (3,000; 30-40)—

"Wake Screaming' (20th) and 'Sus-
picion' (RKO). 'niese chillers should
bring In fairish .returns. Last week,
"Tuxedo Jimction' (Rep) and "Marry
Boss* Daughter* (20th), only $3,000,
fair.

'Babes Breadwa/ Top

K. C. Grosser; Cooper's

New fdm Also Strong

ICan^
;; City, jBUt 4.

New Year's week Is greeting the
theatres cheerily in every house. All
but one house opened Jan. I or New
Year's Eve. Biz rolled in despite
freezing rain on Dec. 31 and below-
zero temperatures on Thursday.
Good calibre of . attractions Is

helped by holiday spirit. 'Ball of
Fire* at the Orpheum is just that, and
holds for a second week. "Babes on
Broadway* as bill-topper at the Mid-
land also a strong entry. Mainstrcet
iB recording Its best figure since re-
opening in November, with Duke
Ellington on stage and "Flying Cadets*
at upped admissions.

EstimaieB (or Last Week
Esqaire and Uptown (Fox Midwest)

(820 and 2,043; 11-30-44)—'Green
Valley* (20th). Day-and-date in both
houses on Wednesday (31) and off

to a pleasant start Likely ahead of

last stanza. Last week, "Rise, Shine*

(20th) couldn't hold opening pace
and dipped to mediocre $6,000.

MalDstreet (Indie) (3,040; 11-28

55)—Tlying Cadets' (U) with Duke
Ellington orch on stage at upped ad-
missions. Best house has had since

relighting in Noveml)er. Last-week,

Riders Timberline' (Par) and Polack,

Brothers' Indoor circus on stage,

good holiday trade for $7,000, above

(4,101: 11-30-44)

—'Babes Broadway' (M-G) and Mr.
and Mrs. North* (M-G). Plenty of

pull here, and sure town topper.

Last week. 'Corsican Brothers' (UA)
and 'Married Bachelor' (M-G), sur-

prised at $8,750.

Newman (Paramount) (1,650; 11-

30-44 )_'Louisiana Purchase" (Par).

Going strongly on second week and
holds a third. Last week, film did a
huce $13,000 in first session.

Orphcam (RKO) (1,600; 11-30-44)

—'Ball Fire' (RKO) and 'Date Fal-

con' (RKO). Goldwyn film living up
to its name at boxoflice with big take

likely. Last week, 'Duml>o' (RKO)
and 'Weekend Three' (RKO), second
week didn't reach expectations at

$6 000
Tower (Joffee) (2.110; 11-30)—

'Sierra Sue' (Rep) with variety bill

on stage. Regular Autry draw ac-

counting—for nice—blz—here. Last
week, 'Swlne Soldier' (U) screen

with "Time of Life' unit on stage, in-

creased prices, so-so $8,250.

HAPPY DAYS

IN MEMPHIS

Memphis, Jan. 4.

Town is rolling in New Year
dough. Three big coin films on Main
Street for first time in years seems
highly probable.
Socko grosses are a certainty for

'Man Who Came to Dinner' at

Warner's, the Malco's 'Louisiana

Purchase' and 'Babes on Broadway*
at Loew's Stat«.
'How Greeh Was My Valley* is

also doing nicely under circum-
stances at Loew's Palace.

EfUmstcs (or Last Week
Waroer (WB) (2,000; 10-33-44)—

Man Came to Dinner' CWB). Criti-

cal raves plus ballyhoo on nearby
world preeming at Paragould, home
of Dick Travis, pushing WooUey
item way up. Last week, 'In Army'
(WB), J3,800, not bad.
Msloo (Lightman) (2,800; 10-33-44)

-"Louisiana Purchase* (Par). An-
other bellringer. Last week, "Baha-
nui Passage' (Par), $5,200, nice for

sad week.
State (Loew) (2,600; 10-33-44)—

"Babes Broadway* ^-G). Garland-
Rooney sure-fire in Dixie. Another
sockeroo. Last week, "Corsican
Brothers* (UA), $3,500, fraa
Falaec (Loew) (2,200; 10-33-44)—

"Green VaUey* (20th). John Ford
valedictory press-dubbed among best
of all time, but theme and lack of
marquee - names keeps out of top
money . competition. Last week,
'Dumbo* (RKO), $3,500, disappoint-
ing. •

Strand (Lightman) (1,000; 10-22-
33)—"South TahiU' (U), three days;
'Skylark' (Par) (2d run), three days;
'New York Town' (Par) (2d run),
one day. Not particularly attractive
schedule, but still nosing to nice
total. Last week, 'Three Girls' (Col),
three days; 'Among Uving' (Par),
three days; "Sailors Leave' (Rep),
one day: $1,700, solid.

IfaHey/ 'Babes,' 'BaD of Fffe Give

Frisco a Lift; New Year s T3ts Help

San ' Francisco, Jan. 4.

Flock of single bills on the street

this week. Fox has 'Babes on
Broadway,' Warfleld Is soloing .'How
Green Was My Valley' and the
Paramount has a holdover on
'Louisiana Purchase.' United Artists,
paying 'Corsican Brothers' plus
TFlesta,' is virtually a single and the
Gate has one film as usual, 'Ball of
Fire,' backed by vaude.
Heavy ammunition was unloosed

to cash in on the New Year's festivi-
ties, such as they were under police
regiilations limiting mobs on the
street after dark, etc. Houses took
no chances on a blackout, upning
their tap to 75 cents at 5 p.m. New
Year's eve. One nitery. Bimbo's 365.
went even farther and started the
celebrations at one o'clock In the
afternoon, with complete dinner and
floorshows ' to pick up any early
trade which might be nervous about
midnight stuff.

With, moveover of "New York
Towh' and 'Glamour Boy.* St.
Francis added Metro*s 'War Clouds
In the Pacific* short

Estimates (or Last Week
Fox (F-WC) (5.000: 35-40-50)—

"Babes Broadway* . (M-G). Single
bill aided by uoped prices New
Year's eve, should . ring up a nifty
sum. Last (6-day) week, ."New York

Town* (Par) and "Glamour Boy'
(Par), around $10,000.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 44-55-

K)—'BaU of Fire' (RKO) and vaude.
With scale advanced front usual 39-
44-55, looks big.. Last (2d), week,
'Dumbo' (HK<5> and A. Robblns
00 stage, excellent $15,000.
• Orphenm (Blumenfeld) (2,440; 35-
40-50)—'Belong to Me' (Col) and
'Secrets Lone Wolf" (Col). With
New Year's eve opening, at 75 cents,
looks good. Last (2d) week, 'Started
With Eve' (U) and 'Flying Cadets'
(U), okay $8,900.
Paramount (F-WC) (2,470; 35-40-

50)—'Louisiana Purchase' (Par) (2d
wk). Holdover hitting on high.
Last (1st wk). smash $20,000.
St Francis (F-WC) (1,475; 35-40-

50)—'New York Town' (Par) and
"Glamour Boy' (Par) (moveover).
Just average. Last (moveover)
week, 'Tarzan's Treasure' (M-G) and
'Down Mexico Way' (Rep), solid
$5,000.
United ArUsts (UA-Blumenfeld)

(1,000; 35-40-50)—"Corsican Brothers'
(UA) and 'FiesU' (UA) (2d wk).
Still healthy. Last (1st) week, big
$11,000.

Warlleld (F-WC) (2,650; 35-40-50)
—'Green Valley* (20th-Fox). Among
town*s leaders. Last week. 'Con-
firm. Deny' (20th) and 'Blue. White,
Perfect' (20tb). satisfying $11,000.

'Green VaDey/ Garbo, 'Babes'

Augment Dinner,' 'Swamp,' H.O.'s

To Lift Phifly to Record Week

NEW YEAR'S EVE GIVES

PROV. HEFTY BOOST

Providence, Jan. 4

With New Year midnight shows to

tee them off, this week's grosset arc
riding high, wide and handsome, and
should finish in the big money all

around. 'Ball of Fire' at RKO Ai'iee,

'They Died with Their Boots On', at

Majestic. "Babes on Broadway' at

Loew's State, and 'Bahama Passage'
at Strand were running along in

about that order. Glen Gray and hi.s

Casa Loma orchestra on stage at

Metropolitan drew nicely.

Estimates for Last Week -

..-Alb«e_(RKOJ—(2.200; . 28-39--50Jr^

'BaU of Fire* (RKO) and 'Date Fal-
con* (RKO). Big. Last week,
'Dumbo* (RKO) and "Obliging Young
Lady' (RKO) (2d wk), sock $8,200.

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1.400: 28-39-
50)—"Remember Day* (20th) and
"Rise. Shine* (20th) (2d wk). Nicely
paced. Last week. "One Foot Heaven*
(WB) and "Tarpfet Tonight' (WB) (2d
wk), so-so $2,800.

Fay'/ (Indie) (1,400; 28-39-50)—
"Sierra Sue' (Rep) and vaude on,

stage. Strong combo for this one and'
riding high. Last week, 'Mob Town*
(U) and vau<1e on staee. swell $6,800.

Itbjestle (Fay) (2.200; 28-39-50)—
'Died with Boots' (WB). Only single
bill but carrying plenty of weight Is

near tons. Last week. 'ReiAember
Dav* f20th) and "Rise, Shine* (20th),

sonk $12,000.
Metrepelltan (Indle^ (3,200: 44-55-

6.S)—Glen Gray and Casa Loma or-
chestra, on stage plus "Road to Haiv
nlness' (Mono). Carried off swell
$11,000 over four-dov wep''*!"'.

State (Loew) (3.200: 28-36-50)—
"Pubes Bropdwav' fM-G) and "Mr-
Mrs. North' (M-G). Rooney and
Garland are always a great combina-
tion hereabnuts, and with sellout
New .Y;;ar Eve biz to help boo!^
phould end uo swell. Last w<x>k,

"Tarzpn's Tregmtie' (M-G'> fd '!?<>-

crets Lone Wmf (Co)l. nl«v noo.

Strand (Indl^) ^^000; 2f)-3fl-50)—

"Bahama Passage' fPir) aiyj Tuxedo
.Tunction* (Sen). Kelnlng house start

the New Year w'th a hmo. Last
week. "Bedtime Story* (r^n and
"Honolulu Lu* (Col), nice $7,000.

'Babes' Leading Smash

Seattle floiday Biz;

Turfbase,' Hellz' Big

' SeatUe. Jan. 4-.

All first-run houses upped admlsh
for New Year's Eve and an edict
for folks to keep off the streets, un-
less going some place, helped the
theatres. Admission sale of 'iSc from
5 to 7 p.m., and a buck thereafter
also bolstered all grosses.

Estimates (or Last Week
Blue Honse (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(850; 30-40-50)—'Two-Faced Woman*
(M-G) and 'Perfect Snob' (20th) (3d
wk). Indicated strong b.o. I<ast
week, same pair, great $4,700.

CoIIsenm (H-E) (1,900: 23-40)—
"Birth Blues' (Par) and "Unfinished
Business' (U) (2d run). Going over
well. Last week. 'Honky Tonk'
(M-G) and Tanks Million' (UA) (2d
run), swell $3,600.

Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,346; 30-40-
58)—'Babes Broadway' (M-G). (Set-
ting nice newspaper play, and may
lead aU deluxers. Last week. 'Green
VaUey' (20th), exceUent $7,700.
Liberty (J-vH) (1,650; 30-40-58)—

•Belong to Me' (Col) and 'Blonde
Singapore' (Col) (2d wk). Okay on
holdover. Last week, same duo,
great $10,000, including New Year's
Eve biz at advanced prices.
Music Box (H-E) (850; 30-40-58)—

"Green Valley" (20th). Hot from
Fifth Avenue and "Cadet GbV (20th).
hot from Paramount. Last week. 'All
Mone.v. Buy' (RKO) and" 'Weekend
Three' (RKO). slow «3,100.
Orphemn (H-E) (2,600: 30-40-58)—

"HellzanoDpin* (U) and "Sealed Libs'
(U). Legit here recently helping the
film, with outstanding total likely.
Last (2d) week. 'Keep 'em Flying'
(U) and 'Devil Pays Off' (Rep), five
days, zoomed to $6,700, great
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350: 23-35-

50-58) — "Borrowed Hero* (Mono)
and Major Bowe;' unit. Opened
Monday. Last week, 'Never Give
Sucker Bre?k' (U), got real doligh,
New Year's eve show helping to
great $8,100.
Panunonnt (H-E) (3.036: 30-^n.

58)—"Louisiana Purchase* (Par). Bin
newspaper space, and probably wUl
be an outstanding coin-getter. Last
week, "Dumbo* (RKO) and "Cadet
Girl' (20th), around $6,800; good.
Boosevolt (800: 30-40-58)— "Keep

'Em Flying' (U) (3d wk). Last week
'Maltese Falcon' (WB) and "Target

Philadelphia, Jan 4
Record-breaking New Year's Eve

business whose momentum Is carrv
ing over the weekend is pointing to
a lieavy-grosslng sesh for the rtart
of 1642.

'

With many of the first-run loca-
tions spotting the opening of new
product, simultaneously with the
temporary jacking up of prleei
there will be plenty of records set
when aU the returns are in. SetUng
up a mark aU its own is 'Swunn
Water," which Is being held over a
fifth week at the Stanton, longest
run at the house in the past de^de.

Bstfanates (or Last Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303

; 35-46-57-68)
—'How Green Was My Vallei*
(20th). Last week, 'H. M. PiimiS
(M-G), okay $6,000 for holdover
sesh.
^roadlaUSablosky)-(e00;-35-41.4er-
57)—Two-Faced Woman' (M-G) (2d
run). . Last week, 'Birth of Bluerf
(Par), elegant $3,600 for holdover cl
second run showing.
Boyd (WB) (2,568; 35-46-57-88)-

'Man Came Dinner' (WB) (2d wk).
Initialer last week good for a hei^
$20,000. Indications are even better
this week.
Esrie (WB) (2,768; 35-46-57-68-75)—"Steel Against Sky' (WB) with

Count Basie orch and Hattie He-'
Daniel- -on -stagCj—tast-weekrheftr~
$30,000 for 'Swing It Soldier' and
Woody Herman's band with Lucille
BaU and Desl Amez at New Year's
Eve show at $1.71 top.
Fox (WB) (2,425: 35-46-57-68)-

Bedtime Story' (Col). Last week,
In Army Now' (WB), fairish $13,000.

KarlUn (WB) (1,066; 35-46-57-68)
-'Keep *Em Flying* (U) (2d run).

Last week, "Kathleen* (M-G), satis-

factory $5,000 for initial run. -

""^

Kcllh*s (WB) (2,220; 35-46-57-66)-
'Remember Day* (20th) (2d riin).

Last week*s take for second run of

"Appointment Love* (U) sour $4,000.

Stanley (WB) (2,916; 35-46-S7-6S)—'Babes on Broadway* (M-G). Last

week, 'Remember Day' (20th), okay
$15,000.
Stanton (WB) (1,457; 35-46-57)-

'Swamp Water' (20th) (5th wk).

Iiast week Huston starrer wound up
fourth round with socko $7,500.

UPPED ADMISH HELPS

NEWARK'S BIG WEEK

Newark, Jan. 4.

Newark's houses are. scooping 'In

terrific coin this week. New Year's

Eve admission prices were jumped

100%.

'Suspicion,' liOuisiana Purchase'

and 'Man Who Came to Dinner' are

each expected to grab the best

Estimates (or Last Week
Adams (Indie) (2,000; 25-35-50-60)

—"Marry the Boss' Daughter' (20th)

glus Orrin Tucker's band and Bonnie

laker on stage. Show which started

Wednesday evening scheduled to

reach high figure. Last week,

Tuxedo Junction' (Rep) and Dick

Rogers band, Desl Arnaz and LuclUe

BaU topping vaude bill, fine 16,000.

Branford (WB) (2,800; 28-38-4V55)

—"Man Who Came to Dinner" (WB)
and 'Sealed Lips' (U). ParaUelhig

other houses, Branford showed this

dual to Its New Year's Eve audi-

ence for solid takings. Last week,

'In the Army Now' (WB) and 'Blues

in the Night' (WB), walloping $17,-

500.

Capitol (WB) (1,200; 20-28-39-44)

—'Died With BooU On' (WB) and

'Moonlight Hawaii' (U). Last week,

'International Lady' (UA) and

Texas' (Col), sweU $3,500.

LItUe (Indie) (300: 33-36-55)—'Sliu

BaU" (Indie) and "She-Devil Island

.(Indie) (7th wk). LasWeek, $2,000,

Paramonnt (Adams-Pdi-)-. (2,000|

30-35-44-55)— "Louisiana Purchase-

(Par) and "District Attorney' (Rep).

These will probably do smash biz.

Last week, -Birth Blues' (Par) and

"Mercy Island' (Indie) (2nd wk),

neat $13,000.
Proetor's (RKO) (2,400; 28-44-55)

—"Suspicion* (RKO) and 'Cadet Girl

(20th). Got highest admission pric^

in town on holiday eve. Last week,-

'Dumbo' (RKO) and 'Rise. Shine

(20th) (2d wk), dandy $13,500.

. State (Loew's) (2,600; 28-33-44-55)

—'Tarzan's Treasure' (M-G). ani

'Latins Manhattan' (Col)' (8 days).

With the kids packing the house each

afternoon, drew capacity mats. Last

week, 'Kathleen* (M-G) and 'Down
San Diego' (M-G) (6 days), good

$liOO0.

Tonight* (WB) (4th wk downtown),
okay $2,300.
Winter Garden (Sterling) -(750; 20-

30)— 'Lady Be Good' (M-G) and

'Down San Diego" (WB) (2d run).

Last week, "Sun Valley" (20th) and

"Kildare's Wedding' (M-G), (2d run),

nice $2,900.
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Ues Trim in Chi;M Fire Hot

'Birth Bhes' H.O, Tlyiiig' Also Nice

Chicago, Jan. 4.

After the sensational New Year's

week, the present session shapes up

rather flatly -but actually things

aren't as bad as that. Chicago
currently Is holding over Thin

Man.' with a new stage show, headed

hV the Xavler Cugat orchctra but
considerably' below the precwilng

Zeek Cugat orchestra tailed to

shew' up unUl late Friday night the

Chicago pulUng in the Don Pedro

band to sub temporarily.

Smash of the town is 'Babra on
Broadway,' which Is plenty strong

d^-an^^ate at the jJnitea Artiste

anS Apollo. SeU-out from the start

With the New Year's prices an added

''"Mother sockeroo Is the Palace

with 'Ball of Fire.' Drew, great rcj

views New Year's Eve was worth

$8,000 alone In this .house.
'

barrick continues with' 'Keep 'Em
Flying,' a~rlot-ln "this" small-house.-

Hid hardly scratched the gross sur-

face in' its two previous weeks in the

palace -when -it- was forced out due

,to prior dating of 'Dumbo'
,
for

Christmas^ Day.
Estimates tor Last Week

Apollo (B&K) (1,200: 35-55-65-75)

—'Babes Broadway' (M-G). Day-
dating with the United Artists and
coming through strongly. Last

week, 'Honky Tonk' (M>-G). fine

_»,800,-;afler four weeks in the State--

^'^OBKO (B&K) (4;000: 35-55-65-

75)—Thin Man' (M-G) and stage

show. Xavler Cugat orchestra

heading show although he missed
first two perfonpances opening day.

Second week for the film, but okay.

Last week. Thin Man' (M-G) and
Four Ink Spots plus Erskine Haw-
kins bnnd on stage, aided by roaring
New Year's eve, wham $58,600.

Oarrlok (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75)

--"Keep 'Em Flying' (U). • Second
week' here and fourth in loop.

Powerful $11,500 last .week, and
holding up well currently.
' Oriental (Iroquois) (3,200; 28-44-

' Il5)-^1<ady Scarface' (Rep) and
Arthur Jvrett orchestra on stage
pltis Ethel Shutta headlining stage
show. Doing all right Last week.
Three Girls^ (Col) and Ted IjCwIs
band, hot $29,100, aided by $1.10 top
New Year's eve. '

.

Palaoe (RKO) (2,500; 33-44-66-75)—"Ball Fire' (RKO) and 'Gay
Falcon' (RKO). Opened Dec. 31,.

and a powerhouse for Its first week.
Last week. 'DOmbo' (RKO)- and 'Un-
expected Uncle' (RKO), finished
fortnight . to eood $12,700 for final

stanza..

Roosevelt (B&K) (1.500: 35-55-65-
75)-r'Paciflc Blackout* (Par) and
TarZan Treasure' (M-G). First-
nam^ picture has plenty of head-
line appeal. Last week, 'Aldrlch
President' (Par) and Texas' (Col),
excellent $13,500.
S4ate-Lake (B&K) r2.700; 35-55-

85-75)—'Birth Bluci:' (Ppr). Sma.*
opening week at $33,300 will- dip
snarply In current stanza but still

plenty fine;

United Artists (B&K) (1.700: 35-
55-85-75)—'Babes Broadway" (M-G).
DayMlatlng with the AooUo. Smack-
eroo also in this house, bigger
capacity topnlni; the other theatre.
Last week, 'One Foot Heaven' (WB)
was cllDoed short In second session,
oke $10,100.

Lincoln Biz on Upbeat;

'Babes' and 'Boots' Big
Lincoln, Jan. 4.

Wow start of the New Year was
ttade here with three flbns midnight
.mowing to packed houses. The
Stuart deluxer of the J. H. Cooper-
Far string, relighted after being out
month with remodelling.

•JAU major films, 'Babes on Broad-
way,' 'Boots On' and 'Birth of Blues,'
Jlarted early. In the evening (31),
building up to the midnightelr.

Estimates for Last Week
(MOnroe-Noble-Federer)

(750; 10-15-20) — 'Double Trouble'
(Mono) and 'Eiders Badlands' (Col)
qiUt with 'Pirates Horseback' (Par)
and County Fair* (Rep). Okay. Last
week, 'Down Mexico Way' (Rep)
jnd 'Mr. Nobody' (WB) . split with
Thieves Out' (WB) and 'RidingWW' (RKO), $900, good,

in ot^"'" Cooper-Par) (1,503;
ltMO-44)—'Babes Broadway' (M-G).
jntUcation of town's best. Last week,
Pmam' (M-G), not bad at $3,200.

•M V i""" (C-P) (1.236; 10-20-28)—
,™']».Town' (U) and 'Men Timber-
»ads' (U), four days ended Sunday
pIL Py»°8 Cadets' (U) in next
f5^ jour days of week will get
S^ound $1,000, only fair. Last week,
J^Mt Duanes* (20th) and 'Great
Guns' (20th). n.s.g., $1,700.

00? ,tS.
(Noble-Federer) (986; 10-20-

i?...?*^®^ G'^'Is" (Col) and Tuxedo
Junction (Rep). Good. Last week,
JS^Jnat'onal Lady' (UA) and
T^nks MUUon' (UA), tepid $1,500.

nrJl?"i. <1.884: 10-30-44)—™«h Blues' (Par). House opener,
might get above average.

»j?L"»J*y (N-F) (1,100; 10-30-44)—

iJ;™j.^''*> boots' (WB). The week's

(M??.'?«SJ-->,>.^' w^k. 'Dumbo'
(RKO), $3,000, okay.

PORTLAND PEPPY

Valley' and farcliasc* Bobost New
Entries—'Boats' Bides High

Portland, Ore., Jan. 4.

They Died with Their Boots On*
is still wowing 'em in its second
stanza at the Broadway, after a ter-
rific first session. 'Louisiana Pur-
chase' is proving the best opener,
doing strong trade at the Paramount

Estimates for Last Week
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 35-40-

50)—'Died With Boots "On" (WB) (2d
wk). Still .riding high. Last (1st

week), jammed house, terrific $11,800.

Maytalr (Parker-Evergreen) (1,-

500; 35-40-50)—'Texas' ' (Col) and
'Gay falcon' (RKO). Good enough
gross. Last week (40-55-75), 'Blues
Night'. (WB) with 'George White's
Scandals' unit great $7,500 in four
days.
-OTp-h-e-ii-itt^tHamri.ck-Evorgteon4-
(1,800; 35-40-50) — 'Green 'Valley'

(20th). Single billed and looks great
so far. Last week, 'Dumbo' (RKO)
and 'Cadet Girl' (20th). nice $7,500.

Paramonnt (H-E) (3.000; 35-40-50)

—'Louisiana Purchase* (Par). Opened
satisfactorily and' in line for strong

tekings. L.ast M»eek, 'Look Laughing'

(RKO) and 'Skylark' (Par) held over

11 days, big $13,500.
.

United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 35-.

40-50)— 'BabK_ Broadway' (M-G).

Great playfiig sonrihis week. Last

week, ^Katiaeen' (M:G) and "Tar-

zan's Treasure* (M-G), closed second

stanza for -satisfactory $4i500.

Mes,'TaBey,'

'Remember Day

PitLWumers

Plttsbiwgh, J.an. 4.

Early openings all alotig the- line

this week, with exception of Stanly,

So ace attractions could cateh the

New Year's fiush. In most cases,

picture's got iinder way last Wednes-

day . (31) and ran right through a

i6-hour streteh. Only 'WB deluxer

waited until Friday (2) .to get new
show started but. with only stage,

show in town New Year's Eve. it

grabbed more than its share, charg-

ing $1.10 while other houses were

getting only their regular night scale.

Everything got oft to fiying start

and should show a definite improve-

ment over disappointing Xmas week
it early boom even partly holds up.

Among the straight pix, .'Babes on
Broadway' at Penh and 'How Green

Was My Valley' look Uke the big

winners.

Estimates tor I>ast Week
Folton' (Shea) (1,700; 35-50)—

'Green Valley' (20th). Opened to

capacity at reserved-seat preem
sponsored by Welsh societies of this

district Has been getting steady

newspaper build-up, too, lor last

two months from crlx who were
guesU of 20th-Fox at New York
opening. Last week, 'Rise, Shine*

(20th) in three and a halt days of

second week, way oft at $1,900.

Penn (Loew*s-UA) (3,300; 30-40-50)

—'Babes Broadway' (M-G). Where
Mickey Rooney and Judy Garland

are concerned, public doesn't give a

hang what the crix think. That's

why Penn had the .biggest New
Year's Eve and New Year's Day in

history: Should be good for at least

four weeks downtown. Last week,

'Pulham, Esq.' (M-G), big disappoint-

ment at'$12,500, for holiday stanza.

"Eltz (WB) (800; 30-40-50)—'Pul-

ham, Esq.' (M-G). Moved here from
Penn because figured to cateh more
than available double-bill product

would at this small-seater. Last

week, 'Two-Faced Woman' (WB)
(3d wk. downtown), neat. $3,400, lot

of people flocking- to cateh the Garbo
film before revisions.

Senator (Harris) (1,750; 30-40-50)—

'Remember Day' (20th). Swell re-

views for this one and backed by
good campaign, including radio and

press stunts. L.ast week, "Wake Up
Screaming' (20th)i wound up close to

$7,000.
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 30-44-60-66)

—'Sundown' (UA) and Harry James
band. First time for James on stage

here. Last week, 'In Army' (WB)
and Ted Weems, with benefit of both

post-Xmas rush and New Year's eve

(at $1.10) and New Year's day trade,

nice $21,000.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 30-40-50)—

'Dr. Kildare's Victory' (M-G) and
'Tanks Million' (UA). Practically

last-minute booking; house didn't

know until 24 hours before this bill

opened what it would have. liast

week, 'Target Tonight' (WB) and
'Aldrich President' (Par), weak
$3,900.

DINNER,' TALLEY;

TARZAN' GREAT J. C
Jersey City, Jan. 4.

All three flrst-rim houses here are
headed for smash gross&s this week.
Theatres began showing current pic-
tures on Wednesday and upped ad-
missions considerably on New Year's
Eve. 'The Man 'Who Came to Din-
ner,' on at the Stenley, has been
doing best

Estimates tor Last Week
Loew's (Loew's) (3,205; 30-35-55)—

Tarzan's Treasure' (M-G) and
'Latins Manhattan' (Col) (8 days).
It's been vacation-time here for the
school children, with many crowded
into Loew's. Last week, 'Kathleen*
(M-G) and .'Down San Diego' (M-G)
(6 days), nice $14,500.
Stanley (WB) (4,500; 30-35-55)—

'Man Who Came to Dinner' (WB)
and 'Steel Against Sky' (WB). Last
week, 'In Army Now' (WB) and
'Blues in Night' (WB), "terrific $18,-
000.

. State (Skouras) (2,200; 30-35-55)—
•Green 'Valley' (20th) and "Melody
Lane' (U) (8 days). Last week.
'Dumbo* (RKO) and 'Rise, Shine'
_12.QthiJfi..dayi)K^Qad.$14,0Q0

DENVER COLD,

B!Z TORRID

Denver, Jan. 4.

Even with weather the coldest this

winter and the slippery condition of

streets slowing -all traffic, grosses

over New Year's and subsequently

are about average in all first nms.
Virtually all deluxe theatres sold to

capacity tor New Year*s ,evc.
'Louisiana Purchase' at 'the Denham
and 'Babes on Broadway' at the
Orpheum are getting top money and
holding over.

Estimates tor Last Week
Aladdin (FOx) (1,400; 25-40)—

'Green Valley' (20tb), after a week
at the Denver. Mighty nice. I,ast

week, 'Appointment Love' (U), after

a week at the Denver, neat $4,000.

.

Broadway (Fox) (1,040; 26-35r40)—
'Dumbo' (RKO) and 'Weekend Three'
(RKO), aler 9 days at Orpheum. I,ast

week, 'Shadow Thin Man* (M-G) and
'Father Takes Wife* (RKO),-- after
two weeks at Orpheum, good $3,000.
Denham. (Cockrill) (1,750; 25-35-'

40)—'liOuisiana Purchase' (Par).
Looks like jiiggest in some time, and
holds. Last week, 'Skylark* (Par)
did $6,000, okay tor second week.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 25-35-40)—

'Maltese Falcon' (WB) and 'Sing for
Supper* (Col). Near previous
weeks, Lasf week, /Green Valley'
(20th) and 'Fiesta' (UA), nice $10,-
000. .

Orphenm (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-
40)—'Babes Broadway' (M-G) and
'Spitfire at Sea* (RKO). Shapes up
as 'dmash .biz, and h.o.' - Last week
'Dumbo' (RKO) and 'Weekend
Three* (RKO), nice $10;600.
Faramonnt (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)

—

'Lydia* (UA) and "Tuxedo Junction'
(Rep). Doing nicely and near last

week's totel. Last week, "Blues In
Night* (WB) and 'Sealed Lips' (U),
good $7,000.

Btelto -^Fox) (878; 25-40)—'Ap-
pointment Love' (U), after a week
at each the Denver and Broadway,
and 'Burma Convoy' (U^. Shai*:ig
up solidly. Last week, 'Swamp Water*
(20th), after a . week at each the
Denver and Aladdin, and 'Top Sgt
Mulligan' (Mono), good $2,200.

New Year Biz Tees Off Big on B way

;

'Babes Broadway/ Tm'chase'-Krupa,

Dimier -J. Dorsey, Day Top Sbows

Enjoying a big Christmas and New
Yeai^s business, with grosses com-
parable' to the same holidays 12
months ago, the downtown New
York picture theatres started 1942
in a lilghly encouraging manner.
With the take on Friday (2) sur-
prisingly heavy, the first week of
the newborn year will probably ex-
ceed that of the same stanza last
year.

Actually, Friday's play brought
many boxoflices as good a gross as
for New Year's Day itself, which is

remarkable in view of the tact that
on Jan. 1' holiday pric.es prevailed.
However, a deterrent on. the first-

day of the New Year was an all-day
rain, not to. mention the usual hang-
overs and late sleepers which slowed
-the—morning—and—early^tternoon-
biz. On the following day (2), long
lines formed early at most down-
town houses, with the attendance up
to 12 noon unusually heavy. The
matinee was also very good, while
in the evening a steady stream of
customers filed past the ticket win-
dows.

The Paramount, on its first week
of 'Louisiana Purchase' and the
Gene Krupa-Dinah Shore combina-
tion, rolled up a sock $12,000 on Fri-
day (2), while the . Music Hall got
$16,000 for the same day, immense,
with 'Babes on Broadway.* Like-
wise the Roxy,-in its second week
with 'Remember the Day,' was very
big on Friday (2), taking down over"" 000, as good as it did New Year's
Day.

'ine Strand, which grossed a heavy
$8,800 on New Year's Day, was
within inches of this, figure Friday
(2) . Show is 'Man Who Came to
Dinner' and the Jimmy Dorsey band.
Also on Friday (2)' 'Shanghai
Gesture,' 'Sundowh' and 'Smilin*-
Through,' latter on second-run. Were
close behind the prior day's take,
while 'Hellzapoppin' was heck-and-
neck on the first two days of 1942.
New Year's Eve (31), with all

houses grinding late and most of
them increasing prices tor the eve-
ning, was tremendous. Favored by
nice weather, police estimated that
more than 1,000,000 celebrants were
in the .Times Square area, few ot
whom seemed to' mind paying as
high as $r.85 at some'film emporiums.
The ,war did not seem to .keep the
out-ot-towners away, transportation
agencies estimating an 'increase in-

travel over last year. Ot course,
this Included New Yorkers who went
away for the year-end holidays.

'Louisiana' and -Krupa - Shore,
opening at the Par Dec. 31, grossed
$25,000 on the day, the highest ever-
recorded for the theatre in its 15
years of existence. House charged
$1.85 New Year's Eve and ground
until 6' o'clock the next morning,
with seven stegeshows and nine
showings ot the picture. Previous
high tor house had b;en $21,700,
scored In 1030. In view ot the smash
teeofT, It was evident- on Saturday
(3) that a new high tor the Par for
any week under'its- six years ot the
pitband policy wodld be scored.
Other new shows that opened last

Wednesday (31) were 'Babes oil

Broadway,' which" • hit 'a' mighty
$23,000 for the Hall on the* day and
Two-Faced Woman," a strong! .-entry
tor the day in the Capitol at $12,000.
'Woman' dropped rather sharply
after that, however.

Strand, winding up with "You're
in Army Now' and Will Osborn^ on
Wednesday (31), threw in a preview

Large Figures For Del; Dimier and

Tonfirm'-'Rise Keep Exhibs Happy

Detroit, Jan. 4.

Starting off with a holiday hypo,

first-runs here are stringing together

some big numbers for the current

eight-day stretch. Having ^aved up
the frothier product for New Year's

opening, the loop is blowing up bal-

loons for the following days.

Started off with a $7,500 house tor

its midnight New Year's show af

$2.20 top. the Fox will leaj the town
with 'Rise and Shine' and 'Confirm

or Deny.' Michigan, which clickt'd

through with a $1.10 midnight show
probably will be up in the big

brackets, too, with 'Man Who Came
to Dinner' and 'Tanks A Million.'

Smaller United Artists, too, is roll-

ing up important money with its

'Babes on Broadway' and 'Night of

January 16' to make it a major factor

in the big doings. Both Adams and
Palms-State rode into the holidays

with holdovers which,. from present

indications, will be plentiful next

week.
Estimates tor Last Week

Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 40-55-65)

—'Started With Eve' (U) and 'Cadet

Girl' (20lh) (2d wk). Pair moved
over from Fox clicking along. Last
week, 'Men in Life' (Col) and 'Go
Wesf (Col), average $5,500.

Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 40-55-
65)—'Rise. Shine' (20tb) and 'Con-
firm, Deny' (20th). Started off with
an advanced-price midnight show for
a sock total in view. Last week,
Started With Eve' (U) and 'Cadet
Girl' (20th), big $24,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

40-55-65)—'Man to Dinner' (WB) and
Tanks Million' (UA). Eight days
anc{ midnight show will bring a
strong week. Last week, 'Playmates'
(RKO) and 'International Squadron'
(WB), choice $22,000.

Palms-Sate (United Detroit) (3,000;
40-55-65)—'Sgt. York' (WB) (4th
wk).- Lot of vitality left and mid-
night show helps after $11,000 last

week.
United Artiste (United Detroit)

(2,000; 40-55-65)—'Babes Broadway'
(M-G) and 'Night Jan. 16' (Par).
Also taking an assist from a midnight
show this is building to a sock totel.

Last week, 'Kathleen' (M-G) and
'Flying Blind' (Par), oke $10,000.

of "Man Who Came to Dinner* which
Is estimated to have cost the theatre
a possible $4,000 or $5,000 because
the show ran tour hours, preventing
good turnover. Result was that
New Year's Day at the Strand,
where $1.85 had been charged on
the eve, .was bigger by a lew hun-
dred dollars.
On Dec. '31 and Jan. 1 other at-

tractions rated from fair to good.
All theatres gave midnight shows
Wednesday evening (31), but, ex-
cept for the Par and Rialto, latter
steying open until 8 a.m., all closed
around 3 o'clock in the morning.
Hall, which . adhered to -its—regular
firlces as per custom, broke at the
after hour.

Estimates tor Last Week
—Astor- (Loew's)—(lT012r- -35^55=85--

$1.10-$1.25) — 'Shanghai Gesture'
(UA) (2d wk). Is continuing a good
gait after finishing the first week
Wednesday night (31) at a strong
$23,500, close, to capacity..

Broadway (Disney) (1,895; 35-55-

'

75)—'Dumbo' (RKO-Disney) (12th-
final wk).- Closed Saturday (3), fol-
lowing an extremely profitable run,
with 'Fahtesia' (RKO-Disney) com-
ing back Saturday (10) for a re'um
engagement prior to its- general -ie-—
lease. Final week (12th), 'Dumbo*
got $15,000, good. ^

Capitol (Loew's) (4.620; 35-55-85-
S1.10-$1.25) — "Two-Faced Woman'
.(M-G). Opened, here Wednesday
(31) in time to cateh the New Year'g
eve trade and sterted ' out strong,
though just fairly good On Jan. 1-2.

Last week, ' Tarzan's Treasure'
(M-G) only moderate at under $25,-
000, considering it included Christ-
mas.

Criterion (Loew's) (1.062; 35-55-85-
$1.10) — 'Sundown' -(UA) (2d wk).
Started second stanza gingerly on
Thursday (1), following first week's
nab. of $30,000', very big tor this
house. Will continue here indefinitely.
Globe (Brandt) (1,11B0; 28-35-55)—

"Unholy Partners' (M-G) (2d wk).
Reached smart $18,000 last week,
is now doing well on its second, and'
will iJrobabbr'be held a third.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 28-35-44-55-

65-75)—'How Green Was My Valley?'
(20th) (2d nin>, singly. Doing good
here on second run, tollowing eight
weeks at Rivoli, and vilM be retelned
for nine days. OVer Christmas
week, 'Look Who's Laughing* (RKO)
Cist run) and 'All i Money Buy'
(RKO). (2d runi, $10,000, okay. •

Paramonnt (Par) (3,664; 35-55-85-
99)—'Louisiana Purchase' (Par) and,
on stage, Gerie Krupa, Dinah Shore,
others. Took off sensationally here
Wednesday (31), grossing record
day's take - ot $25,000, and will end
first week at new high for. house
under six years ot - present policy.
'Birth of Blues' (Par), plus Orrin
Tucker and Bonnie Baker, on the
third week, including^ Xmas, was
$48,000, very good, The front tor
this -week*.s' show Is attracting much
attention and is proj^ably a b.o.

asset
Badio City Masle HaU (Rockefel-

lers) (5,945; 44-65'«5-99-$1.65)—
"Babes ,on Broadway* (M-G) and
stageshow: Brought In Wednesday
(31), a. day 'ahead of "Kchedule and
'doing, a smash business. The final

six days oh seicond week ot 'Pulham'
(M^G) and the HaU's Christmas
stegeshow was a rousing $108,000.
BUIto (Mayer) (594; 28-44-55)—

'Mad. Doctor Market . Street' (U>.
Opened here Saturday (3). The sec-
ond week ot 'Wolf Man' (U). in-
cluding New Year's, was $8,000,-

whlle the initial stanza over Xmas
was a fine $11,500, .

BlvoU (UA) (2,092; 35-55-75-85-99)
-'Hellzapoppin' (U) (2d wk). Hold-
ing its. own satlsfactotlly after; first

'

week's $32,000, good. Continues
here indet. House front on picture
is one of the most effective in a long
time.
Boxy (20th) (5,886; 35-55-65-75-85)—'Remember the Dav' (20th) and

stageshow (2d wk). ^n up a ter-
rific $85,000 over Christmas week
and continues at a very strong .pace
with over $21,000 grossed on New
Year's Eve, when house charged a
top ot $1.65. Will stay here a third
stanza.

State (Loew's) (3,450; 28-44-55-75-
90-$1.10)—"Smilin* Through' (M-G)
(2d run) and, on vaude bill, Lucille
Ball. Desl Arnaz,-others. Started the
week out strongly Thursday (1),
while prior show ot 'Playmates'
(RKO) (1st run) and Ed Sullivan's
Dawn Patrol Revue, Benay Venuta,
Cross and Dunn, pushed itself to a
hangup $34,000. House jumped to
$1.10 for New Year's Eve.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 35-55-75-85-

99)—'Man Who Came to Dinner*
(WB) and Jimmy Dorsey band. Was
previewed 'Wednesday (31), -. and
with show four hours long that day,
gross was held down. However,
with Dorsey opening tollowing
morning (1), the take jumped, all

indications pointing, to a strong first

round. 'In Army Now* (WB) and
Will Osborne, here over the Yule-
tide, near to $40,000, oke.
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1942's
FIRST
BLESSED
EVENT!
Mickey and Judy in

"Babes on Broadway/ theif
biggest show yet, is a
howling success in

400 New Yearns

engagements from
Coast-tO'Coast!

Clear the calendar:

for Ofour hold-overl
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MR. & MRS. LEO WILL
KEEP 'EM ROLLING!

More! Morel More! "The Vanishing Virginian," the Surprise Triumph with Frank
Morgan, Kathryn Grayson • Ann Sothem, Red Skelton in "Panama Hattie" • Greer
pMsoii, Walter Pidgeon in "Mrs. Miniver" • Eleanor Powell, Red Skelton in "Ship
Ahoy" • Spencer Tracy, Hedy Lamarr, John Garfield in "Tortilla Flat" • Mickey Rooney,
Uwis Stone and all the folksm "T>e:CC>urtship ofAndy Hardy."And Morel Morel More!
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ManWho Came to Dinner
"Warner Bros, production And rcleaM.

Btara Belto Davia, Ann Sheridan and
Monty WooUoy: fenturea Jimmy Durante.
RIchanI Travis, BlUle Durke. ReRlnnld
Oardlner. Directed by William Kelsfilev.

Screenplay by Julius J. and Plilllp O.

Epstein, Irom stage Play by George S.

Kaufman and Moss Hart; camera, lony
Gaudlo: editor. Jack Kllllfcr; music, Fred-
•rick Hollander. nevlewnl at Strand,

N. Y., Jan. 1, I(l»2. Uunnlng time: lU
MINS.
MagKla Cutler Bctte Davis
lorraino Stieldon Ann Sheridan
Sheridan Whiteside Monty Woolley
Bert Jertenion Klehard Travis
Banjo Jimmy Durante
Mn. Ernest Stanley Blllle Burke
Beverly Carlton KoRlnald Oardlner
June .Stanley..'. Elisabeth Praser
Mr. Ernest Stanley Oram Mitchell

Dr. Bradley Qcorge Barbler
Mia rreen Mary WIckea
Mra. Gibbons Laura Hop« Crevrs
Richard Stanley Russell Arms
Harriet Ruth Vivian
John Edwin Stanley
Sarah • Betty Roadman
Sandy Charles Drake
Mr. GIbbona ...Chester C1u:o
Cosrtto Nanette Vallon
Radio Man John Rldgely

SON OF FURY
20lh Centuo'-Fbx release of Wllllarn

Perlberg production. Stara Tyrope Power,
features Gene Tlemey, Ocorgo Sanders,
Frances Fanner, Rwldy McUowall. John
t.'arradlne, Elsa Lanchcster, Harry Daven-
port, Dudley DIggcs. Directed by Johi.

Cromwell. Based on the novel, 'Benjamin
niake,* by Edison Marshall; adaptatloi).

Philip Dunne; editor, Walter Thompson;
photography, Arthur Miller. Tradertiown
In New York, Jan. 2, '42. Running time,

OR .MIN8.
Benjamin Blake...^ ..Tyrone Power
Bvo ft.Oeno Tlemey
Sir Arthur Bliiko George Sandeta
Isabel Frances Farmer
Benjamin (as a boy) Roddy MoDowall
Caleb Green John Carradlne

Bristol Isabel Elen iJinchrslcr

Amos Kidder Harry Davenport
Helena Kay Johnson
Pratt Dudley DIgges

"The Man Who Came to Dinner'
will come to the nation's screens as

one of the most welcome comedies
of the season. Throwing off the
HoUywooil temptation to revise the

script of successful BroatJway
legiter, with which Warner Bros,

was toying, 'Dinner' Is presented
substantially as nundreds of thou-
sands of legit theatregoers saw it at

the Music Box, N. Y., on tour with
numerous companies and in straw-
hats. With an unusually flne cast

and excellent direction by William
Kelghley, it's topnotch.

Grosses should be- extra- strong
wherever the film plays, although
they probably will not be quite as

high as the quality of the picture

would, indicate. That's because the
comedy gives the aura of being on
the sophisticated side, although it

actually' is not The humor is low-
down and solid enough for anyone to

get. Whether film audiences in the
sticks are hep to who jt Is George

—Kaafriian~and"TIIi)Sis"'Hart are ceOtI-

catufing in their characters—which
gives an extra fUlIp to those in -the

know—will really make little differ-

ence in- enjojrment derived.

Only detracting angle in the en-
fire flliA is slowness of the first

quarter. Portion in which the char-
acters are being built up, before the
.complications of the story, actually
Ibegin, Is overlong: Flood of funny
gags from the acidy tongue of Sheri-
dan 'Whiteside, 'The -Man,' . is ' not
enough -to keep It moving.' Cutting
of. those reels to' bring down the- 112-

minute -Tunning time would be judi-

cious. ^ •

Sujperb casting ana nifty work by
every-member of the company rates

plenty of breveting. Mtmfy Woolley
is .even better then Jie was in 'the

Broadway edition: as the bearded
lecturer-writer-radlo commentator
(WooUcott) who Is inveI«IM-4$>
ner at -a home.in a small, .Qblfl town
where he happens to 'bev.lecttirlng

and slips on the front steps. Injuring
his hip. He's coaflned to a wheel-
chair there for three 'Weeks--and,
with liis witty insults; doipine^ring
talk and' meddling in .the/affairs - of
his secretary and of the .unfortunate
fami^ with whom' he Is, staying,
brings havoc upon alL'

Bette Davis has, U anything, built

up h^r star stature by accepting the
secondary part of Woolley's secre-
tary. Role ,has been strengthened
slightly from .the legit version to
add to.the slim romance department.
It's to good effect. . Miss Davis falls

for a local' newspaperman, Richard
Travis. He's something of a new-
comer to the screen and a good bet
Ann Sheridan, the thhrd starring

name. Is a pip a; the beautiful and
hammy actress ihenace Imported by
Woolley to snatch his secretary's
love interest so he won't - lose her
services.

Jimmy Durante's out-of-breath,
rapid-fire foolishness earns laughs
aplenty in a short session in the
Harpo Marx role. All the stage
business Is .retained, including the
mummy case. Reginald Gardiner Is

also a giggle-grabber as another
Woolley friend (Noel role) who
comes a-visiting. Mary Wick'es, im'
ported from the Broadway produC'
lion with' good reason, is Woolley's
nurse who, after ministerhig to himj
decides to quit the profession and
go to work in a ipunitlons' factory.
Others who rate praise are Grant
Mitchell and Billie Burke, In whose
home the 'Man' is ensconced, and
George Barbler, the doctor.
Only changes that have been made

from the legit version are' to better
make use of the wider scope of the
screen. Even so, most of the action
tak^ place In the living room the
'Man' has taken over. Despite the
lack of acttial action, there's the im-

• presslon of movement most of the
way and the directorial touches of
Keighley, added to the load of
humor In the original script, makes
the 'Man" a welc6me guest any
where. Herb.

Miniatare Reviews

Produced on a lavish scale, this is

a romantic adventure-drama of box-

office merit based on the Edison

Marshall novel, 'Benjamin Blake,'

which enjoyed a good though not

outstanding sale. Backed by a cast

headed by Tyrone Power and Gene
Tierney, it will do good business or

better, in some engagements possibly

big.

Running time is a little long, 98

minutes, with some sequences sloW'^

ing the action down, but generally

the story commands rapt attention

and, on the whole, emerges as sound,

compelling entertainment The foot-

age backgrounded on an obscure
South Sea island for the purpose
of establishing Miss. Tierney as an
important factor in the story is long
probably .for that reason though it

needn't have been.

Laid in England during the reign

of King -George III, the story- is that
of Beiijamin Blake who undergoes
great hardships and reverses in an
attempt, ultimately successful, to

establish the birthright that had
been snatched from him nefariously
by a scheming uncle of the upper
crust ' However, on retaiiling title

to the fortune that was rightfully

his, he parcels it out to servants of
-tte-estate-and-others-ln-order-to-re--
turn to the tropic. -Isle where he
made himself Independently rich
from oyster pearls and. In the proc-
ess, met Miss Tierney, exotic na-
tive belle. .The picture ends on his
return there ahd by now Kiss Tier-
ney Is speaking fine English. Power
had played teacher during his sev-
eral-years on the Island fishing for
pearls and his native girl friend ap-
parently, learned awfully fast

Miss TIemeiy otherwise Is a good
fit for the- role of the duskey maiden
with thAse Soijth Sea eyes and cos-
tumes, .while Power is impressive In
every respect,. Including the swell
fist' fight he has with George Sand-
ers,' his cruel and scheming uncle.
The scrap Is amo'njg the best ever
screened.

Stress is laid on bhitallty In the
manner In which Power is -treated- as
a ,boy. and as a young man to point
up the -pathetic side of his 'earlier
life. Roddy . McDowell ' plays .the
iCnaxacter of Benjamin Blake as a

\ Scenes aboard a sailing ship from
which 'Power and -John Carradloe
escape in v order to search for the
fabled pearl beds of an island Car-
radine'had learned about, are pho-
tographed excellently. The same
flne grade of camera work figures
In the tropical Island sequence and
In scenes' localed in England.
Carradine, as a lowly sailor who

lalls under the sjpell of the Island
he has found and chooses to remain
there, gives his usual flne character
portrayal and possibly it Is a negligi-
ble oversight that he's wearing the
same striped sweater-shirt that he
.had when he arrived there years
before.
There Is virtually no comic relief.

It could have been used here and
there to flne advantage because of
the general heaviness of the action;

Playing the daughter of Sanders,
who again turn> in an excellent job,
Frances Farmer -c-ilts her lole well
and gives it as suc\ warmth as coultl
be permitted. Elsa Lanchester Is
tops In a short sequence .and others
providing good support are Harry
Davenport and Dudley Digges.
William. Perlberg has Invested the

picture with much production value
and John Cromwell's direction is a
decided asset Char.

"Man Who Came to Dinner*

(WB). Nifty screen version of

the Kaufman-Hart legit success

.should do big biz everywhere.

•Son of Fury' (20th). Adven-

ture drama, with romance, that

will be good to big at the box-

office. ,

Joe Smith, American' (M-G).

Okay supporting feature based

on anti-sabotage motif. Nabes
especially will like.it

'Joan of ParU' (RKO). " For-

eign stars Michele Morgan and
Paul Henried debut in this mild

meller.

'A Gentleman at Heart' (20).

Comedy romance of fair enter-

tainment value.

'Sing Tour Worries Away'
(RKO). Lightweight comedy
with music for duals.

'Toon; America' (20th-Fox).

Jane Withers starrer is a good
supporting ' dual, especially In

riu-al areas. ^
'Had Doctor of Msirket Street'

(U). Quickie mellef Tor lower
half of sidestreet bills.

'Mexican Spitfire at Sea'

(RKO). Lupe 'Velez and Leon
Errol in a woefully 'poor slap-

stick-comedyt'minor support for

dualers.

'Ships With .Wings' (UA-Brit-
Ish). Drama of British air and
sea power misses the mark due
to its over-length.

Klot Sqoad' (Mono). Con-
ventional crime doctor meller

__g!aKd_t.Pr_the .subsequents.

•BUly the , Kid's ;Boandnp'
(PRC). Buster Crabbe western
of fangular pattern.

'Don Wlnslow of the Navy'
(U). Timely serial,' with Don
Terry, which lends itself to ex-
tra kid biz. Worth featuring,

lione Star Law Men' (Mono).
Tom Keene, with an extren^ely
light infield, has no chance In a
very, ordinary western.

lA Majer T La Selva' (Argen-
tine).. Mediocre Indie for native
duals. -

(

'

(flenn Miller, Film Star

Hollywood, Jan. 4.

Glenn Miller will be given star-
ring status in his next, picture at
20th-Fox. Studio has assigned Stan-
ley Rauh to write an original story
around the bandleader.
Picture will be produced by Bryan

Foy.

Joe Smith, American
Metro rvleasa of Jack Chertok produC'

tlon. Stara Robert Toung;- features
Marsha Hunt Directed by Jack ' Chertok.
Scraenpjay by Allen RIvkIn based on maga-
zlno story by Paul Galileo; camera. Charlea
Lawton; editor, Elmo Venn. Tredeshown
In New York, Jan. 2, '42. Running time:
es 9IIN8.
Jo« Smitb Robert Toung
Mary Smith ......Marsha Hunt
Freddie Dunhlll Harvey Stephens
Johnny Smith i..DarTyl Hickman
Blake McKeUrlck ...Jonathan Halo
Sehrlcker Noel Madison
Mead Doii Costello
Conway Joseph Anttiony
Gua William Forrest
Mr. Edgenon Russell Uleks
P«'o Mark Danlela
Eddie William Tannen

This is strong supporting fodder
for duals. It's a timely anti-sabotage
production based on a skillfully
written Paul Gallico yarn, screen
scripted by Allen Rivkin and clev-
erly directed by Richard Thorpe,
Propaganda or not, It's potent drama,
well acted, suspenseful and moving.

Simplicity is one of the story^s
most telling qualities. It is ^about a
skilled aircraft worker who is

selected for special work on a bomb-

sight after being carefully ques-:
tioned by Government men.
After his first d^^s work, thfe

mechanic (Robert Young). Is kid-
naped by four mobsters and beaten
for hours In- an ^ort-to force him
to disclose -Inform^on 'about th6
bombsighi; In order-^to- withstand
the pounding 'Youn^ 4oses. himself In
memories of past go6d~ experiences.
Story of courtshiri marHa^, birth'
of his

' son; is told via flashbacks.
While being tortured he recalls the
pledge <)t allegiance to th'6 flag,, and
-the story of the great American who
said he was sorry he had but one
life to give for his country.
.IngetQous, also, is- the method by

whltm Young Is able to retrace the
road to the nouse In which he -was
held captive and aid (Sovemment
agents in bringing about the capture
of his country's enemies. ^

Cast In support is uniformly gopd.
Marsha Himt photographs . well, arid
Darryl Hickman, the juve who plays
Young's son and points up the lesson
that a secret must be kept regard-
less of the cost, is topnotch. Only
fault perhaps. Is that the torture
sequence becomes a little too grue-
some. - MoH.

JOAN OF PARIS
.

Hollywood, Jan. 4.
RKO raleasa of David Hempstead pro-

duction. Features Mlchelo Morgan. Paul
Henried. Thomas Mitchell. Directed by
Robert Stevenson. Screenplay by Charles
Bennett and Ellla St. Josephs from an
original by Jacques Thiory and Georges
Kcasel; camera, Russell Matty. Ttade-

HIN8
Running tlme^ M

Cost: Michel* Morgan, Paul Henried,
Thomaa Mitchell, Laird Cragar, May Bob-
son, Alex Granach Alan Ladd. Jack
Briggs, James Monks, Richard Fraaar,
George Cleveland, John AbbotL

Most important factors of 'Joan of
Paris' are the American ' screen
debuts of Michele Morgan and Paul
Henreld, two RKO foreign Impor-
tations, with each of the pair get-
ting away to flne start Story is one
of those counter-espionage tales of
escaping British flyers, - Gestapo
shadowing, and French underground.
Although Intriguing in first half It
gets repetitious in second section to
taper off with too mild a climax
without the generation of tragic note
intended. Picture needs plenty of
push to get through keys as top at-
traction although the public's present
war reaction might accelerate .be-
•yond moderate grosses.

Miss Morgan and Henreld are
definite assets to Hollywood feature
player group, .-"d both provide
sincere und si"- 'i've performances
that will catch : 2ntlon from pay-
ing customers .and assist in buildups.
•Director Robert Stevenson does

well to m^iptaln suspense In the
first part but cannot holtl up the
script deflclencles later. 'Joan of

Paris' details adventures of five

flyers In British bombing forces

parachuted In France. Headed by
Free French adherent, Henreld, the
gang scatter and rejoin In a Paris

church, Henreld enlists the aid of

a priest (Thomas Mitchell), falls In

love with the barmaid (Miss Mor-
gan), Is tailed by Gestapo, and flnally

makes contact - with British. Intelli-

gence to get. flyers out of country
anil back to England. Miss Mor-
gan assists without knowledge of

identity' at start and then patrioti-

cally steers Gestapo -chief on de-
tour to allow, flyers' escape; but pays
the flrlng squad penalty.
New cinematic romantic team Is

Introduced here, and both Miss Mor-
gan and Henreld demonstrate respec-

tive abilities to hold up future as-

signments to - maximum of story

capabilities. Support Is particularly

strong,, with' Thomas Mitchell ps the
priest; Laird Crega.r as Ostapo
chief; May Robsort as underground
director; and Alan Ladd as a young
flyer. Alfexander Granach scores

effectively as a shadowing Gestapo
agent assigned to , handle Henreld
during his meanderlngs around
Paris. Picture is well mounted in

all technical departments. Walt,

A Gentleman At Heart
20th Contury-Foi release of Walter

Morosco producUon. Featurea Cesar Ro-
mo*'0, Carole L4tndls, Milton Berle, J.

(^rrol Nalsh, Richard Dorr, Rosa Hobart.
Directed by Ray McCaray.- Story, Paul
Hervay Fox; adaptation, Lao Loeb and
Harold Buchnian; editor, J. Watson Webb;
photography, Ctuirlea Clarke. Tradcshown
In Near York, Jan. 2, •42. Running time,
el.'UINB. ;

Tony Miller Cesar Romero
Helen Mason.,.; Carole Lnndls
Lucky Cullen Milton Berle
Glgl J. Carrol Nalsh
Stewart Haines Richard Derr
Claire Barrlngton Roso Hobart
FInchley Jerome Cowan
Genius Ellsha Cook, Jr,

Appleby..,.' Francis Flerlot
Louie ...Chick Chandler

Ji. light comedy with romantic
', TjacElngiHar"wiirpleas«i"fiioderatay"

and probably ^prove likewise At the
boxofiiee. Should serve satisfactorily

as support on double bills or on
lesser runs .singly where pla^^g 'em
alone is the policy.

Cesar Romero and Carole Landis
are paired lor love Interest, while for
laugn chores the , cast' depends
largely on Milton Berle and J. Car-
roll Nalsh, both, of whom do the
utmost with the material given them.
Also they perform their comedy
roles for the greatest possible re-
stdts. Nalsh. Is particularly funny as
the painter of phbny pictures who's
extremely prtiud of bis work, actually
thinking himself better than the
masters he copies. Ellsha Cook, Jr.,

also gets some laughs as a starving,
wacky artist
The story, adapted to the screen

by Lee Loeb and Harold Buchman,
has some originality but at .'times
falters. It is generally slow ro-
mantically and sometimes also lags
on comedy sequences,
Romero owns a horse room and

Berle, working there, has gone Into
the hole' by playing^ the nags on the
side. He Inherits an art gallery of
questionable value but, being. In a
spot, turns it over to Romero in
order to get out of debt on the
races, Romero meanwhile -taking an
interest In painting In order to be
around Carole Landis. With busi-
ness bad, Romero and Berle hook up
with a clever copyist who neady
had put one over on them and then
they nearly get in trouble over an
auction, of a' phony masterpiece,
Ther.e are some novel twists for the
finish even If the last reel or so con-
tains some Implausible situations
and a few corny wisecracks.
Walter Morosco has given the

story modest producUon and the di-
rection by Ray McCarey Is com-
mensurate with the value of the ma-
terial he had to labor with.
In addition to Romero, Berle,

Naish and Miss Landis, the cast in-
cludes Richard Derr, who. ultimately
gets the filrl, and Rose Hobart, play-
ing a swmdler who palms off bogus
pamtings. Both are suitable, for
their comparatively unimportant as-
signments. Char.

Sing Your Worries Away
(MUSICAL)

RKO raleasa of Clllt Rvid Droductlon.
Features Bert Lahr, June Havoc, Buddy
Ebsen, Patay Kelly, Dorothy Lovett, Bam
Leveno, Margaret. Dumont, Alvlno Rey
Otch, King Sisters. Directed by Edward
Sutherland. Screenplay by Monte Brice;
atory. Edwin Gelsey, Charlea E, Roberta
based on« Idea by Charles 9. Belden; music
director, C, Bakalelnlkoft; camera, Frank
Redman; editor, Henry Berman; danca di-
rector, Val Raset; aongs, Mort Greene,
Harry Ravel. Tradeahown In New York,
Jan. 8. ''<1. Running time: 11 MIM8.
Chow Brawster Bert Lahr
Rocksoy Rochelle..,. June Havoc
Tommy Jones , Buddy Ebson
Bebo Patsy Kelly
Carol..^. Dorothy Lovett
Smiley Clark Sam Levene
Flo Faulkner Margaret Dumont
Oiosty Martin ..Morgan Conway
Oajlon Fortunio Bonanova
Luke Brown Don Barclay
First Henchman Russ Clark
Second Henchman Sammy Stein

and
Alvlno Rey Orchestra with King Sister*

This rather mild musical is des-
tined for the duals, with spotty busi-
ness indicated. It's a screwball yarn,
not overly eventful, with much of
the gagging familiar. It's a particu-
larly tough assignment for Bert
Lahr.

Hari'y Revel-Mort Greene songs
such as .'Sing Your Worries Away,'
'Cindy Lou McWilllams' and 'How
Do.You J:aJllnj40y£.'»:^pm(L/Blll3[L

good, though none Is of click poteB.
tialltles. King Sisters, sprig^v '

vocal quartet, are okav on appear
ancc, with their warbling moderatel
ly effective. Smallest of the girls
also dances, partnering once with
Buddy Ebsen, and photographs well
WIUi an abundance of comedy tal

enti Including Lahr, Patsy Kelly
Ebsen and Sam Levene, script has
provided little effective comedy tm~'
terial. Ebsen, who has but one hoof-'
ing number, was ostensibly intended
to be the romantic lead, Lahr also
has been given little opportunity
though he occasionally manages to
break through for laughs. One of
his outstanding bits is where he
stops to play a slot machine while
being chased by a couple of heavies,
June Havoc, as the stripper, has

been given unflattering, camera
treatment, while Levene is miscast
as the top mobster. Dorothy Lovett
femme lead, looks like a strong
future possibility.

.Alvino Rey orchestra provides'
consistently good back^ound music,
with one jam session where the skin
beater .goes berserk as a standout
Story has Lahr as a corny song-

writer and Miss Lovett as his cousin,

a nitery cigaret girl unaware of a
$3,000,000 inheritance. Levene plans
to worry Lahr into suicide, then Iq.

tends to marry the girl. Mori.

YOUNG AMERICA^
Hollywood, Jan. 4.

Twentieth Century-Fox release of Sol U.
Wurtzel production. Directed by Louis
King. Screenplay by Samuel G. .Bngel;
camera, Luclen Androlt. Running Time. .

It 'MINS.
, .Cast: Jane. Withers,.. Jano Dnrwell, Wil-
liam Tracy, Glen Roberta, Den Carter,
Irving Bacon. Tradeahown Hollywood.

The 4-H Clubs' rural activities as'

basic premise, 'Young America' pro-
ceeds to dovetail an abovo-average
tale around the ambitious youthful
farmers of this country.
Jane Withers is the motivating

factor. It's good Withers entertain-
'me'iit;~an'd'"'dne~forT3lenty-of-atten=-
tion In rural sections where 4^H
groups are better known' than in
metropolitan centers. Will groove
for usual Withers' support in the
keys, with strongest play In hinter-

land.
Samuel Ennel .lined up a .satlsta>

tory orlglnt^ script to display the
alms and -burposies. of the 4-H even
though he brings in several bn^mldle-;
situations' alone the line, tOa":
Withers Is daughter of a New Yoric
stock market operator, who retutus'
to family homestead in midwest U
spoiled .adolescent and through
puppy love romance, becomes In-
terested in 4-H activities, digging
In long enough to grab a prize lor
raising Hereford bull. Unusual dra-
matics are interjroven Including das-,
tardly deeds of young draft evader,
William .Tracy, and romantic con-
fliot with-'Lynne Roberts over affec-
tions -of Robert Cornell. But at
'fllllsh,^city, gal decides to remain on
the farm.'

'

Withers -is same efficient and per-
sonable youngster in the lead, ably
assisted. Beri- Carter and Louise
Beavers provide' basic comedy with
bickerings, and ' supporting cast is

well set up. Direction by Lnuis King
eenerates movement despite inclu-
sion of several episodes devoted to

4-H meetings and rallies. Waif.

Mad Doctor of Market St.

Universal release of Paul Malvern pr^
ductlon. Features Una Merkel. Lionel At-
will. Nat Pendleton, Clnlro DmM, Hardy
Albright^ and Anna Nagel. Directed by
Joseph Lewis. . Original screenplay, Al
Martin; camera, Jerry Ash; editor, Ralph
Dixon. Provlewed In Projection Room.
N. T., Jan. t, '42. Running time: M
3IIN9.
Aunt Margaret Una Merkel
Benson Lionel AtwIII
Hogan -Nat Pendleton
Patricia Claire Dodd
Jim ',.-. Richard DaTlcs
Dwight John Eldredgs
Mrs. Saundora Anne '>?sgel

William Baundera Hardy Albright
Cnrab Bay Mala
Elon... Noble Johnson
Tanao Roalnu GalU

This Is an obvious job of padding
to 60 minutes. Swell library ship-
board footage only serves to make
the plot so much more pallid by.

contrast Pic Is strictly a tail-ender.
It's a familiar melodramatic yam.

Quack doctor practices suspending
animation and then bringing people
to life again. He kiUs a man in the
process and escapes on a ship. The
ship Is sunk, survivors land on a
tropical' Island, the phoney doctor
impresses the natives with his

prowess and becomes a kind of king.

He makes one of the white gals

marry him and continues until he Is

shown up, at which point a plane

Blears and rescues everybody but

Number of players are very
capable, but handicapped by poor
material. Una Merkel plays a Dumb
Dora as one of the passengers, Lionel
AtwUl 'ls Uie viUaln, and Nat Pen-
dleton Is another of the passengers.
Claire Dodd, as one of the voyagers,
and Richard Davles, as steward, pro-

vide romantic Interest
Lines and situations are often

ludicrous. Add such stuff as a tribe

of South Sea Island natives who at

one moment can't talk English at

ell and a second later let out with

a schoolboy's idea of how an Indian

might talk.
Director Joseph Lewis does a W

of slick piloting. His principal

worry seems to have been how to

make the fllm run 60 minutes, but

actually fllm runs pretty fast con-.

_5idfirini_Plot Her5i_.
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Mexican Spitfire At Sea
ovn roleano of Cliff Bold production.

6Ur» ."•"Bud, y- Boueni. ZaSu Pllla.

?!!2^iS»v br Jeny C«d/, ChoriM BoUeris;

S^,h' Prtvlowcd In Projection Room,

tI; Jan! 2. "42. Running tlrao. 7fl

lliNS-,,,. Lupo vclPi

?„X Mntt
• }.•. LwnBrro.

lord EPP'"" ' ..'Buddy RrKm
o:.:,V:.r' ....ZaSu Pitts

?SSu Elisabeth niiidon

A""' Sf iKin'.' .Florence Botes
Mr.. Bolil«in.....

Marlon Morlln

'''^o5r„"npt .............
.

'eHIb Dunn
Mr- Si SJ-m" Harry Holmnn
jlr. B>ld«ln ymrtm Ijimont
Purser

This latest Lupe Velez starrer Is

a^wo-rceler padded out to 76

. minutes Production is chocktul

S^tMk two-reel comedy gags, all

liw r^Snizable. Mighty thin
- frS even on a secondary dual setup.

Out of the welter of overactin'?

and stuffy portrayals, main theme
'

an ad salesnian trying to land

an ad contract aboard a ship b^"rd

for Hawaii finally emerges. How-
ever the efforts of Lcoa Prrol to

helD his neohew by impersonatm>!

Lord Eppin^', who in some mysterl-
- iSs way Is Influential w th the pros-

—6Wtlve-advertisePr-ftimish-the-only-

hait-way amusing moments.

This basic idea is cluttered up

with a small-town femme thespian

trying to sell her play; most of the

St making faces at her and shout-

tog because told she is deaf; and

the usual bombastic comedy by Lupe
Velez and Errol. To bring the story

to a staggering conclusion, there is

that old ga? of a phoney alarm on

the boat*s sinking.

Miss Velez again Is the Mexican
Soitflre but given little to do. She i^

never well photographed. Errol

comes close to stealing what laurels

there arc by doubUng as the real

_iord.j;pBlofiandalso imoerson^^

him as a gag fiTfierpThe Snitflrc our
out of her marital difificulties.

Charlts ('Buddy') Rogers is the

Spltflre's nephew, wed to the Soit-

flre, It's possibly his most dismal

performance in pictures. Z?.Sm

. Pitts, as the smalltown thespian. is

SO' offkey in this production shes
hardly recognizable. Support js

eoually dull. Single exception is

Uarlon Martin, miscast in a minor

role. Her blonde beauty and charm
surmount even the blah carry'"<'s-on.

Wcor,

SHIPS WITH WINGS
(BBinSH-IMMDE)

London, Dec, 1.

. Qnlted Artists' rolessc of Eallns Studlos-

Ukbu) Bnlcon Production. Start Lcxlle

"Buhl, John' Clements, Jsne Bnxter. Dl
ncled by Sergei Nolbtindov. .Scr««nni:iy

Patrick Klrwnn. Auatln Molford. Dinm
Hoixan, Seriiel Nolbandov: music, aioffrcy
Wrirtl: lyrlcn. Diana Morsnn: nr^frr.
Uotz Greenbaum. Wllklo- Cooper, Roy Kol-
llne, Brie Crorj*. Naval Adviser, Lt. Com-
mander J. Hold, n.N. At Goumonr tt^-a

be, London. Running time. 140 MINS.
Ueutenant Stncey John Cleme-:!'
Vke-Admlml Wenlhorby I/e»r.e nnnki
Celta Wcothcrby Jane n^xter
Kty Gonlon " Ann Twltl
Oiplain Fairfax Basil Sydney
Papadolos Edward Cbnnmnn
Wtgner Huch Wllllnmn
Htldl Frank PettlnceU
Ueat. Oront Michael Wlldlnr
'Ueat Uexwell Michael Rennle
Omnin Air Marshall Cecil Parlicr
Commander Hood John Sti*nrt
OtnemI Scnrapn- Frank rcliler

This attempt to glorify the Fleet
Air Arm of the Royal Navy should
have an initial appeal. UnhaoDily
only about two-thirds of the film's
140 minutes are devoted to aerial and
naval sequences, the dearth the more
regrettable because in these all too
short shots the action rises to great
heights.

There's considerable suspense in
^log the great aircraft carrier Ark
Hoyal (so oft sunk by the Germans!)
bombed fore and aft, the resultant
two Jagged holes in her landing deck
spouting smoke and flames', seem-

^ [ugly death traps for any plane at-
tempttog a landing. But to drive
home the attack the planes must
come down to refuel and reload with
Mmbs, and down they come, one
alter another crashing into the blez-

|J>«
pits. Enough of them succeed in

nedge-hoppine
. the flaming gaps,

nowever, to take oft again and con-
ilnue the attack to a victorious con-
clusion.

Apart from this, the picture is top-
neavy with a commonplace romance.
Ulsmlssing the love story as of no
consequence, there's Tyneslde before
the war, where H.M.S. Invincible,
we first specially-designed aircraft

h^lll- launched. Thit Is
"> 1838. Hero is Lieut, Stacey (John
uements). a da.shing pilot who takes

St.? .without permission, re-
citing In a crash and the death of
Jj?.P«senger. He is eourtmartialpi'
jna dismissed from the service. He
nen Pilots a one-plane air line from
iS!.}5'and of PalmOS- In the eastern
5!2f"anean. The German-s have

'n'ested the place with their

In. J'
parties,' who start mlne-lay-

bS,.?'^''^^ *o trap H.M.S. ArVS planes. The dismissei^
lu,°i,8oes throunh a series of adven-
Uil « finally manages to warn
hi,

'ommander of the trap laid for

J.H-„„
Naval battle.? enisue. culmi-

8 W'th the hero fatally woundef"

h.^n'' 'ast volley .^mashin"

iiclaWv°' * ''"Pe dam, which in-
4HflMes4he-entlre-eBmraii- outfit and

brings the battle to a successful close
for the British.
Together with the preliminaries

and the cooperation of the Admiralty,
this film took nearly 18 months to
make, at a cost of something like
$600,000, and has a cast of exception-
ally competent players, all of them
creating most convincing types. But
it isn't the acting, but the aerial bat-
tle scenes that give one the requisite
thrills. These scenes, models aiid

otherwise, are terrifically realistic.

In the hands of a ruthless cutter,

this one might easily be reedited into

a fast-moving thriller that would
measure up well with anything of
the same sort so far turned out by
Hollywood. Jo'c.

RIOT SQUAD
(ONE SONG)

' Monoirrem releaso of Edward . Finney
production. Stars Richard Cromwell; fea-

luree Rita Qulgloy, John Mlljan, Mary
Ruth. Hubert Rawllnson. Directed by Ed-
ward Finney. Screenplay. C. C. Coon":
rnmers. Marcel Le Plcard; editor. Fred
D.iln. Reviewed at the Now York, N. Y..

Dec. 31. '41. Running time: DO JilNS.

Dr. Tom Richard Cromwell
aury :.RItii Qulgley
Grasj-'o ' John Mlljan
Uotty ; Mory Hulh
L'ollce Chief Herbert Rawllnson
Mrs. McOonlglo >rary Gordon
horber l Donrid—K-crr
Dan O'Connor Jack Smith
Lenny Richard Clarke
Frankle Noel Cravat
Butch Arthur Space
Sparky ...By Himself

Minor league crirte meller limited

to subsequent-runs. It's a familiar
yam revolving about an interne who.
becomes medico to racketeers in

order to avenge the mob's slaying
of a friendly police captain.
Richard Cromwell turns in a

standard performance as the M.D.
who works as police undercover
man.
Able support is provided by Her-

bert Rawllnson, John Mlljan, Mary
JSordon,—Jack—C...Smith—and—Rita
Quigley. Title is okay as a marquee
comeon, but only one final scene,

where riot squad is called out for
the chase, justifies the tag.

Mary Ruth, eight-year-old new-
comer, does not impress with in-

different material. She sings one
number, 'Endearing Young Charms,'
acceptably, self-accompanfed on the
piano. Mori.

Billy the Kid's Roundup
' PRC release of Slgmund Neufeld produc-
tion. Stars Uusler Crabbe: features At
St. John. Directed by Sherman Scott.

Soreenplny. Fred Mylon; camera. Jack
Qreenhnlgh. At Nov York. N. T.. Dec.
H, Running time: U .UINS.

Bltly Duster Crabbe
Fuiiy Al St. John
jcfT. Carleion Toung
Detty Joan Barclay
Vic ., Glenn Stmnge
Kd Charles King
Sherltf Slim Whitokor
Dan John Webster

Conventional wes'.ern geared for
nominal returns in situations using
this •type of product. This is the
story of the honest sheriff who's
rubbed out, the crooked deputy who
takes his place, and the three pals
who avenge their friend and do
right by the community in dispos-

ing of the villains.'

Crabbe photographs well and gives

a good account of himself in the
top assignment as a quick-shooting,
hard-ridmg sagebrush stalwart.

With it all is wrapped up a sub-
ordinate plot involving the freedom
of the press. Heavies try to put a
girl and an old man out of business by
wrecking the print shop, when the
publisher tries to oppose election of

croolced sheriff.

There's a bit of kidnaping, plenty

of 'brawling and enough of a story

to satisfy. Al St. John's comic antics

are only mild. Mori.

Winslow of the Navy
(SERIAL)

Universal release of Henry MacRae pro-
duction. Stan Don Terry; features John
l,ltel. Clnli-e Dwld. Anne Nngel. Walter
Snnde. Directed by Ray Taylor and Ford
fiecbe. Story and screent)lay. Paul Huston
and Griffin Jay; suggested by the news-
paper comic Hlrlp. nulliorcd by Lt. Com.
Frank V. Martlnck: camera. William Slck-

ner. Reviewed at Hie .Nebraska. Lincoln.

Neb., Dec. 20, '41. Running time, I* «U<S,
per ' episoile) ; 12 clinpters.

Winslow Don Terry
Pennington Walter Sonde
Merlin ..John Lltel

Splendor Wade Boteler

CIncus Samuel S. Hinds
Mercedes Clalro Dodd
Misty Anno Nagel
make Ben Taggnrt
Scorpion Kurt Hatch
Admiral Hertwrt Hawltnaon
Grady Dirk Thane

Striking a timely b.o. blow in the

serial field, Henry MacRae has pro-

duced a good bet for kid biz the

country over with his 'Don Winslow
of the Navy' under Universal

banner. It's drawn from the news-
paper advertture strip, lending many
tieup chances.
MacRae didn't spare the casting

calls either, and for one of the few
times in the history of serialization,

he has .tcreen-proven players In

nearly every slot. His lead is Don
Terry, who had a previous adventure

go at Columbia, but didn't stay. He's-

an aggressive, big guy and probably

fits the average juve's idea of Wins-
low to a split-hair.

It's in the other places that the

cast is made to count. Two femmes
are Claire Dodd and Anne Nagel, a

couple of lookers, and vets of this
leading lady-ingenUe business from
way back. John Litel. aide to the
spy ring chief; Wade Boteler, intel-
ligence specialist, and Samuel S.
Hinds, the main man of the fleet, are
all top-bracket character people.

If the story gets a little too much
for an adult to take at times, it's to
the discredit of the writing depart-
ment, not the players. Narration,
taken through 11 interruptions of a
week eceh.

*"—
'

''" —
ning mate. Walter Santie, chasing an
enemy spy rinj \,^. a c ,. ».-o'3i

the Pacific island of Tangita, and is

led by Kurt Hatch, who is made up
to look enough like a Jap to fit the
present international situation.
Ford Beebe' and Ray Taylor keep

the players busy all the time and
the pot boils in every chapter.
They've been, directing these action
pieces so long they can tell to the
second when a cut, or change of
pace is necessary to keep the kids
from moving back off the edge of
their seats.
Worth playing up tor additional

biz in any situation trafficking in
kids. Art.

LONE STAR LAW MEN
(WITH SONGS)

ductlon Stars Tom Keene. features Sugar
Dawn. Betty Miles, and Frank Ynconelll.
Directed by Robert Tansey. Screenplay.
Robert Gmmett. Frances Kavannugh;
comcm. RolHrt Cllne; editor. Fred Daln.
Reviewed at Colonial, Lincoln. Neb.. Dec.
Zl. '41. Running- time; H 3IIN8.
Tom Tom Keene
Lopez Frank Taconelll
Sucar Sugar Dawii
Betty ...Betty Miles
Brady Gene Alaace
Scott Glenn Strange
Dude Charles King
James . Fred Moose
Mason Stanlev Price
Red* Jamea Sheridan
Aco Reod Howes

Loose actioner is this Tom Keene
-western!— glaring —cast—weaknesses

holding it back, and one-take direc-

tion accenting the deficiencies all

around. Keene could be a consid-
erable b.o. factor if bandied prop-
erly, given better writing and better
company, because the youngsters
are evidently with him but can't
take the material.

He gets two assists only in this
hour of horse locomotion. One is

Frank Yaconelll, his range com-
panion, and Charles King; an estab-
lished heavy in this field. 'V'aconelli.

in fact, has one pretfy good bit of
musical biz, and he is the peg on
which all the singing is himg.

Story is of an outlaw-ridden bor-
der town. King's henchmen stop a
U. S. marshal, but Keene comes on
as his deputy and does the job. Uses
the time-worn ruse of joining the
mob to learn its secrets, but the boys
evidently haven't been keeping up
with action scripters, because it

works again.

High in the billing are two wom-
en—Betty Miles, the lead, and Sugar
Dawn, a juve. Neither adds a thing.
The youngster is a stick in front of
the camera, comes up late on ciie

and forgot lines. Art.

LOVE WANGA
HolTbcrg release of Independent ' produc-

tion. At Central. N. T.. Jan. 1-2. '42.

Running time, 01 MINB.'

This quickie meller about black
magic, zombies and a Love .Wanga
charm is amateurish in many re-
spects. Theme, that of a light-
complexioned colored West Indian
girl's desperate love for a white man,
might have been made into some-
thing, though doubtful it would have
received the Hays office seal, which
this holds.

Production is badly lighted, photo-
graphed, acted and directed. Sound
is so blurred many lines are barely
audible. Heroine, the West Indian
femme,' executes a cooch (which thp
Haysian censors have reduced to
little more than a distant flash) dur-
ing one of the voodoo rituals early
In the film. After that she dresses
up and tries to be a lady, with luke-
warm results.

Colored players are not too bad
but woefully lacking in need of di-
rection. This may help an indie in

building a double bill but his patrons
won't thank him. The sex bally is

submerged to the vanishing point on
the screen. Wcor.

La Mujer Y La Selva
(The Woman and the Jnncle')

(ARGENTINE-HADE)
(WITH SONGS)
Buenos Aires, Dec. 15.

Sur Film production and release. Features
Fanny Loy. Carloii Perelll. Nestor Doval.
Cora Farias. Hllde Lamar. Jose Purlcelll.

Tomas Cabral. Roberto Marin. Story. Lola
Pita Martinez. Directed by Jose A. Fer-
royra. Reviewed at Monumental. Buenos
Aires. Running time. 08 .U1N8.

First production by new studio,

'La Mujer y la Selva' ('The Woman
and the Jungle') is an unpretentious
effort that will have certain value as

a complementary or dual for Argen-
tine audiences but is unlikely to at-

tract any great attention elsewhere.
Film, directed by the veteran Jose

A. Ferreyra, was made with little

cash and inadequate technical re-

sources, and shows it.

Story tells of the owner of a small

Longer Features a Bredi for Shorts;

Dec. Briefies Perk in Quality

By BOKE WEAB
Qualttv of short features perked notably during December, and one and

two-reel product continued receiuinff a better break at the hands of numer-
ous exhibitors. Reason for additional usage toas the obvious desire of
theatres only to add enough screen tifne to make up a normally long pro-
pram and thereby obtain maximum tumooer. This was particularlv true

of longer features, of ujhich there were several on relcose, becatise exhibs
figured—rightlv—that o second feature would so lengthen their show
hundreds erf patrons would be lost because of delay in emptying the theatre.

With the U. S. entrance into World War II, there were additional patriotic

shorts with indications of many more to come in the next two months.
The outstanding 'extra attractions' during the month.

METBO :

' —:

'Strange Testament' (John Nesbitt

Passing Parade series; 10 mlns.).—

Treating some of world's strangest

wills and possibly the oddest of - ail-

that of the final testament of Charles

Lounsbury. Usual deft editing and

Nesbitt's flair for different treatment

is more thrilling than the actual
scene of the Wrights' first 'take-off.'

Editing by Tom Mead and Joe
O'Brien is terse, while narration by
Graham McNamee helps. They have
augmented Universal's library with
outstanding, seldom-seen clips from
the U. S. Army flies. These include

as-weU-as-his-brlsk-narrating-make
I

scenM made nf t l

it worth while.

'How to Hold Tour Husband

—

BmeV (Pete Smith Specialty; 10

mins.).—:Smith becomes an authority

on how to harm your husband in his
efforts to get ahead, citing three
outstanding examples. Done In typi.

cal, crisp style from a better script

by E. M. Adler.
'War Clonds in Faolflo' (Documen-

tary summation of Far East situa-

tion by National Film Board of Can-
ada; 21 mlns.).—Reviewed in 'Varie-
ty' Dec. 24, '41. 'Vivid closeup of the
problem confMnUng the Allies in the
Pacific. As timely as today's newsr
paper headlines and a strong addi-
tion to any program.

PABAHOUNT
'Bbythm la ike Baaks' (Miadcap

Models Puppetoon; 10 min3.>—
(Seorge Pal's remarkable puppetoon
characters depict a wooden soldier
army successfully fighting the
'screwball army.' Differs from usual
cartoons because Pal's, creations are
animated toys or dolls that come to
lite. Packed with originality, clever
twists and a moving plot, here is a
subject that will appease the exhlb
looking' for something different.

Stunt where Sleepy Jag is punished
by having to work with invisible
camouflage paint hits a peak when
he employs the pigment to wipe out
the enemy troops. •

•McohanlosI Monsters' (Superman
cartoon series; 10 mlns.)—^The news-
paper cartoon character comes to life

with vigor in this second in the new
series- being done by Max Fleischer.
This time Reporter Clark of the
Daily Planet battles a squad of me-
chanical giants, after changing to his
magic garb, and again rescues Lois.
Jammed with action and the same
implausibilities found in the news-
paper strip. Better work on the
human characters by Fleischer's
staff makes this an aoove-the-ordl-
nary entry.

BKO
'Oar Amcrioa at Warf (March of

Time. 18 mins.).—Although rushed
out in record time after the U. S. en-
tered the war, this M. of T. short
feature is one of the best In many
months. Draws a vivid parallel be-
tween the united national effort of
this coimtry during World War I and
America's stupendous effort in the
present conflict It contrasts perti-
nent highlights of that war 25 year;
ago. especially steps which led to
U. S. entrance into it, and today's
mobilization. Film tends to dispel
much of the natural apprehension
which accompanies the first few
weeks of any war. Obviously timely
for theatre' patrons just now.

DNIVEBSAL
'Cavalcade of Aviation' (Special;

21 mins.).—Public consciousness of
the Important role which military
aviation is playing at the battle
fronts heightens interest and box-
office value of this carefully edited
camera symposium of newsreel shots
showing development of aviation
since the Wright Brothers first flew
their plane at Kitty Hawk. In fact,

no other single view in the featurette

wood-cutting camp up in the north-
ern, remote section of Mlslones. He
goes to a nearby town to sell his
wood and get . cash to pay the rent
for his land. Naturally he stops
around at the local grogshop, falls

for a canary Introduced by the
heavy, and decides to try his luck
with the little white ball. The rou-
lette's fixed and he loses all. An-
other woman persuades him to take
revenge and he kidnaps the singer,
taking her to his jungle camp . She
reforms, jiowever, saves him from
the cops by saying she went volun-
tarily, and finally clinches all by sell-

ing her jools to start a new timber-
yard.

Fanny Loy, In the leading femme
role, does pretty well with two
tangos, considering the poor sound
throughout. She needs more experi-
ence. Carlos Perelll Is mediocre,
and so are rest of cast. Aay.

Squadron in Fra: • during World
War 1, showing Ecie Rickenbacker
and other U. S. aces.

Prophetic of martial events to
come is - a screen discourse by the
late Captain 'BUly' Mltehell, whose
zealous work for army aviation was
the cause of friction between him
and superiors. He calls the turn of
events in no uncertein terms.

Interesting also is that portion de-
voted to freak and experimental
aerial contraptions and th^ir ludi-
crous, although sometimes fatal, per-
formances. Heroes of distance
Ing return to the screen. ExplMts
of Commander Byrd, CHiamberlain,
Lindbergh, Amelia Earhart, Ruth
Elder and Ruth Nlcholls are hi^-
lighted.
For thrills there is a recap of some

of aviation's worst air tragedies,
topped by the sensational scenes of
the explosion and destruction of the
Hindenburg, at Lakehhurst. Also the
last photograph of Wiley Post and
Will Rogers alongside their ill-fated
plane.
On the whole, it's a fascinating

factual film, suitable
. for first-run

showings everywhe;?, and reveals
smart showmanship in preparation
and delivery.

'rea4sefal Qaebee at War' (Popular
'Variety View; 9 mlns.).—With war
shadows dver Canada, this intriguinji
Tom Mead production showing, how
Quebec still carries on with its lum-
bering, everyday chores and at play
is above par.' Nice camera job in
rich sepia enhances the scenes. Sand
skiing along . a sandy beach neair

'

Quebec adds a novel touch.
'Jaok Teagarden and Orchcsin'

(Personality and Naiiie-Band Musi-
cal; 18 mins.).—Incorporating the
various' football bowl gridiron at-
mosphere in the' introductory mon-
tage. Band Is slick, with supporting
artists generally okay, Teagaiden
organization having a recent advance
buildup because appearing in 'Birth
of the Blues.' Best supporting artists
ere the Crackerjacks, novel slngmg
and toy instrumental quartet, ana
Jack Hacker anil partner, eccentric
dancers. Bit topheavy on -warbling,
but that's not noticed because of
swift direction.
Hsmyard Steam Boggy' (Stranger

Than Fictian; 6 mlns.).—Xenia, Ohio,
farmer who transformed an old Jal-
lopy into a steam-driven auto tops
list of five subjects in this better
than usual Oddities subject Other
outstanding one is on E, E. Albright
another farmer, who aids national
defense by catohing spiders, its wehs
being employed on telescopic gun
sights.

WABNEB BBOS.
The Brave LItUe Bat' (Merxle

Melodies, in color; 7 mins.).—Takes
one of Leon Schlesinger's cartoon
characters, Mouse Sniffles, into an
adventure with a cat in an old winil-
miU. Sniffles' rescuer Is the bat, a
talkative kid character. Neatly ani-
mated, incorporating oiiglna|lty and
excellent voice.

Carl Hoff and Oroheatra' (Melody
Masters subject; 10 mins.).—Nicely
mounted liand one-reeler, with per-
sonnel of band making it solid. Such
numbers as 'I Could Use a Dream,'
'Dark Eyes,' 'I Know That You
Know' and 'When Ifuba Plays the
Rhumba on the Tuba' are Included.
'Monsters af the Deep' (Broadway

Brevities; 20 mins.).—Proves that
there is something new in a fishing
short. Michael Lerner, veteran an-
gler of U. S., takes a fishing junket
along the coast of Peru and Chile to
match his skill against the strength
of giant broadblU swordfish. Deft
photography wrapped up in this ex-
citing fisherman's venture. Outstand-
ing is superb underwater camera
work used to show a fight between
an octopus and another underseas
klUer.

'imXE PINES' POITDA
Hollywood, Jan. 4.

Henry Fonda draws the top male
spot In 'Utile Pinks,', first production
by Damon Runyon at RKO.
Femme lead and starting date are

still unannounced.
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From Universal

in 1941-42

I

With Priscilia tqne ondf

Robert Cummings starring.

Mr. Hitchcock, noted for $us-

^^^^^^^^^^^^^
pense music:! jf t

a picture of sabotage in

America This is a Fronlc

Lloyd Productions^ Inc., pic-

ture; Jack H. Skirball is the

• associate producer.

i

S''^ >./v- >

f^«4 -

From Universal

in 1941-42

er

The incomparable excel-

lence that characterizes all

Wonger productions will

gleam from his "Eagle

Squadron/' a topical drama,

of human adventure, the

girls and the men in the R.A. F.

fighting unit composed en-

tirely of Americans. Screen-

ploy is by Norman Reilly

Roine from the Cosmopoli-

tan Magazine story by C. F.

Forrester, to be filmed by
WalterWonger Productions,

Inc., for Universal release.
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From Universal

in 1941-42

Irene Dunne is the star of

Mr. La Cava's production

for Universal, entitled ten-

tatively, "Sheltered Lady/'

which will be produced and

directed by Mr. La Cavd«

. i

Two more pictures wtilch

Mr. Lloyd wilt produ<i» for

' Universof are "The SpoHers"

ond "River Lody/' MorlWe

Dietrich, Randolph Scoff- otid

John Wayne are storred in

"TheSpoilers/'theRex Beach

novet which Ray Enrrght will

direct with Lee, Marcus tks

associate proflucefr Mr*

iToyd'^ltT-'^I^^S^i^p^
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H'wood Talent Headache
=Contlnucd from pace 5;

brought them to Culver City, and
through an elimination process ex-

tracted the chaff from the wheat. Not
alone was this done in the acting

ranks but also in the creative pro-

duction ranks. Metro has more pro-

ducers on its payroll than any three

other companies in the business. All

ot them are not actively engaged.
Many of them are in the 'apprentice'

stage, and should one or another fall

by the wayside there is always some-
one on hand to replace him, having
a knowledge of Metro type, style and
method ot production.

Same goes for directors and dialog
directors. There's always another
fellow around to replace the fellow
who has slipped or left the fold. It's

the same with writers. The studio

for a number of years has had the

apprentice writer, who seldom hits

the screen—as far as credit title is

concerned—but. whose ideas and
work finds _iUelf_ sometimes incor-

porated into scripts that are turned
out by the senior or screen credit

group of writers on the lot.

That's the company's thought in

having and training new talent.

Though overhead is costly for this

experiment, that It has proved prof-

itable is best illustrated In the fact

that when potent stars are slipping

or ready for the trip off the payroll
suddenly new stars are sprung and

• Jmmediately-click~to~the point of al-

most equally having the same credit-

ability at the boxofflce as did those,

of the fading ^e, even, at the zenith
of their careers.

' Lana, Hedy and .Others

Most outstanding has been the
quick rise to the front of Lana Tur-
ner in the past year or so. The
moulding of Hedy Lamarr Into star
calibre; likewise Greer Garsoh, Judy

. Garland, Ann Sothem, Robert Taylor
and.Mickey Rooney. Wallace Beery,
who was deemed through' a number
ot years ago, was taken by Irving
Thalberg,

' kept under wraps and
when the proper vehicle came along
was again boosted to star rank and
has remained in it since,

Lew Ayres, who was figured passe
when he left Universal, and who
tried directhig after he was garnered
by Mietro, today Is top among its

featured players, with his earnings
on a- par with what they were at
the top rung of his starring career.
Other companies, ot course, not

having an exchequer as heavy as
Metro, naturally could not do the
same thing. They are still flounder-
ing around trying to see just how
they can be lucky enough to click
with a star overnight They have
neither the resources nor facilities
to gradually bring them to the fore,

WB Ballyhooers Have
Done the Trick for Some
Warners has been fairly lucky in

synthetic development of stars. Out-
side ot Bette Davis, whom they took
over and developed after Universal
could not see ability and acting value
In her, they have put most of them
over via the publicity and explolta
tlon route. Errol Flynn today Is
considered their top - ranker. His
acting ability Is none too Important
but expert pubUclty .treatment has
put him right on top. It's a case of
believing what one hears and reads,
and not ot critically analyzing what
one sees on the screen.

Another ot the pubUclty-made
wars on that lot is Ann Sheridan.
It was Just a gag, 'Oomph Girl,' that
brought her to the fore. She was
not cast in Important parts—nothing
that would tax her ability, GraHually
the WB space-and-plcture grabbers
made her more and more important
until finally the company found that
her popularity was of such magni-
tude, regardless ot her hlstronlc
range, that 6he hit the star rung and
Is going strong.. Of course, the studio
was shre\vd enough to surround her
with talent and name power as well
that would carry the picture and,
at the same time, not detract from
the synthetic importance the pub-
licity purveyors had given her.

) Bnlldlng With Bally

Notwithstanding, Warners has no
great galaxy of star power, but de-
pends on selling pictures that might
be minus name value through ex-
ploitation and publicity. Pictures
that might have been just so-so
were made Important coin getters by
pre-buildup and premiere trips. Their
gross went skyrocketing as result of
these feats. Most recent stunt in
that respect was "Navy Blues Sex-
tette,' a bunch of stock girls sent or.

totir with Immense exploitation and

publicity buildup that carried a pic-

ture which otherwise might have
been unnotlceable from the gros?

viewpoint.

At 20th-Fox, that studio too has

been trying with outstanding re-

sults accomplished in bringing to

the tore Betty Grable, Carmen Mi-

randa and Gene Tierney. Former
did 'not seem to get anywhere in

working around at various studios

until Darryl Zanuck grabbed her,

started moulding her along glamour

lines, and managed to swing her into

star class through the musical route.

With the Tierney girl, a newcomer
to Hollywood, 20th clicked quickly

and put her over by gradual stages

so that now she is in the star class.

Some bad notices, however, as the

result of appearances In 'Sundown'

and 'Shanghai Gesture', for which
she was borrowed by indie producers

Walter Wanger and Arnold Press-

burgeir, respectively, show she was
pushed tbo'fastrHer'career probably
will suffer as a result. Nursing her
along slowly to give her more ex-
perience before throwing her into

heavily-demanding roles would ob-.

viously have been better procedure
tor both Miss Tierney and the studio.

Carmen Miranda is what can be
typed as a vogue star, Zanuck
gave her a chance and today she
spells boxofflce. If kept In right type
of vehicles she can pay dividends to

20th for some time to come.
.

On the male end, 20th has not been
so fortunate. Studio still relies on
Tyrone Power as its topriotcher, but
is attempting io now put over Victor
Mature, whose contract Fox took
over from Hal Roach. For majority
ot its major pictures, 20tb has been
compelled to go Into freelance ranks
tor names,, or to borrow from other
companies.

Par Hnally Discovers

B.O. Hope in the Bob
Paramount, though showing marked

improvement in quality of- product,
has not during the past year come
through with any flash sensation. It

finally discovered that Bob Hope was
its sleeper and took advantage of
the fact Hope, however, had not
t>een taken so seriously by the studio,
as it was just using him, but when
he began clicking on the radio, and
through personal appearances- with
the flood ot publicity that accrued.
Paramount went to work and started
building him. 'Caught in the Draft'
proved his value at the b.o. as' one
of the top grossers for the company
6n the year.

Dorothy Lamour, due to lack of
star names, was given more attention
by the company with concentration
being used heavily to push Mary
Martin to' the fore in the femme con-
tingent the lot has to hea^ its pic-
tures.

years ago and proves a great itlmu-

lus for recognition of the company
product by the exhlbs. Here, too,

Judy Canova was built up to star-

ring proportions by the Herb Yates

outfit

HKO, on the other hand, has

nothing to show. Its starring lineup

is negligible, with the studio depend-

ing mostly on talent that it gets on

single picture deals to head its casts.

Therefore, with all of the new
talent development that the indus-

try has had in past five years in

respect to the amount ot pictures It

must turn out lor exbibs require-

ment, the progress in stellar new
faces is very, very small It's going

to remain that way, too, unless the

studios devise means for steadily

bringing into the business capable

new talent which, after reasonable

experience, can be elevated to the

top rung.

Fear and dread ot selling force,

and exhib disapproval of taking

chances, has stymied virtually all

the studios so far as bringing worth-
while and capable new talent to the

fore in casting.

Bare Horizon for Par

However, as to having something
up its sleeve in new talent and with
Stirling Hayden having thrown up
the sponge after two pictures, studio
does not have any talent on the
horizon that could step into the
star bracket either overnight or
through gradual stages. This com-
pany, with its importance coming
back, would benefit greatly if it

looks forward to a selling season a
year or two away. It has one of
the most astute talent pickers in
Rufus Le Malre In the executive
personnel, but as yet he has not
been given full authority by B. G.
de Sylva to go out in search of new
material. .

Abbott and CostcUo of Conrm

Universal has brought through a
corking combination In Abbott and
Costello in the past year.' They have
proved a gold mine to the company.
It may still have Deanna Durbin,
though now under suspension, to
bank on for b.o. prestige, but out-
side of that must depend mostly on
the freelance market for its stellar

top picture names.
Columbia, throu^ a whirlwind

exploitation and publicity cam'
paign, thrust Rita Hayworth on the
star horizon with one picture and
again, like Universal, depends on
the outside market and borrowing
of its alent

Republic Very Yippee;

Autry in Tom Mix League
Republic also has done a yeoman

job. It has specialized on the west-
em end mostly and brought to the
fore a trio received most respon-
slvely at the boxofflce—Gene Autry,
Roy Rogers and Don Barry. Autiy
1b, on a par with Tom Mix of 20

BKO Hu Nothing en the Horlaon
|

A Couple ot Sleepers

Best lllQstratlon along these lines

was a numl>er ot years ago at Para-

mount Studio had two actors, Cary
Grant and Randolph Scott Both of

them were figured strictly outdoor,

or 'B' type players. Front office

would just, not consider them for

anything important. It took .other

studios, after they left Par fold, to

find their value as leading men. To-

day they,are both recognized as out-

standing stars, with Grai^t one of the

highest paid in the industry. There
were many similar cases In the busi-

ness, with studios just not prepared
to take a chance. It took Universal,

with one picture, to make Metro
realize the worth and value ot James
Stewart At Columbia, Clark Gable
was established, as well as many
other players on loan irom major
lots to the Gower Street plant At
the time that Gable was \ised, Co-
lumbia was known as the peniten-

tiary' or punishment base for play-

ers who thought they were not get-

ting the breaks they should at their

home studio.
'

Seemingly Money's Not
JBverything to Legiters

Many people who have had star

value' on Broadway, have come into

the Hollywood fold from time to

time to" moke a couple of pictures.

These, were all brought on for their

histriphic ability and Broadway
value. Most of them have gone
back. Hollywood does not seem to

have the formula for weaning these
people away from the stage per-

manently.
Seemingly it's not -coin that counts

with these players, tor the Holly-

wood Income is far in excess to

what they could earn in stage work,
but these discriminating troupers
seemingly feel they know what will

fit them and what would not and
rather than take the chances ot be-
ing pushed into this, that and the
other type of stories, they return to

Broadway where, at least they have
some voice if they feel the vehicle

is not to their best Interest.

Hollywood now has the consent
decree method of selling its product.

No longer does' the major field sell

it in block. It sells small packages.

The packages must be complete and
shown before they are sold. Con-
sequently, It is time for Hollywood
to take the gamble.

' If it knows that it has something
good to cast and sell it should do so,

then it will find that the exhib and
sales organization, should this or
that new player display what they
feel is b.o. value of more than ordi-

nary calibre, wlU get in back Dt it

and sell the names as strongly as
they have those who have been es-

tablished for many years, and on
which the studios and distributors

have been banking to carry their

product In the bulk-selling days.
That's Hollywood's problem today

and it should take adavantage ot It
for year 'by year the top rungers
will start fading from the horizon
one way or another and re-
placements must be on hand that
will match their draw power.

STORY BUYS
Hollywood, Jan. 4.

Warners purchased 'Everybody
Comes to Ricks,' by Murray Burnett
and Joan Allison.
20th-Fox bought "Campui In the

Clouds,' magazine yam by George
Kent
Lloyd Nolan acquired film rights

to 'Save Me the Stm,' novel by Has-
solt Davis.

Show Biz Mobilizing
|

^CoBtlnved from paf• Ss^=^=^^^s^^^^J|
successful writing-producing direct-

ing partnership with Frank Capra to

go to England and serve as .public

relations counsel, to the British Min-
istry ot Information on matters per-

taining to the United States. He's

now back in this country and has a

new Metro writing-producing pact
after a fling in Hollywood he hopes

to take an assignment with one
.
of

the U. S. propaganda or public rela-

tions services.

Garson Kanln was drafted and
then released from, the Army when
it discharged those over. 28. In-

stead of returning to ' Hollywood,

he is serving as $l-a-year consultant

producer and director in the Office

ot Emergency Management Film
Unit, making civilian defense pic-

tures.
"

Taking a part in the defense pic-

tures recently, incidentally, have
been Katharine Hepburn and Orson
Welles, who delivered commenr
.tatles...-jir-hJLl.e cuixently writing

scenarios are George S. Kaufman,
Ben Hecht Lillian Hellman, Clifford

Odets and Maxwell Anderson. Mel-
vyn Douglas and Burgess Meredith
are also contributing work on the
fllms.

John Ford has taken up duties as

Lieutenant Commander in the Naval
Reserve and has been assigned to

the Office of Coordinator ot Infor-

mation (CoL William J. Donovan),
making highly-secret flIm&~ On his

staff are Cameraman Gregg Toland
and a flock ot less-well-known but
equally z e a 1 6 u s Hollywoodites.
Ct^T& has also given up. Hollywood
and gone to Washington, although
what hell do Isn't certain just yet
Jimmy Roosevelt and Douglas

Fairbanks, Jr., are others who had
reserve commlsalons in the armed
forces and went on active duty.
Darryl F. Zanuck Is combining his

work at 20th Century-Fox with his

post of Lieutenant Colonel in the
Signal Corps and Is In charge ot

Hollywood's at-cost production ot

Army training fllms.
'

In the Draft
Then there are the large number

of boys within draft age who have
felt the hand of conscription and are
doing their parts In the ranks. Many
ot the HoUywoodltes are at Fort
Monmouth, N. J., helping In'produc-
tlon of the Signal Corps' output ot
training pictures. Some, like Jimmy
Stewart, are serving as soldiers in

the field army. Stewart just won a
commission as a lieutenant
Others, like Ezra Stone, are fight-

ing an uphill battle in the ranks,
against not too cooperative military
old-timers, to stage entertainment
for soldiers. Pvt Stone Is attached
to the Morale Branch of the Second
Corps Area at Governor's Island,

N. v., and has staged a number of

shows, among them 'Brother Rat,'

which toured the entire corps area.

Not to be forgotten in the morale
category, too, are men like Abe
Lastfogel, who has virtually put
aside his business as general man-
ager of the William Morris office to

devote full time to directing USO-
Camp Shows, Inc. Let alone the
performers, who are mating contri-
butions by accepting far less money
to work on the camp show circuits

than they , could get otherwise, are
men who are giving part ot their

time free to CSL They include
Eddie Dowling, A. J, Balaban, Oscar
Doob, Hal Home, Jesse Kayej BUI
Howard, Sidney Plermont, Harry
Kalchelm, Harry ' Mayer, various
union heads and the entire board ot
directors.

Name Bands, Too
Making a great contribution to the

camp shows, incidentally, are the
country's name bands. All of them
are volunteering their services and
many are even paying their own
transportation. Among those booked
for the first two weeks in January
are Xavler Cugat, Jan Savitt Abe
Lyman, Frankle -Masters, Tommy
Tucker, Dick Stabile, Hudson De
Lange, Bob Chester, Al Donohue,
Dolly Dawn, Charles Splvak, Carl
Hoff, Claude ThornhUl, CecU Golly,
Teddy Powell, Tony Pastor, Mai
Hallett, Count Basle, Will Bradley,
Earl Hines, Ina Rsiy Hutton and
Clyde Lucas. Many other, bands
have donated their services on vari-
ous Government radio shows.
Not to be. forgotten in the camp

shows picture is Billy Rose, whose
energies in obtaining trucks and
staging the first mobile show last

Eimimer turned the trick that led to

a whole season of ^uch mobile en-
tertainment for soldiers.
- Hollywood's contribution to enter-
tainment of the servicemen Is also
distinguished. Edward Arnold, as
prez ot Screen Actors Guild, has
given unceasingly ot his time, as

have John Lee, Laurence Beilenson,
Kenneth Thomson and othen!
There's also that large group o{
film performers, too, who all duT>
Ing the summer made trips to Foit
.Ord and other nearby and not-so,
nearby camps to help bring cheer
and boost morale.

Chloago Pitches In

Chicago likewise is making a con-,

tributlon to the entertainment of
Uncle - Sam's nephews in khakL
There a: Defense Recreation Com-
mittee Is' getting together units for
the camp circuit and is also -mak-
ing it possible for boys to come into

town to be entertained free at thea-

tres and restaurants. Chairmail «{
the committee is- James Coston, of
Warner Bros. He's assisted by Hal
Halperin, of 'Variety,' and John
Balaban (& Katz). Ed Silverman,
of Essaness, is secretary-treasurer,

Chi committee is, in fact, pat<

terned partially alter New York's
Defense Recreation Committee,
which provides access to fllms and
legiters to soldiers and sailors. John
Golden had much to do with or-

ganization of that enterprise.

Another contributing show busi-

ness contingent is to be found in.
the Office of the Coordinator of In-

ter-American Affairs, headed by
Nelson Rockefeller. Dollar-a-year-

Ites include John Hay Whitney, who
heads tiie film division; Kenned
MaCgowan, whose producer pact

with SOtb-Fox Is in :obeyance while

he. heads production for the Rocke-

feller group; Don Francisco, who
quit Ijord & Thomas to head the

communications section; Merlin H.

Aylesworth, who is in charge ot

radio, and a number of others.

Disney's OK Goodwill

Walt Disney made a tour ot Latin

America under Rockefeller commit-

tee auspices and did the best job

ot goodwill building of any ot the

official or semi-official tourists who
went down there.

Playing an important part in the

Government's other propaganda

service, the Office .of the Coordinator

ot Information, is Robert Sherwood.

His task is a bit of mystery, bti^

among other things during the ^ear.

It was learned he had an important

hand In the drafting of the Pres-

ident's speeches.

Public relations men are also 4<>-

ing their part Lynn Farnol, former

United Artists and Samuel Goldnyn
publicity-advertising chief, won »

commission as Captain in the All

Corps and is now in charge ot pub-

lic relations for most of the Atlantic

seaboard. Russell Birdwell allowed

his New York and Hollywood of-

fices to get along as best they could

while he went to England for a

personal look-see. Howard Dletz,

Metro's publicity-advertising head,

is in charge of production of the

Treasury Hour radio show.

Various Government ether enter-

tainments—with the time donated by

conunercial sponsors—drew virtually

all ot the top names of show busi-

ness. Jack Benny, Edgar Bergen,

Bob Hope, Bing Crosby, Kate Smith,

Burgess Meredith, Fred Allen and

a hundred others all did their part.

Also ranking high among those

who have given of their effort and

talent in. the U. S. defense—and now

war—effort Is Irving Berlin. Tunes

such -as 'God 'Bless America' and

'Any Bonds Today,' on which he

hasn't accepted a cent of royalty,

are both inspirational and practical

in their effect

Legit, too, has played Its part,

with such stagecrafters as Gertrude

Lawrence, Helen Hayes, Rachel

Crothers, Ben Hecht and CharlK

MacArthur; Brock Pemberton and

many others contributing services

to Fight for Freedom and the

American Theatre Wing of the Brit-

ish War Relief, now the American

Theatre Wing for service to the

United States' own war sufferers.

Show business in America, always

to the tore In an emergency, proved

again Its potent force in national

service.

Hogon Shows the Way
Hollywood, Jan. 4.

James Hogan draws the director

chore on the next BHery Que«»

whodunit to be produced by Lany

Darmour for Columbia release. W**

ture Is The Good Samaritan,' based

on a radio story.

William Gargan and Margarn

Lindsay are cast for the top role*.
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ETERNAL CRY FOR TOIW FACES'

(>>me Floodf Famine, Fire or War, and B.O. Drops, Up Comes the Same
Old Chorus: *Give Us New Faces

By Al Altman
(Af-G-M Etsstem Talent SpecialMY

qjEW FACES.'

Let there be a war, a drought,

. flood, a depression or just an un-

J^iSaMe drop at the boxoHice

ftom exhibitors across the land

SSiM the cry: 'NEW FACES. Busi--

ness Is bad. What we need io fix

S up 13 NEW FACES.'

With all due respect to present

fliarquee highlights, If ihere were

twice the number of mazda per-

MnaUtles as we now have, there

sUll wouldn't be enough on the

honor rolls. It's axiomatic that there

are Just never enough b.o. names

to go around. And the talent situa-

tion, never easy, is now complicated

by the inexorable fact that tried

and true sources of picture talent

Just aren't what they used to be.

Speaking of New Faces, I've made
screen tests for Metro of Eskimos^

Voodoo witch dancers, Gypsy dance

queens, fencing champs, swimmers,

skaters, hundreds, of vaude spe-

dalUes and A. A. Trimble, the map
salesman with the voice and face

ol WIU Rogers. New Faces all, with

valuable and spicy contributions to

make.

But an industry making more than

40O pictures a year, while welcom-

Inj specialties, is concerned prl-

ma^rlly with Ending and developing

youthful, romantic personalities of

po'tehtlal starring caliber—ingenues.

Juveniles and leading men and

women.

Broadway the Ponntftin-Head

Principal source of this type of

talent has. been Broadway. True,

many of Hollywood's stars have had
little or no actual training on the

stage, but a glance at the studio

rosters will iihow that the majority

of established stars and featured

players are legit-bred. Recruited

from Broadway, they brought to pic-

tures the experience of years of

inraping before all kinds of audi-
tiats. Is this type player still

available to pictures?
' Before trying to answer that ques-
tion, Td like to take you back-
not to the old, old days, but just 15

years agtf. In 1926, when we opened
U-G-lTs New York Ulent office,

pictures were just on the verge of

leaning to talk. And Broadway was
oSttUig 300 shows a season. . Some
306' or more first-class stock com
panles flourished from Coast to

CoasL Yet, at that time there were
veiy few legit-trained actors In piC'

hires,

About 1929, Hollywood decided the
talkies were here to stay and the
ladiflerence toward New York ac-

. ton gave way to an SOS call for

. ,
the Broadway thespians. The calibre

^ the talent then available is in-
mcated by some of the legit people
of whom 1 recall making tests. They
Included Melvyn Douglas, Ann
Sothem, Margaret SuUavan, Henry
Fonda, Brian Donlevy, Frank Mor-
gan, LesUe Howard, Charles Bick-
totd, Guy Kibbee, Warren WiUiam.
Sylvia Sidney, Cesar Romero. Basil
Hathbone, Tallulah Bankhead, Pat
OBrten, Allen Jenkins and Henry
Stephenson.

Departure to Hollywood of most
of these names marked the begin
Mig of the Great Exodus from
Moadway of the 1930-1940 decade.
Others who made the trek to the
aold Coast included Claudette Col-
bert, Charles Laughton, Jean Ar-
uitt. Ginger Rogers, Edward G.
Wbinson, Bob Hope, Franchot Tone.
James Cagney, Fred Astaire, and
°«tte Davis. Not only have these
osmes not been replaced on the
now not-so-Gay White Way, but the
rasks of the legit potenUals grow
conunually thinner.

owg Now Vs. 300 legits

^ere 300 shows once flourished
"|°nually, there are now hardly more
'Ban 76 a year. Where there were
once 200 professional stock com-
panies spreading-drama to all and
W'lng grand training and experi-
™<» to youngsters, I can't name 10
™«l groups today. Legit seems to
™- foUowlng In the footsteps of
TOudevUle...! sincerely hope that I

wrong.

Well take it for granted that the
youngster has studied the rudl-
„^'*=-voice. body movement, ex-
preaalon-at college, dramaUc school

or with a modem professional

coach or director. He or she then
attempt^ to secure a role in a Broad-
way show. . .and is successful. Does
this mean he has nothing to offer

the screen? By all means, no,
Broadway may be closed to him,

but there are many other ways to

get training and build a showcase
around hin^lf in which his work
may be seen. There are neighbor-
hood playhouses, little theatres,

YMCA cooperative groups, church
organizations and trade imion shows.
Now, believing himself (or her-

self) ready for pictures, he should
write to the talent departments of

the various picture companies, ask-

ing for an appointment and enclos-

ing photographs and a review of

experience. If the photos indicate

that the person has what picture

companies want—and remember it's

the 'picture' business—he usually

will be granted an audition.

Aside from writing In, there's a
possibility that a talent scout will

see the person, perform in an ama-
teur or semi-professional show and
invite hlm ofher In 'for a staff "aii-

diUon.

Audition Behaviorism

When coming in for the audition,

don't figure that just because Hep-
bum got her break wearing slacks,

others can afford similar informal-

ity. Nor does it follow that a
wardrobe comparable to .Ina Claire's

Is an essential, although fine clothes

can't hurt anyone\ The main thing

is a careful selection of short scenes,

usually from three to five minutes is

t>est, to present at the audition. Plenty

of rehearsal is also a necessity.

Bugaboo of m'ost kids is finding

suitable audition material, although

the Saturday Evening Post, Liberty,

Red Book or some other such.popu-
lar magazine may provide entertain-

ing dialog. Or it may be had from
current plays.

Shakespearian or other such classic

dialog out of the mouths of babes

is; of course, inappropriate for a

medium as realistic as the screen.

If the youngster proves In the au-

dition that he or she has some-
-thing, a screen test will follow.

This may be a photogenic person-

ality test or an acting test. Prior

to its being made, however, the

prospe;^ve screen star will receive

advice' and aid on wardrobe, hair-

do, straightening of teeth and other

impprtant points.

Studio Schooling

Assuming studio execs like what
they see when the him is unreeled

for them, the person is sent to the

Coast to undergo training. When he

is ready, he will be assigned to care-

fully chosen spots on which to cut

his celluloid teeth. At each step up
the ladder, he is advised and helped

by studio officials who understand

that 'new faces with talent are top

boxoffice hypo'—to quote 'Variety.'

It is a truism of show business-

that almost everyone who Is drawn

to it has something in his or her

makeup which distinguishes him

from the layman. And he only re-

quires an added fillip of initiative

to put him in a spot to pitch with

those who have already arrived.

During the past year we signed

several young players in New York
who, despite current conditions,

made their impress on Broadway
and thus eamed a screen test.

There were Ray MacDonald, danc-

ing juvenile, who will be seen soon

in support of Mickey Rooney In

'Babes On Broadway'; Richard

Quine, romantic juvenile, likewise to

be seen in 'Babes'; William Post.

Jr., leading man, whose debut will

be made in 'Mr. and Mrs. North';

Stuart (Boyd) Crawford, who bowed

in a recent 'Dr. Klldare' and 'Ship

Ahoy' (nee I'll Take Manila'); Hor-

ace McNally, leading man, who is

now in The Wookey', oji Broadway

and leaves for the Coast when that

stint is completed, Joseph Anthony,

character juvenile, recruited from a

little theatre, who is currently to be

seen in 'Shadow of the Thin Man,'

and Nangy Walker, comedienne,

from the cast of George Abbott's

'Best Foot Forward.'

ness. In doing so, it assumes the
responsibility of training them. In
that category was James Wittlig,

commercial artist and amateur
aviator, who was seen by Marvin
Schenck, Loew-Metro talent chief,

in a hamburger joint. Asked if he
was interested in pictures, he re-

plied, 'I'll try anything once.'

Wittlig's personality screen test

failed because of his excessive self-

consciousness before a camera. A
second test with a different approach
did the trick. Tall, slender, intel-

ligent, and with a face suggesting a
montage of Gary Cooper and Leslie

Howard, Wittlig has everything but
training and experience.—He!s- get-

ting that now at the studio, where
he has gone with his wife and
{our-month-old baby,

' At a house party one September
evening, Benn Jacobson, M-G-M
talent sleuth, spied a classy south-

em belle. 'The 17-ycar-oId beauty
was Ava Gardner, a student at a

secretarial school in Raleigh, N. C.

She and her sister were in New
York-for- a weekend. Though sans

acting experience. Miss - Gardner's
screen test showed sufficient poise,

personality and charm to warrant
the studio's okay. She Is now. at

the studio training—and has made
good in at least one respect: she's

Mickey Rooney's bride.

About a month ago, Beverly Jean
Saul and her parents arrived in

New York from Scranton, Pa., to

spend a few days. .
Beverly, 14, a

high school sophomore, sang a little

at school shows and in church. She
came to the M-G-M offices without

advance heralding. . .no agent build-

up or -anything else. Jack Mehler,

of the talent staff, was impressed by
the freshness and unspoiled small-

town directness of the youngster and
by her vocal possibilities. I directed

her screen test and found none of

the precocity and over-assurai\ce of

certain Broadway kids, who,- at 14,

give the impression of havlnc spent

their lives In froiit of the Palace.

Beverly leaves for Hollywood at

the end of her current school semes-

ter to begin vocal and acting coacht

ing as well as to continue her

schooling.

Less than a year ago I Introduced

Douglas Lamy to Billy Grady,

Metro's famed Coast talent expert

(who has quite a flock of his own
and the studio talent staff's dis-

coveries In training on the lot, too).

Grady took. Lamy west for intensive

coaching, results of which may be
seen In 'The Vanlshin.t; Virginian,'

where Lamy, now Douglas Newland,

has a major role opposite Frank
Morgan.

TTncle Sam's Priority

Novices' lucky Breaks

On the other hand, Metro has also

signed some people who are virtu-

ally complete novices in show busi-

The international situation has

complicated the already difficult

task of finding romantic leading men
and juveniles who will" set femme
patrons' hearts aflame.

Uncle Sam is casting for all types

and has a priority.

But meantime, actors and prospec-

tive actors in uniform are making

hay. In every camp they are put-

ting on shows, getting experience

before an audience. The national

emergency has thus created an un-

looked-for showcase for young per-

formers.
Out of the camps already—al-

though from the boxing ring and not

the stage—we have obtained one

leading man. He is Jeff York, late

of Fort Monmouth, N. J., where he

was discovered by a Hollywood

buddy sparring and more than hold-

ing his own with Buddy Baer.

Screen test followed his honorable

discharge and a week later he was

on the way to the studio..

In addition, USO-Camp Shows,

Inc.,- sending touring units through

the camps, will provide a vast train-

ing ground for newcomers, as well

as give oldtimers a chance once

again to show their wares,

Thus, the nation's defense Is also

serving the nation's entertainment

—

and will even more so after the

emergency. Then, as now, we will

continue pouring to the studio ill

types, personalities, celebrities, spe-

cialty artists, from the youngest to

the oldest, so that when the ex-

hibitor yells New Faces, perhaps

among them will be that perennial

miracle—the Birth of a New Star.

WHAT IS AMERICA?
By Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur

(The /ollowino poem was an intepral part of 'It's Fun to Be Free' rally
staged in several cities by Fight For Freedom, Inc.)

WHAT is America? What is the USA?
Some people think It's a piece of map
shaped like a wisdom tooth and colored like a handful
of lollypops. •

Some people think America is a dollar sign with a halo over It,

Some people think the U S A is an ostrich

with a red, white and blue tail feather.

Some people think America is a smoke stack and a gas flUlng statloai
an adding machine and the Brooklyn Dodgers.
Some people think the U S A is a skyscraper
with the moon hanging over it like a for-rent sign.

Some people think America is a feather bed
where freedom can snooze till the cows come home<
Some people think the U S A is the goldarnest
collection of railroad ties, window panes, manhole Coven,
wheatflelds, electric signs, apple pies and steel mills
ever assembled within the boundaries of one nation.
Nobody can deny that we are all these things.

And you can throw in a jazz band and the Wizard of Oa
and the Hanging Gardens of Babylon

—

and the inventory isn't even begun.
You can keep piling: ^p figures enough to

^ump Einstein and painting enough pictures
to fill the Grand Canyon—and you won't
have begun to add us up or show our thousand facet.
But we're here to tell you that this inventory
reaching from Hell to breakfast is nothing.
We're here to tell you that all the
smokestacks and railroad trains, all the
gold in all the counting bouses and all

the Boulder Da^ns, electric lights, high bridge]^
grain mills and jazz bands-
ill of these are nothing.
They are the-window-trlmming:— -

~

Th.ey are the nickel's worth out front
The real show is Inside them and behind them.
We're here to tell you America is an idea;

and the U S ^A a dreank
.

On the first day It dawned on the world It

dawned as an Idea. And with all its

Industry and gold, all its power and mountain!
of materials—it has remained since it came
leaping out of its cradle, a dream
Since the/ hour it was bom and to the hour
it dies—if It ever dies—it' has been
and will remain an Idea; the simplest and
most difficult idea ever hatched by the
human mind—^the Idea of Freedom.
American is an idea that people can live in

without having the wits scared out of them,
'

without a gag in their mouths or a straightjacket
on their spirits.

The U S A is the dream that a human being
Is better than a red ant and the soul
of man is a bigger flag than the biggest
Swastika ever tacked up on a Nazi plattonik
This idea and this dream were bom in the
blood shed at Lexington, And ever since

that blood ran Americans have died In defense
of the idea of freedom.
No foreign nation has ever held our land

—

yet we have fought.

No nation has come goosestepping to our shores—
as of tonight—and yet we have fought.

We have fought because our frontiers have
been those of the spirit.

Our history is the history of men and women
who have fought for the dream of freedom,
of men and women who have believed that
wherever freedom is threatened, there they
stand in danger, of men and women who have
believed that wherever freedom perishes
there a part of themselves lies dead.
This, say our enemies, is democratic twaddle.
This, say our enemies, is. the cry of a warmonger.
They lie. History proves they lie.

History proves that our battle front has
never been the line of conquest but always,
since the barefoot soldiers of Stony Point
and Valley Forge—the frontiers of Freedom.
Our history reveals that Americans have
fought—and fought damned well

—

only for the defeat of things that tormented
the soul of man—tyranny, slavery and intolerance.

(Copyright, 1941, by Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur)

20TH HUMS MUSICALLY,

TO TUNE FILMS MOVING

Hollywood, Jan. 4.

20th-Fox studio is beginning to

sound like Tin Pan Alley, with 'My
Gal Sal' in work, five more tuneful

talcs slated to start by mid-February
and four more in the writing mill.

Rolling next month will be 'Song

of the Islands,' 'Springtime in the

Rockies,' 'Iceland,' 'Coney Island' and
'Strictly Dynamite.' In the writing

stage are 'Hello, Frisco, Hello,' 'Or-

chestra Wife,' 'Campus in the Clouds'

and a Glen Miller band story.

NEW BUFFALO THEATRE

ON SHUBERT-TECK SITE

Trey'O Keep Him Pounding

Hollywood, Jan. 4.

John Kimbrough, AU-Amerlcan
pikskin toter, will be surrounded by
oldtime cowhide actors in 'Lone Star

Ranger', his second western starrer

at 20th-Fox. -

Among ' the old familiar range
riders are Paul Hurst, Joseph
Sawyer, Don Costello, Moroni Olsen,

Lane Chandler, James Bush and
Leroy Mason.

Buffalo, Jan. 4.

Downtown Buffalo will have an-
other 'new modern theatre to be
constructed on the old Shubert-Teck
site at Main and Edward streets, ac-
cording to Vincent R. McFaul, gen-
eral manager of the local Shea Para-
inount chain. The Teck was a land-
mark here for more than 50 years.

Contracts and leases for the new
house were signed this week with
the Massachusetts Mutual Life,

owner of the property. The hew
auditorium will seat 1,300 with park-
ing space planned on Edward street

House will be ready for opening
late in the spring. Name and policy

are still undecided.
New house will take the place of

former downtown Shea operated
Century, t^eii over in 1930 by Dip-
son and now independently operated
by owner of the site.

CLINE'S 'WAKE UP'
Hollywood, Jan. 4.

Universal signed Edward F. Cllne

to a director contract starting with
'Wake Up and Dream.'
Gloria Jean and the Andrew

sisters top the cast
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AMERICA FIRST' AM) THE NAZI LIKE FILM PROBE
IN PRAISE

OF PRAISE AGENTS

Moses Was the First Successful P. A.

of Record^Vet Publicist Details

Some Topflight Propaganda
Coups (and Mistakes)

NATURAL P.A.'S

By A. P. Waxman

The speed and tempo of modern times has made the press

agent a necessity. His job is to speed up public opinion.

Let's take a look at Germany. Its press agent is Goebbels.

They consider bis job so important that they've made him
one of the three most important men in Germany. With all

the bragging .about 'blood and iron,' and 'schrecklichkeit,'.

'

and 'wehrmacht,'' ^nd 'lultewaffe,' and 'Panzers,' they still

consider a press agent so valuable that they've made him one

ot the unholy trio of Hitler, Goerihg and Goebbels. So much
for those, who appreciate the importance of the press ^gent'

Now for some of those who don't appreciate the importance

bt the press agent
We recently organized a Motion Picture Campaign for the

U.S.O., at the request of Joe Bernhard, of Warner Bros. As
the closing feature of the campaign, I organized a committee'
ot Sports Editors to- sponsor a golf tournament .Babe
Didrikson and Helen Hiclcs—bless their hearts—accepted. In-

vitations immediately, 'and no questions asked. Anything
for the U.S.O., which was helping to raise money for the boys -

in uniform. Some ot the most prominent newspapermen in

the United States cooperated whole-heartedly—and I mean
cooperated.

' Shortly before the Duke and Duchess of Windsor made
their recent trip here, our newspaper committee cabled them .

an invitation to come to the tournament and hahd out the
trophies. We pointed out that it would be a-gracious gesture
tor them to dp something tor the boys in uniform, etc., etc.

To make, a long story short, their schedule on the way to

Canada wouldn't permit and their schedule on the way back
from Canada wouldn't permit and their schedule while in

New York wouldn't permit And so we gave up the idea of

our golf tournament
. .

'

Now if I were press contact tor Their Royal Highnesses, I

would have urged them fo accept that invitation, regardless
of any inconvenience involved. I would have pointed out to .

>them that it would have inade a hell of a hit with the press -

and the public and the boys in uniform; and that it would
have been good hands-across-the-sea stuff, etc. But I am -

not their press contact they didn't accept our Invitation,

tiiey are back in the Bahamas, and we still raised exactly
$1,000,000 tor the U.S.O. without their help.

. No hard feelings. Maybe Their Royal Highnesses don't
need a good press. And then again, maybe that's why they're
ih the Bahamas.

|- lET My PEOPIE GO' A PIOWEEB SLOGAN ,|

- Moses was the first successful press agent of record. He
was the advance agent for' the wrath of God in Egypt His
slogan was 'Let My People Go.'
- The Bible also tells us thai John the Baptist was a press
agent He was the advance man for Jesus of Nazareth. His
slogan was 'I Herald the Coming of One Greater Than I.' He
publicized and advertised the appearance of the Redeemer
and had a receptive audience awaiting Him in every town on
His tour. •

' The pattern and formula devised by the divinely inspired
John the Baptist has been the pattern and formula of all

propagandists ever since. This, regardless of whether they're
trying to create interest in a cause, a campaign, a crusade, a
circus, a concert a convention, or a can of chili con came.
- The pToj>agandlst, be he press agent public relations Coun-
sel, director of publicity, or advertising, or exploitation, acts
as advance man, heralds the arrival of some 'o^e* or some
thing,' marshals public opinion, organizes an audience, and
creates a demand.
Propagandists are the mxist under-rated and over-rated

people in the world. Goebbels, tor example, is the worst
that ever lived. With the press, radio, screen, stage, music,
schools—with every form ot communication from classroom
to church at his disposal in Germany, he still hasn't been able
to sell Hitlerlsm to anyone who listens once and thinks twice.
Somewhere in the British Army there's an anonymous

genius of a' press agent who has succeeded where Goebbels
has failed.

The British met ^lefeat in Norway, Holland, Belgium,
France, The Channel Islands, Greece, Crete, Libya, all in
rapid .succession. The retreat to Dunkirk was the' worst
defeat in the history of British arms. The British Generals
were badly out-generalled. 'Vet this . anonymous genius
twisted the whole thing around, and all we heard and all we
remember is the glorious defense of the dauntless defenders
of Dunkirk.

•DEFEAT' BECOMES 'FEAT'

A clever press agent twists disastrous 'defeat' into dauntless
leaf He throws In a few phrases like bulldog courage,
matchless heroism, gallant sacrifice, and a disaster emerges
M a triumph. Just one more proof that the pen is mightier
than the sword.
When the British Empire wins the War, the generals, and

the admirals, and the diplomats, and the politicians, will all
start taking bows. Our anonymous press agent will remain
anonymous. 'Jfet to him should go most of the honors.
Consider the stroke ot genius ot the British Navy's pres.*

agent who described the British Navy as America's first line
Of defense. It's true! But it's also true that it is the first line
01 defense for the Peruvians, the Paraguayans, and the
Patagonians. And for the Swedes, the Swiss, and the Span-
wrds. Just a sales, angle. Just a thought Just a few words.
But those few words turned America into an active ally,
made the lease-lend bill possible,, and made 'Victory possible
*«rttie British Empire.
what price Generals! What price Admirals! 'What price

press agents!
I will swap you two Generals for a good press agent any

Picture Industry (and Radio) Will

Not Forget Attempts to Smear

By Lindbergh & Go.

By Prof. James H. Sheldon

Chairmarii Board of Directors^ Non-Sectarian
Anti-Nazi League

The year 1941 was marked by a well-planned effort of
certain important groups—appeasers, isolationists, and plain
pro-Nazis—to control, by intimation, the radio, the press, and
the films. This effort was generally made in the name of

freedom' of the press, or freedom of
speech, but the argument was 'a per-
verted one, and the true purposes soon
became apparent
. The attack_was largely concentrated
upon the motion picture industry—no
doubt because it was thus possible to
develop more sensational news angles,
and also because it was hoped to unite
in the campaign several fairly important
groups who had their o<vn reasons, un-
related to the major issue, for wishing

Sheldon the screen harm. Although the nominal

subsequently appeared in the Appendix ot the Congressional
Record (but with mention of the 'America First' auspices
omitted) and v/as referred to again and again during the
official testimony as the principal basis for the whole inquiry;
As the. Investigating committee languished, toward the end

of October, Chairman D. Worth Clark was invited to New
York, where, he appeared on the platform along with Charles
A. Lindbergh and others at the pre-election rally of the
'America First' Committee, held In Madison Square Gafden.
John T. Flynn, the chairman (and just a few weeks before
a star witness before the Clark Committee) Introduced Clark
from the platform in terms of lavish praise, and the Senator
spoke briefly, to the vigorous applause of Lindbergh and the
audience.
Both in its beginning and in its end the so-called 'investiga-

tion' thus acknowledged the pro-appeasement 'America Firsts
Committee as its parent and owner. The purpose was not to,
discover propaganda in film's, the purpose was to compel films
to become propaganda, if only by omission, for isolationisU
and appeasers.'

As time went on, Senators Nye and Tobey found it less
embarrassing to make their speeches before groups of their'
own enthusiastic followers, without having to look at Wendell
Winkle and wonder what card he was holding up his sleeve;
and" without having to answer Senator McFarland's amiable
but painful questions.

AND THEN-FEABL BASBOR-

Praf. i. H.

So thcvshow took to the road, and the hearings ••rere post-
poned from week to week. while members of the committee
were detained out-of-town on important engagements. These'
important engagements generally turned out to be speaking

= ..arm. .^iuiougn me nommai
America First ralUes, where the speakers had a good

purpose of the film 'invesUgaUon' as outlined In the Nve-i>''^ ,
*° concernmg films, and radio. It seemed safer to

Clark resoluUon was to discover 'any propaganda dissem-
''^"'"^ som^»,»,P„ .t,-. ...

inated by motion pictures and radio... to influence public
sentiment in the direction of participation by the United
States in the present,European 'war,'.-irw'rroBvl6usTfdririfie'
beginning that the true purpose ot the resolutiob, and the
true goal of Senator D. Worth Clark's committee, was to
coerce the entertainment media into opposing or not public-
izing the majority policy of the American people In world
affairs.

The principal initial argument for the investigation was
made by Senator Nye, not on the floor of the Senate, but at a
meeting of the so-called 'America First' Committee, in iSt
Louis, where he 'opportunely' appeared on the day that had
been selected for filing his investigation resolve.' Nye's speech

day in the'^week, and throw in an Admiral and a half-a-dozen
politicians to boot Let's see how much sense there is to that
statement George Washington had dozens ot Generals, but
It was his press agent Torn Paine the pamphleteer, who uni-
fied the Colonists, inspired them with martial ardor and main-
tained their morale 'through the times that try men's souls.'

Sam Houston, Davy Crockett and Jim Bowie will live for-
ever in the history ot Texas. But the fellow who coined the
slogan 'Remember the Alamo,' deserved a little credit top.
Just three little words. 'Remember 'the Alamo.' 'What a
miracle they performed.

Then there was the press agent tor the Spanish-American
War. Another anonymous genius. He too wrote three little

words—'Remenfil>er the Maine.' And there went Spain. Run
out of Cuba; Run out of Puerto Rico. Run out of the Philip-
pines. By the dynamic devastation of just three little words,
and right now it's 'Remember Pearl Harbor.' Three more
little words.

Let's look at a few other accomplishments of the press
agent. Let's look at the Mayflower and the Pilgrims. They
landed here in 1620. ,If you're a Mayflower descendent that
makes you a blueblqod. Yet the Pilgrim who landed in' 1620
was just a Johnny-come-lately.

I

P.A.S MADE PS 'AUGIO-SAXOIT
|

Now let's take that myth that America is an Anglo-Saxon

.

country. America was settled by the Spanish, Dutch, French,
Scotch, Welsh, Irish, English, Swedish and Poles, to name jiist

a few. Their' religions were Catholic, Jewish, Huguenot
Quaker, Shaker, Swedenborgian, Lutheran, Preisbyteriaii and
High Church. This combination doesn't sound very Anglo-
Saxon. But our early writers were largely, ot English
descent. They were press agents for Anglo-Saxon superi-
ority, and so we became an Anglo-Saxon country. Not
through facts, but through the skill of press agents.

One of the greatest of all press agents is that unsung
genius who created the myth of 'German efficiency.' Let's
examine that age old myth, that universally accepted myth,
that utterly ridiculous myth. We read and accept as gospel
such phrases as 'with characteristic German efficiency'; 'with

the usual German efficiency'; 'with the traditional German'
efficiency'; the German Government or the German Army,
or German industry, did this, that and the other.

Well let's see what we shall see. There was a period of

44 ye'ars from the end of the Franco-Prussian War to the

beginning of the World War. The dates, 1870-1914, Forty-
four of 'characteristic German efficiency' preparing for a
war. P. S. She lost the war. From 1918 to 1939 with 'char-

acteristic German efficiency' she prepared tor another war.
Twenty -one years to prepare. P. S. She's losing this war.

• Forty-tour years to do one job. Twenty-one years to do
another job. And still she can't do the job. If that's

efficiency, I'll take vanilla. Yet 99 people out of a 100 readily

concede that the Germans are 'efficient' The press agent for

that piece of propaganda certainly did a great piece ot work.
The best press agents are the unprofessional ones, because

they've made their work and themselves important-^by mak-
ing what they say and do—Important.

Here are just a few natural press agents:—Franklin D.
Roosevelt, Eleanor Rooseyelt Winston Churchill, Greta
Garbo, Henry Ford, Arturo ToscaninI, Dorothy Thompson,
G. B. Shaw, Noel Coward, Orson Welles, Madame Chiang
Kai-shek.
Some of those in the pEtst were P. T. Bamum, Theodore

Roosevelt John L. Sullivan, Tex Rickard, Roxy, David
Belasco, F. .Zlegfeld, Jr., Richard Harding Davis, Floyd Gib-
bons, Charles Frohman, Sime Silverman, Oscar Hammer-
stein, Thomas A. Edison, Harry Houdini, John Wanamaker,
Will Rogers, Billy Sunday^ Texas Guinan, Buffalo Bill, Enrico
Caruso, Oscar Wilde, James McNeil Whistler, Lawrence of
Arabia, Sarah Bernhardt
The moral of this little tale Is, it's nice to have fame after

you're gone, but it's twice as nice to have tame while you're

here. And a press agent Is a mighty handy man to

have around because he makes fame step on the gas.

make charges somewhere else than in Washington, for the
people had pretty thoroughly awakened to the real purposes
of the so-called invesUgatton. Finally, just before bombs
.started falhng in- Hawaii, the committee admitted that it was'
probably finished.

Meanwhile, the moUon picture and radio Industries emerged
with a film show of public approbation for the policies which'
they had been pursuing. The original Intent of the Nye-
Clprk resolve had been to Investigate radio,-as well «3-the-
fllms, but after Nye and Tobey went on circuit It was clear'
that the radio had nothing to fear.
The Non-Sectarian Anti-Nazi Leajiue offered to appear at

the motion picture hearings, to present evidence of use of
the motion picture by the Nazis as a vehicle of dangerous
propaganda, both in the United States and Latin America.
Although this offer was formally accepted, the league never^
got a chance to present its evidence. ' Had things been other-
wise, it Is possible that the pubUc might-have seen an entirely
different side of the 'vvhole.piclure.
From the very, beginning the Nazis have made the most"

vigorous efforts to get control of the screen; the radio and"
the press. At the start, their campaign was directed toward
showing that these agencies are 'dominated' by Jews, and"
therefore should be 'purged.'
Even before Hitler's seizure of power In Germany it was

an important weapon in the Nazi propaganda arsenal to claim"
that Jews dominated these public opinion forming agencies,'
and that they must be 'purified' by Nazificatlon. In 1934 the
notorious Flchte-Bund (Nazi propagapda agency active In
making foreign converts) circulated - stacks of leaflets In'
America containing an article on Jewish- influence upon the'
theatre and the film. (Leaflet printed In Germany, but In the
English language.) On AprU 28, 1934, the New York Deutsche-

• Zeltung Oeading Nazi projpaganda sheet) favored the Anti-"
Nazi League -with a fuU-page headline CUntermeyer's League
Exposed'), but found space in adjoining columns of this one.
issue alone for threie attacks on the motion picture Industry."
One Of the latter items began:

'Whosoever has thus far . . . preserved his intellecttml .

balance amid the con/uston of Jewish propaganda <n the ' -

press, ouer the radio, on the screen ond on the stage, aim-
ing to undermine Ainericans' sense of fairness in apprais-
ing Hitler's hard-won victory over the forces of subver-
sion . . .' etc.

As months grew into years the Nazi. line became even more
obvious, and sfcaircely a fortnight passed In which the New
York Weckruf und Beobachter (official organ of the Nazi'
Bund in-Amerlca) did not attack these same agencies of pub-'
Mc formation. The more violent attacki were ge'nerally car-
ried in the German-language section of this papen (Extreme
example: the lead German-language article in the July 19,
1939, issue, attacking the amusement Industry in general and
the New York World's Fair in particular, in connection with
the projected 'Pavilllon of Freedom', which was considered
to be democratic, and therefore anti-Nazi, ' propaganda ).

Needless to remark, the same publication, aad Its numerous
affiliated papers and newsletters in all parts of the country,:
hailed the Nye-Clark 'Inv^tigatlon' as good news of big- a

headline calibre. m

I
HTTLEK'S USE OF JilEMS

During the last 10 years Hitler and Goebbels have mada;
use (It subsidized motion pictures as a major implement in
'building up fifth-columns in all parts of the 'world, and par-'
ticularly in' North and South America. As early as Oct 12,-

1939, Congressman DickstelQ/ chairman of the House ImmU'
gratlon Committee, reported the seizure of Nazi propaganda

.

films being smuggled into the country for use in organizing -

storm troopeifs. The more dangerous propaganda, however,
was openly brought in through customs, and consisted of films
cleverly designed to keep thousands of otherwise loyal Ameri-
can citizens of German origin from spying without the
sphere ot influence ot the Third Reich.
Typical ot the 1941 crop ot Nazi propaganda films was the

UFA 'Sieg im Weslen' ('Victory In the West'), a feature-
length film showing Nazi victories and the alleged benefits
which followed them, and designed to show the invincibility
of the Hitler war-machine, The Anti-Nazi League undertook
to stop the showing of this film, and through its attorney,
Julius L. Goldstein, of New York, acting on the petition of
Richard Rollins, the league's chief Investigator, sought court
action to prevent the further showing of the film. This par-
ticular action is still under advisement In the Appellate Divi-
sion of the New York Supreme Court.
Had the Clark Committee been disposed actually to Inves-

tigate propaganda In motion pictures, tending to Involve
America in dangerous war of the kind we face today, It had
its material ceady to hand in such matters as those just dls-

,

cussed. The committee was not Interested in such propa-
ganda, however, and was never Intended to become sO Inter-

ested. Its purpose was to coerce the motion picture Industry
into a particular propaganda line, or at least to 'get' the In-

dustry In the process.
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^Continued tnm page ZDs

be raised for ttat society. The
initial piece would be entitled 'Once

Upon a Time," and each season would

retain that title with a new lairy

tale.

Eueene Walter was to adapt the

fairy tales; Maxfleld Pardsh. the

tamous artist, was already at work

on th« sets, doing them in oil on

wood and proposlnf to sell them

later at $10,000 each; Marion Davies

and Justine Johnson were offered the-

lead lemme roles by Wanger. It

was figured that the fantasy would

cost $190,000 to produce and that it

would be the opening attraction at

the Capitol theatre, then being built

on Broadway. Actuallyn the Wanger
show never opened.^

Also in the interests of the Bed
Cross, the Chicago agents put on a

show Dec. 16, 1917, at Cohan's Opera

House in the Windy City, with the

agents themselves as the actors in

-thfmlnstrel-flrst-part.—Jess-Prec'

man (now of "Variety") was one

of the end men, while Tink* Hum-
phreys and Morris Silver were

among the ballad singers. Jack tall

press-agcnted the show, which raised

around $5,000.

Also in December, 1917, Lady Duff

Cooper appeared at the N. Y. Palace,

presenting a fashioq. revue. She

donated her $2,500 weekly salary for

this date and others to her sister's

(Duchess of Warwick) fund for dis-

abled English soldiers.

Lady Cooper came over from an

England which was getting 1*3

real ta^ of air raids, proEaEIy

reaching their peak in World War I

during October, 1917. A news re-

port from London, stating that llie

air raids had forced the closing of

theatres at nl^-. described the-

bombs and anti-aircraft guns as

causing a din that "was nerve-

wradang and incessant*

_15!iirielyLsufigestfed-fiiit2tialIjLtbflt.

legitimate theatre managements
should express in their programs the

reason why certain male actors of

draft age were not in the service.

Excuses were being made for the

chorus men, but not for the prindr
pals, and much adverse comment
was evident

'Variety' reprinted an editorial by
Arthur Brisbane in the Xmas edi-

tion of the N.Y. Journal, in which
the editor strongly ei;icouiaged pat-

ronage of . theatres during the war
period. He said, "The theatre means

Espioaage VteXk^to

Seattle's show biz slumped, but Ta-

coma, not Included in the ban,

boomed from the extra patronage.

Elizabeth Brlce and Charles-. King

dropped out of 'Miss 1917' at the

Century, New York, and the act split

up when King enlisted in the Navy
and was assigned to official duty in

Washington.
All the large theatres in the Hali-

fax area were wiped out when a

munitions ship blew up in the har-

bor, causing the loss of several thou-

sand lives. Smaller- nabe houses not

seriously affected were turned into

emergency hospitals, or used to

house refugees from the holocaust.

Dr. Ernest Kunwald, native Aus-;

trian and director of the Cincinnati

Symphony Orchestra, was arrested

in Dayton for making treasonable

utterances against the United States.

Chorus Boys Exempt

uled to teeoff Jan. -28 with a color

film entitled The Gulf Between.'-

That same date Camp Pike's houses

opened with 'Mary's Ankle', and

Camp Gordon started with 'The

Million Dollar Dolls'. Four of the

other camps, Dodge, Dix, Meade and-

Jackson, werfe listed to open Feb, 2,

while Camps Lee and Upton the-

atres were expected to be ready

March 1. -
-

It wasn't expected that all ' of the

'Liberty' theatres, all built- to one
design and fully equipped, would
be ready and shows smoothly routed
t>efore late in the summer. The War
Department Commission on Train-

ing Camp Activities denied the pos-

sibility of a theatre setup in Paris

for American soldiers, but added
that E. H. Sothern and Winthrop
Ames would soon be sent abroad
to study What best may be done to

entertain the A.ET.

At-the.end-ot-Januaryv-1918r^mll-
age Books' were placed on sale, with
the buyers sending them to soldier

friends or relatives. Book's coupons
admitted the service men to all en-
tertainments in the camps. The Mili-

tary Entertainment War Service
Committee, of which Marc Klaw was
chairman, and another group known
as the Military Entertainment Coun-
cil, appointed by Secretary of War
Newton D. Baker, directed the sale

of the 'Smilage Books' throughout
the countrty.
Harry Bestry, then hoofing, was

From Paris came a report that

counter-espionage had uncovered a

German plot to ftvWr Hun propa-

ganda via the theatre^ad^ts artists.

These secrets came to lljhV*fter the

execution of Mata Hari. Mentioned

in the news dispatch were the lav-

ish Max flelnhardt productions in

the ^neutral dtles of Berne and
' Zurich, Switzerland.

War tax on admission of Sc and

over started in the U. S. Nov. 1,

1917, and around $100,000 weekly

from N. Y. theatres alone was being

realized by the Government Show
business was riding the crest of box-

office results. Managers described

It as 'not despite the war, but. be-

cause of it' It's believed, however,

that business will dive with the first

publication of 'casualty lists.' ,

In the fall of 1917. the Fifth Aye-

nue theatre, N. Y.. staged- a war song

contest and it waa a boxoffice hypo.

Many of the publishers entered

fonga.

Charles B. DUlingham was called

Into active service as a Captain In

the Aviation Signal Corps. He was
assigned to the War College In

Washington, -

Sam Shipman wrote the first

play on the exemption portion of

the Draft It was a vaudeville

sketch titled 'Exemption.*

Karl Hoblitzelle visioned a tre-

mendous year for his Texas Inter-

state theatres—all of the towns hav-

ing adjoining militaiy camps except

Dallas. Washington theatre opera-

tors likewise looked for big- b.o., due

to the tremendous Influx of out-of-

towner."!.

k In World War I Japan was an

Bally of the U.S., Britain and France,

H hence a Government investigation

^ late in 1917 of alleged anti-Japanese

propaganda in certain plays-and pic-

tures. It was believed that German
agents had been active hi those ven-

tures.

The N.Y. World late In '17 ran an

expose of 'grafting' in certain war
charities, and German acts in the

U.S. seized upon that as' an excuse

to avoid playing those shows.

Theatres coast to coast gave their

receipts of one special show on Dec.

7, '17 to the Red Cross. Vaude the-

- aires played a special morning per-

formance, while legit houses gave an

ex(ra matinee.

Seattle suffered a severe blow
when the commander of the Amer-
ican Lake cantonment, where 40,000

soldiers were in training! barred that

city to his men. It Was clahned that

Seattle's vice conditions made it nec-

essary to keep the soldIe;r3 from
spending their leaves in that town.

Elsie Janis 'Over Tliere

ELSIE JAMS
Songs, Imitations, ate.

M Hlns.; FnU Stage
Seaewhere In Fraaoe, April 28, 191S

Snap to It, Buddy; big show. Dry that mess kit and shuffle them
dogs! Elsie Janls at the Y. M. tonight
Take my tip the house was packed. Some on the rafters next to

the. roof, but all saw Elsie, and the hit she made was enough to bring
joy to her heart and the realization that her mission to furnish en-
tertainment for the boys 'Over There' was a huge success.
Miss Janls is one of the first of the female American stars to make

a tour of the. camps in France, appearing at the Y. M. C. A. huts and
in towns of any size at the local tiieatrej giving a free performance for
the American soldiers. Wherever she may go Miss Janls scores her
usual knockout, and from the soldiers' point of view, is the biggest
thing that ever came down the jilke. On this specific occasion the
inimitable mimic kept up a steady run of applause for one hour, in-

terrupted only .by convulsions of laughter. Miss Janis^' work , is one
round after another of clever entertainment so construed as to be
comprehensible to the. boy from the sticks as well as those from the
big towns. Every one-feels at home, with both general and buck pri-

vate equally entertained. It is an apparently carefree Elsie that we
have over here, full of the old pep so neceissary and hard to keep so
far from home. A batch of imitations constitute her turn, which can-
not rightly be termed such, for it is an entire entertainment. Miss
Janis is setting a wonderful example for her fellow American stars.

Elsie Janis may be cited as having done, her bit
Eddie Hartman.

(The late Eddie Hartman uhu a member of 'Variety's' New York staff'

before going into the Army. He was a sergeant attached to Head-
quarters, A. E. F.)

cheerfulness in
' the nation, and

cheerfulness means success'.

Eugene Pallette quit a- forthcom-
ing Mary Pickford production to

join the aviation corps with a lieu-

tenant's commission, while Eddie
Gribbon, Triangle-Keystone film co-

.median, enlisted in the submarine
division of the U.S. Navy.

The one-night stands in the mid-
west were in a demoralized state

early in 1918, the cause being -laid

to transportation difficulties. Shows
were finding it tough to get trains,

heavily requisitioned by the Gov-
ernment

Theatres began to feel the pinch
of fuel and power conservation and
they were asked to close early at

night 10:15 p.m. being the time lim-

it It. was also decreed that Monday
would be declared a legal holiday in

the entire U.S. territory east of the
Mississippi. All non-defense manu-
facturing plants were closed that

day, which proved a boom for the-
atres. Latter also were told to close
one day a week and picked Tues-
day.

ferring to go Into town for their

entertainment A musical comedy

stock organization then took .over

the camp theatre,

U. S. Frown on Teaee' a»P««

Liberty Theatres

The first of the army camp Ub-
erty' theatres got underway in mid-
January, 1918, when 'Cheating Cheat-
ers',, legiter,' played Camp Sherman,
Ohio, and grossed $1,000 for the
night Camp Custer's theatre opened
Jan. 20 with the Rhoda Royal Cir-

cus. 'Victor Herbert, conducting the

Cincinnati Symphony, opened the

Camp Taylor theatre Jan. 21. Camp
Devens' 'Liberty' theatre was sched-

working Shea's, Buffalo, early in
1918 when he got word from his
draft board that the U. S. Army
wanted him. He couldn't finish the
week, but a few weeks later was
exmpted because of 'dancer's heart.'

Cohan ti Harris accepted Anthony
Paul Kelly's German spy play, titled
TTiree Faces East,' apd rushed it into
production. Capt Rupert Hughes, on
duty at the War College in Washing-
ton, was also polishing up a new
war play, as yet untitled.

John and Mary Craig (Mary
Young), whose son, Harmon, was
killed in France in July, 1917, took
a troupe of ' eight players abroad
and give stock performances for the
A.E.F. under the direction of the
YMCA. First production was a
farce, 'Baby Mine.'

As the army camp 'Liberty' thea-
tres got underway, it became evident
that there \ias no standardization
of admission prices. Some shows got
2S-S0C scales, others - scaled 10-25c.

Most of the houses seated around
3,000. A limit of 70% of the gross
for shows playing camp theatres
was set by the Committee on Train
ing Camp Activities.

Capt. Vernon Castle of the Royal
Flying Corps was killed Feb. 15,

1918, when he fell from his plane
while instructing British pilots at a
training field in Texas.

Western Vaudeville Mgrs. Assn:
dropped the booking of vaude shows
three days weekly at Camp Trav
ers, Sah Ahtonio. Two reasons were
given, (1) WVMA's Inability to get
time to fill out the week for acts

(2) poor attendance, the soldiers pre-

Government began to tako- cog-

nizance of a number of 'peace' songs

being offered to musrc t>ublishers.

Official; aske'd professional manag-
ers if they h^d any intimate details

concerning the 'source.' Federal of-

ficers in Chicago seized copies of the

Leo Fel3t-publlphed,'son"g, 'It'U Be
a Hot Time for the Old Boys When
the Young Men G6 to War.'. ;

Martin Beck ordered the Immedi-

ate elimination from acts' repertoires

of any ' war songs that had risque

lyrics or treated service men too

lightly. Those turns violating this

order were to be cancelled inunedi-

ately: ""I " '

Railroad congestion also placed

the circuses in a dilemma. Big shoWs

had been unable to get Director

General McAdoo tO' give circuses

preference over freight

Liberty Loan Committee adopted

What Are You Going to Do to Help
the Boys,' by the late Gus Kahn
and Egbert Van Alstyne, as the offi-

cial song to Hypo tlie third Liberty

Loan Drive.
One of the -."wild' stories that re-

sulted' from the war concerned a

Government ^lan'. to turn Coney
Island Into a huge shipbuilding cen-

tre and thus eliminate the summer
playground. Nothing ever came of

it, of course. : .
-.

A factional fight broke out in

March, 1918, in the Military Enter-

tainment Service. Marc Klaw re-

signed as chairman, allegedly be-

cause of the activities of William A.

Brady in Washington. A general

housedeanlnj .^f the show-booking

office was Indicated.' MalcolmXi'Mc-'

BrldCi a Cleveland businessman, suc-

ceeded KJiaw. .

BUly Sullivan, Keith-Albee

booker, started routing six- and
sevenract vaude blUs to play 17

weeks in the army camp theatres.

Larger acts were being booked at

'cut' salaries, while the smaller turns

got regular pay. First UBO-booked
show opened at Camp Upton April

1, 1S18, including seven acts and a

three-reel comedy film starrhig Bil-

lle Ritchie. Attendance was capac-

ity opening night and the popular-

ity «t vaudeville brought the sug-

gestion that' this form of entertain-

ment be presented in the canton-

ments to the exclusion of fl\ others.

A request for volunteers to enter-

tain the A.E,F. met- an overwhehning
response at the first meeting of

America's Over There- Theatre

League, held at the N. Y. Palace

April 23, 1917. George M. Cohan
presided, 'When he asked for vol-

unteers, nearly the- entire capacity

audience of professionals responded.

Among the speakers were E. H.

Sothern aiid Winthrop Ames, who
had only recently returned from the

other side, where they went to ob-

serve and arrange for the entertain-

ment of the A.E.F. •

Finding It Impossible to register

the volunteers, Cohan suggested that

they file their applications with
Ames. It was said that 70 or 80

distinct .companies would be sent

across. Ames said the performers
would be uniformed in the YM.CJl.,
and a representative of the latter

stated that the 'Y' would provide
transportation and maintain the

entertainers. Sgt Guy Empey, who
wrote the war's first best-seller,

'Over the Top,' was another speaker.

He told the gathering, 'You don't

have to be the best entertainer in

the world to please those boys.'

Mrs. August Belmont, who before

her marriage was Eleanor Robson,
dramatic star, also spoke. She had
just returned from France and ex
pressed the wish that she might go
back "very shortly.'

House, reported a sale of $189,000

In his theatre M Jolson's appeals

9t the Winter Garden sold a total

of $164,000 worth of bonds on two
successive Sundays, the slnghig star

also going over to the Palace to

hypo that theatre's audience.

Alexander Bremer, president of

the New York' musicians union local,

was ousted by Joseph N. Weber,
prexy of the American Federation

of Musicians, for making disloyal

remarks. It was established at a
hearing' that Bremer heid castigated

England.
It was suggested that the scale

for vaudeville, at the 'Liberty*

theatres waa too high at 25-50c.

Houses weren't graded and the sol-

diers In the cheaper seats saw the

shows at a disadvantage. A cut to

10-30C was proposed, but never went
into effect

'You Know Me, Al', musical acted

and presented by men of the 27th
Division, quartered at Spartansburg,

C, did sensational business at

the Lexington Avenue theatre, New
York, grosshig $55,000 In 16 days.

The show played at a 65-35 basis

and its total payroll was $218 a night
the soldiers each getthig $2 after

-startln-g-at'$l:
— '

Corporal M. H. Plant (Grant
and), vaudeville's first war hero,

was sent back to the U. S. by Gen-
eral Pershing to help the Liberty
Loan Drive. Plant wore the Croix
de Guerre, which he received for

rescuing 'missing* men, three of

whom died, in No Man's Land after

figuring heroically In a raid on Ger-
man positions.

Bert Levy received word of the

death of his son, Bert Levy, Jr. Lat-
ter waa with the Royal Plying Corps
and died when his plane crashed in

England. Lieut Cyril 'Whelan, son
of Albert Whelan,. topflight"English'
actor, was killed with Levy. They
were cousins, their fathers Austra-
lians.

Soph's Invitation

Sophie Tucker leaned out of a
stage box and shouted that she
wanted to be the first volunteer,

'Sophie Tucker and her Jazz Band
will go whenever called,' she yelled.

Cohan read a list of those who
had volunteered by telegram. In
eluded was a cable from Elsie Janis,

who was already abroad, and wires
from John Drew, Kitty Edwards,
Otis Skinner, Billie Burke, Donald
Brian, Louise Dresser, Ruth Chatter
ton, Jane Cowl, John Charles
Thomas, Frank Craven, Grant Mit-
chell, James T. Powers, Frances
Starr, Willie Collier, Lillian Russell,

Walter Damrosch and Maude Adams.

Liberty Loan Drives

The Theatrical Liberty Loan Divi-

sion was optimistic of $100,000,000

total sales in theatres throughout
the country. It was expected that
$25,000,000 would be sold in New
York City alone. Bob O'Donnell^
then manager of the Harlem Opera

Nor* Bayes* 'BllUm'

Nora Bayes applied for service as
an entertainer for the A-EJ*. How-
ever, she requested.^ Information as
to the billing she would receive, and
what position ^e would play on the
bill. She never made- the tilp.'

George M. Cohan's latest patriotic
song, "Their Hearts Are Over There',
.was donated by the star to the Red
Cross. !

Germany's Big Bertha bombing of
Paris intermittently for more than

month crippled the amusement
business In that city in May, 1018.

Stagehands union Id several cities

passed resolutions that none of Its

members would work shows con-
taining subjects of the Central Pow-
ers (German, etc.).

The NVA and the Variety Man-
agers Protective Assn. took steps to
protect vaudeville actors from N.Y.
State's Antl-Loaflng, law, which in-

sisted' that all males between the
ages of 18 and 51 must be occupied
at some useful trade or profession
at least 36 hours per week. It was
figured that performers could be
classified the same as teachers and
permitted summer vacations.

J. Howard Reber, Philadelphia
lawyer, abandoned his private prac-
tice to become commissioner of the
New York headquarters of the Mili-
tary Entertainment Committee, of
which Malcolm McBrlde was chair-
man, Reber's new job of looking
after the army camp shows paid him
$1 a year.
There was adverse criticism In

Congress about the manner in which
official U.S. films were being dis-
tributed. Special case In point was
picture entitled 'Pershing's Crusa-
ders'.

An Increase of 33% In railroad
fares was a tremendous blow to
traveling shows.

Irving Berlin's Band

Irving Berlin, a private .at Camp
Yaphank, started to organize a band.
Got 157 applicants, but soon had
weeded It down to two—himself and
a piano. Berlin was active in stag-
ing benefits for the soldiers, getting
Will Rogers to appear at one show.
With the 'Liberty' theatres losing

money at 'an alarming rate', J. How-
ard Reber persuaded the UBO
(Keith) to furnish the theatres of
camps nearest the largest cities gra-
tis vaude programs, the Government
to stand the cost of the players' ex-
penses. It was figured that the
'gratis' performers, playing at 25-50c,

would help average down the loss
of the 'Liberty' Uieatres. One the-
ory for the great drop In business
was the large number of troops that
had been sent overseas.
Two types of camp theatres were

defined In June, 1918. One was
known as the 'Red' time, made up
of seating 1,000, in the smaller can-
tonments, where the admission was
10-20C. Second was the 'Blue' time,

(Continued on page 64)
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the larger camps, where the sc»lc

was 25-50C.

Private Irving Berlin went to

work on the book, music and lyrics

o£ 'Yip, Yip Yaphank', with the en-

tire cast to be recruited Irom the

enlisted men at Camp Upton. Show
was scheduled for the Century, N.Y.

The first 'season' ol the 'Liberty'

theatres in the army camps Was ex-

tremely discouraging, according to a

recapitulation. Both the Govern-
ment and managers lost heavily.

High transportation costs and the

swilt movement of troops proved
too much of a handicap for many

. shows. One vaude troupe, after

eight and a half weeks, abandoned
its tour with a loss of $3,600. An-
other company,, under the manage-
ment of the Government, showed a

loss of $5,600. At one southern camp,
the theatre was grossing only $3

nightly with films.

It was decided to completely re-

»lien the camp show setup and it was

expected the new draft cill at the

and of June, 1918, would again fill

up the cantonments with soldiers.

J. Howard Reber classified the 'Lib-

erty' . theatres as Individual units in-

stead of a cricuit, and plans laid

before Klaw & Erlanger and the

Shuberls called for the booking of

shows from routes continguous to

the camps in order to hold down
transportation costs. A_ new 'Smile-

age Books' campaign was also

planned.

Col. K. Churchill, chief of the Hili.

tary Intelligence Branch In Wash-
ington, warned show business to

keep stages clean of German propa-

ganda. In this category he placed

crude jests aimed at servicemen.

" All the vaudeville booking oSices

refused to further book .any Ger-
man acts. Many German perform-
ers had Amerlcanl2ed their names,
or posed as nationals of neutral

countries ('Swiss* most popular), but
the bookers had them pretty well

spotted. The Boston Symphony dis-

charged 18 German musldans.-
Jesse Weil, "Variety's" correspond-

ent at, Camp Upton, listed the fol-

lowing camp non-essentials:

Cork-screws
Alarm Clocks
Orchestratldns
Press NsUtes

. Fhotagnphs
Nail FUes
BnslBesa Cards and Leiterliesds

Sixty-nine were killed and more
than 100 seriously injured when an
empty troop train crashed into the
Hagenbeck-Wallace circus train near
Gary, Indiana, June 26, 1918.

.

r Units San Over IJiere

grab it without the unilorms." Private

Irving Berlin, who wrote everything

in the show, was lo/ced to make a

curtain speech. Ditto Private Will

H. Smith, who staged the production."

Several Broadway producers

started making ov'erlures for pro-

ducing rights to 'Yaphank',- which

was expected to gross $100,000 in

N. Y. and then play Boston, Phila-

delphia and Washington one week

each. The 'Yaphank" band was parad-

ing Broadway daily, playing Berlin's

Hate to Get Up in the Morning'.

Actors Equity in September, 1918,

set up a committee to raise funds for

the benefit of wounded professionals.

Performers were asked to contribute

a portion of their salaries weekly.

ProblbUlon on the Horlstfn

Some restaurants were already

looking forw.-'.d to the impending

Prohibition. A few mulled the Idea

of installing soda fountains to re-

place their bars.

^^mifi—InHucnza""""S|)ir«IKre; »"

direct result of the war, started

IndiesAdvance

First Time Since 1935

They've Gotlen
Together

By BILL BROGDON
Hollywood, Jan. 4.

The year 1941 wi'.; go down as the

firr-t since 1935 in which independent

producers met on common ground to

(loht olT the innumerable problems

thai had stifled their elTorts at de-

livering marketable product during

the past six years. Not since 1935,

when rising labor and talent pay

scales doomed the stales rights mar-

ket, has there been such a display of

ornanizalion and ability to either

lick or compromise independent pro-

duction problems.

Instead of accepting standards of

labor recognition set up for the

major companies, the independents

banned together into a strong or-

ganization, "wlllinig "Snd-able' to gairr

' The first five units of the Over
There League finally sailed for

France early in August, 1918, 'Some
Home Folks' contained Will Cressey
and Blanche Dayne, Helene Davis,
George Austin Moore and Howard T.
Collins; .The Shamrock Show' held.

Leo bonnelly, James F. Kelly, Will
J. Kennedy, Emma Pollack, Helen
GoR; 'A Broadway Punch' included
Irene Franklin and Burt Green,
Tommy Huntington and Corinne

—~ Francis; 'A Laugh Barrage' had
Harry Adler, David Lemer, Kate

. Condon, Paula Sherman, Amy Hor-
ton; 'Magic, Mirth, Music' included

. David Mclvor, Madeline Glynn, Hal
Pearson and Alfred Armand. In
addilion to these complete units, also
sailing were Margaret Mayo, Eliza-
beth Brice, Tommy Gray, Inex Nil-
son, Will Morrisey, Blta Gould, Bert
Snow, Roland Young end Henry
Souvain. All the ptfformers wore
Y.M.C.A. uniforms when they

^ boarded ship.

^ The legit managements in August,
1918, expressed deep concern about^ the forthcoming season. Newest pro-
posal to increase

. admission taxes to
20%, plus the proposed new draft
of all men from 18 to 45, were ex-
pected to cut deeply Into theatre at-
tendance. On the other hand; legit
business in London was booming.
'Chu Chin Chow', after 900 per-
formances, grossed over $17,000 the
second week In August
The Government withdrew from

11 active management of army camp
shows, and starting In August, 1S18,
all troupes playing the Xlber^'
theatres were under independent

' management. Percentages were Also
Increased to BO-20. The Volunteer'
shows were dropped.

Yip, Yip Yaphank" opened at the
Century, N. Y., Aug. 19, 1918, and
was a sensation. Cast of 350 men,
•11 from Camp Upton, proved a reve-
lation to the Broadway mob as well
•B the armj^ officials. Sime wrote:
•Yip, Yip Yaphank' Iff a great show
by a great bunch. There's no
theatrical manager who would not

spreading arid the slate of Massachu-

setts closed all theatres and other

places of amusement in September,

1918. Besides Boston; over 30 cities

in the New England area had already

declared a strict quarantine on public

gathering places. The epidemic

spread nationally, and such cities as

Denver, Seattle, Pittsburgh, Wash-

ington, Atlanta, Indianapolis, St.

Louis, Providence and New Orleans

ordered all theatres closed. The
losses ran into millions of dollars

weekly. Army camps were also

under strict quarantine arid Jiatur-

ally shows touring them were can-

celled. 'Variety' started a list of

influenza 'casualties'.

While New York did not declare

a quarantine, show lousiness- in the

Metropolis was hard hit by the In-

fluenza epidemic. Every attraction

in Times Square was cut-rating and

still the houses played to far from
.

capacity attendance.. ^

By mid-October, 1918, show busi-

ness over the entire country was at

a virtual standstill because of the-

epideniic. Influenza was still spread-

ing and only New Vork Cliy and
San Francisco were the major cities

with all theatres open. "Variety's"

casuality list was growing at an
alarming rate. It was estimated that

90% of the country"s theatres were
closed, but a general reopening was
expected early in November.
England .'evidently was also suffer-

ing from the Influenza plague. While
there was no. quarantine of theatres,

business dropped off. Mean\vhile,

U. S. theatres began reopening early

in November. A. Paul Keith, only

son of B. F. Keith, died of Influenza

October 30, 1918.

By mid-November, 1918, the epi-

demic had run its course and virtu-

ally all theatres had reopened.
Broadway business boomed as flu

abated.

Irene Franklin and Burt Green,
who returned from France in Octo-
ber, 1918, said the A. E. F. needed
'1,000 entertainers." They described
their services for the soldiers over-
seas as

'

'having
.
many joys, some

hardsTiips and t^e greatest experi-
ence in the world'.

Peace came .Nov. 11, 1918, and
the issue of "Variety" dated Nov,
IS, as its lead story; detailed the
concern of theatre operators whether
a. new revenue bill before Congress
again raising taxes on admi^ons.
would go into effect.

Broadway speculated on the
chances of war plays now that the
Armistice had 'been signed. It was
figured they wouldn't enjoy wide
popularity. ~'

Plans were. already underway to
send shows and American acts to
Europe. . . . Harry Lauder cabled
from Europe that he would make an
other 'farewell tour* i»f America
starting Nov . 29 ... the UBO
ordered acts to delete all war songs
and gags from their material now
that the war was over ... it was
decreed that soldier-professionals
could wear their uniforms on stages
for only 90 days after being mustered
out , . . cabaret owners were ruefully
contemplating the enforcement of
Prohibition the following spring.

concessions that were more equitable

to indie firm making.
The Independent Motion Picture

Producers Association, with I. E.

Chadwlck as prexy, was reborn to

bring some order into that particular

picture field. Concessions were
gained from the Screen Actors Guild

as to employment of actors under

certain situations. Concessions and
compromises are .

expected from
among the various unions, all of

which make the next 12 months loom
as the best prospects since the hey-

day of the indies years ago.

Instead of scattered production by
innumerable outfits, aimed at state-

righting their pictures on a hlt-or-,

miss basis, there was a swing to unit

production for the. two independent

companies. Monogram arid Producers
Releasing Corp., whose assured' the-

atre ouilets gave the single indies an
opportunity to realize the most re-

turn on their celluloid children. Out-
side of the activities by units in these'

two companies, little remains in the

indie field.

Monogram's Upbeat

From Chorines to Stars
; Continued from page Ss

heard of was being shipped to Libya

for fighting service. For seven

months he had been in Scotland,

training with a parachute battalion.

He has made one picture during the

war, for which he was granted a

leave It's about the Royal Air

Force, and titled The First of the

Few'.

Another is Richard Greene, uncon-

ditionally released from the 20th-

Fox cantract in order to free him

for service in the tank corpj:. He's

understood now either in Libya or

on his way there.

Holding his own with the crack

aces of .the Royal Navy's Fleet Air

Arm is Laurence Olivier. (Russell

Birdwell, who recently visited Eng-

land and saw Olivier, was amazed

to find him a flier. Olivier was

known in this country fot- his fear of

plane travel. 'How did you overcome

your fear?' Birdwell asked. 'I didn't

replied the former fllm player, 'I'm

still as frightened ol We IKllTgsr-as-

ever'.) Leslie Fenton is also in the

Royal Navy,- as is Robert Newton,

who is an ordinary seaman.

for coffee and doughnuts, Hylton put
on variety, revue and musical com-
edy shows. Perhaps his biggest
.achievement to date was the saving
of the London Philharmonic Orches-
tra, which faced efxtinction throuch
lack of funds. Taking control of the
world-famed organization, he loured
it through the provinces with all the
ballyhoo of a fllm road show. They
not only have been playing to ca-
pacity business; the ordinary public
has shown by its support at the box
office that it has an ear fpr good mu-
sic. Time' and

_
again Hylton

has jumped in and' filled a breach
when some singing star has found
himself without an accompanist. In
addition to staging numberless char-
ity concerts for the Red Cross and
war groups, Hylton's name as donor
appears on a mobile canteen. At the
moment he is 'digging for victory' on
a farm he recently acquired in Ox-
fordshire, his native county. He is

specializing In cattle and poultry.

Vivien Lelfh Tottrlng Camps

Of particular Interest during the

past 12 months was the strength

shown by Monogram, after several

years of dreary outlook, arid the rise

of Producers Releasing Corp., as a
figure in the Independent market
Monogram shook off the financial,

shackles which had governed every
move since its re-birth in 1937 and
PRC arose from the ashes of Ben-
jamin Judell's attempt to establish

himself as a Hollywood producer.
One of the most important execu-

tive changes was the appointment of

Trem Carr as executive director In

charge of Monogram production.

Carr, associated with Mono since Its

reentry into the production field in

1937, had theretofore held his duties

to those of a member of the board of
directors and stockholder. He was
also closely Identified with the orlg-

inal'Monogram organization when It

was first started some years ago.

Company's switch to the unit form
of production apparently was the
hypo it needed to start figuring im-
portantly In its field, and at the same
time resulted In a number of major
economies that helped to register a
net profit instead of a deficit for its

last fiscal year.
Another Monogram oldtlmer to re-

new his association with W. Ray
Johnston, president, during the year
with appointments to a high post was
Herman Rifkln. Latter was named
v.-p. of the corporation. Samuel
(Steve) Broldy, formerly manager
of the Monogram Boston office, was
elevated to the post of v.-p. in charge
of sales. Norton V. Hitchey, former
manager of the export department,
became v.-p. In charge of the foreign
division.

Vivien Leigh is making the rounds

of factories and camps In the enter-

Ulnment units, for which she re-

ceives about $25 a week. She toured

in 'Doctor's Dilemma' throughout

England and during the blitz period

was serving food in a London emer-
gency canteen. Offers of $200,000

have been made Miss Leigh and
OUvier if they'll return to Holly-

wood for 10 weeks work. It is under-

stood. They've turned them down,
however.

One of the hardest working: ac-

tresses' is Beatrice -Llllie. ' Since the
second Sunday In September, 1939,

she has appeared in some Sunday
charity show every week ' except
one. She was the flrst woman to

make the flight to Scapa Flow in the

Orkneys, where for a week she en-

tertained thousands of sailors from
the graAd flleet then anchored there.

Miss Llllie, like most other troopers,

did her three months under a. con-

tract to ENSA, the government en-
tertainment-service group; but since

then has followed the course of

most Sritlsh stars by working on
her own. Almost without exception,

these Sunday shows are staged out-

side London, involving train jumps
of as much as 300 miles. Reason for

that is that people still with money
enough to come across with wortb-
while contributions took It on the
run as soon as the bombs began
dropping on the capital, and are
now housed in 'safe" centres.

Shoot Now, Pooch Later

Hollywood, Jan. 4.
War replaces pugilism on Errol

Flynn"s starring schedule at Warners.
His n«xt start will bo 'Desperate
Journey," dealing' with the Jap
trouble,- instead of 'Gentleman Jim,'
the life story of James J. Corbett
Filming starts next week, with

Raoul Walsh directing.

PBC Moves Ahead
Producers Releasing Corp. marks

off 18 months of progress in the in-
dependent prbduction - distribution
field with a net gain that augurs well
for Its future Activities. Organized
on March 20, 1940, when a group of
fllm exchanges got together on a co-
operative basis to assure themselves
of pictures to sell, the company has
expanded now to such an exteht that
its pictures are distributed in all

parts of the world where American
films can be shipped.
Company started the. 1941 year off

with several executive changes, elect-

ing O. Henry Briggs president and
I<eon Fromkess v.-p. In charge of
home office operations and domestic
and foreign distribution. On the
Coast George °R. Batcheller was
brought In as feature supervisor, and
supervision of westerns was turned
over to Neufeld.

Noel Coward

Noel Coward"s war work has had
more publicity, favorable and other-
wise, probably, than that of any
other volunteer. Whatever anyone
else may think, his services are
highly valued by the Britisb Gov-
ernment, and his status carries with
it the weight of the all-powerful
initials, O.H.M.S., which means On
His Majesty"s Service,.

Leslie Howard is working In the
soldier .^nd factory shows and also
appeared in "The First of the Few.'
Virginia Cherrill, a former Holly-
woodile, is now Lady Jersey and
riins a canteen near London. She
is also 'godmother' to a Free Polish
flying squadron (72 men).

A whole chapter should probably
be written about Ben Lyon and Bebe
Daniels, both Americans, who have
been in England for the past half-
dozen years or more. They rank at
the absolute peak of radio entertain-
ers with their 'Hi, Gang' show on
BBC. Vic Oliver, Winston Churchill's
.son-in-law, completes the starring
trio on the program. He and Miss
Daniels write most of It Lyon and
Miss Daniels have been In a number
of highly successful English pictures
and legiters, too. They are No. 1

morale builders in the British Isles,

' And then there"s Grade Fields,
making as great an effort as anyone
possibly could for her native land,
She"s currently In the United States,
having just completed a second tour
which grossed $232,000 for British
War Relief. Between the two Amer-
ican tours—which Included a num-
ber of jumps to Canada—Miss Fields
returned to England and made a cir
cult of factories, camps and naval
bases.

Jack Hylton, the band leader, has
done tremendous work as an im-
presario and producer since the out-
break of the war. 'While others, dur
Ing the height of the blitz, threw up
the sponge and left show people to
form cooperative troupes working

—FUmaenravd'AHeir'

The flrst week in September, 1939,

found Flanagan and Allen and their

company closing a long run. Follow-
ing the disbanding .of the troupe that
Saturday night, the two comics gave
their first war-e'ffort concert the next
afternoon. Since then, for almost 125

weeks now, they have not missed a

single Sunday. Recently they made
the 300-mile jump to Blackpool-
leaving London Saturday midnight
to star in a concert on behalf of the

Royal Air Force Benevolent Fund.
On their arrival they found the house
had been scaled at unheard-of prices,

the first five rows In the orchestra

priced at $50 a seat.

By the time they flnlshed with that

audience of rich evacuees they had
squeezed enough out-tif them, in ad-

dition to the gate itself, to be able to

hand over $200,0(X) to the charity.

Their Job done, they grabbed the

midnight train back to London.

As soon as their present engage-

ment in "Black Vanities' 'ends, Flan-

agan and Allen will embark on a

tour of the United Kingdom that will

take, them as far as the Orkney Is-

liands and occupy the whole Summer.
During this pei'iod they will receive

no pay whatever. But, according to

Flanagan, they will have the fun of

their life—laughing at the income tax

pieoplel

Contributions to Frances Day's

Penny Fund, organized by the stage

and screen star in October, 1939,- had

reached a staggering total at the end

of the first two years of its existence.

To British prisoners of war and

troops serving overseas the Fund has

sent 40,000 packs of playing cards,

1,000 dartboards, huge quantities of

boxing gloves, musical instruments,

books, cigarettes and tobacco. Regis-

tered under the War Charities Act
the fund has as its president the

Duke of Sutherland and Marchioness

of Carlsbrooke as patron.

American Contributions

Many contributions have come

from America, and actively engaged

in boosting the fund across the sea

are Marie Louise Boicourt honorary

p. for the U. S.; Gertrude Law-
rence, and Horace E. Dodge, honor-

ary treasurer for the U. S.

George Formby, Britain's No. 1

fllm star, has paid the Government
more than $400,000 In income tax

since the war started. In this period

he has had for himself only 12c out

of every $5 earned. He has refused

several tempting offers to appear In

pantomime this year because of a

promise to take a troupe to Northern

Ireland in January to entertain the

armed forces there. Because he pre-

fers to travel about the country,

playing his ukulele In farmyards,

barns and aircraft hangars for the

entertainment of men In uniform, he

cancelled an Australian tour at the

outbreak of war, and has since

turned down big money and offers

for a tour of Canada. During the

flrst year of the war he made two

trips to Northern France, as well as

to the Orkney and Shetland Islands.

Last summer Formby got together

a company of artists, and in 16 .days

played 14 of the worst blitzed cities

in the Kingdom. Out of his own
pocket he footed the whole cost ol

this tour, turning over the gross

takings (roughly $50,000) to war
charities.

If the present lull continues Into

the New Year, and the Royal Navy
League of Canada persuades White-
hall to make It an official tour. Form-
by may consent to do Coast-to-
Coast tour of the Dominion on the
one condition that his audiences are

exclusively flehtinc men in uniform.
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No New Year ever started so

happily! WeVe still counting

up but -roughly-business is

about 4200^ over anything

in history! You have to have

priority order to get a seat

the 414 theatres now cleaning

up with "The Man Who Came

To Dinner -from WARNERS!

9:15 New Years Morning at the N. Y. Strand—They Went



Room For Democracy
-Centlnned ttf/m page 9s

and we have them In the BiU ot Rights of the Constitution

ot the United States.

Here Is the bulwark against the defeat of free expression

which was erected in 1791 by such men as George Washmg-
tqn, Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, Benjamin Franlclm:

'Conffres* shall pass no ioto Tespectini; the estoblish-

tncnt of Religion, or prohtbitino the freedom of speech,

or of the press, or the right of the people peaceably to

assemble.

Our Fifth Freedom derives from this Bill of Rights. We
are- at war to protect this priceless heritage.

The Foundmg Fathers didn't write that law of the land to

gijarantee obscenity, to insure vulgarity, or to promote im-

morality. They gave us that law to make American expres-

sion FREE, then and forever.

Some censorship groups would tell us that these freedoms

are all right to talk about, to read about, to write laws about,

but that nobody really means they should be put into prac-

tice. Some censorships would tell us that today, and some

censorships were telling the same thihg to Washington and

Jefterson and Adams.

Some censorship groups would censor us all into one

church. Others would censor us into a single vote of 'Ja!'

at the polls. Others -would censor Mickey Mouse from Min-

nie Mouse; Popeye from his pipe; W. C. Fields from his red

nose; and audiences from theatres.

Hitler's shadow is censorship. Where his moustache goes,

nobody sings. "Shut their mouths, stop up their ears, close

their eyes—and start shoving them aroundl'

Nobody has to be told we aren't fighting for that The-

people who advocated censorships were paving the road of

good intations—and we know who has made good use of

Siat smooth highway!

-Fifth-Frtedonh b Not die Last

Of the Freedoms We'l Figbt For
So, If you're a fighter for the Fifth Freedom, count me

with you. Ifs not the least of the many freedoms we're

fighting for.

We start fighting for the Fifth Freedom right here in our

own hearts. The first battle Is aginst SeU-Censorship Through
' Fear. Have we still got the guts to say what we want to say,

. to say What we have to say?

'When in the course of Human Events, It becomes necte-

sary . . .' They had the heart to place courage and an Ideal

above humait life.

France tell, as many nations have, because of a self-censor-

ship through fear. Free expression disappears when fascism

and defeat appear, and it is this self-denial, this suicide of

censorship, which destroys free expression.

Some time around Nov. 15 three Japanese aircraft-carriers

left Kobe for a pre-arranged' target at Hawaii.

On Nov. 15 Lester Cowan protested my stand for a Holly-

wood alive to current issues, with this public statement: "The

movies cannot take sides In the controversy now going on in

our country.' On the night of Dec. 7 I am sure that Lester

agreed with me that any idea of Artistic Isolation- was no
longer defensible.

I
. Oitrich Age Ii Oyer

|

The Ostrich Age is over. We have learned our lesson. A
nation which does not have its motors turning. Its marching
men in arms, and its people made au»ire—%an lose the first

round of a war.

Such blindness must qot come again. There must be a
clear voice for something besides Entertainment in the Holly-
wood tliat comes out of Air-Raid warnings and blackouts.

There must be no compromise, no appeasement, no reserva-
. tion, no holding-back, no room for anything but the' demo-
cratic spirit. This is the world's crisis.

We of the films must conceive a lap-dissolve Into the
future, into .the victorious future, where a full freedom need
not be attained, but defended.

I
What of the Fatarel

I tr:

K

What shall we do with this future ot freedom? You, therel
—you writing books. What are you going to do with It?

And you, producing plays? What does freedom of expres-
sion mean for you?

I make, movies. What will I do with freedom of expres-
sion? I'm for using it for all It is worth.

I agree that motion pictures should be entertainment;
Every picture on which 1 have worked has expressed my

agreement with the principle that motion pictures should be
entertainment. I still believe, and shall continue to believe,

that motion pictures should be entertainment. But I say that
in addition to being entertainment, in fact, sometimes irhile

being entertainment, motion pictures can and should con-
tribute to the important dissemination ot hope and inspira-
^tion, courage and truth, unity and the memory of oilr sacred

merican. heritage.

Why not? All This and Belly-Laughs, Too! Is this the
'first era in history where the dramatic arts should ignore
what is happening In the world?
We have something that has to be said. We have to say It,

To refuse to say it is to betray an obligation to America.
To make it impossible for it to l>e said, is to deny the strug-
gle and victory of the ragged little army of 'Valley Forge.
There can be no conflict in the motion picture industry.

Are we for democracy or against it? De we mean to serve
it or deny it? Do we mean to strike the blows for freedom
that our jobs demand?
We, with the gi-eatest instrument of public information in

the world, are saying so little. While Hitler is saying so
much and while Hirohlto is doing so much.
We must be a vital, part ot American life now more than

ever before. We must become an art as Well as an industry.
Ours is a vast field with a vast audience and there's room in

It for much. There's room for Blng Crosby and John Ford,
Mickey Mouse and Dorothy Lamour's sarong, Betty Grable
and Aldous Huxley, Katharine Hepburn and Mickey Rooney,
William Shakespeare ' and Lana Turner, Arnold Schoenberg
and Artie Shaw.

There's room In motion pictures for talent of every kind.

There's room for anyone who can sing a song or clown a
bit or wring a tear from an old tired melodrama.
And if there's room for ridiculing the dignity and high

purpose of the little draftee soldier in 'Caught In the Draft'

and 'Buck Privates,' there must be room as well for an
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honest, inspiring presentation of the young men who hava

taken up arms for the United States.

There's room for diversion and amusement and room lor

honesty. .

,

And Boom, Also, for Flam 'Xaik^
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Most of all, there Is room for democracy m action on the

. American screen. There's room for plain talk. There s

room for someone who has something to say.

We have a good measure of freedom and mo" <>"

way TUs is the democratic spirit in action. We fight lot

freedom on the high seas and on distant shores. In order

that we may have It in our Uves and m our work.

This isn't something new-it started long before that day

at Concord Bridge, in 1775, when they fired the shot heard

'round the world. The echoes of that cannon shot stUl ring

and the voices that it awakened still sing.

We have the democratic spirit with us-now we must give

it new flame. To control, to dictate, to bind, or to censor,

was a violation of that spirit. Censorship was a violaUon

of what the editors of this paper have so aptly named the

Fifth Freedom. ^

Freedom is a self-perpetuating ideal. It must not l>e

abused; It must be nurtured. It must have love and respect

to grow where it is planted.
^ .

We have Freedom to fight for. We have film to fight

with. We have the bvains and the hands. We have songs

of our nation thr.t must not be forgotten.

Let's sing those American songs with ail our power.

Let's GSve Democracy
; continued from page Is

both in Spanish and Portuguese, to keep Latin America in

touch with U. S. defense and war efforts.

American defense means keeping the Americas together.

Unless this country is to- stand alone in a world of hostile

nations, we must make sure that our neighbors are l>ound to-

gether through channels of communication and friendship.

We will know that Axis propaganda is being piped as

smoothly as oil into South America. We've all heard its line:

The United States is greedy. Imperialistic, crude, contemptu-

ous of its Latin neighlMrs.

And the line makes ita mark because many of our neigh-

bors know so little about us that they begin to believe that

perhaps the Nazis are right

Here is where our arts come In, and especially our movies:

They can show America South what America North Is like.

This doesn't mean propaganda. It means making mutual
acquaintance. We would defeat our purpose if we ever
applied censorship to the pictures w^ send to our Latin

neighbors. We want to show what free arts can do in

reflecting the life of a free country.

Free Arts in a Free Conntry

But when we siiEak of showing people what we are like,

we don't mean creative fantasy, but what we are really like.

We have gone to great effort at various times in the past to

show something that the vast majority of us were not like

at all.

We have exported pictures describing in great, and gory
detail the North American bad man, the gangster, the crook,
the lyncher/the corrupt politico. We have regaled Paolo in

Brazil and Pepito in the Argentine with portraits that made
.
us look just as the Nazis said we did. And sometimes, to

add a touch of spice to the dish of injury, we let it be known
that our very worst bad men were of Latin extraction. There
were years when our screen villains snarled in Spanish and
were chastised in the best Oxford-Hollywood manner.

If that is the kind of contact we are going to have with
Latin America, we had better have none at all. What's the
alternative?

Our sense of humor forbids exporting pictures designed to
glorify and prettify our national life. We won't make friends
by making pictures for the export trade which represent all

Americans as Guardians of the Golden Rule, who live in vine-
covered cottages or marble palaces, give all to the poor and
retire at 9 o'clock every evening.
We think that our national life, with all iU shortcomings.

Is essentially good—and far better than anything the Nazis
have to offer. We can afford to tell the truth about it
The reason why we have continued to possess our freedoms

is that we have watched them wisely. Certainly we must
watch them now in what we say and do before the world. If
the truth be bitter, the solution is not to suppress it but to
take steps to rid ourselves of the cause of the bitterness. Pic-
tures like 'The Grapes of Wrath' are a tribute to our honesty,
our awareness that all is not perfect and to the fact that we
are trying to do something about It
But if we are to exploit and sensationalize the worst side

of ourselves—the underworld of crime, the small overworld,
of the viciotts banker—for the meretricious cause of the readi-
est market then we are 'doing ' ourselves little service. And
we are saving Dr. Goebbels time and money.
We have a story to 'tell: Democracy works. And we can tell

It in our own democratic way. But In acting out our come-
dies and tragedies before the world audience, let's give de-
mocracy a break.

Theatres Map Defense

Philadelphia, Jan. 4.
Impatient at the do-nothing policy of the Philadelphia

Defense Council regarding air-raid precautions for theatres.
Philly's film Industry is going ahead on its own.
Representatives of affiliated and independent houses have

drawn plans for the formation of a civil defense committee
for the industry. A pamphlet will be printed setting forth
procedures for the safely of patrons in the event of black-
outs, air-raid tests or actual raids. The booklet will be dis-
tributed to employees of every theatre in the Philadelphia
area.

The meeting was called by Ted Schlanger, Philly zone
chief,.of the Stanley-Warner circuit. Attending were John
Nolan, representing the Comerford circuit; Joseph Egan,
Wilmer-'Vincent houses; Sidney E. Samuelson, business man-
ager of Allied of Eastern Pennsylvania; Lewen Pizor, presi-
dent of the United Motion Picture Theatre Owners of East-
ern Pennsylvania, Delaware, and Southern New Jersey, and
Jay Emanuel, indie theatre operator and trade magazine
publisher.

The Philly defense setup has been slow In getting started,

being beset by red tape, overlapping of committees, political

squabbles, etc. Film men believe that if anything is to be
done to take care of the safety of theatre patrons, they'll
have to do It themselves.

Prod, of the Country
-Contlnaed Itom pace 7.

the East *he caste system was rigidly in operation. The
benches along-both walls were jammed with natives, so many
of them that at least 50 could not find places to sit and were
forced to stand In the rear. The section of benches in the

middle was almost completely empty. A handful of clean-

looking, heavy-jowled Dutchmen and their tall, handsome
wives were seated down In front Sibyl, Auntie; and I were

the only English-speaking people In the audience. We took

a bench near the center .of the middle section. The natives

looked at us with Indifferent curiosity, In silence. Those that

were standing made no move to occupy the empty benches

In the middle reserved for white people.

The theatre was lighted by t^o large unshaded electric

bulbs, hanging from lengths of unprotected black wire fast-

ened to the celling. They drew down upon us a sickly yellow

light that, strangely, made Sibyl look, lovelier and, naturally,

gave Auntie a distinct resemblance to pictures I had seen of

Sitting Bull In his later years. A few minutes after we
arrived the lights went out and the show was on.

First there was a newsreel. This, while not exactly up to

the moment, was Interesting. It showed Gertrude Eyerie

emerging, grease-smeared and tired but cheerfulW smiling,

from the waters of the English Channel after completing her

historic swim. Auntie wanted to know, in the peculiarly

uneven and loud voice that matehed her face, whether all

that grease was good for one's complexion. I said I didn't

know but, if she was anxious to find out I would be de-

lighted to provide her with a tin of same and my services as

a smearer. Auntie released the first three words, none of

them complimentary, of an acidulous retort before she was
told by Sibyl to hush up; here came the next picture.

I ,
A Vintage Tanan' |

This was an episode, from somewhere In the middle of the

serial, of Elmo Lincoln In 'Tarzan of the Apes.' Auntie said,

her voice now louder and consequently more offensive to the

ear, that it was rubbish. I asked her how she would like

'to swing like that from tree to tree for a living. Sibyl

stepped In jiist in time with a hissed ultimatum. If we didn't

stop this Idiotle bickering at once, she said, she would leave:

Auntie and I shut up and 'Swing, Sister, Swing' flashed on the

screen.

The memory of man, like his allotment of years on this

earth, being short, I suppose there a/te those who have for-

gotten this product ot America's cinema capital. Me, I'll

never forget it In fact me, I've never been quite the same
since that night In Batevia.

Under the Identification system employed on our west coast

I suppose 'Swing, Sister, Swing' was what is called a B pic-

ture. I can't help feeling that even to the studio that made
it and the actors who played In It, a letter somewhat farther,

considerably farther, along in the alphabet would have been
more accurate.

'Swing, Sister, Swing' dealt, inevitably and yet weirdly,

with a band of swing musicians from a small mid-western
town who come to New 'Vork to make good. It was studded

with much fast talk about hepcata and alligators. It was
full of too much trucking in the streets and jiving on side-

walks, and It was practically overflowing with Ken Murray
and a cigar of barber-pole dimensions. From the ominous
silence around me I knew I was going to have trouble. If I

were often 'as right as I was then, I cpuld make a young for-

tune, or at least a tidy sum, in Wall Street As is the custom

in the east halfway through the picture the film was stopped,

the lighta went on, and everybody stood up for a stretch and

a smoke, Auntie, who now looked like Sitting Bull several

days after his demise, pounced on me at once.

Auntie Wasnt Hep

'Tell me,' she said, 'is Ameddlca really like that?'

'No,' I said, weighing my words. 'Not really.'

'But it must be.'

'No,' I said carefully. 'It mustn't be.'

'Then why," Sibyl exclaimed, 'do they make films like that?'

'Well,' I said—and now it was pointless to weigh my words
because they felt so heavy that no scale ever built could have
sustained them—'just tor. entertainment.'

'I understand that,' Auntie said icily. 'Do you think I'm a

tool? Naturally it's entertainment. All films are entertain-

ment I asked if Ameddlca was really like that?'

'No,' I said doggedly, 'it isn't'

'But how silly,' Sibyl said. 'If tl)ey make a film, surely it's

made accurately?'

At this point the Javanese equivalent of our seventh-inning
stretch came to a merciful close and my temporary rescue.

The lighta went out and the picture went on. We all sat

down. Since my attention was by now diverted to the sweat
that was pouring profusely from my every pore and the

thoughts that were whirling dizzily through my mind, I can-
not say wfth strict accuracy that the second halt of 'Swing,

Sister, Swing' is the worst length of American film I have
e.ver seen on any screen. All I can say—and I will defend
my opinion to the death—Is that the second half was not bet-

ter than the first. We will let It go at that and, it you are
wise, you will let it go far and forever. But I was in a
tougher spot I was In no position to let anything go.
When the picture was finished and the lights went up, I

seized Sibyl's arm and started a hasty march up the aisle.

But I wasn't fast enough. Auntie was stiIMn there playing
the big scene from 'Uncle Tom's Cabin.' She leaped several
benches in a manner that would have earned her a place on
the Yale track team and grabbed my free arm.
TeU me,' she said insistently, 'is Ameddica really like that?'
'No, I said. 'Let's get a drink.'
'But I'm veddy curious. Is Ameddica really like that?'
'Tell her to stop it,' I said to Sibyl. 'I want a drink.'
'But I'm curious, too,' Sibyl said. 'Is Ameddica really like

that?'

'Of course not' I said shortly. 'Now let's stop this nonsense
and get a—

"

'How can you say of course not?' Auntie demanded. 'Surely
they wouldn't make a film to tool people?'
• 'Maybe they would,' I said. 'Here's th(

I want a
—

'

'Sibyl, he's lying,' Auntie snapped. 'I won't have you trot-
ting about Batavia with a man who lies to his friends and
thinks of nothing but liquor. Let him keep his car. We'll
find another to take us back to the hotel. Come along.'

'No, wait a minute,' I said. 'All I said was—'
'Why don't you answer Auntie's question?' Sibyl said

sweetly. There's no cause tor a row, you know. All Auntie
wanta to know, and so do I, is whether Ameddlca is really
like
—

*

This went on all the way back to the hotel in the car, all

evening in the bar and all of the following morning. It was
a shame, too, because I liked that girl, especially In a sweater.
That afternoon I caught a ship tor BaU.

the car. Come on.
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YOUR HAND, PLEASE!"
It*s a call you can*t resist, the cry of thousands of

little ones who are depending on you to enlist in their

behalf in the "RGHT INFANTIJLE PARALYSIS" campaign.

Their champion is President Roosevelt, sponsor of

the campaign, who has not forsaken them despite the

cares of his office. And the motion picture industry

says: "Mr. President, count us in too!"

Please join the 10,000 theatres which will show the

trailer (supplied gratis] and make lobby collections

during the week of Jan. 22, 1942.

Please write today to MARGH OF DIMES, Hotel Astor,

New York, and say, "Here*s my hand. Count me in.?
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THE 'INSIDE' ON A PAST GENERATION
(Continued from page IS)

plays Tlpperary*. . .Mary Plckford, curls over her shoulders,

seated b^de me, admires my high school class pin. , .1 blush

James Kirkwood's broad smile as he slides into a chair

beside Pauline Frederick, lnt«ntly discussing her latest pic-

ture with the founder and president of Famous Players Film

Co., an infant organization just now seeing daylight,. after

three years of nights without sleep, days of ceaseless struggle

for recognition, for small loans, for confidence in a dream. .

.

but Famous Players is out in front nowl- Think of iti It

occupies an entire floor on the top story of a loft building

down on West 26th street! Tonight, my father has his greatest

stars and me dining over Broad>yay, after which he is taking

us to the Packy MacFarland-Mike Gibbons flght for the

lightweight championship of the world, at Coney Island.

I

4-AIanii Fire on 26th St.

We squeeze into the red touring car and drive off. Sud-

denly down through the canyons of Broadway and Fifth

Avenue lurch the shrieking legions of the New York Fire

Department. A cop's hand waves us to one side.
.
Recogniz-

ing the stars, he saunters, over. . .'Four-alarm fire... some-

thing big going up In flames around 26th street.' My father,

who has been strangely quiet, even for his undemonstrative

nature, ^eaks: 'Driver,- when you reach 26th street, slow

down.'
Twenty-sixth- street. . .we look westward. ..we see a mass

of flame... street filled with pedestrians running toward the

light. . .Instinctively we join the throng... as long as I live I

shall never forget Mary's face, tears splashed her cheeks...

we reach the scene. . .my father leads the way through the

lines. ..the heat is oppressive ... walls have collapsed. . .one

still remains. . .through the smoke a red hot safe can be seen

tenaciously clinging to that finger of brickwork. . .Frank

Meyer did that. . .he put the priceless negatives in that vault

...my father's only concern was for the man and not the

contents of that box...though the loss would have meant
complete disaster for him...Frank appeared unscathed..."
directly behind him was a kindly old gentleman...Edwin S.

Porter, producer, director, cameraman. . .a tragic figure..,

my father's partner. Not a word was said as' the group
clasped hands and huddled together on the curb...hours
passed and the spray froze. ..my father sent the girls home
. . .Porter, my father and I went tis Castle Cave for coffee.

lowed long years with Zlegfeld, tours with his own shows as
a vaudeville headliner, and so on ... all show business history,
too well known to detail here,

There were sidelights, though, that have- never been pub-
lished. I didnt learn one of them imtil I worked with Eddie
Cantor in '40 Little Mothers.' Mr. Cantor recalled that long
ago he had met my father backstage. 'He greeted me warmly;
said that he had seen my act, and predicted -that some day
Td be a big star.' Mr. Cantor added: 'Now I'ni going to
predict something for Bunny Granville's daughter. You're
going to be a big star, too, and soon.'

I don't know about the 'big,' although, of course, Pm hop-
ing. But this much of Mr. Cantor's prediction has come true.
I'm to be co-starred with Adolphe Menjou and Jackie Cooper
in William Dieterle's picture, 'Syncopation,' which thrills me
a lot. . . :

Incidentally, few people know that dad was a photographer
during World War I. He entered service as a private and
became a captain doing aerial photography. Earl Carroll
was his pilot

B. P. Scholberg a Poshoyer

For Joe E. Lewis, Cards, Figlits

Bnyi Oat Ed Porter

Ed Porter was grlef-strlcken. ..all their efforts...money
...even his courage- were being consumed across the
street. .

.

'Ed, you have worked hard. How much do you figure
you've lost?' _

.

'How much?" Porter hesitated, then spoke. 'A sum In

thousands.'

'I am buying your share, Ed. . .Give me your hand. . .Now
I am sole owner of Famous Players. . .1 will not permit you
to lose what you have worked so hard to create'.. .A hand-
clasp closed the deal.

Later. . .riding, home. . .my father and I... I opened my
mouth to speak... a firm arm drew me close. . .'Onli/ things
turn to ashes; ideas live forever. , .Money! flies away . . .Build-
ings burn,.,A great Idea can never die.., if you don't lose

faith in it.,.But always remember one thing...you have to

flght for your idea... never say quitSv .never let yesterday's
failure worry you today ... think only of tomorrow,., a day
when you must begin fighting all over again for your idea, .

,'

Before the safe cooled off. . .quarters for Famous Players
were established in the swank Columbia Bank Building on
Fifth Avenue... Durland's Riding Academy was converted
into a new studio... the idea flourished. . .into a world in-

stitution. . .almost an empire. .~. called Paramount. . .Then
came another great fire. . .world chaos. . .financial collapse. .

.

friendships turned to hatred. . .panic. I watched again the
same quiet little gentleman, at work amidst bankruptcy and
ruin... I had no fear of the outcome where Paramount was
concerned, . .together we tdced the flames again. . .watched
thinos perish in ashes. . .ideas. . .red hot... not in a vault
above the embers this time. . .but in the heart and soul. of my
father. . .the heart and soul of Paramount

Playwright Owen Davis

Pols 'North'^ in Jr.'s Lap
By OWEN DAVIS, SR.

Last Oct, 6 lovely Anita Louise and I started a road tour
as co-stars in Pop's 'Mr. and Mrs. North' at Ford's, Balti-
more. Lincoln didn't die there, but we sure did. It was 110
degrees on the stage that night, and the gross wasn't much
more. I had whipped a troupe together picked from the 38
summer productions, and we were practically Introduced
•that night

Pop caught the show and, all smiles, bought us supper. I
was hot, tired, and knew we had given a poor show.

I caught his eye and said: 'This Is a hell of a way to spend
my birthday,'

He flnished his beer and answered: 'I don't know any better
way. You've got a show, and a troupe. Put me on the
sleeper.'

By Wednesday night we had a swell show. " I got what
he meant And I'll keep It

One night Dick Lockridge, critic ot the New York Sun
and co-author with his wife, Frances, of 'The North Stories,'

phoned to see how we all were. We had a new maid who,
for a few days, was very much impressed working for a
literary gent She refused to disturb father and told Lock-
ridge he was just starting a new play. Lockridge replied:

'Okay, I'll hold the wire.'

Bonny Granville Brought

Bonita On When She Was 3
By BONITA GRANVILLE

One of my earlier memories of my dad was when he fiisl

led me out on the stage. The applause frightened me but
I took courage from him. He didn't seem to be a bit scared.

I was three, so he worked me into his 'Baby Doll' number
In 'Castles in the Air' at the Selwyn theatre, New York,

Of course, Bernard ("Bunny") Granville's success began
long before that I suppose you would say he actually
reached the top at the Winter Garden in 1913. There .fol-

By BODD SCHULBEBO
A few hundred words on B. P. Schulberg—my pop—Is a

little like a Reader's Digest version of 'War and Peace.' The
, problem is not what to say, but what not to say. I've been on
more or less intimate terms with blm for almost. 28 years. If

I knew him less well the job might be easier.

To do justice to an article on him, you would also have to
do justice to the story of Holljrwood. For almost no other
man that I can think of is so completely identified with that
town and 'its product from the time when Hollywood and

' Vine looked something like Four Corners, Vermont. Ther6
have been plenty of ups and downs since then—the man
"wouldn't be P;':and the town wouldn't be Hollywood If-

there hadn't The place has always been a soft touch for
phonies who will get away with a fat title or an Academy
Award if you aren't looking.
But the boys with the long wind and the stout hearts man-

age to outlast them in the end. You don't keep your name on
' the screen for over 20 years, because they like the color of.

your hali^—or. In B. P.'s case, the brand of his cigars.

When I think of B. P. I think of those cigars, and the body
laugh when he is listening to something he enjoys (like Joe
E. Lewis singing 'Sam, You Made .the Pants Too Long'); and
his way of telling writers. Tills just isn't right—why don't
you try It again' (how many times Fve heard that one!); and
those, front row seats at the fights where he is always root-
ing for the wrong man; and how he loves to argue and play
cards and read every line of Time as if he were back on the
copy-desk; and make pictures. Most of all, make pictures.
He not only lived plcttires, he slept pictures. Every dream

he told me about for years was about pictures. They even
came to him in the form of movies fiashed on the screen of
his subconscious mind. And Tm not trying to be meta-
phorical. Once in a while they would even get out of 'frame.'

B. P. broke into the business writing catch-lines for Adolph
Zukor. Every time Zukor used one, he bought B. P. an ex-
pensive ^e. Soon B. P. had so many ties Zukor found it

cheaper to put him on salary.

That was the beginning. And since two
.
or three hundred

words on B. P. is the limit and the motion picture history
he's made and seen would fill a book, I'm afraid this is where
I will have to stop,

Effiott Nogent Gives Some

Lowdown on J.C.'s Driving, Etc.

By ELLIOTT NUGENT
On the. fiy-leat of a copy of his book, 'It's a Great Life,'

which my father, J. C. Nugent presented to me last year
.when the book was published, he has written: "To My Son,
ElUott, Who Has Always Been a Father to Me.' I cherish,
not only the book, but the inscription, for two reasons: first
because I have a sneaking fondness for my father; and,
second, because he has never been a father to me. I'm afraid
that's a secret that he has not passed on. I find myself being
a father to my girls—getting a little stuffy—and I know no
one of my own generation who has had children and who has
successfully avoided being a father.

J. C. had an instinct for it. When I came home from school
at the age of six and admitted with some shame that I had
been hauled, to the superintendent'^ office and reprimanded
for throwing a drinking cup of water over one of my play-
mates who had kicked me in the shins, J. C. agreed very
gravely that the superintendent was right He advised me
never to throw a small cup of water over a playmate who
kicks you in the shin, but to get a bucket
Soon afterward, he departed on one of his usual tours of

the Orpheum circuit and avoided his fatherly duties success-
fully for some months, except to send me an occasional $5
bill. My mother used to feel slightly indignant because she
had to be the. disciplinarian, but J. C. always had a good
excuse. He was away from home too much, he said, to be
a 'heavy' during his short visits with us.

Of course, he did come home for the summers. One sum-
mer when I was about 14 and had. learned to drive our first

car, I gave him lessons in driving. He'was a very bad pupil,

and on his second try ran the car into a ditch, with the two
left wheels on the road and the right ones neatly bedded
down. Hastily pushing him into the back seat, I got the car
out and gave him a good dressing-down. He was quite
humble about it and didn't drive the car with me any more,
but took lessons from my younger sister, Ruth. A week
later we discovered that my cousin Norma (not my wife,
whose name is Norma, too) had developed an interesting

streak of gray through her lovely hair, • She finally admitted
that she had consented to go riding with J. C, taking along
her flve-year-old daughter.
Although he had no sense of directiin and frequently gets

lost coming out of the subway in Times Square, it seems
that J. C, had succeeded in finding a remote and precipitous
hill which I had once shown him, located on a winding dirt

road above the river. Perhaps I should explain to the world
that at this time in our family history we lived in Dover,
Ohio, This hill was so steep, so rocky and deep-rutted that
only tjie hardiest of the young drivers in that new-fangled
contraption, the automobile, ever tried to ascend, or, even
worse, to descend it. But J. C, driving as usual in low gear
(he usually forgot to change gears, nticipating by about 25

years the latest developments in automotive design), had
gone racketing down like a bat out of aitch, scaring my

older cousin but delighting her daughter, who had fortunately

alighted in the car after having been bounced high above it

Mother and I remonstrated with J. C. about going over this

dangerous road, but he explained it was all a mistake. He
had found himself at the top and saw no other way out He
had been, he explained, on his way to Uhrichsville, which
lies 12 miles in the opposite dhrection. We decided that he
led a charmed lite and let it go at that. He drove the car
for several years afterward, but no one in the family except
my sister ever rode with him. Ruth is the reckless type, and
also felt that she had to be loyal to him as her pupil.
However, when I say that father never corrected me in the

usual fatherly way, I am' only half stating the case. He
jvas really pleased when I did something wrong, which I wish
to say immediately was most unusual I was an upright...
oh, well, .never mind the rest of it

There was one occasion when I was in a great hurry to
pick up a young lady to take her to a dance at the country
club.

.
Finding myself a little late, 1 went dashing up the

newly-paved street on which we lived at a break-neck pace,
probably 30 miles an hour. At an intersection, I encountered
an acquaintance who owned a butcher shop in the town, who
was also driving at a break-netk pace at right angles to me.
A couple of fenders were irreparably damaged in the colli-
sion, and I felt pretty sheepish when I had to admit to J. C,
who was home for his summer vacation, that my driving
record had suffered a blot His face lighted up with interest .

"That's fine,' he said, 'Now maybe your mother will let me
drive the car again. She has been pretty firm about it
since I took that last door off the. garage,'
This kindly attitude on his part softened my own severity

toward him, and now we have become almost pals.
During the past 15 years, we have \<rritten a lot of plays

together; he has directed me, and vice versa, (After he had
taught me how to act and write, I began teaching him.)
However, he has gotten the upper hand of me lately I guess
I must be getting older, I can't do anything to please him.
He says I don't keep up with the limes.

Son Recalls John W. Considine'

Pioneering and Vande Reforms
BY JOHN W. CONSIDINE, JB.

Living in Beverly Hills, hale and hearty at the ripe age
of 80, IS the most colorful figure in America's vaudeville-
the man who organized the first 'ten-twent-thirt' circuit who
inaugurated reforms in show business that affected every
circuit whose theatre's 'graduated' countless famous stars
and whose career is more eventful and amazing than any
Imagining of a present-day screen scenarist could rival He
. "i?*^

Gonsidine, founder and president of the Sullivan& Consldine Circuit which in Its day was preeminent in
the vaudeville field. .

i- "i.

M»«''"fl''^io"n,'
PF'"=t'cal,eircus and showman, conceived the

Idea, In 1901, of a smaU-Ome vaudeville circuit He had done
a smaU favor for 'Big Tim' Sullivan. New York's famo^Tammany leader, one of .the most beloved- figures inAmerican, political dfcles.

: To SulUvan he want wito 1^
idea. Considine had $18,000 In bis pocket Sullivan nut
$250,000 into the venture. Consldine fSrmed the siuvan &Considine CorporaUon, and sent SulUvan 61% of the stock.
Sullivan sent back two shares. It's your Idea,' he wrote*'And I want you to control it'

- w uw,

SubsequenUy the venture made Sullivan millions of doUars.but he never knew or cared where the theatres were, andnevw: asked that any actor be played in them. All that hedecided, was up to Considine.
'

iJP^X ""i
"ten-twent-thirf vaudeviUe theatre, built from

^^«Sa"^."^ '"^^ was built by Considine inTacoma. Wash., and named the Empress. The circuit snread

Zla/ hnTK^'
West Coast. This, and CaWornia lA'^par-Ucular, had been anathema to actors, because of uncertain.Jumps, Shan) dealings and other practices of the time

ter^'^n"^«;^fHfi'°"l
*°

'i';''"'
the situation. He headqu^-

«W J«r»S^?u*',
Alexander Pantages and John Cort

^l^„l^»^?^lr*'i"' °Pf","°"'- the first vaudeville
circuit to Introduce the 'pay or play' contract-to the frantic
disapproval of other circuits which eventually had to come

An Act Was Never CIoBed on 8-C
Never was an act closed on the Sullivan & Considine Cir-

cuit once It was booked. Never was Considine sued by an
actor or actress during his entire career. His was the first
circuit to introduce comfortable and decent dressing-rooms

'

showers, and bathrooms for artists.
'The S. & F. circuit grew into the largest 'small time' organ-

ization in the United States. It owned and operated 52
theatres from coast to coast, and in Canada and on the Pacific
slope.. It built 37 theatres 'from the ground up', including
the first $1,000,000 vaudeville theatre in the West which
was the Orpheum in Seattle. Sullivan & Consldine also
booked an additional 50 theatres throughout the nation.
Though small time', it was the best circuit on which artists
could work—short jumps and week-stands; performers knew
exactly when, and where they were to play, and what they
v^ere to receive, in contrast with the hit-or-miss bookings
of other circuits.

Famous names flocked to this circuit. Among them were
Junie McCree, Johnny and Emma Hay, Charles Murray.
Charlie Chaplin, Jqmes J. Morton, Herbert Brenon, Joe
Jackson, Marie and Alice Lloyd, the Great Albini, and many
others. Many boxing champions played the Ume; James J,
Corbett, Bob Fitzsimmons, Willie Ritchie, Ad Wolgast James
J. Jeffries—almost the whole roster of Fistlania of the day
Countless small sUrs graduated to Big Time, Broadway and
fame on this circuit
Considine inaugurated Christmas parties for all the artists

playing his theatres; he inaugurated the plan of Christmas
shows in penitentiaries throughout the country; he was the
originator of the Fraternal Order of Eagles, first formed as a
theatrical organization, and was idolized by every actor in
show ljusiness. He was a lifelong friend and admirer of the
late SIme Silverman, founder of 'Variety'.

_ In 1914, shorUy after the stert of the first World War,
Consldine sold his interesU to Loew's, Inc., and moved to
California, where his son, John W. Considine, Jr.—the writer
of this closeup' on a Great Guy—then in school, later became
a motion picture producer for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
My Pop's life, rich in memories of famous people, exciting

days in the Northwest including the Klondike gold rusl^
would flu an entrancing novel. His life, even though vaude-
ville has declined today, has done much to influence show
business, even In these modern times. Probably no man
ever did more for vaudeviUe and the American actor thar
this able, aggressive, kindly, and far-seeing pioneer.

(
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Boots 'n' Saddles Sagas,

AmericanMoralityPlays

By Harry Sherman
(Producer of Par's -"HopaUmg

Coisidys")

Hollywood, Jan. 4.

Less than any oiner brand of fea-

ture pictures has the western melo-

drama needed censorship. More than

any other type of public entertain-

ment does the western action film

meet the actual demand of its vast

clientele. Because of its intent, its

treatment and its popularity, the

western has been left largely free

to tell with varying detail its essen-

tially simnle, straight-forward tale

of American manhood, American
• freedom, sturdy Individualism, help-

ful neighborliness, fearless loyalty

to a sound cause, the abhorrence of

riotous privilege and ruthless power
"-=all—that—admirable—ethic- -upon-

which the founders and the fore-

loopers built a great nation and pre-

served it against open and Insidious

compromises.
The western picture is the Ameri-

can morality play.

Into • its ' fundamentally never

changing pattern go all those ele-

ments—no matter how primitively,

sometimes—which are the sinew and
the marrow of the American char-

acter, from PlymoJith Rock to the

present time of renewed testing with

the guns and the chase against the

enemy. Its ingredients need no apol-

ogy and have nfever been stated with
embarrassment. Whoever makes
westerns with apology, with too

much tongue in ch^ek, doesn't make
them often br long. They are not

for folk who see life and Its enter-

'talnments as ^arce.

Played ' usually against the phys-
ical grandeur and sweeps of the

American west, the western also is

based upon a state of mind brought
to the show by the audience as well

as the performers, and having little

- to do actually with a geographical
area. Its blazing guns, the beat of
its horses hoofs,' the battles, the

spectnculer episodes which the cus-
tomers of the western films demand,
are of time and place only in so

much as they relate to a breed of

men and women who defended their

rights with all courage and loyalty
and helped one another, with no
wish for cheap reward, triumph over
easily recognizable villainy. Black
is quite black,' and white Is white, in
these mountain and prairie sagas;
Let the greys be for the so-called
sophisticate for whom all old things,
presented with unabashed sentiment,
are lumped as 'ham'- and 'hoke'.

I
The Freedama .Always Wto

|

The American . morality play, to
repeat, is the never stale and per-
petual western, in which evil is

always punished and honor and in-
tegrity triumph over hard obstacles.
For adults its fabled reassurances of
decencies rewarded are comforting;
for children the ethical lessons are
held up for admiration, helping bend
the young twig. And don't think for
a moment that the blaze of guns and

.
the thrilling chase are the final im-
pression left upon the youngsters
who cut their film teeth at the Sat-
urday matinees—their juvenile sense
of justice and legitimate human
freedoms is excited and appeased;
"not lawlessness, but lawfulness Is
Impressed.
Perhaps I have stated it some-

what dlsjointedly. but I believe I
have 'stated accurately the credo
and the working code of the produc-
ers of the western motion picture^
and the reasons why this form of
film fare has been the beneficiary as
well as the encourager of what has
been called the Fifth Freedom—the
right of the show world to do its
share in keeping alive .and uncowed
the American spirit of common se-
curity and progress through indi
vidual courage and effort.
There will always be western pic-

tures.

If for no other reason, they will
survive and thrive because they are
wholesome. And because they set
young minds on the right path by
Impressing over and over, in en sr-

teinment form which is made in-

oeUble, that right is might

Tall Timber Lookouts
Hollywood, Jan. 4.

Madeleine Carroll and Fred Mac-
Murray are teamed as stars in 'For-
est Rangers,' Technicolor feature to
oe produced by Robert Sisk and di-
rected by George Marshall.
Picture is based on a magazine

story by Thelma Strabel.

Bingo Wacky

. . Detroit, Jan. 4.

Those bingo fans!. Nothing
seems to discourage them.

New Baltimore' (Mich.) fire-

men were all set for their annual
Christmas bingo party when a

$3,000 blaze butted In. In their

starched shirts and dress suits,

the firemen had to rush away,
and trying to keep clean as well

as put out the fire it took them
two hours to extinguish the

blaze in an auto sales company.
They didn't get back until 10

p.m., but there all the bingo fans

were, still waiting. The game
went on and, as usual, the spon-

sors cleaned up.

'Let a film break,' commented a
-put man, Jeven a minute-delay^,
and those same folks are at the

boxoflice wanting their money
back.'

AAnish Ceiliiig

Has Exhibs Vs.

Distribs in N. B.

St John, N. B., Jan. 4.

It's,a case of exhibs vs. distribs as

a reaction from the .admission price

ceiling effective Dec. 1 through the

Dominion.

The' retailers are threatening to

organize against increased prices on

both rentals and percentages. They

want to know why the ceiling should,

not apply to the distribution as well

as the exhibition of films and they

claim that there have already (been

advances by the exchanged. Exhibs'

are unable to pass the upplngs along

to their customers due to the maxi-
mum prices being now in effect

The indies would feel the pinch

specifically, as group .buying Is not

available to them. However, even

heads of circuits are complaining of

l>eing trapped between the rising

rates on screen fare and the ceiling

established at the boxoftlces by the

govertunent Some exhibs predict

the darkening of titeatres will be
necessitated unless distribution of

films is placed under the govern-

mental control. Asserting there are

many operators who will be unable

to stand the pressure.

10 Months of Consent Decree Show
- Exhibitors Haven't Benefited Greatly

'<«<»«»»»» * » »»»>««><»»»»««*'«**'»>'

'With 10 months of experience as a criterion by which
to judge, just how does the record of the results

achieved by the Consent Decree compare with the
promises made by its proponents at the time of its

adoption? 'When the decree wss presented to Judge
Henry W. Goddard tqi approval, in November, 1940,

the special assistant attorney-general James 'V. Hayes
expressed the Nsentiment of its sponsors as follows:

'Every problem relating to the distribution of motion
pictures was examined in all of its ramifications. The
approach was an endeavor to meet the solution of the
alleged evils and abuses in the industry. This decree
should relieve a great many, if not all, of the com-
plaints which are made against the existing operations
of the industry.' An impartial survey of what has
been accomplished to date in the decree's operation
fails to bear out. Hayes' highly optimistic prediction.

The sections of the decree providing for the arbi-

tration of alleged controversies are proving the chief

sources of' dissatisfaction. It is here, that the decree
has failed more signally.. Lawyers knew from the
beginning that the entire artiitration setup was experi-
mental and that this was the first time provisions of

-thls-character—had -ever—been-in6eFted-in-.such-.an-in

—

strument One of the first causes for puzzlement in

the industry was that, despite the fact that for years
certain industry elements had been crying out voci-

ferously ag linst existing evils, for many months after

the decree's adoption the number of cases which were
filed with the arbitration boards were negligible. In

many districts no complaints whatsoever have been
forthcoming. ' Of the nearly $500,000 originally appro-
priated for the first year's operation of the arbitration

tribunals, only a portion was expended, and a con-
siderable part of this was for furnishmg and equipping
the arbitration offices in the various key cities.

Although it is not generally known, the scarcity

of complaints filed with the arbitration boards re-

sulted recently in a firm stand by certain industry

groups' against a continuance of many of the tribunals

for another y«ar. Strong representations were made
to the Government for the discontinuance of arbitra-

tion offices in certain localities, particularly in the
far west where little, business has developed for ttie

boards. It is also reported that like representations

were made to the court, but wh'en the court did not
take too favorable a view of such action, it was de-
cided instead to cut down.the overhead and personnel
of all of the arbitration offices, with the result that

most have been ordered to reduce their expenses td

the barest minimum. Many of the boards are now
functioning in restricted quarters and with only skele-

ton staffs^

Misapprehensions Exist

That Ebdiibs Arie Favored
As for the results .of 'arbitration proceedings already

had under the decree, a large section of the industry

and of the public as well are laboring under the mis-
apprehension that such proceedings .have terminated
largely in favor of the complaining exhibitors. An
analysis of the 11 cases so 'far. decided by the Appeal
Board does not bear out this impression. In the first

place, there appears to be a widespread misapprehen-

sion on the part of exhibitors as to what relief may
be obtained under the decree.. It is already fairly

clear as a result of the decisions of the Appeal Board
that the type' pf controversy which an exhibitor is en-

titled to arbitrate, and the relief which he may ob-

tain, are both strictly limited by the decree. It is also

apparent that the Appeal Board, as the court of last

resort, is cleaving strictly to the letter of the law in

interpreting the decree and in deciding the cases pre-

sented to it. ..

Aside from two cases (Frels and Koczak) which
Involved claims by exhibitors that they had been de-
nied by distributors the right to buy product on any
run, practically all of the decisions of the Appeal Board
have dealt with questions of clearance or run. In none
of these cases hss an exhibitor been held to liave es-

tablished his right either to a prior run (as many
have claimed and believed) or even to the limited
relief set forth in Section X of the decree. The Appeal
Board, in its decisions in all of the:c cases, has dealt
with clearance almost exclusively and has left the ex-
hibitor either in status quo or has reduced by varying
periods of time the clearance complained against In
several of these cases, it Is especially pointed out and
has been repeatedly restated by the Appeal Board,
that no matter by what name the exhibitor calls the
relief which he seeks, if in its p:;actical effect it brings
about a change of run, it is scmething that cannot be
considered under the decree. In other words, an ar-
bitrator does not have the power to mal^e any de-
cision which results in granting a change of run in
any existing .situation. The Appeal Board holds
squarely that this is a right which the decree express-

-ly-r«ser-ves-for—the-sole-discretion-of—the-distiibutorr-

j
pismlsg 6 of 11 CompUlnto

|

Detailed analysis shows that in six out of the 11
cases decided the complaints, have 'been dismissed. In
five of these, the Board pointed out that what the com-
plainant was demanding would result in a change of
run, which was definitely ruled out (Ken, Mission
Playhouse and Hill cases) or else that the existing
clearance complained of was not shown to be unrea-
sonable (Westway and Descoteaux cases). In the sixth
(Frels) case, although the compla^it was also thumbs-
downed on complainant's claim that he had been re-
fused pictures 'on some run' (it being held that the
distributor had offered him some product on some
run), what the Appeal Board had to say by way of
comment on such situations will probably live to
plague many a distributor in the future.

Finally, the Koczak case, while clarifying an inter-

esting and important phase in distributor-exhibitor re-'

latlons, loses much of its weight because of the in-
frequence of its possible application. Here, Loew's was
denied the right to sell its own theatres exclusively
and to refuse to sell subsequent runs in the same city.

The right reserved .to a distributor (by Section XVII
of the Decree) to deal with its own theatres without
hindrance is not absolute, said the Appeal Board. Such
a distributor is compelled by Section 'VI to sell its

product to subsequent runs.
The eleventh decision of the Appeal Board concerns

the Esquire, Great Neck. Here again, although decry-
ing the limitations of the Decree to grant reUef which
might otherwise ^e appropriate, the Appeal Board Was
able only to modify the arbitrator's award by cutting
the clearance between certain theatJfes involved in the
controversy and re-establishing clearance where the
arbitrator had. sought to atMlish it

On the basis of the decisions of - the Appeal Board so
far -then, one fact stands out pre-eminently apd Is so
clearly, highlighted that it should be borne in mind in.
connection with all arbitration proceedings. The reme-
dies and relief afforded to complaining exhibitors by

-

the decree are limited and subject to strict qualifica-
tion. Only by literal adherence to these qualifications
arid requirements may the arbitration of any con-
troversy, be properly invoked theretmder and in any
event only those remedies and forms of relief spe-
cifically defined and provided for, in the Decree may
be granted. A more general realization of this fact
among exhibitor complainants will be conducive to
substantial savings of time and expense in arbitration
proceedings under the Decree.

•

Nice Things About Mgrs. We've Met
-CoBtlnDed from page l«;

he speaks of some of the things that are happening in

the theatre of today.

Dillingham, Savage, Ames

Charles B. Dillingham first came to New York as a

newspaperman. He associated himself with the Froh-

man offices and, at the turn of the century, went in

for play producing on his own. He dealt mostly m
musical shows. He built the Globe theatre on Broad-

way, where he did plays for such stars as Montgomery

Sc Stone, Elsie Janis, Gaby Deslys, Eddie Foy and

others. One of the nice things about 'C. B.,' as he

preferred to be called, was his happy-go-lucky care-

free attitude in either success or failure. We've never

heard a soul say an unkind word about good old

Charlie.

Henry 'W. Savage was a real estate operator in

Boston. He built the Castle Square Opera House there

and through some hook or crook suddenly found him-

self with a theatre on his hands. That's what drove

him into producing plays. He had to do something to

protect his property. He eventually became one of the

country's leading producers and a power in the theatri-

cal world. One of the nice thltfgs about Savage was

that there was nothing savage about him at all. Just

an easy-going New England Yankee with a good slant

on what the theatregoing public wanted, along with a

shrewd business mind.
Winthrop Ames was another Bostonian who came

into the theatre merely for the fun of the thing, so to

speak. Ames was a rich man and came from one of

the oldest aristocratic families of New England. Play

producing with Ames was merely a hobby, but never-

theless his string of successes added to his fortune to

no mean extent One of the nice things about Ames

was his happy thought to revive the Gilbert and

Sullivan operas which he did season after season with

fine success.

Erlanger, Hopkine, HarriB

A. L. Erlanger started as assistant to a boxoffice

treasurer in a Cleveland theatre. He, like Frohman,

Tyler and many others, became an advance agent for

such stars as Effie EUsler, Joseph Jefferson and others.

He later formed a partnership with Marc Klaw, a

southern attorney. They produced such plays as "The

Great Metropolis,' 'The Country Circus' and so on.

Erlanger formed the famous theatrical syndicate which

centralized and controlled all theatre bookings through-

out the country. He built the New Amsterdam theatre,

tl)e Liberty, the Gaiety and many others. Became a

millionaire many times over and for years was monarch

over all he surveyed so far as the American theatre

was concerned. One of the nice things about Eilanger

up to the time of his fatal Illness was the fact that

his handshake was as good as a written contract

Arthur Hopkins, like Dillingham, *as a newspaper-

man. He came to New York first as a playwright and

later turned to producing one-act plays for the vaude-

ville houses. His first full-length play, 'On Trial,'

scored a smashing success and incidentally brought

into prominence Elmer Rice, the author, who has since

become one of our great American dramatists. Hop-

kins has since produced some of the finest plays in the

history of Broadway theatricals. As a manager and as

a director he has the respect and admiration of all

members of all branches of the profession. One of the

nice things about Hop (as his friends refer to' him)

Is that he Is one of the few honcst-to-goodness intel-

lectuals we've ever met who makes no attempt to

prove his superiority of mind over others. Just a regu-

lar guy and a gentleman td boot.

One of the nicest things about the Shuberts is their

loyalty to the memory of their brother, the late Sam
Shubert. Sam's picture adorns the lobby of every

theatre in this country under Shubert control.

The nicest thing about Sam Harris was Sam Harris

himself.

We could also tell of nice things about Ziegfeld,

Al Woods, Henry Miller, Brock Pemberton, John

Golden, The Selwyns, Lewis and Gordon and other

friends of ours, but we have taken up too much space

already, so we'll have to wait until later on.

Upp, Toledo, Reopens

Toledo, Jan. 4.

The Loop, closed for two weeka^
has been reopened after having been
redecorated following a $1,000 fire,

announced Jack O'Connell, manager.
As part of the remodeling program,
a new type of screen and several Im-
provements to the sound and projec-
tion equipment were announced.
Theatre, which has a double-fea-

ture subsequent-run policy, 'will also
offer a last minute newscast of war
bulletins at every show.

Bcbirildlng AkrAn Tbeatre

Akron, Jan. 4.

Repair work on suburban Cuya
hoga Falls' Alhambra, where fire die

$10,000 damage, will get underway
at once, M. B. Horowitz, Cleveland
theatre chain owner, has announced.
Horowitz said that $8,000 damage
was done to -the furnishings of the
theater of which $3,000 was covered
by insurance. Damage to the build-
ings was put at $2,000.

Roof of the theatre and the stage
must be rebuilt. Fire was raging
for an hour and a half before it 'was
discovered by city employees erect-

ing Christmas lights outside. Fire
officials blamed blaze on spontane-
ous combustion in a pile of rubbish
behind the stage.

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Jan. 4.

'Code of the Outlaw' Is new tag on
'Riders of the Sunset Trail* at Re-
public.

'Women With Wings' became They
Fly Alone' at RKa
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MY FAVORITE STORY
sContinucd from page 32;

went was to his friend's house. He said: 'Well, Sam,
any news?' And Sam said:

'Yes, plenty. The night you left a very handsome
gigolo came over to see your wife. She was dressed in

one of those new evening gowns—open down the front

—and looked beautiful. They went out to a night club.

I followed them. They sat there and had. four or five

drinks—then danced very close together. Then they

left and went to another club. Had more drinks. They
wer* holding hands under the table and playing
kneesy-weesy, and finally, about three o'clock, they

got in a cab and I followed them. I could see they
were hugging and kissing in the car. They got to

your house. They both went into the living room, had
a couple more drinks, and then they walked into the
bedroom and put out the light, and I couldn't see any
more.* '

And the husband exclaimed: 'See, that's what I mean
—always that element of doubt!'

J. G. Flippen
Police broke up a colored crap game and took all

ihe boys down before the Jndge. Judge said: 'Boys,

I'm (onna give yon all a gambler's chance. I'm gonna
»tTe yon this pair of dice, and whatever yon throw—
that's how many months yon're gonna be in JalL'

He gave them to one Utile old colored boy, and, oh,

how he shook them dice. He shook 'em np, and cried:

'Bide, Peter, and let yenr wife walk,' and threw
twelve.

The Judge said 12 months, and then looked right at

one little old egg-headed boy In the comer. The boy
picked np the dice, slipped them Into his pocket and
sneaked ont a oonple of lumps of sugar. He shook
'em np and rolled 'em ont.

The Judge looked down and said: 'Sheriff, put that

boy In Jail and keep him there 111 the spots come back
on them dice.'

Gertrude Lawrence
.An elderlv producer, marrying lor his third or fourth

time, chose avmng and talented actress for hi^ ui/e.

His friends told him hnio uninise thi.i was, saying he
would nener see her; she vould alwaus be on tour; or
broodcostino; or rehearsing. In other words, she would
be a myth.

'I'm not .worried,' said tKe producer, 'for 1 have al-

ways preferred to own 10% of a hit rather than 100%
of a flop.'

Ben Bemie
My favorite stories are about the dear old hoofers

-of the old vaudeville erav. .and so.niy favorite story is

about two hoofers, one of whom lost his grandmother,
and' he went to her funeral at Campbell's.
That evening he ran into his partner, who said: 'I

aw you at your grandmother's funeral, and boy, were
you crying!'

His partner answered: "That was nothing! You should
have' caught me at the cemetery.'

Bill Hailigan
It was the 100-yard dash at the Hibernian track

meet and the runners were on their marks. A big
200-pound, six-foot Irishman looked down and saw a
little 110-pounder alongside of him.
'What are you doing in this race?' sarcastically In-

quired the Big Fenian. The little Irishman looked up
at him and cracked:
Tm in it—so you won't be last'

• *••••
Joe Frisco

They tell It abont Joe Frisco. It may or may not be
•nthentlc—but I Uke it.

In Hollywood, at Grace Hayes Lodge one evening,
Graoe Introdnoed Lawrence Tibbett at the ringside:
She persuaded Tibbett to sing a song.
During his singing of the song, or should I say after

he'd been on the floor tor a minnte, Joe Frisco entered
the club, paused, and was amazed at this great voice.
He strode over to Miss Hayes and Bald:
'Grace—th-th-th-tbere's the kl-ki-kind of talent yon

need in this jo-Jo-JoInt Why don't yon sign that guy
np7 Grace then said: 'Why thai man Is Lawrence Tib-
beU!'
Joe repUed: 'So what! Cha-Cha-Change his name.'»••••

Henny Ypungman
A ventriloquist couldn't get any more work in vaude-

ville, so he became a phoney medium. One day awom^n came In and said she would pay him any
amount if she could talk .to her departed husband.
Luckily, he gave out in his ventriloquist voice just
like the husband sounded.
The woman raved and said he was wonderful-

claimed it was the first time she hadn't been fooled.
The ventriloquist's ham came out He said: 'Would

you like to hear your husband's voice while I drink a
glass of water at the same time?'

Jack Benny
My favorite story Is the one abont the vaudeville

team, Smith & Jones, who were walking down Broad-
way complaining about laying off so much, attributing
the reason to the fact that so many other acts had
stolen their materUI. Smith turned to Jones and said,
•No wonder we cant get any work. The minute yon
play a week at the Palace or a Sunday concert at the
Columbia, a lot of acts come in to catch yon and the
next week they are doing your act The trouble with
this buaines? Is there are too many thieves in it'
As they were walking along engaged In conversation,

• Western Cnion messenger boy was riding down the
street on a bloyole and bumped Into a street oar. The
two actors witnessed the accident and one turned t«
the other and said:

'Hm, Joe Jaoksonl*

John Kieran
Proud father of triplets brought his bachelor friends

in to gaze on the youthful trio.

'What do you think of them?'- queried the proud
/other.

Bachelor friend, after looking them over carefully,

said:

'I think I'd save the one in the middle.'

Georgie Jessel

My favorite has always been the one about the

father who sent his voung hopeful to study abroad,

hoping to make him another Elman or Heifetz or

Menuhin, and upon his return ordered a gala banquet

ot the Hotel Astor, prouiding of course that the boy
clicfced at his first concert in Town Hall. Unlike the

other prodigies, however, he sounded worse than Jack

Bennv's assassination of 'The Bee,' whereupon papa
runs down to the .Astor, tells the banquet manager to

cancel the festive board, onlv to /Ind a couple of the

protem invitees had already preceded htm to the

grand ballroom,

'I told you that we'd have this banquet onlv if my
boy was a success,' the old man shrieked, 'and of

course you heard for yourself.'

Without looking up, continuing their diligent eat-

ing and drinking, one of the hasty diners said, 'That's

all right Sam, we liked him.'

Gracie Fields

. I particularly like the present air raid story which
affected two elderly people by the name of Mr. and
Mrs. Brown. There had Just been an air raid warning
and, in the din of the siren, Mr. and Mrs. Brown started

to hurry for the air raid shelter. Suddenly, Mrs. Brown
stopped, turned, and started to retrace her way back to

her home, at which point Mr. Brown asked what was
wrong,
Tve forgotten my teeth,' said Mrs. Brown, 'and I'm

going back to get them.'
Answered Mr. Brown: 'What do yonlSeed your teeth

tor? What do yon think they're tiirowlng, sandwIchesT'

Cltiude Binyon
This director was from the theatre and when he

signed his Holli/wood contract he liad a gleam in his
eve. It was a gleam familiar to oldtimers and it

meant that he was going to revolutionize the art of
Thaking pictures,

In his first conference with a producer he made his
stand. 'This script.' he soid, 'is typical of Hollywood's
tack of familiarity with life. That scene in the moun-
tain cabin, for instance, where 150 pouTids of hero
takes a swing at 250 pounds of viHain and knocks him
cold.'

'I see,' said the producer, 'And what would you do?'
'I'd make it true to life.- Have the hero reach under

the bed. grab a mallet an<l hit the villain over the
head with if.'

The producer stared. 'iVdilet? How in the devil
did a mallet get under the., bed?'
The director pondered a -few moments and then he

shrugged irritably. "You and your silly questions,' he
snapped. 'We put it there."

Buddy de Sylva

'

The one I liked recently is abont the Irish woman
who was delighted that the BrIUsh were forced to re,
treat at Dunkirk. Someone said to her: 'But when the
Germans reach the o(»st it will be that much easier
for them to fly over and bomb Ireland.'
The old Irish lady replied: 'Not a chance. The British

fleet would never allow it'

Bing Crosby
r went fishing with my brother and, though he

caught a limit of trout, 'I fished right next to him
without a bite. The next day we hit the same hole,
and again he got a creelful in no time at all, and I
was blanked. On the third day, I sneaked out with-
out my brother and fished in the hole my brother had
so much, success in.

Nothing happened all day, and as I was packing up
to leave a big trout stuck his head a foot out of water
and said:

'Where's your brother today?'

Kay Kyser
This is a story on Bernle Blerman, the Minnesota

fooibaU coach. When asked how he selected his foot-
ball players for the U. of Minnesota team, Bernle re-
plied that he made an annual trip through Uie wheat
fields of Minnesota and North Dakote and, upon en-
countering an eligible looking prospect working In the
fields, he always asked him which direction was the
V. of Minn.

If the prospect pointed with his finger In a certain
direction, Bernle knew he wasn't of football calibre.
But If the prospect picked np the plough and pointed
It, then Bernle knew he had a football player.*•••*»

Joe Cunningham
Abe Sablosky, of the theatrical firm of Sablosky

& UcQurk of Philadelphia, was wolfcing with the late
Bart McHugh, agent extraordinary. They passed St
John's Catholic Church, and BaH McHugh tipped his
hat. Without o momeTit's hesitotton, Abe tipped his
hat.

Bart gasped a moment and turned to Abe. 'That
was a nice gesture, Abe,' said BaH, 'but I still can't
understand why iou, an orthodox Jew, should tip
your hat passing a Catholic church.'

'It's okay, Bart,' cracked Abe, 'I'm wearing John
McGurk's hat,'

More Gags Next Week

EASTERN LABOR FRONT
The war may curb the ambitions of unions throughout the country

especially If woge cellihgs should be established by the Government, but
the probabilities are greater that unions now organized will obtain in.
creases and those seeking recognition face less resistance since much
higher living costs will have to be borne.

White-coUar workers, embracing numerous classes of employees in the
picture industry, have long been organizing bOt, to date, the record shows
that little progress has been made. Swifter action may be looked for
since the breakout of war between Japan and the United States in view
of the salaries and working conditions in existence at present. A much
higher defense bill, an .inestimable Increase in taxation and skyrocketing
living costs give the aborning unions a great negotiating advantage even
if wage' scales <>t conditions obtained are not as beneficial as desiredl
Among the creased-pants laborers seeking recognition are the Screen

Publicists Guild, embracing publicity writers, advertising workers, artists
ad production men and others; the Screen Readers Guild, whose members
read materlial to determine suitability or advisability of purchase for
filming; office workers, taking in stenographers, clerks, bookkeepiers, re-
ception desk men, office boys and the Uke; and workers in film exchanges
who are not among the 'backroom' help which already is organized. AU
these soft-palmed employees are In home offices at New York excepting
the clerical and other white-collar help of the exchanges which stretch
across the country.
Additionally, there Is a strong possibility that theatre employees now

not having a union of their own "will be organized by the International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees which has jurisdiction over oper-
ators and stagehands in film houses. Cashiers, ticket takers, matrons,
ushers and other service help in theatres are the goal of a probable or-
ganizational niove to be made shortly by the lATSE.
Managers, assistants and theatre treasurers are also another wing of

white-collar workers who have been moving slowly but quietly into the
union picture. In some eastern and midwestern localities this group lias
obtained recpgnitlon through local imion setups but so far as national
organization is .

concerned the proper steps . for unified solidarity and
power remains to be taken.

EEEE Starts In New Tork
A New York union called the Exhibition, Exposition & Entertainment

Employees recently launched a move to.laborize the managers, assistants
and treasurers in the Greater N. Y. area, with Its first objective the RKO
circuit A majority of members voted to empower the TiCTiP. to represent
them in negotiations with RKO, which if 'Ultimately "successful, would
swing the uniOQ toward similar action against Loew's, Skouras, Randforce,
Brandt and other N. Y. chains. A question at the moment is whether
managerial organization in N. Y. and elsewhere would be welded into
one big union for direct affiliation with the A. F. L. or C. I, O., or would
apply for a charte^irom the lATSE because of Its present power in the
theatres.

Porters and candy sellers are already under contract in the theatres ot
New York, as are the engineers, all with their own unions. In the case
of these workers it is doubtful that they would ever come into a growing
lA family, tspecially the engineers since they have their own Interna-
tional. The porters are a part ot the vast building service union.
The only other en^loyees in theatares havlp^- their own Internationals

are the musicians of the American Federation ot Musicians which once
had many members in film houses, and the International Brotiierhood ot
Electrical Workers.
Operators ot booths take the most money out of theatres by tar but

there has been relatively little trouble with this powerful batch ot lA
locals or with stagehands where latter are required.
However, since the conviction of George E. Browne, president ot the

lA, and his personal assistant, William Bioff, a new weapon has been laid
in the laps, of the operators, stagehands and, less directly, other unioneers
who* are baying at the doors of the film home offices or theatres.
Over and above the justification tor increases lent by the defense pro-

gram and advancing costs of living, the unions have a very strong argu<
ment to present in the face of the large sums ot money paid to Browne
and Bioff, In the opinion ot many union,members this money was paid
on the promise that they, the members ot the lA, would be sold down the
river rather than handed increases they otherwise might have obtained.
Where operators or stagehands contracts have recently expired, boosts

have been approved and during 1042, as others run out, it is certain higher
paychecks, plus better working conditions, wiU be demanded—and vlr-
tuaUy certain that no contracts wiU be renewed on the old basis. Among
other things, the added profits being shown by major picture companies
and theatre circuits, both affiliated and independent, are noted as a trad-
ing point in negotiations in various union circles.

Walsh Cleatis Up lA
The lATSE, cleansed of the evil influences oJC the Browne-Bioff gang-

sterism, and starting out anew uiider the busin^s-llke and above-board
leadership ot its new president, Richard, F. Walsh, will in future zealously
respect and protect the local autonomy ot its many member unions. At
the outset Walsh adopted this policy, permitting all studio and other lA
locals to proceed with their own negotiations but, at the same time, stand-
ing ready to lend any International aid that might be sought The Excliange
Workers, organized by Walsh himself four years ago, were threatening to
puU out of the lA but Walsh, after fumigating the president's desk at LA
headquarters, quickly effected peace and without any hesitation told the
backroom boys to go ahead and make their own deals on any basis they
desired. Incidentally, the rank and file ot lA members who cheered the
Browne-Bioff convictions, have great faltb in the Walsh administration.
Hardly had Walsh taken hold at the lA than the union started moving

forward through its various locals in organizing theatres that have been
on the so-called 'unfair list' for years, including the large E. M. Loew
circuit in New England. This list is expected to be substantially reduced
during 1942, and no doubt, in connection with strengthening the lA among
theatres that do not employ its members, W. P. Raoul, newly-appointed
assistant president will play an important .part. He has been a special
representative at Atlanta for many years.
Local 306, Moving Picture Machine Operators ot N. Y., largest local in

the lA, is better organized in the Greater N. Y. area than at any
other time in its history. It has long-term contract commitments with
most theatres, subject to negotiation of new terms each year, and only
90 houses continue to use opposition Empire State boothmen or others.
Threat of a strike of exchange workers and operators was recently made
to bring these into the fold, but it may not be carried out It is probable,
however, that these houses wlU ultimately fall into line in view ot the
tremendous bargaining powers ot Local 306 and the flit gun that was used
on the Browne-Bioff shakedown twins, although 306 has always main-
tained its independence, keeping its skirts free ot scandal spots.
The new year of 1942 will not grow whiskers before the labor biU to

the flhn industry will increase in studios, home offices, theatres and ex-
changes, there can be no doubt. Just how big it may grow is impossible
to estimate at this time, especially in view of the unionization moves of
Publicists, Screen Readers, Office Workers, Theatre Managers and others
now not a labor problem tor the payrolls.

Loses 50G Suit Vs. 20tli

Od 'Brigham' Credits

Eleanor Harris, author of "Prophets
of Empire', upon which 'Brigham
Young* was based, lost a $50,000
action against 20th-Fox Film Corp.
in the N. Y. federal court Friday (2),
when Judge Henry W. Goddard dis-

missed the complaint on the film

companys' appllcatioa Miss Harris

had claimed she had not received

proper screen credit!

She had sold the story to 20th-Fox
in Feb., 1939, tor $1,000 and went
to work on the screenplay at $75
weekly. In May, 1939, Louis Brom-
fleld was brought in and received
screen credit as the author ot the
screenplay.
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Amusement Stock Issues

Improved Markedly in '41

By Mike Wear

While U.S. entrance Into World

War II In December, a' month al-

ready weakened on flnancial ex-

changes because of year-end tax

selling, socked amusement share

values, numerous picture companies

either enhanced their flnancial es-

tablishment or are coming through

with the greatest net proflt In years

lor 1941. In some caSes, not only was
the flnancial structure simplified and
strengthened, but the companies

were also able to improve their

earnings position in the last 12

months. Surprising thing about

both is that they did this despite

curtailed foreign income and a

vastly increased tax bill, both fed-

eral and state. .

Although the total net figures for

1941 will not be known for most fiim

—operating uuinpunles~tmtll-Trext~Feb^

ruary, Warner Bros, net of $5,429,-

303 is about double that of the pre-

ceding fiscal year. Company's re-

port Is available because the fiscal

year ended last AuQ. 31. Columbia
Pictures net proflt of $552,744 for the

^scal year ended last June 28 also

represents a small improvement
ov^r the prior 52 weeks. Loew's
(Metro) net profit of $11,134,593 for

the fiscal year ended last Aug. 31 is

an improvement of more than

$2,226,000 oyer 1940 and the greatest

net since 1937.

Universal, Paramount and 20th-

Fox, who have not reported ncl

earnings yet, should reveal the high-

tat In several years, with the marks
of the first two expected as close to

the. largest for many years. 20th-

Fox net earnings bre expected to be
six times greater than 1940, pos-
sibly $4,000,00u.

True reflection of the net proflt

lor representative • companies is

- found in the dividend record of the
common and preferred issues. It has
been a year of higher divvy dis-

tributions for numerous film organ-
izations. Possibly the greatest strides

along these lines were made by Par-
amount, which boosted the ca.;h dis-

tribution on its large common i.ssuc

to 00c as against 45c paid in 1940.

It further enhanced the dividend
position of these common shares by
ordering the redemption of out-
standing second preferred next Feb-
ruary. Company al.so continued
regular payments on both pre-
ferreds.

First WB Pfd. Divvy Since '32

Warner Bros, resumed payments
on Its preferred stock, this marking
the first time any dividends had been
paid since March, 1932. Company
paid $3.83 on account of arrears, the
regular annual amount payable on
this stock, during the year and leav-
ing $33.69 sUll due.
Universal started paying $2 quar-

terly on its $8 preferred also during
the ytar. with the evident intent of
distributing $8 annually. Loew's
again cut a year-end melon, paying

common shareholders $1 extra In

December, as it did in 1940, making
$3 paid on the common, highest paid
by any film company on common
shares. Technicolor also sliced an
•xtra 25c during the same month,
making $1 payable In 1941 as against
7Sc In the previous year.

With the earnings picture improv-
ing for 20th-Fox as the year closes,

there is prospect of common divi-

dends being resumed. Last common
divvy was paid on June 30, 1939.

Company still pays regularly on the
preferred. Columbia Pictures has
maintained Its $2:75 payments on the
preferred but

.
has paid nothing on

its common stock since tl>e stock' dls-

ti-ibution divvy early in 1939.

Continued .upbeat In Universal
earnings in the last 11 months, to-

gether'

W

il li thr greafspwfmsae'Ky'
Paramount, are outstanding. Im-
proved earnings position of Republic
Pictures on a lesser scale also was
an interesting development among
the independents. This is reflected

in part by the better financial show-
ing of Consolidated Films, which
holds a large stake in Republic. In-

creased sales plus new, accounts by
the picture c6mpany are responsible.

RKO Strnotore Bettered

Inner structure of RKO was va.st-

ly bettered about the middle of 1941

when the re'unding, reorganization
plan- was approved. Consolidation
of principal RKO theatre subsidi-

aries via this plan made for consid-
erable jsimplification of operations
and the corporate structure, sought
by the management for more than a
year. Simplification required around
$8,000,000, obtained through bank
loans. One of final steps in the plan
was acquisition of outstanding
Keith-AIbee-Orpheum shares held
by Mike Meehan interests via Atlas
Corp., which previously had picked
up around 28.000 of these shares.

Plan called for retiring $4,454,000

worth of B. F. Keith bond and $560,-

000 in Keith Memorial bonds to-

gether with the consolidation of

Greater N.Y. Vaudeville Theatres
Corp. and B. F. Keith .Corp. as one
company, the B. F. Keith Corp. with
capital stock of $20,000,000.

Refunding operations of Para-
mount and Loew's late in year
further enhanced the flnancial

structure of these companies. Loew's
is redeeming its preferred while Par
is doing likewise with its second
preferred next February.
Paramount replaced $7,355,782

worth of short-term loans and $12,-

081.000 worth of 3Va% debentures

with a long-term 4% deb issue.

Loew's also called in 3%% deben-
tures, supplanting them with long-

term 3% debs, redemption of these

and the preferred bemg handled via

cash in the treasury, a $5,000,000

bank loan at 2V*% and the new
debentures taken by nine Insurance

companies.

SAME OLD H'WOOD AGENT

By BILL BROGDQ^I

Hollywood, Jan. 4.

The year for Hollywood percenters

was most marked by the efforts of a

lew top talent oftices to add to their

Incomes, and the incomes of their

clients, by 'package selling," an in-

novation for 1941 but not a new type

of representation In the entertain-

ment field. In some instances the suc-
cess of such deals was most notable.
In others it is yet to be proven by
boxoftice results.
In spite of such mershandising in

the past 12 months, it is unlikely that
Uie practice will become widespread.
First an agency must have clients
whose boxoffice calibre will prove a
strong selling point in closing an all-

Jver sale. The difficulty of acquiring
Just the right screenplay or original
story that can be well portrayed by
a combination of talent under aeency
contract. The right director—usually
an agency client also—is important
But nrtost important is the persuasion
01 a studio to sidestep Its own con-
tract talent to accept outside players
and directors, and,(in some instances,
oti-the-lot producers who are occas-
sionally included in a package get-

A good selling point for the pack-
»Be when opening a studio dicker is
'he percenUge angle. Usually the

players, director, and producer, will

go into such an arrangement on a

proflt-sharing basis, drawing a nomi-
nal weekly sum against future re-

turns instead of their accepted high

salaries. Percentage angle means that

all parties must flgure wisely in

choice of story material for boxoftice

elements and know their busine.'^s

thoroughly, otherwise, no cut of the

profits.

Most active in the package field

was the Feldman-Blum agency, clos-

ing a number of such deals during

the year. Among the most succesis-

ful packaging was that initiated a

couple of seasons ago by Music Corp.

of America when it sold Kay Kayscr
to RKO—a success mark for others

to shoot at in the future.

As to be expected there was little

obvious unity among the percenters

the past year—a condition no differ- ;

ent from past years with the excep-
|

tion. of the 12-monfh period in which
the Screen Actors Guild moved in

to start its franchising plan, laying

down rules for dealing with Guild

members.

Yout Income Tax Problem
By H. WAYNE PIERSON

The payment of Federal income tax for 1941, for

show people, must be approached in the same spirit as
the payment of commissions to an agent No artist

objects to paying a legitimate commission to an agent
and the .lame feeling should exist between the artist

and his government No agent—no work. No gov-
ernment—Hitler. Get into the proper mental condition
and the 1941 tax isn't going to be as painful as you
anticipate.

The purpose of this article is to supply you with
Information for the flling of a proper income tax re-
turn with reference to as many legitimate deductions
and credits as space will permit.

Many thousands who have never been compelled to

file a tax return will flle for 1941. They will Include
every single person who has earned $M.41 a week for
52 weeks. If married and without dependents they
must Ale If they hav« earned $28.05 a week for the
entire year. People in this class may have sufficient

credits and deductions to make a tax payment un-
necessary, but they must file a return.

The old-timers who have been flling right along
know the routine they have used in the past. The eye-
ful and efficient ones are not going to have much to

'Vorietu's' free income tax service for people
in tHe amusement indu^trv, started in 1936, will
be continued this year. Tax experts from the

office of Joseph T. Higgins, Collector of Internal
Revenue, will be assigned to 'Varieti;' from Feb.
1 to March 15, H. Wav7;e Piersoii, General Deputv
Collector, formerlji nf shoio business, luill super-
vise (he toorlc.—Editor.

worry about. The ones that have been using the
guessing system are the taxpayers who are going to

awaken with a headache. Right here is the place to

advise you against the guessing system for 1941. It

is going to call, for some hard work to follow the
advice about to be given, but It is going to be worth
the effort

First thing to do Is. buy a 10c cash book. On
the left h:;nd page start listing every item of income
you have had since Jan. 1, .1941. Put down every
item. Mark along side the name of the person or com-
pany who paid you. The items of salary must be in

full, without Social Security, Unemployment Insur-
ance or any other kind of deduction. If your contract
called for $100 a week and your agent collected your
salary and took out his commission, handing you the

balance of '$90, charge yourself up with the price In-

dicated oh the contract You will be allowed to take
off your .agent's commission in another part of your
return and you will not run the risk of having the
tax department examine your contracts and find out
you were paid $100 when you only reported $90. If you
worked in t>3tween shows on radio programs, posing
for commercial artists or had revenue from writing
or for endorsements, list them all. If you earned any
substantial amounts they have already been, reported
to the income tax bureau by your employers on an in-

formation return. These information returns are
checked against your tax return and the amounts
must agree, or you will be called to the audit bureau
for an examination.

Bccord All Expenses

On the opposite page, mark this 'Paid Out' Start
with Jan. 1, 1941, and it being New Year's day it will

remind you of the box pf cigars you sent a critic, and
that brings to mind it is an expense iteni you may de-
duct, even though the critic gave you a bad notice.

Recall every item of expense you have had from that
date on, even though some of them may not be al-

lowed as deductions. The deputy collectors will ex-
amine your list and allow you everything you are en-,

titled to and it is well to have everything in the list

regardless of your own judgment as to its deductibility.

Remember those out-of-town tryouts before opening
in New York. If you did not Jceep your receipted
hotel bills you still have time to write for duplicates.

Accurate records and substantiating receipts are
now demanded by the Treasury auditors. Up until

1940 the so-called small returns were given a per-
functory examination. As this rule has been changed,
all returns, regardless of importance, will be carefully

scrutinized.

Delay, in compiling information is going to cqst tax-

payers a lot of money this year, as it is Impossible
to wait until the last minuti and then depend on
memory for the neces-sary items of income and ex-
penses. Don't be like the chorus kids who rush in at

closing time on the final flling day and ask breath-

lessly if they can deduct tax paid on cigarets, for*

getting all about more important items they are en-

titled to. The youngsters are not the only offenders

in this respect Some ol our favorite stars should

keep as careful records of their expenses as they_do

of telephone numbers or their diaries.
;

A very important change lor 1941' affects all tax-

payers In the $3,000, or under, class. The tax de-

partment Is providing a modified and simple return.

The taxpayer lists the amount ol income and then

examines a scale. Alongside the amount of income

Is the amount of tax to be paid. All normal credits

and deductions have already been computed and all

that remains for the taxpayers to do Is to complete

the simple blank and hand it in at any post office to-

gether with his remittance. This form will be .ac-

ceptable to a great many, particularly those who have

not kept .accurate records. However, those who have
records should make up sample returns of the regular

return and the optional form as well in order to find

out which return shows the lesser amount ol tax.'

The "Variety' tax representatives will check these re-

turns on request

I
Thoie Joint Itetarns . |

Joint returns ol husband and wile necessitate a

close inspection under the 1941 regulations.. It will

be .advisable to compute both joint and separate re-

turns lor husband , and wile, as there is liable to be a
wide descrepancy in tax li both methods are not -ex-

plored. A joint return will probably be advantageous
if one of the spouses has a loss. Joint returns are
permitted only when the husband and wife are llvlnc

together at the end of the taxable year. It is op-
tional to flle either joint or separate returns for 1041,

regardless of the type of return filed in prior years.

Another important change In the 1041 tax law is

in respect to the 'head ol a family.'- Heretofore the

taxpayer assuming the status of the head of a fam-
ily was allowed to claim $1,500, plus $400 . lor -each

dependent In 1941 the 'head' may claim $1,500, but
will not be allowed the $400 lor one dependent. How-
ever, If there is more than one dependent the tax-

payer may claim $400 for each additional one. The
head of a family and three dependents would thus

claim $2,300. The head ol a lamily is a person who
actually supports in one household one or more
individuals related to him by blood, marriage or

legal adoption over whom he has some moral or legal

right to exercise lamily control. In claiming their

support ihe head of a lamily must contribute more
than one-halt ol whatever is required to support that

person. The term 'one household' does not mean that

a child in school or an institution is precluded. In

some cases the dependent may be an adult, il physical,

ly or mentally incapable ol sell-support

I
DlsUnetlons 1

There Is a distinction between the 'head of a familjr'

and a single p>rson with dependents.- The single per-

son responsible for the support ol another may claim

an exemption of $750 and $400 lor each dependent. The
dependent must be under 18 or Incapable ol sell-

support.

As some members ol the amusement profession have
been called into the service of the army or navy, the

tax department has extended their time for flling to

June IS, and will not consider tax due from service

men,until six. months after they have left the armed
service. - Salaries received while in the service from
former employers is a taxable item. 'Deductions will

be allowed lor expenditures for .
equipment si'ch as

officers' devices, Sam Brown belts, campaign inslgnlas

and any other items that must be paid for by the serv-

ice men and is not adaptable to civilian wear. No de- ^
ductions, however, will be allowed for uniforms pur-

chased' by service men. II, when away from their

camp or station on duty, their expenses exceed the

allowance covered by regulations, they may be de-

ducted.
The 10% defense tax charged in 1940 has been

eliminated from the 1941 returns. Tax returns must be
filed In the district where the taxpayer resides,

Severe penalties are prescribed by law for non-flliqg,

late flling and for fraudulent returns.

The 'Variety' tax service will start Feb. 1, 1942.

Hours from 9 a. m. to 4:30 p. m. each day. If prior to

the above date you may require some special informa-

tion send a letter to 'Variety' and the tax representa-

tives, will help you with your problem.

A special deduction for 1041 has been saved lor the

end of this article, although it is by no means the

least important You may claim an additional ^400

deduction on your tax return If you are single or mar-
ried if you will' take the responsibility for the nup-

port ot a refugee child.

Client Raldln;

Upsetting the peace among the

agents was the customary cry of

'client raiding'—a practice that hasn't

lessened with time or been put down
by the rules of ethics set up by the

Artists Managers Guild. The usual

charges (strictly among the trade

without recourse to legal action)

were bandied about that some here-

tofore happy client had been made
•unhappy' by the enticements of some
sharpshooting peddler.

The 'cry is as old as the agency

business and will likely continue to

be a popular wail as long as the

boys outsmart each other, and them-
selves, in a business where 'smart-

ness' seems to count almost as much
as ability to discover and develop

fresh talent' The cynics say that the

'raiding' yells are usually the loud-

est from those agents most actively

engaged in the unethical rustling of

the talent corrals of other agencies.

The A. & S. Lyons agency took on
a new front during the year, moving
into sumptuous quarters erected for

its own u.se after a number of years

of operation from one of Beverly

Hills' largest bank buildings, quar-

tering many another agency office..

Only a short time after getting set-

tled In the new quarters the agency

suffered a major loss by the death

of Sam Lyons, partner in the per-

ccntery with his brother Arthur.

Myron Selznick 4: Co., after sev-

eral years of court battling with

Eriol Flynn over the latter's mana-
gerial coutiact. effected a settlement

of the difficulty and gave the actor

his release in return for a hefty sum.

Leo Morrison's Suit

Most widely publicized legal flght

in the agency flcld during the past

12 months was that brought by Leo
Morrison against the Fcldman-Blum
office, also naming Marlene Dietrich

and John Wayne. The actress was
charged with helping to lure John
Wayne 'from under the Morrison
managerial wing to sign with the
defendant agency. Said to figure In

the alleged raiding was the asserted

desire of Wayne's to appear with
Miss Dietrich in 'The Spoilers' under
a package deal being worked out by
F-B for the sale of the property and
stars. Picture 13 now scheduled for

production by the Frank Lloyd unit

at Universal in a package placement
including the services of Miss Diet-

rich, Wayne and Randolph Scott in

the fcads.

Morrison feels, according to his

suit that he was damaged to the tune
of better than $200,000 by the loss of
his anticipated percentage on Wayne's
film earnings and asks the court to

render a judgment In his favor.

Anticipated ramifications of the
suit, expected to uncover a number
of points long looked on with dis-

favor by a group of Hollywood
agents .in actor-agent relations under
the SAG percenter franchise, will

probably never be brought out into

an open flght it the reported settle-

ment of Morrison's action is finally

effected before the case is called to
trial. Several percenters were sitting

back hoping the matter would be a
finish fight, figuring that the points

In disfavor might undergo radical

changes If hashed out fai court
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Congratulations to

and

Season's Greetings to the Nation's Theatre Owners

JESSE L. LASKY

Mote: In Variety's 1941 Annual Survey of the Box Office Top

Grosser "SERGEANT YORK" rates as Number One

In Preparation:

The Adventures of Mark Twain

The Boy Scouts of America

For Warner Bros.

ARTHUR LUBIN
DIRECTOR

Present Releases:

"BUCK PRIVATES"

"IN THE NAVY" Coming Release:

"HOLD THAT GHOST" "R'^E 'EM COWBOY"
"KEEP 'EM FLYING"

IN PREPARATION

"EAGLE SQUADRON" -

A Waiter Wanger Production for Universal
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BEST WISHES_
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MARLENE DIETRICH

PAUL JONES
PRODUCER

Current Releases

'THE FLEETS IN'

'SULLIVANS TRAVELS'

In Production _
Preparing

•MY FAVORITE BLONDE' A ^ MOROCCO"
THE PALM BEACH STORY'

I

BEST WISHES

RICHARD ARLEN
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SEASON'S GREETINGS

Paramount Theatres

Service Corporation

PARAMOUNT BUILDING

new' YORK

WILLIAM H. PINE WILLIAM C. THOMAS
PRODUCING FOR PARAMOUNT

Completed

Current Release "TORPEDO BOAT"
Preparing

"NO HANDS ON THE CLOCK" ^^^^ ^ "WILDCAT"
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Ring

Season's Greetings

WILLIAM LE BARON

Producer

'^WEEK END IN HAVANA"
"SONG OF THE ISLANDS"

1 20TH CENTURY-FOX

Season s Greetings

UNA MERKEL
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1
NATIONAL THEATRES AMUSEMENT CO., INC

fQI WEST COASf AGENC'*^ SORPORATIOM
OHARy.:t;s^^^ skoiiras

?0X WEST COAST THEATRES 01 NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA

EVERGREEN STATE AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
"RANK : NRWMAN

; -iX
—

FOX INTER -MOUNTAIN THEATRES, INCORPORATED

l^RANK H RICKETSON
• '1,4

FOX WISCONSIN THEATRES, INCORPORATED
HAROLD J. FITZGERALD

-..^

FOX MIDWEST THEATRES, INCORPORATED
ELMER a RHODEN
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MT SINCERE THANKS

TO

AND TO ALL

MOTION PICTURE EXHIBITORS

GARY COOPER

ll

\

AND
STILL REHEARSING

HORACE
Mac MAHON

SCREEN

STAGE

RADIO

CHAUTAUQUAS

SHOWBOATS

SUA^^STOCK

SUPPER ROOMS

AND OPERA

— AND STILL

REHEARSING

THIS YEAR . . .VISIT CANADA
YOUR FRIENDLY NEIGHBOR!

No red tape at the Border . . . dnd your money

is worth more here . . . Canada pays a premium

of United States money! . . .

You'll find Canada's finest entertainment wher-

ever you go . . . Coast-to-Coast in Famous

Players' Theatres

!

FAMOUS PLAYERS
CANADUN CORPORATION, LIMITED

J. J. nTZGlBBONS, Pretident

Head Office

ROYAL BANK BUILDING
TORONTO
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THEATRES

Holiday Greetings FROM THE STAFF OF

R C M© f OUR SPECIAL THANKS

OUR SPECIAL THANKS DDOnTTriTTr^KrC TMri
TO PRODUCTIONS, INC. the executives of

CAPT. JAMES ROOSEVELT SAM COSLOW MILLS NOVELTY CO.

Executive Producer and HENRY HENIGSON

Associate Producer ARTHUR DREIFUSS, NEIL McGUIRE

Directors JOSEF BERNE; REGINALD LE BORG
Production Manager HERMAN WEBBER

We Extend Our Thanks to the Artists Who Appeared in Our Soundies During 1941:

IV1E ANDERSON DOROTHY DANDRIDGE TED FIO RITO KING'S MEN DAVID ROSE & ORCH.
Lj.r>nx/ cuiDiFvnFAWF JAN GARBER HARRY LANGDON GALE STORM
HARRY BARRIS SHIKLtY UtMNL

JACKIE GREENE SUSAN MILLER SLATE BROS.
JERRY BERGEN DORN BROS. & MARY MAXINE GREY CLIFF NAZARRO MARTHA TILTON

MARY BRIAN JOHNNY DOWNS BERNADINE HAYES RAY NOBLE LIZ TILTONMARY BRIAN juriNNT
''y'™;^^ ^ary HEALEY DONALD NOVIS MABEL TODD

WALTER BYRQN DUKE ELLINGTON picK HOGAN WILL OSBORNE A. BAND CINDY WALKER
2EKE CANOVA SKINNAY ENNIS CHAS. JUDELS JEAN PORTER "DOODLES" WEAVER
HOACY QARMICHAEL THE FASHIONAIRES SUGAR KANE BUDDY ROGERS AND OVER 100 OTHERS

FOUR R.C.M. UNITS NOW IN PRODUCTION
Making Soundies for the 4,000 Mills "Panoram" Machines

FINE ARTS STUDIOS, HOLLYWOOD
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MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE

THEATRES CO.

Pledges itself to continued service

to the Public In its duty to keep

civilian morale on the highest level

1
' JOHN J. FORD

.i^^^^^^^^P^
^^^^ ^ l^^^^^l

LEON lEONIDOFF
9th Year Director of Production

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL,- NEW YORK

GREETINGS

RUSSELL MARKERT
OF

RAUO CITY MUSIC HALL

NEW YORK CITY

GREETINGS ....

NAT KARSON

Radio aty Music HaU
New York

FLORENCE
ROGGE

ASSOCIATE PRODUCER

and BALLET DIRECTOR

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL-NEW YORK

Loving Greetings to My Friendi All Over the World

CHARLOTTE GREENWOOD
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BORIS MORROS
and

S. p. EAGLE
Producers of

"TALES OF MANHATTAN"

20TH CENTURY-FOX

36th Anniversary?

Good!
Keep ^Em Rolling!

RAY BOLGER

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
ROCKEFELLER CENTER
"SHOW PLACE OF THE NATION"
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Congratulations y^niEfv

BOB HOPE

HOLIDAY GREETINGS
TO ALL OF SHOW BUSINESS

International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees

and Moving Picture Machine Operators

of the United States and Canada

RICHARD F. WALSH,

President

LOUIS KROUSE.

General Secretary-Treasurer
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COMING-

HOWARD HUGHES'

''THE OUTLAW
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For 36 Years P^ROSf Has Led the

Fight for Freedom of Expression

FOR 36 YEARS THE

W. S. BUTTERFIELD
THEATRES, INC.

HAS FOSTERED THIS SAME FREEDOM—A "HOUSE POLICY'*

********
In every community where you find a Butterfield theatre,

you find THE meeting place for ALL the people.

* * * * * * *

A Solid Front for Consietent Quality Entertainment Has Made Butterfield Theatres

A MICHIGAN INSTITUTION

The/fe^i-/ Picture MONOGRAM Has Ever Produced!
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NORMA SHEARER

EDWARD EVERETT HORTON

FRANK CAPRA
PRODUCER-DIRECTOR

Current Production

"ARSENIC AND OLD UCE"
A WARNER BROS. PICTURE
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BUSBY BERKELEY
DIRECTOR

MICKEY ROONEY
AND

JUDY GARLAND

I N

FinST CAME

'BABES IN ARMS'
BOX-OFFICE CHAMPION 1940

AND THEN

STRIKE DP THE BAND'
Boxoffice Champion 1941

AND NOW

BABES ON BROADWAF
IN PREPARATION

"GIRL CRAZY"
STARRING

MICKEY ROONEY
AND

JUDY GARLAND

UNDER CONTRACT TO

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

We're starting our 7^^ year

as America's greatest home of

2-for-1 shows
with the first big hit of 1942 • • •

"LOUISIANA PIRCHASE''
A Paramount Picture • in Technicolor

INPCRSON

GENE KRUPA and his orchestra

DINAH SHORE
NEW YORK

PARAMOUHT THEATRE

EXTRA ADDBD ATTRACTIONS!
SHIA and
RAYMOND

DEAN
MURPHY

TIMES SQUARE

ROBERT EAAMEH

DOLAN

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS

Congratulations P^SHETY

MARTHA RAYE

Mgt. WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
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CONGRATULATIONS P^iety AND SEASON'S

GREETINGS TO THE NATION'S EXHIBITORS

COMING SOON FROM

HARRY SHERMAN

"BAD MEN OF ARIZONA"

RELEASED THROUGH

PARAMOUNT

pat casey
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Congratulations

On Your 36th Anniversary

JOHN M. STAHL

20th CENTURY-FOX

Alexander Karda
presents

<<LYDIA'> >ta"i»8 MERLE OBERON
with ALAN MARSIfAL, JOSEPH GOTTEN, HANS YARAY,

GEOROE REEVES, and EDNA MAY OLIVER
Directed by JUUEN DUVIVIER

Rudyard Kipling's

''THE JUNGLE BOOK''
In TecHnieoUir

with SABU Directed by ZOLTAN KORDA

CAROLE JACK

LOMBARD and BENNY
In Ernst Lffbitsch's

«TO BE OR NOT TO BET

RECENT RELEASES:
41THE THIEF OF BAGDAD'* starring SABU in
Technicolor • VIVIEN LEIGH and LAURENCE
OLIVIER in ''THAT HAMILTON WOMAN!''

Koerner Wants

More Legits For

RKO Theatres

Success ot the legiter, 'Life With

Father*, in five RKO film housei

early this season, has RKO with an

eye out for possible follow-upl.

Charles Koerner, the company'*

theatre head, said he would like to

have more similar shows, although

he can't offer as favorable terms ai

United Booking Office - controlled

houses, usual homes of touring legl

ters.

Battle between Oscar Serlin, pro-

ducer of 'Father' and UBO resulted

in the RKO deal. Serlin later settled

with XJBO and the show went back
to its houses. RKO.'s only hope U
for someone else with a demon
stratedly strong legiter to get Into

a conflict with UBO.
Koerner is insistent that any leg

iters he books must have casts witn
some name value and must not have
played the town before.

ESSANESS WANTS ITS

lOOG BACK FROM FIELD

Chicago, Jan. 4.

Essaness theatre, owners of th«

B4 West Randolph St. Corp., which

has a 99-year lease on the Woodi

theatre and building, has filed suit

against the Marshall Field Estate

owners of the building. Essanesf,

which Is Ed Silverman, Emil Stem
and Sid Spiegel, asks that Estate

trustees return $100,000 bond

posted when Woods building wai

leased.

This $100,000 was posted In 1938 as

'condition precedent for the right

to assign the lease during the 89-

year term.' Essaness (or the 54 West
Randolph Street Corp.) has sine*

voted to relinquish that right to

convey the lease, and has asked for

its $100,000 which is being held In

trust by the Continental bank.

Suit asserts that the request for

the coin has been refused. In addi-

tion, the suit aslcs that the provision

regarding conveyance of the lease

be declared void.

Stodio Contracts

Hollywood, Jan, 4.

George Holmes inked player pact

at 20th-Fox.

Helen Fortescue Reynolds' player

option lifted by 20th-Fox.

Gregory Ratoff signed Arnold
Salzman, little theatre actor, to *
personal contract.
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****MINOCO PRODUCTIONS
J presents

I STAR-SPANGLED GREETINGS J

*

*
*
1

*
*
*

*

*
*

LEADING ARTISTS OF **.* RADIO *** SCREEN *** STAGE

American Federation of MuaiciaM, Local 802 — officials and membert of the Motion Picture Studio

Mechanics, Local 52 — Harry Fox and members of the Mtisic Publishers Protective Association —
Preston H. Pumphrey and publishers associated with BMI — Ralph B. Austrian, KoUis D. Bradley

and the RCA recording engineers — Music Cbrporation of America — William Morris Agency —
General Amusement Corporation — Consolidated Radio Artists, Inc.— A. & S. Lyons, Enc.-^ National

Broadcasting Company, Inc. — Columbia Artists, Inc. — Alan Freedman and technicians of De Luxe

Laboratories — the staff of Eastern Service Studios— members of the Scenic Artists Union— officials

of the Screen Actors Guild — officers and members of A.S.C.A.P. — and — Gordon B. Mills,

inc. — and — the Panoram distributors and operators of the United States.

MINOGO PRODUCTIONS INC.
THIRTY-EIGHTH FLOOR NEW YORK CITY 444 MADISON AVE.

^ featuring for 1942 J
*
*

^ GENE KRUPA *** CAB CALLOWAY * OWEN WILLIAMS CLAUDE THORNHILL COUNT BASIE <^

*
*
*

bob chester * * bill robinson .* * * charue spivak * * dick todd * barry wood *

the jesters * * mary jane walsh * * morton downey * * gertrude niesen * lanny ross
** jane pickens willie howard ** the eton boys ** carolyn marsh michael

bartlett * * * the kidoodlers * * * sylvia frogs * * patricia ellis * * the charioteers * *

gusvan fifi d'orsay *** the landt trio * beverly roberts ** men and maids of

melody * * eva ortega * * smith and dale * king sisters * connie maxwell girls

^ •"« * the korn kobblers * * delta rhythm boys * * ginger harmon * joy hodges .* * i^t

^ carson robison and his buckarobs * * * wint shaw * * * tamara * frank novak * grace

^ McDonald *** michael loring radio rogues *'*'*< marlyn stuart *** bob hannon ^
EMERY DEUTSCH GYPSY ORCHESTRA ** ESMERELDY THE MARTINS BENNY FIELDS

MITCHELL AYRES * HERBIE KAY * * DAVE SCHOOLER * * ALVINO REY * * * JOHNNY LONG * * THE

PATRIOTAIRS * * DEL CASINO * * ELEANOR FRENCH * * * THE DEEP RIVER BOYS * * CAROL DEXTER
* * * THE STAR DUSTERS * * * MILDRED FENTON * * LUBA MALIMA * * CARTER AND BOWIE * * SUNNY

O'DEA * * * MARCELLA HENDRICKS * * * CHARLES CURRAN * * ANITA BOYER * * * NORO MORALES * * •

RUTH CLAYTON ** DIXIELAND BAND ** MILT HERTH TRIO ** TOMMY REYNOLDS ** WARREN

HULL EVELYN BROOKS *** DAWN, DAY AND DUSK *+ JOAN EDWARDS * MARCHETA

9 WAKELY TRIO * * * FATS WALLER * * * ARTIE CONROY * * * THE ROOTIN' TOOTERS GAYE DIXON S
4 * * * RICARDO * * CLARENCE NORDSTROM * * 'TEX' ALLEN JACK SHILKRET * THE SARONGS 4
2 *** LUCKY MILLINDER *** THE YANKEE DOODLERS *** SISTER THARPE * * VAL ALEXANDER ** 2

TONY PASTOR * * * BLUE BARRON * * * LES HITE *** MAXINE SULLIVAN *** TEDDY POWELL *
^ And many others as announced featuring the top popular current song hits.

*
*
*
*
1

*
* THE TOP NAME BANDS *** THE TOP RECORDING ARTISTS *

*
*
*

^ We acknowledge with thanks ... *
*

^ \ the splendid cooperation of — artists and their representatives — officials and members of^ the

^ President, and the other officers and executives of Soundies Distributing Corporation of America,

*
"lAr - Jack Barry, President.

*
*

*
************ 1942 ********
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I

ALEXANDRE DUMAS'

"THE CORSICAN BROTHERS"
Starring

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR. -

with

RUTH WARRICK AKIM TAMIROFF

ocx>

GEORGE BRENT JOAN BENNETT
MISCHA AUER

UNA MERKEL GLENDA FARRELL ERNEST TRUEX

"TWIN BEDS"
o<zx>

BRIAN DONLEVY MIRIAM HOPKINS
PRESTON FOSTER
"HEUOTROPE HARRY"

ooo
"AMIE ROONEY"

Starring'

SHIRLEY TEMPLE
ooo

"UP IN MABEL'S ROOM"
"THE LIFE OF VALENTINO"

"WINGS OVER CHINA"

— •—
In Preparation

HY OFFICIAL WIFE" "IIVO YEARS BEFORE THE MAST"
Released Thru United Artists

SEASON'S
GREETINGS

Fabian Theatres

Corporation

Suite 2101 1501 Broadway

NEW YORK. N. Y.

SEASON'S GREETimS

from

ORIENTAL THEATRE
CHICAGO

JOHN PAYNE
JOHN SHEPPERD • ANN tODD • DOUGUS CROfT

JANE SEYMOUR • ANNE REVERE • FRIEDA INESCORT

OimtnttiyHmorXlog A 20rh Ccnlury-Fox Picture

NOW PLAYING AT THE ROXY THEATRE, NEW YORK AND

SOON TO BE SEEN AT THE NEW YORK R.K.O. THEATRES
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Congratulations to ^^SrIETY

from

HUNT STROMBERG

HOLLYWOOD IS ALL OUT FOR THE RED CROSS

ALL OF SHOWBUSINESS IS TOO,

SO IF YOU HAVEN'T DONE YOUR BIT YET

DO IT NOW!
CONTRIBUTE LIBERALLY TO THE AMERICAN RED CROSS
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Best Wishes -for the Coming Year

DOROTHY LAMOUR

Insurance Companies^

Slant on Show Business

By HEBB GOLDEN

' 'Do people in show business Uve

longer—or doei <i Just seem that

vavT
That's what one of the "New York

dailies called 'Variety' to find out

last week. It seemed a slightly im-

pertinent but nevertbeleat rational

question, worthy of research: And so

this tntrepM Stanley land Smtb to

consult the iMokies who set the odds

(actuaries, they call themselves, for

fancy) on whether J. Barrymore

will still be eyeing a shapely gam at

S2 or be tomorrow's candidate for

wreath.

Incidentally,, speaking of bookies

—always close to the heart of show
biz—they rank close to bottom

(IBOth) in a list of 200 occupations

considered 'desirable risks' by the

insurance companies. Causes of the

abnormally high death rate of the

hoss race guys. In order of frequency,

are: 1. Suicide (twice as frequent as

among average occupations); 2. In-

digestion; -3. Heart attacks.

Answer to the original query, of

course, is obvious. People in show
biz do not live longer, they live

shorter. And these dead-pan guys
who make with pencils and adding
machines offto figures to back that

op. Also facta and figures on a
variety of associated subjects, and
Stanley cam,e back with a barrel of

'em (assorted). Frinstance:

Death 'rate among legit and vaude
actors and actresses (not including
acrobats or circus performers) is

130% pi average. That means that at

any given age, an actor is 30% more
likely . to boot the bucket than a
normal human being.

Radio people are considered good
risks—death rate beliived to be be-

low normal, although the industry
isn't really old enough to give Gab-
riel's odds-makers enough figures for
extensive tables. They're good risks,'

I

OFFICE OP THH
I'RESIDl^NT

AFFIIiIATSD WITH
ALLIED STATES ASSOCrATION

OP
MOTION PICTURU EXHIBITORS

ALLIED THEATRES
of ILLINOIS. Inc.

1326 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE
CHICAGO

January t, 1942.
'Variety,'
64 West Randolph Stneet,
Chicago, nilnola.

Gentlemen:

There Is a famous saying that 'music soothes the savage breast'—
. what that really means, what it really refers to Is: MORALE.
WE of the motion picture exhibition Industry have a distinct

duty to our country, to our Industry, to ourselves. We cannot say,
'keep 'era flying* or 'keep 'em rollliig', but we can say, 'keep 'em
smiling.'

The morale assignment of the motion picture exhibition business
Is to keep the folks at home happy, to help them forget a thousand
cares and worries, J •

To Mils task we have vowed to devote our eftorts, our thoughts
and our energies, our resources and our theatres.

AS wur'ff-stra;iB"-ttin|-wbrrjrgrow itfefe 'wiirTre^an^sysir^ffate)^
need for proper relaxation, places where all can come to renew
their mental reserves, to fit themselves for an even greater and
better Job on the work that lies ahead.

Very sincerely yours,

JACK KIRSCH,' Pi-esldent,
Allied Theatres of nilnole. Inc.

Chairman,
Motion Picture Theatres Division,
Chicago Commission on National Defense

Temporary Chairman,
Motion Picture Industry
Conference Committe*.

an officer 'of the Metropolitan Life

explained, 'because the environment-
al hazard isn't as great as in the

theatre'. He said 'that last crack
meant dangers to actors like sand-
bags dropping from the flieig, al-

though It was thought he might have
other things in mind.

Bollywood OK

Film people are rated as 'choice

risks if of satisfactory habits'. Hol-
lywoodltes usually go in for big pol-

icies and insurance companies make
investigations of such things as how
much and how often they are known
to drink, how many thnes have they
been married, do they sleep regu-
larly, do they race around in fast

cars and are they generally the kind
of a guy or gal you'd want to risk

your bankroll on. Insurance rates
vary—if the company decides it

wants, a particular player at all—
with what the investigator finds out
By and larg^, great majority of film

people are considered very satis-

factory by insurance companies.
Burley performers are charged

extra premiums. 'High moral haz-
ard', . the actuaries explain. (Extra
premiums are charged in those oc-

cupations where deaths . average
more than 30% above normal).
Nervotis ailments are not a sig-

nificant cause of death among actors.

But among actors' wives nervous ail-

ments cause six times as many
deaths as among other wives. Ac-
tors' wives also have a 17% greater
chance of dying from any cause than
other women.
Musicians haven't been very well

classified by the actuaries and they
lump together everyone from first

fiddle in the Philharmonic to a
reefer-addled drummer in a S2d
street swing shop. Death rate given
in the tables is 117% of average for
musicians and 110% of average for
musicians' wives. These figures do
not take into account numerous
deaths recently among traveling
bands who go from one one-nighter
to the next by auto. Death rate
among musicians from 1915 to 1926,
in fact, was oijly 96% of normal.
Agents and managers now die with

just about normal frequency, S-
though prior to 1913 their chances
of rigor mortis were rated consider-
ably above average (136%). Whether
actors aren't so tough any more or
'agents are just leading cleaner lives,
the figures don't indicate.
Theatre owners and officials like-

wise live in a relatively safe world,
with the mortality rate not so far
above normal at 114%.

Prohibition threw off the figures
-ott-^bar-owners-and-bartenders—It
was pretty tough in pre-Volstead
days, however, with the bung-punch-
ers popping off at B2% above normal
and bar proprietors at 73% above
average.
Circus performers are rated by in-

surance actuaries according to their
specialty-. Guys like Zacchini, for in-
stance, who get themselves shot out
of cannons aren't sold policies at
any price. Trapeze artists are taken
by a few companies, but not by most.
Some performers are accepted at
standard rates if their jobs aren't
dangerous and if 'they live right'.

Outdoor showmen apparently lead
dangerous lives. They kick off at
a rate 72% higher than bankers,

clerks, farmers and manufacturers
of clothes-pins.

Film projectionists die at a rate
close to normal (103%), but it wasn't
always thus. From 1913 to 1926 it

was 135%, the drop In mortality ap-
parently resulting from more string-
ent laws and safer booth equipment.
4th Estatcrs' Snrprlsing Longevity
Newspapermen are the surprising

guys, however. With them it .doesn't

just seem that they live longer, but
they actually do. Despite what Hol-
lywood would have you think of the
dangers of being a reporter or the
state of apoplexy editors always
seem to be nearlng. Mortality rate-

is only 92% of normal.
baseball players are pretty much

the average fellows, their death fre-
quency being rated at only 103%.
There are no figures available on
football players. (Actuaries figure
that they must have cases adding up
to around 50,000 years of life before
their tables really mean anything
and are worth quoting).
Using census figures of 1030, aver-

age death rate among all people be-
tween 15 and 64 is 8.7 per 1,000.

Among actors it's 12.38 per 1,000 and
among 'showmen' it's 10.3 per 1,000.
There's a peculiar mixture of talents
included under such tags as 'actor'
and 'showmen', actuaries lumping
various associated occupations to-
gether either because they don't
know better or there aren't enough
Individual cases to give a satisfac-
tory cross-section.

.

. Frequency of death among actors,
incidentally, came down 15 points
between studies made in 1913 and
in 1937. They were 45% above aver-
age in the first survey and only 30%
above in the second. Actresses and
temme musicians were below aver-
age (87%) In the 1913 death rate
tables. What's happened to them
since Is hard to tell, as the facts-
and-figures boys now throw males
and females all together.

'

Significant causes of death among

actors, comparing them to the pop-
ulation as a whole, are respiratory
tuberculosis, 38% above normal; cir.

rhosis of the liver, seven times above
normal; violent (accidents, homicide,
suicide) 44% above normal; heart,
32% above normal; respiratory (ex-
cept bronchitis) 65% above normal,

'

and cancer (except of the aesopha-
gus and stomach—but don't ask
why), 56% above normaL
Between the ages of 25 and 35,

actors die only 90% as frequehtly as
the general population (always rated
at 1X)0%). Between 55 and 65, how-
ever, they jump to 157%.

Many of the figures quoted above
are English statistics. They're much
more complete In Britain than in the
United States because there the gov-
ernment tallies them, while in this
country it's all left to private organ-
izations, most of them maintained
by insurance companies.

Korda Pictures Thriye

Despite War b Britain

Hollywood, Jan. 4,

War in Great Britain has not hurt
grosses for Alexander Korda. On
three pictures released during the
war he has grossed more coin than
ever before on a like number of
Aims. The take on The Thief of
Bagdad,' "That Hamilton Woman*
and 'Four . Feathers' was 750.000
pounds. Latter picture was released
during the first week of the war in

1939,

Korda plans going to England
within tlie next month, taking with
him prints of 'Jungle Book' and 'To
Be Or Not to Be,' latter directed
by Ernst Lubitsch, starring Jack
Benny and Carole- Lombard. Latter
pic is now being edited and cut.

Title may be changed.

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

from

THE
NICHOLAS
BROTHERS
Back on the Home Lot for

20TH CENTURY FOX

Direction—WILUAM MORRIS AGENCY
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"Every Happiness to the Guys I Mist"

Mark Hettinger.

Season's Greetings

Comerford-Publix Theatres Corp.

JULES LEVEY

Wishes Everybody a

'HELLZAPOPPIN'
of a Year
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RICHARD BLUMENTHAL
ASSOCIATE PRODUCER

Current Release

'THE REMARKABLE ANDREW"

**!»» Just Completed

"THIS ©UN FOR HIRE"

BIRTH OF VARIETY CLUBS

'Catherine Variety Sheridan,' Abandoned Pittsburgh

Waif, Gives Rise to a National Organization

By Harold W. Cohen

Pittsburgh, Jan. 4.

. . . 'And a Utile child shall lead

<tiem.'

Praclically every after-midnight

for years the same group of U show-
men had been gathering at Child's'

on Fitth avenue for coffee and cakes.

On the evening of Oct. 10, 1927, one

of the men, John H. Harris, had an
Idea. Why not rent a room at the

William Pcnn Hotel whera they

could more completely enjoy each
other's company? They did. But
a room number was such a cold

thing, how about a name to tack on
the outside. Variety was picked be-

cause each of the H men repre-

lented a different branch of the in-

dustry. And GO tfaa Variety Club
was founded and John H. Harris has

headed it from that day to this. But
then, more than 14 years ago, there

-was no intention of expanding, no
thought of taking in new members.
The club had no charity, was com-
mitted to no Ideal. R had. no
particular responsibility to society;

In fact, its only reason for exist-

ing at all was for the purpose of

good fellowship. ^

Such groups are organized and

dissolved in city after city year after

year, and there probably wouldn't

be a Variety Club today had not

fate intervened. On Thanksgiving

Day, 1928, a distraught mother
left her one-month-old baby in the

nursery of the Sheridan Square the-

atre with a scribbled note pinned to

its dress.. The note read:

'I cannot afford to keep this child.

Her name is Catherine. I have six

others. She was born Oct. 24 and I

am leaving her in this theatre be-
cause of what I have heard of the

charity of show people and with a

prayer that you will take care of

her. (Signed) A Hoart-Broken
Mother."

Tlie little group of 11 men saw a
definite responsibility placed on
show business. They accepted It but
still the die wasn't cast, for these

men didn't feel they were doing
anything exceptional In taking care

of a child. She was merely placed
In a home and Instructions were
given that' she should receive every-

thing she needed. The tot was named
Catherine Variety Sheridan. Cath-
erine, her given name) Variety for

the club and Sheridan for tha the

atre. The men supposed Ihey had
done their job but they hadn't.

Something came over them. Others

in show business wanted to help. In

three months the 11 men were 100.

Visits to the institution to see the

•baby called attention to the needs

of the other children and the drive

was on to aid them. .

^

So overnight, an unsought obliga-

tion and responsibility voluntarily

assumed the life's blood of Variety.

It was the inspiration that saw chap-

ters eventually established in 22

cities. So because of 'little Catherine

Variety Sheridan, the Variety Club
of Pittsburgh had a reason for be-

ing; because of her other tents were
organized all over the country, and
because of her more than 500,000

children annually receive aid from
the Variety Clubs of America.

|3,(0e,tS(>—All to Charity

For more than seven years now,
t has been an organization on a na-

tional scale. In that time, the Va-
riety Clubs have raised almost $3,-

000,000, every cent of which has
gone to some local charity and al-

ways one where children are looked
after. Each tent has its own pet

project One underwrites a boys'

camp for underprivileged children

another a Prev^torium for tubercu-

lar kiddies; still another a Prema-
ture Birth Station. Milk Funds, in-

fantile paralysis victims, refugee
tots, special hospital rooms, in fact,

every charity that has for its aim
the- Improvement of tots can count

on tha Variety Club for help.

Here, are jusl .'lome of the things

the various tents have done:
Philadelphia has cured and made

SHANGHAI GESTURE
AT THEA8T0R THEATRI

'J

- WALTER WANGER ^

prtttnls

SUNDOWN
At THE CRITERION THEATRE

R PLEASED THRU UNITED ARTIST

new again at least a half dozen pa-
ralysis victims.

Columbus (O.) installed a com-

plete hydrotherapy equipment In

the Columbus children's home.

Baltimore purchased an iron lung
for the poor of the city.

Detroit supplied 247,030 lunches
for school children Ih one year, sup-
plied 25,047 reconditioned garments
and shoes, 1,312 eye refractions, 1,335

new eyeglasses.

Indianapolis has established a
blood bank and convalescent serum
station available to the whole state
of Indiana.

Dallas built a hospital wing known
as the Variety Clinic and has oper-
ated on thousands of children.

Memphis established a milk bank
for the use of the entire United
States.

Although the Variety CTubs have
laid out only a few millions in actual
cash on these charities, their con-
tributions In reality have amounted
M several times that through so-
licitations on the outside and dona-
tions. In short, this group of show-
men, stretching from one end of the
continent to the other, has come to
be looked upon as 'the heart of show
business,' a motto etched In truth

Thirteen years ago, the Variety
Club adopted Catherine Variety
Sheridan with an idea of just help-
ing her, but instead she made the
club a national organization, re-
made its members and permitted the
amusement industry once again to
prove it will never forget or neglect
Its responsibilities.

Chaplin Shutdown To

Enlarge Studio^ For

Other UA Producers

Variety Chbs, Engmeers

Shift Meets From Coast

Hollywood, Jan. 4.

War jitters caused the shifting of
two show biz conventions, slated for

this spring, from Hollywood to some-
where in the east or midwest. Shift-
ers are the Variety Clubs convention
lined up for May 13-17, and the semi-
annual gathering of the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers, a week
earlier.

Dates were arranged last fall, but
conditions have changed In Califor-
nia since Dec. 7.

~

Hollywood, Jan. 4.

Charles Chaplin Is closing bis

studio temporarily after completion

of the scoring • job on The Gold
Rush' to enlarge the plant for In-

creased production in the future.

Plans call for new sound stages,

cutting-^rooms and film vaults, to Tie

used not only for Chaplin product,
but for pictures by other United
Artists producers in case they can-
not find space elsewhere. In ac-
cordance with the new UA policy,

he is dissolving the old Charles
Chaplin Film Corp. and will produce
independently under the UA banner.

Employees who have been or( the
Chaplin payroll for years have been
given holiday bonuses large enough
to carry them during the shutdown.
Scoring on The Gold Rush' will
require another week's work.

WS'S BEGDL&S WD.
Warner Bros, declared the regular

quarterly dividend of 96V4C. on its

preferred slock last week, maintain-
ing the regular $3.85 annual rate.

Company resumed payments early
last year.
Diwy is payable March 1, to stock

on record, Feb. 13.

Lieut. Stewart Now
Hollywood, Jan. 4.

James Stewart hopped Into the
fleer class of the Army air arm and
now second lieutenant after serv-
g as a corporal at MoRett. Field.

Stewart had 325 hours of solo fly-
ing to his credit before induction
into Hie Army.

The Same Old

Greetings From

the Rialto,

New York City

Arthur

Mayer

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

From

N. S. BARGER
RIALTO THEATRE

CHICAGO
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RAOUL WALSH
i

- -DIRECTOR -

' THEY DIED WITH THEIR BOOTS ON
WARNER BROS.

Management

SAM JAFFE AGENCY

"We'll Light the Way to Victory"

WHITE WAY
ELECTRIC SIGN & MAINTENANCE CO.

CHICAGO

We, of WHITE WAY Family, are proud to be members of the Amusement & Recreation

Division, Chicago Commission on National Defense, and we pledge ourselves to our Country's

cause.

THOMAS F. FLANNERY,^

Chairman, Executive

Advisory Board, Chicago

National. Defense.
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ARTHUR HORNBLOW, JR
Recently Produced for Paramount:

HOLD BACK THE DAWN
Starring Charles Boyer,

Olivia do Havilland and

Paulette G6ddard.

NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH
Starring Bob Hope and

Paulette Goddard.

In Preparation:

THE MAJOR AND THE MINOR
Starring Ginger Rogers and

Ray Milland.

Court Orders Union to Reinstate

Ousted Member; Significant Ruling

Los Angeles, Jan. 4.

Superior court ordered reinstate-

ment ol Edwin Bush by lATSE Se\,

Electricians Local 728, marking the

first time the courts have Interceded

for a craftsman, set down by his

union as a disciplinary measure.
Judgment also carried full pay for

Bush from Oct, 4, 1940, at time he
mas expelled, amounting to approxi-
mately $3,000.

Bush oiiiter was impelled by
charges he attempted to collect part

of death fund beneflt from a widow
on the ground he could get payment
Increased. He appealed to court re-

instatement after lA executive board
turned deaf ear to plea.

'

Decision is held certain to have a
far-reaching effect and. be the
means of 15 other expelled workers
getting their cards back and reim-
bursement for time lost. Unless ap-
peal is successful, members will be
assessed to pay judgment.

Films Show the Way

Hollywood, Jan. 4.

For years, if you are a west-

ern film fan, you have heard

the sheriff tell his posse: '.We'll

cut through the canyon and head

'em- off,' whereupon the rustlers

were foiled, the ranch was saved

and the cowboy faded Into the

moonlight with a blonde. *

For years the film .industry

has hired location scouts to

prowl the countryside, hunting
hidden short-cuts, nooks, cran-

.

nies, gulches, arroyos and other
lurking places in the hills and
valleys. As a result, the U. S.

Army has a perfect war map
of Southern California, worked
out to the last detail by loca-

tion hunters.

New York Theatres

The
Rivoli

Theatre
NEW YORK

Ace Run Time

of the Country

Presents Its

Best V^^es
to Variety

for the New Year

"HELLZflPOPPIN"
A 17iilv«real ' Picture

Notr In It« Second Week

RIVOLI B""*'™"UNITED
ABT18TS iiw«i.l St 4»th St
DMn OPM (30 A.M. ^MIONITE SHOWS

B WAY &
4 7lh SI.

GARBO 'tVr^Ar

'Two-Faced Woman'

PALACE
HOW GREEN WAS
MY VALLEY'

n'-<1tfr PMicc«n-M«Drc«a <yVmn

2ND WEEK
"THE MAN WHO

CAME TO DINNER"
A Warner BtM. Bit With

Bette Davis • Ann Sharidan
.'rtonty Woolley • Jimmy Durante

In Person

JIMMY DORSEY *gge^
STRAND B'way & 47tli St.

iirk wccKi

SM II. 4 SMMDWAT-a M15S
Ptpuiir Prkw—uim atm MM A.M.

Men. Sub nnmtH A*raK«

LOEW'8

STATE
Lant nmn Wed.

Jainette
MhDONALD

Brim AHCRNE
"SMltlN'
THSOV.OU" .

t>n Rl«s«
Luollli BALL

Slirtl Thuri.. Jin. S

M-O-M'a

H. M. PULHAM,
Esq.'

Htdv LAMARR
Rett. YOUNB
Rutll HUSSEY

Iq Parfon

Rome VINCENT
Jess MERRILL

New 306 Prez StaOs

Any Showdown in N. Y.

Until Loew Test Case

Because of the failure of Joe Bas-
son to be reelected to the presidency

of Local 306, Moving Picture Ma-
chine- Operators, the union is not
expected to take immediate action

in interfering with supply of film to

Greater New York theatres that are

in the opposltioh Empire State camp
or use other non-306 operators. It

is also not a remote possibility that

no action will be taken at all since

it is believed in some union circles'

that the threat of a strike against

inajor distributors was an election

move of Basson.
In any event, with a new president

in the union, Herman Gelber, it is

likely that the union would at least

wait until Jan. 13 when application

of Loew's for a declaratory judg-
ment to define the legality of the
threatened 306 move is heard.
In negotiation with distributors on

a new contract for operators in

booths of screening rooms, .the 306

move against distribs was based on
that in an attempt to stop handling
of film by exchange workers that

went to theatres not using 306 op-
erators, totaling around 90.

Local 306 several years ago sought
to bring the non-union bouses
aroimd by getting the exchange
workers to go on strike, but on that

occasion the Department of Justice

scared it off.

BILL FORMAN'S TWO

LATEST; 9 IN CHAIN

Seattle, Jan, 4.

Bill Forman, who four tnoAths ago
formed the United Theatres Corp., of
which he is prexy, now has one of
the largest indie-owned circuits in

northwest, having Just added two
houses to the string, to make it nine.
His company has purchased the State
(900-seater) in busy Salem, capital

of Oregon, where another house, the
Grand, (TOO), is also operated by the
Forman company. Former owners
of State were Red and AI Adolph.
United Theatres this week opened

its newest, a 900-seater, the Lonjgr
view theatre, at Longview.

Tobrnk Siege Inspires

Coknan to Pic Sahte

Hollywood, Jan. 4.

Ronald Colman and Harry Cohn,
chief of Columbia Pictures, are hud-
dling over 'Salute to Tobruk,' a tale
of heroism based on the war in
Libya. British actor has expressed
his willingness to play one of the
top roles.

Story of the besieged garrison
originated with an air program by
the British Broadcasting Co. Colum-
bia researchers are working on the
proposed film, with writers. still to
ba assigned.

AMERICAN FEDERATioN OF RADIO ARTISTS.

Chicago's Membership

Pledges

All-Out Support

.

For the Defense of America

CHICAGO THEATRICAL PROTECTIVE VNION

Our Manpower and Facditiei

. Stand Ready to Serve

International Association of

Theatrical Stage Employes

FRANK OLSEN, Secretary and Treasure

LOCAL 2

C. M. P. O.
Just at w* have always served show buslnass,

we. will serve our country.

We'll win the war.

MOVING PICTURE MACHINE OPERATORS VNION

JOHN P. SMITH, Bosineas Manager

CHICAQO LOCAL 110

A. G. V. A.
The "V" in Variety Becomes Our

Victory Slogan

AMERICAN GVILD OF VARIETY ARTISTS

JACK IRVING, Executive Secretary

CHICAGO LOCAL 3

B. P. & B. U.
The Brush and Bucket Brigade

Are in the Front Ranks for

Civilian Defense

BILL POSTERS and BILLERS VNION

HARRY GUNDERSON, Secretary

CHICAGO LOCAL No. 1
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THE NEW WORLD OF TOMORROW
Firth Shephardf London Legit Producer, Visions Show Business Will Be Part of

Radical Post - War Changes

•By Firth Shephard:

London, Dec. IS.

• In these, first days of Amer-

ica-at-war. it is undoubtedly as

'difficult for American shoW-

inen to envisage post-war con-

ditions as it was for us in

Britain in September, 1939.

Jhe fact remains-r-and \ye- ni

London 'are now beginning to

Tealizc it—we are gomg to

wake up one of these days to

find ourselves in a new world.

'

This new world will be strikingly

different from anything mankind has

ever before imagined, much less

experienced. To say the change will

be as revolutionary as the transi-

tion from stagecoach to railway

transportation is a ridiculous under-

rtatement Actually, lor the first

time In the life of man; space and

time will be found to have become

negligible quantities.

. 'When we have Hitler and his

fellow gangsters in 'the tomb pi^e-

pared for him' — to quote Mr.

Churchill—America and Britain will

And themselves in possession of

more than 100,000 aircraft, more
~
than 1,000,000 men skilled in flying

them. For obvious reasons these

planes will not be scrapped, the

pilots and navigators will not find

themselves jobless. If I may be per-

mitted to borrow the Americanism
—so what?

'Just this. A New Yorker will be
able to do a Broadway first night

and go on to supper afterwards

—

and be checking in -at liis I^ndon
hotel in time for luncheon. That
evening he can attend a West End
premier and go gay at West End
night spots until dawn—and still

6e back at his desk in New York
at 8 o'clock that same morning!
~ 'In a word, London a'nd New York

will be as near one another—in the
New World of Tomorrow—as Lon-
don and Manchester, New York and
New liOndon are today.

I remember—on the one occasion
when I visited New York some sev-
en years ago—I was struck by a
railway advertisement slogan — 'a

train an hour on the hour between
New York and Philadelphia. I am
certain in the days to come air

travel between our two countries
will grow to dimensions that will
require the use of dozens of planes
in each direction every hour of the
day and night

Transporting Productions

'It is possible a day will come
when a show will close its London
run on the Saturday night—and
open with the Sunday matinee in
Chicago! I have it on the highest
authority there will be no difficulties

in the way of transporting a whole
production, farreaching plans by
both British and American experts
having already

. been perfected to
transform bombers into freight car-
riers. Alter all, a 2,000 pound bomb
represents a considerable amount of
wardrobe, scenery, and props.

'Another angle. What, could be
more intriguing, more spectacular,
than an over-night interchange of
casts of a simultaneous West End-
Broadway smash hit? At the mo-
ment, for instance, visiting Ameri-
cans are being kind enough to tell

me my production of George S.

Kaufman and Moss Hart's brilliant

New York' success. The Man Who
Came to Dinner', is as slick and
fast-moving as it was on your side.

All I can say on this point is, in my
opinion, every, part is played su-
perbly.

'Would a Broadway audience
agree?
'Would London decide the New

York cast and production did equal
justice to the play?

'Under existing conditions these
must be academic questions, but
when- victory crowns our common
cause I am certain theire will be such
interchanges of productions. And, as
in show business, so shall it be in

other businesses. Annihilation of

time and space will serve to cement
in that New York of Tomorrow the
bonds of our present military alli-

ance against the Axis powers.

The New Yorker in London, like

the Londoner in New York, will no
longer be in a foreign city. Imagine
it! Both of them—when they sit

down to breakfast—will find their
pet morning paper beside their
plate! And it will be no early-to-
bed 'bulldog' edition; it will be as
down to the minute as the local

newspapers themselves!

'As for conditions in the theatre in
Britain at the moment — leaving
what some of you may consider a
flight of fancy for a ' consideration
of facts — they are astonishingly
good. Of course, there is the ever-
present piossibility of your discover-
ing your playhouse has become a
heap of rubble over ni^ht; there is

the blackout and its accompanying
restriction on evening performances;
there is the almost insurmountable
difficulty of obtaining a competent
staff—front and back; there is the
Board of Trade with its drastic cur-
tailment ot the necessities of dress-

ing a show, -demanding schedules
thai Include such items as a hand-
kerchief!

'But we have been through eo

many really tough experiences that
these handicaps do not bother us un-
duly. I cite it as nothing excep-
tional—the same thing happened to

others—but to give a picture of show
business in this country as it was
during the blitz, in order to make

clear how much better things are

now, my experience with 'Sitting

Pretty' may be of interest.

My Best Unsical
!

I had every reason to believe this

was the best musical I had pro-

duced. It had a cast of topnotch

favorites and music by the Ameri-

can composer. Manning Sherwin.

'Sitting Pretty' opened at Blackpool

on the August Bank Holiday, 1939,

to record-breaking business. A week
later, the London critics greeted it

with lavish praise. I made a library

(ticket agency) deal guaranteeing-

me the sterling equivalent of

$175,000.

But 'Sitting Pretty' lasted exactly

11 nights .in London! With the out-

break of War every theatre was or-

dered to close. And that, for a time
was that. But, of course, something
had to be done. So I called together

some of the stars of the show and
suggested we turn back the hands
of the clock to the time when we
were buckers, nameless members of

seaside 'Concert Parties.' In my ig-

norance I thought we could at least

work the piers along the Coast, little

realizing these would become 'pro-

hibited areas.' When I did make this

discovery I suggested we try the
Midlands, doing our stuff in paro-
chial- halls, or wherever, possible.

This show was called 'Shephard's
Pie,' and having been duly enlarged
as better times permitted, it became
the first big wartime success in Lon-
don at Princes theatre.

Well, we passed through those
trying tfmes— to emerge into the
present period of raid-free nights.

Out of our joint experience we had
learned one lesson of value—the un-
importance of money as such. After
all, froni my viewpoint as a pro
ducer, what does it really matter if

I have (as I have) three boxoffice
winners now running in London.

Leaving aside 'Dinner,' my other

two productions are paying into the
treasury more than $5,030 a week

—

$275,000 in the past 12 months—in

entertainment taites alone.

I understand much has been writ-

tsn about 'the poor artist' working
fsr $25 a week, but in the case'ot
my productions there has been
nothing like that As soon as we
reorganized our plans I invented a
cooperative scheme of my own. I

divided the artists into two classes,

'A' and 'B'. The former are the
stars, the latter the lesser players.

To each 'A' performer I guarantee a
payment of $50 a week plus a given
number of 'shares,' each share rep-
resenting a unit of ' $50 a week of his

pre-war salary. Thus, a star .who
received $1,000 a week in peacetime
now gets $50 a week plus 20 'shares.'

The 'B' players are guaranteed their

pre-war salary, ranging from $60 to

$95 a week.
At the end of the week we deduct

from the gross all operating ex-
penses, including the $50-a-week
guarantee to the stars and the guar-
anteed salaries of the other players.

The remaining profits are then
divided between the holders of the
'A' shares.

How,, little hardship this .has

worked can be seen . from the fact
that many of my artists actually re-
ceived as much or more than their
pre-war salaries on the run of the
play.

To a still night-minded New York
it may seem a drab sort of enter-
tainment world In which curtains
ring up at 6 in the afternoon—to
send ' the customers out into the
night before 8:30 o'clock. But in

actual fact Londoners have reacted
splendidly, and in spite ot .the black-<

out I find no reason to modi^ my
statement regarding show business
generally. It is, indeed, astonish-
ingly good.

YANQUI AMUSEMENT BIZ SHAPES OUTLOOK
ON PAN-AMERICAN SOLIDARITY

Buenos Aires, Dec. 20.

Not so long ago an ex-U. S. diplomat, with a trunk cov-
ered with baggage stickers from kilocking around the 'globe

and an ear bent from listening to inside stories, opined that
all Hitler needed to take over South America was to pick up
bis phone in the Wilhelmstrasse, dial the right number and
tell the boys the time had arrived.

' The portfolio carrier might have been right—opinions on
Just how strong the Nazis are in Latin-America depend on
who you are and where you get your information.
Today it's beginning to look as if the shadow of the swas-

tika' south of the border is no longer a shadow—it has faded
out in the spotlight of real Pan-American solidarity, with the
Latins almost 100% behind Uncle Sam. Most important Is

that there's not so much gab about it these days; there is

action.

The sudden 'discovery' of Latin-America by many Yanquis,
450 years after Chris Columbus and his troupe arrived, didn't

help the inter-American picture. Yanquis taking to the radio

and standing up on platforms in Washington, New York and
throughout the U. S. to talk alraut 'closer understanding' and
'let's toss the Nazis out' didn't do anything to help in the
beginning.

Past year has seen a slowing down of this abrupt romancing
of Uncle Sanuny's good neighbors. There's still a lot of time-
wasting, piffle-saturated word nonsense coming down to our
hemispheric co-tenants and from once-over-lightly visitors

and hemisphere-minded gents who've never even been here.

.

But the high pressure seems to be off, and to Latinos that's

definitely an important step in the right direction.

The U. S. entertainriient industry has had an important
part in this. It's been carrying the -ball for a long time and
it looks as if it will be in there punching for quite a spell.

HLH BIZ'S SEBENADE

Roosevelt and Democracy—^That's the

Keynote in North and Latin America's

War on Hitler

MUST BE WARY OF SENSITIVITIES

By RAY JOSEPHS

^
Film biz, most notable representative of the Norteameri-

. ^jgno. .entertainment -industry.jouth-ofl-the.Jtia .Gyande, has.,
been doing the serenading ot Senor and Senora Juan Q.
Publico for the greatest time, poing it well, it might be added,
The errors in the past year on Hollywood's part in making
boomerang-loaded pix about S. A. have been no part of the
doing of reps in the field. They, and everyone else who has
been down here any length of time, know that Yanqui show-
manship can do lots. But it has no magic formula and good-
will doesn't come in cellophane-wrapped packages.
Those who know local radio, the disc biz, concert and

theatre fields also have understood for a long period tha;

|nere's plenty of opportunity for the entertainment indus-
try to hold an important spot in achieving actual Pan-Ameri-
can solidarity. They also know, by bitter experience in some
pases, that high-pressure salesmanship doesn't go and has.
in fact, put many Latins on guard against anything labeled
nia"de in U. S. A.'
Which brings up the point: are the Americans any clpseT

as a result of all the good will wooing efforts that have teken
place in recent years? The answer is definitely yes. F.D.R.

is top man in practically every Latin-American Republic.

For this films and radio as well as newspapers are primarily

responsible. They have brought to South America a living,

vital picture of the President Latinos by the millions listen

to Franklin D. on the air as they- listen to no other world

figure. They don't understand what he's saying until the

Spanish translation follows, but they can tell by his voice

and what he emphasizes that when he talks about 'good

neighbors united in the battle for democracy,' he means it

F.D.R. in the newsreels;—and he appears with Increasing

frequency these days—gets applause in all but the outright

Nazi film houses. You can't tell what would happen when
Hitler's pan appears because, except in private showings,

Dr. CJoebbels' boys don't even dare flash der fuehrer in front

of the public. THeyTcnow that the people down here are

solidly pro-democratic even though in many a I-atin republic

the government and the upper classes are still fence-sitting

or frankly Axis-inclined.

I
RADIO HASN'T DONE AS WKLL

,

I

Radio, which was expected to do miracles in shaping up

"hemispheric close 'harniony',""irasii^'~dbne as wclVais "tht films."'

But New York and Washington have begun to understand that

the old hocus-pocus isn't the answer. They've learned to tell

an Argentine (and they don't like the word 'Argentinian'

here) from a Peruvian, and a Brazilian from a Chilean.

Broadcasting still has a lot to learn but it's definitely on the

i-oad. . J „ ,

Does the average Latino feel any better toward Uncle

Sammy these days? Here again the answer is yes. The guy

with the red-white-and-blue top hat still isn't any runnerup

to Santa Claus in most Latin minds. But the younger gen-

eration is definitely more and more Yank-minded. Ninos

and chicas who grow up seeing Hollywood films, listening

to U. S. jive, picking up ideas on clothes and more from

the flickers are losing that old idea of the Yank as a peso-

grabbing, milrels-hoarding carpetbagger out to sweep up the

coin and then hustle home on the first boat.

In all this, however, there's one paramount fact It was

best expressed to this correspondent by a U. S. film man long

experienced in Latin affairs. 'If Hitler wins,' said he, 'all the
goodwill efforts in the world won't do any good. If hk loses,

we can forget a lot ot the things we've been doing.'

This opinion doesn't give the whole picture, but it does pro-
,vide a lead. U. S;' efforts, especially those involving enter-
tainment industry, are to prevent Hitler from winning here
even before he makes that takeover telephone call. U, S.

general policy has now been shifted to show Latin-Americans
that the democracies have the strength and force to win. And,
furthermore, that lost European markets can be replaced in

part at least'by hemispheric trade.

Specifically what can the U. S. entertainment Industry do
to help?
Major General J. G. Harbord, speaking liefore the Ameri-

can Scientific Congress in Washington not long ago, declared

that the role of Pan-American broadcasting is no longer con-

fined to the promotion of commerce and Iriendly social con-

tacts. Facilities for rapid communications between all parts

of North and South America now have a role of defense

for the continents on which our very lives and liberties may
depend, he said.

No sharp distinction can be drawn between commercial and
cultural relations between North and South and Central

America, General Harbord pointed out. Economic and cul-

tural influences overlap, he. added, What Harbord didn't say

but what officials here know is that the better the com-
munications between the Americas, the more powerful is

hemisphere defense.

Radio from the U. S., while it has improved considerably,

still has a long way to go. The use ot Latin stations for re-

transmissions is most important in the opinion of informed
observers here.

Films, by sticking to a graphic picturlzation of life in the

U. S. and in the democracies, can and is doing much to get

across a valuable message to Latin-America. Newsreels and
short pictures are especially Important in showing U. S.

-strength; -Latins-heing-practical-ininded,"-alwayr'want"'t6"put-

their chips on what looks like the winning' number. Feature

Alms about S. A. had best be dropped, it is suggested, unless

sticking to facts is followed. Even so. Importing Latin picts

to the States would be better.

Concert field and Interchange ot personalities is also bring-

ing about a closer understanding and ideas' ot Philip L. Bar-
bour, music director of the Rockefeller Committee, to get

more S. A. artists to the States, and more States warblers

and instrumentalists here will. If put into practice, give fur-

ther zip to these Ideas.

Entertainment Industry can also hinder. Talking too much
goodwill Is simply going to gag Latins. So will a patronizing

attitude. Picts which hold U. S. Army life up to ridicule or

give an unfavorable impression of the States are also thin

ice. Nobody wants to tollow the Nazi method of making

everything in the .'Vaterland look rosy. But nevertheless,

there's a point beyond which film stooging of U. S. affairs

gets dangerous.
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War Has Made a Monkey of British

Film Quota; Can't Make &iough Pix

By Joshua Lowe
London, Dec. 20.

Twelve months back this department wrote an annual message for the

Briti^ picture industry. Due, however, to what this burg roughly calls

'enemy action.' it never reached print. Which is a pity, because it was
prophetic, or as nearly so that it doesn't make a pennyworth of difference.

It ashed: 'Scrap the Quota.*

That has come near to happening. ' Right with the opening of the year

came a cry from British exhibs, to which distribs and other sections added

a chorus, that, on account of the chaotic situation caused by the war against

Hitler, the Films Act be slung into ths discard.

It wasn't working anyway, they alleged; it wasn't pulling more British

pictures out of the bag, and hundreds of theatres were falling down on the

percentage of domestic product they were legally obliged to find playing

time for. Producers claimed they needed no incentive to make pictures,

but how the heck could they, with many studios requisitioned; thousands

of men conscripted, or due to be called to the Bghting services; shorUge

of essential materials, and with no assurance of what the Government

planned for the future? Distribs merely put on record the view that,

without facilities for makinj films, it was plumb impossible for them to

acquire the statutory local product.

Board of Trade, which administers the Films Act, accordingly got work-

ing on the problem by delegating an inquiry into the situation to the Films

Council, which -was specifically set up under the act to advise on all mat-

ters. They ran out on the job, merely recommending that, instead of

scrapping the quota or slashing the percentage of domestic footage the

theatres had to show, the B.O.T. would do better by considering how to

afford practical assistance to the studios in the matter of releasing stages,

reserving manpower, handing out more basic materials, and cutting in

with finance.

Government next got to work on this idea, and from under his hat Oliver

Lyttelton, then B.O.T. president, E.^I:ed the industry for reactions to a plan

to establish a so-called Fi:n-.s Commission, which would control production

and at the same time find $2,030,000 as a sweetener for the producers. The
trade welcomed this project with a Bronx cheer; they didn't want Gov-

ernment domination, nor, believe it or not, did they want cash, this laltor

attitude being due to the fact the Americans, the prime purchasers of

British pix, were embarrassed v/ith rapidly swelling frozen assets which

the lew encouraged them to liquidate through production channels, but not

by o;her means such as buying in cf British theatres.

Sharp j)rop in Production

In the midst of the hullab:il3a came,, like the writing on the wall, the

official returns of British pictures registered for Quota in the Renters'

Quota year, which ended March 31, 1941. These revealed a total of 65

domcs'Jc productions, agcinst lOS the previous ysar and 103 the year prior

to that. Later breakdown indicated, even more startling, that, of these

65 opera, 23, which is more than one-third of the whole, failed to rank
for distributor quota on account of their production cost not measuring
up to the legally set minimum of $60,000. In other words, tor all the Films

Act, only 42 quota films were turned in during the year. Many of them
admittedly, due to their higher cdst, ranked for double tickets, and three

big budget numbers clicked for treble rating, but even when these were
taken into the reckoning the combined percentage of homegrown pictures

chalked up by the distribs was just in excess of 15%, whereas the law
demanded 22Vi%.

In point of fact, every American concern, excepting only United Artists,

was in default on its quota for the year reviewed and had to put in pleas

that it was impossible either to produce or buy sufficient footage to evade
prosecution.

L Metro, UA Stymied

Going on from there, every check and every estimate since made shows
the highest possible total of British films in the current year cannot and
will not exceed 70. With every available stage 'booked solid into March,
1942, it cannot be argued this low aggregate is diie to any sluggishness on
the part of producers or distributors. Indeed, Metro, dominated by a
desire to resume its local production with the same degree of earnest-
ness that gave it a season or so back 'The Citdal' and 'Goodbye, Mr.
Chips,' found itself stymied and revealed the projected' visit of Ben
Goetz to this side to put the unit back in gear had been deferred on
account of no sound stage being at the company's disposal for many
months.

Certainly United Artists has disclosed plans for going to town on a
program of top-cost pictures utilizing the blocked coin of its producer-
members, but at this writhig it is difficult to foresee how this will yield

' more films. Company's main source of supply currently is Ealing Studios,
which can work only one pic at a time and which has dates pencilled in

PHYLLIS DIXEY
ENGLAND'S NEWEST STAR

You When It's All Ovei^Hop* It Will Be Soon

way ahead Into 1942, so at the most the gesture will mean costlier, and

possibly better, pictures, but not more. Similarly, 20th-century has Bob
Kane located here to boost its local productions, so as to unfreeze its

matured earnings from this market, but even now 20th has The Young
Mr. Pitt' shooting in the Gaumont-British studio ^m 16-week schedule,

which would not seem to leave time for any additional subjects.

For the quota year beginning April 1 next, distribs will be faced with

an obligation to handle 25% British films, one for every three imported

from Hollywood. Yet, in the circumstances at this time, which by all the

signs and symptoms wUl deteriorate even further, they cannot hope to

finish in sight of that figure. So the Quota is a monkey anyway.

In respect of exhibiting, the position is equally farcicaU Last period for

which official -figures were issued was year to Sept. 30, 1S40, when with just

in excess of 4,000 theatres in operation, more than 300 were In default.

Now take into the reckoning two important, factors: In the distribs' quota
year corresponding to that there were 108 British pix for the record to

satisfy a quota of 15%. Against this, in the year that followed and which
just concluded, 65 home productions only were filed to meet a quota
stepped up to 17V&%, so the obvious Inference is the number of theatres to

fall down must be many times greater. As concerns the distributors, there's

not the ghost of a chance of them catching up on their legal obligation.

If the Quota had been scrapped much earlier on there would have been
none of these headaches, and except for a few quickies planned solely to
satisfy theatre quota, but made too cheaply to rank for a distrlb ticket,

the studios would be not one penny worse off. Prior to America's entry in

the war, naturally enough, a heavy demand for British pictures was evi-

dent at the bozoflice, due in part to improving quality, but in the main to

the emphatic topical note they could, sound and which Hollywood couldn't
expecl.to imitate with full success. . 'Convoy,' 'Contraband,' 'Pimpernel
Smith' and more latterly '49th Parallel' are subjects which had to be made
domestically,, and obviously special items as 'Target for Tonight' are types
of entertainment which are as valuable to the exhib as a gold brick, mean-
ing the real thing and not the phoney article. Briefly, therefore, the Quota,
is serving no effective purpose in assisting the British industry nor In the
war effort, a standard which is rigorously applied to every branch of indus-
trial activity in this day and age. On the other hand, it is gumming up
the works insofar as it cuts into the distribs' programs and the exhibs'
playing schedules.

So it is still ripe to be scrapped. Not that there's any great hope of this
coming about. Parliament, taken by and large. Is far too preoccupied to
desire any fuss over this item, although periodically awkward questions
come up which the Board of Trade spokesman in the House of Commons
is obliged to answer. Twice in 1941 did Oliver Lyttelton, before he stepped
down as B.O.T. prexy, issue what the trade regarded as major pronounce-
ments on this subject. The gist of them was that the Government was
well aware of the difficulties facing the trade and the need of maintaining
British production at the hisiiest level 'consistent with the national inter-
est.' The quoted phrase he later amplified by signifying what was intended
was that production should stand up at a level which would permit exhibi-
tors and distributors to conform in general to quota requirements. Neither
of these statements meant a thing.

Double Prodnction Necessary
To enable both parties to keep abreast of the Films Act would require

double the present program of British films. Yet, with every available
stage booked for months ahead and with an. almost undignified scramble
in progress to obtain the services of the handful of available key artists, to
say nothing about a dire shortage of technicians and production opera-
tives, this becomes frankly impossible. To fulfill to the letter what his
statements implied, the B;O.T. President, now Sir Andrew Duncan, would
need to perform a series of miracles.

These would include releasing of studios now requisitioned by the Gov-
ernment tor national service, which frankly nobody would expect. Another
would be continuing the reservation from military service of many
hundreds of technicians, plus the releasing from the forces of hundreds
more to make up the existing deficiency in labor personnel, best refiected
by figures which show an all-in total of 3,000 studio operatives ^t this time
compared with between 8,000 and 10,000 at the busiest pre-war period of
British production. Aside from these, is the consideration of materials,
costumes, sets, film base, plant and machinery, timber and other com-
modities rigidly controlled either by rationing or by sheer lack of supply,
and though some small concession has been made to the studios on cer-
tain counts, there is no hope of general alleviation to permit unrestricted
production as heretofore. Parliament, in short, can offer little beyond lip

service.

This the Government knows, and a reflection of Its virtual admission
that the Quota is useless is indicated by the recent annual report of the
Films Council referred to above, whose major function is to give the Board
of Trade a line as to how to apply it. This document sets out the industry's
griefs in detail, then closes with this pious advice to the industry: 'We
trust that exhibitors and renters. alike are mindful of their legal obliga-
tions and will make every effort to fulfill their quota requirements, thereby
sustaining the demand for British films.'

As if they didn't know!

Argentine's Sono Sets

Pact with Ct^ean Co.

On Prod. OrganizatioB

Santiago, Chile, Jan. 4.

Initial contract lietween film pro-
ducers in two South American re>
publics has just been Inked here In
a deal Involving Argentina's Sono
Film, one of the Big Five of Argen-
tina, and Chilefilms, semi-official
Chilean outfit Under the pact Sono
will help organize the Chilean com-
pany's studios, supply technical help
and assist in management. Deal ar-
ranged by Angel Luis Mentastl.
Sono's president. Is for five years.
Mentastl was Invited here from
Buenos Aires by the Corporacion de
Fomento a la Produccion (Corpora-
tion to Foster Production), which is
headed by D. Manuel- del Pedregal,
young Chilean Minister of Finance.

Chilefilms will. ..have an initial

capital of 13,000,000 Chilean pesos
($435,000), which goes a long way
here. Forty per cent of the cash
will come from the Government it-

self and the rest from interested
institutions and individuars.

Local pict production has been
sporadic to date, although one or two
recent films have been b.o. clicks
and undoubtedly induced localites to
feel that there was a Hollywocd-In-
thc-making here.

Not known why U.S. companies
with undoubtedly better facilities
than Sono were not asked in to help
in the 'good neighbor' deal, but un-
derstood it was due to their long-
standing reluctance to take part in
any Latin production. Columbia re-
cently inked a pact with Lumiton,
another of Argentina's big producers
but generally speaking, U.S. com-
panies have fought shy of such ac-
tive cooperation as will result from
the present deal.

Mex Prodocers Elect

Mexico City, Jan. 4.

Fernando de Fuentes, megger-pro-
ducer and former Paramount exec
here, heads the Association of Pro-
ducers of Mexican Motion Pictures
in its annual election of officers.

The new directors are Santiago
Reachi, president of Posa Films, S.A.,
and member of the old Mexican fam-
ily that has long been prominent
in amusement business here; Mauri-
clo de la Serna, manager of the Cine
Teatro Alameda, frontline cinema
here of the Azcarraga syndicate;
Ralphael Sevilla, Salvador Elizondo
and E. Carriedo.

Leslie Howard is speeding up the
completion of a British feature film

based on the life of Mitchell, de-
signer of the Spitfire. Early in the
New Year he will go to the U. S.

as a lecturer. The tour has ap-
proval of the British government.

CANADA'S
CRY: HELP!

By C. W. LANE
.

Montreal, Jan. 4.

The bright outlook of Canadian
picture theatre potentialities for the
year 1941 was not borne out. In
fact the theatres have become the
Cinderella of the entertainment
business on this half of the conti-
nent,

CXhis gloomy condition and out-
look does not of course apply to
locations where there are large mu-
nition plants or army camps, or in

cities ' on the east and west coasts,

where there are great concentra-
tions of men and materials of war.
In these locations pic theatres are
doing a landoffice business almost
regardless of what pictures are
shown, _
"But"in Montreaii after the blow

tell in May, 1941, when the federal
government suddenly decided that
pix were an unnecessary luxury and
clapped a tax on all theatres of 20%,
there was a pic slump from which
the city shows little sign even yet
of recovering.

Peter Manrlce, the London music
publisher, has risen from Squadron
Leader to Wing Commander in the
Royal Air Force.

Desmond Jeans, monocled British
boxer-actor, who has been a traffic
cop, has joined the RAF.

LEON

KIMBERLY and

HELEN

PAGE
THOSE TWO AMERICANS FROM ENGLAND

Send Jlearty Holiday Greetings to all Friends and sincere thanks to
Hardle Meakin in Washington; to Hyman Zahl In Blackpool; to Harold
Mellor, Blackpool; to these and others we salaam In deep appreciation.
Good Luckl Good Chetrl Good Winnlnal

Permanent Address VARIETY, London
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ARGENTINE FILMS SHOW SIGNS
OF LEADING SPANISH FIELD

Production of Over 100 Pix a Year Is About Six Times That of Spain

and Mexico—^Expect Even More Next Year

r LOOK TO THE U. S.

Buenos Aiies, Dec. 20.

It's still a far cry from Hollywood, but Latin America's

film industry—especially in Argentina—has 'in the past year

showed increasing signs ot pushing ahead to a position of

flist -rank in the SpaiiisH^pfoductlon field and becoming in-

creasingly a competitor for Latin screen time.

Industry here is currently producing close to 100 feature

nlctures a year. About three times that of Mexico or Spalp

Argentine industry, which foUowa the U.S. pattern, both in

niwlucUon and distribuUon, still lacks, sufficient market and

adequate business organiation but has achieved basis of

itability that indicates it at least knows where it's going.

Events of the season Just ending—it's summer here when

it's winter in the U.S.—emphasize a desire of leaders in the

industry to get together to" work.out some of their pwn prob-

lems Number of producers anxious to tie up with U.S.

companies in joint efforts like those existing in England and

pre-war France, have talked along this line and set one new

deaL It's being closely watched as a guide to further action.

Local producers are also hoping to increase tlieir distribu-

tion, throughout Latin-America; 75% of the films produced

here now get a play outside the country. But handling is

still weak and the profits, which sometimes run to 100% on

nationals, often are dissipated, without backers getting much
to make them want to try another investment

By RAY JOSEPHS

Academy Was Biffest Step I

Formation of the ArgentlDC . Academy of Motion Picture

Arts and Sciences, made up of leading artists, directors, pro-

ducers, technicians and critics, and based roughly on the

Hollywood Academy, is regarded as po^lbly the most im-

portant step of the past year in the industry's bootstrap hoist-

ing.

Instigated by .Cbas de Cruz, top film commentator and
editor of the trade papers Heraldo Clnematografista, and
Manuel Pena Rodriguez, film editor of La Nacloh, Argen-
tine Academy expects to unite all branches in the industry,

select best films and performances, and attempt to push

'

showings within the country and abroad. Organization is

entirely non-commmercial and constitution guarantees non-
intervention in labor, political and religious disputes.

Inclusion ot newsmen Is due to the fact that here foreign

films outnumber locals • to 1. And that in judging pix it's

therefore necessary to have writers, who are the only ones

to have seen all.

Assoclacion Productores Pelicules Argentinas (APPA)
Producers' Organization also has taken steps during the past

year in an attempt to improve conditions and cut down what
they consider excessively high cost Group put a salary ceil-
ing on stars and directors' salaries but Miguel Machlnandi-
arena, owner ot the indie San Miguel Studios, and also big
Investor in the Casino at Mar del Plata, has already breached
the agreement by contracting top star Liberated Lamarque
at an above-pact figure. Dr. Jose Guerrico, Lumiton head^
who is chief ot the APPA, insists other producers will stick
to the agreement.

The UA-Type Setnp
I

Following the same system that inaugurated United Artists -

in the States, group known as Asoclados Artistas Argentinos
(AAA) was formed as a direct result of the APPA pact and
has already started production of its first pic Group, which
includes four top actors and Director Lucas Demare, is a
profit-sharing organization pledged to make half a dozen
above-average features In the '42 seasoiL Ehrlque Fausten,
one-time business manager ot Pampa and ^ore recently
with Generalcine, is handling finances tor the new setup.

TIeup between Lumiton, one of the Big Five local pro-
ducers, and Columbia, whereby VjS. company will distribute

the Argentine product throughout Latin-Amo'ica and pos-
sibly In the States, was followed by a similar deal between
U.S. UnitM Artists and the recently formed Sur Art Film.
Columbia-Lumiton deal, in the wind for some time, was con-
summated during the visit ot Columbia Foreign Chief Joseph
McConviUe.

First attempts to secure U.S. showings <^ Argentine-mades
in art houses also got under way late in the year, with Hel
Shauer, now agenting, importing two of the outstanding na-
tionals, 'Los Martes, Orquideas' (Tuesdays, Orchids) from
Lumiton and 'Historia de Una Noche' ("History of a Night?),
Sono film, to the States. If move clicks, it's likely to be taken
up by others. Showings of Argentine films in the States re-
portedly have the blessings of Jock Whitney's Committee.

South American Picture Corp. in New York, headed by
Edmund St. Struhl, has also been o.o-lng local films and an-
nounced plans to distribute 10 features and five shorts in the
States. All moves to secure showing of Argentlne-mades in
the U.S. have met with handsprings from localites vAo in-

sist the good will program will never be complete until It

becomes a two-way street
Spain, in the past year, has renewed attempts to woo Ar-

gentine biz but to the pampa lads, ifs still so much hot air.

The Nationel Spectacle Syndicate ot General Franco's falan-
gist government has had .agents dangling juicy bait for Ar-
gentines in order to get more showings of Spainish-mades
here. But local producers, whose films must face a stiff tax
hurdle in the Old Country as well as what practically amounts
to a coin freeze, haven't been too happy about the prospects.

I
Mex Pix Get More Shawlnga

I

Mexican films have been getting more showings in Latin-
America during the past year, but the Asodadon Productores
Cinematograficos de Mexico hasn't been too successful in
Argentina, richest of the Latin markets, and is likely to slap
some sort of new duty on local plots before long.

Within the Argentine Indutsry itself, Hollywood continues
to show increasing influence. Every new trend in U.S. picta
finds a reflection here. It's dressed up and adapted for local
use but majority of directors, who are the leaders in the biz,

admit frankly that Hollywood, being the film center of the
world, is their inspiration and they see nothing wrong in
following it as closely as possible.

C^st of production is still a tenth of what, the Hollywood
product takes. But c<»isidering the cost Argentlne-mades
are surprisingly good. Weakness of training of some ot th«
directors, stars and technicians is frequently noticeable but
observers feel sltuadk is constantly improving.

Bosh' tor New Bqolfment
Pointed out that tbe new Baires Studios opened this year

in suburban Don Torduato, have already helped by causing
other studios to rush into a frenzy ot buying sorely-needed
new equipment Studio was the dreain of the late, great
Natallo Botano, publisher of South America's leading after-
noon, Crltica, and showman of the. news field.

Sono Film, which has just announced a dozen fuU-lengthera
for '42, continues to hold a dominant position In the industry
under management ot Angel Mentastl and his brother Atilioi.

Studio has been subjected to raids by other outfits but shrewd
distrlbuton and organisation kecpa It -on top.

EFA, headed by Clemente Locoeo, one ot ttie biggest exhlba
in Latin-America, has also cdme up ttttagiy In the past year,
especially In its comedy following the Hollywood screwball
style.

PAMPA, owned by cattle baron Olegario F. Ferando, ha*
been shuttered for some little while because of financial
troubles. Outfit tied in with Jaeobo Hubermann's Ariston
International, distribs of Republic, but deal failed to elide
and has since been called off.

FOREIGN PIX DEBACLE
Market in the U.S. for foreign-language pictures just about evap-

orted during 1941. Absence, of new French product, or even pass-

ably strong old films, is proving the greatest handicap. Former dis-

tributors and exhibitors who did well with French features tried to

make a go of Spanish-language productions, most of them from the

Latin-Americas, but none measured up.
Several attempts were made to fill the gap with Scandinavian

product but to little success. Renewed interest in Russian product

took place tor obvious reasons.

lisbon Is Paradise After Restrictions

Elsewhere in European Capitals

By Joseph D. Ravotto
. Lisbon, Dec. 1.

Been here now a fortnight after a
• 18-month assignment In Madrid for
Dnlted Press. It was no easy job get-
ting here, fd^ it required some 12
weeks before the Portuguese relent-
ed and issued me a visa.
I'm quite happy to have been given

the Lisbon post You see, it makes a
difference if ypu arrive In the Portu-
guese capital from the east or the
west Quentln Reynolds, George Lalt
and a host of others passed through^
froto the U S; and" were hot vlsIBIy
taipressed with what they saw here.
Hj-vlng the great privilege of for-
merly living and working in the
States, where the horn ot plenty must
nave been discovered, these ffellows
naturally found Lisbon dull and un-
exciting.

We who have lived In Europe these
last tew years and found it. getting
progressively worse—and at a dizzy
pace at that—see things through
specks of another hue. Consequent-
ly, Lisbon looks quite differently and
means something else to us. We who
nave lived in Spain, Prance and else-
where, have found Portugal an oasis
in the desert ot want, rationing sys-
tems, hostile and suspicious atmos-
phere, occupation—official and un-

official—stringent censorships and
other things of the same ilk.

I have no Intention of dwelling on
(Ife in Spain.. You've heard enough
irom travelers going through or from
having read articles published in the

American press. Suffice to say that

Spanish officials admit that condi-

tions are bad, that large masses are

starving and suffering many priva-

tions, that political questions have

not all been ironed out All these are

blamed on the civil war, the present

war, the British blockade and the

gold taken to Russia after the civil

war. Sll this certaliiTy' "does "not"

create a pleasant atmosphere in

which to live.

Frame ot Mind

The only reason tor writing this is

to explain the frame of mind with

which one comes to Lisbon from

inner points on the Continent Us-
bon has its shortcomings. Prices are

skyrocketing, except tor foodstuffs.

Apartments, hotel rooms, foreign

products are getting up in the strato-

sphere regions. Other products are

expensive, or inexpensive, depend-

ing on whether you take the Conti-

nent or the Stales as a comparison.

It does the heart good to see shop-

windows bursting with foodstuffs,

foreign toilet articles, good clothing.

good liquor. It does the heart good
to be able to buy eggs, coffee, tea,

sugar, potatoes, meat bread—without
a ration card, which, as In Spain,

doesn't always mean you'll get what
it calls for. It does the heart good to

be able to have a Martini or a whis-
key and soda without going bank-
rupt in the process. It does the heart

good to walk up to a counter and ask
for a package of Yankee smokes in-

stead of slinking down some side

street and paying some Impossible

price (bootleg price in Madrid, $1.60)

and then wondering if the poor bloke

who sold it to you Is going to get

shot for selling contraband. It does
the heart good to get a simple hot

dog or chocolate soda. It does the

heart good to be able to buy an
American or British paper or maga-
zine, although German and Italian

ones are very much in evidence.

There are no French or Spanish pub-
lications. It does the wife's heart

good to buy good quality lipstick,

natl-pollsh, rouge, powders, tatty

creams, stockings and other silk

things. It does hubby's heart good to

be able to buy good ties, shoes, socks

and good material tor suits.

It finally does the heart good to go'

to any showcase and see a Yankee
film. I've been here but a fortnight

and already eight new pictures ot

Hollywood vintage have been re-

leased. Some are not exactly new,
but they arc American—which is

JiimjLItirJity. on the Continent In

the last two weeks the following

American flbns have been preemed:
'That Night in Rio' (they've taken to

Carmen Miranda as a fish does to

water), 'Arizona,' 'New Wine,' 'Buck
Privates,' 'My Girl Friday,' 'Double
Alibi,' 'Little Accident' and 'Citizen

Kane,' which didn't register.

Back privates' Libels U.S. I

The only criticism Tve heard is

against 'Buck Privates.' Friends say

it's bad propaganda, while Axis sym-
pathizers are having a chuckle at

Hollywood's idea ot the American
army.

[The mrilcr, a European corres-

pondent for the lost 12 Dears, re-

turned to his native U. S. a couple

of weeks ago.—Editor]

Rapid Decline in Yank Tourism Seen

Result of War s Toll onMex Show Biz
4-

Double Feature

Mexico City, Jan. 4.

Local Police Chiei Miguel Z.

Martinez has lined up all cine-

mas to adhere to his drive on
lawbreakers by exhibiting, as

part of their regular programs,
photos and records of dangerous
crooks being sought. Each such
screen showing will be accom-
panied by tjie legend:

'Maybe this criminal is sitting

right beside you. Take a look.'

Campaign started New Year's
Day.

Spanish Goy't Adopts

Fascist Plan on Aid

To Cmema Indostry

Madrid, Dec. 15.

Patterning itself after other coun-
tries where the cinema industry Is

-ah-instrumeht-of 'the-State,-£paln
has just set up the legislative ma-
chinery to financially help worth-
while production risks. The decree,

which sets aside an unspecified

credit, also provides tor the payment
of 10 annual cash prizes for the best

Spanish productions.
These measures are strikingly

similar to those taken In Germany
and Italy and, more recently. In

Vichy France. In all ot these coun-
tries, the industries have lost their

scholarships for promising Spaniards
through enslavement to the State,

and In each of these countries arti-

ficial stimulants such as State aid

and encouragement have been neces-
.sary to the industries to prevent
sterility and stagnation.

Mexico City, Jan. 4.

Outlook tor Mexican show biz this
winter looms none too good as a re-
sult of the latest war situation.

Cinemas and the stage were the
first to reflect effects of the history-
breaking week of Dec. 7. There was
an immediate slump In trade, around
25% for the cinemas and up to 50%
for stage shows. Circulations of the
dallies shot dp. Radio claimed the
highest number of listeners In tbe
history of Mexico. Nlterles got quits
a wallop, too.

U.S. tourist biz here last mootli
was a third under that of December,
1940, and it looks as If It will progres-
sively decrease, for with the fiash ot
news that Japan, Germany and Italy

were warring on the U.S. came word
of cancellations of most of the large
American excursion parties con-
fidently figured upon to be a big con-
tribution to a Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year here. The my
things turned. It was a brutal lM>li-

day for show biz, particularly be-
cause of the tourist void.
_ Jitt«r<-have-aIready~cIaimod the

—

producing end of the native pic blx.

It has grave apprehensions about
continuance 'of vital supplies from
the U.S. Exhibitors are also fretting

about just what Hollywood will do.

But a survey shows that Mexican
cinemas have enough material in
sight to continue functioning nor-
mally for at least acoupleof montho.

HEX nC WOBEEBS B£-ELECT
Mexico City, Jan. 4.

National pic workers union has re-

elected tor two years' Freslednt
Salvador Carrlllo and Secretary
General Enrique H. Mayorga.

Latter Is also serving as press

agent and organization boss.
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General Film
ENGLAND'S FOREMOST
ORGANIZATION-ZJe/eosmff

ARTHUR ASKEY

in

'BACK ROOM BOY'
(A Gainsborough Picture)

ARTHUR ASl^^"^

"THE fIRST OF THEfEW-i
Co-star;

Gatnsborougn

'KUE HOWARD
ring

^nc/ DAV/D N/VEN

Leslie How,a'-d Productfon)

HUGH WILLIAMS and DEBORAH KERR

in

'The BayWill Dawn'
(British Filni l\^akers, Ltd.)

GENERAL FILM BISTRIBUTORS,
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STRIBUTORS 9 Ltd
and BIGGEST RENTING
the Most Outstanding Productions

Distributors of

UNIVERSAL PICTURES
<'The UNITED KINGDOM

ana EIRE**

Ltd.,

GENERAL FILM
DISTRIBUTORS, LTD.

127-133 WARDOUR ST, LONDON, W. 1

Telegrams: GENFIDIS, Rath, London
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BALL
Season's Greetings

to

All My Friends"

Came to England for 6 Weeks

—That Was 6 Years Ago

AUSTRALIAS GREATEST THEATRE CIRCUIT

THE VITAL FORCE in

Theatres and Showmanship

SOUTH OF THE LINE
Jjy«*T«E$ MANA6IN».DI«ICT0I T.I.,r.pWc A<Mm..

uuoc,f,c^m»^u. CHARLES E. MUNRO "hoytsfiim-
sH~r. A«f™ta. SYDNEY

FLANAGAN ALLEN
Send Season's Greetings From London, England, to All Their Dear Friends in America, Not Forgetting

_ QLSEK md jmrnONy SAK DOWmNG-and EDDIE DaWLING-

George Black's "BLACK VANITIES"
Now in Its lOih Month, VICTORIA PALACE, LONDON, ENGLAND

Direction: BARNEY JACOBS, LTD.
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^ Greetings and Thanks to

Our American Friends and Allies

For Their Help In Providing

Great Entertainment for Britain's

Workers In Their Brief Leisure hours

ODEON THEATRES, limited

Britain's Premier Circuit
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FIRTH SHEPHARD
PRESENTS

LONDON'S 3 GREATEST HITS

"UP & DOING" "FUN & GAMES" "THE MAN WHO CAME TO
DIKNER"

LESLIE HENSON SYDNEY HOWARD

BINNIE HALE

STANLEY HOLLOWAY
CYRIL RITCHARD

PATRICIA BURKE

ARTHUR RISCOE

VERA PEARCE

RICHARD HEARNE
CAROL RAYE

ROBERT MORLEY
CORAL BROWNE

HUGH McDERMOTT
MARY ALICE COLLINS

JERRY VERNO
CARROLL GIBBONS &. HIS BAND FRANK LEIGHTON EDWARD COOPER

Etc. Etc. Etc.

SAVILLE THEATRE PRINCES THEATRE SAVOY THEATRE
567 PERFS.
TO DATE

180 PERFS.
TO DATE

40 PERFS.
TO DATE

MEET BRITAIN'S "SMILING VOICE OF RADIO"

(TITLE PROTECTED)

GEORGE ELRICK
Best Wishes to All My Friends in Annerica. Ready

to Greet You With a Smile and a Song When Our

Troul^les Are Over, Which I Hope Will Be Soon.

C/O SCOniSH ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, 79, WEST REGENT STREET, GLASGOW. C. 2.

NEW YEAR'S GREETINGS, HERE'S FOR 4 SPEEDS AND VICTORIOUS END

"The Show Goes On"

JOE LOSS
and his Band

Keeping Millions "In The Mood"
M.P.M. Entertainments Corporation, Ltd.

199, Piccadilly, London

W. 1.

JOE LOSS ORCHESTRAS,
Morley House, Upper Regent Street, W. 1.

-Telephone, Langham 1212—

KEEPING THE FLAG OF VARIETY FLYING IN THE NORTH OF ENGLAND
GREETINGS TO ALL OUR AMERICAN FRIENDS

FROM

.JA.CK TAYLOR & HYMAN ZAHL.
BRTITAraC BUILDINGS,

25, Biriey Street, BLACKPOOL
CABLES:—

STAREVUE, BLACKPOOL
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BRIAN DESMOND HURST

Sends Greetit^s To

His Friends In The

U. S. A.

Season^s Greetings To All My Friends In America

JOSEF SOMLO
NOW PRODUCING

ALIBI'
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ELMA AL

WARREN and BURNETT
(London's Texas Guinan) (England's Own Milton Berle)

Extend "New Yearns Qreetings to All Their American Friends

War Or No War, Blitz Or No Blitz

The "NUT HOUSE"
1$ Still London's Most Popular Nitery And Meeting ,Place For Socialites And Stage, Radio and Screen Stars

96. REGENT STREET. LONDON, W. I

COME ON SUCKERS, DROP US A LINE SOMETIMES

PETER MAVRICE & JIMMY PHILLIPS Wish All Their Friends in U. S. A.

A HAPPY NEW YEAR
and thanks for putting "A Nightingale Sang in Berkeley Square" on top in 1941

HERE'S OUR BIG SIX WE HAD IN ENGLAND IN 1941 I
(Shapiro. Bernstein, Inc., Sole SelUng Agents)

IF" L SI-IOUL.D L. IN L.OVE AGAIN
THE F^IRST L.UL.L.ABY

|
(irA^^V^H^BTw) VIOL.IN

WHENWE'RE HOME iSWEET HOME AGAIN
UNTIL YOU FALL IN LOVE IF 1 ONLY HAD WINGS

Published in England by: in U. S. A.:

THE PETER MAURICE CO., .LTD. ^S'. gl^t Lond^n.'En"'' PETER MAURICE, INC. ^r""
Sole Selling Agents: SHAPIRO BERNSTEIN, INC., 1270 Sixth Ave., New York

Much in little about one who is much in little (I would have put "Multum in Parvo" hut didn't think "Variety"
readers woidd know what it means).

FROM THAT UNIQUE BRITISH PERSONALITY

Dear American friends, especially Stone and Lee, Maude and Ina Hay-
ward, Clara Howard, Lou Holtz, Eddie Darling, Olsen and Johnson,
Water Rats, Charles Chaplin, Chick York, Sam Downing, Ted Shapiro,

' Chuck Reisner, George Swift, also Sophie Tucker, Belle Baker, Molly
Picon, John F. Royal and Ben J. (Moccasins) Piazza—For the Christ-

mas and New Year season I am the star of Jack Taylor's Aladdin
(Britain's No. 1 Pantomime) then I resume as star of Jack Taylor's
"Wonder Show." I am writing a weekly column for "The Performer"
called "Spread It Abroad"- for which 1 borrow; freely from Winchell
a:nd 'Variety' but always acknowledge. I have devised, am part-author
and have written tho script of "Behind the Laughter" a B.B.C. Radio
Serial produced by Vernon Harris. I have devised and am author and

script writer of a B.B.C. series called "Backyard Follies." With Dolly
Harmer, doing a regular broadcast feature, "Mrs. Robinson and Her
Son," stories of English home life. And together with many of the
music hall profession organizing and appearing for troops concerts and
war benefits as a duty and privilege. Thanks to all you American
performers who are repaying our hospitality by buying British and
giving us your support and prayers. Also for letting us keep Ben Lyon,
Bebe Daniels, Kimberly and Page, the American Eagle Squadron, Jolo
and Quentin Reynolds. Regards from Regensberg, Owen McCiveney,
Charlie Manny and the "Quality Inn."

GEORGIE WOOD,
Savage Club, London, S. W.
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REPUBLIC PICTURES
CORPORATION

BRITISH LIB^
CORPORATION LTD

RECORD SHIPMENTS

wl942
BRITISH LION FILM CORPORATION LIMITED

76-78,WARPOUR STREET, LONDON, ENGLAND

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS OF REPUBLIC FILMS

IN GREAT BRITAIN AND EIRE
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Southern Music Publishing Co^ Ltd.

OimCTORSi
n. S. PGBR-AMnilCAN (R. •. GILMORB

ALTCRNATC-AMimCANI
W. RM SHARP (O. M. TODD, ALirRNATC^

W. C. BOUCHTON

SOUTHERN HOUSE
24 DENNfARK STREET

LONDON - - - W.Ca.

PMONMl
TCMMJi MAR 4n4-f-« U UNn>

CAIijtt * TUMUlte:
aOUTNMUSICt LOtMMN

Seeember 2k^h'

NEW YORK
Southern Music Publiahinf Co., Inc.

U19. Broadway

PARIS
S:E.M.L (Lea Editioiu Soutberii)

15. Rue dHauteville

BUENOS AIRES
Southern Mutic Intcmadonat
Av. Pre. R. S. Peru 933

Messrs Southern Music Tubliahlng Co.,Ltd.,
1619 » BroadwQ7,

YORK CHY,
U.S.A.

GRSETINSSi

Dear Friends,

I.!ay I thank you for giving us such grand songs as
"MARU ELENA.", '•••II-L RBVBIILE'', "TONIGHD"* "DO I
WORRY" and "TIME WAS", all of whioh have helped
to lighten the hearts of the people of Great
Britain during the days of diarlcness.^

MEXICO CITY With hands across the sea^ ne vvish our friends

Southern Muaic PubUahin, co„ Inc.
""^T^^ ^'re they he, a Very happy Christmas, a

Cane del Articuio 123 No. 38 prosperous New Year and all the very hest for 1942.

Abo.

(SICAGO

HAVANA

SANTIAGO (GhOe)

BARCELONA

RIO DE JANEIRO

SAN JUAN <fterto Rieo)

Syd Green, exploitation manager, prank Jagger,
recording manager, Jimmy. Bunting, trade manager.
Hairy Stafford, orchestrating manager, Rhoda
Michaels, Belle GlasGmah' and the rest of the hoys
and girls here at Southern, London, have asked me
to include th6m in this heart-felt greeting to you
all.

V/ith iqy personal good wishes.

Yours very sincerely,
SOUTHSRiT I.!USlC IHB1,ISHIN& CO. I/PD.

William Boughton
Dire&tor -

BIG FILM SKED

SET FOR MEX
^

IN 1942

Mexico City, Jan. 4.

Edorts are being made by MexU
can producers to assure 1942 being

one of the best recent years with

regard to an output of pictures. Cur>

rent schedules of the 'top producers

.call for at least 90 pictures during

the new year.

Jesus Grovas* Arm heads this list

with 20 productions skedded. Filmex
has set at least 12 as its goal. in>

eluding a Mexican version of 'The
Count of Monte Cristo.' to cost

$500,000 (Mex.) (about $125,000 U.
S.K very big for Mexico. Felipe
Mler, ex-Warner manager here, is

to make six, possibly eight, pictures

in 1942. Five more Is the schedule,
next year for Mexlco-Espana, head-
ed by Gen. Juan F. Azcarate. for-

mer Mexican minister to Berlin,

Posa Films, president of which is

Santiago ReachI, of the old Mexican
family that has long been prominent
in amusement biz, is to make bur-

lesque of "The Three Musketeers,'

featuring 'Cantinflas' (Mario Mo-
reno), ace tramp comic, current in

.the socko revue he Is heading at

the Follies Bergere here.

Execution of this program, as well

as expansion plans by the studios,

Is contingent upon sustained and
adequate supplies of film, other raw
materials and equipment from the

U. S. Entry of that country into

the war has rather complicated

things for the Mexican amusement
biz, particularly - pictures. But the

ftbn industry has hopes that it will

be able to get enough material from
American sources to go ahead with

its program.
Exhibitors have been cheered by

the news that Hollywood intends to

carry on in these war times. Amer-
ican pictures dominate this market
by at least 98% and there Is a

growing liking for U. S. products

down here since the country def-

initely lined up with Uncle Sam in

his flght on the Axis. Yet the ex-

hibitors are wondering whether or

not they can correct the situation

that obtained for them in 1941—big
gross, small net—In the New Year.

London's 'Band St.'
" tondori.Uecnsr'

With Geraldo, Jack Jackson, Am-
brose and Maurice Winnick all oc-

cupying offices in Bond street, this

thoroughfare is now cautiously be-

ing referred to as 'Band' street.

BERNARD DELFONT
V

Sends New Year's Greetings to All His Friends in the

U. S. A.
Hoping to Make Many More When This European Scrap IS Over

BERNARD DELFONT, LTD.
35, 36, 37 and 38, 'Queen's House, Leicester Square, London, W. C. 2

Telephones: Gerrard 2712-3

GENERAL MANAGER : ARTHUR H. GftOCKER

A HAPPY NEW YEAR
From

CMARl-iES Li. TUCKER
To

ALL HIS FRIENDS BOTH SIDES OF THE ATLANTIC
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' TWO CITIES FILMS LTD.
•

F. DEL ClUDICE MAJOR A. M. SASSOON, O.B.E., M.C., COL. CROSFIELD, C.B.E., D.S.O., T.D.
Gansral Managa^ Chairman and Managing Director . Director-

PRODUCERS OF

"FRENCH WITHOUT TEARS" and "FREEDOM RADIO"
Present

"UNPUBLISHED STORY"
With

RICHARD GREENE and VALERIE HOBSON
DIRECTED BY HAROLD FRENCH

PRODUCED BY ANTHONY HAVELOCK-ALLAN
ASSOCIATE PRODUCER: THEO LAGEARD

• A COLUMBIA RELEASE *
NOW IN PRODUCTION

NOEL COWARD'S
"IN WHICH WE SERVE" ^

45, BEDFORD COURT MANSIONS TWO CITIES FILMS, LIMITED DENHAM 8TUDI08
"

BEDFORD AVENUE, LONDON, W.C. 1 • ^P DENHAM, MDDX, ENGLAND

MRS. LAURA HENDERSON
__PRESENTS

Revudeville
AT THE

WINDMILL THEATRE
PICCADILLY CIRCUS-LONDON

WE NEVER CLOSED

!

GENERAL MANAGER AND PRODUCER

VIVIAN VAN DAMM
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A F R I Q U E
GREETINGS TO ALL MY FRIEISDS IN THE V. S. A,

HOPE TO SEE YOV AS SOON AS THIS SHINDIG IS OVER

NOW STARRING IN GEORGE BLACK PANTOMIME

AT EMPIRE LIVERPOOL

FOR EIGHT WEEKS

Balcon Has Big Pic Prod. Schedule;

Morley, Lockwood in British 'Ahln'

London, Dec. 15.

Despite scarcity of technicians and

call-up for national service of all

personnel connected with studios,

Michael Balcon is preparing big-

cale operations for next year at

Ealing. Most of pictures scheduled
re warlilte, 'Life Line' dealing with
sil wells menaced by Nazis in the

Kear East, to be directed by Sergei
Nolbandov (who made 'Ships with

, firings'); 'Revolt,' dealing with the
•V' campaign of oppressed

,
Europe;

a naval story called 'Little Ships,'

about minesweepers and small craft,

directed, by Charles Frend; The
Bells Go Down,' based on the diary

of a London Auxiliary fireman dur-

ing raids. Another comedy around
Tommy Trinder will probably be in

the form of a sequel to his previous

one,- 'Sailors Three,' with Claude
Hulbert and Michael Wilding in sup-
port. Just completed is a story of

the squeeze on industrial Germany
titled 'The Big Blockade,' which is

partly documentary and made with

MR. & MRS. SIDHEY FISHER

Send Personal Greetings

To Their Friend* All Over the World

Here's to-a Speedy Meeting

Still TAILORING to the Best People in the.Show World

Business at Usual at;—
75-77, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W. 1, England

cooperation of Ministry of Economic
Warfare.

British Lion is set to make a film

version of the French picture 'Alibi,'

which will be produced by Joseph
Somlo at Islington studios. Mar-
garet Lockwood and Robert Morlcy
are star names to date, and Brian

Desmond Hurst will direct

British National has six more sub-

jects lined up, following completioii

of 'One of Our Aircraft' and J. B.

Priestley's 'Iiet the People. Sing.'

First listed is a story of evacuees

titled 'Children in Exile,' directed by
Lance Comfort: .another topical

theme will be 'Sabotage at Sea,' to

be made by Leslie Hiscott; a fllm-

b.ation of Priestley's play, 'When We
Are Married'; a further comedy in

the Old Mother Riley series and an
un-named comedy and large-scale

musical complete- the program.

Too Much Realisiii

Mexico City, Jan. 4.

War enthusiasm got so much the

better recently of a bunch of ex-
tras and Pedro Armendariz and
David Silva in a hand-to-hand com-
bat sequence of 'La Isla de la Pasion'

('Passion Island') that all 24 engaged
in. the flght were wounded, more or
less severely, and picturing had to

be suspended.
Picture is being made at Acapulco,

historic Pacific port-resort, by Mex-
ico-Espana Films, S. A^ backed by
Gen. Juan F. Azcarate, former
Mexican minister to Berlin.

London County' Council has
banned performances by dangerous
animals within 4irea under its juris-

diction, as no adequate precautions
can be taken to safeguard the public
in cSse'oTeriemy'actioii.

Gable, Davis Top B. 0.

In Australia During '41

*Hardy' Pic Nice 7iG

h Del Rbcbos Aires

Buenos Aii''es, Dec. 30.

Despite holiday season which gen-
erally brings 'em to the ticket win-
dbxvs, this past week has been dis-

appointing in all of Buenos Aires'

flrst-ninners. There are different

reasons- in every house, but that

doesn't help much when the books
are balanced. 'Life Begins for Andy
Hardy' (M-G) at the Rex did a nice<

30,000 pesos ($7,500), but perhaps the

most unusual draw was the British-

made, RKO-distributed 'Convoy,'
which gathered a hefty 25,000 pesos
at the Open, proof of a strong pro-
democratic centiment.

Other estimates, all giuen In Ar-
gentine pesos, currently nt about
23c., /olloui:

Ambassador (Lautaret and Ca-
vallo) (1;400; 2.S0-2 pesos)^'Bride
Came C.OJ5.' (WB). Disappointing
7,500 for third stanza.

Ideal (Lococo) (970; 3-2.50 pesos)
—Tom, Dick and Harry' (RKO).
Fairish 14,000, hard to understand in
view of good notices and Ginger
Rogers' popularity.
Bex (Cordero, Cavallo and. I,au-

laret) (3,305; 2.50-2)—'Life Begins
for Andy Hardy.' Nice 30,000 al-
though not as good as the previous
in the series. Holding for a second.
Normandie (Lococo) (17126; 2-1.50)

—'Tight Shoes' (U). Very weak 7,-

100. Broadway locale, Damon Run-
yan dialog and lack of marquee
nanles responsible for failure to
register strong here.
Opera (Lococo) (2,400; 2.50-2)—

'O)nvoy" (British-made RKO).
Clicko 25,000, but, unaccountably,
not held over.
Broadway (Lautaret, and Cavallo)

(1,863: 2.50-2)—'Gone With Wind'
(M-Gj. Satisfactory 7,000 for the
seventh week. Running another.

Associated British Cinemas circuit
raised $200,000 for the Soviet Red
Cross.

By Eric Gorrick
Sydney, Dee. 15.

The year 1641 will go down as one
of the best in Australian exhibitor
history as far as grosses were con-
cerned, with the Increase in employ-
ment through war industries and the
quality of Hollywood film product
being major factors in the upbeat
Local payees continued to favor

Hollywood stars. Number one mala
star fave with both sexes was Clark
Gable, who has maintained a box-
office tempo' over a long period.
'Gone' (M-G), which sent Gable to

the top in 1940, is still playing In

this city.

Numl)er one femme star was Sett*
Davis. Not long ago, Miss Davis was
considered boxoffice poison by tht
majority of local exhibs. Warners,
however, by spotting her in tear-

jerkers, got the femme payees.

Fomby Among Tops
On the British side- of the film

fence, George Formby still main-
tained top position, hitting hefty,

posses with his usual hokum.
Surprise click was registered by

Jcon Crawford -towards the end of

the year with Metro's 'A Woman'i
Face.' Miss Crawford had been on
the downward trend here.

Other b.o. - clicks were Deannt
Durbin, James Clagney, Spencer
Tracy, Jeannette HacDonald-Nelson

.

Eddy, Judy Garland, Mickey Rooney,
:

Bob Hope, Charles Boyer, Ray Mil-
'

land, Alice Faye, Judy Canova, Wil-

liam Powell, Myrna Loy, Rosalind

Russell, Melvyn Douglas, Claudette

Colbert and, of course, Abbott and

Costello, with the biggest Australian

boxoflice click of the year in 'Buck

Privates' (U).

Other big b.o. pix during the year

were 'Caught in the Draft' (Par),

'Dictator' (UA), 'Love Crjzy' (M-

G), 'Call a Cop' (BEF), 'Bride'Came

C.O.D.' (WB), 'Under Your Hat'

(BEF), TopiJer Returns' (UA), 'Sis

Hopkins' (BEF), 'Lady Eve' (Par),

'In the Navy' (U), 'Sailors Three*

(BEF), 'Devil and Miss Jones^

(RKO), 'Andy Hardy' series (M-G),

and 'Middle Watch" (U).

MAX BACON
Sends

SEASONAL GREETINGS
To All His Friends in the V. S. A.

Including

LOU HOLTZ, DAVID BURNS, DIAMOND
BROS., CONDOS BROS., GEORGE GIVOT,
FOUR FH A N K S (including MAMA
FRANKS), BILLY DE WOLFE and OSHINS

and LASSEY.

PLANES, SHIPS, TANKS, MUNITIONS and
LAUGHS are Helping Us to Win This War

AM RUNNING SHORT OF LAUGHS
All Kinds of Material and Gags Welcome

WHAT ABOUT IT FELLAHS?
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Exclusive Representation

METRONOME MUSIC
CORPORATION LIMITED

(General Manager DAVID TOFF)

73 NEW BOND STREET
.LONDON. W. I.

RECORDING EXCLUSIVELY
FOR PARLOPHONE

REGULARLY FEATURED BY THE BRITISH
BROADCASTING CORPORATION WITH

THE DANCE ORCHESTRA
and

THE CONCERT ORCHESTRA

HELLO AGAIN!"
FROM

BRITAIN'S NUMBER ONE RADIO, RECORDING, AND STAGE BAND

SINCERE GOOD. WISHES TO MY
FRIENDS AND WELL-WISHERS IN AMERICA
—AND THANKS FOR THOSE GRAND SOfctGS!

YOU SEND THEM OVER AND WE'LL PLAY THEM!!

"GERALDO'S OPEN HOUSE"

"MILESTONES OF MELODY" • "DANCING THRO'

"

"UP WITH^HE CURTAIN" • "ALL THE FUN OF THE AIR"

"GERALDO'S BAND BOX" • "ROMANCE IN RHYTHM"

"SYMPHONY IN MODERN FORM"

•

GREETINGS TO THE PRESIDENT AND MEMBERS OF THE A.F;M.
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SEASON'S
GREETINGS;

TO ALL

UA SNAGS DEAL

ON LONDON

IHEATRE

MARCEL HELLMAN
PRODUCER

HAROLD FRENCH
DIRECTOR

'PLATING TO RECORD ACDIESCK8 BVEB«WHKBB

JEANNIE
Adapted From the Play by Aimte STUART with

MICHAEL REDGRAVE and BARBARA MULLEN

•NOW IN PREPARATION-

SECRET MISSION
BaMd OB th« Story by

8HAUN TERRENCE YOUNG

VANISHING CORPSE
Adapttd from tta« Movtl by Anthony Gilbert

STARRING BARBARA MULLEN

London, Dec. 19.

A. E. Abrahams Is dickering with

Jack Hylton and Jack Taylor to take

over the liOndon Pavilion, with
Abrahams prepared to spend $20,000

on backstage reconstructions 11 H,

.

& T. will agree to a three year lease.

If deal goes through, Hylton and
Taylor take possession In April and
open with revue staged by Charles a
Cochran.
Snag in the deal is United Artists'

lease on the house, which was for

15 years on percentage basis and
which has eight more years to go.

Two years ago, UA would have been
prepared to forego lease and com-
pensate Abrahams to extent , of $40,-

OOOi But business has picked up
since, with- UA quite prepared to

carry on. Understood Harry Buxton,
provincial theatre owner, who orig-

inally had backing to acquire the

Pavilion, has forfeited his deposit of

$10,000.

Abrahams' other house, the Regal,

Marble Arch, held . under lease by
Associated British Picture Corp., in

which Warners has recently acquired

an interest, is also being nibbled at

for change of policy. Hyams Bros.,

among others, would like to take it

for vaudeville.

ABPC, whrie lease still has six

years to go and pays weekly rental

of $2,600, has been losing steadily

$200,000 per annum. Latter would
gladly .give up the lease, especially

because of its connection with War-
ners, which gives them Warneraf
theatre for West End prerelease spot

Very doubtful if house will change

its policy, as Abrahams is asking at

least $120,000 for release.

TALK ABOUT JACQUELINE
Adaptod from tho Story by KatJirlna Holland

• IN TECHNICOLOR •

MARCEL HELLMAN PRODUCTIONS DENHAM FILM STUDIOS

British Equity, Gov't In

Pact on Chorine Service

London, Dec. IS.

An understanding between the

Ministry of Lat>or 'and Equity af-

fects over .3,000 chorus girls who are

of war service age.

The girls must report to labor ex-

changes, but ..re exempt tt they pro-

duce a letter from Equity that they

are essential to a stage production.

Men employed by ENSA (Britain'*

Entertainment Nat'l Service Assn.),

who thought they were immune
from calling up for military service,

have now been notified their Indi-

vidual cases vill come up for re-

view, and it is unlikely they will be

exempt.

BEST WISHES FOR A HAPPY mW YEAR

NELSON MARIE

CLIFORD ^ MARION
STILL DODGING THE BOMBS IN ENGLAND

AND MAKING THEM LAUGH ON STAGE AND RADIO

Representative: ARCHIE PARNELL, II, Golden Square, London, W. I, England

SEASON'S GREETimS FROM

FORSYTHE, SEAMON and FARRELL
We Stayed and England Remembered Featured in Gaineborough Films' Picture THANK YOU"

3 Radio Series: ''Quiet Please^' ''Mint julip'' and "Frisco Bar"

. Jiovf .Starring in Pantomime '^Gnderella^*

. 41, Queen's House, Leicester .Square, London, Eng.

THE DOLINOFFS and RAYA SISTERS
Ju*t Concluded 0 Months in George Black'* "APPLESAUCE", at the London Palladium, and Now In Tom Arnold's Pantomime, at the Wimbleton Theatre, London

GREETINGS TO ALL OVR FRIENDS IN AMERICA
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SEASON'S GREETINGS From

JACK HYLTON
Presenting and Representing

ARTHUR ASKEY and FLORENCE DESMOND
IN

"JACK JILL"
at the

PALACE THEATRE, LONDON

STANLEY LUPINO in

"LADY BEHAVE"
With SALLY GRAY, PAT KIRKWOOD,
HARTLEY POWER and JUDY KELLY

At HIS MAJESTY'S THEATRE, LONDON

ARTHUR ASKEY Stage, Radio and Filma
LEON CORTEZ B. B. C. Coster Comedian
BILLY COTTON and His Band Britain's Brightest Band
HOWARD DE COURCY... "Deceptionist"

DOLLY ELSIE New Radio Star

FREDDY "The Funny Man"
ADELAIDE HALL Crooning Blackbird

DICKY HASSETT "Large Lumps"
JACKIE HUNTER Radio's latest fun-maker

"LADY BEHAVE" With Bobby Howes and all-star east

"CARLISLE EXPRESS" ..With Elsie Carlisle and Eddie Gray
"PICCADIXIE" ' With Adelaide Hall and George EIrick

AT THE B, B.C.
THE DANCE ORCHESTRA and

BILLY TERNENT and His ORCHESTRA

IN ASSOCIATION WITH DANIEL MAYER CO.

"PETER PAN"
With BARBARA MULLEN, ELIZABETH ALLEN,

ZENA DARE and ALA8TAIR SIM

At the ADELPHI THEATRE, LONDON

The

LONDON PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA
CONDUCTOR

DR. MALCOLM SARGENT

JOE KING Always Jo-King
PAT KIRKWOOD First War-Time Star

CELIA LIPTON England's Judy Garland
JUNE MALO Personality Songstress

Vincent Tildsley's MASTERSINGERS
BRYAN MICHIE Britain's Favourite Compere
GEORGE MOON and BURTON BROWN. New Radio'Team
RICHARD (Stinker) MURDOCH Stage,. Radio and Films

GODFREY WINN Famous "Sunday Express" Correspondent

ON TOUR
"SECRETS OF THE B. 8. C." With Bryan Michio and "Youth Takes A Bow"

By arrangement with the B.B.C.

"GARRISON THEATRE" With Jack Warner and Joan Winters

IN PREPARATION
Spring Tour—"FRENCH FOR LOVE" (Revival)

Film—"GARRISON THEATRE"

ASTORIA HOUSE, 62, Shaftesbury Avenue, LONDON, W. 1

Telephone: Gerrard 2474 (5 lines) Telegrams: Jaxback, Lesquare, London Cables: Jaxback, London

MANNING SHERWIN AND VAL GUEST
(Music) (Lyrics)

WISH YOU A MUSICAL NEW YEAR

CURRENT LONDON PRODUCTIONS:

George Black's "GET A LOAD OF THIS." London Hippodronrie

George Black's "VANITIES." Victoria Palace

DeLeon and Killick's "RISE ABOVE IT," Comedy Theatre

Rrth Shephard's "FUN AND GAMES." Princes Theatre

Rrth Shephard's "UP AND DOING." Saville Theatre

and

Nov l-Musical Picture-of-tha.yearfr!rsGainsborough's-

44HI GANG I"

THANKS TO FRANQS, DAY AND HUNTER, LTD., FOR THEHl MAGNinCENT CO-OPERATION
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SEASON'S GREETINGS AND BEST WISHES TO ALL OVR FRIENDS IN THE U. S, A.

FROM

VAN LIER

KEITH, PROWSE & CO., LTD
42. Poland Street. LONDON, ENGLAND

Mexican^Film People Behind Outfit

That Would Aid Latin-Am. Solidarity

Mexico City, Jan. 4.

Extension of membership to other

Latin-American countries, interested

In a central film organization, such

as the proposed Mexican Academy of

Cinematographic Arts and Crafts, is

the objective of producers, players;

technicians and a wide sector of la-

bor here. Outfit is expected to ma-
terialize early in 1942. The Academy
has been assured the support of the

Mexican government by President

Manuel Avila Camacho.
Get-together would -be part of the

continental solidarity program. Luis

Manique, one of the newer Mexican
producers, is one of the moving
spirits in the Academy and Spanish-

Ame);ican picture solidarity. Julio

Bracho, who has also come to the

fore as a megger in Mexico, is an-

other prime spirit behind the group.

Mexican diplomats in the key
Latin-American countries are being

enlisted for the internationalization

of the Academy. It's understood that

the proposition will feature more
equitable - duties on films between
Mexico and certain other Latin-

American governments, particularly

the Argentine! Mexican distributors

have long been working on this an'

gle. They say there is a 'disparity'

on duties 'of Mexican and Argen-
tinian pictures, that Mexico charges
little but the Argentine socks Mexi-
can products.
Mexican players are highly enthu-

siastic . about this continental unity.

They are already busy Uning up
Cuba, the Argentine, Chile and
Venezuela for the organization of

the international association. A like

move is expected to be started soon
by Mexican picture labor. It wants
a lineup with film workers of those
countries.

British Best SeDers
(For Week Endino Nou. 28)

London, Dec. 1.

Yours ! Maurice

Russian Rose Dash
World on Fire Wood
Sister & I C-C
Kiss Boys Victoria

Last All Clear Dash
Rains Before Rainbow Chappell

St. Mary's C-C
Maria Elena Southern
Sand in Shoes Victoria'

Mexico City, Jan. 4.

New revue theatre, the fourth

here, is being readied for inaugura-

tion In January at San Angel, his-

toric suburb, by Roque Castillo.

Theatre is to specialize in typic-

ally Mexican revues and comedies at

pop prices. -

'Argentine Way' Clicks

In B. A.; 'Offensive' Parts

Re-Edited by 20tb-Fox

HOYTS SHAKEUP

4N AUSTRALIA

Sydney, Dec. 15.

Realigment of Hoyts theatre cir-

cuit personnel pushes J. Cecil gra-
ham, at one time Paramount man-
ager in Great Britain, in as board
chairman, and Ernest TurnbuU, for-

merly general manager for 20th-Fox,

as managing director. Graham joined

National 'Theatres with no specific

title last fall. National, a 20th-Fox
subsidiary, has controlling interest

in Hoyts.
Herschel Stuart will have charge

of theatres and film buying. He was
formerly with National in the States,

G. Reichenback, local attorney, be-
comes director, together with Monte
Simpson, representing N a<t i o n a 1

stockholdings.

Maurice Sloman has resigned fol
lowing a payoR of his contract,

which had three years to go.

WILLIAM MOLLISON
Sends Greetings To All Hig Friends In America

LAST YEAR'S OUTSTANDING SUCCESS:

—

"LADIES IN RHIREMENT"

THIS YEAR:—

"LADY BEHAVE"
(In Association With Jack Hylton)

Permanent Address:—

His Majesty's"-Theatre,

LONDON

New Mex Theatre

Buenos Aires, Dec. 30.

With only a few professional heck-
lers on hand to give out with the

boos and catcalls, 20th's long-delayed,

much-dited 'Down Argentine Way'
opened at the Normandie here with-

out much trouble and seems set for

solid biz despite not-too enthusiastic

notices.
'

Pic, retltled 'AI Compas de Dos
Corazones' ('Rhythm of Two
Hearts'), had- a test tryout early in

December at the General Paz in

Cordoba, and fact that there were
no difficulties' there convinced Sid-

ney J. Horan,. managing director in

Argentina, that the Ameche-Grable
technicolor epic was satisfactory for

localities.

Care in re-editing which went into

the film after original reports from
the States, concerning lack of authen-
tic details in the film, caused wide-
spread adverse comment in the local

press, was notable in the reworked
version, all first-string writers not-
ing 20th desire to please and scissor-

ing made after local preem.
The boos and catcalls at the Christ-

mas Eve opener were traced directly

to troublemakers by house spotters
especially placed for the purpose.
Same guys also booed and hissed
when shot of FDR were run during
the newsreel preceding the feature.
Their attempt to cause trouble
flopped when the audience- refused
to pay any attention to the pro-
vocative demonstration, and after
wards it was noted that the audi-
ence, aside from quibbling over a
few features not strictly authentic,
liked the film.

Best evidence of reaction, was the
way biz picked up after the first

day. Pic had been deliberately
underpubliclzed so as not ttf arouse
too much advance attention, 20th
rightly figuring that II the package
was good, word-of-mouth would
hypo b.o. quickly enough.
As screened here. Pic opens with

an Intro in Spanish in which 20th
explains the cordial purpose It had
in making the film. Plot stuck to the
original, but sidelights which were
considered likely to offend local
sensibilities were skipped and atten
.yon,^on£.entrflt£d .Qn..tlie._Biazllian
star. Carmen Miranda, who is popu-
lar here.

By Eric Gorrick
Sydney, Dec. 15.

Dollar restrictions, plus govern-

ment's refusal to allow foreigners to

withdraw coin, compel.ed legit and
vaude to fall back on local talent

throughout 1941.

Hopes are held that the. new labor
government may unbend in '42 to

permit the Importation of U.S. acts
and legit shows, together with a
large percentage of coin take-away.

It's pointed out that U.S. film dis-

trlbs are allowed to remit a percent-
age of coin from this zone; therefore,

a similar percentage scale should be
granted to those dealing In live

shows. (U.S. distrlbs are coin-
freezed presently to the tune of

62%%, with 37^% allowed to be re-
mitted to the States.) In vaude-
revue and legit the government has
clamped down on dollars set aside
for boat costs, plus salaries on U.S.
talent, and It's this problem that
show sponsors want to overcome.

Need New Talent

Dealers today in flesh-blood are
not kidding themselves that they
can get away for long with home-
brew talent, past experience teach-
ing them that only a constant flow
of new faces means the salvation of
two-a-day vaude and legit in this
sector.

This zone Is a top market for im-
ported talent should the government
relax Its present coin holdback. U.S.
acts have generally been offered a
10-week contract, with options (Will
Mahoney has i)e.en around for over
two years) plus free transportation
and the right to accept dates from
top pic loops for added playing time.
There are no split weeks, no Sab-
bath shows, and acts generally stay
in the one town around five weeks.

OVER-BUILDING

HITS FILM BIZ

IN S. AFRICA

By H. HANSON
Johannesburg Dec. 10.

Considerable strides were taken by
the picture business in South Africa

during the past year, but the tend-

ency to overbuild now threatens to

shutter some cinemas. The tussle

between African Consolidated Thea-

tres on one side and 20th-Fox and

United Artists on the other has pro-

duced that situation.

African Consolidated (Schlesinger)

constructed 10 new cinemas during

1941. Activities of United Artists

and 20th-Fox resulted in the addi-

tion of 15 theatres costing $4,000,000,

or a total of 61.

African Consolidated Theatres now
controls 155 theatres, and takes pic-

tures from virtually all U. S. major,

distributors excepting UA and 20th-

Fox. It even has product deals with

Metro, which has cinemas in Johnnes-

burg and Durban showing their own
product.
While films from the SUtes have

been reaching here, efforts to import

vaudeville and . legit shows have

proved unsuccessful because of boat-

ing restrictions. Several acts and

theatrical lineups booked by African

Consolidated had to l>e cancelled be-

cause no accommodations were

available. This gave South African

native talent a chance.

The Office of Works, which has

charge of all British Government

property both in construction and

repairs, has salvaged two valuable

pieces of stained glass from the

House of Commons blitzing last year

and presented one of them to the

Press Club of London and the other

to the Washington Press Club.

A benefit matinee is being spon-
sored by Noel Coward and the
Green Room Club at the Palladium,
London, Jan. 18, for Esmond Knight,
stage and film actor, who lost his
sight during action against the bat-
tleship Bismarck while he was serv-
ing aboard H. M. S. Prince . of
Wales.

Clare Gwyn, who has been under
the management of Brien, Linnet &
Dunfee, London theatrical firm, has
joined the ATS (women's army
service).

SEASON'S GREETINGS

FrQin

QUALin INNS— of LDHDON
(Leicester Square t Regent Street, Etc.)

Who Proudly Announce

"STILL THE BEST COFFEE IN TOWN"
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Greetings and Good Luck

to

Our American Friends

REGINALD BAKER MICHAEL BALCON
Managing Director In Charge of Production

Ealing Studios, London
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WHAT TO EXPECT IN 1942
By LESTER GOTTLIEB

Publicity Director, Mutual Broadcasting Syatem

We all know that the war is going to affect sharply the normal opera-

tions of America radio. The industry is prepared and eager to cooperate

In the all-out effort. But somehow I have the feeling that, for the most

part, radio is going to continue its natural, pre-destined course in 1942,

and that many things are going to be like they al-

ways have been. In short, the Radio City Music

Hall will have the Rockettes dressed as bunnies dur-

ing Easter Week and 'Variety's' traditional anni-

versary issue will have a green coyer.

I've read so many lists of the 10 best and 10 worst

in broadcasting, topped with an overdose of popu-

larity polls that I dismiss the past 12 months and

look confidently to the future. So with a profound bow
to professional prognosticators I don my prophet's

chapeaux, remodeled from an old dunce cap from

P. S. 161, and will take reasonable wagers at proper
Later OoHileb ' odds, that the following events will take place in the

broadcasting- industry:

Four thousand five hundred and sixty-two contestants will muff the $64

questions on 212 quiz shows.
'Variety' will pan 26 new soap operas.

Some innocent engineer in a radio station in Smallfry, Montana, will

play a recorded aria from 'Madame Butterfly' and get railroaded out of

town by the local Rotary club.

One major network will insist its hot, unconfirmed news flash from
Geneva got on the air 13 seconds ahead of the other major networks.

This will t>e promptly challenged until each web's world's most honored
watch is checked against an impartial observer's B-U-L-O-V-A.

1 No. N. A. B. Demonstrmtion
j

Some tenor will sing 'Jeannie With the Light Brown Hair' in a Cleve-

land night club during the N. A. B. convention without causing any
demonstration among the delegates.

Lucy Monroe will sing "The Star Spangled Banner' 1,080 times.

Gabriel Heatter will be optimistic.

The .C. A. B. and Hooper ratings will seldom agree.

The Lone Ranger will outwit 143 cow rustlers, 14 unsuspecting sheriffs

end 17,000,000 pop-eyed listeners.

Hie Dodgers will play a 4S-innine tie ball game with the Phillies, thus

forcing WHN's all-night record program off the air.

A group of independent broadcasters will form an association of Inde-

pendent broadcasters not to be contused with 17 other similar groups.

Lewis Allen Weiss will make 47 important trips to New York and the

Union Pacific will name a train after him.

Five hundred and sixty-four radio comedians will make jokes about
Hirohito but 10 years from now Gilbert & SuUivan's 'Mikado' will still

be the only Tokio takeoff anybody bothers to remember.
Special Features Men wiit have a comparatively peaceful year, thanks

to the extinction of 'free air time' pressure groups.

Some new patriotic ditty will top the Hit Parade 14 consecutive weeks.
I haven't the slightest idea who will publish it.

"Variety' will like one new soap opera, probably by Sandra Michael.
Norman Corwin will try and top his 'Bill of Rights' program classic with

a new one that uses Greta Garbo, Shirley Temple, Groucho Marx, Maurice
Evans and Gertrude Lawrence as walk-ons.
Out-of-town radio execs visiting New York network execs will insist

upon seeing Olsen and Johnson's new madhouse on each trip. Their polite

hosts will make a hasty retreat after the overture and play gin rummy
in the men's room.

NoD-Talklng Bandleader

A courageous young, bandleader will make a unique attempt lor popu-
larity by adamantly refusing to announce his own remote broadcasts. This
will start a new fad that will sweep the country.
Milton Cross will read a commercial on 'Information Please' that Clifton

Fadiman forgets to clock and a set of The Enclyclopedia Brltannica will

be sent to the American Tobacco Co.
Toscaninl will make one more final, farewell broadcast.
Network gendarmes will seize a tiny, bespectacled member of an ex-

iting studio audience because the visitor carried out with him an ominous-
looking package. Contents turn out to- be two dozen sample packages of
some sponsor's product which the victim had- won as a consolation prize
on a quiz show.
Some astute press agent in a radio station will send out a publicity pic-

ture without a microphone nameplate in it and hear plenty from the boss.

A conservative lad will be given the assignment of running one of those
all-night record programs. Having been out of the country for a number
of years, he will content himself with just announcing the titles of the-

songs and playing' the records. This phenamenal style will' win him 46
participating accounts and a host .of appreciative cab drivers.

A radio engineer will decide to clean out bis desk one day and dis-

cover a facsmile machine.

Fan Mail Returning to Normal,

Dropped 40% After Jap Attack

'Victory News*

Volume of fan and inquiry mail to

radio stations is beginning to re-
sume, normal proportions after suf-

fering .generally one of the worst
slumps in industry' history. The
breakaway came with news of the
attack on Pearl Harbor and Amer-
ica's entry in the war and the in-

flow ol this class of mail stayed bad
for a week. Ustening was at a peak
but people were hardly in the mood
to respond, to advertising offers or
to express reactions- to programs.
Some stations reported that their

mail response was sliced by as much
as 40%. Some of the network pro-
grams of the quiz and participating

types which go in heavily for letter

appeal were particularly hard hit,

but by the end of last,week most of
them had evidence that their mail
returns were on the way to re-
covery.

TELEVISION S0CIE1Y

mmZES' FOR WAR

American Television Society has
set up a number of committees to
serve as clearing houses for Govern-
mental television programs. - Be-
sides the formation oba talent pool
of writers, actors, directors, pro-
ducers and designers to serve on a
voluntary basis on defense programs,
the organization will establish De-
fense Clubs of Television to increase
audiences.

Headed by Norman D. Waters,
president, those who will serve In-
clude Don McClure, vice-president;
Robert Champlain, treasurer; Kay
Reynolds, secretary, and William
Caro, Halsey V. Barrett, George Wal-
lace, David O. Alber and Olga Lee.
Chairmen of the various committees
are I. A. Hirschmann, programs;

•-Jhoma-s H, ,Jutcbinson,_productlon;.
Olga Lee, talent; Don McCIure,
scripts; S. S. Liggett, films; C. Mat-
thew Dessner, research; Charles H.
Whitebrook, library; J. Raymond
Hutchinson, education; George Wal-
lace, publications; Alber, publicity;
Vivian Fletcher, social, and Barrett,
membership.
ATS has also established a new

Service Membership, available with-
out payment of dues to those wish-
ing to help in television defense
activities but not able to join as
regular members.

Toledo, O.—Henry Stambaugh, from
WLOK, Lima, O., now announcer at
WTOL, Toledo.

CarletonYoung IsBromo's

Version of Ellery Queen
Carleton Young will play the title

part in 'Ellery ^ueen' when the

whodunit series returns to the air

Saturday (10) for Bromo-Seltzer.

Hugh Marlowe originally played it

when the show aired as a CBS sus-

tainer and later for Gulf oil. Marian

Shockley, who created the part of

Nicki in the original edition, will

play it again in the forthcoming ver-
sion. Santos Ortega will be In-
spector Queen and Charles Paul will

play the organ and provide arrange-
ments. Lanny Ross will probably be
a member of the guest group trying
to guess the solution on the first

broadcast

George Zachary, who worked out
the original show with co-authors
Frederic Dannay and Manfred Lee,
wiU again direct. Lee Cooley will
supervise for Ruthrauff and Ryan.

Wichita, Kan., Jan. 4.

Radio station KFBI has new
sustaining program presented

each afternoon, six days a week,

called 'Victory News.'

Meantime, Swallow Aircraft
sponsors 'News of the Air,' war
summary and highlights of air

industry.

Goldmark to Show His

Colors for Tele Group
Members ' of the American Tele-

vision Society have been invited to
attend the television meeting of the
Institute of Radio Engineers and CBS
at the Commodore hotel, N. Y, Mon
day pight (12).

Peter Goldmark, chief engineer of
television of CBS,. will demonstrate
color television.

Includes WHBC, Canton

Canton, O., Jan. 4.

Distribution of Christmas bonuses
in the form of defense bonds and
stamps to all employes was made by
Br|ish-Moore Newspapers, Inc. In-

cludes WHBC, Canton, O.

ED EAST and POLLY
TEN COMMERCIAL SHOWS WEEKLY, WJZ, N. Y.
KITCHEN QUIZ SHORTS — COLUMBIA PICTURES.

Management:
National Concert and Artists Corporation

BBC MEN MADE

LIABLE FOR

SERVICE

London, Dec. 15,

Men employed by the British

Broadcasting Corp. hitherto reserved
at 30 are now liable to war service

up to the age of 35. This will affect

some 500 at the BBC. They have
received an order to show cause why
they should not be subject for
drafting by the forces. It includes
all classes of artists, news editors,

announcers, etc., but not, as yet, en-
gineers, who are still exempt from
the age of 30.

If these men are taken to join the
colors, it will be necessary to make
greater use of gramophone records.

ZENITH'S NET PROFIT

;l45t,073 Almost Eqoals Six Months'
Ferlod of 1940

Zenith Radio Corp. net profit for
the six months ending last Oct. 31
totaled $1,150,073 as agains't $1,158,872
in comparable period last year. Profit
after all charges and deductions for
federal income and excess profits
taxes amounted to $754,533. These
earnings are equivalent to $1.53 per
common share.

Presently unfilled non-defense or-
ders on hand will require full use of
any facilities not devoted to defense
production, according to E. F. Mc-
Donald, company president Produc-
tion on defense contract will in-
crease at such a rapid rate in the
future that Zenith will be unable to
meet increasing demand 'for regular
line of receivers. Be stated.

Emil Dorer, G. Heuther

Qiilt WWRCwbodsTde
Emil Dorer, for the last three years

continuity editor of WWRL, Wood-
side, L. L, has resigned.

George Heuther, engineer at the
same station, has left to join the
CBS shortwave engineering depart-
ment.

WFBE'S BIGGEST TEAE
Baltimore, Jan. 4.

Station WFBR, local Mutual out-
let, announcing bonuses to all em
ployees, claims its business is

in the station's history.
Outlet switched affiliation last fall

from NBC-Red.

THEITREINTHE

ARMY OR NAVY

NOW
Scores of radio announcers andi

engineers are already with, or aboqt
to join, the armed forces of the
United States. This was expected
due to the young years averaged in
these two groups and. In the case of
engineers, prior association with the
National Guard or officer reserve.
Producers and directors of radio
programs run somewhat older in
average, although many a stripling
Is among them.

A considerable number of radio
advertising men have consultative or
active posts with government proj-
ects. As, for example, Vince Calla-
han, Charles J. Gilchrist, Jack Har-
ris, E. Klrby, In U. S. department
radio sections. Or the special as-
signments of Frank St.nton of CBS
with the Office of Facts and Figure.
Or the Aylesworth-Whitcomb team
in the Rockefeller committee set-up.

Chlosgoans in Service
I

Chicago, Jan. 4.

Partial list of advertising and radio
men in armed forces:

Noel Gerson, formerly head WGN
Artists, Inc., army.
Oren Weaver, formerly news

editor WBBM, army, D.C.
Irving Sloan, Lord & Thomas.
Ogden,Niflin, Sherman K. Ellis.

'

James Donovan, J. Walter Thomp-
son, marines.
Robert Wlntercorne.j J. Waller

Thompson, army.
Joe Callowayi J. Walter Thomp-

son, army.
Grant Adams, J, Walter Thomp-

son, army.
Thomas O'Connell, J. Walter

Thompson, navy.
James Ramsey, J. Walter Thomp-

son, RAF.
David Lott, J. Walter Thompson,

navy.
Bruce Hayes, J. Walter Thompson,

air corps.

A. M. Jones, J. Walter Thompson,
officer, army.

Not Many From L. A.—Tet

Hollywood, Jan. 4.

Checkup of agencies reveals that

personnel so far has barely been
touched by war enlistments. J.

Walter Thompson lost office boys
Ronald Ross (Navy) and Henry
Owen (Air Force). Previously John
Christ, contact on 'One Man's
Family,' was drafted and is- now at

Fort Ord. James Schullinger, junior

producer at Lord & Thomas, joined

Army air force.

Young & Rubicam staff intact as

are others.

Frisco's Contingent

San Francisco, Jan. 4,

The enrollment in service from
here now includes:

KGO-KPO
King Harris, salesman, now Ensign

in Naval Intelligence,

Curtis Peck, chief engineer, split-

ting time with Naval Communica-
tions with rank of Lieutenant Com-
mander.
Dave McNutt, press, no\ in charge

Public Relations, Mather Field, U. S.

Army Air Corps.
Don Thompson, news, sports, now

Lieutenant in Naval Intelligence.

Dick Bertrandias, producer, now
Ensign, Naval Intelligence.

Bob Gray, page, now Corporal,
Signal Corps, Camp San Luis Obispo.

Ed Callahan, engineer, now Lieu-
tenant, Navy Communications.
Tad Fullaway, engineer, now Lieu-

tenant, Navy Conununications.
Buddy Sugg, engineer, now Lieu-

tenant, Navy C^ommtmications.

KTA
Lon Hughes, daily financial news-

caster, serving as Lieutenant in

Navy.
,„_-KJBS -

WiUard Tiffany, chief engineer,
now First Lieutenant, Army Signal

Corps, Fort L«wls, Wash.

KQWC
Bert Buzzlni, farm reporter, en-

listed in Navy but not yet called.

KFBC
Ernie Underwood, chief engineer,

in Navy.
Charles Concannon, engineer, in

Navy.
Fred Crawshaw, salesman, USNR,

Navy Intelligence.

McCann-Erlcson
besLL-Jhipps Rasmussen, time buyer,

Ensign, Naval Supply Corps.
Phil L, Dostal, media and radio,

Ensign, Navy Intelligence.
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BIGOTS WILL BE BACK AFTER THE WAR
By ROBERT J. LANDRY

This special green-overcoated edition of 'Variety'

haa been dedicated to the editorial theme of 'The

FiftW Freedo.m' (see lead e.^itorial) and will serve to

remind radio, along with the other branches of en-

tertainment, that the censor is always with us but

that this need not unnecessarily disturb us unless

or until censorship exists without common consent,

absolute, capricious, denyln'^ appeal from its

decisions and all challen.'ie of its justice. Indeed

censorship is not always nn evil. Just now mili-

tary censorship is a positive virtue because it pro-

tects our soldiers and sailoro and our whole war

effort from needless risks, liven in normal times

we have small censorships of assorted kinds, not

all of them busybody or vicious in origin and mo-

tive. Some forms of 'censorship' are simply meas-

ures making it possible for families to live together,

corporations to compete, points of view to be heard

without creation of intoleraUe libels and incite-

ment to dangerous manhandling' of persons.

Radio is our most consistently conservative me-

dium, It has to be. Programs cannot come blurt-

ing out into millions of parlors. Radio material

must be pre-censored to take into consideration

:

(a.) A dangerous, ever-present tendency to half-

listening, in which there" is implicit at all times the

hazard of fostering false rumors and, through them,

panic. The foreign language elements, millions

strong, are imperfectly acquainted with English.

(b.) The need for, under advertising sponsorship,

general good will carrying with it a requirement

not to offend the religious, racial, regional or other

opinions of listener-consumers..

(c.) The fact that children are conspicuous listen-

ers and that the broadcaster must, since the Gov-

ernment or the parent cannot, pre-censor program

content.

THE WnCHHUHTEHS
But special differentiation needs to be made as

regards the politician-censor, the witchhunter-cen-

»or, the loves-to-regulate-his-or-her-neighbors cen-

sor. These types are natural enemies of radio.

Most' of them fortunately -are" on^ or near the lunatic

fringe. Many of them are i.solated eccentrics. But
when a lot of them get together in a conspiracy of

shared antipathies they do possess considerable

powers of mischief.

In the statement announcing that this special

edition would be devoted edtitorially to 'The Fifth

Freedom' 'Variety' said . . . 'The censor, ever

ridiculous, ever bigoted, ever intolerant, waits only
for plausible occasions to ply his craft. Unabashed
by defeats, unpurged by satire, unresponsive to the

basic theory of self-expression he is ever and always
the enemy of anything of which he disapproves.

Since he begins from a narrow base nearly any-
thing may be outside the meagre scope of his sanc-
tion. And anything he's agin he will try to stop.'

It is worth recording, too, in these remarks on
self-expression during 1942 that, for the first time
probably in modern American history, there was a
serious proposal that stage plays, motion pictures

and radio programs ought not to concern them-

selves with issues of the day. The senators that

enunciated this astonishing view did not allege

lintruth in stories concerning the Nazis. Rather

they recognized that to examine the Nazis was to

loathe them and to loathe the Naus might break

the enchantment of isolation.

Not daring to. demand or expect that the play--

Wrights, lyricists, actors, directors and producers

of a democracy should praise Hitlerism, the isola-

tionists seem to have been arguing that since it was

impossible 'to praise, it was 'propaganda' to pan the

gangsters of Berlin.

'THE G-BEAT DEBATE' 1
During the 'great debate' of 1940 and 1941 radio

provided the forums for discussion of our foreign

policy. In general its job was t9 equalize oppor-

tunity, to make real the democratic boast that mi-

norities are respected. Actually radio 'may have

been used, on occasion, by men and women and

organizations that subsequent investigation Will

prove to have been pro-German and perhaps Ger-

man agents. But while it was legal the American

Nazis had their full chance, even though none of

them had the courage to call themselves frankly

and openly pro-German.

All that is now history. It remains only to

record the obvious truth that radio did not. and

could not, take the initiative that Hollywood could

and did take.. Radio was committed to a position

of official and mandatory impartiality. It was true

to its primary- function, free speech for all.' If at

times radio seemed inert and sub-humanly re-

strained, if broadcasters took torrents of abuse from
pro-German or anti-British committees and if,

through the whole non-belligerency, radio seemed
almost vacuum-sealed that is not a condemnation of

radio but rather conclusive proof that the ideal of

fairness was observed in everyday performances,

not just in the speeches of industry spokesmen.

It was irksome through 1941. to many citizens to

hear radio time apportioned, minute for minute, to

the anti-democrats, the- fascist-minded, the haters

of prog^ress, the Bundists. But that radio stuck to

its- policies will in the end undoubtedly prove some-
thing to be grateful for. Democracy has confirmed

and established and conspicuously advertised the

doctrine of fairness to all. It Will be hard for would-

THE MURROW DINNER
Five days before war hit the United States between,

the eyes—from the rear—1,100 persons attended a ban-

qiiet . .glysn_J»y ..the^Columbia. .Broadcasting -System-to-
honor its Edward Marrow, home from London. It proved

to be an evening of high intellectual and moral tone. To
quote a few reasons:

'William S. Paley: 'Freedom of speech is a safeguard

for the great mass .of men everywhere, an assurance that

neither Government nor dominant interests of any kind

shell further their selAsh or sinister ends .by deciding

what the people shall be allowed to say or to hear said.'

Archibald MacLelsb: 'You destroyed in the minds. of

many men and women in this country the superstition

that what is done beyond 3,000 miles of water is not
really done at all; the ignorant superstition that violence

and lies and murder on another continent are not vio-

lence and lies and murder here the black and stifling

superstition that what we cannot' see and hear and touch

can have no meaning for us.'

Edward Murrow: 'I should not accept the terrible re-

ponsibility for the lives of soldiers and civilians that

would belong to a news commentator in a country at

war without a system of official censorship.'

be tyrants .of the future to kid the American people
that radio is under a 'taint' that needs to be purified.

Radio actually went so far in fairness that it ex-
posed itself to the taunt that the Goddess of Lib-
erty was doing a back-bend.

I

rB0-GEBMA5S
|

The pro-Germans, who said they .weren't, did
their best on the air. Their arguments proved weak
and phoney. The advocates of the Germany-means'-
no-harm-to-us . 'viewpoint said all they could think
to say. They persuaded few .Americans -and events
have now spoken louder.

Gradually as 'the great debate' progressed with
all its deadly repetition and essential unreality the
"temptation of the radio microphone overcame the
prudence of many of the speakers. Lindbergh at
long last revealed himself in 1941 as just the plain
garden variety of anti-semite. The American people
had the democratic opportunity to study and to
make up their own minds about the motives of
many of the don't-help-England boys and girls. The
Axis on Dec. 7 removed all doubt as to who' was
who.

As to radio's more positive contributions to
democracy in 1941 there was no lack of fine pro-
grams. The events of December overshadow the
other 11 months, but on the whole there were,
throughout the '^ear, many fine programs that
helped the United States have (1) a public well
informed on current events and (2) a public appre-
ciative of the differences and reconciled mentally to
the inevitability of conflict between democracy and
fascism. The following is an arbitrary list of

THE GBEAT BBOADCASTS OF 1941

^ Winston Churchill in U. S. Senate, Dec. 26.

President Roosevelt on Pearl Harbor, Dec. 9.

Norwin Corwin's 'Bill of Rights,' Dec. 15.

Carleton Morse's 'The Case of Robert,' May 18..

Arcliibald' MacLeish's Introduction' of' Murrow,'
Dec. 2.

Fourth Game of the World Series, Oct. 4.

Stephen Vincent Benet's 'Nightmare of Noon,
May 18.

Treasury Hour, Aug. 20.

Implicit in the above list is a variety and a vigor
of democratic self-expression that is worthy of a .

little general reflection in the trade. During 1942-
it will fall to radio to perform a many-sided job' of
morale building and morale maintenance. The pat-
tern for future programs is partly sug'gested in

.

some of the items listed ^ibove. The ending of the
farce of 'neutrality! and the ending of the courte-
sies to the pro7Germans will simplify things ehor-'
mously. Radio can now go to town. It has dis-

charged its duties, split every—legalistic-Hair. -Ifr-
may now become an arm of the fighting forces.

FAB. FAB AWAT
Looking backward radio has reasons for satis-

faction. It has already demonstrated a sophisti-
cated talent for self-discipline and self-censorship.
With Manila burning, with taxes piling mountain-
high, how far away seems the picturesqtie, goatee-
wearing 'Doc' Brinkley of early radio and the oops-
sorry incident of Mae West and Don Ameche.
One thing is sure after the war: Our bigoted

friends will be back in force. They cannot be con-
verted, sweetened, enlightened or jollied. They are
attached to their hatreds and their prejudices 'and
would feel lost without them. Their zeal to infect

their fellow-mortals with religious and racial vi-

rus will drive them on, when the time is again
opportune, to attempt further exploitation of the
airwaves.
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!Throwing Out the Baby Along with the Bath

CRmCISM UNFORTUNAmV HAS STOPPED. NOT IMPROVED, CHILDREN'S PROGRAMS-POLLS AND SURVEYS PROVE ONLY

, THAT THE TROUBLE WITTI KID SHOWS IS THAT ADULTS DON'T LIKE THEM-BUT TTIE KOS DO-PSYCHIATRISTS CONCEDE

) YOUNG MINDS NEED EXCITEMENT-COULD J. M. BARRIE TAKE RADIO RULES?

Hi * * *
.
*

fS U.S. GROOMING ITS YOUNG FOR DIFFICVLT FVTVRE?

By Josette Frank

(Lecturer. Author of 'What

Books For Children,' Staff Ad-
visor Radio Committee and

Book Committee Child Study
Association of America.)

There has never been » time when
radio's service to children Is as

needed as it is today. The children

are. listening in on the reality of

war and horror. This listening is

both inevitable and right. We could

not shut them out from what, is

happening in the world around
them. Nor should we want to. Yet
children are entitled, also, as we are,

to good radio entertainment of their

own. Are (hey getting it?

Children are important as a list-

ening ai'.dier.cc—that is one thing

we may as well learn from the dicta-

tors who hnve seized this audience

and made the most of it for their

own purposes. In the democracies
our generation will make the peace,

perhaps, but it will- be the children

•who wiU have to keep it. To groom
them for that task we will have to

give them everything we've got. It's

high time rsdio began to take chil-

dren seriously. It's high time we
learned to use this powerful medium
to its best advantage.

This seems the moment, then, to

take stock of children's programs, to

survey the trials and tribulations

that have made up their history, to

count the gains and take cognizance
of the losses.

Probably no field of radio has
drawn so much Are, and probably
in no field has creative efTort struck
cuch hampering snags. To understand
this, one must go back a few years

—

perhaps seven or eight When the
industry first became awar$ that

children are also people, children's

programs of all kinds began to fill

the late aftc.noon hours. They of-

fered a wide assortment—good, bad
and indifferent—and they held their

young listeners spellbound., At once
they became a target of attack from
all sides. Broadcasting stations were
subjected to a barrage of letters from
anxious mothers (a few fathers, too)
indignant teachers and represent-
atives of all kinds of organizations,
The protests ranged from sweeping
condemnations of radio per se for
the young, to attacks on certain pro-
grams as damaging to children, and
even individual demands that the
particular program which gave a
particular Johnny chills and fever
should be taken off at once. Even al

lowing for a lunatic fringe in any
movement, here was an amount of
hysteria that could not be ignored.

bad children's programs but we have
also fewer children's programs of

any kind. Some very good programs
suffered In the general demise, too.

Almost no new programs of impor-

tance to children have appeared. The
net result is that children who crave
entertainment in the late afternoon

hours now have to choose between
fairly limited and stereotyped juve-

nile fare and adult heart-throb

drama or news programs.
Whether or • not today's news

makes ideal bed-time stories for the

ki^ies is beside the point. It is not

subject to attack on that ground.

Death and destruction at Manila;

thousand mowed down by machine
gunfire; frozen bodies in the snow;
the dying piled high in the streets

of ravished cities. No children's

drama could or would dig up
so much accumulated horror. Yet,

whether we approve or not, this is

what the children now go to sleep

on.

Everybody ~ seems to agree that

something should be done about
children's programs. But what? Not,
certainly, more surveys of children's
preferences. We already know by
their longevity on the air which
programs children like best—even
though parents are unwilling to be-
lieve the evidence. And programs
they tlon't like we needn't worry
about, since box-top inertia brings
them to an early end.

'

Mel Criticism By Ending All
Children's ProKram's

The networks and the stations re-

acted to these attacks surprisingly
each in its own way. But the im-
portant thing is that they did react.
Station directors, network executives
and sponsors are also parents, with
certainly no desire to damage chil-

dren, their own or other people's
They were, therefore, decidedly sen'-

titive to this" particular accusation
Their forms of response, however,
were not altogether fortunate. Some
hastened to divest themselves of all

—children's-programs Ihro'wTiig" ouTlhc
baby along with the bath. Some
made strenuous efforts to revise their
juvenile programs downward—that
is, to remove anything and every
thing which might give rise to par-
ental criticism—and thereby took the
heart out of some of the^hest pro
grams, from the children's point of
view. A few listened politely, nod-
ded to show that they had heard,
and went merrily on their way mak
Ing money and incidentally enter-
.taining children, placing the burden
of proof on those who claimed any
damaging effects.

The result of all the sound and
<ury has been, (or the most part,
•n the negative side. We have fewer

Please, No More . Surveys; Get To
Problem's Boot

What is nefded instead of surveys
is an honest inquiry into the causes
and cure of the present state of
children's radio, a facing of the facts,

with no axes to grind. Such an in-

quiry must get down to the real

problems, and attack their solution
without prejudice but with courage
and intelligence.

Such an inquiry would begin by
asking the people In a position to
know: the networks, the sponsors,
the advertising agencies, the pro-
ducers, and the writers of children's
programs, as well as educators, psy-
chologists, phychiatrists and critics.

The problems as seen by each of

these,, and a composite of all of them,
should throw a very considerable
amount of light on present difficul-

ties and point the way to things that
might, or must, be done to give
children what they have a right to

hope for on the radio.

What ails children's radio? If

Josette Frank

you ask the networks they will tell

you it all boils down to the ques-
tion of money; that children are a

limited purchasing audience; that

sponsors therefore prefer to spend
their money to reach adults. Be-
sides, they will tell you surveys
show that children habitually listen

to adult programs—suggesting that

they therefore do not need programs
of their, own. fnough food for

thought lies in both of these state-

ments. It's true that many so

called adult programs ' are written

to a . 12-year age* level, and are
heavily listened to by children,

though immune to attack as chil-

dren's programs. And yet there
remains the obvious fact that cer-

tain sponsors have found children's

programs definitely profitable—it is

safe to assume that they would not
have kept their programs on the air

these many long years unless the
flow of box-tops had indicated prof-
its. And while children may listen

to, and enjoy, adult programs, they
will also listen to and enjoy pro-
grams more suited to their own age
and interests—if the programs are
good. This is, however; an import-
ant 'if.

parents don't like them; and that

the inevitable headache a children's

program brings to a sponsor isn't

worth risking. So why bother with

children when you can sell the same

amount of ceral In a morning pro-

gram of chit-chat for mothers? It

is true that the advertising agency

bears the brunt of the headache that

comes from dual control—that is,

the fact that children control the

success of a program, from the

listener standpoint, while the parents

control the purchasing power that

will satisfy the sponsor. But that

still does hot explain why children's

programs should be vastly profitable

to some sponsors and not to others.

It still doesn't remove children as

a potentially paying and an impor-

tant audience.
From the parents' point of view

the troub'e with children's pro-

grams lies in the programs them-
selves; they feed the children too

much noise and excitment, too much
unreal adventure, not enough educa-
tional content and too little good
English diction. Program directors

and script writers, endeavoring to

meet this criticism, however, have
come up against some pretty real

question on these points which must
be answered.

I

PByoblatrlsts Concede The Need
I

For Exoltement

Trouble With Kid Shows Is

Adults Don't Like Them
The advertising agency sees the

same problem from a different an-
gle. The trouble with children's
programs, they will tell you, is that

BEN GRAUER
Suitaining—See photo abov«.

Commtrcial — Walter Wlnchell for Jergens — 'Battle of the Sexe.i'
for MoUe — Kay Kyaer's Kollege tor Lucky Strike — Service With
a Smile for Clark Candy.

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY

For example: If children don't

find satisfying doses of the excite-

ment they ask for in legitimate pro-

grams of their own, how may they
be kept from gettin,! qver-doses of

it in adult programs never intended
for such young ears? You can
hardly deny adults the privilege of

listening to these thrillers, and there
seems to be ample proof that many
of them do. Nor can you 'reform'
them to make . them safe for the
children. There is the further com-
plication that many, psychologists
and most psychiatrists concede chil-

dren's need for excitement and ad-
venture, even vicariously indulged
in by radio. It is well known, too,

that children love noise, however
their parents abhor it, and that they
seem to stand quantities of it—their
own and other people's—without
visible strain. -Particularly in the
most peaceful, quiet homes they
welcome radio's loud blare.

Fantasy, swift motion, even vio-
lence are a part of the elemental
drama tor children as for adults.

We find these elements in the Bible;
our folk literature abounds in them.
The makers of children's programs
quite naturally .ask, then, on what
basis must we consider these things
bad for children? The answer prob-
ably lies in that Somewhat intan-
gible matter of degree. There Is a
difference even- between murders!
And certainly unmitigated noise and
continuous feverish excitement with
no relieving light and shade is bad
for anybody—and bad drama be-
sides.

Some children are, to be sure,
more sensitive or more easily upset
than others, and their needs in this
respect are therefore special. Par-
ents are notoriously prone to judge
'children' by their own child, and to
base their prejudices and opinions
on personal observation of this one
out of the millions of children in
radio's audience. It is unfair to ask

I

radio to key all its children's pro-
grams to -the sensitivities of excep-

I
tional children or of any one child.

[Years ago we have known children

I

to hang a j)laymate in their childish

;
way of hoisting Little Eva to

; Heaven; to lasso and scalp and shoot
in patterns suggested by Indians or
Buffalo Bill, We have not therefore
condemned 'Uncle Tom's Cabin' as
vicious' or removed Indians and
cowboys from oifr literature. If we
know children we know they do
dangerous thlngs.'-lQut the child who
has so little sense of reality as to

fly out of a window enacting 'Su-
perman,' has already been In need

of special care long before this"

could have happened.

Does every children's program

-

have to teach geography, science or:,

grammar? The best educators are

willing to allow children interludes

of pure entertainment. We may
'

expect a well-written, well-acted'
script not to murder the King's .

.

English—except in its character
parts. We may expect a sincere--;

program to present an authentic ,

geographical background. But we
need not ask it to teacli gcoarajphy. :

If scientific facts come into the pro-
gram content we should ask that
they be careful and correct. Some
children are enthusias.s for quiz
programs, lapping up bl;s of unre-

'

lated information with delight. :

Others prefer pure entertainment—
a mystery or a fantasy—undiluted
with any serious intent.

The writers of children's scripts

should be heard, too, for theirs is
'

the practical problem of trying to
'

write creatively, to order. And the
order is a considerable cne. For the ',

creator of children's programs must
.

write to please two audiences at
.

once—audiences whose tastes and in- •

tercsts are miles apart. He must sat-
'

isfy his sponsor—that is, he must
maintain a high C.A.B. or Hooper-

'

rating—so he must, presumably,
please the children. But he must also

please their parents. To do this he
must leave out or take out many <

of tBe things children are most likely

to want. Unfortunately his adult

critics tell hi'm only what to take out,

not what to put in.

If J. M'. Barrle Had To Face
That N. A. B. Code!

This last seems to state, quite

bluntly, what is perhaps the major
difficulty in the whole matter.' Act- :

ually there has been an appalling -

absence of concern about the ere-;

ative side of writing programs for .

children. On the contrary, there have .

been codes and censors, fears and

prejudices, don'ts and mustn'ts, all :

looming so large-that ws have failed .

to sec, the woods for the trees. Sup- •

pose J! M. Barrie had set out: to

write 'Peter Pan' to the tune of the

present N.A.B. code for children's
.

programr! He would have had to .

leave out everything that makes bis-

play a masterpiece for children. In
'

fact he never would have written it! ..

And that, unfortunately, seems to be
;

what is happening to good programs
.

for children—they don't gel written.

We have stifled creative writing at-

its very source. What really creative

artist feels impelled to write for .

children with so many odds against

him? If we are ever to have sincere,

and fine and artistically vzlid pro- ;

grams in this field we will have to

invite creative artists—artists who
^

care also for children—and then give

them freedom to write. It would be .

better to risk some mistakes—far -.

better—than to content ourselves^

with the present dramatic sterility. .

It is easier to (ear apart a pro-
^

gram than to build one up. True,

critics are not expected to be cre-

ative artists. Intelligent, informed

criticism is needed. But there is a-

crying need . for experimcntatiori

and for a creative approach which

wUrglve us programs based on what—
we know children want. We will

never get good programs for children

while we persist in the blue-r icil

approach.
The broadcasting business has al-

ready shown that >t has enough In-

tegrity to meet the reasonable de-

mands of public safety. It is doing

so every day. It makes mistakes,

and rectifies them. It is sensitive to

public opinion; but it has still to
.

learn to differentiate between public

opinion and clamor. Actually the

children are likely to be safer in

the hands of commercial broadcast-

ing, however faulty its judgments

may be, then subjected to a hyster-

ical or uninformed lay censorship.

(Continued on page 140)
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ADVERTISING AGENCY SHOWMANSHIP
DURING 1941

The Itii' lS.^<n>ay be described as marking a sort of turn-

,
* Jl^t for commercial programminr. Advertising agencies

cioiioed'-sOHraifae around tor screwbaU quizzes, giveaway

tun»?^3Sf*Wlll>itton museums and other audience parUci-

Mtion flora and fauna and got back to fundamental princi-

M#<! of radio entertainment, namely the use of professional

aHisU and allied experts. It was also, of course, another big

year lor news commentators.

One newcomer of the year that captured favorable recog-

nition from the trade was the 'Millions for Defense' show.

Ihai is. the summer version on CBS. A summary of ad-

t^ency showmanship during 1941 as observed by 'Variety's'

staB members follows:

Aakrey Mwe * Wallaee; Can point with pride to th«

survival of the oldest haU-hour dramatic show on the net-

works, namely, 'First NJghter,' grand-daddy of this particular

formula. Also is doing a workmanlike Job with 'Famous Jury

Tri^l*'
. ^.

.N W. Ayer: Hie Telephone Hour' Is now its lone kuiship

with network radio, and the agency every once in a while

infuses that musical with an arresting idea.

Ted Bates; New agency had uneven record for its first, year,

, ,„ as radio is concerned. Started ofE with 'Your Marriage

Club' and that folded out of innocuous desuetude. Struggled

hard but inconclusively with 'City Desk' and finally replaced

it with 'Hobby Lobby.' Hopped on the family script band-

wagon via 'Mauditfa Wary.'

B B. D. A O.- %iglit Horizons' and Armstrong Cork's

Saturday morning Theatre of Today' were new to the list

during the past year. Agency retained a glow with the

perennial 'Cavalcade of America,' which has continued to be

deftly contrived dramatic fare of its type. Agency is also

due a pat for the way it has piloted the Phil Spitalny stanza

(General Electric).

Benton t- Bowles: Its Maxwell House show, with Frank

Morgan and Faimie Brice, continues to hold high rank for

zestful, smartly composed variety entertainment. A like

touch is abysmally absent from Prudential's Sunday matinee

musical (CBS). Agency has fared far better with its Satur-

day a.m. 'Lincoln Highway.' Also has a handy way with day-

time serials, to wit: 'Kate Hopkins,' 'Portia Blake' and 'Dr.

Malone.'

. Blow:' Only program of this firm that had during the past

year stuck to a straight and dicksome course is "Take It or

Leave It,' and one of the few quizzes that manages to hold

substantial attention. For the Philip Morris group of pro-

grams It's been an almost constant shifting of policies, mostly

toward dramatic efforts.

' Bbckctt-Sample-Hommeri: The story remains little changed

with the passing years. Plenty of shows come out of this

shop, with 'Easy Aces^ the standout in quality. It has been

having some defending to do for its American Home Prod-

tiets programs. Great success has created a great faith in

formula. Time dims same.

Bnehanaa: Heretofore associated in radio primarily with

Texaco, this agency may point to 1941 as its big year. Aside

from controlling such packaged as the Fred Allen and Metro-
politan Opera programs, it's the agency that aided in deliver-

ing one of the outstanding clicks of the year, 'Millions for

Defense' (the summer version). It also broVight back under
commercial label Mrs. F. D. Roosevelt at a time when interest

in what she had to say could be considered at its peak.

Clements: The source of those Sunday matinee prodigies

on the NBC-Blue, the Moylan Sisters (kindergarten har-

mony) and OUvio Santoro (Public School No. ll's yodeler
par excellence). They sell Philadelphia Strapple.

Compton: In the night-time ranks solely with the puckishly
entertaining "Truth and Consequeitces,' and otherwise the
channel for some of the more successful serials which are
either written or wholly produced on the outside. For Procter
& Gamble they handle TJfe Can Be Beautiful,' "Vic and
Sade,' The Goldbergs* and 'Against the Storm.' Latter,

Sandra Michael's piece, attracts much professional attention.

D'Arcy: Has hit upon something that seems to be going
places—the nightly Coca-Cola name-band series oh MuttiaL
Of the six periods, the one that is adroitly merchandised Is

the Saturday night half-hour session. As for the other Coca-
Cola property it supervises, namely the Andre Kostdanetz
show on OBS, the Ingredients remain pretty and routine.
Sherman K. EIUs: Got in on the year's roster with a nine-

week run of 'What's My Name?' (Royal Gelatine), while
Edgar Bergen and Abbott and Costello took a vacation from
Chase jc Sanborn coffee.
William Bsty: From the showmanship viewpoint, tha Esty

programs of the past year as a whole rated below average.
Of the seven network shows, two of them might be classified

^ -complete brodles—'Penthouse Party' arid 'Hollywood
Premiere." 'Meet Mr. Meek,' of dubious slapstick quality,
has been transferred by Lever Bros, to the Ruthrauff & Ryan
agency.

Gardner:' Has Just added Elsa Maxwell to its payroll for
a parly-line stunt in behaU of Ry-Krisp. During '41 it was
the same intelligently grooved routine, turning out a pleas-
antly orchestrated "Saturday Night Serenade' (Pet Milk), and
Jegaling the kids with the doings of 'Tom Mix's Straight
Shooters' (Ralston).
Grant: Deserving of recognition for the standout Job It has

done with merchandising 'Dr. I. Q.' and keeping the show
Itself crisply entei^taining.

Henri, Burst tc MeDould: An unchanging pace in the re-

tailing of folksy chitdiat of the Tony Wons and Bob Becker
(Tales About Dogs') brand.
Albert P. Hill: Bowed into radio (NGC-Blue) this season

as the sparkplug for 'Service With a Smile,' a duUsome t>atch

of low-cost, heavy-handled entertainment making the rounds
of soldiers' camps. Curtis Candy pays the bills.

Ivey t ElUnfton: Radio output of this agency embraces
(1) Cal Tinhey and (2) a daily Mutual scries, "Hie Inside of
Sports.'

H. W. Kaslor * Sons: 'Knickerbocker Theatre' remained
this agency's sole attachment to night-time radio, and while
the production was hardly memorable, the series maintained
a certain ingratiating quality.

Lennen ti Mitcliell: After fumbling with a. couple quarter-
hour stanzas, L & M substituted "The Thin Man' in behalf of
Woodbury-Jergens, and the results on the mysteiy-comedy
have so far been anything but- a bargain. Infusion of com
has lately been prescribed. It continues to get nifty returns,
however, on Walter \7inchell and The Parker Family.'
Lord & Thomas: Introduced 'A Date With Judy,' a coun-

terpart to Henry Aldrich, as summer pinchhitter for Bob
Hope, and the work never got much above pinchhitter status.
Agency otherwise . has been plodding along with programs
that are beginning to° show tarnish. An indisputable excep-
tion to this is Hope himself. Liicky Strike's 'Hit Parade,'
particularly, has failed to recover from the tumble it took
following the break between' the radio interests and ASCAP.
MoCam-EriekacB: Sitting pat with a somewhat jived-up

l>ut attention holding 'Ford Sunday Evening Hour' and the
two folksy-minded dramatic pieces, 'Dr. CThristian' and 'Death
Valley Days,' both of which, continue to pan paydirt

- McKce * Albright: 'The season's talk of the trade is this
agency's Scaliest show. The scripts often, crackle with sur-
prise twists of humor (Barrymore being a matter of your
taste), but they completely - fit. the personalities that Rudy
Vallee gathers around him'. A further commendable compo-
nent is the general pr<Mluction job. Opinion often voiced
around the trade is that if the program were given an earlier
spot it would probably become a topper in popularity.

t, M. Mathes: Unfolded this season a shoddy comedy-
mystery, 'Michael and Kitty.' It's also the agency that found
a sponsor for the CBS-created 'Duffy's Tavern,' a program
of piquant quality, not alwiays consistent, btit often excellent
and a great publicity-getter.

Artlrar Meyerheff: The agency that's responsible for 'Dear
- Mom' (Wrigley). It should be'easy to forget the incident.

Necdham, Lonis * Br«rby: Tibber McC^ee and Molly' is

still this agency's beautiful tiaby and the combination's sock
pace shows no sign of a letdown.
Newell-Emmett: Dropped' 'Professor Quiz' during the year,

and the agency since has maintained Chesterfield in the radio
groove with Fred Waring-ehd Glenn Miller, each at the other
end of the pole as exponents of modem dance music, but in
either case a finished expert.
Pedlar * Byan: Gained itself attention by ushering Orson

Welles back on the air ahd providing him with a spot in
which to experiment with a literary vaudeville kind of inti-

mate entertainment. A few personality and production knots
developed shortly after the series debuted for Lady Esther,
but the agency, combining "^diplomacy with authority, got
them quickly straightened out. The advent of Welles had
been preceded by specialization in dance bands for Esther.
After Guy Lombardo quit to Join Colgate, the niche went to.

Freddy Martin, but not for long. Lady Esther's commer-
cials, always grating, were finally sandpapered down by
Uncle Sam.

L. W. Bamscy: Continues to exercise a sound- sense of
showmanship with the Fitch Band Wagon, -even though the
spot it occupies on the NBC-Red (between Jack Benny and
Charlie McCarthy) rates as tlie choicest sure-thing on any
of the networks.
Knox-Beeves: Known by such company as 'By Kathleen

Norris,' 'Valiant Lady' and 'Jack Armstrong.' Also by its

predilection for tagging 'Wheaties (General Mills) onto base-
ball play-by-play broadcasts. Quietly it buys and trys them
out, leaving hardly a ripple in its wake. '

Bedfleld-Jehnstone: Nursemaided a variety show on a

oo-op until AFM-prez Jimmy Petrillo tabooed the arrange-
ment frpm the networks, with the 'Adventures of Bulldog
Dnimmdnd' turning up aa > replacement It's well done
cops-and-robbers charade,

B«che, Williams & Connyncham: Since it parted with
Richard Himber (Studebaker) the agency has consorted with
none but news commentators. Though Lowell Thomas was,
still its first love and pride, it had in '41 John B. Hughu also

on its payroll.

Batliniatr t Byao: Rates No. 2 agency in the number of

night-time programs. Came out of 1941 also with the dis-

tinction of cutting a becoming pattern around Bob Bums and
of doing an artfully pioneering Job with Rinso's 'Saturday

Morning Vaudeville Theatre.' The agency likewise has man-
aged to keep 'Big Town' (Edward G. Robinson) punchy, and
it can take a bow for the way it has developed Lanny Ross
into a one-man singing institution. On the debit side there's

the slight matter of a summer pinch-hitter, 'Bringing Up
Father.'

Bussel M. Seeds: Its list of network entries took a sub-

stantial rise in '41, moving in on the edge of blgtime with the
Red Skelton comedy package it contrived for Brown tt. WiU
liamson. Skelton follows Bob Hope, toughest spot on air.

Of dubious complexion is its 'Capt. Flagg &'Sergt. Quirt'
(Mennen's), but it's the type of slapstick that a good script
or two might be able to tilt into the click class. Agency's
list also includes the slick Edith Meiser 'Sherlock Holmes,'
with Basil Rathbone and Nigel Bruce, which it packages on
the outside.

Sherman & Marqacttc: So far this Chicago contingent has
confined itself to daytime serials, but it has given plenty of
indications of being privy to entertainment values,

Raymond Spcetor: Made a timely buy of Drew Pearson
and Bob Allen . for Serutan. Its showmanship has ~beeq
mostly in its experiments with the Stanton-Lazarsfeld pro*
gram analyzer mechanism.
Slaek-Geble: The 'Pot o' Gold' agency is still searching

for that rainbow that encloses radio showmanship. It failed
to push over a professional-amateur Idea along- musical lines^

starring Tommy Tucker, and it's bad slow-but-improving
sailing with the variety session headed by Frank Fay. Horactf
Heidt (Treasure Chest) remains on tap. He's the holdover

. from the 'Pot o' Gold' rash.
Street tt Pioney: Popped up in network (Blue) radio with

a hit-and-miss bogeyman, namely, 'Inner Sapctum Mysteries.*
Attached to this Sunday evening scare is Carter's Little Liver
Pills, previously not allowed in the parlor.
Sweeney A James: Perpetually in the running via Th*!

Voice of Firestone.' The musical format remains unchanged,
through the years, with the program moving around its orbit
from week to week with a minimum of fanfare and a maxi«'
mum of unobtnisiveness.

J. Waller ThompsoB: As the year approached Its end this
agency was temporarily threatened with the loss of one of its

prize babies, the Chase & Sanliom' Hour, a program that it

had seen through all sorts of vicissitudes in the 11 years of its'

existence. The incident offered a precedent in that never
before has an agency had to bequeath involuntarily a pro-,
gram to another agency while that program was still No. 1
on the popularity list. Standard Brands reversed itself at th«
eleventh hour and this prize baby remained with its pro-,
genitor. Ifs been trim sailing from the showmanship angl«
also for such other Thompson veterans as 'Kraft Music Hall,*
'Lux Theatre' and 'One Man's Family,' with the former two,
particularly, retaining the flair which made them patterns for
the radio entertainment business. Of the two variety packages

'

that Thompson debuted in '41 the Old Gold. Show (Bert
Wheeler and Herbert Marshall) has been slow in marking th*
groove, while the Ballantine Ale event (Charles Ixiughton-.
Milton Berle) shows signs of developing into the hipper-dip-,
per thing that it looked like on paper. The agency's decision to
switch the show from Mutual to the Blue created one of the
noisiest inter-netwprk rumpuses of the year. On the quiz front
Thompson continued, to hold goodly sized audiences witb.
'True or False,'

Wade: Stepped out of th« rube-specialist class with Loa .

Cowan's package, 'Quiz Kids,' and while this type of far*

;

\yas at its height the program reaped plenty of upper-strata
dialer attention and publicity. Cowan set numerous clever .

tie-ups for' the smarties; Identified with this same agency
are 'Lum 'n' Abner and WLS* 'National Bam Dance,' the
latter now in the institution category. , .

'

Warwloh & Legler: The dignity and class which has
marked the handling of "The Metropolitan Auditv>ns of ths
Air' haven't diminished. It'-s the lone radio responsibility
of W. & L. and the record on that one merits a bow,
Weiss ft GcUer: Learned about network radio through -

'Your Happy Birthday' (20 Grand cigarets) and 'Danger Is -

My Business.'-

Ward'Wheeleek: Struggled through part' of the year with
a dramatic series tagged 'Campbell Playhouse.' The thing
underwent so many and frequent changes of policy that th*
agency's radio personnel developed merry-go-roiinditis.

'

Agency bought Elmer Davis in that evening five-minute spot -

(8:55) on CBS, but overlooked the factor of felicitous mer-
chandising. 'Amoa *n' Andy' still collect their salary checks -

from this source. -

Tenng te Boblcam: Rates as No. 1 agency for - the third .

successive year as far as the quantity of night-tim: network
shows are concerned and the perusal of the '41 showmanship
ledger shows It to be pretty much on the credit side for
Y. & R. It has its dubious encounter with the Ben Bemle
quiz (Half 'n' Half) and picked a forlorn bunch of summer
pinch-hitters ('Reg'lar Fellers,'' 'Qui2zer Baseball' and 'Ed
Sullivan's Hopefuls'), but contrasted with this are such
achievements as lifting The Aldrich Family' to an institu-
tional classification, matching Grade Allen with Paul White-
man and thereby according a refreshing fillip to the former's
zany antics, enlisting William L. Shirer for Sanka at the op-
portune moment and molding the Helen Hayes stanza (soon to
be retired liecause of war circumstances) into one of 'the' dra-
matic events of the w{eek. Also in keeping the 'Gulf Screen
Guild Theatre' and 'Silver Theatre' on an. upper level of
smart and Ingratiating entertainment.' As for the resurrec-
tion of "March of Time,' the' failure to bring back the old
lustre might be attributed more. to.the dated factor than any-
thing else. Added citations on -the. credit side are, the solid
results obtained with, the Eddie Cantor program and the
hypoing frequently administered to "We, the People,' of
which Eddie Dowling is the new emcee.

HELTONWm EMCEE AS
WELL AS SING FOR COLA

Melton guests Sunday (11)
on the Andre Kostelanetz program

Co«a-Cola. He'U m.c. as. weU
?f

Sing, Albert Spalding being ab-
»ent on a concert tour.

will guest on the

frtS^*"- Nadlne Connor the
rouowing week (28).

*s formhig a show,

th. B „ ""^'^ and others from
"le-Bell Telephone program, to tour"my and navy camps.

Wldrita. Kax— Mrs. Lovlna Lind-
has been added to news staff of

WAIXENSTEOf WEST

Firestone Proerams Will Come From
L. A.—Guests FlU on "Sinfonletia'

During the absence of Alfred

Wallenstein on the Coast, his 'Sin-

fonietta' series on Mutual will be
conducted on successive wieks by
Milton Katims, Elrich Lelnsdort Rob-
ert Lawrence, Wilfred Pelletier and
Albert Stoessel. Batoning the "Sym-

phonic Strings' over the same period

will be Katims, Harry Farbman,
Frederick Devonch and Katims.

Wallenstein left last week to con-

duct the Los Angeles Philharmonic

Orchestra in a series of five con-

certs. Hell also originate his Fire-

stone programs from the Coast dur-

ing his stay there.

Kostehnetz Music To

'Sahte' Latin Rulers

At the request of the State De-

partment, the Andre Kostelanetz

series for Coca-Cola started Sunday

(4) to include a spot on the program

every week or two, to be called 'Pan-

American Way' and to consist of a

salute to the head of one of the

Latin American countries.

Kostelanetz personally knows some
of the government heads to be salut-

ed, having met them during several

visits to South America. First man
to be saluted was President Camacho
of Mexico.

B. Oldfield Gabs While

Awaiting Anny
Iiincoln, Jan. 4.

Barney Oldfield, the Journal's film

chatterer, is doing Hollywood gab on

KFOR. It's his old show, which he

left a little mora than a year ago

when called in the Army. Released

Nov. 24, 1941, after a year, h6 has

been stalling the return to the air,

expecting Army recall, (He's a cap-

tain.) But latter has been slow in

coming, - so he's picking up the old

radio chore.

In the Army, Oldfield was recently

Lt. Gen. Ben Lear's radio publicist,

supervising Second tifmy broadcasts.

LEONARD CARLTON TO

INFORMATION OFHCE

Leonard Carlton, radio editor of
the New York Post, lias been given
a leave of absence by the paper to
take an assignment with the U. S.
Coordinator of Information oSica
(Donovan committee).
His replacement is not set.

New York City.—Charles S. Hol-
brook, formerly with the publishing
firm of Yankee, Inc., has joined the
NBC-Blue sales staff. Before being
with Yankee, Inc., he was with
McGraw-Hill and the N. Y. Herald
Tribune.
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FREEDOM OH THE AIR
By QUINCY HOWE
(Mr. Howe is member 0/ the

Boord oi Directors 0} the Ameri-
can Civil Liberties Union; Chair-
man of the National Council on
Freedom jrom Censorship; news
commentator jor WQXR, New
York; head of the Editorial De-
portment of Simon & Schuster;
President (effective Jan. 1, 1942)

of National Board of Reuieui of

Motion Pictures; Author of 'The

News and How to Understand It/

ond other books.—Ed.>

The nature ol radio is such that

H puts many mechanical restric-

tions on free expression. The same
mechanical limitations also make
some degree of censorship nec-

essary. Radio has many ot the at-

tributes ot a public utility, yet it is

at the same time a medium ior

artistic expression and the spread of

Information and ideas. The fact that,

by and large, the radio industry has
been able to turn to advantage the

very handicaps and obstacles under
which it must operate is perhaps its

greatest achievement.
Censorship means governmental

Interference with completely free

expression, and radio cannot func-

tion unless some over-all authority

allocates wave-lengths and trans-

mission power. This compels the
government to <Iiscrlmlnate, in some
measure, between applicants for

these wave-lengths. In normal
times the government wisely lets

the radio industry regulate Itself.

There is no federal Interference with
program content The government
almost automatically' renews the li-

censes of the various stations every
two years, and occasionally reas-
Elgns wave-lengths and transmission
power, always on the basis of "pub-
lic interest, convenience and neces-
sity.' ^ese words might, of course,

be given arbitrary interpretation.

The President also has the iiower
In a national emergency such as we
have been living imder since Sep-
tember, 1939, to take over all the
radio stations in the country.
Largely because the radio industry
has permitted the air to remain rel-

atively^ free, the government has
had no occasion to impose censor-
chip.

BEFUSAL TO DEBATE
During the past year, it is true,

a controvert did develop between
the majority of the Federal Com-
munications Commission—the gov-
ernment agency in charge of radio—
and the National Association of
Broadcasters-^the trade association

of the radio industry—which worked
out a code of its-'oWn over two years
ego.

In the Spring of 1941 the FCC
Issued certain orders affecting pres-

ent chain broadcasting methods.
Now, my point is not that the rec-
ommendations of the FCC should
have been adopted. My point Is that
the representatives of the radio In-
dustry refused to engage in a forum
discussion of the FCC orders over
the air. One chain even went - so
tar as to base Its refusal to dis-

cuss the FCC report on the ground
that the report embodied legislation

still being considered by Congress,
Itt view' of the . fact that all the
chains and nearly every independent
st&tlon had been devoting hours of
discussion to the Lease-Lend BUI

m when It was still being considered

I by Congress, this attitude on the
7 part of the radio industry left a

great deal to be desired.

BEWSPAIEB OWNEBSHIP
I mention this one black mark

against certain elaments in the ra-
dio industry because the generally
excellent record of the industry as a
whole may lead It to make the same
mistakes that many highly success-
ful enterprises fall Into. As for the
FCC, the changes recommended in
the report were not put into effect
Instead the FCC refused for the
moment to issue any new licenses
for radio stations to newspapers.
One-third of the nation's radio sta-
tions are now owned by newspapers,
and some members of the FCC
questioned the wisdom of further
concentrating the control of a new
medium of communication in the
hands of those who already control
the press. A series of 'informatlon-
getting' hearings were therefore
held.

But the regulation of chain broad-
casting and the relationship of radio

to -the press do not involve censor-
chip. It can be argued that a di-

versification of ownership may lead

to a greater diversity ot ideas on
the air. But it can also be argued
that closer associatisn between ra-

dio and the press will give the pub-
lic better service. Censorship and
free discussion come- into the pic-

ture only in so far as this question

of chain broadcasting and this ques-
tion of press-radio relationships

should be publicly discussed. And
it is only in so far as the press and
the radio may have restricted dis-

cussion of these vital topics that

they can be said to have curtailed

free speech on the air.

NATiTRAL CENSOBSEIF
Except where the direct, commer-

cial interests of the radio networks
are concerned, the chains have en-

couraged wide discussion of public

issues with even-handed justice. In
political campaigns, the leading con-
tenders . for public office enjoy
equal access to the microphone.
Leading spokesmen on controversial

issues of foreign and domestic policy

also receive generous allotments ot

free time.

Because Americans own some 50,-

000,000 radio sets, it is obviously Im-
possible to permit the kind of ma-
terial to go out oyer the air that

can be published in book form or
presented in a theatre. Also, be-
cause the whole radio industry owes
Its very existence to commercial ad-
vertising, sponsored programs usu-
ally are designed so as not to' an-
tagonize substantial minorities—not
to mention a majority of the pub-
lic. Networks, individual stations'

and radio performers in every field

must also consider the good-will of

the public or they will lose their

foUowIngs. This state ot affairs nec-
essarily Influences the style of pres-
entation, and .limits, somewhat, the
mimber of topics discussed ' on the
air. The type ot entertainment that
radio can afford to offer must also

respect the tastes and prejudices ol
a mass audience. But these restric-

tions are inherent in the very nature
ot radio, which must operate on a
limited number of wave-lengths
within a limited amount of time. A
newspaper, on the other hand, can
print as many pages as the publisher
pleases and anyone who wants to
start a newspaper is free to do so

—

If he has a couple ot million dollars.

A 6001) HECOBD
The fight for any kind ot -freedom

resembles all other fights hi that it

Involves defensive and offensive op-
erations. The defensive front -in the
fight for freedom on the air is the
fight against censorship. The offen-
sive front Is the fight lor diversity.
The radio industry has every interest
and every Constitutional support in
normal, times to oppose government-
censorship. Nor has th"e goverment
ever shown any disposition in peace
to censor program content. The radio
industry has held the defensive front
by opposing censorship; it has also
taken the initiative by launching
new programs and encouraging the
expression ot many points of view

on the air. In short, radio has
recognized that Its best defense

against censorship is an aggressive

policy ot innovation and a con-

sistent policy of free expression.

This does not mean that all points

of view should receive equal time
on the air. Nor does it mean that

long-established programs should be
scrapped simply because they are
long-established. The radio industry

has to maintain a delicate balance
under pressure from many quarters,

The individual station or network
has one function. That is to serve
as an efficient vehicle for free and
varied communication. The sponsor
has another function; the advertising
agency has another; the performers
have still another. And then there
Is always the general public, the
many pressure groups, and finally

the federal government, a glorified

traffic cop, a super-umpire.

ITEWS COHUESTATOBS
As far as the public Is concerned,

radio appears to be delivering the
goods. Public opinion polls have
shown that more people believe
what they hear over the radio than
believe what they read in the news-
papers. And more people believe
what they hear from hews commen,
tators than what they hear from any
other source. The significance here
Is that the news commentators In-

evitably violate the letter If not the
spirit of the code of the National As-
sociation ot Broadcasters. 'When the
code was drawn up, the news com-
mentator as we know him today was
in his infancy and the code laid

down the same general principles for

the commentator and the newscaster.
Both were supposed to avoid bias In

their presentation ot the news, But
as the art of the commentator de-

veloped, he had to introduce a cer-

tain amount of bias in order to stay
In business at all. As a result you
soon had a score ot highly reputable,
widely popular news commentators
offering highly, controversial discus-

sions of the news on paid time. This
made tor greater diversity on the
air, but. in doing so it violated the
code, which specifically forbids 'con-
troversy on paid time for fear that
the people with the most money
could buy all the time to present one
point of view. - According to the let
ter of the N.A.B. code, controversy
is cohflned to forum discussions and
to single talks by public figures to
whom replies are almost Invariably
made.

The relief for this state of affairs

does not, however, lie In taking all

controversial commentators off the
air. Neither Is it possible to broad-
cast a reply to every controversial
news commentary. The remedy
would seem to lie In changing the
code to allow the commentator the
scope he has taken for himself but
at the same time to demand ot the
commentator a high degree of au-
thority and Integrity. And If the
commentator ever does single out
some Important movement or in-

GREETINGS FROM

MOLLY PICON
Sixth Conescutlva Season With
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE

On WHN Every Tuesday-jit 8 P.M.
Thiinlui to BENTON A ]M>WI,ES

DIBBOTIONi WUXIAU HORBIB AGBNCX

'Our Problem Is to Keep 'Ein Off the Air'

The Girl Scouts of America is one among many service, cultural
or educational organizations which Increasingly value, and seek, op.
portunitles to broadcast. But this organization apparently differs to
this extent: It doesn't want its local councib to go on the air helter>

''

skelter just because some local station is willing to provide free time
Radio publicity and public relations ot the Girl Scouts Is divided

Into two general classifications. They are, work done by local groups
with help and supervision from national headquarters, and.that done-
natlonally on networks by national headquarters.

Paradoxically, one of the organization's biggest jobs is .t(ukeepil6cal
councils oS the air rather than to put them on. Unlesf '(jrpup;' can
meet standards set by the national organization, they are urged to pur-
sue group activity built around the workship principal The national
group provides all the radio material, including a production booklet;
radio script catalog, scripts from the organization's library and current
mailings, kits and radio information in a monthly publication. Local
bodies are also advised of professional texts, script services, organiza-
tions providing Information and a general outline ot work pre-
scribed. Preliminary training Is recommended for all local groups,,
whether or not they ever actually go on the air.

To local groups already on the air or offered radio facilities for
the first time, the national organization stresses that all programs
must above all be entertaining and only secondly educational. The'
Girl Scout; also point

, out to local groups and station managers that
responsibility for good programs Is shared by both, that the local ori
ganizatlons have a right to expect supervision, training, produc-
tion help, studio facilities, publicity and all other possible aid from
the stations, in justice not only to the Girl 3pouts and the stations,

but also to the public. Above all, local groups are urged to t)laa

programs strictly from the standpoint of providing best talent avail-
able, regardless of giving performing opportimlty for the girls.

dividual for controversial attack,

some' chance for a reply should be
provided.

BBITAIN TS. FBANCE
A heavy responsibility naturally

falls upon the radio Industry in time
of war. In peace time, radio must
naturally respect laws governing
libel and obscenity. The Orson
WeUes" 'War of the World' broadcast
revealed still another peace time
danger that might be compared to

shouting 'Fire' in a crowded theatre.

In time of war the radio, must of

course respect military secrets just

as the press respects them. Also,

even the most selfish commercial in-

terests ot radio—^to say nothing of

its public and patriotic Interests

—

rule out anything that would give
aid and comfort to the enemy. This
does not, however, mean that free-

dom of expression should be sus-

pended In war time. Only in an
atmosphere of free discussion can a
democratic coiintry hope to wage a
successful war. The British have
maintained civil liberties throughout
the war; the French suspended civil

liberties. Compare where the two
countries stand today. Civil liber-

ties will not in and of themselves
guarantee national survival But a
nation like ours that has enjoyed civil

liberties in time of peace can pros-

per best, in ,time, of war if it con-

tinues the traditions that have made
it strong.

Ima PfaiUips Declines

Bid for 'Guiding Light'

Not Liking Offered Fmie

Young & Rubicam last week of-

fered to buy 'Guiding Light,' serial

recently dropped by Procter & Gam-
ble, for General Foods. However,
authoress Irna Phillips declined to
let the program go into the desig-
nated late-afternoon spot on CBS,
figuring she'd rather take a chance
.on selling the show to some other
sponsor, for some other network
spot
Y. & R. subsequently decided to

change the recorded serlaTs, 'As the
Twig Is Bent,' into a live show and
give it a network spread for Gen-
eral Foods. Series is a Transamerl-
can package.

Jamestown's Rehearsal

Jamestown, N. Y., Jan. 4.

This town's first blackout rehearsal
was held for 15 minutes Tuesday
(30) evening, with all groups co-
operating fully. Theatres turned off
all but Interior lighting and Station
WJTN took a major role in the test
Radio was utilized by police and

defense officials to give instnictions
just before blackout signal, and Chief
of Police G. Harry Nelson took the
air by means 'of a transcription in
a message of assurance and instruc-
tion.

During the proceedings, the sta-
tion was on the eli for thlr^ min-
utes from atop Hotel Jamestown, giv-
ing a word picture from the official
lookout post, with interviews with
defense and Army headls by JuUiis
King, publicity director of Chautau-
qua Institution, and Al Spokes, pro^
gram director of the station.

FINNISH CO-OP

WITH 200 STORE

USES RADIO

Duluth, Jan. 4,

The Central Co-operative Socletjv
'

largest cooperative in the country

with more than 20O stores In the

Head of Lakes region, has purchased

five 15-mlnute programs a week ovef

a five station network out ot 'WEBO^

Duluth. The Co-op is a unique or*

ganlzation which has had a ph**

nomenal grovrth-ln the last decade.

Started in Superior, Wis., by a group

of Finnish residents, It has expanded

throughout the northern parts oi

Minnesota, 'Wisconsin and Michigaa

Recently it completed construo*

tlon of a big grain elevator. The

society publishes its own paper and
magazine, operates a chain ot gal
stations, has a bakery, and its storey

are of the old country-style general
store plan. Although its business

annually is up in the millions, tb«

co-bp pays only nominal salaries tQ -

Its executives.
The program- is a noon-time 9hon^

Mondays through Fridays, produced
and presented by 'WEBC staffers. It

Is the largest commercial show ever

to originate in the Twin Ports. Car-
ried by 'WEBC, Duluth; WHLB, Vir-

ginia; WFMG, Gibbing in Minne^
sota; WATW, Ashland, Wis., and
WJMS, Ironwood, Mich. ETs are car-

ried latter by stations in Escanaba,

Calumet and Marquette, Mich.

L Y. FLANIGAN TO

SUB FOR CENSOR RYAN

Toledo, Jan. 4.

E. Y. Flanigan, commercial man-
ager of WSPD, Toledo, has been

named to take over the duties ot J,

Harold Ryan, vice president and gen-

eral nianager, wfaUe the latter serves

in Washington as. assistant censor-

ship director in charge of radio,

under Byron Price.
Flanigan is also expected to take

over Ryan's duties -as vice president

ot the Fort Industry Co., which op-

erates WSPD, Toledo; 'WHIZ, Zanes-

viUe, O.; WLOK, Lima, C; WWVA,
Wheeling, 'W. Va.; WAGA, Atlanta,

Ga., and 'WMMN, Fairmont, W. 'Va.

Barber's Temporary Loss

Of Feigenspan as Sponsor

Red Barber ends three-nights-a-

week sports series oii WOR, New
York, for Feigenspan beer, series

Jan. 8, but stuts a new Monday-
Friday night sports stanzas April 18

for the same sponsor on the same ..

outlet E. T. Howard is the agency.

Two other new contracts set by

WOR are Peter Paul candy, flve-

minute spots Monday-Friday, start-

ing March 6, through Platt-Forbes,

and Wilke pipe shop, announcements
on Jerry Lawrence's all-night show.
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War May Hit IHercliandising'

There is talk among indie broadcasters of doing away with station

merchandising as a war measure. This would not affect the usual pro-

motion ol programs but it would apply to the gratis outside worlc done
with wholesalers and retailers. The argument advanced by those

favoring the elimination of the extra merchandising is ttiat the stations'

operationff must t>e streamlined. '

So that they can devote all possible effort to defense and war re-

quiremepts. • .

'

,

Naids Rudely Answer Polite Britons

Shanghai (Before the Japs' Blitz) Presented Strange

Radio Cross-Fire of Rival Ideologies

By Cal Hirsch
Shanghai, Dec. 1.

Shangljai, which has become the

propaganda center of the Tar East

since the European war liegan, is

breathing air infused with radio vi-

brations from half a dozen Allied

and Axis stations. BeUigerent voices,

Bome issuing straight 'stuff,' others

waxing sarcastic and' still others

cajoling listeners to their way of

thinlcing, present the largest com-

bination of violently divergent views

ever known to this turbulent inter-

naiional city.

Most complete in its coverage of

news is XGDM, the British Embassy
station, tvhich broadcasts' from early

morning until midnight in 10 lan-

guages including Hindustani and
Hungarian, but predominantly in

English and Chinese. Station main-

tains the typical British dignity and

never baclcbltes nor slur their Nazi
opponents. BBC news items and
commehlaries are re-broadcast on
medium wave for China reception.

Station U strictly non-commercial
and carries no advertising, but the

milce is open to Free French and
other Allied supporters.

Differing as black from white,

the German XGRS, utilizing the

premises of the Kaiser Wilhelm
Schule, headquarters of the local

'SS' and espionage system, employs
sarcasm, irony and vitriol in the

news commentary in English and
Bussian. 'Chief stylist is Herbert
Moy, American-bom Chinese and

' Harvard graduate. His news is in-

terspersed with scathing ironical as-

persions on world figures such as

President Roosevelt, senate leaders

and English statesmen. Threatened
by American and Qther hationals

here he has toned down, somewhat,
but still makes what he can of the

world situation.

Clever and Dirty

Some of the German broadcasters
are clever and one Imitates a Ning-
po Chinese talking pidgin English
for a Sunday stunt To Americans,
he Is in pretty cheap when he re-

fers to the Chief Executive as Ples-
Ident Loosefool. "Roger Hemingway,'
local Lord Haw Haw, never hesi-

tates to stick his knife into the

British. Employing the broadest
stage variety of the Oxford 'dialect,'

his digs are from the plumbing de-
partment

Several Russian stations vie with
the propaganda blurbs of others
since that country was attacked by
the Germans, but they devote their
time to their own nationals and to
Chinese. Japanese stations in oc-
cupied Hongkew go on the air in

' Chinese, English and Japanese.

XUMA is the leading commercial
station, gets best rates and sponsors
American and British products. The
Evening Post's XMHC also Is a
Jnpney-maker, selling time as well
•s airing news notes. Briton's
North-China Daily News and Sl^ang-
bai Times, present straight news
three and four times daily, and sev-
eral American-incorporated Chi-
nese-owned department stores and
•irug stores advertise their own
wares,, interspersed -with-Chlnese^>--
tertainment and recordings. None
have hook-ups and about 1,000 miles
.is their greatest range.

Shanghai, despite the low power
stations, boasts the largest number
of air-hours of any .city in the
world, probably .400 per day. but
anyone with a short wave set tunes

at various hours of the day to
KGEI (San Francisco) or BBC (Lon-
don) to get the spot news before
cable agencies teletype It to the
newspaper offices.

IV. s. and British inwoluement in
'he Far Boat war had not yet taken

when this orticle was written.

Dr. 1. Q. to Buffalo

Dr. I. Q., half-hour quiz over NBC
red sponsored by Mars Candy, will

]
shift its originating point to Shea's

' Buffalo theatre, Buffalo, N. Y., Jan.

12.

Show recently has been coming
from the Orpheum theatre, t)es

Moines.

BOND PLEDGE

STUNT AT WYXZ

Detroit, Jan. 4.

Putting its own flourish on the

Treasury Department programs
which had plugged the sale of de-
fense stamps and bonds. Station
WXYZ here asked for. telephone
pledged on its own special broad-
cast to get a sample of the public
response to this kind of an appeal.
The result was a jam up of the
studio switchboard which, despite

lost balls, resulted in the pledging

of $158,835 following the hour pro-
gram.

Talent on the program included
Edgar A. Guest Detroit poet ' and
philosopher; Mayor Edward J. Jef-

fries; The Lone Ranger,' a 'John
Doe' typical of the masses, the St
Paul's Cathedral choir, studio or-

chestra and featured singers.

The hour-long musical and vari-

ety show plugged the idea of 'Buy
a Bond—Tonight—Right Now.' Calls

persisted two and a half hours be-

yond the regular broadcast and hun-
dreds were lost in the jam. A bulk
of the pledges came from big donors,

the ' top announcements being $50,-

000 from the Detroit Firemen's Fund
Association; $25,000 from George W.
Trendle (the broadcaster) and $10,-

000 pledges from the Detroit Fed-
eration of Musicians, Motion Picture

Operators Union and John H. King,

co-owner of the station. Latter was
driving to Detroit from his home
up-State when he caught the pro-

gram unaware that it was going to

b^ put on, stopped in a town en

route and called in his $10,000 pledge.

Giles Kavanaugh, coordinator of

defense savings, accepted th,e pledges

on behalf of the internal revenue de-

partment.

Bulk of the pledges were large

ones including $5,000 ones from pri-

vate- individuals, but upward of $16,-

000 worth came from the small con-

tributors. Carried away by his en-

thusiasm, Harry Golder, announcer

on the show, pledged $100.

KFBI Program Starts Its

11th Year of Broadcasting

Wichita, Kas., Jan. 4.

Oldest advertiser oi> radio station

KFBI, Interstate Nurseries of Ham-
burg, la., began 11th season on sta-

tion Jan. 1 with Ernest Balco, direct

ficm nuserles doing announcing as

he has done for past 10 years.

.Nurseries, sponsor -two- 16-mlnuttTjro^'

grams and two 30-minute programs

six days a week.
Hillbilly unit Is used for music on

program.
used for music on program.

Pasadena Station Ready

KPAS, newest southern California

station, sertds out its first signal

within the next two weeks. Trans-

mitter, operated by Pacific Coast

Broadcasting Co., will broadcast on

1110 kilocycles with, power of 10,000

watts.

Inaugural has been held up by be-

lated arrival of equipment

BUSINESS BOOM AND WAR CLOUDS
Australian Radio Picture in 1941 Remarkably Similar in Broad Outline

to U.S.A., Plus Competitive Advcmtage of Newsprint Shortage

By Eric Gorrick

Sydney, Dec. 15.

.
Commercial radio did well during

1941 In Australia, thanks in part to

the scarcity of newsprint stock cut-

ting down the size of dailies here as
in England. Last week's war out-
break in the Pacific cannot be reck-
oned at this writing in termis of
possible effect upon the radio boom
in 1942.'* But the commercial broad-
casters had their satisfactions and
brought new, previously elusive, ad-
vertisers Into their camp, thanks to

the war so they cannot now comi-

plain if the other side of hostilities

proves less jolly.

One big break of 1841 came from
the theatre circuits. To conserve
paper the Government arbitrarily

forbid big full i>age and halt page
splashes. In consequence the theatre
men turned to radio to exploit their

screen offerings. At the moment the
'B' stations are solidly commercial
from 6:30 to .'0:30 p.m. and finding

available time is the most vexing
pijDblem. It's a pleasure.

Of probable interest to New York
radio men is the listing 'of Stanley
Quinh, radio director of the J. Wal-
ter Thompson agency here. Current
sponsored programs of the' agency
are as.follows:

Bonnlngton's: 'Mrs. Obbs' hokum
session, 15 minutes nightly.

Kalynn: ventrlloquial . turn, 15
minutes nights.

. KeUoggl: 'Martin's Corner,' home-
folksy comedy, 15 minutes nightly.

Iievers: Lux Radio Theatre, once
weekly, and Amateur Hour, once
weekly.

Wrigley's: 'Dad and Dave,' home-
folksy comedy, 15 minutes nightly.

ADVEETISIHG SCOPE

The scope of sponsorship is well
demonstrated by this partial list of
pragrams on ' 2' UW, Sydney
(1,110 kc), operated by Albert-Doyle
on a 24 hours' service. Its list in-

cludes:
The Money Machine* (drama), Camp-

beU'a Furniture.
'March oC Time' (drama), Lorene Optical

Service.
'Theaa Old Bomea* (hiatorlcal). Rural

BajiklDff Service.
The Ifoonstone' (drama), Buttle's Gro-'

cerlea.
'TradcBmAn'a Entrance* (drama). Percll

WnshlDic Pewder.
'Phantom Dmmmet' (drama), De Wltt*a

Chemicals.*
'On llli Majesty's Service' (drama),

Peter's Ice Cream.
'Dad Si Dave' (comedy), Wrlsley'a.

'Mnrttn's. Comer* (comedy), KellocK'a
Bn^Rlcfost FoodH.
*Search for the Golden BoomeranK* (ad-

venture). Hoadley'a Gandlea.
*Double or Quits' (quiz). Palmer's Dept.

Store.
'Cookery Quiz* (quiz). Sydney City Coun-

cil.

Trial by Music* (quia), Mortimer Insect
Spray.
'World Famous Artists' (music), Daven's

Beddlnir Co.
'War of the Seaes* (qule), Mayne*a Clean-

\nK Scrvlcp.
The Blndles Acnin* (comedy). Croft's

Tailoring Co. .

Almost all of the 100 commercial
stations operating in major and
minor Australian markets reflected

employment upbeat because of mu-
nitions manufacture. The

.
populace

had extra dollars.
"

S'YSnilT STATIOHS.

Sydney, the most radio-minded
city, presents this picture:

2 GB (870 kc), airing from 6 ajn.-
11:30 p.m. Comes under the Mac-
quarie hookup, with the Denison
Newspaper Group having say-so .in

operation. Unit has a Yankee tempo
in selling material. Features serials

and holds attention with the masses.
2 UW (1,110 kc), operates 24 hours

daily. Controlled by Albert-Doyle.
Lots of sporting fpre, delves into

audience participation shows. Most-
ly local in character.

2 EY (1,020 kc), airs from 6:45

a.m.-ll p.m. Operated by Trades
Hall Labor Group. Goes in for par-
ticipation shows and sports, likewise
uses plenty of wax. Popular with
the workers.
2 SM (1,270 kc), pUys from 5:30

a.m.-ll pjn. Under direction of
Catholic Church. Rtms a kid's ses-

sion daily, plus top participation

shows. Somewhat Yankee on speed.

2 CH (1,190 kc), runs from 5:45

ajn.-11:15 pjn. Controlled by Amal-
gamated Wireless under Sir Ernest
Fisk. Bather 'English' in tempo,
airs tiptop fare of general appeal
and should go peaces in 1942.

2 U£ (950 kc),. airs from 6 a>m.-

11:30 p.m. Comes under the Denison
wing, and now on the upbeat Sports
and transcriptions.

Growth of audience participation

shows in '41 amazed . commercial
radio. Estimates had 2,000,000 visit-

ing theatres, halls and studios in

Sydney alone to attend shows run by
the commercials, with seats', in most
instances, selling from 25 cents.

Many of the shows by jprofassional

criteria were pretty poor, swinging
back to,, material that zeroed vaude
into the ashcan years ago. How-
ever, "with the radio tiurnover, what

Four New Shortwave Stations Are

Licensed By Argentine Post Office

Buenos Aires, Dec. 30.

Licenses for four new Argentine

DX stations have been granted by
the Department Correos y Tele-

grafos (Postofllce) under local regu-

lations which provide that winners
must give to the government various

transmitting units, equipment etc.

Radio Belgrano (LR 3) got the nod
to erect a 30-kw, 11-megacycle trans-

mitter in return for which it turns

over to the government six trans-

mitting units, three 250-watters, two
1,000-watters and a 2,500-watter.

Also agreed to give one hour daily

to the State on its shortwaver.

New RADES chain, operated by
Radio Splendid (LR 4), must install

a 25-liw station on the nine mc/s
band and is obligated to- deliver to

the department two transmitting

tmits, one 10/13 kw and the other

2.5 kw, complete and installed. Also

.ha.S-iP-t^UP^^J-^PeJiesir-iJaily-iulfi...-

interior concessions—the Belgrano

and Splendid outlets being centered

in B.A.—were awarded Joaquin

Lagos for a 10-kw station on 11 mc/s
in Rosario and the other to 'Com-
pania Los Andes,' which will set up
another 10-kw outlet on the 6 mc/s
band in Mendoza.

Unlike the States, DX is used here

not to hit listeners in outside cotm-

tries, but to service chain stations

in the interior and to provide listen--

Ing for radio owners located in re-

mote sections of the interior far

from any standard waver. Until

now. Radio Mundo (LR 1) has had
the only DX outlet (LRX), having

been granted the license under, simi-

lar conditions of turning over equip-

ment to the government following a
contest six years ago. Has used the
station for its web, the Bed Azul y
Blanco.

Belgrano, which also, operates a
net, Primera Cadena de Broadcast-
ings, used a neat dodge, operating
a shortwaver in Colonia, Uruguay,
across the Rio de la Plata.

Seattle Aonoiuicers In

Electrical Union, Begin

Bargaining with Bosses

\ Seattle, Jan. 4.

Announcers at KIRO, KOMO and
KJR have signed up by the Inter-

national Brotherhood of Electrical

Workers and negotiations for a con-
tract-with-the-managements- are-nn^
der way, according to lno Moen,
local IBEW business agent. Mem-
bers of the continuity department at

KOMO-KJR are also Included.

Announcers an^ continuity writ-

ers at KOL are already in the IBEW
as are the technicians and engineers
at ail Seattle stations.

AI Morey Joins Bergen
CiUcago, Ja-n. 4.

AI Morey leaves the Russel M.
Seeds agency here after almost three
years as scrlpter and writer of the
'Uncle Walter's Dog House' show.
Morey is going to the Coast to

help script the Edgar Bergen ether

palaver.

panicked their grandpapples in the
'good old days' was. often still a
panic in '41.

Theatre .nen analyze radio-thea-
tre clicks as due to money giveaway
angles, pointing out that the class ol
entertainment by itself couldn't get
over. Film men averred it was a
'murder* for radio to make a charg*
for such 'entertainment.'
Sponsorship coin handed out by

the commercials ran from half-
dollars to as high as $200 per show.
In other centres it was anything
from a bedpan to a suite of furni-
ture. Still, this type of fare at-
tracted crowds, not argument.
Most popular show on the com-

mercial airline in '^1 was 'Amateur
Hour,' run over a nation-wide hook-
up by Lever Bros., via the J. Walter
Thompson Agency, with Harry
Dearth, who came from legit ta
radio, in control. Second in favor
came the Lux Radio Theatre, like-

wise via Thompson, and with Dearth
as producer. Other favorites in-

cluded 'Radio Rockets,' 'Cooee Shop-
pers Show,' 'Headline Hits,' 'P. & A.
Parade,' Thumbs Up," "Star Parade,
'Uncle Tom's Gang, 'Razzle-Dazzle,'

'SO and Over,'^ "Youth Show.' 'Star

Night at Palm Grove,' 'Cuckoo
Court' and 'Musical Housie.'

I

U.S. SHOWS WOUID HELP
|

Australia right now is pretty
American-minded, brought about of
course, via thai Itease-iLend aid to

the nations flghtiiig Nazism.
Although Aussie radio was closed to

U.S., material in 1941 due to nix by
government on transcription imports
to conserve dollar, exdiange, never-
theless, as many radio mogiUs point

out, the reopening of a VS. wax flow
would do much 4o aid local radio
diet 'New and snappy fare, Jieard

here sometimes on DX, and pres-

ently denied inajorify of air fans,

causes much wlsttulness.

Ever since the import nix Austra-
lian radio producers, have bad a flne

time in a monopoly field.- Some
have turned out. tiptop fare; others,

not so hot from an entertainment
viewpoint, delving' -overmuch into

musty matter that fails to hold at-

tention after a few hearings.

I
wAaioiE cHMreas |

Previously, it hadlieeii po^ble for

fans to visit various studios to see.,

their favorite mikers- in operation,

and for the mechanically-minded, to

0.0. airing equipment Rules now for-

bid any unauthorized person to step

into a studio, penalty for so doing
being six months in the cooler. Sta-

tions cannot play 'request' numbers,
all programs must be set two weeks
In advance, all Jackpot sessions must
be waxed prior to airing, scripits

must be submitted to censors, no
words can be added after censor
okay, only a certain number of an-
nouncers are piennitted to read the
news from overseas, and they must
give their name b^ore each read-
ing. Definitely, Australian iiilo is

now on a wartime footing, and it's

tipped iliat other regulations -will be
dratted in '42.-

HEADACHE LOOMS

Apart from a Pacific -war, major
headache confronting commercial op-
erators in 1942 is whether the Labor
government, headed by John Ctutain
as Prime Minister, will step in and
take full control of radio in this sec-

tor. Move has been in the air for

quite a span, following the setting

up of a FarUamentafy Select Com-
mittee to probe lor the government
the inside workings of Aussie .radio.

Many Labor politicians, prior to ttie

coming to power of the Labor Party
on an overthrow of the Robert Men-
zies' United Australia Party, hinted^
that- drastic changeirwould "coirie' fii

commercial radio just as soon as

Labor had the real sayso.
Frankly, Labor doesn't 1>elieve in

monopolies. Opinion was freely ex-
pressed In many quarters during '41

that the monopoly was pretty rife In

commercial radio, hence the belief

that the present government intends
to take o^er full control of both com-
mercial and national broadcdstibg
ere '42 is very old.

Presently, politicians are saying
little on the matter, waiting ho doubt
for a full report from the P.S.C. be-
fore going into action. One network,
as far back as early '41, started un-
loading some stations from loop op-
eration as a 'protection' against com-
ing under any 'monopoly' allegation.
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Justice Department Sues in Chicago,

Seemingly Contradicting New York

Position on FCC and Networks

Washington, Jan. 4.

Seeniingly contradictory position

ol the Justice Department in the

court rowing with the national ra-

dio chains drives home to even the

most optimistic radio Industry ob-

server the deep determination on

the part o( a certain reform element

of New Dealers to break up the net-

work as now existing and bring the

entire brosdca.-iting business to heel.

The Chicago suit against RCA and

KBC conflrms-aU the -fears.

• The latest court assault is deemed
more of a harassing affair than a se-

rious attempt to apply the Sherman
anti-trust act. It all fits into the

picture described several weeks aco

when Chairman James L. Fly sug-

gestively said he didn't think the

Industry would be anxious to fl-ht

the commlsh .claims to have Juris-

diction over network-affiliate af-

fairs.

915 StatioiisiiiU.S.

Washington, Jan. 4.

Birth certificates were given

68 new radio stations during the

fiscal year 1940, the FCC stated

in its annual report recently,

bringing the numl)er of trans-

mitters to 915 by Nov. 1. Of
the latter figure, 887 were oper-

ating, the other 38 being under

construction.

Commlsh engineers estimated

over 50,000,000 receivers in use.

1941'S MOST STARTLING SUGGESTION

TO ADVERTISERS CAME FROM BRAZIL

FCC Batting Average

Washington, Jan. 4.

Perfect batting average in the

litigation league was claimed by
the FCC lawyers in annual re-

port for the fiscal year which
ended last June 30. No reverses

were suffered in cases which
were finally decided.

The Commish barristers won
12 times in the courts ot appeals,

twice in.theU. S. Supreme Court
and twice In the district courts.

At the end of the year, four tiffs,

were stJll In progress, thr^ of

them in the court ot appeals.

Irving Mansfield From

Eddie Cantor's Entonrase

Joins Fred Men Aids

From a . purely lega^ viewpoint,

the Justice Department Is playing
horse with the Federal courts and
espousing two different theories fn

two different jurisdictions. In New
York the special attorneys helping
out the FCC are contending the
Communications Act confers all the

necessary authority to promulgate
and enforce drastic commandments;
in Chicago, trust-busters are ac-

knowledging in effect that, the coni-

mish had no jurisdiction to lay down
its stringent regulations. The Chi-
cago suit is tacit agreement with the
position taken' in New York by NBC
and CBS—that the proper way to

move against the industry is through
a Sherman act complaint, not by
grabbing questionable powers and
laying down arbitrary ' standards.

Whether the special. New York
three-judge coiirt will sit idle and
let the trust-busters press a flaiik

attack Is one of the most intriguing
questions. By starting a new action

while one piece ot litigation is

pending, the Justice Departrhent has
taken a step which Implies distrust

ot the New York jurists and, some
think, might be considered extreme-
ly disrespectful. While it is, of

course, possible some understanding
may ' be reached to drop the New
York action, this Is not thought like-

ly in view ot th^ p6uhd-of-flesh at-

titude of the FCC majority. If the
justice crew insists on fighting both
the New York and Chicago battles

at the ~ same moment, the industry
may plead with the courts to help
lighten the load.

Selection ot . Chicago as the site

for the Sherman Act case is a direct
defiance of Senior .judge John C.
Knox ot New York. Months ago he
warned the Justice Department not
to bring any lAore anti-trust actions
in his court, because of the voltune
of work, and the handling of the

-industi3i>conunish-tiff3-is-an jmpU>L
cation he feels the broadcasters are
entitled to a final adjudication of the
question about FCC authority.

Fred Allen show (Buchanan

agency) has taken the third Eddie

Cantor (Bristol-Myers) staffer over,

with Irving Mansfield now doing

special' exploitation for the Texaco

program. Both comics oppose each
|

other on the same night, Allen run-

ing an hour against Cantor's 30 min-
utes. The agency's interest lies in

the G. A. B. ratings.

Vic Knight, who formerly pro-
duced the Cantor show, teed off this

season as Allen's producer. (Bob
Welch produces for Cantor ' now.)
Later Sidney Fields, one of the Can-
tor gagmen was added to Allen's

corps ot comedy
,
scrlpters, but he

went off the show with last week's
broadcast Mansfield joined this

week. In turn. Cantor's Harry Von
Zell was originally with . Allen sea-

sons ago.

DINAH SHORE
On the air for Bristol-Myers with

Eddie Cantor every Wednesday at

9 P.M., EST. NBC Red Network,
Coast-to-Coast and then again
"Songs by Dinah Shore" each Sun-
day at 9:45 P.M., EST, via NBC-
Blue, Coast-to-Coast.

Currently: Record breaklnB Per-
sonal appearance at the Paramount,
New York.

Exclusive Victor Bluebird Re
cordlnB Artist.

The recently announced policy ot the Estado de Sao Paulo, Brazillaa
Government controlled newspaper, ot deciding the justification of ad-
vertisers changing agencies without good reason or the consent of the
agency was applauded yesterday by J. RusseU Klerman ot Frank
Kierman & Co.

"That newspaper's decision to protect advertising agencies from the
tmjustifled shifting ot accounts, while drastic, tocuses attention upon
a problem that needs solution In this country.' Mr. Kierman said. "I

believe newspapers here might well consider some means of pro-
tecting agencies from the unw'airranted loss ot accounts which they,

'

have capably serviced.'

Wcu> York Timet
Nov. 25, 1841

NBC Continues With Separation

Of BlueJiU Hold Chicago Huddle

With Stations Despite D. J. Suit

Holbrook Joins The Bine
Charles S. Holbrook, is the latest'

addition to the NBC-Blue ^ales staff.

He Comes from the magazine pub-
lishing field.

KNOB, Omaha, to Start

Omaha, Jan. 4.

Omaha's newest station KNOB Is

almost ready to go on the air. Ernest

Bader is general manager while

Jimmy Ferris, formerly with KOIL's

continuity department and now with

the Union Pacific Railroad will be

commercial manager, according to

present indications. The station goes

into the field with 250 watts' power

and its spot on the dial will be 1940.

Foster May In Goatemala
Omaha, Jan. 4.

Foster May, announcer of WOW,
Omaha, is In Guatemala at present
making transcriptions tor a local

coffee! Importing house, Paxton &
Gallagher (Butternut Coffee). DI^cs
are being used currently as color in

preparation for May's new series of

'Man On the Street' broadcasts.

Last year's client tor this program
wa^ Chevrolet

Hlnmbling a Vice That

Spreads bto Writing;

Radio Hope of the Fntnre

Detroit, ]Tan. 4.

There's too much sloppy English

being spoken and written In the

Unlfed States, but radio may yet

save the day. That was the Idea ot

Dean W. W. Whltehouse, of Wayne
University, who. In an address to

the National Association ot Speech

Teachers, found Americans given to

too much lingual laziness which

eventually would distort words out

ot their present pronunciations.

What's more, the same slopplness
had spread to writing because ot the
number ot scrlpters today who write
'lingually,' probably mimibling as

they go.

However, precision ot pronuncia-
tion and enunciation as heard over
the .American radio stations may 'ac-

complish a great deal in counteract-
ing the present slip-shod method of

speaking, Prof. Whltehouse pre-
dicted.

RADIO HEADLINES OF

IN 1941

WHBQ's Stress on News
Memphis, Jan. 4,

WHBQ is emphasizing newscasts
withpurchase ot INS wire. Station
has long been heavy on sports

events, particularly football and
baseball under Coca-Cola sponsor-
ship, but hitherto laid off spot news
coverage.

Will give news 'Every hour ,on the

hour.' Periods to range from three

. to 15 minutes, some qwnsored, some
.fustaining.

JANUARY
'ARNOLD GROWLS AT RADIO'
'GRINGO-HATERS RAP NBC

FEBRUARY
'ASCXP YIELDS TO REFORMS'
•QUICK AIR PEACE UNLIKELY'
'QUIZ SHOWS IN C. A. B. SLUMP
'MBS BUILDS OWN SERIALS'
'WRITERS' GUILD SETS PACT*

MARCH
'MUTUAL SIGHTS RAINBOW'
'FRANQSCO SUMS UP TRIP'

APRIL
•GENERAL FOODS TOPS C.A. B.'
"UNUKE AXIS'—RADIO IDEAL'
'RADIO ADS IN LATIN PAPERS'
'RADIO TO SELL WAR BONDS'

MAY

'NOT-SO-CLEAR CHANNELS'
'QUIZ SHOWS OUT, ACTORS IN*
'SUDDEN RADIO TAX SOCK'
'WLW ASKS 650,000 WATTS'

'IGLOO BOOM HELPS SEATTLE'
"COMPROMISE' SAYS WHEELER'

AUGUST
"CLAIM-ALL' SURVEYS CORNY'
'POLITICOS BAIT PIX, RADIO'

'THREE WEBS MEET FLY AGAIN'
'WHO GETS WHAT FROM FLY V

SEPTEMBER
'O'DANIEL'S NEW BISCUITS'

•WEBS NOW SABOTAGE-WARY'

OCTOBER
•NBC OKAYS DISCS ON WEB'
•CHURCH-EV-POUTICS ISSUE'
•MUTUAL-NBC BEER BRAWL'

'TACKLE D. C. AIR PRIORITIES'
'TOWN' HALL'S SELF-CLINIC
'MILLER CHALLENGES FLY'
'NIGHT SHOW COSTS DOWN'

JUNE
'FLY A FORMIDABLE FIGHTER'
'ASCAP SAYS CBS 'INSINCERE'

'

'AZCARRAGA ON BORDER'
'PUBUC IS SATISFIED—PALEY*
'U. S. BONDS AS ACTORS' PAY'

JULY
•AD AGENCIES PLEAD FOR 2%'

NOVEMBER
'ADMEN NOW WAR-RIINDED'

'SANDERS BILL TO DRAW FIRE'
'CHECK AXIS AIR 'OMISSIONS"
'ADMEN NIX ADLIB AD COPY'
'NBC DISCS FOR SCHOOLS'

DECEMBER
WEBS 8107,500,000 YEAR'

'SLAP-THE-JAPS BOND DRIVE'
'WEBS WARY OF WAR FICTION
'WOODS, KOBAK HEAD BLUE'
'IMMEDIATE OUTLOOK OKAY'
'KEEP COOL AND PLAY BALL'

NBC will proceed with the setting

up ot the Blue as a separate operat-
ing upit and hold t'.'.a scheduled
meeting In Chicago of Blue Network
affiliates Jan. 15, despite the anti-
trust suit which the U. S. department
of justice filed againsli NBC and
CBS in the same town last Wednes-
day (31). NBC figures that the di-

vorcement steps that It has taken
with the Blue cover In part the vetj
things that the Government's com-
plaint seeks to accomplish.. The lni<

pression at NBC is that Thiirman Ai<

nbld, assistant U. S. attorney gen-

eral, is -mainly desirous of getting

the indicted webs to accept a con-

sent decree, and It' was said that the

position taken In either quarter that

there wilt be no yielding on that de-

sign so long as a decree would re-

quire the networks to give up tfit

practice ot optioning time on affil-

iated stations.

Action on the filing of incorpora-

tion tor the Blue in Albany will

come the latter part of. this week.

Suggestions tor a new tag for ihei

net\york now totals 20-odd. The Blue'-

wilt operate as a subsidiary directly

ot RCA until a buyer for the net-

work comes along. The Government
in its . suit asks that a receiver be

appointed tor the same purpose.

There are no Indications when tht

Mutual Network will file its owi

triple damage action against NBC.

The . papers In this proposed litiga-

tion have been in the works for

several weeks.

Nalore- of Suits

Chicago, Jaa 1
The two civil suits which the De-

partment ot Justice filed against

NBC and CBS this week is intended

to break up alleged monopolistic

practices and restrain the networks

from engaging In practices with the

affiliates which, the Government
claims, gives the webs virtual con-

trol of these stations' facilities. The

action against NBC also names RCA,

David Sarnoff, Niles Trammell, Wil-

liam S. Hedges, Mark Woods' and

George Engles, former v.p. in charge

of the NBC Artists Service. Named
In the CBS suit arc William S. Paley.

Edward Klauber, and Herbert Aker-

berg.

The complaint contends that the

two webs by use of exclusive con-

tracts control the broadcast time of

268 of the 800. commercial outlets In

the country and 50 out of the 52 clear

channels. The Government demands

that every affiliated station be per-

mitted to make its own choice of

network, and attacks the right of

NBC to operate two networks. Tn^

complaint states that there are «
cities having populations of 500,000

or over where NBC and CBS have

exclusively contracted outlets, bar-

ring any other network from obtain-

ing release ot its programs. The

justice department wants a receiver

named ..tox_i]l itatipns owned W
CBS in towns where there a"re~few»

than four stations' of comparable

merit, so that they may be sold

Is also alleged by the GovernmcM.

that the networks' practice of get-

ting opUoned time from sUtions

served to give NBC and CBS a mo-

nopolistic control of these stat ons

and to put the networks in a position

ot throttling competition.

Detroit—Two members of WXVZ
staff have newly joined the scrvicfc

Hugh Holder, announcer, jomed tne

marines and Fred Frye, soundman,

became an Air Corps • cadet. B""

Morgan has joined the station s an-

nouncing staff.

It
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PERFORMERS VERSUS ANNOUNCERS
Home Town Programs

The Rocky Mountam Radio Council

Created 367 Different Shows in Year

By Robert B. Hudson

*Uiiprofessionalism'onNewYork's
Ail-Night Stations Often Points

Up the Difference

By 20 Winks

Bobert B. Hadion

Denver, Jen, 4,

As America goes to war, perhaps no radio organization in

the country is in a stronger, position for serving the people

of its region in building and maintaining civilian morale than

Is the Roclty Mountain Badio Council. Since its organization

two years ago, the Rocky Mountain

Council has made great strides in devel-

oping the broadcasting resources of its

region. In times of peace it has brought

to the people of the Rocky Mountains

the views of their own educational and

civic leaders on economic, social and

political questions; it has reported to

them on the advances in the sciences

and the arts, and it has reviewed for

them history and philosophy, and it

has examined with them the culture

which they have created.
. „ ., ,„ .,

In time of war the Rocky Mountain Council will continue

to help the people of this region do these things for them-

selves. We will depend on the Government for information

regarding the prosecution of the war and for Instructions

with reference to our part ih it; we will depend on natlon-

wide radio networks to bring us news and Inspiration and

relief; tut we will depend upon ourselves lor "the solid stuff

of which morale i£ made. The highest civilian morale has

Its anchorage in the customs and the tents and the folkways

of everyday life. Our broadcasters will stem out of those

things—agriculture, agronomy, and home economics; parent

education, child guidance, and juvenile problems; local and

state governmental services and expenditures; early, western

history; strategic minerals and metallurgy; literature; psy-

chology; music; biography; vocational guidance and Industrial

training; Interpretation of the repercussions of the war on

this region and on American Institutions; consumer problems

and taxes; and other matters which are important to"lndi-
' vidual citizens In a democracy at war.

SERVES 20 STATIOirS

The Rocky Mountain Radio Council, the 20 commercial

radio stations which it serves, and the leadership of this re-

gion arc prepared against this ddy. The extent to which they
'

are prepared is in part Indicated by the work of the Radio

Council during the past year. High points in that work are

given here.

An imposing statistical breakdown showing the importance

of Council broadcasts In the regional airways has just been

Issued. During the past year (August, 1940, to August, 1941),

the total number, of broadcasts over 19 stations in Colorado

and Wyoming totaled 1,909. These represented 367 different

programs, many of which were broadcast over three to nine

stations. Total air time for these programs represented 447

hours, which computed at station rates is valued at $41,900.

The broadcasts were made for 31 civic and educational or-

ganizations. Their programming costs equalled the alr-tlme

value.

Equally signiflcant are the carefully tabulated reports on
listening audiences.

^

A University of Denver program, 'Let's Look at Latin

America,' was measured through a coincidental telephone

survey in Alamosa, Colorado, during Its run on KGIW,
Alamosa. Broadcast at an early evening hour, the program
attracted 36.4% of all persons in Alamosa then listening to

radio—a total equivalent to 12.7% of the population of the

city. The same program when measured in Durango, Colo-

ra( during its run on KIUP, Durango, drew 85.7% of those

persons then listening to radio, or 11.7% of the population

for a' late afternoon broadcast.

POPDIAB
' A Colorado State Board for Vocational Education program,
"Betwixt and Between,' was likfiwise measured, in Grand
Junction, Colorado, during its run on KFXJ, Grand Junction,

and was shown to have 89.7% of a Sunday afternoon audi-

ence then listening to radio, or 27.4% of the total population

of Grand Junction.
A University of Colorado program, 'History in the Making,'

currently. broadcast from KVOD, Denver, was measured in

the city of Denver by interview and printed roster method
applied to a random sample; 12.4% of the respondents re-

ported that they listened 'often' to this program, and 25.4%
of the .respondents listened 'sometimes.' It is interesting to

note that most Council broadcasts have larger audiences in

all parts of the region than do network public service fea-

tures which are released in this area.

Council organizations and staff members feel that a great
deal of this large listening audience is' attracted to the pro-
grams because they are made interesting and '

vital. No
pedantic rules are drawn to separate educational broadcast-
ing from good sho^^manship. Talk programs are designed
lor radio—not for the classroom—and whenever necessary
are pointed by the use ol other techniques, including dra-

matic introductions, music, sound. The best talent the region

affords participates in tlie'talk, forum, and round-table pro-
- -grams;- -Variety-is-constantly-maintainedi - --

All types of dramatic programs are to be found in -Council

broadcasts, and form an important part of the total. When-
ever radio drama best expresses the subject matter, it is

used—again drawing upon the top talent of the region. For
example, among the programs of the past season were eight

weeks of historical drama covering 400 years of Jesuit his-

tory; a serifes of adolescent problem comedies; six weeks of

dramatized vocational guidance; a series showing the influ-

ence of woman in Rocky Mountain endeavor.
Strictly experimental techniques in drama and other forms

of presentation are worked out by the staff and aired if found
successful. For example, a forthcoming series on legendary
heroes of America will make use of a number ol untried

devices. A series designed to be broadcast into schools uses

several- unusual combinations to explain consumer problems.

Regional history, long neglected on the air, is finding eager
listeners when presented in dramatic form.
One of the most interesting aspects of the Council plan is

Listening to New York's all-night stations during 1941
points up as far as 'Variety' Is concerned one fact and
a theory. . The fact is the unprofessionalism of the annoiincers
in charge of the programs; the theory (and 'Variety' may be
all alone on it) is that any all-night audience consists of two
factions, those in pajamas and 'those in overalls.

The size of this audience remains anyone's guess. WOR,
In sales promotion literature, rates late hour listeners as 4%
of Greater New York's normal radio circulation—and their
estimate. is probably as good as yours or ours. But there can
be no guesswork about the unprofessionalism of the an-
nouncers. ' They are, and evidently always will be, an-
nouncers rather than performers. There's a difference. But
some of the announcers are much better than others, and
unquestionably develop a following. It is also true that some
are limited by station policy.

AT THESE PRICES
'Variety' marks the difference between an announcer and a

performer as follows: An announcer (on all-night shows) is

one who may announce phonograph records, handle commer-
cials, read news bulletins, and sometimes interviews. A per-
former is one who does all that plus being able to tell a gag,

play straight; sing a song in a pinch, and ad lib when neces-

sary with a definite nlmblehess of tongue. But where are
you going to find a guy like that at four o'clock in the morn-
ing? That's it Evidently hot on all-night programs and at

present prices. Last winter one New York station had a
performer in charge of its all-night program for three months.
"Variety' thought he did a good job. In those three months
he never picked up a commercial. ' The station finally told

him to pack; and threw the all-night idea out the door after

him.

The following stations are those which run beyond 2 a.m.:

WOR: Joined the clock 'round group last spring and im-
mediately became the clean-up hitter of the bunch. - This
was not only because of its 50,000-power, but also due to its

enterpriser The station really started after a night-time
audience to the extent ol adding a pop tune playing pianist^.

Cy Walter, to the program. Walter does 15 minutes (3:30-

3:45 a.m.) on each of six nights, and apparently has been
well received. He presumably is the only 'in person' talent

on any all-night show anywhere in the land.. Jerry Law-
rence, one of'-WOR's regular announcers earlier in the eve-
ning, becomes 'The Man in the Moon' at 2 a.m. and carries

-through until 5:30. Lawrence has done a good job on his

program, showing Initiative, enthusiasm for the spot, and a
determination to find out if a late hour show can get some-
where. No other Manhattan station approaches this one for

. either imagination or effort in the small hours', Lawrence
.

' acept£.mail and telegraphic disc requests. No phone calls.

WNEV^: The 'Milkman's Matinee' In charge of Stan Shaw
for six years and, perhaps, the best known of tl]e all-night

programs. Station has used full-page ads in New York
dailies to call attention to Shaw and not without effect. 'But

it's a routine course Shaw follows night after night. Just
telegraphic record requests (no phone calls accepted) with
Shaw seemingly never at a- loss-for-telegrams; so much so it

makes the listener wonder once in a while. Shaw is one of

the pure-dicUon, pear-toned boys who is not allergic to his

own voice; hence, he talks much too much, fancies himself

as a boxing expert, and handles interviews badly. Other than
these interviews, mostly with band leaders, and oc(^asionaI

comment on fights at the 'Garden, it's just a matter of records

and records, 99% pops, and pretty monotonous. But Shaw
can point to bis length of service and list of commercials as

the people's choice.

WEN PLANS OBSCURE
WHN: As this is written station is now newly become a

50,000-walter with late hour program plans, if any, not

known. For the preceding 10 months WHN has merely
played popular records from 1 to 3, accepting no requests,

with a penchant for the world's noisiest selections. ' From
midnight to 1 a.m. the station has a program titled 'Music to

Read By.' This soft music period has never been extended,

even as an experiment, to see what would- happen.

WAAT: Accepts phone calls and reads news bulletins.

Otherwise, straight records. Has had a series .of announcers

with nothing much to comment upon at any time. Goes
around the clock.

WEVD: A 1,000-waiter, no ASCAP license and with Its

all-night program in charge of a pretty consistently inept

announcer, David Niles. How, or why, it competes with the

other stations at these hours is a puzzle, but it does, ,it has,

and can boast of two or three commercials on this stretch.

The station signs off at 4 a.m., prior to which time it accepts

disc requests by phone, mail, telegraph, and judging irom
what sometimes goes on in the studio amongst Niles and his

helpers, you might get results if you stopped on the sidewalk

and hollered up at a WEVD window. Niles Is amateurish in

both attitude and deportment before the mike an ° upon oc-

casion has also- displayed a woeful lack of judgment. Niles

apparently wasn't even aware that for weeks h . had the air

over Greater New York to himself every Sunday night from
3 to 4 a.m. It waj^nally pointed out.lo.JunilnLlKint, jnd-.

—wKat 'dia'He'a'o'about'it?' Nothing. So WEVD can say that

it once had New York all to itself. It's not so any longer, but

it's still got Niles.

the cooperation offered by the broadcasters of the region,

who not only give unlimited lime to the productions, but

often ask for additional programs which for one reason or

another have not yet been made available to them.

Finally, one of the most important strides has been made
toward bettering the quality of productions through the use

of remote broadcasts by direct wire to Denver statlq;is from
the Eugene Field studios of the Council. Rehearsals and
broadcasts are consequently accomplished without shifting

studios, sound equipment, engineers, etc. All dramatic pro-

grams utilize this convenience, which also has the advantage
of making possible the cutting of transcriptions f&r 'live' pro-

grams not using the Council studios, directly from the st-

tions originating them.

Styles in Spieling

Present ^Conversational' Tone Opposite

to the Old Tunch' Delivery

By Spencer Bentley
(Stage and radio actor, announcer and

itetusreel narrator)

Recent developments in the radio art of selling merchandise
have impressed me. Perhaps the most apparent development
lately is a decided growth in the popularity of 'conversa-
tional' announcers. These boys give the impression that

sr^ they're informal visitors in the radio
^owner's home—like they 'had come in

11 and had sat down for a friendly chat

—

|| about what the sponsor has to offer.
SThe old type brush or vacuum cleaner

^li salesmen, who visited the housewife at
llfiher home or apartment, no longer

ligi sounds off with a bombastic arrange-
Jlpsment of high-sounding words. Instead,

?f^}lt's the informative, clear-spoken but
i
informal salesman who gets the sales.

- Which makes this development on radio
Spencer B«ntier shows all the more logical

These 'conversational' type announcers apparently are getting
the results on products because, I understand, sponsors are be-
ginning to veer in their direction. This is the opposite to the
'punch' announcer who comes down hard on certain words and
phrases. Some years back .'punching' grew until it became a
continuous blast, often with the announcer almost yelling
the whole commercial Some agencies still Insist on having
this sort, of announcing, figuring that it is the super way to
sell merchandise. There probably always will be some de-
mand for this yelling because there'll always be sponsors who
feel that their sales message must be screamed acrosis.

- Just before this latest swing to the 'conversational' an-
nouncer, the industry witnessed another flareup ol the sing-
ing commercial. Copy was fitted to a modem tune, and the
.spieler then told he was Jolson. Some of the results were
pretly terrible.

The announcer Is an outgrowth of the first days of radio
when the salesman went on the air and announced the prod-
uct because he previously had sold the time to a ^onsor.
Along about 1928 or 1929, the radio business became con-
scious of the need 61 having a good- announcer.: Diction
awards were offered to- encourage pear-shaped vowels on the
radio. The diction prizes were dropped .like a hot potato
during the '30's because announcers began to love the 'beauty*
of "their voices.

In their place rose the punch-Une announcer and now •
swing over to the more 'conversational' breed ol product
salesman. Perhaps the ideal development in the cojnlng
years will be the calm, inlormal announcer who is able to

;

cash in doubly when he does punch up a liiie—but who keeps
his voice fairly much t'> normal speaking levels for tte most
part.

Respectable At Last
B^ Sydney Moseley

- (Guaranteed Not to Bi a British Agent)

The Japs made, I fancy, a respectable man ol me. I had
been broadcasting some two years over WMCA, New York,
but there was always a hint ol something rather darkly
cunning about me. People kept saying that I was a British
agent Sly chaps, those British
secret agents.

• Of course this was nonsense. I should
hpve loved to be a British agent but I
really don't know how to go about be-
coming one. I have a whole trunklul
ol letters Irom officials In London in-
reply to letters I 'wrote them all of
which prove that I definitely don't
know the right people in my own coun-
try. I thought I did and went about,
for years complacently convinced that
I was a well-acquainted journalist.

But who am I to argue with a truokful ol letters giving me,
with lovely British suavity, what I believed you Americana
call 'the brushoff.'

And so on Dec. 7 a wrongly.-suspected-to-be-a-Brltish agent
newscaster became an ally, and therefore respectable. No
longer the wily propagandist. In this sudden change ot
character I was formally requested by WMCA's program

> director, Walter Craig, to dress up in a costume and white
whiskers and play Santa Claus for the staff's Christmas
party. If I only was a British agent (and I did try) my
debut as Santa Claus would make a piquant chapter. It
will still make a chapter, for of course I £hall eventually
expose myself and American radio alter the war. Why
should I be an exception?
What is propagandaJinyhow? J.tg_what.the.Jithet_lellow

'saysTTIaving inaHeThe' grade from Peace to Pearl Harbor
as the only Britisher to break through America's defenses
of caution, fear or indifference I have my little prides even
if I was picked for Santa Claus more for my figure than my
lovable personality. I predicted the Russian staying power
against the Nazis. So you see I am not only respectable,
but I have bjrsts of prophecy.
The dawn- of my respectability, apart from the Japs and

Walter Craig's casting me in the star role for his Yuletide
gambols, was implicit In my attracting, of all things, an
advertising sponsor. Money, you know. After all these
years on WMCA, I am now being paid. You need not tell

me, I know it's sensational. My agent, Lillian Okun, stlU
doesn't quite believe it,

Strauss Stores has the honor of being the first American
sponsor of a psuedo-British agent. And without my com-
plying with the condition long advocated by WMCA sakes-
man, Wilbur Stark, when he told me 'I can get you a dozen
sponsors the moment you take out your citkenship papers.'
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Nazi Influence Recedes in Argentine

But New Rules Requiring 'Native Bom Argentines'

In Radio Helps Those of German Descent

By RAT JOSEPHS

Buenos Aires, Dec. 25.

The continuous debate as to what

Is best for hemispheric radio rela-

tionships, shortwave alone or short-

wave linked to native re-transmis-

sions on longwave station, wiU not

be ended in these paragraphs. The

whole subject Is in play like a loot-

ball between well matched sides and

the ultimate score cannot be guessed.

It is perhaps a little less vague this

December than last when a detailed

analysis was written by this 'Variety'

reporter.

Yankee radio men who have vis-

ited Buenos Aires include, among

others, William S. Paley, Edmund

Chester, Paul White, John Hoyal,

Don Francisco, Donald Withycomb.

Their coming and their groundwork

are significant. The fruit, however,

is delayed, like apple orchards that

do not yield the first years. Insur-

mountable technical difTicultlK and

war priorities, not to menUon eco-

nomics and native poUUcs, forced

CBS to forego its original starting

date for its hemispheric network.

Nobody knows at this end when it

may begin operations.

(Nor in New York.—Ed.).

Perhaps the most significant de-

velopments in the shortwave situa-

tion as viewed down here are these:

PakUdty: Shortwave programs

were a secret The United States

has now moved to provide announce-

ments giving the time, the dial posi-

tion and the content of programs.

Uallings go out from some South

American cities and other mailings

are from tte UJ5.A. Newspaper and

magazine advertisements have also

flooded their spotlights on the sub-

ject Thus it-i» less of a secret to

the man in the street that he- can, U
the owner of a shortwave receiver,

tune in Uncle Sam'.s transmissions.

rraciaas: Shortwave programs

are better. The more glarinff Idnd

of ignorance of Latin custom Is db-
appealing. But there Temain- grave

dangers of boomeianging. Heavy-

handed e&orts to make a -good im-

pression, especially as regards ex-

port-and import trade, which is deli-

cately controvet&lal. MSaaln dttigtf^

ous. Particularly for the Argentine

, and' Peru.
"

News: This Is the best short-

wave contribution of the Yanquis,
' but it must not be forgotten that the

. very AP and UP material that is

broadcast by DX from the United
States Is now avalloUe, almost ver-

batim; through South American
nenspapeis and stations.
' NBC web, ntuch John Koyal
Jacked up during..a tour this year,

has increased the number of pro-

grams -xe-tEansmitted on Soutb'

American stations but they're still

not asrgreat in total as the number
put on by the British. .

XHE AHOIERCE ?

Be -transmitted programs, assum-

ing Latin stations are willing to take

them, and further assuming that

they're .especially slanted for special

listening groups, constitute the only

answer to the 'problem of getting,

mass listeners in Latin-America's it's

generally felt here. The more
dreamy-eyed estimate the -number of
receivers of all kinds In Latin-

America as tmder 5,000,000. If there

are 2,000,000 capable of getting

short-wave, it's a lot Stacked up,

therefore, against Latin-America's

100,000,000 population, it's obvious
that DX, in itself, can never, no mat-

ter how good it becomes,' directly af-

lect any great number^f ._.South

"Aniencan minds.
Argentine stations—and there are

more radios in the pampa republic

than in all the rest of latin-Amerl
can put togethei^ound that listen-

ers in the gaucho territory simply
don't listen to DX and that those

who do are mainly foreigners or a
cert^ percentage of the wealthier

dass who like to tune spedflc pro-
pams. Density of listening as in the

U> S. is in the big cities, where tun-

ing Jn short-wave is difficult

Technical improvements In U. S.

ttatiqn have been noticeable from
this end. Kec^tlon Is generally
better. Iiondon and Berlin are also

I

broadcasting simultaneously on six

or seven' frequencies and the Axis

has been farther complicating the

picture by frequently jamming U. S.

programs. There's been talk that

Uncle Sam might hit back at this

but so far it hasn't been noticeable.

jsnm.AB. TO TTS.A.

Radio advertising business has

been good here through IMl despite

war-created scarcities that put some
automobile dealers, (o. example, in

the position of selling repairs and

service over the air rather than new
cars, which were unavailable.

Naturally the bigges: users of radio

advertising during 1941 were firms

not dependent upon Europe or the

United States lor merchandise.

Argentine has -42 longwave sta-

tions and 10 shortwave. It operates

very similarly to the U. S. in radio

advertising . save that there are no
arbitrary restraints upon the amount
of sales copy. No Yanqui would
complain of gabby commercials if'

be could hear 'em as boomed out

down here.

U.S. ACcouirrs

A 'Variety' check of leading U. S.

advertisers employing local air time-

shows how extensive use of radio

has become in the past year. Firms
include RCA Victor, General Motors,

Kraft Cheese, West India Oil. Toddy,
Hinds Cream, Ipana, Kolynos, West-
inghouse, MobiloU. Palmolive, Gil-

ette. Pal, Lux, Scott's Emulsion,
Parker Pills, Sydney Ross, Eno's,

'Vldcs Vapo-Rub, Dr. ScholI, Orange
Crtish, Philco and Tootal.

Effort to get more U. S. adver-
tisers on the air down here has the
blessing of the Rockefeller Commit-
tee in New York. Special trip some
months ago of Donald Withycomb,
assistant to N. H. Ayleworth, head
of the Radio Division of the Co-
ordinators Office, was in line with
this Idea. Esso reporter programs
with UP news have been set for.

important networks in Argaitlna,
Chile and <]ther S. A. - countries and
other programs: which both sell

goods and help get across the U: S.

pro-democratic point of view have
also been started this year.

Dramatization of films for' radio
serialization also has. jumped lip.

RKO's 'Kitty Foyle' and 20ifa's 'Bloo4
and Sand' were among the most
popular programs in Argentina. FUm
outfits turn over copy of the script
for local adapting and program is

sold to a commercial sponsor. Tilm
^mpanies fignred~tneTe 'MtiiUoh of
the pioture will help at the b.o. and
they found their hunch correct es-
pecially in the nabe houses.
While local stations have been

more than willing to take Yanqui
advertising pesos, there's been more
than a hint of aiiti-U. S. feeling in
some of the new lules governing
radio put in effect during 1941
Effect of some of these still too early
to determine. But -Dr. Horacio
Blvarola, chief of Correos y ITele-

grafos (Postoffice) and his radio
head Adolfo Cosentino seem ' defi-

nitely inclined to extend federal
control and at the same time, squeeze
out too much 'foreign influence.'

SULES FAVOE 5AZIS T

In setting up rules, governing the
-new radio Splendid chain (RADES)
they held that ttie majority of share-
holders must be native-born Argen-
tines; that the president and execu-
tive officers must be native Argen-
tines exclusively, and tliat special
dispensation must be obtained for
importing foreign technicians. Ob-
servers pointing out that such
nationalistic rules have, in other
cases, always been followed by in-

creasingly higher waUs against out-
siders, feel that It won't be long
before anyone from overseas wtfi

have no chance in local radio;
hemispheric solidarity, notwithstand-
ing.

Radio-Argentino,--(IjR-2;)-also~BB-
nounced late in the year that from
now on It intended to concentrate
only on Argentine artists, ruling out
foreign artists who have been the
big money getters in past seasons.
Belgrano (LR 3) and- its CBS tieup
also drew fire and a move- which
would prohibit re-transmission of
commercial' programs from outside
the country Is known to be drafted
even though not yet presented. *

Nazi 'suggestlonsT is seen in.some
of these moves although Ifs hard to
put a linger on them. Nazis have
only one B. A. station that's out-
wardly pro-Axis <RaiDa CaDao) and
during the past year It was ruled on

I M M M M > I > I »

WHAT SHORTWAVE

PROGRAMS NEED
>»»<»»MMMM > MM »<

The best available 'constructive

criticism' of United States efforts to

make a hit by shortwave radio indi-

cates that, as regards South America,

these further steps are in order:

1. More accurocv in proorom

listings and wider publication or

distribution of same. It is not

knoum tDhcther use oj cable cor-

rections is ieasible.

2. Afore iiidiwidtializinff of pro-

pram content to the nation aimed

at, less bulking tosether of all

Latins os if no nationalistic

characteristics existed.

3. President. Roosevelt cannot

speak o/teii enough, but a roto-

tion of yirst Tonk American
statesmen and men of unioer-

s a 1 1 V recognized distinction

would ylt>e out shorttooue pro- •

grams that 'name' ualue they

nou» lack.

4. The continued /ailure of

most of the eiecutities in charge

of V. S. shoTtvoaue to speak

either Spanish or Portuguese is

a disadvantage.' A few Yanqui
execs 'taiking their oum lingo

mould do lots of good. It is true

that some NorteOTnericano busi-

ness men take the position that

to speak bad Spanish or bad
Portuguese is of little advantage,

and excuse themselves altogether

from the effort on tliat account
Nevertheless, there is ample reo-

son to belieue Latins in general

uiovld value the courtesy of an
attempt, since Yanks do Tiot hesi-

tate to expect on acquaintance,

however faulty, with Ehglish.

CFCF.MONTREAL

FIRST WmiT
SIGNAL?

By HOBI KBUSBEN
Claims to the origination of the

"V for Victory* campaign have been
numerous during the past year. First

news report of such a plan anent a
radio program' calleif 'Thought Bar-
rage' was printed in "Variety* on
July 17,. 1940, approximately ' 18

months ago. "nils was followed with
a review in "Variety' Aug. 21, IMO,
whldi stated. In part, that the pro,-

grdttC'Opens ' with a' sharp, staccato

wireless flash spelling the word
•Victory' in Morse code,'

This program, which always ended
with words "Think and talk Victory,'

was originated on a 500-watt Mont-
real station and first brought pro-
tests from ' listeners that the cam
paign was meaningless and could not
become effective to any great extent
James A. Shaw, World War I vet

and former legit actor, now man-
ager of station CFCF, originated the
program and delivered the talks.

The "V for Victory' idea was given
circulation through 'Variety' and
short wave station CFCX, part of the
station .CFCF setup controlled fay the
Canadian Marconi Company. No re-
port on the 'Victoiy* thought had
previously been given currency in
print as far as Has been shown any-
where.

1941 Saw F-M Go Commercial

Cooperative Network Formed with Jack Latham

From American Tobacco to Head It

ISCOOO F-M Sets

. Chicago, Jan. 4.

The progress of frequency

modulation as measured by sale

of receiving sets, to the public

was moderately encouraging in

1041. Perhaps 180,000 sets are

now owned throughout the- na-

tion.

New' York has an estimated

33,000 sets, Chicago Is 'second

with 19,000, of which number
5,000 were retailed In November
alone under considerable bally-

hoo pressure here from parties

at interest.

Through the year there came
In scattered reports from vari-

ous cities with F-M transmitters

reporting the cracking of the

Ice of sponsorship. News and

music constituted bulk of pro-

gramming.

Poem About Japs

Draws Abuse For

Pat Barnes, NBC

the air for several periods for broad-
casting Stefani and Transocean news
lield to be a 'breach of neutrality.'

Their propaganda front, however.
Is to constantly fight against all

'foreign' influence by having 'natlve-

borji Argentines' (of German de-
scent) do their fronting. Deputy A.
Rodriguez Araya (Radical Santa Fe)
has moved for - special probe on
this following the o.o. of the local
Dies Committee headed by Deputy
Raul pam.onte.Tabor^ ; :

Tmprbvem'ent of local radio has
been noticeable in other fields ' es-
pecially In the moving of a number
of B. A. federal capital stations to
the Interior. Idea has long been a
fave with Postmaster Rivarola and
Splendid Chain is the direct result.

Stations whicl" moved include Radio'
Sarmlento CLR 8) to Bahia Blanca,
Radio Cultura (LR 10) to C!ordoba,
Radio Ultra (IS 3) to Uendoza and
Radio Stentor (LS 8) to Rosario.
Move put Splendid cwned by Cache
and Devoto, In' a class just below
Belgrano ' Yankelvlcfa-owned Primera
Cadena de Broadcasting and Mundo's
(Editorial Haynes) Bed Azul y
Blanca.

Doing a . big burn-up over Pearl

Harbor, Pat Barnes, a veteran of

the last war, stuck off a bit of

doggerel about the event and pro-

ceeded for the next week or more
to recite it on the morning show
he conducts for WEAF, New York,

under the title of 'Morning In Man-
hattan'. The first response .was

large and favorable In fan mall,

but in a few days Barnes began

to draw abusive mail from Axis
sympathizers and finally one Isola-

tionist gent located Barnes at his

home In Westchester and tele-

phonlcally showered him with

abuse and threats and obscenity.

Barnes' experience Is perhaps one
of the most significant but there

^e other reported cases of news
commenators continuing since Pearl

Harbor to receive threats and vile

language.
Couplets composed and read by

Barnes were as follows:

.Simdsy,Jlth4i/.Decemberr •

A date we tvill long remember.

When the dattardlv little Jap
With deceitful peace talk set his

trap.

And struck be/ore the sun arose
His couKtrdly and toieked blows.

Taking laughter from youthful eye*,

As he rained death from the skies.

With a Judas kiss the Japs did slay,

An old friend .that December dag.

Note the lotvly serpent in the grass

Objectt with a Jap to be classed.

But ifs not words such as these
That toiU rid the toorld of Jap

disease.

But guns, and ships, aiul planes.
Youth, dollars, muscle and brains.

To loipe from the map of civilized

man
The vile disease called Japan. .

The Rape of Radio' Not

What Title Promises;

Research, 1941' Appears

Two. new books on radio have ap
peared recently. One, 'The Rape of
Radio' by Robert West, attracted
trade attention because (1) Its title

was sensational, (2) its price, $4, was
very high tor a radio book and (3)
it promised an expose. Promised,
but did not deliver as the text
proved conservative and mild and
the literary closet bare of skeletons.
Second new radio volume is first

of an annual series. Ifs 'Radio Re-
search, 1S41.' It prominently 'bills

its editors, Frank' Stanton and Paul
Lazarsfeld.

Rodin Issued the West book; Duell.
Pearce tc Sloan the research volume
(2.50).

By Ben Bodec
It was in 1941 that Frequency

Modulation got Its first nip at the

advertiser's pbcketbook. The nip

wasn't a very big one, but It sufficed

tc sttpw the pioneering operators on
these rarlfied 'channels that their

hop^ were not childish. A network
specializing In F-M coverage has

been in business for months and both

NBC and CBS have given more than

consideration to the idea of recruit-

ing separate salesforces to sell their

local F-M facilities, but over all .

these established or contemplated
activities hangs a pall of uncertainty.

It Is the war.

By a single stroke of a pen In

Washington th6 entire progress made
by F-M commercially to date could
be obliterated. It Isn't only that

priorities can- make it toiigh for

prospective F-Mites to get equip-
ment, but there's soraetliing about
F-M that our fighting forces have a
special affinity. The frequency

'

modulated wave made a crack form
of communication ior planes and

-

tanks because of their super-dis-

tlnctiveness and reliability.

In the meantime F-M has demon-
strated its practical appeal for the
consumer. Manufacturers have be^
selling sets, combined of F-M and
A-M, In considerable quantities. The
strides on the operational front have'

in large measure been determined
by the element of seU-protectioa
Station operators, fearing that the
cropping up of F-M outlets might In

time threaten their A-M interests,

have been about the quickest to ob-

tain an A-F franchise and Install

equipment Many of these are news-
papers and thtir participation in the

new broadcasting device may be in-

fluenced by the current survey by
the Federal Communications Com-
mission Into the question of news-

paper station ownership.
T^iUmm. Joins Up

The first sales organization set up
to ^ecialize In F-M facilities was
the American Network. The debut

was in early IMl and Jack X,atham,

formerly of the Young tt Rubicam
agency and later of ttie American
Tobacco Co., was named to head up
this cooperative outfit

• Latham's first sale in F-M facili-

ties was toJttie .New .Itogland, divl-^.

5idh 'dt ' Sbcony-^araum. This con-

tract is still in effect. Later liStham

got Lever Bros, Zenith Radio,

Becker Products, the Hat Style

Council and.Socony to try a special

campaign Involving a hookup of

F-M stations. These outlets were
tied together with a signal supplied

by W2XMN, Armstrong's pioneer-

ing transmittet in Alpine. N. J., but

'

that event may be recorded as only

an experiment, since the American
Network afterwards started looking

to the installation of its own relay-

ing equipment before offiering any

more hookups. That is expected to

take place in a couple months, pro-

.

vidlng' priorities or the Army doesn't

meonwtiile intervene. Without such

relaying equipment F-M has no

alternative but to stick to spot, since

the cost of telephone llneS would be

pi'ohibitlve for- this phase of broad-

casting.

The members of the American
Networic are W43B, Boston, and
W39B, Mt WaEihIngton, N. H. (both

owned by John Shepard, 3d);

W63PH, Philadelphia; W41MM, Mt
Mitchell, N. C. (owned by WSJS,
Ashevllle); W47NV, NashvUle
(owned by WSM>; W45CM, Colum-
bus (owned by WBNS); WSIB.
Rochester (owned by WHAM);
W4SD, Detroit (owned by WWJ),
and 'W55M, Milwaukee (owned by
WTMJ). _.I]ie_.CftliiinbUS.- .ReJreit_
and Milwaukee F-Mites are news-
paper-operated:

Carl Byoir a Director

Of New Advertising Firm

Albany, Jan. -t

Institutional Advertisers, Inc. has

been chartered to conduct a general

advertising business in New York.

Capital stock authorized Is $100,000,

$100 par value. Directors, each hold-

ing one share, are: Carl Byoir, Gerry

Swinehart and Vincent Lancaster,

New York Oty.
Stuart K. Brandon. New York, filed

the incorporation jiapers.
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ACTOR, WRITE

UNIONS IN '41

The year 1641 was a significant

one for the unions of the radio In-

dustry, particularly the actors and

writers. Both ot the latter groups

won various material concessions for

their members, besides strengthen.

Ing their positions strategically. Mu-
sicians and technicians also made

local gains, but nothing as substan-

tial as the actors and writers.

Directors and proauction men con-

tinue to be the only group In the

Industry without ah organization to

represent them. Cue-tossers at CBS
formerly had the American. Guild of

Hadio Announcers and Producers,

but with that body's absorption into

the American Federation of Radio

Artists, more than a year ago, the

only directors' group went out of

existence. There has since been In-

termittent tallc of forming a direc-

tors' .organization, but nothing has

actually been done.

L AFBA's Diary

It was an especially notable year

for AFRA. Among the more im-

portant of the union's achievements

during 1941 were the following:

Renewal of both commercial and

sustaining network codes, with each

having an added clause calling for

wage adjustments in case of a rise

In the cost of living index. Sustain-

ing code was renewed only after a

narrowly-averted strike threat.

Establishment of a national tran

sciiptlon code, the first of its kind in

the history of the Industry.
' Establishment of a code and
licensing system' for agents. Also,

though not effected by the union,

dissolution of the network-owned
artist bureaus.
Settlement ot the union's first

strike, against WKHC, Chicinnati

and the subsequent arbitration

agreement with the I^tual network.
Collection of more than $75,000 in

claims of aU kinds, Including both
network and IpcaL
Signing of more than 40 renewals

end new contracts with local sta'

tlons.

Increase of membership from
about 10,000 to nearly 12,000.

LEON JANNEY
"THE PARKER FAMILY"

WAR RADIO

IN CANADA
By C. W. LANE

Badlo Writers

' Radio Writers Guild during the
year gained the following objectives:

Establishment of a code of fair

- practice with the advertising- agen
des.
' Signing of contracts for all staff

writers (including news) at CBS and
dramatic and contlnui^ writers at

NBC.
Contract for transcription writers

on the Coast
Formation of a Radio Writers'

'^ar Effort Committee to coordinate
the work of authors for Government
programs.
Settlement of the Jurisdictional

dispute with AFRA.

WEAIUER BUYER TURNS

TOTATRIOTIC MESSAGE'

Pittsburgh, Jan. 4.

When weather reports, which de-
partment store had been sponsoring
on WCAE five' times a day, were
ruled out by Federal authorities. In-
stead of cancelling its contract with
Hearst station, Rosenbaum's decided
to utUtze the spots for defense
bonds. Red Cross and other urgent
government apj^eals. Messages are
tagged 'this appeal is made by Ro-
senbaum's,' etc.

Other local stations are selling
same idea to clients who in the past
have been bankrolling weather

..^l^nalS: _ _J

Carl George's New Status
Cleveland, Jan, 4.

Carl George, program director of
WGAR, Cleveland, for the last two
years, has been appointed to the
newly-created post of director of
operations. Idea Is to relieve George
ol detail program tasks and enable
him to assist ger.eral manager John
r. Patt and assistant Gene Carr in
administrative duties. He will
coordinate the various departments
to shaping the station's program
PoUcles.

David Baylor, production manager,
succeeds to the program directorship.
Wayne Mack, chief announcer, be-
comes production manager.

Montreal, Jan. 4.

Bulletins of the National News
Service of the Canadian Broadcast-

ing Corp., established a year ago,

now account for about 20% of all

broadcast hours of the company
across Canada. Another 1941 ven-

ture of CBC was the setting up last

August of a second, alternative, net-

work consisting of more than 20 sta-

tions across the' continent, Including

two 50,000-watt outlets, CBK, Wat-
rous, Sask., and CBA, Sackville,

N. B. This network is for English

speaking coverage only and has al'

ready been booked by three Tia-

tlonal web sponsors;

Company aired an average of 35.45

hours daily during November, more
than two-and-a-half hours a day
above the corresponding month of

1940. Average includes regional,

French and national programs, thus
accounting for the fact that the
broadcast time topped the normal 24

hour limit a day. Increase is said

to have Jumped in December, with
the U. S. entry into the war, but
exact figures are unavailable. SpoU'

sored network time for November
aimbuntcd to'^.26 hours^a" "day, com-
pared to 5.20 hours for the similar

month last year.

News service was changed and the

scope of the department was greatly

increased in January ot last year.

News rooms are now maintained in

Halifax, Toronto, Winnipeg and 'Van-

couver, with a bl-lingual staff at

Montreal to prepare bulletins in

English and French. News is based
on the complete • services of the

Canadian Press and British United

Press and the foreign services ot AP
and UP. Services are free at the

above points, with the CBC paying
for teletype printers and loops.

Company also operates a mobile

unit in Britain, with a staff of two
commentators and tour engineers.

Commentators on the national net-

work.are mostly Canadian and BBC,
entirely so on the French broad-

casts. Washington commentary by
James Minlfle Is piped in Saturday

nights.

CBC has cooperated in the Gov-
ernment's war-financing drives. It

has sponsored War Savings Certifi-

cates and the Canadian 'Victory Loan,

for which such U. S. artists as Frank
Black, Andre Kostelanetz, John
Charles Thomas, Charles Boyer, Jean

Sablon and others appeared on spe-

cial programs. There were various

other programs in behalf ot Govern-
ment activities.

There-were' a-number-o^technical-
advances by the CBC during the

year, accomplished despite depletion

of the company's staff of 800-odd

members by the demands for expert

service with military, naval and air

forces.

DALE CARNEGIE IN REVERSE
Or the Amateur TLadio Press Agent

By ROBERT J. LANDRY
.Just now there is a good deal of talk in the Press relations is therefor important. And it

broadcasting trade concerning the need for better would seem a first requirement of good press re-
public relations. Very often this translates itself lotions by the radio-industry that its senior officers
into press relations. At least press relations is be capable of something better than a Dale Car-
tisually a first step to, and perhaps the largest negie in reverse,

part of, public relations.

THE PUBLIC RELATONS
INCIDENT WHICH ANNOYS

THE EXECUTIVE

Story too short

THE COMMENT WHICH REVEALS

THE EXECUTIVE IS AN AMATEUR

ON PUBLIC RELATIONS

'Why did you (the press agent) let him (the
editor) cut the story? Why don't you mak«
him run it the way you write it?*

Rival Gets Plug. 'Why didn't you (the press dept.) prevent
that?'

Columnist is Sarcastic: 'Take him out to lunch and straighten him
out.'

Columnist Continues Sarcastic 'Call up the managing editor and straighten
him out'

Trade Paper gets scoop 'Make them contact the press dept. That will

stop them getting scoops.' "S ..

Trade Paper is not obsequious 'Tell them we'll cancel our advertising.'

'WtAC's Nine-Foot Barrier

Nashville, Jan. 4.

Banning all visitors from its stu-

dios for the duration; WLAC has

erected a nine-foot gate separating

studios from the offices and recep-

tion room.
Although WSM and WSIX have

taken precautionary steps to safe-

guard studios, neither has resorted

to such drastic steps as that taken by
WLAC.

Trade Paper calls to check rumor 'I'm getting tired of their sticking their noses
into our business."

Trade Paper fails to check rumor 'Did I ever lie to you?*

A leak is suspected 'They use dictaphones in the walls.'

Paper publishes other side of question 'They're anti-radio'

or j
'They're pro-Soandso.'

Rival Web gets award 'Why didn't you (the press dept.) do Some*
thing?'

Advertising agency wants more free publicity

service

'Get them a picture in Time, or maybe News-
week, and shut them up.'

Old photograph of V.P. used 'Why didn't they (the press) send over
my latest pose?*

for

Executive's Nam« Omitted 'Threaten to shut off service to them unlestf

they play balh'

What can be done to improve press relations? 'We control the news. If they don't cooperatt
better, take them off the mailing list.'

JACK RUNYAN QUITS

AS BAm RADIO HEAD

Jack Runyon has resigned as radio

director ot the Ted Bates agency,

effeclTve" FebT'i." He 'fias TieTJ'the'

post for the past year, having pre-

viously headed radio departments

for Lord Sc Thomas and Buchanan

agencies.

He returns to New York next
week after passing the holidays in

Los Angeles with his family.

Mary M. McBride's Kew Ones

Burnham & Morrill Co. (B & M
Beans) and F. G. 'Voyt & Sons
(Philadelphia Scrapple) have be-
come participating sponsors in Mary
Margaret McBride'a dally series on
WEAF, IM.V.

The program now runs from 1 to

1:45 p.m.

Motoal List CHmbs,

Now 194 Affiliates

Two more stations Joined the Mu-
tual network last week. KFRE, Fres-

no. Cal.. Joined the Don Lee chahi

as of Dec. 31, operating' oa'GHd Ic'c.

and 250 watts. KILO, Grand Forks,
N. D., Joined the North Central
System effective Jan. 1, operating
on 1440 kc. and 1,000. watts daytime,
500 watts nights.

Brings the total affiliates to 194.

O'Keefe's Convention
Walter O'Keefe's first chore under

MCA management Is the National

Shoe Convention which he emcees
tonight CWed.) in Chicago.
MCA has a radio show on the fire

for the comedian who was the al-

ternate consliferation for the Take-
It-or-I,eave-ll program with Phil
Bakerj the latter getting the nod.

WWJ AIDS RED CROSS

DRIVE FOR CASH GD^
Detroit, Jan. 4.

Red Cross pledges averaged about
$3,e00..4n:.hont.-duxlng -a-flvO'hour -

midnight program put on here by
Station 'WWJ to help the Detroit
Chapter attain its goal ot $2,000,000.
Aimed at the rank and file of De-
troiters, most of the heavy contrib-
uting came In the form ot thousands
ot one-doUar pledges with top spot
going to Sam's Cut Rate Department

.

Store whose employees came through
with $1,950.

Every entertainer on the five-hour
broadcast, which Included most of
the station's stars, every name band ^
playing the Detroit theatres and
nlteries, came through with s .con-
tribution. The program, also aired
by W45D, FM staUon ot the Detroit
News, is believed to have set a local
record for this type ot broadcast
with its grand totel of $18,000.
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American and Canadian
Stations Tliat Tliinlc In
Terms of Sliowmanagement

(Those Who Filed Repbrts in 1941)

STATION WATTAGE AGE
CBK, Watrous, Sask 50,000.. 3 yrs

CPAR, Flin Flon, Man 100

CFCH. North Bay, Ont 100

CFCY, Charlottetown 1,000

CHRC, Quebec 250.

CJCA, Edmonton, Alberta.

CJKL, Kirkland Lake, Ont. . 1,000. . 7 yrs

CJOR, Vancouver 1.000. . 15 yrs

STAFF
40

4 yrs 8

11 yrs 8

17 yrs 16

18 yrs 31

1,000.. 19 yl-s 31

16

32

CKCL, Toronto 1,000.

KABC, San Antonio 250.

KARK, Little Rock 5,000.

KCKN, Kansas City 250.

KDKA, Pittsburgh 1,000.

KDYL, Salt Lake City 5,000.. 19 yrs.

KFI, Los Angeles 50,000

KFPY. Spokane 250

KFRU, Columbia, Mo 250

KFXD, Nampa, Idaho 250

KGBX. Springfield, Mo 5,000

KGGM, Albuquerque, N. M.. 1,000

, 18 yrs

.15 yrs 20

.14 yrs 20

.17 yrs • 30

. 7 yrs 55

KGKO, Fort Worth.. 5,000 it

KGNCAmarillo, Tex. 5,000 &
1,000.

1,000.

75

.20 yrs 110

. 5 yrs 20

.16 yrs 21

.11 yrs ' 13

.15 yrs. i9 in Springfield) 87

. 15 yrs. . : 20

.13 yrs...... 44
. 6 yrs 34

A First Report on CBS
(The following is an incompleted memorandum addressed in ISovemher

to Adrian Murphy by Gilbert Seldes, It digests the scope and nature of

tlie Experimental Television Broadcasting undertaken in the latter half

of 1941 by the Columbia Network. CBS activities have a special interest

because CBS is a newcomer to the field.—-Ed.).

KGO, San Francisco. . ; 7,500. . 17 yrs i 200
KGVO, Missoula 5,000 4 1,000.. 10 yrs 18- 20

KGW, Portland 5,000 & 1,000.. 19 yrs 81

KHJ, Los Angeles 5,000. . 14 yrs. 200

KLZ, Denver 5,000.. 21 yrs 42

KMA, Shenandoah 5,000.. 16 yrs 57

KMBC, Kansas City 5,iM0..20 yrs approx. 100

iCMOX, St. Louis 50,000. . 16 yrs.
. ?

KMYR, Denver 250 & 100. .Under one yr. 27

KNX, Los Angeles 50,000.. 15 yrs 273

KOB, Albuquerque. 50,000. .21 yrs ?

KOA, Denver 50,000. .17 yrs 52
KONO, San Antonio.
'KOY, Phoenix

KPAC, Port Arthur.
KPO, San Francisco.
KSFO, S. Francisco..

KSL, Salt Lake Clfy

250. .14 yrs 8
1,000.. 28 yrs .(full time) 27

(part time) 18

500. . 7 yrs 12
50,000.. 18 yrs ; 200

,5,000 & 1,000. .16 yrs P5
50,000. .20 -yrs. ?

KSO, Des Moines
KSRO, Santa Rosa, Cal
KSUB. Cedar City, Utah
KTUL, Tulsa............
KUJ, Walla Walla...
KUOA, Siloam Springs, Ark.
KXO, El Centre, Cal
KYOS, Merced
-WAAB, Boston
WABC, New York City ......
WACO, Waco
WALA, Mobile
WAPI, Birmingham . . .

.

WAVE, Louisville
WBAB, Atlantic City
WBBM, Chicago..
WBNS,- Columbus,
WBNX, New York Ci^y . .....

WBOW, Terre Hauti
WBT, Charlotte
WCAE, Plttsburgli. . I

WCAU, Philadelphia
WCCO, Minneapolis
„WCKY, Cincinnati
WCIjE, Cleveland
.WCOU, Lcwlston....
WCPO, Cinchinatl..':

WDGY, Minneapolis. .5,000 &
WDOD, Chattanooga
WDRC, Hartford
.WEBC, Duluth...
WEEI, Boston.'..,.;.

5,000. . 9 yrs 50
1,000. . 4 yrs". 14

1,000.. 4 yrs 6

5,000.. 7 yrs.... 55'

1,000.'. 13 yrs 22

5,000.. 18 yrs 30
100.. 13 yrs '. 8
250.. 4 yrs •.. 12

1,000.. 19 yrs ?

50,000. . 17 yrs. ..(full-time WABC only) 25
250.. 19 yrs 14

5,000.. 11 yrs 23
5,000.. 19 yrs 26
5,000.. 8 yrs 40
250.. 2 yrs ?

50,000.. 18 yrs 250
5,000.. 20 yfs 80
5,000. '.14 yrs '

?
250.. 15 yrs 19

50,000.. 20 yrs 56
5,000. i 19 yrs. . ; ?

50,0()0. . 19 yrs 80
50,000. .18 yrs...'. 75
50,000.. 11 yrs 54

500.. 14 yrs ?
250.-. 3 yrs 14
250.. 14 yrs... 31

1,000. .17 yis 28
5,000. .iV yrs ..: 50
5,000..

5,000,. 17.yr3. 38
5,000.: 17 yrs -70

WENR, Chicago 50,000 .. 16 yrs

.

WFBR, Baltimore 5,000..

WGAR, Cleveland 5,000 & 1,000.

.

WGES, Chicago '.. 5,000:,

WGN, Chicago 50,000.

WGKC, Louisville 250.

150
19 yrs... 82
11 ys 63
17 yrs 9

17 ys , 800- 850
5 yrs 40

WGY, Schenectady 50,000. .10 yrs ?

WHB, Kansas City 1,000. .19 yrs 45
.WHBF, Rock Island. . . . 1 .. 5,000. .16 yrs

, 42
WHEC, Rochester 1,000.. 19 yrs 29
WHIO, Dayton 5,000.. 7 yrs 35
WHK, Cleveland 5,000.. 20 yrs 7
WHO, Des Moines 50,000 .. 17 yrs 05
WIBG, PhUa (Glenside) 1,000.. 17yrs 18

(10,000 (jP)

WING, Dayton 5,000.. 19 yrs 30
WINS, New York City 1,000. . 17 yrs. 51
WIOD, Miami 5,000.. 15 yrs • 40
WIP, PhUadelphla 5,000.. 20 yrs 59
WISH, Indianapolis. . .5,000. & 1,000.. Less than 1 yr
WITH, Baltimore. 250.. 8 months.. 40
WJJD, Chicago.......; 1,160. . 17 yrs. 26
WJLS, Beckley; W. Va 250.. 2% yrs , 17
WJR, Detroit

60,000.,

16 yrs 171
WJTN, Jamestown, N. Y 250. .18 yrs 20
WJSV, Washington..... 60,000 r. 15 yrs 116

WKAR, East Lansing 5,000, .20 yrs 23
WKRC, Cincinnati. . . .5,000 & 1,000. . 17 yrs ... 1 82
WLOF, Orlando 250.. lyr.< 12
WLOL, Minneapolis 1,000., l4yrs...- 40
Wl£, Chicago 50,000.. 17 yrs ?
WLVA, Lynchburg 250.. 10 yrs 19
WLW, Cincinnati ;.. .50,000. .20 yrs , 352
WUAL, Washington... 5,000.

"
WMAQ, Chicago 50,000.

WMBD, Peoria..... 1.5,000 & 1,000.

WMBR, .Jacksonville 250.

WliC, Memphis S,000.

ymCA, New York City 5,000. . 16 yrs
WNBH, New Bedford ........ 250. . 20 yrs

.16 yrs , 99

.19 yrs.... 160

. 14 yrs.

T yrs.

. IS yrs.

A survey of our operations since

July 1 has two distinct phases of

interest:' technical interest of our

own, and program interest of the

public. Some 6f our accomplish-

menU fall in both fields no doubt,

but I think that the emphasis is

fairly clear. But there is one ex-

ception.

The steadiness and regularity of

our transmissions are both a matter

of interest to ourselves technically',

and to the public. Repeated failure

of transmission wpuld have been an
exceeding annoyance; and ' the fact

that In four months we were off the

air only for one complete program
and part of another' is, I think", very
gratifying.

Setting aside ' discussion of new
methods, etc., let us look over the

things and people we have brought
to the audience. First in the field

of public . affairs. Governor Philip

LaFbllette. Admiral Yates Sterling,

Norman .'Thomas. Harper Sibley,

Mrs. Preston Davie, William L. Shi-

rer. Rex Stout, Morris L. Ernst, Clark
Eichelberger, Quincy Howe, Linton
Wells, ' Robert K. Straus,. George
Fielding EUot, Mrs. Harold V. Mil'

ligan, Judge Dorothy Kenyon, Em-
met S. Conely, Father Talbot, Helen
Parkhurst, Janet Planner,' Michael
Strange.

In the field of sport. Arthur Dono-
van, Johnny Vandermeer, Ruth
Aarons, Sandor Glancy, Billy Soose,

Lefty Gomez and others.

I
SmQEBS AMP PAKCEHS

Third, ill the general field of en-
tertainment The gteat dancers Paul
Draper, Paul Haakon, Patricia Bow-
man, Eric Hawkins, Estelle and Le-
Roy, Betty Jane Smith, Harland
Dixon and Victor. Singers: John
Edwards, KuznetzolT, Tamara, Tana,
Burl Ives, Mary Sutherland. Come-
dians: AI Bernie, Hal Sherman, Gus
Van, Jack Gilford, John Hoysradt.

In the arts we have had Francis
Henry Taylor, . the Director of the
Metropolitan Museiun of Art and
members of the Metropolitan staff;

Thomas Crayen, the. famous art
critic; Sidney Janis, authority on
modern art*,, also among architects
and designers, Buckminster Fuller
and Donald Deskey.
In the great field of country and

folk dancing we have had May Gadd,
the head of the Country Dance So-
ciety,' and have presented. In co-
operation, with this society, the folk
dances of .a dozen nations, danced
here by descendants of various peo-
ples, in native costume. We have
also had country dancers from all

parts of the- United States.

TELEVISED KEWS
In the field of public events It

should be noted that we have, as far
as- we know, for the first tlirie In
history, had' a- regular schedule of^

televised news. News has been read -

over television before, but actual
visualization of the news as a regu-
lar program', twice a day, has never
before been attempted.
A public discussion of public af-

fairs has, as far as we know, never
been regularly, made on television;
until we began this program. Table
Talk, in Jiily. It has covered all the
questions—or let us say most of the
questions—uppermost in

' the public
mind; questions relating to the Euro-
pean war, to domestic economy, and
to other problems- of wide general
interest

I believe that there never has
been a regular daily program for

children before our story program.

No program in which stories par-

ticularly adapted -to be read to chil-

dren, and Illustrated on the -spot, has

ever before been attempted.

For the first time In history the

treasures of a great museum have

been systematically arranged and
brought to television audience, in

the preliminary programs and the

current Arts in the Americas pro-

gram of the Metropolitan Museum
of Art. The special repeat program
of this series, adapted tor children,

is also I believe a new idea.

We have taught dancing; we have
had professional entertainment in a

variety show, and entertainment by
non-professionals In the quiz show;
we have had full reports -on sports,

and great personalities on sports, as

well as actual sports in the studio;

ana have begun a partial report, at

least, on the defense operations of

the United States.

These are the. people and the ma-
terials we have so far brought to the

public.

The method and its significance are

the subject of the best part of this

report.

HEW APPBOACHES

Obviously the most important

thing we have done in the way of

program material and methods has
been this—we have shown that the

extremely young art and technique

of television definitely has the capa-

city to develop. We h^ve done this

simply by moving it to new fields

and trying different approaches; the

success of some of these has been the

necessary proof that the possibilities

of television are so far limitless. Had
we repeated—even if we had im-
proved upon—the methods already

established, using the already famil-

iar materials, we might have had .ex-

cellent programs and good entertain-

ment—^but the demonstration of the
limitless possibilities of television

would have been lacking.

We devel(H>ed materials and meth-
ods which specifically were related

to the capacities of the television

system. We withdrew from the thea-
tre, we entered Into no competition
with the moving pictures, we used
only such techniques of radio as
seemed adaptable to our purpose

—

and we always did adapt them; and
by doing this we helped -to establish

television as a separate technique, a
separate means of~ communication
and entertainment.
In the future It Is quite possible

that many of the materials and
methods tried before wUl re-enter
the field of television; it is Indeed
very probable that the devices and
methods and techniques which we
have developed, can be so applied
to other materials as to render them
more available for television than
they ever seemed to be. Our camera
handling and our development of a
spontaneous and fiowlng approach
may alter the handling of straight

theatrical material, so as to make
them desirable television programs.
The significant thing from our point
of view Is that right from the begin-
ing we struck into new territory, and
therefore gave to the spectator famil-
iar .with television, the confidence
that novelties were still to come, and
that all programs would, not neces-
sarily be alike.

It goes without saying that the
particular. materials we have- chosen
and the methods we have developed
seem to us of exceptional value. But

WNEW, New York- City 5,000.. 7 yrs 7
WNOX. Knoxville.... 5,000 & 500.. 20 yrs 25

(10,000 Mar. 29)
WNYC, New York Glty,..-.., 1,000. .16 yrs. .'.7. ?
woe,- Davenport 250.. 10 yrs 20
WOR, New York Cjty 60,000. .20 yrs 304
WOW, Omaha 5,000.. 18 yrs 83
WQAM, Miami 1,000.. 20 yrs 30
WQXR, New York City 10,000. . S yrs. .... , 50

'WRC, Washington , 5,000 . . 18 yrs 99
'WRVA, Richmond 50,000. . 16 yrs/ •>

WSAI, ' Cincinnati 5,000 . . 20 yrs

.

WSB, Atlanta 50,000. . 19 yrs.
WSIX, NashvlUe 5,000. .20 yrs.
WSM, Nashville 50,000. . 17 yrs.
WSYR, Syracuse 5,000. . 18 yrs.
WTAD, Quincy.:...; 1,000. . 15 yrs.
WTAM, Cleveland.
WnC, Hartford 50,000 . . 16 yrs

.

WWNC, Ashevllle ; . . . 1 ,000 .. 15 yrs

.

(5,000 CP)
TOTAL: 140

22

66

36
80
60
33

60,000. . 18 yrs 90

.55-

I do not think we need to labor
this point. It Is enough to say t6at
they seem to us adapted to the
present capacities of the instrument
We believe that by skillful handling
of the equipment now^ we will pre-
pare for the future in the best pos-
sible way.

SEHSE OF FBEEDOH J
. As a result of the physical situa-

tion of our studio, its rather large
area, and of the approach we took
to the handling both of people and '

of equipment we have broken
through the harrow walls which con-
'strlcted television before. We have
given ^ase of movement and a sens*
of space—a very necessary part of

the sense of real life. By various

techniques we have made it easier

for people to identify the characters .

and objects seen on the television

screen; It is true thai we have used
psychological devices to overcome
the purely physical disabilities of

the small screen, but they have been
thoroughly justified In operation. We
have altered the traditional picture

seen on the television screen, by go-

ing back to the basic principles of

good composition In' other pictorial

media. This also has been an aid In

giving a sense of movement and
space.

'Above everything we have glven-

the spectator a sense of great free^

dom, as the basic atmosphere ot

television. The feeling that people la

television were only exiles from
radio,!, definitely wishing they had
their scripts back, we have com-
pletely destroyed; By creating this

sense ot freedom, we have been able

to convey the interest of human
character moi^ completely, because

it has been unrestricted, and this, it

happens, is one of the things that the

medium of television, does best
It was pointed out in the very first

professional reviews of our programs
that we had combined an absolute

definlteness of technical handling,

a sure split-second timing, with a
high degree of spontaneity. The two
things do go together as our com-
petence with the equipment makes it

possible for us to tree the profes-

sional or non-professional people

who appear before the camera. Cam-
era handling itself is a complicated

technique, and we have made ad-

vances in this .field; in certain re-,

spects we have a greater facility with

the handling of a camera on a dolly

than has even been accomplished be-

fore. To the spectator tills should

signify nothing except that he gets

'more interesting, and more- varied,

and more communicative pictures

than ever before. This Is the exact

purjKJse ot our technical handling of'

the cameras.
Out of certain technical devices'

we have made some specific and
creative advancement All entertain-

ments which used machinery, from
the earliest days of the theatre to the

present in the movies and in tele-

vision, have certain technical capa-

cities which are almost magical. This

capacity to create illusion is very

valuable; and while we have devoted

ourselves wholeheartedly to explor-..

ing the realistic capacities of the

medium, we have not ignored the

others. Particularly we have devel-

oped the magic of the picture in

coimectlon with Illustrating chil-

dren's stories, and. have created, in

a small .way, a television counter-

part of the animated cartoon; I use

the word counterpart to make it

clear that we are not trying to do
animations in the cinematic sense.

We have managed to give the illu-

sion of moyemenl and change,,which .

the moving 'picture also does.

In another field, of the fine arts,

we have- also made discoveries! -As

the specialists from the Metropolitan
Museum of Art have said, television

enables us to show pictures as they

have never been shown before; we
have a control of attention which
cannot be matched in any other

medium. The technique of traversing

pictures so as to explore their back-
grounds, to give them depth and at-

mosphere and space, has brought a

sort of magnification of intensity to

the paintings so exhibited.

And in quite another field—the

interview—we have seen the fault'

of duplicating radio technique, and

ha've developed a new method, whicl-

we call the blitz-lntervlew.
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RAZZLE DAZZLE IN RADIO RESEARCH
INCREASINGLY CRITICIZED

ANALYZING PROGRAMS

By Raymond Spector

(President, Raymond Speetor Ad Agency)

Considering the Importance of radio In our social, eco-

nomic and political life—as well as in the commercial field

—

It is surprising how woefully behind other media radio has

been in utilizing proven research techniques—particularly

in connection with the pre-evaluafion of programs and com-

mercials.

Magazines and newspapers have perfected research tech-

niques enabling editors to determine with certainty who
their readers are and what they want to read. Similarly,

advertisers in these media have perfected research tech-

niques enabling them to break down their ads into the small- -

est coPHionent parts and to place each of these elements

(captions, illustrations, layouts, selling arguments, phrases,

and even particular words) under rn evaluation microscope

which not only 'spots' both .weak and strong points—but also

determines the reasons why. This has been done by means

of personal interviews, mail questionnaires, split-copy tests,

and readership studies.

But in radio, most research activities have been designed

to serve a promotional end—rather than to get the facts.

Unlike the readers of a particular magazine, ' the audience

of a particular radio program (sponsored or sustaining) has

been a conspicuously unknown quantity, its nature undeter-

mined, its preferences unlearned. So, too, for the elements

of radio commercials and programs. What is a good pro-

gram for a particular sponsor or a particular purpose? A
strong selling commercial? A weak one? What are the

weak points and what are the strong ones? Why? .

Three years ago we, at the Raymond Spector Company,
recognized the need for 'embarking on .uncharted seas' be-

cause nowhere were we able to get much of the basic in-

formation we needed in order to properly evaluate programs
and commercials. Naturally, much of our activities In this

field cannot be publicized in view of the fact that most of

our findings remain our clients' property. However, a very
considerable portion of our findings have been made avail-

able to other advertisers, agencies, and radio stations.

We have freely made available to advertisers, agencies,

stations, and networks an outline of the techniques used

—

some of which were originated or improved by us. As a

result, we believe, more - and more advertisers—more and
more agencies—more and more stations are today conduct-
ing research in this important field of entertainment, public

service and advertising.

A very small portion of our work has already been ex-
ploited in the Horace Schwerin series of four articles which

. appeared during -July, 1941, in 'Variety.' To even partly

describe all of our radio research activities would fill many
volumes. Therefore, we will list herein—in the briefest pos-
sible outline form—some of the more important factors

studied by us during the past year.

1. Comirosition of Audiences
Obviously audiences differ by stations, by types of pro-

gram, by times of day or nipht. Only by knowing who
listens at given times to given stations and to given pro-
grams, can you know what will Interest and infiuence the
people you seek to reach. By personal interviews—by mail
questionnaires—we have studied audiences of many pro-
grams over many stations.

2. Pre-testing Radio Programs
To our knowledge, no agency had been successful in pre-

testing the various elements of individual radio programs
and commercials. Our work in this connection was aided
considerably by. the use of the Stanton-Lazarsfeld Program
Analyzer mechanism (which was described in the 'Variety'
series). However, a number of mechanical and technical
Improvements were made by us.
Among the program types analyzed, by us, with the aid

of the Stanton-Lazarsfeld device, were variety shows, news
broadcasts, commentator programs, health talks, religious
programs, serial programs, etc.

3. Pre-testing of Commercials
Our work in this field is unique in that we not only can

determine which type of commercial sells most effectively—
but we break down our selling message into the minutest
component parts. Our researches have enabled our clients
and ourselves to prepare copy that was not only more
acceptable to the radio public—but most effective from a
sales standpoint.

4. Spot Announcements
For one of the country's leading stations we made a special

study of spot announcements—as a result of which the sta-
t on, for the first time—established the policy of selling
time for spot announcements in the evening.

5. Rural Audiences
We have just completed the first intensive study of rural

listening habits. Because of the expense involved, no other
organization (to our knowledge) has interviewed farm house
to' farm house in order to get a first-hand- picture of pro-
gram preferences, listening habits, etc. Many of the findings
obtained will be shortly made available to the advertising
profession.

6. Size of Audience
We have developed aijd used techniques to more accurately

»if
program audience sizes than is now available by

the use of Oossley or Hooper fi-'n-es.

7. Audience Turnover
One year ago we made available to our clients a study of

audience-turnover which was veiy similar in Its findings to
the CBS Study recently published

8. Influence of Frequency of Listening to

Product Purchasing
Over one year ago a survey completed by uis contained

DISCLAIMERS OF RESPONSIBILITY
FOR 'USES' OF MATERIAL BY
PROMOTION DON'T IMPRESS

By ROBERT J. LANDRY

In radio, figures do, of course, regularly lie. Sometimes
they lie unintentionally, as when Inadequate 'weighting' is

provided to offset interviewer and question bias or other
purely technical difficulties that intervene between the
facts and the interests anxious to discover them. Sometimes
figures lie deliberately, as when, in a highly vital trade or
competitive quarrel, it seems good 'slicker strategy' to rush
out a set of figures loaded to explode in somebody's face, or

calculated to anticipate, alleviate or aggravate a situation

in which divisions of opinion not only exist, but their exist-

ence might sway decisions.

Radio . Research is, in the view of an enlarging army of

observers, due for ' general inspection as to its practices.

Notably the question of financing of research must be ex-

amined. At eight cents an interview, or perhaps $5 a day,

can the proper type of field workers be found or depended
upon not to fake replies? If the cost of a. research job is

calculated on a bint of what the auspices wants to spend, and
if this total sum must be cut in half, the second half being

arbitrarily retained as the research outfit's profit, what is

the net result in terms 6f 'truth' or 'reliable information'?

Research has often allowed fantastic claims to be made in

Its name. Individual executives of the leading firms may
deprecate such claims, but they do so privately and quietly,

not publicly and loudly. The end result is that business-

men, in general, have been either encouraged or permitted

to nurse colossal illusions concerning what can, and cannot,

be expected from research. And perhaps nowhere has this

been so true as in the realm of broadcasting, dealing as it

does with emotional values (i.e. intangibles) and infested

with big executives with bigger inferiority complexes where
entertainment is concerned.

. The constant conflict between the 'salesman' and the

'scientist' is becoming pretty well understood. It is a pre-

lude to such embarrassirig challenges as these: -

Is research in the employ of radio sales promotion

worth the paper it takes to print it? Is much of it

sound in method or justified in interpretation? Is radio

research,, in short, the great razzle dazzle of this business

of broadcasting?

These questions must eventually be answered. . They can-

not indefinitely be postponed by the researchers pretending

that everything is a 'trade secret,' or that their dubious prac-

tices may be excused from filing a defense on the glib in-

clusive alibi that it's all 'confidential to the client'

'That 'confidential to the client' line is frequently so much
hogwash, because researchers are apt to allow the client

to sec only a carefully segregated part of the field work. On
occasion the client gets a whole lot less Of the lowdown on

-a given job than the researcher may confide to a contempor-

ary in the interview line. Researchers talk freely and

honestly, in their own exclusive society, which is apparently

a mutual admiration league without by-laws but with a

nicely understood etiquette with regard to clients and out-

siders.

Doubt arises more and more that the research o.ganiza-

tions, many of which are extraordinarily prosperous flnan-

cially. can piously attribute >to 'users' the numerous aouses

of material in the name of sales promotion. Moreover, it

appears that all businessmen, when injured by a 'survey,'

are not willing to 'play the game' of answering one brochure

based on fimsy. data by financing rebuttal in kind.

Individually, researchers may be men of integrity. Yet

collectively they shudderingly refuse to face and improve

their own trade practices, They serve salesmanship aijd

Ihey are themselves salesmen. But their true, easy-come-

easy-go stage of superstitious faith in mere charts and per-

centages depends upon their collective ethics. And their

collective ethics have not inspired universal confidence.

The razzle-dazzle stuff could, perhaps be more readily

overlooked in the early days, when radio needed to provide,

and provide last, a loin cloth for its original statistical

nakedness.
'

Against the ABC figures of the publications,

against the market studies and group breakdowns and elab-

orate data of the publishers, broadcasters needed to sketch

their story in terms familiar to reluctant prospects and

backed by the authority of those who could Pass for dls-

passonatc fact-finders.

Radio stimulated research in many constructive ways. On

organizing propram popularity checking, for example, radio

research has probably made a very real contribution to ad-

vertising knowledge generally and has produced better

editorial-circulation checks among magazmes and news-,

papers. There was, and there always will be, a need *or

quantitative and qualitative analysis of the radio audience.

Future program builders will probably consult the findings

of research to an extent now little suspected.

All of which still leaves open the subject of this article:

Docs rndio research lose its respectabilliv when taken out

into the market-place to be used bii sales promouonisls to be-

smirch nil cnmpetition i7i the process of supposedly proumfl

sct/-TOcrit? '

'

Can the lesearch organization divorce its rcsponsibilitv

from the subsequent use oj its moterial?

Is there ener any ethical ju.'stification, even if the statistical

stx>rv could be defended, lor libelling (in the commercial

sense) contemporaries as a prime essential to the ^promotton'

0/ selj-interesl7

substantially the same material as the NBC study recently

published.

9. Study of Station Coverage

All of our clients use mail offers to determine size of

audience, as well as to form a more accurate picture of

station coverage than is provided by engineering maps. We
(Continued on page 120)

READING THE C A. B.

By A. W. Lehman
(Mgr. Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting)

Budget-minded radio advertisers, stopped by the question
of whether their advertising funds are being fruitfully spent,
have discovered that the Cooperative Analysis of Broadcast-
ing is a yardstick for a five-way measurement of their success

or lack of it. Use of the C.A.B.'s grow-
ing number of reports has enabled radio
advertisers, for 12 years now, to find out
how they have been faring in popular
favor. But skilled advertisers and their
alert advertising agencies have demon<
strated, time and again, that the infor-
mation collected, sorted, and analyzed
by the C.A.B., is of material help in con-
trolling the destiny of their ra'dio pro-
gram.
But an understanding of what the

Al Lehman CA.B. does^what Information it

gathers and digests— is the all-necessary preliminary to' its

proper use.- Given that adeqiiate and accurate knowledge
of C.A.B. information, enterprising agencies and sales-seeking
advertisers can fashion successful radio offerings—t>e they
news broadcasts or 60-mlnute dramas. Many have done so.

Full use of the C.A.B. information has been sometimes
ignored through the unconscious tendency to look first and
always at the size of the C.A.B. rating a show—any show—has
produced. The rating is truly important. It measures the
comparative popularity of the program. Each rating is a
percentage. For instance, if 20 out of 100 sctowners who are
interviewed in an area covered by a given program report
that they heard it, the program is credited with a rating of
20. The number of stations carrying a program does not
affect the size of the rating.

. Despite its importance as a barometer of popularity and
despite the attention that a hijgh rating always attracts, the
rating in and by itself is only a fragment of the information
that C.A.B. places before its subscribers. Backed up by
3,500,000 interviews—the largest number of , consumer in-

. quiries ever made by any one organization—dating from
March, 1930, C.A.fl. now reports its findings semi-monthly,
monthly, and semi-annually.

The basic information these reports contain is designed to

help radio producers to gauge their programs and, having the
five measurements at hand, fit the offerings to the exact needs
of the advertisers. The presentations, moreover, can be
fashioned to meet and survive under the strenuous competi-

' tio'n of all radio advertisers for popular favor. The C.A.B.'

reports reveal:

1. The ebb and flow of program types and lengths In
popular esteem. ,

2. The history of talent, not only for a season, but for
the past dozen years.

'

3. The advantageous time of day. or of . week, or of
season to broadcast the desired type of program with the
desirable talent. <

.4. The income groups likely to form the audience of a
program of specific type, cast with certain talent, and
broadcast at a given time.

5: The geographical distribution of potential audiences
so that the maximum radio ej^ort can be coordinated-
with the commercial distribution of products and services.

HOW FIELD S'XAtyT WOBKS
I

A corps of investigators, employed by Crossley, Inc., a
private research organization retained by the C.A.B. for its

' field, work, interviews setowners by telephone 168 days out
of every year. Eight times a day they make a stated number
of telephone interviews. The calls are plotted so that they
reach a proportionate number of families in. each of the
four income levels the C.A.B. uses in its analysis of the
public's taste in radio offerings, "rhe investigators are care-

fully instructed to avoid leading questions.

The interviews, made at two-hour Intervals beginning at
9:05 in the forenoon, open with the simple q.estion of
whether the radio has been turned on at any time in the
past two hours. An answer in the negative ends the inter-

view: a setowner is reported as a non-listener for those two
hours. But the response that the radio has been operating
leads the interviewer to further questions of what the set-

owning family had heard. The C.A.B. ratings reveal every -

program's ability to create a conscious impression on radio
setowners..

Interviewers airmail their reports to New York City except
when an outstanding national event, like a Presidential
message to the country, calls for telegraphed summaries. The
findings, received from the thirty-three centers of population
where radio competition is keenest, are analyzed, checked and
rc'checked, at high speed, and the C.A.B. program report, ;

published semi-monthly, is completed within three days after
the returns are in.

Such hot-off-the-fire returns enable the program sponsor
to tell quickly whether the program is going up or down. .

Each program report not only lists the current rating of
every network program, but also compares It with the ratings
the offering earned in the previous' two months. The points

'

a rating has moved up or down from Its last report is shown
'

in a separate column. The speed with which the rating is
determined and reported enables radio sponsors and
producers to give swift first aid to some programs long before -

the public had a chance to cool to its attractions.

Twice-a-month program reports, long the mainstay of the
'

C.A.B. information, are now amplified by the monthly C.A.B.
Set-User Program Report, which compares chronologically
all commercial network programs. The set-user program
report places the program rating in its proper perspective
In addition to the accumulated monthly C.A£. rating, the •

report gives the percentage of set-users who were listening
to the radio at any given time and the percentage of set-users
who were listening to each individual program. The program
sponsor and the agency are thereby informed not only of

(Continued on page 120)
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THE RADIO INDUSTRY MOBILIZES IN WAR
Delicate Footwork Required to Forestall

Government Takeover of Broadcasting
By Hobe Morrison

By Cap Hill

Washington, Jan. 4.

T«deral officials and industry leaders on the Government

front tgree radio is up against the biggest, most crucial test

of lis career, with the entire future of privately-operated

broadcasting depending on the way it meets the new obliga-

tloiu.

Outbreak of hostilities Dec. 7 had a major impact on radio,

one that may not be fully appreciated for years. Kicked

around by factions and blocs with selfish interests and aspira-

tions, the broadcasting industry at least has received full

appreciation that it can be one of the most potent, effective

means of bringing about that national unity required for vic-

tory. But it must apply curbs and restraints voluntarUy—

or be subjected to stringent controls that may well result in

Junking of the traditional American concept of privately-run

radio. From page boy to network president, the industry

people are on a dangerous tight-rope.

Censorship—undeniably unpalatable to Americans—has

been initiated in conformity with the idea of denying enemy

nations any shred of information that might be of value in

waging war. This was expected, despite the previous breast-

beating of a few individuals who obviously were not far-

sighted or who deliberately tried to encourage the mdustry

to relax in false security.

WASHINGTON VIEWPOINT

From the Washington vantage-point, with confusion on

many sides, the freedom of speech principle has not been

submerged by censorship. Emphasis has been changed,

however. Instead of meaning that anybody can say what he

pleases, so long as he obeys the good-taste dictates and the

few tongue-liijiiting statutes, the Bill of Rights provision now

is Important from the standpoint of ability to use the free-

dom to the maximum national benefit. The war has put new

meaning into the idea that persons cannot be allowed to yell

•flre' in a crowded theatre. That's radio's situation.

The free-speech privilege cannot be abused by irresponsible

alarmists or unpatriotic elements, radio quickly appreciated.

But when things simmer down, broadcasters will have their

mettle tried in deciding how far to engage in propagandizbig,

In finding room for sincere, constructive criticism of the war

effort, in showing 'editorial judgment and a sense of respon-

sibility.

Though certain facts must bfr withheld and disloyal utter-

ances will be punished, the Federal aim is' to adhere strictly

—as much as the exigencies of mllit&ry strategy allow-to the

well-established. rul?s of conduct- Inevitably, radio wlU be

tip against the necessity of detiding for itself when normal

peace-time practices have to be altered. Take, for instance,

the stibject of forums and' the political rows. What would

have been permissible two months ago is verboten .by com-

mon agreement, if not by government frowns or decrees. New
limits must be respected. Arguments that split the nation ,

into factions in a way endangering the war effort will not be

tolerated. At the^ samejime, .ttie_rightJq_voice opinions and
_

register criticism' is one of the reasons why the United

States i^ in the conflict Balancing national unity against free

peedi^ill be a constant worry for radio.

SELFISH GBOUFS
Before entry into war, assault from other quarters—dating

hack several years but most determined in.the months imme-
diately preceding the Japanese back-stab—endangered radio's

freedom. That threat though, was wholly different from the

present danger. Selfish political groups desiring to hamstrlbg
broadcasters and use tiie microphones only to serve their

own interests have been engulfed or have dropped the cudgels.

The Isolatlonist-versus-interveiiUonist row, ' which was the '

most menacing of the repeated challenges, ended automatically

with the war outbreak, easing the industry out of a damned-
If-you-do-damned-if-you-don't predicament.

But many of the peace-time harpoonists haven't given up
their crusade. For the moment they have simply sheathed
'the weapons. They haven't throwh them away. Any im-
portant mis-step by a sizeable element of the broadcasting
Industry will send them into a new war dance. The social

reformers and greedy groups (in various political guises) see

In the conflict and demand for all-out support of the Gov-
•rnment potential excuses for resuming -the- drives to put
radio under strangling regulation,' if not oust. private enter-

prise altogether.

The broadcasters, in carrying out their obligations to serve
public interest cannot close their eyes to the gangs that would
load heavy punitive and discriminatory taxes on successful

enterprises, give political agencies the- power to dictate busi-

ness practices and (by indiscretion, anyway) program pol-
icies, break up going concerns wiUi the excuse that they have
Monopolies,' and bring the nation much closer to govern-
ment-operated radio. Besides fighting to preserve freedom
of speech, the industry will ^ave to remain constantly alert

to rep'el sneak raids on the citadel of freedom of private Ini-

tiative. Guerrilla tactics may be lo<)ked.for on. the part, of
anti-radio fifth columnists who hope to knock off the sentries
when their attention is diverted.

FEASS NOW ABSUBD
Actual war makes it seem ludicrous that broadcasters ever

were alarmed about the rule requiring international stations to
Reflect American culture' and radiate Good Neighbor senti-
ment, proposals to forbid newspapers to operate transmitters
and to limit the number of outlets any single Individual or or-
ganization might control, legislative drives to restrict the
amount of revenue-producing advertising, or Interpretations of
tatutes pertaining to lotteries, misleading advertising, and
related subjects.

Persons with grudges against broadcasting haven't for-
gotten them permanently. They only have taken cover until
a more fortuitous occasion presents. So if radio wants to en-
joy the right to free speech after the war ends, the advance
guards must be more wide-eyed than ever in looking for
•nezny patrols and discovering ambushes.

.

During 1941 the radio writer has made further advances
in stature, standing and earning capacity. The package deal

accorded Clifford Goldsmith on 'The Aldrich Family' and Uie

prestige piled up by Sandra Michael with her 'Against the

Storm' are tangible proofs of this fact Significant, too, -was

the '26 By Corwin' series even though the author was pretty

groggy before he completed that near-Impossible assignment

Certain scrlpters have, of course, long been package-pro-
ducers of their own programs. Among the veterans (and
most successful) is Irna Phillips, whose four serials, 'Woman
in White,' 'Right to Happiness,' 'Road of Life' and 'Guiding
'Light' until the last few weeks brought her an income of
about (200,000 a year from Procter & Gamble. Even with
'Guiding Light' off the air. Miss Phillips is still figured to be
making around $150,000, with the likelihood that she will in-

crease that amount again if any one of several tentative
deals for other sponsorship of the show comes through.

Gertrude Berg, author-director-actress ot .'The Goldbergs,'
is another who has long had her own show. However, imtil
several months ago, wheA she took over scripting of "Kate
Hopkins,' Mrs. Berg generally had just the one program, so
her earnings have never approached those of Miss Phillips,

Elaine Sterne Carrington is estimated to. make in the' neigh-
borhood of $80,000 a year from 'Pepper Young's Family' and
'When a Girl Marries,' although she does riot' own them.'
Don Becker, through his contribution of story Ideas, actual
writing and a percentage of the Trans-amerlcan producing
firm, is figured to make at least $100,000 a year.

GOLDSMITH'S DEAL ]
Clifford Goldsmith, who .recently took over package

ownership of his 'Aldrich Family' series for General Foods,
is now reported to be netting about $2,500 a week for his

Reading the C.A.B.
sOoatlnncd from page 119^

their rating but of their share of the audience at the time
of the broadcast. .With -the points rise or fall in rating, in

sets in use, and in the percentage of sets in use attuned to a
given program all reported and duly listed, agency and
sponsor have a well-rounded view of whether their presenta-
tion Is gaining or losing in public favor. They know, too,

what competing programs are doing, because the chronologi-
cal report compares the fare of the nation's four networks
hour by hour, night by night, and day by day.
Semi-monthly and monthly reports are rounded out by two

semi-annual publications, one analyzing the trend, and
makeup of program audiences. The other analyzes the use of
radio seta and the trends In listening hablta. Both are ac-
cumulations of the previous months of summer or winter
Investigations. But they were not achieved by telescoping
earlier reports.

I
ABDinONALLY

|

The report 'Radio Program Audiences,' probably the
C.A3.'s most popular reference work, analyzes programs by
type-and-by-length-and--by -the-income- groups^ornflrrg eS'cH""
audience. The report also reveals the talent with the most
enduring radio appeal, regardless of type or length of
vehicle in which they were broadcast All the items of in-
formation, assembled ill onei report, provide a yardstick by
which the program producer measures the suitability, the
type, length, and talent of the production and then determines
whether the listening income groups are in the desired pro-
portions for ttie particular product the program Is advertising.
The semi-annual report also discloses the geographical popu-
larity of every program.
T^e 'CA.B. Analysis of the Use of Radio Seta,' is a parade

of statistics, void of the mention of a single program or star,
that is concentrated simply on reporting the listening habita
of the nation. The analysis proceeds by half-hours, by parta
of the day and night by the season, by Income groups, and
by geographical areas. Program producers can find out the
potential audience they will have for any half-hour at any
season of the year,

From time to time, the C.A.B. extends ite work to make a-
special report, such as ita recent study of the listening habits
in rural areas. Rural audiences were compared with city
audiences so that agencies and advertisers could obtain a fair
sample of tiie way In which their programs fare in less com-
petitive areas.

The C.A.B. analysis, of course, is based primarily on Investi-
gation in 33 areas where three or four networks have stations.
The inter>riews are made in the following cities:
E»st:—Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Balti-

more, Detroit, Cleveland, Buffalo, Cincinnati, Hartford, Provi-
dence, Syracuce, Rochester, Washington.

,

Sauth:—LouIsviUe, Memphis, AHanta, New Orleans. DaUas
Houston, Oklahoma City.

,

Midwest:—Chicago, St. Louis, Des Moines, Kansas City St
Paul, Minneapolis, Omaha. .

c 'fS'"*-,
Coast:—San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland,

SeatUe, Spokane. _
'

'

At present, the C.A.B.' is making completed calls in tiiese
cities at tile rate of 700,000 a year. The number of calls in
each city, of course, depends on its size. A larger number
of calls is completed in the larger centers. The device by
which the C.A.B. assures itseU that its sample includes a
representative number of famiUes from the lower income
groups Is to require additional calls in those groups The
larger number of calls is necessary because calls at random
are. heavly weighted with famlUes In the higher Income
levels. Placing more calls in the lower income groups assures
their proportionate representation In the survey resulta

'

The CJV.B. is a non-profit mutual effort It is operated bv
a governing committee that is jointly appointed by the>American Association of Advertising Agencies and the Asso-
ciation of National Advertisers. The committee at present
consists of D. P. Smelser, chairman, of Procter & Gamble
Company, George Gallup, of Young & Rublcam, Inc., Robert
B. Brovm, of Bristol-Myers Company. F., B. Ryan, Jr, of
Ruthraufl 4 Ryan, Inc., L. D. H. WeW, of McCann-Erickson,
Inc. and A. Wells Wllbor of General Mills, Inc

program, with option agreemente taking that amount uo to
more than $5,000 a week In the next few years.
A former and not too successful actor, Goldsmith was a

lecturer on health for a milk company and was doing oc
caslonal writing when his 'What a Life' was product on
Broadway by George Abbott The play made only a modest
profit in New York and on .the road, Including a film sidT
but when offered on Oie air, the Henry Aldrich character
developed into a comedy natural. Ita click drew Gold
smith, away from the theatre (he had already started an'
other play when 'What a Life' was produced, but has never
had time to finish it). Prcsentiy it even out-bid HollywoaS
for the auUior's services, so the last few Henry Aldridl
pictures have been written by others from his character^
with a royalty to him. ^

Rose Franken, whose 'Claudia' stories were a Red Book
magazine success,

.
adapted them for the stase and therebvmade a cleanup in three directions. She coined and is stiU

coining a fortune from the Broadway and road companies.
The mm rights brought her an additional sock and a radii
version for (Seneral Foods paid her $1,500 a week, until sha
tired pf WTitiiig.it after 13 weeks. The program is again-
available, but without Miss Franken's services as scripteV
and is being considered by other sponsors, with the orlgl
inal authoress likely to get about $700 or more a week m
royalties.

Graeme and Sarah Lorlmer, whose 'Maudle's Diary*
stories from the Ladies Home Journal have been adapt^
for radio as a Wonder Bread series, are getting bigger coinfrom that source than they ever did from mag or book au-
thorship, although they aren't concerned, except by script
approval, with the ethe^ adaptation. Similarly. Sally Ben-
son, whose 'Junior Miss' sketehes from New Yorker mag
have been adapted to. the stage as a Broadway hit is also
likely to draw an additional $750 a week in royalties from
a radio version, if and when one of several would-be sponsors
finds a network spot for it

Among the many other daytime and evening radio
writers, there Is a growing trend toward author package-
production and ownership, of programs. This Is partly a
result of scrlpters wanting to follow obviously profitable
examples but is also parUy due to a growing realization by
sponsors and agency men that giving ownership of a program
to the-author puta responsibiUty for maintaining ita standard
up to him. .

OTHER PACKAGES
Not Including variety shows owned as packages by such

stars as Jack Benny, Fred Allen and Eddie Cantor, some
of the oUier package programs owned entirely or In part
by the creator-author Include 'Duffy's Tavern' (Ed Gardner),
Against the Storm' and 'Lone Journey* (Sandra Michael),
'Double or Nothing' (Walter Compton). 'How Am I Doing?'
(Bob Hawk), "Help Mate' (Leonardo Bercovici, through
C. D. Morris). "Hobby Lobby' (Dave Elman), 'Information,
Please' (Dan Golenpaul). 'Quiz Kids' (Lou Cowan), Truth
or Consequences' (Ralph Edwards), 'Vox Pop' (Johnson-
Buterworth, 'Mary Marlln' (Jane Crusinberry).

"

'While serial writers without package-owner status, or at
•least a share In the program righta, generally don't get as
much as those with a percentage of the show, author pay-
ment in this field has also gone up in the last few years.
-Ney. foxk -Office j)t Blackett-Sample-Hummert- still Is the
lowest-paying of the recognized agencies, with a minimum
rate of $125 a week for scripting, but other agencies now
pay up to $1,500 or so a week for scrlpta. Average price
(not including B-S-H) is estimated to be about $500 a week.
For single scrlpta, prices vary widely. • One of the top

payers is IBIg Town,' offering $500 in the east or $1,000 on
the Coast 'Cavalcade of America' pays from $200 to $1,000,
the latter figure being for a specified show by a name au-
thor. However, 'C:avalcade' makes a down payment for an
accepted ouUine or story suggestion. 'Meet Mr. Meek' pays
about $500 a week for scrlpta, part of which goes for
royalty on the formula. OUier single-time buyers and
prices are "Lincoln Highway' ($150), 'Grand Cenfa-al Sta-
tion ($100), 'Manhattan at Midnight* (up to $250), 'Inner
Sanctum' ($150), "The Shadow' ($250), 'First Nighter' ($150).
As a general rule, writer? claim, the C.A.B. rating of a

program li determined more or less b/ the amount paid for
scrlpta provided, of course, that o'ther factors are equaL
For instance, the presence of stars on a show undoubtedly
boosts Uie ratinft as does an advantageous spot on the sched-
ule. But with- two programs of near-equal name rating and
comparable time, the one paying more for writing generally
draws the larger audience. At least that Is the somewhat
biased theory of writers and their agente.

P'^y^ pictures varies. For a single

«S? "^^ P'^y- the fee is likely to be about

ti.
P"** °" "l"* failure is about $250. For a new

hit Us from $1,000 to $2,500. Sponsors rarely want new
flops, so Uiere's no general price on those.

'Analyzing' Programs
sCoatlaned fnm pmgt IIS;

have today the resulta of thousands" of mail testa conducted
on hundreds of statiom^-at all times pf the day and night

10. Study of Mail Offers
There are vast differences In pulling power to mall offers

between men and women—between city and rural sections—
between types of stations. This project is not completed, but
we already have secured considerable Information in this
connection.
We believe what our smaU agency has done In the field of

radio research demonstrates that an agency need not be
among the first ten' in order to properly utilize available
research tools—In order to make Ita programs and com-
mercials most effective. To our knowledge, we have done
more radio research in the past year than any agency-
regardless of size. And In so doing, it is our feeling, if not
* m""*' "^"^^ "'^'^^ " real contribution.We would like to see more users of radio time 'chip in'

In order to add to the fund of knowledge that can make
radio an even more potent force than It Is today.
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Radio. ••all out for Victory
War puts gigantic demands on America's productive capacity

and inventive genius. Research and invention have

placed radio in the first tine of battle.

/COMMUNICATION—rapid communication—is

a vital necessity, on land, at sea and in the air.

RCA research and engineering developments in both

radio and electronics are strengthening—and will fur-

ther fortify—the bulwarks of our communications

system. "At Princeton, New Jersey, the new RCA
Laboratories—the foremost center of radio research

in the world—are under construction.

International circuits, operating' oil short and long"

waves, have made the United States the communica-

tion center of the world. Today, R.C.A. Communi-

cations, Inc., conducts direct radiotelegraph service

with 49 countries.

Production of radio equipment is essential for news

and timely information, for military and naval com-

munications, for dissemination ofnews among foreign

countries. The "arsenal df democracy" has a radio

voice unsurpassed in range and efficiency. In the RCA
Manufacturing Company's plants, workers have

pledged themselves to "beat the promise," in produc-

tion and delivery dates of radio equipment needed

for war and civilian defense.

American life and property at sea are being safe-

guarded by ship-and-shore stations.The Radiomarine

Corporation of America has equipped more than

1500 American vessels with radio apparatus and is

completely engaged in an all-out war effort.

-

Radio broadcasting is keeping the American people

informed accurately and up-to-the-minute. It is a

life-line of communication reaching 55,000,000 radio

sets in homes and automobiles. It stands as the very

symbol of democracy and is one of the essential

freedoms for which America fights. The National

Broadcasting Company— a service of RCA— ana

its associated stations are fully organized for the

coordination of wartime broadcasting.

New radio operators and technicians must be trained

for wartime posts. RCA Institutes, the pioneer radio

school of its kind in the United States, has more

than 1,200 students enrolled and studying in its New
York and Chicago classrooms.

When war came and America took its place on the

widespread fighting front, radio was At the Ready

. . . with radio men and radio facilities prepared to

answer the call to duty "in the most tremendous,

undertaking of our national history."

^^^,0'^" PRESIDENT

Radio Corporation of America
RADIO CITY, NEW YORK

The Serficed' of RCA: RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc. • RCA Laboratories • R.C.A. Communications, Inc.

National Broadcasting Company, Inc. • Radiomarine Corporation of America • RCA Institutes, Inc.

*
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Season's Greetings

JACK BENNY
AND

MARY LIVINGSTONE

Management

A. & S. LYONS

"THE ARKANSAS TRAVELER"

WAS A GREAT MAN,

I HOPE I AIN'T

LEHIN' HIM DOWN

I
BOB BURNS

TUESDAY^ NICHT

COLUMBIA NETWORK

AIR FEATURES
INC.

247 PARK AVENUE

NEW YORK
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these are

days

THE MORE SUCCESSFUL the business the greater the

competition. This is age-old economic law.

It applies to stations.

But never has it beeii as easy for leaders to crack as it is

today.

The Idnd of selling and programming strategy which has

kept WOR a consistent leader year after year is not nec-

essarily the kind that will meet the split-second demands

of the present.

WOR is keenly aware of this.

Always a leader in news and news analysis, WOR is now
devoting more time, care and man-hours to this increas-

ingly necessary and valuable commodity.

However, as the station to which more New York families

— in every income group — listened to most during the

day and evening from June through September*, WOR
realizes that news is merely one responsibility.

Its duty, too — now more than ever before — is a morale

one. Comedy and the light touch will come in for extra

time and attention. No less will be the importance given

to the -pleasant gabble-about shops, .sports and life as itis

lived. Here, too, will be the voice of a gay satirist, the

laughter of children's hours, and music — from Stravinsky

to Shaw — will be kept up near the top of the tube.

We believe that this awareness of change and quick adapt-

ability — a quality so unique to radiol — will bring to

WOR's advertisers — present and future, institutional and
Otherwise — the greater interest and response of thou-^

sands of listeners who have always displayed an imusuall/ -

high degree of both qualities.

It vfiW be their acknowledgment of the greater Informa*

tion and pleasure they have every right to expect and

demand. Particularly in days such as these.

* from first 4-month analysis of 25,000 face-to-face interviews

— with all kinds of listeners in all kinds of homes— made for'

the "WOR Continuing Study Of Radio Listening in Greater*

New York." "
'
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IT would be gratifying indeed if management men

in American business could contemplate the pros-

pect of solving tomorrow's problems as lightly as did

Scarlett O'Hara in "Gone With the Wind." Planning

for the future is difficult, for management's problems

of the moment are of prepoUent complexity.

Under present circumstances, it is not surprising

that the first thought of some business men is to cur-

tail advertising, conserve resources. But business

history proves that the man who reasons thus has

not "found the philosopher's stone."

Industry's yellow pages turn up scores of forgotten

names of honest products—forgotten because their

makers failed to realize that the public is fickle only

because its memory is short.

Yes, tomorrow's business faces fact—not fiction.

Tomorrow's management men will be confronted

once more with the problems of a buyer's—^not a

seller's—^market. Tomorrow's salesmen will be

forced to meet the hard-hitting rivalry of small com-

petitors grown rugged and healthy through defense

expansion. Tomorrow's advertising must produce,

as never before, more effective results from every

last penny of the advertising appropriation.

To some, it might not seem the better part of wis-

dom to sell increased use of WLW when our sched-

ules are so full—when sales of our facilities are the

highest in our history.

But we aren't thinking about this month, or next

—

we're concerned with next year, and the year after

that—when we return to the economy of the buyer's

market and there is keen competition for the cus-

tomer's nod of acceptance.

Moreover, we believe that the best time to adver-

tise is when you have all the business you can han-

dle, and that we should never miss an opportunity

to leave this cogent thought—when you buy WLW,
you buy at what is probably the lowest cost per im-

pression in modern advertising.

SEASON'S GREETimS

GUY
LOMBARD

O

AND mS ROYAL CANADIANS

COLGATE-PALMQLIVE-PEET

SATUBDAYS
8 PM. EST

CBS NETWORK
• .'

HOTEL ROOSEVELT
NEW YORK CITY

NOW

Management—MUSIC CORPOBATION OF AMERICA

kind,

Dea
wida
fialds.

If you nil

furniture, a p •

paral, jewslry,

hardwara or

h o m a equip*

nnent of - any
you know Davideon'a of

Moines, doing a state*

business in all these

And Davidson's know KSO,
through a record of results
covering more than four years,
NQuoting - L. E. Cohen, Vice*
President and General Man* '

ager:

"Since we began using KSO
four years ago, we not only
have had good results in the
form of direct sales, but also
have found it an excellent me-
dium for institutional jelling.

Our experience shows that the
use of top flight local talent,

such as Andy Woolfries, plus
short, well -planned com*
merciat copy, adds up to ef-

fective radio selling.*'

On KSO and KRNT, na-
tional .advertisers p^ the
same low rates as do local ad-
vertisers. So Mr. Cohen's
statement is well worth re-

membering when you choose
a station foi* air-selling to
more than a million peoble
in Iowa's No, 1 market—Des
Moines and its extensive trad-
ing area.

Amuted nUh the Des Molne* B«tH«t
* TrilMme ^

Bepreseated br^The Kata AcoMT

Congratulations

R
I

C
H
A
R
D
K
O
L
L
M
A
R

"BRIGHT HORIZON

"

The slory of Michael West

CBS
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Holiday Greetings

from

Eddie Cantor

'TIME TO SMILE"
^ each

Wednesday Evening

NBC Red-9 PM.

"BANJO EYES"

Warner Bros,

'ffollyiadod' Thedire

New York City

any other night
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Providence and Pawtucket . . . one vast metropolitan
area, plus 145 other cities and towns, eives you access
to over 1,000,000 people, in NEW ENGLAND'S 2ND
LARGEST MARKET.

'WFCI

From the Center of

NEW YORK

10,000 WATTS
Night and Day

Interstate Broadcasting Co., Inc.

730 fifth Avenue, New York

Circle 5-5566

How Green Is My Valley?

PLENTY

!

BENNY BAKER
•

The Don Lee Broadcasting System has covered by a LOCAL Don Lee station.

' now completed the last Important link More than 9 out of every 10 radio

in the Pacific Coast's only network homes on the Pacific Coast are within

covering every one'of th^ 32 Important ^ » ^5

"

Pacific Coast Markets, with the addi- * the radio

» X „ . „ listeners in Fresno . . . U yon have a
tion. of station KFRE in Fresno, the ^^^^ 10,000,000 peo-
bleeest market in the rich aerlcnltnral ^^^^ coast, buy the net-
San Joaqnhi VaUey. NOW every im- „ork Pacific Coast advertUers prefer*
portant market on the Pacific Coast b ... Don Lee.

(actor)

Because of

• Don tee carries more Pacific Coast network

tmsiness than the other three networks combined.

Buddy de Sylva

Vinton Freedley

Mutual DON LEE
Thomas S. Lee, Pres.; Lewis Allen Weiss, Vice-Pree., Gen. Mgr.

5515 Melrose Avenue, Hollywood, California.

Dorothy and Herbert Fields

Cole Porter

THANKS
CHARLES F. STEVENS

joins

The Earle Ferris Company
as

Executive Vice-President
New York Chicago Hollywood
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Again the Biggest Radio Year

in 'RandR" History

RU1HK«U» ft KTAIt KAUlU liR 1937-1941

1937 1938 1939 1940 1941

ONCE again Ruthraufi & Ry^n has completed a

record year inRadio advertising. Figures for 1941

. far exceed those of any previous year in this Agency's

history.

Butevenmore significant is the fact that this increased

growth has been due in large measure to the increased

billing of our old clients—good evidence that Ruthraufi

& Ryan methods make themselves felt in Sales.

In achieving this success, Ruthraufi & Ryan has not

beenwedded to any one formula, nor limited to anypar-

ticular kind of show. Among 6ur programs are included

Comedy, Musical, Dramatic, Variety, Daytime Serials,

Audience Participation and "Spot" Broadcasting.

Another important success factor is this. Agency's

sales-minded attitude toward "commercials." Our "com-

mercial" writers are chosen for their salesmanship—fot

their ability to sell through the spoken word.

' Would you like to know more about the radio back-

ground of Ruthraufi & Ryan—one of the few agencies

in America with complete radio facilities in the East,

Mid-West and West Coast territories? We shall be glad

to arrange an interview at your convenience. ^

Ruthrauflf& Ryan^nc.
^Advertising

NEW YORK
ST. LOUIS

SAN FRANQSCO
DETROIT

SEATTLE

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD
HOUSTON

.
' i NETWORK l»ROGRAM$ .. ;

MAJOR owes* ORIGINAL AMATEUR HOUR .

EDWARD -G. IKHHNSON IN "MO tOWN» <

BQR

"VOX POP" wtHi PARKS JOHNSON, WAUY BUnCitWdRm

GOOD vMU'MpuR'«-wiiii:jojHi»i AimmH^a-yf^r.

I
I JpMMMrf Hr Cfm^M fcyp Cmpop/ tor tfmKoA

I
"GRAND CENfiAL STATION"

" >«i^rWiii«»4 ^--,-'/^*'>^^;•"'-i^^!^^^,^vS|MMM4tiJr iMHr Irafftvi Cenpany for P

•- -- ~'trr<n».W>a.mlcDlCM|»n,rarNojiMiwSWiiCn«i S'W^J

"BIG SISTIT'

"ARE YOU .A MttSmO HEM?"
'

»
IS

US SfCUTS «U Dl.

WONU. PAHW
uier niNTOiri i^q^iB- fyoM^M.-!!'

NAZAWC MriMMUW . fot-lll*

TANtI Uiai .fwAmfiflilSMp

/.•"*for" .

.

AMItCcAN CIMUnCA,CMMII COMMMV, 1«.

•INTON OniCAl COMPANY Op««i] S-pp,

OOOOi DIVISION Of CHIVSia CORPORAIION
fsufngtf Cart

>-,-!> , ' • „•

'

'

'^/LVISTON-MOUSTON lUWniR, Inc.

1>f49l,NS#i^^P|,l|||-SH

IES,.ln<.;-.'/>l/.nMir«ad an<« Uqftqihfr- lr«d .
>IDOi{

far<*p;ft>««ra^Ai^f C ^^^^^^^
;

" and A(«



GREETINGS

RAY and EDDIE DOWLING
"WE THE PEOPLE"

PERCY FAITH

Management i MCA ARTISTS, LTD.

Greetings

BETTY
GARDE

For
PHILLIP MORRIS

Friday Night

CBS

For
CAVALCADE OF AMERICA

Monday Night

NBC

For
MAUDIE'S DIARY
Thursday Night

CBS

Hello Ag€un t

on our ISinth Lnnstmas Together

VIRGINIA PAYNE
and

"MA PERKINS

"

FRIEmiY GREETINGS

D\JD rir\lYliiwlV
DECCA RECORDS CBS PR07,RAMS

TUMS PROGRAM with

FRANK FAY— NBC RED—THURS., 10:30 P.M.

, J. .. Booklnf- .Management: MCA -ARTISTS,- -LTD.
Pemnal Manacement: PAUL KAPP

Don Bernard
PRO P.U_C.E.Il.—D I R E .C T Q H - _

"Meet Mr. Meek" (1940-'41)

P^OHeAt says , . .a ruaiontd disgrace**

But Crossley says : '• '—
1 2.6

Variety alto uyt: "Skillful and axeellant direction."

Winehell eayii "An orchid to Don Bernard's deft direction."

Goodkind^

Joice

&
Morgan

PALMOLIVE BUILDING
CHICAGO

Affiliated with

Raymond R. Morgan Co.

Hollywood

SEASON'S GREETINGS

DON
VOORHEES

SEASON'S GREETENGS

PETER VAN STEEDEN
'MR DISTRICT ATTORNEY"

JOHANNES STEEL
INTERPRETS THE NEWS

WMCA

''VIVA ROOSEVELT"

XAVIER CUCAT
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Well I Swan!

f^^iEn HAS THE WHOLE TOWN IN A LATHER*

SAYS

GEORGE AND

(BURNS)

GRACIE
(ALLEN)

so HAS SWAN SOAP

JOAN EDWARDS

YOUR LUCKY STRIKE

HIT PARADE . . .

CBS TELEVISION
LIBERTY RECORDS

• NEW YORK
-8900

MANAGEMENT
LESTER HAMMEL

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

Congratulations to

Sincerest thanlis to

the manager and staff of each of the

Theatres in which the Dr. L Q. radio

show has played for their splendid co-

operation in making the Show a suc-

cess, and in further strengthening the

bond between the Theatre and Radio.

Grant Advertising, Inc.

Chicago * Dallas * New York * Monterrey * Mexico City
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Guarantee:

WXYZ will open Detroit

food and drug markets to

YOU.

Faster and at a lower
cost than any other

Detroit Station.

address:

wxyz — king-trendle broadcasting corporation

1700 stroh building, detroit, nnichigan

(or any paul raymer office]

AN OUTStAM)ING

AUDIENCE
BUILDER

... PAT FLANAGAN
(ACE CHICAGO SPORTSCASTER)

agtdn Broadcasts the Cubs-Sox Games
exclusively on Station WJJD . . .

Port Flonagaii. who has broadcast sports to

"sports-conscious Chicagoons since 1929,

again gives play-by-play descriptions ol all

Cubs-Sox home games in 1942, exclusively

over WJJD. . .

.

And in 1942, as in the past three years, these
broadcasts will be sponsored by the Walgreen
Company. . .

.

Just another WIJD "showmanship feature"
that wins listeners for this station. . .

.

WJJD
(20,000 WATTS)

230 NORTH MICfflGAN AVE
CHICAGO • ILLINOIS
TELEPHONE STATE 5466

The nation's largest independent station

CHICAGO'S AND
CALUMET AREA'S

most complete ....

...NEWS
COVERAGE

ASSOCIATED PRESS DR. GERHARD SCHACHER
TRANSRADIO PRESS CAPT. MICHAEL FIELDING

ELMER DAVIS (CBS) "BULLETINS FOR DEFENSE"

*****

24 REGULAR NEWS BROADCASTS DAILY

*****

Ask Us About News Feature Avcdlabilties

*****

5000 WATTS
W-l-N-D

STUDIOS y

560 KILOCYCLES ^ ^"^^ Calumet

Steel Production Area, and in Chicago

at 230 North Michigan Avenue
AFFILIATED WITH CBS

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
THE FOREMAN COMPANY
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Our task now is

... to do our part towards contributing to the national

morale by assuring that the American pieople shall continue

to be the best informed people in the world.

We have formulated no new policies with regard to

the war. It is of the essence of radio broadcasting that it

should be swiftly and flexibly responsive to the ever-chang-

ing opportunities and ever-changing heeds of a democracy.'

Many of the patterns of peace will, of coiu^^ continue

in our broadcasting, but with a new significance. Religious

programs will nourish the deepened need for spiritual values

in the trying times ahead. Listening to great music will have,

for millions, a new and richer meaning in a nation at war.'

Light and gay music, as well as programs of fun and frolic,

wiU have their place too—perhaps a stronger place than

ever, because buoyancy and laughter play a vital part in

winning wars.

Columbia will devote itself without stint, to this oppor-'

tunity to serve the nation.

From the annual statement of

WilUam S. Paley, President

THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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ON THE AIR

FOR PALMOLIVE SHAVE CREAMS
EVERY SATURDAY, 8:30 P.M.
AND REPEAT 11:30 P.M, EST

WABC, COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
ADVERTISING AGENCY
TED BATES, INC.

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY, INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD • LONDON

Gift-Laden Cars

At Xmas fime

Cue Future Use

Detroit, Jan. 4. .

Holiday caravans to the nearb;
Army camps, sponsored by Station
WXYZ here, were such a click that
plans probably will be pursued tor
week-ends and other holidays during
the year. Centering the activities
originally on obtaining gifts tor the
soldiers at Great Lakes Naval Train,
ing Station, more than 300 miles
from here, the station also plugged
the idea of donors and friends get-
ting up a motorcade to escort the
gift trucks to the camp.
When the round-up was completed

more than 100 cars poured out ol
Detroit on the long trip—in the
rain—picking up several hundred
other mobile ^vell-wishe^s on the
trip across lower Michigan. The
station also shipped along its star
entertainers to provide a show
picked up for broadcast here. Be-
cause of the public response and the
advantages in such tie-ups the studio
proposes to sponsor added motor
cavalcades to other camps where
there *re Michigan men.

CBS PACE BOY NOW
AN EDITOR-AT CBS

Thomas G. Flynn, former CBS
page boy, is newly entitled to de-
scribe himself as Collegiate Editor.

He succeeds Walter Murphy, who
recently went to Boston as press
«gent in WEEI.

Holiday Greetings

MYRTLE VAIL
Directed by

STARRING IN

MYRT and MARGE Carlo De A^gelo , ,

.

rith Consecutive Year On CBS
Wheatena Playhouse

The O'Neills

Mandrake, The Magician

Junior Miss

JACK MILLER
Musical Director

THE KATE SMITH HOUR Harry Von Zell

I

AND

THE ALDRICH FAMILY KATE McCOMB
"Mother O'NeiU"

of

8TH YEAR THE O'NEILLS NBCCBS
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147 American Families Received

$801,690.00
Through The Research, Investigations, Administration

and Dependable Public Service of the

BOARD OF MISSING HEIRS
(Beginning 3rd consecutive yeat on the air)

Authors

JAMES F. WATERS - ALFRED SHEBEL

IRONIZED YEAST

Sponsor

RUTHRAUFF & RYAN, Inc.

Via CBS Network

"COURT OF MISSING HEIRS"
By JAMES F. WATERS

•
Published by MODERN AGE BOOKS

Rrst Printing Sold Out
Second on Press

NEW YORK
WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY, INC.

CHICAGO HOLLYWOOD LONDON

Congratulations

on your 36th Anniversary

from

GERTRUDE
BERG

and Her Beloved Perennials

"THE GOLDBERGS"
First of radio's script serials, ,which has

just celebrated its 12th Anniversary

Sponsored ' by

PROCTER & GAMBLE for "DUZ"

. CBS Network • Mondays thru Fridays

5:15 to 5:30 P.M., EST—CBS

8:15^:30 A.M., EST—WOR (Transcriptions)

WNEW NEW BiZ

VARIED AND

HEAVY
Pointing to a record-breaking De-

cember as proot that commercial
radio will not be unstabllizcd by the

war, WNEW New York reported the

sale of 1,849 quarter-hour periods,

52 half-hour periods and 5,468 spot

announcements to 21 sponsors dur-
ing -the year-end month. With a

single exception, all advertisers arc

^national accounts.

New business placed at WNEW
during December:
Hennafoam Shampoo, starting Jan.

19, a total of 312 musical 15-minute
periods.

Lucky Strike cigarets, 63 two-
minute announcements weekly, 13

weeks.
Marlin Razor Blades, three an-

nouncements weekly for 13 weeks.
Whcatena, 54 quarter-hour mu-

sical progi ams for 18 weeks.
Pride of the Farm Catsup, 10 an-

nouncements weekly starting Jan. 5.

' Pall Mall cigarets, 42 announce-
ments weekly for 13 weeks.

Cystex, 156 quarter-hour news
programs.

Cascade Laundry, 15-minute mu-
sical programs.

Chiclets Gum, tor musical pro-
grams plus a total of 168 spot an-
nouncements.
Simon Ackerman Clothes, 52 half-

hour news commentary periods.
Mission Bell Wines, six 15-min-

ute periods a week.

Massey Repeating

Sherwood's 'Lincoln'

Raymond Massey docs a return
guest appearance in the title part
in Robert E. Sherwood's 'Lincoln'

on DuPont's 'Cavalcade of America'
program Feb. 9 on NBC-Red
(WEAF). He created the characteri-
zation when the same piece was done
on the show two years ago.

Actor guests next Friday night
(9) on the Philip Morris 'Playhouse'
via CBS.

EASY
ACES
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WNEW
NOW HAS TWICE

THE POWER-

YET COSTS NO MORE
(on contracts signed before Feb. 15!)

0!

mm\ man! Hvm!
T¥TITH its recent increase in wattage,

* * WNEW comes into hundreds of

thousands of new homes — better and

stronger.

Yet—-on all contracts signed before

February 15, 1942—this tremendously in-

creased audience is on the house!

Now—it's doubly true: MORE PEOPLE

INANDAROUNDNEWYORK LISTEN
TO WNEW THAN ANY OTHER IN-

DEPENDENT StAtlbN! (According to

independent surveys—sent on request).

And now—more than ever—WNEW
is your best buy in America's best market

— the station that moves most goods—
fastest—and at the least cost!

RBPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & CO. - R. C. FOSTER (NEW ENGLAND)
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THERE'S

NOT

ANOTHER

UKE IT!

A S distinctive as a fingerprint is the service

which WTIC renders to the people of

Southern New England. Distinctive, too, is the

manner in which the 2,600,000 listeners in this

important industrial area rely upon WTIC's

facilities for entertainment and information.

Wise national advertisers have found that this

audience loyalty makes WTIC a natural adver-

tising medium. So, you're missing a bet if your

plans for Southern New England fail to include

WTIC. There's not another like it!

-D!R[CT ROIJTF TO AMERICA'S NC. 1 MARKET
. ' Corpora:.'.:.

THE O'NEILLS'

JCma TWICE DAILY
NBC R(d Network, 12:16 to 12:30 P.M, EST

nj . WABC-«:30-6t4O EST—CBS^ " • COAST TO COAST
Mr. comroR AomnsDia aobncx

MOT, ED WOLF—RKO BLDG. NEW YORK CITY

SEASON'S GKEETimS

HENRY SOUVAINE, INC
30 Rockefeller Plaza

NEW YORK CITY

DAVE

BACAL
Chicago's Outstanding

Radio Organist

CONSOLE

HAMMOND

NOVACHOAD

FREE-LANCING

MUSICAL DIRECTOR

'LONE JOURNEY'

FOR DREFT

McCANN-
ERICKSON

INC.

offers

Complete Radio Services

in all four major

radio centers

IN NEW YORK
50 Rockefeller Plaza

IN CHICAGO
910 South Michigan Avenue

IN HOLLYWOOD
448 So. Hill Street, Los Angeles

IN SAN FRANaSCO
114 Sansome Street

rOU CAN DEPEND ON THAT

ligiiiiii

YOU CAN ALSO DEPEND

ON

^f<l

NIWVOIK * OiniOIT • CHICAOO • SAN PRANCIjCO
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* ^

An Old Year Resolution We Are Happy
To Renew—In 1942f

Again in 1942 We Pledge Our Continued
Enthusiastic and Untiring Efforts to Bring
to Daytime Listeners Radio's Most Interest-

ing and Absorbing Dramatic Programs^

WOMEN IN WHITE ROAD TO HAPPINESS
ROAD OF LIFE

IRNA PHILLIPS
SCRIPT SUPERVISOR

CARL WESTER & COMPANY
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

1942 Album of Stars

JESSICA DRAGONEUE. _ .._

ELSA MAXWELL
MARY LEE TAYLOR
GUS HAENSCHEN
BILL PERRY

EMILE COTE
TOM MIX Straight Shooters

JOHN B. KENNEDY
WARREN SWEENEY
GRAHAM McNAMEE
MILTON CROSS
DON GORDON
PERCY HEMUS
CURLEY BRADLEY
RUSSELL THORSON
BEHY and BOB
CHECKERBOARD TIME

GARDNER
ADVERTISING COMPANY

New York St. Louis

"The Voice of the
Palm Beaches"

WINNER
P^HIETY Plaque

Show-Management

1941

WJNO
West Palm Beach, Florida

AFFILUTED WITH THE COLUMBU BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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Radio Keeps Actor Names Bright

Even Legit Producers (Who Seldom Listen) Are

Impressed by Radio Guest Dates

By EOBE HOBSISON

What is only beginning to be fully

realized in the trade is that by mak-
ing frequent guest dates on various

broadcasts an actor of stellar work
on stage and screen is enabled to

keep himself in the public eye,

thereby maintaining his boxoflice

draw and, consequently, his estab-

lished salary level in his regular

medium.

The nightmare of actors has al-

ways been the layoffs between parts

or jobs. Those inevitable periods

have been demoralizing to an actor's

morale, as well as harmful to his rat-

ing with the public and costly finan-

cially. In the past, about all an
actor could do to shorten the inter-

vals between jobs was to be seen

frequently by the 'right' people and
in the 'right' places. Generally, that

involved eating in the better theat-

rical restaurants, going to openings
of new plays and attending theatri-

cal parties. Of course those meth-
ods are still used by actors to keep
themselves in circulation.

However, radio guest dates have
become a much more important
source of personal attention-getting—^ore important because the actor

is kept before a vast public audi-

ence, is generally presented under

complimentary circumstances in his

professional capacity and is well

paid for it Thus, there have been

many cases in the last few seasons

of actors going without legit or

screen parts for extended periods,

but through radio appearances re-

taining their public draw and com-
manding their regular salaries. In

addition, there are a number of

familiar InsUnces of players who
have been out of pictures or legit

for some time, but have been able

to keep going indefinitely via radio.

Among the dramatic players who

have made valuable use of air dates

to maintain their boxofTice draw and

salary levels between engagements

in other media are Walter Huston,

Flora Robson, Burgess Meredith,

Ethel Barrymore, Raymond Massey,
Lionel Barrymore, Una Merkel, Bar-

bara Stanwyck, Andy Devine, Paul
Lukas, Ruth Gordon, Margalo Gill-

more and any number of semi-names.
Of course, that does not include those
who have strengthened their posi-

tion through regular, continued ap-

pearances on specific shows, such as
Helen Hayes, Frank Morgan, Basil

Rathbone, Edward G. Robinson, John

Barrymore and Eddie Dowling.

EACH SEIF-CENTEBEI)

Curious factor in this vital use of

radio as an exploitation lever is that

few picture or stage producers are

more than vaguely aware- of air pro-

grams or who appears on them. Each

of the show business fields tends to

live in a self-centered world of its

own, except that radio has shown

more awareness of the value of

names from the other media than

vice versa. At any rate, when an

unemployed actor has been active

on various guest programs, film pro-

ducers are only partially aware of

why they're willing to pay his for-

mer salary, and legit producers are

totally unaware of why. However,

ihey sense that the actor's name is

alive and that he is an active box-

office draw. Also, they cannot help

but be impressed, no matter how
unconsciously, by the confidence and

Independence of an actor who has

been working regularly and is sol-

vent
Contrary to a few years ago, there

are now .
more guest shows origi-

nating .in the east than on the Coast.

That, coupled with the fact that there

is such an abundant supply of names
available on the Coast, gives a star

in New York the chance to do many
more guest appearances than the

Coast player can. There is always a

shortage of names available in New
York and, consequently, a cleanup

to be 'had by any picture star who
comes east for vacation, personal ap-

pearance or other reason.

In the last few weeks, for instance.

i

What's In A Name

Milwaukee, Jan. 4.

C, J. Lanphler, manager of

WEMP, summoned his staff of

six announcers into conference

recently and told them they wer^

all fired as 'announcers,' that

the name was obsolete as far as

this station Is concerned and

that they were rehired on the

spot as 'microphone salesmen,'

to continue as such as long as

they do a good job of •selling.

Spielers will be paid, not -a flat

salary as a spieler, but more

money guaged by their sales-

manship on the air.

"You've got to sell sustainers,

too,' said Lanphier.

Sroadcasting, unlike other public services,

has no precedent for war. But American

Broadcasting has already shown that it has the

power, the brains, the facilities for serving the

nation in WAR as well as peace.

This nation is proud of its Broadcasting

System. The American people look to broad-

casting with complete confidence that it will

continue to inform, to hearten, and to

strengthen the will to win.

Western £tectm

this New York demand has become

so great that in some cases it is

profitable lor an actor to come east

just to do radio guest shots. If

skillfully booked, he can make per-

haps a dozen such appearances in a

few weeks. It's also true that the

appearance of a Hollywood star on

a New York-originating program is

more of an event than his presence

on a Coast show would be. There-

fore, he's given more ballyhoo and,

frequently, more consideration as to

script, billing, publicity, etc.

Principal New York-originating

programs using guest names are

Philip Morris 'Playhouse,' 'Caval-

cade of America' (which occasion-

ally airs from the Coast), 'Penthouse

Party' (about to become 'Luncheon
Date With Ilka Chase'), 'Duffy's

Tavern," Helen Hayes (using occa-

sional guest male leads), 'We, the

People,' Gladys Swarthout-Pruden-
tlal show, Eddie Cantor, Fred Allen,

Kate Smith, Kostelanetz, Ford Hour
(from Detroit), 'Lincoln Highway,'
Inner Sanctum,' Dorothy Kilgallen,

Wheatena 'Playhouse' (recorded),

Armstrong Theatre of Today,' NBC's
'Great Plays,' 'Information, Please'

and the Government 'benefit' shows,
'Keep 'Em Rolling,' 'America Pre-
ferred' and the just-folded 'Millions

for- Defense.'
Guest-name stanzas from the Coast

include the Lux Theatre, Kraft
Music Hall,' 'Silver Theatre,' 'Stars

Over Hollywood,' Edgar Bergen,
Rudy Vallee, Orson Welles, Max-
well House, Bob Hope and the 'bene-

fit' Gulf-Screen Guild.

R. R BRUNTON

HAS BELATED

TIRSr

By WILLIS WEBNER
San Francisco, Jan. 4.

Ralph R. Brunton, president of

KQW, was having his first taste of

network radio this week in nearly

20 years of broadcasting. The vet-

eran' indie, with a flock of ether

firsts to hif credit, hooked up with
CBS (1).

Back around 1924 when he oper-
ated as KFUQ, Brunton had the first

transmitter west of Cleveland pow-
ered entirely from storage batteries.

Shortly after, Brunton installed thi
country's first police radio, inter-

rupting regular KJBS programs to

send messages to the cops. A fire

siren was used as a warning. Idea
worked fine except that everybody
else responded to the calls too. That
was before the days of short-wave.
As long ago as 1925 Brunton was

operating portable-mobile. Loaded
his equipment on a truck and fol-

lowed the parade celebrating Fris-

co's diamond pubilee.

Other Brunton firsts include the

first broadcast from a polo matdi,
first use of popular music on Sun-
day in this area (in the teeth of

stern rebuffs) and the first attempt

at continuous broadcasting in days
when stations favored silent periods.

He had the first all-night programs
and wrote one of the first books on
radio advertising.

Active in the N.A.B., Frisco's new
network porsonality is also a past

prexy of the Pacific Radio Institute,

The Fort Industry Co., of which
he is vice president, operates WSPD,
5oledo;WAOA, Atlanta, Ga.;WLOK,
ima, O.; WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va.;

WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va.

Richmond, Va.—Merrit Ruddock is

now doing quarter-hour morning
news commentatires from WRNL,
Richmond, Va., over Mutual network.

A mark that has

made its mark
in Baltimore

W-r-T-H
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Greetings from the

N. W. Ayer Radio Department

i

greetings

•

fred alien CONGRATULATIONS TO

Portland hoffa
on its

36TH ANNIVERSARY

,r Rudy Vallee

texaco star theatre

wabc—Wednesdays

9-10 p.m. est
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Fan Pan Mail Oddities

Some Write: i Listen to the Programs Regularly

And Just Can't Stand It'

By DON REED

Seattle, Jan. 4.

Listeners complain about serials,
but listen to them, say they demand
high class and educational prbgrams,
but listen' to programs that are
definitely not. They decry blue
gags of radio comedians but laugh
at them. Finally they all believe
they can write better commercials

than those .used. These are some
of the conclusions arrived at- by
Bob Nichols, who has aired 'The
Listeners Club' for Bartell's Drug
Stores on Seattle stations for the

past two and half years, and who
has received thousands of letters

containing criticisms, pleas and sug-

gestions on what is wrong, or right,

in radio programs.

In the period of tim : that 'The

Listeners Club' hais been receiving

hundreds of letters each week dis-

satisfaction with children's programs

has declined sharply, as have com-

plaints about too much swing music.

Club listeners are chiefly house-

wives. Comments on serials have

always made up the bulk of the cor-

respondence, and those against the

heart-tuggers as compared to those

for them has usually run about 4

to 1. But as noted above, most of

these aginners will cite one or

more bad serials, then praise one

or more. Point Is that they listen to

them and usually have a pet one

that they never miss. 'Vic and Sade*

one of those most often mentioned

has a majority of boosters yet a

minority of equally fervent pan-

ners.

TRANSAMERICAN
Expresses its sincere appreciation for the con-

fidence of the following advertising agencies

by whom we yfere employed during 1941

:

Aubrey, Moore & Wallace The Williamson Candy Co.

N. W. Ayer & Son Frank H. Fleer & Co.

Benton & Bowles, Ino General Foods Corp.

Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce, Inc Roma Wine Co., Inc.

Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Inc

Compton Advertising Agency Procter & Gamble Co.

Geyer, Cornell & Newell, Inc .Nash-Kelvinator Corp.

Hutchins Advertising Co., Inc.. Phiico Radio & Television Corp.

Unn.n & Mitohell, Inc irSi'Sp'a^

Mitchell-Faust Advertising Co.. Peter Hand Brewing Co.

Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc -IP^°H^''?''o°^*5
(Hyde Park Breweries

Stewart, Hanford & Casler, Inc.. P. W. Minor & Son, inc. —

J. Walter Thompson Company (Libby, McNeill & Libby

(Johns-Manville Corp.

Ward Wheelock Company, Inc Campbell Soup Company

.Young & Rubicam, Inc., General Foods Corp.

Transamerican programs will continue to maintain

Transaimerican's position of leadership in the field of

radio production.

Programs For Children
=Conlliia«d from pase llOf

which has no such responsibility to-

ward a wide public.

Broadcasting is a public service.

No one doubts that the broadcasting

company has therefore a serious ob-

ligation. No one doubts that this ob-

ligation is greater In the matter of

children's programs. If adults want
to scare themselves to death with

a horror program, that may be their

own business—though even that is

open to some question. Nobody
doubts that children may need to be
protected from things too hard to

take. The question becomes, what is

too bard for children to take? This

is a question we must look to psy-
chologists and psychiatrists to ans-

wer. There is a competent body of

psychiatric opinion on this subject,

and this would ' seem to indicate

that normal children can take

—

wholesomely and profitably—a great

deal more than some adults would
allow them, or can take themselvet

Adult Ideas Ottcn Qaltc Wrong
About Children

What is needed first is an ac-

ceptance of children—of their tastes

and interests,' their standards and
their emotiohal make-up. Adult con-

ceptions of what children like, or

ought to like, have proved to be poor
gauges indeed, qnd have brought us
no.where. If ,the writer of children's

scripts, the producer, the director,

the agency and the network censor
could have access to authentic guid-
ance in these respects there would
be security • where now there are
vague fears 'and hesitation. There
would be go signals in place of stop
signals. There would be experimen-
tation, without which no are can
flourish. Creative writing could go
forward in safety and .)vould be en-
couraged to do so.

Needed too is a realistic acceptance
of ' radio's special problems. As the
r^dio industry is constituted, It Is to

the sponsors, agencies and produc-
tion people that we must look for
the best in children's programs.
They will do so only if it pays. And
it will pay only if the children like

the ..programs. There is no reason
why ' ohildren shouldn't like good
programs, if good is defined in their
own language—not their parents'.

There is no reason why the net-
works and stations should be forced
either to throw out all children's
programs or to accept them all as a
station expense. Stations can experi-
ment, if sponsors won't. But spon-
sored children's programs can be

made both profitable and acceptable
To malce them so takes knowledge
of children, knowledge of radlc
creative thinking and a point of
view.
When radio was young it was ex.

perimental, and out of that early,
experimentation came some of our.
best programs which have not yet
been topped. This certainly is true
of chlldren's programs. If clamps and •

codes and -restrictions have not im-
proved the quality or quantity of
children's radio, perhaps it is time-
we gave children's programs back to
the children.

SEPARATE MUSIC

SCALE FOR F-M

INPHULY

Philadelphia, Jan. 4.

Local 77, Am£rican Federation of

-

Musicians, will begin negotiations

next week with WCAU, WFIL and
KYW for contracts for the stations'

frequency-modulation outlets.

Up to now . the union has over-
looked the doubling of studio bands
on both A-M and F-M stations of

WCAU and WFIL. (KYW's F-M
outlet has not yet been completed). -

But under the new contracts, which
go into effect Jan. 16, the union

.

is expected to set a scale for fre-

quency modulation broadcasting.
Whether it will press for the hiring

of a separate band for the F-M out-,

let, or make the studios pay extra
for the F-M work, has not yet been
decided.

Local 77' Is expected to follow the

lead of the Chicago local and set

the scale for F-M stations, roughly
at about half the rate for A-M
outlets.

WINS, N. Y., Buys ASCAP

station WINS, Hearst outlet in

New York, has signed with ASCAP
and began using the society's cata-

log again Jan. 1.

Exhaler discontinued ASCAP mu-
sic at the time the radio war against

the society broke out.

When you bu

^ RETAIL STOllE DISPLAY
- Pennanentstands in IJO retailoudetsfonisc ofWCAE
~ advertisere. Exclusive display—minimum of a weeks.

PERSONAL CALLS ON DEALERS
Anything from a one'day survey to a full week of in-
tensive merchandising among retailers and wholesalers.

STEADY NEWSPAPER PROMOTION
I 30 inch advertisement, or larger, daily and Sunday

promoting WCAE programs and sponsors.

Out of these and many other special services availahk (22 in all) 1

full'fledged merchandising program can he arranged and executed.

The KATZ Agency • National Representatives
NawYork aicogo Datroir AHonta Koiuoi Clly San Fronclfco DoIIm

AF PITTSBURGH, PA.W V / % t 5000 Watts . 1250 K. C.

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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ELSA MAXWELL
With Graham McNamea
Oosslp
IS MIna. '

at-KRISP
Friday, 19 pjn.
WJZ-NBC, New York

{Gardner)

Elsa Maxwell, who has made her-

selt a name and a living in the last

decade by helping the bored and
rich to be less so has been contracted
to tell the radio audience about the
famous ones she knows. For ex-
ample, Winston Churchill. Who
else on the air can spealc of the
Prime Minister as 'Winston,' and re-

veal his artistic sideline as a painter,

his proficiency being an added reason
why house-dauber, Adolph, hates
him. (Footnote for future his-
torians!)

. It's not unpromising, this program
of dishing the dirt, babbling on
about this and that. Bandying* great

names. My dear, what about the

Duchess of Windsor? Yeah, What
about her. Tune in next week.

And next week, too, it's promised

Graham McNamee will have a scale

in the radio studio and will publicly

weigh Elsa Maxwell, who he de-

scribed as 'a double for Dumbo.'

The program emphasizes Miss Max-
well's bulk while selling Ry-Krisp

as an aid to reducing. She is to go

on the diet herself and her pound-

age will be reported week to week
in that before-and-afler style used

by the DuBarry success school, etc.

The script was punctuated on this

first hearing by many quips of a

patriotic genre. Like McNamee
hoping something would 'irk that

jerk' meaning Hitler and another

one about taking the Jap off the

map.
It's a. plausible quarter hour of

light gab and chit-chat at a nomi-
nal cost to the account. Land.

•HEIRS OF LIBEBTT'
15 Mlu.
WEAF-NBC, New York
Weekly series broadcast coopera-

tively by NBC and the Department

of Justice 'repeats again the brave

words of our forefathers' and, by

comparing conditions then and now,

aims to inspire audiences with the

glory and dignity of democracy.

Thursday evening (1) chapter of-

fered a dramatization of an incident

in the fight of Edmund Randolph to

have Virginia ratify the U. S. Con-

stitution, with Henry Hull In the

leading part.

Second portion of the show was a

talk by Edmund Randolph Biddle, a

descendant of the patriot and son of

the present U. S. Attorney GeneraL
Aside from the obviously modest-

budget production, the entire pro-

gram seemed pedestrian In writing.

But because of the appeal of the sub-

ject matter, it had a few effective

moments. Hobe.

I

GOES ON AND ON

AND SO DO

FIBBER McGEE and MOLLY

JUST COMPLETING 7 YEARS

ON THE AIR FOR

JOHNSON'S WAX
N.B.C.-RED—TUESDAY —9:30— E.S.T.

WITH

HARLOW WILCOX

BILL THOMPSON

ISABEL RANDOLPH

GALE GORDON

THE KING'S MEN ,

BILLY MII^LS" ORCHESTRA

PRODUCTION:

CECIL UNDERWOOD

WRITING

DON QUINN

AND CRACKING BOX OFFICE RECORDS

with

"LOOK WHO'S LAUGHING"
(RKO)

Network Premieres

Jan. 7.

Great Momenta In Mndc',
musical, with Jan Peerce, Robert

Weede, Jean Tennyson, George
Sebastlon orch; 10.15-10.45 p.m.,

Wednesdays, CBS; Celanese
Corp., Young le Rubicam agency.

Jan. S.

'How Am I DolncT' quiz, with

Bob Hawk; 7.30-8 p.m. (10.30 re-

peat), Fridays, CBS; Camel clg-

arets, Esty agency.

Jan, !•

'Ellery Qneen,' dramatic; 7.30-

8 p.m., Saturdays, NBC-Red
(WEAF); Bromo-Seltzer, Ruth-
raull & Rycn agency.

'Wife Saver," variety with Al-

len Prcscott, Ted Steele; 10.30-

10.45 a.m., NBC-Red (WEAF);
International salt, Mathes agency.

THE FIRST LINE'
Dramatic
M MIns.
WrlcUy Gam
Thursday, 10:15 pjn.
WABC-CBS, New York
This is a first rale program idea,

topical, inspirational and construc-
tive. It centers about vhe American
Navy, rich In tradition, a historic
treasure trove of heroic deeds, pulse-
quickenin? sea battles, and colorful
oersonalities. But judging from the
initial stanza it was the idea which
was good, not the program as whole.
The best part of the show came

when the scene shifted to the Great
Lakes Naval Training Center wh^n
the marine . band and the chorus
went to bat with 'Anchors Aweigh-,'
'Stout Hearted Men' and the march
that introduced the pleasant, reso-
nant voice of Rear Admiral John
Downs, the Great Lakes comman-
dant.

Aside from the amateurish writ-
ing which characterized the earlier
Dortion of the program, there was
the effort to take in too much terrir
tory in the time available. Each
stanza would deal better with one
specific story dramatization, the
Cjreat Lakes band and chorus then
coming in for, say, five or 10 minutes.
Opening shot tried to cover too
much ground at once, resulting in
threadbare motivation.

First skit had a boy-and-girl dia-
loe ' as youngster was about to be-
come an officer. It revolved about
the christening of the ring when the
wearer swears to uphold forever the
honor and tradition of 'this our
Navy'—the ring being dipped in
three bowls of water representing
the Atlantic, Pacific and Carrlbbean
the three watery frontiers on whith
Navy stands guard.
Next came a short sketch of John

Paul Jones, born in Scotland, who
now lies buried in the tomb under
the naval chapel at Annapolis. It

told how Jones fought the enemy
sh'j Cerephus from a floating hulk
nf a vessel called the. 'Bonhomme
Richard.' When the enemy, seeing
the Jones vessel In desperate straits,

asked if he was ready, to strike or
surrender Jones uttered those im-
mortal words, 'I Have Not Yet Be-
gun to Fight.'
Then followed a bit explaining

5000

how men are chosen for the service.
There's the swearing in process, a'
speech to apprentice seamen teUlns
of. the precision instruments and
precious tools they will be taught to
use, and reference to the 55 dlSer-
ent trades the navy schools teach
enlisted men. Also the comfortable
wage scales for those becoming pro-
flcient in various trades.

Dialog was then introduced with
boy home on leave trying to explain
the size of a ship by giving person-
nel figures, its gun power, weigbL
speed with which a shell travels, the
restaurants, films, etc. on board.
Narrator summed up that Uie
strength, ability and readiness of the
navy corresponds with the men, the
steel, tradition, courage of the Navy
backed bv the coal. Iron and copper
miners, the woodsmen, tcol makers,'
wool weavers. carp.entcrs, bankers
and other citizens whose combined
efforts, may be used to launch a
shlo a littler erller. In a sentence*
'It's hot lust the Unted States Navy
it's the Navy of the United States.'

'

With preat material available and
the proffered co-operation of the
Navy, this program can be proper]^
handled so as to ensure maximum
response If properly dramatized.
Commercials were short and

painted, stating that the Navy did
not necessarily recommend the spon-
sor's gum. Mori,

REFLECTIONS IN RHYTHM'
With Faye Parker, Bill Leech, Kinder

Sisters, Dick Stack, Bernle Am-
strong Oroh

30 Mlns.
Snstalnlng
Saturday, 10 a.m.
WEAF-NBC, New York
This musical sustainer originating

at KDKA, Pittsburgh, and heard via
NBC-Red (WEAF), is a light, un-
pretentious, informal and surpris-
ingly agreeable show. It's well
planned and skillfully presented.
And If budgets for musical shows
weren't higher than most sponsors
feel like paying for the rating likely

to be gotten, 'Reflections in Rhythm'
would be a prospect for bankrolling.

Saturday morning's (27) stanza in-

cluded an exceptionally tasty ar-

rangement of 'Chattanooga Choo.
Choo" sung brightly by the Kinder
Sisters. They're definitely above
average for femme trio harmonizers,
have nicely-blendinf: voices, clear

delivery and cute style. There was a

listenable piano duo, 'Dizzv Fingers,'

by Bernie Armstrong and Russ

Merritt, and a solo of 'Elmer's Tune,!

by Faye Parker, as other standouts.

Show Is better produced than

many musicals originating in Radio

City. N. Y... Hobe.

ppnnniininnnnn""--

WBNXm.
8AUE8 APPROACH 1"

AMEHtCA'S
LARGEST

MARKET.

5000 WATTS

In the Intermountain Market

it's KDYL ... the station, that

brings the programs people

look for

!

"7Ae ^ti&n. Station j> A
>ALT LAKE CITY ^^Qfl

SCHWIMMER & scon
ADVERTISim

CHICAGO
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CORRECTION, PLEASE

BECAUSE we have 19 network shows on the

people sometimes say '^Oh, yes. Youngaii

& Rubicam, the radio agency**

We are glad to be known as leaders in radio,

but not glad to have our leadership In other fields

overlooked. Our business is not radio (nor is

radio the biggest part of it). Our business Is

doing the whole advertising job from start to

finish. Below are the clients for whom we do it.

Study their advertising, wherever you see or

hear it, and judge for yourself how well we do

the job—^in all media.

AGFA ANSCO, Binghamton, N. V.
Agfa Photoeraphlc Mateiiala and Equipment

AMERICAN CAN COMPANY, New York, N. Y.
Packers' Cans and General Line • Kep-
Iilned 'Beer Cans

BKNDIX HOME APPLIANCES, INC., South
Band, Ind. Bendix Home Laundry.

BISSELL CARPET SWEEPER COMPANY
Grand Rapids, Mich. Blssell Carpet Sweepers

BORDEN COMPANY, THE, New York, N. Y.
Institutional • Manufactured Products
(Evaporated and Condensed, Alllk, Malted
Milk, Hemo, None Such Mince Meat)
• Cheese Division • Fluid Milk Division
(New York, Chlcaeo, Detroit, Northern'
California) • Ice Cream Division (New
York, Chlcaeo, Detroit, Northern California)
• Powdered Milk Division • Prescription
Products Division

BRISTOL-MYERS COMPANY, New York, N.Y.
Sal Hepatica • Mlnlt Rub • Peterman's
blscovery • Peterman's Ilonoh Food •
Peteman's Ant Pood • Touslmy Hand
Lotion • Ipana (Radio)

CANNON-MILLS, -INC., New York, U, Y.-

Cannon Sheets • Pillowcases • Hosiery

CELANESE CORPORATION OF AMERICA
New York, N. Y. Celaneae Yarns and Fabrics

CENTAUR COMPANY, THE, New York, N. Y.
Fletcher's Cnstorla

CLAPP, HAROLD H., INC., Rochester, N. Y.
Baby Foods

CLUETT, PEABODY A CO, INC, New York,
N. Y. Arrow Shirts • Collars • Under-,
wear • Neckwear

CONTINENTAL FOODS, INC., Hobolten, N. J.

Continental Soups

CUMMER PRODUCTS COMPANY, Bedford,
Ohio. "Energlne" Products

DRACKETT COMPANY, THE, Cincinnati, Ohi»
Drano • Winder

DRAKE BAKERIES, INCORPORATED, New^
York, N. Y. Drake's Cakes

FLORISTS' TELEGRAPH DELIVERY ASSO-
CIATION, INC., Detroit, Mich.

FRANKFORT ' DISTILLERIES, INCORPO-
RATED, Louisville, Ky. Four Ro.ses • Paul
Jones • Old Oscar Pepper Brand • Mat-
tlngly & Moore • Antique • Old
Baker • Old Velvet

GENERAL FOODS CORPORATION, New
York, N. Y. Postum • Grape-Nuts • Grape-
Nuts Flakes • • Grape-Nuts Wheat Meal
Jell-0 • Jell-O Pudding • Jell-O Ice
Cream Powder and Freezing Mix • Swans
Down Cake Flour • Sanka Coffee • Kat-
fee Hag • La France • Satina • Calu-
met Baking Powder • Baker's Coconut
Minute Tapioca • Birds Eye l^'rosted

Foods • Edible Nuts • Institutional

GULF OIL CORPORATION, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Gulf Products

HOTELS STATLER 60MPANY, INC., New
York, N. Y.

IQLEHEART BROTHE~nS, INC, Evansville,
Ind.
Swans Down Family Flour • Mixed
Feeds

INTERNATIONAL FIBRE BOARD, LTD,
Ottawa, Ontario. Ten/Test Insulating
Board

INTERNATIONAL SILVER COMPANY, Meri-
den. Conn. Sterling Silver DIv. • 1847
Rogers Bros. • Wm. Rogers & Son

INVESTORS SYNDICATE, Minneapols, Minn.
JELKE, JOHN F, COMPANY, Chicago, III.'

"Jelke's Good Luck" Margarine • Mayon-
naise

JOHNSON & JOHNSON, New Brunswick, N. J.

Baby Products Dlv. • Red Cross Dlv.

LEVER BROTHERS COMPANY, Cambridge,
Mass. 'Swan" Soap

LIEBMANN BREWERIES, INC., Brooklyn,
N. Y. Rheingold Beer, etc.

LIFE SAVERS, INC, Port Chester, N. Y.
Life Savers Candy Mints

LIPTON, THOMAS J„ INC., Hoboken, N. J.

Llpton'» Tea

MASONITE COMPANY OF CANADA, Ottawa,
Ontario. Masonlte Products

METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COM-
PANY, New York, N. Y.

MOLLE COMPANY, THE, New York, N. V...
Afolle Brushless Shaving Cream • Kling
Dental Plate Powder

MOTOR WHEEL CORPORATION, Lansing,
Mich. Duo-Therm Division

NATIONAL SUGAR REFINING COMPANY,
THE, New York, N. Y. Jack Frost Sugars

NORTHERN PAI^ER MILLS, Green Bay, Wis.
Toilet Tissues

OWENS-CORNING FIBERGLAS CORPORA-
TION, Toledo, Ohio. FIberglas

PACKARD MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Detroit,
Mich.

PARKE, DAVIS & COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.
Pharmaceutical and Biological Products

PERSONAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION,
THE, Milltown, N. J. Modess • Meds
Co-Ets

PHARMA-CRAFT CORP, INC, THE, Louis-
ville, Ky. "Fresh" Deodorant

PULLMAN COMPANY, THE, Chicago, III.

RATH PACKING COMPANY, THE, Waterlov,
Iowa. Black Hawk Meats

,

- ROYAL- TYPEWBITEH " COMfAfil Y," ~ llJCi
"

New York, N. Y. Royal Standard Type-
writers • Royal Portable Typewriters
Roytype Supplies

SANFORIZING DIV. OF CLUETT, PEABODY
& CO, INC, New York, N, Y. Shrinking
Process

7-UP COMPANY, St. Louis, Mo.
"7-Up" Beverage

SIMMONS COMPANY, New York, N. Y.
Beautyreat • Deepsleep • Slumber
King Mattresses • Metal Furniture
Studio Couches • Cribs and Beds

SINGER SEWING MACHINE COMPANY,
THE, New York, N. Y. Singer Sewing
Machines and Related Accessories •

TRAVELERS INSURANCE CO, THE, Hart-
ford, Conn.

WALKER-GORDON LABORATORIES CO.,
INC, Plainsboro, N. J.

Certlded Milk and Acidophilus Milk

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC A MFG. CO.,
East Pittsburgh, Pa.

Young & Rubicam, Uc.

Advertising
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT • SAN FRANCISCO

HOLLYWOOD • MONTREAL • TORONTO
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BERT WHEELER
AND

HANK LADD

OLD GOLD CIGAREHES
NBC -Blue Network: Coast-+o-Coast

MONDAY NIGHT

Follow-Up Comment

•Biverboat lUvels,' variety sustainer

late Saturday nighU on NBC-Red
(WEAF) Irom WSM, Nashville, is an

amusing blend of corny comedy and
song numbers. Some of it is pretty

board, but since holte is the franlc

aim, it's generally acceptable and
occasionally fun. Femme hot singer

is okay, Ophelia CoUey's hillbilly

clowning is diverting by late-night

standards. Wilds and Biggs are rea-

sonably laughable burnt-corkers,

while Joseph MacPherson is a satis-

factory baritone. Show is no bon-

fire, but has an unpretentious quality

of its own. Leslie Sterne writes and
Jack Stapp directs. It's all right.

Gene Lockbart, actor and part-

time song writer, guested Thursday
night (1) on the Rudy Vallee pro-
gram via NBC-Red (WEAF), click-

ing neatly In both categories. He
teamed effectively for laughs with
Joan Davis and John Barrymore,
following which Vallee sang his

newest tune, 'A Letter from London,'
with Barrymore reading an affect-

ing recitation part. Entire show was
laughable in its customary style of

broad buffoonery. As Vallee men-
tioned in his intro, Lockhart Is the
composer of 'The World Is Waiting
for the Sunrise.'

prised, cracked, 'Every family ap-
parently has at least one salesmaji.'

He then made a reference to cereal

sponsorship of next morning's broad-

cast. Visitor said he had 'worked
with the Denning Sisters a long time
ago,' but apparently did not identify

himself or the station. The glib,

versatile McNeil displayed a question-

able bit of showmanship when he
punned on the name 'Sauer,' that of

a Daylon woman whom he inter-

viewed. Fact he got away with it

did not change the fact that kidding
people about their monickers is risky

business. Too much giggling and
talking at the same time by several
mikers are other .things which the
informal Breakfast Clubbers should
watch. Makes for foggy reception
by listeners.

The Breakfast Clab,' NBC blue
show from Chicago, had an oddity
n broadcast when Emcee Don Mc-
eill, interviewing a man from

studio audience, was informed the
visitor had been asked to extend
greetings to the Denning Sisters
(one of the acts) by their brother in
Wichita, 'the one who sell Wheatics,'
Breakfast Club,- on -weekend shots,-

commercially serves 'Cream of
Wheat.' McNeill, presumably sur-

Vlctor Borge and Mary Martin
newcomers to the Kraft Music Hall
show Thursday nights on NBC-Red
(WEAF) already mesh well with
Bing Crosby, Jerry Lester and John
Trotter. .Presumably the . team-play
will become even smoother" with
more broadcasts. Debuting on the
series last week (1), Miss Martin
paired admirably with Crosby in
several dialog comedy bits, but
wasn't too becomingly presented in
her musical numbers. For instance,
her vocal of Irving Berlin's 'To-
morrow Is a Lovely Day' failed to
take advantage of one of the best
tunes of the last couple of seasons.
It was given only a single chorus and
that too slow for Miss Martin's style
of singing or for the song's best
effect. In a single, lengthy comedy
spot, Borge clicked with some highly
original; colorful -material: It con'-

slsted of his explanation and demon-
stration of his audible punctuation,

More Directionals'

Washington, Jan. i.

Great rush for directional an-

tennas, to make possible mora
• wattage In mcist cases, was ob-

served in the last Hscal year.

The FCC report recently dis-

closed the percentage of stand-

ard transmitters with arrays

shooting their signals toward

certain markets jumped from
14 in 1939 to 25 in 1941. Large
proportion can be traced to the

new rules promulgated to carry

out provisions . of the Havana
Treaty.

pace for his station, KCMO, where
Noveiflb^r was the biggest month in

profit and volume In history of the

station and December bidding to con-

tinue soundly,
Arthur Church's KMBC. CBS af-

filiate, likewise was strongly In the

swim with a sturdy total for its 12

months of business.

WHB, owned and operated by

No Complaints on 1941

At Kansas City Stations

Kansas City, Jan. 4.

Kansas City enjoyed probably Its

biggest commercial year in 1941. All

of its six stations reported profitable

operation, two closed with heaviest

volume In .history of station opera-

tion, three others are happily In the

black and the 'sixth* Is on a more
staple footing than it has been re-

cently.
'

Dean Fltzer of WDAF, outlet of

the Kansas City Star and NBC red
basic, stated November 1941 brought

the largest volume of business in the

two decades of station operation, and
a preliminary glance at the Decem-
-ber.: balance sheets Indicates, continue

ance of this pace. Clarence Brazeal,

business manager, affirmed a similar

CookL Paint & Varnish Co., aiu)
KCKN, air voice of Arthur Capper**
Kansas City Kansan, had greateit
variety of ups and downs in . thi
year's business, but both finished
with healthy totals. KITE'S year wai
interrupted by a change in manage^
ment in the fall with -a petition for
change In ownership now before th*
FCC.

Mary

Margaret

Mc Bride

WEAF
Monday through

Friday

-

One to eno-forty^fivo p.m.

er booki, warm-hearted and heart-warming,

filled with the same tatlsfyino understanding which -

hat drawn millions of listeners to her radio periods,

now odd fresh laurels.

MACMILLAN COMPANY

ustc—io a (2^onsor's (Saars

ALLEN ROTH
and

THE SYMPHONY OF MELODY
XLe kind of music listeners want—
wait for—cban^e stations to bear!

DYNAMIC arrangements, running the gamut from

nursery riiymes to Tschaikowsky, come to life with

dash and spirit under Allen Roth's magic baton— as he

direcu his orchestra, the Roth Chorus and soloists.

"Symphony of Melody" is just one example of the

colorful program variety offered in NBC THESAURUS.
Twenty-six top-name recorded shows are scheduled weclc-

ly, each complete with sparkling continuity covering 71

program periods (approximately 25 hours weekly).

With such variety, you can sell more advertisers the

''something different" that they want at the price they

want to pay... if your sution has NBC THESAURUS.

Write today for the complete Thesaurus story. Audi-

tion samples of Allen Roth and. other Thesaurus programs
available on request.

NBCl HESAURUS
"A Treasure House of Recorded Programs"

BADIO-RECORDING DIVISION
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY

A Radio Corporation of America Service

Radio City, New York Trans-Lux Building, Washington
Merchandise Mart, Chicago Sunset & Vine, Hollywood
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W-G-N
THE FffiST STATION IN CHICAGO

THE FffiST CHICAGO STATION IN THE MIDDLE WEST

A Clear Channel Station— 720 Kilocycles

MEUBER OF THE MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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Timid Advertising Agencies Help

Keep San Francisco An Also-Ran
By WILLIS WEBNEB

San Francisco, Jan. 4.

Financially speaking, Frisco Is

radio's Icey city of the west. It's the

radio sales headquarters of the

Pacific Coast. And yet production

is virtually at a standstill and the

towa displays little radio conscious'

ness. Why?
In an effort to answer this ques

tion, 'Variety' put it bluntly to iiimil

Brisacher, because he is one of the

most aggressively radio-conscious of

Frisco agency heads, and to Arthur
J. Kemp, because as coast sales'

manager for CBS he is in a position

to take a broad view from the net-

work standpoint. Both placed the

blame squarely on the agencies.

'Ijack of incentive,' summarizes
Brisacher's reply.

'A step-child attitude' telescopes

Kemp's thought.

Talks Accounts Away
From Medium They Fear
TThe- average coast agency,' ampli'

fles Brisacher, 'either hasn't the in-

centive or the courage to gainble on
high-budget production. I even
know of instances where coast agen-
cies, fearful of this new and un-
lamlliar medium, have diverted their

clients' atCention to media with
which they feel more at home.

This has meant that production
talent finds no reason to remain here
and proceeds to Hollywood at the
earliest opportunity. We have never
hesitated to take a fighting chance,
but we can't carry the load ' alone.

Although talent requirements made
Hollywood production necessary, oui:

"Barrel of Fun' show Is probably the

most expensive transcribed series

ever waxed. We have invested sev-
eral thousand dollars in its successor,.

'Standing Room Only,' although we
have no assurance of sponsorship
other than our own confidence in an
idea. We are now actually import-
ing .talent to San Francisco,' the
agency exec adds. 'We brought in

Monica Whalen for the current
Acme beer series and for a trans-

^ibed show to be released in the
East early next year. We are plan-,

ning importation of additional Hol-
lywo'od people for a new 30-minute
commercial which we will produce
next year and which will be taken
oft on wax for release in the East'

A Time-Buyer Can't Do
Radio-Producer'sf Job-

Kemp of CBS answered by con-
trasting Eastern agency setups with
local methods.

'I make about four trips a year to

eastern markets, thus giving me op-
portunity to observe methods
throughout the country,' he explains.
'In the East, major agencies invari-
ably have a specific radio depart-
.ment with- a top-ranking executive,
usually a vice-president, in charge.
Under him are at least a program
manager and a chief time-buyer.
This is not the case in San Fran-
cisco. The major agencies here do
not possess radio" ^departments or
even rddio executives. Radio is

usually handled by a time-buyer
who is primarily a space-buyer.'

For three years, ever since he was
first transferred here, .Kemp has
carried the torch for establishment
of radio departments in the agencies
here. 'Radio is the most important
spearhead for opening up new busi-
ness on the coast today,' he points
out

'I. em confident that any agency
which would really take radio seri-
ously and install a $15,000 or $20,-
000-a-year executive as vice presi-
dent in charge of new business and
radio, to work with account execu-
tives, would find itself repaid many
times over.'

Lack of any such approach, how-
ever, has created a unique situa-
tion which finds the smaller agen-
cies leading the pack so far as radio
.Is concerned. Long Advertising is

cited as an example, agency having
Hassel Smith who put in several
years as salesmanager for KFRC
and hence has a first-hand acquaint-
ance with radio.

The advertising agencies cannot
even share in Frisco's past glory as
a radio production center, for the
majority of the big-time network
shows which once made ether his-
tory here were station, not agency,
production. And due in large meas-
ure to the lack of appreciation

.

shown here, these shows went
south. Examples which might be
cited are the two-hour Blue Mon-
day Jamboree (Golden State and
later Llpton's Tea); 'Spotlight Re-
vue' (Associated Oil); 'Carefree
Carnival' (Now the Signal Carnival
out of Hollywood); The Shell Show';
'One Man's Family' (Now In Holly-
wood); 'Happy-Go-Lucky Hour'
(now Al Pearce's program); 'MJB
Oeml-Tasse Revue.' The latter, us-
ing John P. Medbury, was the
product of West Settlemeir of Bris-

acher, Davis and J. Walter Thomp-
son had a man on the Shell show,
but otherwise the stations them-
selves carried the ball.

LUCKY STRIKE'S GUESTS.^

Dorothy Lamonr, Jndy OaTland
Follow Kate Smith

Dorothy Lamour guests Saturday
night (10) on the Lucky Strike 'Hit

Parade,' over CBS. Judy Garland
gets the nod the following week (17).

Both come east for the dates.

New guest-soloist policy for the

show was inaugurated last week (3),

with Kate Smith.

Frank Lovejoy, regularly on the
'Help Mate' program, has joined the
cast of 'Bright Horizon.' Both shows
are serials.

63 at WJBK Get War
Bonds as Yr.-End Bonus

Detroit Jan. 4.

Year-end bonuses were handed
around to all members of the staff

of Station WJBK here by owner,
James F. Hopkins. Instead of the
usual check, however, this year's
bonus took the now customary form
of defense bonds.
In all, 63 employees shared in the

bonus with defense bonds ranging
from $25 to $250 denomination de-
pending on the length of service with
the organization.

Radio Publicity^the Hard Way
By Marie H. Houlahan

' Director of Publicity, KSFO, San Francisco

San Francisco, Jan 4.
For the past four years the problem of securing publicity on radio

program; In the newspapers of California has been complicated by the
metropolitan dallies closing their columns to news mention of radio
programs and personalities. The home community dailies and week
lies followed the lead of the metropolitans. This hostile attitude con'

'

stltuted a discouraging outlook for any publicity department
Therefore ' ' ' it became necessary to develop a closer personal asso-

ciation with editors and publishers, looking to the time when they
might permit out of considerations of friendship, what they would not
permit out of considerations of policy. That course' was entered into
Perforce, It was slow to yield results. It means becoming personally
acquainted with as many newspaper men as possible . . . cultivatinit
their friendships, discussing their problems, celebrating their mile-
stones, participating in their civic promotions. This was done by visit-
ing the papers In their home towns, touring their plants, telephoning
them when a broadcast of particular Interest to them w6s to take plact
or advising them by telephone when a last-minute change in an import
tant broadcast had been made. It was done by encouraghig the editors
and publishers to drop Into the office . . . when in town, to bring their

'

families and friends for a tour of the station.
It was done by sharing friendships thus made with other networks

and Independent stations.

BOB HOPE

Radio Daily Poll:

fovorff* Kajh Bnltrtakfr

Fdmo-MoHon Picturo Dally Poll:

''Cftamp(Mof ObampfoiM''

CUvoland Plain DoaUr Poll:

favorrTo Rocifo PwiqnaMy

Hen» of the NBC Umd.,,

We canf evenWSH an/ more

!

OeTeland Plain Dealer Poll Awards

. 9 out of U Top Places to NBC Red

NBC RED programs won the following 9 placea In the 'All-

American Radio Personalities Eleven': (l) Bob Hope, (3) Blng
Crosby, (4) Edgar Bergen, (5) Fibber McCee, (<i) Michael
Raffetto as Paul Barbour, (7) Ezra Stoni aa Henry Aldrich,

(8)Don Ameche, (9)Cllfton Fadlman, (10) Franklin P. Adams.

In other classiacatlons NBC Red won the following honors:
Favorite Program (8 out of U) ... Master of Ceremonies
(5 out of 7).. .Favorite Male Singer U out of 7)..! Favorite
Feminine Singer (5 out of 9) . . . Favorite Dance Band (fi out
Qf 11). ..Favorite Comedian (6 out of 7). ..Variety Show
(6 out of ID... Quiz Program (3 out of 4) .. .Educational
Program (4 out of 7). . , Favorite Dramatic Program (4 out
of 7) . . . Light Qasslcal (5 out of 7).

NBC RED wins first place In 9 out of 16 groups: Favorite
Radio Personality (Bob Hope) ...Best Master of Ceremonlee
(Blng Crosby)...Favorite Popular Male Singer (Blng Crosby)
. .

.
Favorite Classical Male Singer (Richard Crooks)... Best

Feminine Singer (Margaret Speaks) . . . Favorite Comedian
(Bob Hope) . .

. Favorite Variety Show (Kraft Music Hall)
. .

.
Best Quiz Show (Information Please) . . . Favorite Educa-

tional Program (University of Chicago Round Table).

Annual Radio Daily Poll Gives

NBC Red Programs Lead oyer Field

NBC RED took 10 out of 18 first places ... Favorite Com-
mercial Program Oack Benny) . . . Favorite Radio Entertainer

(Bob Hope) ... Best Dramatic Serial CThe Aldrich Family)

...Favorite Comedian (Bob Hope)... Best Quiz Show (In-

formation PI«age)...Beat Sports Commentator 'Bill Stem'

. . . Favorite Newa Commentator (H. V. Kalt< nbom ' Fa

vorite Popular Male Vocalist (Blng Crosby) . . . Favorite

Classical Mde Vocalist (Richard Crooks) . . . Best Educa-

tional Series (University of Chicago Round Table).

NBC RED wins first, second and third places in 'Favorite

Commercial Program* Oack Benny, Bob Hope, Fibber

McGce k Molly) and 'Favorite DramaHc Serial' (The Al-

drich Family, One Man'a Family, Vic k Sade) clasalficatlons.

NBC RED winners In other claaslAcatlons: 8 out of 12

Favorite Commercial Programs ... 10 out of 13 Favorite

Radio Entertainers ... 10 out of 12 Favorite Comedians

... 5 out of the first 8 Quiz Shows ... 3 out of first 3 Favorite

Popular Male. Vocallata ... 5 out of firat 7 Favorite Popu-

lar Feminine Vocallats , . . 4 out of first 7 Favorite Dance
Bands (Sweet and Swing).
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BRISK BUSINESS

PAaATWOAI
San Antonio, Jan. 4.

WOAI reports a steady Increase in

new biz with many renewals of old

accounts. There Is a steady in-

crease ot national spot biz. For ex-

ample:
The Southwestern Drug Co. has

renewed its three quarter hours per
week of the 7:30 a.m. news, through
iluthraufl St Ryan.
General Foods continues its Ave

quarter-hour waxed programs week-
ly of 'As the Twig Is Bent,' through
Young & Rubicam.
Southern Select Beer picks up

daily quarter-hour news period at

noon, through Authrauff Si Ryan.
Other new accounts at station in-

clude:

John E. ZoUer Co., two announce-
ments per week for ' 26 weeks,
through Payne Advertising Co.

California Fruit Growers Asso-

ciation, -through Lord &: Thomas, 135
announcements f<||Subkist and Red
Ball products.

Listen Zander Credit Co., through
Marion Johnson, one announcement
per day for one year.

Maverick - Clarke Co., through
Aniol St Auld, spot announcements
as selected.

Liberty Mills, continuance of Red
River Dave, three quarter-hour pro-
grams per week, through Coulter-
Mueller-Grinstead.

Frito Co., renewal of the 1:30 p.m.
newscasts four times per week for
one year, through Ray. K. Glenn.

P. Lorillard Co., renewal for Rip-
ple, of three 15-minute' programs per
week for 13 weeks of Ted and his
Texas Tumbleweeds, through Len-
nen Sc Mitchell.

Hit, through Earle Ludgin, 300 one-
minute e.t's five per week from Jan.
12 to May 30, 1942.

The Flintkote Co., through Tracy-
Locke-Dawson, 114 e.t's from Dec.
12, for one year.
Hecker, through Benton St Bowles,

100 one-minute e.t's five per week.
Allcock Mfg. Co., through Small

St Seifler, to April 1, 1942, three
one-minute e.t's per week.

WTRY'S WAR CAUTIONS

No Advertising In News—Disc
Library Is Edited

Troy, N. Y., Jan. 4.

WTRY, 'Troy, has, since the out-

break of war, not only banned the

use of gongs, sirens and fanfares on
its local programs, and removed from
its musical files several transcriptions

in which sirens figure, but also pro-

hibited advertising during the course
of newscasts. The drum beating must
be fore and aft only,
Midway is not permitted on either

five or 15-minute news periods in
order to prevent sponsors from using
war developments as a springboard
for advertising. Attempts to tieup
the war and war news with sales
copy have been nixed.
A gong which had been employed

on a sports commercial was tabooed,
along with fanfares. At the same
time, two transcriptions, Bob
Chester's one of 'The Siren Seren-
ade' and "Our Brave Firefighters',
BMI tune, were taken out of circu-
lation.

Seatde Agency Has Buflt Up Specialty

As Mail-Puller for National Spots

Polite Mexicans
Mexico City, Jan. 4.

German, Italian, Hungarian
and . others racially identified

with the Axis, are losing radio
jobs in Mexico. But being in-

formed in polite Mexican style

that it's quite impersonal.
Their languages - also banned.

Statistics: 1941

Lou Cowan's Quiz Kids, 54 of them
in number, answered correctly 69%
of the questions asked them during
1941, according to on announcement
on show over NBC blue. Sponsor
(Miles Laboratories) presented to
listeners, in 46 states and the Dis-

trict of Columbia, sending acceptable
questions during the same period 'al

most 1,000' jjortable Zenith radios.

The Experts, as wel| as the Listeners, Give NBC RED
Top Honors-and That's no Blushing Matter!

course we're happy about winning

top honors in the recent radio popu-

larity polls—but the Red's fine showing all

along the line means a great deal more from

a practical angle than just the annual win-

ning of popularity polls.

It demonstrates, primarily, why 36.9% more

radio families "listen most' to the NBC Red

All-County Census of Radio Listening Habits.

* *

In addition to winning the top places in each

of the three major polls published so far, NBC

Red programs took the lioii's share of the

remaining honors. In all, NBC Red shows won

33 first places—against 1 8 for the next network.

* * *

So, to the experts, for doing such a good

Network than to any other network by day job of reflecting the vast listening audience's

...and 41.7% more by night... as revealed by preferences, thanks . . . and to the winning

the votes of the listeners themselves in the artists and sponsors—congratulations/

Fame-Motion Picture Daily Poll

Gives 14 "Firsts" to NBC Red Shows

NBC RED took 'three out of three* (ftrtt place, second

place «W third place) In these 5 clastiAcations: Champion
of Champions . . . Best Comedienne . . . Best Comedy Team

. . Best Master of Ceremonies . . . Best Variety Program.

* *

NBC RED took the ' /op two ' (first place anJ second place)

In these 3 classifications: Best Classical Male Vocalist ..

.

Beat Comedian . . . Best Dramatic Series.

* *

NBC RED took first place In these 14 classifications: Cham-
pion of Champions (Bob Hope) . . . Best .Popular Male Vo-

calist (Bing Crosby)... Best Classical Male Vocalist (Richard

Crooks)... Best Comedian (Bob Hope) ... Best Comedienne

Fanny Brlce)...Best ComedyTeam (Fibber McCee & Molly)

.Best Shorts Announcer (Bill Stem)... Best News Commen-
tator (H. V. Kaltenbom) . . . Best Master of Ceremonies (Bing

Crosby)... Best Dramatic Series (One Man's Family) ... Best

\'ariety Program (Kraft Music Hall) . . . Best Quiz Show

Information Please) . . . Best Daytime Serial (Vic tc Sade)

. Outstanding New Star (Red Skelton).

-J.-, - i\

/ ^ NETWORK
Yhe i\' s :v'.'Oi-!( /V'lOSV Paopla LisIgm :o rViOS':'

v.<TiONAi. BROADCASTING C;jM1Vn::V

A Radio (iorooration of Am 3 rice .Sg ivies

By Don Reed

. Seattle, Jan. 4.

Northwest Radio Advertising Co.,

which has attracted trade attention

in handling the radio campaign on
Simon & Schuster's book 'Your In-

come Tax,' (on over 500 stations)

has been specializing on a particular
kind of spot radio placement since .

1931. One of its most consistent
accounts, the Gardner Nursery Co.
of Osage, Iowa, has spent well over
a $1,000,000 on radio since that time,

with more than $200,000 appropri-
ated for 1942. The Income tax book
canvpaign, one of the biggest cam-
paigns ever put on for a single boolc,

using almost '600 stations, was also°

one of the most effective ever from-
the standpoint of quick direct sales.-

More than 250,000 books were sold
'

in the six weeks period the pro-
grams were on the air, and a re-

sumption is planned after the holi-

day sea^n.

Edwin A. Kraft, manager of the
agency, has maintained for years'

that the strictest code requirements
covering ethical practices could be.

adhered to with the advertiser still

getting direct sales, results by maiL -

The Northwest Radio Advertising'

organization has grown from a small
start to a staff- of more .han 30 at

present, with the business being con-
ducted diflerently from that of any
other agency in the country. Data
on over 700 stations, prpbaf>ly un-
duplicated elsewhere, has been gath-
ered by the agency, and station

time is bought purely oh the basis

of the records of the station's . mail-
pulling ability. Before the present
reasonably high degree of skill in

selecting the spots' to be used could
be attainei,, hundreds of thousands
ot dollars were spent on unproduc^
.tive spots, creating a knowledge of
this phase ot radio advertising that
could not be gained except througb
practical and sometimes painful ex-
periencee.

In 1942 Northwest Radio -will- su-
pervise campaigns for Simon St

Schuster, Blue Ribbon Books, Wm.
Wise St Co., Gardner Nursery Co.,

Compagnie Parislenhe, Inc., and
Alaska Life magazine. W. L. Paul
is assistant manager in charge - of

time buying and branch offices are
maintained In Chicago and San
Francisco.

Spur 'Asks' If

Blue Would Okay

War Walk-Out

NBC-Blue last week became in-

volved with its first cancellation

problem stemming from priority of
materials. The J. M. Mathes agency
mquired of the network what its

policy would be in the event that

Canada Dry decided to drop the

'Michael and Kitty' series, which
plugs Spur, because of a possible

curb on its sugar requirements, and
the network answered that it would
have to base any decision it made
on a review of the facts. It was
said that the Blue's policy in such
situations would be to take each case

on its own merits. Contract for the
second 13-week cycle of the Spur
show became effective recently.

Mathes explained that its query
was based strictly on a somewhat
distant contingency and that Spur
had not as yet given serious con-
sideration to the question of whether
it wanted to continue Spur, a' rela-

tively new product. It is under-
stood that sugar allotments to manu-
facturers will be based on their 1940

purchases.

Akron Passes Oat Bonuses

Akron, Jan. 4.

Bonuses and defense bonds have
been given staff members of Akron's
three radio stations. S. Bernard
Berk presented each WAKR em-
ployee with a $25 bond, '\yiUiam

O'Neil of WJ'W gave each worker «•

cash bonus of half a month's salary.

Allen T. Simmons of WADC passed

out a cash bonus.
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Demand Big In S. A. for Yanquis

1941 Saw 5-1 Ratio—^Leaders Included

Grace Moore, Yale Glee Oub,
Kirstein Ball«t

B7 Ray Joaeph*

WGN's Concert Threat

- Buenos Aires, Dec. 20.

Opera aUn from this VS. were by far in the majority of

•U U5. suuteWr InitnimenUllsts and concert groups touring

South America ia'*L Survey of the season Just ended—It's

winter here wh^ ttV summer In the U.S.—discloses that

Yanqoi artists In general outnumbered those from Europe

and other partr of' LaUn-America almost S to 1.

Teatro Colon. BA.'a municipally-owned opera house, has

been the largest Importer of talent, with Mayor Carlos Al-

berto Pueyrredon and Director General Florio M. Ugarte,

both seeking to develop the house Into the operatic center of

South America. Hlo's munldpally-owned opera house, under

a private management off and on, also took a good deal of

talent.

Move to cut down on visiting, stars because of belief by

local artists that th« good willing warblers, et al., are taking

•way too much, eadi is currently under way, and may seri-

ously affect next year's plans.

Philip M. Barbour, head of the Music Division of Nelson

Bockefeller'S office of Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs,

has been much interested in furthering exchange of musical

personalities in the Americas, and clampdown by I,atin re-

publics may also cut Into these ideas.

Outstanding among the groups to tour SA. during the past

season were tha American Ballet, directed by Lincoln Kir-

stein and the Yale. Glee Club) maestroed by Marshall Bar-

tholomew. ' Both did «Etensive tours, giving- concerts in Rio,

Sao Pauloi Uontarvidco, Buenos Aires, Santiago, Lima, and .

other capitals. Size of the- companies and extent of the tours

meant that breaking even was no simple job.

I
gET aOOD OamXgATE. EXAMPLE ~|

Both gronps- had not only the Uesslngs of the U.S. State

department and of the RockefUler Committee but also,

a

good chunk o£ cash—4)ew much nobody will say. Both rated'

as definitely strong toodwHl buUders, The Yales, although
amateurs, plajait thxMi^iout SA. as a professional group,

getting prices of the- sort that only top-ranking stars custom-
arily draw, lltelr youth and spirit and the fine manner in

. wlifefa they behaved ttemselves chalked up a good mark for

Uncle Sam's collegiate set, Balleieers also gave an exe^ent
account o( thfinsriyea, giving, tor example, 18' concerts in

. BJt. although oiricinally dcedded fbr less- than a- dozen. Hy-
ing aci'oss the Aode% scenery and all, to play a ttenefit en-
gagement fbr 1h« wUe- of the President of Chile also won
them considerable goodwiU.

Other U.S. groups were mainly small ensembles. Miriam
Winslow and roster ntz-Simons, dance group, tried som«-
Ifaing unusual by extensive touring of Argentine provinces

After completing its flrst year of oPe'JSi""' ''^'LJ;"'?:
cert BurW^haTapparently tlrmly i^*^<^^ "
r^ealX^Tat to the virtual monopoUes ff^^
fleld held by Columbia Concerts Corp. and the NBC

r!.n«rt Service The outflt is still suffering from

SS "nd sustained a loss during its first year

SWittton but it did well enough to cause considerable

comment and agiUUon among its rivals.

?i?urcs show that the bureau, formed ia December^

1940 by Austin WUder, who resigned an executive post

w«h' Columbia to take over, played its artists in over

1.000 dates no one of which was for le«i than $150.

CoUnnbia had about 2.500 bookhigs and NBC alwut 2.000.

Including conductors. It carried a list of about 50 pe^le.

Some of iU artists earned as high as »2.000 per concert

NBC and Columbia each has about 100 attractions.

with their kind of hitherto unseen stuff. Clicked nicely. The

Pro Arte Quartet— (Ada C. Sturm, Laborio Rosa, Andres

Vancoille and Naum KranU)—gave a successful series In

several S.A. capitals as did the Guggenheim Wind Quintet

Only European concert group was the Paris Russian Opera

Choir, directed by CIrolet Slaviansky, which is stiU soUd,

especially in Argentina. ^ ^ . .
S. Hurok's Monte Carlo Ballet, which even had the stage

of the Politeama enlarged for its expected return visit failed

to show because of internal troubles.

Outstanding conductor was, of course, Arturo Toscaninl,

who came down under contract with the Colon. He did quite

all right but nothing like his tour of the previous season with

the NBC Smphony. Musical world here is still trying to

dope this- out, imable to determine if It was the fact that the

novelty had worn off or simply that without the U.S. group

the maestro wasn't up. to form.

fritz Busch started- the pre-Colon season with a Mozart

commemorative cycle and then conducted a set of 'Verdi

operas. . Eric Klelber, now an exile from Germany, batoned

the Wagnerian season and restored "Lohengrin.' .to the Colon

rep. Alberto Woltt, formerly with the Opera Comique,

Paris, conducted the- French season. He's now permanently

residing here. Mexican composer Manuel Ponce conducted

a series for the Asodadon Wagnerian at the Teatro Nadonal
and European conductor Dr. Kurt Pahlen batoned a new

.

group called Fllharmonic Metnqralitan. .

I

mACE. MOOBE TOy COHCEBT DKAV
[

Top concert draw -was undoubtedly Grace Moore, buf^how
well she did. after the tickets were- sold is a matter that will

keep South America talking, for a long time. Her series in

BA. was cut to one concert and a benefit and the tact that

. she saiig.on Uie ^dio for a blacklisted Arm didn't help much.
She did okay in Chile but n.sJi. in Rio. Claimed thelatter was
the result of a tiiti booing gallery.'

'Violinist ITfefaudt Menuhiq, who did an extensive- S.A. tour,

ran up the- biggest grosses 'of the season throughout South
America, Some critics locally fell he wasn't up to 'what had
been expected, but impresario Bernardo Irlberri; claims this

Opera Stars from U. S. Were by Far In

Majority During die 19404.1

SeaBon

was stricUy a metr(^liun response and that the provinces

were spedaUy strong in atclalroing the one-time boy genius.

Wit^ Mrfcuzynskl, Polish pianist makhig his flrst S.A.

aiwaarance before gotog to the States, waa the season's aen-

saUon He started out cold, as is usual with newcomers here,

nicked up tremendously and Jiad to give almost a dozen extra

recitals in BA. Also did several Joint concerts wfth his wife,

Colette Gaveau, French pianist and extended radio per-

formances CUudio Arrau, Chilean pianist now under NBC
management following a U.S. tour, also did excellently,

espedally with the criUcs. He played tha Colon. Elizabeth

Zug young VS. pianist managed here by I,ottermoser, was

also an exceUent draw, especially with the internaUonal set.

Poldi Mildner, Polish pianist managed by NBC. was doing

okay until she put on a benefit for the "Kraft dureh Freude'

(•Strength Through Joy'). Nazi organization, after which

ahe went down the skids, but fast Alexander BraUowsky,

Cyorgy Sandor and Alex Borovsky, all announced by NBC,

as set for S.A. tours, didn't get this far on the Latin circuit.

Of the operatic figures from the VS. top honors went to

Charles Kullman (Columbia Concerts), who did seven ap-

pearances at the Colon; Marita FarreU, English-born protege

of Fritz Busch, who was outstanding in 'Magic Flute'; Bruna

Castegna, contralto of the Met; Salvatore Baccatonl. Italian

basso, and Arthur Carron (formerly Cox), English tenor

here for the first time, who rated high in 'Otello.'

p OTHEBS FROM U.S.
|

Others from the U.S. who sang at the Colon included:

Raoul Jobin. a French-Canadian, who got bouquets for his

Don Jose in 'Carmen;' Rene Milson. and oldtimer with the

Colon, who handled French and German assignments; Lily

Djaniel, who got good notices in Taust;' Alexander Sved,

replacing Lawrence "nbhett in the Verdi operas; Bruno Landi,

an oldtimer at the Colon, who handled Italian operas; Judith

Helwlg (also gave a number of lieder concerts); Herbert

Janssen, another Colon oldtimer; Irene Jessner, best in Mo-

zart and Wagner; Zinka Milanov, Met s<««'ano. who sang both

for the Teatro- Municipal in Rio and for the Colon here;

Lydla Kindermann, contralto; Alessio De Paolis, lUllan

tenor, with the Met; Alexander Kipnls, Met b^sso. who

handled Wagner roles; and Fred Destal, Germaa baritone:

European stars Included Andres Segovia, Spanish guitarist;

Uagdft Garcia Robson, Spanish pianist; French dancers Glo-

thilde^ and Alexandre Sakharofl,. Konstanfin- von Schoultz,

Finnish pianist and Gladys Riley, Biglidi pianist

From other Latin republics came a. Brazilian soprano,

CrisUna Maristny (who their went to Oie StatesX; Uruguayan

pianist Bettlna Rivero, Peruvian compoter Victor Cuzman-

Cazeras, who gave piano recitals, and Mexican tenor Jose

Mojica. who concertized and did a number of radio- perform-

ances and a film.

Stars announced as coming to S.A, from the U.S.. but

whose plans were caneeUed included Tlbbott Nathan Mil-

atelo, 'Vladhnir Horowitz and Jose IturbL

HOLLYWOOD REACHES FOR HIGH C
Rise Stevens' Click at Metro Renews

Films' Desire for Opera Stars

"r Edward g—-**-

Opera's Top And Bottom

The Met, Peak Goal of Singers, Pays Lowest

Salaries of the 'Big 3*

I

Metro's. 'Clioeolate Soldier.', co-
•larring Netcon Eddy «nd Rise Stev-
ens, together with the statement of
Producer Louis B, Mayer tha{ Miss
Stevens is one of the best bets on
the lot renewed. Hollywood's searefa
for <>peratlc -talent on Ug scale in
1941. Doting the past decade the
Coast signed a nuaaber of Met aters
and othec opera singers, and has
made over w score of wim-r

. many
.coating $1,000,000 and up, and each
time the cycle- has come it has tailed

to produce lasting b.a results.

WUle some- have been b.o. at-
tractions, more flopped so badly that
in some instances- less than half the
negative cost was realized. Blaine
for this must bc: placed on the.-fllni

industry for its failure to realize
that opera stars are specialized
artists and' require special, not for-
mula treatment. If one picture- was
a success at the boxoflice, such as
'One Ni^t of Love' (Grace Moore),
all future operatic stories were
molded on the same lines, or with
minor deviations, the story usually
being the career of a- . struggling
singer until he or she reaches the
goal, i. e.—the Met finis. The- film-
going public, not particularly inter-
ested in operatic stars to begin with,
was fed these stories and stayed
away. Perhaps, with what appearr
to he the start of a new cycle, any
aigning of further operatic telent
may result in varying this formula.

ino and ll>31, respectively. Law-
rence nbbett made four at ttiis pe-
riod, these being 'Rogue Song,' 'New
Moon,' The Prodigal' and "Cuban
Love Song,' and two later on for
2eCh-Fox. Metro also made 'Great
"Waltz' with Mlliza Korjus hi 1»38
and 'Balalaika' with Dona Maasey
in 1030. Future plans -tot the studio
can for "Rio Rita' presumably , for
Rise Stevens, and *Ver7 Warm for
Hay' with Marta Eggert. The
studio's Nelson Eddy-'Jeanette Mac-
donald starrers. While not strictly

operatic, frequently contain arias

from operas or concert excerpts.

Columbia made five with Grace
Moore from 1M4 with 'One Night
of Love' to 'rn Take Romance' in

1037. Others were liOve Me For
ever,' 'King Steps Ouf and 'When
You're in Love.' Miss Moore then
bought off ^er contract went to

France and filmed the opera,

'Louise,' which was no dick.
United Artists experimented

through Samuel Goldwyn's 'Fol-

lies' in 103S with Helen Jetfion and
Charles Kullman, who had minor
roles. Ndther artist clicked suffi-

dently to warrant a re-engagement

films were made between 193S-I037.
Company also made one with Nino
Martini, this being 'Music for Ma-
dame' in 1037.

David O. Selznick has taken an
option on Lansing Hatfield, Met bari-
tone intending to make film similar
to 'Intermezzo' with original music
Nothing definite yet and will await
Hatfield's conduston of his Met rea-
son in May.
Paramount made five with Gladys

Swarthput from lt3S-lt39. In one
of these she appeared .with Jan
Klepura, this being 'Give Us TbU
Nights in 1936, .which -was one of
IMlywood's worst Others were
'Rose at the Raiicho,^ *Cl^rapagne
Waltz,' 'Romance in the Dark,' and
•Ambush.' The company also used
Kirsten Flagstad in a sequence in

'Big Broadcast' in 1»3S.

^1

Early Films

Among, the early films, with op-
cratic .atars, since the advent of

aound were Grace Moore's pictures,

lady's Morals' ttld 'New. Moon,' in

3 with Lily Pons

RKO made three with Lily Pons.
These were T Dream Too Much,'
which made over $200,000 profit

(second only to the f700,iOOO deared
by Columbia on 'Night of Love'),

plus That Girl from Paris' and 'Hit-

ting a New High.' Coloratura was
ruined by the sheer idiocy of her
stories. A new venture, Noel Cow-
ard's 'Conversation Piece,' is in the
talking stage for her now. Other

•rtM Aa 'Detperada'

20th Centuiy-Fox made several
with Nino Martini, Warner Bros,
made one with James Melton, etc,

"The Gay Desperado* (Nino Martini)
was the only other semi-success.
Vitephone in the early, days of

sound experimented with shorts,

using Giovanni Martinelli, Benia-
mlno Glgli, Ernestine Schumann'
Heink, Mary Lewis, Relnald Wer
renrath, Charles Hackett Giuseppe
de Luca. Marion TUley, et al, all

these In 1B2S and 1027.

The early days of pre-souod. pic-

tures saw Eni'ico Caruso make 'My
Cousin' for Paramount in 1918, which
flopped so liadly the second one was
never released. Thais,' with Mary
Garden, made at over $500,000 by
Samuel Goldwyn In 1917, also

By Nat Kahn
The Metropolitan Opera House in.

Manhattan is the goal of every as-

phrant to fame. It is recognized as

the top spot in grand opera. Its $7-

per-seat is the highest regular scale

for any entertainment It is still the

home of the tiara . and the parade
ground of the ermine cape. But the
Met pays its artists perhaps the low-
est average salaries in opera and its

greatest sters sing for tees often one
third or one-quarter those paid the

same personages by -the San Fran-

cisco and' Chicago companies.

The Met under its contract with
the .American Guild of Musical Art-

ists has a minimum wage of $75
weekly. This is about all that is

'officially' known since the manage-
ment consistently shudders at any
publidty in terms of arithmetic. This

long-time allergy to facts and figures

in the press is a separate' subject,

the causes of the disease not being
entirely clear except that opera man
agers are traditionally uneasy under
examination on matters of econom-
ics. Perhaps they consider it uncouth
to mingle, art and lucre althobgh it

is not of record that they are care-

leas in negotiation. Suffice that all

estimates herewith given are just

that—estimates.

First of an the Met seems to have

a definite ceiling of $t,000: Nobody

gets more. Most get a lot less for a

performance. This compares with

the $3,000-top fees for iU western

contehiporariea-who have a working

entente cordlalc with the Met.

How It Works

flopped and a scheduled second 'film

never happened. Some six pix by
Cecil B. de MiUe, with Geraldine Far
rar, were fairly successful, and in-

cluded Temptetion' in 1915, 'Car-

men' In 1915, 'Maria Rosa' in 1916,

'Woman God Forgot' in 1917, 'Joan

the Woman' in 1917 and 'Hellcat' in

1918.

Estimates are that since the first

experiment in 1915, Hollywood has

lost- over $10,000,000 in trying to

give opera and its stars to the
AmariAoti pubUc. Somo bavc been
decided successes, but not so the

majority.

The Met's defense of the salary

situation Is that a singer attains con-

siderable of a reputetlon if known

to be assodated with the company.

On the basis of reviews In New York,

particuUrly at the Met out-of-town

concert managers do their concert

bookings at fancy pay.

The Met too, can, if it will, give

a singer his greatest number of

seasonal dates In opera. Where the

Chicago and San Francisco troupes

give a performer Just a couple of

dates over thdr respective ftve-week

schedules, the Met casU up to 20

weeks' of performances. That would

include 10 r^ident weeks at the Met

Opera House In New York and four

on tour. That's why a performer who
might command, fbr example, $1,000

per performance in Frisco, is con-

tent to accept $300 for a couple of

nerformances weekly with the Met

Fallues Te* Nnmereos

XJiey have no need to concern

themselves with hotel, transportation

and other expenses in contracting

with the Met residence company.

There arc even some well-known

performers who reportedly get as

little as $150 per week at the Met.

Then, too, another big factor in

the Met's cemparaUvely low salaries

is its consistent failure to break even

at the end of the season. The averir..

(Continued on page 153)

/
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War And Opera In America
Impresarios Tell Of

Effect on Their

Reperfoire

By Edward Johnson

((Setierol Mgr. of Metropolitan Opero
Co.)

Many people have spoken to me

end asked If I did not fear that

opera would really die now that a

second world war Is in existence.

My answer to that is that opera has

always existed in times of stress.

The fears that people will be too

preoc;:upied to attend performances

of opera have always proved ground-

less.

Today there is k steadily grow-

ing list of people to whom opera

and its great music take on an added

meaning in times of a national crisis.

People turn to music to escape the

uncertainties and distress of their

daily lives, and opera gives them

the relief of soul for which they

iiunger. I do not feel that there

will now be any danger of a boycott

against the music of any operatic

composer because of his nationality

It is true such existed during the

first World War, when Wagner was
removed from the repertoire of the

Metropolitan and restored in Eng-
lish during peace-time. We at the

Metropolitan would be the first to

sense any public resentment or

apathy, and so far there has been
none. Wagner and the music of the

great Italian masters have continued

to be our best drawing cards. I

feel the reason for this is because
this war is not one of nationalities,

but of ideas and ideals. It is actu-

ally a . civil war of world propor-
tions, and opera, being universal In

Its character, Is acceptable to both
factions regardless of their beliefs.

Europe has closed its doors to us
.on the supply of singers which we
were accustomed to receiving from
It But meanwhile there has been
a rising interest in American sing-

ers and a willingness on the part
of the opera-going public to accept
these siiigers on their own merits.

As the V. S. entered the second World War much concern was expressed amonc the lay public as to the •

fate of opera In this eonntry. It was 26 years ago that German opera was dropped from the Metropolitan
Opera Co.'s repertoire as the V. S. went to war and many feared that a similar sltuaUon was about to arise.
If Qerman, Italian and French opera were dropped from the repertoires of American companies, opera In
America wonld.dle a gndden death. With this In mind 'Variety' has Interviewed the four leading Im-
presarios of opera In America as to their views on the sltnatlon and what, in their opinion, wonid be the
Immediate and ultimate effects of war and the fntore on opera In this oonntry. Those interviewed were
Edward Johnijon, eaeUno Merolo, Fortune CSallo and Giovanni Martlnelll.

they are placed in that role. The
success of . our Sherwin-Williams
audition winners and other young
Americans shows us we are on the
right track. Remember, too, that
only a voice today is not sufficient.

In Rossini's day the composer was
asked wliat he required of a singer.

He replied: Three things. No. 1,

voice; No. 2, voice, and No. 3, voice.'

No longer True

The Drawback
The principal drawback to the

development of opera In America
has been the inability of the neo-
phyte singer to gain a foothold on
the bottom of the ladder aiid to se
cure the requisite experience nec-
essary for an appearance on the
stage of the Metropolitan. In by-
gone years these singers, or at least
some of them, obtained their train
Ing in Europe, but today this is

Impossible. Local companies in the
y. S. generally desire to secure star
names if a season is to be presented,
so the best of the Metropolitan stars
are called in. They receive plenty of
work but the young singer suffers.

What is more, there are insufficient
companies to even allow some of
the better of these singers to appear

' at all. Estimates last year showed
that out of 500 performances of
epera in America, less than. 2,000
singers appeared in leads. Many
of these sang 40-50times and more,
thus eliminating even more the
chance of the,young singer.

The Metropolitan has recognized
this fact and, in adding young Amer-
icans to our roster year after year, we
too recognize that under ordhiary
circumstances, judging by standards
no longer possible, these singers
would be required to gain experi-
ence elsewhere before they came to
us. However, if we are to replace
our stars when they grow old we
must develop a nucleus. ' Therefore,
we have become more and more
Jf a 'field for development. Never
before hi lU history has the Metro-
politan carried so many conductors,
assistant conductors and stage man-
agers. Daily, our young singers

the maestro and gain through
the knowledge these men possess
the experience they lack on an
actual stage,

When we cast our young singers
we throw them Into small parts
with veteran casts, to allow them to
set the feel of the stage, After
oevelopment, one may show an
aptitude for a certain role, and when
'he maestri are satisfied with them.

That is no longer true. Motion

pictures havt done much to dispel

slipshod, stereotyped acting and un-
gainly figures. Today the three es-

sentials would be voice, looks, acting
ability and the ability to project
these in a personality across the
footlights to the audience. Scenery
and costuming are increasmgly im
portant. The public, used to the rich

decorations of films, will not accept
backdrops or faded sets any longer.

The entire picture must be in har-
mony. The . public wants something
new and different, and yet the same,
The success of Salvatore Baccalbni is

an example. A marvelous mimic, an
excellent actor and gifted with a
magnetic personality, the basso buffo
can take an insignificant role and
make it important. And the public
realizes it. Our musicians in the
pit have Improved. The Metropolitan
orchestra is far better today than it

used to be because of the great
growth of symphonic orchestras
throughout the land, and people have
again become used to the best and
will not accept anything else.

The Metropolitan today is the
custodian of the traditions and the
future of Opera in America. Opera
is more than just the Metropolitan.
The company in N. Y. draws on a
group of perhaps 50,000 individuals
out of a population of 7,000,000.

Throughout the country we have a
listening audience of 11,000,000 for

our Saturday afternoon broadcasts.

Interest in our subscriptions has in

creased to a point where half of
them are from out of town. There-
fore opera, wherever performed, be-

comes the concern of the Metropoli-
tan.

We look with eagerness upon any
organization which wishes to' set up
an opera company. It will be this

growth throughout the U. S. that wUI
save and preserve opera. It is the
consistent plugging year after year
with the gradual evolution that will

save and preserve opera. It is the
conistent plugging year after year
with the! gradual evolution that will

accomplish the results we are seek-

ing. It cannot be done in a year or

five years, but eventually it should
reach a point whereby opera will be
given in most major cities which have
symphony orchestras and quite a few
smaller ones. It will then be equiva-
lent to our baseball leagues, with the
minor leagues sending to the Metro
polltan, the major league, the best of
its young talent after development
and experience.

As far as N. Y. is concerned it has
been proven that this city will accept

$7 opera at the Metropolitan and the

$1 .
opera of Salmaggi and the |2

opera of Gallo. In each instance the
public knows what it is going to re-

ceive and is satisfied. Opera in the
middle class at a $3 or $4 top has not
received public approval. We at the
Metropolitan believe it possible.

A permanent company in N. Y,
giving opera at that figure could sur-

vive if handled correctly and could

be of great help to us at the Metro-
politan the same as we could help
them. In such a company our
younger singers can receive the

training they need and the public

will hear fine voices, the best the

country can produce. This may be a

matter for the future, but that it will

eventually come I have no doubt.

The Metropolitan Is always willing to

go as far as as It can In aiding any
new company and any group of

singers. Its management is suf-

ficiently progressive, I hope, to ac-

cept suggestions it may not have
thought of and to be grateful for

them.
Opera In America Is growing. It

has become a loud sound on our
horizon rather than a faint buzz,

the people want it, and It may soon

become an avalanche. It must and
will go on. '

1

By Fortune Gallo
(Impresorio of Chicago and

Carlo Opera Companies)
San

For 30 years I have been present-

ing opera in America. My theme has

always been, and I feel even more
certain of it today, that the Ameri-
can public wants opera but wants it

at a price it can afford to pay, a
price which is in a relative position
to the other amusements desired by
the public, such as -motion pictures
and shows. Toward that end I strove
for over a quarter century with my
San Carlo troupe, which has toured
over 1,000,000 miles in the U. S.,

presenting opera, and good opera, at
a $2 top in every town and hamlet
that would give us half a chance.
The response of the American

public was instantaneous. We have
been the only opera company to
consistently break even and make a
small profit over a quarter century.
During that period we have suc-
ceeded in developing many stars who
left us to' join the ranks of the
Metropolitan, and have given chances
to hundreds of young singers to
make debuts- arid secure' their
requisite training in roles sur-
rounded by veteran artists capable
of helping them, and eager to do so.

This year in Chicago the experi-
ment was carried even further. This
city has been used to the most Im-
portant name stars engaged at
large sums of money and deficits of
$400,000 annually. After the depres-
sion, opera in Chicago fell off badly;
$6.60 or more per seat was too much
to pay, and the society, which had
taken the loss for years, was begin-
ning to feel the pinch of bad times.

America I cannot believe. The ever-

Increasing growth and popularity of

the art make such a statement a

travesty, but It still cannot grow of

its own accord. When one considers

the enormous number of young sing-

ers who iare endeavoring to make a

name and a living in opera, one must

be sad. In Italy, the.mecca of all

opera, a chance might be afforded

young people to make debuts and se-

cure the training so. necessary for a

long and successful career. There,
too, after a number of performances,
the singer who does not have the
capabilities is sifted, and after a
number of fiascos he realizes the Im-
possibility of proceeding t>n a hoped-
for career. Here in America oppor-
tunity is lacking. Thousands of sing-

ers are struggling, with their chances
of success almost nil. The reason Is,

of course, the few companies In the
country capable of supporting singers
and giving performances. We have
a few major organizations which
must depend on ready-made star

names and a couple of local com-
panies, and that is all. America, with
its size and population, should be
able to support a company In evdry
city where symphonic orchestras
exist. There are almost 300 of these.

Can you imagine the many oppor-
tunities for young talent which would
arise if such a project would prove
feasible?

None Sees Opera
Dying As Result

Of Conflict

By Gaetano Merola
(Impresario of San Francisco and Lot

Angelas Opera Companies)

Two yiewpoin'ts

I
$225,000 Chicago GroBB

. This season, in a five-week pres-
entation of 26 operas we had a gross
of $225,000, sold out 16 performances
out of 26, almost sold out 'eight

others, averaged 90% in attendance
against 65% the year before and had
a deficit of only $19,000 against
$125,000 the year before. In addition,

we presented eyery available. Metro-
politan Opera star and also gave
several new singers a chance. The
critics' reviews on these artists, and
their receptivity by the public,
showed we were not wrong. Next
season, having won the confidence of
the society and the public, it is my
belief that we will have a longer and
even better season with more at-

tractions.

The love of music is a deep factor
in American life. Opera ' and its

singers have become glamorized over
the years, especially recently, so that
it no longer appears to be a remote
art Pictures and radio have made
the general public realize and ap-
preciate that good singing |n opera
is no different than good ringing in

Broadway shows. It knows now that
the' opera singer is not an alOof per-
sonality, but a real living person
such as they themselves are.

Slowly but surely, over the years,
interest is widening in opera. I do
not believe the war will affect its

presentations. Composers are inter-

national in scope as are the singers.

Theirs is a world's music, not that
of any nationality.

Beethoven is as much loved in

America as in Germany. The days of

hate and fear for a foreign language
and c,ustoms will not come again.
We are engaged in a great battle to

preserve the civilization of which
we are so proud and for which we
have fought so hard. Music is an
integral part of that civilization, and
we as the standard bearers of music
will not let the American people
down in these times of stress, when
music, as a relief to soul-suffering

and weariness, must go on.

By Giovanni Martinelli
(Artistic Director, Chicago Opera Co.)

This season Is my 29th as an opera
singer in America and my first as an
impresario, so perhaps I am better

qualified to speak on the subject of

singing rather than managing. Both
have problems which are somewhat
identical. Both are different.

That opera will ever die lo

As a singer, naturally, I was In-

terested in appearing in those roles
best suited for my talents and receiv-

ing the maxlinum fee that can be
paid. As an impresario, I qm . In-

terested In putting together the best
available company at the lowest ad-

mission charge possible to secure a
profit and interest the public suf-

ficiently *to continue their support
This, of course, becomes a hard job.

As a singer, one may hear a fresh
young voice and recommend the
artist to the management but when
the shoe is on the other foot as a
manager, we have to worry it the
artist is ready and can deliver a
workman-like performance and sat-

isfy the public. If the purchasers of
tickets are disgruntled our work end
efforts are in vain. Without the .magic
doUar In the boxoffice little can- be
accomplished. Therefore the sifting
process Is a hard one and it becomes
even harder to turn down the request
of an earnest young singer when
some' doubt exists. Sometimes a
chance can be taken and we meet
with success; other times It Is failure.

That chance must be taken, but It

must be done cautiously so as not to
risk incurring the ire of either side.

If smaller companies were available,
first-hand reports on the develop-
ment of singers would be possible
through viewing actual performances,
whereas now we have to give a
singer a debut In a part he has never
sung before, because there Is no-
where else he can go for his training.

The success of the numerous small
companies on the road last season
may help the situation considerably.
If these little companies continue to

flourish, then interest In opera wUl
increase to a point where enterpris-
ing impresarios will not be risking
failure in putting on a season. In that
manner we can form the nucleus for
our operatic artistic growth.

In Chicago this past season we had
a great artistic and financial success.

We succeeded in mixing star names
with young talent, and with the' stars

drawing people to the boxoffice, the
young singers received their chance.
After successes they drew the same
as the stars. Had they appeared on
their own, as a start, the house would
not have been filled. The American
public demands star names and it is

up to us to provide them.

The' war should not affect opera.
During the first war, the Metropoli-
tan was jammed with people. These
same people and their sons and
daughters will again seek the relief

from tension available only through
great music in our opera houses. We,
as the artists and as the managers,
will see that they get it at the lowest
possible prices and the best talent

available.

For the past 43 years I have seen
and produced opera all over the
U. S., .since I first arrived In this

country as a 19-year-old assistant to
Lulgi Mandnelll at the Metropolitan
Opera Company. Since that time I

have been associated with the Manhat-
tan Opera Co. of Oscar Hammerstein,
Fortune Gallo's San Carlo company,
light opera through the Shuberts and
finally the San Francisco company
which I'helped found in 1921. Never
before has the public interest in

opera in the U. S. been so great nor
have the vast multitudes of people
interested in viewing presentations

been so large,

Opera has been 'dying' since the
leOO's, when it was first produced. If

one cares to examine periodicals of

that day. It Is possible to read of the
numerous sighs over the passing of

the vocal art which generation upon
generation found more and more
debased and less pure than it had
been previously. But it still sur-
vives. The same holds true of the
opera singer whose 'lost art' was
complained about in the .<.700's.

I remember - well reading of the
certain death of 'Don Giovanni' and
The Barber of Seville' with the
passing of Luigi La Bloche (1795-

1858). The bass was considered one
of the greatest singers of all time,

and with his demise the operas 'were
certain' to be forgotten, it was said.

How many today recall the name of

La Blache?
Wilt the war affect the presenta-

tlon of opera in the U. S.? Certainly

it will but not adversely. San Fran-
cisco and Los Angeles will definitely

have a season next year, their

21st. This last year we had more
performances, a longer tour and a
bigger gross (over $500,000) than
ever before in our history.

The war may result in cut prices

for some of the major cofiipanles.

People will not be too 'Willing to pay
$6 and $7 a seat when they are en-
gaged In an allout effort to preserve

the freedom for which they have
fought so long. Certain prejudices,

based on momentary setbacks or vic-

tories, may cancel or revive operas
of certain composers. There will

probably, be -less Wagner, but that

will be due to a lack of great protag-
onists. Comedies are Ukely to flour-

ish. The revivals of 'Daughter of the

Regiment' and the like may go bet-

ter for a while. But opera will go
on.

Many JJ. S. Singera

Today the majority of the singera

in the principal companies, my own,
the Chicago and the Metro^litan,
are American-bom. Many foreign

born have taken out citizenship

papers. The time will probably
come when fully 90% of the singers

will be Americans by birth. They
will be singing the operas of com-
posers In four languages—Italian,

^
French, German and English. Opera I
is music and therefore International, I
It has no political angles, and It is

only the professional politician who
attempts to place it in that category.

Perhaps the most important factor

for the future of opera is the interest

of the general public, and more par-
ticularly the young people in per-
formances. In bygone years opera
was decidedly society's problem, and
without the financial backing of the
rich It could not have survived. To-
day, while society Is Important, opera
Is requiring less than formerly.

Good music has been so popularized
through radio, recordings and news-
paper aid that the apathy of the
general public in socalled foreign, or
highbrow, music no longer exists.

The thousands who listen to opera in

a season in the theatre are multiplied

many times over by th^ millions to

whom It is becoming a con\forting

factor on the air and through re-

cordings. As a person becomes
familiar with a subject his Interest

picks up, and it is so with opera. Ex-
posure has made the American
public operaconscious, and films have
brought it to millions through the
medium of the eye and the ear. It is

a slow, hard process, and many times

despair might cause an impresario

to grow old over night
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THE GREATAMERICAN DISCHORD
U.S. Ma«$tro$ Express Views On Why

Native Symphonic Works Haven't

Attained Full Stature

All Generally Agree That Yanks Will

Succeed, But They Need
More Time

By Leopold Stokbwskl

. To ask why we bave never cre-

ated a Brahms, Bee&oven or Bach
h ridiculous. W«. witt never create

% oomposer akin to (h« tiiree men
bsoause we, as an original nation, do
things our own way. Wc are inven-

Hye and will prove It by our own
1yp« of compositions rather than
•opying. the works ot Europeans,
masters thouKh they mijht be.

. What you are not taking into con-

sideration is the magnitude ot the

task you are setting for American
composers in asking them to rival or

better the best that Europe has pro-

duced. Italy, master in the world of

eertain types of opera, took 20 cen-

turies of growth before It produced
lasting great works. This Is true not
only of music but of all kinds of art.

Thosa who are American-born do not
realize what it means to a European
to come here. When he lands in

America a new tempo of life is al-

ready stirring, as European traditions

fade into the background and Anally
Into oblivion. He is leaving Europe
behind. He will develop his own
musical language out of a musical
Iiliom on American subject matter.

It will take time—a long time per-

haps. One can grow a small tree

which will live a few years In a half

dozen years, but the giant oak which
lasts centuries is a 100 years in its

growth. So it is with music. That
of a popular nature which has im-
mediate receptivity, and is turned out
rapidly, will perish the same way
while the lasting music will take
lime and will be with our unborn
generations. One cannot .define mu-
aic—the dictionary cannot express it,

for it has a different meaning to each
one of us, and if we are In different

positions to listen, H takes oii a still

different meaning. Repetition also

makes for a difference In music.
Some selections bear up well, others

do not.

; We are all ot us descendants of

Europeans who came here a year or

400 years ago. That time even is

small. The idea America Is a young,
growing nation caimot be used as an
excuse. Our t^ditioQS are here, our
country is here, rich in natural re-

sources, and soaked in the ages of
storms and strife ot life. Man only
is young. Eternal youth brings from
his loins, not from the earth, but it

is from his surroundings and his en-
vironment that he receives his cre-

ative impulses.

There are three steps to be taken
by American composers; first we
must realize the three types ot mu-
>ie that exist, namely national, per-

sonal, and universal. The American
composer must first free himself of

outside influences.

I
The DlgiBulty 1

This will be difficult since we have

become so accustomed to worshiping

European traditions. Second,' he

must develop his national and his

personal music. ' It must be intro-

spective and of his own character,

and thirdly he must and will create

universal music.
' When Bach died, some 13,000 peo-

ple knew of his works. He gradually

disappeared and then gradually came
back again.

Through the medium of radio and
records, composers are receiving a

hearing. If an Amerisan composer
produces something important it is

seized eagerly and played. But you
must remember that if we can cre-

ate lasting works in the next SO

years, we will be accomplishing
something it took Italy 20 centuries

to do. The American composer must
write about that theme of life that

he knows best. He then oreates a

feeling of receptivity In his listener

or group of listeners, and this growtb.

of feeling is what the composer is

seeking.

What goes on in one man's, head is

transmitted to paper. It is then

played by another man, and if a

third is appreciative we haye a com-
position of some receptivity. The
more people who like it, the better

chance the work has ot existing.

That is all there Is to the endurance
of a work.

I believe in the American com-
poser, but I temper that belief in

him with time. Time alone will be
productive, time is what he needs

and time i^ what he has plenty of

That he will produce you need have
no fear. He wilf.

By Eugene GoQsens

Up to about 10 years ago Ameri-
can composers had been almost com-
pletely influenced by the idiom of

theirs European colleagues. This was
quite understandable, inasmuch as it

is necessary to acquire a technique
before one can express oneself ade-
quately in the language ot one's art
TSiis technique, and all it connotes,

could only be acquired from Euro-
pean sources, and it was necessarily

a lengthy process, especially as its

most radical manifestations^namely
those of Debussy, Stravinsky and
Schoenberg—only appeared just be-
fore the last great war. Unquestion-
ably, however, during the last 10

Sounding 'Em Out

II ku long been • theory

—

thOBfh OB* of freqaenl eontcn-

UoD—that American aympbODlo

works are not popnUr, that they

are not receiving • proper hear-

ing and that the American com-

poser in thc.Ust 150 years has

produced no work of lasllDg im-

portance. 'Variety' has seonded

out several of the eolstandlng.

U. S, symphony conductors on

the subject. Their views are ex-

pressed in these columns.

years the American composer seems

to have retained the best features ot

his European models and eliminated

those superfluous ot his purpose.

The result Is that today we have a

group ot young men who are writ'

ing musio with all the technical skill

of the Europeans, and in addition, a

music colored, by the characteristics

of American life and the American
landscape. In other words, in men
like Copland, Piston, Hanson, Thomp-
son, Harris, et al., we have the mu-
sical equivalent of Steinbeck, Hem-
ingway, dos Passos among, the writ-

ers. Grant Wood and Benton among
painters.

Some time- ago I performed a piece

of musical Americana, the second

symphony ot Randall^ Thompson,

which scored as great a popular suc-

cess as the Fifth Symphony of Bee-

thoven and the First ot Brahams,

I consider this a fine augury tor the

future ot American music.

America has a mission to accom-

plish, for it must carry on the torch

of high inspiration from the point

where poor, wounded Europe was

compeUed to drop it. That it wiU do

so, I have no doubt whatsoever.

By Artur Rodzinski

I disagree with the contention that

America has not produced any works

ot lasting importance. Young men
such as Copland, Harris, etc., have

all contributed vitally to the Amer-

ican musical picture. .

Ameri9a is but 150 years old. One
fails to realize that symphonic music,

as such, has only really existed the

last 50 years. The budding composers

of Vienna, Paris and Rome were

brought up on symphonic music.

America today is producing its

symphonie men. Our schools are

doing a pioneering-job- that Js-Jeally..

phenomenal. The last 10 years have

seen greet strides taken, and the time

is not so tar distant when the ma-
jority of our orchestra men will be

made ot native-born Americans, who
in turn will be our composers.

The issue arises that melody Is

not present. Well, melody is just

the dramatization of a certain period

of writing. Melody manifests itself

in different periods in different ways.

Pons, Gladys Swarthout and the lat-

est. Rise Stevens.

Glamour, ot course, is limited in

its scope. In Hollywood a star can
be washed up at the age ot three. At
the Metropolitan or Carnegie a mu-
sician remains a star practically to

the end of a ripe old age. Giovanni
Martin^lli, for example, at 66 lias

a talent commensurate with that

which he possessed almost 30 years
ago, when he made hjs debut at the

Met. And his earning powers are
about the same. That's, glamour tor

you.. Or rather the lack ot it.

] BoxoBice and Age f

Hollywood and Broadway are full

ot glamorous young men and wo-
men from 16 to 35. But after 35?
It's tantamount to being eligible for
social security. The boxoftices ot

Carnegie and Town Hall, along
with the Met and way stations of
the classicists, will find most ot

their artistes first approaching the
zenith of their boxoflice popularity
at 35, if then.

Their musicianship seemingly im-
proves with age. No Max Factors
needed there. No masseuse to pound
oft that life un-preserver. No in-

genious cameraman who could
focus a ceHain tenor so that his

none-too-elegant legs don't show up
in the finished product. The voice
or the instrtmient Is the basic com-
modity.

Nuts to Gtamourl

Dr. MIklos Bezsa, musical director
tor Alexander Korda, scoring The
Jungle- Boofc,' - - .

•

Take the 'Rites of Spring,' by Stra-

vinsky. There may be no melody,

but it certainly is great music.

Music that Americans will produce

will spring from the soil on which
the composer lives. Remember that

70 years ago we were still fighting

Indians. America will provide the

musical rennaissance that the world
needs. Europe is petering, out. After

the rain comes the mushrooms.
America's talent is beginning to

mushroom tortlr. We have a won-
derful talent here. The Youth,

Orchestra ot Dr. Stokowski proved
that, while in the field of composi-

tion we will prove it also.

{
Wasteful Compositions

|

So many compositions go to waste.

Thousands such clutter up the desk

of every symphonic conductor who
has not the . physical time to give

them all a trial. Many and many a

good, or even great, work may thus

have perished. My dream would be
to have a clearing house for Amer-
ican compositions. A publishing com-
pany could devote itself to a weeding
out process, with impartial judges

going over the scores and sending

the accepted ones to conductors tor

hearings. Hiis will give the Amer-
ican composer an incentive, a place

where he can send his compositions
and be certain they will be looked
at with eyes eager to help.

Conductors are frequently at a loss

as to where to turn tor good Amer-
ican works, since we all want to play
them. This will give us the chance.

The audience, it it receives standard
masterpieces, will listen to the new
composition and be able to evaluate
it in comparison to the work of a
deceased master. America .moves
quickly. My advice to American
composers would be to slow down.
Not 10 compositions, but one good
one. That we will do it is certaia
Patience is the keynote to the time.

By. Fabien Sevitzky

I am not willing to say that any
American composer at present ranks
with Bach, Beethoven or Brahms, but
on the other hand, I will not say
that-in...the -space of-'a-century or
more some of the American com-
posers now living or recently de-
ceased, may not rank with the great
After all, it is not fair to berate
America for not having produced
acknowledged great composers in her
150 years of existence; most of these
years were spent in actually build-

ing this great country. Composers
and artists do not flourish in great

I

numbers during a pioneering era, but

Baccaloni Troupe

Starts Tour Feb. 15
Salvatore Baccaloni's 'Vignette^,'

booked and sold out at $1,750 to $2,-

000 per tor 13 dates by Columbia
Concerts Corp., begins this season
Feb. 15.

Cast besides -Batffcaloni, will in-

clude Florence George, Franco Pe-
rulli, Ivan PetrolT, Elizabeth Wysor
and Giuseppe Bamboscheck, con-
ductor.

ATLANTie Cmr SETS

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Atlantic City, Jan. 4.

Atlantic City, after months of plan-

ning, will finally have its symphony
orchestra. J. W, F, Leman, member
o^the Philadelphia Orchestra and tor
years director of the Women's Phil-
harmonic Orchestra of that city, will
be conductor, °

Resorfs Chamber ot Commerce
and prominent citizens arranged
plans for symphony orchestra. First
concert wlU be giveti Jan. 29, to be
followed by series to continue all-

year roimd. Local musicians, largely
will comprise company of 66.

Leman .appeared here with Steel
Pier symphony orchestra ^ years
ago and sinpe then has tried to form
civic concert company.

Jan Kiepnrs recitals at Town Hall,
N. Y., Jan. 31.

ot a thousand composers only one
Beethoven will arise.

You are not being fair to American
composers (or artists of any kind)
when you -expect them to equal the
products resulting from centuries of
European culture; you are not being
fair to them because you do not,
listen—in this instance—to the music
they write; you are not being fair

to them when you, and the con-
ductors with whom you have talked^

say that 'while talent is certainly
available in this country it has failed

to be pushed into the right channels
toward the creation of lasting works.'
What are 'right channels?' The old .

European ones? These men are writ-
ing in a new idiom; their writing is

the product of their environment. If

their environment is not the same as

'

Beethoven's (and their product thus
entirely different In atmsophere),
who is to say that either environ-
ment or either product is the better?'

I would rather see an American
composer base his work on some
purely American phase- ot life than
to see him try to rival Beethoven
in depicting Napoleon Bonaparte.
American music, if It is technically

'

correct must be played and played

.

and played. After all, some of the
classics now considered great were
hissed at their Brst performance
and their second—and their third,

I

Setting Own SUndard
[

Don't worry about American com-
posers. They are setting their own
standard. Perhaps the future will

prove it to be a better standard.

But, above all things, give them a
chance. Artists are sensitive to slights

and snubs (not to fair criticism);

America has been slighting and snub-
bing her own artists. This must not

continue. I repeat give them a
chance; play their works.
Since 1925 I have included a com-

position by an American composer
on every program I have conducted.
I may have missed as many as three

programs in 15 years, but I assure
you I have made them up by play-
ing two American compositions on
some other program. I am giving
American composers a hearing; I

wish my colleagues would join me.

— By Walter Damrdsch

Personally I cannot suggest any
particular method by which Amer-
ican composers can achieve popular
acclaim. I agree with a great deal

ot Mr. Sevltsky's arguments, but I

think the orchestral conductors in

this country are much more respon-

sive to the need of giving our com-
posers a hearing than formerly.

Sir Thomas Beecham

Seonds Off on Japanese

And on Mosic Testivals'

Detroit, Jan. 4.

'If music festivals would be abol-

ished it would be a good, thing for

the musical digestion of most of the

world,' Sir Thomas Beecham said

here while in Detroit to conduct sev-

eral symphony concerts, including
the Ford Evening Hour.

'Several days of stuffing music
down the throats of audiences fixes

them so they, don't want to hear any
music tor another year. . . . It's a sign

of decadence when old music is

dragged out and garbed in art to

the tune of exorbitant prices. London
and New York are the same in that

regard. If you could present a hurdy-
gurdy, complete with monkey, and
advertise it as the last expression in

a great art, you could fill metropoli-
tan halls tdr weeks at $10 a' seat'

As a musician he also contributed
a sharp observation as an artist on
the Nipponese: 'Any nation which
can cast aside its traditions -within

the brief period of a haU-century
has vitiated its own character and
has nothing but superficiality to

present to the world. Its attack on
America reveals a national reaction

which borders oh madness.'

J[aek King clefTed 'I Find Love' tor

the Columbia picture, The Lady \s

Willing,' scored by Morris W. Stoloff

and W. Franke Harling.

GLAMOBR—NOT PFD.

Or How Concert and Opera Have Clicked at

the Boxoffice Without Benefit of

S. A. Values

PF By Nat Kahn
'Boxoftice and Glamour. They've

become so irrevocably linked that

show business generally has come
to discredit boxoflice promotion that
isn't contingent on glamour. Does
one hear a dissenting vote? Would

- it be the cashier at the Carnegie
Hall ticket window? Or the one at

the Metropolitan Opera House? It

i8'l>oth. They're vehement in their

defense ot the concert and opera
fields—^both of which are relatively

unglamorous—as boxoBlce powers.
' The Met Opera b.o. man has a
facile memory. He goes back 30-

odd years, when a 350-pound so-

prano- played a 'fragile' Violetta in

'La l^aviata' at Ham'merstein's
0.pera House, New York; who, in the

deathl>^ scene fairly left her lover

breathless by her not-so-aHing em-
bi'ace. That .wasn't glamour—but it

was boxoflice. Tetrazzlnl always
sold out

Olamonr In a Mnstaehlo

Who can say that a 79-year-old

Moritz Rosenthal, one of the great

composers and pianists ot these or
any other times, possesses glamour
in his stooped, ambling gait from
the wings of the Carnegie HaU to
bis Steinway on the rostrum. Cer-
tainly there's nothing in his broad,
flowing mustachios to excite an audi-
ence. But Rosenthal alwnys sells

out

Webster refers to glamour as de-
ceptive or enticing charm. Show
biz has given that slight switch,
to wit: youth, beauty, a hair-do that's

the current rage ('and a low V-neck,
Adrian, please!')

But the portly Met tenor remains
unconcerned. His basic commodity
is his voice. His basic diet could
be spaghetti and wine if he so de-
s\ied.

Of course, glamour hasn't been en-
tirely restricted to the stage or films.

The classicists themselves have had
some sex-appealers, and they've
been good enough to be wooed to
the Land of Swimming Pool Parties.
These include, to mention just a few
who've been filmed, Mary Garden,
Geraldlne Farrar, Grace Moore, Lily
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SEASON'S QREETINQS
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Congratulations On Your 36th Anniversary

—We*re Celebrating Our First ...

CHICAGO
Tribune Tower

441 N. Michigan Avenue

NEW YORK
Squibb gldg.

745 Fifth Avenue

HOLLYWOOD
Taft BIdg.

Hollywood and Vine Streets

BEST WISHES

CLAIRE HENRY WEBER
Soprano Conductor.

STARS OF THE MUTUAL NETWORK
(Coast-to-Coast Every Saturday IVite—CHICAGO THEATRE OF THE AIR)

Watch for release of Victor's Red Seal

Album—Marion Claire sings the romantic

melodies of Herbert, Lehan De Eoven, Eal-

mon, accompanied by WGN Concert- Or-

chestra. Conducted by Henry Weber.

Exclusive Management

WGN CONCERTS
AUSTIN WILDER, Director
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SOL HUROK presents

The Ballet Theatre
AMERICA'S FOREMOST BALLET COMPANY

HUROK ATTRACTIONS

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York

PAUL ROBESON
The Great Negro Singer

Now on Transcontinental Tour of 65 Dates

M.n.a«m«nt: METROPOLITAN MUSICAL BUREAU

F. C. COPPICUS — F. C. SCHANG

Division of Columbia Cone»rt», Inc.

113 We.t 57th Street N«w York City

TRAPP FAMILY-SINGERS
Now on a Transcontinental Tour of 90 Dates

MaWm.nt: METROPOLITAN MUSICAL BUREAU

F. C. COPPICUS — F. C. SCHANG

Division of Columbia Concarts, Inc.

113 West 57th Street N'w York City

Gen. Platoff Don Cossack
Russian Male Chorus

NICHOLAS KOSTRUKOFF, Director

Now on Transcontinental Tour of 100 Dates

Mananement: METROPOLITAN MUSICAL BUREAU
F. C. COPPICUS — F. C. SCHANG

Division of Columbia Concerts, Inc.

113 West 67th Street New York City

VRONSKY & BABIN
World's Premier Two-Piano Team

Now on Transcontinental Tour of 60 Dates

Management: METROPOLITAN MUSICAL BUREAU
F. C. COPPICUS — F. C. SCHANG

Division of Columbia Concsrtsi Inc.

113 West 57th Street Nev» York City

Stainway Pianos Used

I'

Carmalita Maracci Co.
Sensational Dance Ensemble

Now on Transcontinental Tour of 60 Dates

Manaaement: METROPOLITAN MUSICAL BUREAU
F. C. COPPICUS — F. C. SCHANQ

Division of Columbia Contorts, Inc.

113 Wast 57th Street New York City

GIOVANNI MARTHU
TENOR

METROPOUTAN OPERA ASSOOATION

Management

NATIONAL CONCERT AND ARTISTS CORPORATION
b •

Concert Divlaion — MARKS LEVINE, Managing Director

77-Year.Old Chorine

Maria Savage, 77-year-old so-

prano, the oldest active chorus

girl in the world and the oldes

acUve singer on the roster ol

the Metropolitan Opera Co-

celebrated her birthday Thurs-

day (O, appearing in Boheme.

The singer joined the Met in

1908, the year Guilio .Gattl-

Caizaza came to the house.

Her debut In opera was in

•Aida' in Namur, Belgium, In 1887.

A daughter. May. Is also a mem-

ber of the Met chorus. The

mother. has sung in every im-

portant opera house "> /Jf
world and next season wiU be

launched as a concert lecturer

on opera while continuing at the

Met. Columbia Concerta will

booh her tour.

Moore-Jagel

Clkk in Spotty

Met 'Boheme

Metropolitan Opera Co.'s first

Boheme^ of the season Thursday (1)

contained much that was praise-

worthy from a vocal and acting

standpoint, but it still failed to jell.

Main reason for the lack of conti-

nuity and flow of the melody-studded
opera was the spotty conducting of

Paul Breisach, whose tempi were
illsuited to the music.
From a vocal standpoint Grace

Moore, appearing as Mimi, was the

star. Her luscious lyric soprano was
at its best, and after a slow begin-

ning in 'Mi chiamano Mimi,' she
drew the biggest response of the
evening for an excellently sung
'Addio.'^ Her concluding duet, 'Bono
Andate,' with Frederick Jagel was
tops. She excelled from an acting
standpoint, too, but why must a

starving, consumptive Mimi be cos-

tumed so gorgeously in the final

act? Jagel's heavy lyric-spinto is

not best suited to the music of Ru-
dolfo, but the tenor sang it mag-
nificently, regardless.
John Brownlee made an excellent

acting and singing Marcello; his

vocal standout being the duets with
Miss Moore,' 'Mimi io son,' and with
Jagel in 'Ah Mimi tu piu.' Natalie
Bodanya,' replacing an indisposed
Annamary Dickey, was a vocally in-

adeq^uateMusetta, but one who acted
credibly.
Salvatore Baccaloni, appearing in

the dual roles of: Benolt and Alcin-
doro, made both parts live. He was
the center of attention when he was
on the stage, from both vocal and
acting standpoints-. Cordon was gen-
erally an imposing looking CoUlne
but vocally- dull-.-..- V -— Smith. •

De Basil Straightens Out

Mex City Booking Snag

Mexico City, Jan. 4.

Immigration regulations, tight-

ened up and slowed down by the
war emergencyj forced a last-minute
switch of dates for Col. W. de Basil's

Ballet Russe, schedjiled to open ^a

seven-performance engagement. Dec.
27 at the Palace of Fine Arts here.

Trouble arose because most of the
troupe are Russians And Mexico
hasn't had diplomatic relations with
the Soviet since 1929, when, she
broke off because of resentment at

Communistic doings in her terri-

tory, supposedly directed by Mos-
cow. Mexico also hasn't diplomatic
dealings with Germany, Italy, Japan
and their allies.

However, the' tangle was straight-

ened out and the Ballet permitted
to enter. Its new opening was Jan,
3, with the dates extending to Jan.
17. Troupe was to have originally
concluded its booking here Jan. 9:

This will be the Ballet's second
quick appearance here. It played
the Palace last October for smash
boxoffice- results.

C. J. BadollBe has become dlreC'

tor-general of British Minljitry of
Information, replacing Sir Walter
Monckton, who has gone to Cairo as
director-general of British propa
ganda In the middle east. Former
is a barrister and has been In turn
chief press censor, controller of
press and censorship divisions and
acting director-general in the ab'

sence of Monckton,

BRUNO LANDI
TENQR

METROPOUTAN OPERA ASSOQATION

Management! MICHAEL DE PACE

RKO BUILDING, NEW YORK

LANSING HATFIELD
American Baritone

METROPOLITAN OPERA ASSOCIATION
Sold Out Concart Tour This Saa«on; 55 Dataa

NEXT SEASON NOW BOOKING

Concert Management: ARTHUR JUDSON
Division: COLUMBIA CONCERTS

SALVATORE BACCALONI
BASSO-BUFFO

METROPOLITAN OPERA ASSOCIATION

Management

:

COLUMBIA CONCERTS CORPORATION

ELISABETH RETHBERG
SOPRANO

METROPOLITAN OPERA ASSOCIATION

Management: MICHAEL DE PACE
RKO BUILDING, NEW YORK

WINIFRED HEIDT
MEZZO-SOPRANO

Management! MICHAEL DE PACE

RKO BUILDING, NEW YORK

JOSEPHINE TUMINIA
SOPRANO

METROPOUTAN OPERA ASSOCUTION

Management National Concert and ArtisU Corporation

Concert Division, MARKS LEVINE, Managing Director

FRANK PERULLI
TENOR

Management! MICHAEL DE PACE
RKO BUILDING, NEW YORK

SAN FRANCISCO OPERA ASSOCIATION
GAETANO MEROLA, General Director
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Story Behind The Scenes

Civic, Community Concert Services Held Big

Factors Back of NBC, CBS Booking Combines

Columbia Concerts Corp. (CBS)

and NBC Concert Service do more

than four-fllths of all the concert

business in the U. S. Yet It Is not

generally known beyond the trade

that the affiliation "Columbia has

with Community Concerts or NBC's

similar cooperation wlUi Civic Con-

cert Service are among the - major

factors behind this virtual concert-

management monopoly.

Close to half the gross business of

NBC and Columbia is provided by

these branches. They bodk, two-

thirds of the actual concert . dates

for the former.

Civic, headed by O. O. BottorfT,

was founded in 1620, and today is

the oldest seller of concert talent in

the U. S. The concert bureau, like

that of Community, was formed un-

der an audience-building plan, the
purpose of which was to create an
audience for the many singers and
instrumentalists Civic would try to
promote, rather ' than follow the
time-honored custom of booking
artists and then trying to fill the
house, frequently a try that has
failed.

Under the. plan there has never
been a deficit in any town or city

employing the- setup, nor have there
been any guarantors or sponsors.
The plan Itself is quite simple.

The executives of Civic will decide
on a certain town that apparently
can support concerts. This town,
through some civic body, perhaps,
is approached and a committee
formed for a one-week drive for

membership to the subscription plan.

Memberships can be secured for $5,

with $2.50 for children charged. At

TICKETS NOW ON SALE

YEHU0I

wmN
Followinc a toor of tbe PaclAc Coast Mennliln played T««ltaU and

I

rancfHM with the Mexico Cltr l*hllharmoiilo Orrhentra en mate td
] llld-We«t«ni aad Eastern «ncai|;ement(t of which one Is In New Y(H>k at

CARNEGIE HALL, MONDAY EVENING, JAN. 26
Prices 91.00 lio. 92.60, Boxes of 8 seats £ 920 (plus tax)

(Stelnway) Jack Salter Arllst Manairemcnt, Inc. (Victor Records)

HELEN

TRAUBEL
Returns from a concert tour which is

a succession of sensational, triumphs
for additional appearances at the
Metropolitan Opera in late January
and February.

JACK SALTER ARTIST MANAGEMENT, Inc.
(Victor B««>rdii) (Daldn-ln rlano)

NINO

MARTINI
Tenor Star of Opera, Concert

and Radio

Now fulfilling 9th season at the Metro-
politan in addition to another concert

tour from Coast-to-Coast.

JACK SALTER ARTIST MANAGEMENT, Inc.

(Columbia ReconlH) (Stdnwny rlnoo)

IGOR

GORIN
Brilliant Young Baritone of Concert

Opera and Radio

Continncs bis triumphant concert tour In

recital and with Major Symphony Orchestras

from Cout-to-Coast
(Victor Bwrdw) (Stclnwar Piano)

JACK SALTER ARTIST MANAGEMENT, Inc.

Division: COLUMBIA CONCERTS, Inc.

Its VitU itth Stiwit, New York, K. V.

RICHARD CROOKS
TENOR

METROPOLITAN OPERA ASSOCIATION

VICTOR RED SEAL RECORDS

Manaaement; HAENSEL A. JONES
DUIslon of COLUMBIA CON'CKRTS, Inc.

113 West 57th Street New York, New York

the close of the week no one else
can purchase a membership. After
(he money is counted, the town is

allotted as many concerts as it can
pay for.

In the beginning Civic had- seven
towns. Today it operates in over
l.'OOO cities and towns in the U.S.
An example of the reception would
be Worcester, Mass., with 4,500
members at $5 each and 1,000 on a
waiting list for the past six years.
Community was formed In 1926.

In 1930, Ward French, current head,
took over, and today the organi-
zation operates In 325 towns and
cities in the U.S. and about 30 in

Canada.

Community presents 1,200 to 1,300
concerts yearly with the minimum'
accepted from any town being three
concerts and a $900 fee. Members
are also charged $5 each, but a
branch of Community, Cooperative
Concerts, operates in smaller towns
tor $3.50.

The entire growth of Community
was in the period of the depression
and today, with its lowest quoted
fee being $250 per concert for an
artist, it does about one-fourth of
the gross business of $2,500,000 done
yearly by Columbia. Some 150-175
artists are presented annually, ap-
proximately the same number as
Civic books.

Paul Robeson would do a revival

of 'Othello' on Broadway this

spring, If Margaret Webster will

consent to direct the production.

She is considering the proposition.
Negro singer's idea of the show is

predicated partially on the click of
the 'Maurice Evans revival of 'Mac-
beth,' staged, as have been all the
Evans productions, by Miss Webster.
Another factor is that Robeson
scored a big personal success as the
tragic. Moor five years ago at the
Savoy, London.
Robeson has had the idea of a

Met Opera FoQow-Up

'Alda' Tuesday afternoon (30) was
deplorable vocally. Arthur Carron.
who. sang Rhadames, forced his top
tones and lacked acting ability. As
Alda, Stella Roman produced some
tones of beauty; at other times she
Vvas shrill and short of breath. She
looked well but her acting was
static. Kerstin Thorborg, replacing
an indisposed Karin Branzell foi- the
second time, faltered vocally as
Amneris, failing also to look the
part. Leonard Warren's singing and
acting also werp faulty. Lansing
Hatfield was an impressive looking
and flne-sounding Kine, while Ezio
Pinza was strong vocally and dramat
icallv as Ram'fls. Paul Breisach led
an uninteres'iiir orchestra.

'La Fille Dn Regiment,' repeated
by the Metropolitan Wednesday eve-
ning (31). ai;ain scored a hit. Lily
Pons was fine vocally and even more
so dramatically. She ha^. developed
into an excellent comedienne and,
teamed with Salvatore Baccaloni,
kept a Dacked house in continuous
laughter. The basso, as usual, stole
the show from start to finish. He
was in excellent voice and his In
teroretation of the fTuff sereeant
was also splendid. Raoul Jobin
Louis D'Ang(:lo and Irra Petina were
also excellent while Frank St. Leger
led a virile orchestra.

•Otello' Friday evening (2) was
centered around the lago of Alex-
ander, .Sy.?d. ..xnakinfi .iik.Asst.,Jlet
appearance of the season and heard
for the "rst time in the U. S. in this
role. The seriousness of his ef-
forts had much to make up for a
lack of spontaneity in his acting.
Vocally, he found himself i in the
second act in the 'Dream.' Gio-
vanni Martinelli. in thp title role,

again was • the star. The veteran
tenor's acting, was nifty, with his
vocalling possessing its usually ex-
cellent coordination of phrasing and
power. Stella Roman aeain was a
good-lookine picture as Desdemona,
but vocally insecure. Smith.

Robeson Would Do 'Othello'

Broadway presentation of 'Othello*

tor ..soine time. He was mulling it
.

last spring, with Lawrence Tibbett
considered for the lago role. That is

one of the Met baritone's most suc-

cessful parts in opera, but he has
never played it or anything else on
the legit stage. Tibbett, booked for

concert and opera for the balance
of the season, is not a possibility for

a legit show now.
'Othello' was last done on Broad-

way by Walter Huston, with Brian
Aherne as lago and Nan Sunderland
(Mrs. Huston) as Desdemona. Pres-
entation was a failure.

COpera Salaries
^ContlnDcd from pace 148,^^^J

cost of a Met production is $12,000,

with $B5,000 being required as a
weekly gross to break even. Oc-
casionally the b.o. will exceed $100,-

000 but the failures are too numerous
to withstand a net profit for long.

The flops, of course, almost seem
premeditated by the Met's manage-
ment since it is the artistic purposes

of the troupe that lead it to schedule

a number of operas that loom sharp-

ly in advance as b.o. skidders. For
example, listing certain operas that

haven't been heard in .this country

many years.

Three singers are reported pre-

sently as receiving top salaries of

$1,000 at the Met. They are Lily

Pons, Lawrence Tibbett, and Lauritz

Melchior. A number of others hover

near that figure. In Frisco, where
impresario Gaetano Merola consis-

tently pays the top opera salaries,

$3,000 would go to Miss Pons, $2,500

to Tibbett and $1,500 to Melchoir. Be-

cause of difficulty in getting figures

directly from managements, these, of

eourstf, are jilSl* estimates.

'The Greatest Singing Actress of Today'

—Chicago "Herald Examiner"

GRACE MOORE
Management

METROPOLITAN MUSICAL BUREAU, Inc.

Division: Columbia Concerts Corporation

113 West 57th St., New York

Season Greetings

To You All in 1942

PAUL LARRY

DRAPER ABLER

CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK
DECEMBER 28, 1941

i

CHICAGO OPERA COMPANY
FORTUNE GALLO, General Manager
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GLADYS
SWARTHOUT

AND

FRANK
CHAPMAN

Management

Concert and Artists Corporation

MARKS LEVESE, Managing Director

NICOLA MOSCONA
BASS

METROPOUTAN OPERA ASSOCIATION

Management t National Concert and Artists Corp.
Marks 'Iievih(!,''ManaKinK director

FLORENCE GEORGE
. SOPRANO

Management—EVERETT CROSBY, Ltd

JAN PEERCE
TENOR

METROPOUTAN OPERA ASSOOATION

Management: SOL HUROK

MOBLEY LUSHANYA
SOPRANO

Management
NATIONAL CONCERT and ARTISTS CORPORATION

Concert Division—MARKS LEVINEf, Managing Director

Fruit Cocktail

Melrose Music Co. is credited

by the trade as providing the

wackiest song title of 1941. A
number that It announced last

Tuesday (30) lor immediate

publicaUon was titled, 'I've

Found a Peach In Orange, New
Jersey, in Apple Blossom Time.

Edward Heyman and Harold

Spina are the writers.

Every Little Costomer

May Have a Parpose Is

Baflroomers New Fear

Lincoln, Jan. 4.

Gone are the days in Nebraska

when every person who walked up

to the wicket at baUrooms was re-

garded as just a customer, because,

even though he, or she, lays down
the price of admish, the designation

might also be that of a spotter.

Ballroom ops, who have gone to

ASCAP's former representatives in

Nebraska, have been told that they

are to expect it from now on. Rea-

son, of course, is that ASCAP has

released Its membership so it can

protect Itself in that state as indi-

viduals, since the ASCAP organiza-

tion, as such, has been outlawed by
supreme court approved legislation.

Already, there is some talk of re-

peal of the law—that is. music users

are chinning about whether it can

be done quickly, painlessly, and a

quick revert to the old system of

blanket licensing accomplished.

Average ballroomer, and that goes

for hotel or theatre, too, feels every-

body in the place, when music is

being played. Is thumbing through

a catalogue of copyrights, and mak-
ing notes which will be produceable

In court. It might have been the

'amusement biz' once, but it's not

that any more.
Several of the hotel men have al-

ready Indicated they're going to pull

all music, except that which seeps

in via radio, rather than be pestered

with the Infringement possibility.

Nebraska radio, still largely on a

BMI basis, is sitting tight.

Fllmers are still in a fog, and

they don't know to what ^extent

they're to be found responsible, or

what steps to take in the meantime
to protect themselves.

HAWAIIAN CEREMONY

Jimmy Blaokenile and Hope Demp-
ster Add a FMtscrlpt

Detroit, Jan. 4.

Hawaiian- and- American wedding-

ceremonies were both used to make
it stick when Jimmy Mackenzie,

Scotch-Hawaiian orchestira leader,

and Hope Dempster, Irish-Cherokee

New York model, were wed here.

Couple first said their 'I do's' in St.

John's Episcopal church on the

afternoon of Dec. 31. Then to make
It over again with a -flourish the

couple were united in ah Hawaiian
ceremony performed at midnight

New Year's Eve at the Tropic's Ha-
waiian Village where the Mackenzie
orchestra is playing.

Hawaiian ceremony, complete
with leis et al, was performed by
Andrew PoePoe, a member of the

band who came to this country to

study to be a missionary but skidded

into band work.

•Toledo's 4 Concerts

Toledo, Jan. 4.

Second concert season to be given
by the Toledo Museum of Art in the
Peristyle, which seats 8,000, includes

four events at the season price of

$2.75.

Scheduled are the Minneapolis
Symphony orchestra, Dimitri Mltro
poulos conducting, Feb. 6; Cleveland
Symph, Artur Rodzinski conducting,
March 17;.Glomar Novaes, Brazilian

pianist, Jan. 18, and Salvatore Bac-
caloni, basso, March 6.

H-J SIGN IIIET WIMEB
Emery Darcy, Metropolitan Opera

secondary tenor and one of the win
ners ot the Met Auditions of the
Air in 1940, has signed a managerial
contract with Haensel Sc Jones, divi-

sion of Columbia Concerts Corp.
The same management has also

signed Virginia Morley and Living-

ston Gearhart, American duo-pi-
anists.

Franz Waxmon turned in the final

score for 'Woman of the Year" at

Metro.

LAWRENCE TIBBETT

JAMES MELTON

HELEN JEPSON

ROSE BAMPTON

DOROTHY MAYNOR

LAWRENCE EVANS ARTIST MANAGEMENT, lac.

DivitiM of COLUMBIA CONCERTS, Inc.

113 W. 57th St., New York

ROBERT WEEDE
BARITONE

METROPOLITAN OPERA ASSOOATION

Management

COLUMBU CONCERTS CORPORATION

VIVIAN DELIA CHIESA
America's Great Lyric Soprano

Management

NATIONAL CONCERT AND ARTISTS CORPORATION

Concert Division — MARKS LEVINE, . Managing Director

RAOUL JOBIN
TENOR

METROPOUTAN OPERA ASSOOATION

Management:
COLUMBIA CONCERTS CORPORATION
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WORK, PATIENCE, INGENUITY NEEDS OF
OUT-FOXED ASCAP

Society's Own Bad Guessers and Dept of Justice Gave the Victory

to the Networks

WEBS KEPT TWILIGHT ZONE

That ASCAP came out of its war with radio (Jan. 1-Oct

28) seriously battered in both pocketbook and prestige there's

no gainsaying. The question now facing ASCAP Is whether

and how soon, it will be able to recover from the licking it

got from radio. On the basis of the contracts the Society

signatured across the peace table it is unlikely to recover its

dollars and cents position so long as radio remains its

biggest customer. As for the element of prestige, that will

probably depend on how apt ASCAP proves in benefiting

from experience, in setting its house in order and adopting

policies that are more in harmony with the '40s than the

'20s. Judging from what is now going on wltWn ASCAP the

process will be slow and gruelling.

ASCAP blundered in underestimating the fury with which

NBC and Columbia joined local stations during the

combat. The reason for this underestimation is not hard

to see. The networks had heretofore rendered but lip-service

to the anti-ASCAP wrath which for many years back had

served as the rallying N.A3. convention motivation among
independent broadcasters.

But tliis time as the ASCAP agreement went into its final

two laps and broadcasters became intensely curious about

the new terms ASCAP had up its sleeve, the Society com-

mitted what turned out to be a disastrous error. It started

talking about the principle of payment at the source. Inde-

pendent stations had been paying on this basis since 1932.

ASCAP in 1938, approximately 18 months before the then-

current radio agreement was to expire, let it be known that

Is proposed to apply its fee directly at these many network
millions,

"I

By BEN BODEC

IONOB£D FEEIiEE
I

The temper of the networks promptly underwent a radical

change toward ASCAP. The networks put up their guards.
.

It was strongly intimated at the time from network sources

that ASCAP was becoming rash in its demands and
principles, A feeler was put out by a network official. He
wanted to know how much more -ASCAP wanted per year

on a new deal, but all this would have to be predicated on
the status quo as far as payment at the source was con-

cerned. ASCAP chose to ignore this feeler. It proceeded to

to promulgate a licensing -agreement which tapped the net-

works at the source, with the fee on network business set
at 7Vi%. ASCAP went to bat on this principle of payment
at the source. At the heat of the battle the U. S. Govern-
ment, at the instigation of radio, intruded and this very
principle of payment at the source became the keystone of
a consent decree.
ASCAP had fought for a principle, plus millions of dollars

of additional income. Out of the fray it emerged with that
would appear to be at least a moral victory. The networks
imder a fiat of the Federal court, had no course but to pay
at the source.

I
TATTEBED VICTORY

|

Now comes the irony of even this bit of tattered victory.
NBC and CBS are paying at the source, in full accordance
with the ba.«ic principle of the Government consent decree,
but ASCAP IS hardly any better off than it would be if, after
taking a licking, it had again to look exclusively to local
stations for its income. ASCAP emerged from the 10-months
fray with a principle that extended enormously the realm of
its radio licensing application. NBC and CBS may between
them have a net turnover of $80,000,000 in, billings but it's

still a mirage for ASCAP as far as the direct relation be-
tween the networks' exchequer and its own are concerned.
NBC and CBS exacted so many deductions in the contracts
which they signatured with ASCAP for the next nine years,
if not 18 years, that the money coming out of the ni>tworks'
pockets will be comparatively negligible. It will be the
independent stations that will, as usual, carry the load of the
ASCAP payments on network business.
What the two networks have succeeded in doing is pre-

serving the twilight zone on music licensing payments, but
in a different form. Whereas in the past the free commercial
hours which the networks obtained from affiliated stations
in return for sustaining services, the present ASCAJ>-nctwork
contract by its bookkeeping mechanism recognizes a similar
status of relations between the web and its affiliates. In
other words, the network deducts 2.75%. from the..share on
network billings due the affiliated stations, but the fee it

turns over to ASCAP represents little, if anything, above the
amount that it took from the station. In the case of the
Blue Network, the deductions can amount to as much as

65% of the gross billings so that the amount turned over to

ASCAP by NBC on a particular program could be even less

than the fees that NBC ha ddeducted from the Blue affiliates

involved.
'

r HOW. IT WOHgS
I

Here is how it would work in the case of the Blue Net-
work. This web's frequency discount runs as high as 45%.
Another 15% is deductable for ad agency commission. The
ASCAP contract allows the deduction of 15% more for 'doing

business.' Also lines charges. A rough figure for such a
line charge per station could be 10%. The total of all these
deductions is 85%, so that if the network rate on say, PQW,
is $100 the Blue would be required to pay ASCAP only on
the basis of $15.

The rate that NBC would pay that same Blue station is $20.

The station is committed to permit the network to deduct
2V4% from the $20 as its share of the fee going to ASCAP.
That deduction would amount to 55c. The Blue's residue
of taxable money, after taking the total deductions of 85%,
figures in this Illustrative instance as $15. The ASCAP net-
work fee of 2%% applied to the $15 equals 41c. Out of this

arithmetical operation there may be derived the observation
that whereas NBC has deducted 55c from the station's money
the network itself is obligated to pay ASCAP only 41c on
that particular bit of business, leaving tlie network a profit

of 14c.

In the cases of the NBC-Red and Columbia , the results

would be somewhat different. With the frequency discount
limited to 25%, the most that either network could deduct
from the billings is 65%. Assuming that same station PQW
were on either of these webs and rated at $100 per hour,
the taxable residue would be $35, The ASCAP network
fee of 2V4% applied to $35 is 96c. Unde; circumstances the
network's own disbursement for ASCAP music would be
41c while the station's share figured at 55c. Broken down
into percentages, the station would be paying ASCAP on
the basis of 2.75%, while the network would be paying its

share on the basis of between 1.8 and 2%.

BHDs Future As An Insurance Policy

Has Possible $1»250,000 in Obligations But Saved

Its Organizers $10,000,000 or More

By BEN BODEC
E^^en though Broadcast Music, Inc.,

as a producer of current music, went
Into rapid eclipse with the re-entry

of ASCAP on the network scene, the
radio-owned licensing outfit will be
continued in soine form or another
at least until that time that Its con-
tracts with the E. B. Marks Music Co.
and other publishers expire. An-
other factor that may prove a vital

one in determining the future of
BMI Is the war. Should the conflict

result In a sharp curtailment of ad-
vertiser expenditures -for broadcast-
ing. It would be natural for station

operators, as business men, to seek
economies.

BMI is reported to have about
$1,250,000 In contractual obligations.

Considering the many millions saved
by the broadcasting industry under
the new nine-year agreement with
ASCAP, and as a result of the fight
It was able to give ASCAP through
the instrument of BMI, It is obvious
tliat, should the preference for a
BMI shutdown become general with-
in the radio industry, the latter with
a minimum of strain will absorb the
IjabUity. NBC and CoIumbU estimate
ttat between them the victory over
ASCAP accounted for a saving o» at
l«ast $10,000,000.
BMI Indicated even before peace

was declared between NBC-CBS and
ASCAP that Its career as a publisher
of popular tunes was on ttie wane,
.«4d whatever acUvities it pursued in
.this direction would be through sub-
sidiaries. Also that it would func-
tion principally as a licensing chan-
nel and encourage production among
«wse publishers who sprouted up
*nue ASCAP affiliates were blacked

SiIt.
^'"^ network participation.

«»rs subsidiary trend has so far
Men limited to Radlotunes, Inc., and
{he partnership of Harry Revel and
Mort Greene. •

.

Not Eaay Any More
Within a few weeks after ASCAP's

repertoire returned to NBC and C&S
It became evident that the row to

hoe for the BMI-affiliated pubs would
be a tough one. The material, back-

ground and organizational pressure

of the ASCAP firms quickly began to

tell. By the fourth week of the

ASCAP-nelworks enitente the work
of only one BMI-licensor was to be

found in the list of 'most-played

numbers' which for that week had
received 10 or more plugs. There
were 24 tunes in that particular list.

As this situation progressed, ASCAP
Itself took a philosophical view as

far as lining up local station licenses

were concerned. While it desired to

bring a maximum number of such

licensees back into the fold, and as

quickly as possible, ASCAP was con-

fident that time would effect a con-

clusive job. Local stationxwould be
able, it figured, to hold off just so

long and no longer. As soon as

ASCAP music dominataed the latest

releases of the phonograph compa-
nies, these stations, which depend in

hu^e measure on the use of phono-

graph, would have no choice but to

protect themselves with ASCAP
licenses. As the year 1941 approached

its end it looked as though virtually

complete domination again of the

pop field was just a matter of an-

other month or two.

Still there is no doubt that the

broadcasters in- major percentage

will go on supporting BMI. The old

fear and resentment of ASCAP will

take some time in dying, and it will

be a simple thing for orators at the

annual convention of the National

Association of Broadcasters to raise

the specter of the ASCAP dread, re-

call that it was through BMI that the

station men in most cases exacted a

better than 507o savings on their

ASCAP fees, picture the horror of a

resurrection of the antecedent status,

and prevail upon the boys to 'stay

on the sawdust for BML'

15 Best Sheet Nosic Sellers

(Week Endtni; Jan. 3)

White Cliffs of Dover... Shapiro
Elmer's Tune ...Robblns
Chattanooga Choo Feist

Rose O'Day Tobias
Tonight We Love Maestro
Shepherd Serenade Mayfair
.Bells of San Raquel Peer
Shrine of St. Cecelia Braun
Madeleine Santly

This Love of Mine. ... .Embassy
I Know Why Feist

Tis Autumn Witmark
Why Don't We More Often

Triangle

Humpty Dumpty Heart.Southern

Angels of Mercy Berlin

SONG OUTPUT

BIG LAST TWO

Mom
Output of new songs by the popu-

lar music business during the two

closing, months of 1041 (November

and December) was perhaps greater

than for any like period in the

past 12 years. There is no pre-

cedent for the combination of in-

cidents which prompted such mass

activity. It was at a time when

the ASCAP faction of the industry

was getting back into the business,

following a 10-months' blackout on

the two older radio networks, and

when America's entry into the war

provided a wealth of themes for

songwriters.

The indications are that this pace,

but with a somewhat dhninished

production of war songs, will con-

tinue through the current month of

January.

Fran Elchler, who headed a, Pitts-

burgh dance band for years, has

dropped his own outfit to join up

with the Clyde Knight, which he is

now fronting at the Rainbow Ball-

room in Denver.

London Music Publishers

Still In Business

And Nobody's More Surprised Than They
Are Themselves

London, Dec. 25.

Looking backward over the last 12 months not one music publisher in

London would have dared to predict they would be in business by the end
of 1941, but amazing as It may seem all the important music houses have
not only stayed the course but many of them are doing quite well. I.ast

year starting Sept. 7 and up to the end of November, London—according
to official reports—only had two nights free from air raids culminating on
Sunday, Dec. 2B, with one of the worst over the city. In a concentrated
attack, mainly by Incendiary bombs, which literally wiped out certain

thoroughfares. But through it all London's Tin Pan Alley carried on and.

Somehow or other, the staffs struggling through transport difficulties,

managed to reach the office, helped to tidy up places that had suffered

minor damage, and addressed themselves to the job of filling and dispatch-

ing orders. Since last. May things have been easier and routine buslnesi

has got back to nearly normal.
. The three major problems of the business now are shortage of staff,

restrictions on the supply of paper and excess profits tax.

In America the publisher puts the responsibility of getting the paper
on to the printer, but it's the opposite In England; the publisher looks

after the purchase and supply of this basic material himselt It's an old

custom but not so good economically for the reason each pub. has a dif-

ferent quality of paper, and pre-war many had their own water mark.
Today it is impossible to get supplies except under a license from the

Government Paper Controller, and the allocation. Is now about 33% of

the amount u^ in 1939-1940. This is in the form of a tonnage and the

publisher is tree to use it how he likes.

This has led to the cutting out of folios and similar other heavy works
which do not show a big ratio of profit, and the cutting down of orcbcf-

trations, in order to leave as much as possible for the ordinary pletm
copies. The band leader who comes In today for a supply of free orcbes-
trations is firmly but politely told business is now conducted on a strictly

cash-and-carry basis and If there's no cash there'll be nothing to carry.

PayoS EvU Pcratoto 1
One evil which still persists Is the payoff to dance-band leaders and

artists who bave air privileges; in fact It Is worse now than at any period

in broadcasting history, but curiously enough this does not seem to per-
turb the publishers and there Is no talk of getting together to see U it

can t>e stopped. The reason—excess profits tax. Most publishers are do-
ing well but income tax plus E. P. T. Is going to cut down the net to

something even below the normal, so many figure they might as well pay-
some of it out to the band leaders and write it off as future good will,

much in the same way as cigaret manufacturers and whisky producers
continue to advertise brands that are almost unobtainable.

The publisher salves his conscience to a certain extent by thinking thie

dance band director will bave to pay some of It—In fact he's quite willing

to help the tax collector by giving him names and amounts. The maestro,

however, claims that as the money allowed by the B.B.C. is not sufficient

to put on a first-class show, a lot of the extra cash goes to the players,

and as some of these have no permanent addresses for long this gives the

collector quite a lot of chasing around, to say nothing of extra forms. A
(Continued on page 159)
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Selling Side of Song Plugging

1942 Brand of Hit Exploitation Vs. the 1921 Model, As Recalled By
Feist's Harry Link

By Abel Green

Joe E. Howard Troubadour at 73,

Has Been Around Show Biz 60 Years

By Mori Krushen

A veteran of the 'wars' is Harry Link, general pro-

fessional manager of Leo Feiat, Inc., one of the three

Metro-Robbins music publishing firms, and his analogy

of yesteryear songplugging and the 1942 brand is

worthy of recounting. It's not without its quasi-historic

significance, keynoting as it does the former bigtime

brand of song exploitation, when the Vaudeville Head-

liner was King (or Queen). Today the band with the

radio wire is the ' sought-after, courted and muchly

wooed plug.

la essentUls, the song is still the thing. It's a switch

on Shakespeare's immortal crack that the play's the

thing.

But unlike bad notices for a play, it is sometimes—

In fact many times—possible to literally plug a tune

into the forefront, by lavish expenditure of energy and

funds. Why and how is best told by music man Link,

In his own words.

'Well, for one thing that is best answered by what

we call "The Sheet,' which is the 'Variety' breakdown

of radio plugs. This shows the top tunes by scientific,

mathematical evidence, in other words, that they mtiit

be the most popular, else they wouldn't be .up there

on top.

This becomes the best insurance all around. Firstly,

it's a perfect out for the radio agency executive should

the Big Boss squawk that somehow this or that Song

Cavalcade show didn't listen too well last night, 'Well,'

says the radio producer, 'perhaps I njay even agree

with you, Mr. Dale, but there it is on the 'Variety'

'sheet'; that's what the big bands all over the country

were playing the most last week, and they're making

the records for the Jukes and 'ie Jerks,' or whatever

else may be the spieL

'It works another way: these same top bands that

Mr. Radio Producer tells Mr. Dale about won't them-

selves make the tunes unless they're up there with

the leaders.

nAnswers Own Questions

'So what happens? This happens. We all put the

heat on what we think are the tunes destined for

hitdom. -My guess is as good as yours; sometimes it

works out in my. favor, Just as often not But we
.should know our business, and if Metro thinks that a

.

certain plugged tune in a forthcoming Mickey Rooney-

Judy Garland filmustcal, let's say, rates the plugs, we
support that exploitation campaign to the best of our

abilities. -

•It's natiiral, therefore, Isn't it. that the Kales and

Connies, the Blngs and'.Tonys, Glenns and Jlmmys and

Tommys will ride -the crest and wax it

' 'Sure, they've also been known as rugged Individual-
.

Ists',' aiid many like T. Dorseyi Sammy Kaye, the Bing,

and others pride themselves .as 'hit-makers, i.'e., taking

little known stuR and
,
recording it because they like

It,, but that's the exception rather than the rule.'

The contrast between the yesteryear greats and

: today's headliners is. best illustrated by Joison arid

Cantor, Nora Bayes, Belle Baker and Sophie 'Tucker,

Ted Lewis and Vincent Lopez, Ray Miller, Paul iSpecht,

Eainsas City Nighthawks and Ben Bemte, Paul White-

maa and Paul Ash, Ruth Ettlng and Bee Palmer,-

Georgie Price, and Van and Schenck.

Most of them are still with us; most of them still'

headliners, some even greater than ever.

Yesteryear ConrfaUps

But they were the ones who were wooed with $100

to $200 weekly subsidies to introduce this or that new
song. They were taken to prl^flghts, sent champagne,
coddled and romanced, visited and dined and wined.

Key professional manager and topflight personality

songpluggers would make tedious trips bjr train—this

wasn't in the fast plane era as today—just to be at

Jane Headliner's opening at the Palace, Cleveland; or

to keep Joe Temperament happy in St Louis. And,
like as not BS soon as the plugger who hopped in from
Broadway, or down from Chicago—always an impor-

' tant songplugging key centre—^left town, out went the
song after the opening matinee or opening night, and
whoever last sent over a new theatrical wardrobe trunk
got the key plug spot .

So the payola is. by no means new. In fact the
.
1041-42 version is merely a refinement of a crude and
frank subsidy which ran into heavy wampum weekly.
There were many, of course, who never 'took.' Tyhite-
man is given kudos by every music man for never
taking an orchestration. He's not even in ASCAP,
although has probably legitimately composed enough
originals to qualify. But there are plen^ of vocalists
and maestros in the Society whose chief claim to song
collaboration is dotting a few I's or crossing the Ts
on the second verses of whatever cut-ins they're iden-
tified with. And there are some, of course, who also
legitimately wrote their own stuff, or conceived the
titles, themes or choruses .to rate full-fledged collabo-
ration.

flow did 1942 plugging differ? Not much, Its essen-
tial keynote was the same fraternizing. 5o now it's

gin-rummy and less gin perhaps; more golf and an
approximation of the social niceties, such as taking the
frau around town while. Name Bandleader is on the
lam playing one-nighterr for the real sugar. When he
gets back on location he favors this or that plugger
—they're called Contact Men today. They meet in
Llndy's for 2-3 p.m. brunch; wind up together at
Reuben's or Lindy's on the dawn patrol at 2-3 In the

a.m.; play eM when there isn't a daytime recording

date; plug the waits at the 10 o'clock lull playing klab

*'^The smart music man goes a little further. He has

ins on everything from getting low llcensfc plates, a

plane seat, a choice down-front pair for a hit musical,

ditto flght tickets, etc., for the pet plugs.

The Newer NlcttleT"

The refinements of course have been progressive.

No more busking in Coney Island nickelodeon beer

parlors. The band boys today, in hotels or; even in

rustic Jersey roadhouses, are a vaster exploitation

medium. The radio wire is the answer. Then, too, the

ad agency aura has created a Park avenue influence;

not forgetting that many of the tooters themselves are

fresh off the campus, and they cater chiefly to a soror-

ity and campus patronage on the hoof.

On the other hand. Link observes, the yesteryear

brand of chicanery and charm, that was the keynote

of Tin Pan Alley, was a romantically brigand brand

all its own.
For example, for Max Winslow to land a Waterson,

Berlin & Snyder ballad plug, he always had Irving

Berlin for the convincer. Or Jack Yellin would always

write you a good comedy intiro—for free—if you gave

his plug a break. Rcmick had a crack stable in Gus

Kahn, Egbert Van Alstyne, Dick Whiting, Ray Egan,

Mort Dixon, Sam Ward and others to likewise 'fix up

your opening' and then Mose Gumble or Joe Kelt

would finesse the firm's current ballad or waltz plug

into prominent usage.

'Today we throw an arrangement at 'em,' says Link.

'But it's their own. Just as Berlin or Coleman Goetz

or Grant Clarke were the convincers for special mate-

rial, our convincer today is the arranger. Half the

time the name maestros don't know what's going on.

Their stuff is virtually picked for them. Jimmy Dorsfiy

himself will tell you- how much be relies on Toots

Commaratto; Boyd Bunch is the musical Boswell for

the Lombardos; Ted Collins picks Kate Smith's tunes

—she doesn't even see it until the day before the

broadcast but Kate is so adept and skillful at picking

things up at one rehearsal that that's all, brother.

Ditto Bing Crosby. You know how the Groaner just

walks into Dacca, picks up what he's supposed to

croon, and has been known to knock off two crack

platters in less than an hour. Then 'off to the races,

which brings up a gag; if his horses could race as fast

as Bing—oh' well. Joke's over.

'GOodm'an, Miller, Tommy'Dorsey pick 'em for them-
selveis. But then there are the recording companies (a

new racket) which are now In the business of picking

song hits—^tor' backer-upper 'purposes, that is. Any-
thing to chisel on the music publisher who's spent a
young fortune to put over a hit and then have.to carry

some dog tune for the backup. But that; too, -has been
a recording racket of long standing.

1
Why the Eraphasta -oa Bmnda

,'You ask why the emphasis on the bands? Why not?

What were 14 shows a weektb'a handful of people as

against some dance band,' name or otherwise, with
three or five shots - on the' aii:' a week, to millions^

poundlng'home the.melodyj with vocal choruses: That's

why we level on the bands. And while the bands,

play^g some, hotel or dance 'Ideation, or in the picture

houses, do get a direct aiidfence reaction, actually
the b^t barometers are the' records they sell. That
comes back to why the baiids prefer to tie in with the
most plugged tunes.

'Of course-, of . late, ' our customers . have become our
competitors. That's . like the record companies—some
of which have angles or ins with minor music flrmsi

For example,' Freddy Martin', ' and, mind you, this is

said in all kindness; proudly greeted me when I was
on the Coast recently to set the plugging campaigns
for 'Babes on Broadway,' as a /elloui music publisher
and not Just a bandleader. He did bring Tschdikowsky
back' to the Hit Parade. And^you can't blame the
others like Tommy, .or Sammy who found they could
pick (and often also write) hit tunes, publish 'em,
plug 'em and make them into big hits. How we : -o-
llshers, who aren't bandleaders on the side, feel about
It. is something else again, but you can't blame the
kiddies for trying to get ahead. It would get me
nowheres, anyway. If I beefed, so we take it in stride
with~ as much grace as possible under the circum-
stances.

'We do know they're important contributions to the
American way of life. Young America on the- hoof
idolizes the Glenns and the Orrlns, the Guys and the
Dicks like deities. They know their every modulation,
and where the vaudeville fan at the Palace used, to
wait for that punchline in a ballad or a comedy song,
the kids today know where every break belongs—
from the recordings. And if they go sour, that's all,

brother.

'So you see It's merely an evolution of a new art
form. Only thing that hasn't changed is the fact that,
basically, the song must be there. While we may
stimulate It into artificial Importance on the 'sheet,' if
the song hasn't genuine merit It doesn't sell; and if It

doesn't sell, there's no use knocking your brains out
making the Plug Breakdown—you'll get the break-
down find nothing else, so we. wisely switch into other,
more promising song hit material. And so it goes.
'Now if some of those 'ASCAP bums,' as we call the

lazy songwriter who's living on his money from the
Society, would get off their amen-comers in Llndy's
and start writing again, that too would help. After all.
Kern and Berlin, Porter and Hammerstein and Rom-
berg don't stay on top by living on their past catalogs.
When we get solid material from songwriters of that
calibre they make the 'sheet' almost automatically. It
makes our plugging Job so much easier, less expensive,
less uncertain, less complicated and generally—for
America—more completely satisfactory.'

Back in 'IT, when the U. S. en-
tered the World War. a ballad

singer named Joe E. Howard was
singing a romantic number -of his

own called 'I Wonder Who's Kissing
Her Now.' Because It impressed
the doughboys as appropriate un
der wartime conditions it became
one of the theme sOngs in the army.
Today, approximately a quarter of a
century later, 73-year-old Howard is

still singing the same song twice
nightly in Billy Rose's Diamond
Horseshoe, New York. Chances, are
the ditty may once again become a

fave with the boys in khaki, unless
army officers try to suppress the
song because it's too disturbing,

just as they tried to do 23 years ago.

The song, written in 1905, spans
nearly four decades in Howard's
career embracing close to 60 years
as a troubadour, music publisher and
musical producer. Though Howard
claims he never spent a single dol-
lar in exploiting the song, it sold
approximately 4,000,000 copies. Less
than 20 American sini;ers plugged
it because it had a difficult range.
When the men in uniform began to
sing and think sexy interpolations
into the lyrics a couple of army
polonels tried to have it eliminated
during World 'War I, but the song
had taken hold too strongly to be
driven underground.

World War I.

During Wprld War I Broadway's
Bluebeard, the only guy in this sec-
tor who's three wives ahead of
Tommy Manville, and one ahead of
the mythical Bluebeard, was wedded
to the sixth Mrs. Howarq. The Orphe-
um circuit was in full bloom at the
time, as Howard recalls; show biz
was terrific ' all. over the country
very soon after the initial shock.
Keith houses were playing to capa-
city. The legits did smash biz with
pieces like 'Madame X,' 'Merry
Widow,' 'Within the Law.' Street
laborers wore $20 silk shirts while
digging holes in (he ground. And in
this period, also, Howard produced
'Price of Tonight' with Henry
Woodruff, whom he calls the most
beautiful Juvenile who ever lived.'
During the war the United Book-

ing office .(Keith-Albee) organized
vaude units to go overseas to en-
tertain the boys in the trenches;
Elsie Janis headed the first Joe
Howard headed the third, but the
armistice was signed when he got
to London. After the armistice
Howard, Eddie Darling, Max Gor-
don and Jack Curtis went across the
Channel, on an American Express
tour,, to stand at . the graves of
American boys who. fell at Chateau
Thierry. Eddie Darling, Independ-
ently wealthy, is .now practically
retired. Max Gordon has several
hits, on Broadway. Jack Curtis, an
agent sti!l^ came out of the hospital
last month after a major operation!
Howard begins again as a music
publisher.

Wives.
Turning 73 last Feb. 2.1, Howard

looks back. over 60 years In show

business with eight wives. He still

has trouble over those eight mates,
but. it isn't serious. It's Just that
he can't remember the specific
years in which he was married to
'em. Once, in. course of conversa-
tion, he counted up and discovered
that he had 'lost' two wives some-
where en route and it took a. little

time to discover Just where he had
'misplaced' them. Some of them he
can remember by the songs and the
plays that were current.

Considering his aje Howard's In

fine shape for a kid who ran away
from his home in Mulberry Bend (In

New York's East Side) when he was
eight to seek adventure in the west
Maybe because of it. His father was
a saloonkeeper, his mother of a po-
etic turn of mind. Howard tossed a
coin and followed Greeley's advice.

Howard had a genius for being In

the right place at the rlRht time. He
came into St. Joseph, Mo., around
the time that Jesse James was
bumped off. And he was among
those present when Ford, Jesse's kill-

er, was rubbed out: He came into

Dodge City ahead of the railroad,

and worked as a water boy for the

Union Pacific track layers. He was a
prime favorite as a leading man play-

ing in stock at the Central Music
Hall In Denver in the '80s. He's

had time<j wh2n his earnings

ran into the thousands weekly, and
he's had some pretty thin years as

well—years when he fell back on his

old songs and felt obliged to call on
ASCAP for n larijer share of the pot

Almost a Wow, Until

Once, in 1897, he panicked all the

classy producers in New York when,
as a 'fresh kid just out of burlesk,'

he brought his own show, 'District

Leader.' into Wrllack's, then Manhat-
tan's classiest house. Howard, who
wrote the book, the music and di-

rected, had never produced a show
before. In the house were Cillian

Russell, John Drew and other celeb-

rities. Dress clothes were a must
then at Wallack's. r i -:ral curtain

calls followed the first act. Charles

K. Harris, the publisher who held the

music, puffed up to twice his normal
size in a box, beaming at everybody
and accepting congratulations. Estab-

lished producers were puffing away
at their cigarettes in fury after that

flrst act because it looked as if the

'fresh kid from burlesk' had a hit on

hi shands.
The first act scene was the Astor

Hotel. . For the climax Howard
brought 10

.
McCoy scrubwomen

over from the 'Grand Hotel,

next to Wallack's. for an after-the-

ball-is-over scene, with a drunk trlpr

ping over them; It was a smash. And
then came disaster. The actor who
was due on sometime in the second

act went upstairs . to change bis

clothes in dressing rooms located in

the adjoining building and couldn't

return on time. He thought he had
to make a change preceding instead

of following his entry. Howard ad

libbed frenztedly but there was no

. (Continued on page 157)

London Music Publishers
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year ago band leaders not accepting honorariums from publishers could
have been counted on the fingers of both hands—today a one-armed man
with three digits could keep the score. The usual rate is from $12 to $15,
plus a special arrangement
American and BritUh songs among the tops divide the honors about 50-50

and the type varies from a sentimental ballad like 'I Walk Beside You'
to a nut composition such as the.'Hut Sut Song.'
The public is definitely off war or patriotic songs, and with the excep-

tion of ThereH Always Be an England,' few will be remembered. The
majority of people feel they get enough of war talk on the radio and in
the newspapers and they don't want it in their entertainment They
certamly want to forget some of the early effusions like 'We're Going
to Hang Our Washing on the Siegfried Line.'
The revenue from the Performing Rights Society has been fairly well

maintained, with a drop in the receipts from general performances of
about 10% and radio practicaUy 7%. The decline in the latter is due to
the smaUer number of licences issued to owners of receiving sets, the
drop being from something over 9,000,000 to about 8,500,000. Owners of
sets caUed for service with the armed forces are not renewing their li-

censes, and others have dropped out because of dBHtulty^ fft"gatting rcf--
placemenls for radios. As the P.R.S. Is paid a proportion of the licence
fees. Its revenue has suffered in like ratio.
Because of the absence of the 'blitz' this season so far, theatres and

cmemas are doing better. Last year only one theatre remained open but
currently there are at least half a dozen doing well. Including Firth
Shephard's 'Fun and Games,' 'Up and Doing,' now in iU second year;
George Blacks 'Apple Sauce' and 'Black Vanities,' Jack de Leon's 'Rise
Above It' and Jack Hylton's 'Lady Behave,' with two or three others in
preparation. Unless air raids get bad again theatres and cinemas can
remain open until 11 p.m.
What 1942 may have in store no one can even hazard a guess, but the

feeling in the music business is to carry ,on as long as possible, meeting
and solving difficulties as they arise.
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POP MUSIC UNDER WAR INFLUENCE IN 1941

Bad Habits of *4l?

Some publishers regard as 'unfair trade practices' these

customs of 1941:

Name ioaestros who malnUIn own mnsle pabllshlnr

firms, swaii plofs, et«,

Beaord companies wUoh ontrate royalties, maintain
(heir own snbsldlarles for Hawaiian and hillbiiiy tanes,

eU.
Mnsle Jobbers who are also pablishera of reprints and

orig'"*'^

Screen's Own Music

Cains Stature

By Leo Forbstein
(Musical Director /or Warner Bros. Pictures)

Hollywood, Jan. 4.

Most musically-minded people involved in motion picture
production realized, shortly after the talking picture had
been launched on its spectacular way by Vitaphone, that the

screen, had no great music of its own. For a long time we
were not able to do much about this, but in recent years the
Industry has taken on a iiew importance, musically speaking,

and some of the finest modern composers now devote their

talents to providing fine screen scores.

Musically we are rapidly catching up with the progress in

other departments made during the early years of talking
picture history. When such recognized composers as Max
Steiner and Erich Wolfgang Kbrngold, both of whom are
writing music for Warner Bros, pictures, bring their unques-
tioned talents to Hollywood and motion pictures, we have
made a notable advance in the attempt to provide the screen
with a musical tradition of its own.

Really good music is playing a more important part in audi-
ence screen enjoyment with each new picture. In silent pic-
ture days in a good theatre, the orchestra could play, at its

own volition, the music of any of the great masters that
seemed to fit the occasion. When the musical background of
a picture carne from the screen itself, not all of the great
composers we're available for our use. This made the crea-
tion of worthy Jiew music for motion pictures a matter of im-
portance both to the producer and the audience.

The very first Vitaphone feature picture, 'Don Juan,' in
which John Barrymore was starred, has a synchronized score
but no voices. Long before that, 'The Birth of a Nation' had
an accompanying orchestration which went to the bigger
theatres where it played its long runs, and this was used by
theatre orchestras to enhance the many values of that mile-
post picture. .

Always concerned with the making of the best possible
entertainment for the most possible people, the industry
filmed many popular ritusicals with lyric and music writers
brought to Hollywood from Tin Fan Alley to give the screen
the benefit of their, peculiar abilities, the so-called 'popular
music' will always have Its place on the screen.
Bat special pictures in which the need for better music

seemed more than usually important were always coming to
the attention of the producers and the departments charged
with the proper scoring of these pictures. Such a production
was our own 'A Midsummer Night's Dream,' which was filmed
by Warner Bros, under Max Reinhardt's guidance. For that,
naturally, we used the .Mendelssohn music as arranged by
Korngold.

Some Ontstanders 1
,

The reception accorded that efifort by music lovers every-
where was added weight to the arguments we had heard and
given for more adequate screen music for important pictures.

'

Mr. Korngold remained with the Warner company and Max
Steiner added his proven talents a short time later to
the list of composers on the cpmpany roster. Other masters
of harmony and composition, such as Hugo Frledhofer, Ray
Heindorf, W. Franke Harling, Frederick Hollander, Herbert
Stothart, Bronislau Kaper, Meredith Willson, Adolph Deutsch
and Heinz Roemheld, to name only a few, yrere persuaded to
go to work for motion pictures. Screen music has taken on
Sdded importance because of them and others like them, and
It will continue to profit, I believe, by the addition of the
consistently improved product which they prepare.
Mere 'mood music' on the sets has pretty well lost its use-

fulness in motion pictures. It used to be called upon to put
players Into the director's idea of the right 'frame of mind'
for a certain scene. It is still used, but only occasionally.
Screen music now is music for the benefit of the audience

rather than of the players themselves. It is used to serve as
a complement to the story told, and as such it must not be
allowed to interfere with or overshadow that story in any
Way or at any place. The purpose of the proper screen score,

First the Publishers' Private

War— Then Uncle Sam's

Engagements

By ABEL GREEN

The war of attrition and blockade fought in 1941 between
the radio industry—chief sales promotion channel—and the
pop-music publishers allied with ASCAP—chief sellers of
pop songs—turned up substitute materials, something that
always happens in a war. It doesn't matter that a lot of the
BMI output was strictly ersatz or that since the peace treaty
with NBC and CBS the music charts have been re-dominated
in short order by ASCAP. All of the BMI stuff wasn't con-
temptible. A lot of it was first-rate pop stuff. Publication-
wise, then, the year may be said to have produced three
notable song cycles, all reflecting the music war's creation of
unusual circumstances:

(a) The 'Frenesi.' 'Anuipolo,' 'El Rancho Grande,' 'Perfidia'

school of Latin-Antericdn tunes.

(b) The 'Daddw' and 'I Don't Wnnt to Set the World on
Fire' vogue.

(c) The 'Intermezzo' plus the more recent advent bv Pete
Tschaikowsky into the Hit Parade, via 'Concerto,' 'Tonight
We Love,' 'Concerto for Two,' etc.

The ASCAP fuss is treated separately, in this issue, since
it's a chapter in itself. ASCAP may have had radio on the
one-yard line last March and not know it. When parleys
around the peace table finally dragged into the fall, and the
music men were themselves against the ropes, the broad-
casters had reversed their field and run the Tin Pan AUeyites
ragged. ' Groggy, punch-drunk and weary from inertia,

ASCAP was a pushover for concessions to radio. Which is

told in detail in another piece.

The music war brought into being 55—count 'em, 55—dif-

ferent little music firms, hopping on the BMI bandwagon,
licensing through Broadcast Music, Inc., and while the BMI-
performing rights payoffs were a .subject of chagrin and
suspicion, BMI, alone or by encouragement, did create a
flock of minor-league hits—minor league so far as the oftice-

in-hat publishing firms were concerned—which, however,
swelled into sizeable sales totals. That covers the 'Hut Sut,'

'Set World on Fire' and kindred category.

lATiN Gooswnxiiro
On the Latin-American goodwiU bandwagon Ed Marks and

Ralph Peer found there was gold in them thar papayas.
Peer International's sundry affiliates (Southern Music, etc.)

and E. B. Marks Music Corp.—on a separate deal with BMI,
having broken away Irom ASCAP by the end of 1940

—

found the air channels wide open to their more seasoned ex-
ploiteers. And they cleaned up.

Conga-rhumba dance music boomed, under BMTs needs.
So much so that perhaps some suspect the overplugglng of
the Latin tempos might y/otk in reverse order, unless, of
course, the samba jnight come up and thus take off the pres-
sure on the conga and rhumba, which have been overdone.

TSCHATKOWSKr WOWSKI
The Peter Ilyitch Tschaikowsky cycle, set by the sundry

'Concerto' adaptations—there are three best sellers from the

same tune, which is something of a record in itself for a
classic source—likewise took the pressure off Chopin and
Strauss. WhUe the Waltz King's 'Blue Danube' has been
utilized sundry -different times as a pop-song hit; at no time'

did any master find himself on the Hit Parade Jn a three-way
parlay, from the same source. That's a Ripley. And, of
course, Chopin has. been a prolific 'inspiration' for the pop-
song 'adaptors,' so they were glad to discover the Russian
master, with result the kiddles, are now digging into the files

all over again. Late Bulletin: 'Long May We Love,' based on
Tschaikowsky's Fifth Symphony, has been published.
Intermezzo' topped the year's best sellers by far, selling

over 500,000 copies. Tonight We Love," "You and I,' "Hut Sut,'_

in our opinion, is to heighten all legitimate effects inherent in

a picture plot.

Producers as well as directors and those employed in the
music departments of the studios, have come, in ret^ent years,

to understand more completely the value of this screen music
In building a successful production.

This explains why we have been able to keep our 'Vitaphone

recording orchestra Intact as a unit for 12 years. Its great

value in building a picture with an audience .is evident in

many of our productions, particularly in such a picture as

'They Died With Their Boots On,' for which we had a score

(by Max Steiner) that we feel added tremendously to the

entertainment and thrill value of that picture.

In these ways Hollywood is building screen music of its

own, music which is important to our product and which is

helping.boost motion pictures to the status of an art. Natu-
rally, we who deal in the music of the screen believe that

this is important. We think the public knows that it is im-

portant now, too.

'Daddy,' 'Amapola' (tecords mostly), 'Frenesi' were also in
the big sheet merchandisers of 1941.

am BUUUY SEI6N
For 10 months it was bleak year for the established mtulc

business in 1040. The boys grew healthy from so much tlma
off for golf; and the best collection of gin-rummy champs in
any industry may perhaps be claimed. But when they got
slap-happy and groggy from so much indolence, only the
'peace,' under Governmental auspices, saved their collective
equilibrium.
Of course, now with ASCAP publishers back in business,

class is telling fast. Within a month after getting back onNBC and CBS, the ASCAP publishers have shoved BMI out
of the picture, and only a couple of straggling, non-ASCAP
Indie publishers showed up among the top plugs and best
sellers.

But, while it lasted, it was free-for-all. Meredith Willson,
who authored and published 'You and I,' starting It more or
less superficially on his radio program, since he thinks music
publishing is a business unto itself, was amazed how fast the
16%c net profit per copy of sheet hiusic he realized from his
large sales ran mto the tens of thousands. That's, of course,
true for any one-man pub like maestro Willson; but the other
firms have terrific overheads which only can be amortized
by a spread over a large number of hits per annum.
The film companies with music publishing alliances or sub-

sidiaries were best able to weather the radio storm. It was
.
due to their stature, along with such strong, old-established
firms as Irving Berlin, Inc., Max Dreyfus, Chappell group,
and Shapiro-Bernstein, that the others looked to for strength.

THE FiniC
Panicky boys got Into mood to dicker. Some songwriters

wanted to bolt ASCAP and some were suspected of boot-
legging tunes under nom-de-plumes to BMI firms. Even
some ASCAP affiliated publishers were suspected of being
ready to join the foe. Mack Gordon, for example, typified
the Hollywood stance of songsmith who had (1) a peeve
against ASCAP's rating him as a 'b' songwriter; and (2) a
conviction that the radio plug was a -means to a studio con-
tract. In other words, his boss) Danyl Zanuck, at 20th-Fox
wanted Fox fllmusicals ether-exploited regardless, and It
was' o.k, with Gordon.
The Society had found, unfortunately, that its Mutual

Broadcasting System deal was not enough without also
having NBC and (3S In line. Somehow the latter two major
networks' artists were able to get along with BMI and good
old Stephen Foster.

PATBIOTIC
In patriotic ditties Irving Berlin remains easily the No. 1

exponent. His now three-year-old 'God Bless America'—
and the $90,000 it realized thus far for the Boy and Girl
Scouts of America—has been supplemented by 'official' songs
written for the U.S. Government. Thiey included 'Arms for
the Love of America' (for the Ordnance Dept.); 'Any Bonds
Today?' written for the Treasury Dept.; and even a Red
Cross Ibeme, 'Angels of Mercy.'
The new twist provided as of Dec. 7 for the Fifth Freedom

msplred the lyricists and tunesmiths to 'You're a Sap, Mr.
Jap' and similar tunes. There was also a revived exploitation
of 'A Tale of Two Cities,' 'My Sister and V 'When That
Man Is Dead and Gone,' 'When This Qazy World Is Sane
Again,' 'This Is <3od's Country,' 'Ballad for Americans/ Uncle
Sam Gets Around,' "The Last Time I Saw Paris' (a holdover
from two years back, but still potent), 'Don't Cry (Aerie,*
and a later Phil Spitalny excerpt, 'Madelaine.'
'Honorable Moon' was written by Ira Gershwin, E. Y. Har-

burg and Arthur Schwartz for the Chinese, cause; 'It This Be
Propaganda (Then Make the Most of It),' by Gershwfai and-
Harburg, for the Russian War RelleL
And then there are. such frank pro-Yankee paeans ag 'IAm an American,' 'We Must Be Ready* (George M. C:phan),

"This Is Our Side of the Ocean' (also Cohan), 'He'a My Uncle,* •

et al.

That about winds up the. season's trends. There were the
usual assortment of polkas, designed especially for the tavern
trade, and particularly now. with 'freer spending In defense'
industries where workers of Follsli'.and Magyar background
seem partial to' this type of tune, the samba, as above
stated, is making a bid.

As for Broadway ;!hqw tunes there hasn't been much ex-
citement in that field excepting the new Cole Porter score
to 'Let's Face It' and the tunes from "Best Foot Forward.'
The rest are undistinguished, although Vernon ^uke and
John Latouche have the Eddie Cantor and Jesse Matthews
musicals coincidentally on the boards, and from which some-
thing may stem. That, too, goes for the Sigmund Romberg-
Oscra Hammerstein II score to 'Sunny River,' new IXax
Cordon operetta.

As has happened consistently since 1934, Shapiro-Bernstein
bobs up at the year-end with a top hit This time it's

'White Cliffs of Dover.' Also rates as the first ASCAP tune
to head the sheet seller since the all-out peace with radio.

Economically, the boom on wax was a >saving factor: The
records enjoyed their peak season since 1629 (this phase Is
also specially covered in a separate story herewith), and
while the BMI-affiliated tunes got the. then current record-
ings, albums of yesteryear output from ASCAP sources kept
the latter publishers in business.

Joe E. Howard
iBUnaed from pace IM^^

Ume. The curtain fell at 9.55. p.m.
and critics next day wanted to know
wJvat the show was all about "Dis-

trict Leader' folded In a week. Later,

with Mabel Barrison, wife No. 3,

Howard played 'Qjstrlct Leader' in
the west for several years and
Gleaned up.

Sponsored Now
At 73, Howard, retaining astonish-

uig vltaUty and youthfulness, re-
mains active in radio and cafe work,
and a few weeks ago opened offices
on Broadway to embark anew as a
song publisher. At the Diamond
Horseshoe he's In his fourth year;
on Mondays he doubles into a radio
program for Model Tobacco over

WABC, emanating from Playhouse 2,

7S0-seater on 45th street He gives

gives two performances for audiences
at the Playhouse Mondays, first at

8:30 p.m. and rebroadcasts at 11:30

p.m.

As to the rumors that he's about

to divorce wife No. 8, Mary Ramo
Howard, who is 42 years his junior,

Howard says: 'It's grossly exagger-

ated ... at my age!'

S26 Songs

Howard, who has written 525

songs, boasts that he knew 'Variety'

before it was born, via acquaintance

with Sime from the latter's N. Y.

Morning Telegraph days. Over his

desk hangs Howard's most prized

possession, a group picture including

Will Rogers. It Is one of the last

photographs ever taken of Rogers

before he left on the plane flight that

ended In his death and the only pic-

ture Rogers ever permitted to be
taken of himself in a cafe.

The occasion was opening night In

Dinty Moore's. Rogers wouldn't let

Howard sing his own songs. He made
Howard act as m.c. and warbled the

tunes himself, saying, 'I ' know
Howard's songs better than he does
himself.' Then Rogers made Howard
act as a stooge for Gus Edwards too,

calling on Edwards to do some of his

songs like 'Schooldays.'

Howardi'who has been dubbed the

'George M. (pohan of Chicago,' has

produced 28 musical comedies,

among them the first and last mu-
sical in which John Barrymore ever

appeared, 'A Stubborn Cinderella,'

presented at the Broadway, N. Y., in

1907.

First Married In 1887

Howard married his first wife,

Ida Burt in 1887, The marriage was

annulled three days later, in Den-
ver. She was 18, the groom 17. He
married his second wife, Ida Emer-
son, in 1892. That was an era of
great songwriters. Actfve and turn-
ing out immensely popular tunes
were Paul Dresser, Charles K. Har-
ris, Ernest R. Ball, George Evans,
Ren Shields, Harry von Tilzer.

The songs Howard remembers
during his marriage to Ida Emerso)!
were 'Two Little Girls in Blue,' 'On
the Banks of the Wabash,' 'After the
Ball,' 'She May Have Seen Better
Days,' 'Take a Seat, Old Lady.'
Wife No. 3, Mabel Emerson, also

came in In a period of great songs

—

aroundi 1906-12. Those were the
days of Gus Edwards' 'Schooldays'
and 'Tammany,' also "Put On Youi
Old Gray Bonnet' 'Merry Widow.'
One of Uie big hits of that decade
was Victor Herbert's 'Mile. 'Modiste,'

which starred Fritzi Scheff, who, in-

cidentally, opened with Howard in

Rose's 'Diamond .Horseshoe' about
three years ago.
Wife .JJo. 4 was Mabel McCane,

whom Howard married around 1909.
His fifth was Irma KUgallen, whom
he wed In. the World War I period.
The daughter of a Chicago steel
magnate, she died about a year later.
Wife No. 6 was Ethelyn Clark, a

vaude headllner; that was around
1918. Howard then had a 'flash act
called 'Etchings from Life,' with 65
people, which played at the Palace.
George Godfrey, , then head of the
booking department in the Palace
building, went around saying
Howard had gone crazy to pro-
duce such a big and expensive act
It was later cut to around 40 people
and played the Keith time for two
years at $3,500 weekly.
Mrs. Howard No. 7 was Anita'

Case, to whom he was wed around
1923. The present Mrs. Howard faaa

occupied that niche around 12 years.
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100,000,000 Year for Discs i

By Bernie Woods

Jack Joins Irving MiUs

Jack IVIills, of Mills Music, Inc.,

left Monday (5) for Hollywood

where he is to work with his brother-

partner, Irving Mills, on several

studio deals. He will be gone three

or four weeks.

On the way back Jack Mills will

install a new manager for the Chi-

cago oflice.

Well above 100,000,000 phonograph
records of popular songs were sold

during 1941, hop*tUl' i»arlier predic-

tions proving on the conservative

side. All that held and is still hold-

ing up pressings is a lack of enough

machines and the shadow of priori-

ties cutting off needed ingredients.

The 24-hour work day was typical of

disc - manufacturing plants during

most of the year, and still orders

couldn't be met. So great was the

demand and so far behind were the

filling of orders that Decca and Co-

lumbia occasionally omitted new re-

leases to enable swamped equipment

to catch up. All companies lowered

the number of discs released 'weekly.

All in all it was the finest .sales

year since the industry's all-time

peak, 1929, when some 130,000,000

platters went over the counters.

Whether that pace can be maintained

the coming year is a question mark.

Under ordinary circumstances it

would have been bettered, but war
needs of materials may slow product

tion. That's the one worry of retail-

ers and coin machine operators. That

the manufacture of radios and coin

machines has been ordered drasti-

caUy reduced doesn't bother them
half so much.

Brazilians From Ohio

Toledo, Jan. 4.

David Huber of this city is

reorganizing his dance orchestra

and will reemerge as Don Hu- .

bcro and his Brazilians to spe-

cialize on the congarhumba fad.

Will dress the part, too, with

lace curtains on the shoulders,

sashes and Latin sideburns.

The Big Sellers

Of the bands that benefited from
1941's sales surge Jimmy Dorsey
stood out boldly. His recording of

'Maria Elena'—^'Green Eyes' has sold

over 900,000 copies, the biggest rec-

ord since 1929. Glenn Miller's ^Chat-

tanooga Choo-Choo' is another big

one, along- with Freddy Martin's

'Piano Concerto.' Both have sold

around 750,000. Outside of that disc

and a few others Miller did nothing
on records, in comparison to bis

potency of the year before. Martin
was dragged from more or less ob
scurity on the co^ by the strength
of 'Piano.' It has put his' band very
much in demand; it's the -only band
that jumped from nowhere to promi
nence in 1941.

Tommy Tucker built gradually the
. last part of 1940 and early part of

1941 and this past summer blossomed
out' as a solid click on Okeh as
result of 'I Don't Want to Set the
World on Fire.' His Is another jump
to-big-time routine, but not so out-
standing a jump as Martin's.

Of the other top-flight outfits none
hit an unmistakable bulls-eye. There
were' best-sellers among them, but

' none that rated the attention - given
the above. However, their sales in'

cseased with the tide of buying and
many had 300,000-400,000 and even
600,000 sales discs released.

. There bre many good, comparative
ly new names only awaiting the ma-
terial that will send them soaring,

Perhaps the most potent at the
moment, in the east at least. Is Harry
James. Others are IjCS Brown, Claude
Thomhill, Vaughn Monroe, Charlie
Spivak, Alvlno Key, Teddy Powell,
Johnny Long, Shep Fields and Tony

' Pastor. James, Brown, Thomhill and
Rey are given the best chance by
the trade. They will be helped im.
measurably by the fact that the reC'

ord companies undoubtedly will be
gin dropping bands right and left

soon, to .conserve materials. Each
of the above-named has enough tal-

ent to warrant an emphasized atten'

tlon by the disc firms.

No roundup yarn . on the record
business in recent years seems com-
plete without mention of Elt Ober-
steln. He recently set a new company
^ operation, after spending much of

le year booking bands. His outfit,

mperial Record Co., is based on
0 Hits of the Week' idea, using

bands sluAed off by other companies,
It' got underway only a month ago.

FiHpmo, 23, Jailed

— Jamestown, N.Y.; Jan. 4
Alex Rabe, 23-year-old Filipino

who had been playing in Hawaiian
orchestras in Ohio and Michigan
was sentenced to Attica State Prison
for' one to two years by County
Judge Lee L. Ottaway when he
pleaded guilty to taking a U-year
old Chautauqua County girl into

Kentucky, where he married her
after she lied about her age.

The girl, who was livln'g with an
uncle and aunt in Toledo, told polici

that she became attached to the Fili

pino when she entered a music stu-

dio In the Ohio city to take instru-

menial lessons.

ROSENBERG IN

CHI TO MEET

PETRILLO

Chicago, Jan. 4.

Jake Rosenberg of liOcal 802 New
York, was in town last week, with
the visit understood to have been
for further talks with James C.

Petrillo, who was also in town, re-

garding the general cooperation of

the various musicians' locals with
army and navy camps, camp shows
and other defense committees.

Petrillo has already ordered sev-

eral important concessions to Camp
Shows, Inc. in the use of musicians.

Has cut the scale from $73.50 to

$55 for musicians in CSI and the
leader's ^cale from $100 to $Y5.

Petrillo has pointed out with great
clarity that it is an entirely differ-

ent matter between giving money
for causes and to give a man's labor
for the same cause; and that the
American Federation of Musicians
cannot order a man to labor at an
unfair wage!
Local 10 of the AFM has already

given $2,000 to United Service
Organization, and at the time of

the donation was told that no more
would be asked for the musicians. But
the union has taken cognizance of
the fact that the USO, which col-

lected the money for amusement and
recreation, hasn't spent any money
on those lines.

Musicians union has cooperated
fully, however, with Mayor Edward
J. Kelly's committee of national de-

fense in Chicago and the sutisidiary

Amusement and Recreation Commit-
tee of that Commission.

o:
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ASCAP.OFHCE IN

EVERY AREA

BY JAN. 15

American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers will have its

own, directly, operated offices in

every licensing district by Jan. 15.

The last lawyer-directed offices to

be taken over by the Society will be

Chicago and New Orleans. ASCAP's

licensing map will be divided into

four zones, with Fred Erdmann

heading the Eastern zone out of New
'York; I. T. Cohen, the Southern zone

out of Atlanta; William Rome, the

midwest zone out of Chicago, and
Dick Powers, the Western zone out'

of Los Angeles.
The elimination of local lawyers as

licensing agents has been going on
for the past two years, and it is with
the retirement of E. M. Hartman,
who has controlled the midwest area

from his Chicago law office for al-

most 2Q years; that this policy comes
to a completion. Hartman, like other

district lawyers who have given up
their licensing agencies, will be re-

tained as ASCAP counsel for the

same «rea. It is understood that, in

exchange for releasing ASCAP of a

franchise that had. some years to go,

Hartman will receive an annual re-

tainer of $15,000. Hartman's terri-

tory included Illinois, Kansas, Ne-
braska, Missouri, Indiana, Wisconsin,

Minnesota, Michigan, Kentucky and
Northern Ohio. His arrangement
was to engage his own local counsel

to represent the Society In licensing

or litigatory matters/in these vari

ous states, outside of Illinois.

John G. Paine, ASCAP general

manager, has called a meeting of all

the Society's district . legal reps for

this Saturday (10). It Is estimated

that the new ASCAP system of di-

rectly operated offices Will entail an
annual saving of around $250,000.

Best Song Sellers of 1941

(In alphabetical order;

Amapola Marks

Daddy • • Republic

Don't Want to Set World on Fire - Cherio

Do You Care?... ....Campbell

Frenesi Southern

Hut Sut Song.,'...
' ••••• ..Schumann

I Hear a Rhapsody •'••• ....BMI

Intermezzo' Schuberth

Maria Elena Southern

My Sister arid I BMI
Shepherd's Serenade • • Mayfair

The Things I Love Campbell

Tonight We Love - Maestro

You and I Willson

You Are My Sunshine • Southern

How Co The Dance Stylists?

Lntz On West Coast

Chicago, Jan. 4.

HerbX,utz is going out to the Coast

to take over the western slope repre-

sentation for the Mayfair music firm.

For some time Lutz has been mid-

west rep for the Glenn Miller music
firm.

KYSER, MILLER

TOP EARNERS

OF YEAR

Top bands from a standpoint of

earnings during 1941 were the same
as the year before. Kay Kyser and
Glenn Miller again get the nod in

that order. Both retained their

radio commercials, which figure ini-

portantly in the final count, Kyser
for Lucky Strike and Miller for

Chesterfield.

It was estimated in ''Variety's' an-
niversary issue of last year that

Kyser had grossed over $1,000,000

and MUler $700,000 during 1940.

There's' no reason to change either

estimate drastically, though Kyser
probably earned slightly less. Miller

sold less records, but his guarantee
per side was increased to $750 on a

new contract which probably more
than evened things up.

Only one who was in the picture

•with the two last year, but who
figures to gross more this year,

though they didn't, is Uncle Sam.
Come March he'll be the winnef.

By Bernie Woods
1938—Hot
1940—Less Hot
1941—S»nooth-Vocat
1942—How sweet?

Yes, the trend will be in a still

quieter direction. Not in the sense

that the word 'sweet' is applied to

sugary Sammy Kaye, et al. But more
attention will be given to more un-

derstanding arranging for ballads.

Perhaps many of the current bands
will be found adding string sections

as Artie Shaw did more than a year

ago and Charlie Barnet is scheduled

to do this month. We don't mean
that jump styles are finished, every

band' has to have a fair proportion

of that in its books.

Experiments with strings have'

been going on for some time but few
established bands have bothered to

add them for the reason that most
arrangers and leaders feel they can-

not get enough out of a section of

four or five instruments to make It

worth the extra cost. Artie Shaw
has 14 violins, cellos, violas, which
make his payroll tremendous, and
there are those who feel he doesn't

make full use of them.
However, let Harry James crash

through to prominence, as he gives

promise of doing this year and the

rush to strings will snap up all the

Idle, catgut scrapers available, which
will make the American Federation

of Musicians happy. It's been proven
in the past that a successful band
formula is widely aped. As per what
Tommy Dorsey startec^ with his 'Pied

Pipers' and 'I'll Never Smile Again.'

All the predictions and expecta-
tions for 1042, however,' might very
well be knocked into a cocked hat

by the effect of the war.on personnel
So we're taking it ea$y on reading

the tea-leaves.

The Soldiers Helped Our Morale!

MAESTRO WHO CAME TO AMERICA A PENNILESS IMMIGRANT
CONFIDES SOME OF HIS THQUGHTS AFTER VISITING CAMPS

By Phil Spitalny

Last May we began to do our
weekly Sunday broadcast from vari-

ous army camps, before so many
others thought of making contribu-

tions to camp welfare along similar

lines. Comparatively few people
have seen a live broadcast, and J
thought that this type of entertain-

ment woufd be most -likely to appeal
to bur boys, owing to its novelty. We
started in May and continued ttu'ough

the summer. We played for the men
at the. Marine base in Quantico, the

Air base at Lakehurst, the Navy men
on the North Carolina in Brooklyn
Navy Yard. We went to Camp Meade
and Pine Camp and other, camps.
The 32 girls in the band and I

travelled by bus and train. We built

stages at our own expense where
, necessary and th^.cp^- C!l-i.hls,as yi$\l.

as of ail our transportation was'paid
for by General Electric. We stopped
in August only when maneuvers
started.

I like to think that we showed the
boys how much we appreciate their

services to our country. But what-
ever we. did Isn't a patch on what
I'd Uke to do. I'd like to find addi-

tional media for entertaining the
boys who ;tand guard over the coun-
try that gave me, an obscure lad

from Europe, a home and a career.

Others like myself who came to

this country as poor immi-
grant boys, without money or
even a knowledge of the language,
know full well that our success could

be achieved only In America. We
want to sh'ow that we know this and
love the land we live in—^that we
appreciate the privileges and bless-

ings which so * many native-born
Americans take for granted because
they have never known the miseries
and horrors and dull ache of living

on the - tear-sodden, hate-ridden,
blood-drenched soil of ,Europe.

They Liked Hymns

We . brought the men in Uncle
Sam's armed forces a bit of color,

gaiety and good music. We found
the large majority of the men quiet,

respectful and enthusiastic. We al-

ways made them part of our show,
writing special lyrics which were
passed around so they could join In

,^sojt. of cp_ipmuinity^5 On,
one ' 6f''buf' broadcasts we liad a
chorus of 16,000 joining in.

-

Oddly enough, what the men at
camp enjoyed most were standard
hymns like 'Abide With Me' and
'Lead Kindly Light.' You could see
those boys joined in on the hymns
whole-heartedly as If they meant it.

Perhaps that's an indication that peo-
ple are doing some sober thinking.
There is a spirit abroad among our
fighting men today similar to that
which moved their forefathers when
they fought, I am told, with the Bible
In one hand and a sword in the
other.

Those boys train all the time and
they get a terrific kick when a com-

TEE TOPPEBS

pany of say 35 people suddenly turns
out to entertain them. A few laughs,

a few songs they can sing with us
are great reliefs from humdrum
camp routine and leave them in high
spirits.

It was because of the way those
boys responded to religious themes
that I decided to put on an all-hymn
program last month (December^,
dedicating each hymn to. a camp we
played in. We wrote the various
camp commandants In advance tell-

ing them about it beforehand so they
could listen in.

That preference for serious music
was demonstrated consistently. The
boys left no doubt in our minds that
they liked 'Celeste Aida' from the
opera 'Alda' a lot better than 'Daddy.'

The. nicest thing I saw during our
camp' tours' "happened '

at Camp
Quantico,. whife-they have a 4,000-

seat auditorium. General Little and
all the officers 'sat way back or up
in the balcony and let the privates
and petty officers have all, the best
seats in the house. It was a fine

gesture which . I felt compelled to
comment upon from the stage.

For most of the boys in camp it was
the first time they had seen a radio
broadcast Maybe it was a great
morale builder. But question that
came to my mind was: For whom?
troupe of entc-talners'was for theirs.

Seeing those boys was as good or
better for our morale than our
troupe of entertainers was for theirs.

Meanwhile top bands' In the order

of the impression they made on the

Industry during 1941, taking every-'

thing Into consideration, records,

effectiveness on the road and on
location, etc, are: Jimmy Dorsey,
Glenn Miller and Tommy Dorsey in

a group by themselves; then Woody
Herman/ Artie Shaw. Benny Good-
man dropped off a little from his

peak, but isn't far biihind. In the

sweet section it's Sammy Kaye,
Freddy Martin, Tommy Tucker.
Of the many new bands the ones

that seem to stand the best chance,

though any one of a number can hit

with the aid of a good record, the

order is: Harry James, Les Brown,
Alvino Rey, Claude Thomhill. Close
t>eblnd, but on a second level is

grouped 'Vaughn Monroe, Charlie

Spivak, Teddy Powell, Shep Fields,

Tony Pastor, Stan Kenton, new
Coast click who has yet to create a

stir in the east. However, the trade

is talking about him bnd that's

usually a good omen.

Ton're A Sap, Mr. Jap'

Colombia Recording As

Webs Stifl Forbid It

Mills Music last week .succeeded
in Inducing the Columbia Record
Co. to cut a couple records of the

song, 'You're a Sap, Mr. Jap." The
assignments were given Carl Hoff
and Orrln Tucker. Among the things

that sold Columbia on the idea of

accepting this war song were the

'submission by Mills of data showing
that 30,000 piano copies of the tune
had already been distributed on
orders and of numerous letters from
small dealers asking where they
could obtain recordings of the num-
ber. Most of the latter came from
the middle west
The song has so far been unable

to get "Bn airing over network facili-

ties.
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Paeans in Praise

of America

1798, AMERICA'S FIRST
WAR SONG

•Mail Columbia", by Joseph Hop-

klnson to the tune of 'The Presi-

Ss March', ascribed to Phihp

F*Ue. (This song mas uinttew dur-

laa the Franco-American 'Misunder-

itanditiB'. Thouah toar was not act-

iflllw declofed, na»al enooflementj

Occurred durlufl this dispute ower

American «/*;J{|>-
'Star Spangled Banner', by Fran-

. els Scott Key. to the tune of 'Anac-

reon in Heaven'.

1832 (NOT A WAR SONG)

'America' ('My Country Tis of

Thee') by Rev. Samuel Francis

•

Smith.' the American version of 'God
• Save the King'.

CIVIL WAH, 1861

'All Quiet Along the Potomac To-

night', by Lamar Fontaine and John

"'•Battle'cry of Freedom", by George

F Root.

'Battle Hymn of the Republic", by

Julia Ward Howe, to the tune of

•Glory. Glory. Hallelujah', ascribed

to William Steffe but pubUshed

anonymously.
•John Brown's Body'; author un-

known. „ „
•Dixie', by Daniel D. Emmett.

'Just Before the Battle, Mother',

by George F. Root.

'Marching through Georgia, by

. . Henry Clay Work.
'Maryland. My Maryland (U.S,

version of the German 'O Tannen-

baum'); English words by James H.

Randnll. „
Tenting Tonight on the Old Camp

Ground.' by Walter Kiltredge,

Tramp. Tramp, Tramp, the Boys

Are Marching", by George F. Root
. .The Vacant Chair", by H. S. Wash,

burn and George F. Root.

'We Are Coming. Father Abraham
300.000 Strong,' by Stephen Foster.

'We've a Million in the Field', by

Stephen Foster.

Weeping Sad and Lonely', by

Charles C. Sawyer and Henry
Tucker.
'When Johnny Comes Marching

Home', by Louis Lambert (pseud, of

Patrick S. GUmore).
'When the War is Over, Mary", by

George Cooper and John R. Thomas.
SPANISH-AMERICAN WAR, 18U
'.'Slue Belle', by Edward Madden
and Theodore Morse.
"Break the News to Mother", by

' Charles K. Harris.

'Come Home. Dewey, "We Wofft
Do a Thing to You', by Paul Dresser.

'Our Country. May She Always be

Right', by Paul Dresser.

'Strike Up the Band, Here Comes
a Sailor', by Charles B. Ward and
Harry Von Tilzer.

ThereH Be .a Hot Time in the Old
Town Tonight", by Theodore A. Metz

PRE-WORLD WAR 1

'Don't Bite the Hand That's Feed
Ing You', by Thomas . Hoier and

' James Morgan.
'I Didn't Raise My Boy to Be a

Soldier', by Alfred Bryan and Al
Piantadosi.

'I'm a Yankee Doodle Dandy", by
George M. Cohan.
.'You're a Grand Old Flag", by

George M. Cohan. >

WORLD WAR I, 1918

'America, I Love You", by Edgar
Leslie and Archie Gottlcr.
"And He'd Say Oo-la La! Wee-

Wee', by Harry Ruby and George
• Jessel.

'Au Revoir. But Not Goodbye.
Soldier Boy', by Lew Brown and
Albert Von Tilzer.
. 'Dear Old Pal', by Gitz Rice.
'Don't Cry, Frenchy, Don't Cry',

by Sam M, Lewis. Joe Young and
Walter Donaldson.

'CSoodbye Qroadway. Hello France',
by C. Francis Reisner, Benny Davis
and Billy Baskette.
'Goodbye Ma, Goodbye Pa. Good-

bye Mule", by William Herschell and
Barclay Walker.

"Hello Central, Give Me No Man's
'•and', by Sam M. Lewis, Joe Young
.and Jean Schwartz.

'How Ya Gonn'a Keep "em Down
on the Farm"?, by Sam M. Lewis.
Joe Young and Walter Donaldson.

'I Don"t Know Where I'm Going
fut I'm on My Way', by George
Fairman.

'I .Don't Wanna Get Well. I'm in
^ve with a Beautiful Nurse', by
Howard Johnson. Harry Pease and
Harry Jentes.

'I'd Like to See the Kaiser with
a Lily in His Hand', by Henry Leslie,
Howard Johnson and Billy Frisch.
"m (3onna Pin My Medal on the

Girl 1 Left Behind', by Irving Berlin.
'If He Can Fight Like He Can

Love, Good Night Germany!', by
Grant Clarke, Howard E. Rogers and
George W. Meyer.

'It's a Long Way to Tipperary", by
Jack Judge and Harry Williams.

(This song, along with 'Keep the

Home Fires Burning', 'Pack Up Your
Troubles in Your Old Kit Bag' and

There's a Long. Long Trail-a-Wind-

hig' was the top British excerpt, al-

though the latter song -was written

by two Yale boys fighting with the

British.)

Joan of Are, They Are CaUing

You', by Alfred Bryan, Willie Wes-

ton and Jack Wells.

Just a Baby's Prayer at Twilight',

by Sam M. Lewis. Joe Young and

M. K; Jerome.

Just Like Washington Crossed the

Delaware, General Pershing Will

Cross the Rhine', by Howard John-,

son and George W. Meyer.

Keep the Home Fires Burning", by

Lena G. Ford and Ivor Novello.

Keep Your Head Down, Fritzie

Boy", by Gitz Rice.

•K-K-K-Katy". by Geoffrey O'Hara.

•Lafayette. We Hear You Calling",

by Mary Earl (pseud, of Robert A.

King).
•Liberty Bell. It's Time to Ring

Again", by Joe Goodwin and Halsey

K. Mohr.
Madclon" (from the French); mu-

sitf by CamiUe Robert; French words

by Louis Bousquel; English words by

Alfred Bryan,
'Mad'moiselle from Armentiercs

CHInky-Dinky, Parlez Vous") ; anony-

mous.
'My Belgian Rose", by George Be-

noit. Robert Lcvcnson and Ted Gar-

ton.

'My Buddy, by B. C. HiUiam.

'Oh! Frenchy.' by Sam Ehrlich and

Con Conrad.
'Oh. How I Hate to Get Up in the

Morning", by Irving Berlin.

'Oh! How I Wish I Could Sleep

Until My Daddy Comes Home.' by

Sam M. Lewis, Joe Young and Pete

Wendling.
'Over There", by George M. Cohan.

•Pack Up Your Troubles in Your

Old Kit Bag", by George Asaf and

Felix Powell.

'Rose of No Man"s Land", by Joseph

A. Brcnnan and Jack Caddingan.

(This song, taken over from a small

Boston firm, was easily the top seller

of all war songs, some 5^)00,000 cop-

ies having been published by Feist).

'Siatsr Susie"s. Sewing ^Shii-ts
.
for

Soldiers", by R. P. Weston and Her-

mann E. Darewski.

'Smiles', by J. Will Callahan and

Lee S. Roberts.

They Were All Out of Step But

Jim", by Irving Berlin.

Three Wonderful Letters from

Home", by Joe Goodwin. Ballard

MacDpnald and James F. Hanley.

Till We Meet Again", by Richard

Whiting and Raymond B. Eagaii.

The U. S. Field Artillery March,

by John Philip Sousa.

•,We Don't Want the Bacon. What
We Want is a Piece of the Rhine',

by Howard Carr and Harry Ruis-sell.

•We'll Knock the Helifio-into Heli-

go-out of Heligoland," by John

O'Brien and Theodore F. Morse.

'We're Going Over', by Andrew B.

Sterling-, Bernie Grossman and Ar-

thur Lange.
'When Alexander Takes His Rag-

time Band to France', by Alfred

Bryan, Cliff Hess and Edgar Leslie.

"When Yankee Doodle Learns to

Parlez Vous Francais", by William

Hart and Ed Nelson.

'When You Come Back", by George

M. Cohnn.
'Where Do We Go from Here,

Boys?", by Percy Wenrich and How-
ard Johnson.
'Would You Rather Be a Colonel

with an Eagle on Your Shoulder, or

a Private with a Chicken on Your

Knee?' by Sidney D. Mitchell and

Archie Goltler.

'You're in the Army Now'; A.E.F.

song.
WORLD WAR II

'Angels of Mercy", by Irving Ber-

lin.

•Any Bonds Today?", by Irving

Berlin.

'Arms for the Love of America", by
Irving Berlin.

'Ballad lor Americans,* by John

Latouche and Earl Robinson.

'For the Flag, for the Home, for

the Country', by George M. Cohan.

'God Bless America', by Irving

Berlin.

'Goodbye Mama. I'm Off to Yoko-

hama', by J. Fred Coots.

'He's My Uncle', by Lew Pollock.

'I Am an American.' by Paul Cun

ningham, Ira Schuster and Leonard
Whltcup.

.

I Hear America Singing," by Mit-
chell Parish and Peter De Rose.

'If He Can Fight Like He Can
Love' (Goodnight Gel'many); revival

of World War I song by Grant
Clarke, Howard E. Rogers and
George W. Meyer; new lyric by
George W. Meyer.

'It's a Mighty Fine Country," by
Jack Yellen und Sam E. Fain.

'Kelly Boy", by J. Fred Coots.

'Lct"s Put the Axe to the Axis", by
Paul Mann. Stephan Weiss and Leo
Corday.

'March for Americans,' by Ferde
Grofe.

'Marching Along Together'; re
vival of a song written in 1932 by
Edward Pola and Franz Stelninger;
new lyric by Mort Dixon.
'My Own America', by AUie Wru-

bel.

'Remember Pearl Harbor', by Joe
Howard.
"Thank Your Lucky Stars and

Stripes", by Johnny Burke and Jim-
my Van Heusen.

"The American"s Creed," by William
Tyler Page and Hugo Frey.
They Started Something,' by Dan

McGray, Robert Sour and Ernest
Gold.
This Is Our Side of the Ocean'

by George M. Cohan.
Thumbs Up', by Moe Jafie, Jack

O'Brien and Bert Lee.
'Uncle Sam Gets Around,' by Leo

Robin ^nd Ralph Rainger.
'We Did It Before, and We Can Do

It Again', by Cliff Friend and Charles
Tobias,

We Must be Ready', by George M
Cohan.

'We'll Always Remember Pearl
Harbor', by Alfred Bryan, WiUie

Raskin and Gerald Marks.
'Wrap Up Your Dreams in the

Red, White and Blue', by J. Fred
Coots and Kim Gannon.

'You're a Sap, Mr. Jap', by James
Cavanaugh. John Redmond and Nat
Simon.

AS WE WERE SAYING—
Orchestras Require Showmanship—Pressure

For Distinctive Personalities

Strong

By BERNIE WOODS

It's hardly a discovery of 1941-but
the increased opportunities for prof-
itable theatre 'engagements under-
scored this maxim: musicianship
should be supplemented and embel-
lished with showmanship. Joe Snore
may be sure he's the grcaest wind-
jammer since Salem was a port and
a numerous bimcn of ga-ga kids may
keep telling him, "Gee. Joe, you sure
can mess around with a horn.' But
how'long can even a high school kid
sland the stark, unrelieved beauty of
a cornet, a clarinet or a kettle dr_pm?
It ain't enough.

Spurred on by the box office suc-
cess of contemporaries who.se orches-
tras were often far less salty musi-
cally, but stocked with showmanship,
almost every one of the established
bands today is hot for ideas, singers,
M'ios and quartets. Anything to ado
color.

Even the great Tommy Dorsey took
on the Pled Pipers and the super-
natural Glenn Miller hired the Mod-
ernaires. Charlie Spivak recently
helped his cause considerably by
adding the Stardusters to his com-
plement, -and Carl Hoff has created
wide comment with the Murphy Sis-
ters, a trio he took on soon after

unveiling his new band at Blue Gar-
dens, Armonk, N. Y.

Instrumentalists who can double
into the spotlight are also much
sought. Comedy singers or projec-

tors of a 'personality" style of work-
ing are ideal tor the novelties for

which the public, particularly th«
coin machine public, always seem
to appreciate. Guys like Ziggy
Talent, with Valighn Monroe, and
Butch Stone, now with Les Brown,
are invaluable aids in that idiom.

jDst a Lll DifTerent

You Can't Catch All the Dance
Trade With 2 Libraries

Stick To Your Own. Style—-A Hotel

Band Is One Thing, a Ballroom

Combination Another

By JOE REICHMAN

It all adds up to one aim. To get
something different thru that which
the opposition has. But not too much
so. Rarely does a band break out
with something radically apart from
what"s been done before. They wait-
until the Dorseys and Millers try
something and succeed with it be-
fore following the lead with a vari-
ation. Since Jimmy Dorsey"s good
fortune with baritone Bob Eberly,
many another maestro went hunting
for a voice .of that style. Too. several
bands equipped themselves with ar-
rangements using boy and girl sing-
ers in two different tempos, a formu-
la that proved extremely successful
for Dorsey. It was the basis of hia
most outstanding record hits. 'Ama-
pola." 'Green Eyes," 'Your.s.' etc.

In trying for something that hasn't
been used before, at least not in the
way they eventually did it. two
bands recently made recordings of
pop tunes in glee club s'vyle. Numer-
ous bands have used such choral ef-
fects, but almost always along the
lines of Tommy Dorsey "s pace-setter,
'Marie'; that is, they we.e doni
rhythmically. Les Brown and Woody
Herman improved upon that, how-
ever. Brown with a true glee-club
version of 'As We Walk Into the Sun-
set' and Herman arranging 'This
Time the Dream's On Me' similarly,
but with rhythm section accompani-
ment. Brown's had no instrumental
backing. Other crews have revived
Dorsey's rhythm chorusing; namely,
Johnny Long, Alvino Hey, Bob Ches-
ter, Sammy Kaye, Teddy Powell, et
al. Lou Breese is a third band to do
straight glee-club work. But he's
been doing it long and- doesn't record.

Detroit, Jan. 4.

You'd expect musical preference to differ as widely as the climate, but
we haven't found it so. Kids In Tennessee shag to the same music as the
'sharpies' in the -Bronx. West coast dance fans like the same numbers as
do those in the middle west. They just call it something else, but when
you watch your feet it's the same steps. Dancers always ask for your
espcialty, so let 'em dance any way they please. Just concentrate on
making good music
Generally, we've found that swing is .demanded of swing bands, and

sweet music is requested of sweet bands. Patrons at hotel grills, for ex-
ample, will not ask Glenn Miller to play the .'Skater's Waltz,' but they
will request that tune of Wayne Kin'^. Each band attracts a different
kind of patronage—its fans—and must answer to their likes and dislikes.

Some maestros try to catch all the trade with two separate libraries

—

one styled for intimate hotel dining rooms and one for spacious ballrooms.
I tried this system and found it unsuccessful. My experience has. led me
to believe that a touring band should maintain- its ideritity and its own
style. You'll And enough patrons who like your particular style, if you
play it well.

When a band has had a measure of air time, and has put out dozens of
records, its style becomes identified A^ith the leader's name. Youngsters
who've attended the ballrooms on our one-night tours demand the style of

music which we presented over the air, and oflen. resent it when ^w*e try
to switch the style on them.
We've always tried to function as an Informal band, and perhaps that

accounts for the frequency with which dancers stop at the bandstand to

request a favorite tune. Now we've made it an iron-clad rule to comply
with these requests as thoroughly as possible.' It's a great tribute to your
popularity when patrons disturb their dancing to ask for a song or a

melody which they hold dear. And it's good busine.<u> to give customers
what they want, as any students of business methods will tell you.

(JIVE 'EM WHAT THEY ASK -FOE

WJiat do they ask for? Well I've found that most of our requests have
been for the old favorite ballads or an occasional waltz. As I say. requests

for all-out jump tunes are probably reserved for the type band which
spcciali'iies in that type of music. We're asked to play what we set out
to play.

And speaking ol the waltz, I And that folks who are eager for that tempo
feel that they may be in the minority, therefore are backward in making
requests for same; however, when we do dim the lights and sneak into the

three-quarter lime, it is very gratifying lo find most everyone entering into

this romantic spirit of the dance and rarely does a couple' leave the floor.

This to me is a personal. satisfaction—I might even say triumph.

The slight variation in muslcal'lastes between one section of the country
and another, is negligible. Broadly speaking, you'll And that the more
urban communities go for the jive numbers, while the middle west and
deep south dote on ballads and novelty numbers. But 'as I say, these trends
are only of the vaguest. Most everyone wants to hear the Top Ten, be they
swingeroo. ballad or com on the cob.

The only definite trend we've been able to discover Is a noticeable de-
cline in requests for Latin-American tunes. Folks are' getting tired, of

1-2-3-bump. Maybe the stuff has been over-exploited. Maybe the dance
steps are just too hard for a farm belt Astaire to master. Whatever the

cause, the cry of 'Rhumbaaaaa!' is definitely on the' decrease in every

section of the country. And you can quote me!

W«lk and Kaye

No yam about showmnnly bands
is complete without mention of Law-
rence Welk and Sammy Kaye. Welk,
a midwestern favorite who has
showed only once around New York,
and that a quick one-nightcr, has a
-band-thatseemrto do everyihtng but

—

wait on tables in a spot and all of
its tricks are trotted out when play-
ing one-nighters. An idcii can ' be
gathered by pointing out the topper;
his bass man balances his Instrument
upended on his -chin,

Kaye mainly uses choral work
similar to the above mentioned
bands-. - But he has developed one
gag that has proved in the last year
a bonanza. It has done a job of in-

creasing his prices all around, par-
ticularly in theatres. That's the 'So
You Want to Lead a Band' contest
begun by him nearly two years ago
while at the Commodore Hotel, N.
Y. It seems youngsters all over the

country have a desire to wave •
baton, and Kaye's gag finds wide re-

sponse from them. Idea is unusually

usable on radio, too, since Kaye's
group actually follow the beat of a
baton handled by amateurs, most of

whom are erratic.

UUlmate in Conceit

The word 'showmanship,' of course,

doesn't always apply to what an or-

chestra or its individual members
can do to sustain interest. It also

applies to conduct on the stand and
various other angles, such as proper
dress, make-up, etc. Which is where
a lot of name bands and lesser lights

are still sadly remiss, despite rules

laid down by theatres. Many mu-
siciaiis still Insist on lazily going on-
stage minus makeup, in unpres.<>ed

uniforms, etc. -The Paramount the-

atre. New York, last summer estab-

lished minimum expectations from
bandmen pldying its stage. Frequent-
ly, too, musicians can be spotted on-

stage doing everything but paying
attention to what's going on around
them, gagging privately ' between
themselves, etc.

Inasmuch as theatre work ranks

high in orchestra emRloyment, from
.

all angles, including salary, personal

.

contact with the public, etc., Iht

leader that fails to be certain his

men and himself are 'professionaT-

in grooming and conduct and make-
up is only hurting himself. It's th«

ultimate In conceit to suppose they

can Ignore the rules of the busine.<u.
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The Record Speaks for Itself I

DECCA RECORDS, incorporated

50 West 57th Street New York City

SEASOIS'S GREETimS

VAUGHN

MONROE
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

• CDnrendy-HOTEL COMMODORE, New York

• Camd Cigarettes—Penlhonse Party

WEDNESDAY, 9:30-10:00 P.M, NBC - WJZ

• BLUEBIRD RECORDS

• SUSTAINING WIRES-CBS-MUTUAL

Personal Management — Marshard

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY, INC.

Holiday Greetings

DAVIS'
ORCHESTRAS

Choice of the

WHITE HOUSE during

FOUR Administrations

•

THE FINEST IN MUSIC

for the

FINEST IN PARTIES

Hear the Music of VIN-
CENT YOUMANS Re-
cord^ for COLUMBIA
RECORDS byMEYER
DAVIS and his Orchestra.

Offices

:

NEW YOBK
2iS We«t situ St.

nilLADELPHIA
Th« BoII«vug Stintfoid

n-ASHINOTON
1 Thamns Circle

^ «H0 CftLLS?

F tT HWPEHEO IH HM»Ml^

BCA BLDG. » MACK GOLDMAN, Prol. Mgi. « NEW TOHK

CANCEL THE FLOWERS
By Eddie Seller, Sol Jlnrcoe and Bennle Benjemen—Writer* of

I DON'T WANT TO SET THE WORLD ON FIRE
BECOBDED BY

Tomra7 Tucker (OKEll) Tony Mutln (DEOCA)
,Cny Ix>mbardo (DECCA) MItcliell Ayrcd (BI.VEDIBD)

Charlaieem (OKEH)

CHERIO MUSIC PUBLISHERS, INC.
HOLLYWOOD NEW YORK CITY CHICAGO

M34 Ln Mliaaa Are. 158B Brondnay WoodB Thcotre Bld^.

Season^s Greetings From

BOB STRONG aod His Orchestra
Management: MCA
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Personal Manager
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Direction
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I • A. C. BAtDBI ^
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CHAOircir A. . ^
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20e Ada* Bonk tUq^ SM WalottlS^
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AFFILIATB) WITH AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR

14M iMadwar

New York. N. Y.. December 2?, 19i^I;

To Tlie President
and The People of
The United States

In the face of the present world crisis It seems somewhat^
naive If not altogether out of place, to extend the Federa-
tion's wishes to Its members and friends for "a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year". With the determination
however that this holiday, custom, as v/oll as all other
facets of the Anorlcan way of life shall not perish the
Federation does take this opport\inlty to wish Its members
and friends v/ell, to express the earnest hope that God
will give them strength to carry on through the trying days
ahead.

But more important than mere sentiment is the Federation's
determination to face its new respQnslbillties to the
country which made Its existence' and its growth possible.
Each and every member of the Federation and its officers

.

pledge themselves oh this occasion to do everything po3sl>>.

ble to aid In the fight for Freedom. ..to fight wltlx every'
weapon at their command.

'in this fight we realize that morale ' plays a most Important;^
part. And In the building of morale. the. Federation and Its'
members can and will do its share. For music has always
been and is today one of the finest media for maintaining
high public morale and the business, the profession, the
very life work of the Federation and its members is Music.)

To this new slogan, this new theme for the new year, then^
.the Federation dedicates itself;.

iroSIC FOR MORALE

Sincerely,
MffiniCAN PEDERATIOH OF MUSICIANS;

President

SEASONS
GREETINGS

Circle
MUSIC

PVBUCATIONS, Ine
EXCLUSIVE PUBLISHERS

OF MUSIC BY

RAYMOND
saon

Happy Neu) Year

To All My Friends

SAMMY FAIN

Season's Greetings
JULIAN T. ABELES
745 Fifth Ave., New York

and his orchestra

Week Jan. 9
BUFFALO. BUFFALO

Week Jan. 16
RKO PALACE. CLEVELAND

Week Jan. 23
STANLEY, PITTSBURGH

Feb. 1

FITCH BAND WAGON

Feb. 3-23

LOOKOUT HOUSE.
COVINGTON. KY.

Week Feb. 27
PARADISE, DETROIT

"March 6-26

VALLEYDALE,
COLUMBUS, 0.

April 8

Starting four week return

•noagement at

PANTHER ROOM,
SHERMAN HOTEL.

CHICAGO

OKEH Records

Exclusively

MANAGEMENT

IRVING MILLS
i6l9B'way, New York

"Ther«'a a tittle

Armetrong In 'em al."

and hl(

Famous Orchestra

featuring

SONNY WOODS
ANN BAKER

Week Jan. 2

PARADISE THEATRE
DETROIT

Then ' thnira end one nl(h(«n
en note to HoUrwood tor Oiw
WellM JMctaiv •tartlng Mnrcli

DECCA BECOBDS

Personal Mawagywi**-

JOF GLA5ER, 1"^
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SEASOIS'S GREETINGS

from

WOODY
HERMAN
AND THE BOYS IN THE BAND

FEATURING

CAROLYN GREY. BILLIE ROGERS,

FRANKIE CARLSON, THE WOODCHOPPERS

AND THE FOUR CHIPS

CURRENTLY EN ROVTE TO CALIFORNIA

TO MAKE A PICTURE FOR UNIVERSAL PICTURES

DECCA RECORDS

MANAGEMENT

General Amusem^t Corporation

''Let This Be the Anthem
To Our Future Years!"

uSriett has waltzed through two
generations of show business

The Anniversary Waltz
WILL SET THE TEMPO FOR
SUCCEEDING GENERATIONS!

THE SONG FOR EVERY OCCASION

The Anniversary Waltz
By AI Dubin and Dave Franklin

MAYFAm MUSIC CORP.

1619 Broadway, New York

Thanh* to Every

Show in

Band
the Country

BODE AT^ TOPW 1941

\

AND NOW!
THIS NEW SMASH
HIT FOR 1942!!

THIS IS

NO LAUGHING
MATTER

By At FRISCH,
MARTIN BLOCK,
VAN LOMAN

RECORDED BY 10 TOP
BANDS AND VOCALISTS

MARTIN BLOCK PUBLISHING CO., Inc.

501 Madison Avenue N6w York City

JOE REICHMAN
THE PAGLIACCI OF THE PIANO

And His ORCHESTRA

8th Week Book-Caiillac, DETNOIT

Pertwal Muueaent BARRY MIRKIR DimtiM: MCA

SEASON'S GREETINGS

BOB KNIGHT and His MUSIC
HELD OVER INDEFINITELY

FEFE'S Monte Carlo, New York

GREETINGS

RALPH GINSBURG
AND HIS

PALMER HOUSE ENSEMBLE
WGXrMCT»;AI.



Congratulations from Victor and Bluebird Records to

Variety on another year of good work—and on the 35

that have gone before!

We feel a kinship in this anniversary—because, like

Variety, we serve the entertainment needs of this nation,

and because we, too, have just completed a calendar

year to be proud of.

In fact, 1941 was the greatest year in the history of -Victor

and Bluebird Records—the greatest from every angle!

No wonder it set a record. For all through '41, Victor

and Bluebird Records have been more in demand than

ever. And that's because they've been better than ever

...the biggest big-name maestros...top vocal artists...

more popular editions of the Victor Musical Smart Set

Albums . . . more Red Seal albums and classical record-

ings by the world's supreme artists.

Our 1941 record sales prove that the folks who like

Variety like variety in their music—and know they can

get it exactly to their taste on Victor and Bluebird

Records.

With a new year beginning for both of us, we pledge

with all the talent at our command to do our part to-

ward making it a new-record year in American enter-

tainment. And we'll do it by continuing to bring you

The Music You Want, When You Want It, on Victor and

Bluebird Records!

The World's Greatest Artists are on

VICTOR and BLUEBIRD RECORDS
A Service of the Radio Corporation of Arrericc = Ir; Canada, RCA Victo; Company, L.fd., Montrerii
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The World'* Greatest

Vibraharpiat and Drummer

•Bd Hill

16 MEN OF MUSIC

vorAi.s

RUBEL BLAKLELY

CURRENTLY
BRUNSWICK HOTEL

BOSTON

DECCA RECORDS
EXCLUSIVELY

P«ri«nal M«na9«m«nt:

JOE GLASER Inc

Nf. w Yc- N ^

The Alt-Star Band

and his

CLOUDS OF JOY
featarlac

MARV IJOV WnJ.IAMS
JUNE BICHMAN
HKNRT Wn.I.»

^ FI.OYD 8HITH

Paradise Theatre
DKTROIT

Week Jan. 9

Tlirn GRAND TERRACE. CHI-
€.\<iO, lo broadinnt nlEhtly CIIS
»(%vork.

•

DfX:C.A ]tKCORD.S

Partenal Management:

JOE GLASER Inc

30 Pocl.ctrllr-- PInro

New Yo-:. N Y

Famoue Arranger
and Director

BAOWn
HHd HU OrchMtra

BETTY BONNEY
RALPH YOUNG

VAHIKTV OVooiIh) ulil.

"llund Im criickrrjuck on Hlirl.it

OH well Hil Miiinfl—on tlic roiid

io fume and fortune — op

anntnc lite muNio leaden.*^

BLACKHAWK, CHICAGO
BroHdcufitliir Nlrhtlr - \V03^

OKKH RKCORDS

ParsMal Manafcmanli

Holiday Greetings and Best Wishes

to

And All Its Staff

. ...Eddy Duchin

And His Orchestra

Management—Music Corporation of Annerica

GALE f

INC

"The Sweetest Music

by Far"—at styled by

mm
and His

Genial Brother*

CHET and CHARLIE
and the Orchestra

featuring

The Three Stylists

BLUE MOON
WICHITA, KANSAS

NOW
. Starting Jan, 13

TUNETOWN, ST. LOUIS

PcrMMsl ManagaMcntt

JOE GLASER Inc

N ^ 1 N Y

CAFE
SOCIETY
(Uptown)

NEW YORK

BOOKED SOLIDLY
THRU 1942

COLVMBIA KKCOHDS

Paraonal Manasoment:

O E GLASER In

N 0 .V Y c . N Y

The Famous

and His

ORCHESTRA

nlth

PENNY LEE

and

DAVE BALLANTINE

CURRENTLY
ROOSEVELT HOTEL
JACKSONVn.T.E, FI,A.

Parcanal Manaaainonl:

JOE GLASER n c
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/942 SONG SUGGESTIONS
DIRECT FROM THE ARSENAL OF GOOD MUSIC

THE MOON
WAS

DREAMING

CEU.TAir,: YO ZlCQW-.i ONE
OP r:!K ,:iv love songs

NIGHT

0FNI6HTS

A LOVELY NEW BALLAIJ "Y

THREE CONSISTENTLY SURE

FIME WRITERS

INCA

LOVE CHANT

"N tXOTIC lj;jl(?UE LOVE
SONG fn.OM AH ENCHANTED

IA.-Ji5

HOV[^EEN
WAS MY
VALLEY

OTHER
UP-AND-COMING POPULAR SONGS

XAVIER CUCAT'S FASCINATING, TIMELY SONG

yiS/A ROOSEVELT !
RECORDED BY HIM ON COLUMBIA RECORD NO. 36496

AGES AGO
BLUE CLOUDS (Lecuona)
BLUE SIERRA (Stolz)

DAYBREAK
DONT' COUNT THE STARS (Oscar Straus)
HEAVEN'S LITTLE ACRE (Stolz)

HELLO PRIVATE DOE
I'M IN LOVE WITH EMILY (Oscar Straus)
JUKE BOX ROUNDELAY
JUST FOR A KISS OR TWO (Oscar Straus)
KEEP OUR LOVE AS IT IS TODAY (Straus)
LITTLE BOY IN CORDUROY (Oscar Straus)
LONG LIVE THE FUTURE
MY THOUGHTS ARE ROAMIN' TONIGHT

(Stolz)

NIGHTINGALE (Cugat)

NOW IT CAN BE SUWG (Lecuona)

ON THE DOWNTOWN SIDE OF AN UPTOWN
STREET (Oscar Straus)

ONLY HUMAN (Oscar Straus)

OR SOMETHING
SOMETHING NEW
THAT STAR SPANGLED BABY OF MINE
TAKES TWO
TWO PEOPLE FROM VIENNA (Straus)

YOU BOTHER ME
YOU'LL DO
YOUNG IN HEART

JUST THE LAMP
MEMORY

Y

m

BIG STANDARD SUCCESSES

Most-Played Fox Trots
PARADE OF THE WOODEN SOLDIERS
AMAPOLA
SONG OF THE ISLANDS
IDA, SWEET AS APPLE CIDER
YOURS
THERE'LL BE SOME CHANGES MADE
JAZZ ME BLUES'
THE BREEZE AND I

DOWN SOUTH
MARINES' HYMN
BLUES MY NAUGHTY SWEETIE GIVES TO
ME

COWBOY SERENADE
JUMPIN' JIVE
NIGHT MUST FALL
SNAKE CHARMER
IN THE LITTLE' RED SCHOOLHOUSE
LET'S DANCE
FOR WANT OF A STAR
COCKEYED MAYOR OF KAUNAKAKAI
BY HECK —
TWO HEARTS THAT PASS IN THE NIGHT
POINCIANA
CHANGING OF THE GUARD
ORIGINAL DIXIELAND ONE-STEP
TOM THUMB'S DRUM
MY ONE ROMANCE

Evergreen Waltzes

SARI WALTZ
PLAY FIDDLE PLAY
IN THE GOOD OLD SUMMER TIME
SPRING, BEAUTIFUL SPRING
MY GAL SAL
I WONDER WHO'S KISSING HER NOW
NIGHTS OF GLADNESS
GOLD AND SILVER
L'AMOUR DE L'APACHE

Other Celebrated Song Favorites
GLOW WORM
FRASQUITA SERENADE

(My Little Nest of Heavenly Blue)

HOT TIME IN THE OLD TOWN TONIGHT
TA-RA-RA-BOOM-DER-E
IT'S DELIGHTFUL TO BE MARRIED
MY MOTHER WAS A LADY
TOYMAKER'S DREAM
UNDER THE BAMBOO TREE
THOSE DRAFTIN' BLUES
BIRD ON NELLIE'S HAT
I'VE GOT A PAIN IN MY SAWDUST

And Hundreds More

LATrN^-AMERtCAN FAVORITES

Celebrated Rumbas
Gugai's Rumbaland SeriesXavier

MAMA INEZ
PEANUT VENDOR
JUNGLE DRUMS
MY SHAWL
MARIA MY OWN
EL RANCHO GRANDE
MY SOMBRERO

A T a U L V s ; A U T I
:= U L s c « c-

D E S T ! E D O 2-i r i-1 ; ..| E v.'

rEAR'S AlklAPOLA

FROM ONE
LOVE

TO ANOTHER

LECiiON«-j L.'.TIST ;lJcc!:::;.

GENERALLY CONCEDED "O BE

;!IS BEST

SAY SI SI (Para Vigo Me Voy)
A GOZAR
QUIEREME MUCHO (Yours)
NEGRA CONSENTIDA
AFRICAN LAMENT
RUMBA RUMBERO

Foremost Congas
LA CONGA (Havana's Calling Me)
CUI CUI
I LOVE THE CONGA (Cugat's Latest)
VIENE LA CONGA - -

.
- ^

-
-

CONGO CONGA
CAN CAN CONGA
THAT BONGO BEAT
THAT CONGA CHAIN GANG
LA CONGA PASA

Authentic Sambas
BA-TU-CA-DA
BRAZILIAN NIGHT
O CAROUSEL

Best Tangos
INSPIRATION
CAMINITO
POR QUE
TANGO OF ROSES
SENTIMIENTO GAUCHO
MALA JUNTA
RAIN IN SPAIN
LA CUMPARSITA
ADIOS MUCHACHOS
A MEDIA LUZ

Miscellaneous Latin Favorites
INCERTIDUMBRE (Bolero)

SALUD DINERO Y AMOR (Bolero)

CHIAPANECAS (Novelty "Clap

Waltz)
MEXICAN HAT DANCE
BUNCH OF ROSES (Paso-Doble)
ESPANA CANI (Paso-Doble)
EL RELICARIO (Paso-Doble)

And Hundreds More

A GAY
RANCHERO

(A

AS CAVCHY ANii jt;.-oac'.-

TASLE fUf.'E £.5 H n .i H C-"!

C-fiAMD:

SENTIMENTAL!
CABBY

A GRAND N r W l-f I T -i V T f

COMPOSER OF 5 i: i ^- - ii r

SERE it A D E

YOUR LIPS

ARE LIKE

CHAMPAGNE

PueLiSHED v/iTi-i yh: com.
PLtTf, Al'PROVAl. OF YME

i^lL:.; PRODUCK-'SS

TtfFRE ARC MARKS TUNfS FOR tVERY PROGRAM

EDWARD B. MARKS MUSIC CORPORATION
RCA S'JILDING » RADIO CITY » NEW YORK • rRANK HF.NNIGS: Gew )f Mcr

lAR^Y NORRETY JOF. ORACCA !^AVK Ht.l'V; * .'.!, SAi.OMCX '"Af'.r-iCAS iAM-.-UVA-J

l=D,iii?nin .iauaro rloii-- ® 6U39 Xenmor.. Avv.-
. Cv V t Po; .- i I 0 63/ !i. LnioMo Avr C) Tuller Ho'cl.

Cindnnat: C Cnkago, IM :';i.la, Hollywood. Coi. Djlrolt. Midi.

FIRST o;: .'. siiiiLS or won
DERS^LII. t|i:v./ SONGS : Y :;Of!?S'

S IOL7
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We don't want to set the world on fire—we just want to wish everybody an Okeh New Year!

TOMMY TUCKER TIME
TOMMY TUCKER • AMY ARNELL
DON BROWN • KERWIN SOMERVILLE
VOICES THREE • LIGE McKELVY • CARLYLE HALL

The January TOMMY TUCKER TIME
Okeh Special "I SAID NO" "MOON-

LIGHT COCKTAIL"

Okeh record No. 6526

Personal Management: Joe Galkin

M.CA.

Band Bookiiigs

Rainbo Rendcvu, Salt Lake City.

Johnny Long, Feb. 6, State thea-
tre, Hartford; 20, 20th-century thea-

tre, Buffalo; March 6, week, Michi-
gan theatre, Detroit

Will Osborne, Feb. 6, Peiin A. C,
Philadelphia; 20-March 1, Blue Moon,
Wichita.

Arye Slawj. Jan._22, ,w?.ek. .Qapit^^^

theaire, Washington, b. C; 30, week',

RKO Boston theatre; Feb. 6, four
days. Strand theatre, Brooklyn; 13,

week, Stanley theatre, Pittsburgh;

20, Arena Gardens, Huntington, W.
Va.; 21, Castle Farms, Cincinnati.

Charlie Splvak, Feb. 9, National
theatre, Richmond, Va.; 13-14, U. of
North Carolina, Chapel HUL

Settling Travel Problem

For Dance Orchestras At

Army Camps on Coff

Problem of transportation for
"Bands wo'rKlhg Army camps without
pay, under recent arrangements be-
tween Camp Shows, Inc., USO and
leaders and booking agencies, has
been virtually ironed out. It Is esti-

mated that 50% of the 150 bands a
month which will eventually be
moving in and out of encampments
will have to be supplied with means
of reaching appointed assignments.
To that end a plan is being worked
out- whereby the CSI-USO will set
up a fund of between $3e,000-$50,000
yearly to pay transportation.
Money will be paid only in cases

where an outfit goes far off Its

scheduled track to cover a camp
assignment. For instance, a group
travelling between New York and
Montreal, and stopping off at Platts-
burg training camp, would not need
extra transportation since Plattsburg
is on Its normal course. Naturally
an effort will be made to avoid long

Herman Takes a Train Bonnj JJQ £jg^
After windine ud his eneaeement

at the Earle, PhlUy, Thurs. night Music Corp. of America executives
(1) Woody Herman was skedded to in New York will get their annual
grab a plane for Chicago with his

, „ . , o
band, cnroute for Hollywood, where °'>^^^ ^hen J. C. Stem, company

he's to make picture 'Wake Up and P''^^> arrives from Beverly Hills- Jan,

-Sing.:., . , . 20.. The .rest of -the -personnel re-

Zero ceiling grounded ell planes, reived theirs at Xmas.
and Herman and his crew were MCA operates a salary-and-bonus
forced to go by train. He was due system, for years making dividends
to start work on Universal lot Mon- at the end of each calendar period,
day (5). and thus equalizing personnel ta-

come on the season's performances,
Saal Chaplin and Sam Cahn doing

two songs for 'Blondie's Blessed Bronislaa Kaper working on the
Event' at Columbia. score of 'Jackass Mail' at Metro.

. . it
-2

Bobby Byrne, Feb. 17, week, Tune-
Town B., St. Louis.

Sonny Dunham, Feb. 26, Central
theatre, Passaic, N. J.

Woody .HennaD,-Jan. 24, .l.akeside

Park, Dayton, O.; 26, Arena, London,
Ontario, Can.; 27, Statler hotel, Buf-
falo; 29, U. of Maryland, College
Park; 30-31, Washington & Lee, U.,

Lexington, Va.; Feb. 6, Wardman
Park hotel, Washington, D. C.

Carl Hoff, Feb. 7, three weeks,
Netherland-Plaza hotel, Cincinnati.

Stan Kenton, Jan. 16, two Weeks,

1

{
—

'TKM™** —-
= MAKE LOVE TO ME _

ICA ILDG.* NOBMAN FOLEY, Piol. Mgr.* NEW TOIK
^

hops off a prescribed tour. More in-
fluential outfits will be left to their
own means of movement. It's fig-

ured they can afford the cost.

MUSIC PUBUSHER
or

PRODUCER
What are the chances of crashing
Tin Fan Alley?
0PM Is encouraging aongs for morale.
There aro many patriotic numbers
on the market but how about 'ono
which I know will

CATCH THE PUBLIC
Have a snappy Patriotic Xumbor
with exceptional lyrics against our
common onemy— It takes a warlike
spirit to win the war.

Boi No. Z4t, Variety. IM W. 4eth St.,
New Tork

r,„„ W.rn.r Broi. l-j!-" ^
-Bluoi In the Niul'l .

+- 1

BlM«!i in the Night

This Time the Dream's on Me .

W. Did U Bofor. .nd W. can Do It Ag.tn
.

^accotf.
RCA BLDG. • JOHNNY WHITE. Piof. Vfi. • NEW TOBI

THE SEQUEL TO "CARELESS"

FOOLED
By kUbsLLL. ViETZCLR lAvERE ABC MUSIC CORPORATION, JERRY oOHNSCv
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"Allwrt Uwii brought Eddi* Cantor

to iho Hollywood thutro In • gtyi

liHiofJ end opuUnt muuetl cemfdy

. . . It'< a hindfom* gift to Manhit-

taR playgotra and tliay ihoutd •m-.

braco it gratafully."

tOURT COUMAN, fi Y. HUIROI

*7fia production i> aipanitva and

laviili . . . Vamon Duka bat writtan

a vibrant icora . . . and John La-

toucha hai dona toma witty hand-

pringi for tyrici."

MOOKS ATKINSON, N. V. T1MII

"A hug* audianca ututad tba ratum

of tha nativa . ^ . tharo wai all tba

affactionata and warm applaaia that

hai a tpaeial lound whan Broadway

puti iti haart in itt handt."

JOHN ANDDtMtl,

N. Y. JOIMNAUAMfRICAN

"Such a whirlwind of daffy, diny hi-

tarify, tha nawipapan agreed, had

novar hit tha land .
"

UH IMAOAZINE

"Jack. Yallan and Sam E. Fain hava

written a lively, hummable icore . .
."

OBERT COLEMAN, N. Y. MWROIl

"There are ume good longi entruit-

ad to Ella Logan, who got a big

hand for 'Happy In Love'.".

lOUIS KRONENBEROER, P M

"... itt chief diitinction it the

•core. Vernon Duke did the mutic.

John Latouche, the lyrici . . . and

here are the ladi who know lome-

thing abouf bell-ringing."

PEGOY DOYLE, BOSTON AMERICAN

"Vernon Duko wrote the muiic for

'The Lady Comet Acroii' and . . .

hit melodiet had real dittinction. In

fact ... he it the thew'i real bene-

factor."

ELLIOT NORTON, BOSTON POST

"The ceil turnt out to be mottly

uper-tuper, the material it jutt about

tame. . .
.' 'The Lady Comet

Acfoit' hat a united front."

BOSTON DAILY OlOU

i

BROADWAY'S TOP-MOST

MUSICAL SUCCESSES

ROBBiNS MUSIC CORPORATION

in ^'Banfo Eyes
Uytla by John Latoueha AJditiontl Lyrict by Harold AJaimon Music by Y«moa Dukm

A NICKEL TO MY'NAME
NOT A CARE IN THE WORLD

WE'RE HAVING A BABY
(My Baby And M*)

MAKE WITH THE FEET

LEO FEIST, INC

in ''Sons Fun ti

Lyrics by Jack Yelleo Music by Sam E, Fain

HAPPY IN LOVE

LET'S SAY GOODNIGHT WITH A DANCE

IT'S A MIGHTY FINE COUNTRY
(We've Go! Here)

MANUELO

MILLER MUSIC, INC

(§21®SB(§31 mSilLll^^ new musical production

''Tiie Lady Comes Across

Lyrics by John Lalouche Music by Vernon Duke

YOU TOOK ME BY SURPRISE

SUMMER IS A-COMIN' IN

LADY

THIS IS WHERE I CAME IN



WE'RE WISHING YOV—
Thtrty-Bixth f<iU9IEirf Annivertary

SEASON'S GREETINGS

January 7, 1942

HARRY JAMES
And His MUSIC MAKERS

HELEN FORREST - SONNY SAUNDERS - CORKY CORCORAN
And an extra special greeting to Maria Kranner and

her Lincoln Hotel. New York, for another swell stay!

—AND NOW FOR THEATRES
,

COLUMBIA RECORDS
Personal Manager: FRANK MONTE

Od the Upbeat

GtoTgt Duffy will lose his bass

player, Cliff Ramey, who has been

ordered to report to the army.

Charlie Laun opened indefinite en-

gagement at Oasis, Pittsburgh, re-

placing Benny Burton band, which
goes out on flock of one-nighters.

Pee Wee Louis and Sonny Faigen

new additions to Baron Elliott band

at William Penn Hotel Chatterbox,

Pittsburgh.

Bill Barda at the El Dorado Room
of the Commodore Perry Hotel,

Toledo, from Jan. 5, replacing George
Duffy.

Alyne Mason, who used to sing

with Ted Weems' orchestra, is the

new girl with Skeeter Palmer's band

at the Club Royale, Detroit.

HELLO, WALTER WINCHELL;

Hurry back! The eun was never brighter and that

Miami moon was never lovelier. And, aa for them
horses—you ain't seen nothin'.yet. Pll be waiting for

you,

AL JOLSON

Me too,

WALTER JACOBS 4/UIAMI BEACH

Sent to 'The Front'

Lincoln, Jan 4.

Larry Herman has been
booked for a couple of months
on the west coast by Reg Mar-
shall's agency. Pacific slope

finger of Vic Schrocder's book-

ery in the midwest.
Such contractual obligations

west now are referred to in the

midlands as 'the front.'

MUSICIANS ALL

HAPPY IN THE

SHIPYARDS

From the New Mask and Wig Production

"Out of ThU World"

"STARS OVER THE SCHOOLHOUSE"

"FIFTY MILLION SWEETHEARTS CAN'T BE WRONG"
"THAT SOLID MAN"

MELROSE MUSIC CORP.
.. _ .... 1 &19-BR0ADWAY- < NEW YORK

San Francisco, Jan. 4.

Carlton Ackley, ork leader last

appearing at Club Moderne, is now
working in shipyards here. Got a

call to return to the Moderne when
the spot reopened but turned it

down—making more dough building

ships.

Club then pleaded for the band
—but it seems most of the boys
are sitting pretty in the shipyards

too.

Band Review

CARL HOFF ORCHESTRA (15)
With Murphy Sisters, Al Noble
Top Hat, Union, N. J.

Former radio bandleader who
gained recognition via Al Pearce's

radio programs, Carl Hoff formed
this band last summer and molded
it during a long stand at Blue Gar-
dens, Armonk, N. Y. Composed of

five sax (six with Hoff's alto), three
trumpets, two trombones, four
rhythm, it's a good band that will
continue to improve, as it has sine
Armonk, and eventually should be-
come a potent box-ofTice bet.

As it stands the outfit does a very
capable job of building flowing
dance tempo with tunes clean, and
well played by men that lend full-

bodied tones to the various sections.
Bands' only drawback, and a slight
one at this stage, is inconsistent ar-
rangements; many stand out sharply,
particularly the writing behind vo-
cals, but a number of them lack the
distinctive touch so vitally needed
today to shine through the horde.'
It's not that Hoft's stuff, all of which
he writes himself, is poorly thought
out. It isn't too much of his work
captures a spark that sets it off to

draw that comment. But on the
other hand a certain percentage
loses that ability, stackint; up as -

average and helping to bring down
the effect of the bright group. Per-
haps an occasional importation
would help.

Murphy Sisters are a find. Okay
lookers and neat dressers, they sock
ballad, novelty or whatever comes
along. Sell their stuff with a punch
in every line and mannerism. Al
Noble, young, fresh ?n'' ohysically
saleable to temme audiences, also

hits a swell groove on bn!lad.<;.

. . Wood.

(DicLJOihn
and His Orchestra

The DlKernt I.lttlr Hnnd
In Kiiillo

th Year Hotel Astor

DECCA RECORDS

MUTUAL NETWORK
Dir.: .M.r.A.

Toots Camarata Leaves
Toots Camarata, one of the out-

standing arrangers in the' business,

has been let go by the Jimmy Dor-
sey orchestra after a disagreement.

He'll continue serious music stud-

ies he started with Dorsey and may
.,npt_!jook_.yp.. with...anyeae else..al.

the momentr though he's reported,

to have had several offers.

Season Greetingsz

FROM

EARL HINES
At the Piano

The Boys in the Band

Billy Eckstein • Madeline Greene

And the Three Varieties

JAN. 16

ROYAL THEATRE, BALTIMORE

JAN. 23

APOLLO, NEW YORK

CHARLES CARPENTER
Personal Manager

VICTOR BLUEBIRD RECORDS
Hear

"I GOT IT BAD"
"YOU DON'T KNOW WHAT

LOVE IS"

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY, INC.

Direction

SEASON'S GREETINGS

With Om RKO Score From

"Playmates"
starring KAY KYSER

"HUMPTY DUMPTY HEART"

"HOW LONG DID I DREAM"

THANK YOUR LUCKY STARS AND STRIPES"

"ROMEO SMITH AND JULIET JONES"

Current Hit Ballad

" BELLS OF SAN RAQUEL"

* •

SOUTHERN MUSIC PUBLISHING CO., Inc.

SID LORRAINE, General Professional Manager

1619 BROADWAY -:- -:- NEW YORK

]ohn kirby

and his orchestra

extend greetings

to their many friends

WATCH -LOOK—LISTEN FOR

SOMETIMES
Ry -r^

- -i'-N :<" CAR(ViEi\ LOiviBARDO IRVING BERLIN. INC., DAVE DREYER, Ci'-. P' '. iVfc.. vng "/tl- AVE.. NEW YORK
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New York Agents Had
A Better 1941

New York's agents, outside of a

severe Iright from a bill, proposed in

the state legislature limiting com-

missions to 5%, had a comparatively

compUcent 1941. II anything,, it was

better that '40, and far better, than

•39 because of the first genuine signs

in '41 of a theatre stage show upbeat.

N. Y. state bill was proposed and

killed in Albany on .the eve of the

legislature's adjournment last spring.

It came close to sneaking by, how-

ever, but once the agents got wind

of it strong lobbying was instiluisd

by 1. Robert Broder, counsel for the

Artists Representatives Assn., and

Charles Miller, of Music Corp. of

America.
Outside of that, and continued fric-

tion between ARA and the American

Guild of Variety' Artists, little oc-

curred to change the N. Y. agency

picture.

The big outfits, such as the WilMr.m

Morris Agency, MCA and General

Amus. Corp., continue doing the bulk

of the business through their control

of the major bands. What's left of

the theatre bookings goes to the indie

agents, with the latter's success vary-

ing only according to, their personal

ability and perspicacity. Thoce

agents with a knack for digging up

and developing talent are still doing

all right; those who wait for talent to

come to them are, of course, looking

over ledgers carrying nothing but

red ink.

Bands Importanti J
.With the number of personality

names available for theatre dates

countable on the fingers of one hand,

the theatre headliners are now nec-

essarily bands. This alone is suffi-

cient to freeze, out the agents from
the bulk of commissions that can be
made in theatres. Thus their chief
reliance for Incomes Is placed on the
standard acts they can book to aug-
ment the bands and in niteries.

Also via the control of bands, the
big agencies have driven a . sharp
wedge in ^e nltery field. Morris of-

fice, MCA and General Amusement
control most of the major hotels

using fioor shows and a good por-
tion of the topflight night clubs. Here
also the indie agent has an uphill

i
battle to get recognition, but many
have had remarkable success despite

the tough opposition.

In the forefront of the Indies who
have made major dents In the nltery

field are Jack Davis,' who now has
an exclusive at the swanky Plaza
hotel, New York; Miles Ingalls, Da-
vies' former partner, who does very
well with several out-of-town loea

tlons, notably Earl Carroll's on the

Coast, and Billy Kent, who the past

season exclusively booked Ben Mar.
den's Riviera, probably the top -oad.

house and talent showcase in-America.
Some other agents have also prov

en that the big offices haven't

grabbed all the cream. George Woods
is no small-change talent salesman
and booker with his control of Art
Childers' Royal Palm, Miami, pos-

sibly second to the Riviera in im
portance, and several other Florida

nocturnal joints. Moe Gale's office,

because of several top colored acts,

notably the Ink Spots, is another, out-

fit that has plenty of income from
the nite life belt

HVood Nitery Gloom
: By Jack Hellman

Los Angeles, Jan. 4.

This highly glamorized City of

Angels (non-professional) long hss

been a nightmare for happy banl-

faces of wayside ta-verns, more ex-

pediently known as night clubs. Up
to. their ears in one of the most

prodigal spending periods In modern
history, yet the story has the same
funereal ring. They have been reach-

ing for reasons without a coincidence

-of viewsrbut now one-that they can

sink their teeth into has baen

plopped into their none' too fatted

laps. It's that hideous monster, WAR,
the curse of civilization and the bane
of show business.

Those who best .know the town
and Its spending gentry, and who
can't shake the unhappy memories
of. the many debacles that have
stre\yn the landscape from Civic

Center to the beach, take the gloomy
viewpoint that all is not well on the

new year. Defense of the nation
must come first and the front ranks
of our manpower will be well lined

with the youth drawn from the bulk
that makes up the nltery trade.

That. Tax Worry
If that weren't enough to worry

about, there's another big item
gradually sinking into the conscious-
ness of the free and easy spenders.
C<)me March 15 the taxman will have
completed his rounds, and depleted
the sheafs of laughing lettuce. The
bite is deep this lime, but none will
wince at the gaping wound in the
rejion. of* the exchequer. It's for
the best cause we know and that
takes the curse off the motive. Un-
essentlals, of which night clubs must
be counted among the first, will be
the hardest hit by the saving and
scraping of the mob, eager to pitch
in and get it over with. The vigor
of 4uch spending also will be sapped
by the buying of Defense Bonds and
.Stamps, and various contributions to
other worthy causes. That'll leave
Mttle for the night prowl. It all
adds up to a year steeped in gloom
for their enterprises, and the only
way to meet It Is caU it quits until
the pall lifts, mebbe In* six months
and hopefully sooner. Better days
lie ahead, they assume, from the ex-
perience of Londoners, and the dirge
of blackout blues will segue into
happier harmonies. Lights will again
olaze in the grottoes and our way
Of life wlU be resumed with a fresh
jnood for merrymaking.

No Tonic (or Bankrolls
Even before the war this tinselled

paradise by the Pacific was no bon-3^ lor the night club enter-

preneurs. Most of the rooms have
opened and shut more times than

a borrowed copy of a best-seller.

Black tie establishments Invited dis-

aster with every opening. It had
come to be the surest unsafe invest-

ment to plunk coin Into. Everyone
knew the reason why, but nothing

was done to correct the assailing

evils.

Some of the better excuses were
the stiff tabs, poor quality of liquids

and food, cocktail room competition

and house parties. All contributed

to the whole but the last named con-

dition Is the main gripe. If the pic-

ture people don't come In it's a fatal

sign. The spenders like to be seen

and rub shoulders with the cinema
elite, all other attractions being sub-

sidiary. The film crowd prefers to

party ^way from the mob, high in

the hills or behind the protection of

their citrus groves. Every now and
then a few of the celluloid select

may drop in, but it's not like the

old days at the Ambassador's Cocoa-

nut Grove, when every Tuesday
night was set aside as Stars Night

and they really turned out. Openings

attract them because it also attracts

the town's cameramen. In 'a word,

the stars follow the fan mag photogs.

" "If takes courage" fd~rebpen"a class"

spot that went into a blackout twice

previously and the badge must
be pinned on Felix Young. The
Trocadero's lights.,are blazing again,

but he's trying a liew tack this time.

It's an all-SepIan affair that Young
is flooring this time, headed by Duke
Ellington's band, Katherine Dunham
dancers and Hall Johnson choir.

Such an array of talent, colored or

white, is new to this county strip

sector, and whether such an ambi-

tious undertaking will pay off the

gamble remains to be seen.

The close-by Mocambo, which
Young opened with Charlie Morri-

son, current boniface, is certain to

be affected as will Ciro's. It's hardly

plausible to expect that there's

enough class trade to go around

seven nights a week. The weekends
will take care of themselves, but

the nut is as big and brown on the

other days. Young is dolling up

the Troc around $35,000 worth. The

Mocambo is a $60,000 layout, and

Ciro's also represents Important

coin. They're all ^y^thin a stone's

throw of each . other and that means

a fight for survival. Young found

the Troc a white elephant before

and here he Is back for another help-

ing, but with real entertainment this

time. Mocambo and Ciro's have only

as lures the smart atmosphere and

a dance band. The tariff is steep

and that keeps out the short-enders.

Most profitable operation in town

VAUDE'S 'REVIVAL'-AGAIN
By Joe Schoenfeld

Looking over 1940, vaudeville , will probably best
remember the first genuine signs of an upbeat in stage
shows since the debacle of 1929.

It was no artificial 'comeback'; no wishful thinking,
but a definite trend back to live entertainment, which,
while not a revival in the full meaning of that word,
shows promise of widening in scope in the year to
come.

Hypo all along the line, and from coast to coast, can
probably best be attributed to national. defense spend-
ing. The huge amount of Government coin filtering
through to the public permitted theatre managements
for the- first time in years to buy stage shows and
charge commensurate admissions to balance the upped
budgets. The public itself evidenced a desire for stage
shows, and where the entertainment warranted patron-
age, the business was gcod.

As in 1939, in the forefront of popular, theatre
attractions were the name bands. Both fro.-n the stand-
point of their radio and record buildups, and because
of the scarcity of name personalises available for
vaudeville dales, the bands were by necessity the
theatres' sole reliance as headliners. And they have
been coming through neatly.

Vaudeville, if strictly as such, now hasn't a single
name entertainer it can call its own as a boxoffice
draw. Virtually the last one was Milton Berle, but
he's now a busy 20th Century-Fox and Ballantlne's
Beer & Ale radio hireling and can. find little time for
the four- and flve-a-day.

Nitery PeraonalitieB

Some of the better known nitery personalities, such
as Joe E, Lewis and Carmen Amaya, play theatres now
and then, but not enough, to place them in the vaude-
ville class.

Aside from the top bands, the best boxoffice acts in

theatres proved to be The Four Ink Spots and the

Andrews Sisters. These rhythm singing combinations
have been running up topflight grosses wherever they

pla'y, and perhaps the best example of their popularity

was the signing of the Spots by the Hippodrome theatre,

Baltimore, for three appearances to be played In 18

months, and the fact that both acts have more theatre
offers than they can fill.

The Spots are now being sold In a package with
Erskine Hawkins' band by Moe Gale's office, while the
three Andrews girls continue as an individual act
Unlike 1939, the past year was comparatively peace-

ful Insofar as relationship between the major theatre

booking offices and the band agencies was concerned.

On the other hand, the theatres playing traveling

bands for the first time encountered serious trouble

with the American Federation of Musicians when
James C. Petrillo, AFM president insisted' on the new
Form B contract making theatres liable for social

security taxes .on individual instrumentalists.

The theatres' defense was that the bandleaders were
the actual employers of their musicians, with the
maestros considered as independent contractors, but
Petrillo refused to listen to such reasoning. Several
talks were held, but the result was always the same

—

the AFM refused to budge from its Insistence that

Form B would have to be used, or else traveling bands
couldn't play theatres (or niteries, hotels, etc.).

Total Blackont STeared

Came October and it appeared as though there would
be a total blackout of travelling bands in the major
circuit theatres. Warner Bros., Loew's, RKO and Para-
mount Insisted that they would not sign Form B and
pay social security taxes on bands, whose leaders made
huge profits on theatre engagements.

Petrillo finally set a deadline in October and then

Paramount became panicky. Though the major circuits

had agreed to stand together on the issue. Paramount
finally agreed to sign Form B. That circuit's move
came as a complete surprise to. it^ confreres, and the

latter had no alternative but follow suit If they weren't
to be outflanked in competitive situations, especially

Broadway, where 'WB's Strand and Loew's State both
play name orchs in opposition to the Paramount, As.
it was, Loew's held out for a couple of weeks before
finally agreeing to use the Form B contract

Now all theatres, major circuit and Indie alike, are
using the new AFM contract which lists each musician
In travelling bands, his salary and social security num-
ber. The theatre pays the s.s. tax, including taxes on
the bandleaders' salaries at union, or slightly above,
scale. One fear, however, has not yet been removed
from the theatres. That is whether they are liable for
back social security' taxes on bands they played prior
to the Form B contracts, and whether they will be
held liable for the even more costly Individual state

unemployment insurance and workmen's compensation
taxes.

Loew'8 Vande the Same

While the trend towards stage shows was marked,
the major circuits themselves added little additional
time. RKO was the only exception in 1940, when that
circuit started playing shows regularly at the Colonial,

Dayton, full-week, and the Palace, Rochester, .N. Y.;

Palace, Albany, and Proctor's, Schenectady, half-weeks.
Besides these, RKO Is also playing stage shows for
full weeks at the Boston, Boston; Shubert, Cincinnati,
and Palace, Cleveland. This same circuit is likewise
playing stage shows for one and two nights in several
New York City nabe houses, but these layouts are
low-budgeted affairs.

LoeWj vaude time again >stood still, that circuit
having shows only at the State, N. Y„ and Capitol,
Washington, plus some one-nlghters in a few N. Y.
nabes.

Paramount showed additional playing time strength
wiih spot-booked shows in some situations like Omaha,
Milwaukee, Buffalo and Detroit but its week-to-week
full-weekers remained^ as per. 1939, I.e., Paramount,
N. Y., and Chicago, Chicago. Circuit however, lost the
State-Lake, Chicago, to stage shows, that house going
straight pictures, but surprisingly retained the Olym-
pia, Miami, which continued with a half-week-of-vaude
policy even during the summer.
Warners can only show the addition of the Strand,

Brooklyn, half-weeker, to Its stage entertainment book.'
Its other playing time includes the Strand, N. Y.; Earle
theatres in Philadelphia and Washington, and the'
Stanley, Pittsburgh.

Major circuit booking' offices went through 1940
without a change until the final week of the year, when

'

Harry Kalcheim resigned as booker of the Paramount
theatres. Harry Levine, Kalchelm's assistant, and Mil-'
ton Berger, an agent, were named to co-book the
Paramount houses.

Other major circuit bookers are Sidney Plermont
for Loew's; Harry Mayer and assistant Don Sherwood,
Warnersi and Bill Howard, RKO.
The independent booking field, with the exception of

.

additional playtime here and there, also showed little
change. Eddie Sherman's office continues as the top
indie-bookIng outfit with the most and best playing
time, highlighted by the Atlantic City Steel Pier's
heavy luse of name bands and variety talent for 20
weeks during the spring and summer of each year.
Sherman during the year brought in Lawrence Golde,
veteran booker formerly with Kelth-Albee and William

.

Morris office, to general manage his office while Sher-
man shuttles between N. Y. and the Coast Plus Golde,
Shecman also has Mickey Aldrich booking some of the
theatres.

Arthur Fisher, with the Brandts' Flatbush and Wind-
sor theatres in N. Y., and the new Central, Passaic,
N. J., Is the second-ranking indie booker. Fisher also
has a number of other indie situations and last summer
booked the Million Dollar Pier, Atlantic City. Latter,
however, doesn't compare to the Steel Pier as a band or
talent-buyer.

is said to be Earl Carroll's theatre-

restaurant in dead-center of Holly-

wood. That means the out-of-towner

can't miss' Tf~"ancr" Th"erelfnres~The""

secret of Its success. Carroll gives

them more show than any other

spot In town and the crimp In the

bankroll isn't too deep for a night

out. Close by Is another money-
maker, FUrentine Gardens, under
lease by Harry Chandler, owner of

the L. A. Times, who put up the

site on ground he. has long owned.
Nils Grsnlund has complete charge

of the floor show, not near as pre-

tentious as Carroll's but more in-

timate and informal, and that's the

hypo it needed. Paul Whiteman re-

cently took over the bandstand and

trade really began to hum. He's in

for 10 weeks with optional exten-

sion, so the owners will have little

to worry about for that duration.

Granny and Pop spell a winning
combo for this establishment

Cocoanut Grove seems to have lost

its pull with the night shift It's still

popular with certain classes of the

uppercrust, but only toward the end

of the week do tjiey park in paying

numbers. Name bands' have come
and gone and all manner of floor

entertainment has been tried, but

the results have not been encourag-

ing. Spot has been averaging around
1,500 covers a week, which would
have been depression trade not so

many years ago. In the downtown
area the Billmore Bowl corners the

nitery trade, or what's left of it on
the hotel registers. It would take

little less than a call to arms to get

N.Y.'s New Year OK
But Revelry Was Restrained

Gross Low
Good Volume,

As expected, > New York's New
Year's eve business turned out buU-
Ishly after all, war jitters or not
but it didn't par the b'-th of 1941

in dollars . and cents. Volume was
good but wine sales were down;

the Hollywood or Bcvhills mob to

make the sleeper jump downtown.
Charlie Foy and Grace Hayes have

the valley trade pretty well sewed
up, although there Is a sprinkling

of small rooms all along Ventura
boulevard, 10 minutes driving time

from Hollywood. These are the real

informal spots where a black tie

would be out of place.

Over on the Wilshire side of town,

between Hollywood and Bevhills,

things began to look up when John
Murray Anderson pitched his 'Silver

Screen' in Wilshire Bowl. In two
weeks lime it gave up the ghost

and Anderson went for the full rap,

$26,000. K. L. Loeb is again run-

ning the inn after getting all 'the

blame for the Anderson debacle.

Biggest liability of the Loeb opera-

tion Is the price gouge, the gimmicks
and the personal attention Loeb
gives the customers which fhows
on the tab.

also, the inclination to start early
and get.lt over with seemed to pre-
dominate, Result was a relatively,

early folding of the merriment.
Broadway revelry was no more by

3 a.m. New Year's day.. It lasted
later in the class east side joints.

The No. 1 grosser was Joe E.

Lewis' advent Into the Copacabana.
Boniface Monte Proser was doing a
Ripley, calling up competitive spots
and asking them, 'Can you take care
of a very nice party of four,' or six,

or whatever it was. Proser's $15-a-
head trade couldn't be accommo-
dated. Other spots somehow always
managed to find room.

Influx, of course, was as expected;
it came at the last minute, since
reservations were lagging mark-
edly.

The number of uniforms among
the revels—U. S., British and Aus-
tralian service men on furloughs

—

seemed to have a sobering effect on
everybody. Fun thus was not alto-

'

.gether imrestrained even though
joy was a keynote. There was also

a soberer aura to the sum total.

Elsewhere, in other cities, from
cpast to coast, the setup ww ^tty,
as expected.'
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IF I'D SAID 'NO' IN KANSAS CITY
By Gypsy Rose Lee

<iypitj Bom

We weren't exactly stranded in Kansas City in 1930,
but when you're down to $12 in the grouch bag, an
overdue- hotel bill and a punched out meal ticket you
are too close for comfort. Being cancelled out ot
Sedalia, Missouri, was the climax.
Our agent had told us we were
pencilled In for the l.st half in
Joplin. He was to call that morn-
ing and confirm the date. It was
one o'cIocIe and the phone had not
rung. We doubted that it would.
Not after Sedalia.

There were seven of us in the
act besides mother. Although she
got billing, 'Madam Rose's Danc-
ing Daughters,' mother didn't ap-
pear. It was the usual flash act;

seven hanging pieces and eight changes of wardrobe.
When we were kids it was a good act. Now that we
were 16-17 years old the numbers were dated, even for

Sedalia. The scenery was faded and we had out-

grown most of the wardrobe.
We opened with a Springtime set. Wl.en we could

hang the swings it made a pretty picture. The twins

did a drunken sailor dance after the opening, then

Little May did her 'Lucky Devil' specialty . She wore
a red satin suit with a long tail stuffed with cotton.

-For a flnish she jumped over her spear. I; was a sure-

iOre show-stopper. The Farmyard set was next. It

featured Bessie, the singing, dancing cow. I led the

number wearing a bustle costume. Two of the .girls

worked in the cow-skin, the others were milkmaids.

They did a two-chorus routine with, stools and buck-

ets. Then I did my recitation; 'My Little Dog.'

I touoht him hnin tn do -some tricks,

He could jump as high as the shelf.

I didn't teach him gratitude

He learned that bv himsel/.

We closed with a Military Finale. At the finish the

lights blacked out and the name 'Dancing Daughters'
was spelled out on our t>acks in radium letters. For
an encore (a set encore) we did a chorus of 'Stars and
Stripes Forever,' using a' lobster-scope for the slow
motion effect on the last 16 bars.

The act went over with a bang in Emporia; That
Is how we came to be pencilled in for Joplin. Aside
from the Mainstrcet in Kansas City, there were four

weeks booked in the vicinity. Four weeks wasn't a

route in 1930; it was a season. Then we played Se-

dalia and everything went wrong. First, we opened
the show. When mother told the manager that we
were not an opening act, he said he bad received a

bad report from Emporia. That, of course, was a lie.

The way the act went over In Emporia, we couldn't

have had a bad report.

OinCE ACT GETS fREFERENCE
I

There was an office act headlining. As mother said,

that was the answer in a nutshell. The office act,

'College Daze,' was in town ahead of us and after

they had hung their scenery there were no battens left

for ours. We had to hang the tab in three.' The farm-
yard, which always worked in two, was in full stage.

We couldn't hang our eye at all.

I stlU think the orchestra, deliberately ruined our
music. They absolutely butchered, it. The tempos
were all too fast. Instead of playing 'Pal o' Mine'
piano for my recitation. It was full forte. The drum-

mer missed every rachet cue in my eccentric dance.

Naturally the number died.

The light cues were all mixed up, too. We did the
opening in a green flood. They didn't black out for the
radium flnale, and what happened to the lobster-scope

I'll never know.
On the second show the manager cut 11 minutes

from the act. The office act was doing a recitation,

so mine was out. Mother said it was because my num-
ber was so strong no one could follow it. At the time
I believed her, but when you sit around a hotel room
waiting for a telephone call confirming the last half

of a Sunday, you begin to wonder.
I glanced around the room at the girls, and suddenly

I realized why we were always laying off. Nora, with
the braces on her teeth. Little May with her long,

gangly legs sind her red chapped knees. More like

candied apples on a stick. Madeline, who had grown
so in the last year that her pleated skirt looked like

a comedy suit 'ihe twins! Mother always said they had
shot up over lii^ht like weeds. Mother was quite right.

I looked at myself in the mirror. I didn't have
braces on my teeth, but the Dutch bob and my too full

cheeks made un for the lack of them. No one could
say 1 was gap '-/. They would je more apt to say I

was going thra-.'jh the 'kid fat' stage. The longer. I

stared at myseU, the more I knew that the manager in

Sedalia was right. I was too old to be doing recitations

about my little dog. I wias too big to be wearing I>oys'

clothes.

AGES FAST
I combed my hair back behind my ears and fluffed

up my bangs. I rubbed some of mother's lip salve on
my mouth. I smiled at myself because I was pleased.

I looked sixteen.

'Mother, I'd like to wear a dress in the flnale,' I said.

Before she could answer ine the phone rang. We
all ran towards that side of the room, leaving a path
for mother. She set her mouth In a big personality

smile and lifted the receiver.

nellloooo!' Mother didn't just say it: she sang It.

'Oh, Mr. Middletonl' She sounded surprised. Not at

all like she had been waiting four hours for the call.

Mr. Middleton talked fast. His voice was shrill and
I could hear every word. He was angry about Sedalia.

Joplin was out. The four weeks including Emporia
and Topeka were also out Mother didn't try to ex-
plain. Mr. Middleton wouldn't understand.
'Now look. Rose,' he said. 'I got a chance to sell the

act. I don't like to ask you to do an audition, but
these guys want to see what they're buyin'. Show
'em the cow number and the finale, that's all, see? And
look. Rose, let the girls wear a little makeup. I ain't

sellin' *em as Follies beauties,, but I ain't selUn' 'em as

a flea circus, either. Ob, yeah, and don't let 'em wear
those high-laced shoes. Yeab, I know. So what if

they turn an ankle.'

'Just a moment, Mr. Middleton.' Mother had stopped
smiling. The flea circus dialog hqd been too much.
The kiddies wear those

'

•Kiddies?' Sam screamed. 'K they're kiddies, Tm
Old Black Joe. If you want'a work you forget that

kiddie business. Now this thing is for four weeks.
Consecutive. Right here in town. They even supply

the Wardrobe.'
'What's the money?' Mother .lad started to smile

again. She turned to the Dancing Daughters and held

up four fingers. She mouthed the word, 'Consecutive.'
'Well,' Sam was apologetic. It's short money. Hose.

One-flfty.'

'ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY. Mother was aghast.
'Why, that's a $50 cut. We couldn't take that I'm"
surprised that you offer it to us, Mr.. Middleton.'

'Look, I'll waive my commission.' Sam Middleton
must have heard the interest in mother's sigh. 'For
the first two weeks,' he added quickly.
Mother hesitated, but for no more than a second.

As though she were doing Him a favor, she said, 'All

right Sam. We'll be there. Two-thirty? Yes, yes.
I'll bring the pictures. What's the name of the theatre?'

TTie Missouri.'

The Missouri why, that's the Sam Middleton,
are you trying to tell me that you booked this little

act in a bnrlesque theatre.

I

MOTHER'S STUTTERING ANGER

Sam tried to answer, but mother interrupted him.
She stuttered, as she always does when she is angry.
'Hhhow dddare you? How Dare you? Do you think
for one minute that I'd let these innocent Uttle children
step a foot into a filthy hole like that? 'Why. ..Why. ..

I'd rather starve.'

Mother slammed the receiver on the hook of the
wall phone. She leaned her face against the mouth-
piece and sighed deeply.

~

Little May began to cry. It didn't take much to

make her cry, but I sympathized with her this time.

'What are we going to do7' she sobbed.
Mother turned around and looked at us. She was

white-lipped from anger. There waj a helplessness

about the way she held her shoulders. She tried to

hide it

'Don't you worry, children. A clean, wholesome
little act like ours will always work.'

'Not after what happened In Sedalia,' I said. 'And
not around Kansas City. The $12 won't get us out ot

town, either. The hotel bill Is more than that We
owe a payment on the car, too.'

Nora and the twins began crying with Little May.
Madeline threw her arms around motaer and they both
cried. I wanted to join them, but something held me
back. Mayl>e it was because I bad my hair behind

my vars.

'Mother,' I said, 'I'm going to call Sam Middleton.'

Mother disengaged herself from Madeline's arms.

Her eyes were red ond swollen. She opened her mOuth
to speak.

'No, mother,* I said qulckly,-*we-can do our act in

a burlesque theatre just like we do it in a vaudeville

theatre. We can get in late; just time to get made \ip

and dressed. We don't have to associate with those

burlesque people. We don't even have to speak to

them.'
Mother threw herself on the bed and burled her face

tn the pillow. Her sobs made her shoulders move
spasmodically. I went to the telephone and asked for

the agent's number. As I waited for . the connection

my hand trembled. My mouth felt dry.

'What if I'm making a mistake,' I thought.

'Hello? Hello?'

'It's me, Mr. Middleton, Louise Hovlck. Yes, we've

changed our mind. We'll be there at two-thirty. Yes,

I know where the theatre Is. Yes, Mr. Middleton.
Yes '

SPEAKING OF DANCING
iBy JOE LAURIE, JR.

The vaudeville dancer has en-
joyed the freedom of expression
since the beginning of variety. Un-
like the 'talking act' the dancers
were able to do their stuff without
any 'blue-penciling' by the man-
.Bgers.-. Of .cfluxse.. there, .were .times,

when local reformers dipped their

noses Into the rosin-box and
tabooed a dance^ but it wasn't for
long and in a short time it was a
case of 'off with the taboo' and 'on

with the dance!'

Dancing holds a tight grip on the
cradle of vaudeville. Over 95% of
the pioneers of the old variety days
were hoofers or started their career

Ri
hoofers. It was the street corner

ellar do<sr dancers' and the coun-
y 'barn dancers' who made up
LOst of the latter day headliners of

vaudeville.

In Brown's History of the Ameri-
can Theatre, he claims that the first

American to attain distinction as a
dancer was John Durang; that was
in 1875 at the St John theatre.
Brown does not say what kind of
dancing John did, but in 1860 clog
or 'nerve-dancing,' as it was first

called, was recognized in variety
houses;
By the '70s and '80s there were

hundreds of single, duo and trios ot
male and'' female doggers. Clog
contests were held in which the
judges would sit tmder the plat-
form or stage, so that they could not
see the contestants and therefore
would not be influenced by the per-
sonality or appearance of the con-
testants, rating them entirely by
sound.
England gave the name Tap

dancing' which was used there

long before clog. Bob Landry (of

'Variety') tells about the American
hoofer in the old clog days who,
making his first appearance in hon-
don, had to remove tiis shoes to
prove to the suspicious Britons that
there were no ^Yankee mechanics'
concealed.

"

I

First Great Clog Dancers
.|

Among the great clog dancers of
the early '80s were Jere Cohan
(fathet- of George M.), Patsy Doyle,
Barney Ferguson, Eddie Foy (who
was also a great finger dancer . . .

snapping his fingers and shoes in

rhythm), Barney Fagan, Three Gor-
man Brothers, Bobby Gaylord, Tom
Heffern, Johnny Jess, George Jorn-
son (blind), Blanche Lament Emma
LaMose, McNulty Sisters, Sam
Morton (Four Mortons) and his wife,
Kitty Morton, Needham and Kelly,
Mike Scott Fred Stone and, of
course, Pat Rooney, Sr. The
early 'hoofers' were mostly Irish.

Jim Bradley originated the 'sand
jig dance,' and Kitty O'Neill was the
first woman to dance it The 'sand
jig' was' the original form of the
'buck' dance. Barlow Brothers and
the Girard Brothers were the origi-
nators ot 'double' sand jig dancing.
In 1887, the Poole Brothers did the
first 'acrobatic' clog. Fanny Beane,
Millee and the Barretts were the
first lady 'song-and-dancers.' That
was around 1879.

Lew Randall was the first 'buck-
and-wlng' dancer. Dainty Katie
Seymour (of London) was the
original 'skirt dancer.' Charles
Guyer and Nellie O'Neill were the
flrst 'roughbouse' dancers. Harper
and Stanslll were :the flrst 'one-

legged' dancers; they wore the same
size shoes and would buy a pair for
the both of them, as one would wear
the right and the other the left.

Delehanty and Hcngler were the
flrst 'neat' song and dance men.
.Naomi Porter, was. the first lady 'jig'

dancer. Jennie Benson was the flrst

lady to do a 'clog' danc^. The flrst

double song and dance done by
women was done by Addie LeBrun
and Helen Smith. The first Euro-
pean dance acts that showed in the
U. S. were Leggett and Allen in
'pedestal clog' and James McDonald,
who danced on a high pedestal with
skates.

Fred Wilson had the distinction
of being the first clog dancer with
a minstrel show; it was with the
Morris Bros.

. Minstrels in 1870. Lit-
tle Mack (Ebenezer Nicholson) was
one of the flrst 'essence' dancers in
1861. Edward Lawrence and Nina
Harrington • were the original
'Bowery spielers.' The wonderful
Majiltons, Frank, Charles and Marie,
were the flrst 'Legomania' dancers
and flrst appeared at Niblo's Gardens.
The 'mirror' dance was first done in
1894 by the Arlington Sisters, and
Johnson and Bruno were the flrst

'acrobatic' song and dance men.
That was In 1879. Nick Morton and
Billy Emmett (the latter did a dame)
were the flrst 'Dutch' rough wooden-
shoe dancers, while Eddie Horan
originated the. 'cane' dance, and was
the only one to do a double cane
dance (which he Is still doing).

I
Vied lor Novelty ~j

AU the dancers tried to be a little

different than thellr many
,
competi-

tors, and all sorts ot dances and fancy
arrangements for attracting in-
dividual fame was resorted to.

Mortimer Williams had a spe-
cialty that was called 'Half Bushel
Measure Jig,' which was danced in-
side, outside and all over a half
bushel measure. Signor Bueno
Core, a'flre-eating king, finished his
act heating an iron plate red hot and
dancing on it with his bare feet (the
original hot-foot?). In 1860 Marietta
Ravel danced on a tight rope at the
Canterbury Varieties. A. W. Maflin
was a 'spade' dancer, dancing on,
with and around a spade. Charles
Diamond danced with a harp
strapped on his shoulders, played
and danced at the same time. (In
vaude's later yearj people danced
while playing all kinds of instru-
ments and also danced while jug-
gling).

Behee Brothers did a double
banjo and dance act Parker and
Retardo, female impersonators,
skipped rope and juggled umbrellas
while dancing. Milt Wood did
chair dancing; Reynolds and Done-
gan put on elaborate dancing acts
on roller skates; so did the Skatells.
Al Leach did the flrst 'stair' dance,

and the Whitney Brothers did a
'musical' stpir dance at Hyde and
Behman's In 1899. Mack and
Williams did a single, double and
triple stair dance. Dan Burke did
a stair dance in 1915, and Paul
Morton and Naomi Glass also did a
stair dance, but it took Bill Robin-
son to make the 'stair dance' his
trademark and make him one ot the
most popular dance artists on the
American stage.

Mazie King, a noted toe-dancer,
achieved her success by carrying a
child down a flight ot steps on her
toes and jumping off at various
elevations to land on her toes. That
trick was the closing of most toe
acts of that time. For a publicity
stunt she walked down the stairs of
the Metropolitan Life Insurance

Building on her toes in 1011. Any-
thing to be different

I

First Strip Poneing
|

There were many 'crazes' in vaude-
ville, but there were more 'dance
crazes' than any of the others. In
1893 Little Egypt and Ayesha brought
the dance 'Du Venture' into vaude-
ville and burlesque. Eva Tanguay
electrified the vaudeville patrons by
discarding all the veils in the 'Dance
of the Seven Veils' (Salome influ-

ence). And the flrst strip tease on
record was Maude O'Dell (an Eng-
lish actress), who did a strip act for
William Morris at- the American the-
atre. On occasion she posed abso-
lutely nude, though usually she
sported some drapes. All vaudeville
during that time strove for a 'nude'
act It brought business, but lots of
'families' stayed away.
In 1890 Carmenclta appeared at

Koster & Bial's. She did 'the fan-
dango, a sort ot waltz done with cas-
tanets and containing steps similar
although not done to the same tempo
as the tango. Women were heavily
veiled when they came to see her.
The variety comics ot that day bur-
lesqued the dance. The Spanish
craze lasted tor about two years, ac-
cording to Epes Sargent (Chicot).
Then the 'skirt dancer' arrived and
knocked out the fandango. Amelia
Glover was the flrst to popularize
the 'skirt' dance, appearing with Reed
and Collier In 'City Directory.' Pre-
vious to the Spanish craze most stage
dancing was done In ballet costume
with tights and ultra abbreviated
skirt, which was further lengthened
to the ankles by the advent ot the
'skirt' dance. The change in costume
proved a likeable Innovation after
the many years the ballet apparel
held forth. The 'skirt' dance quickly
found its way in variety and for a
year or so dominated the bills.

The customers then again longed

(Continued on page 174)
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Ice Shows' Big Biz

Vaude Acts Cashing In On New Field By Learning

How to Skater 40-Week Routes

By Mori Krushen

With Ice arenas currently ofteritig

steady employment, long routes and

the most satisfactory coin since the

halcyon days of legit and vaude on

the road, many sUndard vaude acts

are spotted around the New Yor{c

ice rinks learning how to skate with

object of converting comedy, aero

and hoofing routines for Ice

spectacles.

The three major Ice shows in 1940

grossed over $4,000,000, employed all

told approximately 250 people, and
provided over 90 weeks of playing

time. With time still open between

blade shows and rodeos, big arenas

are searching for additional shows,

with 'Roller Follies'- now being

staged by Fanchon and Marco a

manifestation of the trend for the

type of arena show which Is filling

the wide employment gap left open

by decline of vaude. 'Roller Follies'

will give employment to more than

60 additional people.

Despite the success of blade shows
currently, arena operators are look-

ing around for additional novelty

spectacles to take over should ice

shows begin to weaken. For the time
being grosses are showing consistent

weekly improvement over last year
for comparable periods, but some of

the arenas are reportedly, worried
about ability of ice spectacles' to

maintain strong showing for more
than a ,year or so longer.

^
Three big ice shows, Sonja Henie,

Ice-Capades' and 'Ice Follies' carry
approximately 67 acts In all, witti

Henle using fewer turns than the
ethers due to her own marquee value
and the spectacular lines along which
her production routined. Top acts,

^excluding Henie, Shiptad and John-
son, Evelyn Chanttler, et al., are
paid from $350 td $750 weekly, with
approximately half the acts in the
higher money brackets. The pay-
rolls of the three shows total more
than $30,000 weekly.

Henle Top Grosser
' Henie show is admittedly the top
grosser for the number of weeks it

is on the road, grossing from $70,000
to $90,000 weekly for eight or 10
weeks. Miss Henie plays engage-
ments in top situations only, how-
ever, limiting herself to such cities

as New York, Chicago, Detroit,
^Indianapolis, and Omaha.

.'Ice Follies* was the top grosser
on an annual basis in 1940, with re-
ceipts of approximately $2,000,000
and exceeding that figure for the
year just passed. 'Ice-Capades' was
Ibe number two coin-getter for the
year with approximately $1,350,000.
Henie production sent total figure
well over the $4,000,000 mark.
Though Sonja Henie inspired the

big lee shows she was not the first

to produce or appear in one. She
turned pro in 1935 after coming to
the U. S., and thfn started making

personal appearances and giving
exhibitions between hockey game
periods, packing them in at a $3.50
top.

During the same year Oscar. John-
son and the Shipstad Brothers were
presenting the first hotel ice show
at the College Inn, Hotel Sherman,
Chicago, and they then decided to

build their show up with new acts,

a larger chorus and more elaborate
settings as a top attraction for arenas
instead of a filler between hockey
games. First 'Ice FoUieS' with cho-
rus of about 12 and some 12 acts,

presented in 1936, grossed approxi-
mately $300,000 in about 25 weeks.
But Shipstad and Johnson noted
that idea was catching when, in

Pittsburgh, they grossed $12,000 on
first four days and, on return en-

gagement, grossed around $14,000 on
two days. Second year the 'Ice Fol-

lies' grossed around $600,000, third

year approximately $1,000,000, fourth

year $1,500,000, and $2,000,000 on fifth

year.

Arena Managers Prodnctlon
About two years ago Arena Man-

agers Assn., of which John Harris

is president and George Tyson gen-

eral manager, embracing 13 arenas

throughout the country, decided they
needed another ice show comparable
to the 'Follies' to fill in long open
periods. Circuit figured it could

easily support two big ice shows.

Shipstad Brothers and Oscar John-
son were first offered opportunity

to produce a second 'Follies,' but
they felt they had their hands full

with one show. Arena Managers
then decided to finance their own
show.
Despite fact that 'Ice-Capades'

grossed approximately $1,350,0000

during Its first year, 1940, it failed

to dent grosses of the 'Follies.' Sec-

ond edition, 'Ice-<Capades of 1942,' is

now on tour and the 1943 edition

is being set for production.

'Ice Follies' and 'Ice-Capades' are

on the road for a total of 40 odd
weeks each during the year. The
Henie show plays around 12 weeks.

Musical Comedy Lines

Arena ice producers are delving

into musical comedy stage produc-

tion for new ideas, with possibility

that new type of arena show, not

necessarily skating, will eventually

evolve. Arenas have been adding

equipment and general decor ever

more in line with stage musicals.

Some of the arenas now have' from
10 to 15 big spotlights, with some
150,000 watts of overhead and side

lighting. Traveling shows carry ad-

ditional lighting, with more elabo-

rate sets and prblJerties continually

being added. 'Ice Follies' carries

approximately 80 people, 'Ice-Cap-

ades' around 98, including three mu-
sicians and a director.

Of big arenas available. Arena
Managers Assn. circuit consists of

approximately 13, Arthur Wirtz has

four or five, and other large inde-

pendent arenas account for 25 or

30 additional bookings.

Talking About Comedians—

Or Invitation to a Murder

By Joe Laurie, Jr.

Some smart Greek thousands of
years ago said. The more things
change the more they remain the
same.' -He must have had comedians
In mind. I have often been aslud
how the comedians of today com-
pare with the comedians of a quar-
ter of a century ago. The funny part
of it Is tiiet the comedians of 25
years ago are still with us and are
the top' comics of our time.

Many of our great comedians and
comediennes have gone 'Upstairs.'
We will never again see such great
personalities as Sam Bernard, Ray-
mond Hitchcock, Louis Mann, Frank
Tinney, Herb WUllams, Lew Dock-
stader, Jack Donahue, Eddie Foy,
Ralph Hertz, Ted Healey, Jimmy
Hussey, Harry Kelly, Tom Lewis,
Jack Osterman, Richard Craig, Jr.,

Arthur Rlgby, Will Rogers, Chic
Sale, Charlie Mack, Joe and Ben
welch, Nat Wills, Bert WillUms,
Henry Lewis, Cohroy and LeMaire,
Jimmy

. Duffy, Bert Fitzgibbon. Mc-
tatyre and Heath, Miller and Lyles,
Moss and Fry, Bert Savoy, Lew
Fields, T. Roy. Barnes, George Mun-.
roe, Harry Fisher, Edmund Hayes,

Junie McCree, Bert Leslie, John C.

Rice, Willard Simms, Louis Simon

and Dick Carle. And such great art-

istes as Florence Moore, Lydia Bar-

ry, May Irwin, Marie Dressier, Kate

Elinore, Flo Lewis, Stella Mayhew,
May Mellville, Irene Ricardo, Irene

Franklbi and Marie Cahill.

But today, we still have the same
comics we had 25 years ago, and

they're all doing about the same

stuff in the same way as when they

started out, and rightly so. A comic

depends 70% on his personality and

30% on his material. There is no

such thing as 'actor proof parts.

Some of our greatest actors have

fallen down in Shakespearean roles

(which are supposed to be actor-

proof). Some comics do better than

others with the same material, when
they follow each other in shows. Of
course without good material it's

hard to make good, yet a good co-

median with poor material can get

laughs by the strength of his or her

perso.nality and 'tricks.' They all

have 'tricks.' Ofttimes a 'trick' will

get a laugh when- the line isn't fun-

(Continued on page 175)

From Boom to Doivnheat and Back

Again In the N* Y* Nite Life Sector
By ABEL GREEN

From a booze bonanza and a gourmet's^ gold mine,
the 1941-42 dining - dancing - romancing business,

broadly covered by the term Nite Life, experienced
a bear market the night of Dec. 7 following that
afternoon's White House announcement of the Japanese
war. The dov/nbeat lasted for a couple of weeks.
During that period the gag about the waiters being
arrested for vagrancy was grimly contrasted to the
inhibitions that go with any nationalistic crisis, and
the customers started to give their Italian, German
(Swiss?), Vichysoisse French and kindred maitre
d'hotels and waiters a second take.

But the eve of the New Year bore out the premise
that history would repeat itself; that escapology would
soon translate itself into reborn boomtimes lor any-
thing pertaining to .amusements, carousing, nitery
divertissement and the like.

Up until the Nipponese nipups, no better authority
for the fact that the rubber-band was off the U. S.

bankroll could be asked for than Horwath Ac Horwath.
This firm of statisticians and accountants for the hotel

and restaurant trades is the Cr)3ssley on their busi-

ness, and compiled mathematical evidence indicated

that the national U. S. average for fancy supping and
quaffing had upped 35% in 1941.

The pre-,wartime jitters was the prime answer for

the boom—until came la guerre. The you-can't-take-

it-with-you spirit had interpreted itself in almost
every other business. If it's not inflation that may
cut sharply into your present-day dollar value, It's

the thought that Uncle Sam will take.it away from
you anyway, in the form of increased taxes, so you
might as well spend it and get some fun out of life.

JAPS UFSET THE APPLECABT

Result was that New York and every other key

city was enjoying peak business until the Yellow Peril

kicked the bucket. Defense spending, of course, has

been a prime hinterland factor. New York had only

just been getting its reflex benefits.

Meantime, the Fifth Freedom idea, even in carous-

ing, is manifest throughout the nation. U. S. vintners

report peak grosses,' not because theirs is the su-

perior product, but because you can hardly sell the

imported stuff any more. A major New York hotel,

which prides itself on its $150,000 wine cellar (whole-

sale), and thus maintains one of the most reasonable

carter rfu vins extant, finds they can't sell their

chamnagnes, Bordeaux or Burgandies. As lor • the

Moselle and Rhine wines, these have long since be-

come unpopular items, merely in stock from pre-war

days.

NO FOOLING AMERICANS

A windfall for the Pan-American good-neighborly

spirit has been' the demand for native wines from
Chile and the Argentine. But you can't fool Ameri-

cans now with the Argentine road companies of

Martini & Rossi or Cinzano vermouths, and the- like,

what with (1) the suspicion that this merely provides

U.S. dollar exchange lor the Axis, and (2) the eco-

nomic blacklist, issued by the SUte Depi, which

proves the suspicion.

Fancy dining-wlning bunch has long since hepped

that Spanish-Portuguese exporters of native wines

somehow move their merchandise as part of a 'block-

selling' deal to retailers who might still want French

cognac, champagnes and other vintages. Thus, this

again accentuates the suspicion that the Iberian

peninsula is still an economic outlet lor the collab-

orative Vichy-Axis powers.

NATIVE VINTAGES .GET PLAT

Hence the growing inclination to 100% American-

ism in the stuff you consume. Calilornia, New York
state and Ohio wines and spirits are continuing an

upswerve in sales. Gourmets havfe grown cognizant

ol the values ol certain American brands. There's

even a couple of good U.S. brandies obtainable, and
where the anti-Vichysoisse apathy towards French

cognacs veered them to Spanish brandy (Fundador),

and more recently Portuguese oporto-brandy, the

course is now to home-grown products.

Thus, Vichyfrance follows Italy in being cut off

from a sizable and very choice American market.

Hitlerized mid-European countries, of course, have

long since fallen under the economic ban.

Along with this desire by the hotels, cafes and

restaurants to cater to this awakened Americanism

in native spirits is the economic factor that the home-
grown vintages permit for- an even greater margin of

profit for the California, New York or Ohio vintners,

even at the greatly reduced cost to the ultimate con-

sumer, as compared to the Imported product

GIBL SHOWS BACK IN FAVOR

As for the trends and styles in New York nitery

divertissement, easily the most sophisticated and

choicest in the world—before or since the Great Uni-

versal Unrest—the escapology .seems to parallel a

hunger for more elaborate girl shows. Where formerly

the customers made their own fun, they want some-

thing flashy and elaborate on the floors to divert

them. Not just one act, but a series of turns, plus

lines ol girfs. The trend is definitely in that diirectlon.

There are notable exceptions. Hildegarde, for ex-

ample, a one-gal show at the Savoy-Plaza (N. Y.), with,

nothing else but Bob Grant's dance septet, has been
packing them in. But the key spots, from New York
to Frisco, are given to more elaborate lol-de-rol.

The Latin motll is still popular—also lor reasons

for awakened Pan-Americanism, plus the fact that this

colorful type ol divertissement, talent and music is

welcome contrast to the orthodox Yanqui standards

ol yesteryear.

But the dominant keynote is the desire to make
merry, not caring lor the morrow. Perhaps the early

manner in which they started worrying about New
Year's Eve reservations—as far back as September-
proves that. Ol course, the economic priming for
awakened Pan-Americanism, plus the fact that pros-
perity in certain fields, and with a certain strata,
perforce has added to the spending potentials. Hereto-
fore it was limited to a relative handful.

1 GIN KUMMT INFLUENCE

On the subject of new nitery cycles and trends, the
gin-rummy vogiie was perhaps the second important
Infiuence on Cafe Society in that the popular boites set

up gin-rummy and bridge corners. The Stork's Cub
Room (smaller, private annex, away Irom the dance
music) keynoted the trend. Jim Moriarlty, at the
Barberry, dittoed, and the others essayed the same
stunt, but with not so much significance. El Morocco's
side Champagne Room, instead, became a road com-
pany Scheherezade or Casanova (Paris) type ol boite,
with solt lights, sweet music and champagne lor hide-

.

away (?) couples. The Monte Carlo's Beach annex
did a little better with the pasteboards, but that Is-

chlefiy a less stiff room lor Informal late dining.

I
BASH OF FBEE-FBENCH JOINTS

|

French nostalgia joints "seem to be a booming cycle
In New York and elsewhere, so much so- that they'll
soon run out ol names. If not billed as counterpart
ol pre-occupation memories, the tags run something
like Le Louvre, La Vie, Le Trlomphe, Le Tricolor, Le
Bistro, Le Gourmet, CHiambord's, La Petit Palais, La
Maisonette, etc. Emphasis, always, Is on Free France,
and the convincers invariably are the DeGauUeist in-

signia prominently lor sale to aid the Free French
cause.

With so many relugees and evacuees In New York,
the native tongues are still heard, but they also adhere
to the basic Freedoms, and their cuisine- selections, .

whether by economic choice or patriotism lor their
newly adopted lands, are always U. S, vins ordinaire.
There are exceptions. One very lashionable midtown
hostelry has long been suispected as 'the capital' ol the
Axis emissaries, until actual war declarations choked
off any lingering sympatlco.

NITEBIES AS BIG BUSINESS
^1

Economically the grosses place the successtul cafes
into the Big Business category. Isn't any business
doing a hall-million to $1,000,000 a year gross in the
tycoon class? The Cale Owners Guild asked ItseU
that first, when it came Into being this lall as a co-
operative group to combat the growing labor demands.
I^om service crews to talent and bands they want
more coin. Local 602, American Federation ol Mu-
sicians, demanded a 15% tilt and reclassification of
certain cales Irom B Into A category, with commen-
surate turther upping ol lees. This brought- things
to a head and the COG into existence.

On the subject ol economics, some ol the more suc-
cesslul haunts ol Cafe Society and other spenders

—

both are by ho means synonymous, since the social-

ites are sometimes very niggardly in their expendi-
tures and tips^o an average $15,000 to $20,000 -week-
ly gross like clockwork the year round. A gag about
the Stork is that bonilace Sherman Billingsley has
worn out one direct treadmill to the mint and is' now
using a second chute that just shovels the currency
Irom East 53d street down to the sub-treasury. Jack
and Charlie's 21 is reported in the $20,000-a-week-gross
division, which means plenty ol lobd and drinks on a
grind Innch-cocktails-dlnner-supper trade, since there's

no entertainment, s
Even a less pretentious but equally successlul spot

like Leon & Eddie's has a fixed nut ol $9,500 lor ita

show (talent and bands) and personnel alone. Monte
Proser's Copacabana, Fete Ferry and Gene Cavallero's

Monte Carlo and John Perona's El Morocco are all

in the $10,000-or-better grossing division.

r HAM BONIFACES

The emphasis in recent years on Cale Society gave
some ol the glorified saloonkeepers exaggerated self-

importance, and a classic rib on one bonilace has to

do with the hinterland lady who was shunted into the
'monkey room,' i.e., the leltfield corner ol a certain

establishment. But when she ordered her dinner, and
appropriate wines with authority, and in conunend-
able restaurant French, the snooty restaurateur was
summoned to make amends. Bowing in his best
charm-boy manner to Inquire II the heretofore un-
known guest was pleased with her dinner, she brushed
him aside that everything was ]ake, but, as an after-

thought, she inquired, 'One thing I did want to know,
now that you brought it up—whlcb one are you, Leon
or Eddie?'

L&E's establishment, colloquially known as the poor
man's Stork Club, incidentally makes no pretentions
to the pretentious, and like the sage Lincolniah axiom
that 'God must have loved the common people, be-
cause he made so many of them,' Leon & Eddie's goes
ahead doing more than all right In catering to these
'common' people, leaving the chi-chi to the others.
That the Cafe Socialites themselves are to blame lor
making saloonkeepers their social equals—and some
of the latter act even more superior—is beside the
point; just chalk that up as another manifestation ol
Curiosa Americana.
The hotels also enjoyed boom business until the De- '

cember debacle, but likewise look to an upsurge. The
hostelries have veered in their attitude that the name
bands are advertising investments lor putting the
hotels on the map, and thus merchandise the rooms to

;

guests at so much per night. The hotels now look to

'

the name bands. to make a profit lor them, even though
it's still a good exploitation proposition because of.

radio, Ihi rep of the maestros on records, etc. This

phase is more lully covered in a Band dept. featurette.
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Speaking of Dancing
fContlniipd fnim pnive 112;

for a glimpse of the undraped female
flgures, after three years of the me-
dium and askle-lenglh costumes.
When t.ois Fuller came into the spot-

light with her "Serpentine Dance' in

a full-length transparent skirt, both
Miss Fuller and the dance jumped
Into favor.

Closely following the 'Serpentine'

came the 'Fire I^ce,' with crude
ielectrical efTects, as judged by pres-

ent standards, but it was startling at

the time. The 'Butterfly' and similar

dance variations of the 'Serpentine'

•were also very popular. 'High kick-

ing' next became . the vogue, and
v/ilh high kicking came 'the 'split'

and different forms of legmania,

holding the public eye for three or

four years and gradually settling

down to a standard of vaudeville

dancing.

Cooeh Danelnc.

. One of the hardest crazes to hit

vaudeville was tHe 'hootchy cootchy.'

This was first introduced at the

World's Fair in Chicago in 1892 as a

ipecialty in the Nautch Village. In

1893 Coney Island had 15 to 20 cootch

shows rimning full blast and each
claiming to have the 'Original Fa-

tlnia.' One of these dancers later

became a vaudeville headliner as

'Rajah,' following her discovery at

Hubert's Museum- by Willie Hammer-
(tein.

Little Egypt was engaged to enter-

tain at the Seeley dinner given in

honor of Herbert Seeley, a -nephew
of P. T. Barnum. Someone made a'

rap to Captain Chapman, known as

the Czar of the Tenderloin in the
"90$. Just as Little Egypt was ready
to pull off the nifty wiggles. Chap-
man with a gang of bulls broke in

And pinched everybody. The raid

was front-paged, and Weber Si Fields
put. on a burlesque of it This put
the cootch on the map. Although it

didn't gain much headway in vaude-
ville, it found a ready field in bur-
lesque. They called it 'Oriental
Fantasy' and 'Egyptian Serpentine,'

but no matter what arty nannres they
gave it, it was still the cootch.

In 1915, ragtime, which was the
basis of jazz and all the shoulder-
shaking and wriggling epidemics
such as the /Grizzly Bear,' 'Bunny
Hug' and Texas Tommy' and various
'trots,' arrived in vaudeville. The
rag dancing of 1895-98 also l>ears a
tloss resemblance to many of the
trots, glides, etc. It was a long way
from the polka, which was first

danced in America.'at Niblo's Gar-
dens, Broadway and Prince street in

i844-by Mary Taylor -and H: Wells;
It was called the follcmania.'

'

The phoniest craze to bit vaude-
ville was the 'Salome Dance.' This
came to vaudeville via grand opera.
It was produced for a single per-
formance at the Manhattan Opera
House in 1906 by Oscar Hammerstein.
One after another the leading female
stars of vaudeville dropped their,
regular turns, or else incorporated a
'Salome' in their act The craze held
well until it was pushed aside by the
•Bunny Hug,' 'Turkey Trot' and
'Grizzly Bear.' The reform element's
ravings helped Salome. It lasted
five years, to be succeeded by other
wriggly dances.

Ballroom "^'r
Craze after craze came along, and

was taken up and forgotten, then
maybe revived after 20 years. Ball-
room dancing held sway for many,
years, with the Castle walk, maxixe,
foxtrot one-step, turkey trot Then
it made way for the shimmy, ballin'
the jack, toodle-o, Charleston, black
bottom, challenge tap, control, acro-

. batic, jitterbug, adagio. Apache, bal-
I let tap, Russian hock steps, and many
J
more crazes. Then came a return to
the ballroom dances, especially of
late with the rhumba from Cuba and
the samba from Brazil. ..It's a long
cry from the essence, sand Jig, clog,
buck and wing, sailor's hornpipe,
soft shoe, Irish Jig, highland fling,

pedestal clog and the Cakewalk. But
new set of feet are doing them.

Evolution of Hoofers

Many of the 'hoofers'.became great
dancers and comedians and head-
liners. Who can forget great artists
like Adelaide and Hughes; Fred and
Adele Astaire; Bankoff and Girlie;
Bradley and Ardlne; Bums and Ful-
ton; Helen Coyne and Henri French;
Lucille Cavanaugh; Chamberlain and
Hines; Cansinos; Gomez Trio; Came-
ron Sisters; Bard Twins; the unfor-
getable Castles; Casetta and Asita,
whirlwind dancers; Jack Clifford and
Evelyn Nesbit; the De Marcos; Mile.
Dazle, Fowler and Tamara; Evan
Burroughs Fontaine; Ida Fuller;

Guiran and Margurite; Harriet Hoc-
tor and William Holbrook; Gertrude
Hoffman; Emma Haig; Carl Hyson;
Fritz and Jean Hubert; John Jarrot

and Joan Sawyer, who did the conga
tango in 1915; Dancing Kennedys:
Emily Lea; I^dova; Lockett and
Page; Marvelous Lockfords.

Evelyn Law; Guy and Pearl Mag-
ley; Margurite and Gill; Maremine
Sisters; Melette Sisters; Melonctte

Sisters; Dolly Sisters; Marvelous
Millers; The Gliding O'Mearas fonly

dancing act I know lhat never fought

nor had words on or offstage); Miller-

.ship Sister.'!; Mitti and Tillib; Oak-
land Sistcis; The Merediths; Ada
May: Marilyn Miller; Mae Murray;
McMahon, Diamond and Chaplow:
Bessie Clayton; Elizabeth Murray;
Ona Munson; Dancing Macks:

Queenie Smith; Florence O'Deni-

shawn; Olga and Mishka; Ann Pen-
nington; Tom Patricola and Ruby
Meyers; Nina Payne: Daphne Pol-

lard; Phina and her Picks: The Pick-

fords; Sacha Piatov and Kitty Glaser;

Hale and Paterson: Sammy White
and Eva Puck; Frances Pritchard;

Toots Papka-: Rooney and Bent; Roye
and Maye: Ramsdells and Deyo; Carl

Randall; Albertina Rasch; Lester

Sheehan and Pearl Regay; Lorraine
Sisters; The Six Reillys; Riggs and
Witchie: R i t z Brothers; Chris
Richards; .Maud Allen (barefoot

dancer); Six American Dancers;

Buck and Bubbles; Johnny Berkes
and Sheila Terry: Boyle and Brazil;

Lulu Beeson (who had the Fox
medal' for years); Bissett and Scott;

Cartmell and Harris; Phil Cook (also

a Fox medal holder); Larry Ceballos;

Clayton and While: Laddy Cliff; Ida

May Chadwick (also held the Fox
medal for years).

Doyle and Dixon, the classiest of

all two men dancers; Four Diamonds;
Kitty Doner; Dotson, DeHaven and
Neicc; Dancing DeForrests; Johnny
Ford '(also a Fox medal holder);

Emma Francis and her Arabs; The
Four Fords, one of the truly great
family dancing acts (the girls were
the first to do 'wings'); Foley
Brothers; Felix and Claire; The
Fowlers, Finn and Ford.

The Shimmy

Gilda Grey and Bee Palmer, who
individually popularized the shimmy';
Glenn and Jenkins; Gardiner Trio,

the originators of the skating dance;
Genaro and Bailey, cake ' walkers;
Seven Honey Boys; Jeanettfe Hackett
and Harry Delmar; Handera and
Millis; T. J. HeSron, one-legged

4anseti_8JidJE^eg Leg Bates, the. great-

est one-legged dancer; innis Brothers;
Danny Healy; Kalmar and Brown;
Keno and Green; Kerr and Weston;
Mazie King; Three Leightons; King,
King and King; Lowry a.nd Prince;

Moon and Morris; The one and only
Eddie Leonard; Eight Madcaps; Four
Mortons; Mosconi Brothers; Morton
and Moore; Morton and Glass; Mul-
len and Coogan; Coogan and Cox;
Montgomery and Stone; McKay and
Ardine; Miller and .Lyles; Williams
and Walker: Miller and Mack;
Mitchell and Durante; Needham and
^Kelly; Pinto and Boyle; Pearson
Brothers: Catherine Powell; Rome
and Gaut.
Rock and Fulton; Ryan and White,

one of the greatest; Stanley and
BIrnes; Ruth St. Denis and Ted
Shawn; Paisley Noon; Blossom See-
ley. dancing the 'Toledo \h': Rock
and White; Ryan and Lee; Reisner
and Gore; Itoger Brothers; Snow,
Columbus and Marlon Sakl; Johnnie
Small: Santley and Sawyer; Sharp
Brothers: Stone and Kaliz; Billle

Shaw: Carlos Sebastian and Dorothy
Bentley; Sully and Houghton; Horton
Spurr; Saharet; Smith and Austin;
Bailey and Austin; Seed and Austin;
Beth Stone; William Seabury; Mercer
and James Templeton; Ten Eyck and
Weilly; Corinne Tllton; Toga and
Geneva: Sully and Thomas; Toney
and Norman; Tracy and Hay; Trade
Twins: Tracy and McBride, 'Top of
the World' dancers; Billy Taylor;
Herman Timberg; Tlerney and Don-
nelly; Vanderbilt .and Moore; Vanessi
and Gamble Boys; Valda;. Marga
Waldron: Aida Overton Walker; Bert
and Lottie Walton; Watson and
Santos; James Watts; Maurice and
Florence Walton; WArd Brothers;
Milt Wood: White Sisters; Donny
Tompkins; Al White's Dancing Bugs;
Moore and Revel; Paul Draper: Betty
Bruce; Georgie Tapp; -Raye and
Naldi; Georges and Jalna: Renee and
Hoot; Harrison and Fisher; The
Berrys; The Hartmans; The Colstons;
Maria and Floria; Gomez and Minor:
The DiGitanos; Loper and Barrett;
Lydia and Goresco; Maurice and
Cordova: Bryant Reims and Young:
Pierce and Harris; Medrano and

Dana;. Harris, Clair* and Shannon;

Lynn, Royc* and Vanya, and Veloz

and Yolanda. To mention other great

dancers Would take volumes.

Laughing Feet

• Then there are the boys with the

'laughing feet,' the Edisons of hoof-

ology, the great eccentric dancers.

Just to name a few: Tom Dingle;

Bunny Granville; Jack Donahue; Joe

Richards; Harry Pilcer; Harland

Dixon: Fred Stone; Louis Mosconi;

Jim Barton: Leon Errol: Al Leach;-

Al Lydell; Billy Gaston; Hay Bolger;

Joe Frisco; Will Mahoney; Carl

Francis: Ben Blue; Bill Seabury;

Eddie Foy; Dick Carle; Gil Lamb;
George M. Cohnn; Hans Wilson; Joe

E. Brown; Hal Sherman; Vernon
Castle: Sammy White; Ralph Post;

Tom Hardy; Rags Leighton; Bert

Williams; Bu.'iter West; Willie Solar;

Walter Catlett; Hal Skelly, and many
others.

Vaudeville has also produced such
great dance directors as Seymour
Felix; Ned Wayburn; Jim Gorman;
Teddy Royce; Alan Foster; Von God-"

frey; William Holbrook; Earl Lind-
say; Albertina Rasch; LeRoy Prinz;

Bobby Connelly: John Boyle; Ed
Royce: Gus Sulke; Jack Hurlburt;

Max'Schect; Barney Fagan; Ballan-

tine; Bob Alton; Sammy Lee; Larry
Ceballos; Ben Teal; Ted Adolphus;

Al White (son of famous Al White of

Philadelphia); Boots McKenna;
Midgie Fielding: Georgie Hale: Carl

Randall; Carl Hemmer; Russell Mark-
ert; Leontdoff; Mary cReid; Jack
Blue; Charles Mosconi; Danny Dare;

John' Tiller; Jack Haskell; Julian

Mitchell and Julian Alfred.

It is hard to rale dancers. Some
are dancers' dancers: some are poor
dancers but possess dynamite per-

sonalities that sell their dancing;

some are natural dancers, and some
have learned it the hard way. Many
are off-beat dancers—in fact some of

the best. I have asked many dancers

for their opinion of the best all-

around dancers, meaning those who
can go from ballet to tap, etc., and
most of the hands, were raised for

three men, Carl Randall^ William
Holbrook and Fred Astaire.

Now don't argue with me, I didn't

pick 'eral

W^HOYTSDEAL

VICnOFWAR
Sydney, Jan. 4.

Distribution deal Warner Bros,

earlier this month is reported to have
set with Hoyts circuit is the first

-American film-company- to-be vlctlnr

o^ the war in the Pacific. After the
initial shooting in Hawaii, Dec. 7, it

was mutually agreed to relegate the

deal temporarily.
Warners, of course, was fearful of

shipping problems.

BeHtscb Death Recalb

His Fmancmg Methods

London, Dec. 15.

The recent death of Oscar
Deutsch, head of the Odeon theatre
circuit recalls his ingenuity in se-
curing capital for the construction
of Odeon picture houses.
His method was to go Into towns

and villages, pay a nominal deposit
on a piece of land, make a deal with
a local builder to erect the struc-
ture and for him lo accept payment
In bonds. Most of the capital was
subscribed by local business men
and banks.
While being interest^ In picture

making for a number of years, he
began theatre construction in 1930
and five ytars later was opening half
a dozen new Odeons per week. Two
years later his chain of houses num-
bered over 200 and in 1935 he took
over control of the Paramount As-
torias, a group of half-a-dozen or
so cinemas operated by the Para-
mount Film Corp.

Up a Legit Tree

Buenos Aires, Jan. 4.

Jury of the Comision Nacional d.
Cultura (National Cultural Commit-
tee), 4».Hdjclng bestBuenos Aires plays
of '41, is unable to decide between
'La Cola de la Sirena' ('The Tail of
the Siren') by Conrado Nale Roxlo,
'La Novia Perdida' ('The Lost Bride')
by. Enrique Gustavino and 'Las Ilu-
slones Realizadas' ('Dreams Realiz-
ed') by Vicente R. Cassano.
Board, which includes Luis Maria

Alvarez, Jose Leon Pagano and An-
tonio Botta, is not likely to announce
decision until March.

By Jo« Schoenfeld

Chip Binge was leaving his sldestreet hotel, en route to the Locust thea<
tre, where he and Charlia Bang, his partner, were working a two-day
stand as a 'favor' to their agent when the combination desk clerk and
telephone operator handed him an unimcosing white envelope. Only tha
other night Binge was complaining to Bang that they'd been getting noth-
ing but 'favor' dates lately, and why couldn't something permanent, like
a one-week stand, come along?

Well, here it was—in the envelope. An Invitation to make the U. S.
Army his home for an indefinite period beginning next nreek.

Binge was not entirely surprised. He had passed his physical with solid
wings. Toughened by hard dancing and only 25, Chip would have been
insulted by a rejection. Nor did he have any fears about Bang's welfare.
There we>e too many good riff dancers around for Bang to go without a'

partner for long.

What troubled Chip most was his hotel bill, nearly $100 for two months'
arrears, but Chip recalled that he had read somewhere of a moratorium
on service men's debts. So the hotel was brushed off.

Bang took the news with a gag. 'I'd like to see you doing your slow
rhythm number with a bayonet staring you in the wrong end!' If Chip
laughed at that only a spiritualist could have seen It, but the following
night when Bang came over to say goodbye, Chip liked Charlie's parting
shot: 'I know you'll carry the beat, kid!'

Chip's first impression of Camp DIx was not too happy. It rained Mon-
day all morning and by the time Chip and some 50 other guys arrived at
the encampment there was more mud than camp. Then all those innocula-
tions, the intelligence tests and finally the passing out of uniforms.
To a fastidious kid like Chip, always sharp as a razor, it was sacrilega

the way tKcy threw those duds at him all In a heap. A guy with close-

cropped hair looked him over perfunctorily, muttered 'size 38,' and then
handed Chip a bundle of khaki that looked like size -56. Actually it was
size 40.

Fits 'Em AndWeeps
When Chip tried on his new duds he was ^doubly unhappy. The coat

hung like a sack; it looked as though he would have to gain 15 pounds to

fill out the trousers: and no pleats.

Chip reflected back upon his own clothes, which the hotel was -holding

(it didn't know about moratoriums), and he wished he was back with
Charlie Bang, even playing those 'favor' stands for short coin. He sud>
denly had a consuming desire for his light tan, pronounced glen plaid. If

only his army coat had peaked lapels and a little more padding in the
shoulders, he could almost forgive the old-fashioned bellows back
Two weeks of drill and one week of>hand-dancing on a tremendous pile

of potatoes passed before Chip got his first leave—from Saturday through.

Sunday—and the hooter dashed for New York. It wasn't until he got off

the train at Pennsylvania Station that 1^ reminded himself of'his uniform.

He couldn't be seen on Broadway with a sack like that
Chip walked up Eighth avenue instead of Seventh, his eyes peeled for a

.

tailor's shop. A couple of them were already closed, but In the 40's on*
was open, with a sign out front reading:

'Special Theatrical Work Expertly Done.'
The tailor was a little man, quite old and wearing thick-lensed glasses.

He started lo size up Chip professionally until he became cognizant of th*

uniform, then waited for Chip to speak.

'Can you fix up this suit right away?" Chip said.

'How do you want it fixed?' asked the tailor.

'Well, I want it to fit and I want it to have a little class. You know

—

build up the shoulders, take in the waist Give it some style.'

'And you want all that right away?' The tailor was still asking, not

telling.

'I must hava it right away,' pleaded Chip. 'I've got to be back in camp
tomorrow.'

'All right; but it will cost something. About $5.'

'That's pretty high, but I'll pay anything to have it done tonight'

The tailor grabbed a piece of chalk and went over Chip like a tick-tack-

toe game. Chip had several suggestions and tha tailor had some good ideas

rhimself;; Then- Chip -went into -a'little curtained cubicle; -passed out ih*.

coat and trousers, and settled back with a two-day-old newspaper.
About an hour later Chip was again out on Eighth avenue, perfectly

happy with himself. He was a new man—and so was the uniform.
It was a revelation. The coat fit like the skin on an onion. The shoul-

ders squared off abruptly and the Waste tapered in sharply. Something
had been done to the lapels, too. They now had a definite roll effect, and
the tailor had done as good a job as possible in giving them a peak ap-
pearance.

Hart, Schaffner Promotion

As an added dash of class, the tailor had put three stripes of whit*
piping on the coat sleeves near the cuff. He had said to Chip: 'I will make
you look like a general, yet'

With the extra space in the trousers, the tailor had fashioned deep
pleats. Then he tapered down the trouser legs to a pronoimced peg above
the shoes.

The uniform was in the groove, and Chip cakewalked towards Broadway.
No reason now why he should duck the mob, and he headed for that cafe-

teria on 51st street where Charlie Bang could usually be found stalling

over a cup of coRee and chewing the fat with fellow layoffs. Charlie was
there, all right and so were sundry others, and everybody was quick to

remark how well Chip looked after three weeks in the army.
'Sure keeps you jumping,' Chip said. But he didn't say anything about

the potatoes. Then Cliarlie did a double take on the uniform and said:

'Migawd, don't tell me you're already a sergeant.'
Chip found it easier to say 'Yes' than explain about the Eighth avenue

tailor. 'I knew you'd do it,' Charlie said, and from then to the following
evening, when the boys pooled enough coin to pay his fare back to Camp
Dix, Chip was something of a minor sensation with the boys. Maybe that

tailor was right Chip thought, when he said he'd make him look like

general.

But something seemed wrong the moment Chip arrived at th* camp.
The first military policeman he met looked him over twice and then asked:

'Just get back from a masquerade. Buddy?' Chip didn't answer and kept
walking. Fresh punk, he thought.
A couple of soldiers started to salute him, then jerked (heir arms down

and just stared. The same thing happened when Chip encountered a sec-

ond looie, but the officer didn't stare for long. He walked over and
grabbed Chip by the arm and said: 'Follow me.' '^nd Chip followed him
right into headquarters.
The second looIe didn't have to say anything tb' the captain sitting be-

hind, the desk. The captain seemed to have pretty good eyes and an even
better vocabulary. He gave Chip a full-bodied dressing down, but, as

nobody had yet told Chip what all the fuss was about, i: : hoofer thought
he had overstayed his leave. He started to make excuses for that when
the captain interrupted with:
'What did you do to that uniform?'
'I had a tailor fit it a little better, sir,' Chip replied.
'It looks more like he made you a new uniform,' said the captain. 'And

who told you you could wear stripes?'

'The tailor thought they would look nice,,'. Chip said.

The captain turned slightly purple,
'Well, when you get out' he thundered, 'you can tell him bow nice it

was to spend 10 days in -the brig.' -

'V/hj in the brig?' asked Chip.
'For abusing Government property,' the captain roared, 'especially by

putting naval stripes on an army uniform.
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More Vaudeville Memories

(Wherein ore gXtanei some

re/lections on the Une vaudeville

acU of another da«).

Bide Dudley: 'The act I enjoyed

most was a sketch called The Hold

Ud' and there's a reason. When I

was on the Morning Telegraph I used

to eat midnight lunch in Richter's

restaurant, and it was there I heard

a couple ol men discussing a sketch

at Hammerstein's Victoria. I became

interested, visited the Victoria the

next day and found the 'hold up"

was my magazine story, 'Why the

Limited Did Not Stop.' Taylor

Granville now dead, had taken the

story bodily and made a playlet out

of it. Bill Hart originated the role

of the sUtion agent and telegraph

operator. I located Mr. Granville

and he admitted taking the plot from

my story and paid me a neat sum for

my dramatic rights. After that we
were great friends. It was a grand

bit of drama as Taylor put it on,

especially attractive being the

scenery with its train efltects.'

kenyon Nicholson, author: 'Jack

Norworth and Nora Bayes are my
choice because I have never heard

anyone sing better.' 'High Life in

Jail,' for its novelty at the time,

would be my second choice if I had

one.'

David Warfleld: 'The Four Cohans,

especially George's dancing.'

Oscar Shaw: 'Frank Mclntyre in

the 'bathtub' act he did. I \yondered

how he could get in and c^.t of the

tub. Eva Tanguay I liked for her

great personality and pep.'

Edward' Wodlska, one of the oldest

living Shakespearean actors today,

who played with Booth and Barrett,

Modjeska and many others: 'I always
remember the playing of the harp
by Charlie Diamond.'

Al Sbean: 'Lou Bloom and Jane
Cooper, the 'Tramp and the Lady,'
for real comedy.

Kelcey Allen: 'I enjoyed Mclntyre
and Heath above all the other vaude-
ville actors, because their acts were
not only genuinely funny, but they
also were rich in human nature.'

Harry Kalchelm, booking manager
'Of Paramount Circuit: 'Imhof, Conh
and Corinne are still never-to-be-for-
gotten tops in the old vaudeville field,

with their innumerable chuckles and
laughs. I think it the skit were re-
vived today they would probably get
as many laughs now as they did in

all the years they played the Keith
and Orpheum Circuits.'

Edward S. Keller, pioneer agent:
1 really enjoyed a lot an act that

.
said 'givus me shoit' and 'He don't
care, the man's dead'—that was Lau-
rie and Bronspi;. Then- there were
Hoger and Belle Dolan; we enjoyed
them on and off."

Hajer Bernard Rhelnhold, superin-
tendent of the Percy Williams Home:
'Jeppe and Fanny Delano were the
greatest act of its kind, and J. W.
McAndrews, the Watermelon Man,

.
wni always stand out in nvy memory.'
Frank Godwin, noted illustrator:

Beaumont and Arnold was the act
I liked best. Maybe it's because, be-
sides being clever. Spike Arnold is
niy brother.'

^
Hogh Cameron, comedian: 'Can

never forget Mclntyre and Heath.
They kept me laughing for a half
hour.'

Senator Ed Ford, monologist and
after-dinner speaker: 'R. A. Roberts,
one of the first and greatest protean
«cts. I liked him for his originality
and truly fine acting.'

'Clem McCarthy, radio commen-
tator; "I could name you a dozen pets
among old-time vaudeville acts.
Adored all the good ones. But I

guess 1 shrieked loudest and longest
at the Four Rianos. Remember that
one? Tfou can make them tops. Just
«• reminisce with you, Joe Rice and
Prevost, Clayton White and Marie
Stuart in 'Cherie.' Ralph Johnstone

- wii
'"'^y'^ 3ct (just before he was

"killed in a plane crash at Denver,
Frank Fogarty, Will Cressy and
Blanche Dayne, Cjaude and Fanny
Usher, all gave me many an enjoy-
able evening. They could even
square a bad bill.'

James J. Morton, the first m.c. and
a great Boy Comic, now retired: 'I

Introduced thousands of acts in my
day—and nights—and thought they
were all grand. They all had some
sort of talent that put them in the
runnmg, but I thought Charlie Case
was truly a topnotcb arUat.'
Panl Gerard Smith, vaudeville and

screen author, 'Imhof. Conn and
^orinne. Art reached its peak when

• t^^V crossed his name oft
we bum hotel register and gave his
opinion of the dump by stabbing the
page with the pen. Bickel and Wat-
son a sour music. I have never
'aughed so loud at anything. The most
"ynajnic moment I ever saw in a

vaudeville theatre was one afternoon
in Chicago during the war, when Josie
Heather stepped out and, as an en-
core, sang 'Say a Prayer for the Boys
Out There.' The audience* went
quite mad.'

Alfred Lunt: 'I don't see how I can
answer you .satisfactorily, as there
were so many old acts I liked, for
one reason or another, and shouldn't
care to single one out, as I would be
fearful of belittling one, even in my
memory. But if you want a list I

shall gladly send you one. There are
an awful lot.'

M. S. Bentham, pioneer vaudeville
agent: 'One of the greatest kicks 1

ever got out of vaudeville was at the
opening of an act which I put to-

gether—at Hammerstein's Victoria

—

Mabel Hite and Mike Donlin. It was
the first time that they had to call

(he police to keep the crowds away.
Dave Genaro and Ray Bailey were
the first to do a ' Cakewalk on the
stage, and were great.

Nitery Talent's

Upbeat

By Abel Green

It used to be axiomatic that after

you mention Veioz St Yolanda, the
OeMarcos, Joe E. Lewis, Sophie
Tucker and Harry Richman you were
out of really big names for the cafe

circuit, which, with the post-prohibi-

tion years, has been gaining in stat-

ure and iitiportance. Whether with
or without casino appurtenances, the

niteries from coast to coast, in and
out of Saratoga or Florida or other
resort seasons, have always been
hungry for names or novelties.

But, in recent months, others have
really come along, and while Ben
Marden In 1940 parlayed a triple-

threat show in Lewis, Miss Tucker
and Richman, to end all big cafe

shows, the progression of . time has
given opportunities to big or little

personalities. Several, with succes-

sive engagements, have attained

stature on their own.

New Nitery SUrs

Hildegarde, for one, has grown into

big league proportions, on the

strength of her smash biz at the

Savoy-Plaza, N. 'V., engagement after

engagement.
Jean Sablon is another who has

suddenly come into his own after an
abortive- teeofT a couple of sea-

sons ago. when Carmen Miranda
dwarfed him in' the 'Streets of Paris'

musical. Oddly enough Sablon
clicked his biggest on the cafe come-
back trail at Club Versailles', N. Y.,

which, this season, abandoned the

name policy because owners Nick
and Arnold decided they were con-

stantly being worried where to get

names, and decided on a girl-show

policy instead.

At Versailles, incidentally, Kitty

Carlisle was started as an experi-

mental personality, and she has since

gained added prestige at the Hotel

Plaza's Persian Room, now being es-

tablished as a smart spot name.
Billy de Wolfe suddenly came to

attention as a mimic at the Rainbow

(Continued on page 210)

Much Ado OD Clearing

'Take If B. A. Rights

Buenos Aires, Dec. 30:

Frantic series of cable, telephone

and airmail messages finally resulted

in clearing stage rights of 'YoU

Can't Take It With You' for Buenos
Aires. Application to do Moss Hart-

George S. Kaufman comedy in

Spanish was originally made by
Manuel Barbera, local scripter, via

Argentores (Argentine Society of

Authors), which gave clearance for

Barbera to seek New York okay.

While this was in process, local

writer Arturo Cambours Ocampo
announced that he had the play ac-

cepted by the Teatro Paris here for

production next winter by company
of Pepita Serrador. Barbera started

probing and discovered Carlos Pi-

bernat had received approval from

Argentores but that it had never

been registered and nothing had
been done until Barbera got started.

Row that followed caused plenty of

excitement here, with Morris Ja-

cobs, executor for Sam H. Harris,

finally giving the nod to Barbera

via long distance

Show Business and Soldier Morale
By Robert J. Landry

Theatrical entertainment units that play army, navy
and air force stations around the U.S.A. become
quickly aware that each separate post, garrison, ar-
senal, field or fort has its own morale officer '(usually

a captain or a major) with whom it is imperative to

maintain cordial relations. Most of these morale of-

ficers are easy to get along with. That was one reason
for their selection. But occasionally the morale of-

ficer is a bit of a prude and perhaps a bit of a pill.

Which description entertainers who have played the
defense circuit report can also go for one or two of.

the commanding generals whose slants on entertain-
ment are strictly pre-war (the last) Sunday school.

Obviously there is a morale problem involved in

what kind of "thoughts' are inculcated into troops
through entertainment. Military authorities are per-
haps the best judges of where the boundary line lies.

But whether they are the best judges or not on this

point they are—in any pinch—likely to prevail over
civilians who have, in all other respects, the authority
to operate the units by professional theatrical stand-
ards.

An all-inclusive description of army and navy camp
entertainment has been given as 'a little cleaner than
regular vaudeville.'

Definitions of what is, or isn't, clean naturally vary
in military establishments as in ordinary life accord-
ing to time and geography. The generation and per-
sonal background of a morale officer is apt to be re-
flected in his attitudes. Again in the church-domi-
nated areas of the country the camps are more likely

to be particularly strict, as against a more easy-going
viewpoint elsewhere.

Morale officers seem to agree, and theatrical officials

with them, that units should give soldiers a good time,

not bad ideas. 'Bad ideas' is a loose concept. It does
not alone refer to the boys' extra-curricular gym-
nastics while off duty. It Includes anything that makes
selectees feel restless, badly treated, deprived, or

abused.

OITE TTP£ OF HISTASE
For example. In one unit the comedian was getting

a big laugh when during a scene in which he was
hugging and kissing a pretty soubrette he turned and,

pointing at a soldier down front, he shouted: 'Look at

him, he's eating his heart out with jealousy!' Be-
cause this was too close to the mark, and because there

was a possibility that the gag was leaving a bitter

after-echo, the unit supervisor ordered the scene de-

leted!

The idea is not to make anybody homesick, rest-

less or sorry for himself. Pretty girls are standard,

but leering sex humor isn't wanted.
Nice girls in long skirts—that's more or less the Idea.

Although short skirts for dancers and gal acrobats are

okay. The boys like to laugh; they like to sec good-

looking' fcmmcs, and Ihcy like hot harmony singing.

Which is not the whole story, but an important part

of it.

I

'DON'T DO THIS'
|

Negatively the units that go trouping to the troops

are usually well advised to steer clear of:

1. Smut and double entendre.
2. /llIi(sio7is hv word or gesture to homosexuals.
3. Racial or relioioits jokes.

4. Mentions o/ (lie President, his wife, family
members, Cabinet official^ or other high Govern-
ment personages.
The first three are matters of taste, the fourth ver-

boten is political. The latter perhaps is closest to

what is commonly called 'censorship.' But the com-
mon sense of the avoidance is too clear to need elab-

oration, when it is reinembered that this is serious

business; that discipline must not be allowed to relax

on certain points even in periods of relaxation. The
President is commander-in-chief of the armed forces.

It would be wholly inappropriate to have gags con-
cerning the men to whom troops must have, in tho
public interest, an attitude of respect. As a matter
of quiet understanding, gags are deemed out of order
when focused on anybody above the rank of major.

I
. THE BIGHT SIDE |

Comedians usually steer. clear, as a matter of good
showmanship, of (a) the serious side of war (b) con-
troversies pending in Congress (c) the British Em-
pire or British troops or strategy, and (d) politics

in general.

It's conventional for this war as for the last to spoof
corporals and sergeants and second looies. Camp reg-

ulations and the routine detail of discipline are ready
themes of-humor. Kitchen police and latrine duty
hold their own as laugh-producers. The draft boards
are considered fair game. A new theme In the campa
that have tanks is the bumpiness and general Incon-
venience of this form of transportation.

Talking About Comedians
3CoBllnD«d frQra pajce 173^

ny; it may be a 'look' or a 'move-
ment.'

Ed Wynn still uses the same com
edy ideas that he did 25 years ago,

and he is one of our greatest as well

as one of our cleanest clowns. Jim
Barton is one of our. most versatile

comedians. Willie Howard today, as

yesterday, is a great comedian using

the same 'attack.' Willie Collier, the

greatest of all . light and ad lib co-

medians; is still as good as ever, and
he has lasted over half a century

—

with clean material.

Harry Watson, Jr., the man who
made 'Philadelphia' Jack O'Brien
famous, is still one of our greatest

low comedians. Joe Smith and Char-
lie Dale, who immortalized 'Dr.

Kronkhite,' are the top character

team in show business. W. C. Fields,

who juggles laughs as well as he does
balls (high and low), is still tops in

his line.

Great Comcdlaiu

Fred Allen, he of the nimble nifty

and comedy brain, can't even be ap-

proached. Roger Imhof, the tops of

all Irish comedians, is still in a class

by himself. Bobby Clark, one of the

great low comedians, has proven

himself in every branch of the show
business. Eddie Cantor does songs

and punches gag lines with the same
great results he did years ago. Al

Jolson, the finest single entertainer

in America, socks over stories, com-
edy and songs on or off his knees.

Bdrt Lahr 'gong-gongs' his way for

a bulls-eye every time he appears.

George M. Cohan, the number one

man of the American theatre, not

only gets laughs but writes them.

Victor Moore, of whom 'there is no-

body like.' stands alone. Jimmy
Durante is. one of the outstanding

comic personalities of our time.

Charlie Winninger still gets belly

laughs after almost a half century of

fun-making Leon Errol is still a top

man in funnyland. Walter Catlett,

who was a great eccentric dancer,

has been and still Is a prince of

comedy.

The Marx Brothers have' a niche

all their own in comedyland. Of
course Jack Benny needs no intro;

duction, and Bob Hope puts a Are-

cracker under each gag. Frank Fay
is a suave laugh-artist, and Milton

Berle, for air his youth, is an aged

in the wood comic who delivers

with every breath. Joe E. Brown
opens his mouth and is a wow.
Georgia Jesse] with hii twinkling

humor is tops. Jimmy Savo can be
described as great.

Can't Tag Them All.

To take each and every one of our
many comedians and tag 'em would
consume a volume. Great artists and
great laugh-getters are:

Lou Holtz, Phil Baker, Ben Ber
nie. Dr. Rockwell, Bert Wheeler, El

Brendel, Chic York, Jack White,

Red Marshall, Charles Withers,

Olsen and Johnson, Jay C. Flippen,

Billy House, Joe Cook. Hugh Her-
bert, Jack Haley, Will Mahoney,
Ken Murray, Fibber McGee, Johnny,
Burke, Bob Burns, Leo Carrillo, Joe
Frisco, Eddie Foy, Jr., Lew Hearn,
Charles Irwin, J. C. Nugent, Jack
Norworth, Fred Hillebrand, Georgle
Price, Bill Robinson, Bert Swor,
Neil O'Brien, Billy B. Van, Howard
and Shelton, Julius Tannen, Wil-,

liam and Joe Mandell. Al Trahan,
Buck and Bubbles, Harry Burns,

Tommy Dugan, Jimmy Conlin, Jim
Kelso, Al Klein, Lester Allen, Harry
McNaughton, George McKay, James
C. Morton, Fred Stone, Shaw and
Lee, Russ Brown, Eddie Buzzell, Sid

Marion, Bill Demarest, Bill Frawley,
Frank McHugh, Harry Fox, Bert

Gordon, Skeets Gallagher, Harry
Langdon, Douglas Leavitt, Jack
Norton, John T. Murray, Jim Toney,

Fred Ardath, Charlie Grapewin,
William Gaxton, Lee Kahlmar,
Frank Mclntyre, Benny Rubin,

Charles Ruggles, Ritz Brothers, Her-

man Tlmberg, Frank ^ibuse and not

forgetting the. king of them all,

Charlie Chaplin.

The women have contributed a

great deal to the laughs of a nation.

How can one forget Fanny Brice,

Charlotte Greenwood, May Boland,

Ray Dooley. Sylvia Clark. Lillian

Fitzgerald, Mae West. Trixie Frj-

ganza. Pert Kelton. Patsy Kelly,

Polly Moran, Blanche Ring, Lillian

Shaw. Marie Stoddard, Sophie Tuc-
ker, May Usher.' Corinne Sales, Eva
Sully, Gracie Allen, Helen -Brode-
rick, Ann Codee, Gracie Deagon,
Alecn Bronson, Fannie Stedman,
Marion Cleveland, Mae Clark, Ruth
Warren, Lulu McConnell, Blanche
Lytell, Beatrice Lillie, Gertrude
Lawrence, Harriet Lee, Billie Burke
and Rose King, in my opinion the

greatest femme buffoon. All the

comics have been around ' 25. years
or more, but in the ladies' case, less

(I'm no fool).

David Garrick once said, 'Comedy
is a serious business.' Many of our
comedians are very unfunny off

stage; many oi ttacm suffer from

'radio-stomachs;' some have loupes
where the hUr used to be; some ot
them .kinda 'puS' after a tough
scene; and many of them have in-

come tax worries, but they all have
retained the great gift to make
people laugh. The only difference
between the comics of the past and
those of . today Is that many of the
present-day comics have 'Siwnsors*

. . . not a bad thing to have theet
days ' when one • thinks o( Social
Security.

There have been very few 'new*
comedians developed in the past 10

years. I won't even mention their
names because th^y can't be classed
with the above veterans. Timing
makes a comedian, so does 'Time.' .

No doubt Oieti will be plenty of
great comedians in the years to fol-
low who will be extolled 25 years
from now and compar.ed to the ones
of that day. 'You- can't stop humor
in America and, as long as we have
humor, we will have comedians. We
are lucky that we have mellowed
comedians ' right now, men and
women who can make us laugh even
if it is with old stuff.

And so you see that smart Greek
of thousands of years ago knew
what he was cooking when he said.

The more things change the more
they remain the . same.' Especially,

comedians.
(Editor's note: Joe Laurie, Jr., men-
tioned almost every comedian in
America, but space wouldn't permit
full article . . so don't get mad at
Joe if he had to leave out a few
names.)

THEFT-TRIAL CONTINUES

Boxer, L*wrlc Jslncd by Hcrsch at
Johannesborg Det$ndanta

Johannesburg, Dec. 15.

Further hearing against William
Boxer, managing director,' and Nor-
man Lowrle, director, of Alexander
Films, on a charge of theft, was
continued yesterday (Nov. 3) in
Magistrates' Court. Hi ry T. Hersch,
another director, also was included
among the defendants. All three
pleaded not guilty.

Alleged theft covers 1,000 feet of
film and some motion picture equip-
ment, allegedly taken from African
Films Production, Ltd. (Schlesinger)
and Union Films Productions. Wil-
liam Joseph Bohlen, formerly chief
sound engi.ieer of African Films
Productions, related that Lowrie .and
Boxer planned to form a production
unit to make 'fllmlets.' Bohlen
claims that neither Lowrie nor
Boxer knew that the articles were,
stolen. Bohlen was promised no'

prosecution for his complicity after
he made statement to the police.
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Good Luck f^^Sf-Keep 'em Rolling

CHARLES V. YATES AGENCY
MAHY ROSEN, Manager

HAHIE ALTHOFF. Associate TEDDY WILLIS. Secretary

30 Rockefeller Plazar^ew^ York City

GREETINGS

MILT BRrrroN
AND HIS

MAD MUSICAL MANIACS

AMERICA'S CRAZIEST ORCHESTRA

in "HELL-AlBELLOCy Unit

Management: CHARLES V. YATES

SEASON'S GREETINGS

JIM WONG TROUPE
CURRENTLY DINTY'S TERRACE GARDEN

COHOES, NEW YORK

HAPPY ISEW YEAR

FIVE JUGGLING JEWELS

Management: CHARLES V. YATES

KIM LOO
SISTERS

Holiday Greetings
To All Our Friends

Arranger: LEON CARR
Hi9 "Br«»dW*y,-N*Vir-York-Ctty

Personal Manager
CHARLES V. YATES

30 Rocktfalltr Plaza

GREETINGS FROM

LOU PARKER
ON TOUR

ARMY CAMP SHOWS

Management: CHARLES V. YATES

SEASON'S GREETINGS

GERALDINE a.d JOE
CONTRACTED 1942- WITH TED LEWIS

AND ARE WE HAPPY

AND IS HE SWELL

SEASON'S GREETINGS

AL GORDON
and His RACKETEERS

Wnk of January 2, Orphaum, Omaha
Weak of January 16, Carman, Phil.

Waak of January 23, Fa/a, Phil.

Waak of February 6, Earta, WaaTi.

Waak of May 14, RAINBOW ROOM for lix waaks

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

EVELYN FAHRNEY
DANCE STYLIST

SEASON'S GREETINGS

BERRY BROTHERS
Now Playing Roxy Theatre, New.York, and Held Over 3 Weeks

(Second Personal Appearance in Seven Weeks)

Appeared in Film 'LADY BE GOOD' Due on Coast for Film 'PANAMA HATTIE'

SEASON'S GREETINGS
Grace and Paul Hartman
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Holiday Greetings

MORT H. SINGER THEATRES

Chicago Offices—^Metropolitan Bidg. 134 No. LaSalle St., Chicago

Holiday Greetings

TED LEWIS
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Season's Greetings

CLAUDE THORNHILL
and HIS ORCHESTRA

NOW ON THEATRE TOUR

Returning to GLEN ISLAND CASINO
In May for 3rd Engagement

COLUMBIA RECORDS

Personal Management: DON W. HAYBES—GAC Direction

The Proof

Is in the Pudding 1

1

$104,000.00 IN SALARIES!!

The World's Most Unique Night Club ha$ Featured the

Following Sensational Artists this Past Year:

JOE FRISCO—CONDOS BROS.—AL STONE—VIC HYDE—
DeSYLVA TWINS—WALLY VERNON— BOBBY PINCUS—
BILLIE & BUSTER BURNELL— LEE BARTEL— DANCING
LYNNS—DeMAR & DENISE—and JOHNNIE SILVERS BAND
held over two .consecutive years , . .

To these grand performers and many others— Kitty

Davis extends her siiwere appreciation.

Walter Winohell, Cor-
nelius Vanderbilt, Jr.,

Quentin Reynolds eay:

"World Famous
KITTY DAVIS

Is the Immediate Click

of 1941." .

Joyously Celebrating Her First Anni-

versary With a Sumptnoiis New Fall

Revue,

Feaiurlnr

LENNT KENT
"

and YVONNE MORAY
the Dyna-mlte Qaeen

and of Swing
RAYMON • MARTINI * AND LEE

AND BILLY YOVNG
and THE FAMOUS

POLL MAR DANCERS
THE EDEN TWINSand

and
JOHNNIE SILVERS BAND

KIHY DAVIS
MIAMI BEACH, FLA.

GENERAL AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
Present

THE Dl GATANOS
JAYNE AND ADAM

"FASHIONS IN DANCr

PALMER HOUSE. CHICAGO

JANUARY STH

"REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR"

We'll Do Our Share

How About You?

Here's Your Cue for *42

Cafedom's Newest Sensation

LENNY GALE
"Gales of Laughter"

s
• Currently

SKYCLUB, MIAMI

Direct from nine month's vaude tour coast-to-coast

Management: HALPERIN-GREBEN
Woods BuUdlDf, Chicago

SEASON'S GREETINGS,

Belle Baker

Keep ^Em

Smiling

BOB

EVANS
AND

JERRY O'LEARY

sincerely appreciate

and gratefully thank

everydne concerned in

making this route pos-

sible.

Copacabana, Rio de Janeiro

(10 weeks)

Paramount, New York
(3 weeks)

State,

Olympia,

Hippodrome,

Earle,

Chicago,

Hartford

Miami

Baltiijiore

Philadelphia

Chicago
(2 weeks)

Stanley,

Palace,

Palace,

Colonial,

Shubert,

Capitol,

Strand,

Loew's State

Pittsburgh

Columbus

Cleveland

Dayton

Cincinnati

Wash., D.C.

Brooklyn

New York

Miami Beach, Florida
(6 weeks)

Roosevelt, New Orleans

(4 weeks)

G.Washington, Jacksonville

(2 weeks)

Glen's CaE^tno, Cincinnati

(2 weeks)

Riverside,

Coronada,

Capitol,

Milwaukee

Rockford

Madison

ending June I, 1942,

then back to school for

Teacher in the famous

Empire Room, Palmer

House, Chicago, for 1

2

Weeks.

Personal Management

EZ KEOUGH
203 N. WABASH AVE.

CHICAGO^ ILL,



A. B. MARCUS
Celebrating a 34-year continuous run for his

world-famous and internationally known

A. B. MARCUS REVUE

Affectionate Anniversary Greetings

to

"The Spice of Life"

from

LEON 6l EDDIE'S
"The Spice of Nightlife''

33 W. 52nd Street New York

Holiday Greeting

3 SWIFTS
THE HUDSON WONDERS

INTERNATIONAL
INCOMPARABLE ACROBATIC DANCERS

ALWAYS WORKING
OUR 16 YEARS OF SUCCESS IN 14 COUNTRIES

MEANS ABILITY TO PLEASE
PALM ISLAND LATIN QUARTERS, MIAMI

DEC; 24TH TO JAN. 20TH WITH OPTIONS TO MAR. 19TH

DIRECTION: WM. MORRIS AGENCY
Hollywood Now York Chicago

Season
Greetings

TO ALL AT REPUBLIC
STUDIOS, ST. REGIS
AND MY OTHER
FRIENDS

Now in 4th

Consecutive

Year ... at the

Iridium Room

St. Regis Hotel

NEW TORK

DOROTHY
LEWIS

STAR OF MOTION PICTURE
"ICECAPADES"
* *

PRESENTS HER OWN

'ADVENTURES ON ICE'

THANKS TO
VINCENT ASTOB

GASTON LAUBTSSEN
HEBBEBT TATES

DIRECTION: MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

SEASON'S GREETINGS TO ALL

NICK LUCAS HIS GUITAR
Now at GREEN HILLS CLUB, Kansas City, Mo.
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=BOX OFFICE EVERYWHERE^

RADIO + THEATRE + CONCERT
CAFE + RECORDS

MAXINE —
SULLIVAN
''The Enrchant-ress''— Walter Winchell

Tlianks to All—and Season's Greetings

CoffM Concert,
MuHeum ol Mod«m Art, Kow York,
ROBERT BAtiAR.
New York WorlU-Telerram:

Then ProfesaoreM Maxine Sullivan. BOphlatlcAied, con-

cort-conaclous, rhythm-coiiacloun t which really mRtt^rfU).

delivered a aheaf of Englliih and Irish Tolk tunes, arranRed

by Lou SInser, in her own InlmltwljW manner.'

Concert,
P M. Brooklyn, New York,
BIARK RCHCBABT:

The conccrfB star was allnky. duaky Maiine Sullivan,

who wan a perfect choice for the role, aa ahe alnira hot with-

out elnglnff loud and Blnffs sexy without cllmblnv any walla.

Cafe Rabnn Bleo.
MALCOLM JOHNSON,

' New York Sun

:

T\'hether she Is slnglnc: 'No. John, No.' Noel Coward's
'Mad About tho Boy' or the Incscnpable 'Loch Ix>mond.' MIm

Sullivan has the audience i>reliy securely In the hollow
of her none too capacloua hand. As always, her rhythmic
aonse, taste and Individuality are formidable assets.'

Cafe,
A. D. CHARLKS,
Sun, Baltimore, Md.:

*A Columbia favorite Is Mnxine Sullivan starred In a
Tristful little ditty whose Innocence could easily be scraped
off, w« bet, with a 'falr-elzed diamond. Called, *1C I Had a
Ribbon Bow,' it lets Maxine In so ainoothly, quietly and
fetchlnely that you make a fierce mental note to speak, to
the man at the door—but, of course, you never do/

Exclusive DECCA
RECORDING ARTIST

Theatre.
New York Herald Trlbyne,
New York City:

'Another entertaining offering In the now State present
tatlon Is Maxine Sullivan . . . who had become uulte a flcura
In the annals of swIhk music. Miss Sullivan's style of slnir-.

loff Is as unpretentlouB -oit her dress, and her voice iB like
herself In that It Is small and fracMe. but well controlled.
Her flinglnff, though. Is dear and thi llllnc and astonishingly
effortless.'

Records,
WALTER WINCBEIJ.;

'My Idea of a recordlnir while pecking at the portable-
Is Marine Sullivan's version of Carmen Miranda slriglnff

'St. LoulB Blues.'

Rcrortls,
Cltlxen.
Columbus. Ohio:

'Maxine Sullivan, whoso voice has a particular appeal
for me, warbles her enclianting version of 'Loch I^mond' and
'Just Like a Gipsy' on Decca 30G4. I tlilnk she recorded
'Loch Lomond' some years ago, but It's well worth a re-Issue.'

Cafe,
RHz Roof, BoBton,
GEORGE HOLLAND.
American, Boston, Mass.:

'Maxine Sulllvan'H beautiful delivery of 'Loch Lomond*
In swing-time at the Rlts Roof . . . Maxino alngn her famous
Jazzed-up ballad against The Bells of St, Mary.*

Per. Mgt. MCA ARTISTS, LTD.

Cud*.
WALTER BTETBNBON,
TlmM Detroit, Mich.:

'Ballftd-0^lnrlng Maitne Sullivan atnya over to clofle her
recoi'tl-breakliiff two weekH Moiidmy nlirht. The almpllclty
and clarity ot her alnclac la n-rll suited to the folk ballade
ahe uaoa aa baaea for her original awlnir veralona.'

Kadla,
P ar, Brooklyn. New Tork;

'9:00, WABC:.Ford Summer Hour, Percy Faith, conduc>
tor, T\-lth aololata Maslne Sullivan and Gordon Glfford. Max-
ine sivlnKs 'Loch Lomond' and 'The Hut Sut Sonc' In ayra-
phony tempo.'

Cafe,
Free Preaa, Detroit. Idlch.:

'.MAXINE SWINGS THE CLASSICS AT CONGO'
'Extension of Maxine Sulltvun'a atay at the Club ConRo

haa been arranged to accommodate those who have been
turned away during a week of capacity crowds, even during
early cocktail houra. Anyone who thinka awing Is on the
way out ahould watch the reception given her aa aho puts
oVer her awing veralona of the cluoslcs.'

Radio,
Free Preas. Detroit, Mich.:

'Maxine Sullivan, petite Negro singer who haa made the
Elizabethan ballad as popular ns It waa lir Shakeapeare^s
da>'. will sing her Inimitable version of 'Loch Lomond* on
this Sunday's Ford broadcast.'

'Maxine Sullivan, whose plaintive vocal chorda have made
her one of Amerlca'a most popular alngera, will be the guest
artist on the Ford Summer Hour. The program la broadcast
over the CBS network.'

Thanks to

JACK BERTELL

The New Boom
cTown of *40s

By DAN GOUDBEBO
Chicago, Jan."4."

With the zooming.' of war indus-
tries has come the new boom towns,
the boom towns ol the 1940s. For
new towns that " have sprung up
throughout the country, for Inert
towns that were suddenly given a
tremendous shot In the industrial
arm, the present decade will be
known 'indeed as the roaring 40's.

Overnight, a patch of prairie has
been transformed into a sprawling,

bustling, scurrying boomtown. In

Washington somebody signs a con-

tract order for some vital war ma-
chinery or material, and soon a live
town springs up out of the grotmd
in some out-of-the-way section in
southern Indiana. Some little town
in Tennessee has been sleeping dully
for years and years,.. and. suddenly
50,000 men move close up and set
up an army camp, and the little

Tennessee town becomes a city of
movement, of pyramided dollars, of.

commercial and mercantile activity.
The town's single theatre can't ac-
commodate the thousands jamming
the few seats, and tent shows, saloon
shows, outdoor shows and other
types of entertainment spring into
being.

There has been a regular cycle for

all of these shows. Carney men hit

the boomtowns first and went to

work with nude shows, but these
soon were sloughed by the authori-
ties. Then they were toned down to

burlesque shows, and these were
kicked out as too rough and inimical
to public morals and service morale.

These two waves of 'entertain-

ments for the soldiers placed quickly
and today the more solid of the
theatre men are coming Into the pic-

ture. Clean shows, tabloids and
units:, are taking over. "Vaudeville
is coming up strong ahd pictures are
proving still the big favorite with
the public, whether civilian or mili-
tary. ^
But besides the mushroom towns/

there are old-line, established cities

which have gotten a hypo by war

SEASON'S GREETINGS

COUNT BASIE
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

featuring

JIMMY RUSHING-EARLE WARREN-JO JONES

CURRENTLY ON TOUR
• Theatres

• College Dafes
• One-nighters

• OKEH RECORDS

Personal Management—MILTON EBBINS
MM

Exclusive Management—WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY, INC.

contracts. This takes in such towns
as Peoria, Joliet, Detroit, Flint,

Wichita,. Davenport, Mollne, Balti-

more, Pittsburgh, Birmingham,
Louisville, Dubuque, Kankakee, Buf-
falo.

Big Jamp In Btg

Joliet a coup.le_of year? j^go,SLas.

doing $4.000-$5,000 weekly In its big

Rialto theatre. Today it's turning in

grosses running $10,000 and better.

This is due to the establishment of

three war indutsries in the town
within the past few months.

And the story of Joliet's Rialto Is

repeated in Joliet's various retail

establishments. And the story * f

Joliet is the story of many other
towns strung across the nation from
the Atlantic to the Pacific. The
nation is buzzing and the gigantic
war effort is being reflected in the
new earning power of many men
who had been unemployed for many
years. The money is flowing through
the communities, and show business
is getting a share.

FRISCO AGYA HIKES

SALARY STANDARDS

San Francisco, Jan. 4.

New American Guild of Variety
Artists' code going Into effect here
Jan. 15-boosts b11 mlnimums-$5,':with -

a $2.50 hike for chorines. Mean-
while, one agent, Doc Manna of

Oakland, has .been placed on the
unfair, list, according to Coast Rep
Vince Silk, for violation of code pro-
vision making all minimums net,

with agent fees extra.

New code raises minimum In

Class A spots to $65, scaling down
to $35 in Class 5. Casuals after

Jan. 15 will be $15, $17.50 and $20
per day. Line hoofers will get $37.50

in A spots, down to $25 in D's. Cas-
ual dates 20 to 50 miles from Frisco

are upped from '412.50 to $17.50 and
over 50 miles' rate is $20.

Two-month job of organizing
Portland and Seattle Is now com-
pleted. Silk said, with officers in-

stalled in both places and all affili-

ated crafts cooperating 100%.

Twenty Months of

Startling Sticcess

NILS Thoi

ATION'S I OP

HOR ARANLUND

U ROSSER

Most Unique and Successful Cabaret Showman
in America Still at

FLORENTINE GARDENS
in +he Heart of Hollywood

Has played to almost 500,000 people during his
engagement of 20 months.

He offers grandest combination of lovely girls and
laughs ever presented in a cabaret restaurant.

This unique and succesful type of entertainment
now available for theatres, hotels and cabarets.
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Season's Greetings

AND

WITH A CROUP OF DANCERS
' Presenting

THE FIRST LITTLE SHOW

DIRECTION: MILES INCALLS

Season's Greetings

TENNER and SWIFT
LAMATEERS

CURRENTLY HURRICANE, NEW YORK
CAFES

12 Weeks Palmer House, Chi.

2 Weeks Lookout House, Ey.
2 Weeks Bowery, Set.

2 Weeki Gocoannt (}rove, Boston

6 Weeks De Witt Hotels

THEATRES
Fox, St. loTiii

Oriental, Chicago
Biverside, Milwaukee
Golden Gate, Frisco

Orphenm, I. A.

Direction MILES INCALLS

GREETINGS

Booked by

MILES INCALLS

GALI GALI
Currently Earl Carroll Cafe

Hollywood, Cal.

LIONEL KAYE
"The Original DAFFY AUCflONEE^

NOW

Olsen & Johnson's "SONS O' FUN"
WINTER GARDEN THEATRE, N. Y.

Booked by MILES INGALLS

Season's Greetings From

CALLAHAN SISTERS
VBABES IN TAPLAND"

and many thanks to managers
of Hotels, Clubs and Theatres
who hrve helped our success
in 1941 I

nookrd by Mll.hlS INGALLB

Personal Representatrve: C. E. Richard, 37 S. Wabash Ave, Chicago

"currently:

CHEZ PAREE
Chicago, III.

SARA ANN McCABE

Management—^MILES INGALLS

GREETIISGS

3 PETERS SISTERS
Direction:—FANCHON & MARCO

Season's Greetings

HIPPODROME THEATRE
BALTIMORE, MD.

Booked by EDDIE SHERMAN

IZZY RAPPAPORT

TED ROUTSON

BERNIE SEAMAN

GREETINGS
from

MIKE FRITZEL and JOE JACOBSON

CHEZ PAREE
The Nation's Finest Theatre-Restaurant

610 FAIRBANKS CT. CHICAGO

BOB CURLEY, Advertising and Publicity

We are proud to be Members of the

Amusement and Recreation Division,

Chicago Commission for National Defense

GREETINGS FROM

PAUL HAAKON
and

PATRICIA BOWMAN
CURRENTLY

COPACABANA, RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL



Season'B Greetings
From

"THE MAH ABOUT TUNES"

Michael Loring
and HIS ORCHESTRA

Featuring, th*

3 Harrison Sisters

Peraonal Management
MICHAEL GREENE

Direction
GENERAL AMUSEMENT CO.

CELEBRATE NEW YEAR

WITH LONDON IN DET.

Detroit, Jan. 4.

'Celebrate the New Year with

London! Salute their courage!'

With that as a slogan, the United

Detroit Theaters packed 11 of their

key and subsequent run houses at 7

.P..->n._on_Dec. 31—and thus clicked

on a doubleheadcr New Year's Eve

show, with the regular one run off

at the customary midnight hour.

Since the hour of 7 p.m. here cor-

responded with midnight in- London,

the chain took up the idea of using

the earlier hour for a salute to the

courage of Britain in the war. De-

troit, too, has a large Canadian-born

population, which feels a close tie to

Britain. As a result the 11 outlyinj

houses of the chain had spill-over at-

tendance, and at i p. m. played the

same music, first singing 'God Save

the King' and then 'America' to the

mutual tune as a joint patriotic ges-

ture, cheered films of the courage of

Londoners, and earned plenty of

goodwill from those eager to help

London celebrate.

At mldnlgKt the houses came along

with their regular shows, again play-

ing to full houses.

'Gene Perclval and Elmer Schalltz

will join Ray St Clair's band, cur-

rently playing in the Rainbow Room

Of the Hotel Willard, Toledo.

Felices Pascuas or

Seasons Greetings

from

MIGUELITO

VALDES
Greatest

Exponent,

of Afro-Cuban

Songs !

with

XAVIER CUGAT
and hia orchestra

Opening January 9th

FOR EXTENDED ENGAGEMENT

PALMER HOUSE
CHICAGO

COLUMBIA RECORDING ARTIST

ADELE INGE
NOW STARRING

In the Ire ,SIiaw III llm Trrrnrr Room at IIOTKI. NKW VORKEB
SECOND SEASON

Th« Grrut^nt .Srtuiallon on Ire SkateH

S. Fe Nite Life

No Blackout

San Francisco, Jan. 4.

Frisco is a good nitery town—for

good niteries. That goes, war or

no. Compact conviviality and ultra-

cosmopolitan atmosphere have long

established the city on sevc-.i Iv'l'^

a? a -preferred p.m. playground.

Clip stuff doesn't go here, nor, is it

necessary. For Frisco is the home
of flexible elbows and industrious

bartenders.
"

Blackouts, war jitters and go-

home-early warnings had the nitery

operators pretty worried for a time.

But the key niteries are staging a

rapid comeback and biz is okay.

Still staggering from the blow, how-
ever, are some of the foreign restau-

rants, particularly in the colorful

North Beach and Italian sectors.

Some have been getting along with

one waiter where 18 formerly

nipped a towel.

Convcntloiu Important

Important" in Frisco's night club

picture at any time are conventions.

Gary Kreidt; former KFRC ex-

ploiteer now with the Convention
and Tourist Bureau, says conclave

plans are going ahead on schedule
and points out that so far this year
some 140 meets have put nearly

$4,000,000 into circulation here, with

a sizable chunk going to .clubs, bars

and cocKlaileries.

All of which enables spots to budg-
et as high as $4,000 for shows. That's
about ceiling and would apply to

the 650-capacity Bal Taberin, which
is easily Frisco's class club, and has
a rep for clean operation.

That it's possible for a 250-ca
pacity situation to spend up to

$2,200 (including band) and still

ccme out has been demonstrated at

Club Moderne in brighter moments
of its up-and-down career. Closed
recently, the Moderne reopened
again (26).

Possibly the town's most con
sistehtly profitable operation is

Bimbo's 365, with a budget averag
ing $1,500 (with band), although ca
pacity is only a little over 200. Good

shows and Intimate atmosphere have
made the 365 a steady-money spot
which has successfully weathered all

storms to date.

Dancan Sisters' Nitery

Most important addition to Frisco's

nitery picture this year was the re-

lighting of the Music Box, angeled
for the Duncan Sisters by the Freres
Herman. Lavish spending made it

one of the most beautiful rooms
here, but the final hurdle of war
was too much to clear and the spot
is now dark. .

The Club Lido, neighbor to the
Bal, also figured among the toppers.
In-and-outer has been the Stairway
to the Stars, waterfronter which re-,

opened as a corporation just before
war struck. Spot was hit pretty
hard, so Ls marking time for the
present with the bar and a jukebox.

Hotel picture is .still clouded by
strikes. The Mark Hopkins was
struck Sept. 15, stranding Herbie
Holmes' band on its first Coast date.
Pickets appeared at the St. Francis
Oct. 2, blacking out Paul Pendarvis.
That leaves the Palace the only ma-
jor hotel with name bands currently
unpicketed, giving Henry Busse an
exclusive also enjoyed for eight
weeks by Paul Whiteman.

Sir Francis Drake, which signed
independently with the unions, has
been using Ran Wilde and another
band, but hostelry has changed
hands and rejoined the Hotel Assn.,
with, pickets anticipated momen-
tarily. The Clift recently reinstated
dancing with a small combo, first

time here in recent history.

BOB

OUPOHT
The Comedy Juggler

Management
MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA

GREETINGS

DAVID P. O'MALLEY
140 North Dearborn St., Chicago

Associates:

RAY LYTE DORIS HURTIG
JOHN J. MIJLLANEY

V V V
We are proud to be Members of the Amusement and Recreation

Division ol the Chicago Committee for National Defense

I beHeve good entertainment is the

greatest force for good, and pledge that

HARRY'S NEW YORKER
CHICAGO

will^continue to present the best of talent.

Charles Hepp.

SEASON'S GREETINGS
from the

VELERO SISTERS
and their orchestra'

Now npprariiir at the RAINItow ROOU, NEW YORK
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And Flis Orchestra
The Coming No. 1 Recording Orchestra

In America

Recent Record—"BUCKLE DOWN WINSOCKI**
VICTOR NO. 27665A

Acclaimed by Deems Taylor as outstanding popular

selection for month in February REDBOOK

CURRENTLY

CHICAGO

Hf * * *

Representation:—MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

It's No Longer Free Lunch;

'Cocktail Lounge' is Classier

Chicago, Jan. 4. For the ladies there must be songs,

Entertainment untU 4 a.m., and the music, entertainment.

cost to the customer as little as 10c

ior a glass oi beer: this is the story

ol the rise of entertainment in cock-

tall lounges in Chicago, and the

spread ol this type of show business
throughout the country.
When repeal came in little bars

(prang up around town. They were
pre-prohibition In every aspect, ex-
cept they weren't called saloons.
This name was barred by law. In
many states even the name 'bar' is

banned.
Tavern' as a name soon fell into

disrepute as having the same flavor
as 'saloon.' And the tag 'cocktail
lounge' came into favor. It came into
favor because of its appeal to women.
Suddenly, it was the femme to whom
the operators were catering. The
lounges were designed to appeal to
»he^ women; dainties were served for
femme favor, decorations and color
scheme were made for femme ap-
proval.

Men had been content merely to
stand and drink. But with the
femmes, the drink became an event.

Strollers Firrt

' At first, there were strollers. A
couple of instrumentalists who
walked around playing soft music for

soft lights. But soon all the bars
had strollers, and the force of com-
petition drove some operators to

place a stage behind their bars. And
that was the beginning of the stage-

bar. Musicians who had been out of

work for years suddenly found them-
selves in demand by these stagebars,

theatrebars, showbars, or whatever
they chose to call themselves.

First it was merely that the stroll-

ers worked on the stage. But the
drive of competition spread the
number of musicians working on the
bar stage to three, four, Ave and
higher. Today there are many stage

cocktail lounges using as many as 10

performers. The same goes for

'names.' At first, it was any accor-
dionist. Today, the joints are all

hungry for 'names' as the pressure of

competition sends the operators

scurrying around for something to

outdo the guy next door. "And the

customers are getting all this for no
admission charge, no cover charge,

no minimum.

No Food
These bars are not clubs or nite

spots. They serve no food. They
have no set charge for each customer
who enters the place. A nite club

which has a $3.50 minimum knows
the least money It can get if It plays

to lidb'ff'people a 'nighC'~This~is"n6f

the case of a cocktail lounge.

But they have worked out to such
a pattern in the highly competitive

situation that stages are a necessity,

and are built into the joint along
with the bars and booths. It would
be unthinkable today to build a cock-

tail lounge anywhere in the midwest
unless a stage for entertainment was
included in the architect's plans. It

has become a set part of the business,

and a. stage show is expected as

gratis portion of the cocktail lounge
by every customer who enters the

jinny. In drawing some sort of

analogy; the free stage show has re-

placed the free lunch counter.

40» SpoU In Cbl
In Chicago alone there are at least

400 major cocktail lounges, one more
gorgeously and lavishly bedecked
than the next, and each vying with
its neighbor to present a bigger and
more expensive free show.
They have provided a great outlet

for talent. Up to the present, this has
been all primarily musical talent; but

the trend towards more and more

varied entertainment continues and
today the cocktail lounges are open
ing their stages to all types of variety
talent: magicians, fortune-tellers,

mind-readers, ventriloquists, comics,
dancers, jugglers, harmonica players,

and others whose talents may be ex
hibited in the, relatively confined
space of a cocktail lounge stage.

CHI SHOW BIZ PRESENTS

UNITED DEFENSE FRONT

Chicago, Jan. 4,

Amusement and Recreation Divl

slon of the Chicago Committee of

National Defense is now organized

to operate as a unit, presenting for

the first time a united front by the

show business. Setup will cooper-

ate in all patriotic services, no mat-

ter what the particular aim of indi-

vidual patriotic organizations.

Whether It be servicemen's enter-

tainments, Red Cross, Defense
Bonds, recruiting or civilian morale,
the participation of the show busi-

ness here will be routed through a

single channel: the Amusement and
Recreation Division,

Permanent committee now func-

tions as a unit to handle the patri-

otic activities of such organizations
as the International Alliance of The-
atrlcal Stage Employees, Motion Pic
ture Operators, Billposters, cafes,
hotels, Chicago Federation of Musi-
cians, International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers, motion picture
exhibitors, legit theatres, press
agents, American Federation of
Radio Artists, vaude and legit
agSnfs, sptfrts'

' arenas and ipoHs''pro^
'

moters, outdoors workers, bowling
establishments, American Guild of
Variety Artists, Actors Equity.
Screen Actors Guild, etc.

Heading the committee Is James
Coston of Warner Bros, as chair-
man. John Balaban (& Katz) and
Hal Halperin of 'Variety' are co-

,

chairmen, while Ed Silverman, of
Essaness, Is secretary-treasurer.

PHIL
REGAN
Season's Greetings

Partonal ReproMntative:

FRANK VINCENT
Beverly Hills, Calif.

HERBIE KAY ORCHESTRA
CURRENTLY

HOTEL CLEVELAND. CLEVELAND

INDEFINITELY

BROADCASTING MUTUAL COAST-TO-COAST

Management MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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Congratulatioru f^hsHETT

Sea8on*s Greetings

BILL ROBINSON

LOPER-BARRAT HEAD

NIGHT CLUB DRIVE

Don Loper and Maxine Barrat,

dancers, have been named co-chair-

men of the Night Club Unit of the

American Theatre Wing which is

pledged to raise $100,000 to supply

canteens for Army camps.

Cocktail party, first In. a series to

be held at all the major east side

nlterles, given at the Copacabana

Saturday (3).

Hermans, Duncans In

Nitery Switch to Nev.

San Francisco, Jan. 4.

Music Box, which enjoyed a short-

lived fling, is once again lolded.

Frank and Clarence Herman, who
operated the nitery with the Duncan
sisters, have opened a new spot just

outside Reno.
Entire staff here, including show,

has been transferred to the Nevada
layout. Included are Hargar and

Maye, Ames and Arno, Eddie Fitz-

patrick'sitiand, as well as Vivian and
Aosetta Dnncen.

HEADING BILLY ROSE'S DIAMOND HORSE SHOE
FOR 200TH WEEK

CLYDE HAGER
EVERYBODY USES THE CLYDE LINES

ORIGINATOR AND COPYRIGHT OWNER OF THE FAMOUS

"THAT'S ALL BROTHER"

WM. MORRIS AGENCY

Seasons Greetings

MARGIE HART

Seattle Builds Up

CHARLES H. ALLEN AGESCY
^ - Theatrical Enterprues

Associate: MAX ROTH Secrctaryi JOSEPHINE WASHBURN
Suite 2206, R.K.O. Bldg., Rooktfelltr Center, New York

By DON HEED
Seattle, Jan. 4.

Seattle is a boom town, with more
than 50,000 new people added to Its

population in the past year and with

more thousands coming In monthly.

Conditions are somewhat similar to

those during the last war, and with

much of the new population made up
of young workers in defense indus-

tries who receive good wages and
spend them, the town is more like Its

old brash, vital self.

But with «U the boom -and new
money,, the amusement-Industry In

Seattle has not boomed as have
many other lines In the city. De-
partment store sales have sky-

rocketed, ditto car sales and real es-

tate, but the niteries, dancehalls and
theatres, while enjoying much better

business than a year ago, have not

been increased in a like amount
Film theatre boxoflices report

tiiat business in general is up 10

to 15% over that of a year ago,

with full houses and lines out front

the regular thing on weekends.
Road show attractions get their

fhare, also, with the recent runs of

'Hellzapoppin', The Man Who
Came to Dinner,' 'Tobacco Boad,'

etc., pulling good grosses. Con-
certs, recitals and like attractions

do not lack for patronage, either.

Falomar, city's loiie vaude house,
runs- usually better than straight

film houses. This was clearly shown
during the blackouts of the week of

Dec. 7-13, when the Falomar did
not fall oft nearly as much as the
others.

if they are to profit during the pres-

ent boom. They also bewail the fact

that hotels cannot have cocktail

lounges or bars. There is no doubt
that it the liquor laws were eased

xeveral hotels would use talent In

cocktail lounges and supper rooms.

MenriUo Settles Up

San Francisco, Jan, 4.

Joe Merrillo finally settled obli-

gations against his Club Moderne at

32c on the dollar and is now oper-

ating again.

Only talent was paid In fuU,

AGVA forcing the nitery- to come
across with $1,150 In back salaries

before relighting.

Rush for More War Copy

Dents Film News Space

Current frenzy for war copy li

denting film company publicity

breaks in both magazines and news-
papers. Current issues of several

national publications, hitherto partial

to .picture material, are devoted al-

most exclusively to war stuff. Lif«,

for one, recently skipped the 'Movlt
of the Week' feature.

Difficulty in planting cinema copy
has been marked in past few weeks.
But exploiteers do not foresee any
permanent trend m this direction,

holding that magazines in particular

will soon enough realize they must
temper war news with material In

lighter vein including show develop-
ments.

I
IJqaor Laws Hort Nlterlei

|

Seattle is no night club town, with
the stringent «tate liquor laws work-
ing against any type of lavish or
hlgh-eover charge place, -and the
town is lull of taverns and beer
parlors using a juke box or one to

three musicians for entertainment,
Chief center of night life, outside
of the Olympic hotel and the Show
Box, downtown cabaret, are two
roadhouses -north of the cHy, the
Oasis and the Ranch, end the China
Pheasant, south of town, A sporty
crowd frequents these spots, but
even so the dope Is that the profits

are not too big. China Pheasant
does the best of the three, possibly
because the orchestra also does the
entertaining, with no other acts
Ranch and the Oasis use three to
four acts in addition to the band.
Up until a few months ago there
were a number of speakeasies
around, some with pretty good en.
tertainment, but since a. shooting in
one some time ago they have all
been closed up tight.

New money in town has resulted
in the booking of better talent, with
Mike Lyons at the Show Box bring,
ing in Sophie Tucker, Jinimy Du-
rante, Paul Whiteman and band,
Donald Novis and others, and the
Trian,on ballroom has had more
name bands, including Henry King,
Jan Carber, Russ Morgan, Kay
Kyser, etc.

There is no lack of explanations
on why the entertainment field here
is not getting as much coin as some
of the other businesses. One is that
the workers now making good wages
are paying back bills, buying cars,
furniture and .homes before they
open up for any big amusement
spending. Nitery and dancehall op
erators say that the boys, and girls
are too tired to dance after a long
week of hard work.

MACHITO
and His Orchestra

Hotel Bli Good
Hotels have been doing a good

business In the past few months
They have raised,rates 10% or more,
but say they will have to raise again

Currently
BEACHCOMBER
NEW YORK CITY

•
"They turn out pulsating

Latin-American music."

—

MalccJm Johnson, N. Y.

Sun.
•

"For dansapation, Machito's

band is excellent with their

South American rhythms."

—Variety

Exclualva Managemsnt
WILLIAM MORRIS
AGENCY, INC.

GREETimS

CLIFFORD C. FISCHER

SEASON'S GREETINGS

ESSANESS THEATRES
CORPORATION

Season's Greetings

ARTHUR FISe AGENCY
SELWYN THEATRE BLDG. . . .

NEW YORK BRyant 9-6362

ST. CLAIR and DAY
Commenolng Second Tear at Earl Carroll's

Bollywood, CaL
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STRAND, N. Y.

rimmu Dorsev Orch (15) with Bob
Ebe^y^^HelenCyConnen and Buddy
Schute; Neallie Bohen and Bud Rob-

fnson Joe & Jane McKenna; 'Man

Who Came to Dinner- (WB) re-

Dieujed ^n^^^is iasue o/ 'VOTiety.'

Strand's show this sesh Is a pip-

Dcroo, and aU the credit goes to

Jimmy Dorsey's gang. Portion

which the house has added Isnt a

heavy asset. Dorsey crew is both

seeable and listenable, and its pleas-

• ant-sounding, pleasant-loolcing vocal-

ists plus 3ie general atutude of

tomfoolery, malce for good theatrical

fun.

It's the feeling by Dorsey's band,

In its specialties, of not taking them-

selves seriously that's largely re-

sponsible for the good Impression,

-ftiey kid, they push each other

around and generally treat their ap-

pearance on the stage as just a lot

of fun; not like some bands, as

though they were a bunch of Hel-

fetzes making their debut at Car-
negie Hall.

Band, of course, tees oft on a solid

base with a brand of jive that's

modern, yet tuneful,, not ear-blast-

ing but generally good listening.
' Plus the pipework of striking, versa-

tile Helen O'Connell and good-look-

ing Bob Eberly, it makes quite a

parlay.

The pair of chirpers recently ap-

peared in a picture with the band
Tnot yet released) and more should

be heard out of Hollywood from
Miss O'Connell, particularly. She
combines a neat comedy sense with

her canarying. She and Eberly are

fortunately handed some good nov-

elty lyrics.

Filling out the work of the Dorsey
combo is Buddy Schutz, the drum-
mer. In a specialty that gives him a

chance to prove himself aplenty.

Then there's a pair of jitterbug kid

dancers, Neallle Bahen and Bud
Bob Hoblnson, who mean little. They
seem to be something left over from
two seasons ago, with their high

school getups and prancing.

Only added starters are Joe and
Jane McKenna, who are mild. Joe
starts out with a drunk business

that wouldn't be too bad if there

weren't many other -stage stews be-

fore him, all of whom are pretty

tiresome by this time. Jane follows

him on and the couple does a comic
aero prattfall routine that's some-
thing less than comic Herb.

STRAND, BROOKLYN

Phil Regan, Mltrl Green, Fronfc

and Jeon Hubert, Jonsleys (4), Betty
Borr, Dicfc Rogers Orch; 'Sgt. Mulli-

eon' (Col.)

Four standard acts compensate for

a comparatively unknown band, with
the stageshow providing reasonably
good entertainment Because Phil

- Began-and-bandleader; •Dick • Rogers,-

are Brooklyn products, there's un-
ideniable local pull. Fact that the
house was jammed at an 85-cent top
doesn't prove anything, however, as

the show was caught New Year's
Eve, when a backlot dogfight would
draw a capacity mob.

Mitzl Green was the real click at
this catching. She was on for almost
20 minutes and could probably have
stayed longer if she'd wanted. Gal
has a world of stuff and in her al-

ready-long career has learned all the
tricks of how to use it Her mate'
rial is good, she has vitality, anlma.
tion, confidence and individuality.
$he also paces herself well, building
each numoer to a sock finish. She's
a solid act anywhere.
Most of her material is based on

her undoubted ability as a mimic.
However, hers isn't the customary
.straight impersonation stuff. In each
case the mimicry is made a logical
part of a number with a definite idea.
First, opening with a recitation about
how all the great names are identi-
'fled with some special number, she
includes Sophie Tucker, Harry Rich-
man and Ted Lewis bits, and closes
with her own 'That's Why the Lady
Is a Tramp' number from 'Babes in
Arms.' Young vet then sings 'No-
body,' which is below her par, fol-
lowing It with 'Beat Me Daddy,' with
bits as Hepburn, Garbo and Fannie
Brice might do them. Encores with
I Want to Act,' containing an im-
personation of Lulse Ralner.
Regan scores with his familiar

.sentimental, Irish style of tenor
ballading, singing every number in
identical fashion, with excellent
enunciation and Infectious Gaelic
good humor. Opens with 'Night and
pay. That followed by a weak num-
ber, 'Kids All Talk About Their Dad,'
a- medley, and finally, 'Wild' Irfslr
Hose.' His between-songs dialog is
pretty bad.
Frank and Jean Huber sock em-

phatically with their accustomed
drunk knockabout act which has
been steadily expanded and sharp-
ened over a period of several years.
Tile four Jansleys also click neatly
with- their customary risley stuff, the
two big guys tossing the little fel-
lows about with remarkable skill.

' Rogers and his orchestra look like
a local group drafted for the oc-
casion, but isn't Makeup of the
band is orthodox, with four reeds,
six evenly-divided brasses, piano,
bull fiddle and drums. Rogers fronts

Innocuously except for ai few vocals.
Arrangements and orchestration of
the outfit are commonplace. Big ef-
forts are 'Chattanooga Choo (^hoo,'
'Summertime' and 'Dinah.' Rogers
appears to have been a vocalist with
a major band at some time, Betty
Barr, vocalist with this outfit is quite
young, fairly cute looking and rather
inexperienced. Hobe.

FLATBUSH, N. Y.

Will Bradley Orch (15) luith Lynn
Gardner, Terry Allen, Ray McKin-
Icy; Danny Drayson, Willie Hotoord
& Co. (6). Banlcs Fay; Shorts
& ITetosreels.

Willie Howard's comedy, built
around himself and a quintet of as-
sistants, two girls and three fellows.
Is the highlight of this show, pro-
ducing repeated belly laughs. The
major portion of his stuff is based
on some of the bluest material ever
caught outside a burlesque- stage.
Every bit that Howard does-^and he
works In four different slots—is

deep In indigo.
Beginning with a novel idea of

burlesquing one of those radio 'ad-
vice' programs, Howard clicks
mightily as 'Professor Anthony
Willie Howard.' His interrogations
into the supposed problems of mem-
bers of his troupe is really funny
and the bit wherein he geU double
talk from one is' a howl. Next is a
sketeh familiar to all burlesque
goers and none of its double en-
tendre is clipped; in fact it's fitted
with a more effective' ending.
Later the comedian Is in the role

of a euy seeking a marriage license
and winding up in an army re-
cruiting office. It's milder than the
others, but still has a tinge. Finale
revives Howard's soap-box oration
routine, which hits a goad~ laugh
groove, but is weakly finished.
Troupe with which he works is cap-
able and seemingly well rehearsad.
They had this packed house in a
constant howl.

Will Bradley's poorly balanced
combination of five sax, three trum-
pets, two. trombones and four
rhyUim backs things and geta
/aroovey on its own. Though it^ a
clean-playing bunch, particularly In
the brass, it makes only a fair im-
pression via weaktoned saxes that
are constantly drowned out by pierc-
ing, headache-inducing, screaming-
style trumpets, helped by two good
trombones. Band's best points is in
Ita rhythms, based on the tasty work
of drummer Ray McKlnley, co-
leader. Most of the stuff band plays
is jump-rhythmed or boogie-woogie.
Bradley confines himself to an-

nouncements and trombone solos up
front hitting solid spots in the latter

assignment and making a fair, it un-
lasting, impression in the former.
Terry Allen, male vocalist, con-
fessed to having a cold. He sounded
it oh' 'Liza' and "Tis Autumn.' Lynn
Gardner, cute, handles femme vo-
cals neatly, doing 'I'm Tired of
yfa Itip'

. f.or_You' ..with _McKinley as
"well as one on her own. Mckinley's
gravel throat kicks off on several
others, too, done from his drum
perch.
Danny Drayson. hard-shoe tapster,

clicks easily uo front, mixing cap-
able terps with falls and various
nonsense. This audience went for it

in appreciative fashion. Banks and
Fay, colored boy and girl tapper and
singer, respectively, are on near the
finale. They're an acceptable, but
not outstanding combination of

rhythm and fast taps by the boy,
well done and laid out, and a couple
operatic-voiced tunes, 'When Day is

Done' and 'Pocketful of Dreams,' by
the gal.

This layout Is hardly comparable
to many the Flatbush has played in

the past. Wood.

PALOMAR, SEATTLE

Seattle, Dec. 31.

Vlis & Clark, Julie Ballew. Billy
Harris, Billy & Nancy. Sonny Moore,
Al Vies house orch (6), 'Never Give
a Sucker An Even Break (U).

Julie Ballew and her songs, on
second, are the high spots on this

week's bill. Back from' an Aus-
tralian tour, Miss Ballew does 'Rings
on Her Fingers' as an opener, and
follows with 'Hilo Hattie' in an un-
dulating tempo that the audience
went for. Brought back, singer did
'What Can the Matter Be?" for a

big hand. She was handicapped by
a cold, as were Clark, of Ulis and
Clark, in the four spot. This veteran
comedy duo clicked with their pat-

ter and songs, however, and drew
applause -for their 'Irish- Eyes.'

Opener (1) Billy Harris on the
unicycle, tooting a clarinet as he
rides. After some acrobatic turns
and ropetwirling, he closed with
some clarlneting while balancing on
his head.

Billy and Nancy, two nice looking
kids, perform adequately with bal-

ancing and acrobatics on a high
pedestal. Sonny Moor's 'Minature
Circus' score in the windup, with
two Shetland ponies and a number
of dogs going through wellpaced
maneuvers.
Ulls does the Introducing, and the

wellfllled house went big for the
entire outfit. Reed.

PARAMOUNT, N. Y.

Gene Krupa Orch (16) uiiih Anita
Q'Day, Roy EIdred<7e, johnny Des-
mond; 5hea & Raymond, Dean Mur-
phy, Dinah Shore; 'Loxisiana Pur-
chase' (Par), reviewed in ''Variety,'

Nov. 26.

Holiday bill of 'Louisiana Pur-
chase,' Gene Krupa's band and
Dinah Shore, plus two supporting
stage turns, is piling up a hefty
gross this week. New Year's Eve
and Day the house was turning 'em'
away.
Stage portion is faster than its

6a-minute running time seems. But
in comparison to past shows, it rates
only fair. Krupa's hard-hitting
combo of four trumpets, three trom-
bones, five sax and four rhythm is

a harsh-toned, driving crew that
leans too heavily on fiery rhythms.
It uses an overbalancing number of
solid-beats, and gives no thought
whatever to the patron that may
prefer something soft, even occa-
sionally. An hour with Krupa leaves
a ticket holder either wrung dry by
rhythmic excitement or bored stiff.

There's no half-way point
Only once does Krupa ' bow to

commercialism. This he gets out of
the way quickly and early—a fair
vocal version of "This Love of Mine'
by Johnny Desmond. Otherwise, it's

a succession of crashing cymbals and
rim shot work by Krupa, lightning
fast but with little taste; excellent
trumpeting by Roy Eldredge, and a
number of on-the-beat talky vocals
by Anita O'Day. Eldredge's high
spot on "Rockin' Chair,' was lost on
this audience because it was too
technical.
Krupa's sole sock -bit, besides 'Let

Me Off Uptown,' which has fine
moments, is 'Blue Rhythm Fantasy'
which works up to an exciting piteh
via~dr[rms hammered by all men in

various sections. It's nulllfled, how-
ever, because it's too lengthy. Too
numerous instrumental breaks be-
fore the meat is reached.
Jimmy Shea and Guy Raymond,

dance duo, is first of accompanying
turns. They .use an extremely
effective routine of comedy, soft-

shoe dancing in a sort of eccentric
manner that set them solidly this

catching. Begin in regular dance
tempo, then progress in various
L^'in styles, winding up with a
b,"-'?esque of a pair of jitterbugs. It

all earns great returns. Dean Mur-
phy, imitator, runs through almost a
score of vocal apings of standout
personalities, all well done, finishing

off with military and pep talk dialog
by Jimmy Stewart and F. D. R. re-
spectively. He's also strong with
payees.
Dinah Shore walks off with her

usual acclaim, but it took her two
numbers to warm' up this audience.
As she struta on, overdressed in a
dull gold, floor-length creation, with
cape to mateh. the audience almost
can be felt rearing back. It hurt.
However. 'Chattanooga Choo-Choo.*
'Everything I Love,' beautifully
handled, and 'Jim' right things. She
doesn't get the sort ot.backlng.lEom.
Krupa that she needs,' another thing
that hurts. . ^
Krupa finishes with the 'Star

Spangled Banner,' then 'tops' the
national anthem with one of his own
taves, 'Drumboogie,' as the pit drops
away. Wood.

MUSIC HALL, N. Y.

'The Bells Ring Out,' produced by
Florence Rogge; settings, Bruno
Maine; costumes, Willa Van; Robert
Landrum, Dania Krupska, Grace
Thomas, Marie Grimaldi, Robert Wil-
liams, Emerald Sisters, Rockettes,
Glee Club, Corps de Ballet, Erfio

Rapee conducting M.H. symph;
'Babes on Broadiioy' (M-C), re-
viewed in •Variety' Dec. 3.

Florence Rogge's production for
the New Year, based with some
freedom on Edgar Allan Poe's The
Bells.' is a pleasing, albeit not out-
standing stageshow, which runs only
40 minutes, but crams considerable
into that time.
Following the playing of 'Carillon'

by the symphony orchestra as pre-
lude to the presentation, a well-
staged and scenically effective num-
ber entitled 'Wedding Bells' is

offered, with Robert Landrum and
Dania Krupska as the bridal couple,
backed on the full stage by the glee
club and the ballet In this number
"Two in Love' and 'Chattanooga
Choo-Choo' are sung, led by Lan-
drum. The setting, that of a station
where friends of the bride and
groom are seeing them off, includes
a train which moves upstage as it

departs, and through clever lighting
effects is seen in the distance as it

rounds a bend.
In 'School Bells' some of the

Rockettes enter the little red school-
house, with the set breaking away
to present the interior. Grace
Thomas acts as the teacher, but it's

only a perfunctory chore, while the
set backgrounds for the act of the
Emerald Sisters, excellent knock-
alraut-comedy acrobatic turn. The
team closes in one, working with a
table and chair and taking some
pretty tough falls in an effort to

produce laughs as well as apprecia-
tion for their efforts. The barrel-
r611 over the table is a slick bit.

Marie Grimaldi leads the ballet

in a peacock number that is pretty,

but would be better were the scenic

'Lifebuoy Follies (Lever Bros.) Clicks

As Unit Aimed for Canada Servicemen

background a little lighter in color
rather than so deep blue.
The tableau representing the 'Lib-

erty Bell' sequence, which lends
patriotic and fitting color, is based
on the painting, 'The Signing of the
Declaration of Independence.' A
film in color reproducing the paint-
ing, with a dialog portion, segues
into a replica of the scene on the
stage, 'Very effective part of the
show.

This is topped by the Robert Wil-
liams dog act with Bed Rust, the
gooch, SQoring strongly In balancing
its, poses and the business of play-

ing dead or being completely re-
laxed with no desire to pay any at-
tention to his master's pleadings or
actions. The act played here before
some time ago and is a very worth-
while repeat, especially at this time,
when so many kids are In the thea-
tre.

For the finish the Rockettes are
'Fire Belles' against a background
of buildings, with some of the
dancers going up the side of one for
the curtain. Their routine includes
jumping rope, a sort of tap shuffle
and a kicking line formation.

Electric signs on both sides of the
auditorium, reading 'Happy New
Year,' go on as the stageshow winds
up.
Capacity business on hand when

show was caught Wednesday (31).
Char.

STATE, N. Y.

Lucille Ball & Desi Amoz, Calgary
Bros. (2), Columbus & Carroll, Paul
he Paul, Six Antalefcs, Ruby Zuier-
ling House Orch; 'Smilin' Through'
(M-G). .

Neat holiday package here to start
off the new year. Lucille Ball and
husband, Desi Amaz, carry the moit
potency, with Miss ' Ball's film rep
making her the bill's b.o. lure.
Arnaz vocals 'All Dressed Up' and

'South . American Way' garbed in
tux. 'You and I' duet Is also effect-
ive. His singing is first-rank and
Infectious. Two go into a conga-
rhumba arrangement for a closer
while Amaz again encores with
bonga-pounding and ballading. A
little more of Mrs. Amaz's torrid
stepping would help. Crowd liked
both immensely.
Columbus and Carroll (New Acta)

click with their 'Dance Cavalcade.'
Calgary Bros, continue as top faves
with their slow-motion acrobatics
and clowning.
Paul Le Paul has come a consider-

able distance since his first vaude
days some years ago. His patter Is

pointed, while the Initial paper-
tearlng-bird-fiower trick Is a -trim
Intro to his long" string of card
tricks. Ije Paul employs two boy
stooges for comedy effect in selling
his card transference feat He got
solid returns
The Six Anteleks, veteran bal-

ancers, start the show, cashing In on
their ebsy execution of difficult

feata. The two males and one girl

'

do the understanding while the other,
three femmes climb the elongated'
poles and balance themselves, on top.
House Is not getting much support

from the screen attraction, but
packed to near capacity at matinee
(New Year's Day) caught despite
rain. Wcor.

EMBASSY, N. Y.
(NEWSBEELS)

Winston CHiurchill's address In the
U. S. Senate to a joint session of
Congress and his report on the war
to the Legislature at Ottawa give the
newsreels a terrific fillip this week,
(jhurchlll's appearance in two Para-
mount clips provides virtually a
ringside seat to these addresses.
Paramount has three more war-type
clips.
' Movietone is represented with
seven war topics, including one on
survivors of the freighter Emidio,
torpoedocd by. a Jap sub off the
Pacific Coast; the battle of produc-
tion, including manufacture of fiex-

ible rubber pontoon bridges strong
enough tor steel tanks; factory work-
ers making bombs for U. S. planes,

speedup processes in plane factories,

Turkish army in preparation for pos-
sible Nazi assault and British para-
chute troops training.

Other war clips are American
refugees, evacuated from danger
zones in Alaska, arriving in Seattle

(U); christening of the Atlanta, first

major warship to' join U. S. fleet

since the Jap attack (Par), ousting
of Axis diplomats from Washington
(Par) and confiscation of radios and
cameras of enemy aliens (News of

Day).
Two tailor-made Embassy news

commentaries, with H. V. Kalten-
born and Tex McCrary, are top-
notch. Kaltenborn tells what he
thinks the fall ot Singapore might
mean to the Japs. He asserts that
Hitler's recent shakeup in the Nazi
military command was due to his

desire foe reckless military gambles.
McCrarv deals with Franklin Roose-
velt as 'The Man of 1942'. Mori.

By BOBEBT MoSTAT
Toronto, Jan, 1,

First ot the active service shows
in Canada to be commercially spon-
sored is 'The Lifebuoy Follies.' a
Lever Bros, venture sold to the soap-

makers' agency (J. Walter Thomp-
son) by Jack McLaren, former star
and scripter for the 'Dumbells
Revue,' an annual which, for a
decade after the close of the last
war, toured Canada and the U. S., as
a concentration of the talent of
various Canadian troop concert
parties in France.
Lever undertaking here is an In-

novation meeting with varied public
response. The rumor was current
that the men in camp would have to
produce a box-top before being ad-
mitted to the performance. This ac-
cusation has now been vigorously
denied by the entrepreneurs. There
is the point that Lifebuoy soap la

rather vigorously plugged through-
out the 19-scene reVue in dialog and
props, plus the fact that the decor
and costumes predominantly .carry
out the scarlet-and-gold motif which
marks that of the soap containers.

.

The show has just got underway
and, from the word-of-mouth " ad-
vertising from members of army and
airmen audiences, requests are now .

flooding drug stores and groceries
from civilian customers who also
would like the opportunity of wit-
nessing the performance. This is

making lor further -.headaches Sot
the Levers Inasmuch as 'The Life-
buoy Follies' is now consistently
booked for army-and air-force camps
right UP to the middle of May. This
means a trans-Canada tour, with a
considerable part of- the bookings
centered in the prairie provinces,
where thousands of airmen are in
camp under the Empire Air Training
Plan.
The producer is McLaren, who

also wrote the sketehes. Ronald
McCrae, magazine illustrator, did the
decor and costumes. The featured
principals are Pat Rafferty, Mildred
Moray, Helen Bruce, JlmAile Devon,
Irene Hughes, Dorothy MerraU,
Sasha Dener and Harold Rich. All
have had experience on stage and
radio and are well known to Ca- .

nadlan audiences. The entire setup
is strictly streamlined entertainment
aimed at camp audiences and with
no punches pulled for the lads who,
apart from leave periods, miss-th*
female touch. During the last con-
flict all camp entertainments were
presented by all-male .talent; this .

time. In the Lever show, the com-
pany ensemble for the opening Is

followed by a four-glrl strip-teaser
that's decorous—if such a thing is

possible outalde a boudoir.
.The small dance line is 'personfable

and efficient; the principals- are 'pro-
fesslonab; It's a compact and swift-
moving revue, and a fine plece"bf
advertising for Lifebuoy soap. 'WhllA
the report has been declaimed that
a Lifebuoy box-top was the price of
admission, it is a. fact that tnejiro-
gram handout includes a coupon
whereby . anyone presenting this at
the camp canteen and buying a b&r
ot Lifebuoy also gets another oar for
nothing.
The blend of song and burlesque,

whose producer acted in the same
capacity for the first overseas con-
cert par^ of the Canadian 'Expe-
ditionary Forces In the last war, will
travel from camp to camp by bus
and wIU carry' Ita own mobile tmlt
for lighting effecte, plus a public ad-
dress system. ' The show runs 120
minutes.

'Lifebuoy Follies' Is in the style of
the 'Co-Optimlsta' revue of the last

war and is speedy and diversified.

While not coming up to the standard
demanded by civilian theatre-goers,
the show will more than satisfy the
drama-starved airmen and army
boys in training in those -remote
prairie camps that are far from
towns or cities.

Pat Rafferty, trained In English
vaudeville and veteran of the last

war, easily takes top honors for
stage presence and delivery. Two ot
his risque songs, definitely aimed at
tlie risibilities of the men of the
forces, are 'Charlie Be Careful,' .a
park-bench make, and ''What Are
You Going to Do About Selena?' one
of those shotgun requests. The
bathing beauty contest with Rafferty
as judge, is also good for plenty of
laughs and plenty of fiesh-exposure.
Mildred Moray's Impersonations of

Grade Fields and Martha Raye are
cleverly uncanny and authentic.
Helen Bruce, blonde soprano, knoWs
how to sell a song; there is some ex-
ceptional eccentric and oiiallenge
dancing by Irene Hughes and Jiminle
Devon: Harold Rich Is more than
satisfying in his pianlstlcs, and
Dorothy Merrall's accordion medleys
are sufficiently potent to sway the
audience into community singing.

The best bit in the show, however. Is

McLaren's solo skit on how to mix
a cocktail, but this is only being
shown In the Toronto area and Mc-
Laren will not be going on tour be-
cause of his own agency duties. Au
in all. It's a compact and swift-

moving revue—and a very slick piece
of agency exploitation.
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Variety Bills
WEEK JANUARY 9

Nnmerals Id eonneoUon with bills below Indtcato opcnlBf day ot

show, whether tnll or split week.

Panunoont

VEW YORK riTT
Pannnoant <7)

Qene Krupa Bd
Dinah Shore
DflAn Murphr
She& a. Rftymond

CHICAOO
Chlmiro (0)

Orltr Wllllnniii Bd
S1«rl«, Duv«i f; Loe
6ow« tt CtiTTftW

MIAMI
OlTBipl* (•-»)

Peter Llnd Hayea

Mnry Hoaly
84 'lerfl

YncoplB
Maurice ft Cordova
M1NNKAPOIJ8
Otpheam (7)

riikapota
Kraklno Hnwklna B<l

ItKH MOINKM
rnraBwapl (H-ll)
Ted WcMna Tlil

nAVRNrORT
ronltol (1S-I8)

Tod^ Weeme Dd

:iletroii4>lltaB (O-II)
Snrt Carroll VanllleH
SOl'TH BIVKR
Cunltol (0-10)

IJon KmnclBCO
Pliyllln TSnktr
Katrellta £ Apun
(Two tn nm
WORCJXTER

ri)'inniilli (H-I)
Gray Cau T^oma O
Mnr.lne Sullivan
Frank Oaby

KBW TOBK CITV
Straad <S>

Jimmy Uoraey Ore
Joe St J McKenna

BROOKLYN
Stniwi <e-lt)

Harry James Ore
A Samuela
.Billy Ravea

(Sl.»)
Dick Roirera Ore
I'hll ReKnn
rrank ft J Hubert
Mlul Green
The Janaleye

PHU£\T>RU>Hr.>>.
&inr (0)

Phil Spltalny Or«

(»).
Count Buate Ore
Hallle McDnnlel
Gnnlon ft Ho^era
Whitey T< Hnppera

Klauley (•)
Clyde McCoy Ore
I. Ball ft D Arnas
Hal LeRey

(i)
Harry James Ore
nilly Rayea
i Samnela
IVASHINOTON

Karle (»)
Jvoxyettea.
I'oy IJavIa
I.lrae .1

> Swltta

KE1V YORK CITT
State (S>

4 Macka .

Tip. Tap A Toe
Batellta
Davldaon ft Forsle
Joan Merrill

The Bariys
Romo. Vincent
WASHINGTON

Ckpltal (S)
nhyihn Jtocketa
Kunico Healy
Calpary Hro8
{Qjit to All)

BOSTON
Beaton <«)

Orrln Tucker Ore
Bonnie Baker
Ambaaaadorettea

'

'

Walter Dare Waht
(»

Contin'tal Varletiea
CrlallanlB
Buck «: Bubhlei
Blnone Simon
Oil I^dimb
Carman Anaya Co
Alfredo de Sovllle
Relaer StaaWBLAKD

PaUra (•)
Glenn Miller Ora
Bay Bberly
4 Uodernalrea
Marlon Hntton
Comedy Act

(2)
Alvino Rey Oro
The KInir Sis
nemos Wonder Boya
Sunn\- Rice

CINCINNATI
Sliabeit (»)

Teddy Powell Ora
Hemes Wonder Boya
Condoa Bros

<«)
Clyde McCoy Ora
Bob Bvana
Al Trahan
Smith, Roicera & K

DAYTON
Celanlal (S)

Time of Tour Hfe
»)

Teddy Powell Ore
Cnndos BrosW Brown ft Ames

MEW YOBK OITZ
Mule HaU (S)

Robert Wllllama
Bmerald Sis
Marie Orlmaldl
'Robt Landrum
Bockattea
Corps de Ballet
Olee Club
Brno Rapee Symph

Boxy (8)
Berry Bros
Paul Oarrtta
Adrian Rolllnl I
Carlton Bmmy

Wladsor (O-ll)
Will Bradley Oro
Willie Howard Co
Banka ft Fay
Danny Drayaon

BROOKLYN
PUIbanh (S)

Gray Caaa Loma O
Barry Sis
Jack Carter •

Caas, Owen ft Topsy
Moraan Ols
HMcewMd <1>»)

Brent ft Marconi
Bobby Carr Co
(Three to All)

AKRON
Palaro (ia-15)

Martha Raye
BoUo ft T PIrkert
•"^nk ConTllle
Jackie MUes
6tuart Moraan Dan

(B-lf)
Lou Breefte Ore
Pansy Snnborn
Paul Sydell
The Colstons

BALZniOBB
Blnpedraue <)

Blaekatone Show
State S-IS)

Button ft Lee
Flelda ft' Georgie
Kathleen Byrne a

(4-7)
Banc Around Unit

BBIIMIEPORT
Lyrle 8-7)

Karl Carrnll Vanities
ASTORIA

Stelnwar (t-ll>
Brant ft Marconi
Jim Penman
Bllsabeth Canines
Bobby Carr Co
The Ziavernes

BUFFALO
CcBtair (>

Tost Nexr Torkera
CAVDKN

Towers (S-II)

Tops
Herb Starluer
WInton ft Diane
Box Weber
R Crackerjacka

BUZAKETH
Liberty (S-U)

Bo Jenkins
Crosby Sla
jX'nthony ft Rofiers
Ward ft Kins
Andrew, Dew^d ft M

HARTFORD
Slate (B-11)

mil Robinson
J Luncetord Oro
Miller Bros ft Lola-
Vllma MIddletone
Kattle McDanlela

NEWARK
Adama (8)

C ThomhlU Oro
Caaa Daley
.Hotfman 3
Martf Bohn
FiXL RIVER
Emphv (8-10)

Hawaiian Nlshta
JAMAICA

Jamaica (O-M)
S Qlaruourettea
J, Manning ft Hllzl
t-rank Ross Co
Little Touch Guys
8 Abdullah Ols

"•>
Powder ft LIpal'k R

PASSAIC
f^tral (8)

Sammy Kaye Ora
(Two to fill)

PATBBSON
Majeatk (IS-I9)

3 Sholdona '

l^anny ft Lee Chans
Fay Thomas
Fields ft Qeorgle
Kathleon Byrne 3

(S-fi)
Dancing Around C
PHILADEUnnA

Fay's (8)
Sally Keith
Monroe Bro9
i:ins ft Arllna
Heri^n Hyde Co
IG.Oae Poster GIs

Carman (t-lt)
Troy ft Lynn
Jay Jamea Co
Don Rice
i Blglns

PITMAKVmr (10 only)
Winnie ft Dolly
(Three to till)

PBOTIDENCE

MoriTAn (Is
YOUNGSTOWN
I'nlaee (IS-tO)

IjOU Breese Oi-c
Pnn^y Ranhorn
Paul Sydell
The Colxinna

(8-1!)
Martha Itnye
Itollo ft V rickcrt
I'Vank Convllle
.liickip Mlira
Stuart Morgan Dane

Cabaret BiBs

HEW YOEKCITT
Artliar't ModUq

rvonn« Douvl«r
Adania & Llaa.
Tatrlcln Tork
Dolores Daron Co

(Ico Morris Oro
P«drlto Ore
Dette Hinman
Dorothy Alien
Julio Colt
Aurolla Colomo

Baicat«U«
Nordstrom Sia
MarcoMa Clair
Aurella Coloma
Royal liUkawolla I

Dick WIlaoQ Or«
lleorhconiber

Harry Rose
Honerchllo Wilder
Freddy Jemlmo
Maxlne Coleman
Bob Parrlsh
Machlto Ore
L«e Kuhn Ore

n«ii Marden'B
Winter Boom

Owen St Parker
.Tronne Douvler
Mario AthlDBon
Crnthla Staerldan
Freshmen
BUI BaitQlottVi

Lynn & Mnrlanna
Pat Frederlca
Olnffor Lane
June Carroll
Ermine Randolph
VlTflnla QlbBon
Jean Uona
Moya Qlfloril
Lola Palmer
Don SylTlo Ore

BID*! Onr 9«*a

Kay Paniona
Lula Batea
Bthel QLlbert
Don Rtebarda
Charles Rosoff

BreToort

Nora Sheridan
Charles £ Ray
Rath Land!
Bailer^ New B4>ob
Slave Murray Rot
Ttp.- Tap & Too

Cafe MndboB
Allan Cole Oro
Marlynn Mlohael Co
Lea Parker
Cafe Montpanuuee
Alleen Cook
Jean Brunaeco

Omfe Society
(UldtOlTD)

John Klrby Oro
Hasel Scott
Golden Qate 4
Dddle South Bna

Cafe Boelety .

(ViUoce)
Teddy WUson Oro
Joe Sullivan
Kenneth Spencer
Connie Berry
Helen Uumca

Chatcaa Uoderoa
Ira 9|>«ctor Ore

OUcfay

Ann Qale
Walter lo'nch

CiDb 18

O Andr«\7a Ore
Jules StoTTor Oro
ItoUerta Welch
Pat Uarrlnfftoa
Jack White
I'Vankle Hyera
Vince Curran
Roy Sedley
Kay Blair*
Oaye Dixon
Hazel UcNulty
Llllfan Fitzgerald
Retty Jonlan
Susan Lang

Club Gnoobft

Joca ft IjAllta Tega

I Chlqulto Oro
[Andre Bodo
jCharloa Inwald

Fanioua Door
'bIIIIo Holiday
Three RItts
Dabo Hussln Oro

01 Clnb
Carolyn Blddlo
Marlon Joyce
IrlH Karyl
Wauneca Dates
Frances Leslie
Wllina Novak
Irene Kaye
Orooverneers
Bobby Dornard
Dirk Lewis Ore
Bid St. SvrlBV Clnb
Oypsy J-^pe*..,.
tircvnwlrli VUlase

Inn
Corol Chapcllo
Dlanlta Rivera
Vera Nova
Qerirudo Bond
Judy Rudy
Oentldlne Oale
Oene Monet Oro
Harlem RendesTttU
Kdna Mae Harris
Princess Valda
ColumboB Ore
nohbe Caston
l>hll & Audrey
Johnny Taylor
Savannah GhurchlU
Reeve Sis
Spordoe-O-De

Uavatta-SUdtM
Julio nichardJi
KIkl
Felipe A*' Floras
Mavall ael Valle
Hector del VlUar
tfleanor Orecco
Movltc
Mays Oro
Don Gllborto Oro

Btckory Ron*
Joe Mamla Oro
Norma Shepard

- Hoot Howley
T,Arry .Bennett I
Mercedes
Carol Boyd
Rollln Smith
Qlnger Wayna
Uotel AmbawJor .

(THasoa Boon)
Jules Lande Oro
Olnlre & Arena
Brio Victor

Hotel Flan
(Perslaa Boom)

Dick Gasparre Oro
Kitty Carlisle
Jack Cole

Hotel Boosavelt

Guy Lombardo Oro
Kenny Gardner

Hotel Bhemlon
(Murray Boom)

Ruthluwe
Salr Lee
Hotel Savoy-Plan
Hlldesarde
Columbus St. Carroll
Harold Looke
Krnle Hoist Ore
Bob Grant Oro
Hotel 8U Uorit»
(Citfo de U t*ala)

Cerney 3
MacPerrln
Dob KInir
Ford Harrison Oro.
X, V, Z 9

Rotd St. R«|1a
(Irldlovi Boom>

Hal Sanndeto Oro
Gua Martel Oro
Harriet Haddon
Lucille LaMarr
Norah Gale
nernleco Btowari
Dob Duffy -

Bob Tobln .

(lA UalaoMt<e)
Paul Sparr Oro
Rosalie Grant
Madame C Alphand
Maximilian

Hotel Iteft

7lncent Lopea'Oro
Sonny Skyler

Hotel WaMoft-
Astorlft

Tito Oulaar
Raphael
Oeorcea & Jaloa
Mlscha Dorr Oro

Hotel Warwick
(BaleUh Boom)

Sonde Williams Oro
HniTlcaM

Sylvia Froos
Gus Van
Ray Parker
Kthel Shutta
.Florla VftstoS
Alex Rotov
Dare Donnia Ore
Don DeVode Oro

Bobby Blalc
Oreta Lewis
Bin Hall Oro

.

Nut Clob
Belle Sloans
Lamour 3
Jack Reynolds
Ultle Joe Llttla

Old
Dagmar
rU«o EleranCo

Clin Conmd
Manya Dorof)kln
Joannette Oarrelto
Ernest Franz Oro '

KfUnbov Grin
Ruts Smith Oro
Aahbums
Sylvie St Glair

Bulnbow Boom
Matty Malneck Oro
Allen Do Witt
Velero Sla
Russell Swan
Stono St Pace
Belen Orlefra

Bvbaa Bloa
Paula Lnurenco
Peters Sla
Mabel Merc«r
Carrie FlnnAI
Herman Chlttlson
R- Dyer-Bennet
BowloB KretohBu
Norma Lucero
Lyda Swan'
ArcadI Stoyanovsky

Adla Kuxnelxod
Nastia PoltakOT*
Maruala Sava
Mlaoha VBiinoft
Cornelia C«<lolban O

Stork Club
Helen Horlon
Ernie Bolat Ore
Frank Curbello Ore

Ubanfl Clnb
Stuff Smith
Savannah Churehlll
Smiles & Smiles
Hardin Dron Co
Habo Wallace
Bosotta Le Noire
Helena Smith
Paulino Bryant

WIvH
Connie Joyce
Daron & Dernay

VerauUle*

Panohlto Ore
Billy (1Q Wolfe
Jone Koan
Harold Barnea
Kirk Alyn
Paul Diirtola Co

TIUab* Barn
Nol & Nolan
riane Fontaine
Larry Weeks
Chuck Palmer Ore
VUlace TouOHrtf

Leadbelly Nero
Josh Whit a
Pebb? Dost
Ann Robinson

ATLAHTIC CTET
Ambassador Hatel
Bert Eatlow Ore

Ciielst* Betel
Billy Van i

riarldf* Hotel
(Hayfab Roam) -

Marty Magee Oro >

Club Nomad
Helene Frane'ls
Al Gummlnga
Tiny Kaye
Ana Pastora
Manny Davis Oro
CaanMpoUtaa Hotel
Al Miller

Pa'ddwJc Inti
Bob Bell

Paddoekeem Ore
Pana Atlantic llalel

(Palm Roam)
Elliott Russell Ore
Rita CarUan Hatei
(Merrv Go RouimI

Roam)
Eddy Morgan Ore
Traymore HotelWm Madden Ore

Lois Miller
Cable* Inn

(lUack Hone Pike)
Conehlta ft Antonio
Walter Walters
Marloy
Nan DeMar
Pete Miller Ore

CHICAGO
' Hotrl

(Pomp Raaaa)

BOOKING THE NATION'S LEADING INDEPENDENT
VAUDEVILLE. THEATRES

EDWARD SHERNUII AGENCY
NEW YORK BEVERLY HILLS. CAL.

Uamja Serrano
Anita. Rosal
Nedra Madera
Luplta Orla
Maria del Carmoi
Camancho Sc. F
Don Carloa Oro

Club Hr'"'"^

Margo Graham
QloruL Bowman
Don Miguel
Marlon Shav
Roalta Carmen
Vlnce & Anita
Johnny Morsan
Marion Powers

Clab HMnbtht
.

Ramona
VI Bradley

Clnb Samo*
Chlnv .

Elmer Snowden Ore
Los Chamacoo Oro

Copacnbnna
Joe B Lewis
P«ggy Feora
Xjopor & Barrat
Fernanda Alvarez
Bstellta
Loo Segovlaa
Charles Baum Oro
Fra.nk Marti Oro
Con & Irene's

Winnie Duneaa
Nora WllUama
Terrace Boya

Coq Booco
Sylvia Marlowe
James Kopp Co
Nick D'Amloo Ore

4 WHTTSONS
e4th ConMoutiv* Waak
(Evan BaHer.Naxt Yaar)

TIP, TAP and TOE
Loaw** State, N«w York

Waak of Jan. 8

BALLARD and RAE
Touring in 'RolUi* Fol|iu'

Oponina Jan. 7
All pUc«d by EDDIE SMITH
FaraiBoual BoUdlus, Now loA

Cafe
Rath Barr
William Hoffman
Murray Miller
Dolty Matsens
Leo Pleakotr Oro

Caaa Malta
Antoinette Severln
Tony & Batrella
Hector Del VlUar
Monallto
Juan Dlmltrl Oro

Casino Boaaa
Nina Tarasova
Oypsy Markoff
Michel Mlchon
Nadla St Saeha
Mlscha Kovy
DmUrl Matvlenko
Olga Vadlna
Nicholas Matthey (

QeratU'a
BrJektop
Billy Hayward
Cliff Allen

\i Chantloleera
'Dan ParriHh

Oneaka 3

Cne Clnb
Key Men
Dorothy Ross
Bobbin Encels
Nlrma Cordova
LouJso Carb*slo

Diamond Horaetboo
NIU Nnldl
Betty Compson
Cnrlyla filackirell
Jpo B Hovard.
Rosa Wyse, Jr
June Mann
Delia Llnd
Qoo Fontana
Ollda Gray
Chorlea Kins
Mangean Sis
Clyde Haser
Noble SIsaJo Ore

Bl Chlco
Don Alberto Oro
PadlUa SIfl

Tereslto, Osta
Vlotorla Barcelo
Antonio de Cordova

El Morocro
Chauncey Groy Ore

Richard Lane
Hotel Astor

Harold Nagel Oro
Dick Kuhn Oro

Hotel BelBoai
Plaa

Oeorgo Shelley
Vivian Blaine
Carole A Sherod '

Belmont Balladeers
Howard lAlly Oro
Joe Pafomy Oro

Hotel BfHmero
(Bowaftaa Boom).

Heaaley i
Haael Franklin
Maureen Holmes
Jean Blair
i Little De-Icera
Val Olman Ore

Hotel Boasert /
<Bi«oklyv)

Virginia Hays
Kye Mayhew Oro
Hotol CoBUBOdoro
(Ceatuy Boom)

Vaughn Monroo Oro
Peter Rotunda Ore
Blllinctons
Marylln Duko
Paul Duke

Hotel Edim
Blue Barron Oro
Hotel Essex Hoose
Ray Morton Oro
Murlol Bird

Hotel 5th Ato
(Baloa MadrM)

Caaa Prankltn
Beverly Berkley
Marlon Lee
Dlaa & Diane
Raymond St Luclnda
Burton Gross Oro
Hotel LexInctoB

Ray Kinney Oro
Meymo Holt
Nftpua
LeItanI laea
Nan I Todd
Lehua Faotson

Hotol AIoAlpbi
Johnny Moesner Oro
Hotel New Yorker
Benny Qoodmaa O
Peggy Leo
Tommy Taylor
Adele Xngft . .

B & B Wade
Bonny Roberts
Ice Ballet
Grace Uarrey
Lynn Ctaro

Hotd Navam
(Xldalthk Ctob)

Margo St Mann
Midnight Oypslea
Hotol Pork GcatrmI
(Oocoaaot Grove)

EUalne Jordan ^

Dora Maugham
Robert Raymoa
Geoffrey Halo
Rochello & Beebo
(Rbomba Boom)

Juan Donrlguos Oro
Julia Gerrlty
Fish St Gold
The Three Debs
Hotel Peaaflylvanla

Glen Miller Ore
Hotel PlecadlUy
(Gooivtan Room)'

Kerry Ens
' Hotel Plem
(CotUlloa Room)

AdoUldo Moffett
Bosarlo A. Antonio
Chandra-Kaly Co
Bert Allerton
Stanley Helba Oro

(Cafe rierro)
Pllner A Earle
Charlie Murray
Imogone Carpeator

leetaa*
Danny Whito
Mildred Jocolya
Diana Lure
Marine Robinson
Bauval & Tova
Clem Belling Tr
Joan Wood
Ginger Loj'ne
Ted Eddy Oro
Angelo Ore
Jack Dempoey^B^y Restanraat

Irr Carroll
Adrian RolUnI S

Jimmy Kelly's

Marlowes
Montmarte Boys
Joe Sl George
Raymond & Joan
Helen Holmes
Margaret Grey'
Faith Arlen
Rene
Gtonda Hope
Menya D«l Ray
laabel Brown
Rose WIthum
Peggy La Plant
Joe Capello Ore

Kern's
Jean Claire

Cornel Tanassy Oro
Belly's Stable

Kea Loke
Betty Behr
Ann Hallow
Art Tantum
Glenda Uopo
Ramon & Jo Ann
Linda Koene
Billy Danlola
King Cole 3

La Coaga
Noro Morales Oro
Jack Harris Oro
I.ee Dixon
Harris Co
Sonla Cortes
Gloria Belmonte

I« Uaraolse
Ruth Wlnchell
Dorothy Tanner
Consnelo Flowertop
Frances Connolly
Al Carr Oro.

lA Mnrtlnlgae
Imogene Coca
Carlos Ramlrex
Dl Gatanos
Merrle Vee Johnson
Cy Walter Ore
Herbert Gur^Uo O
Le Petit Palala

Mme C Alphand
Oscar Karlvels
Duel de Korekjarto
Julian Fuha
Sula Lester

LeoB a Eddied
Lou Martin Oro
Nerlda On;
Boht>y Sanford Co
Eddie Davis
Margo Good
Glut nm
Byrnes & Swanson
Chlnlta
Gene Stockwell
M & L Rudotff
Noel Toy

Molsea Lonia

Bin Drye
Carrie M Bevllle

' UalsoB PImto
Tommy I^naaan

Oaeton'a MobIo Carlo
Pierre Beaucalre
Nena Monte•
LeCarlos & Granada
6 Madcaps
Chung Ye Wha
S Can-Can Ols
Gaston

Iftth Hole Clab
Rita Renaud
Tommy Lazardo

Emile Petti
Baiteiy

Ray Benson Oro
Baroaa

J & J Walton
Rao Marsh
Jane Jordan
Ray Con Ion
Don Orlando Oro
Skeots Mloton 3

Bfaimarck Betel
(WalBut Boom)

Art Kaasel Oro
Marlon Holmca
Martin Barnett
Maurice & Maryea
Hadley Gla

(Tavera Boom)
Dave Prltehard Ore
Dick Ware
Bob Marshall.
Annette Shields

Blocbhawh
Les Brown Ore
Betty Bonny •

Pops & Louie
Butch Stone
Abe Most
Ralph Young
Jose Roaado Oro
Blaekstoae Hotel
(Balinese B».)

Johnny Duffy Oro
PattI Clayton

Drevooit Hotel
(Cryital Boom)

Tony & George
Verna Ray
Bob Bimng*
Rddle Roth Ore

Clab Alnbam
Bernle Adter
Mary Earle "

Paulette LaP terra
Alan Rogers
Harriet Norrls
Charlotte van Dae
Del Efltes-
Marlon Moore
Allan Coe
Dave Unoll Ore
Bddl^Rotb Oro.

Colony Clnb
Gomes ft Minor
April Ames
MIna Orla
Tito Coral
Debutantes
JoAo Morando Ore

Cokwlmns
Dave Malcolm
Chick Schloss
Tiny Gorman
Larry Rons
Pete Sperner
Jayne Alberts
Chrystlne Tremaync
Don Lang Oro
Proin^aph Ols
Henry Llahon Oro

Congvem Hotel*'
(Glwm Itot Rm>

Vincent Bragale O
Drake Hotel

(CantUUa Iloase)

Ramon Ramos Ore
Adrlonne
Edgewater Bmcb

Untel
(Deadt Wnlk)

Richard HImbor Ore
Margery Lea
Carlton Emmy
Saions
Stalao Bros St Pearl
PeKg>* A Moro
Plokwieklana
NIghthawka
Dorben Qla

su Clab
Hal Monte
Duanos
John Tlo
Mar>* Ruth Ullam
Julio Garcia Oro
Johnny Honnert

EUel'a

Heidelberg Octet

Just Completed
Enjoyable Engagement

STRAND THEATRE
NEW YORK

ALAN CARNEY
SInca Jaiu 6th

KITTY DAVIS
AIRLINER

Miamt-Beaoh, Fla. -

Via: MARK J. LEDDY

BroaOmoat
Ralph Fielder
Bonnie & Ryan
Jeannine
Rhymettes
Pat Lewis
Evelyn Raye
Art Testa Oro

Brown Derby
Tholma White
Three Ryana
Margo Wade
Renne VlUon
Marlene
Beth Farrell
Milton & Am
Ted Smith
Duke Yellman Ore

Capitol LoQBce
Maurice Rocco
Louis Jordan Oro

Cbea Farce
Tony Martin
WUlle Shore
Paul Sc Bva Reyes
Callahan Sis
Boyd Raebnm Ore
Bobby Ramos Oro
Evans GIs

Rathskollar
Hans Muenaer Ens

fflOa Clab
Danny Thomas
June Carson
Bob O Lin Gto
Mark Plaher Oro
Gamck magebar
Low Story Ore
Sinclair Mills

Qraemen Hotel
(Glnos Uonso Bm>
Lew Story Oro

lAVrler
etty^rey
Grand .Tenaca

P Henderson Oro
Harlem Rov

HI Hat
Billy Carr
Carol Crane
Judith Starr
Eddy Fens. Ore
H Martlnes Ore
Winnie Hoveler Gl>

IvanMo
Florence Schubert
Al Trace Ore
Holly Swanaoa

Vlerra HawalUaa
Helen Sumner

L'AlglOB
Spires Stamot Oro
Gwendolyn Veansell
Murray & Cummtng
Qoorge Deveron
Isobol de Marco

La Salle Hotel
(Pan-Am. Room)

Conehlta
Ambaiwidors Oro

Mew Yorker .

Ruth Petty
Jackie Green
Ted & Mary Taft
Tuny Marks
Polly Day
Oalra Mangen
SUrleU
Arno Barnett Ora
Al Milton Ore
(Ptcradllly Circle)

Billy Meyer*
Jim Marvin
Uocky EUworth

Patmcc Heasa
(Empire Boom)

Grtrr Williams Oro
The Hartmnns
Virginia Auatla
Keith Hall
John RatMutUan
Beverly Allen
Pedro Del^on Oro

Abluiii Dunoers
Sherman Hotel
(Coltlo Cafe)

Gene Korwlo Oro
JaroB SIb

(Panther Boom)
Bobby Nyrne Ore
Carl Marx
' Bhnmba CTaalaa
eMhella Barrett
Atlco Dawn
Pan-Aitf Dane
Carol iCInir
Don Padro Oro
Monehlio Ore
Ford Canoy Ore

we chib
Owy rhcmey
Ann llownrd
Trmly Fnnchon
Pntay Ann
Fnnrhon ft Panchon
Marlon Miller
Bvelyn Taylor
MnMlne DeShon
Alyco Corf
Betty MacDonald
SMllle Wayne
con Ola
Dolly Sterling
Sol Lake Oro
Tripoli S

SterenH Hotel
(Continental Soon)
AvIh Kent .

Del Courtney Ore

LOS AHCtELiS
Band Box

Pete Snyder
Billy Snyder
George TIbblea Oro
Johnny Howard
Ann Trlola
Billy Lank I a

Bar af Miiale

Felix do Cola
Roger Roland
Ken Stevens
Nlta CUIro
Dick Wlnslovr Ore

Blltmore Bawl
Ames & Amo
Kuth Craven
Grey & Dliine
Phil Karris Oro •

Cafo Soektj
nillle Holiday ;
Cla>-ion 3
Bob Lalne's Ore

Casa Manaaa
Franklo Carle
Fred Lowery
X*arry Gotten
MIml Cohannl
Johnny Rlcharda O

Goeoaaat Orove
The White Guards
K D'Amoro & Anita
Snooky T^naon
Ray Noble Ore

Eari Cnmll
Dave ApoUon
The Debonalrs
Cynda Glenn
AV West & McOlnty
Dick & Dotty Hemy
Gnll Gall
Glng«r Harmon
licryl Wallace
Sl Ctalr A Day
Mare Balloro
mil Brady
Michel Ortiz Bd
Manny Strand Ore
FlarsBtlBO Gardes
NTG
Dolly MIchell
Buddy Weed
Mike Plngatore
Chlqulta
CorlAne & T Valdes
Paul Whitoman Ore
Frank Howard
Fred Scott
sugar Gelse
Cbarlle FOy'a Clab
Charley Foy
JjtB Burnett
R 'Cookie* Cook
Marguerite Padula
George Beatty
Lorraine Elliott
Red Stanley Oro
Bob Evans

Grace Hayea Ledge
George Lloyd
Vivian Marvlioll
11 Rellly St Cberlto
Ineclto
Richard Elliott Oro
Hollywood Tropics

^luxlne Ijowb
Bmcslo A Iintla
Dick TUoinaa
Paul Nelghbora Oro
llooHe ar Uaipby

Ilu^ Murphy
Joan Aleunler
Beth Reynolds
Frankle Qallogher
Gonlon Bishop

Macambo Cafe
Phil Ohman'a Oro

Pollndlam
Tommy Dorsey Ore

intrta laa

Kenny ^enryaon
Mctjneh StR
June Mor^Hn
Polly I^rleta
Marg'rlte St M'rtloei
Henry Monet
Helen Miller
Cbuek Henry Ore

PIratee Pea
^

Johnny Rolmoa
Tom Harty
John Anien
Nlok Cochran Oro

Roosevelt Hotel
Harry Owens Oro
Scheberaado f^e
Yaacha Borowahl
Russian Gypsy Oro

Seven Sea*
Bonny Kaha
PuananI Matbewa
Princess Luana
Chief Sautlnl
Stanley Wheeler
Malua
Charlie Openul
Eddie Bush Oro

Slapey Btaalee

Ben Blue
CuUy Rlcbarda
Jerry Krugcr
3larlnn Mannera
Benny Lossy
Pattl Moore
Sam Lewis
Joe Potsky

'

Joe Oakle
Bettye Martin
Joo Plumer Ore

Rwaanee laa
Fred Skinner
Joe Turner

Trlnnon
Bob Crosby OiH

PHILADELPHIA
Clnb Boll

Los Caballeros
Chuck & Chuckles
De Marios
Margie Green
Ballloolles
Alan Fielding Ore
Val Irving

Ilea EVanblla
Suaanne & Chrlailno
Phyllis Myles
Claire Willis
Flamingo 3
Fmnklo Masters
llcnny the Bom's

Gwen Lord
Vivian Lolghlet
Dolly Shaw
Lucille Bolton
Corlnne Mua

CarrolPa
Galoea Oro
Pat Bernard
Rol>ertn Carney
Joan Winiams
Stephanie A Craig
JImmie Lewis
Carroltovllea (tt>

College iBB
SpIc Span
Betty Keenan
Nadlne Wala
Tcggy Woods
Scarey Gavin ~

Jerry Delmar Oro

Pernandea Oro
Rosalie Grant
I<a Vorne Upton.
Lorretta I^ne
Sunn Day
Eduardo
Erergieen Casino

Vivian Vance
Mildred Perlee
Pat Shevlln Oro
Frankle Belnsco
Dot Garoy
(U fValtoB Boot)

Happy Felton
Eleanor French
Ruth Fabor
Steve «Olaea
Shirley Wayne
Barbara Perry '

Roy Benson
'

Glamour Ota
Helen Heath
Chavez Ore
Castaino A Barry
Nell Fontaine Oro
Boso (*allo

Jam BeaaXoa
,

Mickey House
Ann Bae
BlUy Kretcbmer
George Luta
Ropktna'Bathafcener
Betty LaRuo

(Continued on page 210)

Audrey Joyce
Lillian Chaplin
l>nl0le Dee
Florens
fi Suseltes
Jack Spangler
David Gold Oro
Lexington Casino

nicbard Bach
Brandon ft Barton
HlUlo Simmons
Johnny Karnes
Olga Anton
Garvin Buschelt O
Ralph Lewis
Oetavfls (<>

Udo Veaica

Corroon Torrents
Alan Gale
Bond Bros
Aferrlll Sis
Betty Morris
Eddie Blum Ore
LItllo Ratbskeller

Mack Pepper
Mitchell Sb Reybun
Music Hall Boys
DoLloyd McKay
Iris Wayne
Victor Hugo's Ore
L«a*B Cbaac^lov Bar
Pearl Williams
Don Renolda (t) '

- Mbislrtf Tavara
Ed MeOotdrlck, Jr.

Joe Jjtnegan
Emma S touch
Raye Sis
Sally Foy
Stella Engle
Margie March
Sissy GInnlQ Loftos
Ed McGoldrick* 8r

Hoenviua Bar
•Mile 7*

Kenny Shafer (3)
iDlok Wade
Curt Weller (4)

NcU Dlecbaa's
Marie Corelll
Tip Top Gla
Jack Horner
Lord ft Janls
Geo Marchettl Oro
Leonard Cooks
Old KViUs Tavera
Don ft Dorese
Lola Claire
Eddie Thomas
BUly Hayes' Oro
Al Kllbrldo
Open Door Cafe

Jcannettes (10)
Margie Drummond
Sh^la Starr
Clrlllos (3)
Fronklo Schlutb
Viola Klaiss Ore
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Road^s Top Grossers in Past 10 Years
'Victoria Regina' Best Grosser On Road, Helen Hayes Leading B. O.

Star; Lunts Top Money Team

By Jack Pulaski

All Quiet On
Brokers' Front

' Season has been marked by the

ihsence of complaints about ticket

over-charging. Invariably the ticket

situation was the target ol crlUcism

and alleged agency ,
practices were

charged as constituting the main ills

Of show business. Leading brokers

say there has been entirely too much,

ticket talk by people who only think

they know what it is all about
Indications are that high prices

lor tickets are not being exacted as

much as in the past. That could

explain the letdown In squawks. It

is likely, too, that there are fewer

persons willing, or able, to pay the
' Und of prices formerly exacted, and

another possibility is that the

brokers are not gypping to the same
extent as formerly.

How much or whether the ticket

code, operated by (he League of

New York Theatres with Equity's

nod. Is effective in limiting agency
' prices is not clear. Code's sponsors

say the rules are working and, while

It Is supposed to be quietly check-

ing up certain brokers by means
. of spotters, who buy tickets lor

shows most in demand, there has

been no action by the code enforce-

ment board. Latter body has not

convened so far this season for the

purpose of chastising agencies ac-

cused with creating.

r N. T. State Law

The existence of New York
State's statute limiting ticket pre-

miums ' to 76c over the boxoflice

price, (parallel to the code) is an-
other factor that may be keeping
the brokers in line. The law is be-
ing contested and. hearings are due
to be heard in court this' week. The
license commissioner is charged with
the enforcement of the statule and,

wiille his office was mildly dis-

ciplinary in one or two cases, dur-
ing the baseball season, there has
been little policing fro.m that source.

The agency regulations supposed to

be imposed by .the state's enforce-
ment officer are stringent and it

may be that the brokers are wary
of being caught. . It is just as likely

that the state is waiting for a court
decision as to the law's legality

before seeking strict enforcement.
Absence of complaints is matched

by the apparent inactivity of fed-
eral agents, who in the past sev-
eral years have been djJIgent in

checking up on all persons in the
ticket field. That also would in-

dicate that the brokers are obeying
the rules or are under wraps. The
Government is not concerned with
what prices the agencies get, but
Insist on getting the tax on the
full amount obtained. Levy Is 10%
up to $3 per ticket, but if more
than boxofflce prices are obtained
the nick 1» 11%, which the public
pays. Last spring the federal men
clamped down on the brokers for
not fully complying with the rule to
Stamp all tickets. Ticket men
didn't even try to beat the com-
plaint and all were fined. They
did object to the regulations, saying
that it was virtually impossible to
comply, but the Government said
that's the way it had to be.

Mgra. Change Stance

Managers seem to be changing
their stance on the matter of ticket
control, whereas several years ago
they were all hot and bothered
about the brokers. Recently some
leading showmen have conceded the
worth of agencies in getting .ticket
.distribution, Formerly they grudg-
ingly admitted that agencies were
part of Broadway and were suspi-
cious that any proposal from the

\ brokers had an undercover purpose.
Several weeks ago one manager

demanded that the code restrictions
against ticket buys be suspended
and he sought to prove that any
number of shows, which started
wildly, made long runs with the aid
Of agency support. Equity was told
that encouraging long engagements
was one of its functions and It there-

(Contlnued on page 204)

.*Abe Llnooln In lUlnola' (Raymend Masscy)
'Ah TVUdemcss' (George M. Cohu)
'Arsenic and Old Lace'

'As Thonsands Chset'

'Barretta e( Wimpole Street' (Katharine Cornell)
'Boy Meets Girl'
'Dodsworth' (Walter Hasion)
'Bellxapoppln'
adlot's OcUcht' (Lnnls)
•I'd' Bather Be Bight' (George M. Cohan)
'Life With Father'
'Man Who Came to Dinner'
'Mary ol Sootland' (Helen Hayes)

•Philadelphia Story' (Katherlne Hepbnrn)
•Ot Thee I Sloe'

'Bcnnion in Vienna' .(Lnnts)

The Great Walts'—TThe- Green- Pastures' - - •- —
•The Little Foxes' (Tallolah Bankhcad)

' The Doelor'a Dilemma' (Katharine Cornell)

Three Men on a Horse'

The Women'
Tobacco Road'
There Shall Be No Nlghf (Lnnts)
Taming of the Shrew' (Lnnts)

'Victoria Bcglna' (Helen Hayes)
'Ton Cant Take It With Ton'

The 27 attractions listed are rate the most con-
sistently big draws within the past 10 years. Touring
success reflected their gross records on Broadway.
Some had duplicate road companies where names did
not especially figure as magnets.
' While the number of shows which played to big busi-
ness are not comparable to the total that formerly
toured, these leaders, did bring sustenance to out-of-
town theatres.

Top Femme Stan

There have been claims and counter-claims of which
feminine star was the most favored on the road and
it appears to be a dead heat between Helen Hayes and
Katharine Cornell. Miss Hayes, in 'Victoria Regina,'

grossed around $2,000,000 on tour, which probably tops
the records within the decade. In 1937-38 'Regina' got
$1,002,000 In 3B weeks for an average of $28,00() weekly.
She followed that with another 39-week tour the next
season. In New York, during a total engagement of
76 weeks, 'Regina' grossed $1,600,000. 'Mary of Scot-
land' was Miss Hayes' runner-up attraction, getting

9652,270 in 231,^ weeks of touring, and %5B9,100 during
29 weeks on Broadway.

'Kit' Cornell, however, toured more often than any
other star within 10. years. In 1932 she trouped in The
Barretts of Wimpole Street' for 25 weeks and grossed

$650,000. Following season, with repertory of 'Bar-

retts,' 'Candida' and 'Juliet,' she repeated the trick for

another $650,000. In 1B35 Miss Cornell was out of toym
for 10 weeks in 'Juliet' and got over $235,000. in
1939-40 she was in 'No Time for Comedy' and grossed
over $600,000, while 17 weeks this season in The Doc-
tor's Dilemma' got nearly $374,000. That meant a tour-

ing span of more than 60,000 miles.

Katharine Hepburn makes it a threesome for

femmes in road popularity. Her standout grosser was
'The Philadelphia Story,' which garnered a total of

$753,183 in 32 weeks of trouping after the play ran for

52 weeks on Broadway and grossed a total of $961,666.

$1,000,000 class. The Lunts played "Nighf 27^ weeks
in New York for a total of $560,000. Duo drew $771,90C

in 37 weeks with 'Idiot's Delight' on Broadway and
$654,483 in 26^ road weeks; in 'Amphitryon 38' they

got $427,189 in 22 road weeks plus $340,377 in 19 weeks
on Broadway.
George M. Cohan is very high In the road records

with 'Ah Wilderness,' but more so' in 'I'd Rather Be
Right,' which got $691,512 on a limited tour, after gar-

nering a total of $986,904 on Broadway. Before the

curtain rang up on 'Right' at the Alvln, N. Y., the ad-

vance sale was $284,000, exclusive of agency allotments,

a record for show business. 'Show Boat' is said to have
had about the same advance, but tickets for that show
were $6.60 top as against $4.40 for 'Right.' Cohan in

'Wilderness' grossed $472,345 in .38^ weeks In New
York and $379,036 in 29Vi weeks of touring time.

'You Can't Take It With You' during its long Broad-
way run grossed $2,005,236, while three companies on
the road drew $1,427,349. "The Man Who Came to

Dinner' grossed $1,376,210 In New York, and two road
companies got $1,115,611. Another clean-up road show
was "The Green Pastures,' which in two and one-half

seasons got around $1,000,000.

Buenos Aires

todies to B*way

Tobacco Bead's' Becord

Lunts' Popularity

' Alfred Lunt and Lynn- Fontanne have proved the
most popular touring team In a generation. In 'There
Shall Be No Night' they toured 40 weeks for a total

around $800,000 and only the war prevented them from
continuing, which would have placed the show in the

Tobacco Road' rates with the exceptional road draws
because the takings out of town almost regularly were
three and four 'times the New York grosses. Latter

company was a sort of show case for the touring outfits

and had many losing weelcs. One 'Road' is still on the

road, drama having amazing vitality, proven by the

number of repeat engagements.
The more recent sock successes on the road are of

course 'Life With Father,' 'Arsenic and Old Lace' and
'Hellzapoppin'. First two are going strong and no esti-

mate of the total gross possibilities have been meide
'Hellz,' like 'Road,' is a freak attraction and similarly

the touring outfit topped the Broadway company many
weeks last season. There' are now two 'Hellz' com'
panles on tour.

Tallulah Bankhead came Into road contention with
a fine tour in The Little Foxes,' during which she
played more one-nighters than any star in modem
times. On the road 'Foxes' grossed $649,820, after scor-

ing a sock run on Broadway, during which time the
boxoSice took in $624,040. . 'Foxes' was performed In

121 stands, of which 104 were one nighters.

Trouping—^As It Was

[The following was written late in

1938, shortly before the writer's

death. He was 'Chlcof (Chic), long

on the editoriol stdjf of 'Variety'l

By Epes W. Saigent

Plenty of talk these days on the

posBlblUtles of 'the road' coming
back. There are now stock wheels

and one-night hoppers, anchored
stocks, traveling reps, etc. Prob-
ably In time- the road will be re-

stored. But it isn't going to be the

road the old time troupers knew

—

and loved,

For one thing the auto and the

bus lines are knocking out a lot of

the old landmarks. Gone la the

waiting: In some chill country sta-

tion for the Z-.IS (a. m.) to make
the jump. And then the surprise

when the 2:18 rolls In, maybe a
couple of hours late, to discover

that the 'Miser's Mllllona' troupe

IB making a Jump on the same
train. And contact In the morning
Is effected with players who have
not been seen or heard from since

leaving Broadway. No chance now to

swap gossip while the managers of

the troupes get out their books and
outllo each other about the buslneea

they've been doing. No long Jumps
from Chicago to St. Louie or Cin-

cinnati with three or four other

companies on the same, train. Bleak

station platforms, waiting rooms
with the stove and the station

agent both out, pinochle games. Im-

promptu rehearsals enroiite; all

gone.

And v.-hat about the private cars?

Time was when the columns of the

Clipper carried ads for halt a dozen
cars every week, when all well reg-

ulated stars had their private pal-

ace on wheels. Today only the

circuses move their employees In

privately owned cars. Years ago
there were a score of minstrel

troupes with their own gaudily

painted cars, dozens of rep shows
that boarded their players In a 60-

foot combination, and more luxuri-

ous means of travel were provided

for the elite.

I
Private Cars

Just half a century ago Adellna

PattI ordered three cars. Two were
for the troupers, the third for her-

self. The two regular cars cost

$28,000 each, while hef own cost

around $70,000, Press agent fig-

ures, but knock off 60% and that

stlli means an Investment, Minstrel

cars, like the present cIrcUs cars,

mostly had three tier berths, with

a couple of staterooms for the

owner ond the star. Charles Froh-

man went a step further with one

unit of his minstrel shows. The
top of the car was provided with
benches and the show came Into

town with the roof swarming with

red-coated musicians—30 or more

—

all tooting on brass except the two
drummers.
Then there was Charles L, Davis

(Alvln Joslln) who carried two cars,

one for the band. He hired a Nefr
York armory for two weeks In

which to have the band fractlce

playing while on parade, and it was
his boast that each, uniform cost

$40. This In a day when you could

get a very decent two-piece-and-

cap .uniform for as low as $7.60 and

a good one for around $12. When
an outfit like that hit a small town,
they all came. Davis used to buy
his diamonds by the pound. With
the change from these rocks he
built the Alvln theatre, Pittsburgh.
Credit the band and the flaming
cars.

Corse Fayton was another to blow
Into a small town with a couple of
cars. One of them was a baggage
with 'Scenery for Corse Payton' in

gold letters. It was a treat to the
small towners who were fed up
with the stock center door fancy,

cut wood and kitchen Interior that

waa the outfit In most theatres he
played.
Dion Boucicault, the author of

scores of Irish plays, had planned
a car for the 1883-4 season. It was
his idea to take the front end for
himself, travel the troupe and
charge them $2S a. week for board.

The deal did not go over but It was
Ingenious, and he promised the
board would be worth the money in

a 'day when $2 to $8 a day could
command the best.

During the show . season there
were from 160 to 200 private cars on
the move, Stars used them to over-
come the shortcomings of the one
night stand hotels. Troupes cut out
the worries over boarding houses.
Today, outside the circuses, there
are probably not halt a dozen and
certainly legit is without one.

Boarding Houses

Then the boarding houses! Where
can the trouper today. It he troupes,
find the equivalent of the Blxby
house in Boston, Mike Teller> In

(Continued on page 204)

Buenos Aires, Dec. 25.

South American legit — which,
means B. A, because no other Latin

.

capital has much of a theatre—is

beginning to look more and more to- .

ward Broadway to replace IjOndon's
?iccadilly Circus, Paris' rue Pigalle
and Madrid's La Gran Via as the
:ource for much of its footlight ma-
terial.

Success of a number of trans-
planted New York clicks has coa-
vlnced many producers here that
YanquUand is not only a source of
good streamlined com, electric re-
frigerators and matters mechanical,
but that It's theatre folk are also

capable of producing the best toot-

light fodder in the world.

Europe, long closer to Latin-
Ameriea than the States, was for

decades the chief source of stage
material. Touring companies from
Spain 'and France came here regu-

.

larly, but the U. S. has taken on
a new light in local theatrical eyes

'

because of its ability to turn out
vehicles that bring In the pesos.

1Notable Snceessaa

Notable among successes of the
season just closing—blackout time
here being December, January and
February, when the summer is at
its hottest—have been 'Arsenic and
Old Lace,' done locally as 'Arsenica

y Encaje Antigue'; 'Cora Is Green,'
billed as 'Adios Senorita Gray'; To-
bacco Road,' which, was 'El Camino
del Tabaco'; 'I Married An Angel,'

'Yo me case con' una AngeV and
'Children's Hour,' known as. 'De<
partamento p&ra Senorltas.'

U. S. version of 'Angel' was the
basis of local presentation, not Euro-
pean, which made it a U. S. play In

local minds. 'Watch On the Rhine'
is currently being discussed, as are
'Life With Father' and 'My Sister

Eileen.'

Chief difficulty Is.the lack of real

translators to put the U. S. plays

.

into Spanish. Plenty of word sling-

ers can handle both languages, but
few who are also dramatists and
directors.

'Arsenic's' Click

Case of 'Arsenic,' which has been
the greatest . success, shows what's
necessary. - Play was brought down
by John Relnhardt, U. .S. film di-

rector, who came down here to di-

rect two films tor the new Baires
Studio. He saw the show In New
York, thought it had possibilities,

and got the Latin rights together
with plans of stage sets, photos of
all Important business, and a first-

hand view through repeated viewing.
Then, with Luis Cesar Amadorl, one
of the top Argentine film directors,

swung a deal for the presentation,

with Amadorl acting as producer and
Relnhardt as director.

Fact that both men knew both
languages and could polish off the
translation as well as adapt typical
Americanisms for local audiences
had its effect Laughs were as
numerous as In the Broadway
presentation and only major differ-

ence was that, at the Astral on Calle
Corrientes here, there was no crowd
of happy backers from '21' figuring
out just what their take w.ould be.

Sole Spanish company to cross
was the troupe of Mar'cia Guerrero
and Fernando Diaz de Mendoza.
Outfit was late In arriving becausa
number of members wire unable to
get an ok to leave Spain, their po-
litical sympathies being uncertain
to the Falangists, It did only so-

so biz.

Despite Increasing public pref-
erence for films instead of foot-

lights, almost 30 'legit houses op-
erated at one time during the sea-
son. Average number of perform-
ances of each ploy ran to about 100,

although Samuel Eichlebaum's Un
Gaupo del 900' CA Valient of tha
.90's), which won the National Cul-
tural Cornish prize, ran to almost
400.
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GOOD MUSICAL YEAR

5 Broadway Musical Comedies

Current at $4.40 Top

By Jack Pulaski

Musical shows are Broadway's o"30th instances the demand was much

particular lure. They are the most

difficult to produce and, o£ course,

the most expensive.

As revues started to pass out, book

musicals look the ascendent and

most tune show hits now have stor-

ies. Such production is much less

costly to produce and the weekly

payoff is within reason, while the

profit possibilities are almost as

large ts those of revues.

Percentage of book musicals that

click is fairly strong but the operet-

ta type appears to be virtually

washed up. Reason probably lies in

the story, or the way it is treated,

and for the most part operettas lend

the audience-impression of being

dated.

There are exceptions so far as

revues arc concerned, 'Sons O' Fun"

being the current example, topping

Broadway at. the Winter Garden. Its

birthright is 'Hellzapoppin', W'i'-h

played Broadway for more than

three years and was the most suc-

cessful freak the boards had seen in

a generation. 'Hellz' was a nutty

melange to woo laughter, and 'Sons'

is a screwball show in spades.

•Last year, when it was decided to

send out a road show of 'Hellz',

Olsen and Johnson were opposed.

The vaudeville duo argued that the

success of 'Hellz' depended on their

teamwork. To their chagrin it was
proven differently, the road edition

drawing belter business than the

original. Being in on the profits, O.

& J. have been completely mollified-

and now there are two companies

o£ 'Hellz' playipg the road, the pic-

ture of that name having chased
the Broadway version out of town. .

"Let's Face It' Is Broadway's run-

ner-up at the Imperial. Only because
that theatre has slightly less capacity

than the Winter Garden prevents it

from equalling 'Sons' in gross. 1.et's*

is the number one book musical on
the list, with the newest tune arrival,

Eddie Cantor's 'Banjo Eyes', coming
Into contention at the Hollywood.

'Best Foot Forward' was the first

book musical to click this season arid

was a sellout at the Barrymore until

the war interfered, though business

is still alright. 'High Kickers', at the

Broadhurst, is another combination
of book show and revue. 'Sunny
River' at the St. James, was operetta.

higher than the supply,

Impact of war affected show busi-

ness heavily, but the leading musi-

cals stood ixp better than straight

shows. London is proving that thea-

tres are a must and it should be the

same over here. Musicals especially

should be in demand, for the lighter

forms of entertainment afford escape

from the war news.

Current Road Shows
(Jon. 7-17.)

Wil-

Hall,

r Better Masical Season

' Season is much better off musical-

ly than last year, artistically and
financially. There was a fiurry of

musical production in autumn, 1940,

arid three costly musicals went into

the discard pronto. 'All In Fun'
stopped in three days. 'Crazy With
the Heat' lasted two weeks, was re-

cast, then struggled a couple ol

months upon relighting. 'She Had to

Say Yes' never got to Broadway.
That trio is estimated to have cost

$500,000. Production of 'Yes' is now
being used for The Lady Comes
Across'; which opened this week.

In each instance the producers
were inexperienced and the_ only
thing proven was that some people
can raise large amounts of outside

money for production. This season
there was but one similar flop. It

being 'Viva O'Brien', which also was
paid for by angels.

Counted among the musicals, but
not generally so rated, is 'It Happens
On Ice', which, with one four-week

I

interruption, has been playing more
I than a year at . the Center. It is a

revue on skates and therefore a

musical attraction stemming ' from
the rink shows that have been tour-
ing the country's arenas so success-

fully. Upon being revised last spring
the top admission price was lowered
to $1.65 and the pop price seems
to ahev turned the trick. Spotted in

Radio City it get a natudal draw
from out-of-town visitors.

There are five musicals having a
top of $4.40, a larger crop of high-
scaled shows than New York has
had in years. Whether all can com-
pete successfully will be discerned

when the holiday theatre-going flur-

ry subsides. There was a drop in

attendance at two' four-fbrtiers he-

lore Christmas.
Still there is now more money in

circulation than last winter, when
some of the high-scaled musicals

sagged after New Year's. 'Sons' is

having no trouble getting $5.50 on
Saturday . nights and it opened at

$6.80. 'Banjo' came in at $7.70 and In

'All In Favor'— Playhouse, Wil-

mington, Del. (9-10); Ford's Balti-

more (12-17).

'Arseitc L.nd Old Lace'—Cass, Oc-
troi, (7-10); Palace, South Bend, Ind.

(12); Coronado, Rockford, 111. (13);

Davidson, Milwaukee (14-18),

'Blithe Spirit'—Playhouse,

mirigton, Del. (16-17).

'Blossom Time' -7 Memorial
Salina, Kans. (7); Grand, Topeka,

kans. (8); Memorial Hall, Indepen-

dence, Kans.. (9); Convention Hall,

Tulsa, Okla. (10); Auditorium, Mem-
phis (12-13); Auditorium, Shreve-

port. La. (14); Auditorium, New
Orleans (15-16); Auditorium, Beau-
mont, Texas (17).

'Cahdi^ In the Wind'—Locust,
Philadelphia (12-17).

'Claudia' (2d Co.)—Selwyn, Chi-

cago (7-17).

'Claudia' (3d Co.)—Hartman, Co-

lumbus, p. (7-10); English, In-

dianapolis (12-14); Victory, Dayton,

O. (15); Memorial Auditorium Louis-

ville (16-17).

Gilbert and Sullivan— Erlanger,

Buffalo, N. Y. (7-10); Hanna, Cleve-

land (12-17).

iHellzapoppIn' (N.Y. Co. )—Forrest,
Philadelphia (7-17).

'Hellzapoppin' (2d Co.) —National,
Washington (7-17).

Jason'—Maryland, Baltimore (12-

17).

Life with Father* (2d Co.)—Grand,
St. Louis (7-17).

'Life with Father' (3d Co.)—Mu-
nicipal Auditorium. Memphis (7-9);

Robinson Auditorium, Little Rock
Ark. (10); College, Natchitoches, La.

(12);. Strand, Shreveport, La. (13)

New Auditorium, Tyler, Texas. (14);

Music Hall, Houston, Texas, (15-17)

'Louisiana Purchase'' — Erlanger,

thicago (7-17).

'Mr. and Mrs. North'—Plymouth
Boston (7-17).

'My Sister Eileen' (2d Co.)—Metro-

politan, Seattle (7-10); Mayfalr,

Portland, Ore. (12-14); Senior High-

school, Sacramento, Cal. (18); Geary,

San Francisco (17).

'My Sister Eileen" (3d Co.)—Wil-

bur, Boston (7-17).

'Native Son"—Studebaker, Chicago

(7-10)- Lyceum Minneapolis (12-14);

Auditorium, St Paul (15); Parkway,

Madison, Wis. (10-17).

'Pal Joey'—Nixon, Pittsburgh (7-

10); Grand Opera House, Chicago

(12-17). 1

'Panama Battle'-Ford's, Baltimore

(7-10); Nixon, Pittsburgh (12-17).

Porsy and Bess'—Shubert; Bos-

ton (7-17).

'Portrait of a Lady" (Ruth Gordon)

-Majestic, Boston (7-10).

'Rivals' (Ruth Chatterton)—Eng-

lish, Indianapolis (7); Pabst, Mil-

waukee (8-10).

'Separate Rooms'— Palace, Flint,

Mich. (7); Michigan, Lansing, Mich.

(8); Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. (9);

Keith's, Grand Rapids, Mich. (10);

Parkway, Madison, Wis. (12); Or-

phenni, Dubuque, la. (13); Orpheum,
Waterloo,. la. (14); Iowa, Cedar

Rapids, la. (15); OVpheum, Daven-

port (16)..

'Springtime for Henry'—El Capi-

tan, Hollywood (7-10).

'Student Prince' — Grand Opera.

House, Chicago (7-10); Cass Detroit

(11-17).

Theatre' — Metropolitan, Provi-

dence (12); Clark University,
Worcester, Mass. (13); Court Square.

Springfield, Mass. (14); BushncU
Auditorium, Hartford (15); Shubert,

New Haven (16-17).

.

They Can't Get You Down'—Mu-
sic Box, Hollywood (7-17).

Tobacco Boad'-^Hanna, Cleveland

(7-10); Palace, Lorraine, O. (12);

Ohio, Lima, O. (13); Madison, Mans-
field, O. (14); Weller, Zanesville, O.

(15); Fairbanks, Springfield, O. (16);

Memorial Hall, Dayton, O. <17);

Capitol, Toledo (18).

To Live Again"—Belasco, Los An-
geles (7-17).

Veioz and Tolanda—Court Square,

Springfield, Mass. (7); Bushnell, Au-
ditorium, Hartford, Conn. (8); Erie,

Schenectady, N. Y. (9-10); His

Majesty's, Montreal (12-17).

White Cargo'— Walnut, Philadel-

phia (7-11).

Fkck Clacks Akng

Henry Senbcr, advance man for

the tour of 'The Corn Is Green', is

travelling by station wagon, the first

legit p.a. to do his road drum-beat
ing by motor. He's travailing with
his wife, Genevieve, and their dog
He bought the car last summer to

get to and from a place he rented

at Redding Ridge, Conn.

. Senber's first stop is Chicago. En-,

tire tour of 'Corn' is scheduled to

extend to June, 1943, and cover 30,-

000 miles. Number of one-nighters
is the reason Senber elected to travel

by car.

Annii>ersary -
January 7, 1942

Don't Belittle the Amateur

Little Theatre and Community Groups Doing Fine

Job in Keeping Drama Alive

By Barrett H. Clark

(Executive Director, Drama-
tists Play Service

I don't suppose It will ever be pos-

sible to change the viewpoint of

the old-time professional adtor, as

expressed by a distinguished- Amer-

ican player in his address to a na-

tional convention of directors of non-

professional theatres. The point of

his patronizing address was that the

worst professional actor was better

than the best amateur. This was

stated pleasantly and wittily, but

there was no doubt that tl)e speaker

believed every syllable of what he

said.

It is too bad that the delegates to

the convention lacked the speaker's

sense of humor, because they passed

a resolution almost as stupid as tM
speaker's sweeping and absurd state-

ment. They thought they could

by their exaggeration offset the

exaggeration which had so deeply of-

fended them. To this day there exists,

I think, the same gulf of misunder-

standing that I have just pointed out.

The' professional, by and large, still

thinks of the amateur theatre as

something that' has not grown up,

that necessarily and for all time will

remain inferior to the professional

theatre. The professional actor feels

very much "like the practitioner of

that other, and older, profession who
wistfully declared that it was being

ruined by amateurs.

number of samples of dramatic
art every season, but an active and
living center of communal activity.

It is, of course, gratifying to know
that the best of these theatres are
doing conspicuously good work. I

am not exaggerating when 1 say that
the average production as seen in any
one of 30 or 40 such theatres that I

could name is distinctly above the
average production we see on Broad-;
way—bearing in mind, of course, that

we must take all Broadway produc-
tions into account and not exclu-
sively the outstanding successes. But
even if the best of our community
theatres were not turning out the
good work they do, their importance
would still be almost as great as it is.'

1:

Pros Help Non-Proa

For many years I have been in a

position -to observe the effects both

of the professional and the non-

professional theatre on a rather large

number of theatregoers throughout

this country, and I have come to the

conclusion that each complements
the other. By this I don't mean that

the millions of amateurs constitute

a source of supply for the profes-

sional theatre, but rather, that they
perform a function quite independent

of that other theatre which at its

best represents, of course, the high-

est and finest our theatre has to offer.

It is absurd and unnecessary to say

that every professional was once an
amateur. The fact is that profes
sioiials are all the time graduating
from the ranks of the great amateur
acting public. What is more im
portant to the theatre at large is

that a relatively large number of

theatres -have become- --part- --and

parcel of the communities where
they exist, that these are social

rather than esthetic in their func-
tions, and that what they contribute

to their communities is not so much

- Amateurs Carry On
We must bear in mind that tha

old traveling company and the old-

local stock company has disappeared,'

and that during the past 25 years,'

if it had not been for the local ama-
teurs, we would have had nothing
outside a few large cities to take'

the place of stock or road.

It . may help to clarify things If

call attention to the obvious fact
that when one says 'amateur' one
thinks of the kind of foolishness'

George. Kelly poked fun at in his

delightful farce, "The Torch-Bearers.'-

But it ought to be clear to anyone
that if all amateur groups behaved
OS idiotically as they - do in The
Torch-Bearers,' they would long'

since have ceased to exist. Whiles
anyone can easily find stupidity and
incompetence among amateur groups,

he will be grievously disappointed,
it that is what he is looking for,

when he begins to visit some of the
better community or so-called little

theatres.

Now the essential difference be-
tween a community group and, let

us say, a group of actors that happen
to have signed Equity contracts is

not that the former are less com-,
potent than the latter, though that
is often the case, but that they are
engaged in dramatic work primarily
because they like to dp it, whereas .

the latter, no matter how much they
may enjoy their work, do it because
that is their chief or only means of
support.

'

I am hot saying that the attitude

of the .amateur is more commend-
able, or less so, than that of the

professional, but simply that the
two are different, and so funda-
mentally different as to make coma
parison- of- the - two—viewpoints al-

most Useless. The local town sym-
phony-orchestra, the members of

which meet once a week to play
for their own pleasure, is one thing,

and a national symphony orchestra

under ToscariinI is another. If I say

that the To'scanini orchestra plays

a Mozart symphony better than the

local orchestra can do, I state only,

tlie obvious. The fact remains that

the local orchestra, gets a peculiar'

and striking kind of pleasure, which
it would not get if it listened to the

professional orchestra. Besides, the

local orchestra is performing a so-

cial and civic function which, par-

ticularly in these days, is something

for which no exact substitute has

yet been found. I believe that the

most important business of every

non-professional theater group is

that it offers a supreme example of

the democratic jway of doing things.

It is the doing 'itopether that counts.

Skill of Performance

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

ALFRED LUNT and LYNN FONTANNE

If, however, what we do together

on' the tens of thousands of local

stages throughout this country were

merely tens of thousands of bungling

and incompetent performances, it

could not last very long or exert

much in^uence. Our local commu-
nity theaters here and there have

achieved a skill in performance

which is sufficient to keep most of

these Institutions alive. No public,

will continue to pay good money for

shows that are not worth seeing.

If cur amateur productions in this

country were limited to a few wom--
en's club groups and schools and,

let us say, Masonic lodges, they could

hardly be expected to loom very

large on the horizon of our national

life. The extent to which plays are

being produced all the <ime from

coast to coast is surprising to most

of us who don't happen to have the

facts. In offering statistics I real-

'

ize that no census has ever been

taken, . and besides I am unwilling

to give figures of a too specific na-

ture, since these might be consid-

ered trade secrets. Nevertheless, it

can be freely told that of all the

(Continued on page 190)
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LEGIT'S BRIGHT FUTURE
The Road's the Thing

By Lawrence Langner

The road has always been the backbone of the American

theatre. Although only a few of our more able and Intelligent

actors and managers recognize the truth of this today, yet

ming back to the early days of the theatre, an actor who was
what is known as a 'New York actor-

was branded a failure. Ask Katharine

Cornell, Alfred Lunt, IjyDn Pontanne,

and Helen Hayes where they have re-

ceived the greater part of tlieir support

In the past 10 years, and you will learn

unhesitatingly that this has come from

outside New York.

The taste of the theatre-going public

in other American cities has, in ."ny

opinion, been steadily improving. Dur-

ing the ast 20 years.it was 'The Road'

that first gave wholehearted support l^orence £aiisii«T

to the plays of Shakespeare. It was only after such stars

as Katharine Cornell and Lunt and Fontanne presented,

respectively, 'Romeo and Juliet* and 'The Taming of the

Shrew' in New Yorlc, that the latter became anything but

extremely Inhospitable to Shakespeare. Gilbert and Sullivan

operettas were heartily supported on the road, long before

New York took them up. Operettas which have good music

and good singing, can always find an enthusiastic audience

outside New York.-- They do not suit 'the New York taste.'

]
Dillcrenoc In Taste f

Managers, actors, and playwrights are lieginning to ask

themselves whether they wish to produce for 'the New York
taste,' or for the far greater American public which lies be-

yond the mouth of the Hudson river.

This great variation in taste has become more and more
apparent as New York audiences become more blase, more
spoiled and more unlike the rest of the country. Of course,

there are some exceptions^which go to prove the rule.

Unfortunately for the rest of the country, it suffers from an
inferiority complex. It Is still prone to think that it will

like the so-called 'smart' New York successes, although figures

on certain effete attractions which succeeded in New York,
show that New York success will not necessarily ensure road
success.

Fifteen years ago The Theatre Guild recognized that the

surest foundation on which to build for the future was by
Including 'The Road' among its activities. At a time when
second-rate and third-rate companies were being sent out by
other managers, the Guild sent out only its New York com-
panies. Actors who refused to play on the road were not

engaged by the Guild for New York. Alfred Lunt and Lynn
Fontanne made an annual tour of subscription cities; so did

the other stars who played for the Guild.

Theatre Has Its Place In Defense

Of Democracy—Better *Road'

Understanding

By Marciu Heiman.
(President of the United Booking Office and

League of New York Theatres)

Bead Helped Throngh Depression

The policy started so many years ago .has reaped handsome
dividends in support of the American theatre through some
ot the worst periods of Its history. Take, for instance, the

depre^ion years. Throughout the large cities savings banks
' were being closed-right and J«ft_ Jhe..GluldJQ0lSi.9Xer_tJi.e,

Shubert subscription system and formed The American Thea-
tre Society, supplying six good plays each season. In spite of

this, the Guild had to draw in its horns. Some subscription

cities, such as Detroit and Cleveland, dropped out; but The
Theatre Guild-American Theatre Society preserved its main
strongholds—Boston, Chicago, Washington, Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh.

Three years ago, when Theresa Helburn and I took over the
active management of The Theatre jiuild, we realized the

greater role which the road is destined to play in the future

of the American theatre. We began with the city of Balti-

more. It had received six plays the season before. The
nieatre Guild-American Theatre Society introduced its sub-
scription to Baltimore audiences the following season. Twenty-
two plays then visited Baltimore. The next season 32 plays
came to Baltimore. The following year the TG-ATS installed a
subscription program in Detroit, Columbus, Cincinnati and
Buffalo. The story in general was the same. Once the
nneleus or congregation of theatregoers was established in a
town, the same congregation got into the theatre-going habit
agaln,'and other plays were attracted to the city.

SabacrlpUons Help

Subscriptions on Upbeat I

This season the towns of Toronto, Indianapolis, and Mil-
waukee were added to the list, and an arrangement made
for cooperation with St. Louis' local Playgoers' Association.
Subscriptions in most of the out-of-town cities increased
'between 20% to 35%, bringing the total membership to
nearly 80,000 subscribers. Any play which plays the TG-
ATS circuit has had waiting for it at the boxoflices this
season anywhere between $SO,000 to $120,000 advance sale,
the difference between minimum and' maximum depending on
the boxoffice scale for the particular attraction, . When the
war broke out, San Francisco and Los Angeles had been
sdded to the list, and Warren P. Munseil, who serves as
business manager for The TG-AlTS, was about to start for
the Pacific coast to initiate the membership campaign. Not-
witiistanding the war, these two cities will be organized at
the first favorable opportunity.

The TG-ATS does not operate exclusively for the benefit
of The Theatre Guild. Other managers are invited to send
their plays out on the subscription circuit, and many do;
furthermore The TG-ATS gets behind worthwhile plays,
which go on the road, and permits its subscription list in the
various cities to be circularized, charging only the cost of.
clrcularization for this service. In one recent instance,
Where The TG-ATS permitted a Shakespearean production
to circularize its members, the advance sale in Boston alone
to its members was over $6,000.

I believe that the war will tend to emphasize rather than
reduce the importance of the road to the American theatre,
rnere will undoubtedly be a temporary lull in theatregoing
during the initial period of readjustment, but from then
on I believe that the road will enthusiastically support the
"*?tre, just as the provinces have done in Fjigland.
Nor is it only in good taste that the road is becoming

There are signs and indications tbat the problems can be

solved. With strong groups organized in a dozen citiei for

subscription seasons, it no longer is necessary that every play

sent on tour should have the hallmark of an extended

Broadway run in order to meet playgojng requirements. It

has been proved practical also to scale attractions at the

boxoffice consistent with their entertainment value. By
adoption of arrangements between producers and players it

has been possible for a numt>er of plays to continue on tour

profitably to both.

In this connection, Actors' Equity has displayed business

foresight, and « grasp of the essentials of the situation, by
conforming to realistic requirements and encouraging road

tours, which have enhanced the earnings of. its members.
If I were to point to a single happening that is most heart-

ening, I would say that understanding by all branches of

the theatre of the problems of the out of town—the 'road'

—manager is hastening a return of better conditions.

increasingly important. It is a pleasure to attend an opening

night on the road just as it is a nightmare to attend one in

New York. Out-of-town audiences on opening night are

Intelligent memt>ers of human society; in New York the open-
ing night audience, knovgi as "The Death Watch,' is largely

made up of an assorted potpourri of picture scouts, ticket

agents, talent agents, actors out-ot-a-job. Cafe Society, and
a bevy of animated corpses attired in exening dress who are

present because it is 'the thing* to be there. Small wonder
is it that our important actors and actresses find, it a pleasure

to play before the out-of-town opening-night audiences, and
are able to give their best performances, which they find

next to impossible when they appear in the icy atmosphere

of the Broadwayites. Good performances are giveh only

when there is some contact between the audience and the

actors. This seldom happens at New York openings, in which
75% of the audience are present for some commercial reason.

As a result the New York 'Death Watch* has not seen a
really good performance of a play in years. We of the
theatre Icnow this, but nobody else does.

My advice to any manager, or actor, or playwright not
wishing to make a career in pictures-r-but in the theatre

—

would be, paraphrasing Horace Greeley, 'Go North, South,
East, or Middle West! There lies the future ot The American
Theatrel'

Theatre's Salvation

By Brock Pemberton

Because the theatre is an institution of, by and for the

people, the source of . its inspiration and the strength ot its

support come from the inasses—not the few.

If such a premise is true, there is a brighter future await-

ing the legitimate theatre than the record of the past decade

would indicate. Nearly everyone will agree that the cross

currents of opinion on countless material issues have created

confusion in the public consciousness. Events of the past

few weeks, however, have swept away discord and hesitancy.

When we think ot America today, we visualize a mighty

nation of many millions, imlted and driven by a single

resolve.

From such imity the theatre will gain strength, not merely
as the source of entertainment, important as that factor might
be. History bears out the prediction that the theatre also
will be particulate, tor . the thoughts and emotions of the
people.

The reason I refer to the theatre ot the past dozen years,

as distinct from the period which started with the turn of
the century and carried through the first World War, is

because the legitimate theatre, the stage of living actors,

first felt the full impact of mechanized ei\tertainment com-
petition in the late '26s. For more than a decade the
theatre had withstood the silent motion pictures. Very few
stars of the theatre had capitulated entirely to the films.

Dramatists also were active in crating works for the stage,

leaving the film scenario to specially trained screen writers.

1 Sound Fix and Depression
[ |

The period of greatest change, of course, came with the
sound, or dialog film, followed by the economic depression,

which threw the commercial theatre, and business generally,

into a chaotic condition. Public spending was greatly cur-
tailed. Both Broadway and 'the road' were hard hit.

It is to the lasting credit ot men and women of the theatre

that, in the face of many discouraging obstacles, they have
kept alive and virile the commercial structure of the drama.
The task has not been easy. But the battle t<fr survival has
t>een won, and won in typical American fashion by the most
earnest cooperation between all its branches and interests.

But even such splendid cooperation does not tell the whole
story. Throughout the country, in hundreds of cities and
population centres, are individually owned and managed
theatres, which comprise the foundation of the drama's com-
mercial structure. It is impossible to properly evaluate the

service which these operators have performed in their deter-

mination and enthusiasm that the legitimate theatre shall

contiDU.e_fls. ABO.tent_and..constructive force in American life.

Certain plays which have earned 'hit', ratings have pros-

pered generously on the road in the past few years. It is

true there have not been too many ot them and many the-

atres, representing substantial investments, have had periods

when no plays have been available at all. That is the crux

and problem of the present—the rehabilitation of the stage

in terms ot quantity as well as quality in order to bring

about continuity ot t>ookings to the theatres situated outside

the Broadway belt

Something is happening to the road. Given up for dead in
the early 193ps, when all industry was taking the count at the
hands of the depression, the road is now so sturdy it may
prove the salvation of the theatre in the perilous day

ahead.
This is the picture: New York . Is

jittery from test air-raid warnings and
continued talk about the possibility of
token bombings, and while the holidays
have brought a mild upswing in busi-
ness, the increase has not been sufficient

to date to warrant the weaker attrac-

tions . continuing. Accordingly, there
will be wholesale closings on Broadway
during the next fortnight, while It the .

new sirens about to be Installed, begin.
Broek FembertoB their obbligato, with or without benefit

of enemy planes, Broadway wlU undergo a temporary eclipse

with only a half-dozen or more plays protected by advance
sales in a position to carry on. An actual raid might even
close these, just as the London theatre was blasted shut by
the first fury of the Blitzkrieg.

If and when this should happen, the far-flung road, safe
through distance from Jap or German plane, will constitut*
the American theatre. It is inconceivable that such a Broad>
way blackout would last indefinitely. In liOndon, which U
far more vulnerable, the theatre has Inched back until now
approximately 20 shows -are playing. But it can happen,
here and if it does a cycle will have been completed, with the
road once more the dog instead of the tall.

But even if Hitler isn't as smart as he is thought to be,

the road Is doing better as a result ot the war than Broad-
-way; Throughout the year the provincial theatre has felt the
effect of the billions spent tor war material, and, while
Broadway has been waiting hopefully for some sign ot the
new prosperity, other cities have actually experienced it In

the form of greater grosses and lengthened runs. This is

especially true of those cities adjacent to large camps, those
near which huge war factories have been built, or to which
war work has brought increased populations and wages.

I
Some Examples 1

For instance. Little Rock, Ark., was a pretty good town for
the. right attraction; now it is a honey because a large camp
is nearby. Buffalo Is turning out planes from several fac-

tories and three days at the Statler is now to be prized
rather than dodged. In Detroit there is no longer such a
thing as seasonal employment, and instead of booking a week,
a run of several weeks is tried tor. The record there to date
is held by 'Life With Father' which, in 1941, played through
13 spring and summer weeks.
The vast army ot Government employes, first recruited to

administer the New Deal and then augmented 'for war, has
made Washington a boom town in which many a new pro-
duction on its tryout week has turned a handsome profit
One new play, in need of more time tor revisions, threw in a
second week in the capital city and duplicated the first

week's take of $25,000. Toronto reflected Canada's participa-
tion last season and Montreal, for years a dud, is now worth
visiting. ~~~—

r

Bood Partial to Names

Huge grosses are the rule rather than the exception when a
star heads the cast while in some of the better organized
one-night stands a standard attraction without a name player
can gamer four or five thousand dollars. The road is stiU
partial to names, however, and certain cities refuse to patron-
ize the standard Broadway success unless there is a star.

Better business has brought about an increase in the num-
ber of theatres. In Chicago, Detroit and Boston, closed play-
houses have been reclaimed, while picture circuits have
gladly opened up time. Not only have swollen receipts
proved welcome, but a change ot diet from film fare has been ,

beneficial.

But the road is suffering from the same blight that has
afflicted Broadway for years, a lack ot material. ' Only a

;

scarcity of good plays keeps it from becoming a major indus-
try.- With the world at war the merest trickle of foreign
scripts, mostly from England, comes through and America has
been thrown upon her own resources. These are insufficient
to keep Broadway and the road operating at capacity. The
result is dark houses tor consecutive weeks in cities which
would patronize plays regularly presented, while bookings
in key cities gBme in spurts. With them it is feast or famine.

I
Organizing Audiences

f
This condition has necessitated organizing audiences, since

theatre-going is a habit easily broken when not regularly
practiced, and at this business of enticing the customers,
women have easily proved themselves stars. Mrs. Peg
Wangler turned Princeton into a deisrable Saturday night
try-out town. Out in Des Moines the Shriners stop shooting
elk in the balcony of their huge auditorium when Mrs.
George F. Clark goes to work on her audience. Mrs. Frank
Vaughn could always get out a good crowd in Little Rock.
Uncle Sam has made her work easier by flooding the place
with soldiers.

Nashville would be worth visiting just to talk to Mrs L C
Naff, one of the outstanding personalities of show business!
but she has a firm hold on the neighbors and when she com-
mands them to fill the Tabernacle they do. In Toledo Mrs
Flora Ward Hineline consistently marshals one ot the' high-
est-paying audiences in the country. In Oklahoma City there

'^^l^-
^'^'"^ '^"'^' B. Carson; Mrs. eLIW. Saunders covers both Houston and Beaumont, and thefirm of Hazelton & Ware, operating from Pasadena, will

help provide audiences anywhere on the Pacific roart *

Maybe what New York needs is some of these high-powe?^
audience getters.

i~werea

Theatre Guild's Boad Trend
A trend which packs tremendous significance and mavconceivably bring about the decentralizing of the AjnertetJtheatre so that New York may no longer be the arbiter^what the public shall see received a great impetus d" ing thepast year. This was the shifting of the emoh^k of itS

activities from New Yorlt to the rotd by the ThJ^t?^ GuildFor some time the Guild's local subscripUon lists havedwmdllng as the increasingly deadly barrage the criUM te^
(Continued on page 191)
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MEDICINE SHOWS
By Epes W. Sargent
[The yolloiuing was turittcn Idle tii

1938, shonty before the toritcr's

Between the medical societies and
the Piae Foods and Drugs act, the

good old medicine show isti't what
it used to be. It has been robbed of

its glamour and romance and tied

to the chariot wheels of commercial
progress. No longer is it possible for

the 'Doctor' to milk the more affluent

of the lowners for big money for

Epecial remedies. No longer will

water, colored with caramel and
flavored with root extract, pass mus-*CJtU"rr"^,,'c''rf,cnr,,"»7nrr.rt"
. ..J- . T* • I* -1 message was aiscontmued.
ter as medicme. It is not even al- "

xhty All Fell
lowable to make extravagant claims

tribal costume. In time Sagwa had
as many as 100 companies out, some
working in tents and larger troupes

in halls and school houses. The prof-

its must have been enormous.
Sagwa, like Williams, worked le-

gitimately, content with the profits

from sales, but the graft was too

good to escape the eagle eyes of the

fakirs, and. all 5orts of .shows sprung
up. One favorite graft was a soap

supposed to be a cure for rheuma-
tism. As a matter of fact the suds

merely acted as the lubricant for a

vigorous massage which got the

blood circulating and, for a time,

brought relief to the user. But the

pain came right back as soon as the

for the nostrums offered for sale,

and ingrowing toenails and cirrhosis

of the liver iare no longer cured out

of the same bottle.

It was fine while it lasted, but

some of the more ambitious pirates

went too far and the medical socie-

ties clamped down. They even re-

quired that the 'Doctor,' who was
the kingpin of most outfits, possess

diploma from some state medical
authority permitting him to practice,

and what was the old timer going to

do about that?

If you really want to know, he
probably quit the medicine shows
and started out for himself, setting

up in the resort towns; Florida in

winter and along the North Atlantic

seaboard in the summer. Keeping
carefully under cover, they pick up
likely prospects and bleed them as

much as they dare. Just for example,
there was one of these medicos in

Tampa last winter. Ostensibly he
conducted a beauty parlor, but let a
client complain of ill health and the

girl operatives steered him or her
(mostly her) to the doctor, who ad-

ministered what he claimed was 'Dr.

Koch's Elixir.' He would give a
treatment guaranteed to cure what-
ever ills he diagnosed, within six

months.
Koch's elixir was originally offered

by the noted German scientist as a
cure for consumption. It was per-
haps useful in the early stages of

I pulmonic troubles, but of no value
whatever in the treatment of actual
tuberculosis. There, is nothing to
show that this faker actually dis-.

pehsed the Koch remedy, but he
might have, in order to play safe.

Certainly it did seem to have some
value for a time, but the effects wore
oft and—well, the Doctor is not in

Tampa this year, so try and get that
guarantee. That's where the doctors
went to. The med shows carry li-

censed practitioners, who were, less

liable to take a chance of losing
their .V-ense, but they can, and do,
promote the sales of the nostrums,
most of which will pass the scrutiny
of the inspectors, though they may
not win their approval.

Percy Williams Pioneered 'Em
The medicin.e show was started,

or at least developed, by the late
Percy G. Williams, who later was to
become one of the foremost figures
in American vaudeville. He in-

vented a tubular belt of red flannel,

stuffed with aromatic leaves and de-
signed to be worn around the ab-
domen next the skin. The thing
probably had some slight therapeutic
value as an irritant.

.At first, Williams, who was then
an actor, headed his own show, giv-

ing a light vaudeville program and
selling his belts in between the acts,

He traveled with a tent, which was
pitched on the most desirable vacant
lot in the business district. It was
a good show. It had to be, for the
object was to put the cuffo audi-

k cnce into a good humor, breaking
I down the sales resistance. It was a

5. good show. The belts must be good,
too.

Williams did so well that he shortly
retired from the road to form and
direct a dozen or more troupes in
various parts of the country. Some
of these he backed himself. Others
worked on shares. In the early end
of 1880 Williams took an advertise
ment in .the Clipper to attract new
companies, and he gave a resume of
the profits of some of his last sea
son's shows,, some of which ran as
bigh as $20,000.

. Of course, this was too good s

thing to pass unnoticed and the In-
dian Sagwa Co. was formed to pro-
mote the sale of an herbal remedy,
ostensibly discovered by a trapper in
the Indian country. To serve as a
guarantee of good faith a couple of
Indians were assigned each troupe,

by arrangement with the Govern-
ment. They did their allegedly tribal

dances in the show and in off hours
constituted a powerful ballyhoo as

they strutted around town In lull J

It may seem absurd that even the

semi-intelligent would fall for the

bunk, but they did, and in a.big way.
In one instance, the Professor, who
was developing a new grift, an-

nounced at one of his shows that he
was retiring from business. He had
just enough soap to make one more
town and ihen he was through. The
troupe consisted of «bout 'a dozen
people. They traveled by rail and
stopped at the cheaper hotels.

That night the landlord came to

the doctor's room with a troubled
ment^ He had been helped by the
soap. He offered to buy the re-
maining supply. The professor chided
him . for seeking to withhold from
the people of the next town the bene-
fits he had enjoyed, but as an extra
special favor he offered to give the
innkeeper a six months* supply in

return for a receipted bill. For about
$2 worth of soap he obtained a
week's board for the entire troupe.
And he did not even reveal that

that his credulous customer could
have obtained all the soap he
wanted from the Cincinnati house
which supplied him.
Probably half a hundred others

were selling the same soap, but most
of them bought in sufficiently large
quantities to have their own names
put on the packages. Only the very
little fellows, buying from hand to

mouth, used the Cincinnati concern's
imprint In smalt quantities the
soap cost about 3c a cake. In large
lots it sold for half that price and
still paid the maker a handsome
profit, for the same concern supplied
a dozeii different nostrums, all gor-
geously labeled.

But the real blowoff was the busi-
ness the Doctor did in his private
consultations. Those in the audi-
ences were urged to consult the
doctor during the afternoon 'abso-'

lutely free,' and all afternoon there
was a line of hypoondriacs waiting
their . turns. —

- •
- - •

Most of these were given short

shrift and small attention, but in

every town there were some of the

more affluent who enjoyed the

luxury of being jll, and the Doctor

was a shrewd judge. He would

scare these comc-ons into the belief

they were dangcrou.sly ill, and fees

of from $50 to as high as $500 were

not uncommon.
But the monetary side was le.ss

important than the impression

created on the susceptible neurotic

who persisted in using dangerous

drugs to cure imoginary ills, and it

was this phase which gave the medi-

cal societies a chance to intervene.

The Medicos Step In

It was a long, uphill fight, for the

local physicians, seeing the pother

raised, were apt to sidestep and
leave the fight to the more powerful
county and state organizations. They
sensed the local opposition, for

oddly enough the greatest protest

came from the very people the bills

were designed to protect—the yokels.

To them the medicine show was
an institution and often the only

entertainment offered from one New
Year's day to the next. Most of the

towns were too small to support a

tent rep show at a 10-20c admission.

There were not a sufficient number
of persons who could, or would, pay
their two thin dimes for 'Ten Nights

in a Bar Room' or 'East Lynne.' They
saw no reason why they should pay
when the medicine show would pres-

ently come along with a sprightly

entertainment absolutely free—if

they bought no medicine. Their re-

sentment was chiefly directed against

the local man, and sometimes this

hurt.

But the evil was too palpable, and
eventually the various states fell into

line. Real physicians replaced the
long-haired imitations and much of

(he excitement was lost, for the old

timers could work an audience Into

a ferment with their vivid stories of

the dangers of diseases which only
their pet nostrums could cure.

Many of the companies worked
the same route year after year and
became real folks to the localites.

One old timer spent several sum-
mers on the lower peninsular of

Maryland. He Was able to sell a
number of really good acts the idea

it was define lark. It was, for the
little troupe was received every-
where with open arms and some of
them pl&yed every summer, royally
entertained and living off the fat of

a land long famous for its food and
cookery. The coming of the com-
pany was a distinct social event,

and the tent was not up before the
towners gathered to greet their fa-

vorites. Only once was opposition
encountered. In one spot a local

minister was wroth over the poker
games thai were played after the
show in Jhe back room -of- thfe-local

saloon. He determined to Invade

Don't Belittle The Amateur
-ContlDiiftl from paK« ISB^

more than 30,000 public nnd private

secondary schools, considerably less

than one percent fail to moke one

or more public dramatic perform-

ances a year. The same thing is true

of nearly 3,000 colleges, universities,

normal schools, and junior colleges.

Of the half a million Catholic and
Protestant churches in the country,

it is probable that over 75% make
some sort of annual public dramatic

production. There is no need of go-

ing into further detail to prove my
point, though I may add that there

are no less than half a million other

dramatic groups that function more
or less regularly and produce at least

one play publicly per season.

While the majority of plays pro-

duced by the smaller groups is writ-

ten to order for unsophisticated

audiences, it is likewise true that

practically all contemporary plays

procurable in published form are

used to a greater or lesser extent

by amateurs.
It is also gratifying to note that

certain fine plays which for one rea-

the den of vice and denounce the

profligates.

Unknown to him, his wife was
seized with the same bright Idea.

Armed with a stout cane, she sought

the back door and sent a kid in to

call out the manager. The kid tipped

off the idea and instead of answering

the summons himself, the manager
told the parson his wife w^ted to

see him outside. In the shadows she

did not realize that it was the

sharer of her joys and sorrows, and
as he emerged she socked him with

the cane for a 10-minute count. That
ended that crusade. It was laughed
out of existence.

The pure food bill put the final

kink into the graft. If they had to

sell medicine reasonably calculated

to relieve the ills listed on the label,

it required too varied and too costly

a stock. Most of them went back to

first principles and offered a tonic; a

little gentian, a dash of sarsaparilla,

plenty of water and some coloring

matter. But the graft was not the

same.
The medicine show still flourishes

in the smaller spots," but they are
less important than they used to be
because now even the small towns
offer picture shows and the auto-
mobile places the more important
picture offerings at the disposal of'

the most rustic. The only angle the
medicine show now enjoys is that it

still is the only live show to make
these smaller sticks.

- And—there's--still—something -to
that

son or other happened not to suc-
ceed according to Broadway stand-
ards, have in many cases proved -

their essential worth and are now •

being produced constantly through-
i

out this country and Canada. Sid-
'

ney Howard's 'Yellow Jack,' for

example, has received far more pro-
ductlons at the hands of amateurs
than it did during its Broadway run,

and Robert Ardrey's Thunder Rock,'

which ran just three weeks in New'
York, has 'already—during a period '•

of only a lew months—had over 40

major prodiictions. _
The ndh-pfofessibnal' theater "haV

"

kept alive many a. play which had '

its day on Broadway or perhaps :

failed after a week, but when such '

plays are based upon human themes .

and are treated with sufficient skill :

they have in many cases lived long '

lives. There are at least 200 Broad-

way plays that are, after 25 years,
'-

doing good business among the ama- '

teurs. Without naming titles, there -

are at least half a dozen plays each .

of which was produced in New York '

before 1625, that have had no less

than 5,000 productions by non- :

professionals.

I
608-1,000 Commnnlty Gronpa

KATHARINE CORNELL and GUTHRIE McCLINTIC
IN THEIR BEEKMAN PLACE STIJdY, NEW YORK CITY

The so-called little or community
theatre is in a category by itselt ,

Depending on one's definition of the

term 'Little' or 'Community' theatre,

there are somewhere between 500

and 1,000 of these groups, many of

which have their own well-equipped

playhouses and all of which give

somewhere between three and 40

productions annually. These theatres ;

are scattered all over the country.

They appeal to about the same per- :

centage of the total population that

attend professional productions in

the large cities. These theatres, be-

.

cause very few of them have any

endowment are forced to depend

largely on well-known Broadway •

plays, though there are conspicuous

examples among them of directors

who occasionally try out new manu-

scripts. Among the colleges and .

universities there are perhaps 300

to 400 well-organized dramatic

groups, a lew of which are follow-

ing—on a part-time basis—a planned

course of tryouts of new and more

or less original manuscripts. The

production ol such plays is experi-

mental not only so far as the choice

ol plays is concerned, but in its ef-

fecU on boxoffice. It stands to

reason that' an unknown play, par-

ticularly one which has not gone

through the mill of professional pro-

duction, will npt attract such large

audiences as will pay to see '.What, a

Xile'"bf "'Stage lJbof.' " NivlsrtheleSS,
•

some of the college and university

directors have begun to realize that

unless they, who are partly sub-

sidized against economic disaster, do

their share in giving young play-

wrights a chance to see their work

in actual production, they will ulti-

mately run short of new material.

With the coming of war to our

own country, the non-protessional

theatre is trying to adapt itself to

a new audience psychology. There

Is not. I think, any very wide ac-

ceptance of the extreme hysteria

that many ol them feared, no at-

tempt on the part ol anyone to cur-

tail production on the ground that

it interlered with defense work. On

the contrary, it is felt that the thea-

tre is no longer (what it once may

have been) a mere luxury, but an

integral part of the culture and civ-

ilization which we as a nation are

claiming is a heritage that must be

fought lor. True, the non-profes-

sional theatre is throwing open its

doors to our soldiers and sailors,

and in many cases carrying its pro-

ductions into the army camps; but

this, useful as it is, is not, in my
opinion, the- most useful function of

the non-professional theatre in war-

time. This theatre can be serving

the country by continuing to func-

tion as precisely what it is, a potent

means of carrying to that immense

public, which is not New York, the

most characteristic if not the very

best plays which our playwrights

can provide.

Mary Boland 111

Mary Boland was taken ill in SI.

Louis last week and forced out of

"The Rivals." An attack of pneu-

monia was feared. Eva Le GalUcnne,

who staged the revival for the

Theatre Guild, stepped Into Miss

Roland's part.

'Rivals' is advertised to open at

the Shubert N. Y., next Monday (ID.

but unless Miss Boland recovers the

date may be set back.
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Highlights of Legit Year
By Jack Pulaski

Present season started much earlier than the past half dozen theatrical

years. The period of 1940-41, however, saw a record low in productivity,

there being but 62 new shows presented, a dozen under* the total of the
previous season. Result was that only 12 hits were registered and four
moderate successes, as against 14 standouts and nine moderates for 1939-40.

On the road the leading gross-getters were the Lunts in "There Shall Be
'No Night'; Katherine Hepburn in 'The Philadelphia Story'; 'Life with
Father,' with two companies malting runs in Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia

and Detroit, and 'Hellzapoppin.'

Because of vast defense spending the road is figured to be more, profit-

able for stage shows than in many seasons. It was expected that Broad-

way would boom during summer, what with vacationers from defense

factory centers coming to the metropolis, but that never came off.

.Hollywood again stayed away from Broadway so far as backing shows

—was-conccrnedr-but.speni-plentjLjn .tuying-fllm -rights of- the- hits;—Demand-
fqr material resulted in $2,190,000 being paid for rights, plus $100,500 on
plays of previous seasons. Totals more than doubled the coin spent by the

Coast for 1939-40 rights,

j

—

• SUNDAY SHO"'S OKAY
[

Sunday performances proved a life-saver for a flock of shows and, as

the experimental period approached an end, it was proposed that Sundays
not only extend through the summer, but this season as well. Equity,

which has the whip hand in that respect, promptly gave the idea its okay

It was conceded that Sunday legits were drawing more people into town
{or the weekends and the film houses benefited by that. Last season top-

priced shows ducked Sundays, idea being that such performances might
Indicate weakness. That was disproved this tall and winter, for such

|4.40 shows as 'Sons o' Fun,' Winter Garden, and 'Banjo Eyes,' Hollywood,

are doing capacity on Sundays.

Equity was in turmoU several times oyer Cominunistic charges. At a

quarterly meeting it was voted that members with such leanings be barred

from office or employment in the association. During the summer council

rejected a proposed anti-ism amendment to the constitution. A fresh

rumpus followed and another general meeting ordered the issue put to

referendum, which resulted in favoring such an amendment. Latter was
finally whipped into shape and again placed before the' whole membership
by referendum, votes to be counted at the end of this week.

Play on Broadway

THE FIRST CROCUS
ComeOy drama In thre^ aclH proticntcd nt

tho l^tnudure, N. Y., Jan. 2, by T.
Kdwuril Hambleton; written l>y Arnold
SunRnnrd; ntaKcd by' Halitted W'cIIoh; aoi-
tlnffH hy Johannos Lanen; fS.no top.
Ilonrik Jorlfllund Uilwin I'lilllps

liiKH Jorlfllund Mnrthn llrJinan
Avlit Jorlfllund Porry WMtuin
Mllford Jorlfllund KtiKenc Schlo)
T^iom lUllolw I..o\v](« Miirlhi
AnBfrnr JorlKlund Herbert NclHOn
Ifornuin 'XctnAn Huf;o >Iiinii

Violet Molby Jocolyn Mv:indo
John llnnfon Jack Pnrsonv
TryRve KnutHen CIar<ncc Nc»nlt*lr<nn
Mlmt l-^nRCbrctHen Joan Cniyilon
Mm. Jons Oni»edRl Ellziibi'th .Moore
Alfred 0|)iK>du1 Hurry Mnull
J^lRviild IMrkeit Nordnhl Robert J'nntcne
I'lLUI JiihnFon Clidrleit Furmlouo
IvlHiim1-Jtihn!ion-:7TT-.-7-7Tv.- . .;-Mlllon K»r«I
CiiiKliIld Jonwn Connie Mimll
Murlt'l fr-evold Cvallnc Hunter

I EQUITY UPHEAVAL
Early in the summer there was an upheaval in Equity because of the

alleged radicalism. Under the new rules of nominating 50% more candi

dates thai\ places to be filled, there were 29 names on the slate to fill 10

council posts, plus a couple of replacements. Eight of the candidates were
independents, nominated by petition. Three were elected and two on the

regular ticket supported them. When the election results came in, 10 well-

known councillors resigned pronto. They claimed to have been repudiated,

biit that wasn't clear to observers.

.It was the first time in Equity's history that India candidates were
•lected, but the fear of those who walked out that radical changes would
be sought by the new councillors has not been borne out. The managers

. sought and obtained a new basic agreement that extends for two ' years,

but there were changes written into the pact as was.

!rhe exclusive service clause was removed from standard contracts, or

at least moderated over the managers' protest. Another contest between
tht two sides concerned salaries in Canada, and the actors demanded pay
in American dollars or the equivalent, but it went into the agreement.
Figured that the matter is not vital, tor comparatively few shows cross

the border. Another new rule excluded agents from collecting commis-
sions when managers did their own casting and engaging.

]_V MANAGEBS VS. AUTHORS .

. ^here was a threatened legal action by the managers against the authors
on the grounds of monopoly. That started a ruction in the League of New
York Theatres, a number of author-managers walking out. Eventually
th^re was an amicable meeting at which a new five-year agreement was
adopted. The suit was withdrawn.
Last summer there were three deaths that shocked show business. Sam

H. Harris, 69, died July 2; Sam Scribner, 82, -treasurer of the Actors Fund,
died Jiily 8; Lew Fields, 73, died July 20.

•.B9.'».rt;J!v -Sherwood won..the--Pulitzer-;I>riz«;.- It- was- his- third -iimilar

award, having been so honored for 'Idiot's Delight' and 'Abe Lincoln in

. Illinois.'

Tobacco Road' finally ended its stay on Broadway, closing May 31 after
playing seven and one-half years. During that time it had at least 70 red
week^ and 42 that were an even break.
•Variety's' poll among the critics of the best performance of the season

was woi^ by Paul Lukas tor his playing in 'Watch on the Rhine.' Gertrude
Lawrence was a close runner-up for her performance in 'Lady in the
Dark.'

Richard Watts, of the Herald Tribune, won 'Variety's' boxscora of the
critics, with a percentage of .950. Louis Kronenberger, of PM, was second;
Robert Coleman, of the Mirror, third, and Richard Lockridge, of the Sun,
fourth.

.William Saroyan's "The Beautiful People' played 15 dizzy weeks at the
Iiyceum. Never got real coin, but the author won plenty of publicity. For
about 10 days patrons could get their money back if they didn't like the
•how.

Plenty of activity In the summer stocks, strawhats grossing $3,000,000.
St Louis opera company got $480,000, a new high.

Theatre's Salvation
rCoBtlnned from 169^

.
»uned at alt productions has taken a heightened toll of its offerings. In-
stead, of bothering to bolster up its Manhattan lists the Guild stepped up
Its efforts in the provinces. Now, in addition to its organizations in Bos-
ton, Philadelphia an^ Chicago, it has organized audiences in Baltimore,
Washington, Pittsburgh, Buffalo, Toronto, Cincinnati, Columbus, Indianap-
">Us, Milwaukee, San Francisco and Los Angeles.' Subscriptions in these
ciUes are sufficient 'to guarantee profitable engagements.
But that is only half the story. The more significant half is that the

«jlld plans to cover more of the road with at least some of its productions
betore risking New York. Recent experiences of its own,, as well as of

P''''''"'=ers, make this the smart thing to do. Several pUys this fall
With stars played to immense road grosses only to be slaughtered by the
New York critics. In siJme of these instances, the out-of-town reviewers
praised the attraction. In an effort to offset the effecU of a generally
Md New York press, the Guild carried an ad In the local dailies contain-
•ng highly complimentary excerpts from critics in six different cities. The
nipst the Guild got out of it was fun, for the play closed after a brief

Immediately, however, they put their new policy in operation and
further road bookings for two productions headed for New York,
answer isn't that the local press boys are smarter, for some of the

"«st critics are scattered throughout this country. The difference is in the
point of view. In New York, at least some of the critics are satiated from
PSfpetuar theatre-goini. In the provinces they don't get enough plays to
°* bored and they know they will get fewer if they don't give the theatre
every break they can and retain their integrity.

Ih
y^^rs ago there were producers who couldn't be bothered with

ine road. Now any manager with a non-star success rushes out two or
|?re€ duplicate companies. If they are good they don't have to bear

Imprint, 'Original Broadway Cast.' Indeed, the way things are going,
new legend may appear any day.
« wiU read, 'Original Road Cast.'

Has the distinct indications of an
in-betwccner with no more chance
of getting across than any other
mediocrity this season.

'The First Crocus' is a homely play
with a mass of trivia which the
average playgoer is likely to And a
bore. That its joeople are Norwe-
gians, resident in a Minnesota town
not far from Minneapolis and-, St.

Paul, may supply a trace of novelty
but in total seems very ordinary.
Any numt>er of points in the story

take on a bit of importance to those
concerned, then fade in and out.
There are no laughs and no dra-
matics that mean much, so it is just
a story nlaced upon the stage. If

there is diversion it is for very few.
Martha Hedman. little known to the
present generation, returns to the
footlights to handle one of the talki-
est of parts. She is now a buxom,
middle-aged woman, which is the
character assigned her.
Most of the dialog is in the living

room of the Jorislund family. Mil-
ford, the youngest of three children,
has found the first crocus of the sea-
son and is supposed to get a prize, a
custom of the rural school for years.
During the exercises - it comes out
that the kid did a bit of cheating in
locating the flower and that spoils
the evening.

Avis, the marriageable daughter,
has a budding romance clipped
through interference of Inga, the
mother, who also had meddled when
the girl was In the university.
Henrik. a boy In his late teens, has
a sweetheart who doesn't say much,
but they've been going together
since early schooldays asd provide
most of the romance.
Ansgar. the father, works in a fire

pump factory, his pal being Herman
X^elson. even It he is a Swede. Lars
Hilleboe is the fainlly friend and to.

wards the end it looks like he and
Avis will wed, although he is con
siderably older. Ma Jorislund dioped
into the petty cash box of the school
social fund to buy her youngest kid
a new suit and it takes some time
before that little matter Is straight'
ened out. She threatens to walk out,
but doesn't.

, . The_Norweglpn. dlalecj;. .srejrathj

c

olentiful.'.but add little atmosphere.
Miss Hedman Is capable as the
mother, but has too much to say.

Herbert Nelson and Hugo Haas are
okay a.*; elderly pals, the former
beine Pod Jorislund. Perry Wilson
is good as Avis. Clarence Nordstrom
was liked in a smaller pari. ' Eugene
Srhiel does well as the kid.
But the .actors don't get much

chance to liven up a very, quiet eve
ning. /bee.

New Yr. s Wk Great for Musicals;

Tm $50,000, Tace If 41G, 'Banjo'

, 'Best Foot' 26G, All Socko

Legit Followap

'Porgy and Bess'

Boston, Dec. 31.

Cheryl Crawford, in association
with John J. Wildberg, has revived
the George Gershwin opera in a
style befitting this interestinc work
and matching the Theatre Guild's
original version of several years ago.
Most pt the original cast are in the
revival, including Todd Duncan as
Porgy. and Anne Brown, as Bess, so
there's little new to report in the
acting-singing department. Among
the principals are two new voices
and personalities who do make news,
however.
Avon Long, the new Sportin' Life,

is a most colorful and entertaining
player and he easily cops top honors
in his unique, lively interpretation
of 'It Ain't Necessarily So.' Long,
who flits in and out of the story like

a combination hoofer and ballet

dancer, is properly costumed, in

some rare, dazzling rigs which add
zest. He is In motion almost every
instant he's on stage. •

The other new voice rating special
mention is that of Harriet Jackson's,

who does 'Summertime,' the most
popular number In. the show. Hers
IS the outstanding femme singing in

this production, rating high in

clarity, richness and interest.

Anne Brown seemed to be troubled
with hoarseness, but she became
more ' impressive as the story prog-
ressed. Todd Duncan handles his

Porgy role about the same as before
and he fills the bill satisfactorily.

Some of the unimportant bits of

business have been cut from the

original version and the show now
runs two and a half hours. Fox.

Some remarkable grosses were
drawn by Broadway musicals last
week, but there was a limited num-
ber of sellouts New Year's Eve and
not so many at the holiday matinees.
While attendance was big during
week considering war and air raid
tears, showmen anticipate sharp dip
starting this week. That is indicated
by dropping advance sales.

Estimates for I^ast Week
Keys C (Comedy), D (Drama),

CD fComcdiz-Drania;, R (Revue),
U (Musical), O (Operetta).

'Angel Street,' Golden Uth week)
(D-78U: $3.30). Around $14,000 in
nine performances: figure isn't ca-
pacity, but excellent money for
short cast one-setter.

'Arsenic and Old Lace,' Fulton
(51st week) (CD-93U: S3.30.». Accom-
plishes year's run this week; held to
eight performances, approximating
sellout $17,000, with New Year's Eve
prices counting.

'Banjo Eyes,' Hollywood (2nd
week) (M-1,563: $4.40). No perform-
ance on holiday eve because of
Eddie. Cantor's radio program; in-
the big money: standees New Year's
matinee; $38,000 estimated.

'Best Foot Forward,' Barrymore
(14th week) (M-1,104; $4.40). Played
three matinees and picked up slack
of previaus two weeks; quoted over
$26,000.

'Blithe Spirit,' Morosco (9th week)
(CD-93B; $3.30). Maintained eight
performances and was sellout ex-
cept one evening; holiday eve prices
aided In gross going to $18,50(^ again.

'Brooklyn, U. S. A.,' Forrest (2nd
week) (D-1.195; $3.30). Holiday eve
helped, but so far business under ex-
pectations; figured around $7,500; no
extra performance.

'CUndIa,' Booth (47th week) (CD-
712; $3.30). Picked up again, with
gross around $12,500; no extra mati-
ness for run comedy that may play
through winter.

'Candle In the Wind,' Shubert (D-
1,402; $3.30). Final and I2th week;
got good share of holiday trade, with
gross approximating around $16,000;
goes on tour; The Rivals' due next
week.
•Clash by Night,' Belasco (1st

week) (D-1,000: $3.30). Fared some-
what better than indicated by so-so
notices; estimated around $12,500
with holiday eve a help.

'Cnokoos on the Hearth,' Ambas-
sador (C-1,172; $3.30). Closed lest
Saturday after playing 16 weeks to
mild business; rated over $3,000; may
.tour, ....

'High. KIckera,' Broadhurst (9th
week) (M-1,142; $4.40). Regulation
eight performances: considerably
helped by eve scale to around $20,-
000.

'It Happened on Ice,' C:enter (2nd
repeat engagement) (25th week) (R-
3,027; $1.65). Scored another long
jump In takings and in 12 perform-
ances the indicated gross for New
Year's week quoted around $45,000;
big capacity of spot and Radio City
crowds explain the money pos-
sibilities.

In Time to Come,' Mansfield (1st
week) (D-1,050; $3.30. Management
hopeful of improvement for histori-
cal drama; theatre party people buy-
ing blocks of tickets'; mild first week;
$6,500.

-

'Johnny On a Spot,' Plymouth (C-
1,075'; $3.30). Presented by John J.
Shubert;. script revised by Charles
MacArthur; well regarded In Boston;
opens Thursday (8).

'Jonlor Miss,' Lyceum (7th week)
(C-1,004; $3.30). One of the season's
real good things; again played nine
performances; that plus holiday eve
prices sent gross to around $19,500.

'Lady In the Dark,' Alvin (re-
sumed) (39th week) (M-1.387; $4.40).
Back in the big money and esti-
mated around $30,000: no extra mati-
nee, but benefited by New Year's
Eve like otjier leaders.

'Lady Comes Across,' 44th Street
(M-1,463: $4.4Q). Called off when
Jessie Matthews fell ill; tentative de-
but Friday (9), with Evelyn Wyckoff
taking over.

Let's Face It,'- Imperial (lO.th

week) (M-1,450; $4.40). Contends
with 'Sons O' Fun' for money
honors: bettered $41,000 last week;
played extra matinee anjil goi $7.70
on the eve, which brought in $8,000.

Xettcrs to Lucerne,' Cort (2nd
week) (CD-1.064; $3.30). - Looks
doubtful; played .regulation eight
performances for an estimated $6,500;
outbreak of war evident bad break
for this one,

'Life With Father,' Empire (112th
week) (CD-1,082; $3.30). Didn't need
extra matinee to get good share of
holiday husiness;' takings picked ujj

to around $17,500, great for long
run show.'

My Sister Eileen,' Biltmore (54th
week) (CD-Sei; $3.30). Came back
nicely in holiday going, gross ap-

proxzimating $13,000; no extra per-
formance.
'Papa Is All,' Guild (C-956: $3.30).

Presented by Theatres Guild; writ-
ten by Patterson Green; drew goodly
grosses out of town; opened Tues-
day (5).

'Sprlnir Again,' Miller' (etii "weck>~
(CD-940; $3.30). Strong matinees^d with holiday help gross went
back to $11,000: moving to Play-
house. I,

'Sons o' Fun.' Winter Garden (5th
week) (H-1.519: $4.40). Incredible
gross of almost $50,000: that was pos-
sible because of $8.80 eve perform-
ance, which topped $10,030, and an
extra matinee..
The Corn Is Green,' Royale (S7th

week) (C-1,047: $3.30). Going to road
after another two weeks: picked up
very well in holiday going and
credited with gross of $12,000.

The First Croens,* Longacre (D-
1,106; $3.30). Presented by T. Edward
Hambleton; written by Arnold Sun-
gaard; opened Fridr^ (2); doubtful
press.

Theatre,' Hudson (CD-1,094;
$3.30). Final and 9th week; moderate
business, with last ^eek estimated
around -$8i000—slatea for "extended
tour..

'Watoh on the Hhlne,' Martin Beck
(40th week) (D-1,120; $3.30). An-
other run show that fared very well
during holiday period and approxi-
mated $16,000; set through winter.

Bcvlval
'Macbeth,' National (7th week)

(D-1,162; $3.30). Played three maU<
nees last week and climbed back

'

into big money; few straight shows,
if any, bettered; claimed $19,500
here.

'HELLZ' BIG $44,000

IN 10-DAY prrr RUN

Pittsburgh, Jan. 4.

Playing 10 performances at Nixon
last week, including special New
Year's £ve performance at $4.40 top,
'HeUzapoppin' grabbed a spectacular
$30,000, giving show nearly $44,000
for the 10-day run.

Biz was really phenomenal. In
view of fact that this was a rettim
engagement for Billy House-Eddie
Garr touring company, madhouse
musical having played a fortnight
here last February to the tune of
?5,?0!)^ . RegularJoB- was- MJO, acal» -

going -up only for rriidnight show,
which went clean and had flock of
standees. First time local legit housa
has. ever put on a midnight per-
formance.

Nixon opens another musical

.

Monday (6), 'Pal Joey.'

'Arsenic' Great 23i(;

In 1st Detroit Week

Detroit. Jan. 4.

In Its first full week, 'Arsenic and
Old Lace,' helped by a - midnight
New Year's Eve show with prices
at $3.50, soared up in the vMlnity
of $23,500 at the Cass here.
Opening on Christmas Day, the

comedy rung up $9,000 in the first
four days. It goes another week.

'Rivals' OK 15G in St L.;

Le Gallienne Vice Boland
St. Louis. Jan. 4.

Eva Le Gallienne, on deck to o.o.

The Rivals' preparatory to its New
York opening Wednesday (14),
stepped into Mary Roland's role
when the latter became ill Wednes-
day (31) and played out the one-
week engagement at the American.
Piece copped raves from crjx and
grossed estimated $15,000 for eight
performances. Admish scale was
upped to $3.85 tor New Year's Eve.
Miss Boland's condition resulted In

her being taken to St. John's hos-
pital for treatment.
House Is dark currently, but -re-

lights Monday (19) with 'Louisiana
Purchase.'

Break Oot on B'way

Hollywood. Jan. 4.

Dr. Herschel Fergelman sold a half
interest in his play, 'My Wife Has
the Measles', to Sam BischofT for
legit production on Broadway In the
spring.

Play was written and produced by
Fergelman five years ago in Berlin.
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Greetings

FROM

B. G. DeSYLVA

PRESENTING

MANAMA HAHIE'

ON TOUR

'LOUISIANA PURCHASE'
ONTOUR

OPINS TUESDAY IVE. JAN. M

PAPA IS ALLS
P«H«nan 6raen*'( RIotout Comtdy with

JESSIE ROYCE LANDIS
CARL BENTON REID

GUILD ThMrtr*. 52d St. W. off B'way. CO. 5-8229

RED

MARSHALL
PAT

HARRINGTON

"Panama Hattie"

OPENS TUESDAY BVL JAN. 13ft

li^MARY BOLAND!
BOBBY CLARK!

WALTER HAMPDEN!
In SHER/OAN'S GKBAXCiT COMEDY

THE RIVALS
SHUBERT Thea.. 44th St, W. off B'way. CI. 6-5990

The THEATRE GUILD and THE HAYWUGHTS' Componir praitnl

HELEN HAYES
in MAXWELL ANDERSON'S Play

CANDLE IN THE WIND
(OPENS IN PHILADELPHIA JANUARY IJlh)

SHUBERT ThMtre. 44tli St.W. off B'way. CI. 6-5990
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MMn €l)eatre
New York

Sunday. December 7th, 1941.

Dear "Variety'

And so once more comes another Christmas and onothet "incident" in our world's history.

That I should be writing this to you today i? most fitting. Americans will never forget this

dote—^this peaceful, clear, clean, Sunday which has been defiled by disaster and destruction.

While awaiting the words of my Prime Minister in which he will state the staimclmess of my
country's Pledge to America against all aggressors, I can ask you to please publish this letter of

gratitude to all those beloved artists of stage, screen, and radio who hove so generously given
their services to me as President of Britain's "E.N.S.A.", which is the Government-recognized
Entertainment National Services Association.

"E.N.S.A." provides all the entertainment for the Services (both fighting and civilian) all

through Britain; and as President in America of this organization, I have been working ou tran-

. scribed radio programs which are sent to the British Broadcasting Company and then re-broad-

cast throughout the British Isles, the Colonies^ the Orient and most of the outposts of the British

Empire.
~~

We have had no spotlight on this work being done here in America—so there were no bou-

quets publicly thrown at the artists who have given me their services ds guest stars on our

programs which have been called "Broadway Calling."

For the first sik months these programs were personally sponsored by me — and now I

have the cooperation of the British War Relief Society.

"Broadway Calling" has been reaching Britain for two years now and is a popular regular

weekly half-hour in the dark, watchful days of-war.. It is with great personal pride that I ccm tell

you that "Broadway Calling" now goes to the Panama Canal Zone—and to other far-fl\mg

bases of the AMERICAN ormed forces.

So I wont to thank and wish a good, safe Christmas to these splendid people who worked

with me when "Broadway Calling" was a mere trial balloon, but which. With their generous

help, has become on institution I i

Mr. Basil Dean, who is the

tre of Drury Lane, will join me,

of Cbodvdil to Grecrt Britcdn:

ACRIENNE

BAILY SISTERS

SHEILA BABRETT

JACK BENNY

BEN BERNIE

IRENE BORDONI

MAJOR BOWES
KITTY CARLISLE

ALEXANDER CLARK

MAURICE EVANS

Director of "E.N.S.A." in England, stationed in the fcanous Thea-

I know, in this Christmas salute to these American Ambassadors

GRACIE FIELDS

ISGINALD GARDINER

BILLY GAXTON
RICHARD HAYDN
HELDEGARDE

LANDT TRIO

VICTOR MOORE
DICK POWELL

AL and LEE REISER

HARRY RICHMAN

ALLAN BOTH

JEAN SABLON

ELLA SHIELDS

TAMARA

KAY THOMPSON

VASS FAMILY

CY WALTER

JACK WHITING

PEGGY WOOD ,

We are all in it now, right up to our necks, so here's to a United New Yeor.

God Bless America.

GERTRUDE LAWRENCE.

P.S.: I also wish to express separately my deep gratitude to the National Broadcasting

Company and to Mr. George Lowther and Jack Potter for their splendid cooperation which

has made it possible for me to make these programs.
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Season's Greetings

CHIC ROSE

ANDYORK KING
AT HOME

NOW
"HIGH KICKERS"

BROADHURST
NEW YORK

IN 1924

WALTER WnVCHELL SAID:

"Rose King has been 'struegllng for recognition' in her own U. S.

for a decade, and has appeared at the Palace ever so many times,
so the producers who squawk for talent are respectfully urged to

look her over before some English producer discovers her.

IN 1941

WALTER WINCHELL SAYS :

"In 'High Kickers' Rose King is funnier than ever."

For a Bright and Prosperous 1942

VINTON
FREEDLEY

F Vinton Freedley, Pres.

S W. Horace Schmidlapp, Treas.

K Richard W. Krakeur, Sec.

CORPORATION

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York City
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3^ yecuM

OSCAR SERLIN pxesenis

CLARENCE DAY'S

Made into a play by

HOWARD LINDSAY and RUSSEL GROUSE
Staged by Bretaigne Windtut—Settings by S^ewaxt Chaney

PERCY WARAM HOWARD LINDSAY DOROTHY GISH
and and and

MARGALO GILLMORE DOROTHY STICKNEY LOUIS CALHERN

ON TOUR
EMPIRE THEATRE

NEW YORK
ON TOUR

—BROOKS ATKINSON, N. Y. Times
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SONJA HEME
CAST OF 100

In Her 1942

HOLLYWOOD ICE REVUE'

OLYMPIA STADIUM. DETROIT, NOW

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN. N. Y., OPENING JAN. 19

In It's Second Year and Still Going Strong

SAM H.-HARRIS

presents

GERTRUDE LAWRENCE
in

I

"LADY IN THE DARK"
The Sensational Musical Play by

MOSS HART

Music by

KURT WEILL

Lyrics by

IRA GERSHWIN

Production by

HASSARD SHORT

with

PAUL McGRATH

WALTER COY
WILLARD PARKER

ERIC BROTHERSON

ALV N THEATRE-New York

GILBERT MILLER
Presents

"LILY OF

THE

VALLEY"
By

BEN HECHT

"HEART

OF A

CITY"
By

LESLEY 5T0RM



DANNY KAYE
LET'S FACE IT"

Imperial Theatre,

New York

"Kitchen Kabinet**

LW^wlSSF.,^^"- Material and Direclion
MAX LIEBMAN j

LOUIS MANDELr—Attorney

EDWABD DUKOFF—PubUcity
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RODGERS and HART

GREETINGS

ANN CORIO
Now Starring in

"WHITE CARGO

"

COAST TO COAST TOUR

MAX GORDON
PRESENTS

JUNIOR MISS
By JEROME CHODOROV and JOSEPH FIELDS

Based on the Stories by SALLY BENSON
Staged by MOSS HAHT

IL

MY SISTER EILEEN
By JOSEPH FIELDS and JEROME CHODOROV

Based on the Stories by RUTH McKENNEY
Staged by GEORGE S, KAUFMAN

TOURING—2 COMPANIES OF *'MY SISTER EILEEN"

6li££TINGS TOWRmENDS

ARTCRW
LITHOGRA
AND PRINTIN
COMPANY

POSTERS'HmLDS
SouvenirBooks -Announcement

106 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK • CH-3-fl942

"HIGH KICKERS"

Broaclhurst Theatre, New York

Direction JACK DAVIES

JACK WILLIAMS
Thanks To

ABE LASTFOCEL
'LET'S FACE XT
Imperial, New York

HERBERT and DOROTHY FIELDS
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i 9 * 4 *

HermcUTL Shumlin
Pzesents

WATCH ON THE R^HINE
hy

LILLIAN HELLMAN
with

LUCILE WATSON • PAUL LUKAS • MADY CHRISTIANS

GEORGE COULOURIS • JOHN LODGE

Voted Best. American Play of

1940-41 Season by New York

Drama Critics' Circle

10th MONTH
MARTIN BECK THEATRE, 45th St., West of 8th Ave.

Evtnipgi 8:40, Matinees Wedneiday and Saturday 2:40

ETHEL BARRYMORE
in

THE CORN IS GREEN
by EMLYN WILLIAMS

Voted Best Foreign Play of

1940-41 Season by New York.

Drama Critics' Circle

14th MONTH
ROYALE THEATRE. 45th St., West of B'way

Evenings 8:40, Matineet Wednesday and Saturday 2:40

BOTH PLAYS DIRECTED BY MR. SHUMLIN

9*4*2
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JOHN C. WILSON

Presents

NOEL COWARD'S
Latest Comedy Success

BLITHE SPIRIT
Starring

Clifton

WEBB
Peggy

WOOD
Leonora

CORBEH
Mildred

NATWICK

MOROSCO Theatre, New York

Starring

Fay Kay Cecil

COMPTON HAMMOND PARKER
Margaret

RUTHERFORD

PICCADILLY Theatre. London
(Produced in association with H. M. Tennent, Ltd.)

Dennis

KING ANNABELLA

Starring

Estelle

WINWOOD
. Carol

GOODNER

CHICAGO COMP/NY
. (Opening early in . Eebruar.y)^..

London production

Staged by Mr. COWARD
American productions

Staged hy Mr. WILSON

Women's clothes from Mainbocher

I ADDRESS
10 Rockefeller Plaza, New York City

Tickets for All Theatres .

BOX OFFICE PRICE
Plus 75c and Tax
TYSON

OPERATING CO., Inc.

SULLIVAN
THEATRE TICKET SERVICE, inc.

Main Dl3lrlbu(ln0 Office

1531 BROADWAY
NEW YORK St 46th Street

BRyant 9-9000
COKKKCTINO AIX OmCHS

3 L A. LEGITS IHRIYE

ON HOLIDAY PICKUP

Los Angelas, Jan. 4.

Holiday trade spurted for the three

legit shows In town. 'Springtime
For Henry' is continuing Its profit-

able run with approximately flO,-

000 for 'tween-hollday week, and
anticipated

, $8,000 for New Year's
stanza,

The musical, 'They Can't Get You
Down,' revived at the Music Box
after two weeks layoff, chalked up
estimated $6,500 gross for the holiday
week. Myron Pagan's 'To Live
Again' at the relighted Belasco, is
picking up momentum after slow
start

Congratulations Again!
ALDRICH & MYERS
IN ASSOCIATION WITH

HUGHES and EWING

present

RUTH GORDON
IN

PORTRAIT OF A LADY"
by

Alexander King & Chester Erskin

with

Frederic Worlock - Nicholas Joy - Lloyd Gough

Staged by MR. ERSKIN

Setting by DONALD OENSLAGER

Press Representative—BILL DOLL

Company Manager—CHANDOS SWEET

MAJESTIC THEATRE, BOSTON
December 27 — January 3

LOCUST ST. THEATRE, PHILA.
January 5-10

»rge Abbott Productions i ^"^T^TT^

• ON TOUR •

VIVIENNE SEGAL • GEORGE TAPPS

PALJOCK
Booh bi JOHN O'HARA • RODOtRS k HART Ssngi

Best Musical Comedy," Whipple, World-Telcffrom.

OJV BROADWAY

7

A HONEY FOR YOUR MONEY' -falter

"Bright, Breezy,

Brash." —Ander«on,

Joumal-Amer.

"Original, comic
and exhilarating."

—Atkinson, Ttmei.

WINCHELL

"Something to be
thankful for."

—Bums Man(l«,
New5.

Book bv
JOHN CECIL HOLM .

Music and Lyrict by

HUQH MARTIN —i
RALPH 8LANE

with ROSEMARY LANE
BARRYMORE £!llt.T';fi,^?.?^o«//f„7-87TM ^^.%l..o=5o

Like Tennyson's brook . . .

JOHN BARTON
, Starring in "TOBACCO ROAD"

5th Consecutive season on Tour

Per. Rep.: Mgr.:
BILL WOOLFENDEN IRVING N. BECKER

8730 Wllehire Blvd, Beverly Hills, C.llf.

ROY ROBERTS
"MY SISTER EILEEN"

BILTMORE THEATRE, NEW YORK
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Olsen Johnson
Two Grateful Sons o* Fun

Or

e
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. THE

PLAYWRIGHTS
COMPANY

MAXWELL ANDERSON

ELMER RICE

S. N. BEHRMAN

ROBERT E. SHERWOOD

Business Manager

VICTOR SAMROCK

Press Representative

WILLIAM FIELDS

630 Fifth Avenue—New York City

THEATRICAL MANAGERS & AGENTS

UNION, N0.1632

The policy of this gnion is to

devote every available dollar in its

treasury toward the purchase of—

UNITED STATES
DEFENSIE BONDS

*

In our small way, we want to have

a hand in contributing to our

country's needs.

—BOARD OF GOVERNORS,

T. M. & A.

UNION HEADQUARTERS. 25 W. 45th ST., NEW YORK
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SEASON'S GREETINGS

AL JOLSON
AL JOLSON, JR.

Permanent Address:

HOTEL LOHD/TAHLETON
Miami Bedcfa^' Fla.
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United Booking Office, Incorporated

Booking fhe Principal Legifimate Theatres and

Attractions in the United States and Canada

214 West 42nd Street

NEW YORK CITY. N. Y.

KANSAS CITY

M PUYGOERS LEAGUE OF KANSAS CnY

WITH A MEMBERSHIP OF 3,000

THE LEAGUE'S SPONSORSHIP
PROVIDES A GUARANTEED AUDIENCE
FOR ALL ROAD SHOWS PRESENTED IN

iillCIP UAI 1 MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM
IflUOlU llALL KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

\

Americas Most Beautiful Theatre

Trouping As Was 11

Philadelphia, Mom Rosberry'a in

Washington, or resorts such aa

Charley Purvis' Dizzy Gate In Kan-

sas City. Nor even such places as

William J. Marlett, now ot the

Schenectady Union-Star, recalls In

a recent letter. There was no Elk's

club in Schenectady when he was a

theatre manager, so he used to

throw his parties at Mrs. Helm's.
She ran a saloon with a private

dining room upstairs and Marlette
writes: • 'I have frequently enter-

tained 10 or 12 at Mrs. Helm's with
a roast pig supper or roast duck
dinner, with all the drinks, cigars

and cigarettes thrown in (or as
little as a dollar a. head'.

There are still some of those
places, though not at that price

schedule, but not strictly theatrical

resorts, either, tor there have not
been- enough-actors- In -those-towns-
the last 10 years to create a demand.
Maybe they'll come back, but in the
old days every actor knew all the
spots between here and the Rockies.
'The Elk's clubs will help in some
places, but there are no longer the
old places on the road, since there
has been no road. An entire com-
plement ot hosts arid, landladies
must be rallied and educated betore
the road will be what it used to be.

Stops at dog stands at bus halts
won't be the same thing, but they're
nhat plenty o( actors will have to
be content with.

No more places like Ben Leavltt'a
hotel In the Opera house In Pater-
son, where the gas jet in the par-
lor had to be turned oil carefully
because there was no stop In one
of the Jets and the waiter, urged to
hasten on. behalf of a belated diner,
bawled through the chute 'One
soup. Iiet it come sudden'.

TORONTO

ROYAL ALEXANDRA
CoTUida's Finest Legitimate Theatre

ALL-YEAR ROUND AIR CONDITIONED
(Installed Past Summer)

Most Modern WESTERN ELECTRIC Sound Equipment
• SEA'fiNG CAPACITY - - - 1525

•
OPERATING THE YEAR ROUND
Road Shows • Ballet • Opera • Summer Stock

• : •

c>ilm;sT RAWLEY fiooked oy
Maiuiger UNITED BOOKING OFFICE. N. Y.

ROANOKE

ACADEMY OF MUSie
The only legitimate theatre in Southwest Virginia

"Don't ever change this wondertal old honse."
Katharine Cornell

"Do not let them demolish this hall—It is too

(ood." Jose Iturbi

"It is a treat pity that In this Qonntry ve have
not more ACADEMYS." John Mason Broton

"The most beantlfnl aconstlcs."

Lawrence Ttbbett

"A real, a dellghttol theatre."

The Lunts

R, C. ROYER, Mgr. Box 1300, Roanoke, Virginia

tOS ANGELES

Biltmore Theatre

Playing All New York's Inportant Attractions

PETER p. ERMATINGER, Manager

ST. LOUIS
Potential Legitimate Theatre Audience of 1,000,000

—

Complete and Effective Co-operation for All Atlractionsr

AMERICAN THEATRE
PAUL BEISMAN, Manager

Home ot the Playgoers, Inc., a civic organization
that provides guaranteed audiences at regular box
office prices tor all new shows playing this city.

Booked Escloslvely by UNITED BOOKING OFFICE, Incorporated
214 West 42nd Street, New York

PORTLAND, OREGON

1
All Quiet

1V ry.nl lnn».1 from pagt 181^^^^
fore was wrong In helping to prevent
buys. Actors association listened
and referred the matter to the man-
agers (League). There it was taken
under advisement.

Contention is that buys will meon
high prices, the main preventative
objective of the code. As far as the
managers are concerned at this time,
they appear to be concentrating on
putting on successes. The ticket men
are saying little about buys, but it is

claimed that if such deals are again
allowed, they would have a better
chance to knock out the state's price
liijiitation law. ' Argued that the
statute is -based on the fact that the
agencies are given tickets on con-
signment and therefore subject to
price control, but that if the brokers
actually bought the tickets the courts
might rule out the law on the
grounds of property confiscation.
However, there Is little doubt that

in recent months there has been a
de-emphasIs of the ticket situation.

OPEN FOR BROADWAY STAGE HITS
AND LEADING ROAD ATTRACTIONS!

MAYFAIR THEATRE
WILLIAM B. McCURDY, Rep. Northwest Div. United Booking Office

PORTLAND, OREGON
ONE OF THE MOST MODERN, COMPLETELY APPOINTED

THEATRES ON THE PACIFIC COAST
CAPACITY 1510

For Terms Write or Wire Wm. B, McCurdy, Broadway Theatre ^

Portland, Ore.—Telephone: Broadway 0466

,
OR UNITED BOOKING OFFICE, NEW YORK CITYDAVIDSON THEATRE

MILWAUKEE'S' LEADING LEGITIMATE SHOW HOUSE
C. H. GRODY, Resident Manager

Booked Exclusively by United Booking Office INDIANAPOLIS

PARKWAY THEATRE Playing Legilimate AUraclions Since 1880

ENGLISH THEATRE
VINCENT nURKE, ttgr.

BOOKED BY UNITED BOOKING OFFICE, INC.

* MADISONy^ WISCONSIN
Playing Legitiniate Attraction* Booked Exclusively by

United Booking Office
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THE AMERICAN THEATRE WING

WAR SERVICE, Inc.

THE UNITED POWER OF THE THEATRE

!

The American Theatre Wing has organ-

ized every branch of the entertainment

world to render voluntary service and aid

towards the successful prosecution by

the United States of the war in which it

is now engaged.

BUY DEFENSE BONDS * BUY DEFENSE BONDS

YOU CAN SERVE

I

Work with the American Theatre Wing in

its program for American war relief and

civilian defense activities.

CONTRIBUTE

!

Send your donations today to the Ameri-

can Theatre Wing, 730 Fifth Avenue,

New York City. The Wing cooperates

with the American Red Cross, U.S.O.,

American Women Volunteer Service and

other relief agencies.

BUY DEFENSE BONDS • BUY DEFENSE BONDS
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Congratulations and Good Wishes

EDMUND GWENN
« ft

THE WOOKEY
PLYMOUTH THEATRE; NEW YORK

Management

HAYWARD-DEVERICH, INC.

Jessie Mattiiews'

Dlness Defers lady';

May Open Friday (9)

Illness of Jessie Matthews caused

postponement of 'Lady Comes
Across,' in which she was to have

opened at the 44th Street, New
Vork, Friday (2). Joe E. Louis and

MIscha Auer were billed to co-star

•with her.

Musical, which opened out of town

under the management of Charles R.

Rogers, George Hale and Nelson
' Seabra, is slated to light this

Friday (9), but that depends on

•whether Evelyn Wyckoff, who re-

places, will be ready. Mitzi Green

was considered to take' over but

she Is said to be coinmitted . to 'My

Dear Public,' which Irving Caesar is

finally readying for production.

Miss Wyckoff was in "Lady In the

park.'

Miss Matthews Is said to have

teen reluctant to open in 'Lady* in

Providence recently. Among the

things that worried her were the

N. Y. critics, fearing what they might
have written about her..

'Lady' has been a hard luck attrac

tion. Last season it was known as

'She Had to Say Yes,' which Dennis
King opened out of town, but It

never c^me to N. Y. Same produc-

tion is used for 'Lady," ljut a new
book and score were obtained. Esti-

mates are that the original show cost

as high as $160,000. Though the set-

tings were taken over by the present

management, it is understood a fur-

ther investment" of $100,000 was
made.

700 LEGION POSTS

'REMEMBER' COHAN

. Amazing demonstration of re-

gards and good wishes was tendered

George M. Cohan at Christmas time.

At the suggestion of a midwest
American Legion commander, letters

were sent him from over 700

Legion posts, expressing good wishes

and the hope he would fully re-

cover from the operation performed
early in November.

Response to the man who wrote

'Over There' was nationwide and
Cohan responded with letters to each

post, which were 'sent copies of his

new patriotic song, 'For The Flag,

For The Home," For The Family'.

Many of the legionaire letters had
been blessed in local churches be-

fore being mailed.

The Town Criers of Providence,

R. I., sent a special greeting to

Cohan in the form of a Christmas

Season's Greetings

MARTY MAY
"BEST FOOT FORWARD"

Barrymore Theatre

NEW YORK

tree, adorned with the signatures

of 100 leading citizens of that city.

The tree was delivered to his home
on Fifth avenue, but, when it was
discovered that he was in the coun-

try, a messenger took it to him. at

Monroe, N. Y.
Cohan's mother, his sister, Joseph-

ine, and himself we^ born in

Providence. There his father, Jerry,

met his mother in a church and they

were wed soon afterwaAls. Cohan
is expected back from the country

this week.

son, Lieut. Bob Jacobs, in Honolulu,

initial word from him since the Jap
attack. I

Film Row moved en masse to

Cleveland Monday (5) for testimonial

dinner to Bert Steam,
Wilma Homer visiting parents

with her husband. Mack Davis, who
has quit conducting show orchs to go
into business with his lather in N. Y.

Captain Cy BarUett in town for a

short time on his way back to Wash-,

ington by plane from Hollywood.
Gabe Rubin, art theatre impresario,

getting affairs straightened out for

probable induction into service soon.

Benny Burton band Vtent into Oasis

for two-week engagement and stayed

more than three months.

Broadway

Al Jolson laughs off reports he'll

take a flyer into a Royal Palm nitery
engagement in Miami. He's just
resting there, pending a radio deal.

N. Y, niteries examining their wine
cellars as possible air-raid shelters.

Kirk Alyn, dancer who gave up a
Hollywood picture to come east for
a part in the recent Broadway flop,

'Pie in the Sky,' goes into the Ver-
sailles, N. Y., tomorrow night
(Thursday).
Monte Proser worrying what he's

going' to follow Joe E. Lewis with
at Copacabana. Letter, in at $1,500,
doing socko; two shows nightly
only, no dinners.

S. K. Russel. songsmith, now Bob
Russell; because there's a poet of
the former name. To the Coast on
fllmusical chore with Jimmy Mc-
.Hugh.
Moya Oiseh, oi the"01sen & Jofin-

son clan weds Bill Lear, of Lear
Aviation in Greenwich soon.

Pittsburgh

By Hal Cohen

Hollywood

Ijeroy Prinz granted a short
deferment to complete 'Yankee
Doodle Dandy' at Warners before re-
porting for active duty as captain
In U. S. Army Air Corps.
Jack Darrock in from New York

for studio huddles on Fox-Ifovietone
News.
Edward Blackburn appointed co-

ordinator between the motion pic-
ture industry and the Red Cross in
Hollywood.

Capt. James Roosevelt reported for
active duty with the Marines in San
Diego.
Jimmy Durante back in town after

entertaining sailors and soldiers in
the east.

Dorothy Lamour Is on a cross-
country tour to stimulate the sale of
Defense Bonds.
Darryl F. Zanuck, previously a

reserve officer, was sworn In as an

active lieut.-colonel in U. S. Army
Signal Corps.

Vaughan Glaser celebrating hlj'

40th year as an actor.

Carol Bruce back from an eastenu
stage tour to resume film work at
Universal.

;

Diana Barrymore due next week
for her fllm debut in Walter
Wanger's 'Eagle Squadron.'
Robert Riskin back from Lon<.

don to resume film writing.
Edward Arnold to Washington for

10 days on defense business.
'

Darryl F. Zanuck on his ^nonthly;
visit to the War Department In
Washington.

' William Perlbere bedded by flu. .

Jerry Brandt back from New
York to start another 'Scattergood'
picture. . ;

Peggy Drake seriously ill w^h
pneumonia.
Nicholas M. Schenck appointed

Charles P. Skouras and Robert
Poole chairmen of the 'March of
Dimes' campaign in California.
Frank Vincent agency bought

Mary Martin's managerial contract
from Ken Dolan for $20,000.
Bradbury Foote bought off the un- .

expired part of his scripting contract
with Metro.
Marian Marsh, screen actress,:

granted $200 monthly alimony pend-

(Cqntinued on page 208)

SAMUEL FRENCH
SINCE l«30

AUTHORS' REPRESENTATIVE

Plivt f*r Btaf«, 8«rMB utd Ridl*

25 Wnt 4Slh Stmt Nn Yiril

an Witt 7lll StTMt Lot Anltlu

Two WCAE announcers got them-
selves engaged last week—-Joe Mul-
vihill to Anne Walsh, and Bob Coch-
rane to Betsy Conover.
Gang of local musicians have built

themselves a hunting and flshing
lodge at Ligonler, Pa., for weekends.
No. 2 company of 'Angel Street'

booked into Nixon for week of Feb.
23, pushing back 'Tobacco Road.'
Ted Blake pulled out of Al Mer-

cur's Nut House Saturday (3) after
record run for spot at Brother Lew
Mercur's screwball emporium in
Miami.
Doubling from 'Hellzapoppin' into

Yacht Club. too much for Read Sis-
ters, so they pulled out of ijltcry

after one week.
Despite brutal notices, Ann Corlo's

'Swamp Woman' has been held over
for fourth week at Art Cinema.
Best Xmas present Sid Jacobses

got was their first letter from their

Hope You Had a Good Year Too

Ballet Theatre

Best Foot Forward

High Kickers

Lady Comes Across

Let's Face It

Metropolitan Operas

Panama Hattie

Ringling Bros. Circus

Roller Follies

Sonja Henie's Ice Revue

Sons o' Fun

Sunny River

And Dozens of Dramatic Plays 'and Night Club Shows

ALL COSTUMED BY

BROOKS COSTUME COMPANY

Lucy Monroe
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Fun Fosters Freedom
(Fortitude For Forty-Two)

MANAGERGIVE THE A HAND!

ACTORS Take Bows—

MUSICIANS Take Encores—

AUTHORS Are Lauded—

BUT WHO BRAVOS THE MANAGER?
YOU WILL after you read this:

LISTEN—! A handful of Managers who are listed below:

GEORGE ABBOTT

ALDRiCH & MYER§

WILLIAM A. BRADY

JOE BERNHARDT

HARRY BRANDT

B. G. DeSYLVA

ALFRED de LIAGRE, JR.

VINTON FREEDLEY

JAMES FINNEY

MAX GORDON

LUTHER GREENE

MARCUS HEIMAN

S. HUROK

HARRY KAUFMAN

COL. JOHN REED KILPATRICK

LINDSAY & CROUSE

IRVING LESSER

ARTHUR MAYER

GUTHRIE McCLINTIC

GILBERT MILLER

BROCK PEMBERTON

PLAYWRIGHTS' CO.

BILLY ROSE

EDGAR SELWYN

OSCAR SERLIN

LEE SHUBERT

HERMAN SHUMUN
SPYROS SKOURAS

THEATRE GUILD

SHEPARD TRAUBE

W. G. VAN SCHMUS

JOE VOGEL

BOB WEITMAN

JOHN C. WILSON

DWIGHt DEERE WIMAN

JOHN WRIGHT

-through cooperation with the Mayor's Defense Recreation Committee,

have in the last few months shown their patriotism by entertaining

'FOR FREE' OVER 500,000
enlisted men of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps and Coast Guard,
while on leave in New York City.

I have taken this space to show my appreciation to the New York Managers lor

their loyal co-operation and their 100% front Thanks Gentleman and a Happy New Year.

JOHN GOLDEN.
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SAM CARLTON

BEST WISHES FROM THE OFFICES OF

GEORGE JESSEL
LEW COOPER M. J. DESMONI, ATTY.

3Rb MONTH AT BROADHURST THEATRE. NEW YORK

GEORGE JESSEL'S
"HIGH KICKERS"

WITH

SOPHIE TUCKER
AND

AMERICA'S LOVELIEST GIRLS

"MORE LAUOHS
THAN ANT
MUSICAL ON
BnOADWAY"
DOROTHY
KILGALLEN
N. Y. Journal

MR. JESSEL COMMENTS ON NEW YORK EVERY FRIDAY-

8P0M8OBED BY

McSORLEY'S ALE

AT 6:45 P.M. — WEAF

EDITED BY SAM CARLTON

I LOVE TO LISTEN TO HIM—
GEORGIE JESSEL IS AMERICA'S GREATEST CONVERSATIONALIST.

BEN HECHT.

Chatter
^Contlnacd from pave

ing trial of her divorce suit against
Albert Scott.
Barney Ruditsky, who formerly

covered New York's theatrical dis-

trict as a city detective, making his

home -here.
Gene Autry to Houston to arrange

for opening of his Flying A Ranch
rodeo Feb. 6.

London

Donald Stewart, American playing
lead with Richard Greene, and Frank
Lawton in Warners' 'Flying Fortress,'

being dickered for further pictures,

Phil Raphael just getting over
heart attack.
Vera Lynn to tour the sticks two

weeks in each month, and gettjng

guarantee of £2,000 per week.
Maurice Ostrer a flu victim.

The Dolinoffs and Raya Sisters

turned down offer to play in panto
mime for Tom Arnold at Birming
ham for 12 weeks, but compromised
by playing tor same engagement In

• pantomime at Wimbledon, London
suburb.

Mich?.cl Balcon has signed Max

Miller for picture which starts shoot-
ing at Ealing shortly. Contract calls

for option for two more.

Jack Hulbert, wartime cop,' writ-

ing musical play based on his ad-
ventures in Leicester Square, where
he Is stationed.

Before departing for America,
Carroll Levis handed over half in-

terest in his discoveries act to Eddie
Lee, who is touring and emceeing
show in the sticks.'

Max Bacon on reducing diet at

Tring.
Afrique taking leading role in pan-

tomime for George Black at the Em-
pire, Liverpool, for eight weeks.
Gino Arbib, a refugee from France

engaged by Jack Bloom to stage

vaudeville shows at the Phoenix
theatre.
New George Formby picture, sec-

ond he Is doing for Columbia, starts

shooting March 5 at Rock studios,

Elstree, with Marcel Varnel direct-

ing.

Harry Buxton out of hospital.

Basil Langton and Malcolm Mor
ley co-directing the reopening of the

Birmingham Repertory theatre for

Sir Barry Jackson.
Vic Oliver buying more racehorses;

even threatens to train 'em hImscH,
Collie Knox recovering from ap-

pendicltles operation.
Everyman theatre, Hempstead,

shut some time, to reopen as a reper-

tory theatre, with weekly changes of
bill, under direction of Joseph Shearn
and Joanna IjClghton.

Louis Dreyfus finally got away
from Lisbon and arrived here, but
was- unable to bring his family with
him. They returned to the U. S.

Mexico City

By Vo'nglas I'.'GroIiaiife

Gloria Marin has iilayed in 11 film
features since April, a record for
any film star In this country.
Max Gomez, the RKO rep, back

from a business trip to Guadalajara.
Fernando Fernandez and Amparo

Trevino, two of Mexico's ace radio
singers, married each other. Nup-
tials had to be postponed for a
month while the groom recovered
from hurts suffered in an automo-
bile crash that killed three of his
relatives while he was speeding to
the originally set wedding.

All mike stars and announcers ofXEW featured in the big Christmas
Party (22) aired at El Patio, No. 1

local nitery.

Austin Lara, ace romantic song
writer, back from a long tour of
South America,

F. Fernandez Aldana, for some
time ace announcer'for XEQ, Is now

MICHAEL TODD

on the announcing staff of WRUL,
Boston.

Maria Tereza Montoya, dramatic
actress, who has done well with a
city-subsidized season at the Teatro
Fabregas, readying road tour.

Juan Bustillo Oro, recently award-
ed a newspaper certiflcate for out-
standing pic work during the past
10 years, signed by producers Jesus
Grovas for a. reported $30,000 (Mex.)

:

($7;500--US;7r"tbps*'rn-Tltexic6; "p'e'r"

pic he megs, plus a percentage of
the pic's gross.

Maria Elena de la Fue'nte, staff

singer of XE'W, around again after
appendicitis operation.
Alfredo Gomez de la Vega, Mexi-

can dramatic actor, returns to the
stage Jan. 10, after a long absence,
with presentations at the Palace of
Fine Arts.

Paulette Goddard'back to Holly-
wood.
Carlos Pickering, announcer at

XEQ, a proud pop. A boy.
Robert (Bob) Allen, local NBC

newscaster, a benedict.- - Bride's' a
Mexican socialite.

Daniel CChino') Herrera, lead
comedian and stage manager of the
'Cantlnflas'-Ramon Reach! revue at
the Follies, bereaved during Christ-
mas when a bus killed his four-
year-old son.
Morton Downey visiting.
Enrique Herrera. stage ' actor, a

lieutenant in the Cuban army re-
serves.

Kansas City

By John Qui n

Jerry Zigmond now putting his
service force through blackout and

defense drills at the Newman thea-
tre.

Bob Haley back 'at his publicity
desk at the Orpheum after a holiday
in Chicago.

Nick Lucas and Ruth Daye head-
ing the new show at the Green Hills
Club north of town.

Drizzly and freezing weather took
the zip out of New Year's Eve
(jrfi>y.d5._Jt!Ht. faii.e.d. .to. .d.en.t..thea.t.te,

biz.

Literati Chatter

Vera Caspary finished the final

draft on 'Laura,' a new novel for

spring publication.

Stan Rubin and Jerry Schwartz
are doing a rewrite on their novel,

'Who Wants to be Born These Days,'

•to be published by George Palmer
Putman.

James S. Pooler, Detroit Free Press

staffer and 'Variety' mugg there, is

co-author of 'The Cop Is Their

Friend' in the current issue of the

Saturday Evening Post.

Joseph D. Ravotto, UP corre-

spondent in Madrid and Lisbon last,

now in N. Y., after 12 years' Eu-
ropean assignment. On foreign desk,

ment which first took her to London.
NANA papers want Hollywood

stuff from Sheilah Graham, so she

returns to the Coast the end of Jan-

uary to pick up where she left off

last summer, when she started a

roving political reporter's assign-

BALTIMORE
»

.

AMERICA'S LEADING IJSDEPENDENTLY
BOOKED PLAYHOUSE

MARYLAND THEATRE
LEONARD B. McLAUCHLIN, Manager

ONE OF THE MOST COMPLETELY APPOINTED
LEGITIMATE THEATRES IN THE COUNTRY.

MODERN SOUND EQUIPMENT — 1670 SEATS

For Termi Write or Wire LEONARD B. McLAUGHLIN,
Maryland Theatre, Baltlmort, Md. Telsphon'e: Vernon 2907
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-—and mine too

. U(A ^^^^

•

Season^ s Qreeting S

Dennis F. Arthur F. Edward C

O'Brien Driscoll Raftery

Season^s Qreetings

'MT HAPPENS ON ICE"
AT THE

CENTER THEATRE
NEW YORK

The Musical Icetravaganza presented by Sonja Heme and Arthur Wirti

Now in its 2nd Year at America's only Ice Theatre
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[
OBITUARIES

1
MART LEWIS

Mary Lewis, former Metropolitan

Opera soprano, who came from a

church choir and the 'Follies,' died

Dec. 31 in New York at the age o(

41.

After smging in public from the

age of eight in the Dallas Metho-

dist Church choir and later in other

Dallas and Little Rock churches for

11 years, Miss Lewis ran away from
home to join the chorus of a road

company musical. She went to Hol-

lywood in 1920 to appear in Christie

comedies, returned to New York to

become the prima donna of the

•Greenwich Village Follies' and

heard grand opera for the first time

that same year.

She sang in the 'Ziegfeld Follies"

through 1921 and 1922 and made her

debut in grand opera in Vienna in

•Faust' in 1923. She toured England

for three months and sang at a re-

ception at 10 Downing Street. Later,

in January, 1926, she made her Met-

ropolitan Opera debut as Mimi in

•La Boheme.'
Miss Lewis was married twice, in

1927 to Michael Bohnen, basso, and

later to Robert Hague, who died in

1939. Her last public appearance was
in 1927, though she made some Vic-

tor recordings later.

Benson's company, with which he
toured for eight years. Was
many plays in London, among them
'White Cargo,' 'Libel,' 'The Light

That Failed,' 'The Skin Game,' 'Dear

Brutus,' 'Escape' and was the first

actor to broadcast the role of Ham-
let. He was a Oyer in the last war.

ANDREW SOUTAR
Andrew Soutar, 61, novelist, died

at his home in St. Auitell. Cornwall,

England, recently after a lengthy

illness. In addition to many film

scripts and innumerable short stories,

he had 60 novels to his credit, and
there is a completed one as yet

unpublished. He also wrote one

play, 'If We But Knew.'

ACTON BOND
Acton- Bond, 80, British stage

actor and director, died in London,
recently after almost a lifetime in

the theatre. Originally a Shake-
spearean actor, he appeared for

years with Sir Henry Irving and in

such dramas as The Silver King,'

The Great Adventure' and- The
Only Way.'
Although not a professional musi-

cian. Bond became a director of the

Royal Academy of Music. He or-

ganized many charity performances
and was on the committee of the

Shakespeare Memorial National The-
atre and British Empire Shakespeare
Society, producing many of the
Festival plays at Stratford-On-Avon
on the Bard's birthday celebrations.

During the last war he organized
companies to tour France and Bel-

gium to entertain the troops.

CHARLES BACKETT
Charles Hackett, 52, former tenor

of the Metropolitan Opera Co., died

Jan. 1 in N. Y. following an emerg-
ency operation for appendicitis.

Hackett, who joined the Met in 1919,

was last heard there a couple of

years ago in 'Mignon.' He had been
teaching voice at the. Juijliard

,-SshSSli-.Ni. Y;,..since.l9M, ,

Hackett was considered among'the'
five greatest tenors produced in the
U, S. He had sung in every opera
house of importance In the world.
His last public appearance occurred
several weeks ago on the Ford Sun-
day evenins hour, in a' duet with
Helen Jepson.

Survived by widow, two daugh-
ters, a son, three brothers and two
sisters.

OLGA STEEB
Olga Steeb, 55, concert pianist and

many . times soloist in Hollywood
Bowl and with the Philharmonic Or
chesti-a, died Dec. 29 in Los Ange-
les after a lingering illness. Daugh-
ter- of Carl Egon Steeb, late horn
player with the. L. A. symphony
orchestra, she made her European
debut in 1910, and in' the next year
played nine piano concertos as a
soloist with the Berlin Philharmonic
Orchestra.'

. After touring Europe and Amer-
ica tor several years she fdunded
the Olga Steeb School of Music in

Los Angeles with her sisters. Norma
and Lillian, who survive her.

ROBERT nOOD BOWERS
Robert Hood Bowers, 64. musical

comedy composer,, conductor and
musical director for NBC, died in

N. Y. Dec. 29. He had conducted for
.Victor Herbert. His best known
compbsitioii' was "thlhese "Lullaby,'
from 'East Is West,' composed in

1918.

Bowers had also been musical di-
rector for the Aeolian and Colum-
bia record companies, and had con-
ducted over won, WEAF and
WMCA, N. Y. He was a member of
ASCAP.

Surviving 'are widow, son, two
brothers and a sister.

BODIL ROSING
Bodil Rosing, 64, film character

player for the past 17 years, died

Jan. 1 in Hollywood following a

sudden heart attack.

Rosing appeared in stage produc-
tions in his native Denmark and con-
tinued legit career after reaching the

U. S. He leaves a son and twd
daughters.

COOPER E. BROOKS
Cooper Emalus Brooks, 80, Oregon

pioneer film theatre operator, died
Dec. 17, at his home in Newberg,
Ore: He operated one of Oregon's
earliest motion picture chains. Wi-
dow, son, daughter and two grand-
children survive.

RAISSA SOCDARSKATA
Raissa Soudarskaya, 67, Russian

pianist and a pupil of Anton Rubin-
stein, died in N. Y. Dec. 31.

She had toured Europe prior to

the first World War.

WILLIAM C. MacKINLAY
WlUiam C. MacKInlay, 76, for the

last 40 years musical director of the
Colonial theatre, Boston, died Dec.
31 in Boston.

Talent Upbeat
II

CoDtlnnrtl from

Room, N. Y., where managing diret

tor John Roy has launched quite a

few personalities In the past, rang-

ing from Luclenne Boyer (U. S. cafe

debut) and Edgar Bergen to Jack

Cole, Chindra-Kaly and now his re-

cent crop of ballet dancers, some of

whom may, in time, become equally

well established.

Comedians Limited

Comedians, always a rarity, are

limited. Joe E. Lewis, The Hartmans,

Jack White -Pat Harrington-Frankie

Hyers (their own bosses at Club 18),

Eddie Davis (ditto his own boss at

Leon & Eddie's) are the hlghlightSc

Romo Vincent for a time was
promising but somehow has been

stalled; that goes also for Billy Vine,

vet vaudTeville comedian Dave Vine's

son, and Jack Gilford, who deserted

cafes for a Coast legit musical, and
the Pitchmen are comers.

Danny Kaye, of course. Is the shin-

ing outstander of a new face who
has fast scaled the heights and is

now starred in 'Let's Face It.' Since

Kaye put LaMartinique on the map,
that spot has been iU-fort'uned In

trying to bring Joe Frisco and Frank
Fay, back as class saloon funsters,

but with small success, although in

other fields and environments they

register.

Georgie Price, .
however, did make

a marked comeback, after being re-

tired In Wall St. for six' years. He
registered at LaConga and is playing

the U. S. cafe circuit at important
money.

I
Cafe Staples

Mrs. Margaret McDonongb, 80,

mother of J. R. McDonough, RKO
film production executive, died yes-

terday in Newark, N.'J.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Anderson, son,

in Los Angeles, Dec. 28. Mother is

former Faye Martin, stage actress;

father is public relations director in

L. A. for Pan-American Airways.
Mr. and Mrs. Lulgl Luraschal,

daughter, Dec. 24, in Los Angeles.

Father is- Paramount's film censor
wthi"t:<yast "

'

Mr. and Mrs. George Dinda's, son,

Ded. 29, in New York. Father is

house manager of the Strand,' N. Y.

Mr. -and Mrs. Jerry GofT, daugh-
ter,' in Pittsburgh, Dec. 26. Father
is the former musical comedy juve-
nile.

Mr. and Mrs. Gus Davis, son, in

Pittsburgh, Dec. 25. Father is with
WB theatre department, Pittsburgh.
' Mr. and Mrs. Earl Moore, a

daughter, in Detroit, Dec. 25. Father
is studio manager of Station WXYZ.

Mr. and Mrs. Augie Clevenger,
son, Dec. 25, in Nashville. Father
is on musical staff of WSM, Nash-
ville,

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kopp, daughter,
in Hollywood, Jan. 1. Father is

Universal advtrtlsing art director.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Lester, son,

Dec. 31, in Santa Monica, Cal. Father
is radio, film and nltory comic.

MARRIAGES
Elizabeth Pringle .to H. Coleman

Asher, in 'Wichita, Kan., Dec. 25.

Groom is director of musical pro-
grams at KANS, Wichita.
Rose Cortazo to Francis Clink, In

Pittsburgh, Dec. 29. He plays sax
with Charlie Latin orch.
LUItan Roth to Edward Goldman,

Dec. 29, In Phoenix, Ariz. Bride is

stage and fllm actress.

"Andrea "Bierens "
Tb' ""J. " CHticver

Cowdin, in Yuma, Ariz., Dec. 30. He
Is chairman of the board of Univer-
sal Pictures.

MURRAY CABRINGTON
' Murray Carrlngton, 58, vet British

legit actor, died at his home In Clive-
don, Somerset, England, following
an operation and. lengthy illness.

He had appeared in many dramatic
roles, getting his training with F. R.

Kelly Field's $52,000 Theatre

San Antonio, Jan. 4.

Officers and men at Kelly field, air
corps training fieUl, formally opened
new $52,000 theatre, exclusively for
motion pictures.

Date of completion coincided with
that of the arrival of the Camel
Caravan 'Grand Ole Opry' unit
which gave the house its premiere
performance with a flesh show. New
house seats 1,038 and is completely
air-conditioned.

Of the cafe staples, through the

years, and still clicking are Cross &
Dunn who, with regularity, can be.

found in Detroit on such and such
date; the Beverly Hills club near
Cincinnati on such date; In Florida,

Saratoga, the . Coast, Boston, Pitts-

burgh, etc., with similar precision.

That goes for other, staples like

Lou Holtz, Ethel Shutta (another
strong comebacker this past season),

Russell Swann, Maxine Sullivan,

Hazel Scott, Carlos Ramirez, et al.

Intlme bolte persbnaltties are a

type all their own. Most of them
can segue with facility from small to

large capacities. But relatively new-
comer mimics like John Hoysradt
and John Buckmaster demand po-
lite, high<type atmospheres.
The gals are another league, such

as Adelaide Moifett, lone survivor of

the blue-blood, blues-singer cycle;

Peggy Fears, still potent, of arrest-

ing personality and registering bet-

ter than ever; Jane Pickens; Ger-
trude Niesen, with renewed publicity

-on--the - strength—of- - that •'Newport
mansion buildup, Frances Merce'r,

Tamara, Margo, et al.

In the Frenchy and 'Continental'
division, the chanteuses seem to have
fallen by the wayside. Mill Monti
has been spotty; Greta Keller went
to South America; Sylvie St. Clair

at the Rainbow Grill may develop;
Mme. Claud Alphand, wife of a prc-
Vlchy French official, is getting a

New York socialite play; but in the
main they're not politically fashion-
able.

I

FalDmbo'P
Vvonettca
•Moro Sc Chita
Alma Si Holan.d
IKnry Pntrlck
J)en Perry
3 Feppers
Oonnla Stewart
I'hiladelphia Hot«l

Virginia Vaughn
Vera Cruz
Adrlnnnft Porker
Irnigrnd A Alan
Leonora Co-Gd0
Dick Wlinrton Ore
'VYnltcr Jolin

rotrelton Cafe
Doc Smith
Frank Ponle
Nan O'Rourke
Charlie nay
Snlly Sawyer
Carol Kntie
Konnic Renee
Newt Parker Ore

nrd mil Ina
noy O'Day
Lo Shones
Helen. Jerlcco
Dutch & Dutc.ila

Rlli Carltnn
Howard I.anln Ore

llonuB GrUl*

Al Capron Oro
K:tly Aldrldse
Warner ft Valeria
Billy Kelley

Rendeavona
(Hotel Selulor)

The Sorenadera
Deate St Boya

Sam'a Cafa
Ilutli Kaye
Billy Romano
mil ,<iherldan
l^lnno
.Montoz Wolf

King's Rhythm
Sllrrr Lake Ina

Col Goo -Reed
Alice Lucey
Johnny Wagea
Mile Collette
Oor< Rife
Frank Hnaael Oro

Stamp'!,
Danny Montgomery
Lanny Vale
r.abo Cummlnga
nurna & Dunn
Betty Qaynor
Klalne Ellla
Pnranlount Steppera
Eddie Dolan

Latin Clicks

Among the Latins, Tito Guizar is

back in the cafe field, after making
Mex and Spanish pix and touring
the Caribbesn circuit; Rosario and
Antonio, 'the kids from Seville,' with
their unusual terps, have made an
impression.

Tony DeMarco with a new part-
ner, Sally Craven, will play the
Gotham class cafes this winter, dou-
bling from the Eddie Cantor musi-
cal; and meantime his ex-wife and
partner, Renee DeMarco, has been
making her mark as a solo te'rper at
Fefe"s Monte Carlo. Paul Draper; of
the class cafe terpers, is now more
concert platform than nitery, al-

though he clicked in South America
this past spring and summer. Paul
Haakou and Estelle & LeRoy dip In
and out. Gower and Jeanne are

.'^5i!.'!8..M9ILSJiJ..Sr.«?t. style,

Mtiers coming aloiig are Maxine
Sullivan and Mildred Bailey, who are
bringing the 52d street idiom into
broader horizons. Lee Dixon, from
Warner Bros., Just starting anew in
cafes, bespeaks of potentials.

Then -there are the perennial ice
revues, although Dorothy Lewis, of
the Hotel St. Regis, N. Y., seems
alone outstanding for name value.
However, the Heasley Twins, Adele
Inge, Belita and others command at-
tention when not traveling with ice
revues over the mass-capacity arena
circuits. Also in sports, Ruth
Hughes Aarons and Sandor Glancz,
table tennisters, are standard.
The bands, too, are a division by

themselves. ;

Bills Next Week
sContlaned from p«v« IM^

Sna Baj GArdew
Judy Cummlngs

Marc«lltK
jDBoptalne
Boatrlce & Dannr
Asnes Willi!
Don Anton Oro
OMh St. Batbikeller

Bill Atkinson
Mliarsd OlKon
CarloB & Car'clta
Bollo Bolcnont
Itosemary Kenny
Elton Brown
Tony Bennett Oro

Bnraa Clab
Buddy Lewis
Chnrloteem
O'Connor Bros
Bert St ClAl|-e

Bobby Bornnrd
Margie Smith .

Earl Denny Oro

eoth ContQiy

& Peppers
Mike Pedecln
Solly La Mar
Blanche Saundera
Strohman (3)

Venice <3rlU

Nick Varallo Oro
Kay King .

Mnrgle Rice
Great l/oaler
Chic Kennedy
Warwick Hotel

Roger Stanley Oro

U>ber*a Hot Draa
Cnndea

The Juvelys
Dave Pl-r.ion
Pump Handle Trio
Pen Bannorman
Victoria Tr
Brunn Se Campbell
Jules Flacco'a Oro
Syd Golden
Rathe'r Bldoradlana

Wilson's

Joe Hough
Art Mathues
Catherine Wolff Qle
Carol Joyce
Tiny Harris
Geo Baquet Oro

Taoht Clnb
Harry Holly
FYances Carroll
TonI SovoU
Watson Sis
Tacht Club Boyv
Victor Nelson Oro

DETBOIT

llook-Cadllla« Hotel
(Book Casino)

Frank Gagen Oro
(Motor Bar)

Joe Vera
Dowery

Harry RIchmaa
Rose La Rose
Bill & Irene Bunxb
Canary Circus
Frnncis St Grey
Don Ar,don Dano
Chds Carlisle
Denny Rosh Oro

CasnaoTa
Mackle &. Paul
Joan & Earl Goo
Jncquollns Jamos
JoBSica Garwood
1^0 Walters Ore

Clab Congo
Peg Leg Bates
BeAChcombcra •

Margaret Watklns
ITna Mae Carlisle
Tondclnyo & Lopez
Sunda '-^ •'

Congo Ore
Enrl Dancer
Corktonm TaTcni

Don Harris
Karl Parchman
Hnrt & Allison
Goo Boll
Pnnchita Villa
Phtl SklUman Ore

Grand Termoo
Four Oukos
Billy Joy Junnlta
Enrl Parchman
Phil Sklllman Oro

Hond's
Sun Val Sorenaders
lx>ndoa Chop Hoase
nnrnoy Groon
Ruby Ore
Cunnlo Darleau

Clab Mayfolr
Marty Joyce
Carol Crane
Mervin Jensen
Dorothy Gerron
Phil Olsen Oro

Neblolo*a

Fay St Andre
Johnny Policy
l/Oflkcy Sis
Clom Hawkins
Leonard Seel Oro

Northwood Ina
Anita JacobI
Woods & Bray
Dnlo Rnodes
Theresa Rudolph
T'on Amato
Ray Carlln Oro
Olde Woyae Clob

Charles Costello Ore
McColl SIR
Jack London

PalBs Beaeh
Tom Gary
Chandra
Alble Gaye
Rita Vales
Monnle Drake
Don Pablo Oro

Peoobscot Clab
Patricia Willis
Diane Doye
Freddie Busoh Ore
Barney . Greene Ore
Hack's Bedford Ian
Mao McOraw Oro

Royale
Knight Sis
Beverly Kirk
Freddie Se B Roberts
Bob Hopkins
Skeeter Palmer Ore

StaUer Hotel
Pancho Ore
Leonardo & Galonte
Bnrlo Madrlguera O

Snka
Jon-Murtay— •

Stanley Evans
Diana Doen
Johnny Morrison
Pearl Magley Dane
Leonard Soel Ore

Baa Dlrgo
Geno Emerald
Glenn' Dale
The Bordens*
Dotty Sloan
Cliff Arvin
Al Alexander Oro

StoTodora
Everett & Conway
Bill Harris
Roland St Rlto
Irene Burke
Tiny Gorman
Jack Tliomas Oro

Tbe Tropica
Juan Makula
Jonlta
Zora

Vernes
Jnck Terry
Will Wright Co
Anita Lowls
Chuck Stevens Ore

Whittler Hotel
(Gold Cub Rooia)

Herman Fine
Wonder Bar

Josephine Campbell
Kfanuel Lopez Ore
Sammy Dllwrl Oro

S09 Club
Dale Rhodes
DI Giovanni
Good St Goody
Dottle Ard
Juan Moors
Joy Ss Juanlta
Delia A Drigo
Horace Bouck Ore

Alpine Vllla^

C Lamt>erton
Rcadlngtons
Walkmir 3
Clairo Ray Gls
Orp:m. Towle
Del Kay
M'lllte Matthias Ore
Bol> CopCer

Eldorado CUh
Estralleta
Carlos Campos
Manuel Ovando Oro

Freddie's Cafe
I^arry Vincent
Jane Dover
Billy White
Manhattanettes
Herb Ross Oro

Goarmet Clab
Royal Hawallans O
Bill Loohman

Hotel Allertoa
Joe llaldl Oro

Hotel Carter
Thixlon Sprenger
Ambnvsadors Ore
Charles Wick

Hotel CloTelaad
Rernle Cummins Oro
Hotel Fenway Ball
Poison Gardner

PITTSBUBOH
Anchorage

Jlmmy-Zummo -Ore-
Arlington r^odge

Phil Cavezztt Oro
Juno Gardner
Fran Rago

Bnlcoaodea
Charlie Laun Oro

BlU Oreea'a
Jimmy Joy Oro
Dotty^ Burns

Bine Ridge Ina
[.on Lucky Oro
Bonny Austin
Boogie-Woogli.
Uoog Sherman
Maxlo Simon.
Harry Comorada
Buddy Blnlne
Wnlly Wayne
J Comorada

Club Petite
Piccolo Pete Ore
l^olty Bonz
T.oulse McRulre
Jtm Brady
Eileen O'Shea

Club

Cork and BottU
-Nelson- Maples

Colonial
Art Farrar Ore

Eddie Peyton'n
Memphis E
Eddie Poyton
Marlon Muller

01 CiDb
Billy Merlo Ore
June Collins
Lyda Radnok

Hotel Port Plit

Ken Bailey Ore
Johnny Mitchell
Hfcrry Walton
Jessie Wheatley

Hotel Urnn
(Hllver Grill)

M Contreras ^rc
Coneblta

•
. (Gay AO's)

Dorothy Noabitt
Hotel 7tb Avtnw

A Escorts
Harry BIgley

Joyce Martin
Al Devin

Hotel BoOMToU
Art Baker i
Jole
Carole Days

Hotel Scbcaley
Billy Hinds Oro
Joy LInd
Hotel Wm Peaa
(Chatterbox)

Baron Elliott Oro
Mary Krleg
Billy Cover.
Babo Rhodes
Ice Woe.Lfluls
Sonny Falgen
(Continental Bar)

Frank Andrlnl 4

Merry-Go-Roand
Tommy Flynn Oro
Mike Mueino
Walt DIckman

New Hlllcrest
Marty Schramm O
Connie Gregg
Ray Englert
Antone Rozance
mil Shaffer

Mson Cafe
Al Btnrlsco.Oro
Dob Carter
Oxtortt Boys
Woods Si J)ray
Neff Co

Nut Hoase
Sherdlna Walker 0
Ted DIake
Marvin Fullllove
Ray Melville
Harry Frank

<HlBlS
Denny Burton Oro
Beicy Lee

Babe Rhooes
Skip Nelson

Orchard la

a

Rady Gale Oro
Ploea

Don Rutter
BUI LeRoy .Oro

Shaagrl-lA
Steve Matthews
Dorothy Mstthews
Betty Carroll

Sqolrrel Coop
Tiny Miller
Joey Reynolds
Dale Harkncsa
Pat Burns
Mllly Bradley

Tacht Clab
Don Roth Oro
Road Sis
Key Taylor
DoLlsso Si Dwight
Do SImone Dane
Paul Allan
Shirley Heller

Bky-Vno
Tommy Carlyn Oro
Bill Douglas
Pee Wee Walker
Billy Sagooe

Union Grtll

Sammy Wallers
Frank Natals
Mike Sandre Ito

VUIa Madrid
Btzl Covato Ore
Mark Lane
Michael Strange
I^e Fox
Jan St Janls
Moore St Moore
Watklns 2

CLEYELAin)

Coram
Hotel HoUcadea

'

Terry Lawlor
Estelle Sloan
Sharkey Sen I

Rolling Stones
Sammy Watklns Oro

Hotel Blpller

Glover & LnMae
Patricia Willis
Eddie Le Baron Ore
Ernie Taylor
La CoBga Clnb

Freddie Carlono Ore

Uadtay's Bkjbar

Gladys Palmer
Hal Simpson

Hoaaco's Cafe

Franc Reynolds
Carmellta St Lee
Birdie Dean
Manny lAnders Oro
Dlnorah Ore

Resal Clnh
Duoky Malvin Oro

S700 Clab
Sammy Wolfo
Sammy Morris
Bert Gilbert
Don Walsh Oro

BOSIOH

BeaclicoBiber
Harry Morrlsaey Oro
Chlco Simono Oro
Jerri Vance
BallatorcB
Walter Bohr
Carole Dennluon

Ullnatrub's
Peier llodge Oro
Uuyd Heathen
Itulhanla St Malc'm
Peplta
]>on Francisco
Wlnlon Si Diane

,

ciHb' Siiyfair-^
--

Itanny Weeks Oro
Nick Jerret Ore
Baby Rose Marie
Do Maranvllles
J)ob King
Uoois McKonna Rev
Club Vnnlt>- Pblr

A I Cova Oro
RLolla Itay
Glnnlo O'KeoCe

Cocounat GroTO
Mlckoy Alport Oro
Don Rico Ore
UuHter Kolm Rev
Itllly Paine
Marianne Francis
Frankte Brooks
I,.ewi9 Sis St Oliver
Kcohane St Lonya
(Melody Ixrange)

Gertrude Woodsum
Herb Lewis

Copley Plata
(Shernton Boom)

Ruby Newman Oro
Julln Barbour
(31crryGt»-Roand)
Mark Gilbert 8
Cniwfonl Hoase

Prtddy Rubin Oro
Frank Fontaine
Bob Flinch
Snake-Hips Davis
Rcdfrird St Wallace
Crnwfordettes

Fox & Hoandfl
Mlltnn George Oro
David Dallentlne
Mnxtno Coleman
(Rhumba CahIbo

Room)
Charles Wolk Oro
LcB Habanoros (6)
FoderlcoB
Dorothea Costello
Argentina Mia

HUHat
Pole nermnn Oro
Terry Andre
Frank Petty

Hotel Bradford
(Circus Room)

Wn rren-ft-Bodee ^-

llotel nmnswlefc
(Bermaila Terrace)
Llonol Hampton O

- Hold KsKex
Ken Trovers Oro
Jack Manning Oro
Billy Kolly
Ada Marova
Bill Groin
Conga Teresa
Jean Monti
Blonnor Bnland

Hotel leaox
(Vnox Arms)

Bob Hardy Oro
Kay Tvcrs

Hotel Mlaerva

Bunny McVey Oro
Barbara Douglass

Hotel BomcrT^et
(Dallncee Jloom)

E Frothlnghnm
John Hoysradt
Harry Mamhord O

Hotel Stntler
(Terrace Konm)

Leighton Noble Ore

(Cafe Ronge)
ibiLvjL'Cavicchlo.-On

—

Xntern6tlonal Cats

Ted Crowloy Ore
Norman Bolster
Francos Grant
Archie O'Brien
Roberts St Trobor

Ken Clnb^

Farren Bros Oro
Rusa Howard
Jerry 4b Lillian

Latin Quarter
Anthony Bruno Ore
Rhumbnllers Oro
Alice Kavan :

Bellott St Enh'llBh B
Irono Donahue
3 Radio Aces
Wally Wangcr GIb

(Lounge Bar)

Hum St Strum
Escudoro & La Plata

Mlnml Grove
Jimmy McHale Oro
I^nnle FItr.

Tom Chalcs
Ella May Waters
Phillips &'nrcen
Oscar Carmol
Elano Norton
Arthur AInricI

Rio Casino

George Harris Oro
Harry Spear
Harrison Aulgor
Joye Martin
Louise Sherwood
David HemlnfTt-r
Frank Tliomns
Jane Glddlngs
Jean Carle
Don Muckol

Steuben's
(Vienna Bo»m}

Lew Conrad Ore
Don St Darrow
Jack & Lorraine
Doris Abbott
Jimmy Marr
Adele Corey

The Core

Don DIBona Oro
Jack Fisher
Tamara Dorlva
Jack Si Lorrnlne
PIr-ettos (fi)

Adele Corey
Tic-Toe

Joo NevllH Ore
Tiny Sinclair
Purants „,
Howard Fuller * 3\t

Vora Lament
Tremont ritiza

Duke Irfrenzo Oro

Dnnlap'fl New Hons«

Midlothian, Texas, Jaii. 4.

The -new . 500-seat Dunlap was
opened here by Forrest Dunlap.

Clovis Brltton, his brother-in-law,

manager of new house.
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Thirty-sixth P^RSEFy Anniversary

NOW-mm AMERICA

NEEDS IT MOST. POSTAL

TELEGRAPH INTRODUCES

NEW
AUTOMATIC SERVICE

Just when America needs it most, Postal Tele-

graph announces its sensational automatic tel-

graph service. Amazing new machines— only

recently perfected by Postal engineers—now

transmit telegrams at record-shattering speeds

. . . with incredible accuracy!

NO INCREASED COST

Despite the extra speed and extra accuracy,

telegrams sent by Pbstal'Telegraph AutOriiatic

cost not one penny more than those sent by

slower, old-fashioned methods.

ONLY POSTAL TELEGRAPH HAS IT!

So next time you have important telegrams

to send—make your telegraph company

—

POSTAL TELEGRAPH!

*For your convenience, charges appear on your tele-

phone bill.
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mP LAUGHS ROLUNG, TOO'
"Roller Fdlies', NewType of Rink Show,

Is Pronusing Despite Break-In Faults
M-

Baltimore, Jaq. 18. .

'Roller Follies' looks like It may be
developed Into a money-maker with
astute and showmanly handling.

^9 possibilities tor. spectacular

presentation of a roller-skating ex-

travaganza are inherent In this first

attempt. Somewhat slower In actual

movement than the kindred efforts

on ioe, the makings are nevertheless

here and Gae Foster has done nobly

wKh the material on hand. There is

9 crying need for the injection of a

tew more ;ocko spots by wSy of sight

gecialties and Ihe inclusion of color

the. lighting would add consider-

ably. Pace will no doubt pick up
Vlth playing, following its date at

the Coliseum here.

Following a collegiate routine' by
the skiUful ensemble of 10 boy and
24 girl skaters, appropriately cos-

ttmied, Jay Edwards and Loraine
billet contribute a nicely handled

..'danc».: Gordon..Einegali.>and. Walter
Hughes follow with a comedy routine

.which holds pace, followed by a ses-

sion of spinning by several of the
(Continued on page 8)

Otis Skiimer's Estate

May Total $500,000;

Was Sagacious Actor

Qaatfa of Otis Skinner, one of the
great actors ot another generation,
will probably reveal an estate valued
•t over $500,000, rating him one of the
wealthiest men of the profession.

Skinner at the peak of his career
earned as high as $75,000 in one
year, augmenting his stage salary
•nd percentage of plays in which he
tarred with writings.

Sidelines Included radio and pic-
ture appearances. Skinner saved a
Soodly portion ot his earnings and
mada- solid Investments. Although
Iborn In Massachusetts, he came of
Vermont stock and was friendly
with famous New Englanders. He
was an intimate of the late President
Calvin Coolidge and often visited the
letter's country home.
Skinner remained aloof from some

fellow players over a period of years,

(Continued on page 64)

Perorian Senate

Bans Axis Films

Lima, Peru, Jan. 4.

Peruvian senate in special session
has approved a resolution introduced
by Senator Pedro Ruiz-Bravo which
Will prohibit showing of Axis films
and close all newspapers, theatres,
clubs and educational institutions
run by totalitarian powers.
German and Italian 'pictures have

been receiving particular play here,
and more recently films showing
Japanese strength have been brought

Th« Military Touch

^ Hollywood, Jan. 13.

At least one soldier or sailor

In uniform tor every 15 persons
must be visible in the back-
ground ot every modern screen-

play at Republic.

New ruling Is based on the

average number of service men
In city crowds.

FACTS-HGURES

TO BOOK ALL

U.S. RADIO?

Washington, Jan. it.

Successful consummation at long

last of the proposal to have a single,

unified central clearing house and

booking office tor all Washington

radio programs is expected to go

through this week. It wiU also

probably mean that there will be a

system ot priorities as between the

various war ^effort agencies, This,

again, is another proposal made
long ago but until now Impossible

to set up.
Washington expects the ofTIce ot

Facts and Figures to get the nod.

This would put the responsibility

under Archibald MacLeish, the
Librarian of Congress and two
former radio men, W. B. Lewis
(CBS) and Douglas Merservy (NBC).

Say Mrs. F. D. Peglerized

At Request of Performer

In Picketed Wilson Play

Savage attacks against Mrs. Roose-
velt by Westbrook Pcglcr in his col-

umn in the N. Y. World-Telegram
last Thursday and Friday (8-9) were
reputedly inspired by a member of

the cast "of "In Time to Come,' at the

Biltmore, N. Y. First Lady's re-

fusal to cross a musicians' union
picket line to attend a performance
of the play was the basis of the col-

umnist's criticism.

Understood that the management
and cast of the play, which deals

with the life of Woodrow Wilson,

had been advised of Mrs. Roosevelt's

intention of seeing the show and
had planned to pose backstage with
hew for publicity pictures. However,
when she arrived at the theatre and
found a picket line out .tront, she

refused to enter the house and re-

funds were made on her tickets.

Next day, a member of the cast,

(Continued on page 54)

NEED FOR COMICS

Tonic Effect of Humor Nec-
essary to Health of Free

Peoples—Tsrrants Always
a Bunch of Sourpusses

CHURCHILL'S GAGS

By EDDIE CMT02,

Editor, 'Variety':

Maybe it is going a little too tar

to say that an army travels on its

belly laughs. You can't stop a stuka
with a well-.^aced gag. A panzer
dlvisiim has no ribs that can be
tickled with anything less than
T.N.T. But, given an equal weight
in armaments, pin your faith on the
nation that can pack punch ln_ its

irveV¥s weU as'its Catticsi'
'

Have you ever seen pictures of a
laughing Nazi, Fascist or Nipponese?
I haven't. The Nazi 'supermen,' no
matter whether they are marching
ahead or back, are' always pictured

as grim, forbidding and humorless.
Just a lot of sourpusses!. They are
all imitation hams, patterned after

the prize porcines of -them all—Hit-
ler and his end-men, Mussolini and
Hirohito. That trio is awful funny,
only they don't realize it! If there

(Continued on page 22)

LAUD U.S. ACTORS' AID

IN BRIT. WAR REUEF

British war relief organizations

quartered in New York have ex-
pressed appreciation to the Ameri-
can stage for its varied efforts to aid

civilian and war sufferers abroad.

A scroll was sent Equity on behalf

ot the entire profession, the message
reading:

'We the undersigned wish to ex-

press our sincere thanks tor their

never-ending contributions to every
worthwhile and humanitarian cause

(Continued on pa^e 53)

U.S. Asks Extension On
Lamour Bond Touring

Hollywood, Jan. 13,

Uncle Sam has asked Paramount
for a loanout ot Dorothy Lamour,
currently touring the country in the

Defense Bond campaign. Star is

Hollywood's best traveling sales-

woman and the U. S. Treasury De-
partment wants her to continue two
weeks beyond her present selling

tour, slated to end Feb. 1.

Y. Frank Freeman and other

Paramount execs are rearranging
the shooting schedule on 'Road to

Morocco' to permit the actress to

spend two extra weeks on the road.

She is paying her own traveling ex-
penses.

15 Pages of Show Business Advertisiiig

Reveal Vigor of British Entertainment

Knockdown Ti«-Up

When punch-dizzy Buddy Baer
picked himself up, brushed him-
self off and spok« into a radio
mike at the Louls-Baer prize-

fight ring last week he uttered
these Immortal press -agent
wordst

'I'll explain everyth)p9 next
Wednesday night on -Qie Fved
Allen prograrii.

GARBO ON AIR

AS SALUTE TO

ROI

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Troupe of all-star performers is

being rounded up by Arch Oboler
for Hollywood's salute to the Presi-
dent on his 60th birthday Jan. 24.

Biggest coup of the Oboler sortie into

the ranks of untouchables Is his flag-

ging down of Greta Garbo, to whom
a mike is something out ot this

world. She will sound the. appeal
for funds to the paralysis fund un-
less she bolts from fright.

Garbo will be surrounded by such
as Deanna Durbln, 'Fibber and
Molly,' Charles Chaplin, Mary Mar-
tin, Marlene Dietrich, Ronald Col-

(Contlnued on page 54)

Theatre Chain Assigns

One Night For Weekly

Defense Bond Rallies

Nashville, Jan. 13.

Weekly rallies to bolster sale of

defense bonds and stamps will be
held for the duration at Crescent
Amusement Co. theatres. Decision
to hold a weekly rally at one of the
chain's theatres came after the over-
whelming success ot the first one
held Wednesday (31) at the Madison,
where over $4,000 in stamps and
bonds was realized.

Tony Sudekum, president of Cres-
cent, expressed the wish that thea-
tres throughout the nation would
copy the Crescent plan and contribute
their part to defense. Admlsh on
rally nights is gained by purchase of

a 25c defense stamp.
Crescent employees In theatres

where rallies are held donate their
services, and chain donates Alms and
use of buildings. Community groups
plan the speaking part of program
and direct raffling of bonds during
session. At conclusion ot rally.

Crescent presents picture for enter-
tainment of audience.

Since the appearance last week of
the 36th Anniversary edition of ^a-
riety' reader comment throughout
the United States has echoed the
Impression of the editors of this pub-
lication that the amount and kind of
advertising from British show bust-
ness in- that Issue -was remarkable^
no matter how looked ai ^It be-
spoke, first of all, the fighting spirit

ot the tight Uttle isle. After that It

revealed how showmen carry on
under adversity and war diSicultles.
This was, remember, Britain's third
Christma)3 season under the black-
out.'- Through the advertising coir
umns of a trade paper 3,000 milejr

.

away Britain's show business gave
Yanks, probably without realizing
they were, a fine example of what
it takes.

British film producers, theatre
circuits and talent, in the aggregate,
extended themselves over 15 . full
pages of • tyjje find illuslfa'tldiis; " the

"'

announcements from overseas re-
flecting a showmanship both vigor-
ous and deflani.

Dominant position was snagged by
(Continued on page 20)

Ex-Actor Leonard York

Among Woonded Yanks'

In Pearl Harbor Attack

Apparently the first person from
show business to become a casualty
in action with the U. S. armed forces
is Leonard York, former legit and
film actor. He's in Ward 11, Trlpler
General Hospitah Honolulu, recover-
ing from bullet wounds of the
stomach and shoulder. A machine
gunner at Ft Weaver, Pearl Harbor,
York was hit early on the morning
of Dec. 7, at the start of the. Jap
attack on Pearl Harbor, His ma-
chine gun crew had brought down
one -enemy plane and was firing at
another when l;e was wounded.
After playing minor, juvenile parts

In pictures for a time, York was in

legit stock on the Coast and then
came cast tor st'rawhat theatre
engagements, appearing mostly at
Southampton, L. I.

Picture Honse Woos

Horse 'n' Buggy Trade

Detroit, Jan. 13,

Joe LaRose, manager of Wisper &
Wetsman's Easttown theatre here,
has put up a string of hitching posts
in front of the big nabe bouse. Idea
is that the tire ban and the end of
automobile production may even see
Detroit return to the horse- and
buggy age.

He's even hung a banner out In
front saying, 'Why tire Dobbin by
driving all the way downtown. Hitch
your horse here and enjoy the bill

at the ' Easttown.'
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Army May Soon Take Over Par's L. I.

Studios for Production of Training Pix

Marines Get Tbeir Dae

Deal, in negotiation for several

months, by *hich the Army will take

over Pavamoiint's Eastern Service
Studios in Astoria, Long Island, is

understood to be virtually set. Sig

nal Corps' Training Film Production
Laboratory is expected to move
in a couple ot weeks, expariding the

facilities of its headquarters at Fort
Monmouth, N. J.

Huddles by the Army with execs
of Paramount and West«m Electric,

which operates the studios, started
before active participation In the war
by the United States. They have
been speeded up since Dec. 7, how-
ever, with prospects of a greatly ex-
panded Army requiring many more
ot the rookie training reels which
the TFPL makes.
War Department is also said to be

eyeing the old Warner Bros, stu-

dios in Brooklyn. Whether there is

a . possibility ot taking this property
over in addition to that in Astoria,

or whether it is being viewed as an
alternative working place, isn't clear.

WB studios are completely unused.
Eastern Service is occasionally used
by Par for making stiorts and is

fiequently employed for filming
commercial and 16 mm. product.
When the Army takes over, deal may
be made for Par to continue occa-
Eional use of one sound stage, or it

may be required to move its activi-

ties to Fox-Movietone in Manhattan
or some other nearby location.

Escaping Death at Sea a

V- Habit with Jimmy Foy

St. John. N. B., Jan. 13.

Jimmy Foy, "The Yorkshire Lad,'
«'ho is taking time out from the
stage to help out in the British mer-
chant marine, has had three narrow
escape!) from death within a year
•nd is now preparing to return to the
sea. His most recent experience had
him drifting about in an open life-
boat for 13 days. In that period, four
of the 11 men who left a torpedoed
steamer in mid-Atlantic died, ^^oy
spent liB days in hospital to' re-
cuperate. He lost all his clothing
and money, yet, when he was
-awarded $22 by a London paper for
an account of his experiences, he
donated half the sum to a fund for
British bombing victims. The bal-
ance he spent on a treat for his com-
panions, collection had tp lie.

telccn'up To provide"'hiiin w^^^

presentable clothing and some money
,
to keep him until he joined another
crew for another ocean trip,

Foy, whose real name is Sidney
Walker, was once co-featured with
Gracie Fields in a revue which
toured the British provinces. He has
appeared in many revues and also in
vaude in England, Wales, Scotland
and Ireland.

O'Brien, Dpnlevy, Raft

Set for Morris Tlayhouse'
Pat O'Brien, due by train from the

Coast tomorrow (Thursday), guests
Friday night (16) on the Philip Mor-
ris 'Playhouse,' then goes to Boston
for a week's theatre date, opening
Jan. 22; He'll then return Immedi-
ately to Hollywood.
Bob Ferris, who recently left

Columbia Artists to head the new
radio department of Myron Selz
Dick's eastern pffice, set the air deal.

'The Great McGinty,' Preston
Sturges* film hit of two seasons ago,

kgets its first radio performance as
the Jan. 23 edition of the Philip
BMorris "Playhouse,' via COS. Brian
' Donlevy will play his original title
part, coming east for the show. Au
fbor-producer Charles Martin Is
doing the adaptation.
- -(Jeorge -Raft -will - plane east to
guest on the Jan. 30 stanza of the
same series, probably playing the
title part created by Paul Muni in
•Scarface.' Merle Oberon Is set for
the Feb. 6 edition of the show, with
no vehicle so far set.

Pat O'Brien guests this Friday
right (16) In "City for Conquest,'
another picture adaptation.

Say, He IS Growing Up

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

New team at Metro Is Hedy La-
marr and Mickey Rooney in 'Her
Hiehness and the Bell Boy.'
Rooney plays the .bell boy, with

Miss Lam^tjr .HeT Highness. •

Take It Elasy, Pard
Hollywood, Jan. 13.

They used to pull a shootin'

iron oiit-o( the holster in a split

.second, but now it takes from
one to two days, under war
regulations covering the San
Pedro district area and territory

adjacent to the Southern Cali-

fornia beaches.
Filming on the beaches re-

. quires an advance notice of 24

hours to the NaN-j'. and shooting

in Sah Pedro district calls for

48 hours advance information to

the Army, with an officer in

uniform supervising all action.

Hwood Sending 15

To FDR WasL Ball,

No Go on the Others

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Film industry is concentrating 15

stars on the President's Birthday

Ball in Washington, Jan. 30, and is

turning down all requests for male

and femme luminaries to appear at

similar functions in other cities. De-

cision was made here at a confer-

ence between the Studio. Publicity

Directors Committee and Edward
Arnold, who recently returned from
the national capital with a report on
plans for the annual event to aid the
Infantile Paralysis Fund,

Idea is to do the utmost for the
Fund' without disrupting film sched-
ules through wholesale demands for

stars in all pajrts of the country.

Chico Marx Fiodmg Oat

Chico Marx, who opens with his

band at the Flatbush, Brooklyn, to-

morrow (15), will give the orches-

tra idea a trial for two and a half

weeks to determine whether demand
for a picture name In front ot band
is strong enough to warrant con-
tinuing.

Marx orchestra goes into the
Windsor for a week, following the
Flatbush, and winds up in Passaic,

N. J.

Hollywood, Jan. 18.

Wallace Beery becomes a hard-

nosed American sergeant in 'Salute

to the Marines,' a war story by
Robert D. Andrews, bought for early

production by Metro.

Tale, to be produced by John Con-

sidine, Jr., tells about an American-

led contingent of Filipinos fighting

Japs in the invasion of a Luzon
village.

Talk of Easing

Fla. GamUmg

Ban Next Month

ASCAP Clears the Way

Seattle, Jan. 13.

Last legal obstacle that might

work against the use of ASCAP- on
radio stations In this state was re-
moved yesterday when Attorney
General Smith T^oy announced that
the Society has filed a list of its

copyrighted pieces with the secre-
tary of state, complying fully with
the law.

By ABEL GREEN
Miami, Jan. 13.

Prospect that the gambling tabu

may be eased next month and the

unfavorable weather are chief topics

of conversation down here this

month. Despite the post-hoUday let-

down, tourist trade is not bad de-

spite the rainy and cold weather

which has chased some folks north.

The inclement weather has aided
store business but it's not making
out-of-town visitors happy. Many
are sticking, however, because of the
abnormally frigid weather up north.

The gambling situation still is

mighty problematical although the
grapevine from Jacksonville is that
there may be an easing of the ban
next.jnonth. There also Is talk of
probable legalization of gambling
next year since hoteliers, restaurants,

merchants, etc., all are claim-
oring that this always has been the
major Florida attraction—and that
its absence is killing business. Cam-
paign to legalize also is bolstered by
the theory that Income tax sources
would be further stimulated by the
elimination of laws against gambling.
Gambling and abortive attempts at

sneak gambling brought on quick
clampdowns despite, the grapevine
talk about eventual lit>ecalization.

Handbooks and pin games also are
taba
Lou Walters and Harry Heller's

Latin Quarter and B^chcomber are
doing the major caf# business here
this season. Hialeah opening Wed-
nesday brought an influx of visitors

and revived reports that Bing Cros-

.i!X!S-K'J...9.fe?r..f?^DPJ4S..sJ^ibte?..w.ill-;

switch here in view of the Santa
Anita blackout.
The Royal Palm fli\'\'ed following

the pre-Xmas premiere, new show
opening on Jan. 16, when competi-
tion may become keener.
Blackout here last Sunday night

was an indifferent success but it

blitzed niteries and theatres, since
the pounding of radios kept custom-
ers home despite large display ads
inviting customers to patronize cafes
and cinemas during the 10:15 to 10:45
blackout

: «<»»*«<»»» t»« M »»MM ««» M »^
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THE BERLE-ING POINT

By Milton Berle

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Started work on my new picture, 'Whispering Ghosts,' and, after the
first scene, Darryl Zanuck said, 'Berle, Txa going to make you a star.'

And he did, out of an old newspaper with a pair of scissors.

The studio accorded me a great honor. They printed my dialog on a
bedsheet.

Brenda Joyce plays,.the love Interest, and in this picture I finally get to

win her—maid! .
'

' „
'Whispering Ghosts' la full of excitement AU through It you see

haunted and empty houses—like the kind I worked in TaudevlUe.
I have a very elaborate wardrobe In this picture. I get to wear a

double-breasted shroud with bell-bottom lapels.

Broadway Dept.

Things are so bad for a certain night club, the proprietor only slips you
half a mickey.
With A.m Corlo working in a legitimate show and Gypsy Rose Lee de-

voting her time to writing books, the only stripper left on Broadway is

Sophie Tucker.
George Jessel felt very bad last week. A whole day passed without him

announcing Qr acquiring a new business Investment.
Hollywoddlana

Laird Cregar met a fellow who does so much 'ghost'-wrltlng for a cer-
tain author he walks around with a haunted look on his face.

Jack Oakie says he had to fire his Japanese gardener Vj)e other day be-
cause he caught the fellow trimming his trees with a rifle.

Met a bald actor who had a very strong desire to kick over the traces
and let his hair down—^o, he went out and bought a tdupee!
Anthony Quinn says he knows an actress who is so wealthy, whenever

she is frightened she gets mink goose-pimples.
Maxie Rosenbloom had an accident the other day; A hungry extra bit

into his cauliflower ear.

Veronica Lake doesn't know it but she put 300 gag writers out of work
when she changed the etyle of her hair dress,

Mnsio DepL .

Wrote a new song called 'Pardon Me While I Dream,' and sent it to my
-publisher. Next day I received a telegram which ^d, 'Stop smoking
opium.'

There's a certain composer who always gets In the mood to write tt

'jimip' tune by first leaping over 20 hurdles.
Skinnay Ennls has drunk so much milk in an effort to galp weight that

every now and then he moos.
^adlo Dept

Bill Goodwin, the annotmcer, got the shock of his life when his new
babyi instead of uttering 'da-da,' spouted a commercial.
A certain radio comedian piinished one of his writers who had gotten

out of line by making him also listen to the rebroadcast of the show.
There's No Trntli to the Bnmor

That Arthur Murray is taking dancing lessons, from Fred Astaire....
That Paul Small's suits have been taken over by the Government for pup-
tents. . . .That Marlene Dietrich is broken-heaijed because Mickey Rooney
is marrying someone else That Rudy Vallee has sprained his foot jump-
ing off his annuities. .. .That Joe Frisco's cigars are made out of old racing
forms.

Hangnail DeserlpUons
Dancehall: Jive-Hive.... Clyde McCoy: Com-hom....Tommy Manville:

Wt/e-5tn/e... .Betty Grable: Rafi-Daft.
Observation Dept. '

Went to the closed Santa Anita track for a look-see and a horse stopped
and asked me if I could spare a nickel for a cup of oats.

*

Eavesdropped at Mocambo: 'Her past financed her present and future!'

Eavesdropped at Chasen's: 'Is he lazy? He hired someone to carry the
torch for him!'

Eavesdropped at Ciro's: 'She's a great reader of books—bankbooks!'
My brother (the one who played the almonds in "The Chocolate Soldier')

has turned sleuth. He's working on the 'Case of the Vanishing Cream.'
Wbatever Became ot

Eddie Lambert and Minnie Fish Aussie and Czech
30 -Pink-Toes-— - Riggoletto-Brbs. .

Lang and Haley The Swanson Sisters

Afterpiece
To help secure the peace and liberty of which Americans are fond—

Buy a Bond I

N. L Theatres Prepared for Air Raids;

Each House Has 2 to 10 Wardens

Stretching Their Own

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Wartime rubber shortage is

revolutionizing the transporta-
tion system in film studios, par-
ticularly on location trips. To
save tires, ParafViount has
ordered that taxlcabs, Instead of
studio cars, be used whenever
possible on passenger hauls.
Other studios are expected to

adopt the same method within
the next few weeks.

ABBOTT and COSTELLO
'Abbott and Costello are a wonderful pair of mountcbanka

—

offering some ot the best music hall clowning of our time.'
Brooks Atkinson, New York Times.

Univartal Picturts Chase & Sanborn Hour, NBC- Red
U<id«h; Periohpl Manaa'e.m^nt cfi EDWARD. 5H.ERftJA?J;

FDR Talhs to Be Piped

Into Coast Theatres

Los Angeles, Jan. 13.

Kvery film house and othe; places

of amusement in the Los Angeles
area will carry broadcasts from
President Roosevelt and any other

important government announce-
ments, under a ruling adopted by
the local Theatre Defense Bureau.
Theatre programs are to be re-

arranged so that presidential broad-
casts will be heard between shows.
In case of emergency news from the
Government the pictures will be
interruptcC if necessary. After any
such broadcast the National Anthem
must be played before resuming the.
performance. "

. , ,

.

Every theatre in New England has
from two to 10 trained air wardens,
recruited from among house staffs,

and the houses themselves are al-

ready, or soon will be, entirely

equipped to meet any emergency,
Henry Anderson, head of Para-
mount's insurance department re-

ports on his return from a trip to

Boston and other towns.
He states that under the direction

of Sam Pinanski, partner in the
M. & P. circuit highly efficient plans
have been perfected for the protec-
tion of theatre patrons. The New
England territory is divided Into

nine areas, each with a district war-
den who is answerable directly to

Pinanski.
Being head of theatre civilian de-

fense in New England, Pinanski is

responsible only to James M. Landis,
dean of the Harvard Law School,
who has charge of all civilian de-
fense in the coimtry.

Lombardo's Pic, Mehbe

Guy Lombardo, currently at the

Roosevelt hotel, N. Y„ may go to

the Coast in the spring for another
picture deal. Jules C. Stein, presi-

dent of Music Corp. of America, is

dickering such a contract. Lom-
bardo's last picture was 'Many
Happy Returns' for Paramount in

1934.

If and when Lombardo goes to

the Coast he would originate his

Satui'day night radio series for Col-
gate from there. < r- i .
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FILMS UP, LISTENING LAGS
hice-Fixing Bill As It Now Stands,

Exempts Piress, Radio, Fdm Industries

Washington, Jan, IS.

In regulating prices as a safeguard

against inflation, the Federal Price

Administrator must keep hands oft

the press, radio and the screen, un-

der terms of the hodge-podge bill

passed by the Senate Saturday (10),

but still to bo perfected hi confer-

ence with the House,

Protection against government in-

terference with rentals, time charges

and circulation rates was provided

by specific provisions circumscribing

the price-fixer's authority. The
measure, which may yet "be mate-

rially altered before conflicts be-

tween House and Senate versions are

adjusted, stipulates that nothing

hall be construed as providing legal

basis for regulathig the rates charged

by any persons engaged in news-
paper or magazine publishing,

broadcasting, motion picture produc-

tion or exhibition.

Though the press and radio had
been taken care of by the Senate

Ranking fk Currency Committee, no
safeguards were thrown around the

^m business until Senator Sheridan
Downey, of California, brought the

Subject up OB the Senate floor

jbiursday (8). He won unanimous
acceptance of three amendments
placing motion pictures in the. same
^tegory with the other media. The
California Democrat commented 'it

tvould seem that the same principle*

applied to broadcasting and publish-

ing ought to extend to films.

Licensing of any media Is ex-

Sressly forbidden, in addition. So
lore can be nc^ interference with

free speech, within the limits fixed

by the Federal Censorship Director,

the Senate stayed the hand of the
^ice Administrator and specifically

Aenied him the power of life and
death over newspapers, magazines,
iadlo, or pictures. While general
licensing is not contemplated, the
permit system Is regarded as a club
In the closet with which the Qov-
irnment can -whip recalcitrants in

other businesses into line. Revoca-
tion of a ticket would_make a .vio-

lator s'Hut up shop. "
~

How far the Price Administrator
will go in setting ceilings hinges in
large part on complicated clrcum-
Btances. The priority and allocation
ffirstem may tend to reduce the num-
ber of commodities on which maxi-
mums are decreed, but it is certain
that many raw materials and fin-

ished products consumed 'by radio,

^« press and pictures will be cov-
ered. Preliminary steps already
have been taken to impose a ceiling
on newsprint; control has been ex-
ercised over various chemicals; and
It Is likely that all electrical and
mechanical goods will be regulated.

War Plays Hob With

Hair Imported For

Wigs of Pic 'Jnves'

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Peace Is hair-raising and war is

exactly the opposite, according to
the makeup departments of Holly-
wood studios, which are suffering a
famine of wigs once imported from
Czechoslovakia and Japan.
Early in the present war the blonde

tresses of Czech maidens, cut off and
sent to America to pay for their
Yredding garments, were cut off by
the Hitler invasion. For a time the
crop of Japanese hair was sent to
rollywood and bleached, but Dec.

put an end to that. Elderly film
juvcs' are reported buying gallons
of glue to keep their toupees Intact
in winter breezes.

Over It Like a Hawk

Hollywood, Jan. 13.
For the first time in their film

careers the Hawks brothers, Howard
and William, are working together,
as producer and director, on 'Chey-
enne' at RKO.
William is producing and Howard

la not only directing but doing the
alory treatment.

' Patriotic Spelling

New York.
Editor 'Variety':

Taking a leaf from the prac-
tice recently inaugurated by the
Chicago Public Ubrary, I have
arranged that the telephone op-
erators in the Hotel Forrest use
patriotic spelling, The girls now
say:

A for America, F for freedom,
L for liberty, D for democracy,
J for justice, E for equality, P
for Pearl Harbor, R for Roose-
velt, and V for victory.

Ray H. Potter,

Managing Director.

Lambs Chb Honors

Warfield on 75tfa

Birtbday 2 Mos. Late

David Warfield, oldest active mem-
ber of the Lambs Club, was honored
last Thursday (8)

' on his supposed
75th birthday. His natal day was
Nov. 6, but when it was decided to
prepare a leather embossed scroll

the event was set back. After he
listened to eulogies by Fred Waring,
Lambs' Shepherd; A. O. Brown, head
of the New York Academy, and
Austin Strong, Warfield arose and
said:

'Ever}rthlng they said about me Is

true' and he got the expected guffaw.
He then repeated his favorite story
of an acquitted horse thief, one of
his repertory.

Veteran actor was presented with
the gold medal of the academy. Lat-
ter is an organization formed by the
late Augustus Thomas in 1921 and Is

only occasionally heard about. Every
two or three years the academy
makes an award to men of letters

or of the stage.

Warfield goes to the, club every
afternoon,, hangs . his hat on the
dome of a bronze bust of himself
and plays pinochle for a couple of

hours.

HEAVY FLOW OF WAR

PIX FROM WARNERS

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

War is the first syllable of Warn-
ers, and the studio is keeping up
with its name by leading the film

field in pictures with a timely

martial slant. Six are in release and
three more are going out within two
months.

Released are 'Sergeant York,'

company's heaviest money maker;
'Navy Blues,' 'International Squad-
ron,' 'You're in the Army Now,'
'Target for Tonight' and 'They Died
with their Boots On.' Completed and
aimed at distribution in the next 60

days are 'Captains of the Clouds,'

'Dangerously They Live' and 'All

Through the Night.'

FILMS HELP POLICE

Dei. Coppers Use Camera to Cinch

Evidence Against Gamblers

Detroit, Jan. 18.

Numbers game collectors here

have unwittingly been playing pic-

ture actors for the police, who
turned picture producers to clean

up a ring of gamblers. The cops set

up cameras with telescopic lenses

near a suspected headquarters and

in three days photographed 25 sus-

pects who tossed their tickets and

money into a barn, then walked or

drove away.
Cops then 'doubled' for some of

the actors, hiding in the headquar-
ters and grabbing the evidence

tossed in. They then began oollar-

Ing the policy men, garnering 36 in

three hours.

mR DIALING OFF

6%. CO. F

Final Quarter of 1941 Shows
Slide-Off of Radio Audi-
ence—Reasons Not Clear
but Lack of New Radio
Personalities Is Thought
Probahle Cause

PIC GROSSES UP loo/o

Radio listening was down about

6%, while attendance at film thea-

tres was up around 10% during the

final quarter of 1941. The radio data

is the C.A.B.'s The film compari-

son is 'Variety's.' Basis of comparl-

slon is to lOWs final three months.

The 8% drop of radio listening is

not necessarily either permanent or
ominous. Nor are the causes com-
pletely clear. However, it is thought
the size of the radio audience is off

just now because:

—

1. War dislocations together
with more spending Tnoney pro-
duce a yen to get out oj the
home and into the distraction

spots.

2. There Ttas been a prolonged
period of dullness in radio enter-
tainment due to the advertiser
poltcv oj buying only proven

(Continued on page 53)

'Abie s Irish Rose

On Radio For

Procter & Gamble

'Abie's Irish Rose,' which had sec-

ond longest run In Broadway history,

goes on the air next week as regu-

lar presentation in the 'Knicker-

bocker Playhouse' program for

Procter Si Gamble on NBC-Red
(WEAF). Anne Nichols, author-pro-

ducer-director of .the legit play, will

script and direct the radio version.

Show win continue in the 8-8:30 spot

Saturday nights. 'Playhouse' now
originates in Chicago, but effective

Jan. 24, with the start of 'Abie,'_ it

moves to New York.

Besides its run of five years on
Broadway, 'Able' played extensively

on the road and In several foreign
countries: It was also done as a

picture and a legit revival was done
in New York'five seasons ago. Mem-
bers of the original Broadway cast

are being considered for the radio

edition.

Program will continue to plug

Dreen shampoo. Kastor Is the
agency.

Army Commander Furthers Soldiers

Own Shows; Ezra Stone, Kingsley,

Dixie French Guide 30-Camp Plan

Sappy Jappy Okay

Clearance on the broadcasting
of 'Mr. Jap, You're a Sap' has
now been granted by NBC and
CBS. Was previously refused.

Carl HoR has been doing the
number over Mutual for the
past several weeks.

Coast Conunittee Setting

Patriotic Show Routes

For 250 Name Players

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Hollywood Victory Committee for

stage, screen and radio has been set

up to coordinate the designation of

free talent for patriotic and humani-

tarian campaigns. Over 250 name
players have pledged their coopera-
tion.

Slated for out-of-town appearances
are Carole XiOmbard, Indianapolis;

Mickey Rooney, Boston; Wallace
Beery, Ixiulsvllle; Dorothy Lamour,
New York, Philadelphia, Wa.'^hing-

ton.

Allan Jones and Irene Hervey will

tour army camps and Bill Boyd will

do a month's bond and stamp selling

campaign. Others scheduled for

early hopoffs east are James Cagney,
Bette Davis, Rosalind Russell, Pat
O'Brien, "tyione Power, Betty
Grable, Gene Autry, Judy Canova,
Walter Huston, John Garfield, Gary
Cooper, Ginger Rogers, Kay Kyser,
Gary Grant.
Committee Members are Fred

Beetson of the Hays office, Kenneth
(Continued on page 53)

20TH SETS SCHOLARSHIP

FOR COLUMBIA U SCRIBE

.Hollywood, Jan. 13.

First academic scholarship In the
history of the motion picture Indus-

try is the one endowed by 20th-Fox
to be awarded to a student of the

Columbia University School of

Journalism. Winner will be selected

by Morrle Ryskind, special instruc-

tor at Columbia, from this year's

class of 66 writers. Ryskind is a Co-
lumbia .alumnus.
Lucky scholar gets transportation

to Hollywood and $50 a week for

six months, with an option for an-
other half-year at $75 a week.

Stuart Would Enlist
Vancouver, B. C, Jan. 13.

Gilchrist Stuart, who played the

role of 'Wales' in 'Yank in the RAF,"
sought enlistment at the RCAF re-

cruiting depot here recently.

A British, actor, Stuart went to

Hollywood in 1938 under contract to

Paramount. ,

Congressman Maas Calls Diversion

An Aid to Nation's War Effort

Minneapolis, Jan. 13.

Even while giving all out tor Uncle
Sam, the nation must keep up its

entertainment, according to Con-
gressman Melvln J. Maas of Minne-
sota, House military committee mem-
ber. Interviewed over KSTP while

here for the government-to awaken
Minnesotans to a realization of the

nation's present peril, Congressman
Maas declared that any curtailment

of our entertainment would tend to

undermine public spirit and morale
which are essential for victory.

'Entertainment doesn't take away

from w^r effort In any way, but, on
the contrary, helps to Increase it,' as-

serted ^Congressman Maas, 'If sol-

diers' families and war workers are

happy and contented, our war effort

will be the greater and more effec-

tive. I sincerely hope that the peo-
ple will go on laughing. As long as

we laugh we can't be beaten.'

Congressman Maas said that, in his

opinion, it is not outside the realm of

possibility for the Japs to Invade the

United States' west coast success

fully and. drive the Americans back
beyond the Rocky mountains.

Dissatisfied because of the Infre-

quency of professional shows being
sent into Army camps, and feeling
that entertainment provided by sol-

diers themselves is a much greater
morale-builder than outside shows,
the Army's Second Corps Area
(New York, New Jersey, Delaware
and part of Maryland) headquarters
is pushing a large-scale program of
home-grown theatricals.

'

Theatre units of three men—'pro-

ducer,' technical director and music-
al director—are being set iip and
given permanent status in each of
the approximately 30 camps and
posts in .the area. Soldiers who
comprise these units In most cases
were professionals in one branch of
the theatre or another' before the
army got them.

In addition, each camp Is getting

a generous allotment of stage equip-
ment—scenery, props, spots, dim-
mer board, and such—which some of
the actors turned soldiers have
sleuthed out of warehouses where
they were stored when thfe Federal
Theatre Project demised. Iiarge
quantities of the FTP equipment Is

said to be in Government store-
rooms and easily available to camps
in all areas.

Many of the units are already at
work, putting quickie shows oh for
capacity audiences (they're all free)

(Continued on page 20)

WINCHELL, OTHERS PLAN

GARDEN NAVY GALA

Committee of theatrical and Navy
Relief officials, Including Lieut Com-
mander Walter Winchell, met at the
Astor hotel. New York, yesterday
(Tues.) to lay plans for a big bener
fit for the Navy Relief Society,
scheduled to take place at Madison
Square Garden, N. Y., March 10.

Event Is to be patterned after the
'Night of Stars' annual affair for the
Jev^lsh Federated Charities.
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Decision on Schenck-Moskowitz

Appeal Reserved After Name Attys.

Hody Argue Fed. Court Convictions

Supported by two of the most im-

portant attorneys in the country,

former pfesidcntial candidate John
W. Davis and Joseph E. Proslcauer,

former supreme court justice, Joseph

M. Scbenck and Joseph E. Mosko-
witz, Monday (12) in N. Y. Circuit

Court of Appeals battled a decision

of a fc;^ral jury finding them guilty

of income tax evasion for the years

1933-37. Justices Thomas W. Swan
Harrie B. Chase and Jerome Frank
reserved decision after listening to

the argument, which lasted all day.

Davis spoke first tor the defense

and declared tliat the Government
had built up Joe Schenck as a

mythical man who spent lavishly.

This was no myth, the attorney de-

clared, for Schenck entertains on a

terrific scale. No one who ever

went out with him could put his

hand in his pocket for any bill. The
attorney declared tliat there has been
substantial errors in charge to the

Jury by Judge Grover Moscowitz,

and also in that judge pernutting

certain evidence to go to the jury.

He said that the entertainment ex-

penses ill Hollywood fashion were
reasonable, ordinary and necessary

and that Schenck, to accomplish
large things, had to live lavishly.

Davis declared there was no
foundation for the statement that

the records of Schenck were incom-
plete, concealed or tampered with.

He said that the U. S. conceded the
records to be astonishingly com-
plete. He declai'ed Joe Moskowitz
had the wholly unenviable job of at-

tending every first night opening in

N. Y. and every cafe opening.

The only part of the Indictment
which held him was the year 1936, in
which the entire amount involved
was $22,000. 'It is curious to charge
a willful conspiracy to these men lor
a sum that Is so small, and it is also
curious that they should engage in

fraud over' so little an amount,' the
attorney remarked sarcastically. He
said that no evidence should have
been admitted on Schenck's election
bets of $25,000 against $1S.OOO In 1936,
'as that had nothing to do with the
case.

Bebnkes Trial Judge
He rebuked Judge Moscowitz for

being abrupt with the defense coun-
sel. He again emphasized that the
film business is peculiar in that en-
tertainment is an important and
necessary part of it.

Former Justice froskauer then
took over and told the court that the
Jury had been filled up with talk of
gambling, entertaining a lady on a
yacht, and that the enjire courtroom
atmosphere had been wrong. He de
clared the court's charge to the jury
to have been "terrible.' He dis-
cussed the Agua Caliente Jockey
Club and Hotel sales, and said the
Government could not prove Schenck
had not lost by the sale. He de-
clared it was both big and proper of
Schenck to have guaranteed his
friends against loss on the sale.

The Government threw on our
shoulders the burden of proof that
the expenses were legitimate. This
should have been their job,' he de-
clared. He attacked the figures Intro-
duced by Lawrence W. Gibney, U. S.
Treasury man, on disallowed ex-
penses, because there was 'no evi-
dence to support these figures.' He
said Gibney admitted he put down
what Government prosecutor

(Continued on page 55)

Just Waste Paper

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

As an actor and director,

Irving Cummings saved up his

screen scripts for 25 years. As
works of cinematic art they rep-

resented millions of dollars.

When Uncle Sam called for

old paper, Cummings turned

them in for $3.21.

Clark Calls Off

Probe Into Films

Hlfar-Mongering*

Washington. Jan. 13.

Finis was written to tht Senate's

precedent-setting 'preliminary' in-

quiry Into film industry conduct

—

th6 investigation to decide whether

to recommend investigation of al-

leged war-mongering—when Senator

D. Worth Clark (Idaho) last week
disbanded his widely criticized sub-

committee in behalf of 'national

unity.' As often predicted, the iso-.

lationists gave up the ghost without

making even an interim report on
the September hearings, which
turned out to be a sensational suc-

cess from the industry viewpoint.

Unless the Interstate Commerce
Committee pulls a surprise that will

amaze even the most vengeful In-

dustry foes, the last has been heard
about motion picture propaganda to

get the United States into war. Now
that the country is fightiAg for Its

life, the isolationists have thrown
away their stilettos and it's academic
whether anybody (let alone Holly-

wood executives) schemed to put us

into the conflict. A report may be
requested, though. Just to summarr
ize the reams of stenographic notes

taken during the witch-hunt.

Sees 10,000 Theatres

h March of Dimes Drive

Bonds cost as little as $18.75,
stamps come as low as 10
cents. Defense bonds and
stamps can be bought at -all
hanks and posto/flees, and
stamps can also be purchased
at retatt stores.

'

With more than 7,000 theatres

enrolled In the March of Dimes cam-

paign, Harry Brandt, co-chairman

and himself , a circuit operator, be-

lieves that ultimately over 10,000 pic-

ture houses will make collections.

Some theatres will make collec-

tions in the auditoriums instead of

the lobbies, with nearly 2,000 already

having decided on this method of

collection. I-aist year all theatres

confined tile campaign to the lobbies.

Coast 'Dimes' Drive
Los Angeles, Jan. 13.

'March of Dimes' collection cam-

paign in the theatres of Southern

California and Arizona will march
on its own feet this year instead of

collaborating with the Red Cross

drive, as originally planned. Public

appeal for President Roosevelt's

Infantile Paralysis Foundation will be

carried on through a committee

headed by two chairnvan, Charles P,

Skouras, representing the Fox-West
Coast and other chains, and Robert

Poole as representative tor the In-

dependent Theatre Owners Associa-

tion. '

Special trailer, prepared by Frank
Whitbeck of Metro, with Clark
Gable appealing for donations, has

been made into 897 prints, running
three minutes each, for distribution

in every theatre in California and
Arizona, starting Jan. 22.

Film Disfribs Vision GoTemment Tax

On Fib Rentals, Aim to World War I

Can't Ersatz That

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Night exteriors are being

filmed on the 20th-Fox lot for

the first time since Dec. 7. Ex-

.pe];imeiits in daytime shooting,

with night eftecU through light

filters, were tried by H. Bruce
Humberstone on To the Shires

of Tripoli,' but were found In-

efltective at long range.

Night shooting will continue

unless there are further black-

outs.

'43 Budget Vague

On Expenditures

For Fdm Needs

'GEHRIG' VIARKO

LOOKS CERTAIN

Indications are that Samuel Gold-
wyn will continue to distribute
through RKO for the time being,

with at least his next picture, the
Lou Gehrig biog, likely to be sold
through that distributor. Reported
that RKO sales and exploitation

forces have already lined up ten-
tative plans for the film.

Present plans call for completiork
of the Gehrig, film on or before'
April 16 so that it can be booked
to coincide with the opening of the
baseball season. Providing the pro-
duction is readied in time, it is to
be spotted in every town where
a baseball date is scheduled.
Hampering speedy completion of

the picture is Babe Ruth's hos-
pitalization and difficulty in teach-
ing Gary Cooper how to throw a
ball with his left hand gracefully
and realistically. Possibility is that
a double will be used.

N. Y. to L. A.
Diana Barrymore.
Tom Connors.
Leonard Gaynor.
Paulette God(lard.
Fiancis S. Harman.
Sidney Kent.
Ernst Lubits'ch.

Manie Sacks.
Michael Strange.
Walter Wanger.

Gov t Films Only

Slowing Disney's

Feature Output

Roy Oisney, executive v.p. and
general manager of Walt Disney pro-
ductions, Monday (12) stated that

Disney studios would continue pro-
duction of feature-length cartoons
despite fact Government pictures are
currently using approximately 60%
of studio facilities. He admitted that

work on 'Peter Pan' has been
slowed, since Government films get
priority, and is not likely to be de
livered in 1942.

Some of the top Disney animators
have reportedly been taken off 'Peter

Pan' temporarily . and assigned to

Government pictures. Disney said
however, that 'Pan' is fully financed
and that skeleton crews would mean-
time continue work" 6ii ' the"picture
and on another feature-length pro-
duction, 'Wind in the Willows.'
Though no deal has yet been made

with RKO for distribution of Dis-
ney's South American shorts, under-
standing is that arrangements are
pending and Disney will continue
releasing through RKO, delivering
24 instead of 18 regular shorts next
season in addition to the S. A. pic-
tures.

Currently working' on 20 U. S.

Government shorts in addition to
four Canadian government pictures,
possibility is foreseen that govern-
ment -film production may be further
increased at the studios. Several'ad-
ditions to the Disney studio staff

were made last week to handle
heavier schedules.

Financial situation at Disney
studios, resulting from large frozen
negative backlog, is reportedly eas-
ing with 'Dumbo' and 'Fantasia' in
general release! Indications are,

however, that a Sinclair Lewis story,
'Bongo,' which was planned, may be
shelved:

Roy and Walt Disney huddled with
Government officials on film pro-
duction in Washington last week,
the former coming into N. Y. for a
few days while latter' returned to
the Coast.

L. A. to N. Y.
Neil Agnew.
Herbert Baker.
Elisabeth Bergner.
Whitney Bolton.
Samuel Bronson.
George Bruce.
Charles Coburn.
Jack Cohn.
J. V. Connelly.

Washington, Jan. 13.

Exact amount of money the Fed-

eral Government will spend for mo-
tion picture activities — including

cinematic propaganda—in the fiscal

year opening July I remains a mys-

tery despite unveiling of President

Roosevelt's 1943 budget Annual
money program handed Congress
last week was extremely vague -be-

cause of the war and inability to

make definite plans far in advance.
The spending plan showed a de-

termination to carry on the cultural

film .program, a State Department
activity, but threw no light on the

emergency propaganda agencies. Re-
quests for such outfits as the Office

for-Emergency Management—the ad-
ministrative tent covering many
units engaged in defense operations
—will be sent to Congress later,

when the trend of hostilities'may be
clearer.

Though the budget is essentially a

question-mark for film industry ob-
servers. Congress learned the Navy
plans to spend the same amount of

cash ($125,000) for purchase and
rental of films, and the State De-
partment will put $36,300 into the
'educational motion picture pro-
gram.' Just bow much the Army
wants for- soldiers' . entertainm.ent
was not shown, but the War De-
partment was allotted $3,512,000, a
drop of $42,000 under current funds,
for all kinds of recreation.

The future lump-sum appropri-
ations unquestionably will include
big items for purchase and produc-
tion of films. Most of the alpha-
betical outfits, particularly those cre-
ated since the shooting started in

Europe, will be getting cash, for mo-
tion picture work.
The Agriculture Department's ap-

propriation for motion picture work
was sliced nearly $20,000. Budget
recommendation to Congress called
for $55,300 compared vrith total of
$74,500 available this year.

Betle Davis.
Olivia de Havilland.
.Peggy Diggin-s.

Brian Donlevy.
Arthur Firnsworth.
Robert Gillham.
June Havoc.
William R. Hearst, Jr.

Dennis Hoey.
Ben Kalmenson.
Arthur W. Kelly.

Alexander Korda.
David Lewis.
Florence MacMichael.
Gertrude Musgi-ove.
Merle Oberon.
Pat O'Brien.
Richard Patterson.
Clifford W. Smith.
Bill Stern.

Lana Turner.

RKOWASHESUP

SKEDIN9M0S.

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

For the first time in its history
RKO will complete the whole sea-
son's output in less than nine months.

Only four pictures remain to wash
up the 1941-42 schedule, with the
studio coasting until April and
tho.se on picture deals taking lay-
offs.

Roddan with MPPDA
Washington, Jan. 13.

Edward Roddan, ghost-writer and
advisor to former Postmaster Gen-
eral James A. Farley, began legging
it for the Motion Picture Producers
Si Distributors of America locally
last week. He left the Democratic
National Committee a few weeks
ago, after several years as aide to
Publicity Director Cliarles Michel-
son. Previously was with Interna-
tional News Service, covering the
Senate and White House.

I He will help MPPDA on Congres-
sional and public -relatiohs.

In addition to expectation of an
Increased admissions tax which in-

directly affects them, especially
when film is on percentage, distribu-

tors are vitally concerned over a
Federal impost on film rentals.

Believed that this is certain to come
and that it may be embraced in a
national sales tax such as under con-
sideration In Washington now.
During the last world war the

Government Imposed 5% tax on
net film rental Whether or not the
same amount of tax, it levied, may
be made-' a part of the new t.ix pro-
gram to take care of $9,000,000,000

in additional taxes required by the
Government, is a question. It may
be more and instead of a tax on the
net rental, -gross license fees paid to

the distributors may be used.

There is. also a possibility that it

distributors are to be taxed on film
sold, it moy be a flat assessment on
each reel shipped to theatres, biiscd

on the number of days the film is

used, although this would create a
hardship where the account buys its

film at a tow price.

At present distribs are collecting
local city sales taxes on film rentals
from exhibitors, with latter paying
the tax. In New York City this tax
must be paid by exhibs even where
they operate outside of the city

limits because they get their film

from N. Y. exchanges.

Uppcd Admissions Tax Yield

Washington, Jan. 13.

Uncle Sam is counting on nearly
$160,000,000 toward war costs next
year from, amusement and sports

seekers, .plus additional millions
from persons purveying diversion to

the general public, to say nothing of

the jiuge amounts to be collected in

income taxes, both Individual and
corporate.

Considering both the lowered ex-
emptions and the hoped-for increase
In business, due to the bigger vol-

ume of money In circulation and ac-

centuated desire to get-away-from-
it-all that is a war characteristic, the
Treasury Department advised Con-
gress the 10% turnstile bite next
year ought to bring in $159,600,000.

This compares with $70,963,094 last

year (when the- tax began at 21c),

and the prospective $122,600,000 in

the fiscal year ending n.ext June 30.

These amusement figures include

In addition to all classes of theatres,

sporting events of every descriptjon,

bowling"' all'^y
'

' admissions, night

clubs, etc., from which the yield is,

very high.

The estimates do not presume any
change in the tariff, which now ap-
plies to ducats from 10c up, and
no suggestion has been made that

the rate should be raised, though
President Roosevelt wants to boost

the Government's over-all Income
by $9,000,000,000 more during the

fiscal year 1942-43.

The possiliility that Congre!» will
.

dust oil idea of a 15% bite on ticket

buyers cannot t>e overlooked, in view
of the straits to which the legisla-

tors will have to go to produce the

amount of revenue requested in the
budget message. Nothing in the
President's annual discussion of fiscal

problems bore particularly on the

amusement tax, though he suggested
heavier 'selective excise' levies, men-
tioning particularly luxuries and
semi-essentials.

Other taxes on amusements of

various kinds will bring in com-
paratively more or less money,
the Treasury experts said. Rationing
and production restrictions, for in-

,

stance, will cut the yield from .the

levx on radios, phonographs and
records. But the payoff on pho-
tographic equipment should be big-

ger.

New license fee on bowling al-

leys and billiard tables should yield

$1,500,000 in the coming fiscal year,
a rise of $400,000, and the return
from permits for pinball games and
slot machines should be $5,700,000,

a $1,500,000 gain, according to the
revenue estimators.
The estimated yield from the bite

on radios and phonographs is $12,-

100,000, a drop of $1,100,000. Pho-
tographic equipment sales should
bring $11,200_,000, or $5,100,000 more
than the anticipated yield for the
current annum.
Amusement providers will shoul-

der a substantial part of other spe-

cial taxes, such as that on light

bulbs and electric signs, and will be
hit, of course, by the much stifTer

income levies that apply on
March 15.
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GLAMOUR OVERALLS
Extension of Pars Pensioning Plan

Progressing to Point Where Selection

Of 20-30 Execs Already Being Made

Details In connection with extend-

ing the Paramount pension plan be-

yond the 10 top officials of the com-

pany, for whom the retirement In-

surance was arranged In 1837, are

being worked out to the point where

those who will be favored by the

pensioning are being selected.

Reported that more than 20 and

possibly floser to 30 executives of

the company will be added to the

list for retirement at 65, with the

equivalent of 20% of their salaries

set aside for them, or, in the event

of their demise meantime, for their

heirs.

The list" is said to be incomplete,

but understood those who are defin-

itely assured of being included in

the pension plan, or under consid-

eration, includes the following:

Leonard H. Goldenson, in charge

of all Par theatre operations; Sam
Dembow, Jr., and Leon Netter,'

execi^tlve assistants to Goldenson;

M. F. Gowthorpe, comptroller of the

theatre department; Eddie Hyman,
assistant to Dembow; E. A. Brown,
general cashier; Joseph P. McLaugh-
lin, personnel director; Claude Lee,

public relations counsel and exhibi-

tor contact; Henry Anderson, head

of the insurance department; G. B; J.

Frawley, In charge of exchange op-

erations; Charles Reagan, assistant

general sales manager; Joe Unger,

eastern division sales manager;

George Smith, western division sales

manager; Oscar Morgan, short sub-

ject sales head; C. J. (Pat) ScoUard,

executive assistant to Nell F. Agnew
distribution chleftan; Frank Meyer,

purchasing head; John E. McDer-
molt, in charge of accountlnr.

George Weltner, foreign sales execu-

tive; Hlller Innes, executive produc-

tion department, assistant to Russell

Holman; R. M. Weltman, managing
director of the , Paramount theatre

- N.Y-.r A. J. Richard, h'ead' of the "Par

newsreel; Louis Phillips, assistant to

Austin Keough, chief of the legal de-

(Contlnuea on page Z4)

MAMMONS TALKING

PROD. DEAL WITH PAR

Sub for Reality

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

No airports being available for

picture filming, 20th-Fox has
done the next best thing.

Studio has laid out its own air-

port and rented four planes to

make it look like a landing

field.

U LINING UP

'42-43 PICrORES

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Next season's product at Universal

is being lined up at studio huddles
presided over by prexy Nate Blum-
berg.

Also attending the sessions are

Matty Fox, William Scully, Charles

Prutzman and Joe Seidelman.

H. M. Warner Names

His Aides In Red

Cross H'wood Driye

Earla W. Hammons, who founded
the now defunct Grand National
pompany and prior to that Educa-
tional Pictures, which made shorts
only, is reported discussing a deal
with Paramount to make a feature
for release through that company.

Picture would probably be pro-
duced In the east.

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Harry M. Warner, chairman for

the motion picture industry in the

American Red Cross war emergency

campaign, appointed a committee to

represent all departments of the pic-

ture making business in every stu-

dio.

Members are: Metro, Sam Katz,

W. W. Craig, Harry Rapf, Cary Wif-

.:son; -Paramount, Jf, Frank. FieemaHr
Bob Hope, Jacob H.' Karp, Henry
Ginsberg; Republic, E. H. Goldstein;

RKO, Dan Winkler, Sol Lesser, Sid

Rogell; Universal, A. H. McCaus-
land; Warners, Jack L. Warner, Eddie

Selzer; Selznick Productions, David
O. Selznick; Independent Producers

and United Artists, Harold Hurley,

Alexander Korda, George Uagnall;

Hal Roach, Ted Thornton; Edward
Small, Tom Walker; Columbia, H. A.

.McDonnell; Samuel Goldwyn, Mar-
vin Ezzell; Technicolor, Frank A,

Davidson; Disney Productions, Gun-
ther Lessing; Radio, Harry Maizlish;

Screen Actors Guild, Edward Ar.

nold; Screen Directors Guild, Wil

liam Wellman, J. P. McGowan;
Screen Writers Guild, Ernest Pas-

(Continued on page 22)

[

IS SCREEN HERD

That's Type of Propaganda
Gov't Wants From Holly-

wood—Dr. Rosten Prob-

ably Mellett's Coast Rep

•JOE SMITH' EXAMPLE

Major propaganda task currently

being laid out for the film industry

in Washington is to glamourize the

defense factory worker. W)iile in

the last war virtually all of' Holly-

wood's romanticizing was done on
soldiers-^ comparatively easy Job

—

the Government's belief is that most
important now is making the. man
behind the man behind the gun feel

that his work is also exciting and
dramatic.
Change in propaganda characteri-

zation is a reflection of the switch In

methods of warfare. While the in-

dividual was all-important In the

battles of 1917, it's mechanized equip-

ment that counts in 1942. And it's

the lathe operator and mechanic
who's going to win the war by turn-

ing out. more and more planes, guns
and tanks.

What the Government wants get

rid of is the word 'slacker.' It gained

such connotation in the last war that

workers in munitions factories and
shipyards were made to feel they

were shirking just because they

weren't in the front lines. These
men, their mothers, wives, sweet-
hearts and friends, must be made to

see the Importance and glory of their

Job.

Task of steering the studios into

the right channels is expected to fall

on Dr. Leo Rosten, who, it is antici-

pated, will be named Coast rep of

Lowell Mellett. Mellett, director of

the Office of Government Reports,

was recently also given the Job of

(Continued on page 16)

M-G After 16 Yrs.

Clash on Policies

All RKO Top Execs, Except Depinet

Sans Pacts Pending Stockholder Meet

All top RKO executives with ex-

ception of Ned Deplnet, vice-

president in charge of sales, are
oontlnulng with the company with-
out contracts. RKO stockholders
meeting, which directors had previ-
ously considered calling for Decem-
ber or January, will not be held
until June.
Though a shareholders meeting is

not essential for signaturing of a
deal with George J. Schaefer as
prexy, since the Board can ratify
the deal at any time, it is considered
unlikely that Schaefer would be
inked until stockholders meeting.

Depinet's contract expires Dec. 31,
1942. Others have a general work-
ing understanding for the time
being.

Schaefer issued an announcement
Monday (12) advising of sharehold-
ers' meeting postponement. Decision
reached following session of RKO
board Af AWoMmc

MORE COIN FOR EXTRAS

Average Pay In December Hiked to

$284,493 Total

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Average dally wage for extras in

December rose to $12.19 due to less

use of $5.50 mobsters.

Central casting called 23,333 dur-

ing month for total payoff of $284,493.

Hays' Bond Hypo

Will Hays will be the chief speak-

er at the Indiana state-wide U. S.

bond and savings stamp rally sched-

ule for tomorrow (15) in Indian-

apolis. He left N.Y. today (Wed.)

for the Indiana metropolis.

Carole Lombard, Indiana-born, is

coming from Hollywood for the rally

in Indianapolis' Coliseum which is

<kvnAptpH- tn Attract' about 25.000.

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Hunt Stromberg, top producer at

Metro, has handed in his resignation

after 16 years on the Culver City

lot. Resignation turned in two
weeks ago, is still being mulled by
the Loew's directorate. Stromberg's

contract, expiring March 1, 1944,

calls for about $4,500 a week plus a

percentage of profits, making him
the highest paid individual producer

In the film industry.

Resignation is understood to be
the result of differences over studio

policies. He became a top producing

factor at Metro after the death of

Irving Thalberg and had supervision

over high bracket pictures. Among
his production was the entire series

of Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson
Eddy musicals, last of which is 'I

Married an Angel,' now in the last

stages of work. Another of his

series of successful Alms was the

'Thin Man,' co-starring William
Powell and Myrna Loy. He won the

1939 Academy award for 'Ziegfeld

Girl.'

There is some talk that he may
become a producer for United Art-

ists Or Warners. Decision will be
made after his resignation has been
accepted.

The Search Goes On
Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Clark Gable and Lana Turner, who
found each other in 'Honky Tonk,
are starting another tour of dra-

matic exploration at Metro in 'Some
where I'll Find You.'

Wesley Ruggles directs the search

with Pandro Berman. producing.

Fdm Cos.' Financial Structures

In ExceDent Shape to Weather '42

Expectancies in Tax Increases, Etc.

Oh, Johnny, Ugh

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Johnny Weissmuller is getting

the snub from his old simian
friends on the set at Metro.
When he wore trousers for the

first time in his new Tarzan' pic-
ture, th. monkeys uttered Dar-
winian remarks that sounded
like 'dude.'

UA FINANCIAL

SETUP DRAFTED

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

New financial setup for future
productions was outlined at a meet-
ing of United Artists stockholders at
Pickfair, attendad by Mary Pick-
ford, Charlet OhapUo, David O.
Selznick, Alexander Korda, Laudy
Lawrence and Ed Rafte'ry.

Proposed changes In the by-laws
will be discussed at another meet-
ing of the owners here this week.
V.p, and sales chief Grad Sears was
slated to train from New York to-

day (Tuesday) to join In the huddles
here. Talks win Include product
and discussion of new producers,
Sam Wood and Hunt Stromberg are

reportedly being negotiated into the

UA fold.

Harley Says Ui. Pix Did

Moch for Brh. Morale;

Kunberley's Gov't Post

—Pointing --6ut--that-American-t)Ic-
tures have contributed immeasurably
to maintaining British morale during
the war, F. L. Harley, 20th-Fox man
aging director In Great Britain, in

the U.S. for home office confabs re

garding future quota production and
other details, cited a recent instance
of the way U.S. Industry represen
tatlves are meeting wartime ex
igencies.

He said that Paul Kimberley, Na-
tional Screen Service representative
at LondoA, has been placed in charge
of producing instructional films for
the British army. Also that Kim-
berley is in charge of organizing the
entire motion picture distrib setup
in Great Britain for the military,

Questioned about the amount of de-

fense or government pictures used
on picture programs, Harley said
that five minutes of screen time Is

given over to showing Ministry of
Information military and defense
films on each cinema show.

Despite the vastly increased tax

burden already certain, with addi-

tional taxation a foregone conclusion

this year, the film industry is going

into 1942 with a sounder financial

structure than it has had in years.
While financial leaders in the pic-

ture business generally view the
1942 outlook as favorable, they
have not been lax in setting their

finances in shape for the future.

Typical of this urge in recent
months to further solidify their

financial household to ' weather any
storm is the Loew's, Inc., action on
its Vh% debentures and preferred
shares. Company executed possibly
the lowest cost financing in ^ictiire'

business history late in December.
Loew's took in these debentures at

$102 and sold about $13,000,000 worth
of new debs to a group of nine life

insurance companies, their new de-

bentures drawing only 3%. Also they
oarry no sinking fund for the first

five years. At the same time the
company called for the redemption
of $13,672,200 worth of preferred
stock next February, thereby saving
$700,000 annually. Only additional

financing required, because of the
company's strong cash position, was
a $5,000,000 bank loan.

Thus, besides giving the company
lower interest-bearing debentures,
Loew's no longer is confronted with
a costly preferred issue and leaves
the common shares first in line to

benefit from earnings after requisite

interest charges are paid each year.
Even after paying the additional
coin out of cash reserve on this

twin-deal, Iioew's cash on hand, in-

cluding bonds, will total around $25,-

000,000 and giving the corporation an
all-round strong liquid position.

Paramount's Rctandlng
Paramount recently completed a

refunding of its short-term notes on
a long-term basis and next Febru-
ary will j;cdcem all _ outstanding,
second pre'ferred.'"- Beside^ the
obvious saving in clearing out short,
term loans with the 4% debentures
and clearing up its old debentures.
Par likely will be able to call in all

its second preferred with the mini-
mum of actually redeeming these
shares. Reason is that numerous
second prefer(,ed shareholders would
rather , have the common shares
(this preferred is convertible into
common until Jan, 20.) than the
cash. It addionally places Para-
mount common stockholders to bene-
fit much more from corporate earn-
ings whereas previously two pre-
ferred classes of stock had to be
paid off before coin was , available
for the common.

ZOtta and U
Twentieth Ccnthry-Fox is con-

fronted with no funded debt and has
only $1.50 annually to pay out on
comparatively small amount of pre-
ferred shares. Consequently, con-

(Continued on page 22)

Wallis Heads Own Production Unit

At WB; Cagneys Forming Indie Setup

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Hal B. Wallis, chief of production
operations at Warners, stepped out
of that Job to sign a five-year con-
tract as unit producer, calling for

four high budget pictures a year.

New pact, signed over the weekend,
will be announced officially tomor-
row (Wed.) at a meeting of studio

execs by Jack L. Warner, who will

explain the new unit method of

operation being Inaugurated on the

Burbank lot.

Old Wallis contract had three
months to run. He had worked for

the Warner outfit 18 years, starting

as publicity director in 1924. His

new pact calb for the choice of top

names in players, directors and
writers,

Another announcement to be made

at the Burbank - meeting is the

future activity of James Cagney,

who is reported forming a new
actor-producer unit with his brother

William. Actor's pact expires with

the completion of the George M.

Cohan saga, 'Yankee Doodle -Dandy,'

currently- in work with William
Cagney as producer. Negotiations

now in progress will determine

whether the Cagneys will remain at

the Warner studio, or take their pro-

ducing unit elsewhere.

Meanwhile Herman Shumlin has
signed a producer contract with the

Warners. His first chore is 'Watch
on the Rhine,' the Lillian Hellman
anti-Nazi legit play, whi<;^ Shumlin
directed on the stage.
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Tough Demands of Coast Locals

Urn Hope of Early N. Y. Agreement

Although producers may be In lor

e long siege with Coast locals In the

face of demands made at sessions

being held In New York, intention

of the studio group, headed by Pat

Casey, chairman of the labor com-
mittee, is to see it out on the east-

ern end this time rather than shift

parleys back to Hollywood, as oc-

curred last fall when reaching a

stalemate. Casey states that the

deal, which may be long in the

making, will be concluded in N. Y.,

although final papers may be signa-

tured on the Coast.

While scores of working conditions

are being demanded by the eight
lATSE studio locals, many of them
of a troublesome nature, there Is

come belief that the war emer-
gency may render It easier to reach

a compromise than otherwise would
be the case. However, the war may
create another problem in that pro-

ducers may be forced to - confine

work to studios, preventing loca-

tion work, shooting In streets, etc.

Casey points out in this connection

that if deals are made in N. Y. the

producers may not even be able to

carry them out to the letter for this

reason.

Meantime, however, negotiations

are going along to include outdoor
work, trucking, and the like, and
should the Government impose re-

strictions later that would be a

bridge that would be crossed when
coming to it.

No Definilo Stand

Richard F. Walsh, president of the
lA, and Louis Krouse, general sec-

retary-treasurer, are sitting in on
the N. Y. conferences between pro-

ducers and studio locals, but so far

have taken no definite stand. They
are listening to the parleying at

daily sessions which started 10 days
aso, but it's presumed, by producer
sources that Walsh and Krouse are

having meetings with Coast union
representatives on the outside to

consider action, demands, etc.

The eight locals represented at the

K Y. meetings are the property-
men, grips, lamp operators, sound-
men, makeups, wardrobe workers,
cameramen and studio laborers.

Putting In a blanket set of con-
ditions to apply to all, they have
one by one come, before the pro-

ducers group to present their in-

dividual demands, including in-

creases ranging from 20 to 30%.

asking tor' maily working condlUdns,
some of which are meeting with
strong resistance' from the pro-

ducers. Conditions of some are re-

garded as less insurmountable than
^of others, with not so much trouble

teen particularly from the sound-

men, makeups and wardrobe work-

ers. ^
Conditions

The blanket conditions include

the following:
Six-hour day with time-and-half

for overtime and, after 7 p.m.

double time; tlme-and-half on grave-

yard shift after 12 midnight; triple
' time for golden hours (time follow-

ing 16 hours of consecutive work),
with meal included; double time for

Sundays; on sep.arate calls of six

hours time-and-half for callbacks

within worktime, with double time
for Sundays and holidays; wages of

Overscale employees not to be re

duced; no cancellatibn of a call with-

out pay; immediate payment on lay'

ofTs rather than within 24 hours;

payment when finishing work rather

than by individual departments
mandatory time out for meal after

seven hours of work; furnishing of

meals, including at midnight, when
there are no meal facilities such as

on location; that all studio scales

prevail while on location; all travel

time to considered as work time; and
vacations of one or two weeks with
pay, depending on length of service.

Following the sifting of all de-

mands of the various lA studio lo-

cals by the Casey committee, it will

confer with top h.o. executives to

determine what counter-proposals
shall be made. Casey, Fred Pelton,
his assistant, and representatives of
the studio on Casey's committee, met

[ over the weekend among them-
selves to weigh the proposals so far
made. They huddled on Saturday,
from 9 a.m. through to midnight and
all day Sunday.
John R. Martin, president, and

Nerval Crutcher, v.p., of Local 683,

Laboratory Technicians, are reported
here as observers to see that other

lA locals (fo'fiot get a better bt«ak

Japs' Billing

Stadk) Contracts

What may become a terra gen-

erally applied to the Japs hence-
forth is used by Gregory Abbott
and assisting commentators sev-

eral times in the newsreel spe-

cial on the war, gotten out by
Paramount News.
They are referred to as YJB.'s,

or Yellow Bellies.

FAR EAST SNAGS

Sm PLAGUE

U5.C0S.

Problems connoted with, distribu-

tion in the Far East and Australasia

occupied the attention of foreign

sales chiefs' last Thursday (8) at

the usual huddle at the Hays
office. Film company home office

executives are still imable to com-
municate with their different man-
agers in the Far East war zone.

Foreign managers, however, are able

to communicate with New Zealand
and Australia by cable.

The problem of getting a steady
flow of prints to this market is prov-
ing a . tough rohestnut. What few
prints are goii^ through are being
routed around South Africa. None
thus far has been sent by the Pa-
cific route.

Foreign chiefs have no report re-

garding the new frozen coin pact
with New Zealand. The U. S. for-

eign department soon, will begin
working on the new frozen money
arrangement with Australia, al-

though actual negotiations will not
be started until year-end figures are
in. Present 12-month agreement
with the Anzacs will not expire un-
til next March.

Hollywood, Jan. 18.

Anne Baxter's player paict re-

newed by 20th-Fox.

Betty Culwell signed to minor

contract by Metro.

Linda Darnell drew an option lift

at 20th-Fox.

Bill Edwards handed actor ticket

by Warners.

Frank Orth inked deal at 20th-

Fox.

Rene Haal renewed by RKO.
Anne Todd's moppet option

picked up by 20th-Fox,

Cass Daley drew player contract

at Paramount
Lorraine and Rognan, dance team,

signed by Paramount.

Marie McDonald's player option

lifted by Universal.

Anthony Quinn handed new ticket

by 20th-Fox.

Davy James, one-yearrold moppet,
signed by Columbia.

Gil Lamb inked player pact at

Paramount
David Gorcey, Bobby Stone and

Sammy Morrison signed by Sam
Katzman for 'four more 'East End
Kids' features.

Barbara Moffett, rodeo rider,

drew a player contract at RKO.
Bill George signed to play west-

erns for Harry Sherman at Para-
mount

Billy Lee inked two-picture
player deal at Monogram.

BRIT. PROMICnON UP

50^, Says ROBT. KANE

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

. ...Production- - -actlvltyr -.-in - -London-

picked up 50% for 20th-Foz in Eng-
land since the British capital under
went bomblhg, according to Robert
Kane, 20th supervisor in England.
He said every studio has been given

enough material and equipment to

keep three pictures going at all

times,

Kane, who Is spending two months
in studio confabs, said the greatest

shortage in England was in technical

personnel and sound stages, the

latter being used as military ware-
houses. He added that exhibitors

were doing unusually well.

Memphis Will Finally

Get The Little Foxes'

Memphis, Jan. 13,

Tilttle Foxes' is finally dated for a
Meiiiphis screen. Months of bicker-

ing over terms and playdate were
finally ended when M. A. Lightman
bought the RKO feature for his

Malco. Opens Jan. 23.

Town had been inquiring about
film version of play in which Tal-

lulah Bankhead drew packed houses
when here. Critics were also coa
fused because they couldn't consider

this one In their annual '10 Best'

ratings.

than they did In negotiatbig their

own contract with the studio last

summer.

Attending the N, Y. conferences
in addition to Casey and Pelton, are
Nicholas M. Schenck (Loew's), S.

R. Kent, W. C. Michel and Fred S
Meyer (20th-Fox); Barney Balaban
and Charles Boren (Par); George
J. Schaefer and Reginald Armour
(RKO); Louis Schwartz and William
Hopkins (Col); Joe Hazen and Car-
roll Saxe (Warners); John J. O'Con
nor and Dave Garber (U), and
Keith Glennon (Go'ldwyn), plus the
biz agents or other

.
representatives

of tde studio' locals' ttiemselves.

Hoke AlwaysPaidOff Big. BotO.&J.

Make 'ha ?sg $4.40 for It on B'wa;
By Joe Laiirie, Jr.

Joles Rachman, Who

Served 9 Yrs. for Dual

Killing, Dies in Omaha

Omaha, Jan. 13.

Jules Rachman, for many years a
local motion picture theatre man-
ager, died in a hospital here last

Sunday (11) night from a malignant
growth. He had been out of prison
for more than a year, having been
sentenced to serve 15 years for the
slaying of Harry and Sam Golberg.

Rachman's penchant in prison for

developing theatricals worked for

the physical reconstruction of in-

mates. Hence, he was given a.parole
after serving nine years. Since
paroled, Rachman had a film busi-
ness promptlon plan:

Rachman is survived by his

mother and sister. Funeral was held
here today (Tuesday). _ _

VM' IN PHILLY AFTER

LONG RKO, W6 DISPUTE

PhUadelphla, Jan. 13.

Phlladelphians are to get a .gan-

der at Orson Welles' 'Citizen Kane'
at long last. The film has been
booked to go into the Stanley'
Warner Aldine following the com
pletion of the run of 'How Green
Was My Valley.'

"Kane' has lieen the subject of coU'
tinned controversy between the
Warner circuit and RKO. Ted
Schlanger, Warner zone boss, main'
talned that RKO's terms for the film
were too exorbitant RKO stood by
its guns. What apparently cavised a
change in the situation was'tlie an-
nouncement that 'Kane' had been
voted the best film of 1941 by the
National Board of Review of Motion
Pictures. Local film critics asked in
their columns why the third largest
city In the V. S. had not yet been
shown I941's top film. Especially
since it had been screened in At-
lantic City, Reading, Harrisburg and
other nearby communities eight to
10 months ago.

Coolacres, Cal, Jan. 18.

Dear Joe: «

Received your letter telling me about the new shows and some of tha

old ones,you saw in New York. It sure makes Me and Aggie plenty home-
sick. 'Arsenic and Old Lace' I knew was a hit Wa sure would bava
loved to have seen our pal John Alexander In It 'Best Foot Forward,'

with all those young kids in it, must be a wow the way you write about

It rd like to see that show with all the future 'Stardust' sprinkled all

over the stage. 'Blithe Spirit' Noel Coward's new hit, that boy can

write plenty good stuff, end John Golden'i 'Claudia' you wrote ma was
a hit when it opened. Pemberton I know will make a hit out of 'Cuckoos

On the Hearth.' He's a great showman and knows all the angles.

'Hellzapoppin,' with my pal Jay C. Flippen, will give his bosses a run
for their dough and I'm tickled to death that our old pals, Georgle Jessel

and Sophie Tucker, are knocking 'em for a goal in 'High Kickers.' Two
great kids, one discovered by Gus Edwards and the other discovered Gus
Edwards. I hope Fred March and Florence Eldrldge kick 'em over with
'Hope For a Harvest' 'Junior Miss' you say is a hit,' well we certainly

hope so, not only for the troupers but for our old pal. Max Gordon.
What you say about 'Lady in the Dark" nobody has to worry about

Danny Kaye finally came into his own with 'Let's Face It' I love to see

a talented young guy like him hit the trail to stardom. Howard Lindsay
and Dorothy Stickney, in 'Life With Father,' must be a wow the way you
explain it Two great troupers and deserve every Inch of standing room.
Maurice Evans and Judith Anderson in 'Macbeth' Is over my head, but
the notices you sent me are pips; they couldn't get any better even If they
were in vaudeville. 'My Sister Eileen' is still one of the toppers, which
me and Aggie like to hear. Ethel Merman and my pals, Frankle Hyers,
Pat Harrington, Red Marshall and Jimmy Kelso are still packing them in.

'Spring Again' I would have loved to have seen because two of our
favorite legits are in it, Grace George and C. Aubrey Smith. ' We would
have also loved to have seen Cornelia Otis Skinner in John Golden'a
'Thsatre,' because she comes from a talented father and has Inherited,
plenty. Of course Ethel Barrymore in 'The Com Is Green' Is a hit—all

Barrymores are. George Kaufman and Edna Ferber's The Land Is

Bright' you tell me is as bright as their authors which is practically
dazzling. .Glad to see a swell English actor, Edmund Gwynn, in 'Tha
Wookey' making such a personal as Well as a show hit. And "The Watch
on the Rhine' was never in doubt
But what you tell me about Olsen St Johnson's new show, 'Sons of Fun,'

tickles us to death. Not only because they're old friends but because
there's a lot of our pals in the show like Bruce Evans, Donny Tompkins
and Don Gautier, all swell talented guys, and we're glad for all the other
great troupers in the show. It just goes to show you what 'hoke' can do
If it's presented right. You know all the t>ig hits in vaudeville were 'hoke'

comics.* I'll never forget years ago when me and Aggie played on tha
bill with Will Rogers, he asked me what kind of an act a certain fellow
did, and I said, 'Oh, he's baggy pants comic' And Bill said, 'Oh you mean
he gets the laugh's!' And that's the truth, when you think of all the hoke
comics that were the wows of the bills In vaudeville. You remember
Roger ImhoS, Conn.& Corlnne? That- was a hoke act but done so beauti-
ful, it was the biggest laughing act in vaudeville barring none. Remember
Herb Williams with his 'Spotlight' his misfit yellow shoes and breakaway
piano. What a wow! Look at Clark & McCuUough, that was plenty hokey
but how well they did it was the answer. Ted Healey with his stooges was
strictly hok,e but did the customers laugh? I'll say. West, McGinty tt

West are still goaling 'em; what a supreme hunk of hoke that is.

Joe Jackson and his bicycle is the cameo of hoke. Sam and Kitty Morton
were hoke artists, so Is Chaplin, Laurel & Hardy, Leon Erroll, Florence
Moore, Charlotte Greenwood, Elinore Sisters, Nicholl Sisters, Clark
Sisters (now Rae and Mrs, Waterfall) Jimmy Durante, Ritz Bros., Slate
Bros., Conlin & Glass,. Dugan Sc Raymond, W. C. Fields, Chic York and
Rosie King, MUt Britton tc Co., Bert Baker & Co. Look at your list

.of,radio, comics. i.^.nearly- all of-^em with-belly-laughs have 'hoke' bits -to

get 'em. Even Benny and Allen stick 'em In. Fibber McGee & Molly,
Truth or Consequences (plenty fcokerou),- Rudy Valleo and John Barry-
more, Al Pearce, Phil Baker, Lou Lebr, Eddie Cantor, Bob Hope. Even
among fighters there's plenty of hoke. .. .Maxie Rosenbloom and Maxie
Baer. So you gotta take your hats off to Olsen & Johnson who know how
to 'dish it out' for $4.40 a dish and make you lick your plate, that's how
good It is. More iwwer to 'em.
Best to the gang, sez.

Your pal,
Joe Grandy sez:—Times - arc so tough they're even cutting the wages

of sin.' .

Oscar Honters Deadked

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

All entries tor awards in shorts
subjects and feature-length docu-
mentary films must be registered be-
fore Jan, 22, under a ruling by the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences.

Shorts are divided into three
classes: cartoons or other animation
photography, shorts of 1,000 feet or
less, and those over 1,000 feet and
under 3,000 feet. This is the first

time the Academy has recognized
documentary films. Classed as spe-
cial awards, one will be given for
the best feature-length and one for
the Keit short' ..... .

Quick Vacations

Miami, Jan. 13.

Harry Gold, United Artists sales
executive, his wife and Herman
Bobbins, president of National
Screen, left here following brief va-
cations. They started back for New
York Monday (12). Gold left his
yacht here, planning a later return,
while Robbins left his wife and
yacht

CROWN HUDDLES WITH

REISMAN ON SA SHORTS

BOLE, S.F. MGR., JOINING

EX-BOSS WORK AT U

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

George Bole, manager of the
Golden Gate theatre, San Francisco,
is joining his former boss, Cliff
Work, at Universal within a few
weeks. His duties at the studio have
not yet l>een defined.

Bole managed the Golden Gate for
10 years, part of the time under
Work, who was Coast manager for
RKO theatres and is now U studio
production head.

SO WHAT HAPPENS?
Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Robert Cummings draws the boy
role In 'Boy Meets Baby,' next pro-
duction by Henry Koster at Uni-
versal.

Picture is built on a legit comedy
by Regis (iinoux anid Jacques' Thery.

Alfred Crown, of the distribution
division of the Office of the Co-
ordinator of Inter-American Affairs,

has returned to the U: S. after three
months in South America setting up
distribution of liSmm shorts there.

He's in New York for huddles with
Phil Reisman, RKO foreign ' mana-
ger, who Is heading releasing activi-
ties on these shorts for the CIAA.
Crown Is expected to head south
again shortly.

Setup in Latin America is for the
CIAA division headed by John Hay
Whitney to ship films to embassies
and consulates, which do the physi-
cal handling. Demand for the pic-
tures by schools, clubs and organi-
zations Is stimulated by U. S. cultural
groups in each country. Films are
shown free, with portable projectors
provided by embassies and con-
sulates if necessary.

But Can He Crack B.O.?

Hollywood, Jan. 13.
*• Twice elected an ail-American
quarterback, Frankle Albert becomes
a film star through a contract with
Columbia.
Picture Is tentatively titled 'Spirit

of Stanford,' and slated for produc-
tion in time for early autumn release.

Stanford, of course. Is Albert's Alma
Mammy. .- . v.
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AUTO RESTRICTIONS HTT B O.
U.S. Newsreels Expect Pennanent

Joint War Coverage, a la Britain
41-

While hopeful of as much freedom
' eventually on war coverage as given

dally newspapers, opinion in news-

reel circles this week Is that.the five

tJ. S. reels (Pathe, Paramount,

Movietone, News of Day and Uni-

versal) would have the British sys-

tem of roto coverage permanently

foisted on them despite generally un-

satisfactory results achieved over

there. Heads of all newsrefils went

down to Washington early last week
to meet Lowell Mellett and attempt

to learn his intentions regarding the

newsreels and restrictions to be in-

stalled on war coverage.

The newsreels had a virtually

unanimous selection for- a newsreel

man to work In Mellett's govern-

ment setup. The choice was flatly

rejected by Mellett, who Indicated

his preference for Arch Mercey, sub-

sequently naming him to handle the

newsreels.

Thus far the newsreels have had
the pooling idea or roto coverage
forced on them since America's en-

trance into World War No. 2. First

time the pooling arrangement was
placed in operation was In getting

film out of Hawaii on the Pearl Har-
bor attack.

Roto coverage, which has been em-
ployed by the British Ministry of
Information on all newsreel shots
coming out of England, makes news-
reel coverage merely a ipatter of

tmlform release dates, everybody
getting the same story at the same
time. This pooled proposition means
each newsreel will have the same
piece of film, only dlSerence being
the reel's trademark and individual
editing.

Feeling is that the dull sameness
resulting from roto coverage might
soon* cure the American public of
wanting to view the newsreels.- The
only reason advanced .to the reels so
far for following the British method,
and admitted failure in getting full

coverage, is that it is the easiest way
out of a dlAlcult problem.

ColUjuL.Eewi.Bfelli

Claude Collins, veteran newsreel
editor who handled the newsreels
and all motion pictures at the two
N. Y. World's Fairs, has been se-
lected by the five newsreels to serve
as liaison man between the reels and
Mellett's office. Collins' Job wiU
parallel that of Francis Harmon, co-
ordinator of industry war activities
committee, excepting that he will
handle newsreels entirely and act as
spokesman for the reels.
Mercey, who handles newsreel

matters in Mellett's office, may short-
ly name an assistant to serve In a
capacity similiar to Collins except
Ing that he will repres'ent the gov
emment. '

The Promised Land

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Autograph addicts, who .prowl
about the doors of theatres,

niteries and studios, are Anally
crashing the gate in The
Youngest Profession,' to be pro-
duced at Metro, starting Feb. 15.

Irving Asher is producing the
pictures, based on the Lillian

Day novel dealing with the
youthful mania for celebrity

' signatures.

DENT NOW OK

IN NEBRASKA

iUUHY OKAYS 9 REQ,

CAMEKAMEN, NBC REP

Nine newsreel cameramen and one
NBC man were accredited last week
by the War Department, along with
a list of newspapermen, as the first
correspondents eligible to go with the
Army. All the men haven't been as-
signed by their offices yet, but have
been okayed by Army Intelligence
after investigation and are eligible
to accompany troops on the fighting
fronts.-

Those accredited are Howard Win-
ner, Pathe; Sanford Greenwald and
Norman Alley, News of the Day; Al-
fred D. Brick and Jack Barnett,
Movietone; Joseph T. Rucker, WU-
llam F. Gerecke and Martin Barnett,
Paramount; Earle Crotchett, Uni-
versal, and Robert St. Johh,.NBC.

Orphans of the War
Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Ann Sheridan and Ronald Reagan
oraw top spots In Warners picture of
war refugees in French Morocco,
titled 'Casablanca.'
Film is built on an untiroduced

Au
by Murray Burnett and Joan

Alison, originally named 'Everybody
Comes to Ricks.'

Lincoln, Jan. 13.

Lacking the usual defense spend-

ing or an army camp here to pro

vide new money. It's exceptional

news coming from the Nebraska

Theaters, Inc., which has been oper

ating here since 1934, this year re

porting for the first time that the

outfit's made money.

It's indicative of something In a
competitive way, because the 1934

move-in by the L. L. Dent-Westland
Theaters, Inc. ally, was for the pur-

pose of meeting J. H. Cooper, Par's

partner in Oklahoma, Colorado and
Nebraska, on all his fronts, and
carving out a place as his opposi-

tion.

The Dent forces, represented here
by Howard Federer, have been able

to go from a shaky start to two
grade-A tlieater properties on first

run basis, and a 50% partnership in

a profitable action house. Product,

more than 80% in Cooper's hands in

,.the...beginning,.J3-<.riow:.'muchr/more

evenly distributed and quicker played
with fewer backups.

- Dent's clan has given the town
architectural razzle-dazzle, and in

the lean years, did a lot of juggling

of fronts and Interiors to mask out

mediocre product. By making the

town rug, marquee, neon, and seat

conscious, all the other theatre prop-

erties have made like strides, and
about $275,000 has been laid out by
all hands in the last three years get-

ting physical plants in shape.

Competish has made this a film

peddler's idea of heaven, the annual
consumption being around 500 pic

turcs, first run, each year.

This, also, is the last of the Dent
associated houses to get in the black

opposing Cooper and Par. All others

are doing okay, having had better

product divisions all along.

NEWSREELS POOL ON

PAN-AMER. COVERAGE

Because of limited space on boats

and Clipper planes going to South
America, all five newsreels will be

unable to send full crews to cover

the Pan-American conference called

for this month in Rio de Janeiro.

The newsreels decided to draw lots

and have one company cover lor all

five. Movietone was picked.

Major company ' foreign depart-

ments insist that each reel have

complete newsreel stories on th?

conference because of its importance

to the U. S. program for cementing

hemispheric'solldarity.

One of the Family
• Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Metro handed George B. Scitz a

new director contract, to go into ef-

fect when he completes his current

job on 'The Courtship of Andy
Hardy.'

Seitz has piloted all but one of the

'Hardy Family' pictures.

TIRE CORBS FELT

All These, Plus Heavier Tax-
ation, National Daylight

Saving, Air Raid and
Blackout Fears Give Ex-
hibs Mounting Woe

DRIVE-IN DEBACLE

Parking restrictions, shutdown on

car manufacture, the ban on tire

sales and legislation decreeing day-

light saving for the entire nation are

new anti-boxoffice factors causing

alarm among theatre operators and

managers. Already claimed that the

parking problem and the worried,

state of auto owners are Jiurting

business.

Considering that wartime condi-

tions and heavier taxation are go-

ing to make Inroads on the b.o., plus

the possibility of air raids and black-

outs, the exhibition field sees a dark
road ahead on which the chances of
relief are not too hopeful at present.

Restrictions on the parking of cars,

very severe in New York City, are
expected to become generally wide-
spread as a war measure. In N. Y.
the restrictions are not confined to

downtown areas, but ^also to neigh-
borhoods, and house managers them-
selves who have been in the habit
of driving to work, parking their
gas-buggies near the theatre, are not
exempted.

Aside from the parking worries,
auto owners are using their cars as
little as necessary In order to save
wear and tear on them, since re-

placement Is highly doubtful. Also,
with a ban on tires, they are already
starting to protect them against a
short life. . ^ _

One Consoling 'Iheory
'

Some consolation is expressed, as
a theory, that people will not go
out riding or make trips to the coun-
try or elsewhere as much as In the
past, but stick closer, to home and
thus may be forced Into the theatres.

This possibility as an offset, how-
ever, is not a strong one and thea-
tres, particularly in downtown zones,
that have always drawn from dis-

tances stand to suffer seriously. Also,

out In the hinterland, much business
is drawn from distant towns or vil-

lages, some of which have no thea-
tres at all. Smaller situations, where
film Is played late and found people
up to now driving to nearby cities

to see pictures on first-run and un-
der more comfortable conditions,

may get more of the local populace
in future, however.

Drive-Ina Will Be SIooEhed

Drive-in theatres, which have
sprung up in many parts of the coun-
try in recent years, are seemingly
facing the darkest prospects. Some
of them may not reopen this summer
as a result

The question of national daylight
saving is one that appears to be open
to argument. In some localities it

is claimed stepped-up time hurts the

boxoffice, whild In others any in-

jury is open to doubt. Pointed out

that the level of business on seasonal

summer declines has averaged about
the same in states not having day-
light time as those that have. How-
ever, the weight of opinion inclines

to the belief that daylight time cuts

into the night business generally.

Detroit. Has Hopes

Detroit, Jan. 13.

With all their other worries, at

least one bugaboo is being lifted

from exhibitors. It doesn't look like

there'll be the usual mass migration

of citizens out of the city this com-
ing summer.
That fact has been recognized by

the representatives of the four tour

ist associations here, who stated that

wartime curtailment of t'ransporta

tion services, as well as the demands

Reduce Rentals Or We Shut Down,

Coast Indies Threaten Distributors

Example of Sameness

Instance of what roto cover-
age does for American newsreels
cropped up last week, when all

five U. S. reels received the
novelty clip from London in

which the Nazi legions are made
to do the goose-step to Lambeth.
Walk tune.

Ingenuity of a 20th-Fox Movie-
tone cutter is credited with de-
veloping the tricky effect. But
because sent from England, It

was released to all five news-
reels.

10 FILMS FILL

STAGES AT 20TH

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Production at 20th-Fox reached a

total of 10 features with the start of

'Whispering Ghosts,' the greatest

energy on the lot since last July.

Activity fills 24 sound stages, 18

in the Westwood plant and six more
in the old studio on Western ave.

Pathe Paid $750,000

For PRC Control; Proi

Distrib Setop Continne

Price paid by Pathe last week to

gain control of Producers Releasing

Corp. is said to have been $750,000.

Part of that will be used to pay cur-

rent indebtedness and part for new
working capital. Deal by PRC with
Patjie supersedes. .the ogUssmX thxep.-^

year arrangement with Consolidated
Film Laboratories (headed by Her-
bert J. Yates, prez of Republic), by
which latter was to finance PRC
with $675,000.

Pathe's acquisition is said to be
85% of the distributing company's
stock. Sale won't affect the present
exec setup of PRC, of which O.
Henry Briggs Is prez and Leon
Fromkess is v.p.

Consolidation of Pathe and PRC,
organized only little more than a
year ago, was not unexpected.
Briggs is a former prez of Pathe
and a member of the board of di-

rectors. He had been associated
from 1918 with duPonts, former own-
ers of Pathe.

Production and distribution sys-
tem are also to be left intact, Briggs
said. Production is in charge of
George R. Batcheller and Sigmund
Neufeld. Distribution is via 28 fran-
chise-holders throughout the United
States.

of defense industry, is gong to blitz

the regular tourist business.

Exhibitors here also have figured

out that the tire and car ban of the

Government is going to curtail

travel.

Auto Curbs Clips Salesmen

Minneapolis, Jan. 13.

Film salesmen working out of

Minneapolis already are worrying
about what they'll do when their

presen; oJlomobiles are out of com-
mission. They'll have to make, their

territories by train or bus and that'll

mean, many difficulties and much
harder work, they say.

All the salesmen now travel by
their own autos. There are hun-
dreds of small towns in their

itineraries and, in most instances,

not more than one train or bus a

day in and out. Without autos, the

salesmen say, it will take much
longer to cover the portion of {he
territory assigned to them and it

even may be nece$sary to jncrease

the sales forces.

. "Eos Angeles, Jan. 13.

Indie operators on the Pacific

Coast are demanding a reduction in

film rentals on threat of closing

their houses. That is the gist of an
official statement issued here by the

Independent Theatre Owners of

Southern California and Arizona.

High rentals caused by the consent
decree, ITO pointed out, have been
aggravated by low attendance levels

as a result of war conditions pe-
culiar to this area.

After a survey of the local ter-
ritory the organizatlor, asked all

major distributors for immediate
rental reductions. Sales chiefs de-
cided unanimously against hori-
zontal reductions but promised to
consider each theatre as a separate
problem. On film row the ex-
change heads admitted that business
dropped for three weeks before
Christmas, as usual, but asserted
that theatres in this area were doing
better than a year ago in spite of
blackouts and other war jitters.

One major company division man-
ager declared that the exhibs were
growing unnecessarily hysterical.

Two days after ' the declaration of
war, he pointed out, the San Fran-
cisco operators demanded an imme-
diate reduction of 50% in rentals
from all companies and threatened
to close their theatres. A week
later, he asserted, business was back
to normal. Meanwhile, he expressed
a willingness to make concessions
to individual houses wliere circum-
stances justify reductions..

MEMPHIS SEES REPUB'S

lADY' AS HOT POTATO

Memphis, Jan. 13,

There will be no world premiere

in' Merriplirs of RepuOTc'is''i:5^ay to^^

Night,' even though studio's costliest

film for this season has Jts setting

here. Matter of fact, upper-bracket

effort for this company has steamed

itself into hot potato that has local

exhibition circles in a quandary. Re-
public exchange is likewise lying
low on subject.

First Memphians to see 'Lady for
a Night,' at private screening, were
exhibitors and a newspaperman,
plus exchange employees. They
found it local dynamite, according to
private reports. Suggestion that a

political boss at any time has run
social life of town, plus other impli-

cations of political connection with
underworld, is regarded as certain

to be a bombshell in bailiwick
where political destinies have long
been in hands of one man.

There's no linking of the film

characters with the current political

boss or his efficient organization.

And there is a vast gap in time be-
tween 1880 and present. But the
mere suggestion that Memphis'
business and social life kowtowed
thusly, .even in past, cannot but re-

act embarrassingly.

City-county administration is most
friendly to> show business, and ex-
hibs see little point in jeopardizing

that relationship with showing of a
picture that might backfire on same,
even in a minor manner. Film is

already in release, Jan. 5 having
been national availability date, but
print languishes on exchange shelf

in this territory while everybody
ponders.

Par Speeds Guinan Tale

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

'Tex Guinan,' based on the career

of New York's night club queen in

prohibition days, is being rushed for

production next month at Para-
mount.
Robert Sisk is producing and

Claude Binyon is doing a final

polishing Job on the script.
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WOMAN OF THE YEAR
M«lro'r«lcaM of Joneph- L. Manklowicz

prcductlon, .Slam Kntharino Hepburn and
9p«ncer Tracy; Ceatuns Fay Balnt«r anil
RcRlnald Owen, Directed by Oeorffe
Stevens; original screenplay by Rlnit Lard-
ncr, Jr., and Michael Kanln; camera".
Joseph RultenberK; editor,- Prank Sullivan;
music, Franz Waxman. Tradeshown In
N. T.. Jan. 18, '42. Running time: 112

Sam Craig Rpencer Tracy
Tors Harding Katharine Hepburn
Ellen Whltcomb '..Fay Balnter
Clnylon ....Reglnnld Owen
William J. HardlngL Minor Watson
'Pinkie' Peters William Dendix
Flo Peters Gladys Blake
Oernld Howe > Onn Tohin
Phil Whittnfcer noi<coe Karos
Ellis William Tannen

'Woman of the Year' is an enter-
taining film that will do moderately
strong biz. And most of the. business
it does do, should be credited to the
superb work of Katharine Hepburn
and Spencer Tracv. There are very
few palms due writers Rinj; Lsrd-
ner, Jr., and Michael Kanin, who
reputedly received t^e sum of
$100,000 for the original ' screenplay

.

Director George Stevens likewise
merits small praisa.

Lardner and Kznin had an amus-
ing starting point—a sports writer
and a young aiid beautiful counter-
part of Dorothy Thompson spatting,
then falling in love and marrying

—

but wend it tortuously through
every hackneyed and expected plot
device without a surprise at any
turn. Director Stievens lets it get
out of hand completely with min-
utes on end devoted to a few tired
situation gags. Picture runs 112
minutes and frequently seems every
moment of that
Tracy and Miss Hepburn go a

long way toward pulling the chest-
nut out of the fire. A man with a
pair of shears could do a, lot more.
As it stands, however, it has a gen-
erous sprinkling of laugh-Iines,
which, with the gagged situations,
makes for a fairly entertaining ses-
sion.

Tale finds Miss Hepburn and
Tracy doing columns on world poli-

tics and sports, respectively, for a
New York daily. The femme
ptmdit, on an 'Information Please'
broadcast, disparages baseball and
Tracy then disparages her in his
pillar. That leads to overlong
sequences of lovemajcing and
eventual wedlock.
Miss Hepburn, however. Is so busy

with international diplomats, mak-
ing speeches and receiving an award
as 'Outstanding Woman of the Year'
that she has little time for the usual
amenities of marriage. Tracy finally
pets tired of it and scrams. Miss
Hepburn, by coincidence, the very
next night attends the marriage of
her widower-fathei* and an old fam-
ily friend and listens carefully to
the wedding ceremony. It makes
her see the errors of her way and
she tosses over her career to be-
come a real wife.

There's boringly-long pre-marital
lovemaking between the pair. Like-
wise, a sequence at the finale, a
kitchen scene wherein Miss Hepburn

. realizes her ineptness at wifely
' duties when she tries to make coffee
•"and'" ^waffles; Dialog- - -occasionally-
darkles, but Is frequently common-
place.

Miss Hepburn Is just right as the
whirlwind scribe who (sbat^es -of
'Philadelphia Story') forgets that
she is a woman before a careerist.
She has precisely the beauty, the
dash and the quality to carry it off,
and certainly knew what she was
about, as far as casting goes, when
she -sold Metro the idea of buying
the story for her.
Tracy is the same bluff fellow long

familiar to film audiences and plenty
okay as the not-too-bewildered
sports writer. In support are Fay
Bainter, as the old family friend,
and Minor Watson, as Miss Hep-
burn's father, plus a collection of
newspaper characters, rather well
done.

SpeciaJ mention Is merited by Dan
Tobin as Miss Hepburn's yoimg male
secretary. His efficiency in handling
her affairs—even to her wedding

—

is a laugh-getter.
Production job is excellent. Herb.

BOMBAY CLIPPER
Universal release of Marshall Omnt pro-

duction. Features William Oargan, Irene
Hcrrey, CharlesiLang, Maria Montez, Mary
Gonlon. Lloyd Corrlgan. Drccled by John
n.iwllns; screenplay, noy Chanslor and
Stanley Rubin; camera, Stanley Cortcz; edi-
tor. Otto Ludwig. At RIalto, N. Y.; week
Jan. 10, '42. Running time. DO MINB.

^ i.'"> „Wllllam Gaisan
k Frnnkle... Ireno Hervey

J"--; .Charles Lang
Urn. lenders Maria Montez

V rty'',-, Lloyd Corrlgan
^Me;" Mary Gonlon
Dr. Landers Truman Bradley
g?"-,- Philip Trent
Chu.ndra Turhan Bey
jO"'---. John Bagnl
S'""™"" Roy Harris
£">"d Peter Lynn
Buggies.; Wade Uoteler
J^'n'' Billy Wayne
Photographer Paul Dubov

Another In the seemingly never-
ending yams about the globe-trotting
newspapermen who want Just one
more assignment before settling
down to quiet married life. Only

.. this one is a good programmer that
will contribute strength as second
leature to twin billers.

'Bombay Clipper' Is one of those
mystery mellers centering about a
Clipper's flight froip Bombay to' San
Francisco, Such spots as Singapore
and Manila, in today's news, figure
In the 7am.. Ilysterlous tobb^ies
and killings center about the ship-.

ment of $4,000,000 worth of diamonds,
gift of India's government, to Great
Britain. Up-to-date slant is given by
relating that the stones are to be cut
up for use in precision tools- needed
by Britain in its war effort.

Scripters Roy Chanslor and Stan-
ley Rubin manage to keep the audi-
ence guessing on who are the inter->

national crooks. Climax Is when the
mysterious 'doctor' takes command of
the Clipper at the point of a gun and
reveals his co-conspirators. Natu-
rally, the foreign spies are overcome
by the reporter, with his newlywed
but irate wife finally forgiving him.
John Rawlins has directed at an

even gait, ringing in the turbulent
romance of the newspaperman and
his San Francisco sweetie to lighten

the mystery.
William Gargan makes a likely

elobe-trotting correspondent. Irene
Hervey contributes one of her better
performances as his neitlected sweet-
heart and wife. Lloyd Corrlgan.
Maria Mcjtez, Truman Bradley and
Turham Eeyliead the large support-
ing ca.'t. thp.t includes Charles Lang,
Mary Gordon and Wade Boteler.

Wear.

CALL OUT MARINES
(WITH SONGS)

Hollywood, Jan. 6.

nice release of Howard Benedict produc-
tion. Stars Victor McLaglen and Edmund
Ixtwe. Peaturea BInnle Barnes and Paul
Ker.y. Directed by Frank Ryan and Wil-
liam Hamilton. Screenplay by Frank Ryan
nnd William' Hamilton; camera. Nicholas
Musuraca and J. Roy Hunt; flim editor.

Themn Warth: apeclol elTects by Vernon
L. Walker. Lyrics and music by Mori
Greene and Harry Revel. Previewed at
Alexander. Glendale, Jan. 6, '42. Running
lime. M MINS.
aicOlnnls victor McLaglen
Harry Curtis Edmund Lowe
VI BInnle Barnes
Jim Blake Paul Kelly
Billy Harrison Robert .Smith
mzl Dorothy Ix>vett
Wilbur Franklin Panghom
Rita Corlnna .Mum
Bartender George Cleveland

and
Ring's Men

Six Hits and a Miss

Marching along familiar and weUr
trod service comedy highways, 'Call

Out the Marines' s'trlhs hard to

achieve laugh reaction; It succeeds

only in mild fashion, despite resort

to practically every device and situ-

ation utilized in the past quarter cen-

tury for screen comedy purposes.

Picture will have to depend on cur-
rent interest in the marines to catch
more than passing attention as a sup-
porting attraction.

Victor McLaglen - and Edmund
Lowe are again teamed in prototyi>e
characters to their earlier Quirt and
Flagg characterizations. Much foot-
age is consumed to develop .^rt-
chasing competition between the
pair, with frequent physical and
mental conflicts. It's a melange of
unsubtle and broadly sketched com-
edy that few other than the kids will
laugh at.

—Story -Is- only -an- -excuse^-for-the
McLaglen-Lowe by-play, and lightly
hangs together. Pair meet agam in
San Diego and rejoin the Marines as
sergeants. They compete for atten-
tions of a cafe girl; Binnie Barnes,
and carry on series of slaphappy epi-
sodes in familiar style. At the wind-
up, they stumble on climax of a spy
trap which discloses the girl as an
enemy agent
Action is mainly concentrated in

the cafe, with the Marine base serv-
ing as background for two wild
chase sequences. Both are obvious
thrill stuff, and not done as well as
in other pictures of the Mack Ben-
nett era,

Mort Greene and Harry Revel are
responsible for flvi songs that rise
far above the other factors in the
picture. Title tune Is a timely and
swingy martial number th?t can
catch on for popularity. Others of
good calibre include 'Light of My
Life,' 'Hands Across the Border,'
'Zana Zaranda,' and 'Beware.'
Both script and direction by Frank

Ryan and William Hamilton shows
the obvious strain. McLafien and
Lowf provide typical Quirt-Fiagg an-
tics: Binnie Barnes is okay: Paul
Kelly is an undercover Intelligence
agent Wait.

'Yank On Burma Road
Metro release of Samuel Marx production.

Features Laralne Day. Barry Nelion,
Stuart Crawford, Keye Luke. Directed by
George B. Seltz; scrcohplay, Gordon Kahn.
Hupo Butler and David Lang; camera.
Lester White; editor. Gene Rugglero.
Tradcshown In \'. T., Jan. 12, '42. Run-
ning time, es MIKS.
Gall Farwood Laralne Day
Joe Tracey , Barry Nelson
Tom Fam-ood Stuart CraiCford
Kim How Keye Luko
Wlng^ Son Tung
Dr. Franklin Phillip Ahn
Radio Announcer..'. Knox Manning
Rangoon Aide de Camp. . .Matthew Boulton

Unimaginative meller with topical.
Burma Road background will find Its
proper level In lower dual brackets.
Its chief asset is Its topical page one
title.

It Is -distinguished for trite script-
ing and some pretty bad acting. That
goes for Laralne Day also, though
inane dialog and awkward charac-
terization are largely responsible.
She photographs well in some se-
quences; indifferently In others.
Barry Nelson Is miscast as the male
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•Woman of the Tear' (M-G).
Katharine Hepburn and Spencer

Tracy assure this at b.o., despite

hadbieyed plot and overlength,

•Bombay Clipper' (U). Wil-

liam Gargan and .Irene Hervey
in airplane mystery meller; good
'B'.

•Call Oat the Marines' (RKQ).
(Songs). Victor McLaglen and
Edmund Lowe back as tough

Marines. Rough and rowdy, it's

fair comedy.

•Yank on the Bnrma Boad'
(M-G). Mild meller for lower

end of duals. . _.

•Valley of the Son* (RKO).
Lusty western action. Will ride

okay In family and juve houses.

'Blders of BadUnds' (Col).

Charles Starrett minus
Pioneers, gets away fairly well In

new scries. .

'Brodiway Big Shot' (PRC).
Unimportant low budget prison

drama for secondary duals.

lead, totally unconvincing as the
romantic daredevil. Ditto Stuart
(Crawford.

The ' story runs like a newsreel
Item once the initial character In-

troductions are out of the way. Nel-
son is a New York cabby who cap-
tures a couple of gunmen whom the
entire police . force is looking for.

For this he becomes the darling of
the tabloids and is invited by
Chinese leaders to head a truck
caravan with medical supplies to
Chungking. Miss Day is deprived of
her passport because her aviator
husband went over to the Japs, She
persuades Nelson to take her along
in his truck to Chungking so she can
find her husband. Nelson makes a
play that doesn't jell and then talks
marriage in effort to win the girl,

not knowing she's married.

Sequences where Chinese coolies,

farmers, villagers and soldiers are
involveti in mob scenes are interest-
ing, with a last-minute battle to dis-

lodge the Japs from a small strong-
hold In the hills the sole bit of ex-
citement Mori.

VALLEY OF THE SUN
Hollywood, Jan. 8.

RKO release of Graham Baker production.
Starv Lucille Ball and James CiHjg; fea-
tures .Sir Cedrlc Hanlwlcke, Dean Jagger,
Peter Whitney and Billy Gilbert. Directed
by George Marshall; screenplay by Horace
McCoy, based on story by Clnrenco Budlng-
ton Kelland; camera. Harry Wild; fllm edi-
tor. Desmond Marquette; special photo-
graphic efTecta, Vernon Walker. Tnido-
shown In L. A. Jan. 7, '42. Running time,
18 HIN8.
Christine Lucille Ball
Jonathan James Craig
Warrick sir Cedric Hardwicke
•Jim -Sawyor^-T': :*.T.-.-.-.-\r.'7.-Deiin'"JaT;ger-
Wllllo , Peter Whitney
Justlco of Peace Billy Gilbert
Geronlmo Tom Tyler
Chief Cochise Antonio Morano
Bill Yard George Cleveland
Shotgun Hank Bell
Lieutenant Richard FIske

I
'—'

George Marshall parades the early
frontier days of Arizona in this

yague film version of Clarence Bud-<
Ington Kelland's Satevepost serial

It I^ geared to catch attention of

western addicts and kids, but lacks
the verve and basic story elements to
carry through as an epic of its kind
at the theatre boxoffices. Topliners
Lucille Ball and James Craig are
low-voltage marquee strength, nnd
Sic will cactus if attempted as key
iUtopper. Best groove is action supr

porter, where it will suffice.

Story drags considerably, with only
Marshall's flair for keeping things
moving carrying it through for mod-
erate interest It's the timeworn tale
of a young frontiersman and friend
of the Indians who tangles with the
civilian administrator whose treat-
ment of the Indians sets them on the
warpath. Also, the adventurer steals
the heavy's girl at the start and
everyone pours it oh the Indian agent-
at the finish.

Picture has a goodly share of wild
rides, Indian attacks, gun and fistic
battles ai)d all the ingredients that
go into a biff-bang western. Despite
these factors, story is not too strong
and is deficient In keeping up Its
movement in tempo with the direc-
tor s sweep. As a result picture sags
and drags in many spots.

Miss Ball Is the girl for a stereo-
typed .portrayal. Craig is the young
frontiersman, who gets into and out
of a dozen hairbreadth situations.
Dean Jagger is the crooked Indian
agent; Sir Cedrlc Hardwicke is an
English settler and idealist; Peter
Whitney, does nicely as a haU-wlt;
Billy Gilbert spouts in familiar style
as a justice of the peace; Antonio
Moreno is an Indian chief, and 'Tom
Tyler portrays Geronlmo as a young
buck.
Marshall's • direction gets every-

thing possible out of the action end,
especially the wild riding and raiding
Indians, but the story inadequacies
are always present. Indian tribal
dance by a' couple of youagsters Is

a hlghUght Waft,

RIDERS OF BADLANDS
(WITH SONOB)

Columbia reteaaa of Wllllajn Berke pro-

duoUon. Star* Charles Starrett and Rus-
sell Hayden: features Cllft Bdwaids. SI-
reeled by Howard Br«therton; acreenplay,

Bett7 Burhrldge; camera, Benjamin Kline:

editor, Charles Nelson. Reviewed at Co-
lonial, Lincoln, Neb., Jts. 4, '43. Bunnlng
Ume. H HINS,
Collins I

LangdoDj „.„.,<• Charles Starrett

Barton...n ri.«»«•••Russell Hayden
Bones «.Ma<ni>.<.Cllir Edwards
Plo ;,«»*4.*««tf««v**»*t* •Ilane Brewer
Cella Kay Hughes
Martin Roy Bancroft
•niLyior « Rick Anderson
Ellen IV. I^llh Leacb
Bill t.. Elhan Laldlaw
Hlgglna Harry Cording
James :...'.*.,,,,.^Hal Price

Two times as much Charles Star-

rett and a lot more good singing
than' is customarily found In west-
erns sums up 'Riders of Badlands,'

of Col's new Starrett series. It's a

double role for him, and the film Is

stronger in all categories than was
expected when the Sons of the Pio-
neers went out. It's average west-
em fare.

Notable cast addition Is Russell
Hayden, who brings with him the
popularity acquired in the Hopalongs
made under Harry Sherman for Par-
amount

Cliff Edwards, although by no
means an advancement for htm, is an
important piece .of casting. There
are many iji the rural .areas of the
country who would tiim in to hear
Edwards sing. He gives a freshness
to the hill country bines which isn't

common to most mountain melodists,
and his flair for comedy helps.
Hayden Is not jerked^^gut of the

character he dished upSg^he Hop-
alongs. He's still the hothead and
the romance. Romance is once-
overed lightly In this one, Hayden's
frau getting killed and most of the
femme chatter coming from juve
nene Brewer, sister of Par's Betty,
and not nearly as good.
The story is of a ranger and a bad

man who look alike, and the ranger
almost gets hanged for it After he's

in the soup, it takes most of the run-
ning time to get him out of it His
own rangers hunt him down, and no-
body will believe Cliff Edwards,
playing a dentist, who Is Starrett's

aUbL Art.

BROADWAY BIG SHOT
Hollywood, Jan. 7.

Producera Releasing Corp. release of Jed
BueU production. Stars Ralph Byrd. Fea-
tnivs Virginia Vale and WllUam Halllgan.
Dlrscted by William Bcaudlne; screenplay
by Martin Mooney. Camera, Jack Green-
halgfa; fllm editors, Robert Crandall and
Guy Thayer, Previewed In projection
loom, Jan. 6, '42. Running time. 68 MIM8.
Jimmy O'Brien Ralph Byrd
Betty Colllna Virginia Vale
Warden Colllna William Halllgan
Tom Barnes Dick Rush
District Attorney Herbert Rawllnson
Mrs. Briggs Cecils Weston
Carnation Charlie Tom -Herbert
Dynamite Stubby Kruger
Butch Frank Hagney
Windy Jack Buckley
Ben Mario .Harry Depp
Nipper. .

.' Jack Ropec
.Coltsa..Caka.aearKa— .r-n-^-rAI-Goldsmlth
Sneaky Joe Oakle
Judge Scott John Ince
Dr. Williams Alfred Hall
Orderly...; , Jimmy Aubrey
Rollly Dick Cramer
Tim Jack Cheatham
Ed Jack Perrln

This is a low budget' picture that
shows detours of the producer to
shave expenses. Despite its corner-
cutting, 'Broadway Big Shot' is a
smoothly assembled, but not-too-
dramatic tale of a reporter who goes
to the pen in order to trail down a
big story. Strictly a filler for the
lower dual bookings and the kid mat-
inees.

Ralph Syrd Is the reporter, -also a
forward-passing pro star, who takes
a phoney rap to get inside of the
prison. He makes friends with the
convicts—is elected president of the
Welfare League—and wins the hand
of the warden's daughter when he
gets his story and is out of jail.
Dramatic sequences fail to hit

peaks, and general tenor of script
allows yarn to roll along without too
much effort Supporthig cast is in
minor key. "Walt.

MIRACLE KID
PRC release of John T. Coyle production,

f"""*" Tom Neal, Carol Hughes, VIckl
Lester. Directed by William Beaudlne.
Original screenplay. Gerald Adams, Henry
Sucher and John T. Coyle. Camera.. Ar-
thur Martlnelll; editor, Guy Thayer. AtNew Tork. N. T.. week Jan. 9, '42. Run-
ning time, 66 HIN8,
Jimmy.;..,,....,. to^ jjenl

Carol Hughes
Vlokl Lester

2 t..i Betty BlyUie
S'7°"- •.«» Ben Taggart
S?'»«' ^....Alei Gallam
XS? «•». .Thornton Edwards
f'"'"')' Mlnta Durfee
f""^' Genie Mesalnger
i?™J"« .Adelo Smith
l^ijy Frank Otto
2<*'o-- Pajil Bryar
"•Sfrter p,t* OleSch

Billy McOown
r Joo Gray

"S"--;; Gene O'Donnell
Headwaller Warren Jackson
Commissioner John Ince
2;'?2? Larry McGrath

Sam Lunon

Weakly written and enacted, 'Mir-
acle Kid' hasn't much chance except
in the kind of slot it's occupying
here in association with a western.
It's a hodge-podge of almost unre-
lated events digged in by the heels
to fill out the idea of. a young filter-
physical instructor who wins a string

of "fixed' fights, thereby earning the
'Miracle Kid' tag.

Story concerns a boy and girl who
want to get married, but are delib-
erately alienated so. that he can go
on fighting, which she doesn't like.

Because he flattened a rival fighter,

who claimed he was 'hexed,' the boy
is exploited as an example of the
theory of "mind over matter,' and, to

miake. certain that farce is maintained,
bis battles are with tankers, un-
known to him. He's backed by a
female exponent of the theory. It

all turns out okay, as usual..

.

Tom Neal's work in the title char-
acter is fair, but Carol Hughes doesn't

show up weU, Best job is done
by Vlckl Lester as a rich gal instru-

mental in breaking up the two prin-

cipals.

Direction and dialog are poor. Al-
most all indoor scenes, with drab
sets, the photography and lighting

are below par. Wood.

'Roller Follies'
sConflnaed from page Is

principals, who get. some laughs out

of the old business of inviting mem-

bers of the audience for a twirl,

winding up with the fat lady stooge.

GfMi. production flash is the fan

number by the ensemble, with Dolly

Durkin and Walter Hughes coming
through with a smoothly sold ball-

room setto. Lucille Page, on skates

and doing all right too, contributes

pimchy acrobatics "which would add
stature through use of a platform for

the closing tricks, which don't take

much floor space anyhow. Would
relieve some of the monotony of the

large, flat spaces of the arena.

A restaurant bit employing for-

mally attired guests, waiters and
busboys, may build Into a comic nov-
elty, but needs work and speeding up
of the punches reaching up to.' cli-

maxing trick of Ted Sokol leaping
over a line of kneeling figures. Bus-
ter West in his regular vaude rou-
tine, has to use a mike In the large
spaces to get over some of his talk,

but scores his usual sock with his

falls {tfid legomania. Flashy Cuban
conga routine serves as a strong
finale of the first part highlighted
by some smooth spins by Art El-

sasser.

Second haU plays better than the
first. A country bumpkin hayrlde,
utilizing several scenic props, is

highlighted by the standard tram-
poline stuff of Monroe and. Grant
who use skates only for their 'en-

trance. Regular stuff in the a.k.

bathing suits gets laughs and tum-
bling rings the bell to good response.
Suavely sold )iighhat and tail rou-
tine by Gordon Flnlgan and Walter
Hiighes makes effective contrast for

the. knockabput.stew .stuff .ot.Ballaid..

and Fay. Latter duo takes consid-
erable punishment and really punch
out a solid spot

Best number in the show Is the

Cinderella production featuring Glo-
ria Nord and Ted Sokol, with the
ensemble teaming off for 'The Four-
teen Steps,' a highly intricate and
quite beautiful series of maneuvers.
Proves a real highlight Equally in
the groove is Bobby May, from vaude
and a real surprise on skates. Juggler
has added to his stint by doing his

stuff with clubs, highhat and balls

while rolling. A head stand while
beating out rhythm on a drum with
the juggling balls is a solid applause
clincher.

'

Liou Testa follows with some skill-

ful comic skating, finishing with a
tap routine to jive tempo. - A mili-
tary finale is typical of Miss Foster's
stuff with her Roxyettes. The drill-

ing develops into a gradually grow-
ing circle and breaks up into forma-
tions bringing -on fiags of all nations
for a rousing finish.

On the strength of the momentum
mostly accomplished in the second
half, 'Roller Follies' ought to prove
an interesting attraction good for
playingJn arenas, rinks and theatres,
too, where the stages have the proper
proportions. Costuming is excellent
and musical background has Its mo-
ments. Jay Freeman does a fine job
directing the orchestra, which is in
action almost all of the time. Better
lighting Is a crying need, but the
facilities here were poor and Im-
provement In this department in bet-
ter equipped arenas should be evi-
dent Credits foUow:

Roller Follies or iwi presented by
Harold Stelnman; staged and directed by
Gao Foater; music and lyrics by Victor""y and Irving Taylor; costumes de-

-'"*'> Porsonette: llghUng by
Arthur Knorr; orchestra under dlrecUon of
Jay Freeman; production supervlalon by
Jesse Kaye and Sam Shayon for Fanchon
* Marco; at the Collaseum, Baltimore,
Jin. 7, '42; $2.22 top.
Cast; Buster Weat, Gloria Nord, Loullle

Page, Gordon Flnlgan. Dolly Durkin,
Walter Hughes, Lew Tesia, Ted Bokol,
Art Alaaaaer, Ray Leone, I.oula Santelle,
Eleanor Emanuel. Loralne Blllett, Linda
Simmons, Bobby May, BalUrd & Ray, Jay
Edwards, Ben Klaaseo, The LIgtitDing
Trio, Manroe A GranL

\ Burm.
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toots On'-GriffWlaffls Bright

$42,000 in Chi;M Fire' Hot 16G

OnUWeek, 'Bahes Rroadway Ditto

I. Chicago, Jan. 13.

This week shoxild reveal a con-

siderable boost ot business over last

week, due primarily to warmer
weather. Thermometer plummeted
some 10 degrees below zero last

week and stayed therefor several

days, and the loop hou«s really

took it on the noggm.
Number of holdovers still In the

downtown area, but a couple of

newcomers indicate considerable

strength, best being the Chicago,

where 'Died With Boots On," coupled

with Grifl Williams' band, will do a

strong $42,000. Opened in bruUl
weatfier but managed to overcome
the chills.

Of the holdover items, the best is

ifBall .of Fire' at Palace, where it is

racking up a dynamic $16,000. 'Birth

of Blues' at the State-Lake for its

third week is getting a neat $12,000.

'Babes on Broadway' is managing
a fine $16,000 on its second stanza

at the United Artists.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 35-55-65-75)

—'Kathleen' (M-G). Got away all

right, good $7,500. Last week,
'Babes Broadway' (M-G), scored im-
pressively at $14,600.

Cbloaso (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—
•Died Boots On' (WB) and Grift

Williams orch; unit on stage. Strong
coipbination that should take at

least $42,000 for an Impressive initial

stapza. Last week, 'Shadow Thin
Man' (M-G) plus Xavler Cugat orch

(2d wk.), held nicely to $34,700

despite sub-zero.
Garrlok (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75)

—Thin Man' (M-G). M6ved here
for third loop session, good $5,000.

Last week, 'Keeo 'Em Flying' (U) on
fourth loop sesh, okay $5,100.

Oriental (Iroquois) (3,200; 28-44-
55)—'Go West' (Col) and 'Meet the
Ijs^ole' imit on stage: This revue
haa big click run in Chicago last

season and in condensed form it's a
draw, at least $17,000, okay. Last
week, 'iady Scarface' (RKO) and
Art Jarrett orch on stage, Jarrett
orchestra's getting credit for good
$16,200 after plenty of raps on the
flicker.

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 33-44-66-75)—'BaU Fire" (RKO) and 'Gay Falcon'
(RKO) (2d wk.). Dynamic $16,000,
attet havlne powdered the register
last week with a mammoth $27,700.
Boosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65-

75)—'Sundown' (20th) and 'Night
Jan. 16' (Par). MUdlsH $10,000. Last
week, 'Pacific Blackout' (Par) and
Tarzan Treasure' (M-G), mild
$11,300.
SUte-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 35-55-65-

• 75 ).^'Blrth- Blues'- (Par) -<3d^-wrtk)r
Will stick close to neat $12,000 cur-
rently after having snagged okay
$16,100 last week. 'How Green Was
My Valley' (20th) next. •

United Artists (B&K) (M-G) (1,700;
35-55-65-75) — 'Babes Broadway*
(M-G) (2d wk.). Will manage fine
$16,000 currently after having scored
well with $24,400 last week.

NEWARK BACK TO NORM;

mPW BIG $14,500

Newark, Jan. 13.
Business in Newark has moved

back to normal, following a packed-
house week. The Man Who Came
to Dinner,' 'Suspicion' and 'Louisi-
ana Purchase,' all hold-overs, are

-still good.

Estimates for This Week
Adams (Indie) (2.000; 25-35-50-60)— Devil Pays Off' (Rep) and Claude

Thomhill's band, Cass Daley on
stage. Fair $13,000. Last week,
Twarry Boss' Daughter' (20th) plus
Orln Tucker's band, great $19,000.
. Branford (WB) (2,800; 28-38-44-
55)--*Man to Dinner' (WB) and
Sealed Lips' (U) (2d wk). Good

$21000
week, same setup, huge

Capitol (WB) (1,200; 20-28-39-44)— Shadow Thin Man' (M-G) and
Three Girls' (Col). Fair $2,400. Last
week, 'Died With Boots On' (WB)
jnd 'Moonlight Hawaii' (U),- good

.c,?''**'!!.
<In<31e> (300; 33-39-55)—

J.Bali' (Indie) and 'She-Devil
Island' (Indie) (8th wk). Nice $900.
Last week, $1,400.
,„'»«""°''* (Adams-Par) (2,000;
JO-35-44-55) — 'Louisiana Purchase'
(Par) and 'District Attorney Carter
Case (Rep) (2d wk). Fine $13,000.
Last week walloping $20,000.

Prootpr'a (RKO) (2,400; 28-44-55)— Susplcloft' ;i(RKO) and 'Cadet
Girl (20th) (2d wk), and vaude on
Monday and Thursday evenings.
Huge $14,500. Last week, solid $25,-
000, house record here.

Slate (Loew's) (2,600; 28-33-44-55)—^Iham' (M-G) and 'Secrets Lone
wolf (Col). Mild $12,000. Last

y!i??5,x^^ ^ays) 'Tarzan's Treasure'
(M-G) and 'Latins Manhalten' (Col),

'Dinner' Trim $14,000,

•VaUey*12G,J.C.2dWks.
Jersey City, Jan, 18.

Big let-down in attendance here
but nice grosses are in offing for

'How Green Was My Valley' and
'Man Who Came to Dinner,' held for

second weeks.
Estimates for This Week

Loew's (Loew's) (3,205; 30-?S-55)—'H. M. Pulham' (M-G) and 'Secrets
Lone Wolf' (Col). Moderate $13,000.
Last week, 'Taiwan's Treasure' (M-G)
and 'Latins Manhattan' (Col) (eight
days), good $15,500.

Stanley (WB) (4,500; 30-35-55)—
'Man to Dinner' (WB) and 'Steel
Against Sky' (WB) (2d wk). Strong
$14,000. Last week, dandy $21,000.

State (Skouras) (2,200; 30-35-55)—
'Green Valley' (20th) and 'Melody
Lane' (U) (2d wk). Fine $12,000.
Last week (eight days), sensational
$18,000, and a house record.

laughing'-McCoy

$20,000 Pitt Acer;

'Corsican' $16,000

4, Pittsburgh, Jan. 13.

Biz tapering off again in the face,

of a new cold wave, following a brief

let-up, but neither sleet, snow nor

storm can stop 'How Green Was My
Valley' at Fulton. It's running up a

record second-session gross after hit-

ting a new ell-time high in both coin

and attendance at the Fulton . last

week.

Strong stage line-up of Clyde

McCoy, Lucille Ball-Desl Anaz'and
Hal LeRoy helping 'Look Who's
Laughing' at Stanley to a stanza in

the black, vrith picture credited for

some of draw. 'Corslcan Brothers'

is doii\g pretty well at Penn despit«

being kidded by the crix. Elsewhere,

n.s.h.

Estimates for Thls.Week^
~ Fulton' ''(^hea)

'
"(i,70(j;" "30-56h^

Green VaUey' (20th) <2d wk). Big-
gest thing this house has ever had.
Still packing 'em in on second sesh,
and the talk of town. Sturdy $10,000
on h.o., which Is sensational and top
holdover figure of all time. Fulton
really went to town on this one,
gave it a great campaign via press
and radio. AJso cashed in heavily
on raves two months ago by Ioe£l
crix who ' caught the N. Y. preem.
Under way properly with big Welsh-
sponsored, reserved-seat opening
•night before New Year's Eve. Open-
ing' week, 'Green' took terrif $15,-
800, new record for house, toppling
previous mark by about $3,000,

Penn (Loew-UA) (3,300; 30-40-50)—'(>>rsican Brothers' (UA). Got kid-
ding reviews for the most part but
soaring to a hefty '$16,DDD. Last week,
'Babes Broadway' (M-G) tapered off

but socky at $23,000 for 9 days, extra
two being tacked on to allow the
house to get back to Friday opening.

Bite (WB) (800; 30-40-50)—'Sun-
down' (UA). Moved here after week
at Stanley. Should get bit better

than $2,000 here, all right Last week
(9 days) 'H. M. Pulham' (M-G) on
moveover from Penn, pretty weak
$2,300 for a holiday session.

Senator (Harris) (1,750; 30-40-50)
—'Belong to Me' (Col). This on*
was brought In hastily when 'Ae-
member the Day* (20tb) fa&ed to

hold up for exi>ected fortnight.

Weak $4,000. Last week, 'Remember
the Day' (20th), a disappointment for
holidays at $5,500, especially after the
crix raves.

Stanley (WB) (3,800; 30-44-60-86)

—'Look Laughing* (RKO) and Clyde
McCoy orch with Lucille BaU, Deal
Arnaz and Hal LeRoy. House bill-

ing Ball 'on stage and screen,* and
that's always good b.o. Radio names
in picture helped, and stage array Is

potent. $20,000 or better, not bad.

Last week, 'Sundown* (UA) and
Harry James got away sensationally

but weather held it to $21,000, but
still aU right. ^

Warner (WB) (2,000; 30-40-50)—
'Babes Broadway' (M-O). Apparently
9-day stand at Penn squeezed
Rooney-Garland musical pretty dry.

Maybe $3,500, weak. I,ast wedc,
'Klldare's Victory' (M-G) and Tanks
Million' (UA) in the dumps, $3,250
in 9 days.

First Runs on Broadway
(Subject to Change)

Week ot lannary IS

A s t o r — 'Shanghai Gesture'
(UA) (4th week).

(Revleued in 'Vartety,' Dec. 24, 1941)

Broadway—'Fantasia' (Disney)
(2d week).

(Revieued in 'Variety,' Nov. 13, 1940)

Capitol—The Corslcan Broth-
ers* (M-G).

(Reviewed in 'Variety,' Dec. 24, 1941)

Criterion — 'Pacific Blackout'
(Par) (14).

(Reviewed in 'Variety,' Dec. 10. 1941)

Globe—'Paris Calling' (U) (17).

(Reviewed in 'Variety,' Dee. 10, 1941)

Music Hall— 'Ball of Fire'

(RKO).
(Reviewed In 'Variety,' Dec. 3, 1941)

Paramount— 'Louisiana Pur-
chase' (Par) (3d week).

(Reviewed In 'Variety.' Nov. 26, 1941)

Blalto— 'Burma Convoy' (U)
(10).
(Reviewed In 'Variety,' Oct. 1. 1941)

Blalto—'Bombay Clipper' (U)
(10).

Boxy—'I Wake Up Screaming'
(20th-Fox) (16).

(Reviewed in •Variety.' Oct. 22, 1941)

Strand—'The Man Who Came
to Dinner' (WB) (3d week).
(Reviewed In 'Variety,; Jan. 7)

Week of Jan. 22

A 8 1 o r — 'Shanghai Gesture'
(UA) (5th week).

. Broadway—'Fantasia' (Disney)

(3d week).

Capitol—'The Corslcan Broth-
ers' (M-G) (2d week).

Globe—'Paris Calling' (U) (2d

week).

Moslo Hall — 'Ball of Fire'

(RKO) (2d week).

Paramonnt — 'Louisiana Fur-
chase' (Par) (4th week).

Boxy—'I Wake Up Screaming*
(20th-Fox) (2d week).

Strand—The Man Who Came
to Dinner' (WB) (4th week).

TlJLHAnriOG

TOPSLmE
LoulsvUle, Jan. 13.

Business at the first-runs here Is

nice, after a break in the zero
weather which prevailed the past
week. Temperature started upwards
Sunday (11), after a solid week of
cold and hazardous driving con-
ditions. In spite of the handicap, all

houses are^tloing -fairly -well follow--,

ing a tremendous New Year's biz.

iWolf Man' at the Strand got the
jump on the rest of the first-runs by
opening Wednesday (7), and horror
pic Is doing all right 'H. M. Pulham,
&K1.' at Loew's State is shaping up
for best biz here. 'Suspicion^ at the
Rialto also is up in the money.
Stage shows at the National are

maintaining a profitable pace. NBC
'Breakfast Club,' with Don McNeill
and company, gave two shows at the
Memorial Auditorium Saturday (10).

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Avenue-Loew's)

(1,400; 15-30-40)—'Babes Broadway'
(M-G) and 'Mr. and Mrs. North'
(M-G). Continuing to get tremend-
ous play on moveover from Loew's
State. Slick $4,000. Last week,
'Louisiana Purchase' (Par) and
'Sealed Lips' (U), sweet $4,000 on
moveover.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 15-25)

—'Weekend Havana' (20th) and
'Parachute Battalion' (RKO). Mild
$1,200. Last week, 'Yank R.A.F.'
(20th) and 'Our Wife' (Col), good
$1,600.

Loew's SUte (Loew's) (3,300; 15-
30^0)—'Pulham' (M-G) and 'Kil-

dare's Victory' (M-G). After the
break in the extreme cold spell,

patrons are getting back to regular
attendance, fine $10,000. Last week,
'Babes Broadway' (M-G) and 'Mr.
a;id Mrs. North' (M-G), rousing
$15,000, and moveover.

Mary Anderson (Llbson) (1,000;
16-30-40)—'Died Boots On' (WB) (2d
wk). Fine $3,800. Last week same
pic jammed 'em, exceptional $7,000.
NaUonal (Indie) (2,400; 35-50)—

'Devil Pays OS' (Bep) and stage
show, 'Why Girls Walk Home.* Okay
4t $4,600. Last week, 'Mercy Island'

(Rep) and stage show 'Ladies from
Hades,' bumper $7,000.

Blalto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 15-

30-40)— 'Suspicion'' (RKO) and '4

Japks, Jill' (RKO). Received lavish
praise from local crix, but only fair

$7,500. Last week, 'Hellzapoppin'
(U) and '9 Lives Not Enough' (U).
off to a zooming start, but dropped
off to medium $7,500.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400;

15-30-40)—'Wolf Man' (U) and 'Kid
Kansas' (U). Crot jiunp on other
first-runs by opening Wednesday (7),

splendid $5,000. Last week, play-
mates' (RKO) and 'Date with Falcon'
(RKO), meagre $2,500,

N.Y. B.O. Spotty for Post-Holiday H.O.;

'Bahes' 2d Fine $SO,000, 'Shanghai

3d OK 12a Tantasia' Nifty $17,000

After a big year-end holiday take,
downtown New York film empo-
riums have become somewhat spotty,
with severe parking restrictions in
the town believed to be costing the
boxoffices a certain amount of
money. However, three attractions,'

all of them on holdovers, are doing
strong business.
There are no new pictures this

week excepting a minor first-run at
the Rialto, 'Bombay Clipper,' and
'H. M. Pulham, Esq.,' latter on sec-
ond-run at the State. 'Pulham' and
a vaude bill, including Romo Vincent
and Joan Merrill, are doing very
well, gate looking $24,000 or better.

In the smash division are 'Louisi-
ana Purchase' and Gene Krupa-
Dinah Shore (Paramount), and 'Man
Who Came to Dinner,' with Jimmy
Dorsey on stage, at the Strand.

'Purchase' and Krupa, starting the
third week today (Wed.), set a new
high under the six-year-bid pitband
policy at the Par on its first week by
grossing $93,000, while the second
round through last night (Tues.) was
away up in the top brackets at $60,-

000. A minimum of four weeks is

planned for the show.
No less sensational at the b.o. is

'Dinner' and the Dorsey tiand. 'Din-
ner' was thrown in on what amount-
ed to a double-feature bill on Dec.
31 with 'You're in Army Now' and
Will Osborne, and the following day
(1) went on its own with. Dorsey. On
the first seven days, starting Jan. 1,

the take was slightly over $55,000 for
a new high for any. single week at
the Strand underwits stage-show pol-
icy, in operation iiow for four years.
Figuring the first eight days for 'Din-

ner,' taking the Strand to its regular
Thursday opening day, the take was
$64,500, also highest ever grossed for
any eight days at the theatre. The
current (2d) stanza for 'Dinner' and
Dorsey' will be about $48,000, very
strong. Third week begins tomor'
row (Thurs.).
Music Hall tonight (Wed.) win/s

up 15-day engagement with 'Babes
on Broadway,' with the final eight
days looking snug $80,000. The first

week, which started New Year's Eve,
was socko $115,000 for a smart profit

on the run.
•Two-Faced Woman," w)ilch teed

off very big, has slowed down mark-
edly on Its final eight days, taking
Capitol back to regular opening day
tomorrow (Thurs.); Hoxy Is on its

final (3d) lao with 'Remember the
Day,' also for a sharp drop. Both
'Shanghai Gesture* and 'Sundown*
are on third weeks, l^^er its finale.

'HeUzapoppin,' also in its third
stanza, is somewhat weak at less

than .^15,000 4>ut-contInuesM>nr-'.
'Fantasia,' in cut form for general

release, returned to the Broadway
Saturday (10) for a pop run and
broke fast from th« barrier, lookinit

a probable $17,000 or better. It

ended a SO-week run at $2 top, twice-
daily, early last fall.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (Loew's) (1,012; 35-55-85-

$1.10-$1.25) — 'Shanghai Gesture'
(UA) (3d wk). Off somewhat at

$12,000, but with expenses down in
operation of house, o.k. at this
figure. Last week (2d) was $19,000,
good.

Broadway (Disney) (1,895: 35-55-
75)—'Fantasia' (RKO-Disney). With
running time chopped, opened here
Saturday (10) on pop run and looks
good $17,000 or. more initial week,
[ouse was closed down a week in

readiness for the opening. 'Fan-
tasia' was previously here on a 50-
week run at $2 top, longest any
talker ever had on Broadway on a
twice-daily basis.

Capitol (Loew's) (4,620; 35-55-85-

$1.10-$1.25) — 'Two-Faced Woman*
(M-G) (2d—final wk). On windup
eight days down a lot to $20,000, or
a little over, mild. The first week,
including New Year's was close to

$45,000, big. 'Corsican . Brothers'
(UA) opens here tomorrow morning
(Thurs.).
Criterion (Loew's) (1,602; 35-44-

55-75 )_'Sundown' (UA) (3d-flnal

wk). Checks out tonight (Wed.)
with around $13,000, satisfactory, for

the concluding week, while second
was $19,000, On 21-day run very
profitable.
Globe (Brandt) (1.180; 28-35-55)—

'Unholy Partners' (M-G) Od-final
wk). Holding up well .at $6,000 this
week (3d), clos) behind last stanza
(2d), when slightly over $8,500 was
grossed.
PaUce (RKO) (1,700; 28-35-44-55-

65-75)—-They Died With Boots On'
(WB) and 'Blues In Night' (WB)
(both. 2d run). Changing the open-
ing day here to Friday. This snow
will do about $8,000. Behind that,
'How Green Was Valley' (20th) (2d
run), singly, was held nine days for
take of $11,000, over average.

' Paramount (Par) (3,664; 35-55-85-
99)—'Louisiana Purchase' (Par) and,
on stage. Gene Krupa, Dinah Shore,
others (3d wk). A champ show,
with the second week, ended last

night (Tues.), clocking mighty $60,-

000, following an initial seven-day

take of $93,000, highest house - has
done during its six years of the
present pit-band policy. The third
stanza begins today (Wed.).

Radio City Mnslo Hall (Rocke-
fellers) (5,945; 44-55-85-99-$1.65)—
'Babes on Broadway' (M-G) and
stageshow (2d-flnal wk). Leaves
tonight (Wed.), with final eight-day
gross of around $80,000, nice. First
week over New Year's was $115,000.
tremendous. 'Ball of Fire' (RKO)
comes in tomorrow (Thurs.).

Blalto (Mayer) (594; 28-44-55)—
'Bombay Clipper' (U). Doing fair,
about $6,000 with aid of Louis-Baer
fight films. Last week, 'Mad Dr. of
Market. St.' (U), $6,200.

Blvoll (UA) (2,092; 35-55-75-85-
99)—'Hellzapoppin' (U) (3d wk).
Not holding on so well, less than
$15,000 indicated this week (3d),
Last week (2d) was near to $20,000,
fairish. Goes another week start-
ing tomorrow (Thurs.).

Boxy (20th) (5,886; 35-55-65-75-
85)-T^'Rcmember the Day' (20th) and
stageshow (3d-final wk). Slowing in
pace to around $30,000, after sock
second week of $54,000 and first of
$85,000. 'I Wake Up Screaming'
(20th) moves in Friday (16).

SUte (Loew's) (3,450; 28-44-55-75-
90-$1.10)-^'PuIham' (M-G) (2d run)
and, on vaude bill, Roino Vincent
and Joan Merrill. Boxoffice good,
with countup looking about $24,000.
Last week, 'Smilin Through' (M-G )

'

(2d run) and Lucille Ball, Desi Ar-
maz, others, $27,000, fine, ...

Strand (WB) (2,756; 35-55-75-85-
99-$1.10)—'Man Who Came to Din-
ner' (WB) and Jimmy Dorsey (2d
wk). They're packing 'em in here,
this week (2d) appearing $48,000 or
thereabouts, exceedingly good. On
the first eight days take was $64,500,
best for any eight days here. 'The-

atre has been getting $1.10 at night
instead of its customary 99c, which
helps make this sensational business
possible.w sofidmm

'Babes' Okay $7,500

h Sloggisli h^s,

Indianapolis, Jan. 13.
-

It's quiet In the downtown sector
this week, with three of big houses
riding along with holdovers. 'Hellz-
apoppin' at the Indiana is biggest
thing in town, but not up to expecta-
tions; -'Base -Broadway" -and -'Mr;'

:

and Mrs. North' is about average on
the second week at Loew's, as is

'How Green Was My Valley' and
'Marry the Boss' Daughter' at the
CTircle.

Estimates for This Week
Clrole (Katz-Dolle) (2,600; 25-30-

40)—'Green Valley' (20th) and 'Marry
Bass' Daughter' (20th) (2d wk).
Okay $6,000. Last week, same bill,

good $9,800.

Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,100; 25-30-
40)—'Hellzapoppin' (U) and 'Sealed
Lips" (U). Solid $10,000, but under
expectations. Last week, 'Died Boots
On' (WB), fair in 8Vi days with
$8,500.

Loew's (Loew's)' (2,400; 25-30-40)—'BpS's Broadway' (M-G) and 'Mr.
and Mrs. North' (Col) (2d wk). Nice
$7,500. Last weekr same blU, terrlfle

$14,200.

Lyric (KaU-Dolle) (1.900; 25-30-'

40)—'Louisiana Purchase' (Par) and
'Flying Cadets' (Par) (3d wk).^Break-
even at $4,000. Last week, same bill,

okay $5,800.

Turcliase' Neat $9,900

Memphis; Holdovers Dip
Memphis, Jan. 13.

This is holdover week in Memphis
with all four major first-runs re-
taining top attractions beyond usual
seven-day period. 'Louisiana Pur-
chase' stuck around 10 days for one
of best weeks here.

Estimates tor This Week
Warner (WB) (2,000: 10-33-44)—

'Man Came to Dinner* (WB) (2d
wk). Nice $3,750 on h.o. after tall

$7,800 first week.
Maico (Lightman) (2,800; 10-33-44)

—'Louisiana Purchase' (Par). Bob
Hope musical garnered $9,900 in 10
days, swell. 'Belong to Me' (Col)
opened Saturday (10) and may hit
near $6,000.

State (Loew) (2,800; 10-33-44)—
'Babes Broadway* (M-G) (2d'wk).
This one led the town narrowly last

week with $8,000 in its New Year
week and is nudging $3,700 for the
second stanza, currently.

Palace (Loew) (2.200; 10-33-44)—
•Green Valley' (20th) (2d wk).
Labeled a critics' picture at start,

but doing okay $3,600. Last week,
socko $7,700.
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Tlaymates'-PhilSpitalny $18,000,

Philly; 'Eager' Same, 'Babes 15G EO.

Philadelphia, Jan. 13,

Biz continues on a cheery note in

Philly this week. Although most

deluxers are featuring holdover at

tractions ,the wickets are turning at

a rapid gait.

New product getting the best play

is 'Johnny Eager' with 'Suspicion'

running a close second. Only other

film making its bow is 'Playmates'

which la teamed with Phil Spitalny's

band. Surprising everybody is the

continued belly business reported

by 'Swamp Water' now winding up

Its sixth week at the Stanton. Book.

Ing has been shifted for 'Citizen

Kane' from Aldine to Boyd where it's

skedded to open after the current

attraction.

Estimates for This Week
Aldlne (WB) (1,303; 35-46-57-68)—

'Green Valley' (20th) (2d wk.).

Lush $12,000 for holdover sesh. In-

Itialer good for a terrific $18,500,

near record for this smaU-seater.

ArcadU (Sablosky) (600; 35-46-57)

—'Two-Paced Woman' (M-G) (2d

run) (2d wk;). Cleaned up version

of Garbo starrer Betting okay $3,200.

Last week, same film, fair $3,500.

Boyd (WB) (2,568; 35-46-57-68)—

•Suspicion' (RKO). Satisfactory

$15,500. Last week, 'Man Came
Dinner' (WB) wound up its second

canto with a sweet $15,000.

Earle (WB) (2,768; 35-46-57-68-75)

—'Playmates' (RKO) with Phil

Spitalny orch. Combo netting fair-

ish $18,000. I-ast week, 'Steel

Against Sky* (WB) plus Count
Basle and Hattle McDaniel, bangup
$26,000 for holiday week.
Fox (WB) (2,425 :

35-46-57-68)—

•Johimy Eager' (M-G). Setting neat

pace, $18,000, smashy fottthis week.
Last week, 'Bedtime Story' (Col),

disappointing $13,000.

Karlton (WB) (1,066; 35-46-57-68)

—•Keep 'Em Flying* (U) (2d run)
(2d wk.). Air-minded comics still

good for long flight with $4,500. Iiast

week, husky $8,000 for initial ride of

tecond run.
Kellh's (WB) (2,220; 35-46-57-68)

—'Shadow Tbhi Man' (M-G) (2d

run). Just shading par with $4,500,

Iiast week 'Remember . Dqy' (20th)

didn't fare quite so well with $4,000

for second. run,
Stanley (WB) (2,916; 35-46-57-68)

—'Babes Broadway'- (M-G) (2d wk.).
Plenty of power In this Hooney-Gar-
land niusfcal with nifty $15,000 for
second sesh. Ijast week, a dizzy
$20,000, abetted by terrif holiday biz.

Stanton (WB) (1,457; 45-46-57)—'*

•Swamp Watier" (20th) (6th wk.).
Proving the season's sleeper with
bangup $4,000 for sixth and final

sesh. I^st week^same meller, sock
'-$5,000.' - -Tarzan's--Secret--Treasure'-
Dows Saturday (17).

Om-JOHNSON TOPS

PORT., BANGUP $10,000

Portland, Ore., Jan. 13,

•Eellzapopptn,' only new show
this 'week. Is going over with a bang
at the Broadway, following its stage

appearance here recently. Theatre

employed 'Oscar* character to comb
town for Mrs. Jones with neat ex-

ploitation results. Screwy character
wanders streets with potted plant
and gives away Olsen-Johnson but-
tons. —

Ice storm hit city last week, sock-
ing theatre biz badly. Holdovers
dot theatre map, 'Louisiana Pur-
chase' doidg best on its second ses-
aion.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 35-40-

60)—'Hellzappppln* (U) and 'Sealed
Lips* (U). Banging away for great
returns, with strong $10,000 likely.
Aided by an elaborate exploitation
drive. Last week, 'Died Boots On*
<WB) (2d wk) with 'Melody Lane*
(U) (1st wk), rousing $8,000 and
moved to Mayfair.

. Hay fair (Parker - Evergreen)
k(l,500; 35-40-90)— 'Died Boots On*
(WB) and 'Melody Lane' (U).

^Moveover from Broadway for a
third stanza downtown. Nice $3,500
In four days. Last week, "Texas'
(Col) and 'Gay Falcon' (RKO),
$5,500, a high score for this h.o.
house.
Orphenm (Hamrlck - Evergreen)

(1,800; 35-40-50) — 'Green Valley'
(20th) (2d wk) with 'Secrets Wolf
(Col) added. Great $6,900. X^ast
week, single billed, cleaned up
glganUc $10,500.
Paramount (H-E) (3,000; 35-40-50)

•Louisiana Purchase' (Par) (2d wk)
with 'Small Town Deb' (20th) (1st
wk). Rugged $7,100, and best hold-
over In Portland. First week topped
the town with terrific $15,000.

ITnlted Artists (Parker) (1,000; 35-
40-50)—'Babes Broadway* (M-G) (2d
wk) and 'Road Agent' (U) (1st wk).
Slick $7,000, after building up a
massive $8,000 last week.

B'KLYN B. 0. SHIVERS

'Boots On' $15,000 on 3d Wk.—
Soldier' and 'IntL Lady' Fair 14G

Brooklyn, Jan. 13.

•They Died With Boots On' at Fox
and 'How Green Was My Valley' at
Albee, both holdovers, are doing
fairly well considering the weather.
'Boots' is solid even on its third

stanza.
Estimates for This Week

. Aibee (RKO) (3,274 ; 30-40-50-55)—'Green Valley* (20th) and 'Date

Falcon' (2d wk). Okay $12,500.

Last week, with prices slightly

upped, strong $25,000,

Fox (Fabian) 4,023; 30-40-50-55)—
'Died Boots On' (WB) and 'Sailor

Leave' (Rep) (3d wk). Still going
strong, attractive $15,000. Last week,
first-rate $22,000.

Met (Loew's) (3,618; 30-40-50-55)

—'Chocolate Soldier" (M-G) and
'Intl. Lady' (UA). Fair $14,000. Last
week, 'Smllin' Through' (M-G) and
'Feminine Touch' (M-G) (2d wk),
oke $12,000.
ParamoDnt (Fabian) (4,126; 30-40-

50-55)—'Men in Life' (Col) and 'In,

Army' (WB). Weak $12,000. Last
week, 'Birth Blues' (Par) and 'Boston
Blackie' (Col) (2d wk), good $18,000.

Strand (WB) (2,800; 30-40-50-55)—
Queen Murder Ring' (Col) and stage
show featuring* Harry James' orches-
tra, Billy Rayes, others, neat $11,000
in four days. Last week, •Top Sgt,
Mulligan* (Mono) plus Phil Regan
and Dick Rogers' orchestra on stage,

six days, mild $10,000.

Wey' Green $15,000

ProY. Acer;M Fire'

9iG, Dab^' 9G on H.O.S

Providence, Jan. 13.

Majestlc's 'How Green Was My
Valley' is bringing plenty of green

paper In this week to head the list
'Ball of Fire,' on its second week at
RKO Albee, Is stlU plenty hot, and
liOew's State, with 'Babes On Broad-
way,' Is an okay holdover. Five-inch
snowfall hurt

Estimates for This Week
Albee "(RKO) (2,200; 28-39-50)—

'Ball Fire' (RKO) and 'Date Falcon'
(RKO) (2d wk). StiU burning along
at nifty $9,500. Last week, same
combo, smash $18,000.

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 28-39-
50)—'Died With Boots' (WB) (2d
run). Still nice~$3,000. Last week,
'Remember Day' (20th) and 'Rise,
Shine' (20th) (2d run), zippy $4,000.

"Fay'a- <lmMc)-^-(i;40a;"2«'-39^0T=:
South Tahiti' (Rep) and vaude.
Carrying to neat $6,000. Last week,
'Sierra Sue' (Rep) ajid vaude, zowie
$7,500.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 28-39-50)—
'Green Valley' (20th) and 'Perfect
Snob' (20th). National plugging of
pic helping for sock $15,000. Last
week, 'Died With Boots' (WB), nifty
$14,000.

Metropolitan (Indie) (3,200; 22-55
65)—Earl Carroll Vanities on stage
with 'Mountain Moonlight* (Mono).
Swell $8,500 in four days.

State (Loew) (3,200; 28-39-50)—
'Babes Broadway* (M-G) and 'Mr.
and Mrs. North' (M-G) (2d wk).
Hefty $9,000 on holdover. Knocked
off sturdy $18,000 In first week.
Strand (Indie) (2,000; 28-39-50)—

"Bahama Passage' (Par) and "mxedo
Junction' (Rep) (2d wk). Slipped a
bit good $5,000. First week, sock
$12,000.

Frozen Wickets

Milwaukee, Jan. 13.

With a below zero cold wave
running into its second week, the

mercury one day hitting 23.2, the

lowest temperature recorded

here in 57 years, business in all

theatres dived last week and hit

the lowest marks ever known.

Gross in one house, and not a

small one either, was $4, accord-

ing to Harry Perlewitz, business

manager of the Independent

Theatre Protective Assn., of Wis-
consin and Upper Michigan.

'BOOTS ON* IIG,

CINCY WINNE

Cincinnati, Jan. 13.

Cinema biz tottering back to nor-
malcy after going to great heights
New Year's week. Major houses of-
fered the best assortment of b.o.

product here in Cincy for that week.
Six-day siege of sub-zero tempera-
ture hurt but vanished Saturday (10).

Estimates for Thla Week
Albee (RKQ) (3,300; 33-40-50)—

'Died With Boots On' (WB). Okay
$11,000. Last week, 'Babes Broad-
way' (M-G), sensational $18,000.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 33-40-50)—
'Man to Dinner' (M-G) (2d wk).
ExceUent $7,500 following big $12,000
In initial week.
Family (RKO) (1,000: 15-28)—

'Moon Over Shoulder' (20th) and
'Among Living' (Par), split with
'Road Agent' (U) and 'Let 'Em Have
It' (PRC). Favorable $1,800. Last
week, 'District Attorney Carter Case'
(Rep) and 'Sailors Leave' (Rep),
split with 'Steel Against Sky* (WB)
and 'Miracle Kid* (PRC), good $1,900.
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 33-40-50)—

'Helzapoppin' (U) (2d wk). Peppy
$5,000 on heels of first week's tall
$10,000.

Keith's (Llbson) (1,500; 33-40-50)—
Babes Broadway' (M-G). Moveover
from Albee for second week. All
right $4,500. Last week, 'Green Val-
ley' (20th) (2d run), hefty $6,000.
•Valley' got a wham $16,000 In first

week at Albee.
Lyrio (RKO) (1.400; 33-40-50)—

'Green Valley' (20th). Third week
downtown, fair $3,000. Last week,
•Swamp Water' (20th), also on third,
fair $4,000, on switchover after
whopper $15,000 for fortnight at
Shubert
PaUce (RKO) (2,600; 33-40-50)—

•Pulham' (M-G), Fairly good $9,000.
Last week, 'Look Laughing' (RKO),
very good $11,000.
Shnbert (RKO) (2,150; 33-44-60)—

'Glamour Bov' (Par) and Teddy
Powell's orch topping stage show.
Pleasing $11,000. Last week, "Down
.San .Diego'-..(M-G.).'jnd...Clyde.Mo-
Coy's band plus acts, fair $10,000.
For weejc ended New Years ' Day
the house's season record of $18,500
was set by 'Swing It Soldier' (U)
and Martha Raye personating. Scale
upped to 75-$l,10-$1.50 for two re-
serve-seat performances New Year's
Eve,

MONTREAL UPTURN

•Lanehlng' Bright $7,000—•Pnrcliase*
6G, 'Soldier* 6HG, Both H,0'8

Montreal, Jan. 13.

Three repeats currently Indicate
an upturn in grosses after the holi-
days, with 'Look Who's Laughing' at
Capitol In the top position, 'Louisiana
Purchase' and '(Chocolate Soldier* are
strong holdovers.

Estimates for This Week
Palace (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)—

Del Kz Okay Despite Auto-Makmg

Curb; 'VaHeymOi, 'Sundown' 15G

.wu . Detroit Jan. 13.
Although the town has been hard

hit by the current switch-over of the
huge automobile plants into arsenals,
grosses are holding up reasonably
well Biz is off in some sectors but
top bills are continuing to pull nifty
figures.

'How Green Was My Valley* Is
drawing the big green stuff at the
Fox coupled with 'GenUeman at
Heart* Michigan is off slightly with
'Sundown' and 'Lydla' but the
United Artists, on its second week of
'Babes on Broadway* and 'Night of
January 16' is healthy.

Estimates tor This Week
'Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 40-55-65)

—'Rise, Shine' (20th: and 'Confirm,
Deny' (20th).- Moveover from the
Fox, ordinary $5,000. Last week,
'Started with Eve' (U) and 'Cadet
Girl' (20th) (2d wk), nice $7,000.
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,00(); 40-55-

65) — 'Green VaUey' (20th) and

IGentteman at Heart* (20th). Huge

(20th) and 'Confirm, Deny' (20th).
helped by a $7,500 lift at $2.20 top
midnight show and eight days, came
through with big $24,000,

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000-
40-55-65) — 'Sundown' (UA) and
'Lydia' (UA). Fair $15,000. Last
week, 'Man to Dinner' (WB) and
'Tanks MiUion' (UA), In holiday
stretch of eight days and midnight
show helper, swell $21,000.

Palms-State (United Detroit)
(3,000; 40-55-65)—'Man to Dinner'
(WB) and "Tanks Million' (UA).
Moved over from Michigan, so-so
$6,500. Last week, 'Sgt York' (WB)
(4th wk), good $9,000.

United Artists (United Detroit)
(2,000: 40,55-65)-'Babes Broadway'
(M-G) and 'Night Jan. 16' (Par) (2d
wk). A solid $9,500 after huge
$15,000 in holiday stanza.

'Babes' Robust $33,000 onE 0. in Two

Boston Spots; 'Remember' N^. 13G

'Louisiana Purchase' (Par) (2d wk).
Pointing to good $6,000 after sturdy
$8,000 last week,

Capitol (CT) (2,700; 80-45-62)—
•Look Laughing' (WB) and 'Gay
Falcon' (RKO). Solid $7,000, and
best in town. Last week, 'Died Boots
On' (WB) and 'Cagey (Canary' (WB
short), good $7,500.

Loew's (CT) (2,800; 35-53-67)—
Chocolate Soldier' (M-G) (2d wk).
Neat $6,500 in sight after handsome
$9,500 last week.

Prlnoess (CT) (2.300; 30-40-53)—
'Blues In Night' (WB) and '9 Lives
Not Enougtf (WB). Trim $6,000
ahead. Last week, Tarzan's Treasure'
(M-G) and 'Swing It Soldier' (U),
nice $5,500.

Orphenm (Ind) (1,100: 30-40-60)—
'Corsican Brothers' (UA) (3d wk).
Nice $3,500 In sight after good $4,600
last week.

St. Denis (France-FUm) (2,500; 30-
40)—'Serenade' and 'Les Marls de
Ma Femme.' Robust $5,000. Last
week, 'L'Homma Qui C;herche la

Verite' and 'La Crlse est Finie,' fair

$3,600.

Cab Calloway Orchestra

And 'Kildare's Victory'

Paces $17,000, Buffalo

Buffalo, Jan. 13.

Ticket windows In the downtown
sector are contlnulnn to show grati-

fying activity this round. Despite the

longest beating of the season from
snow and sub-zero weather, current
coin numerals are In the upper
levels.

C^b Calloway paired with 'Dr.
Kildare's Victory' Is way out ahead
at the Buffalo with 'Dr. I.Q.' teeing
off Monday with the first of five
weekly shows. Doing nearly as well
as previous holiday week. Holdovers
of 'Babes on Broadway* and 'Corsi-
can Brothers* are strong contenders
at the Lakes' and- Hipp while
'Suspicion' at the Century is satis-
factory. Last week's big markers in-
clude overflow midnight New Year's
Eve shows.

Estimates (or This Week
Bnflalo (Shea) (3,600; 35-65)—

Kildare's Victory* (M-G) with Cab
Calloway on stage. Calloway gets
credit for most of corking $17,000 or
over. Last week, 'Died Boots On*
(WB), plenty impressive at $18,000.

Great Lakea (Shea) (3,000: 35-55)
—'Babes Broadway' (M-G) (2d wk).
Mighty sweet holdover takings at
$10,000. Last week, socko $19,000,

..,H!pp (Shea). (2.ipO;.?p-45)-JCotst
canTBrothers' (UA) and 'Hay Foot*
(2d run). Gathering stout coin,
about $8,500, Last week, 'Louisiana
Purchase' (Par) (2d run), terrif re-
peat session at $9,200.

Lafayette (Hayman) (3,300; 30-44)
—'Men in Life' (Col) and 'Sweet-
heart Campus' (Col). Whittled by
weather, $6,500. Last week, 'Ap-
pointment Love* (U) and 'Swing
Soldier* (U), fancy $9,300.
Centnry (Ind) (8,000; 80-44)—

Suspicion* ^(RKO), Getting snug
play, hifty $9,000. L«st week, Tlay-
mates' (RKO), neat $8,000.

'Boots On' Neat $3,600

In Holdover Liniwln

w . 1,.,
Llo.coln. Jan. 13.

News of this week concerns the
holdovers, 'Boots' and 'Babes on
Broadway* are standout

Estimates for Thla Week
Colonial (Monroe-Noble-Federer)

750: 10-15-20)-'Klng Dodge City*
(Col) and 'Army GlFl* (Rep), spBt
with 'Underpound Rustlers' (Mono)

<WB). Light
ViSfi- f^',X,*!«>' ^uble Trouble'
(Mono) and 'Riders Badlands' (Col).
spUt with 'Pirates Horseback' (Par:^

$800
medium

in^^±^? 'li ?• Cooper-Par) (1,503;10-30-44)—'Babes Broadway' (M-G)

'^o6'^m^°-'° ^ *^*
Nebraska (C-P) (1,236; 10-20-25)—

badlands Dakota* (U) and 'Sing
Chorus* (U). About average tl.m.
Last week, 'Flying Cadets* (U) and
.a^^'^JS Llvliw' (Par) split with
Mob, Town' (U) and 'Men Timber-
lands' (U), mild $1,300.

^.f^. <Noble-Federer) (986; 10-20-25)—'Sign Woir (Mono) and 'Naval
Academy' (Col) split with 'Unex-
Pected Uncle' (RKO) and 'Gay Fal-

Spv?l.<^,9^', .°Vy fJ-^OO- Last week,
'Three Girls' (Col) and Tuxedo
Junction' (Rep), six days, $1,000.

Stnart iC-P\ (1,884: 10-30-44)—

S!,?^J?"
Scandal' (M-(i). Average

$3,205. Last week, 'Birth Blues'
(Par), house opener, lacked some-
thing, only $3,100.

.^^^"J'J^y <N-F) (1,100; 10-30-44)—
Died Boots On' (WB). Okay $3,600
n 10 days, 'Major Barbara' (UA)
ViJ"^ beginning Sunday
(11), with going tough so far.

Boston, Jan, 13.

'Babes on Broadway,' holding over
' at Loew's Orpheum and State, is still

socko, after bangup biz last week
'Ball of Fire* is another winner, do.^
ing nifty at the Keith Memorial in
Its second week. Orrln Tucker and
Bonnie Baker on the stage at the
RKO-Boston Is okay.

. Estimates for This Week
Boston (HK6) (3^00; 30-35-44-55-

65)—'Wolf Man' (U) and stage show
topped by Orrin Tucker band. Head-
ing for pay dirt around $19,000. Last
week, 'Spitfire at Sea' (RKO) and
stage show co-starring Carmen
Amaya and SImone Simon, $16,000,
fair.

Fenway (M&P) (1,373; 30-40-44-55)
—'Died Boots On' (WB) and 'Body
Disappears' (WB). Moveover from
Met aiming at so-so $5,500. Last
week, 'Bahama Passage' (Par) and
^Night Jan. 16' (Par), from Met,

Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 30-
^'re' (RKO) and

'Obliging Young Lady' (RKO) (2d
wk). Flirting with staunch $18,000
for eight days. Last week, same duo.
smash $28,000 for seven days, biggest
week In a long time here.
Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367; 30-40-

44-55)—'Remember Day' (20th) and
Perfect Snob' (20th). Seedy $13,000.
Last week, "Died Boots On' (WB)
and 'Body Disappears* (WB), $20,000.
Orpheom (Loew) (2,9Q0; 30^0-44-

55)—'Babes Broadway* (M-G) and
•Miss Polly* (UA) (2d wk). Smash-
ing towards $19,000. First week, In-
cluding midnight show, hit new rec-
ord at these prices, $29,400.
Paramonnt (M&P) (1,800; 30-40-

44-55)—'Died Boots On* (WB) and
'Body Disappears* (WB). Moved
over from Met, okay $10,000. Last
week, 'Bahama Passage' (Par) and
'Night Jan. 16' (Par), $9,500.

Slate (Loew) (3,600; 30-40-44-55)—
•Babes Broadway' (M-G) and 'Miss
Polly' (UA) (2d wk). Shaping up t*
$14,000, big. first week, $24,200, big-
gest tally In years at this scale.
Translax (Translux) (900; 17-28-

44)—'DevU Pays Off' (Mono) and
•Wings Honolulu* (U). Medium $3,,
000. Last week, "Keep 'Em Flying'
(U) and 'Road Agent' (U) (3d wk),
solid $5,000,

lady for Night' $7,000

In Seattle; Tnrchase'

J7,200,W 7G, H.0.'8

Seattle, Jan. 13.
Snow came to add to woes of

sho'/men ^Is week, witlu biisjn«s9_
TJ'adly dehleTVedriesaay and ThursT
day nights. Folks here aren't used
to It Anyway, this week it's mostly
holdovers.
However, the Liberty has a new

picture, 'Corsican Brothers,' teamed
with 'Miss Polly.' Palomar has 'Lady
for a Night' for a preem and is cash-
ing on the publicity.

Estimates for Thla Week
Bine Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(850; 30-40-58)—Two-Faced Woman*
(M-G) and 'Perfect Snob' (20th) (4th
wk). Excellent $3,100. Last week,
same pair, socko $3,800.
Collseam (H-E) (1,900; 23-40)—

Xlttle Foxes' (RKO) and 'Never
Rich* (Col) (2d run). Good $3,000.
Last week, 'Birth Blues* (Par) and
UnflnUhed Business* (2d wk), oke
$3,800.

Fifth Avenue (H-E). (2,349: 30-40-
58)—'Babes Broadway* (M-G) (2(J
wk). Big $7,000. Last week, same
pix, swell $13,500.
liberty (J-vH) (1,650; 30-40-58)—

'Corsican Brothers' (UA) and 'Miss
Polly* (UA). Trim $6,500. Last
week, "Belong . to Me' (Col) and
'Blonde Singapore*. (Col) (2d wk),
good $4,eOO.
Mnale Box (H-E) (850; 30-40-58)—

•Green Valley* (20th) Od wk). Nice
$4,000 In elBht days. Last week,
wonderful $5,000.
/Orphenm (H-E) (2,600; 30-40-58)—'HellzapopDin' (U) and 'Sealed
Lips' (U) (2d wk). Hot $7,000 In
nine days. Last week, went to tt

great $11,000.
Palonur (Sterllne) (1,350; 23-35r

50-58)—-Lady for Night' (Rep) and
vaude. Coast premiere for pix.
Smashy $7,000, largely on the preem
buildup. Last week, 'Borrowed Hero*
(Mono) and Maior Bowes' unit on
staee, slow $6,000.
Paramonnt (H-E) (3.039: 30-40-58)

—•'Louisiana Purchase' (Par) (2d
wk). Excellent $7,200 for eight days
of second session, Xiast week, same
opus rolled 'cm in for marvelous
$15,000. tonnlns all predictions.
RooseveU (Sterling) (BOO; 80-40-58)

—•Keen 'Km Flying* (U) (4th wk).
Trim SS.ino. Last week, terrific pace
for $4,200.

_ Winter GarAen (Sterling) (800;
20-30)—•Nnvy Blues* (WB) and 'Our
Wife* (Col) (2rt run). Big $3,000 on
tap. Last wpok. 'Ladv Be Good' (M-
G) and 'T^nvn San Diego* (WB) (2d
Wk), big $2,800.
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jitters Return to Frisco; 'Scandal'

14&Mr]re20G,W12a2d
San Franclaco, Jan. 18.

All holdoi»rs on fhe street with

the exception of 'Design for Scandal'

at Paramount. Night business is

»till about 18% below normal. Ex-

hibs also teel that the income tax

and threatened added taxes are

keeping some customers away while

others are alarmed over a supposed

exodus ot population due to fear of

enemy bombing. No figures to back

UP either theory, however. Weather

has been extremely cold which has

h»rt. ...
Picture as a whole is spotty, some

houses doing virtually normal while

Others are struggling to survive.

Daily papers have been carrying

stories urging people to live normal
lives, and go to theatres as usual.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (F-WC) (3,000; 38-40-50)—

'Babes Broadway' (M-G) (2d wk).
Single bill stUl a jMwerful magnet
and good for $12,000 despite condi-

tions. Last (1st) week, rich harvest

at $27,000.

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,S60; 44-88-

65)—'Ball Fire' (RKO) and vaude
(2d wk). Smash ^,000 on holdover.

First week, an amazing $27,000, aided
' by the advanced tap on this engage-
ment. Normal prices here are 39-44-

05.

Orpheom (Blumenteld) (2,440; 38-

.

40-50)—'Belong to Me' (Col) and
'Secrets Lone Wolf. (Col) (2d wk).
Carryover only fair, but okay $8,000.

Last (1st) week, nice $11,700.

Paramonnt (F-WC) (2,470; 36-40-
(0)—'Design Scandal' (M-G) and
'Kildare's victory' (H-G). Benefltlng

by fact It's the only n«w entry on
the street, plus extra newspaper
space. Trim $14,000 probable. Last
(2d) week, 'Louisiana Purchase'
(Par), fell oft a little but still mighty
fine at $13,000.

St. Franols (F-WC) (j|478; 35-40-
50)—'Louisiana Purchase' (Par)
(moveover). Third week on the
street, average $5,000. Last (move-
over) week, T*ew York Town' (Par)
and 'Glamour Boy' (Par), fair $4,000.

United Artists (UA-Blumenfeld
(1,100; 35-40-50)—'Ck>rslcan Brothers'
(UA) and 'Fiesta' (UA) (Sd' wk).
Still busy at nice $7,00Q. Last (2d)
week, very good $9,100,

Warfleld (F-WC) (2,850; 38-40-80)
—'Green Valley' (20th) (2d wk).
Pulling class trade, near $13,000,
nifty. First week, this slngle-biUer
got a big $20,000.

20-BelowinMpls.Bat

'Starr'-Inkspots Phis

.4-Hawkmj5_Big. 117,000

Minneapolis, Jen. IS.

Indications point to a break In the
long stretch of 20-below-zero and
worse temperatures which have
raised havoc with most bIz here. This
apparently Is all that's needed to
catapult 'Yank In the R.A.F." at the
State and the Orpheum'a "Belle Starr'
and the big stage' show headed by
Ersklne Hawkins* orchestra and the
Fcwr Ink Spots into Important
money.
JCven the extreme cold, which was

conducive to anything but theatre-
plOA CSUld.Olt i^l^ down. liOUlslana
Purchas? and 'Babes fln Brbaaway?

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900: 17-28)—

'Never Give Sucker Break' (U) and
•Sealed Lips' (U). In for five days,
nke $1,500. Last week. 'Midnight
Hawaii' (U) and 'Smiling Ghost'
(WB), fair $1,200 in five days.
Centory (P-S) (1,600: 28-?9-44)—

'Babes Broadway' (M-G) (move^
over). Still rolling after a tremen-
dou.<! first week at the State, sock
$5,500. Last week, tioulslana Pur^
chase' (M-G) (moveover), great $4,
500 after smash $13,500 first week at
the State.

Gopher' (P-S) (698; 28)—'Intl.

Lady' (UA). Nice $3,500. Last week,
Navy Blues' (WB), good $3,200 In
spite of weather.
Ornhenra (P-S) (2,8001 39-44-55)

—'Belle Starr' (20th)- and Ersklne
Hawkins orchestra, nlus Four Ink
Spots on stage. Weather .<;lowed
start but headed for fine $17,000. Last
week. 'Hellzaooppln' (U). disappoint-
ing $7,000, 20-below-zero weather
hurting.

State (P-S) (2.3b0; 28-39-44)—
T'^ank R.A.F.' (20m). Stretching
toward ?lant $13,000. Last week,
Babe.'! Broadway' (M-G), Immense
$12,000. remarkable considering frigid
weather.
Uptown (Par) (1.100: 28-39)—

Shadow Thin Man' (M-G). First
nelehborhnod showlnff. 0ood $2,800.
Last week. 'SkylBrfc* (Par), first
nelehborhood showing, fair $2,300.
World (Par-Steffes) (350: 28-39-

14-S5)—'Louisiana Purchase' (Par).
Moved here after w-v pnch at State
and Century wher» " -Hrked on all
cylinrter.s. Trim Last week.
All Monev Buy' (wo^ (2H wk).
fair $1,500 after good $2,500 first
week.

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gresi
Last Week $l,745,lt0

• (Based on 24 (rifles, 171 thea-
tres, chie/Iy firtt runt, Including
N. Y.)

Total Grose Same Week
Last Year $l,688,6g*

(Based on 28 cities, 169 theatres)

'Green V^yey' $12,000

Despite Omaha CoU;

Tarzan' Sofid $10,000

Omaha, Jan. 13.

Terrific cold snap following storms
didn't put the expected crimp In
grosses this week and 'How C^een
Was My Valley' eoupled with 'All-
American Co-Ed' at the Orpheum Is

getting a nifty total. Tarzan's
Treasure' and 'Fiesta' at the Omaha
will run close while aven the second
week of 'Ball of Fire' and 'A Date
with tl^e Falcon' at the Brandels wUI
holQ up~well. Paramount with 'Babes
on Broadway' on second session Is

sturdy.

Estimates for This Week
Omaha (Trlstates)

'

(2,000; 10-30-
44)—Tarzan's Treasura' (M-O) and
'Fiesta' (UA). Much improved
$10,000 or thereabouts. Last week,
'Babes Broadway' (M-O), $9,500,
very good considering weather.

Orphenm (Trlstates) (3,000; 10-30-
44) — 'Green Valley' (20th) and
'American Co-ed' (UA). Strong
$12,000, and best in town. Last week,
Lou Breese band and show on stage
and 'Confirm, Deny' (20th) (18-40-

58), fairly good $11,000 considering.

Paramount (Trlstates) (3,000; 10-
30-44)—'Babes Broadwa/ (M-G) (2d
wk). Good $8,000. Last week,
'Louisiana Purchase* (Par) (2d wk)
and 'Marry Boss' Daughter' (20th)
(1st wk), fair $8,500.

Brandels (Mort Shiger) (1,500; 10-
26-36-40)—'Ball rire*^ (RKO) and
'Date with Falcon' (RKO) (2d wk),
nice $4,000. First week, $4,800.

SUle ((Goldberg) (600; 25-35)—
'Honky Tonk' (M-G) and 'Down San
Diego*^ (M-G) split with 'New York
Town' (Par), 'rfew Wine' (UA) and
'Ladies Retirement' (Col). Fair
$1,000, aided by amateurs. Last week,
'Sundown' (UA) and 'Men In Life
(Col) split with Texas' (Col) and

'Sweetheart Campus' (C^ol), mild
$900.
Town (Goldberg) (1,500; 10-20-25)

—•Road Agent' (U), 'Mystery Ship'
(Col) and 'MIssIm 10 Days*^ (Col),
triple spUt with 'Aulera Sea' (Par).
'Flight Angel' (WB) and 'BUI Fargo'
(U), 'Hit Road' (U) and 'Harmon
Michigan' (Col). Average $1,000.
Last week, 'Dude Cowboys' (RKO),
'Buy Town' (Par), 'Private Nurse'
(20th) triple split with 'Blackout'
(UA), 'Beyond Range' (Col) and
'Pittsburgh Kid' (Rep), . 'Parson
Panamint' (Par) and '(5oi

(WB), so-so $800.
3omes Navy'

'PURCHASE' $13,500 IN

DENVER H.O.;'STORY'10G

Denver, Jan. 13.
With temperatifres running into

the fifties after sub-zero readings
last week, folks are not staying in so
much, and first-runs are benefiting.
'Louisiana Purchase' is riding strong
in its second week at the Denham
and is holding for a third session.
'How Green Was My Valley' is doing
nicely in two theatres, Broadway
and Rialto, after two previous weeks
downtown, something unusual here.

Estimates tor. This Week
AUddIn (Fox) (1,400; 25-40)—

'Maltese Falcon' (WB), after a week
at the Denver. Nice $4,000. Last
week, 'Green Valley' (20th), good
$5,000 after a week at the Denver.
Broadway (Fox) (1,040; 25-35-40)

—'Green Valley' (20th), after a
week at each the Denver and Alad-
din, now day and date with the
Rialto. Good $2,800. Last week,
'Dumbo' (RKO) and 'Weekend
Three' (RKO), after nine days at
Orpheum, trim $3,000.

Denham (Cockrill (1,750; 25-35-50)—'Louisiana Purchase' (Par), (2d
wk). Big $13,500, and holding for a
third stanza. La.st week, same pic-
ture, smash $14,500.

Denver (Fox) (2.525; 25-35-40)—
'Bedtime Story' (Col) and 'Blue,
White, Perfect' (20th). SoUd $10,000.
Last week, 'Maltese Falcon' (WB)
and 'Sing for Supper' (Col), good
$10,000.

Orphenm (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)
—CBabes -Broadway' (M-G) and
'Spitfire at Sea' (RKO) (2d wk).
Nice $7,500. Last week, 'Babes Broad-
way' (M-G) and 'Spitfire at Sea'
(RKO), big $15,000,
' Paramount (Fox) (2,000: 25-40T—
•Cadet Girl' (20th) and ,'Riders
Timberllne' (Par). Fine at $6,500.
Last week, 'Lydia' (UA) and 'Tuxedo
Junction' (Rep), good $6,500^
RUIto (Fox) (87§; 25-40)—'Green

Valley' (20lh), after a week at each
the Denver and Aladdin, and now
day-date with Rialto, and 'Fiesta'

(UA), after a week at the Denver.
Nifty $2,500. Last week, 'Appoint-
ment Love' (U), after a week at
each Denver and Aladdin, and
'Burma Convoy' (U), good $2,200.

L A. Rolling Along; 'Green Valley

Sweet $32m 'Ball Fire' $28,200

In H.O. 'Boots On' $21^00 on 2(1 Wk.

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross

This Week $341,00*
' (Based on 13 theatres;

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year

,
$3S»,5««

CBosed on 13 theatres;

'Boots On' $14,000 Tops

For Sab-Zero SL Louis;

'Dawn' lOG, 'Babes' mC
St. Louis, Jan. 13.

The coldest weather in two years,
with the mercury bouncing above
and below zero has dented the box-
office here. Loew's with 'Babes On
Broadway' probably will be the
heaviest sufferer after a terrific

$23,000 the first week, best in some
time here. Fox, in midtown, should
lead current session with 'Died With
Boots On.'

Estimates tor This Week ~

. Leew's (Loew) (3,172; 30-40-44)—
'Babes Broadway' (M-G) and shorts
(2d wk). Another $12,500 in the
offing after the swell $23,000 garnered
last week.

Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 30-40-
50)—'Hold Back Dawn' (Par) and
'Obliging Lady' (RKO). Nice take
at $10,000. Last week, 'Remember
Day' (20th) and 'Don't Get Personal'
(U), $11,000, neat.

Fox (F&M) (5,000; 30-40-50)—
'Died With Boots On' (WB) and
'Steel Against Sky' (WB). Should
lead town with $14,000. Last week,
'Birth Blue.?' (Par) and 'Aldrich
President' (Par), slipped a bit from
fast start, $12,300, fair.

Missouri (F&M) (3,570; 30-40-50)—
'Birth Blues' (Par) and 'Remember
Day' (20th). $6,000 on two move
overs, good. Last week, 'Green Val-
ley' (20th) and 'Nothing But Truth'
(Par), neat $7,500.

St. Loals (F&M) (4,000; 30-40)—
'Wolf Man' (U) and 'Night Jan. 16'

(Par). Okay $3,500 for these chillers.

Last week, 'Wake Screaming' (20th)
and 'Suspicion' (RKO), $3,600, good.

NATIONAL BOXOFFICE SURVEY
Cold Wave Dents Grosses Generally

—
'Valley,' 'Purchase,'

'Boots,' 'Babes,' 'Ball Fire,' 'Hellzapoppin' the Hottest .

Cold wave, with either snow, sleet or sub-zero

temperatures keeping hundreds at home, blasted box-

office taking) generally in current week. Only the

hardiest scr^a far* jlid ftnywhere near to normal ex-

pectancy. Letup in weather In some spols, however,

brought out patrons quickly, attendance going up as

mercury climbed, indicating that in most places the-

atre-goers have recovered from war and blackout

Jitters. *
Even in Minneapolis, perhaps the coldest key spot

In the nation, a recovery from 20-below reaflings sent

grosses upward. Detroit is beginning to feel the ef-

fects of curtailment of auto production with resultant

switchover to armament manufacture. But even In.

the face of this, 'How Green Was My Valley' (20th)

is getting a huge $30,000 there, away ahead of all

competitors. Other houses in the auto town are

slowed down with sagging holdovers.

HoldorerB, Wide Distribution

'Green Valley' is getting widespread -distribution

currently, with many holdovers on tap. It's credited

with a sweet $32,500 in two Los Angeles theatres, best

two-house combo there. Film also is the leader Jn

Providence, with .a green $15,000; tops in Omaha
despite weather; going strong on third stanza in Balti-

more; doing lush biz in Philadelphia on its second

week and a nifty $13,000 on its Frisco holdover.

Credited, also, with fine business on its second stanza

In Jersey City, same for Brooklyn, great on its second

Portland week and doing satl.<;factorlly day-and-dalc

In two Denver houses on moveover. Pittsburgh tak-

ings are sturdy In the second session, the top holdover

figure for house It is playing.

'Variety' correspondents in key cities reveal 'Louis-

iana Purchase* (Par), 'They Died With Their Boots

On' (WB), 'Babes on Broadway' (M-G, 'Ball of Fire'

(RKO), 'Hellzapoppin' (U), and 'Corsican Brothers'

(UA) also as great coin-getters.

'Purchase,' now In its second and third weeks, still

continues sturdy in around 9 principal spots. It's okay

on a third week In K.C.; strong on the third sesh In

Los Angeles; etlU a sensational money-maker at N. Y.

Paramount with $60,000 on its second week; leader

with $13,500 on second Denver stanza; profitable In

Indianapolis; best holdover in Portland; nearly $10,000

In Memphis on 10 days; fine second week In Newark
and good on its second Montreal session.

'Boots' is rated the St. Louis leader; great $16,000

in two If8 Angeles theatres pn ^cond week; okay In

cWcinnatl; stfll drawing big in Brooklyn wltli $15,000

for third stanza; steady on its second Baltimore week
and the best in Chicago at $42,000 currently,

'Babes' also Is largely a holdover, being smash to

gdod in numerous key spots. Picture U a smash
$34,000 on its second Boston session in two houses; is

solid on second week in Detroit; hefty for its second
Providence stanza; big on holdover in Seattle; good
on second Omaha week while second weeks in Phila-
delphia, Portland, Baltimore, Chicago, Denver and
Buffalo measure up beyond expectations.

'Ball of Fire' continues hot at the wickets although
now playing holdover dates entirely in pricipal cities.

Mighty big is the K, C. report; smash $21,000 in its

second Frisco week, aided by vaudeville; big $23,000

In two Los Angeles theatres on h.o.; staunch In Boston,

torrid in Providence and snappy in. Chicago.

Hefty Business in Spots

Olsen-Johnson's 'Hellzapoppin' also shows up In

more, key points, doing slick business in Cincinnati oii

its second session, hangup in Seattle for nine days of

second week, solid In Indianapolis and a strong $10,000
In Portland, where unfavorable weather hurt.

'Coriscan' takings are varying from nice to best film

attraction in Frisco, in its third stanza there; Seattle,

Buffalo (on second run) and Pittsburgh, where $16,000

makes it the leading solo film. 'Pulham' (M-G) runs
from mild to town topper in Los Angeles, Cincy, Jersey
City, Newark, Louisville and K. C. Film Is the IjOuIs-

ville leader with $10,000 and Is stronger in Kansas City
where it's the ace picture grosser at $12,000.

The Man Who Came to Dinner' (WB) and 'Johnny
Eager' (M-G) Indicate from scattered returns that they
are potential ace attractions. Latter shows only in

Philadelphia where a smashy $18,000 makes it the

leading single film grosser. 'Dinner' Is excellent on
second weeks in Cincinnati, Jersey City and Newark.
It is still a cleanup at $48D00 on holdover at New
York's Slrand. 'Paris CalUng' (U). 'Bedtime Story"

(Col) and 'Lady for a Night' (Rep), also appeared in

a tew spots but gave little inkling ot their b.o. worth.

Los Angeles. Jan. 13.
Local first' runs continue to roll in

a big way following the impetus
provided by holiday sessions. 'How
Green Was My Valley' at State and
Chinese joins the coin-grabbing pa-
rade, which includes Uiree holdovers
in other key houses. Backed by an
exceptional advance campaign., 'Val-
ley' will lead .town with a snappy
$32,500 at the two houses.

'Ball of Fire,' after sma.shing rec-
ords in the holiday week at Pantages
and Hillstrect with $41,000. keeps
moving in the second stanza with a
big $26,200.

'Died With Their Boots On' at the
Downtown and Hollywood is run-
ning far ahead of 'Santa Fe Trail,'
on similar booking a year ago with a
smar.t $21,500 in second session, after
a great $33,500 on the first week at
the two spots. 'Louisiana Purchase'
at the Paramount is still a strong
buy at $14,500 for the third week.
Picture took a terrific $10,500 on the
second session. With military au-
thorities warning public to keep
away from beach areas and good
theatre weather, local biz Ls on tha
upbeat. Blackout scares and war
jitters are forgotten. Warm weathej-
over the weekend helped.

EstlmaUs for This Week
Carthay Circle (F-WC) (1.516; 33-

44-55-75)—'Dumbo' (RKO) (4th wk).
Showing profit at $5,500. Last (3d)
week, good $5,800 at pop scale.

Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,034: 33-
44-55-75) — 'Green Valley' (20th).
Smart advance campaign, rolling up
an excellent $14,500. Last week,.
'Chocolate Soldier' (M-G) and 'Hay
Foot' (UA). Competition too strong,
disappointing $10,000 for New Year'i
session.

Downtown (WB) (1,800; 33-44-55)
—'Died With Boots' (WB) (2d wk).
Slick wicket action at $11,500 for
second sesh. Last week, hefty $17.-
500.

Four Star (UA-F-WC) (900: 33-44-
55)—'Pulham' (M-G) (3d wk). In
Stride at $4,000. Last week, good
$5,700.

Hawaii (G&S) (1.100; 33-44-55-75)
—'Kane' (RKO) (13th wk). Longest
run for 'Kane' in country, holding
post-holiday pace at close to $4,500.
Last week, $5,200, highly profitable..

Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 33-44-55)
—'Died With Boots' (WB) (2d wk).
Fine $10,000, after whopping $16,000
first stanza.

Orpheum (B'way) (2,200; 33-44-55)
-—'District-Attorney! ('Rep>-and'Sally-
Rand revue. ' Sally's fans still coin^
catching locally, good $14,500. Last
week, 'World Premiere' (Par) and
Jan Garber band on stage, fair
$11,000.

Panteges (Pan) (2,812; 33-44-55)—
'Ball Tks' (RKO) (2d wk) and
.'Swing Soldier' (U). Attractive
$14,200 after record $19,000 on tha
first week with 'Obliging Lady' as
second feature.

FaramoDot (Par) (3,595; 33-44-53)
—'La. Purchase' (Par) (3d wk).
Happy $14,500 end holds for fourth
session. Second week, terrific $19,500
after $30,000 on first session, record
for policy here.

HlUstreet (RKO) (2,872; 33-44-SS»
—'Ball Fire' (RKO) (2d wk) and
'Swing Soldier' (U). 'Fire' still

flowing at big $14,000. First week,
lot $22,00() and easily led town, with

'Obliging Lady' (RKO) as supporting
feature.

State (Loew-F-WC) (2.204; 33-44-
55-75)—'Green Valley' (20th). Big
opening gained strength for sock
$18,000. Last week, 'Chocolate Sol-
dier' (M-G) and 'Hayfoot' (UA),
mild $12,000.

United ArtlsU (UA-F-WC) (2,100;
33-44-55)—'Chocolate Soldier' (M-G)
and 'Hay Foot* (UA). Moveover a
bust at $2,000. Last week, final six
days of 'Dumbo' (3d wk), okay
$4,200.

Wllsbire (F-WC) (2,296; 33-44-55)
—'Chocolate Soldier' (M-G) and
'Hay Foot' (UA). Lucky to reach
soft $3,500. Last week, 'Remember
Day' (20th) and 'Blue, White, Per-
feet' (20th), profitable $6,000.

Navy Calls Frank Wead

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

For years a script-writer on fiying

pictures, Lleut.-Commander Frantt

W. Wead goes back into active serv-

ice Jan. 15 as special assistant to

Capt. Ralph Davison, director of

Plans Division, In charge of organi-

zation and operation of Navy avia-

tion.

Currently Hcut. - Commander
Wead Is working on the script of
'Bftmbnrdier' at RKO.
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H'WOOD'S WAR TITLE YEN
WBKicksUpPtablicityHornetsNest

By Slighting Johnstown (Pa.) Pride

Wants His Pix Panind

Unique In publicity technique Is the means employed by Arthur

L. Mayer, operator of the Rialto, New York, in grabbing space in the

papers in spite ot.the fact he advertises so little. An avid letter-

wi'iter, Mayer knocked one oS to the N.Y. Times, complaining that

this paper was "unfair* to bis hard-bitten 'temple of horror* films and
other lower-bracket product by confining its list of 10 woi;st pictures

of 1940 to those In the mlUlon-doUar production class.

Times published his letter in full, including titles of certain 'dogs'

which the Rialto had played during the past year. Among other

things, Mayer wrote: 'At an early date I trust T^e Times will try to

right the Injustice it has done and devote some space to the super-

latively bad pictures produced even with low budgets in 1941.'

Coplan Heads New UA Canadian

Division; Theatre-Exchange News

David Coplan, formerly In charge
of Columbia sales in Canada, has
been placed in charge of a newly-
created third division in United Art-

ists, to embrace all of the company's
exchanges above the boraer. For-

merly UA had only two divisions,

one east and the other west, with
Canada Included In the latter.

In a general realignment of UA
tales. Cart Leserman, general sales

manager, has shifted New Orleans,

Dallas, Atlanta and Charlotte to the
western division. Also, Jack Gold-
har's district has been shifted to In-

clude the Detroit, Cleveland, Cin-
cinnati, Indianapolis and Pittsburgh
offices.

During the past week Leserman
was in Cleveland for a meeting with
Goldhar and exchange managers In

his district, and also In Chicago for

a session with Charles Stearn, dis-

trict manager, and branch heads in

that zone.

Engel To Boston

Phil Engel, who has been attached
to the Warner New York exchange
on exploitation embracing New Eng-
land, Albany and Buffalo territories,

will make his headquarters in Boston
In order to be In closer contact with
Norman J. Ayers, district manager,
who has all these branches under
him.
Under the new district manager

setup, Ed Schnltzer has the Metro-
politan New York area..

Lelberman to V Sales

Pittsburgh,^ Jan. 13.

Ernest (Bunny) Lelberman, with
WB managerial staS here for past
five years, has resigned at the Squir.
rel Hill theatre to become a Univer'
sal film salesman. He's now In U's
Philadelphia office learning sales
from ground up. Lelberman is a
brother-in-law of Harry Kalmine,
recently appointed general manager
of Warners theatre circuit
The renovated Brvoli has reopened

In nearby Cresson practically brand
new. Two months ago fire broke out
In projection booth end Ray Allison,
owner of house, decided to renovate
tlie property. Spot was dark for
nine weeks during modernization.

R. D. Ekas has been named man
ager of the Mars, Pa., high school
theatre. He succeeds E. L. Knaell,
who died recently.
New film row employees Include

Beatrice Neavitt at WB-FN and
Pearl MIchalson at 20th-FoT. who
succeeds Alice Jahns, resigned.
Martin Wolfish has been added to

RKO booking department, replacing
Melvin Mann, who left to join the
U. S. marines. Wolfish was formerly
with RKO in Sioux Falls, la.
Joe Fleshin, West Virginia sales

representative for Producers Releas-
Ins Corn., has resigned.
Bob Fllson has been appointed

Booker for the Blatt Brothers cir-
cuit. He was formerly with chain at
Austin ahd New Bethlehem.
When Alvin theatre, ace down-

town house in Harris chahi. reopens,
probably around first of March, It
Will be known as the J. P. Harris,
arier founder of chain and the father
of circuit's current head man, John
H. Hams. Except for last few years,
there has been a Harris theatre In
the Golden Triangle almost since

of century, disappearing when
nrst Harris was taken over by
ueorge Jaffe. burlesque Impresario,
couple of years ago and rechristened
the Casmo.
Alvin has been shut down since

November, 1940, when rpof caved in
during a performance, more than 100
patrons inside at the time miracu-
t°"s'y

,
«caping Inluiy. Although

scheduled to reopen last . fall, it's

1 m, continuously held up by in-
ability to get materials due to Gov-
ernment priorities. House is being

(Continued on page 16)

RUBE GOLDBERG DEAL

ON 'HELLZ' GOES COLD

Deal for a series of Rube Gold-

berg cartoons for use In publicity,

exploitation and advertising of

'Hellzapoppin' went cold last week
following huddles between the car-

toonist, Jules Levey, producer, and

Universal execs.

One Goldberg drawing has been
bought, however, to be used in a
contest covering 33 high schools In

conjunction with the run at the
Rivoli, New York. Over 50,000

circulars are bing distributed to
students in a 'How Gags Are Made'
drawing contest

Metro's Exploitation

Squadron Opens

Fire in Mempbis

Memphis, Jan. 13.

Second of a series of exhibitors'

-forums.-devoted entlrely-to-'devisirig'

ways and means of building busi-

ness at the boxofFice, opened here

today (Tuesday) with some 200

theatre operators in attendance.

Conclave was arranged by H. M.
Richey, assistant to William F.

Rodgers, Metro distribution man-
ager, and follows the pattern suc-

cessfully launched a month ago at

the initial conference held in Co-

lumbus, O. From here the Metro

group of sales executives and their

speaker guests will move to St
Louis, where a similar meeting will

be held Thursday (15).

Discussion was led by Joseph X.
Gooris, western manager of the bu-
reau of advertising of the American
Newspaper Publishers Association.
His topic was 'Some Broad ,Prin-
ciples of Newspaper Advertising,'
which was highlighted with charts

thrown on a large film screen In the
ballroom of the Gayosa hotel. Mrs.
Besa Short, who is in charge of book-
ing short-reel films in the Inter-

state Circuit of Texas, spoke on
'Merchandising Junior Features.'

' Others who spoke are William
Ferguson, director of Metro exploi-

tation, and Edward Salzberg, an ex-
hibitor of Bluefleld, W. Va.

Session here also was addressed by
R. X. Williams, president of MPTOA
of Arkansas, Mississippi and Ten-
nessee; M. A. Lightman, of Malco
theatres, and Ed Kuykendall, na-
tional MPTOA president

In addition to Richey and Fer-

guson, the Metro entourage Included

John E. Flynn, central division sales

manager; Harris P. Wolfberg, district

manager; J. Frank Willingham and
John X Quinn, in charge of Mem-
phis and St Louis, branch offices,

and Mike Simons, of home office

staff.

Meeting In St. Paul on Thursday
will be at the Hotel Coronado. Fred
Wehienberg, president of St Louis

MPTOA, is in charge of welcoming
committee.

[OKW.K.

PACIFIC NAMES

Colin P. Kelly, Pearl Harbor,

Corrigedor, Wake Island,

Manila, Slap-the-Japs Fig-

ure in Rash of Title Regis-

trations

SOME DISPUTES

Stunned like the rest of the na-
tion by the sudden Japanese attack
on Pearl Harbor, Hollywood's idea
thinker-uppers were a bit slow get-
ting started. By the end of the first

week of the confiict however, brains
were In high gear, and the ideas
were flowing with the usual speed,
as evidenced by the flood of titles

registered.

Registrations, of course, indicate
only that a studio has a thought in
mind, not that it is definitely going
through with a production. Actually,
..Hollywood still isn't sure about how
much war stuff It is going to turn
out and bow much straight es-
capist material Is going to fill the na-
tion's screens.

Each successive day's news breaks
can be traced through the claims
staked out for picture tags; They
ran from 'Remember Pearl Har-
bor* to 'Colin P. Kelly, Jr.* to 'Cor-
rige<E>r,'

, Colnmbia Is the only studio to
have registered a gag title. It ringed
'Sink Fast Mr. Togo,' obvious
takeoff on the 20th-Fox series which
included Think Fast Mr. Moto.'

'Pearl Harbor' Popalar

'Remember Pearl Harbor* got the
greatest call from the studios, with
arbitration needed to determine who
wins first right to it Metro and
Columbia registered it simultane-
ously, followed by Universal, then
by Paramount and Warner Bros.,
which are tied for fourth and flfth.

20th-Fox is sixth in line. 'Pearl

Harbor*-1s--heldby'Wanger,-Small,"
Metro and WB in that order.

'Send Us More Japs,' the content
of the radio message from the Ma-
rines on Wake Island, was imme-
diately pounced on by Far, WB and
Selznick in that order. Heroism of
Qolin Kelly may be immortalized by
Edward Small, who was first with
'Colin P. Kelly, Jr.', followed by
Metro with 'The President's Letter'
and 'West Point 1956' (request by
F. D. R. that the prez in 1956 ap-
point Kelly's young son to the
military academy. 20th-Fox has
'Kelly of the USA,' 'Kelly the Third'
and '1958.' WB collared Tribiite

to Kelly' and TTie Pittsburgh Pilot'

(Lieut Boyd Wagner, Philippines
hero).

.

Wake Island popped up again
with "Vigil at Wake Island' (U) and
•Defenders of Wake Island' (20th).

RKO has The Garrison at Guam'
and Par 'Midway Island;' and "Wake
Island.' Col took ThreeClheers for
the Marines.'

Selznick staked 'Manila Bay,' 'The
Philippine Constabulary,' 'Remem-
ber Manila,' 'Manila' and Corrige-
dor.' U has 'Escape from Hong
Kong' and Col 'Remember the
Arizona.' Small has 'Remember
Honolulu' and 'Remember Hawaii'

and Par The Last Voyage to Ha-
waii.'

Corraled by Col is "The Navy
Strikes Back,' by WB 'America
Alert' by RKO 'Inside Nazi Ger-
many, 1941', by 20th 'Dakar,' by Col
'Dutch Harbor,' and by Metro 'Se-

cret Army.'

'Kane' Award Given

To Schaefer By Crix
New York Film Critics award tor

'Citizen Kane' was presented to

George J. Schaefer, RKO prexy. at

Leone's, New York, Saturday night

(10), in conjunction with an NBC net

broadcast at 10:30 p.m.

Orson -Welles and Mercury players

were cut in from the Coast in a

scene from 'Kane', while Joan Fon-
taine did a bit from 'Suspicion'.

EXHIBS VIE FOR SILVER

BOMBER IN U CONTEST

Solid silver replica of a twin-

motor Douglas bomber, worth ap-

proximately $l,t)00. Is to be given as
prize to exhib selected for best ex-
ploitation on 'Cavalcade of Aviation,'

Universal short.

Contest, which ends March 15, will

hypo activities of exhibitors In In-

forming the public about history and
development of aviation in connec-
tion with the short

Captain Eddie Rickenbacker, World
War 1 flying ace, yesterday (13) pre-

sented a model of the bomber, from
which the silver trophy is to be
made, to B. B. Krelsler, U shorts

manager, In N. Y.

nUPLE CHARITY

PREEM FOR

HoUywcod, Jan, 13.

Tliree . premieres of Cecil B.

deMille's 'Heap th« Wild Wind-

will be held simultaneously In New
York, Los Angelot and Charleston,

S. C late In February. Plan was
adopted at a ' Paramount studio

huddle attended by Netl Agnew,
general sales manager, ahd Robert
Glllham, advertising and publicity
chief while here from New York.
Film will be shown . as a special

tmUI after,Easter, when It. goes Into

general-. -releaser- -Receipts - of- - the-

three premieres will go to naval
charities in the three cities. Charles-
ton was chosen because most of the
backgrounds w6re filmed there.

Agnew, Glllham Back
Neil Agnew, v.p. over sales, and

Bob Gillham, advertising-publicity

director of Paramount, returned east

Monday (12) after looking at new
product at the Coast studios of the

company with a view of planning
sales and campaigns.
While at the studi» they looked at

'Reap the Wild Wind,' 'Fleet's In,

'Holiday Inn,' and lesser- pictures in

addition to portions of others that

are not yet completed.

Metro to Toar Defense

Worker Hero with 'Smith'

Joseph Smith, who guested last

week on the 'We, the People' radio

program to rieceive a War Deijart-

ment citation for bravery for" his

action in preventing an explosion in

a defense factory, will be toured by
Metro in connectfon with its forth-

coming rdease. 'Joe Smith, Amer-
ican.' Plan has the approval of the

Government which sees the stunt as

a valuable tieup to boost defense
worker morale.
Smith, a welder In a factory mak-

ing gas masks, was burned when he
grabbed a white-hot pipe and turned
off a gas line which had accidentally
caught Ore. Flames were about to

reach a large gas tank. 'Joe Smith',

the title character also saves a de-
fense plant, but by refusing to

divulge information to saboteurs who
have kidnapped blm.

Pollock Minus Appendix
Lou Pollock, eastern exploitation

head tor Universal, had his appen-
dix yanked last week at the Flltli

Avenue Hospital, New York.
Expected to be away from desk a

couple of weeks.

Pittsburgh, Jan. 13.

Warner lot In Hollywood certainly
kicked up a tale of two cities when
The Pittsburgh Pilot' was announced
as the title of a forthcoming picture
which will glorify the exploits of
Lieut. Boyd (Buzz) Wagner, one of

the air h.eroes of the Philippines.
Pittsburgh's only claim to Wagner
is that he attended Pitt here and it's

only an Innocent bystander, but Wag-
ner's home town, Johnstown, Pa.,

the famous Flood City which is

about 70 miles from here, is raising

the roof.

Day after announcement from Coast
was made, telegrams from Johnstown
began pouring In on Warners.
Chamber of Commerce and Flood
City's Mayor John A. Conway led
the protests, claiming Johnstown
wouldn't stand for the mistitling.

At same time, citizens of Wagner's
home town began circulating a peti-

tion demanding the picture at least

be called "The Johnstown Pilot' and
petition will have several thousand
names when It Is forwarded to
Hollywood this week. First name on
it wiU be that of Mrs. Ebyd M.
Wagner, the hero's mother.

In Its original release, Warners
said Wagner had once ushered in a
Warner theatre In Pittsburgh. He
was an usher for Warners also in
Cambria and State theatres, both
of which are located in Johnstown.
Warner headquarters here, with an
eye to keeping the issue alive until

'

picture comes out couldn't find any
excuse for Pittsburgh city fathers
to demand that the title first an-
nounced be retained, so decided to
keep hands off and let Johnstown
Itself go to bat
Newspapers there have taken up

the crusade, devoting space on front
pages to injustice of Identifying
Wagner with Pittsburgh. At the in-
stigation of (Camber of Commerce,
Johnstown organized a voluntary
service clubs committee with fiva

representatives each from Rotary,
Kl^E|ni3, Uons.andr^American busi-
ness Clubs to see 'the thing through
to a finish.'

15 CAN. CITIES PREEM

TARALLE' DAY 'N' DATE

Toronto, Jan. 13.

Fifteen key cities across Canada
will hold simultaneous premieres on
Jan. 15 of '49th Parallel,' the five-
star, 12-reeIer.made In C^ada and
Britain by Ortus Films at a reported
cost of just under |1,000,000. The
stars are Laurence Olivier, Leslie
Howard, Raymond Massey, Anton
Walbrook and Eric Portman. The
principal girl interest is supplied
by 16-year-oId Glynis Johns, who re-
placed Elizabeth Bergner in the
part.

The most publicized opening will
be staged at - the Capitol, Ottawa,
where the governor-general will
speak and Massey will be' present.
Arrangements are underway tO; have
Olivier and Howard broadcast mes-
sages from Britain. The Ottawa
opening will be carried on the na-
tional network of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.

Distribution is being handled tn

Canada and the United States by
David H. Coplan, of Columbia, biit

this will be his last task for the firm
he has been with for 15 years north
and south of the border. He has
just resigned as Canadian sales man-
ager of Columbia to become Ca-
nadian supervisor for United Art-
ists, but Is remaining with Columbia
until after the launching of "Paral-
lei.' Jimmie Cowan is handling the
exploitation.

Davidson Back West
\

Std Davidson, who has been In

;
New York for several months In

I
charge of field exploitation for 'Keep
'Em Flying' and 'Hellzapoppin', re-

turned to the Coast on Sunday. (11),

He reports to John Joseph at Uni-
versal for further assignments.
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I he biggest comedy
news of the yeor! The
most uproarious ... the
most hearMouching pic-

ture ever filmeci...its foy
enriched by Chaplin's
music, its humor mode
even more hilarious by
€h<ipfin*> vifords*«.lt)( the
world's great laughing
picture!

WANTEDl.HwdAy Exhibitor* to Fight InfantUe Paralyslal Join 'March of Dimes" lobby collections, week of January 2Znd.
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AD Anstralian Film Production

Halted Due to Terrific Taxation
tr

Sydney, Dec. 20.

Australian Xeature-lenjfthjcoauc-
tlon has baited completely, with lit-

tle, U any, prospect o{ resuming in

1942, according to film execs here.

Terrific taxes are given as the major

reason for no-production decision.

Case in point concerns locally-

made '40.000 Horsemen,' backed last

year by Hoyts theatre ch:cult,.Herc

Mclntyre, .Universal, and a prior

government. Pic clicked tremen-

dously locally and the government
was paid back within three months,

with the rest of the. backers looking

for high profits from the British

playdates. 'Horsemen' was directed

by Charles Chauvel, . who likewise

planned to use coin on British profits

for solo production.
'

After a successful British run, the

British tax authorities stepped in

end grabbed 10 shillings on ev^ry
pound (about $1.80; $4 the pound)
earned by the pic, and when this

money was sent to Australia, the la-

bor government, on a new wartbne
company tax, grabbed a further eight

shillings (about $1.40), thereby leav-

ing pic's sponsors just two shillings

to every pound for the toll and
sweat put into the film (20 shillings

to each local pound).

Fortunately, the home rum gave
back production costs, plus a little

extra, but that British grab, plus new
labor tax, zeroed all hopes of a siz-

able bankroll to allow Chauvel to

{Continue in '42.

Consequently home producers are

mostly giving -attention now to sub-

jects backed by - Department of In-

formation as propaganda.

OSWALD STOLL

DIES IN LONDON

London, Jan. 13.

Sir Oswald StoU, 76, died here
last Friday (0) after a it^ek's ill-

. ness with pneumonia. He was
known as Iiondon's foremost the-

atre manager for a quarter of a cen-
tury, during which he made and lost

several fortunes.
StoU, bom in Melbourne, Aus-

tralia, opened his first theatre in

..lAvfTpooU-in-.associatlon-..with-.hls.

mother at the age of 14. He was
chairman and managing director of

Stoll Picture Productions, Ltd., and
a chain of British theatres at the
time of his death.

StoU's death is the> second of a
British show business notable within
the last six weeks. Oscar Deutsch,'
head of Odeon Theatres, died on
Dec. 6 following a long illness.

LONDON DOES STRONG

HOLIDAY PICTURE BIZ

Film theatres chalked up amaz-
ingly good business in the year-end
week in London, according to cabled
advices received In New York Mon-
day (12) by David Rose, Paramount's
managing director for. Great Britain.

The week was described as the
best registered by London cinemas
In a long while.

Reciprocal Film Tax for

Argentine Soilght in Spain

Buenos Aires, Jan. 4.

Argentine Amba^dor to Spain
Dr. Adrian C. Escobar is currently

negotiating to secure same tax priv-

ileges for Argentine picts in Spain

as Spanish ptcts currently receive

here, Ministry of Foreign Affairs has
revealed.

Current regulations of the Franco
government r^ulre that for each
three Imports exhibited one film

must be made in Spain at a mlnhnum
cost of 750,000 pesetas. Argentine
exhibs claim the figure is far more
than they can pay. Add that foreign
production is impractical and insist
that Spanish films face no such hur-
dles here.

Attempts to unfreeze Argentine
film coin in Spain are also being
made by Dr. Escobar, one-Ume Post-
master General of Argenttaa.

Rose Sets Coast Trip

David Hose, Paramount's manag-
ing director in Great Briitaln, pres-
ently In the U. S. for homeoBlce con-
fabs and a visit with his family,
plans going to the Coast the latter

part' of next week. He will look at
new product and attempt to signa-
ture name players for British quota
production pictures to be made this
year in London.
Rose likely will start back to Lon-

don the first of February.

Nazis Fail to Halt Showing

Of Anti-Totalitarian Fibnin

Baenos Aires; Pic Cheered

Bueaos Aires, Jan. 4.

Strongest antl-totalltarlan propa-
ganda ever to be shown here, March
of Time's .Teace—By Adolf Hitler,'

has been drawing tremendous audi-
ence response in first-run Buenos
Aires theatres, with attempts by
Nazi hecklers to cause withdrawal
of the film unsuccessful despite re-
peated demonstrations.

Municipality, after okiylng the plx
and permitting its advertising under
the original title, ordered RKO to
change billing to 'Promesas de Paz'
('Promises of Peace') a day before
it was skedded to preem with "Tom,
Dick and Harry' at the Ideal and
with 'Convoy' at the Opera. Day
after the opening Municipality also
had RKO insert a slide explaining
that all quotes attributed to der
Fuehrer were lifted from his
speeches.

Otherwise, pic has had no official

reaction although pro-Axis sympa-
lihizers have attended many perforjn-
ances, hissing shots of Roosevelt,

Churchill,. Britain's King and Queen,
and others and applauding scenes
where the Nazis march. Attempt
has obviously been to get the regular
cash customer .to do the same, or
failing this, to kick up enough of
a row to cause the neutrality-In-
sistent government to take steps.

Audiences in general have refused
to fall for the bait. While not as
demonstrative as the Nazis, the pro-
democratic—which means the major-

i'yT'j?.Y5 J}?.*^ *''*'5.i*?D'^^ J?* 80
aiiffKaveuseS'iC

Most telling scenes from the Latin
point of view have been the Hitler
peace promises as done into Spanish
with a Germa:i accent. These were
dubbed in New York and as far as

localltes are concerned couldn't be
better. They roar with laughter
every time the fugitive from- the
painters union opens up with his

peace pledges. Hard to tell if the
words create as much of the effect

as the excellent mimicry of the well-
recognized German-accented Span-
ish. But the result adds up as pro-
democratic. .

Ben FuUer Returns

To Melbourne .Vaude

Melbourne, Dec. 20.

Sir Ben Fuller, in association with

Garnet Carroll, has returned to

vaude-revue production with leasing

of King's in this sector. George

Sorlle's vaude-revue unit was first

to bow in, with local talent mainly.

Sir Ben says that he hopes to build

a new chain of suitable houses for

spotting vaude-revue, with 'chain to

extend as far as New Zealand.

Knight also said he was hopeful in

1942, with the promise of a coin un-
freeze to allow U. S. acts to -come

this way, to" import complete U. S.

unit shows, Overtures have been

made to A. B. Marcus, American
unit producer, for another Aussie-

New ZZealand routing this year If

the coin problem could be exited.

Qnits Odeon Post

London, Jan. 13.

George Elcock, director and an

important stockholder in the Odeon
theatre circuit here, has resigned

from the board of directors.

Resignation came after he had

been offered the position of joint

managing director with Ben Bates.

Metro Theatre Holdmgs

In Aassie Reach 5 Million

Sydney, Dec. 20.

Metro now holds about $5,000,000

worth of theatre property in Aus-

tralia, according to local estimates.
Its buy of the St. James, Sydney,
from John Fuller is said to have set

Metro back some $2,000,000, and the
purchase of the Liberty, Sydney,
about $280,000. Balance is made up
of holdings In Melbourne, Brisbane,
Adelaide and Perth. Company holds
more theatre interests in Australia
than any other American company.

The Liberty was formerly oper-
ated with plx by Imperial Theatres,
headed by Here Mclntyre, of Uni-
versal, and Dave Martin, now pro-
ducing legit Two bought the house
from Joe Brown for $160,000 spent
some $40,000 on renovations, finally

selling to Metro.

Apart from own theatre loop,
Metro also owns dlstrib offices in

key cities. Dlstrib and theatre op-
erations are headed by Bernie Free-
man.

U.S. Distribs

Snagged On

Cuba Rentals

Havana, Jan. 13.

. Agreement between Ernesto Smith,

who operates 14 large theatres in

Havana, and Jose Valcarce, who
runs several Important cinemas In

Cuba's capital city, to balk new
upped rental terms for U. S. pictures

is posing a problem for American

distributors here.. Thus far, 20th-

Fox, Warner Bros., Metro and
United Artists have refused to serv-
ice theatres of either chain at the
reduced rentals but are insisting on
the new 60% deals in most instances.

Smith-Valcarce combine seeks them
at 40%, . excepting the larger pro-
ductions, which It would take at

50%. Smith and Valcarce, peculiarly
enough, have been bitter rivals for

years.

Reports here are that Columbia,
RKO and Universal have agreed on
terms c^ered by Smith and Val-
carce, with Paramount likely to joiq.

Odd part of the higher rental de-
mands by .' severat''TJ.'S.''dlsl'riKulbr8'

is that any 60% deal actually .does

not represent a tilt where the dls-

trib pays the full cost of advertising
on a picture. On many big film

deals the distributor always pay a

percentage of the ad costs, numerous
pacts running,to 50% of all adver-
tising expense.

'

Giono Nips Pagnol On

Rights to 2 French Pix,

But Loses on i Third

Marseilles, Dec. 22.

A law sui(!;With plenty of Parisian

atmosphere was bought recently be-

tween film.producer-director Marcel

Pagnol and auihbr-dramatist Jean

Giono.

Giono claims he wrote the scena-

rios for 'Regain' ('Harvest'), la
Femme du Boulanger' ("The Baker's
Wife'), both of which scored big
successes in France' and the U.S. and
'Angele.' Raghol countered by ad-
mitting Giono showed him a 'hazy

sketch' of 'Harvest' which, he said,

he didn't accept. He also denied
Giono's rights to 'Wife'. •

'

The judges decided Giono was
right about 'Harvest' and 'Baker's

Wife,' but wrong about 'Angele.'

Court ordered Pagnol to pay Giono
2% of the gross receipts of the two
pIcts but ordered Giono to pay nine-

tenths of court costs.

Sometime ago Giono declared he
wasn't satisfied with Pagnol's inter-

pretation of his scenarios. He added
that, hereafter he would do his own
producing and directing.

Pan-American Exposition Cafled Off

By Mex Gov t Because of the War

Shepherd Shephard

London, Jan. 1.

Sign in legit producer Firth
Shephard's reception room for
actors, etc., reads:

'Firth is our shepherd; we shall

not want'
Shephard has three hit shows

currently In the West End.

Powers Doe m NX
From Anssie After

Hoyts Probe for Natl

Sydney, Dec. 20,

William Powers, presently here

probing the Hoyts theatre circuit set

up for National Theatres, which con'

trols Hoyts, clippers to New York
sometime this month. It is believed

that his place on the Hoyts' board

will be filled by a local nominee.

Powers came here early last fall and

had not planned to stay more than
six months. Powers and J. C^cil
Graham were named directors of
Hoyts late in 1941.

. Graham subse-
quently was named chairman o't

Hoyts' board in a complete shakeup
^hich saw the departure of Maurice
Sloman.
Ernest Tumbull, formerly general

manager ' for 20th-Fox here, was
named managing director and
Herschel Stuart placed in charge of
theatres and film - buying.^ Stuart
formerly was with National in the
U. S.

Departure of Powers and also

Ralph Clark, fomferly No. 1 man for
Warners, leaves only two Americans
representing U. S. distributors in
Australia. They are Harry Hunter,
Paramount's managing director, and
Clay Hake, 20lh-Fox. RKO, Unl
versal, Metro Ck>lumbla and United
Artists are headed by Aussies.

Clark, for years Warners' top maA
in this sector, plans returning to the
U. S.' this month. Understood that
he will take an executive position in
the N. Y. office and that a local

will fill the vacancy.

Kreier Back
Robert Kreier, 20th-Fox assistant

European managing director, re-

turned to New York last week Jrom
Lisbon.

He was abroad three years.

No knowledge of any switch by
Clark is known at the Warner home
office . although at one time, his
friends- in--N:^Y: 'heard- "thdr "Be'

planned returning to America to take
a theatre circuit job. It's doubtful in
N. Y. that he wiU join the homeoffice
staff.

Buenos Aires Fib Biz

Off; Truth' Fme $6,000

Buenos Aires, Jan. 4.

Alr-condltloning wasn't enough to
bring really top'grosses to local first-

runners this week. Biz was definitely
spotty, with most houses off. 'Noth-
ing But the Truth' (Par) at the Opera
got first-money honors with 27,000
pesos ($6,000). But the real surprise
was 'Down Argentine Way,' titled
here as 'Al Rltmo de Dos Corazones'
("Two Hearts in Rhythm'), which
rolled up an excellent 22,000 pesos
($5,500) de^gplte some apprehension
about opening at alL

Other eslimatet, all given in Ar-
gentine pesos, currently worth about
22c, follow;
Ambassador (Lautaret & Cavallo);

(1,400; 2.50-2 pesos)— 'Target for
Tonight' (WB). Very weak, T.OOO
pesos, with lack of story appeal or
stars held responsible. Picking up
and due for a holdover. -

Opera (Lococo) (2,400; 2.50-2)

—

'Nothing But the Truth* (Par). Ex-
cellent 27,000, riefutlng predictors
who held Bob Hope's comedy would
not go across in translation^
Bex (Cordero, Cavallo & Lautar

ret) (3,305; .2.50-2)—'Life Begins for
Andy Hardy' (M-G). Satisfactory
15,000 for second week; about half
first week's take. Expected to be
strong in the nabes. *
Normandle (Loeoco) (1,420; 2-1.60)

—'Down Argentine Way' (20th).
Socko 22,000. Extensive cuts to make
this one fit the good-neighborhood
policy didn't seem to hurt biz. Car-
men Miranda held chief draw. Pre-
vious booking prevented holdover.
Broadway (Lautaret Sc Cavallo)

(1,863; 2.50-2)— 'Gone With Wind'
(M-G). Spilt eighth and last week
(5 days), roUed up hetty 10,000, 3;000

more than the previous full stanza,

Mexico City, Jan. 13.

High hopes that Mexico enter*

.

tained for a big tourist Uaii to

start next fall and run until the end

of May, 1943, have gone agUmmer-
ing with the announcement that

President Manuel Avila Camacho,
who had a personal interest in the
proposition, has reluctantly cancelled

the concession granted a group
headed by Pascual Ortiz Rublo, ex-
Presldent of Mexico, to stage hers
a Pan-American Exposition, Show
was counted upon to draw at least

250,000 good-spending trippers dur-
ing its seven-month run.

Exposition was originally skedded
to open Nov. 20 (Mexican Revo-
lution Day) 1939, and end the fol-

lowing May 19. The outbreak of

the European war .forced switching

of the fair's dates, Oct. 12, 1942, to

May 30, 1943. It was figured that

the exposition, instead of being the
world show It was intended to be,

could be held as a ^an-Amerlcan
fiesta; But, it was ascertained, not
enough countries could participate in

the exposition and since everybody
Is now so fully occupied with the

new twist' In the war, it would have
been best if the. whole business

were called off.

SEE ANTIP EASE

0FU.S.P1CC0IN

Sydney, Dec. 20.

Well-informed circles within - the

Australian film .biz look upon the

war link of the U. S. with the Brit--

Ish Empire as a sure medium to com-
pletely eradicate all differences that

have arisen between the U. S. dlstrib

and the Aussie exhib.

Indications are that the govern-

ment, led by John Curtln as Labor
Prime Minister, will- look favorably

upon, the unfreezing shortly of

$8,000,000 presently held in cold

storage as U. S. film, rentals.

LOCOCO WINS BA SUIT

BROUGHT BY PARTNER

Buenos Aires, Jan. 4.

Commercial' Appellate Court here

has dismissed with costs suit brought,

by Doslteo Fernandez against his

partner, Clemente Lococo, major ex-

hib, for 700,000 pesos. Suit charged

Lococo with improper conduct in run-

ning their chain of liouses and use

of the corporation for private pur-

poses.

Complaint, one of the most im-

portant of its kind In years, was held

by Lococo to have been the result of

undercover action by his chief comr
petition. • Th.eatres Involved were
the nabes Pueyrredon, Flores, Fenlx,

Rex and San Martin of Flpres, B. A.
suburb. Court in its decision held

that administrator appointed by the

lower tribunal should - be recalled, a

declaring that, there, .was insufficient i
documentary ' proof -(o. support ?erii
naiidez' claim that he.bad b^en edged ^

out of management Addifed'tiiat ad-

minstrators should only be named by
court. In 'cases of iniminent danger
to the. enterprise.'

Lococo,. whose first-runners were
not involved- in the actl^, insisted

that case was aatually an attempt to

get at his major, theatres and de-

clared his opposition 'wanted to sep-

arate-me froln Fernandez and make
him -my enemy,' Lbcoco's answer,
-\yhich.named'mbny leaders in the in-

dustry for support, denied that he
caused prices to be fixed higher than
was proper for his partnership In

order to get lower prices -for his own
houses; denied he had failed to con-

tract (Srade A plots which for per-

sonal motives he could not show in

his own houses; and refuted charg^
that he utilized personnel for pri-

vate matters and took away from the

company the best employees for his

own theatres. Lococo retains, right

to bring criminal action against

witnesses who have testified as well

as against Fernandez. But it's un-
certain what action will be taken.
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Theatres—Exchanges
^Continued from page 13:

rebuilt completdy, from top to
bottom.

Joe Minsky got a break two weeks
ago, and that's exactly how lone it

lasted, n fortnight. He was a fllm

salesman for Warners In Cleveland
when the draft caught up with him
last year. Early last month, just a
couple of days before Pearl Harbor,
he was mustered out, having been
over the 26-year age limit, and came
back to Pittsburgh to become im-
mediately o/Iice manager of the WB
branch here, taking over berth made
vacant when D. F. (Dinty) Moore
was upped to exchange manager in

move that made his predecessor,
Harry Seed, a district chief. Ten
days ago, the Army summoned Min-
sky back into the ranks. He left

here Friday (9) to rejoin his regi-
ment. His successor hasn't been
named yet; whoever it is, however,
will probably either be over 44 or a
guy with five or six kids.
William Warrington, assistant

manager at de luxe Stanley theatre
for last year, has been upped to a
managership by WB and placed at
Ritz theatre downtown. He replaces
Max Silverman, transferred to the
Squirrel Hill as a result of resigna-

;
tion of Ernest (Bunny) Leibermait

! recently to become a fllm salesman
: lor Universal in Philly. Bernard
: Mayer, assistant at South Hills,

[
moves into Warrington's berth at

i Stanley. Warners also announced
: temporary promotion of Herman
,

I}enm.:rk, assistant at Schenley, to
managership of State in Wilkinsburg
during illness of Bob Brown, now
confined to Shadyside hospital, and
shift of John Macioce, assistant at
Begent, to larger Sheridan Square in
similar spot.

Briefles: Engagement of Anthony
: Antonoplos, son of Pete Antonoplos,
veteran exhib, has just been an-
nounced. . . . William Kiel, musician
who recently lost his life when
carbon monoxide fumes seeped into
his apartment from a faulty furnace,
was a brother of Mathilda Kiel, of
the AMPTO office. . . . Cambridge

' Springs exhib Lou Rothensteln
father of a baby girl. . . . Joe Fleshin,
fllm salesman, - helped his parents
celebrate their golden wedding an-
niversary last week. . . . Dave
Murphy, manager of State In Al-
toona, back on the job again follow-
ing an operation at Johns Hopkins
hospital. . . . Gladys Jackson, of Re-
public exchange, has announced her

: engagement to Dave Diettrich, of
Buffalo. . . ; John M. Wingerter, show
biz veteran of 35 years and for last
12 of them with Ross Federal Serv-
ice, died in Wheeling, W. Va., re-
cently at 60. . . . John Nickel, pro-
jectionist at-park theafre; in hospital
with right leg fracture, having been
run over by a hit-and-run driver.
... Harry Hendel, owner of New
Granada theatre, has been named
chairman of the Variety Club house

• committee lor 1942.

Mnll Beading Tbtiln Sale
'

"
.' "'HeaaiiigT'Pa.rJan. 13,"

"

Berks County Common Pleas
Court held under advisement an ap-
plication by bondholders' trustees for
permission to sell the Park Theatre-
Danier Boone Hotel building here,
one of the city's principal theatre
properties, to James P. Gilliland, of
Philadelphia, for $150,000. The build-

' ing was built about 12 years ago at a
.
cost of nearly $1,000,000. It is now

,
operated under lease by Jay Eman-
uel, Philadelphia, and C. G. Keeney
Reading, with the latter as manager
of this and other properties of the
Rajah Theatre Co.
A number of bondholders approvedWe sale, but others objected, holding

the price too small, as it means pay-
ment of only six to 10% of the face
value of the bonds outstanding. The
property and two adjoining dwell-
Ings, purchased to provide side exits
lor the theatre, carry a $600,000

$70 OM*^'
^"""''^ amount to

i Wilmer Sc Vincent transferred
Thomas McCarthy from the man-
agership of the Penn. West Reading
to one of Its houses in Norfolk, Va.
Jack Day, jnanager of the Hippo-

drome and Strand theatres. Potts-
town, has been appplnted McCarthy's

. successor at the Penn.

Air Hald Wardens
PhUadelphia, Jan. 13.

oSii^^^^K Zagrans, manager or the
eitchange, has been appointed

chief air raid warden -for iilrn row.
Florence Hankin. resigned as sec-

retary to- George P. Aarons, UMPTO
counsel and secretary, to take a
Government defense job;
"Eugene Mori, Vlneland (N. J)
exhib, announced start of construc-

,
tion of a race track outside of Cain-
den, of -which he is president.
Local thcatiies are using part of

i
their ad space in dailies to plug sale

: of defense bonds and stamps.
Jack H. Harris, formerW with the

Affiliated Theatre circuit, now a
!
private at Camp Croft, S. C.
Among those wl>o have signed up

; as air raid wardei^s in South Jersey
' are Charles DuBbis, of the Landis;
' Ralph Morris, Charles Crowley,
' Larry Montgomery and William
;
Smith, of the Grand; Ken Ellis and

i
Lew Nese ol the Globe.
Joe Kane is the new manager of

the Woodbine, Woodbine, N. J.

Dick Mayer, manager of the

Schlne SwUcbea
Gloversville, N. Y., Jan. 13.

Lou S. .Hart, manager of the Hip-
podrome, transferred to the man-
agership of the Glove. Hart fills a
vacancy at the Glove created by the
sending of Harold Sliter to the area
managership of the Schine Enter-
prise holdings in the midwest Sliter
las been serving .here as Mohawk
Valley district manager, with head-
quarters at the Glove
Irving Feldman. Glove manager,

left Jan. 10 for duty with the U. S.
Navy.

Studio, is recuperating from an at-

tack of nerves, at his sisters' home
at Sea Cliff. Long Island.

Mort Goldstein, Columbia sales-

man, has been shifted to the Buffalo

exchange.
. Stanley-Warner circuit is experi-
menting with girl ushers to fill gaps
caused by the inroads of the draft.

First house with the femme aisle

guides is the midtown Keith's.

. The old Sylvania, New Freedom,
Pa., has closed its doors after 24

years of continuous operation by
H. L. Bubb.
Cy Waxmann, ex-Atlantic City

exhib, has. been placed in charge of

naval recruiting .in that city.

Charles Zagrans, chief air raid

warden for Film Row, is seeking 50

day and night wardens to patrol the
Vine street sector.

Jay Emanuel and Lewen Pizor
have been named associate chair-

men in charge of the motion picture

industry, committee of the March of
Dimes campaign.
Wally Howes, ex-buyer for the

Trans-Lux, has joined the sales staff

of the Warner exchange.
Jack Graham succeeds Wilbur

Grant as Universal picture salesman.
Ernest Lieberman joins the U staff

as student salesman.

Helping Servleemen
Cincinnati, Jan. 13.

Cinema Club, composed of film
salesmen Jn this territory, last week
set up a ;und to .supply men In the
armed forces from Cincy exchanges
with smokes, razor blades and other
items. /

Rudy Knoepfle, president. Is con-
tacting similar clubs in New York,
Chicago, Boston, Detroit, Washing-
ton and other cities join In the en-
deavor. '

Two Beoacs Bc-opcB
Lincoln, Neb., Jan. 13.

J. H. Cooper's Stuart re-lit (31)
after $100,000 was spent in complete
remodelling of the interior, bringing
the town back to ' lull operating
status. It puts additional 1,884 seats
on theatre row. Cooper and Par are
partners in three houses here.
' Harry Schiller has re-opened tfie

Grand, after a recent fire which de-
stroyed a city block in Grand Island,
Neb. House got underway Christ-
hias,-Bfterrepairs.- •" — ' •

. Comerford Mgr. Left $8Z,0M
Rochester, Jan. 13.

William H. Cadoret, ci^ manager
-of five Comerford theatres, who died
Dec. 20, left property valued at
$82,000 without making a will. The
widow and a }7-year-old daughter,
Marie, will inherit the estate,' which
will be administered by Mrs. Cadoret.
Included is $76,000 in personal prop-
erty.

ney, has nothing to do with that

which UA is contemplating.
William Wolf is new United Art-

ists branch manager here, succeed-

ing McNemey. Wolf was formerly

RKO branch manager here and also

owns the Sunset theatre.

John Kerr, manager of the Clay

and Larkin theatres here for past

several years, has resigned.. Enlist-

ed In the Navy and reports to San

Diego this week.
Irving Brokaw, former manager of

the Larkin theatre and originally

from the east, is an Army lieuten-

ant in Manila according to word re-

ceived by friends here. Leo Simon,

more recently publicity man for

same house, is now a private In a

Washington state camp.

Seneca, Baft., Changes Hands
Buffalo, Jan. 13.

The Seneca, operated by the Gam-
mel circuit for many years and re-

cently taken over by S3I Halves, has
been sold acain, to L. Sanella, oper-

ator of the Masque. Basil Brady has
joined the operating staff of

Gammel.
Burnctte Park, Syracuse, a James

Kcrran house for many years past,

will be rcooened under management
of A. Gouldlng, former house man-
ager for Al Gilbert at Avon.

Lincoln. Roche.<!ler, will remodel
its front and marquee.

Capitol. Dunkirk, is npw operating
under management of Charles
Monroe.
John Scully, Jr., of Universal's

Philadelohia branch ofHce, is in Buf-
falo visiting his parent.<;. John and
MoUv Scully, as Is b1.<:o Peter (Scul-
ly) Sullivan from Hollywood, who
has appeared in a number of recent
Universal productions. The boys are
sons of Buffalo's Universal branch
manager and both are skedded for
military service.
Variety Club, Tent 7. held its In-

aumratlon of officers Saturday night
(10), with C. J. Latta, Warner Bros.
Albany zone manager, inducting.

nicks Adds 2 Bait*. BOnscs
'

Baltimore, Jan. 13.
B<'I Hicks added two more houses,

the Westway and Lord Calvert, to
his expanding chain of nabes this
week, bringing his total holdings to
eight theatres. Downtown Mayfair
was recently switched from subse-
quent-run policy to first^run.
Another new one downtown Is the

Rosalyn, built by Jack Levin and set
to open Jan. 16 with 'Sergeant York'
(WB) at regular prices following a
three-week run at upped scale at the
nearby Stanley. Latter has just com-
pleted reseating job.

Danz's New Boose
Seattle, Jan. 13.

John Danz's Sterling Chain opens
its newest and swankiest suburban
theatre Jan. 25. It's the Admiral in

West' Seattle.

Bntterfleld's 6th In Saginaw
Detroit, Jan. 13.

Butterfield Theatres, Inc., now Is
operating six houses In Saginaw.
Mich., with the announcement of
W. A. Cassldy. owner of the.MIchI-
.gan_there,.that.ihe. chain -would take
over -the lease on his hotise on Jan.
18. The Michigan, built by Cassidy
five years ago, is one of the clt/s
largest nabes. Frank Bremer, pres-
ent manager of the new house, will
continue as manager for Butterfield.

' David M. Idzal, managing director
of the Fox theatre here, has been
elected president and director of the
Fox-Michigan corp., which operates
the house. The corporation is the
Michigan affiliate of National Thea
tres,

Ed Carlson, manager of the Dawn
theatre here, has resigned to join the
Navy. His post has Ijeen taken by
Al.Rultenberg, former owner of the
Iris theatre.

Cohen v.p. of Vltagrapb, Ltd.
Wolfe Cohen, in charge of sales in

Canada for Warner Bros, lor many
years, has been elected v.p, ol Vita-
graph, Ltd., the Canadian distribu-
tion subsidiary of the. company.

Post of v.p. was formerly held by
Carl Leserman, now general sales
manager for United Artists.

'

New Clrcnlt7

, San Francisco, Jan. 13.

new theatre circuit, possibly
national, is in formative stages here.
Instigators are D. J. McNerney and
Joseph Blumenfeld, with McNerney
due in New York this week in con-
nection with the project.
McNerney was United Artists

branch manager here until his res-
ignation Dec. 1, and operates houses
in Oakland, Stockton and Sacramed-
lo in partnership with Blumenfeld.
as well as the United Artists theatre
here, on a .three-way deal also in-

volving UA.
I New circuit, according to McNcr

Old Bonse, New Tag
Reglna, Sask., Jan. 13.

Empire theatre. Saskatoon, old-
time vaude and legit house, has been
renovated and opened as the Victoiy
theatre. Operated by Morton-Odeon
Interests, Winnipeg, it is managed by
Harry Hurwitz, manager ol the
Tivoli,' Saskatoon.

Possibility is that Victory will
show double bills only until spring,
when vaude will be imported from
the Beacon, Winnipeg. House holds
650.

AI Gold, TivoU, Calgary, was
named prez of the Calgary Exhibi-
tors Assn. and Roy C^own, Strand,
re-elected secretary.

FILM BOOKING CHART
(For inlormattm of theotr* and fitm «ichiiii|f« boofcers Vaueit presenti

a campleic chart o) /eature releaaes ol all the American distributino com-

panies tor the current quarterly period. Date of retileiDi ai given in

Varietv and the running time 0/ printi ore 'inctiMled.')

Key to" Type Abbreuialionj; M—Melodromo; C—Comedy; CD—Comedj
Dromo; W-Westem; D—Drama; RD—RomaMe Drama: MU—Musical
Floures hereujith indicate date 0/ VABiErY's reulew ond rutmlnu time.

COrXBIUUT, MM. B1 VARIETX. IMa AIX aiUUTS BEBEBVBD

WEEK OF RELEASE—11/S8/41

Go Wast YODDK Lady (Col) ll/2« C
NiEbt ol January IS (Par) O
Mexican Spitfire's Baby (BKO) 9/10 C
Marry the Boss's Daughter (20tta) Il/1> C
Keep 'Em Flying (U> 11/2S C
A Date With Murder (RKO) 11/U BD
Rise and,.Shine (ZOUi) 11/19 C
Corslcan brothers (UA) 12/24 M

71

111

P. 8IngIeton-0. Ford
R. pt«ston>E. Drew
li. Velez-L. Errol
B. Joyce-9. Montgomery
Abbott and Costello
O. Sandcrs-W, Bairie
L. Daracll-4. Oakle
D. Fairbanks, Jr.-R. Warilck

WEEK OF BELEASB—12/5/41

Sing lor Sour Supper (Col) U/i C «B.

Borrowed Uoro (Mono) 12/17 C , es

CoUcge Sweethearts (Mono) 1/14 >IU • <3

Among the LIvlni; (Par) 9/3 » «
Swamp Water (20th) 10/22 D 90

Tuxedo Junction (Rep) 12/3 C C6

The Body Disappears (WB) 12/1 H 72

B. Bogers-J. Falkeaberc
A. Bnxter-F. Rice
O. Hayes-M. Heoly
A,'Dekker-S. Hayward
W. Brenaan-W. Uoston
L. Weaver-J. Weaver
J. Lynn-J. Wymao

WEEK OF BELEASB—U/12/41

HoBolnItt Ln (Col) C
Riot Sqiuid (Mono) 1/7 , "
The Feminine Touch (M-6) 9/17 C 9«

H. M. PuUdm, Esq. (M-G) 1I/19 RD 119

Weekend lor Three (RKO) 10/29 C W
Red River VaUey IHtp) 12/31 W «Z

Confirm or Deny (ZOIh) 11/19 RD 73
Wolf Man (U) 12/17 H 96

Love on the Dole (UA) 4/30 D 99
sue! Against the Sky (WB) 12/3 H a
Mr. D. A. In the Carter Case (Bep) M •

L. Veiez-B. Bennett
p, Crorawell-R. Qnlgley
R. Rossell-D. Ameche
B. Lamarr-R. Vouag
D. O'Kecfe-J. Wyatt
R. Rogen-B. Baycj
D. Ameche-J. Bennett
L. Cbaney, Jr.-C. Rains
D. Kerr-C, Evans
A. Smith
J. BlIlsoB-V. GlUawra

WEEK OF BELEASB—12/19/41

Rldeti ol the Badlands (Col) W 57

West ol Cimarron (Bep) W
Shadow ol the Thin Han (M-C> 10/22 CD »7
No Hands on the Clock (Par)- U/M M 7C
The Perlect Snob (20th) 11/12 C '63'

Road Agent (U) 12/10 " D C9
Melody Lane (U) -'IIU 60

C. Barrett-R. Baydea
B. Btecl-T, Tyler
W.PoweU-lI.Le7
C. Horils-J. paiker
C. Rnggles-C. Greenwood
D. Fona-L. CMzrlOa,
R. Page-A. Owyaae -

WEEK OF BBLEASE—U/2«/41

Bed Time Steiy (Col) 12/10
Forbidden Trails (Moito) 12/31
Louisiana Patchase (Par) 11/20
PUynutes (RKO) 11/26
Renninber the Day (20th) 1/24
How Oreea- Was My Valley (20th)
HeUnpoppla (U> 9/24
Tbe Gold Rush (UA) (Rclssne^
DndH Are Pretty People (UA)
ToB*ie la the Araiy-Now (WB)
Died With nielr Boots Oa (WB)

COL. Tonag-F. March
W tS B. Jones-T. McCoy
CD M B. Bope-V.^otlaa
HD K X. Kyier-J. Banynor*
D S5 c. Cotteit-J. Payaa

10/2* B 120 W. PldgcoB^M: O'Han
C 12 Olsen and JohnsoB

CD c. ChapUa
C M, Woodwoith-J. Rogers

12/3 C . 70 J.Dniaate
U/U D 140 E, Flyaa-O. DC Bavfllaad

WEEK OF BELEASB—1/2/42 .

Lone Star VlgUantet (Col) 0/24 W. BS
Freckles Comes- Home (Mono) C
Two-Faced Woman (M-G) 10/22 CD 94
Tarzan's Secret Treasnre (M-G) 11/19 M 12
Babes oa Broadway (M-G) 12/3 M 121
RldlBg the Wind (RKO) 0/10 W C4
Dda't Get PenoaU (U} 12/31 ^. C 60

B. Blllott-T. RUtet
J.Bowna-G. Btora
G. (Mrbo-M. Douglas
J. Welssmnller-M. O'SolUvaa
M. Rooaey-J. Garlaad
T. Bott-IL Donglas
.B..Her)!ertr.A..Qwy!i|i

.

WEEK OF BELEASB—1/9/42

CoBleaalou Boston Blackle (Col) 12/10 H S9
Here Come the Marines (Mono) C
Arlxoaa Terrors (Rep) W
Ball ol Fire (RKO) 12/3, D
Lady tor a Night (Rep) 12/31 D
Blue, White and Perfect (20th) 9/24 . M
Jail House Bines (U) . MU
AU Through the Night (WB) U/3 H

UO
60
74

107

C. Morrls-H. BUllard
W. Ford-T. Wing
D. Barry-L. Merrick
B, Stansnrck-G. Cooper
J. Blondelt-J. Wayne
L. Nolaa-H. Reynolds
N. Pendleton-A. Gwyna
B. Bogart-C. Veldt

WEEK OF BELEABE—1/16/4S

WB Theatre Execs to (Jleve.

Harry Kalmine, head of the
Warner theatre circuit; Leonard
Schlesinger, his assistant; Harry
Ckildberg, theatre advertising chief
and Ruoyi Weiss, chrcuit exec, lelt
Sunday night (11) lor Cleveland to
hold a meeting with- Nat Woll, zone
manager in that . area,> and other
Warner theatre men.
General policy will be discussed,

with the h.o. group probably return-
ing to N. Y. today (Wed.).

West of Tombstone (Col) W
SnnOy Smith, Yard Bird (Mono) C
Pardon My Stripes (Bep). C
Man From Cheyenne (B«p) W
Date With The Falcon (RKO) 11/12 M CI
GenUeman at Heart (20th) 1/7 D 67
Paris Calling (U) . 12/10 D 03
Staangal Gestnre (UA) 12/24 D 97

C. Stairet-B. Baydoa
E* Kennedy-B. Dnneaa
H. Heaiy-S. Ryan
R. Rogers-B. Hayes
O, Soaders-W. Boirla
C. Romero-C. Landla
R. Scott-E. Mrgner
G, TIemcy-W. Huston

WEEK OF RELEASE 1/23/42

Glamor in Overalls
^Continued from page

Coordinaton .ol Government Films.
Among the duties President Roose-
velt outlined In naming him was to
'advise motion picture producers of
ways and means in which they can
most usefully serve the nation.'

Rosten fiew east, from the Coast
last week and has been huddling for
several days with Mellett in Wash-
ington. In taking over the new task,

Rosten will merely be putting on a
permanent and more solid basts the
part-time and voluntas work he has
been doing for about a year as rep
of Mellett on the Coast. Rosten, au-
thor of 'Hollywood,' recently-pub-
lished hook on the film colony, was
accompanied east by writer Leonard
Spigelgass, who, it is understood, will
also take a part in Mellett's setup.
An example of what Mellett seeks

is Metro's 'Joe' Smith, American,'
glamorizing an aircraft worker.

Cadets on Parade (Col)
Man From Headquarters (Mono)
Cowboy Serenade (Rep)
Four Jacks and a.JiU (RKO) 11/12
Right to the Heart (2Cth)
North of the Klondike (U)
Man Who Came to Dinner (WB) 1/7

M F. Bartholomew-V. Lydon
D F. Albertson-J. WoodburyW G. Aatry-S. Bomettc
C 07 R, BoIgti^A. Shirley
D B. Joyce-C. WildeM B. .Crawlord-L. Choney
C 112 B. Davls-H. Wooley

WEEK OF BELEASE^l/30/42

A Close CaU tor'Ellcry Queen (Col) M
Below The Border (Mono) w
Obliging Touar Lady (RKO) 11/5 D
Son ol Fury (5oth) 1/7 D
Treat 'Em Rongh (U) c
Twin Beds (UA) c
Wild BUI Hlckock Rides (WB) W

W. Gargan-M. Lhidsay
B. Jones-T. McCoy
J. CarroU-E. O'Brien
T. power-G. Tlomey
E. Albert
G, Brent-J. Bennett
O. Bennett-B. Cabot

WEEK OB BELEASE—2/6/42
The Man Who Returned to Life (Col) D
Law of the Jungle (Mono)
Valley of the Sun (RKO) 1/14 D
Young America (20th) 1/7 c
Bombay Clipper (U) 1/14 . H
.Sons of the Sea (WB) MA Tragedy at Midnight (Rep) M

J. Roward-L. Ford
M. Moreland

79 L. Ball-J. Craig
72 J. withers-W. Tracy
60 W. Gargan-I. Rerrey

M. Redgrave-V. Hobson
J. Roward-M. Lindsay

TBADESBOWN AND FOB FUTDRE BELEASE
The Prime Minister (WB) 9/17 RD 94
Design for Scandal (M-G) 11/12 CD 02
Kathleen (H-G) 11/12 D 88
Cadet Gin (2«th) 11/12 RD 69
Dr. Klldarc's Victory (M-G) 12/3 D 92
Vanishing Virginian (M-G) 12/3 D 101
Sealed Lips (U) 12/3 m 62
SnlUvan's Travels (Par) 12/10 CD 90
Mr. Big Goes to Town (Par) 12/10 81
Johnny Eager (M-O) 12/10 M 1S6
Banama Passage (Par) 12/10 D 82
Mr. and Mrs. North (M-G) 12/17 C ' 68
The Bugle Sounds (M-G) 12/17 D 101
Land ol the Open Range (RKO) 12/24 W 60
Thundering Hools (BKO) 12/31 W 60
Come on Danger (RKO) 12/31 W 58
Kings Row (WB) 12/2« D 127

J. Glelgnd-D. WyiiT^ard
R. Rnssell-W. Pldgcon
S. Temple-H. Marshall
C. Landls-G. Montgomery
L. Ayers-L. Barrymore
F. Morgan-K. Grayson
W. Gargan-J. Clyde
J. McCrea-v. Lake
(Cartoon)
B. Tayor-L. Turner
M. CarroU-S. Hayden
G. Allen-W. Post
W. Beery-M. Main
T. Holt-R. Whltey
T. Rolt-R. Whltey
T. Holt-F. Neal
A. Sherldan-R. Curamlnfi
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Twin City Indies Want Willlde

As Counsel in Fight Vs. Majors;

Also Appeal to D.C. and Governor

Minneapolis, Jan. 13.

AroufSd over lUegedly 'unliveable'
' 1(11100 terms set by distributors,

which have caused a partial buying
stalemate, the Twin City independ-
ent exhibitors group of Northwest
Allied yesterday (Monday) voted to

make an effort to retain Wendell
Willkie for a finish fight against the

film companies. At the same the

group designated one ot its number
as an emissary to go to Washington
immediately to request a Minnesota
Congressional delegation and two
United States Senators to sponsor a.

provision in the pending price-fix

ing law which would freeze film

rentals at maximum figures in

1S40-41 contracts.

Twin City group also decided to

contact other exhibitor associations

throughout the United States to join

in the move for the price-fixing

legislation as applied to film rentals.

Striking out in still other directions

the exhibitors appointed a commit-
tee of representative independents
to call upon Governor H. B. Stassen

of Minnesota to acquaint him with
the selling policies enforced by dis-

tributors, which, It is claimed,

threaten the existence ot independ-
ent theatre owners in the state.

Committee plans to point out to

the Governor that Alin companies
have defeated the State's anti-con-

sent decree laws and the 20% can-
cellation privilege by boosting film

rentals from 20 to 50%. At the same
time, it is contended, picture house
business is off from 30 to 40% due
to exodus of residents to other states

because of the war.
Exhibs wired Willkie advising him

the matter was urgent, requesting
his immediate consideration and
asking for reply Including terms of

his retainer.

Continue Refusal to Bijy

Following meeting It was declared
that Twin City Independents will

continue to refuse to buy at terms
offered, even If they are compelled to

close theatres or change policies in

such manner as to forgo major screen
product. Some, however, have al'

ready bought Metro, although pro-
testing against the sliding scale deal
which permits the company to al

locate arbitrarily in five brackets
after films have been tested at first-

run boxoffices and Includes per-
""Centafe".' ' There wIllTie no surrerideri

exhibs say, to Paramount and War-
ners percentage demands, or the
20th-Fox 'arbitrary' allocation teiTns,

Meantime, however. Twin City In-

dependents are using up their last

product and any delay in buying will
force many houses to go dark.
No comment was forthcoming at

the meeting regarding the resigna
tion of Harold Fields, one of the most
prominent independent circuit opera
tors in the territory. As Minneapolis
governor of Northwest Allied,^ it Is

understood Fields favored avoidance
ot arr. out-and-out flght with ' dis
tributors and was inclined to, make
further efforts to coax concessions
and relief from the film companies,

Par Finally Gets Screen

For its Fifans in HVood

Hollywood, Jan. 13.
Ei Capitan theatre ceased to be a

Icgit .house Jan. 10 with the closing
of Edward Everett Horton's starrer,
'Springtime For Henry.' After al-
terations the Hollywood blvd. house
will be taken oVer by Fanchon tc
Marco as a first-run .for Paramount
product, playing ' simultaneously
wiUj the Paramount theatre down-
town.
For several ypars Paramount has

been hunting a house In Hollywood
to compete iti the de luXe' bracket
with other studios.-

\

PINANSKI'S POST
Boston, Jan. 13.

Samuel Pinanski, president of the
. M. Sc P. Theatres Corp. and of the
Allied Theatres of Massachusetts,
Inc., was appointed chairman end
co-ordlnator of the amusement in-
dustry for civilian defense by J. W.
Farley, executive director of the
state committee on 'public safety.

Pinanski has been associated with
the amusement industry in ,Massa-
chusetts for 30 years.

N. J. Indie Wins Right

To Pre-Trial Quiz of WB

In the anti-trust suit ot the Hill-

side Amusement Co., Hill.side, N. J.,

against all the major distributors and
the Warner circuit. Federal Judge
John Blight has filed an opinion en-
titling the plaintiff to conduct an ex-
amination before trial.

Distributors and Warner circuit

had recently moved to prevent this

step, but to gain the right them-
selves to examine the plaintiff first

HlUslde Amusement, operating the

Mayfair at Hillside, N. J., In com-
petition with Warner theatres in the

territory, is asking triple damages
under the anti-trust laws ot $900,000.

U Has l^edding'

'Quiet Wedding,' which was prO'

duced in London as a Paramount
quota picture under anything but

quiet circumstances, is being han-

dled In the U. S. by Universal,

'Wedding' was in production during

some of most Intense bombing by

Nazis, two technicians on the set

being killed by a direct hit.

Par took the film only for distribu-

tion In Great Britain, but receives

..credit for It as a quota production,

: Unlversal's first boolcing Is at the

Little Carnegie, New York, current

M-G Loses In Appeal By

Mo. Indie; Must Give

350-Seater 'Some Rnn^

In a decision of the Appeals Board
ot the American Arbitration Assn.,
handed down during the past week,
an awird in favor of Loew's (Metro)
involving an independent house in

Mexico, Mo., obtained from the St.

Louis tribunal, was reversed. Result
is Loew's must henceforth tumlsh
product and 'some run' to the Mexico
house, seating 350.

The St. Louis arbitrator originally

dismissed the case in favor, ot Loew's
by what the Appeals Board charac-
terizes as an unusual' award ot 'no

relief,' but with a repeated offer to
reopen the hearing for further testi-

mony if the complainant would only
undertake to supply matetial facts.

Appeals Board found that 'the rec-
ord. Inadequate as it is In many re-
spects an award In the complainant's
favor.'

Louis Sosna, Indie Mexico, Mo.,
operator, who invaded the two in

July, 1940, in competition with two
other theatres, was unable to obtain
the Metro product even on a third
run, the distributor thus, going
against the decree on the provision
of some run to any exhibitor.

Smalley Asks Relief
Albany, Jan. 13.

Smalley Theatres, Inc., Coopers
town, has filed a petition with the
Albany AAA tribunal asking relief
from ia 14-day clearance now held
by Schine's Colonial, Norwich, over
Smalley's in Sidney, 25 miles away.
"Bhe complaint names Metro, Para-
mount, ,20th-Fox, Warners and
RKO.

Frisco Exhlb Wins
San Francisco, Jan. 13.

Indie operator, Gerald Hardy, won
a victory in his clearance case. De-
cision, handed in by Arbitrator
Donovan O. Peters, agreed that the
Piedmont theatre's clearance Is 'un-
reasonable,' ordering that clearance
be figured from end ot first-run in
the first theatre regardless ot sub-
sequent moveover time In another
house. Arbitrator further ordered
that clearance between the Piedmont
and Grand. Lake, Hardy's principal
opposlsh, he reduced to one day.
Grand. Lake (F-WC house) plays

as much b£ 14 days ahead of the
Piedmont. A similar order was made
regarding the Chimes, affiliated with
Golden State. Hardy had asked that
his clearance be reduced from 60 to
21 days after first-run Oakland
closing, .

Defendants include Paramount,
JIKO, Loews, Vltagraph, 20th-Fox,
West Coast Theatres of Northern
California, Transbay 'Theatres, So-
lano Theatre Corp., Oakland-Berke-
ley ' Theatres and Alameda County
Theatres. They had until Jan. 12
to file an appeal.

Grable, Payne Teamed
Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Betty Grable and, John Payne are
paired as a romantic team In the
William L e B a r 0 n production,
'Strictly Dynamite,' due for- early
spring shooting at 20th-Fox.
Comedy Is being screenplayed by

Robert R. Crutchcr and the music
department is busy on score and
songs.

ST. L EXHIBS

SCORE DECREE

St. Louis, Jan. 13.

The Consent Decree is not at all to

the liking of members ot MPTOA of

St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and
Southern Illinois, and the body,
headed by Fred Wehrenberg, nal>e

chain operator, unanimously passed

a resolution against it and has so

notified the Department ot Justice.

Asserting that It was 'the opinion
and firm of belief, based on experi-

ence ot all motion picture theatre

owners and exhibitors who attended
the session, that the Decree, now In

effect in the motion picture industry,

is working a great hardship on the
motion picture theatres; that It has
been of no benefit to them; that it

has Increased their cost ot operation
by reason ot increased film rentals;

that it has deprived them ot a can-
cellation privilege, previously en-
joyed by them, on undesirable pic-

tures; that It has been a discouraging
factor in considering physical . Im-
provement ot their theatres because
of a lack of assurance of a contin-
uous fiow ot desirable attractions;

that it has generally interfered with
the booking of their houses by reaSon
of delay occasioned in negotiations
tor attractions, and that It has in-

creased rather than decreased many
of the Improper practices of film dis-

tributors . which the Decree was de-
signed to -correct.

•Therefore, be it resolved that the
exhibitors implore the Department
of Justice and Judge G'oddard to

vacate this Consent Decree, or to

revise said Decree to the extent that
all of the product ot a distributor
shall be offered to an exhibitor at

one time, instead of in blocks ot five,

with the proviso that such contracts
shall carry a. 20% cancellation prlv
ilege^- and -that .- the -Department- -*f
Justice and. Judge Goddard be ad-
vised of this resolution and the
prayer of exhibitors In the St. Louis
Exchange District that the relief
asked for be given at as early a date
as possible.'

Minn, hdies Feeling Kickback

Of Anti-Decree Law; 20th Proffers

Unacceptable Deal Like Metro s

TWO STUDIOS EYEING

JdLSON'SWS'FORPIC

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Two studios are ganderlng a film
version of - the Al Jolson musical
show, 'Hold Onto Your Hats.'
20th-Fox is reported interested In

the play as a Jolson starrer, and
Universal IS considering It lor Ab-
bott and Costello.

Small Squares Off With

Pair for UA Next Month

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Edward Small returns' to produc-
tion with two features tor United
Artists slated to start next month.
'Annie Rooney' gets the gUn Feb. 2,

and 'Up In Mabel's Room' rolls 10
days later.

Shirley Temple stars In 'Annie,'
with £dwin Marin directing. Allan
Dwan pilots Louis Hayward and
Ilona Massey as toppers in 'Mabel's
Room.'

SMPE Meet on Coast

Hollywood, Jan. 13.
Dr. John G. Frayne, chairman of

the Pacific Const Section of the So-
ciety of Motion Picture Engineers,
announced that the annual conven-
tion will be held in Hollywood, May
4-8, as originally scheduled.
Recent reports were that the yearly

gathering would be held in the east
or midwest on account of unsettled
conditions on the Coast

Minneapolis, Jan. 13.

Belated selling by major decree

companies under the Minnesota anti-

consent decree law hasn't eliminated

Independent exhibitors' troubles by a

long shot as far as bringing satis-

factory buying terms Is concerned.

Even tome of the leaders of North-

west Allied, which sponsored the

state measure requiring distributors

to sell their entire season's prod-

uct subject to a minimum 20%
cancellation privilege and without

any forced selling, aren't sure they're

any better off than they'd have been

if they hadn't knocked the consent

decree out of Minnesota. In fact,

some independents now declare the

boys should have 'let well enough
alone' and given the decree a trial,

the same as exhibitors have done In

other states.

It's all because the major decree
companies delayed so long in their

1941-42 Minnesota selling and be-

cause, now that they're selling, their

terms are so allegedly 'unreasonable'

and 'exorbitant.' Independent lead-

ers are charging that the deals under
the decree couldn't have been any
suffer—that the demands are so

formulated that nothing actually is

gained from the cancellation priv-

ilege. 'Exhibitors buying under the
decree are bad off, but so are we,'

declare Minnesota indie leaders. 'We
apparently haven't averted the buy-
ing troubles -which we foresaw would
result from the consent decree buy-
ing plan.'

Twentieth-Fox Is the ' latest . to

come forward with an 'unacceptable!

selling plan which Was explained to

Twin City independents al an Invita-

tion luncheon meeting by Tom Con-
nors, new assistant to Sidney R.
Kent, and which Immediately drew a
storm ot protests.

Like Metro Deal

Like the M-G-M deal, which also

Is being assailed by some of the
more prominent Twin City indepen-
dents, it calls for five brackets and
does not specify the number ot films

to go Into the groups, permitting the
distributor to allocate arbitrarily at

his own discretion. It differs from
the M-G-M deal in that there is no
sliding scale plan, and, at least as far

as'Twrn City'lh'afpen'trciits iVe''""foh-'

cerned, no percentage demand. The
Metro first bracket is percentage aiicl

the company intimates there will not
be more than six such pictures, but
gives no guarantee. Hitherto, It has
only demanded four percentage pic-

tures In its Twin City independent
deals.

Both the M-G-M and the 20th deals
are tantamount to handing to dis-
tributors a blank check to fill In, it's

claimed, and the exhibitor has no
way to determine what his film costs
win be. In each case, it's pointed
out he puts himself at the mercy of
the company and must have faith
and confidence It will treat him
fairly.

Independeht exhibitor leaders, who
are fighting the deals, fear that un-
der the plan, the distributors would
allocate costly pictures in the top
brackets even when they're boxofflce
flops. At the same time, judged by
past experience, they say, the Inex-
pensively produced pictures which
prove surprise boxofflce hits in the
first-runs also would be so allocated.
Thus, exhibitors no longer would ob-
tain the benefit ot an occasioi)al
'sleeper,' cosUng them little but de-
livering In a big way at the b.o., to
offset losses on the super-production
brodles. It's feared.

Connors Plea

Connors pleaded with the Inde-
pendents to trust and go along with
his company, having 'faith' In its

promise to be 'honest' and 'fair' and
to do the right thing for its custom-
ers. But Northwest Allied leaders
are predicting that the plan will .en-
counter much sales resistance, al-
though many of, the "Twin City in-
dependents. Including some ot the
Northwest Allied leaders, have
signed M-G-M contracts to solve
their product problem partially and
for the time being.
Paramount still is demanding four

percentage pictures in its Twin City
Independent deal and. It now devel-
ops, Warner Bros., Instead of selling
flat, insists on three percentage films.
The Minneapolis and St. Paul inde-
pendents are resisting these demands

and passing up Paramount 1941-42
.releases, which now would be avail-
able for them because they've
cleared the loop first-runs.

Those Twin City Independents that
have bought M-G-M, RKO (which It

selling flat) and Columbia or Uni-
versal, or both, are in a fair way to
sustain near-normal operations
through January, but either they or
some of the other distributors will
have to give in If their houses are
to operate normally beyond that
The. independents still resisting

M-G-M as well as Paramount nnd
the. other companies, and their num-
ber Includes some of the larger indie
circuits, are In a bad way for product
and soon will reach the point where
they'll have to buy or close Ihcir

houses, unless they carry out ihelr
threats to go to a lie. double feature
policy without major product.

Field Resigns

Regardless of what transpires from
now on, there's no doubt that most
Twin City Independents have taken
It on the chin plenty financially be-
cause the state anti-decree law de-
layed 1941-42 selling so long, and has
compelled them to operate without
new-s'&ason product well into the
present winter.

As Harold Field, owner ot a lai-ga

and successful independent circuit

and one of the most prominent local

chain owners, resigned as Min-
neapolis governor ot Noitluvcst
Allied because, he said, he was 'uii'

able to achieve results necessary to

keep the Minneapolis membci.ship
behind' him, disgruntled Twin City

Independent exhibitors, wralhy over
decree distributors' selling terms
under the Mlnne'xita state law, are
holding a series of meetings to con-
sider 'militant action.'

ChorchiD Visit Paved

Softer Road for U. S.

Newsreels m Canada

Visit of Winston Churchill to Can-
ada resulted in the resumption of

cordial relations between Canadian
ftlm..ihterests_a'nd- U^r- ivewsrccls.--

A reciprocal agreement on llie in-

terchange ot newsreel prints and
cameramen may result
John Grierson, Canada's national

film commissioners, asked the U. S.

newsreelers to send their own men
from N. Y. and get a fast plane to

fiy the story of the Churchill visit

back to the U. S. Previously. As-
sociated Screeix had sole right to

Canada newsreel coverage.
U, S. newsreel executives are

convinced that some sort ot an ar-
rangement will be worked out be-
tween the Canadian film chiet and
Lowell Mellett for an easy exchange
of cameramen on news stories. "This
Is viewed as essential on adequate
war coverage.

Extra Clearance Denied

In 1st Mich. Arbitration

Detroit Jan. 13.

In the first arbitration award filed

In Michigan, Paul W. Voorhics. a

former state attorney general who
served as arbitrator, substantially

upheld the present clearance status
for the RItz theatre.
Case of the Watervliet (Mich.)

house involved clearance over the-
atres in two nearby towns, the
Heart, Hartford, and the Loma,
Coloma. Latter houses are more
than 19 years old and the Rilz,
built three years ago, sought parity
on clearance.

The Voorhles decision held there
was nothing unreasonable In the
seven to 14-day clearance granted
the two older houses although the
Rltr contended that under the pres-
ent set-up it was unable to get films
until two to three months after the
towns had played them often doe
to shortage of prints.

Voorhles- held that the time gap
was an administrative problem nnd
not subject to award under the
clearance clauses of the consent
decree.
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Q. WINTERSIDE

ONLY MAN IN

NEW ENGLAND
Who Hasn't Seen Paramonnt's

BAHAMA PASSAGE
ff

Flovius is 89. Lives near Walden Pond and collects

insects for a hobby. Pins the male and female speci-

mens on separate boards. Ate his last steak in the

winter of '91.

Flavius quit going to the movies after "The Squaw
Man." Said they were a lot of nonsense; full of kissin*

and foolin' around.

Flavius hasn't been seen since the day they put up a

"BAHAMA PASSAGE" poster in town, and he tore it

down. Most people thought he objected to the picture

of Madeleine Carroll and Stirling Haydeii kissing. Fact

of the matter is, Mrs. Winterside took the poster away
from Flavius and has kept him locked in his room

ever- since I- — - :.. .- „:

Everybody ELSE in New England has flocked to see

Paramount's "BAHAMA PASSAGE/' though. Six to

ninety-six; {unlor misses and misters; grandmas and

grandpas. It's the biggest thing since Plymouth Rock I

m

ill'

m

m

m
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Exhibs Testifying Against Majors

At Minn. Anti-Decree Law Hearings

Minneapolis, Jan. 13.

Minnesota independent exliibitors

•re talcing the stand as rebuttal

witnesses against Paramount, 20th-

Fox and RKO, on trail in Hamsay
county district court for violation

of the state anti-consent decree law
requiring distributors to sell their

entire season's product subject to

a minimum 20% cariccUation privi-

lege and without any forced selling.

They're testifying about alleged

•unfair' distributor trade practices,

Including discrimination in favor of

the Paramount affiliated Minnesota

Amus. circut and compulsion to play

or pay for films which they say hurt

their business. ' Purpose of their

testimony is to justify enactment of

the state law, which the distributors

claim is unconstitutional.

The last of the defense witnesses

was Ned Depinet, RKO sales man-
ager, and Paul A. Lazarus, United

Artists' contract manager.
From Depinet the prosecution

drew an admission that he, 'for self-

ish reasons,' favors the former sell-

ing system with cancellations.simi-

lar to that embodied in the Minnesota
anti-decree law, because it involved

a single call on an exhibitor and

the sale of the entire block to him
St one time. However, on cross-

examination following a recess, the

ilKO sales manager declared he
'didn't wish to be mliunder^od.'
'Selling blocks of five under the

decree hasn't ^oved so burdensome
or obnoxious, either to distributors

or producers, as I first feared,' he
told the court

Otherwise, Depinet's ' testimony

covered the same ground as that of

other film company executives who
have testified during the trial. He
explained the manner in which the

companies compete for and acquire

tories, how contracts are made with
exhibitors and how business is done
In Interstate commerce and under
the national copyright law. .

Lasaras* Teatlmony

Lazarus testified that the Minne-
sota law penalizes United Artists'

individual exhibitors unjustly. For
example, he pointed out a° exhibi
tor buying a company's output of

three pictures would be entitled to

cancel one, 'or 33V&%, Instead of

S0%. If the releases number
eight the cancellation privilege

would extend to two, or 25%, in-

—•tcad-of-20%.-- :—
The defense testimony aim has

l>een to convince the court that the
tate of Minnesota h&s no constitu-

tional right to enact such a law In-

terfering with the film business be-
caiise of the^ letter's interstate

-character, and that the 20% cancella
tion privilege is 'confiscatory' and
violates the due process clauses of
the federal and state constitutions,

The violations were deliberate in

order to create the present test

case. The law's constitutionality la

also being challenged In civil suits

by all the other decree companies
•nd United Artists. If necessary, it

has been Indicated, the film com-
panies' fight will be carried to the
U. S. supreme court for a final de-

'' termination of the measure's val-
idity.

BUFF. POUCE HOLD

7 IN BINGO RACKET

Buffalo, Jan. 13.

Seven persons face first degree

grand larceny charges in connection

with an alleged racket to tteat bingo

games, which, poUce say, denied

legitimate persons even the remotest

chance of winning. The charges are

filed against Mae Simpson, Clara

Bradner, Natalie Mangion, Genevieve

mangion,. Albert McAssey, Paul

Angelo and Irene Dunigan, all of

Cincinnati.

^Detective Chief Thomas V. Meegan
said the group operated at two the-

atres here featuring bingo games and
had deprived other patrons of 'even

the ghost of a chance of winning for

at least two months..' He said 16

erroneous payoffs had been dis-

covered at one theatre and about the

same number at another establish-

ment
Another suspect In the alleged

racket David Bennett of Detroit

was returned to that city when It

was found he was wanted in con-

nection with a fatal shooting In

August' IMO.

Tradeshows

Wed, Jan. M.—'Yank on the

Burma Road' and "We Were
Dancing' (M-G), In all exchange

cities except New York.

Thara, Jan. 15.—Torpedo Boat'

(Par), til New York only.

Than., Jan. 15.— 'Remarkable

Andrew' (Par), hi New York
only.

Thars., Jan. 16.—The Lady Hal
Plans' (Par), in New York only.

FrI.* Jan. 1«.—'Fly By Night'

(Par), in New York only.

FrL, Jan. 18.— The Fleet's In'

(Par), in New York only.

Mod., Jan. 19.—'Captains of the

Clouds' (WB), in all exchange
cities.

Toes., Jan. 20.—'Born to Sing'

and 'Out of the Past' (M-G), in

all exchange cities.

$150,000 FIRE RAZES

THEATRE; DIXffi TOO

Chelsea, Mass., Jan. 13.

Broadway theatre here was
destroyed by a $190,000 fire, Dec 31,

which sarted in a bowling alley in

the basement adjoining. The flames

ate rapidly into the building and

then swept through the entire struc-

ture.

M. & P. Theatres operated the

Broadway, recently renovated after

being dark for several months'.

hside Stuff-Pictures

Water Hurts Most

Preem of "Cavalcade of Aviation,' Universal short was almost stymied

at Dayton, O, where It had been -set for Jan. 9, when local army officers

withheld sponsorship of the film on grounds that it waa controversial and

likely to stir up trouble. U. S. military officials there said pictures might

call for scissoring.
' B. B. Kreisler, U short subject sales head, in Dayton to set preem, planed

to Washington where he screened picture for Army higher-ups and re-

ceived Government okay. —
Cavalcade' has a sequence dealing with Brigadier General Billy

Mitchell's demotion during the Calvin Coolldge regime for criticism of

the government because American air power was not l>elng fully devel-

oped. Washington Army circles last week found the Mitchell episode stim-

ulating and said It should 'stay in.

Nitery owners on Sunset Strip, who glean 10 rounds of publicity out of

one-punch fights, would have given plenty, including cover charges and

free hat checks, U they had harbored two of the best knucklefests of

Hollywood's winter season. Both battles were fought in the daytinae and
resulted in blackouts.

In, skirmish No. 1 there were two direct hits. A flack hit a columnist and
the c<Ilumnlst hit the pavemrat Battle No. 2, in ihe patio of the RKO
studio, was equally literary but more violent A screenwriter cut loose

with a barrage of haymakers and sent a writers' agent to the hospital

.yith_a,ljrpken. chlnjE(nS.jijc8.ullflp\ysr.,sar._,^

tore,'these boys meant business.

Howard Hughes Productions, In its appeal to the Board of Regents at

Albany from the ruling of Irwin Esmond, director of the motion picture

division. State Education Department that further eliminations must be
made if The Outlaw' is to be licensed in New York, underlined the fact

a number of sdssorlngs had been made in an effort to arrive at a com-
promise. However, the company, speaking through v.p. Albert I. Lodwick,

RCA Bldg., N. Y. City, argued that the parts to which Esmond still objects

are not indecent, immoral or tending to corrupt morals. The m.p.d. di-

rector holds that they are so within the meaning of the law providing for

inspection by his division. The picture was first submitted for a permit

sale last July.

The high court decision, In Albany upholding the lower tribunals in re-

fusing to bar exhibition of 'Sieg im Westen,' Nazi propaganda film which
the motion pl(iture division, State Education Department ruled was a
newsreel and therefore exempt from the provision of the law requiring a
license, will not serve other than as a precedent There la little chance
the UFA-dlstrlbuted feature will be shown in any U. S. theatre during

the war, or even after peace has been declared.

Supreme Justice Francis Bergan, of Albany, in a ruling last' August
pointed out :^t if the film disturbed the public peace, police authorities

hiad power to act

Worcester, Jan. 18.

Royal theatre here, nabe, suffered
alight water damage Saturday night
..when fire broke out on top of five-
•tory brick building. Forty tenants
were routed. Into sub-zero weather.
Jt>ut only a few theatre patrons left

their seats.

House has capacity of 760 and was
•bout half f\dl when fire started.'

^axrft Double Header
Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Don Barry is warming up' for tw6
gallops during the next four weeks
under production guidance of
George Sherman at Republic. '

First is |Stage Coach Express,'

•tartlng Jan.' 16, to be followed Feb.

by 'Jesse James, Jr.'

Boles in 2d Mono Pic
Hollywood, Jan. 13.

John Boles was signed by Mono-
gram to star in Xand of the Sky
Blue Water,' based on ihe CHiarles

Wakefield Cadman song.

Actor recently returned to pic-

tures ip. 'Road. ^..Happiness' at the

fame studio.

Blayor LaGuardla'i recent ruling against all vehicles being on New
Yoric city itreets during an air raid has brought complaints from the
newsreels. Newsreel outfits would be unable to cover a raid because
needing motorcars to haul heavy camera equipment about
In their quest for an okay to allow newsreel crews on the street with

their motorcars, they cite what was done In San Francisco. In the Coast
city, which is imder even more strict military control, provision was made
on police cards so newsreel cameramen could use their autos and get

through lines. In Boston, that city's mayor made an exception by swear-

ing In all cameramen as special police.

Francis Li Harmon, executive vlce.'<chainnan of the War Activities Com'
mittee of the motion picture industry, is moving this week Into new quar-
ters in the Paramount building, N. Y., from his old office with the Motion
Picture Producers tc Distributors Assn. He is taking a leave of absence
from MPPDA, where he was an executive aide to Will Hays.
^rmon'a new duties cover anything connected with war pictures, or

the war as It affects the picttire business. Monroe Greenthel Is chalrinan
of the advertising-publicity branch of the War Activities Committee.

Apparently In an attempt to justify Its continued existence, the Radio
theatre, Milwaukee, erstwhile Deutscher Kino, only house there showing
(lermaA pictures, now advertises that its 'non-polltlcal' films are also- 'gov-

ernment censored.' Its second week's bill since reopening comprised
'Jugend Freunde' and the comedy 'Elne Seefahrt Die 1st Lustig,' with a
Gentian news reeL Business is at a low ebb.

A severe shock came to Mrs. Gwyneth HindlCi of Windsor, Ont, sitting

in a picture house there. Her husband, Sergt. Air Gunner William H.
Hlndle was killed in action last July as a member of the Royal Canadian
Air ' Force. Mrs. , Hbidle saw her husband in Targets for Tonight', a
picture portraying" flie activities of the' Royal Air Forck"

'

Army's Own Show Setups
^contlnnca from page S

every night and writing and pre-

paring major prcMntations, which

they'll first itaga for their own
camps and then tour around the area

if good enough. Two of these lat-

ter shows are about to have their

preems, one at Fort Slocum and one

at Camp Upton.
Both are original two-hour revues,

with skits and music written by the

boys. They are both figured as po-

tenUai 'Yip Yip Yaphanks,' the Irv-

ing Berlin-Camp Upton show which
played Broadway with tremendous
success during the last war. Efforts

will be made by the Corps Area
morale headquarters to find a

Broadway showcase for the best of

the crop of musicals coming up.

Major General's Help
Advanced state of the program of

intra-camp entertainment in the

Second Corps area, as contrasted to

the rest of the country, is largely

due to the Interest, sympathy and
cooperation of the commander.
Major General Irving J. Philllpson,

and the presence In the morale
headquarters of a number of soldiers

who were formerly top-notch pros.

They Include Capt Richard E.

(Dixie) French, assistant morale of-

ficer, who for 15 years was general
manager for John Golden and Pri-
vates Ezra Stone and Sidney
Klngsley.
Morale officers of the ca'^ps and

others involved in the entertain-
ment project were recently called
together by General Philllpson at
Corps Area headquarters on Gov-
ernors Island and given detailed
plans of organization worked out by
a committee Including French,,
Stone, Klngsley, Capt Maurice King,
who Is in charge of music in the
Cori>s Area, and Louis Simon, full-

time civilian consultant provided
by the National Theatre Conference
via financing by the Citizens Com-
mittee for tiie Army and Navy.
General PhlUipson and C^L H.

Clay M. Supplee, Corps Area mo-
rale chief, asked the morale officers
to make surveys' of the men In their
camps in every field pertaining to
the theatre, including writers, pul>-
licity, carpenters, tailors, ete. Where
there's a surfeit of talent In one
pamp and insufficiency In ' another.
General Philllpson promised to shift
men to even things out

' Organization chart worked out by
the theatre committee envisions
each camp with its soldier 'pro-
ducer,' technical director and mu-
sical director giving full time to
their respective Jobs. Part-time
members of tha^staiff include actors,
milefs, ~5{ageh'£i3s,'''mvu^^

'

a publicity man. There are also
actors in a spare-time category.
Above {he Individual camp staffs.

Corps Area headquarters is to have
a promotion-publicity department
an editorial department to handle
scripts, library and records, a talent
department to aid in placement and
casting, a departmenr to aid on
dance direction and routines and
staging of musical numbers, a mu-
sic department a technical depart-
ment and a stage management di-
vision.

One of the great advantages seen
by General Philllpson and Colonel
Supplee in the home-grown shows
Is that It gives many boys a chance
to participate in an extra-curricu-
lar activity that Interests them even
if they have never before been as-
sociated with the theatre. Ex-
taUors will be sewing costumes, car-
penters and painters making scen-
ery, electricians operating stage
lights, and so on. >

Soldiers Show Interest
Surprising interest hi participation
.theatricals has been shown by

soldiers. In a recent questionnaire
at Fort HamUton, asking men which

number of recreational
activities they'd prefer to parUci-
pate In, more than 200 out of 1500
signified dramatic work.
Cota required for props or aiw-

thing else In the shows being staged
Is being provided by some anony-
mous Broadwayltes. Sums, of course
are toslgniflcant That was lUus-
toated in production recently atCamp Upton of a one-hour comedy
resume of the year at the camp la-

of which ^ was 'for a second-halS
kltehen table purchased in the vil-
lage with the provision that it couldbe sold back for $2.'

rn^lfi.*"''^*
eliminated has been

royalties when regular plays areused^ Virtually aU authorrha"e
agreed to forfeit their levies for the
admisslonless soldier shows
Problem of filling femme roles in

the plays has been solved in two
ways. Prtadpaf one la to enlist the
^ves-or friends -of soldiers^on tiie

post or get gals from nearby towns

to voluntter. The other way, found

to be, highly successful In broad

comedies. Is to have one of the.

doughboys Impersonate a femme.
One of the discouragements that

draftees assigned to the morale

branch have experienced Is their

inability to get recognition .or pro-

Dwtlon. Most of the other men and
officers feel that activity in the

camp theatre is 'goldbrlcking' or

'riding the gravy trata'—that sol-

dlers whose duty It is to entertain

their buddies have a soft snap of it

TtiaVt gradually being overcome.

Also the fact that other recruits

who came in at the same time and
may have been assigned, for in-

stance, to the quartermasters corps

and have been diligently passing
out shoelaces for eight months or

a year, have by this time been pro-
moted to sergeants. Morale men, in

the meantime, remain privates and
have every prospect of continuing

so for a long time, inasmuch as the
Army has no official status for pri-

vates in morale work, only for conv-

missioned officers.

Brit. Vigor
sContlnned from page Is

C^eneral Film Distributors, Ltd., hi

a double truck announcement of

British-made films, displaytag vari-

ous trademarks. Including Gau-
mont-Brltish, Universal, Gainsbor-

ough, Ortus Films, Leslie Howard
Production, and British Film Mak-
ers, Ltd.

Odeon Represented

Importantly represented also hi

full-page copy were Odeon The-

atres, Ltd., extending 'greetings and

thanks t<> our American Friends and
Allies for their help in providing

great entertainment for Britain's

workers in their brief leisure hours,'

British Lion Flhn Corp. extended

'cordial greetings to Republic Pic-

tures' and, anticipated record ship-

ments of 'bigger and better pictures

hi 1942.' Geraldo and his orches-

tra sent 'sincere good wishes' to

friends and greethigs to members
of the A. F. M.' Ealing Studios

conveyed felicitations from Reginald

Baker and Michael Balcon.

Text of all the advertisementa

possessed a certain 'lift' which re-

flected confidence in the outoome of

world war on all fronts. PhyllU
DIxey commented, 'See you when
It's all over—hope "it will be soon.'

J*on.,JGmherley_, and ..Ifelen Page
concluded personal greetings viWi,

'Gooi Luck, (jood Cheer. Good
Winning!' Evelyn Dall stated,

'Came to England for six weeks

—

that was six years ago,' so evidently

she likes It Flanagan and -Allen
sent a.season's greeting 'to all their

dear friends in America,' and men-
tioned Incidentally that they are

now in their 10th month In 'Black

'Vanities,' at the Victoria Palace.
Firth Shephard was content to

draw attention to liondon's Three
Greatest Hits,' which he listed as

•Up and Doing,' 'Fun and Games'
and "The Man Who Came to Dinner,'

all of which he's producing. And
Manning Slierwin and Val Guest
made mention of their participation

as composer and lyricist of the first

two, among several other current at-

tractions.

other Mtanges of Cheer

Of similar vein was the message
from George Elrlck, who . declares,
'Ready -to greet you with a smile
and a song when our troubles are
over.' Joe Loss hopes for a speedy
and victorious end,' and Jack Tay-
lor and Hyman Zalil insist they are
"Keeping the flag of variety 'flying

in the north of England.' Brian
Desmond Hurst -Josef Somlo, Elma
Warren and Al Burnet Peter Maur-
ice and Jimmy Phillips, Georgle
Wood, WiUlam Boughtbn, Bernard
Delfont, Charles L. Tucker, and
Afrlque were among 'others who
combined holiday greetings' with
words ,of courage.
Interesting copy was furnished by

Mrs. Laura
' Henderson, whose Re-

vudevllle at the WhidmlU Theatre
•never dosed.' Two Cities Films,
Ltd., Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Fisher,
Max Bacon,''Marcel Hellman, Nelson
Caifford and Marie Marlon, Forsythe,
Seamon and Farrell, The Dolinoffs
and Raya Sisters, Jack Hylton, Van
Lier, William Molllson, and Quality
Inns all struck the optimistic note
In their announcements.
Ftbm Australta 'Variety's' 36th

Anniversary issue also carried mes-
sages from Hoyts Theatres, Ltd., and
Greater Union Theatres, both impor-
tant' Australian ch:«Ulis.'



BROADWAY'
TOPS "BOOM TOWN"!

(Yes, at last the advanced-price record-holder is surpassed

as M-G-M*s new marvel sweeps America!)

MICKEY ROONEY • JUDY GARLAND In "BABES ON BROADWAY" with Fay Bainler * Vii«iniq Weidiar - Ray

McDonald • Richaid Quina • Donald Mesk • Alexander WootlcoH • ScreOn Ploy by Frad Finkiahaffe and Elaine

Ryan • Orieina! Story by Fred FinklehofFe • Directed by BUSBY BERKELEY * l^roduced by ARTHUR FREED

A M<plro-Oetdwyn»May«r Picture

Maivh with the IntUistiy! EiiKsi your theatre in the ^'March off Dimes," week of Ian. 22ml
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Expect Modifications of Decree

To Permit More Than Blocks of 5

Selling; Exhibs May Get Option

Br HOT CHABTIEB
The instrument the Government

forced on the film Industry known as
the consent degree—fighting lan-
guage in the presence of most ex-
hibitors—may be falling on darlc

days. Not because of the war, not
whether pictures are better or poor-
er, and certainly not due to any pub-
lic reaction that has developed with
respect to it The decree is an un-
wanted child, and lack of love is

steadily growing against it

Producers and distributors signa-
tory to the c. d. are evidencing no
Sreat affection for the new system
of selling,: and the exhibitors, in in-

creasing numbers, are openly ex-
pressing their hatred.
The fllm-maklng fraternity does

not like the decree in view of the
fact that it places the producer more
on a basis where merit determines
their lasting powers. Distributors are
not fond of it, since selling restric-

tions and increased costs make their
TOW harder to hoe, but on the show-
down that appears to be coming the
chances are six-two-and-even that
the theatres, which the decree was
designed to protect, will most vigor-
ously oppose continuance of it.

There may be some modification of
the sales provisions imposed by the
armistice In the U. S. anti-trust suit

against the Big Five, according to
sales prediction, but thus far no con-
crete steps in that direction have
been taken. Several possibilities are
mentioned.' One is that the size of
groups be raised from £ve to IQ or
15, with or without a cancellation
privilege. Another is to leave it to,

the option of the exhibitor whether
he wants to buy in small groups or
on a fuU-liue basis.

Fall Reason Prodnet
Still another recommendation that

might be "made before the decree
goes much farther is the right to
offer . a full season's product, the
exhib to be furnished a synopsis of
each picture he is contracting for.

In the evept the distributor veered
markedly from a synopsis, the ques-
tion of whether the theatre would be
obligated to play the film or be per-
mitted cancellation would be subject
to arbitration. The synopsis plan.
If getting anywhere, would be some-
what along the lines . of one pro-
.yLsloA-Ot .the.JJ.eeJy. bl!J:'fijt.c.ept..;thrt

the impractical features of the leg
Islation proposed under the Neely
measure would haVe to be removed.
Rejection of films on racial, religious
or moral grounds,' as provided for by
the decree, might be . a distrib con.

cession or amendment to it; if any
headway in that direction is made.\
Meantime, the industry unity

movement is seen in some sales and
exhibition quarters as a possible ulti-

mate means by which the produc-
tion-distribution-exhibitlon ttranches
may implement themselves in such a
way as to provide an intra-industry
front against the decree and possible
future Federal regulation. The goal,

of course, would be organization of
the^three principal arms of the -film
business for the control and solution
of problems from within rather than
from without
The objective was sought by the

trade practices codes on which dis-

^^Htributors and exhibitor leaders la-
bored for many months in 1938, but
which was scuttled by Allied States
Assn., with tiie U. S. suit against the
eight' majors following.

No Mere Process
The decree, in turn, resulted on

Nov. 20, 1940, for five of the distrib-
utor defendants—Metro, Paramount,
20th-Fox, Warner Bros, and RKO,
That same month a new complaint
was filed against United Artists, Uni-
versal and Columbia, but so far the
Government has made no appreciable
progress in forcing the self-same de-
cree on these companies.

In eflebt since Sept. 1 last the next
,elx months will decide Uie fate of the
said decree, at least In t>art. If the
U. S. f&Us to force its provisions
upon UA, U.and Col by June 1, the
major producer-distributors signa-
tory to the pact are relieved of cer-

. tain of its clauses starting Sept 1

next in the sale of 1942-43 product
They would no longer be bound to

limit selling of pictures to groups of

five at a .time, with trad^owings
first, but the rest of the decree would
remain in force for the three-year
trial period to Nov. 20, 1943, includ-
ing arbitration.

The probabilities, however, are

Three sign the decree, the mounting
opposition of the rank-and-file of

theatre operators might force its

abandonment or, failing that obtain

modifications. Among other things,

exhibitor complaints to the Depart-

ment of Justice first spawned the

U. S. anti-trust suit and its offspring,

the decree, but the exhibition arm of

the industry was not permitted to

take part in the negotiations.

The complaints are widespread and
varied. Producers are Jittery for

fear the sales organizations of their

companies will not be able to sell the

mediocre pictures; also that groups,

as sold, cannot be moved fast enough

to satisfy the trasses and the bankers.

Studios' concern lies in stories that

might be cancelled on racial, relig-

ious or moral grounds, as provided

for by the decree.

There is also considerable Coast

nervousness over the $1,000,000 pic-

ture that turns out poorly and now
must face refusal of exhibs to buy' it

after it has been made (and seen by
some), whereas in past such filiiis

Were on high allocations far in ad-
vance and had to be played as
bought

From Distrib FerspecUve

Decree has caused much added
overhead for the distributor in

screening all pictures, selling in

groups, in maintaining larger forces

at the home office and in the field,

in delayed and continuous negotia-

tions, advertising - exploitation prob-
lems and in arbitration involving

attorney fees, time, etc.

Shortening of clearance and neces-
sity to provide 'some run' to any
exhibitor further restricts the free-

dom of the distrib. Distrib can't

go ahead and close deals with sub-
sequent runs where a large circuit

in the territory delays on buying.

Extreme slowness is caused in

liquidating pictures and getting back
production costs, film Inventories be-
ing higher than ever before in his-

tory.

Refusal of the vast majority of ex-
hibs to attend trade screenings is due
in part to their opposition against

the decree, but more importantly, to

the . time and cost involved.

More Exhib Antipathies

EXhibitOf': Oppoiitloii" to Tirgh'''renf-'

'

als demanded by all distribs, in-'

eluding UA, Col and U, though not
under the decree.

Demand of the salesmen for per-
centage deals from flat accounts.

Insistence that there be one or
two percentage pictures in each
block, making many accounts, face
the probability that on the year
they will be forced into percentage
on 20 or more pictures instead of
five or six as in prior seasons.

Added demand for preferred play-
ing time on specified pictures in

tach block.

Practice, imder consent of re-

designating pictures after they have
been bought

Higher guarantees against per-
centage, lowered splits and added
checking of theatres.

Sale of certain outstanding films

singly at high percentages and
splits or reversions up and down
from a set figure, with minimum
admission prices also a part of the
deals.

Increased milking of pictures up
front with result they are dried up
by the time they reach subsequent
runs.

Substantial rise in theatre op-
erating overhead due to terms,
viewing of films in screening rooms
(if attending them), and the unin-
terrupted business of buying pic-

tures throughout the year instead

of closing contracts, as in the past,

for an entire season's output at one
time.

Exhib complaints generally that

the distrib gets the best of a bad
bargain under that unwanted child,

the decree.

'Keep Laughs'
-CoBtlnned from pafe Is

Hollywood, Jan. 13. '

Paulette Goddard moves in with
Madeleine Carroll and Fred Mac-
Murray to complete triangle of top-

pers in The Forest Rangers' at Para-
mount.
George Marshall directs the out-

li!ir(41)«<^>cvsivi;)fi.1^: so-called', Little ' dpor drama, which rolls Jan. 20.

weren't a thousand other reasons,

their routines alone ought to earn

them history's hook.

On the other hand, the "United

NaUons,' fighting for the right to

laugh and let laugh—aU four free-

doms and 'Variety's' fifth one,

rolled into one—offer innumerable

Instances of a real appreciation • of

laughter. 'Winston Churchill, in his

last two or three speeches in Wash-

ington and Canada, has become the

envy of every comic within earshot

What a comedian! 'What delivery!

What laughs! Our own F.D.R., per-

sonifying the humanity of America

in his heart-warming smile, has pro-

vided his countrymen with many an

inspiring chuckle. Newsmen In

Washington flock to the Presidential

press conferences not only for the

news but for laughs. Even the gal-

lant Russians are showing previously

unappreciated healthy humor as they

blitz the Fritz. They're hitting with

everything they've got including

some witty poster appeals to their

people, according to recent pho-

tographs from abroad.

Fellows, like myself, however,

who've dedicated themselves through

peace and. war to the funnier sides

of life, can not abdicate just be-

cause we are not directing military

operations against the enemy. We
have a vital function to perform on

the home front

Uses of Laoghler

You can't laugh a bomb out of the

sky, but you can drag many a penny
hidden under mattresses and in cups

in the cupboards by a line like Fib-

ber McGee's: 'Buy a Bond and Slap

a Jap Across the Pond.' Fifty-nine

billion dollars is a laughing mat-
ter, when you not only put a kick in

It but get' out of it as welL A gag
can be as effective as 100 billboards

or 500 newspaper stories.

In his report on the state of the

nation, the President said that every-

one of us has accepted the chal-

lenge of the enemy in both an In-

dividual and joint manner. Even
though we, comics appear to be .tak-

ing the situation lightly, we are not!

Well bring up the sights on our

own line of production. True, we
cannot build tanks, planes and ships,

but if hitting the funnybone can help

the men who do, you can count on
the Fibber McGees and Mollies, the

Bob Hopes, Red Skeltons, Jack
Bennys, Edgar Bergen-Charlie MC'

Carthys,the Milton Berles, Fred Al-

,lens," Abbott and Costellos; the

Fannie Brices, Burns and Aliens,

Charlie Chaplins and Danny Kayes.

"All "oi' tHem'""are "ready" to 'Tiirp

twist the boche's tail. 'The job is

no laughable one, but when it's over,

we'll have reason to be joyful about
it All of us are ready to pitch ell

along the line.

This being war, you hear people
everywhere talking about the 'es-

capist' film and show—particularly,
where.'they apply to comics. Laugh,
ter is supposed to be a method of

getting away from it all. Maybe it

is. Maybe people today want to for.

get about themselves and the bitter

realities of the headlines. I don't

think, however, that comedy is just

a sugar-coated bromide.
A. laugh a day will keep the das-

tards away. We all want to laugh

—

the minute we stop wanting to, we'll

really be on the skids. Xiaughter is

an oxygen tank for free-breathing
democracy. The countries that do
not permit the absolute freedom of
laughter will sink first It takes the
courage of a laugh to face ad-

versity and see .it through.
For my fellow creators of laugh,

ter, for the men and women who
aim their barbs at America's risl

biiities, I want to enlist all the way.
towards winning the war. The bar-
rage of laughs that lifts the morale
of our men, women and children is

an important reserve to the barrage
of bombs that are hurled forth to

meet the enemy. ' High spirits are
one of this country's first priorities.

Yes, it's war. Leave it to the
comedians to help rout General
Calamity and Major Catastrophe.

(Signed) Eddie Cantor.

New lleatre Buflding in America

Mng 1941 May Total $22M

'Nymph' Finally RoHs

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Delayed by casting troubles, The
Constant Nymph' rolls Feb. 1 at

Warners with Oiarles Boyer and
Joan Fontaine co-starred and Alexis

Smith featured.

Edmund (Moulding directs and
Henry Blanke produces.

ASKS BAN OF IMMORAL'

FOREIGNm IMPORTS

Detroit Jan. 13.

Pointing out that nearly 50% of

the foreign films imported run afoul

of rulings of the Legion of Decency,
the Michigan Catholic is calling for
a Federal ban on the Importation of
pictures which are 'immoral and
lascivious.' The paper,' influenlial in
this state, declared that nearly half
of the 40 pictures which were ruled
out by the Legion were made abroad
and urged that steps be taken to pre-
vent their entry Into the U. S.
Peg also was taken on the basis

that wartime often sees a decline in
national morally and recommended
that the pictures be i^ut out 'In the
interests of national defense.'

While theatre construction for 1041
In this country may hit $22,000,000,
according to various estimates in
Wall Street last week, with less than
a full week to go, war-time priorities

are expected to bring a sharp slash
In total theatre building In 1942.

Actual amount of theatre construc-
tion activity reached $18,300,000 by
the end of October this year.

Bright aspect of new theatre build-
ing situation is that the 'film business
has been aware of considerable new
construction late in 1940 and early
1941 in anticipation of Ihe exact
clampdown on this activity which has
developed.
The industry has noted the man-

ner in which new construction has
tapered off during the last four to
six months because bulk of projected
work had been completed. Conse-
quently, the film business finds itself

in shipshape to care for any material
upbeat in attendance, during the com-
ing 12 months.
War priorities In recent months

has virtually halted most new the-
atre construction and it is expected to
further curtail such activity except
where real necessity exists for a film
house.

Three on a Marquee

Tim Holt's Up V Downs
Hollywood, Jan. 13

Tim Holt climbs back into the
saddle for two westerns at RKO
after his non-sagebrush role in "The
Magnificent Ambersons.' Tive of

Spades' and 'Adventure at Salt 'Val-

ley' are slated to gallop through
March and April.

Meanwhile, Holt Is assigned to an-
other non-riding role in the Ginger
Rogers starrier, There Goes Ix>na

Inker Snes for Bonos

Los Angeles, Jan. 13.

Art Babbit animator of film car-

toons, filed suit for $5,000 in Superior
Court against Walt Disney Produc.
tlons, ' demanding adjustments and
bonuses extending from 1936 to the
recent strike at the Disney plant

Similar claims have been made
by several other employees, who
charge their bonuses were not paid
after the strike.

Financial Setups
SSsContinaed from .page

tinued improvement of the company's
earning capacity may be reflected
in the common per share earnings.
Universal funded debt presently is

only $4,000,000, represented by
debentures which are privately held,
^fflule.ltlies both common-stock- and
certificates for another common out-
standing, the first preferred stock
now outstanding is such a- small
amount as to constitute no large
burden on the company.
Figures early this year showed

only 10;739 shares of this first pre-
ferred outstanding, which even at
the $8 annual diwy rate amount to
less than $86,000 per year. How-
ever, Universal still, is keeping in
mind steps to simplify the corporate
structure, with the withdrawal of
additional preferred naturally one
of them. Improved business condi-
tions naturally would speed the ex-
ecution of such simpliflcaton plans.
RKO's efforts at simpliflcation are

fairly well known, the realignment
of Keith-Albee-Orpheum preferred
already representing a saving to the
parent company. Further revamp to
clarify the corporate picture doubt-
lessly are In the cards as the finan-
cial earnings of RKO grow.
Warner Bros, may consider clear-

ing up arrears on its preferred stock,
the most hnmediate costly item,
should earnings continue running at
the ciu-rent high rate. Corporation's
funded debt still is rated in financial
circles as comparatively high.

H. M. Warner
^sConttnned from pace I

cal, Ralph Block; Publicity, Arch
Reeve; AlUed Industries, Fred W.
Beetson, E. O. Blackburn; Western
Costume Co., Joseph Schnitzer; In-
dustry Lawyers, Edwin Loeb; Unions
Charles J. Haggerty; Agents, Stan-
ley Bergeman, Her* AUenberg,
Prank Vincent

Officially the drive starts Jan. 19,
but preparatory meetings will be
held in various studios, starting to-
day (Tuesday) at Warners.
AS a running start for the drive,

B. G. De Sylva donated $7,500 and
Cary Grant turned over a check for
$25,000, representing the American
Red Cross share of his $100,000 sal-
ary from 'Arsenic and Old I,ace'
which he is ftvlng to various chari-
ties.

Boohester's 1st Driye-In

Rochester, N. Y., Jan. 13.

Rochester is slated to get its first

drive-in film theatre next spring as
deal is completed for sHe on the
Scottsville Road opposite the Mu-
nicipal Airport Spot is outside the
city limits a'nd some four miles from
downtown.
James W. Morrissey of Rochester

Real Estate Co. acting as local rep-
resentative of National Drive-In The-
atres of Cleveland in deal for site

and construction. Theatre will have
space for 1,000 cars and room to add
350 more if project warrants ex-
pansion.

Grlfrith's Newest
.New Braimfels, Texas, Jan. 13.

The new Brauntex opened here
by the R. E. Griffith circuit. An-
nouncement cards sent out contained
pictures of the ojid Opera House
which the Griffiths operated here in

1915, prior to the .time the Griffith
Bros, became motion picture sales-

men out of Dallas.

Cooper's Latest
Lincoln, Neb,, Jan. 13.

Ji'tt 'Coopfef may "have picked a"

'

prophetic opener for his newly con-
ditioned deluxer, the Stuart which
opened New Year's Eve. He's
spent $100,000 on remodeling, and
what with the war slugging biz the
past month, prospect isn't too good.
Starting flicker was 'Birth of the

Blues.'

W6 H.O. Workiers' Union

Gets Bargaining Rigbt

Washington, Jan. 13.

Sole negotiating privileges for all

home-office hired hands at Warner
Bros, and the affiliated and subsid-
iary companies .were handed the
Warner Bros. Associated Office Em-
ployees of Greater New York, an un-
affiliated union, by the National La-
lior Relations Board Saturday (10).

No rival had a look-in, for the sole

question at the October election was
whether the white-collar help pre-
ferred to bargain Individually or
have their grouches handled by the
Association.

Results of the balloting, certified

by the N.L.R.B., were 451 out of 639
votes cast in favor of the independ-
ent organization. Only 112 workers
opposed collective bargaining. Chal-
lenges of 74 ballots were pushed
aside, since the outcome was so one-
sided. Out of 702 eligible workers,
639 stated their preferences.

Dallas Tent's '42 Officers

Dallas, Jan. 13.

Officers of the Variety Club of
Texas for the~year "1942 were in-

ducted into office here at a luncheon.
Oath of office was administered by
R. J. O'Donnell.
New officers are: R. E. Griffith,

chief bairker; Claudj Ezell, first as-

sistant barker; W. G. Underwood,
second assistant; John Q. Adams,
property master, and Caiivassmen
Ben Ferguson, S. L. Oakley, Her-
man Blersdorf, Jo Jack, Ed Rowley
and Justin Mclnaney, and Ted de
Boer, treasurer.
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Press Junkets Swung in Wide Arc

h '41; PreviewsNow Back to Normal

Hollywood, Jan, 13.

The Hollywood previews and

Junkets for the press—with the

writing boys getting the taflee treat-

ment from the studios and pro-

ducers In return for plenty of lino-

type lead and favorable notices-

swung In a wide arc during 1941.

TKrindup got the preview situation

back to a normal and sensible basis.

Just how long It wlU remain that

way depends on many factors, most

Important being continuance of

operation of the consent decree pro-

visions and continued stand of the

Publicity . Directors Committee

against previews for magazine, syn-

dicate and fan mag writers so far

In advance of release dates that the

smart-alecky reviews by certain in-

dividuals hit the newsstands to dis-

courage theatre attendance.

Warners, which had played a

prominent role in entertaining the

press with feeds and junkets to all

parts of the country, with trainloads

of celebs and well-foddered dining

cars and buffets, had two press trips

during the first half of the year with

a -wild train ride to Santa Fe .for

promotion of 'Santa Fe Trail,' and

a seaslcky boat trip between Los
Angeles and San Francisco for na-

tional publicity breaks on 'The Sea

Wolf.' First was a successful junket

for both the company and the press,

but the sea voyage—which is always

a rough trip between the two Cali-

fornia cities— scuttled the type-

tapping proclivities of the 65. mem-
bers of the press when few survived

the wave-bouncing.

Va MUml Trip

Universal provided what stands

put In the minds of the press reps

as the best promotional trip across

country cuffoed by a film company,
w<th premiere of 'Back Street' in

Miami last February. Studio pro-

vided transportation, hotel and other
accommodations for the corre-

spondents—totalling 144 from all

sections—and left the gang on their

own In the Florida resort without
resort to planned program of activi-

ties, outside of attendance at the

initial showing of the picture. AI-
thbugh the company got breaks for

the picture, junket proved more
valuable as a long-range friendship

prbmdtlon for the company, and will

pay off for Several years among the
troupe that were guests on the trip.

Minor trips were promoted by
RKO for opening in Frisco of

.. 'Sunny,! .and. .W8.rners._was..cont.ent

to wind up its group of press trips

with a smally to' San Diego for get-

away of 'Dive Bomber.'
United Artists provided the finale

of the festive trips with a winery
preview for the press. Not to slight

any of the writers — as had been
done on other similar affairs by the
other companies — the UA staff

opened the Invited lists wide for
every accredited writer and corre-
spondent in Hollywood. The pre-
view of "New Wine' marked a new
era in press brawls. It was the
liveliest affair that oldtimers had
ever encountered. The several
hundired press correspondents—each
with guests—jammed the limited
facilities of the wine room to over-
flowing. Result was two showings
of -the picture, with those on the
outside spending their time freely
Imbibing in the free-flowing wine
provided by the vintners, who
ladeled it out without thought of
the capacities of many of those
present.

Free-Loading
The winery officials were very

gracious— bottles were stacked on
tables for the press guests to pick up
when leaving. But a number figured
to .get a year's supply of the giggle
water, and startfed ditching bottles
In .the shrubs and under trees so
that the supply could be recouped
When leaving. As a result, attend-
ants of the winery were put on duty
to rake through the hideouts and
reclaim the huge store of free goods
before the plant was stripped en-

of its aged champagne.
That was a fitting windup to the

press parties and trips—at least for
the gimme gang who seem to slip
through at every opportunity to get

ASST. TO SnOWMAM-EXECVTrVE
taIhI'..Z!V? „"''"'.'"" •'ie«"l««l "WW
E,V£J'?~",?""'««' "* Nnr Yoi*—Ui«ro>i«lil»

iStir ? 1" .'"«<lli"M of publlclUr lIKl oiplol-
lUloii. liKludInt radio. Doilni position wllh

sJSf?.. " """"o toltlloM Munul. Colltio

SiSV.'il?- S"''' ">""'» " "UUunl Is biiw

SSKl' Ilondcd and willing to Utrol. T.i-
TOiBil OTnotlloni ud wfotonMi. Opportonlu
Will. = ;<i™neMii»nl chl«r conilUcrilloii.

free meals and liquid refreshments.
But the consent decree regulations
and edict of the Publicity Committee
hit the meal-seekers hard. They
don't

,
like the sew regulations, and

do not hesitate to voice their
opinions to any other space-rate
representatives who will huddle
with tbem for discussion on the free
meal problem.

Studios are endeavoring to work
in harmony with the trade press on
tradeshowings ' of pictures required
under the consent decree. Several
have discovered that certain types
of pictures should be shown in

front of audiences for proper evalu-
ation by the trade critics. In these
instances, the studios set up sneak
previews in nearby theatres to

which only the representatives of

the trade press \ie invited for re-

viewing purposes. Other writers are
told to stay away from these show-
ings, or be faced with ban on invi-

tations to the regular press unreel-
ings which come close to the re-
lease dates.

For the convenience of the trade
reporters, the studios generally try
to set up studio previews of pic-
tures a few days in advance of the
regular tradeshows in Los Angeles.
This prevents a jamup of several
pictures in one day for the review-
ing fraternity—and allows the boys
to space their viewings with soAie
degree of regularity.

Preview procedure as currently
set up is working to good advan-
tage of all concerned, and orlghial
beefs of the syndicate writers and
mag reviewers have- disappeared
generally. With the start of the war,
producers found themselves in a
predicament for their first and sec-
ond sneak previews held for cut-
ting purposes. Where pictures were
carried 30 to 75 miles from Holly-
wood for the initial showings, the
studio execs are now toting them as
close to town as possible In order
to

.
eliminate chances of getting in

traffic jams or blackouts.

Aubrey Blair Named

Rep for So. CaL Clerks

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Aubrey Blair, Hollywood or-
ganizer for American Federation of
Labor, resigned to become Inter-

.national .representative in. .Southern
California area of the Retail Clerks
International Protective Assn. Shift
was approved by. William Green,
AFL chief, .with the understanding
that -it be listed as a leave of ab-
sence.
With headquarters in I,os Angeles,

Blair will cooperate with Russell
Nathan, California director, and Joe
DeSilva, executive secretory of

Local 70, in a drive to organize
100,000 retail clerks, ranging from
Fresno to the Mexican border.
Blair was formerly secretary, of the
Junior' Screen Actors Guild and
later western director of the Ameri-
can Guild of Variety Artists.

Reis An T Director

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Irving Reis, formerly assigned to

second feature product, moves up a
notch to become director of 'Little

Pinks,' the first Damon Runyon pro-
duction at RKO. Reis Is from radio.

'Pinks' cast Is topped by Henry
Fonda and Dorothy Comingore.

Mono Moving Five
Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Monogram is rolling five features

this' month with 'Mr. Wise Guy' and
'Rock River Renegades' already in

production.

Other starters are 'Yellow Men.
ace,' Jan. 17; 'Shed No Tears,' Jan.

24, and 'Black Beauty,' Jan. 31.

, :&ET GAY, SISTEE
Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Warners sent 'The Gay Sisters'

before the lenses yesterday (Mon.)

with George Brent and Barbara

Stanwyck in the top spots. Nancy
Coleman gets the role originally as-

signed to Olivia de Havilland, who
was given permission to take a va-

cation.

Irving Rapper directs the Henry
Blanke productioa

Rabe Wotf Manages LA.

Pan Wallen to H'wood

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Harry Wallen, former manager of
the Los Angeles Paramount theatre,

has been shifted to the El Capitan,
now being remodeled as a first run
film house In Hollywood.
Rube Wolf, formerly connected

with bands end stage presentotion;,
takes over Wallen's job in the down-
town house.

REALISTIC AIR RAID

DRILL IN MASS. HOUSE

Worcester, Jan. 13.

Capitol theatre here, managed by
Elmer Daniels and believed to have
been one of the first in the nation to

undergo an air raid test, put on its

fourth in a series of tests last week
to acquaint audience with procedure
to be followed in case of air raid

warning. Program was rebroadcast
later by WTAG by transcription.

The centre of communications in

the house received the 'warning,'

which was transmitted to all depart-

ments just as will be done in case of

actual raid. Audience was notified

by blinker lights on each side of the

stage. The picture continued and
house lights were brought up 50%
Ushers patroled aisles cautioning

those who became uneasy to remain
In their seats.

Audience was informed that mem-
bers of staff appointed as fire wardens
asumed a post on roof of building,

where all necessary equipment is

Available.

In actual raid, engineer will shut
off the boilers and intake fans.

All lights outside the theatre will

be shut off, and all windows already
have been blacked out. Should power
foe completely lost, the theatre is

equipped with automatic emergency
lighting system. Air raid blinker

lights remain on two minutes, and
audience is notified when all-clear

signal Is received.

House is one of few in city which
has emergency lighting system. It

can remain in operation for approxl.

mately six hours, being fed from
several different sources. Huge
amQimt of power necessary for sound
pictures, however, will make it im
possibe to continue running film

while emergency system is on.

SOEG Reelects Yaoghn

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Peggy Vaughn was reelected

president of Screen Office Employes
Guild; George Macon, vice prexy;
Paul Sanders, treasiirer; Blanche
Cole, recording secretary; Jack
Reed, warden, and Ray Vemol, con-
ductor. Betty Andrews and Claire

Horgan are trustees for the year,

and Blanche Cole and - Bernard
Lusher delegates to the Conference
of Studio Unions. >

SOEG announced 100% participa-

tion in all War and Civilian Defense
measures and adopted a resolution

thanking 'Daily Variety' and its

editor, Arthur Ungar, for their cam-
paign which ended in the conviction

of Willie Eioff and George Browne.

STORY BUYS
Hollywood, Jan, 13.

RKO purchased 'Battle Stotions,'

by Borden Chase, published in Sat-
urday Evening Post.
Paramount bought "True to Life,'

radio yarn by Ben and Sol Barzman.
Warner- acquired 'Watoh On the

Rhine,' legit play by Lillian HeUman.
Bradbury Foote sold 'Angels With

Horns' to Paramount
Metro purchased Teach Me to

Love,' western pioneer yam by
Forbes Parkhill.

RKO acquired the H. G. Wells
novel, "The History of Mr. Polly."

George Murphy, film player, sold

'Woe Is the Empire' to Ed Gross,

producer at Monogram.
Warners bought Robert Carson's

Satevepost story, 'Aloha Means
Goodbye.'
Thomas Burtis sold his story of the

fields, 'War of the Wildcats," to Re-
public.
Warners acquired screen rights to

'40 Whacks,' whodunit by Geoffrey
Holmes.
Bradbury Foote sold his yam, 'San

Pedro Blossom,' to Alfred Green,
director, for a possible package deal.

Paramount purchased 'Satan Plays
the Piano,' by George Beck.
Metro purchased 'Six Girls In

Uniform,' war yarn by Robert Hop-
kins,
Charles Morgan's novel, 'A House

at Peace," bought by 20th-Fox.

Hell Hath No Fury like a Bum

Scorned- Starts Theatre Riot

Setting It Right

Des Moines, Jan. 13.

Someone attending a high so-

ciety wedding here, confused by
the physical resemblance be-
tween Mrs. Woodrow Wilson,
who attended the wedding, and
Mrs. A. H. Blank, approached
Mrs. Blank and murmured it

was a great privilege to meet the
wife of a president of the United
States.

Mrs. Blank graciously 'shcok

the hand and explained, 'My
husband was never president of

the United States—he's just

president of Tri-States.'

SO COLD IN MPLS, CANT

KEEP IHEATRE WARM

Minneapolis, Jan. 13.

With temperatures hovering
around 20 to 40 below zero and

strong winds, it has been Impossible

for many exhibitors in the territory

to keep their theatres comfortably

warm and a nimiber have shuttered

temporarily awaiting warmer
weather.

Even In Minneapolis, some of the
loop first-run houses have ha'd plenty
trouble attaining a comfortable' de-
gree of warmth. This has helped to

make business worse than it other-
wise would have been on account of
the extreme cold.

MQw. Theatre Ops Set

Re<:r«ation for Service
Milwaukee, Jan. 13.

Theatre men here as elsewhere
have united on a plan for free enter-
tainment for the nation's servicemen
and it will go into operation Jan. 18,

covering every house in greater Mil-

waukee and all suburbs. Chains as

well as indies are joining in hos-
pitality to the men in uniform.
According to the plan worked out

here, passes will be issued by Albert
D. Moody, director of the United
Soldiers and Sailors Service head-
quarters.

In order to spread the free ad-

missions over all houses, tickets to

the downto-wntheatres will 'be'lssued'

to strangers in the city,'whUe local

service men home on leave will be
given tickets to the bouses in their

own neighborhoods.

Cleveland, Jan. 13.

Mack Sennett, creator of slapstick

comedies, never could have invented
a plot as screwy as the battle royal
three panha'hdlers staged in the
Standard, Sam Lefkovitz's down-
town house.
Hard as it Is to believe, the daf-

fiest theatrical bout of the current
semester started over a dime. A
rugged Individualist in front of the
boxofllce gave a bum a tongue-
lashing, after turning down his re-
quest for 10c, and then walked
into the theatre with two pals. Re-
cruiting two strong-arm men, the
beggar charged Into the Standard
after them.

Inside of five minutes three
knbck-'em-down fights were raging
in the aisles, onto the stage and into
the seats. About 400 patrons started
rioting for the exits, some of them
joining in the battle for the fun of it.

Three squads of cops answered the
riot cyll in the best Keystone
fashion, leaping over theatre cbaira
and swinging clubs with abandon.
They arrived just in time to catch
the No. 1 bum and trouble-maker
running^out of the lobby. A cop,
thinking it was a robbery, chased
him three blocks through the down-
town rush-hour crowds, firing his
gun. Although the panhandler fell

to the ground when he heard the
shot, he wasn't wounded. The bullet
pierced only his baggy pants.

Paramount Seals NcCrea

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Paramount signed Joel McCrea to
a two-year contract calling for two
pictures a year with the privilege of
outside commitments.
Pact goes into effect when McCrea

finishes his job in 'I Married a
Witeh.' '

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Jan. 13.

"They Flew Alone" Is release tag
on "They Fly Alone" at RKO.
'Not for Children" became "Thtt

Mad Martlndales' at 20th-Fox.
Paramount switohed from 'Malaya*

to 'Beyond the Blue Horizon."

SITUATION WANTED
I know show bmUnwn. Have bwa In
It for 30 7ean, wHh nuiiuKeineDt
•Kp«rlence ruMcliur from lesit, thivofta

Gind ofi«m-. jwaA-. Olma.
,
I.^bwked/

odlM' accoiumor, cneckii. eKpaum,
pnrehaMd frappUen for film - rad
shows. If ron want Mai« on4> who
kBowii wbat It's aboot, U lo^al. d«-
|wiidab]«» I'm your man. 8a1arr rixht.
Addraw; Box U9, 'Vartatr', IM W.
40th St.. New York.

New York Theatres

Held^Over 2nd Week

"THE MAN WHO
CAME TO DINNER'*

A Wuntr Bm. Bit With
Bette Davit • Ann Sheridan

Monty Woolley • Jimmy Durante
In Peraoa

JIMMY DORSEY ^SaS!"

STRAND B'way & mh. St.

PARAMOUNT
Bob Hops
V«ra Zorufi
Victor Ho^re

—In

—

'Louisiana
Purchase'

Piranouof Plelur.
In iMhnlMlar

—in Parson—

GENE
KRUPA

and Bla Orcl>,

DINAH
SUOBE

"HELLZAPOPPIN"
UNITED DlUni I

Blway^at
ARTISTS nlWULI 4StIl Bt.

DomOpMtaO A.M. IDNITEaHOWS

BADIOcm MUSIC HALL
"BALL OF

FIRE"
Spectacular Stage Production!

LOEWS
STATE'S?."
Idnt limM Wed.
<H. M. Palhim, Eh.'

Hwlv LAMAHR
RtlL YOUNS
RUTH HUSSeV
—On 8<iJ.—
Rm. VINCENT
Jw MERRILL

SUrt> Tbm. Ju. II

ClauMU COLBERT
Riy HILLAND

'SKYLARK'

—In TmOB—
Vincent
LOPEZ
& Orch.

TheCORSICAN I

BROTHERS" I
starring Dougia* F«irbanks,Jr.J

PALACE B WAY &
47th St,

"THEY DIED WTTH
THEIR BOOTS ON"

KiToI FlTiin - OllTts DoHaTlUand
and "DLVBS IN THE NIOHT"

:kliME<POiiiUtt PICESTsn:
WALTDONCr*
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SLRB Reversal of Decision Favoring

May Complicate N. Y. Unions

Drive for 100% Organization of Ops

Although Herman Gelbcr, newly-
Installed president of Local 306,

Moving Picture Machine Operators

of New York, states he is committed
to organizing Greater N. Y.- 100%,
the situation may be seriously com-
plicated by a decision of the State

Labor Relations Board during the

past week in which the opinion of

the trial examiner, favoring 306, was
reversed.
The action of the SLRB may have

far-reaching importance, since it up-
held the right of an employer, in

this case the Livonia theatre, Brook-

lyn, to use operators other than

those who are members of Local 306,

but that it could not be bound by a

closed shop.
The Livonia, operated by Julius

Wolff, formerly employed Local 306

men, but early in 1940 was ap-

proached by the union with demand
for a 10% increase. Wolff claimed he

was unable to pay such a boost, with
result on April 6, 1940, without

notice to him, his '306' operators

showed up at the theatre tospicket

rather than work. This was on a

Saturday at noon when his theatre

was filled, but with no one to man
the booth machines. He thereupon
signed up with Empire State Op-
erators, an independent union which
has given 306 much grief as well as

opposition.

Local 306 took the matter before

a trial examiner of the labor rela-

tions board in TI. Y., claiming Wolff

had refused to bargain with It and
thus bad no right to hire other men.
The theatre, represented by Louis

Nizer, alleged that Wolff did not re-

fuse to bargain but had declined to

pay an Increase.

Wheni the trial examiner ruled In

favor of 306, Nizer took the case to

the SLRB, "arguing the case before

Dr. John P. Boland and Paul M.
Herzog, who reversed the findings

of the examiner and held, in their

opinion, that the the'&tre had not re-

fused to bargain collectively with

the. union. The opinion also dis-

credited the testimony of Jacob
Teitler, . 806'3 Brooklyn business

agent, whose memory from the rec-

ord appeared to be faulty,

SLRB Decision

The SLRB decision said, in part:

'The board's concliision that the

(trlke In this case was not based

upon" prior-refusal -to bargain-on
the part of Wolff is strengthened by
the fact that the union admittedly

sent no communications whatsoever
to Wolff during tiie entire course of

the dispute.'

The Livonia, Brooklyn, is among
near^ 100 theatres employing Em-
pire and other independent booth-

men which .306 has been seeking to

obtain for itself for some time now.
Richest plum among these houses are

those of the Century circuit, num-
bering 36 theatres.

Going into office Jan. 1 as presi-

dent of 306, Gelber's first steps were
to consider action in connection' with
unionizing these theatres for 306

and before considering strike meas-
ures, has made overtures to Empire
for a merger.
Meantime, the threat of a strike

against distributors to compel latter

to refuse servicing of film to the

atres not employing 306 operators is

being held in abeyance, at least un'

til early in Febiruary, Gelber stated.

Complicating the situation some-
what for Gelber has been trouble
with the union's counsel, former
Judge Matthew M. Levy, who has
been discharged. He was let out' on
presenting a claim that $28,900 was
due him, but, when the walking
papers came, he raised the ante to

$40,000 and has refused to surrender
papers. In the action of Loew's,
however, for a declaratory judgment,
postponed yesterday (13) until Feb.

2, Gelber has been able to'get photo
static copies of required papers from
J, Robert Rubin, v.p. of Loew's.

Levy's Fee Claim
Among other things. Levy, who

has been attorney for 306 for many
years, claims bis fee from 306 is

$18,000 yearly, while the union now
says it officially voted only $10,000

and actually feels. that all it owes
Levy as of this date Is about $2,000.

Meantime, Levy has $16,000 of 306's

money, including $13,000 in released

bonding funds, plus union settle-

ments, and is withholding it. Union
has asked that a Supreme Court
referee decide on the surrender by
Levy of papers as well as money.

_

An effort had been made by 306 to

reach a cash settlement with Levy,
offering him $18,000. He refused it

Gelber has Etppointed as new
counsel for 306 at $10,000 annually

Nathan Frankel, former labor secre-

tary to Mayor LaGuardia and now
a mediator of the transportation

board. Understanding is that the

$10,000 shall include all necessary

legal disbursements by Frankel,

whereas Levy's claim includes such
costs as extra.

Gelber stated that regardless of

the war and policies of the Ameri-
can Federation of Labor against

strikes, 306 does not want to give

up its right to strike a theatre, al-

though it will be guided by the laws
of the lATSE and any action latter

takes. The new 306 president de-

clared against arbitration of dispute:^

saying his experience has been that
under arbitration matters usually
drag along. Gelber has been re-

cording secretary of 306 for several
years and states that he ran for the
presidency entirely as an independ-
ent, rather than as part of, or with
the support of, any particular

clicque. He had reference to being
tagged by election elements as a Sam
Kaplan man.

JOHN P. NICK TAKES

ANOTHER UNION DEFEAT

• St. Louis, Jan. 13.

Another chapter in the labor ca-
reer of John P. Nick was established
last week when the sceptre he toted
as business agent of stagehands' Lo-
cal 6 passed from his hands to an-
other not of his choosing. Nick,
who with his lieutenant, Claude A.
Weston, Is doing a five-year stretch
in the Federal prison at Terre Haute
for violating the anti-racketeering
statute, attempted to continue C. Or-
viUe Newlin in office.

Last week, at a meeting of the Lo-
cal when the prez, Leo Scharfen-
berg, was absent, v.p. James Mc-
Ginn announced that he was ap-
pointing Elmer Moran, son of a
captain in the St. Louis police de-
partment, as business agent. Mc-
Ginn is reputed to be an anti-Nick
man. Moran will fill Nick's unex-
pired—tenn,~whlch- -winds- up.-next
AprU.
As business agent of Local 6, Nick

drew $250 per week, and when he
was out. of town Newlin served In

his stead at $125 per week. Newlin
stlU retains the post as secretary of
the Local at a nominal salary, A
fist fight between Joseph Nick,
brother of John P., and Arthur L.
Swason, a -stagehand employed at

the American theatre, enlivened the
meeting.

Barrows Again Frexy

Of Hub Operators' Local
Boston, Jan. 13.

Thad C. Barrows has been re-
elected president of Moving Picture
Machine Operators, Local 182. This
will mark his 25th consecutive year
as head of the Boston boothmen's
local. He is national president of the
Projection Advisory Council and is

a member of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers.
James F. Burke Is retained by the

Boston operators local another year
as business representative.

Farmer's New Job'

John Farmer, assistant to George
J; Schaefer, RKO prexy, has been
appointed office manager for the
parent corporation and aU sub'
sidiary company home offices.

Personnel, exclusive of branches
and theatres, and building services
will be under his supervision.

Cast Runyon's 'Butch'
Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Virginia Bruce and Broderlck
Crawford share top lines in 'Butch
Minds the Baby,' the Damon Runyon
yarn to be filmed at Universal by.

Mayfair productions.
Albert S. Rogell, signed as direc-

tor, moves to Universal as soon as

he finishes 'Sleepy Time Gal,' cur-
rently in production at Republic

Painful Silence

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

It is hard enough to find an

actor who won't talk, but Holly-

wood has six of them in 'The

Silent Men,' a chess club organ-

ized by Carl Esmond. Speech is

tabu during games.

The other mute members are

Michael Hogan, Charles Bennett,

Reginald Gardiner, James Hil-

ton and Cecil Keilaway.

SHORTAGE OF MEN/SO

GIRLS GET MGR. JOBS

Salt Lake City, Jan. 13.

Due to shortage of men in Boise,

Idaho, girls are for the first time

getting managerial positions with

the Intermountain Theatres chain.

SUrting recently, staffs of their four

Boise houses were made completely

femme, with the exception of the

senior male managers.

For some time more and more
women have been appearing on pay-

rolls as ticket-takers, ushers and

cashiers, but the first theatres to go

distaff on the assistant-managerships

are the Pinney, with Rose Mateo-

vitch named, and the Boise with

Ruth Funkner taking over.

GoMenson, Dembow

See Walker m D. C.

Leonard H. Goldenson and Sam
Dembow, Jr., h.o. Paramount execu-

tives, leave today (Wed.) for Wash-
ington to confer with Postmaster-
General Frank C. Walker on business

matters pertaining to the Comerford
chain, of which Walker is president
Later in the. week Goldenson will

go to Lewiston, Me., to meet John J.

Ford, general manager of the Maine
& New Hampshire Theatres, at that

point for circuit discussions.

Milk-Fed Fdm Fans

Milk and health bars are replacing
candy counters in a number of cir-

cuit houses. Latest theatre to set up
a miniature restaurant In lobby Is

the Chateau, Rochester, Minn., home
of the Mayo Clinic.

Chain operators are keeping close
tab on revenues from health food
stands to' see if extension of lobby
fodder bins to cover more situations
Is warranted.

TRiey'll Ha^^^ Hurry'
'

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Held up by casting difficulties for
weeks, the John Stahl production,
'Another Spring,' is slated to start
Feb. 2, at 20th-Fox.
Topliners in the cast wiU all be

busy in other pictures until the and
of January.

CUT ASD SHUFFLE
Hollywood, Jan. IS.

Surgical operation on William
Clemens resulted In a shift in the
shooting schedule at Paramount.
Jack Hively, originally assigned to
direct 'Special Delivery,' takes over
the Clemens job on 'The Black Cur-
tain.' Lensing of 'Special' has been
postponed,
Clemens is expected to be laid up

two more weeks.

Par's Pension
sContlnaed from page 5^

partment; Bc>b GiUbam, publicity
advertising director, and Alec Moss,
exploitation director.

Would Protect Manpower
Extension of the Par pension-In-

surance program Is designed largely
as' a means of protecting the com-
pany's manpower and, in effect, to
safeguard It from losing its execu-
tives to other companies or other
fields of endeavor. An insurance
company handles the pensioning for
Paramount tmder payment of annual
-premiums.
When first introduced iii Par in

1937, only the 10 top execs were
favored by the plan, Including Bar-
ney Balaban, Stanton Griff is, Y.
Frank Freeman, Agnew, Keough,
Walter B. CokeU, Fred Mohrhardt
John W. Hicks, Jr., Holman and
Paul C. RaibQurn.
Adolph Ziikor was not eligible

then, since he had passed his 66th
year. He remains with the company,
however, as chairman of the board
of directors.

SPG Threatens to AskGovtAid After

Majors IGx Own Negotiators' Terms
-M-

Harmon to Coast

Francis S. Harmon, executive vice-

chairman of the War Activities Com-

mittee of the picture industry, left

yesterday (Tues.) for Hollywood to

confer with Coast members of the

national group.

Arthur Mayer, operator of the

RialtOi N. Y., and Si Fabiap, eastern

circuit head, have volunteered to act

as assistants to Harmon at no pay
and will be in charge for him while

he's in Hollywood 10 days or there-

abouts.

37 SCRIBES AT WORK

IN COL PROD. PUSH

Hollywood, Jan, 13.

Production uplift at Columbia has.

Increased the literary staff to 37

writers, who wiU be busy on future

flms for the next three months.
Latest additions to the scripting

roster are Lew Fields and Jerome
Chodorov, who were brought In to

work on the Rosalind Russell starrer,

'My Sister Eileen.'

Diana Barrymore Debuts

In Wanger's 'Sqinadron'

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Robert Stack, socialite film actor,

draws the romantic spot opposite

Diana Barrymore In "Eagle Squad-
ron,' to be produced by Walter Wan-
ger for Universal release.

It will be the Barrymore girl's in-

troduction to films. Stack recently
returned from a loanout to Ernst
Lubitsch, producer of To Be or Not
to Be.'

OBEDIENTLY

Welles Lets Foster Take FUot Credit
In His Pie

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Norman Foster breaks into the
Orson Welles screen-credit monopoly
as director of 'Journey Into Fear,"

the next Welles production for RKO
TeleaseV—WeUesri3-plahning"-a--vaca»
tlon in South America when he
winds up his current job, "The Mag-
uiflbent Ambersons.'
Male lead in 'Journey' will be

played by Joseph Qotten, who ap-
peared in 'Citizen Kane' and 'Am-
bersons.' ^

Fla/s Ghmonr Mob

Miami, Jan. 13.

Show business Is well represented
down here this year. In the local
colony presently are Al Jolson, and
Judy Garland and David Rose, latter
couple honeymooning at the Lord
Tarleton hotel, where Jolson has his
permanent home. Also honeymoon-
ing are George Brent and Ann
Sheridan, as guests of Major Albert
Warner. Ben Bernie, who has a
permanent home In Miami, Is also
here for the winter season.
Also on their honeymoon here are

Howard Hawks and his bride. Other
showfolks include Joan Crawford
and Harry Kaufman.-

Ezhibs in Car Crash
Omaha, Jan. 13.

Ralph D. Goldberg, manager of lo-
cal theatre chain, and his general
manager, Herman Levy, were badly
shaken up and their car smashed In
an accident on December 30. Levy
was driving to Sioux City when the
car left the road.
The . vehicle turned over twice.

Occupants suffered severe bruises
and some cuts, but no broken bones.

CASHNQ ITS SHADOW
Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Early production of 'Shadow of
Their Wings' at Warners means post-
ponement of 'Casablanca' at Warners.
Ann Sheridan, Ronald Reagan, Den-
nis Morgan and George Tobias are
assigned to both pictures.
'Shadow' is based on the aircraft

industry In ' Southern California.
Lloyd Bacon directs.

With offers by the Screen Pub-

licists Guild of New York after the

start of the war to compromise con-

tract demands In the interests of

unity allegedly brushed aside by
the producers, SPG is prepared to

return to Its original contract de-

mands and ask Government inter-

vention in its bargaining with the

producers.

Telegram to five major companies
last week brought 'to a head the
SPG-producer dispute. It followed

refusal of the companies to approve
terms of a contract which their own
negotiators had worked out with the
Guild. Wire, signed by prez and ne-
gotiating chief Joseph Gould, of

United Artists, called producers' ac-

tion 'contrary to every fundamental
principle of bona fide collective bar*
gaining' end 'inevitably calculated to -

disrupt labor peace in this yital in-

dustry.'

Terms of the agreement which the
producers' negotiating committee
said It would recommend to its prin-

cipals called for mlnimums of $25 a
week for apprentices, $40 for asso-

ciate and $65 for full press agents;

with no sliding scale increases over
these amounts. Original demands
from which the Guild receded were
for mlnimums of $40, $65 and $125,

with sliding scale increases.

There had been a previous break
in negotiations after the Guild had
agreed to cbme down from its orig-

Inal demands ' to $50 for associates

and $76 for full p.aj., and producers
came back with a counter offer oi

$30 and $50.

Sending of the telegrams followed

a meeting Thursday (8), at which
SPG members agreed they hiad made
enough concessions and felt action

was necessary in face of producer!
indication that they wanted to Aa
some more bargaining. -Companies .

involved were Columbia, RKO,
Metro, Universal and Paramount;
United Artists, Warner Bros, and
20th-Fox are expected to agree to

terms of a pact set by the other flv9

majors, as the proposed contract

contains a favored nation' clause,

which means that If any company at

any later date gets greater conces^
slons from the SPG, the signatories

to the original agreement must be'

granted equal concessions.

2 Holdnps Net f12

Akron, Jan, 13>

Akron and Canton theatres were
targets of holdup men during the

holidays. A lone bandit got $12 la

a boxofflce holdup at the Allen
theatre here.

In Canton, Irene ZImmerly, Mo-
zart theatre cashier, demanded to

see the gun the young holdup man
claimed to have In his pocket, stall-

ing the thug until a passing pedes-

trian frightened him a-way.

Cashier Prevents Holdup

St. Loxils, Jan. 13.

Strategy employed by Blanche
Underwood, ticket seller at the B.

& K. Majestic in the downtown dis-

trict of East St Louis, last week re-

sulted in saving a wad of coin and
the capture of the stickup guy. Ap-
proaching the ticket window, the

man ordered MlSs Underwood to

open the window of the booth and
shove out the money. Instead, Mlsf

Underwood suggested that the man
come to the door in the rear of the

booth. He felt for the trick, for as

soon as he left the window Miss

Underwood stepped on a floor buz-

zer connected with the manager's

office.

An employe called Police Head-

quarters two blocks away and a

flock of blue coats In a speeding

auto reached the scene as Anderson

was trying to open the door of the

booth. He surrendered without e

fight and was found to be unarmed.

Theatre Op Ki

Vancouver, B. C, Jan. 13.

Joseph Gordon, theatre op ol

Ladner, B. C, plunged to his death

in the Fraser river at Ladner re-

cently when his car crashed through

a ferry guard rail.

He bought the Ladner house last

summer and had formerly operated

the Opera House at Fort Higaey,

B. C.
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TALKING MAKES W AFRA'
Odd fnne Jam on TDery Queen

The 'Repeat' I« Two Days Ahead of Original and

Not Under Re-Broadcast Scale of AFRA

Unusual two-night broadcast sched

ulc for 'EUery Queen' on NBC-Hed

(WEAF) involves an extra produc

tion expense for Bromo-Seltzer

Because of the crowded situation on

the networlt, the account was un

able to get a late spot for the re

peat show to the Coast the same

night as the original broadcast.

Therefore, the 'repeat' Is aired at

12:30 midnight Thursdays, while the

•original' show goes on at 7:30 p.m

Saturdays, actually two nights later.

Production outlay on the program

figures in the neighborhood of $750

tor a single broadcast, not Including

script. Since the 'repeat' is not the

game night as the regular, show, it

does not rate as .a rebroadcast under

the AFRA regulations, so the salary

nut on the extra airing doubles the

original expense)' Under the AFRA
rules, rebroadcast fees are approxi-

mately 50% of the original broadcast

rate. Thus, the actor outlay for the

two airings averages around $1,500.

Script costs of about $700, plus

organ and added' production talent,

raises the total weekly nut to around

$3,000 a week. Program is not a

package, but is produced by Ruth-

rauB & Ryan, with George Zachary

directing, Manfred Lee and Frederic

Dannay scripting, Charles Paul play-

ing the organ, Walfer Brown at the

panel, and Sam Munroe and Tilden

Brown handling sound.

Another odd angle on the two-

night broadcast] setup is that the

guest sleuths on [the 'original' stanza

Saturday nights nmist be on their

honor not to obtain the solution of

the mystery in advance. They could

do so by having an accomplice on
the Coast wire the explanation after

Ustening to the 'repeat* Thursday
night. Somewhat similar situation

existed wheri 'the. show was on CBS
a couple of seasons ago. At that

time, listeners' to the repeat in the

west could arrange to obtain the

_ solution from jinyone _who had heard
'tfie'orlgi'hal broaJcas'f ln'"{he e'asl.""'

TESTIMONIALS

BAN BASED ON

'CODE' FEAR

Washington, Jan. 13.

Testimonials have come under the
military censorship ban—because of
the possibility they may be ^de
messages to fifth columnists, spies, or
sabotage agents. The Army's Inter-
ceptor Command frowned on even
request number- announcements on
the Pacific Coast as part of the
tightening up against possible misuse
of kilocycles.

..

After being thrown off locally,
anything resembling Indorsements or
requests were choked off the net-
works by the braid-wearers. They
figured that even street addresses
might have a hidden meaning and
that a distant clear-channel outlet
could carry' the message to some
hostile undercover worker, So far
the verboten applies only to requests
and testimonials originating on the
West Coast.

W. D. STUHT SUCCEEDS

FETIS AT KOMO-KJR

Seattle, Jan. 13.
W. D. Stuht has been named com-

"'rcial manager of KOMO-KJR, re-
placing Hugh M. Feltls, who has
joined the Blue Network as station
relations contact, Stuht has been
with the local outlets for the past
six years as a salesman.

.

Pcltis had been with KOMO-KJR
since 1934.

Network Premieres
fJan. 14-24)

Jan. ii

'Hap Hatard,' variety, with
Ransom Sherman; 10-10:30 p.m.,
Fridays, CBS; Procter & Gamble
(Ivory, Ivory flakes), Compton
agency.

Jan. a*

Treasure Hour of Sonf,' musi-
cal, with Alfredo Antonlnl orch.;

8-8:30 p.m., Saturdays, Mutual;
Conte Products (cosmetics),

Bermingham, Castleman &
Pierce agency.

Lowe-McLaglen Off

Hollywood, Jan. IS.

Mennen will bow out of its support
of the 'Sergt. Flagg and Capt. Quirt'
scries (NBC-Blue) Jan. 28. This
starred Victor McLaglen and Ed-
mund Lowe.

Show is now In its second 13-week
cycle:

LEADEliS JOIN

Actors Union Insists Paul
Whiteman, Kay Kyser,

Bob Crosby Ought to Be-
long to Carry Cards —
Petrillo Will Hear Appeal

MENSER'S SQUABBLE

The American Federation of Ra-

dio Artists is having a showdown
on its long-standing demand that

bandleaders who read lines of dialog

on variety, programs must carry
AFRA cards. Union execs will con-
sider the matter at a meeting some-
time next week with James C. Pe-
trillo, president of the American
Federation of Musicians. Meanwhile,
an AFRA ban against batoners re-

fusing to accede to the AFRA card
demand has been postponed.
Although the situation has been

simmering for a couple of years, it

came to a head recently on the Coast,

when the Hollywood local of AFHA
(Continued on page 36)

Young & Rubicam's Early Dicker

For Jack Benny Renewal at $25,000

London Jibe at Allen

Editorial mast head of the
Savoy Standard, house publica-
tion of the Savoy hotel, in the
Strand, London, typifies the
British sense of humor. Besides
stating that contents are 'copy-
right everywhere the law can be
enforced,' it also states 'sub-

scribers are strictly cnj'oined

from repeating any item they
find worth It without crediting
the source.'

Tills goes for you, too, Fred
Allen,' Is the concluding line.

R&R on Talent Hunt

Chicago, Jan. 13.

Ros Metzger, recently appointed

v.p.,1n Chicago in charge of radio tor

the Ruthrauff & Ryan agency, to the

coast to hunt for some possible talent

line-ups.

Agency has a couple of new shows

on the fire and is casting around for

talent ideas.

PUBLIC RELATIONS-AGAIN
This is a week in which it is remarkably

easy (for a change) to get executives inter-

ested in public relations. They are acutely

awaie this particular week of their need for

cushions. 'While on« legal action is in full

sputter in New York, another is pending in

Cliicago. And as an obbligato to the whole

FCC versus NBC-CBS isituation, Mutual has

dropped a sandbag from the Chicago fly-loft

aimed at the cranium of RCA. In the blows

and counter-blows of a contest with many of

-tire • "ontAvard - aspects~of- 'Irish - football; -'-tlre-

wliole years-long radio industry neglect to ar-

range to be well thought of is again promi-

nently lighted up.

Perhaps the fundamental failure of radio in-

dustry public relations may be fairly summed
up in the all-too-common impression in

Washington that broadcasting is a happy ac-

cident, a gusher brought in by an accidental

blow of a sodbuster's lazy hoe. So long as

this disposition to think of broadcasters as

'lucky' feellows exists, who will feel sorry if

their 'luck' finally plays out? It's going

to be pretty difficult to get a sympa-

thetic jury. Even when conforming with

Government wishes, even when modifying its

policies under the dictate of public opinion,

radio all too often g;ets no real credit for doing

so. Instead there u apt to be a feeling that

a bad boy is being scared into a slightly better

average of behavior. All this is of the es-

sence of the radio Industry's public relations

flop-

Supposedly under the -restraints imposed

upon tliem by their attorneys the networks

have done practically nothing of late to trans-

late the FCC-network fight into terms the

public can grasp. However, over the past

weekend NBC ih reaction to the- Mutual liti-

gation in Chicago came through with a state-

ment that was 'strong, clear, counter-accusa-

tory and that must have succeeded in changing

many minds about the self-interest of Mutual.

Whatever else was or was not implicit i"

NBC's statement, timidity and vagueness

were missing. It matched the boldness pf

Mutual.

any program not originating at the White
House, or its equivalent.

In putting forward its demand, the Red
Cross C|uite frankly confronted NBC with its

first practical test of this war as to whether
private management is to retain any powers
of self-determination of its own policies. If

it does not, what price democracy"? Many
persons feel that every possible effort must be

made to keep ambitious individuals or private

'ent'erprrse-liafers tfoiB'^r^^

and one by one all the rules of procedure time
has built up and experience has proven.

What alarmed radio men for a while was
a fear that all pretense of 'voluntary' collabora-

tion between itself and 'official' groups was
to be brushed aside, not to mention establish-

ment of the undemocratic principle that the

public must listen to one program, or none at

all, all choice (in most communities) being

removed. Even the importance of the cur-

rent Red Cross drive for $50,000,000 did not,

in radio's view, justify twice normal maximum
of time and four-way duplication of hook-up.

More especially, radio didn't fancy unilateral

dictation, which at first seemed about to be
attempted, as a substitute for traditional

bilateral negotiation.

In the showdown the Red Cross thought
better of its demands and compromised for

an hour on the Blue. The episode is historic

even though the whole matter is necessarily

somewhat on the secretive side.

Which brings up public relations—again.

Of course radio lavishly gives time and facili-

ties to the Red Cross. Always ha.s. Always
will no doubt. But who is crediting radio

with doing something fine? The Red Cross?
The public?

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Tom Harrington, radio v.p. for the

Young &' Rubicam agency, and Louis

N. Brockway, Y&R v.p. in charge of

the General Foods account, are in

town to go over the details of a'

renewal of Jack Benny.'s contract

In submitting his new terms Benny

has stipulated that he will himself
work only 35 weeks out of any 39-

week season. It is reported that

Benny is asking $25,000 a week for

the program package as compared
to its present price of $18,500.

The agency has gone in- this early
discussion with Benny, through his

agency, the Lyons & Lyons office, to

avoid a repetition of the jam which
developed last spring when the bid-

ding from other quai'ters became so
hot that it looked as though they
would have a different sponsor for

the ensuing season. His renewal
terms with General Foods brought
him two concessions, (1) that there
would be no repeat broadcast on his

part and (2) that the Sunday 7-7:30

spot on the NBC-Red would be
yielded by General Foods to Benny's
next sponsor should the former fail

to renew him beyond the current
contract which expires In early

June.

DuPONT SERIES

TO USE MORE

NAMES

Du Pont has switched to a guest-

name policy for its. 'Cavalcade of

America' series Monday, nights on
NBC-Red CWEAF) and will hcnce-
fofth' i5rlglnat67-niost-of • the -shows- -.

from the Coast. . Homer Fickctt con-

tinues as producer-director and will

go back and forth with the program.
Idea of the B.B.D. St O. agency at

the start of this season was to get
away from the stanza's semi-patriotic
pioneer theme in favor of scripts of
more general subject matter. How-
ever, with the outbreak of war, some
of the Americanism character of the
series Is being retained and, when
possible, vehicles of that nature will

be presented.
Bette Uavis will guest In next

Monday night's (19) edition in 'An
American Is Born,' an Arch Oboler
adaptation of a magazine story. Show
win originate In New York. Follow-
ing week (26) Madeleine Carroll will

guest from the Coa.st In an adapta-
tion of Tomorrow and Tomorrow.'
James Cagney Is tentatively set for

the Feb. 2 broadcast from the Coast
In a radio version of 'Captains of the

Clouds,' forthcoming Warner Bros,

picture. Raymond Massey guests

Feb. 9 In a repeat of 'Thejffar Years,*

the Robert E. Sherwood-Carl Sand-
burg playlet about Lincoln. It will

air from New York. Tentative book-
ing for Feb. 16 calls for Tyrone
Power to guest from Hollywood in

Mark of Zoro.'

NBC stood up for itself in another. particulai

this week and also scored. It declined to ac-

"

ccpt the Red Cross' self-determined title to a

two-hour program of evening time on a pro-

gram to be linked to all four networks. XBC
thought one hour was nearer reasonable anc'

tiiat one network at a time should sufTicc foi

Broadcasters feel they have gone all-out in

obedience to the Government, in the generous
giving of valuable time, advjce, manpower and
facilities to the Army, Navy, Treasury, Jus-
tice, Interior, Agriculture and other depart-

ments and Washington agencies. All this

they have done yoluntarilj' and they feel they
liave done it with an alacrity and enthusiasm
That the Detroit automobile industry, for one,

has not imitated. It disquiets the broadcasters

that so soon in the war thev .sense a tendency
to regard broadcasters as mere conveniences
to be ordered about.

Bernie, Jolson Would Aid

Morale Broadcasts

Miami. Jan. 13.

Ben Bernie. apart from touring
army camps with his. band, has
offered him.self for public morale
.service. 01' maestro, who is <hl-

bernating at his winter home here
pending acceptance of his offer,

cmceed a Red Cro.ss benefit at the -

Brook Club Saturday (10) night,

realizinfi $9,000 for the fund.

AI Jolson, who is also wintering
here, has also offered him.self for

public morale service. He flew to

New York over the weekend on this

plus a radio commercial dicker.
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Chain Income From rime Saks

Gross time billingfs for NBC, CBS and Mutual in 1941 totaled

$106,878,333, or 9^ better than the threesome fared in 1941.

NBC is adhering to its new policy of not disclosing to trade or

public view its official figures, but it estimated that the NBC-
Red in 1941 dii a gross of $42,770,000, and the Blue Network,

$12,223,000, putting the two links' joint billings at $54,993,000.

The latter represents a jump of ^fo over NBC's 1940 gross

revenue.
Columbia's 1941 gross turnover in time amounted to $44,-

584,378, or 8.7% above the tally for 1940. Mutual garnered a

gross of $7,300,955, an increase of 53.2% over its 1940 take.

Breakdown of NBC's 1941 figures by network gives the Red

a margin of 9.3% over the 1940 gross and the Blue, an edge

of 8.7%.
1941 1940 1939 1938

COLUMBIA ...$44,584,378 $41,025,549 $34,539,665 $26,361,411

MUTUAL 7,300,955 4,767,054. 3,329,782 2,918,324

NBC-RED *42,770,000 39,955,322 36,459720 31,186.922

NBC-BLUE ...12,223,000 10,707,678 8,782,638 10,275,755

Total ......$106,878,333 $96,455,603 $83,111,805 $70,742,412

* Estimated.

FOODS LEAD

CBS ACCOUNTS

IN 1941

Food packers as a class dominated

ti7 a wide mnrgin Columbia's rev-

•nue from time sales during 1941.

The drugs and toilet goods Held was
second, while the tobacco group held

third position. The laundry soap

Held accounted for the fourth largest

gross expenditures. Til.iting of CBS'
gross bOlings for 1941 by industry

follows:

Automotive $2,054,659

Building materials 170,525

Tobacco 6,193,836

Candy, soft drinks 2^265,009

•Drugs, toDet goods 10,713,107

Financial, insurance ^19.621

Foods 13,862',991

House furnishings 102,370

Jewelry, silver 380,285

Lubricants 2,215,244

Paints 35,757

Leather 4,413

Soaps 4,971,604

Stationery 607,533

Travel 109,903

jSpprtJng. .aircraft. .
- - -.-521

2,195 Qualify, Haye UntH

Feb. 10 to Sabmit Mosic

For WON $10,000 Contest

Chicago, Jan. ^.
With the closing of entries for the

WGN contest for the Great Am"eri-

can Operetta the total applications

were 2,195, with composers from 46

states and from Canada entered. En-
trants now have until Feb. 10 to

submit their operettas.

Among the names which have
signified intention to Join In the con-

test are Percy Faith, Raymond Scott,

David Broekman, Edney Ridge,

George King Raudenbusb, Albert

Hay Malotte, Bob Chester, Dave
Rose,- Rich Hall and Joel Malone,
Bernard Hermann, Doric Alvianl,

Paul Velluci, Josef Chemiavsky,
Antony Misuraca.
Judges are Irving Berlin, Jerome

Kem, Sigmund Romberg,. Oscar
Straus, Emmerich Kalman, Dr. Fred-
erick Stock, Edwin McArthur, John
Golden, Oscar Hammerstein n and
B. G. DeSylva.

Grand total. $44^,378

I

Tony Stanford Retoms As

Director, Joe Bigelow

Writes Bergen Program

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Tony Stanford Is back on the J.

Walter Thompson payroll and has
been assigned to production of

Chase & Sanborn program. He was
given bis release by Russel Seeds,
for whom he handled the Red Skel-
ton show. Maury Holland, who has
directed the java show for the past
year, moves to "Three Ring Time'
for Ballantine ale. Joe Bigelow re-
mains with C & S as scrlpter.

Stanford was with JWT for five
years, having held production rein
pn Lux, Rudy Vallee, Nash, Kel-
logg's Circle and Gene Autry's 'Mel-
ody Ranch.' He was recently op-
tioned for Another quarter by Seeda

William Hawes Joins

Ralph Edwards Office
William Hawes, former radio script

gent, has Joined the Ralph Edwards
office aa a production man and stage
aaanager for 'Truth or Consequences.'
He Js a former actor.

BILL ROBSON JOINS

FACTS AND HGURES

Bill Rbbson, head of Lennen &
Mitchell's radio department, is Join-

ing W. B. Lewis in the Office of

Facts and Figures In Washington.

Lewii Is .on a leave of absence from
CBS, where he Is v.p. in charge of

programs.
Robson's connection with the Gov'

ernment agency will be on a three-

days-a-week basis.

Campbell-Ewald Agency

Closes Down on Coast
Los Angeles, Jan. 13

Campbell-Ewald agency has closed

its office here for the duration.

Most of Its accounts are with auto-
motive flrma

Josephine Tmninia On

Conti Soap Series at

$500 Per Appearance

Josephine Tuminia, Metropolitan

Opera coloratura has been signed by

Conti Soap Co. as the star of a series

of broadcasts starting Saturday Jan.

24 for 26 weeks over Mutual
A chorus and the orchestra of

Alfredo Antonini will be used. Pro-

gram will use semi-classical songs and

operatic arias. Soprano receives

$500 per performance.

1941 LIST OF

ADVERTISERS ON

MUTUAL

Blackett - Sample - Hummerf 1 ie d
Mutual's list for agency spenders in

1941, while Bayuk Cigar turned out

the network's No. 1 customer. Fol-

lowing are lists of the web's first 10

in either classification:

Advertisers

Bayuk ClmrB
General MIIU
Gospel Bmadcastlng.
General Clgan
Wander Co
Pharmaco
American Razor
Coca-Cola
Gillette Razor
R. B. Semler

tT86.31S
662.273
693,023
4S3,406
41Ir,SS2
853,668
814, 618
801.807
281,620
274,701

Agenotes

Blackett-Samplfr-Bummert
.Ive/ & Ellington
R. H. Alber
Erwin Wasey
J. Walter Thompson
Federal
William Esty..
D*Ar«y
Moxon
Hlxflon, -O'Donnell

, 11,448.442
, 864.410

656,223
,

"
407,088

. 484,160

. 407,676

. 863,368

. 801,867

. 281,620
208,487

'OLD DIRT DOBBERV

STRESSES EATABLES

NashvUle, Jan. 18.

•Old Dirt Dobber,' CBS' gardening

program, has been revamped to meet

demands of defense. Some 19 min-

utes of half-hour show are now de-

voted to home gardening. Dirt Dob-
ber (Tom Williams) now gives talks

on defense or home vegetable gar-

dening,
'- '-No other-change Is contemplated
In General Mills' six-day Dobber
stint over WLAC.

Sid Fhunm at WBYN

Sidney J. Flamm, brother of DoU'

aid Flamm, former owner of station

WMCA, New York, "has Joined

WBYN, Brooklyn, as vice-president
in charge of sales, effective Monday
(12). He has no stock Interest in
the station, but will concentrate on
sales and developing programs of
commercial appeal.

He was for 16 years a member of
the board of WMCA and assistant to
his brother.

^MMM M « M «>MM »»>*M » ^^

i CBS Advertisers During 1941
\

• »>«<»>«««<<»»««««»»<
General Foods proved Columbia'! biggest customer lor 1941, with grost

billings of 34,530,421. Lever Bros., which had led CBS's list for three con^

secutive years, dropped to third place, and Campbell Soup Jumped from

fifth to second spot Colgate-PalmoUve-Peet, which in '40 rated third,

slipped a notch, and the same happened to Procter St Gamble, whose
standing with CBS on expenditures In 1940 was No. 4, making C-P-P No. 4
for 1941 and P & G No, IS. Liggett & Myers (Chesterfield) remained ta

sixth place.

Following Is the list of CBS network advertisers for 1941 by time ex.

penditures;

Ruthrauff & Ryan Top CBS Agency

Ruthrauff Ac Ryan, whose accounts Include Lever Bros, Campbell Soup
and Sterling Products, took the lead for 1941 with Columbia In the amount
of revenues received by agencies. Young & Rubicam ranked second on
the CBS books, and Ward Wheelock was thitd. How the agencies In
general rated with all national networks in '41 will probably not be dis-
closed to the trade, since NBC has decided not to release Its own ex-
penditure breakdown by agencies. Following Is CBS' list of such agency
billings for -1941:

RYAN WON'T LOSE TOUCH

yiax Consalt With WSPD as Storer
Contfiines He^d Han

J. Harold Ryan will continue while
absent In Washington as assistant di-

rector of censorship to consult with
bis Fort Industry firm on the affairs

of WSPD, Toledo. George B. Storer
will have direct supervision of that

station, among others, as president of

corporation.
E. Y. Flanigan's title will be acting

manag;er of WSP0. Flanlgan ^ the

tegular commercial manager.

Ruthrauff & Ryan $5,040,316
Yoimg & Rubicam 4,534,054

Ward Wheelock 4,303,400

Benton & Bowles 2,554,656

Blackett-Sample-Hummert 2,507,326

Ldrd & Thomas 2,181,357
William Esty 1,947,404

Ted Bates 1,701,359

Blow 1,888,785

NeweU-Emmett 1,657,108

McCann-Erickson 1,633,821

Compton 1,492,362

Sherman & Marquette ... 1,491,056

J. Walter Thompson 1,325,700

Buchanan 1,120,705

Arthur MeyerhoH 1,110,684

Pedlar & Ryan .< 964,459
Gardner 759,016
Batten, Barton, Durstine

tt Osborn 729,840
Arthur Kudner 718,804

Geyer, Cornell & Newall. 658,362
D'Arcy 687,056
Knox Reeves 900,306
Joseph Katz 483,263
Aubrey, Moore ti Wallace 37738
H. W. Kastor 287,793
J. M. Mathes 270,635
O'Dea, Sheldon & Canady 268,676
H. M. Kiesewetter 217,584
Raymond R. Morgan .... - 194,161
Sorensen

. 185,410
Maxon 172,804
C. L. Miller 136,872
Walsh 88,285

Lee Anderson 83,131

Morse International 79,214

Erwln Wasey 68,630

Badger, Browning &
Hersey 68,056

FuUer & Smith & Ross,. 99,970

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.
32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

'37.

38.

89.

40.

41;
42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

60.

61.

62.

53.

54.

65.

56.

67.

58.

69.

60.

61.

62.

63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

66.

69.

70.

71.

72.

73.

74.

75.

76.

77.

78.

79.

80.

81.

"82.

S3.

84.

85.

<3eneral Foods Corp $4,530,421

Campbell Soup Co 4,316,450

Lever Brothers Co 3,792.812

Colgate-Palmollve-Pcet Co 3,774,514

Procter & Gamble Co 2,866,532

Liggett it Myers Tobacco Co 1,657,108

William Wrigley, Jr., Co 1,453,366

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co 1,176,236

Chrysler Corp 1,147,710

The Texas Co 1,120,705

Philip Morris & Co.. Ltd., Inc 1,114,126

American Home Prouucts Corp 1,075,501

American Tobacco Co.
Sterling Products, Inc.

Fort Motor Co
General Mills, Inc

Pet Milk Sales Corp
E, R. Squibb & Sons
Prudential Insurance Co. of America, ...

Coca-Cola Co
Eversharp, Inc

Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp
Lady Esther Co
Gulf Oil Corp
Thomas J. Lipton, Inc
American OU Co
Chesebrough Manufacturing Co.
California Fruit Growers Exchange
United States Tobacco Co
Continental Baking Co., Inc

Armour tc Co. , . .,

Campana. Sales Co
International Silver Co
Florida Citrus Commission
Commercial Credit Co
Magazine Repeating Razor Co
Pacific Coast Borax Co
Luxor, Ltd
Emerson Drug Co
Johnson & Johnson
Penn Tobacco Co
Best Foods, Inc
Bowey's, bic^

Gillette Safety Razor Co
Curtiss Candy Co
Los Angeles Soap Co
Llbbey-Owens'-Ford Glass Co
Cudahy Packing Co
Armstrong Cork Co
Mennen Co
Travel & Publicity Bureau of Ont. Govt.
Vick Chemical Co
Johns-Manville Corp
Planters Nut & Chocolate'^Co
American Chicle Co
General Petroleum Corp. of California. .

.

International Cellucotton Products Co. .

.

Elgin National Watch Co
P, Lorlllard Go:-r. . .

. - .

Richard Hudnut
National Lead Co
Macfadden Publications, Inc

Peter Paul, Inc ,

Art Metal Works
Union OU Co,
Smith Brothers
C. F. Mueller Co
Soil-Off Manufacturing Co '

Bathsweet Corp
Knox Gelatine Co., Inc
Breakfast Club Coffee
Albert Brothers Milling Co
Colonial Dames, Inc
Seaside Oil Co .'

Wilmington Transportation Co
Atlantic Refining Co...
Alexander Smith & Sons Carpet Co
Bekins Van & Storage Co
General Motors Corp >

Luden's, Inc

Nestle's Milk Products, Inc
Gallenkamp Stores Co
Tayton Co : .

SheU Oil Co
Eagle Oil & ReAning Co
Vultee Aircraft Corp

974,333

971,541

900,518

876,466

768,736

656,362

647,945

687,056

574,660

545,260

537,048

605,070

498,465

483,263

474,457

452,206

441,228

430,364

404,593 .

877^88
815,817

271,146

268,676

264,498

258,846

248,510

235,668

215,441

215,428

204,418

185,410

152,100

136,872

121,760

96,980

91,872

61,801

60,526

88,280

75,214

73,940

72,396

56,056

47,956

46,022

44,468

-44,144

40,920

35,757

82,878

31,656

25,974

25,344

21,648

20,699

20,217

, 20,176

19,602

16,690

16,224

16,054

15,701

13,737

11,260

10,569

7,881

6,431

6,13'r

0,597

4,410

4,102

3,556

2,384

021

GRAND TOTAL... $44,684,378

m TOW DITO SPOT

VACATED BY BOWES

Hollywood, Jan. 18.

Two network shows went shopping

last week for new time and moved
into more advantageoui. spots. 'Big

Town' takes over the half hour on
CBS abandoned by Major Bowes,
and Old Gold switched from Monday
to Friday night on NBC.

Latter show forced to repeat for
8 p.m. airing on both coasts.

Al Nelson, Jr., in Navy
San Francisco, Jan. IS.

Al Nelson, Jr., son of the KGO-
KPO v.p. here, has enlisted In the
Navy, with a request for sea duty.
Just under draft age, chap decided

he wanted action, so volunteered.

Frances Robmson Lead

In Wheatena Adaptation

Of 'Bachelor Motlier' Tilm

Frances Robinson, film actress, wlU

have the leading part In 'Bachelor

Mother', next adaptation In the re<

corded Wheatena "Playhouse' series,

starting Monday (19), on WOR, New
York.. Other leading parts will be

played by Chester Stratton, James

McCallion and Louis Russell.

Carlo DeAngelo Is directing the

series, with Herbert Little, Jr., and
David Victor adapting the orlghial

Norman Krasna screenplay. Current
'Playhouse' show Is 'Love Affair', an^

other film adaptatloa Ed Wolf Asso-
ciates produces the series for the

Compton agency.
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mWYAIDS SIGNAL CORPS
Speed New 100 Kw. for WGEO

Schenectady, Jan. 13.

.

Dismantling and moving of the physical apparatus of shortwave

WGEO to San Francisco where it will become KWID (under the

management of the KSFO group there) has not ended the Schenectady

Btation, as many seem to think. WGEO did lose its 100,000 watts

temporarily ,but h{is never gone off the air, shifting instead to a spare

GeneralEle'ctric transmitter and continuing at 50,000 watts to beam
on Soutir America as before.

Actually G. E. engineers hope to have a new 100 kw. set-up for

WGEO in operation here before other engineers complete the estab-

lishment in Frisco of the former equipment that was sold for Asiatic

propaganda purposes at the suggestioa of the United States govern-

ment. Antenna and foundations wej-e not moved to the Coast, hence

Schenectady has thfs advantage in rebuilding for the big juice.

San Francisco, Jan. 13.

KSFO's short-wave affiliate, KWID, due to arrive here this week
for assembly with efforts being made to get it on the air by March 1.

BIG ARMY NEED

Typical of Nation - Wide
Drive, WBBM, Chicago,

Sets Up Busy Schedule of

Gratis Classes — WTRY,
Troy, Has 111 Applicants

First War Etfort Meeting of Writers

Is Talkative Rather Than Active

Meeting of radio writers last week
to discuss possible means of co-

ordinating script material lor war
effort purposes proved generally un-

productive. Session resulted in

plenty of talk, but nothing concrete

was decided and no resolutions were
adopted. About 125 scripters at-

tended the confab, which took place

Tuesday night <8) in the ASCAP
board room in Radio City, N. Y.

Bernard . C. Schoenfeld, radio di-

rector of the Office of Emergency
Management, waf the principal

speaker, urging the Authors to in-

clude more war effort announce-

ments In their radio scripts. How-
ever, It was pointed out by several

writers present, that the matter of

such announcements is in the hands
of sponsors, advertising agency men
and networks, depending on the par-

ticular program. Although Schotn-
feld had requested that the meeting
be held at the earliest possible mo-
ment, he said in answer to a ques-

tion that he had no immediate spe-

cific plans or projects for those pres-

ent to undertake, but merely desired

to outline broad ideas for them-to
ponsider.

Replying to a suggestion by one
author that the Government should

spend some of the war budget to

pay unemployed radio writers for

defense show scripts, Schoenfeld as-

serted he is not authorized to make
any such deals. He did not elabo-

rate on the matter.
According to several members of

the Radio Writers' War Effort Com-
mittee, which arranged the meeting
t Schoenfeld's instigation, the

whole question of Govei-nment plugs

on commercial programs is to be
considered by committee represent-

ing the American Assn. of Advertis-

ing Agencies and the Assn. of Na-
tional Adverusers. Intimated that

the RWWEC will subsequently col-

laborate with the sponsor and
agency men on the subject.

.FREE COMPANY PLAYS

FOR WNYC REPEATS

Dick Foran, Martha Meats

Discs for Pepper Start

San Antoiilo, Jan. 13.

The Dr. Pepper Bottling Co. of

Dallas will inaugurate a new series

of transcribed quarter hour pro-

grams over station WOAI on Mon-
day, Jan. 19, daily Monday through
Friday. Programs are titled Ten-
To-Four Ranch' and include Dick
Foran and Martha Mears in a session

of cowboy songs, drama and music.

On the same date the series will

also be started on a list of over SO

stations throughout the south. Ac-
count is being handled by the Beaton
tc Bowles Ajgency.

WOMEN, TOO

Free Company radio plays, orig-

inally broadcast last summer by
CBS, In cooperation with a group of

name authors, directors and actors,

will be revived by WNYC, New York
City's municipal station, as a 13-weck
series starting Jan. 23. Programs
will air 5-5.30 p.m. Fridays.
Show will be produced 1>y the

regular WNYC staff, with Mitchell
Grayson directhig.

NO MEMBERSHIP NAMES

Jack KIrkwood Drops Club Start

at Bequest of FBI

San Francisco, Jan. 13.

Jack Kirkwood has dropped the
daily membership report from bis

KFRC Breakfast Club show at the
request of the FBL Precaution
sgainst phony names and numbers
being used as code messages.
Half-hour flve-a-week network

comedy stint celebrates its third an-
niversary (10) with open house and
samples of sponsors' products.

FOUR-NETWORK

DEMANDS' NOT

-FANCIED

NBC-Red Planning an Advisory
Committee, which held its first

meeting in New York Jan. B, w^nt
on record as being opposed to the

four networks being lin)ced up for

simultaneous broadcasts, excepting

in the case of <> Presidential speech,

a sudden national emergency and
military necessity.

The indiscriminate use of such

t>'ing together of national webs was
termed an attefhpt to coerce listen-

ers and it was claimed that the de-

vice was bound to fai' of p irpcso,

the- attracting of maximum audi-

ences, and that it will have the con-

trary effect of dimioishing competi-

tion efforts for program quality. No
reference was made in the resolu-

tion to the recent agreement among
the foui' national netwiuks to fur-

nish the Saturday 7-7:30 pjn. period

to the Government for a morale
building program.

Free Gift of Cob Plane

To Radio Contest Winner

An Omaha Civic Event

(The anticipated requirement of

the United States Army tor thou-
sans of radio enslneers is the caase
of some worry in the industry as in

the Government. It is hoped that

there will be many p3tential tech-

nicians for the Army amon; the

65,080-odd amateur shortwave opera-

tors, all of whom are now officially

silenced by the Federal Communi-
cations Commission. The commer-
cial longwave industry has already

famished a lot and will furnish

more.
Meantime there Is sIgnlGcance In

the reported establishment in vari-

ous cities of technician - training

courses under the leadership and in-

itiative of broadcasters. Both as a
matter of patriotism and self-interest

broadcasters could hardly do any-
thing more helpful at this moment.—

<

Ed).

Chicago, Jan. 13.

WBBM, which i;: turning over its

entire television space in the No. 1

LaSaile street building for a school

tor radio telegraph operators and
radio technicians, will start classes

next week. Instructors will be vari-

ous Columbia engineers, headed by-

Frank Falknor.
WBBM-Columbii. project, through

cooperation with the nation's armed
forces, is. to help provide technicians

for communications at camps, in the

field and in home defense.

WBBM is contributing the space,

the use of its radio time to attract

students, and the WBBM engineei's

are contributing time and talent to

serve as instructors.

Instruction will give practical

primary training in radio telegraph

to men In this branch of service

prior to their induction into the

Army or Navy, or to men ineligible

tor military service who can tak6 a
significant part in home defense.

There will be three sessions dally,

3-5, 5-7 and 7-9 p.m.

Signal Corps Approves

Entire project was worked out by
H. Leslie Atlass, Columbia v.p. in

charge of western operations, with
(J. S. Army Signal Corps officers,

and a key man from the Signal Corps
will be assigned to the WBBM
school to inculcate the principles of

wartime duties into the students.

Expected that several thousand
operators and technicians will re-

ceive basic training in the 13-week
course. Tuition is free and the only

cost to the students will be that of

necessary textbooks.

Omaha, Jan. 13.

Omaha made a gala event out of

the 'Wings of Desllny' (Brown &
Williamson Tobacco Program) pres-

entation of a gift cub aeroplane at

airport. Richard Niver, 24, got the

plane gratis as a contest winner as

20,000 jammed the airport. Presen-

tation was made by Governor

Dwight Griswold with all city com-
missioners and brass hals of the

Seventh Army Corps area head-

quarters present. Prize ship was
escorted into town by flock of planes.

Stunt handled here by Monte Ran-

dall of the Russell M. Seeds agency.

Edward Ward, news commentator
for the BBC, Is a prisoner of war,

having been captured in the Libyan
campaign.

Women Technicians for Radio?

In connection with the Army's need for radio engineers to man
army detector squadrons and perform other communications work
(see story in. adjoining column) the spotlight is turning to the possible
role of women in the event of a long war in two departments of
radio operation largely burred to femininity in the past. First, plant
and studio engineering and, second, radio announcing.
Male engineers will be especially wanted by the U. S. Signal Corps.

Male announcers tend to run young in years and will probably ba
drafted in large numbers. Substitutions may eventually be 'of tha
opposite sex. In the matter of announcers there has been a general
sponsor prejudice against gal spielers although talking ladies a la

Mary Margaret McBride, et al. arc not uncommon in commercial radio.

This whole conjectural subject is one more reminder of what war
means and does.

Radio Reporters at Actual War

Scene Under Strictest Supervision

And Carefully 'Accredited' First

27 Women Enroll

Troy, N. Y., Jan. 13.

Al Chismark, chief engineer of

WTRY, will conduct a class for men
and women (27 of the latter have

i enrolled, eight of them married wom-
en) In the technical phases of radio,

including control room operation. A
total of 111 applications have already

been received from the course, which
is promoted in conjunction with the

Army and Navy and the National As-

sociation of Broadcasters, Volunteers

Have been and are being sought. The
course, which will be held nights in

a local school or college, probably

will continue over a period of sev-

eral months.
Applicants are supposed to have

had as a minimum high school train-

ing in mathematics and the like.

The possibility that women may,
in some instances, have to be used as

control room engineers as well as

announcers, before the war has end-
ed. Is understood to be receiving seri-

ous consideration from radio execu-

tives. Femmes could be pressed

(Continued on page 28)

R.L. Stevens Succeeds

Carlton on N.Y. Post
Robert L. Stevens has succeeded

Leonard Carlton as radio editor of

the N.- Y. Post. Stevens has for the

last couple of years been a member
of the paper's regular reportorial

staff, but formerly wrote a Rod and
Gun column as a part-time as-

signment.
Continuing fn the sheet's radio de-

partment will be Einar Peterson, on
programs, and Albert Cusick, on a
part-time assignment as programs
supervisor.

Carlton is on an Indefinite leave

of absenca with the Office of the

Coordinator of Information (Dono-
van committee).

H. L McCUNTON

ON MORALE

PROGRAM
H. L. McClinton. v.p. in charge of

radio for the N. W. Ayer agency,
has been given a leave of absence
to produce the half-hour morale
program wblch the Government will

debut over the four national net-
works Feb. 7. McCIinton has re-

cruited Bob Mortenson, of the

same agency's radio staff, as his as-

sistant McCIinton was brought in

by the Office of Facts and Figures
and his connection for the first

couple wfeeks will be an organizing
job more than anything else.

Norman ' Corwin will direct the
show as well as participate in the
writing. The writing staff is in

process of selection.

Cecil Brown Broadcasts

Singapore 'Social News'

And Draws a Bbckont

CBS correspondents ran into cen-

sorship difficulty in two different

parts of the globe during the past

weekend. Cecil Brown, broadcast-
ing from Singapore, was ordered off

altogether, while Charles Colling-

wood, of the network's London staff,

explained during the course of a re- i

port to the States that he woukl have
'

to bring his broadcast to an abrupt
close because the censor didn't like

the data that he selected for the
finale.

It was said that Brown, famous as

a survivor of the Repulse, had been
barred by the British authorities be-

cause he had commented on the so-

cial life of the local military but
CBS' spokesmen in New York de-
clared that all they know was that

Radio Singapore held that Brown's
broadcasts were 'detrimental to local

public morale' and that the manner
of his broadcasts made him 'persona

non grata.' CBS has appealed
against the taboo order.

Washington, Jan. 13.

Careful selection is being mad*
currently of the individuals who may
in the future get permission to enter

'theatres of operations' with th«

rating of 'accredited' writer, shutter-

clicker, or gabber. There's plenty

of checking being done to plug

every loophole by which- an enemy
snooper or propagandist might sneak
close- to the front lines. No such
intensive scrutiny ever has been
made of the newsreelers, radio com-
mentators, still photogs, and report-
ers.

Getting men to scenes of action Is

virtually impossible at present and.
will remain a difficult task under the
best circumstances. Admirals and
generals have decided that the num-
ber of gawkers will be held to a
minimum, doubling up will be re-
quired, since supervision must be
exercised, and there'll be little free
and easy running about.

'

Most of the preliminary lining up
of 'accredited, correspondents'—the
plirase covers both still and news-
reel camera-toters along with press
scribes and radio legmen—Is being
done by the Army. Anybody cleared
by the War Department will go
automatically on the Navy's-o.k. list

and vlce-'versa. The rules will be
uniform to the greatest degree pos-
sible, though Indications are the
Navy will be- more generous in

ferrying approved correspondents
to points of Interest.

At present, nobody Is t>elng per-
mitted Id Alaska or beyond Hawaii,
but shortly observers are expected
to be allowed In the Caribbean
theatre, Newfoundland, and possibly

the far Pacific. News editors of vari-

ous media who fancied they were
being far-sighted In shooting men
to Honolulu before the first bomb
echoes died away now are trying

to extricate .their stranded field

staffs., A few men who were on
the ground at the start—like the

press service and network rovers In

Manila, naturally, are remaining.

Ditto with men in the Canal Zone
and Iceland, though the Army Is

evacuating most civilians from
Panama and has tightened drasti-

cally on letting new people into this

highly strategic territory.

Aside from whr.lever principles

are established by Federal Censor-
ship Director Byron Price, thcre'will

be additional verbotens by the Army
and Navy. For instance, it- seems
pretty clear that In the future net-

works will not be allowed to pick up
running descriptions of action, mean-
ing there'll be no more of those ex-
citing play-by-play accounts such as

came out of Manila the first few
days of hostilities.

Mntaal's Position

On the radio end. the Army Bu-
reau of Public Relations has asked

the three national chains to submit
names, but Mutual passed. Appli-

cations on file number approximately
35 from Columbia and 25 from NBti.

The regional webs are unlikely to

get anybody on the list, while no
correspondents for single stations

'will be admitted to theatres ot op-
erations.
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TrammenChainnan of Blue Exec

Gomimttee; Vice-Presidency Goes

To Phlps Carlin of Programs

Niles Trammell was elected chair-

man of the executive committee ol

the Blue Network Co., Inc., at the

first meeting Friday (9) ol the new

corporation's board of directors. The

divorcement of the Blue from NBC
and the establishment of the Blue

as a direct subsidiary of RCA was
effected formally last week with the

filing of incorporation papers in

Delaware. Trammell, HCA spokes-

men stated, will remain as president

of NBC, which from now on in-

volves solely the Red Network, and

strong denial was made of the re-

port that he was slated to move in

as head of the Blue when and if a

sale of that network is consummated.

Mark Woods, the Blue's president,

and Edgan Kobak, executive v.p.,

will serve with Titammell on the

executive 'committee. At last Fri-

day's meeting Phillips Carlin, pro-

gram head, was named a v.p. The

board of directors of the Blue con-

sists of Woods, Kobak, George S.

DeSousa, John Hays Hammond, Jr.,

Joseph V. Heffeman and Charles. B.

JoUiilee. The last four are all con-

nected with RCA.
Blue Network's jiffUlates meet at

the Drake hotel, Chicago, tomorrow

(Thursday) to hear Wdods, Kobak

and others outline the Blue's plans

and policies.

Don Oilman's Post

Don Gilman becomes western vice

president of the Blue network un-

der the set-up of oSicers that has

now been determined. He thus re-

turns to a post substantially similar

to his long-time job and the tempo-
rary what-does-lt-mean title as head

of Pacific public relations Is forgot-

ten.

SidQey Strotz has meanwhile as-

tumed his new role as west coast

v.p. of NBC, alias the Red.

K. R. BorroS of Chicago also gets

a Blue vice presidency along with
Keith Kiggins and-Lundsford P. Yan-
dell, the latter also being treasurer'

, of the - Blue and a fast-upper in

terms of his relatively short tenure
on the NBC payroll.

I

Signal Corps I

^^SjContlnaed from page 27 '

into service as spielers more easily

than they could as control room

staffers.

The drain on manpower In control

room crews, who are more or less

young and who must possess quick

reflexes. Is expected to be consider-

able. Same is believed likely to be

true-of announcers, if war lasts a

long time.

Elgluney tor Iowa

Mason City, la., Jan. 13.

P. C. Eighmey, manager of KGLO,
has been appointed radio co-ordina-

tor in Iowa, representing the national

defense committee of National Asso-

ciation of Broadcasters. In this ca-

pacity he is arranging for a number
of schools In the state, which will

offer courses In radio technic, all

schools to be sponsored by Uncle

Sam.
Working with Eighmey on plan are

M. S. Coover, head of eelclrical engi-

neering at Iowa State college, Ames,

and H. O. Croft, head of the mechan-
ical engineering department at the

State University of Iowa, Iowa City.

Schools Inaugurated at request of

army and navy In effort to obtain

radio technicians for service in

armed forces. Courses to be for 16

weeks; with 144 contact work hours

and 96 hours for home study,

WCCO Engineer Active
Minneapolis, Jan. 13.

Hugh S. McCartney, WCCO chief

engineer, has been appointed to rep-

resent radio on the Minneapolis De-
fense board's technical advisory com-
mittee. Earl H. Gammon, WCCO
general manager, is head of the

Minnesota Defense coundl;
Others from the ^ame station en-

gaged In defense activities are Al
Sheehan, assistant manager, in charge
of Red Cross programs, and Max
Karl, Educational director, heading
the committee to collect books in the
Twin Cities for Army camps.

COPPER'S USE FURTHER

CURTAILED FOR RADIO

Washington, Jan. 13.

Increasingly tlgliter grip of war on

various branches' of the radio busi-

ness is demonstrat^ed by the Office of

Production Management announce-

ment Friday (2) that 'hencejorth

copper can be used In making re-

ceivers only when Indispensable to
carry electrical current. Margin of

safety Is allowed but no decorative
use will be tolerated.

The most recent priorities division
ruling points out that sale of radio
sets complying with the order has
not been forbidden, but implies that
Government agents will keep an eye
open to prevent any abuses. In gen-
eral copper can bemused only for
'wire and contacts,' shielding, and

^ vital screws. No more splurgingB with copper dials, knobs, escutch-
cons, or shafts, \mder the edict

Frisco Training "Era

San Francisco, Jan. 13.

Joe Landells, KYA engineer, has
been appointed an Instructor at

Samuel Gompers' trade school here
to tuirn out technicians for defense.

Previously, F. H. Christman, an-
other KYA engineer, got » civilian

job with the army signal corps.

COL. JIM HEALEY
Wlio has been continuously spon-

sored on one or more stations since

1933. A proven results-getter for

national spot advertisers this vet-

eran reporter, columnist, editor and
publisher is currently aponsored for

eleven quarter-houra weekly.
He's available for network and
"ratea are right."

COL. JIM HEAIfEY
154 W. 46th St., New York

NOXZEMA Cmr QUIZ

NOW ON KMBC, KMOX

Kansas GIty, Jan. 13.

Stations KMBC of Kansas City
and KMOX of St. Louis last Sunday
(11) began new series of Quiz of

Two Cities programs for Noxzema
with a half hour show beginning at
12:40 p:m. Odd starting hour was
occasioned by KMBC's carrying of

the 40-minute Swan Soap show at

noon.
The Lever Brothers show Is tran-

scribed from its Tuesday night red
net broadcast and switched to

KMBC, CBS affiliate here, since

WDAF, NBC red basic, could not
clear desired time.

$2,3i,(IO(l to Operate FCC Next Year

Separate Appropriation, Howenrer, .Covers National

Defense Activities of Special Branches

Washington, Jan. 13.

Fractions of employees—a book-
keeping trick—will be dropped by
the Federal Communications Com-
mission during the fiscal year open-
ing next July 1. President Roose-
velt's 1943 budget, submitted to

Congress .Wednesday (7) reveals a

net pruning of $77,510 below the

amounts appropriated for the cur-

rent 12-month accounting period, the

bulk -of the cut coming In national

defense expenditures.
Regular appropriation for salaries

^nd routine expenses will be $2,300,-

000, compared with this year's $2,315,->

C29, while the defense ailotment will

be cut from the current $2,729,000
to $2,667,619. Combined effect is to
shear the payroll by 161.3 workers.
(Fraction is due to computing the
number of months Individuals are
employed).

' From the regular permanent pay-
roll, 59 home office and 7.2 field em-
ployees will be missing. The staff

paid with defense funds will decline
by .44.5 Washington and 50.6 field

workers. The home-office force
will be lowered 42 under the 1041
level. Most of the reduction will be
made In the clerical and steno-
graphic forces, though some attor-

neys and engineers wUl depart

STUDIO SHOWS

FATEUNCERTAIN

In conformance with an edict

from the C^vernment, Columbia has

shut down on the issuance of an-

nual passes to its New York studios.

Impression in some broadcasting

quarters is that this move is a fore-

runner to the elimination of &11 pub-
lic attendance of hetwork and local

station broadcasts, ' which taboo

would be felt most severely by audi-

ence participation and variety pro-

grams.

Doctor Rok Back Into

'Big Sister' But Gabd

Not Playing This Tnne

Part of John, the doctor-husband
In, the "Big Sister' serial, is being
written back into the script after an
absence of more than a year, thereby
returning ' the' show to its former
general story line. However, Martin
Gabel, formerly featured on the

program, is not a candidate tor the
part when It comes back into the
stanza during the week of Jan. 26.

Auditions are now being held for the
assignment. Meanwhile, Gabel Is co-
producing play, 'Cafe Crown,' due
next week at the Cort N. Y.

,

Setup of the "Big Sister* program,
formerly one of the two or three top'

rating serials, has been undergoing
repeated revisions for a period of
more than a year. Knowles Entrikin,
just before giving up scripting the
series, married off the two leading
characters, Ruth (Big Sister) and
John; ' That resulted in a dropping
off in listener suspense and a de
crease in the rating, so the character
of John was written out of the show,
ending Gabel's long run as co-star.

After several other authors had the
scripting assignment it was given to
Julian Funt who still continues it

Subsequently, ' Alice Frost title

player and remaining star, married
the director, William Tuttle and, as
a climax to continued differences
with Herschel Williams, radio direc-
tor of the Ruthrauff & Ryan agency,
both resigned from the show. Tuttle
has since set up and headed a day-
time radio department at the Lyons
& Lyons agency, besides continuing
to direct The Shadow' for R. & R.,
while Miss Frost is now free-lancing.

'Sister' is now directed by James
Andrews. Title part is played by
Nancy Marshall and the cast includes
Arnold Moss, Peggy Conklin, Santos
Ortega, Michael O'Day, Oscar Polk
and Ned Wever. Richard Liebert Is

organist Ted Miller panelman and
Ora Nichols handles sound. Pro
gram airs 12:15 p.m. on CBS for
Rinso.

Lou Bring Substituting

As Dave Rose Vacations
Hollywood, Jan. 13

Lou Bring substituting for,- David
Rose as batoner of 'Adventures in
Melody' and 'California Melodies' on
Mutual.
Rose Is east on a visit with Judy

Garland.

Wlio s Who in the Blue

BOABS OF SnUSCTOBS
George S. DeSousa. Edgar Kobafc

John Hays Hammond, Jr. Mark Woods.

Joseph V. Heflernan. Lunsford P. Yandell,

. Charles B. JoUlile.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Nlles TVammell, Chalrmaa

'OFFICEBS
Mark Woods, President
Edgar Kobak, Executive Vice-President .

E. R. Borroff, Vice-President In charge of Central Division.

Phillips Carlin, Vice-President in charge of programs.

'

Don E. Gilman, Vice-President In charge of Western Division.

Keith Kiggins, Vice-President In charge of stations.

Lunsford P. Yandell, Vice-President and Treasurer.

DEFAKIHENTS
George M. Benson, Eastern Sales Manager.
Judith Cortada, Trade News Editor,

.

Edward. F. Evans, Research Manager,
Murray B. Cjrabhorn, National Spot Sales Manager.
B. J. Hauser,' Sales Promotion Manager.-

E. P. H. James, Director of Publicity and Promotion.
Dorothy Kemble, Continuity Acceptance Editor,

George Milne, Chief Engineer.

John H. McNeU, Manager, Station WJZ.
Tracy Moore, Western Sales Manager.
Earl Mullln, Manager, Publicity Department
John H. Norton, Jr., Station Relations Manager,
Charles E. Rynd, Spies Serevlce Manager.
Robert Saudek, Assistant to Executive Vice-President
Merritt R. Schoenfeld, Central Division Sales Manager.
James Stirton, Central Division Program Manager.
Fred M. Thrower, Jr., General Sales Manager.
D. B. Van Houten, Office Manager,

Tom Revere Joins Bates;

Hawkes, Others Fil In;

Day Now B&B Partner

Tom Revere has resigned as v.p.

in charge of radio for the Benton &
Bowles agency Feb. I, Revere's spot

at B & B will not be filled for the

time being. Instead, the executives

of the agency's radio department

will have their clutles reshuffled.

Klriiy Hawkes assumes charge of all

program production, Bert Prager
wlU handle all talent Esty Stowell,

formerly an account executive, takes
over as business manager, and Mann
Holiner becomes the manager of the
Hollywood office.

Revere is moving to the Ted Bates
agency to succeed Jack Runyan as

radio director.

Another major change at Benton
& Bowles Is the entry of Bill Day,
formerly a copy chief with J. Wal-
ter Thompson, as a full-fledged part-
ner. Day wiU be In charge of cre-
ative and planning, Chester Bowles
has meantime taken a three-months'
leave of absence to head up the ra-
tioning of all materials under the
OPM In. Connecticut

Burns, Lee quit as the agency's
director of publicity last week to
join the press division of the U. S.
Treasury, In Washington.

BAN AU 'REQUEST

PROGRAMS FOR WAR

Bridgeport, Jan. IS.

All record request programs have
been dropped by Connecticut sta-
tions for duration of war, to guard
against giving information' to the
enemy.

Move ls| expensive to several state
broadcasters who have built up large
telephone and wire followings.

FATE OF SUNDRY

NBCSECnONS

UNDECIDED

Ultimate fate of various NBC de-
partments, an4 divisions of Depart-
ments, remains uncertain following
the 'divorcement' proceedings that

segregates the Blue from the Red,
the latter to be known hereafter
simply as NBC. No decision has
been made yet on such activities as

news and special events, public In-

terest programs, women's programs,
music library, etc. These units may
function as services available to

both NBC and Blue.
NBC priss is divided on a basis of

Earl Mullln and some eight assist-

ants taking up Independent quarters

on the third floor of Radio City with
the Blue entrenchment while John
McKay will head the remaining NBC
press division retaining the major-
ity of publicity personnel.

Drees for Kirchner
. Chicago, Jan. 13.

' Jack Drees takes over the WIND
'Night Watch' program of pop re-

corded music, replacing Claude
Kirchner, who Joins the army.
Drees also will continue handling

his regular dally 'Sports Edition'

show.on the same station.

Sandra Hichacra Bad Throat

Sandra Michael, author of 'Against

the Storm,' is 111 with a strep infec-

tion at her Silvermine (Conn.) home.
She goes to Palm Springs, Cal.,

soon for a month or so.

James Porter is new assistant to

Frank B^hydt, director of pub-*
llcity and promotion for station

KMBC, Kansas City.

Wrong Age for CartersPOk

Street & Finney Trying a Middle-Aged Slant-
Pat Barnes Emcees Program (West of Cleve. Only)

Street & Finney on behalf of Car-
ter's Little, Liver Pills is trying out a
'nostalgic' revue idea on NBC, west
of Cleveland. Pat Barnes has been
hired as emcee of program which
includes the Nat Brusilofl orchestra
and is using rotating guestees. Last
week's was Blanche Ring. Cast is
working in costume in New York
City but not heard locally.

Carter's Pills has 'Inner Sanctum
Mysteries' on the Blue, a horror
series that has achieved some popu-
larity. A survey seems to indicate
this show appeals primarily to-faigh-
schoolers and young folks and they
aren't good customers for pills.

Hence the switch to middle aged
listeners with a program calculated
to appeal that way.

'EOWDY EEVUE' TOHED DOWN
Boston, Jan. 13.

Carl Moore's Howdy Revue' on
WEEI Is being toned down and wlU
be called his 'Coffee Club' from now
on.

Moore sings and emcees with
vocalists Jean CoUlns and Bill Elliott

Harry Stone, general manager of

WSM, Nashville, has been appointed
to the Red network planning board.
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IIP ADVER1MG IN HAWM
A Toast to America s Allies

San Francisco, Jan. 18.

Kmll Brisacher agency has come up with itUl another transcribed

fancy. This time it's 'K Toast to Altaerlca's Allies,' starring the 'Vic*

tory Girl 'and using an orchestra under aegis o{ Meredith Wlllson.

Five-minute transcribed spot has already been sold to Acme beer in

the west, riding seven days weekly on KGO and KPO locally. Started

Monday (12).

Unlllce previous beer spots developed and waxed by the agency, this

series, saluting friendly nations, will be offered for sale regionally to

any account Limiting 'Barrel of Fun' and similar waxers to suds
accounts narrowed the market before.

.

Yanks Nowiiettiiig Steady Dosage Of

Programs Concermng 'Nei^bors'

Taking seriously the task of fa-

miliarizing people in the United

States with South America, as well

as acquainting South Americans

with the U. S., Office of the Co-

ordinator of Inter-American Affairs

(Rockefeller committee) Is responsi-

ble for 17 shows currently on U. Sj

networks strictly for - domestic

consumptioa There are, In addition,

many local programs in this country,

with Latin angles, behind which
the hand of the Rockefeller organi-

zation. Some 34 such shows in all

axe to be heard in New York City.

None of the programs is an-

nounced as sponsored or aided by
the Coordinator's office and most
listeners don't * consciously realize

the large quantity of Latin Amer-
icana they are getting, or why. Each
program, never.theless, the commit-
tee feels helps to cement relations

between the people of the two con-

tinents. CIAA is of the opinion

that an Important step to inter-

American unity is knowledge by
each people about the other and
thus the large-scale program in this

country.

Shows run from quarter-hours of

liStin American rhythms to the In-

ternational Telephone and Tele-
graph > sponsored 'Good. Neighbor
News,' heard on CBS five nights a
week. Latier is a news broadcast
concerned solely with events In

South America. There are a num-
ber of straight educational programs,
too.

PERSONALITIES VIA CBS

New' Shortwave M,*M-WaUer In-
•nrnnUci Fotponrrl from N.T. Area

With inauguration of Its new EO kw.
shortwave transmitter, CBS. has
started a new nightly show to South
America wliich is available to sta-

tions in Latin network for pickup
and rebroadcastlng. It Includes per-
sonalities, special events and humanr
Interest stories, as well as a short
resume of headline news.
One of the top events so far was

to present Joe Louis as the person-
aUty last Friday (9) night. Just be-
fore he was to go into the ring.with
Buddy Baer. Louis spoke in praise
of Arturo Godoy, South American
fighter whom he once battled tor the
championship. CBS program is pro-
duced with cooperation and aid of
the Office of Coordination of Inter-
American Affairs (Rockefeller com-

,
mlttee).

WAITE HOYT IN CINCY

His Arrival Is Promoted Big by
StaUon WKKO

Cincinnati, Jan. 13.

Walte Hoyt, former major league

hurler and of late with WOR, New
York, started pitching with com-

mercial tagging last week when join-

ing WKRC, Mutual affiliate. He is

doing a quarter-hour sports program
on weekday nights for Alms &
Doepke, department store. His stint

U titled 'According to Hoyt'
In bowing to Clncy dialers, Hoyt

was spotlighted in a special 45-

mlnute stanza ji which the station's

execs and staffers, along with Mayor
Jim Stewart, biggies of the Reds'

ball club and radio and sports scribes

were heard. Intro Included tran-

scribed puffs for Hoyt from baseball

and radio notables in New York.

During the baseball, season he will

announee the Reds' games, with

Dick Nesbltt, staffer, as assistant

Botkof CohunbiaU

Opens New Shortwaye

Series Out of Boston

Boston, Jan. 18.

Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler^ presi-

dent of the Carnegie Endowment

for International Peace, called on

American public opinion to fix Its

eyes on post-war conditions to be

ready for international, democratic

leadership, the address launching a

new series of empire programs over

shortwaver WRUL. The new series

is directed by Sir Angus Fletcher

of the British Library of Informa-

tion, and is designed to tie together

the various sections of the Brlt^h

Empire through the United States,

as the British Broadcasting Co. ties

the empire together through Eng-

land.

The broadcasts are to be given

every Monday, Wednesday and Fri-

day at 5:15 p.m. (EST).
Working with Fletcher Is an ad-

visory committee consisting of

Prof. James T. Shotwell, ^ former
Under-Secretary of State Frank L.

Polk, Shepard Morgan, vice-presi-

dent of the Chase National Bank,

HuntIngto;i Bird of New York, and
Charles Sumner Bird of Boston.

Pall Mall Sound Effects Too Gose

To War-Uke for CBS' Satisfaction

Pall Mall clgarets will continue its

transcribed announcement schedules
without any modiflcaUon of the discs'

sound effects contents, it is revealed
by the Ruthraufl & Ryan agency.
The question of whether changes in
the transcriptions' makeup was in
the offing came up after CBS had
turned down contract renewals for
the blurbs on its managed and op-
erated stations on the grounds that
the discs^ which Include naval and

military sound effects, were too

ticklish for the present time.

Stations on the west coast dropped

the airing of the Pall Mall blurbs

during the first week of America's

entry into the war because of the

extreme precautions being taken

against air raids, but these same sta-

tions have since then returned the

discs to their schedules. NBC has

continued to release the transcrip-

tions over its own managed and
operated outlets.

New York Representatives of

Honolulu Stations at First

Feared Wholesale Cancel-

lations of Advertising

Placed from Mainland

GOOD FOR MORALE

Radio business as far as United
States accounts are concerned have
held up so well for Honolulu sta-

tions that the stations' reps involved
have abandoned the idea of issuing

an appeal to American advertisers to'

go on supporting the stations in this

American outpost if only for the
morale factor. The reaction of

American advertisers since the at-

tack on Pearl Harbor has been far

to the contrary of what the media on
the Island had expected. Instead of

cancellations there has been an in-

crease in advertising contracts.

Shortly after the Pearl.Harbor as-

sault the three organizatipq^fwbich
represent the stations and newspa-
pera in Honolulu became worried
about a possible withdrawal by U. S.

advertisers and there was talk

among the trio of Issuing a general
letter to the former urging them to

maintain their expenditures in Hon-
olulu if only for the confidence that
such support would convey to the
Islanders. The proposal was tabled
pending further developments. The
developments turned out to be in the
opposite direction from what the
threesome had feared.

.

The rep organizations that did the
conferring were the E. Katz Agency,
John Blair St, Co. and O'Meara &
Ormsby. Katz^as KGU and the
Honolulu Advertiser, Blair repre-

senU KGMB and KHBC, while
O'Meara & Ormsby has the national

sales agency for the Honolulu Star-

BuUetin.
Only changes that the Honolulu

stations , have made In their pro-
gram schedules has been to drop the'

Jap and Filipino language news
broadcasts.

Make-BeEeve Air Raid

Staged Realistically and

Some People Get Scared

' Philadelphia, Jan. 13.

Philly experienced a scare remi-
niscent of the Orson Welles 'Martian
invasion' of a couple of years ago
when a practice air raid drill was
staged at the Bendix aircraft plant
here last Tuesday (7). As the police

short wave radio chattered calls for

doctors, ambulances and emergency
squads, reporting '132 casualties,' It

was picked up by listeners here and
in other cities and reports were
spread that Philadelphia was the

first American city to suffer a Nazi
air attack.

The drill was pulled as a surprise,

with no one but officials and news-
papers tipped off in advance. The
police radio announcer carried out

his part dead pan. Sending wardens,
demolition squads, firemen, etc,, to

the scene of what he described as

'bombed-out aircraft
,
plant.'

Dial-twisters, listening in to short-

wave, had no way of telling that this

was only a drill. Newspaper offices

were deluged with telephone calls.

Streets near the aircraft plant were
clogged with cars of curious who
heard the broadcast. Queries came
to the local Associated Press office

from as far away as Detroit. As
persons neared the scene of the

'bombing,' their fears were height-

ened by the sight of people being

carried out of the building, placed in

ambulances, searchlights playing

over the 'wrecked plant,' etc.

Manoel AvUa, Spanish announcer
on WLWO, Croslcy's international

station, has been appointed "honor-

ary consul' of Mexico for Clncy.

Buenos Aires Judge Hears Charge That

Station Belgrano Under-Paid for Music

With Okay of SADIAC Executive

Colgate, Lipton, U. Drag

Place Programs, Blurbs

On CFCF m Montreal

Montreal, J^n. 13.

Canadian Marconi station CFCF
has the following new programs and

extensions for the current year:

Colgate-Palmolive-Peet extended
for 52 weeks from Jan. 1 from 6:15-

6:25 p.m. (EDT).
Thomas J. Lipton, 255 spot an-

nouncements twice daily, Monday
through Friday started Jan. 2.

Toronto Star Weekly, 36 spot an-
nouncements four times daily,

Thursdays and Fridays, from Jan. 1.

Canada Starch, new series, 'Secret

Service Scouts,' 39 programs, thre^
a week, from Jan. 2.

United Drug of Canada, 155 spot
announcements three times weekly
from Jan. 2.

N. G. VaUquette, Ltd., British

United Press' 'In Movie Land,' re-
placing Stella Unger spot 10:25-10:30

p.m. (EDT), 39 programs, Monday
through Thursday, from Jan. 7.

Quaker Oats, SB, five-minute pro-
grams, Monday through Friday,
titled 'Aunt Jemima,' from Feb. 16.

LEVERS REVISE

CANADA SROWS

liontreal, Jan. 13.

Lever Bros, has started the new
year by changing its program time

from..:haIf..h()ui38- tO-auatter. ho.urs

on the French language radio cir-

cuit and adding time from (Canadian

Broadcasting Corp., CBF station and

network, and from the Independent
French-language station CKAC and
its French chain. Levers will have
four separate shows, each nmnlhg
Monday through Friday. Thiy are:

'Cest la Vie' ('Such is Life') plugging
Lux soap; 'Grande Soeur' ('Big

Sister') for ^inso; Lionel Parent,

singer, also for Rinso; and Tante
Lucie' ('Aunt Lucy'), new transcribed

program for Lux soap. These pro'

grams are in eabh case repeated the

day following over the CKAC chain,

except the Friday show, which comes
up again the following Monday.

Similarly handled is 'La Pension
Velder' ("The 'Velder Boarding
House') through Procter & Gamble,
Monday through Friday every week
over CBC and CKAC and their

French networks.

Martin A^ronsky, NBC war com-
mentator, who has been broadcast-

ing from Ankara, Turkey, has been
shifted to Britain's Naval Base at

Singapore.

Buenos Aires, Jan. S.

Charges that the Accounts Com-
mittee of SADIAC (Society of Ar-
gentine Actors and Composers)
found falsified entries in the radio
receipts of the organization despite
refusal of President Francisco
Canaro to permit examination of
books, caused a sensation when made
in the court of Judge .Ramon S.
'VTasquez here recently. Charges
against Canaro (who also is leader
of one of Argentine's top tango, out-
fits), Jaime Yankelevich, president
of Radio Belgrano, one of the two
leading transmitters here, are cur-
rently being tried.

Pedro Diorio, composer and orches-
tra leader, who was named accounts
Inspector at a special SADIAC meet-
ing, declared that when he asked
permission to examine the boolcs
Canaro told him 'I'm the boss In my
own house' and refused. Dorlo al-

leged Canaro was 'careless' because
of his personal friendship with
Yankelevich.

It's charged that Belgrano (like

Radio Splendid and Mondo in the -

'A' category), agreed to pay SADIAC
5% of its gross revenue. But de-
spite the fact that it had the gredt-
est amount of advertising and In-
come, Belgrano paid less than the
other stations.

'Canaro would argue that his
friend Yankelevich has paid his per-
centage in accordance with his de-
clared receipts,' Diorio told.the court,

'but Canaro has not respected the
decisions of the members and has
violated the confidence placed in

him." Diorio charged erasures were
made In the official account books
and said annual report of the post-
office, which has charge of radio
broadcasting and the income tax de-
partment, showed that receipts of
Belgrano were 3,500,000 and 3,600,-

000 pesos, respectively, in '39

and '40.

. On^s basis an average Qf_29£833
pesos per month, station should have
paid 14,791' pesos. Actually It paid
6,892 pesos, it was . alleged. Case
is still under consideration.

Ponds, Pepsodent, Quaker

Among Renewals at CKAC

h French Language

Montreal, Jan. 13.

CKAC, Independent French lan-
guage station with chain blanketing
Quebec province, has following re-

newals for the year:

'Quitte ou Double' ('Double .or
Quits') Delaware ft Hudson Coal, 13

weeks from Jan. 6.

Ceux qu'on Aime* ('Those We-
Love') Pond's Cold Cream, 13 weeks
from Jan. I.

'lies Aventures de Rouletabllle'

Quaker Oats, 13 weeks from 3Sd, 1.

Theatre de Chez Nous' (Home
Theatre) which was held over for
six weeks started new series every
Friday from Jan. 2 indefinitely for
Pepsodent

Two Advertisements (Ex-Lax, Jests)

In One-Minute Spots From Joe Katz

San Antonio, Jan. 13.

A new trend in one minute e.t's

may be making its appearance. New
idea is to have the one minute an-
nouncement contain a 45 second an-

nouncement and a 15 second echo
announcement for another product.

Case here is that of a series of an-

nouncements placed by the Joseph
Katz Agency for ExLax. First part

of the announcement Is a dramatized
blurb about the laxative followed l?y

a chime and a short blurb Bljout

'J&ts' the handy roU for heart bum,
etc.

It Is, of course, unusual to hear a
second announcement inserted on a
quarter hour commercial program
where the time is sold to one sponsor
with various brands, but to sell tima
for a one minute e.t. and have it ad-
vertise two products is something
new in radio for 1942.

Al Pearce Is newest network show
to be added to WSPD, Toledo.
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NBC-CBS Challenge of FCC Heard;

CaldweD Cites Ballantine Case In

Mutual Rebuttal; Judges Ponder

Declaring that they were battling

for their very •existence,' NBC and

CBS on Monday (12) appealed to

statutory court of three judges in

the New York City federal court to

grant them a temporary injunction

against the Federal Communications

Commission to prevent the 'orders'

of the Government organization
originally dated May 2, 1941, from
being put into effect.

Injunction is sought, pending trial

of the issues. (The U. S. is mean-
time seeking a summary judgment
against NBC and CBS in a counter
move, filed in Chicago.)
John T. Cahill, former U. S. At-

torney for the Southern District of

N. Y., represented NBC in its battle.

He opened by telling the court, which
consisted of Judges Learned Hand,
John Bright and Henry W. Goddard,
that the 'Time option clause is the
heart of the network affiliated chains
in that it enables a network to op-
erate as a comprehensive unit bal-

ancing local and national service.

It is the belief and Arm business
Judgment of NBC executives that

they cannot operate nationally, with-
out the. option clause and without
which irreparable damage will be
caused.'

Cahill declared the FCC had no
power to make the ruling it did, and
that Congress had appointed it just

as a policeman not as a writer of

laws. He declared the FCC was
trying to ctfcumvent the power of

the court in its ruling, and said that

NBC had already suffered 50 odd
cancellations from affiliates with
tnore expected. He asked that the
decision of the court be reserved and
that it consider the factual relation-

ship between the powers of the
Commission and the laws of the
statute. He said the FCC was not
entitled to a summary judgment, and
that issues of fact existed which
could not ' be waived. He insisted

the court consider the public wel-
fare and declared, that the American
people today possess the finest net-
work system in the world, and that

status quo until a decision is made
after trial was all that was being
asked. If the injunction was not
granted, he warned, the public would
be faced with an impairment of serv-
ice when they needed It most, In war
times, and said that once the net-

works are broken down they can-
not be put together again.

Cahill pointed out that NBC bad
segregated the asset's of the Blue net-
work and now only operated the
Red. He described the difference in

sponsored and sustaining shows, and
said that NBC spends $4,000,000

yearly on its telephone and tele-

graph lines to its aililiates. He said

that as of June 1, I94I NBC owned
six out of 70 stations on the Red, and
four of 99 on the Blue. CBS has 123

affiliated stations and Mutual 17G at

the same time.
Charlei E. Hughes, Jr., took up the

cudgels for Columbia, and pointed
out that the symphonic programs
which are character builders, and
those of a like nature are possible

only because of sponsorship and
affiliation. No small Station is suf-

ficiently powerful or has enough
money to hire the talent that a net-

work can. He cited as an example
an advertiser torn between radio ad'

vertising, and advertising in a na'

tionally known publication such as
Life or the Saturday Evening Post.

The latter two can show circulation

that is guaranteed, and radio must
be able to compete by showing
affiliates that are guaranteed.
A sponsor who is told 50 stations

are available, and after three weeks
of deciding takes a program, sets up
his talent, and then discovers 10 of
the stations because of no time
option clause have taken other pro-
grams in . his spot, will go to the
newspaper to advertise. Radio must
be able to guarantee its outlet, other-
wise it is licked.

Hnghes' Plea

Hughes pointed out CBS spends
$75,000 yearly carrying the N. Y.
Philharmonic Orchestra, spends
$600,000 yearly on television, $500,-

000 on sustaining good will programs
to Latin America, an enormous sum
on news broadcasts, refuses to sell

time on public questions, but gives
time to both sides of a controversy
free of charge, permits no religious

sponsorship, eliminates objectlonal
advertising such as is provided by
laxative programs, etc. It the affili^

ates are taken away this will not be
possible, and all the evils of these
programs as sponsored will come
forth, he warned. The netseorjta, .will

be forced Into economic opportunism
because they will not otherwise be

NBC Gets Lee Overflow I

Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Don Lee lost a nice piece of

business last week due to In-

ability to juggle time schedules

so as to accommodate United
Bakeries, 'Red Ryder' serial.

The bakers wanted identical half

hours three days a week and
when the Lee crowd couldn't

block it oft they took the biz to

NBC for a coast ride on the blue.

Fulton Lewis continues his

commentary on the Lee net five

days a week under United bank-
rolling.

able to survive. ' He said that In

1940, 495 of 850 stations were affili-

ated, and that of CBS's $22,000,000 in

assets, $18,000,000 were on network
broadcasting.

Talford Taylor, general counsel of

the FCC, then took up the Govern-
ment case. He said that he felt the
FCC formation and expansion
needed explanation, and proceeded
to describe the manner in which it

was created and its purposes. Taylor
declared it was his belief the court
was without jurisdiction over the
case because he felt the local sta-

tions were the only ones who could
question the FCC ruling and not the
national, unlicensed networks. He
continued yesterday (Tuesday)

.

Present in court Monday (12) were
David Sarnoff, William Paley and
Niles Trammell.

In Three Weeks?
The lawyers finished up Tuesday

and the oral pleadings along with
the briefs went to the jurists. They
will determine three questions when
they hand down a decision, which is

not expected for at least three
weeks:

(1) .The jurisdictional question.

The FCC alleges the court has no
power to rule.

(2) Secondary jurisdictional ques-
tion, that the court is without power
to pass on the FCC r«gulations

themselves If it finds It does have
the power.

(3) The reasonableness, of the
regulations themselves.
Telford Taylor, chief counsel for

the FCC, In summation estimated
that the national advertisers

throughout the entire country to be
less than number and then
answered questions directed at )iim

by Judge Hand. Referring to an ar-

gument preylously^one Into on the

indecision of an advertiser to want
to advertise unless he had a secured
market of a certain number 4>f guar-
anteed stations, Hand asked how the
FCC would circumvent this situation

by its new rulings. Taylor admitted
a hardship might- be in

^
eifect^. both,

here and oh the time element which
was brought up for explanation by.

Tranunell Taunts Mutual With

Lack of Developent of Radio M;
Says MBS' Assets Txceed RCAV

Judge Bright, but declared the good

to be done far outweighed the bad.

Toin Harris, assistant to Taylor,

declared the suit was started prema-

turely and that NBC and CBS
should have waited for a further or-

der of the FCC.
Louis C. Caldwell then spoke for

Mutual. He went into a history of

the networks and said that the seri-

ous situation did not arise until 1930

when Mutual became a national

chain. Then NBC demanded exclu-

sive five-year contracts with its af-

filiates, whereas before one or two

years had been sufficient, he de-

clared.

Caldwell referred to the case of

Ballantine Beer, a Mutual account,

which had 14 Blue affiliates, but

switched to the Blue altogether,

dropping Mutual. The Coca-Cola

Hour, which with its $2,250,000 spend-

ing represents one-third of- Mutual's

business, is also in danger, he stated.

The court reserved decision after

remarking it was impressed by argu-

ments on both sides.

LONG-EXPECTED

MUTUAL SUIT

FILED

WKY will dominate

Oklalioma in 19421

> > Chicago, Jan. 13.

Mutual web last week filed the

long-expected suit against the Radio

Corporation of America and NBC.

Mutual Is asking $10,275,000 'dam-

ages' from RCA and NBC on charges

of conspiracy to violate ^e anti

trust laws.

Suit charges that the - defendant

companies and their officers engaged

in unlawful combination and con-

spiracy to hobble the Mutual system

anid prevent it from competing freely

and equitably in interstate com-
merce of network radio programs.

Mutual asserts tljat the NBC exclu.r.

sive contracts wifh'fts aftinates prei'

vented these affiliates from making
any free choice as to what programs
they would carry and that therefore

these stations could not take Mutual
programs, even If they so desired.

In this way, Mutual programs were
prevented from being heard on these

stations and the sponsors of these

programs were thus kept oft of these

stations and so lost many additional

listeners.

Mutual Is asking triple damages
under the provisions of the Sherman
act, Actual extent of damages
claimed Is $3,425,000.

Mutual's suit takes on particular
Importance due to the previous filing

of a conspiracy suit against NBC and
Columbia by the Department of Jus-
tice. Should the Government win its

suit against NBC and Columbia, then
Mutual might be assured of practical
victory as to Its charges, but the
question of damages would still be
open to dispute. There is also, of
course, the possiblliity of a consent
decree, which figures to have consid-
erable bearing on any ontl-trust suit

CBS Is using ... — as paragraph
mark In its mimeograph.

A strongly-worded reply was made
by NBC, under the signature of
Niles Trammell, to the Mutual ac-

tion In Chicago.' This statement ap.
peared Monday and read, in part;'

"This suit is the culmination of a
series of attacks that have been in-

stigated against NBC and the Blue
Network by Mutual since NBC re-

fused to sell to It Important parts

of the Blue Network. It should now
be revealed that about two years

ago the dominant interests in Mu-
tual, R. H. Macy & Company and
the Chicago"Tribune, sought to pur-
chase the Blue as a Coast to Coast
network. By such elimination of

the Blue these Interests sought to

diminish rather than to increase

network competition. There would
have been three nation-wide net-

works instead of four as at present.

'We refused to dismember the
Blue Network. Mutual began cam-
paigns In Washington and elsewhere,
urging the adoption by the FCC of

new - network regulations which
would enable Mutual to achieve the

end it sought,' Meanwhile, Mutual
also induced breaches of contract

between our Blue Network and af-

filiated stations, a fact which we will

prove in these court proceedings.

'While Mutual claims to be the

'little fellow' of the network family,

and shouts 'bigness' at others, it does

not call attention to the real con-

trol and the vast accumulation of

wealth and power represented by
the small clique of seven Mutual
stockholders headed by Chicago
Tribune and R. H. Macy tc Com-
pany, whose Influence and domina-
tion extend beyond broadcasting to

the department store and publishing

businesses.

These powerful and wealthy
stockholders of Mutual represent an
aggregation of assets, business and
profits greatly exceeding those of

NBC and RCA.'....
'....'Mutual has admitted that It

carries on no research or develop-
ment in the radio art It has under-
taken no substantial financial risks

in pioneering the development of

nation-wide broadcasting. It entered
the field' only after others risked

their capital and demonstrated that
broadcasting could be conducted as

a sound business enterprise. -

"

" The facta '4re that desplle all tHS^

so-called restrictions ih the com-'
petitive network field from which
the Mutual claims to suffer. It has
increased Its revenue in 1941 over
1940 by 53%.'

VANDA STAYS

EAST FOR CBS

Charles 'Vanda, western program
director for Columbia Broadcasting
System on the Pacific coast, now in

New York, will remain the east In-

definitely to take over programs re-

lating to the natldmal emergency;
He will produce and Earl McGlll

will direct a series being patterned

for the 10:30 spot Sunday nights, re-

placing 'Columbia Workshop,' which
will more to the 2:30 niche Sunday
afternoons. Also, effective Feb. 8

•with the end .of the Helen Hayes
show, the network will shift its

Sunday afternoon news roundup
Into the vacated 8 p.m. slot Sundays.

'After You Finish at Hue Meeting

Come Visit Ds'-Weber Invitation

Mutual. Network has circularized
the affiliates of the Blue Network
with a letter asking them to attenH
a meeting with Mutual executives
following the close of their meeting
with the Blue's officials at the Drake
hotel, Chicago, tomorrow (Tnurs-
day). The program for the Blue af-
filiates calls for a morning talk ses-
sions at which the Blue will present
Its new plans of operation, a lunch-
eon, another talk session In the after-
noon and a dinner.
Among the Blue executive roster

that will be on hand for the Chi-

cago gathering are Niles Trammel,
Mark Woods, Edgar Kobak, Luns-
ford B. Yandell, Fred M. Thrower,
Jr., Keith KIggins, James Stirlon,

Charles E. Rynd, John H. Norton,

Jr., Earl Mullin, Tracy Moore, E. P.

H. James, Don E. Gllman, Phillips

Carlin and £. R-. Borrofl.

The Blue will have its own news
editor and special events director,

but It will buy its new service for

the time being from NBC's news di-

vision, which Abe Schechter heads.
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Federal Trade Commission h
Amiual Report on Abuses of Air;

Commends Webs as Helpful

UNA MERKEL OFF RADIO

May Return (o Hollywood If Nothlnf
Eveniuies In Eut

Washington, Jan. 13.

Producers of drug preparations en-

compa.ssing 'possibly injurious' re-

sulls te the public, were condemned

Friday (9) by the Federal Trade

Commission as the biggest sinners in

the list ot Arms and individuals

which attempted to mislead radio

li.steners and readers of 'publica-

tions' by false advertising in fiscal

1941.

In Its aimual report—covering the

year ended last June -30, the ITC
cited cases applying to 2,839 com-
modities given review during the

ye;ir. with 'drugs' accounting for

33' ; ot advertising derelictions.

'Miscellaneous, including apparel,

coal and oil fuels, house furnishings,

kitclien supplies, specialty building

materials, etc.," ran second, with

15.7™^: cosmetics third, with 13.5%

and food (human) was next, with
12.7'!; of all advertising stumbles

checked on by the Commish.

Questionnaires were sent to adver-
tisers in 374 cases. Commish re-

vealed, and in 19 cases were for-

warded to advertising agencies. Dur-
ing the yoar, 234 stipulations per-

taining to radio and periodical ad-

vertising were accepted, with 19 of

these (eight relating to drugs^ and
11 to hair dyes) containing agree-

ments to publish appropriate warn-
ings in advertisements as to the po-
tential harm which might result

from the use of the products in ques-
tion.

While no separate breakdown was
offered to distinguish radio from
periodical advertising cases, the

FTC stated that in its 'systematic

review of radio advertising' calls

were issued to individual radio sta-

tions at the rate of four times yearly
for each station. Frequency of such
calls to individual broadcasters
varies from time to time, dependent
principally upon transmittal power,
the service radius or area or specific

stations and the advertising record
of certain types of stations, the Com-
mish explained.

Continuous weekly reports were
received from national and regional
networks, the report stated, with
copies of commercial continuities for
all programs involving linked hook-
ups- tor" two- or more "stations' subi
milted. Platter producers submitted
typed copies of the commercial por-
tions of all recordings, with this ma-
terial supplemented by periodic re-

ports from individual stations.

Some idea of the huge task of
checking radio advertising was given
in the statement that the (Commish
received, during flscal 1641, 857,890
copies of commercial radio broad-
cast continuities, amounting to 1,-

737.181 pages of typed script. These
comprised 1,197,199 pages of In-

dividual station script, 529,820 pages
of network script, and 10,182 pages
of commercial recorded script.

Commercial radio broadcast con-
tinuities examined by the staff num-
bered 871,909 continuities, or 1,749,-
867 pages of typewritten script Net-

works contributed 519,640 pages; in-

dividual stations 1,219,950 pages and
the remaining 9,067 pages of script

was described as 'representing the
built-in commercial portions of

transcription recording productions
destined for radio broadcast, through
distribution of multiple pressings of

such recordings to Individual sta-

tions.'

Out of this morass of radio conti

nuities, 24,535 commercial broad
casts were marked for further study
as containing representations that

might be false or misleading.

Webs Helpful
Radio received a pat on the back

from the Coni'mtsh in a statement
that 'helpful cooperation of the three
nation-wide chains, 13 active re-

gional networks, and transcription

producers engaged in preparing com-
mercial radio recordings' had been
noted and appreciated. In addition,

'some 781 active commercial radio
stations. 491 newspaper publishers,

and 533 publishers of magazines,
farm journals and trade publications'

expressed an 'interested desire... to

aid in the elimination of false and
misleading advertising.'

Explaining the source of its radio
and periodical cases, the FTC re-

vealed that examination of the ad-
vertising provided tha basis for
75.4";;. of the cases which came be-
fore the Radio and Periodical Di-
vision during the fiscal year. Rest
of the information was derived from
'other sources' which, Included in-

formation from other divisions of the
FTC and from other Government
agencies.

'In directing Its attention to ^e
principal sources and areas of ques-
tionable advertising campaigns, . the
Commission has been guided by spe-
cial analyses made from time to

time, which disclose the origin ot

questioned newspaper and radio ad-
vertising proportionately as to popu-
lation centers.' report declared.

Una Merkel drops off the 'Johnny

Presents' program for Philip Morris

with the Jan. 27 broadcast, winding

up a 13-week run. She'll probably

remain cast for a time for a possible

Broadway play, returning to the

Coast if nothing suitable is forth

coming. Comedienne was added to

the radio series by Lawrence Schwab,

during his tenure as production ad

visor with the Blow agency.

Charles Martin, who has since

taken over production of the 'Johnny

Presents' series for the agency, is

still dickering for a replacement for

Miss Merkel. Eve Arden and Benny
Baker, currently in 'Let's Face It,'

at the Imperial, N. Y., were audi

tioned as a comedy team for the

spot. Also a possibility that Patricia

Peardon and Lcnore Lonergan, juve

leads in 'Junior Miss,' at the Lyceum,
N. Y., may- get the assignment.

Mischa Auer, previously considered,

is apparently no longer in the run-
ning.

'Johnny Presents' airs at 8 p'.m-

(repeat at 11:30 p.m.) Tuesday nights

on NBC-Rcd (WEAF).

CBS COUNTS W>

BLESSINGS ON

COAST

WEBC DULDTft

'BREAKS IN* GAL

SPIELERS

Duluth, Jan. 13.

WEBC this week began using
femme announcers for all afternoon
programs and eventually plans to use
them on morning and avening shows,
if station keeps losing its men to nF
tlonal defense at rata of last two
months.
Gals will take standbys, make spot

announcements and do some of the
local commercial shows. Katherine
Cook and Innls Dtmning of con-
tinuity department are first to be
assigned , to announolng. Ronnie
Spenoer already has commercial
morning program.

San Francisco, Jan. 13.

CBS walloped NBC on Coast sales
during 1941, according to CBS an-
alysis of the records here. Regional
network sales, exclusive of renewals,
totaled 25 on CBS, against five for
the NBC Red. Of CBS' 25, five were
sold out of Frisco, 11 out of L.A.,
one out of Chicago and eight out of
N. Y. NBC sold one here, one in
Chicago and three in New York.
Adding up to 5214 quarter-hour

periods per week, CBS gravy train
comprised Richard Hudnut, Knox
Gelatine, American Chicle, Soil-Off,
Breakfast Club Coffee, General
Petroleum, Bekins, Seaside Petro-
leum, P. Lorillard, Gallenkamp,
Ludens, National Lead, Wilmington
Transportation, Union Oil, Tayton,
Smith Bros:, Shell Oil, General
Petroleum (football), McFadden pub-
lications, Nestle's Alpine Coffee, Al-
bers Milling, Sperry Milling, Ameri-
can Chicle, Eagle Gas, Nesbitt Fruit
.products^ ^ _

Red saies were' Bristol MyersJ P^
Lorillard (Old Gold ), Caswell Coffee,
Alka Seltzer and P. Lorillard (Sen-
sation), totally 12 quarters weekly.

BOB GOLDSTEIN

OUT OF WMCA

Kow Wants Plenty of Info

Station reps , credit the Blow agency with Issuing the biggest order
so far this year, but in this case It's not for business but for Informa-
tion. The statistical request involved would tax the average rep's
clerical force.

The letter asking for the Info was sent out last week by Bernard
Prockler, Biow time buyer. After remarking that the agency has
been doing some buying of spot for Lava Soap annpunaements the
letter requested that the reps furnish the following data:

1. A list of all th^ one-minute spots that their stations have sold
between 5 and 10 p.m., Monday through Saturday.

2. Time of each spot, showing the preceding and succeeding
programs.

i

3. Name of advertisers using the spot and date of expiration of
their contracts.

4. List of spots now available between 9 and 10 p.m., Monday through
Saturday.

Dorothy Gordon Defends N.A.B. Code

Likens J. M. Barrie's Ideals on Child Writings to

Those of the Code

New York
Editor, 'Variety':

In the 36th anniversary issue of

'Variety,' you published an article on
Children's Radio Programs, entitled

Throwing Out the Baby Along With
the Bath,' written by Josette Frank.
Now I have a great deal of respect
for Mrs. Frank and much of her arti

cle was excellent. But those of us
who are familiar with the children's

section of the N.A.B. code must
challenge the following' paragraph:

'Suppose j. M. BarHe had set

out to write 'Peter Pan' to the
tuiie of the present N.A.B. code
lor Children's Proflrams. He
would have had to leave out
everything that makes his play a
masterpiece for children. In fact
he never tvoUId hove tvritten it!

first of all, I happen to be one ot
the fortunate beings who knew Sir
James Barrie personally; and to'have
talked much about children with
him. .To say that If Sir James were
compelled to follow the N.A.B. code
he would never have written 'Peter

PREPARE DISCS

TO OFFER LAHN

STATIONS

Bob Goldstein is out of WMCA,
N.Y., as part of a general executive
shuffle which Dod Shaw, the sta-
tion's general manager, put tiirough
last weekend. Goldstein's last title

was that of director. ot the artists*

bureau.
Other changes Included; Alun Wil-

liams, staff announcer, promoted to
night program manager; Bob Bach,
director ot the station's 'Platter-
brains' program, becomes director ot
recorded broadcasts, replacing Paul
Schelner, who has been Inducted
into the Army Air Corp., and. Leon
Goldstein takes over the news de-
partment from Mai Janis In addition
to handling the publicity and special
features department Fay.velle Scbul-
man li Goldstein's new assistant in
tha latter departments.

Office of Coordinator of Inter-
American Affairs is currently pre-
paring. 52 transcriptions in Spanish
and 52 in Portuguese to be offered
Latin American long wave outlets.
Similar discs have obtained wide ac-
ceptance in the past.

New series includes everything
from American folk songs to Ripley's
'Believe-It-Or-Not.' Latter la con-
sidered a particularly palatable way
in which to present Info about U. S.
to the Latins.

Purcell Covers Sevareid,

Latter to Rio for CBS
Washington, Jan, 18.

Jack Purcall, tor the pM three
years member ot ih» New York
Dally News' local bureau, debuted
as newest addition to the CBS news
oommatvtator staff last week. First
assignment was as substitute tor Eric
Sevareid on. tha a.m. edition, ot
"World Today' while Sevareid covers
the Pan American parleys in Rio,
Hugh Conover takes the avening

spot formerly filled by Sevareid.
When things shake down, Purcell
probably wiU be on the national dt-
tensa beat.

Id the Baptist Corner

Dallas, Jen. 13.

Independent network of stations
comprising more than 30 In 16 south-
ern states Is carrying Tha Baptist
Hour.' Dr. George W. Truett, of
Dallas,- opened the series, speaking
on the general theme ot the broad-
casts, 'Faith of Our Fathers-^Llving
Still.'

"

Set to appear on subsequent broad-
casts are Pat M. Negg, former gov-
ernor of Texas and now president of
Baylor University; Dr. Fred F.
Brown, of Knoxvllle; United States
Senator Josh Lea, Oklahoma; Dr.
Thomas P. Adams, Richmond, and
Dr. C, Oscar Johnson, St Louis.

Frank B, Bldgewky on leave of ab-
sence from WTOL, Toledo, to con-
struct new 6,000 Watt station.
WINK, at Loulivllla, Ky.

"Pan" is absurd. Why, Sir James
Barrie himself might have written
the N.A.B. Children's Code. The
cQde is a direct expression of Sir
James' Ideals In regard to children.
These he expressed to me over and
over again.

This might b« a good time to ex-
amine that code. It says: 'Programs
designed specifically tor children'

reach Impressionable minds and in-

fluence social attitudes, aptitudes and
approaches, therefore they require
the closest supervision of broadcasters
In the selection and control ot mate-
rial, charactecization and plot.' When
searching tor material tor the plot of

'Peter Pan,' Sir James went into the
land ot Imagination and fancy and
—quoting from the code—This does
not mean that vigor and vitality

common to the child's Imagination
and love of adventure should be re-

moved.' Therefore, Sir James in-

vented tha Never Never Land
(imagination), took tha children on
a pirate ship (love of adventure), in-

troduced Captain Hook (vigor and
vitality).

'Must not contain sequences In-
volving horror or torture.' When-
ever Captain Hook became most
ferocious, Sir James brought in the
Crocodile who had swallowed the
clock. Tick-tock, tick-tock, the
children squealed with delight This
was done with 'a superior degree ol
Draftsmanship.'

I would suggest that Miss Frank
re-read 'Peter Pan' and she will re-
alize that Sir James certainly ad-
her.ed-lo.:the-i:Qde.in .reflecting, .'re- ..

spect for parents, adidt authority,
law and order, clean living, high
morals, fair play and honorable
behavior." The bad Captain Hook
met his doom, remember? No,
creative writing for Radio has
not been stifled. It has not yet
been started. Codes and censors are
not responsible for the dearth of cre-
ative writing for children's pro-
grams. It's the old law of supply and
demand. If day-time serials were
taken off the air, writers of day-time
serials would be stifled.

A great deal ot thought and sin-
cerity went into the writing of the
N.A.B. code for children. It can-
not be dismissed with a wave of the
hand. Dorothy Gordon.

(Mrs. Gordon is herself a writer on
children's subject* ond has conducted
radio protrratns.—Ed.)'

LUX IN AUSTRALIA

CHANGES NETWORKS

Sydney, Dec. 16.

J. Walter Thompson agency has
switched Its Lux Theatre and ama-
teur hour, both sponsored by Lever
Bros., to tha Albart-Doyla commer-
cial link which originated from 2UW,
Sydney. The programs formerly
cleared out ot 2GB, operated by the
Macquarla Interests.

Albart-Doyle built a special thea-
tra, seating 300, to handle tha Lever
shows.
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WCAR, Pontiac, Bans Socialists

Leftists Reply Ban on Eve of Bill of Rights
Celebration Is a Mockery

Detroit, Jan. 13.

Socialist Labor Party broadcasts

have been banned on Station WCAR,
Pontiac, Mich, Party now charges

that it broadcast over the station for

two years on Sunday afternoons, but

'on the eve of the ISOth anniversary

of the Bill of Rights' the station

» banned the program 'due to war-

time conditions'.

, Party is contending that all the

Bill of Rights radio celebration of

rights, Including free speech, 'was

just so much sound and fury, signify-

ing nothing'. The Socialists are

charging that even in wartime, when
we are fighting for democracy, such

blitzing of free speech from the air

Is a poor sample of the things 'we

are fighting for in the world*.

The 'Chrlstl.-n' Front

Boston, Jan. 13,

Following Walter Winchell's radio

blast at Francis PI Moran, alleged

head of local Christian Front, Police

Commissioner Joseph F. Timilty had
the organization's headquarters

raided and a large quantity of Nazi
propaganda seized. The literature

was published by 'Flanders Hall,' a
New Jersey house, and was on open
sale here.

After much police activity, Moran
Is said to have agreed to disband the

Christian Front here.

The Bight to CrlUoIze'

Toronto, Jan. IS.

New "Birth of Freedom' series de-

voted to the story of democracy's
growth in Canada tees oS tomorrow
(14) with the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. carrying the series of six plays

on the national network. All will

emanate from CBL, Toronto, with
James Finlay producing.

First historical drama will have as

Its leading figure William Lyon
Mackenzie, grandfather of Canada's
Prime Minister, and is tiUed 'Wil-

liam Lyon Mackenzie—The Right to

Criticize the Government.' Other
presentations of colorful patriots'

stories are: Jan. 21, "Louis Paineau:
Tlie Defense of Minority Rights'; Jan.

28, "Robert Baldwin: The Idea of Re-
sponsible Government'; Feb. 4, 'Jo-

seph Howe: The Freedom of the
Tress"; Feb. 11, "Lord Durham: The
Recommendation for a New Empire';
Feb. 18, 'Lord Elgin: The First Years

- of Self-Government -In -Canada-.- - - -

Dramatization of six men who con-

spicuously brought about the rights

which are taken for granted in Can-
•day today have been written by
John Coulter, Elsie Park Gowan and
AUlster Grosart They go on at 10:15-

10:30 a. m. on the CBC national net-

work, with a rebroadcast at 6:30 p.m.
EDST.

Pepper Beverage Asks

IKxie Stations What's

Available m Qoarters

Dr. Pepper beverage Is inquiring
among southern stations through
the Benton & Bowles agency for

availabilities on three 19-minute
periods a week.
Account will pay the national

rate to those stations tiiat have no
local rate but in cases wliere there is

a local rate the business wlU be
placed directly through local bottlers.

INIHODUCE TYRONE

VU WSM, NASHVILLE

NashviUe, Jan. 13.

Chattanooga Medicine Co. Is con-
ducting an active spot campaign
over WSM in effort to acquaint pub-
lic with new product, 'Zyrone.' Ac-
count was placed through the Nel-
son, Chessman agency, Chattanooga.
Poultry Tribune has bought IB

minutes of "Grand Ole Opry." Shafer,
Brennan Sc Margilus, St. Louis,
agCTicy placed the account. .

WSM has sold two early morning
periods to Dr. Pepper and Benton
County Nurse:ry. The three per
week Dr. Pepper program begins
Monday (19) and will be an e.t pro-
gam. Benton Nursery sponsors
iJanlel Quartette,' sacred song
group.

'Faust' Popular

Chicago, Jan. 13.

Pop tunes are not the only
songs given repeated perform-
ance, by radio. This week finds

Gounod getting three solid plugs
for "Faust."

Is on CBS-George Sebastian's
'Great Moments of Music,'
Mutual's 'Radio Theatre of the
Air' and WGN's 'Operatic Re-
views.'

California Packing Uses

Commentator on Columbia
San Francisco, Jan. 13.

California Packing Co. has bought
a CBS hookup in U western states

for Del Monte products as of yes-
terday. Schedule is five quarter
hours weekly using William Green,
news commentator.

It's the first California Packing
network show In 10 years.

Elsa Maxwell Is expected to orig-

inate her Ry-Krisp series via NBC
from WKAT, Miami, throughout sea-

son.

WTAG Upped to 5 Kw.

• Worcester, Jan. 13.

WTAG has had its nighttime pow-
er upped to 5,000 watts by FCC.
Involves erection of two additional
towers, making it a system with five

antenna towers.
Hike in power is effective at night

only, as station has been broad-
casting for some time on 5,000 watts.

Budget Provides

Further Radio

For Cabinet Units

^ Wasnlngton, Jan. 13.

Two lihief government users of

radio, mostly gratis, expect to con-

tinue business as usual despite the

war and talk of government economy,

according to the 1943 budget.

Congress has been asked to give
the Agriculture Department the

same amount, $35,125 for program
preparation (farm and home hour),

and the Budget Bureau recom-
mended the Interior Department
keep Its radio director, script writer,

and radio engineer, whose combined
salaries amount to $12,200.

Nail Polish Account Doesn't Want

Proximity to Radio Newscasts,

Prefers Name Bands Instead

Radio Mural

Toledo, O., Jan. 13.

Robert K^umler is painting an
allegorical mural in WSPD's
semi-circular reception lounge in

the new Broadcast building.

The mural will depict the so-

cial significance of radio, rather

than the business side.

Lee Bland, From WCKY,
Joins CBS Exec Staff

Lee Bland, former announcer at

WCKY, Columbia outlet in Cincin-
nati, has joined the network staff in

New York as production supervisor.

He was for three years production
manager at WKRC, Mutual affiliate

in Cincinnati, and handled produc-
tion and announcing for the Cincin-
nati Symphony and the Cincinnati
Conservatory of Music.

Seattle—John Mallow, formerly
of Spokane, is now an announcer at

KIRO.

Dura Gloss (nail poliesh) is moving
into the spot field in February with,

a one-minute transcribed announce-

ment campaign. It proposes to run

'ei.i at the rate of four a week under

13-week commitments. The schedule

calls for 29 stations. Unlike the gen-

eral run of new spot accounts this

one doesn't want to follow news
periods. Since the appeal is to work-
ing girls of 17. years and over, the
preference is for spots following
name dance bands.
Kiesewetter is the agency and the

general starting date Is Feb. 15.

Pitluk Agency Cops Joske
San Antonio, Jaa 13.

Joske Brothers, one of this icity's

largest department stores and a
major . advertising account, has
switched agencies. Account was.
formerly serviced by the McCabe
Agency.
Pitluk agency will have full control

It was understood that a large- por-
tion of the budget will be for radio.

In Philadelphia—nearly everybody reads The Bulletin

In NovemEer, just before war was declared, tHe circulation of The Evening

Bulletin had climbed to 500,140.* That's the largest 3c circulation in the

history of PhUadelphia; And war news makes the demand for The

Bulletin even greater today!

That's the way The Bulletin is sUrting its 37th consecutive year o£

leadership in PhUadelphia.

If you have anything to eay or sell in the Philadelphia market, say it

(and sell it) in the Numher One Philadelphia medium,

* This represents a 43% bulge in circulation on the "second!' neunpaper (in the A.B.C, Phita-

delphia marketing area). For details tvrite The Evening Bulletin, Pftihdelphia, Pa,
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m NEW YORK CITY ...
The Radio Trade Is Discussing: Mutual'a Chicago suit against NBC

and, even more, NBC's strdng publicitv Teply—openinff of the New
York action of NBC-CBS versxts FCC—whether AmeTlco icill ^ipht this

war toithout hatred?—expected booking office for all Gouemmeiit radio

proorams luith Bill Leiuis-Doug Merservy in charge—M. H. Ayles-

. luorth's plan to pool all shortwavers.

' CBS planning to enter the daytime serial production field and Is lool<ing

for scripts It'll give tl^.e shows a sustainer buildup lor possible spon-

sorship. ...Walter Pidgeon guests Sunday night (18) on 'Nobody's

Children' from the Coast via Mutual. .. .Henry Backs, WWRL announcer,

engaged to Dolly Distler Cities Service program renewed as of Jan. 30

Fulton Lewis, Jr., doing 'President's Press Conference" via Mutual

late Tuesday nights Lewis Howe has renewed its 'Treasure Chest' show

with Horace Heidt, effective Jan. 20.... Frank J. Cuhel succeeds Elizabeth

Wayne as Mutual correspondent in Batavia, Netherlands East Indies

Judith Cortada, - formerly a member of the staff of Advertising Age, has

Joined the publicity department of NBC-Blue. .. .She's trade press con-

tact. .. .Richard Cook, formerly with Casman & Cook, publisher repre-

senutives, has joined the sales staff of WHN, New York. '

Lou Ruppel, CBS publicity chief, giving Edward R. Murrow that per-

sonal supervision touch on latter's first eastern lecture dates Frank

Stenton, of CBS, called off hoped-for trip to Mexico in favor of 'nearby'

Florida.... Merle Pitt, of WNEV/, aiding the songwriting ambitions of

novelist Octavus Roy Cohen's son and Ruth Hughes Aarons ,tKe pingpong-

ist RCA announced last Friday (9) it has reestablished communication

by wireless with Cebu, Philippines. Islands v/eie out of touch with main-

land since Dec. 31, when all radio equipment was destroyed by U. S.

Army Dorothy Thompson will speak to 'her friends in Germany' via

WRUL, Boston.

John J. Karol, CBS market research counsel, takes on a sideline next

month. He will lecture on the broadcasting business in the Radio Work-

shop course of New York University for 15 weeks. . . .Ian Wythe Williams,

son of the news commentator, will specialize in the French language for

NBC's International Division Maxmilian Elser, Jr., head of the J.

Walter Thompson agency's publicity division, has resigned to take service

with the Army on Governor's Island, N. Y. Lieut. John S. Hayes,

formerly with WOR, New York, and Mutual, has been named chief of

the public relations staff of the quartermaster general's office.

Eric Barnouw now has three classes weekly at Columbia University and
Is utilizing new campus wired wireless system William Shirer speaks

Jan. 23 at Hotel Astor under auspices of Eddie Cantor, William Morris,

Jr., Jules C. Stein Sports editor of Herald Tribune handed Lt. Com-
mander Walter Winchell (now a familiar sight around town in unitotm)
high praise for his aid to Navy Relief Fund Walter Anderson is press

agent for Celanese-sponsored George Sebastian, Hungarian conductor of

Scranton Symphony.

Glenda Farrell and Jessie Royce X.andis guest Saturday (17) on the

Armstrong Theatre of Today' Rosemary Lane gets the call on the same
series the following week (24) in an original by Ann Barley. .. .Dorothy
LamouT guests next week (21) on the Fred Allen program, with George
Jessel tentatively set the following week (28) Monty Woolley is being

sought for a subsequent date on the same stanza ....Sterling Products re-

newed 'Amanda of Honeymoon Hill' (Phillips milk of magnesia) and
'Orphans of Divorce' (Lyon's toothpaste), both oh NBC-Blue (WJZ), as

• ol Monday (12) Pvt. Carl Ruff, formerlyof the WOR press staff, trans-

ferring from army public relations, at Governors Island, to the Signal

. Corps officers' school at Ft. Monmouth, N. J....Fred Cropper, formerly

of the Compton agency radio department, now stationed at Governors
Island and doing army public relations work. . . .Robert Monroe authoring

•Air Youth for Defense* on NBC-Rfed (WEAF) 'Raising a President' off

NBC-Blue and replaced Monday mornings by 'Children in Wartime,' with

^e Children's Bureau, of the Department of Labor still cooperating on
the presentation. .-. .Carter's has renewed 'Inner Sanctum' on NBC-Blue,
effective Jan. 4.... Bayer asperin renewed 'Album of Familiar Music' on
NBC-Red as of Feb. 1 Noxzema's 'Battle of the Boroughs' moving from

._WABC to WOR, effective next Sunday (18).- — -

Albert J. Durante, formerly of the N. Y. Dally News, has joined the
press department of WOR, New York, succeeding Tom Braden, who joined

the army. He Will handle publicity for sustaining shows John Gam-
bling, who does an early morning recorded-chatter series on WOR, started

a Tievr flve-a-week show of a similar type on the same station this week.
It is participating stanza, with Musterole (Erwin Wasey agency) the first

sponsor Program is titled 'Rambling with Gambling' and airs 3:45-

4 pjn., Mondays'through Saturdays (Fridays omitted).

IN HOLLYWOOD . .

The Radio Trade is Discussing: Sid Stroii^s shuffle of the personnel at

NBC and what goes with the Blue

—

the livelihood that most sponsors
loill take their eight-week summer layoff without replacement

—

whether those toith nothing to sell will remian on the air under gov-
ernment suggestion—the WBC-Mutual court fight.

symbol—three dots and a dash—on steUons breaks. .. .Don Qulnn knocked

out last week's 'Fibber and MoUy' script standing up. He fractured hU
tailbone in a fall and that means no sitting for a while. .. .WiUianiHamsey,

radio boss for Procter & Gamble, soaking up some sunshine whUe Hap

Hazard' gets a few Coasters under its belt before spreading nationwide

Al Pearce getting acquainted all over again with the NBC crowd. . .

.

Horace Heidt's 'Treasure Chest' safe for another quarter. . .
.Lawton Camp-

beU due in this week on a delayed visit to check up on talent for the

new Lifebuoy show Harry Maizllsh back from Washington and setting

up a Red Cross gigantic for the networks. . . .Charlie McCaMhy wlU be

court-martialed at Moffet Field, near Frisco, on the Chase Se Sanborn

program from there Jan. 18. James Stewart will defend the blockhead

against charges that he accepted a honorarium from the Marines after

he had been commissioned by the Air Corps—NBC press gang cooked up

the stunt Rudy Vallee enlisted with the evacuation unit of the slate

guard and drills every Tuesday night Don Clark back to his old stint

of producing 'When Presses Roar' on KFI for Herald-Express. He had

been named producer of Chase Ic Sanborn show by Kenyon it Eckhardt,

which never got the account. .. .Don Lee closed a deal for interchange

of television patents with Radio Corporation. .. .Aircraft workers in the

area now have their own newscast on KNX at 1 a.m., when Bob Garred

nightly tells them of air activities in the war theatres with particular

emphasis on the type and make of planes taking part in the day's activi-

ties. Program is timed to catch the midnight'break at the plane factories.

IN SAN FRANCISCO ...
The Radio Trade Is Discussing: CBS's .potience in allowing its

diuorced affiliate, KSFO, to stay put till Feb. 15—where KSFO will

finally go—KFRC's $10 bonuses—local statements that shortwacer KWID
will be an Associated Broadcasters operation verms rumors from the

Fast that it'll be government subsidized.

Jack Kirkwood, of Don Lee's Breakfast Club comedy show, got a CBS
break when web borrowed him to double for Jimmy Gleason on the 'HI

Neighbor' show, originated here as a salute to KQW was held over for

the local origination of Mobiloil's 'I Was There,' with Mary Astor per-

sonally casting him for role of Emperor Norton I of San Francisco. . . .All

told, CBS shifted four production shows here from Hollywood to salute

KQW, one of which went on during a blackout which stranded Lud
Gluskin local batoner Dick Aurandt waved the stick, until Gluskln

groped his way in Don .Thombtirgh of CBS In Hollywood and Art

Kemp of CBS, Frisco, had to walk nearly a mile in the dark, with only

moonlight to guide them. .. .Claude L. McCue is new executive secfetary

of the American Federation Radio Artists here KYA has signed with

ASCAP, making jt 100% again in Frisco

Past week has been one of misery at NBC—in addition to suspense over

what's going to happen under the new Red-Blue split, Gil Paltrldge, sales

promoter, had to rush his wife to the hospital for an emergency ap-

pendectomy. Simultaneously Sales Chief Bill Ryan was called to hospital

where his daughter, Barbara, 10, was under observation for similar ail-

ment Ryan, also president of the Ad Club, missed the year's first meet-

ing as result; a Chamber of Commerce official, who was to sub for him,

also failed to show up. Broke an ankle,

Ruthrauff & Ryan agency interested In Shirley Dinsdale, 14-year-old

ventriloquist, with Hollywood under discussion. .. .despite her click NBC
failed to take advantage of moppet with result they may now lose her
altogether KSFO'S' first publicity release as an independent station,

received (6), is dated Dec. 20 and tells of a Christmas party held Dec. 23

Sets a new low In a town where indie radio publicity takes a beating
anyway. .'. .Franklin Bruck agency has planted two new accounts on
KROW. . . .Fashion Frocks of Cincinnati (participations) and six five-

minute shots for North American Accident after a three-month layoff. . .

.

station also got Cocomalt participations through Murray Breese Associ-
ates, N. Y.
KSFd, with plenty of open time since loss of CBS, nevertheless has

retained at least five national spot strippers. Including Musterole news,
Cluett-Peabody- Nancy Dixon, Wheatena Playhouse, Coca-Cola Singing
Sam and H. O. Oats' Judy Sc Jane Also has added a new Art Llnkletter
interview, show rifling six half-hours a week daytimes with participating
spots.. .. .Bob Anderson has been made news editor Station also using
a new commentator, B6bert W. Desmond, of U. C. School of Journalism

. . . .Elliott Bruce takes over the Home Service Council, replacing Gordon
Owen, who has gone to KQW....KSFO also gets 14 Associated Oil-spon-
sored basketball games' vath KROW carrying 16 tilts. .. .KROW going in
for heart-throb' stuff, usIn'K Bob Reason three mornings a week to 'answer
problems pertaining to heart and home' Odd in^iasse surround^ Shirley
Dinsdale and her .dummy, July Splinters Entire exec staff of O'Connor
Moffat Is 100% sold on results she brought In personals and via KGO;
agency is delighted; everything is swell except they can't find an appro-
priation to continue her program Store indicates they'll use her later,
but despite gal's smash click with fans NBC Is passing up all opportunities
to capitalize on her and gal isn't on the air.

KGO has sold the first sponsored studio orchestra show to jiriglnate in
Frisco since Meredith Wlllson aired for Bank of America back in 1037

Underwriter is Meyenberg Milk Products via M. E. Harlan agency
and is using RIcardo's 17 pieces plus vocalists Tabbed 'Let There Be
Music,' it's written by Caryl Coleman, will air from 9:30 to 10 p.m. Mon-
days for 26 weeks.

J. Walter Thompson dispatched A. K. Spencer here to work with pro-
ducers on the firm's shows here for several weeks Doris Gilbert back
at JWT scripting on the Old Gold opus Order of the Blushing Violet
goes to Tom Lewis. It had to leak out that he was made a vice prez by
Young & Rubicam. And when it did he blushed all over Sidnc;y Strotz
brought his secretary, Kathleen Kieffer, here from New York Paul
Henning, writer on the Sealtest show, suffered a setback following an

' emergency appendectomy and making an uphill fight James McFadden
looking in on McKee & Albright's Sealtest airer KFI using the Victory
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IN CHICAGO . . .

Bill Dooley of WBBM sales mending after serious auto accident Sid
Strotz was in for a quick visit with NBC here on his way through to the
Coast— Betty Ames program on WMAQ for the Herald-American has
been optioned for another 13 weeks 'Brewster Boy' program for
Quaker Oats on NBC Red now boosted to 64 outlets, which means an
addition of 14 stations Erskine Chene, formerly with WBEN, Buffalo,
and WWVA, Wheeling, has joined continuity staff of WGN and W59a
Jack Sharp joins continuity staff of W59C after a couple of years as

program director of WCLS, Joliet. .. .WiUlam Franklin, W59C baritone,
will appear as soloist with the Wisconsin Symphony Orch....Todd Hunter
gets a new four-a-week newscast show on WBBM. .. .Ed Murrow In for a
lecture at Orchestra Hall on Friday (16) Barry Wood in town for
U. S, Treasury show.

C. M. FREEMAN NEW

SALES MANAGER OF WLS

' Chicago, Jan, 13.

(Charles M. Freeman has been ap-

pointed sales manager of WLS, ap-

pointment being made last week by
Glenn Snyder, station v.p. and g.m,
Snyder also established a new post
in WLS, that of sales service man-
ager, and named Wells Bamett, Jr.,

to that position.

. Freeman, who replaces William
Cline, has been with WLS since

1938, having come over from the
John BlMr rep. firm.

Bamett has been with WLS for
two years, coming in from . the ad
agency of Weston-Barnett, which Is

headed by his father.

Dlok Boll, chief of the announcing
staff at WTOL, Toledo, is recovering
from an appendectomy performed in
the Good Samaritan Hospital, Day-
ton, O.

WHY WEATHER

NEWS REMAINS

DANGEROUS

Minneapolis, Jan. 13.

Reason for the censorship order

banning broadcasting of weather In-

formation was brought here In a let-

ter from a navy radio operator at

Pearl Harbor to his aunt.

Written after. the Japanese attack,

_

the letter stated that the writer had'
picked up WCCO, Minneapolis CBS
station, on the dey it was maUed.
'Heard it was 20 above,' said the

writer. 'Brrrrr, that's cold!'

Navy intelligence officers here

were quick to point out that it the

writer could hear local stations over

his powerful navy receiving set, Ger-
many and Japan could do so equally

well.

'Such a broadcast might be a per-

fect tipoff,' one official said. 'The

middle west is the cradle of much
of our weather, and even a second-

rate meteorologist might deduce ap-

proximately what the weather was
at the same time on the east or west
coast, or even far at sea.'

They'll Sound Sober This

Year When Poor Richard

Chib Goes on the Air

Philadelphia, Jan. 13.

Broadcast of the Poor Richard Club

banquet on Friday (16), one of local

radio's annual headaches, is expected

to be easy this year. In previous

years, the airing of the speeches has
been marred by yelling and roister-

ing of the diners—the event always
hitting the high non-water mark as a

moist affair.

This year, the broadcast of the an-

nual award of the club will take

place In a private room away from
the howl of the banquet mob. Credit

Roger W. Clipp, general manager of

WFIL, who is in charge of the radio

arrangements. The program will be
aired over NBC-Blue.
Scheduled to attend are Dorothy

Lamour, Otto Soglow, Lucy Monroe,
Bob Ripley, Bugs Baer and Neville

MUler.
Feature of the entertainment will

be a skit ribbing radio written by
songwriters-Clay Boland and Bickley-

Reichner and presented by 25 local

ether gabbers.

bobbenheyofwcpo

now a radio editor

Cincinnati, Jan. 30.

The Enquirer, only Clncy newspa-
per without a radio affiliation, has

expanded its daily radio column and
is taking to the air with its own
twice-nightly newscasts on WSAI,
Crosley station. Bob Bentley, miker
for the past 12 years on WCPO,
joined the Enquirer this week as

radio editor and broadcaster of its

'Voice of the Enquirer' programs.
Before getting Into radio, Bentley
was an actor In legit and stock. He
also sat in for a while as amuse-'
ments editor of the Cincy Post.

The Post, a Scripps-Howard sheet.

Is linked with WCPO. Other local

paper, the Times-Star, is affiliated

with WKRC, Mutual outlet
Bentley's daily column occupies

more space than the Enquirer for-

merly devoted to radio. The Post
has a dally radio column, handled
by Paul Kennedy. Once a week, on
Wednesdays, the Times-Star carries

a radio page, edited by France M.
Raine.

We announce toUh pleasure the aa$ociation of

JULES ALBERTI
who will personally represent

VI and VILMA VERNOR
"THE VICTORY TWINS"
. . . "proved very big-timey on their NBC spot Saturday
tiite; very commercial" — Sid Welis, Radio Daily . . .

POPULAR CONCERT GUILD, INC^ • Radio Cjty • H.Y.
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Inside Stuff-Radio

Ralph Edwards was unexpectedly thrown for a loss Saturday night (10)

on the repeat broadcast ot his Truth or Consequences' program 'Over

NBC-Red (WEAF) tor Procter & Gamble. Confidently tossing an ultra-

complicated question at a studio-audience contestant, Edwards received

the correct answer after only a split-second pause. While the broadcaster

and bis production aides were doing .comic salaams and expressing amazed

admiration, the contestant, a resident of Chicago, volunteered the ex-

nlanation that he'd heard the same question used on the repeat broadcast

of the previous week's show and thus knew the answer. He then offered

to take the 'consequences,' but Edwards settled the matter by giving liim

another question. He missed that one.

Louis Gonzaga, Portuguese announcer at WGEA, Schenectady General

Electric shortwaver station, was married by proxy Dec. 10 to a Cuban

girl Former Brazilian newspaper man was prevented by the rush of

war broadcasts from getting to Cuba for the wedding, so it was arranged

for his fiancee's brother to act as the proxy groom at a ceremony in the

bride's home.
Mrs. Gonzaga arrived in New York about a week ago. Because his

bride doesn't speak English, Gonzaga had a phone installed so she could

call him at his office. Later that day the station forbid telephone con-

versations in a foreign language.

Tongues clucked in political circles recently when Mutual was unable

to make room for Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau to deliver a 15-

minute pep talk in behalf of defense bond sales. Time was cleared by

CBS and NBC (Blue) so the cabinet officer could go on in accordance with

his desires, but MBS was so crowded with business that a rebroadcast

was the best that could be done. Mutual-haters lost no time in pointing

out that MBS seems to be -getting plenty of business without benefit of

the anti-monopoly rules and skejptics wondered what the junior web

would have done If it also had been named in the Justice Department's

Christmas present anti-trust suit

M. H. Aylesworth was reported last week as initiating a proposal among

American shortwave broadcasters that they agree to pool all their facili-

ties and staffs under a single head, with the Government then to be in-

vited to finance and supervise. This is an apparent revival of a sugges

tlon made before but heretofore rejected on the plea that it opened the

door to Govermnent operation of radio, something the Government said,

and the industry echoed, was undesirable.

Eilorts to contact Aylesworth for comment on Tuesday failed. A sec-

retary reported" he had laryngitis and could not talk.

Irving Mansfield, new stunter for Texaco, put that 'I'll explain every-

thing on the Fred Allen program' line into the mouth of semi-unconscious

Buddy Baer last week. In return for the Gillette . Razor Company's con-

sent to the plug the Texaco program tonight (Wed.) will allow Don Dunphy

to do the commercial, the quick knockout eliminated.

George Dunham as CBS station promotion supervisor, handled the re-

cent campaign that made the San Francisco area so notably aware of the

switch of that web's program to KQW and away from KSFO: Campaign

was unique for, among other reasons, the extensive use of white space in

• small town newspapers.

Over $21,0OQ has already been raised in the first three weeks' of the

campaign towards $75,000 asked from the Boston area and $500,000 na-

tionally for the World Wide Broadcasting Foundation and its shortwave

outlet, WRUL. So states executive secretary David C. Crockett

Gillette Razor is dickering for the broadcast right of the Kentucky

, Derby May 2. It wfll be a Columbia hookup.

CBS has had an exclusive on the Derby for the past five years, and it is

understood that the tieup expires this year.

Mrs. Raymond Paige gave birth to a daughter, Jane, on Jan. 2. Oddity

of event is that mother and baby have identical birthdays.

WGN 50% Commercial

Chicago, Jan. 13.

WGN has just finished its

biggest business year in its

history, according to station

manager, Frank Schreiber and
commercial . chief. Will Mc-
Gulneas. Commercials on WGN
during 1941 rated 49.7%' of the

total time, as against 39:1% in

1040.

In addition, WGN in 1941 was
on the air for more hours each
day, startlltB~-at5:30 a.m. and
running to J:30 ilSKjiext morn-
ing.

December representeNd the 24th

consecutive month inVwhich
WGN had shown a gain oveiythe
preceding month in local billuig.

Cafls Cffcidt Court Decision Protecting

lone Ranger' Vital to Show-Owners

SET UP

FOR CI

BULLETINS

Employees in-the- NBC international- shortwave-division received gen-

eral salary boosts last week.

Philadelphia, Jan. - 13.

The troublesome problem of what
to do with requests for all time by
civilian defense agencies has been
solved by Philly radio stations. All

such requests are routed to the radio

division of ' the Civilian Defense
Council, headed by Ken Stowman,
publicity director of WCAU. An-
nouncements of all groups are boiled
down into a fiye-ipinute script

which is sent to all outlets in this

area. This is broadcast by each
station at a Set time during the day.

The pivil defense period is stag-

gered throughout the day by each
station so that the message may
reach the most people. One man has
been appointed to be liaison man in

each of the eight counties in Penn-
sylvania and South Jersey which
comprises the Philly metropolitan
district. It is his duty to gather all

info from all defense units which
should be transmitted to the public
and shoot it to showmen's division

to go into the daily five-minute

show.

Dallas, Jan. 13.

"Missing Persons' program on
Texas Quality Network has : been
temporarily shelved by its sponsor,

Duncan Coffee Co. In its place ad-
vertiser is presenting for eight

weeks from their respective offices

in the state capitol at Austin, Gov.
Coke R. Stevenson and Railroad
Commissioner Clin Culberson. They
/ill speak on problems of national,

state and local defense.

/ Broadcasts are aired over WFAA,
*^here; WRAP, Fort Worth; WOAI,
San Antonio, and KPRC, Houston,
of the TQN. Programs are also car-
ried by independents KWKH,
Shreveport, Louisiana; KWFT, Wi-
chita Falls, Texas; KRGV, Weslaco,
Texas, and KOB, Albuquerque, New
Mexico.

Steele Advertising Agency handles
account. ^

WWRL'sLingnalsWillBe

Concentrated After Dark;

WCNW OK Caes Changes

Upon the expected FCC approval

of its application for full-time op-

eration on 1600 kc. and start of op-

eration on 5000 watts, WWRL,
Woodside, Long Island, will shift all

its foreign language programs to the

evening hours and devote its day-

time schedule to English shows.

WCNW, New York, currently shar-
ing the 1600 kc. band with WWRL,
has not given FCC permission to

shift to 1190 kc, thereby clearing
the way for approval of WWRL's
request for fuU-time operation on
1600 kc.

WWRL now broadcasts about 40
hours a week in foreign languages,
mostly Spanish, Hungarian, Czecho-
slovaklan, German, Jewish, Greek,
Armenian and Polish. On the reali-

zation that It cannot compete with
the high-budget network shows dur-
ing the evening, the station will
move its foreign language programs
to those hours and concentrate its

English language shows during the
daytime.

nillllllllHIIHIII"'"""""^
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TMH MOST INTI- I

AMtHIOAt l.AI»0««T
MARKET.

5000 WATTS

ARE YOU LISTENING?

WAKB Gives Away War Bonds In

Local Stunt

Akron, O., Jan. 13.

S. Bernard Berk, owner of WAKR,
has found an unusual way to give

away $1,000 in defense stamps.

A representative of the radio sta-

tion Is calling residents of the Akron
area over the telephone. Any per-

sons answering on the other end of

the line who say, "Hello, Wacker,' are

given a $5 defense stamp by the

station.

In addition, if a person answersIn
this manner, and then identifies the

program being broadcast over the

statiqn, he is given another $5 de-

fense stamp. The game will continue

until the $1,000 worth of stamps are

distributed.

WEMP's Fox Theatre Deal

Milwaukee, Jan. 13.

Under terms of a contract signed

this week between the Fox Wisconsin

Amusement Corp. and WEMP, the

Fox theatres will be on the air every

day for an entire year in station-

break announcements.
Also, under the agreement, vari-

ous celebrities appearing in the Fox
houses from time to time will be in-

terviewed by this station. Hereto-

fore, the Fox radio advertising has

been restricted to WTMJ for the

most part.

Jeweler's Disc Jockey
Seattle, Jan. 13.

• Ben Tlpp, jeweler, using a 15 min-

ute transcribed musical show titled

'Off the 'Record.' Tommy Thomas,

KIRO's former program director, is

handling the turntable and adds

comments on thetunes and bands.

Across the board at 10 p.m.
'

Pat V. James and His

N-A 7 Yicine Cnre-AH

Badly Rapped by FTC

Washington,. Jan. 13,

Representations of Pat V. James, a

Laurel, Miss., "medical' expert doing

business as '"The N-A Company,'

were rudely upset by the Federal
Trade Commission last week, in a
complaint which charged ttie com-
pany with every conceivable exag-
geration In Its' mail, radio and other
advertising.

Cure-all, known variously as 'N-A
No. 7,' 'Vicihe,' 'Nature's Aid' and
plain 'N-A,' is anything but, the
Commish declared with unusual
vigor. Only results listed by the

FTC were possible 'permanent dis-

figurement' if the preparation should
be used on 'denuded skin surfaces,

as advised by the company.
Among the virtues of the com-

pound, as extolled by its advertisers,

were that it was a powerful germi,

cide and antiseptic; was 'unequalled'

in stopping bleeding; would prevent
lockjaw and blood-poisoning; cure

athlete's foot, eczema, indigestion

sour stomach, ptomaine poisoning,

rheumatism and kidney disorders.

At most, Commish stated, the so

called 'medicinal preparation' Is a

'mild astringent and mild antiseptic,'

wtien used externally. Won't 'arrest

venous or arterial hemorrhages,

isn't an effective treatment for ath

lete's foot or eczema and won't pre

vent lockjaw, blood poisoning, kid-

ney disease or any of the other dis-

orders which it was ballyhooed as

curing.

In addition to possibly causing

permanent disfiguration 'by the dep
osltion of iron in the form of pig

mentation,' the preparation 'is of no
substantial therapeutic value as an
internal medicine for the treatment

of any disease or condition of the

body,' the FTC declared.

James and the 'N-A Company'
were given 20 days in which to mend
their ways, with the alternative of

receiving a cease and desist order-

from the Commish.

Sponsor Switch to State

Capitol for Taflis By

Governor on Defense

Nab Radio Men,

Making Field

Tests, As Spies

Pittsburgh. Jan. 13.

Henry Kaiser, WWSW engineer,

and Monroe F. Moon, Washington
engineer,' stopped in Westover, West
Virginia, last week in their es-

pecially-equipped automobile to

make tests of the W47P broadcasts
In frequency modulation. They were
no sooner settled down to work than
Police Chief Hugh Newbraugh ar
rested the pair and turned them over
to state police on suspicion of send
Ing Illegal broadcasts.

Constabulary held Kaiser and
Moon for more than two hours be
fore both Pittsburgh and Washing-
ton fully established their Identities

and convinced their captors they
were definitely not spies.

Detroit, Jan. 13.

Decision of the United States Cir-
cuit Court of Appeals in reversing
an earlier decision in the South
Carolina courts was hailed by at-

torneys for the Lone Ranger, Inc:,

here as setting 'a milestone in the
legal protection ot radio property.'

Commenting on the decision which
restricted Lee Powell, who played
the part of the 'Lone Ranger' in a
film serial, and O. G. Cox, of Wal-
lace Brothers Circus, from using the
name of the radio character and
close identifications to it, Raymond J.

Meurer, general counsel for the De-
troit radio character incorporation,
said:

'The decision is a masterpiece of

logic and nothing is left to the
imagination. As a milestone in the
legal protection of radio dramatic
property it /is particularly pleasing

to us since it confirms theories ad-
vanced nine years ago when a
foundation for the protection of the
'Lone Ranger' was first begun.'

SINGS FROM HOSPITAL

Amanda Snow Carries On Despite

Her Rhenmatlsm In Minneapolis

Minneapolis, Jan. 13.

Amanda Snow, star of the locally

produced KSTP 'Milk Show," last

week sang her songs from a sickbed

in Fairvlew hospital with a nurse on
one side of her and a KSTP engineer
on the other. The nurse held ,the

'mike.'. As an appropriate starter.

Miss Snow chose 'PacTc Up Your
Troubles in Your Old Kit Bag' and
the show went over the air as per
schedule.

Two weeks before Miss Snow's
rheumatism became so acute that she
could approach the 'mike' very
slowly and sing with difficulty. Then
her doctor ordered her to Fairvlew
hospital and. despite her aching

bones she insisted on fulfilling her
part of the program.

Leonard Leigh, KSTP musical di-

rector, took a guitarist, and accord-

ionist to the hospital room to provide

the music. "On the air, Leigh, wear-
ing earphones, conducted a quartet

and orchestra to background
Amanda's hospital singing. Her voice

registered strong and clear.

When you bu

Minnie Pearl, hillbilly ' com-
dienne, has been added to Prince

Albert's 'Grand Ole Opry, program
from WSM, Nashville, over NBC.

RETAIL STORE DISPLAY
Permanent stands ini30 retail outlets for use ofWCAB

'

advertisers. Exclusive display—minimuin of a weeka.

PERSONAL CALLS ON DEALERS
'Anything from a one-day survey to a full week of in'

tensive merchandising among retailers and wholeaalers.

STEADY NEWSPAPER PROMOTION
30 inch advertisement, or larger, daily and Sunday
promoting WCAE programs and sponsors.

Out of these and many other special services avaiUhle {22 in all) a

full'fiedged merchandising f>Togram can he arranged and executed.

The KATZ Agency • National Representativet
New York Qilcago Detroit AHanto Koruai CHy San FroiKlfCO Dallos

\Y//* A P PITTSBURGH, PA,W V rV I- 5000 Watts . 1250 K. C
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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'HOWnW I DOIN'
with Bob Hawk, Vanclm Monroe

Orohestra, B«rt Parks
Qaiz, Mnslo
30 Mlns.
CAMEL CIOABET
Friday, 7:30 p.m.
WABC-CBS, New Tork

(Estv)

Bob Hawk jtrives for a novel idea
in the method used to pay off con-
testants on his newest quiz show, but
summed up it's not much different
from other programs and a bit con-
fused. H6 gdve It ti new twist by
having his quizees compete against
one another's banlcroli, he supplying
the initial two with $30. Missed
question gives $10 to the opponent.
Three stumpers were asked ot each
and thie one holding the most caih
then faced another opponent from
the audience. In short it's possible
for a smartie to remain~at the mike
the entire half hour and, of course,
pyramiding winnings the while. As
pairs come and go the value of an-
swers increases from $10 to $14, $20,
$27.

Hawk's handling ot the posers and
his interiAittent ad lib popoffs kept
things moving at a bright pace
through the teeoff Saturday (10) and
he was helped immeasurably by. a
couple quick-witted service men. He
continues to favor puns and some he
sprung literally tweaked listeners'

noses..

Vaughn Monroe's likeable voice
and much improved band Is thrown
away on the show. Given only two
numbers to do, it's hard to under-
stand why he was hired. His
prestige certainly isn't helped by be-
ing no more than background to pro-
ceedings. He deserves more, though
it's hard to see where he can get it

on a show of this type.

Bert Parks' announcements and
commercials were brisk and clear.

At several points the Monroe band-
men chorus a jingle spelling
C-a-iti-e-l. Wood.

THE SHOW SHOP*
With Gertrnde Nleason, Bay Nelson,

orohestra
39 Mlns. (Transorlbed)
ANACIN
Saturday, l:3t pjn.
WJZ, New Tork

(Blaclcett-Sample-Hummert)
Besides its various serial shows

and 'America, the Free,' the musical
stanza Saturday forenoons on NBC-
9ed (WEAF), Anacln has now added
another musical series, The Show
Shop,' a transcription program
spotted locally in New York over
WJZ. It debuted Saturday (10) In
the 1:30-2:00 p.m. spot and appears
to be an orthodox, diverting show.
Opening edition, presumably char-

acteristic, was virtually a Hit Parade
ot all-time popular smashes. Num-
bers consisted at 'Strike Up the
Band,' 'Smoke Gets in Your Eyes,'
'Carioca,' 'Porgy and Bess' medley,
'Great Day,' Tea for Two* and a
'Revenge with Music' medley. All
great scores and expertly played by
an unbiiled orchestra. Gertrude
Niesson vocaled 'Smoke Gets in Your
Eyes' impressively and there was a
male choral bit in 'Strike Up the
Band.'

Actor-Musicians
s^^^Contlnaed from page ZS^^b
insisted that such bandleaders as Kay
Kyser, Paul Whiteman and Bob
Crosby, by reading scripts on their
respective commercial variety shows,
have become actor personalities as
much as tiatoners. Three men in
question, already members ot the
American Federation of Musicians,
have refused to Join AFRA and thus
become double card-holders.
There has been some question

whether the musicians' union would
permit the bandleaders to take out
cards in AFRA. Trio ot batoners has
claimed the AFM has refused such
permission, but AFRA officials figure
PetriUo may not verify that stand.
Los Angeles local board ot AFRA,
after serving an ultimatum on the
three men, held another meeting
Monday . afternoon (12) and, at the
suggestion of the national board, de-
cided to postpone action pending the
Petrillo confab in New York. Mean-
while, it was reported In New York
yesterday (Tuesday) that Whiteman
had been written out ot the script of
his show tor last night's broadcast
Status ot Kyser and Crosby was un-
changed.
All three bandleaders have sub-

stantial dialog parts in their respec-
tive programs. Whiteman Is with
Burns and Allen on NBC-Red
(WEAF) for Swan soap Tuesday
nights. Kyser airs Wednesday night
on NBC-Red tor Lucky Strike, while
Crosby, is a member ot the 'riiree

Ring Time' series, with Charles
Laughton and Milton Berle, on NBC-
Blue (WJZ) tor Ballantine ale Fri-
day nights.

Henser*! Position
A separate dispute between AFRA

and NBC was settled Monday (12)

when C. L. Menser, program man-
ager, cancelled his previously an-
nounced penalty against a sound ef-

fects man who bad accepted en extra
outside fee. Man was first slated to
lie fired, then given a layoff without
pay, but was finally reinstated with-
out punishment, after the union'ln-
terceded in his behalf.
Man was Bob Prescott and he ac-

cepted a tee tor working on Truth'
or C^orisequences.' When asked about
it by an NBC supervisor, he readily
admitted It, whereupon Menser is-'

sued the discharge order. Accord-
ing 'to AFRA, the accepting of extra
compensation by sound men and
engineers is common practice in the
trade and. It there Is a network rule
against it, the matter has never been
officially or formally stated. There-
tore, the union argued, punishing •
single individual tor such a violation
would be unfair. After lengthy argu-
ments back and forth, Menser made
various concessions andlSnally gave
in entirely. Understood he has not
subsequently Issued a formal ruling

on the matter, but Is contemplating
doing so.

•ADVENTDBES OF ELLEBT
QUEEN*

With Carlton Tonne, Marian Sohock-
ley, Ted DICorsIa, Santos Ortego,
Arthur Allen, Fee LaCentra, James
Van Dyke

Mystery Drama
30 Mlns.
BBOMO SELTZEB
Saturday, 7.30 p.m.
WEAF-NBC, New Tork

(Ruthraug & R?/an)
Radio version of the 'Elicry Queen'

mysteries has been on the shelf since
the early fall of 1940. Gulf Oil had
used them as a pinchhitter for its

Screen (juild during that same sum-
mer with nip and tuck results. The
initial installment (10) of the Emer-
son Drug sponsorship indicated that
there's more than one kink to be
pressed out. The lack of an orches-
tra, to help heighten the dramatic
effects between the dialog bridges, is

quite noticeable, nnd Carlton Young,
who plays the Ellery Queen char-
acter, could invest his assignment
with much more dash, color and au-
thority. The program's present
source ot incidental music is an
organ.
A better choice could have been

made ot the opening script. The
clues were grounded strictly in an
understanding of music and that's a
technical twist that guarantees a
mental blackout tor the. average lis-

tener. Considering the materials at

hand, George Zachary turned In a
tightly knit and well balanced job
of production. As for the rest ot the
permanent cast. Marian Shockley Is

still doin? Girl Friday to the amateur
sleuth: Santos Ortego is there In the
grumpy character of Inspector Rich-
ard Queen; Ted DiCorsia again fills

the Scrgt Velie role, while Arthur
Allen Is the newcomer tor the oart ot
the medical examiner. Opening
story, which dealt with counterfeit-
ing and a nightclub background, un-
corked deftly acted bits bv Peg lA
Centra and James Van Dyke.
The program has retained the de-

vice of stopping the action just be-
fore the solution to give a couple
guestee armchair detectives an op-
portunity to do some finger-pointing.
Young seemed to lack the necessary
knack tor this narticular Interlude.

• Plenty of sales copy got Into the
Introductory session. The ability of
Bromo Seltzer to do a three-way
curative Job was retailed In fulsome
measure at the beginning of the pro-
gram and then again just before the
script moved 'on to Its solution.

Odec.

'HAP HAZABD'
With Bansom Sherman, Irene Byan,
Martha Tllton, Gordon Jenkins
Oreh,

80 Mlns.—Berlonal
IVOBT SOAP
Friday, 7 P.M.
KNX-CBS, HoUywood

(Compton)
Ransom Sherman has been around

the kilocycles for some time now
and should know comedy values.
Last summer he did utility duty tor
•Fibber and Molly' and came off at
the end ot his quarter with a CA3.
count of 14.7 after opening with a
6.9. That prompted Johnson wax
to hold him as a supplement to
Fibl>er' but government priorities on
tin put an endtb that line ot thought'
and be strayed until Jimmy SapHler
packaged him for a sale to Procter Sc
Gamble. After three whirls on the
coast band he spreads across the
nation.
Sherman is back with the same

routine as manager of Crestfallen
Manor, a tourist version of Grand
Hotel. Nearly everything can hap-
Een in a hostelry and with the right
ind ot writers can be hoked to the

sheer delight of the middle-roaders.
Chief comic and propelling force of
the entire layout presenu one of
those cases where the funny fellow
Is no l>etter than the script that is
tossed him. This must be judged
by such quips as 'the cow is a fugi-
tive from a churn gang', . 'we use old
tea bags as sarongs on lamb chops',
salads are prepared by monkeys, un-
touched by human hands,' etc. There
also were a couple ot topical gags,
about keeping tires in the safe and
giving an auto salesman' a handout
lor a meal.
Sherman takes it all in stride and

never becomes the dominating per-
sonality. Irene Ryan (Tim and
Irene) is used too sparingly as
prompter and prop for the gags and
never reaUy gets going. Her talent
as a toil to the comic should be bet-
ter Integrated into the situations.
With a sharper script and closer
teammg the improvement should not
be slow in coming.
Music end of the show is In good

hands. Martha Tilton gave out with
a smooth rendition of 'How About
You' and Gordon Jenkins orchestra
soloed to good effect with a Latin
number. Commercials are tuneful
and not too lathery, nearly every
one helping. Announcer Ben Gage
*tlr up those velvety suds.

Helm.

Back from Guatemala
' Omaha, Jan. 13.

Foster May, WOW's ace announcer
and chief ot Butternut Coffee's Ma'n-
on-the-Street, just returned from
Guatemala where he and an engineer
went Nov. 27 to make a series of
recordings tor coffee client. Pro-
grams will be mostly educational
about coffee raising, marketing ete.

Paxton &' Gallagher, local im-
porters^ sponsor. ' '

'

'GBEAT MOMENTS IN MDSIC
With Jan Peerce, Bobert Weede,

Hilde Begglanl, Jean Tennyson,
George Sebastian orchestra (65)

Operatic Briefs
30 Mlns.
CELANESE CORP. OF AMERICA
Wednesdays, 10:15 p. m.
WABC-CBS, New Tork

(Young & Rubicam)
This program represents the debut

to radio of the Cclanese Corporation.
It is trade-supposed that the war,
with its stoppage of silk imports, is

responsible for the sudden interest

of the synthetic product in radio ad-
vertising. The decision of Celanese
to use an operatic excerpt formula
for its radio show is a fulfillment of

the plausible guess, since the head of

the firm is opera-minded because his

wife is an opera singer, Jean Tenny-
son.
The inaugural broadcast last Wed-

nesday (7) was a cut-down version
of 'Boheme.' It gave advance inti-

mation of two things: (1) the kind of

series that is planned, and (2) the
difficulties always inherent in an at-

tempt by radio (this is not the first)

to slash score and libretto to fit com-
mercial time limits. The success ot
tliese 'Great Moments in Music' will

perhaps be determined one-half by
the preliminaries and one-half by the
actual performances. In short the
editing, arranging, cutting, splicing
and casting are equal as a problem
with the actual execution of the pro-
gram from Leiderkranz Hall, New
York.
Such 'popularizations' often rile

rather than please those who prefer
their musical culture neat, JBssen-
tially the series will with addicts ot
the heavier stuff always be under
some inescapable disadvantege be-
cause of the compromises and im-
provisations made necessary for
commercial radio.
Jean Tennyson undertook a great

artistic burden on this 'first broad-
cast when she assumed the difficult,
versatility-taxing soprano role of
'Bohenie. She was In fast vocal
company and must have been under
a nerve strain, knowing what she
was attempting and what she was
risking. She improved after her
'Mi Chiamano Mimi,' from the first

act, which had poor breath support
resulting in a wobbly tone, with a
tendency to. wander from pitch. 'O
soave fanciulla' was cut terrifically
to meet time requirements. The duet
was salvaged by the luscious tones of
radio-wise Jan Peerce. Miss Tenny-
son was considerably better In the
'Donde lieta' and also in the xiuartet,
which abruptly ended the broadcast
(leaving the story hanging in mid-
air ).

Hilde Reggianl, coloratura from
the Met, took notable liberties with
'Quando me'en vo,' and, on the whole,
the verdict on her rendition was:
'guilty of bad musicianship.'
Peerce was in excellent voice. The

tenor's top 'C could have split a
radio in the 'Che gelida manlna'
(badly mispronounced by a strug-'
gling announcer), while his rich,
golden quality was consistently in
evidence.
But even Peerce pushed a bit on

this first broadcast, seeming to try
tor a bigger tone. Robert Weede In
the few short lines allotted him sang
with a brilliance of tone and a super-
abundance of voice. Plugs were held
to a minimum.
There are 65 men in th» orchestra,

which George Sebastian, conductor
of the Scranton Symphony, will un-
dertake to fuse, together with rotat-
ing^ singers, into a series ot operatic
.excerpts giving snatches ot plot, se-
lected arias and the richer passages
of overtures. This is a very consid-
erable artistic task for Sebastian, but
he can draw upon some 20 years of
experience all over the world, five
of them as the serious music director
of the Russian radio system when he,
a Hungarian, was imported to Mos-
cow under contract.
Future hearings of this series will

be necessary to gain a more abiding
impression of Its probable radio
destiny. Eddy.

•AIB TOUTH FOB DEFENSE'
Dramatic and Educational
15 Mlns.
Saturday, 4:30 P.M.
WEAF-NBC, New Tork
Idea is to stimulate organization

of aviation clubs in communities
throughout the co.untry by making
available pertinent information and
interesting possibiIities~in this field.

Program is aimed specifically at
American youth and Air Youth Divi-
sion of the National Aeronautic Asso-
ciation in first stanza called on pub-
lic to get aviation programs started
as quickly as possible In schools and
community centres.
There was a brief dramatization,

credited to Robert Monroe, in which
dialog was delivered involving a
young recruit who had apparently
deserted Air. Youth Club 7. It turns
out he was crack plane model build-
er who joined the army air force.
It remained just dialog, however.
Talk by Brig. Gen. Carl Spots, from
Washington, was brief, pointed and
interesting. He declared that the fu-
ture of air defense depended not on
generals but on American youth.
Program renuires improved script-

ing and prodlictlon to become effec-
tive. It holds minimum of audience
appeal, despite vital importance of
message, as currently routined.

Wori.

>»» * » *

I Follow-Up Comment
|

« *******

Cal TInney, who still sounds like

Will Rogers, drily humorous at

times has recently been Including a

series of air 'editorials,' via Mutual.

Criticizes, by name and group, de-

fense officials in Washington. What
he is attempting to be is a. hard-hit-

ting Washington columnist in char-

acter. Tinney seems to have fired

more verbal shots and on identified

targets, than any other commentator
since the United. States entered the

war. The OPM has been a favorite

clay pigeon. Tinney 'winged' Don-
ald Nelson on one salvo a few days
Ego. He also made an invidious com-
parison between Thomas E. Dewey,
retiring district attorney of New
York county, and unnamed OPM of-

ficials. Cal declared Dewey had
more ability In his little finger than
some of them did 'in their whole
carcass.' Tinney urged that Herbert
Hoover, AUred M. Ijanddn, Wendell
Willkle. and one or two others be
enlisted in the defense effort

'Joe and Mabel' deserve a better
fate than that 11:30 half hour on the
Red Thursday nights. The cast Is

steadier than the scripts but the
show hits a good average.

Who sings 'World on Fire' for Hal
Mclntyre's band?. The Idea. being-
he shouldn't

Around 1 a.m. Louisville's 'WHAS
offers a pleasant organ period but
gums up the halt hour with Inter-

mittent poetry reading. Here's a
voice which just trembles with con-
cern for you and me. It the station
ever chases that voice somebody
may listen to the organ.

Fletcher Wiley, master ot the
chatty, informal, direct telklng'mike
technique afternoons over CBS (for

Campbell Soups), a tew days ago
discussed with unusual frankness tor
commercial radio, the 'change of
lite' period. It Is doubtful whether
a tew years ago anyone but a doc-
tor would have essayed to speak
about such a matter on the air, and
then only on a health program. The
particular broadcast was perhaps the
first in which a layman talked to a
predominantly feminine audience on
this rather delicate subject although
Wiley's comment-advice was directed
through them toward thelr< husbands.
He began by stating that men, like
women, pass through a change of
lite, the main difference being that
the former 'do not lose their repro-
ductive powers.' Men, however, go
through the same 'glandular changes.'
During the period of readjustment,
they are not easy, to get along with

—

dad may be cranky. 'Senility' was
mentioned several times.

Having touched on the'liasic physi-
ological phase, Wiley proceeded to
hammer home, with liberal use of
vernacular English, the point that
men reaching 45 or 50 should slow
down on strenuous activity, heavy
eating and hard drinking.

BOT «c GBOOT
IS Mlns.
Sustaining
Sunday, 5 pju.
WQXB, New Tork
A member of the British Ministry

of Information and former London
broadcaster (in the U. S. tor eye
treatment), Roy de Groot Is doing a
'Notes on News' series , late Sunday
afternoons on WQXR, New York.
He thereby follows WMCA's Sydney
Moseley. Offering 'stories of ordinary
people as they react to great events,'
de Groot's spiels are, ho\vever. In no
sense analytical or commentary, but
rather feature story stuff and, on the
basis of last Sunday's (11) edition,
shrewdly, prepared, skillfully pre-
sented and distinctly listenable.

An engineer with BBC, he is said
to have gotten his first chance to be-
come a broadcaster when, in testing
a line while out on a remote job, he
told a dirty story, not knowing he
was on the sir. BBC officials repri-
manded him, but noting that he had
a good.radio voice, added him to the
rtfgular broadcasting staff. During
the London blitz, de Groot was
bombed while making a recording of
an air raid. He was blinded and
came to the U. S. for treatments to
regain his sight. Now partially cured,
he is remaining for continued treat-
ment, meantime having made several
appearances on 'March of Time' and
now doing this series on WQXR.

Spieler's accent is not ultra-Brit-
ish. He has the clear diction an ac-
tor might have. His voice Is
resonant and pleasant, while his
manner is Impersonal and almost
self-effacing, typically English. Ma-
terial on the edition heard contained
a letter from a Professor Ben about
life in wartime in a village in the
'Island Fortress,' a story about how
the British army allows groups of
Italian prisoners to visit Jerusalem
and. excerpts from a London Times
dispatch of how the war Is being
fought in the Malayan jungles.

Npthing spectacular about the
show, but nice. Hobe.

Ray Nelson read the commercials,
which were reasonably terse and
stressed Anacin's usual claim ot 'con-
taining several Ingredients, not just
one.' Hobe.

VI AND VELMA VEBNOB
Songs, Piano
15 Mlns.
Sustaining
Saturday, 11.15 pjn.
WEAF-NBC Bed, New Tork
Vi and Vilma are graduates ot the

old Sunday morning hour tor Horn
& Hardart, a program no longer
aired. They warble pop tunes in
clear, sure voice equally adept at
rhythm or ballad and make a nice
Impression at the late hour. They
have only one shortooming, an oc-
casional inclination to. slightly over-
do the harmonizing, one voice going
too high the other too low. It there
were a third voice carrying the mel-
ody it wouldn't be so. noticeable.

Glenn Hurley accompanies on pi-
ano and gets in one inning alone,
this time a tasty version of ^Elmer's
Tune.' Announcer and m. c. does a
fine job, carrying out his chores in
a warm, Informal style that's very
Ingratiating. Wood.

WWJ MUST EXPLAIN

WAAF, Chicago, Complains of De<

trolter*! Nighttime Operations

Washington, Jan. S.

Moral victory was chalked up last

week by WAAF, Chicago, when the

Federal Comijaunlcations Commis-
sion in a face-saving fashion ordered
WWJ, the Detroit News outlet to

be a respondent in the hearing on
WAAF's plea for additional hours.

The Chicago station, outlet ot the

Drovers' Journal, wanted WWJ to

be made a paHy on its motion, but
the commish, preserving the amen-
ities, denied the WAAF request and
then 'on its own motion' did just

what had been requested.
The Detroit rag must be prepared

to demonstrate why it should not be
forced to 'modify Its manner ot

nighttime operation so as to reduce
the interference limitation that

would result to WAAF operating as

proposed.'

'VOLUNTEEB FOB VICTOBT'
Betty Hurd
10 Mlns.—Local
Sustaining
Dally, 3 P.M.
WCAU, PhlUdelphU
This is one of the better civilian

defense shows of which there are a
plethora on Philly air lanes. Miss
Hurd, a former Philly newspaper
woman, makes the job of working
tor civilian defense sounS exciting
and inviting. Aimed at women, the
program answers the question ot
•what can I do to help?' with clarity
and dispatch.

ICIiss Hurd takes Individual cases
and steers them to the proper chan-
nels and services. The gal, a new-
comer on Philly's Radio row. has a
pleasant voice and smooth delivery,.

ShaC

WIND'S Bag o' Blorbs

Chicago, Jan. 13.

WIND last week obtained a sched-
ule of 15-mInute programs from
Sludebaker Sales through the

Schwimmer Sc Scott agency, a batch
ot 448 announcements tor Chooz
through William Esty and 150 an-
nouncements from the International
Amphitheatre via S & S.
WJJD's bag ot the same week In-

cluded 375 Beama'n's Gum announce-
ments, seven 30-mlnute programs
weekly tor Sterling' Insurance, seven
IS-minute programs weekly tor Parr
yitamins, 448 Chooz announcements

.a schedule of announcements
from FashloifTrocks, Inc.
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Opera-Concert Reviews

Lohengrin

tte Metropolitan's first 'Lohengrin'

„f4heseason^lday evening (0) was

?' excStent performance from every

tSrie VoMlly the standout was

f^nrl'tz Melchlor, who was In excel-

ffwlce for this, hb 78th appear-

M the Knight The tenor's 'in

J ™m iMid' and 'Meln Lieber

Siwan* were showstoppers, and his

SSTrb acting and.magniflcent figure

dJ&ed every scene he was In.

Swd Varnay, being pushed from

.-e major role Into another, and

SSmtae through exceUenUy each

&n^all but brilliant voice con-

Ked a finely phrased "Traum,'

Sd her acting was that of a veteran,

jTt once .did she push her voice out

nf focus
Kerstiii Thorborg gave fuU vent to

Ortrud's difficult music, although

ttime strain was present in the upper

reelster. Her acOng was superb.

Hfflbcrt Janssen was a flnB Telra-

mund. while Norman Gordon's King

nas vocally and physically Imprcs-

rive. As the Herald, Leonard War-
ren displayed a big, vibrant voice.

Erich Lelnsdorf conducted wHh bril-

liance and his characteristic fire.

Eddy.

Abduction from Seraglio

Hie first presentation in N.Y. in a
number of years of Mozart's 'Abduc-

tion From the Seraglio,' was given

at Carnegie Hall Monday (12) by the

National Orchestral Association in

conjunction with Group Opera, an
organization of young American
singers. It was the first of a series

of Monday evening operas to be
given at Carnegie this season. Opera,

full of flowing melody, ' seems a

likely prospect for the Met's reper-

toire-

Performance went over big, with
Dachel Van Cleve, lyric coloratura,

exbiblttng fine voice of crystal-

clear quality, brilliant staccati,

especially in the upper registers;

flawless diction, excellent musician-
ship and a fine Mozartian style.

Singer would be a decided asset to

the Met
John Hamill, as Belmont, disclosed

a Uny lyric tenor, used in Impeccable
stjrle but not too servlceably for
grand opera. His acting was faulty,

Oscar Catolre, exhibited a service-

able baritone of good quality but
minus low notes. TM same held
true of Leon Lishchlner, whose act-

ing nude up for a lack of voice. Lois
MacMahon and Paul King did well
enough while the orchestra played
with fire and brlUlanee under I^on
Barzin,

Stage direction of Josef Tumau
was satisfactory while the simple
settings' of Howard Tlay were also
good, ai was the EnglUh translation
by RoGsmund Yoime Chapln.

UABIAN ANDERSON
Contralto
Carncgi* Hall, N. T, Jan. I, 1841

Marian Anderson Is ilnglng with
considerable restraint these days.
Her soldout Carnegie Hall recital

last week showed the contralto at
her best In the lleder groups, which
were lnterpr«ted flawlessly and eimg
with full, rich quality. The same
held true of the Negro spirituals^

But It was in songs and operatic
arias which required a bigger voice
of power and top tones that the
singer slipped below her customary
standard, with the voice sounding a
bit tired and the top tones thin.

At times in this series the singer
gave vent to luscious, powerful tones.

Apparently Ifs a question of pos-
sibly $lni^ing too much. From an
Interpretative standpoint the con-
tralto has no peer among her race,

and few in any other race. Her
selections featured Handel, Scarlatti,

Bach, Gounod, Brahms, Rachman-
inoff, among the more notable
works. ~ Eddy.

LOTTE LEHMANN
Soprano
Town HaU
There may still be some sk^tlcs

cognizant of Lotte Lehmann's tremu-
lant high notes, but last Wednesday
night (7), at any rate, there was lit-

tle with which they could find fault
At that however, it was a carefully
selected program that Miss Ijehmann
undertook before a sold-out, enthusi-
astic Town HaU audience.
The Metropolitan Opera soprano

has few peers for interpretative and
dictlonal artistry, and this program
found her excellently within^ that
metier. Her voice was generally
superb, its mellow richness aided no
doubt by a program that consistently
called upon her to stay within her
limitations. Miss Lehmann had con-
siderable difficulty bowing off, so in-

sistent was the encore demand. Her
program included Purcell, Haydn,
Schubert Beethoven, Mozart- and
Strauss. Paul Ulanowsky accom^
panled at the piano. . Naka.

GABNEB JENCKS
Pianist
Town Ball, N. T., Jan. 4, 1941

'Gamer Jencks displayed power,
majesty of tone and a clear under-
standing of Bach, Beethoven, Brahms,
Debussy and Chopin at this con-

cert
Pianist has aU he needs in equip-

ment and intelligence to go to the

top provided he curbs a youthful to'

petuosi^ evident in sortie works.
Eddy.

Living the Part

Even wooden horses are ap-
parently dangerous. Salvatore
Baccalonl, Met basso-buffo,

found that out Thursday (8),

when be attempted to pat one
standing in a stall in the first

act of 1.8 Fille du Beglment'
In which he was co-starring

with Lily Pons.
The borse is supposed to kick,

but Its wooden leg moved too
fast and Baccalonl received a
long, jagged cut across his hand
from a nail in its shoe as he
\«'arded off the blow. As a re-

sult the Met is removing the
hoofs from its wooden horses.-

COLDMBIA,NArL

LIST NEW

ROSTERS

Leigh Deal With Morini Opens Up

10,000 New Concert Oudets; Gets

Columbia Lecture Bureau From MCA

STEVENS TO COAST

FOR FILM HUDDLE

Met Opera FoOow-Up

'Mtftc Flote' Saturday afternoon
(10) was average. Bad was inter-
mingled with the good. Rosa Bok
u the Queen of the Night was off
even on the Ts" above high 'C (In
har vengeance aria). SUe nas here-
tofoie been noted for those high
notes. John Brownlee was a vocal
and dramatic standout as Papageno,
and Alexander Klpnis was superb
vocally. Bass's singing of 'O Isis'
,was the best vocaling of the evening.
Charles Kullman was okay dra-
matically and tired vocally. Jftrmila
Novotna again looked well but was
not able to cope with the upper
notes. Freidrlch Schorr was fine
otMiatleaUy and Bruno Walter con-
ducted with his usual regard for the
Mozartian line and his singers' In-
adequacies. '

JUfoMto' was not equal to its first
production of the season at a repeat
^turday evening (10). Armand
Wkatyan took over the role of the
uuke and was not up to hU usually
exceUent vocal standard. His acting
was good but not enough to cover
the vocal faults. Robert Weede, in
tMJltle role, was the star, with his
ttmendous 'A' flat at the end of "SI
•^ae^' and his singing of 'CorU-
gani vil razza' stoppmg the show.Mth the baritone and Josephine Anr
I?i»f provided the evenfiig finest
»n?tng with the duet 'Piangl Fan-
SSlij Irra Petina provided a fuU-
volced Maddalena and Nichola

fMMu"'^''^ an adequate Spara-
roeue. Lansing Hatfield improved
gamatlcally as Monterone. Ettore
"nlzia conducted.

Figaro' Wednesday eve-
fin* ") saw three changes In cast

*''f
previous 'Flgar? perform.

g=* at the Met Merle Mar-
"*^« . her debut as the

S^i!?* 'disclosing a big voice

W^X"^"*****- The singe? was ap-
parently nervous. She acted wea"CM Albanese replaced an Indis-

WM^.^'**." M -3u2anna and
VIpLi ^ ««<»d voice untU Deh"lew ;ipn. tardar,' which was ex-

(Conthiued on page' 32)

JOHN FBENET
Tenor
Town Hall, N. T., Jan. 4, 19U

John Feeney, Irish tenor, pos-

sesses a fine lyric voice of extraordi-

nary sweetness In the middle regis-

ter and he used it with understand-

ing in his Town Hall concert. BUs
top- notes, however, were completely

out of focus, being hard and brittle.

If he can Improve the tones above
the staff he should be near the top.

Eddy.

ROBEBT 6TETENSON
PUnbt
Town Hall, N. T., Jan. B, 1841

Roltfert Stevenson, pianist, has fine

technique, control and an excellent

sense of rnythm.
Pianist needs more emrssslvenass,

however, and mustn't be so intent

on mechanical perfection as to lose

warmth In his playing.

butb diehl
Lyrlo Soprano
Town Hall, N. T., Jan. B, 1841

Ruth Dlehl, soprano, has a small

lyric voice of good quality which
she uses with care and discretion,

but her top tones spread and are

insufficiently supported. Intcrpre-

tatively she was excellent Eddy.

EDNA BELOICM
Pianist
Town Hall, N. T., Jan. ». 1841

Edna Belgium, youthful pianist

displayed a clear, ringing tone and

ample knowledge of her musio (al-

most aU classic), but she faUed to

work up n communicative emotional

warmth in her audience.

Too much technical work, not

enough heart behind her fingers, was
the answer , to her recital.

EUGENE QABH
rianlst
Town Hall, N. T„ Jan. 11, 1841

Eugene Gash still has a long road

to travel. The young man possesses

abundant technique, ample power

and reserve, but his playing varies

so frequently from bad fingering and

sloppy rhythms to excellent tone as

to make one wonder Juat what is

wrong
He has the stuff, though, but needs

first to overcome the aforemmtioned
'elfeiitrlclty. Sddy.

The new rosters of ColumUa Con-

certs, Inc., and the National Concert

and Artists Service (formerly NBC
Concert Service) show many attrac-

tions added and dropped. The com-

panies between them control close

to four-fifths of the American con-

cert business.

Only major artist to leave his

present management this season has

been Lauritz Melchlor, who switched

from NBC to Columbia. Both these
organizations will not admit guaran-
teeing an artist anything to procure
his services, bilt a number of singers
and instrumentalists in the upper
brackets have told of certain mini-
mum guarantees being made by
them.
In Melchior's case NBC was .sup-

posedly peeved since he switched to
Columbia despite the fact that NBC
had tripled its original guarantee to

him.
WGN still remains the only major

outfit which does not give guaran-
tees, due to policy.

Problem of Guarantees

The problem of guarantees has be-
come increasingly serious but most
organizations write off possible losses

on artists against the prestige gained
in having the artists on their rosters.

Columbia has added the following:

Florence Kirk, soprano; Mona Paulee,
contralto;' Kurt Baum, tenor; Emery
Darcy, tenor; Lauritz

.
Melchlor,

tenor; Edward Roechner, bairitone;

Morley and Gearhart duo-pianists;
Rudolf Firkusy, pianist; Hilde
Somer, pianist; Arthur Le Blanc,
violinist; Emo Valasek, violinist; Bal-
let Russe de Monte Carlo, Melchlor
and Astrid Varnay, as a special duo
attraction; Paul Draper and Larry
Adler, tap dancer and harmonica
player; Robert and Gaby Casadesus,
duo pianists, and Salvatore Bacca-
lonl and Co., consisting of Florence
George, soprano; Elizabeth Wysor,
contralto; IVanco Perulli, tenor; Ivan
PetroB, baritone, and Lorenzo Al;

vari, bass, in operatic concerts.

Those dropped by Columbia, some
of whom have already caught on
with other organizations, are Win!
fred Cecil, soprano; Harriet Henders,
soprano; Bona Massey, soprano;

Marion Talley, soprano; Rosa Ten-

toni, soprano; Elen Longone, con-

tralto; Ernest McChesney, tenor;

Wilbur Evans, baritone; Malcolm and
Godden, duo-pianists; Joseph Schu-
ster, cellist; Simon Barer, pianist;

Emiie Baume, pianist; Amparo
Iturbi, pianist; Peter I^zanich, plan

ist; Arnold Belnick, violinist; Mar.

jorie Edwards, violinist and the

Coolidge String Quartet
Added to the National Concert and

Artists Service list are Licia Al-

banese, soprano; Mary Bowen, so-

prano; Vivian Delia Chiesa, soprano;

Jean Dickenson, soprano; Dorothy
Klrsten, soprano; Polyna Stoska, so-

prano; Michael Bartlett tenor; Mal-

colm Hiltz, tenor; Rene Malson,

tenor; Nicola Moscona, bass; Gerhard
Pechner, bass; Isaac Stern, violinist;

Janos Scholz, cellist; Adcle Marcus,

pianist; Albert Hlrsh, pianist; Franz

Rupp, pianist; Karl Schnabel, plan

ist; the Curtis String Quartet Rene
Le Roy, flutist; Ballet Theatre, Phila-

delphia Opera Co., Carmen Amaya,
dancer; Jacques Cartier, 'One-Man
Theatre.'

Those dropped by National include

Anne Jamison, soprano; Kerstin

Thorborg, contralto; Frank Chap-

man, baritone; John Gurney, bass

Herbert Janssen, baritone; Poldi

Mildner, pianist; Beveridge Webster,

Walter Szurovy, agent-husband of

Rise Stevens; Rudolf Polk, his

partner and Columbia Concert Corp.

West Coast representative, and Miss

Stevens return to California today

(Wednesday). The Met mezzo will

go into a huddle with Metro on her

next film, while Szurovy, having

obtained film representation of a.

number of artists, will attempt to

place them with studios.

Among the people he represents
are Lauritz Melchlor, Lily Pons,
Jascha Helfetz, Paul Robeson,
Vladimir Horowitz and Miss Stevens.
Polk Is representing Salvatore Bac-
calonl, Met basso-buffo, for films.

MET88GIN7TH

WK.FORLOSS

OF$2,I)00

The Metropolitan Opera Co.'s

seventh week of the season ending

Monday (12) saw the company in the

red for approximately $2,000 on an

$88,000 gross for eight performances
out of a possible $113,000.

The week's grosses: Monday
(5), 'Barber of Seville' grossed $U,-
000, loss, $1,000; Wednesday (7),

Nozze dl Figaro,' $7,500, loss, $4,500;

Thursday (8), 'Fllle Du Regiment'
$13,500, profit, $1,500; Friday after-

noon (9),. 'Tosca' (benefit), $10,000,

profit $1,000; Friday evening (9),

ILohengrln,' $13,000, profit $1,000;

iSaturday afternoon (10), "Magic

Flute,' $14,000, profit $2,000; Satur-

day evening (10), 'Rigoletto,' $10,000,

profit $1,000 ($4.40 top); Monday
(12), "Rosenkavaller,' $9,000, loss,

$3,000. . .

W. Colston Leigh agency, largest
lecture outfit in the country. In two
deals in the past week (1) entered
the concert field via an arrange-
ment with Albert Morini Artist
Management Office, and (2) greatly
enlarged the scope of its gab clien-

tele by acquiring the Columbia
Lecture Bureau.
Morini deal takes on wide im-

portance In that it opens more than
10,000 new outlets for concert tal-

ent Leigh has contact with that

many organizations, regular buyers
of lecturers, and it Is his Intention

to additionally sell concert names to

many of these groups.

Leigh's arrangement with Morini
Is not exclusive and he will likely

make similar arrangements with
other concert artist managements.
He stressed yesterday (Tuesday)

that he has no Intention of Invading

the community concert field domi-
nated by Columbia Concerts ($2,- -

500,000 annual gross) and NBC
($1,800,000 annual grosis), but will

open new outlets to singers and In-

strumentalists.

Arrangement with Morini is for

him and Leigh to agree oh a price

Uiat liCigh will pay for an artist

Leigh then offers that artist to his

clients at his own price, getting the

difference between his buying and '

selling price. Thus, Leigh Is not

acting as . an agent but as a re- .

taUer.
While Leigh's average price on

artists Is around $150 per date, as

(Continued on page 42)

LITTLEFIELD

BALLET FOU)S

Smm OPERA FINE

21G AT BICLYN ACAD.

Alfredo Salmaggl's Saturday night

opera at the Academy of Music,

Brooklyn, at a $1 top has grossed

$21,000 in 14 performances since its

start' last Oct. 11, Including last Sat-

urday (10). This is approximately

an 85% attendance.

Seating capacity of the Academy is

2,207, allowance being made for 200

standees.

PORTLAND FROST-TINTED

Nltcrles

With
OB—Don Cossacks Score

'Star Spangled Banner'

Portland, Ore., Jan, 13

Portland entertainment business

was severely cramped' this week
when the city was blanketed In a

heavy coat of Ice. The worst silver

thaw In years Isolated many Port-

landers in their homes for the

greater part of the week. Many resi-

dents found it necessary to let them-

selves down their steps on ropes.

Cars were kept In garages, bus serv-

ice was hours slow and taxis couldn't

make all their calls.

For the past six weeks nltery busi-

ness has been slipping,- patronage

Ijeing about half of what it was be-

fore the war. First th-; blackouts,

then the holiday season and finally

the weather has kept people home.

Despite the silver thaw, however.

Serge Jaroff's Don Cossack Chorus

played to a full house in the Mu-
nicipal Auditorium Sunday afternoon

(11) at a 2:30 matinee concert gross-

ing $2,500. They sang "The Star

Spangled Banner' in English for the

first time and received an ovation

from the audience.

Service men were admitted for

The Catherine Llttlefield Ballet

Co., organized a half dozen years

ago, is being disbanded for the

duration of the war. The draft has

taken 13 of the 15 men dancers and

the other two have received notices

to report
Organization has been composed

of 30 female, 15 male dancers and a

symphony orch^ra of '20. During
the past few months the troupe ap-

peared with the Chicago Civic

Opera Co.

Opera m Englisli Has

Edge Orer Rendhioiis

Given in Foreign Tongues

Disproving a popular theory that

opera In English is a rarity, a na-

tional survey shows that there are

124 organlzaUons In the U. S. giving

performances of grand opera and

that 72 operas In 1941 were given by
them In English as. against only 51

in a foreign language. The sur-

vey Included professional, commer-
cial, civic, educational and amateur
groups.
The major organizations In the

U. S. usually give the performance

In the operas' original tongues, while

the smaller ones prefer them In

English.

Chapman Qmts Singing,

Devotes Self to Maiuging

Frank Chapman, baritone-husband
of Gladys Swarthout, has retired

from professional singing, at least

temporarily, to .devote himself to .the

managerial end of the concert and
operatic business.

Chapman has been afflicted with

a severe nasal condition for the past

several seasons, and this year found
him almost completely retired.

-w , ,
40c, even for the best scats on the

pianist ' and the Original Ballet lower floor, Studpnts were plsp ad-

Russe! ) mltted at the reduced price.

Belly Ballet

Toronto, Jan. 13.

Character soloist with the Volkoff

BaUet here. Cliff Toner has Joined

the Canadian army as a chef.

In addition to his dance duties,

Toner was also business manager of

the Volkoff Ballet.
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isk Reviews

Best Release of the Week:
Freddy Martin: 'Until Stars Fall Down'—Tis Autumn' (Blue. 11393).

'Stars,' simple ballad tnelodi/, is hy jar one 0/ Martin's best recordinps.

It's arranged and played with excellent taste and will be a hot box and

counter seller. Clyde Rogers vocals first rate. Reverse is good, too, Rogers

singing again but not as well.

Band Bookmgs

Harry James: 'Devil Sat Down and
Cried'—'Wait Til the Sun Shines,

Nellie' (Col. 36466). James hits solid

box groove on first, arrangement of

a .spiritual that should hit good sales

stride, but reverse has best box wal-

lop. James has been very successful

to far with standards and this is an
other in path he's digging to jackpot.

Clean musically, tempo is moderately
rhythmic and leader's trumpet is

muted. Vocalist is unbilled, Dick
Haymes and Hilen Forrest do 'Devil.'

Sammy Kaye: 'Remember Pearl

Harbor'—'Dear Mom' (Victor 27738).

Koye is first with patriotic tune,

'Pearl Harbor' Is sock for boxes and
counters with its march tempo and
rousing lyric. It's chorused, and will

hit strong immediate sale, but re-

verse will go further. Exceptionally

clever and understanding lyric about

a soldier's letter home, fitted to good
melody, tune is a outstanding bet.

Alan Foster vocals pleasantly.

Benny Goodman: 'Ev'rything I

Love'— 'Winter Weather' (Okeh
6576). It's been some time since

Goodman teed up such a strong pop
and his lightly rhythmic handling of

'Love' is a solid box possibility. Ar-
rangement and playing is neat and
Peggy Lee's vocaUing sells. Leader's
clarinet is in usual tasteful stride.

Reverse is moderate jump version of
good tune which also packs a box
punch. It's well played, with various
solos and vocals by Miss Lee and Art
London helping swell the total.

Glenn Miller: 'Moonlight Cocktail'
—'Happy in Love' (Blue, 11401).
Miller finally seems to have lost his
tune trouble; of late he's been dig-
ging 'em up consistently. .^Moonlight'
looks like a big ballad hit, a fine
melody given a commercial polish by
well-written arrangement played
with smooth pep. Ray Eberle and
Modernaires vocal. There's a long
tax solo late. Reverse is from mu-
sical 'Sons o' Fun,' fair. Marion Hut-
ton vocals in moderate tempo.

Boy Noble: 'It Ins't a Dream Any-
more'—'Magic Magnolias' (Col. 36467).
Noble deserves a lot of credit. Few
bands could do such a thorough job
ol rhythmically kicking a strong bal-
lad around. Side is shorter than
ysual and you should hear the way
It's ended. It's a makeshift, corny
arrangement and waste of good ma-
t«riaL Noblemen vocal. By compari-
son reverse, which is only fair,

Sounds good. Snooky Lanson vocals
luliy.

Bad Abbott-Lon Costello: Ijaugh,
Laugh, Laugh' (two sides) (Victor
27737). Comedy team's initial at-
tempt at pop recording in a string
of talk-sung gags hooked together by
melody sung by Sportsmen and
played by Lou Bring's orchestra.
Covering both sides, the dialog Isn't
especially bright and some of it is
familiar. Platter will undoubtedly
get counter play on strength of film
names, but future releases will have
to be improved If A & C -figure to
cut any ice on wax.

Tommy Tucker: "Moonlight Cock-
taU'— I Sajd No' (Okeh 6526). Tucker
makes good use of 'Moonlight,' though
It isn't up to Glenn Miller's version.
His following on counters and \n ma-
chines will go solidly for the lead
clarinet style which constitutes a
smooth, commercial job highlighted
by a good Voices Three vocal. Re-
verse, a strong, current novelty, has
better releases to buck also, but in
Itself is a saleable item. Amy Ar-
nell handles words In waltz tempo.

Kinj Sisters: 'Someone's Rocking
Dreamboat'—'We're Couple in Castle'
(Blue. 11398). First release of po-

(Continued on page 42)

Mel Adanu Into Anny
Margaret Hartigan, in charge of

KCA-Victor's Reviewer's Service at
-home plant in Camden,- N. J,, will
double between those duties and Mel
Adams' Victor publicity post in New
Vork when the latter goes Into the
Army in about two weeks. Adams
enlisted.

Miss Hartigan will spend half the
week in each Job:

Bradley-McKinley Parting

Set for February
Will Bradley and Ray McKinley

will definitely sever their partner-

ship in the Bradley orchestra fol-

lowing a few one-nighters that have
been booked for mid-February. Mc-
Kinley will build a band of his own
and continue work under the Wil-
liam Morris agency, which books the

current outfit, Bradley is still un-
decided whether he will continue

leading the latter, or return to radio

studio work, which he had been do-

ing before becoming a leader. He
hankers to remain home with his

family rather than be on the road.

Parting will take place after the
band completes a few one-nighters
booked to follow a stand at Valley
Dale, Columbus, O,, t>eginning Jan.
20.

On the Upbeat

Kenny Baker shitted ic^cording

affiliation from Victor to Decca,

Kay Doyle, former Claude Thorn-
hill vocalist, is now with George
Harris crew at Rio Casino, Boston.

Sammy Kaye, Jan. 19, Lyric thea-

tre, Bridgeport, Conn.; 22, Totem
Pole, Auburndale, Mass.; 23, State

theatre, Hartford, Conn.; 26, Ply-

mouth theatre, Worcester, Mass.; 30,

week, Earle theatre, Washington;

Feb. 13, Palace theatre, Cleveland;

20, Shubert theatre. Cincinnati; 27,

Paramount theatre, Toledo,

Jack Melton, Jan, 23, Grande B.,

Detroit,

Jimmy Mackentle, Jan. 23, Blue
Mirror, Baltimore.

Ella Fitzgerald, Jan. 17, Textile

Hall, Greenville, S, C; 18, City Aud„
Aheville, N. C; 19„ Memorial Aud.,
Raleigh, N. C; 20, Hill Billy Barn,
Blueflcld, W, Va,: 21, Arena, Beck-
ley, W. Va,; 22, Palais Royal, Nor-
folk, Va.; 23, Mosque, Richmond,
Va,; 24, Keith's Roof, Baltimore.

Inkspots, Feb. 6-7, Palace theatre,

Peoria, 111,; 8, Rialto 'theatre, Joliet,

III; 9, Orpheum theatre, Madison,
Wis,; 10-11, Coronado theatre. Rock-
ford, III; 12, Palace theatre, Soyth
Bend, Ind.

Erskine Hawkins, Feb. 6, week. Re-
gal theatre, Chicago; 13, Memorial
Aud., Dayton, O.; 14, Sunset Terrace,
Indianapolis; 15, Indiana Roof, In-
dianapolis; 16, Dixie Land Gardens,
Lexington, Ky.
Will Bradley, Jan. 17, Sunnybrook

B„ Pottstown, Pa,; 18, Arena, Tren-
ton, N. J.

Ted Lewis, Jan. 24, IMA Aud.,
Flint, Mich.; 26, Aud., Burlington, la.;

31, Blossom Heath B,, Oklahoma City.
Chlco Mars, Jan, 29, week. Cen-

tral theatre, Passaic, N. J.

Frankle Masters, Jan. 17, Aud.,
Saginaw, Mich.; 18, Eastwood Park,
Detroit; 19, Columbia theatre, Erie,
Pa.; 20, Library theatre. Warren, Pa.;
21, Colurhbia theatre, Sharon, Pa.;
23, four days. Strand theatre, Brook-
lyn.

John Parasca, 18, drummer in
Johnny Green's orchestra, Youngs-
town has joined the U. S. Marines.

Cootie Williams, trumpeter, last

with Benny Goodman, is rehearsing
his new band in New York,

Henry King replaces Frankle Mas-
ters at Benjamin Franklin hotel,

Phila., tomorrow night (Thurs.).

Howard Jones, recently closed at

Boston's Hotel Statler, operis tonight

(14) at Totem Pole, Auburndale,
Mass., for four days.

pUiy Gillespie, colored trumpeter
recently with Charlie Barnet, joined
Benny Carter's band at Famous
Door, N. Y.

Bob Haymes, formerly with Bob
Chester, joined Orrin Tucker band
Replacement for Bonnie Baker, soon
to leave, not yet set

Maggsy Spanler changing both
vocalists. Edythe Harper, once with
him, replaces Jeanie Ryan. Jerry
Scott vice Dick Stone.

Babbles Beoker returned to Merry-
Go-Round, Pittsburgh, for fifth en-
gagement there in a year, replacing
the Tommy Flynn outfit.

Charlie Laan has opened at Oasis,
Pittsburgh, replacing Benny Burton,
who goes to New Hillcrest, Pitt, with
Marty Svhramm moving out for one-
nighters.

Phil Spltalny opens week's engage-
ment at Stanley theatre, Pittsburgh,
Friday (16) and will be followed by
C;ab Calloway. Maurice Spltalny orch
goes into Green's, Pittsburgh, Jan.
26 for two weeks, succeeding Jimmy
Joy.

Joy Snody, Toledo, 19, has joined
the George Duffy orchestra, and
will be known as Joyce Perry for
professional services, the last name
in hoixor of the Commodore Perry
Hotel, Toledo, where Duffy has had
three -successful engagements.

Eddie Welob, pianist and accor-
dionist, and Gene Percival, saxo-
phone, have joined Ray St. Clair's
orchestra playing in the Rainbow
Room of the WiUard Hotel, Toledo.
Elmer Schalitz has joined "Tyle Gal-
field's orchestra at Kin Wah Low's,
Toledo.

Charlie Flsk, bandleader, signed a
new personal management agreement
with Nick Porozofl, advance man for
Russ Morgan. Flsk and his band of
12 came out of the University of Mis-
souri last spring. Although most
ba'nd members were uhdergrads, or
even.teen agers, lads decl(jed against
returning to school this fall Flsk
himself is 23; patriarch of tite band.

Washington a Dud

Town Heretofore,

Now Good Date

Washington, Jan. 13.

Heretofore a lifeless town so far as
name bands on location go, Washing-
ton is awakening with the jamming
in of war workers to that area.
Newest spot to go for name talent is

ibe Del Rio Club, which tees off-more
expensive bands with Dick Stabile
Jan. 27 for four weeks. Roosevelt
hotel room, behig remodeled and en-
larged by owner Maria Kramer, who
also owns the Edison and Lincoln
hotels. New York, may open next
week with Tony Pastor, but It's not
set
Only other spots In town with any-

thing like name musicians is the
Carlton hotel, with Joe Sudy, and
Wardman Park, with Layton Bailey.

Glaser-MCA Deal In Effect

Joe Glaser's deal with Music Corp.
of America whereby Glaser gave
MCA booking4>rivileges on his white
bands has been completed. Various
departments at the agency have re-
ceived orders to proceed setting dates
for Les Brown, Glenn Garr and Don
Bestor, Glaser's only . white bands,
therefore the only ones involved.
In exchange Glaser gets booking

privileges on all of MCA's colored
properties, when they are available
for work. MCA handles Hattie Mc-
Daniel, Eddie (Rochester) Anderson,
Maxine Sullivan, Golden Gate Quar-
tet John Kirby, and Benny Carter.
In addition Glaser has colored names
of his own, Lionel Hampton, Andy
Kirk, Louis Armstrong, Stuff Smith.
Hampton had been booked by

MCA until a few weeks ago, but
Glaser is now doing it himself.

Sam Lutz Reps Courtney
Chicago, Jan. 13.

Sam Lutz has taken another or-
chestra under his wing for personal
management last week signaturing
to rep the Del Courtney orchestra,
current in the Continental Room of
the Stevens hotel

In addition to Courtney orchestra,
Lutz also handles the Lou Breese
orchestra and the Pinky Tomlin ag-
gregation.

Billy BIsset has changed his name
to Billy Bishop, Currently at South-
ern Mansion, Kansas' City,

COLLEGE RHYTHM
Georgia Studes* Tastes Are More Varied; Spivak,

Pastor, Bob Crosby, Dorseys, Miller, Kyser Tops

Another in the lerlet of articles on collegiate likes and dislikes as re-

gards dance -music and dance bands.

The toriters, staff members of publications at their respective schoolj,

haoe been ashed bv •yarlety* to give the opinion of the student body as

a lohole, rother than pass personal Judgment S.eifher has 'Variety*

given further instructions as to tohat Is to be said nor houi. These

articles appear as the undergraduates have written them, uiith the

expressed opinions being their own.

'Variety' publishes the series to give music men and band leaders a

cross-section of current undergraduate opljijpn on dance music and
bands, wthithe hope that it will be both in/ormative and instructive.

By Harley Bowers, '42

(Editor, The Red and Black')

Athens, Ga., Jan. 13.

Students of the University of Geor-

gia, who form one of the most crit-

ical student groups in the south, take

their music seriously, whether on

jukeboxes and radio or when or-

chestras are being chosen for the big

dances. Enthusiasm rules supreme
during each weekend when dances
are being held and they have to be
good to please this student body. Any
orchestra, that receives the approval
of 75% of the students merits his 'G'.

Georgia students usually will not
accept an orchestra until it has
thoroughly proven Itself topnotch

—

and then they don't believe It until

they've been satisfied, by actual per-
formance. Bands in the east often
may be considered tops but still will

not be given a tumble by Georgia
students.

Spivak • Loosl Wow
The only orchestra to gain favor

here In a comparatlvaljr short time
was Charlie Splvak's. Chosen for
Little Conuneacement dances last

year, it gave a sensational perform-
ance. Pleased with this experiment
the Pan Helllnio heads chose Tony
Pastor, with an orchestra just a little

over a year old, for the home-coming
dances which were held Nov. 21 anfl

22.

But enough for the general likes

and dislikes of the student body.
Let's get down to the actual favorit-
ism shown for styles and bands.
Georgia students like their music
varied, from sweet swing to fast

Jive.

For actual 'appearances, Glenn
Mlllei^ Tommy Dorsey, Kay Kyser
and Charlie. Spivak are imanjmous
-favorltSi.— Iffthe past" 'five 'years' 'alT
these bands have performed here and
were so popular that return book-
ings within the next year or . two
are very likely. Serious threats to
the leaders are Benny Goodman's
new organization and Bob Crosby;
both are plenty swlngo and are col-
orful performers.
On the jukeboxes, wow, what a

UstI Few campus Juke organs carry
the same tunes and any tune has to
be good to last long. However, (Jeor-
gla students believe In the old say-

ing of once a leader, always a leader,

and when a record becomes tops, it

remains, that way for several months.
Favorites on the pick-and-punch

organs are Glenn, Tommy, Benny
and Kay—and we don't mean Swing
'n' Sway Kaye. Their records num-
ber three or four to each box.

Jokes Get a Great Play
Jukeboxes at individual chapter

houses have a wide variety of music
with very few bands slighted. Stu-
dents play the records of Miller,

Jimmy and Tommy Dorsey, Benny
Goodman the majority of the time,

and have other records for the pur-
pose of making an impression. The
jealousy between houses, which
ranges on any subject keeps the
record companies in business, be-

cause the record buyers get almost
every record In an effort to please

everyone.
The one band that tops them all on

this campus Is Glenn Miller. Any
record made by Miller will be
given a try and should It happen
that the recording isn't tops. Georgia

students are so prejudiced in his

favor that they still would think It

was the best In every campus vote

for band favorites. Miller wins, and

if it were possible, the student body

would like to have him perform here

every year.

Another band destined for a pleas-

ant reception at Georgia Is Bob
Crosby. He has one of the best

swing orchestras in the business

today, for Georgia, and there are

numerous students who would like

to have him for dances. Another or-

chestra that has gained popularity

here within the last year Is Jan

Savitt, mainly on the strength of his

cerforii)fthce..at-Homecomlng .dances

last year. Georgia students now rate

him as a comer.
The only colored orchestra that re-

ceived any recognition is Erskine

Hawkins, who has quite. a few pop-

ular recordings on the Jukeboxes.

His most popular were 'Green Grass*

and "CSierry.*

Georgia students love their danc-

ing and only football can get them
more excited or enthused. They take

their music 'ierlously and really be-

lieve In that thing called swing.

(Next week: Northwestern)

Inside Stuff-Orchestras

George Tee-Wee* Erwin's recently organized band has broken up and

he has gone to Texas with one or two key men to rebuild. He has a year's

contract with Frederick Bros.' booking agency.
Bobby Bums, former manager of Tommy Dorsey's band, who had been

managing Erwin while connected with Cork CKeefe in New York, has left

both affiliations and is now road manager with Charlie Splvak's outfit now
at the Pennsylvania hotel. New York.

Harry Moss, head of Muslo Corp. of America one-night department,
took over new duties as well as retaining his old last week, the Increase

all around betog without title.

MCA's statement on the boost by Sonny Werblln, explahis that 'Besld?

supervising one-night schedules Moss wUl cpncern himself with servicing

present and added locations, in addition to promoting budding band talent*

Latter, doesn't mean building new bands, rather it pertains to increasing
the value of current young MCA properties.

Dick George, financier and personal manager of the new Bob Allen band.

Is eastern sales manager of the Emerson Glass Corp., of Jamestown, N, Y.

He's a former muslclani having been with Paul Ash when the latter origi-

nated a stage band poUcy in San Francisco and was at one of two pianos

of the Ross-Gorman band when Paul Wbiteman took over years ago. Ted
Fio-Rlto was at the second piano.

Jimmy Dorsey's band and the film 'Man Who Came to Dinner' came
within a few hundred dollars of cracking the Strand theatre, New York's,

modem b.o. record the first week. - Show pulled slightly over $55,000 on

the week.
Dorsey and 'Dinner* opened New Year's Day for three weeks.

Forewamed of a shortage of cork for such unnecessary things as batons,

Sammy Kaye recently laid in a stock of 15,000 cork-handled wands that

he gives away as mementos to contestants in his 'So You Want to Lead a

Band' idea.
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ARMY OFFBEATS DANCEMEN
Glenn Miller s 'Choo Choo' Hits

1000,000 Mark in Disc Output

And May Become All-Time High

• Glenn Miller's recording of 'Chat-

tanooga Choo-Choo' became the

heaviest selling' RCA-Victor ^isc

since Gene Austia's "My Blue

Heaven' last week when the com-

pany's Camden, N. J., plant turned

out the l,000,0O0th pressing ot the

tune. There's much indecision

among executives as to whether it

becomes the best selling record of

all time, some expressing the

thought that an Okeh release of 1925

went much higher.

The opinion ol what records were

the industry's heaviest sellers and

what year was best for sales seems to

be divided among various company
ofTicials. While some are quite cer-

tain that both 1929 anc^ 1928 turned

out a higher yearly total than 1941

others are' just as certain that the

past year's as yet uncounted total of

between 115,000,000 and 120,000,000

was the best ot all time.

The pressing of 'Chattanooga'

marked as the l.OOO.OOOlh by Victor

will be auctioned of! Jan. 30 at the

Waldorf hotel, N. Y. President's

Birthday Ball and the proceeds will

go to benefit the Paralysis Fund.
While Miller's recording of 'Choo-

Choo' is the mo.sl outstanding in

.years, his overall salei for 1941 was
topped by other bands. Tommy Dor-
sey, on Victor siirpa.ssed him and
Jimmy Dorsey was the biggest seller

of all on Decca, with just short of

.5,000,000 discs sold. ,

First Ave best sellers for 1941 on
each of the five major labels ai'c as

follows. Only the side which ac-

counted for sales is listed, except in

several instances where both sides

were equally potent, which is rare.

I
Becca I

Band for Race*

Philadelphia, Jan. 13.

The new. race track now under
construction near Camden, N. J.,

will have a band regularly em-
ployed to play music between
races—to soothe the nerves of the

$2 bettors as they're tearing up
their pari-mutuel tickets.

Local 77, AFM, last week set

up a scale for looters at the
track—$50 per man per week for

four hours daily, six days week-
ly; $60- per. man per week, five

hours daily. ^The lender is to get

50 percent extra.

PHILLY A.FJ.

OKAYS DISCS

OF ANTHEM

Philadelphia, Jan. 13.

The Pl-illy local- ol the Musicians i man,

BEVERLY TWINS

mmwm
Many Key Men Likely to Go

Into Uniform With Conse-

quent Realignment* and
Possible Raids for Those
Remaining for Hire'

MANY KNOW DATES

Army draft boards during last few
weeks have called up a long list of

musicians, including many who had
been inducted and released as over
28. Only last week Don Matteson,
trombonist with Jimmy Dorsey when
he was originally called, was re-

called from work with Charlie Bar-
net. Jack Leonard, solo vocalist

on records and p.a.'s since leaving

Tommy Dorsey, is also back In the
ranks after two months of civilian

life.

In addition to the number of men
already taken there is a flock of

others who have deflnitely been
marked and know the date they're

to be inducted. Virtually all of the
top flight bands have already lost

or expect to lose some rhen. Claude
Thornhill figures to lose both his

trombones; Jimmy Dorsey expects
to miss three. -iThcre have been re-

ports in the-: Blast that Tommy
Dorsey may be shorn of Ziggy El-

trumpeter, and Buddy Rich,

"Maria Elena'— ' Green Eyes'

—

Jimmy Dorsey.
'Amapola'—Jimmy Dorsey.

_ .New San _Antonio Rose'—Bing
CfosBy.""

-

'Apple Blossom Time'—Andrews
Sisters.

'Do I Worry'—'Java Jive'—Ink-
spots.

Victor

"Daddy'—Sammy Kaye.
'Yes Indeed'—Tommy Dorsey.
This Love of Mine'—Tommy

Dorsey.
'Oh Look At Me Now'—Tommy

Dorsey.

'Maria Elena'—Wayne King.
'Stardust'—Artie Shaw.

Bluebird

"Chattanooga Choo-Choo' — Glenn
Miller.

• "Piano Concerto'—Freddy Martin.
'Elmer's Tune'—Glenn Miller.
'Hut-Sut Song'—Freddy Martin.

,

"Booglie Wooglie Piggy'—Glenn
Miller. .

Colnmbia

'I Don't Want Set World on Fire'
—Horace Heidt.
'You Made Me Love You'—Harry

James.
' 'Intermezzo'—Benny Goodman.

Til Reveille'—Kay Kyser.
'Maria Elena'—Eddy Duchin.

Ok«h
'I Don't Want Set World on Fire'

—Tommy Tucker.
|Elmer's Tune'—Dick Jurgens.
Let Me Off Uptown'—Gene

Krupa.
'Joltln' Joe DiMaggio' — Les

Brown.
'Intermezzo'—Charlie Spivak.

Closed Through Lent

„. ,
Lincoln, Jan. 13.

King's ballroom, once weekly op-
eration here, has closed until after

according to the usual custom
manager, J. Clair Lanning.

Best biz for the place comes in the
when it's run in connection

park. °' amusement

drummer, two of his band's spark-
plugs. Beverly Twins band, novelty
outfit composed of seven set of twins,

is the first known to be broken up by
the Army. Seven of the 14 are in

service.

Even leaders have been mentioned
as possibilities for a uniform. Both
Eddy Duchin and Orrin Tucker are

expected candidates and there are
several others keeping quiet about
their status for fear, of disturbing

bookings already set.

'B' Group
.When the Army settles into high

gear-and -really-begins making- inr

roads on 'good men there is bound
to be a recurrence of the salary-

boosting 'raiding' of a few years

ago. Of course, inducing a good
man to quit one band and join an-

other always goes on to some ex-
tent, but two years ago or so, when
star instrumentalists were more im-

Vnr Mr Kafc Walllkr portant than they are now and many
rar. raiS naiier P^^

^ands were bemg formed, sal-

aries for sidemen were pushed into

high brackets either as an induce-

ment to remain with a band or to

shift to another.

Many of the lesser known 'B'

union last week okayed the use of

recordings of the 'Star Spangled
• Banner' in Philly theatres. The lo-

'. cal made its position clear after

j
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt an-

' nounccd in her column that she re-

:
fused to cross a picket line in front

I of a New York theatre. The pickets
i were protesting the use of record-

j
ings instead of employing musicians.

'We haven't adopted such a stand
here,' said A. Rex Riccardi, secre-

tary ot the local. Playing our Na-
tional Anthem in these times is a

patriotic jdutjy_ and we don't care
how it's ' played in" Plflladelph ia 'as'

long as the public hears it.'

Adyertising Lads Indulge

An Esoteric Enthusiasm

Fats Waller's Caftiegie Hall, N. Y.,

concert tonight (Wed.) is being

financed by a group of advertising

and radio men who agreed among
j

groups will probably expire because

themselves to guarantee any losses of the draft. If the Army doesn't

that might be incurred solely be-, "le'"- men bigger, more affluent

cause of their enthusiasm for the 'waders will draft em with the

pianist'* work. Maury Gaftney, pro- prestige of playmg with a big name

motion manager of Marketing Serv- and the lure of more money. It s a

Missing Instructions All Along line

Gives Tonmiy Tucker Orchestra

Unfortunate Intro to Army Camp

Anthony Eden Type

Everything has an International

angle nowaday!. Man leaving

the Flatbush theatre, Brooklyn,

one night last week was over-

heard to remark, 'That Glen

Gray it a nifty bandleader.'

'Yeah,' enthused the femme
with him, 'he'i the Anthony
Eden type.'

ice mag and former CBS copy
writer; Paul Smith, art director of

Kenyon & Eckhardt: Phyliss Reay,
, . , .

copy writer for Franklin-Simon;
| ?!'li!.^?P.J"!l*f;..^.^.'""*

cinch to -happen. And if the smallies

don't expire altogether they'll be
forced to cut instrumentation to six

Bob Gerdy, former CBS trade news
head, and Ernest Anderson, now in

CBS' foreign department, conceived
the idea and are carrying It through.

They rented the Hall, got up adver-
tising, tickets, etc.

—
Waller's concert is differently laid

out than most such affairs. He will

follow definite groupings of the

numbers he has written, that is he
will play blues, pop stuff, spirituals,

etc., but tune selections in each cate

competition anyway.

RAYMOND SCOTT REVISES

Clian^es In Band—Will Introduce
Marjorie Collins

TIRE BLOW-OUTS

PLENTY SERIOUS

ON JUMPS

On his way into New York from

a one-nighter at Hay Hartenstine's

Sunnybrook Ballroom, Pottstown,

Pa., last week Raymond Scott had

an experience clearly Indicating what

one-nighting is in for for the dura-

tion. Unable to climb slippery hills,

Scott lowered the pressure in his

car's tires. One blew, out and dam-

aged the tube beyond repair—and he

couldn't buy another because of the

rationing system of both tires and

tubes. It took him more than double

the usual running time to reach

N. Y. on a dangerous, oft-patched

spare.

Few months ago bandmen were

wofrred about—gasoline—rationing,.

but all their fears were based on

'ils.' Rubber rationing isn't an 'if,'

it's a reality. And there isn't any

doubt about who can buy tires and

tubes. Only doctors, an-Jsulances,

etc., and 'conveyances for more than
10 people,' which means that get-

ting to a date won't be too difficult

since busses will be available. But
it poses the same problem that gas
rationing would have had it been
deflnitely ordered in the East; the

youngsters that pay admission and
make dates possible have to get
there, too, sometimes coming long
distances. Rubber, or the lack of It,

then becomes doubly important and
if the war lasts any length of time
the one-night end of the business is

in for some trj'ing times.

One thing rationing of rubber will

probably do is cut down the num-
ber of accidents that bandmen have
been getting into. Since all travel-

ing bands will be forced into trains

and basses sooner or later the op-
portunities for cracking up will be
at a minimum.

Army officers handling gratis

dance band dates recently arranged

for soldier encampment^ by Camp
Shows, Inc., and booking agencies

somehow got their signals mixed last

week and gave Tommy Tucker's

band a tossing around. Arriving at

ferry between Governor's Island,

N. Y., and Manhattan the band was
at flrst refused transportation be-
cause the ferry crew had no orders
and civilians are taboo without same.
Once on the post, after a long wait,
the band had to lug its instrument^
on a 10-mInute walk to the YMCA
Auditorium bandstand because trans-
portation was forgotten by those in
charge.

Reaching their destination Anally,
but finding themselves too early
Tucker and some of his men entered
the Officer's Club to have a bite but
were evicted before their identity
became known. Everything was
cleared up eventually, however, and
the band then played its date un-
interrupted.

Gas, Tires and

Few Men Cloud

Lake Ballroom

Raymond Scott is reorganizing his

band to lower its overall payroll

during his current three-week va-

cation and ha,s cancelled a scheduled

goV^wi'll brn^Vdro71he st7ge."N^ opening al Valley Dale. Co

-

formal program of certain melodies :
lumbus, O.. because he won t be

has been arranged. In short, he'll :

ready m lime. Remade outfit debuts

work without music, playing what- at a private party at Wilmington,

ever pops into his mind as long as !

Del., Jan. 28. Coincident with re-

it conforms with pre-arranged segre- organization Scott has switched re-

gation of musical moods. An organ cording affiliations from Columbia

recital by him is also scheduled.
In addition to Waller the commit-

tee has rounded up the original Chi-

to Decca.
When he returns to work Scott

will introduce as his vocalist Mar-

eagoans jazz orchestra, with the ex- 'jorie Collins, 18-year-old singing

ception of one man. Gene Krupa, '
protege, who has been living with

drums; Max Kaminsky, trumpet; I
his family the last year and a half

Eddie Condon, guitar; Bud Freeman.
|
while absorbing training by the

tenor sax; Pee Wee Russell, clarinet,
j

leader. She has been coached along

formed-the outfit and will be on tap. stylized lines laid out by Scott.

James Lanigan, bassist with the Chi-

cago Symphony, is the misiing man.
He can't make it. Trumpeter 'Lipsl

Page will fill in.

Duke Daly band switched booking
offices from General Amusement to

William Morris agency.

Bob Allen Into Blue

Gardens for Buildup

Bob Allen's new orchestra moves
into a lengthy buildup stand at Blue
Gardens, Armonk, N. Y., either Jan.
23 or Feb. 6. He will replace Red
Norvo. who may shift into the
Arcadia Ballroom, N. Y.

Before Armonk, however, Allen
fills a week at the Roscland B., New
York, beginning Friday (15). Band
is currently at Bear Mountain, N. Y.,

on a novel vacation-rehearsal jaunt.

Allen rented a large house and the
band alternates between recreation
and work.

Stroudsburg, Pa., Jan. 13.

F. F. Barthold, Inc., owners and
operators of nearby Sa'ylor's Lake
Pavilion, at Saylorsburg, where
twice-weekly name band policy was
inaugurated- last -summer,, entertain-

serious doubts as to the advisability
of attempting their proposed big
name policy this coming summer.
Was fairly successful last summer in
first attempt and contemplated the
use of a name band for the entire
week, starting Tuesday and ending
with a Sunday afternoon concert (no
Sabbath dancing at this spot) and
with a .Montlay lay-off.

However, considering that the
spot is 10 miles or more from (ha
nearest population center; a.nd now,
what with rationing of tires, ga.so-

line, and autos, not to mention the
fact that hundreds of young men of
the surrounding territory are in

their country's services, the entire

outlook assumes a somber aspect.

Tommy Dorsey Maybe

Disking for Columbia;

Victor Pact Ends Feb. 14

.Bay Englert band has replaced
Billy Merle at Club 51, Pittsburgh,

latter crew going to Plains Hotel in

Cheyenne, -Wyo., for indefinite stay.

* Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Negotiations are underway which
may move Tommy Dorsey's band
from Victor recording label to Co-
lumbia Records. Dorsey's contract
with Victor expires Feb. 14 and be-
cause he has been long dissatisfied

with its terms, which call for a r«-.

ported $750-a-side guarantee against
a royalty, he is currently talking to
Columbia exec Manie Sachs, here
from New York to attempt to. close

a deal and put the outfit on his SOe
label. Leonard Joy, Victor's New
York recording director, was out
here last week but went back ea^t

without Dorsey's renewal.

If Dorsey decides to switch over
to Columbia it will mark the most
outstanding shift of a major band
from one company to another since

Benny Goodman changed from Vic-
tor to Columbia several years ago.

Dorsey last year was Victor's top

band in sales, on botli Its Victor and
Bluebird labels, accounting for mors
than 3,000,000 platters.
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Band Hieatre Biz Strong; J. Dorsey

48G, Krupa (iOG, Both Sock in N.Y.;

SpitahylSCPhiny; McCoy 20G, Pitt

Estimates for This Week

Cab Calloway, Buffalo— (Buffalo;

8,500; 35-55). With 'Dr. Kildare's

Victory' (M-G). Corking $17,000,

Calloway's aggregation accounting

for most of total.

Jimmy Dorsey, New . York

—

(Strand; 2,756; 35-55-85-99-$1.10).

With "Man Who Came to Dinner'

(WB). Picture and Dorsey both

counting for record-breaking biz.

Current week (2d) will be rousing

$46,0.00, or near that. 'Dinner' was

slipped In for one preview Dec. 31

with outgoing show ('You're in

Army'-Will Osborne), with eight

days for It being $64,500. Dorsey

and 'Dinner' alone, starting Jan. 1,

brought a first seven days' take of

a little over $55,000, new high for

house under its present policy but

evening prices have been boosted to

$1.10 from established 99c top.

Duke Ellington, Kansas City—
(Mainstreet; 3,040; 11-28-50). With

Tlylng Cadets' (U). Sturdy $5,000

In four days, around the best for

this abbreviated stint since house

opened last Nov. 6 with stage-fllm

policy. Shuttered after engage-

ment.

Erskloe Hawkins, Minneapolis.,

(Orpheum; 2,800; 39-44-55). AU-
colored show, also has Four Ink

Spots and others. With 'Belle Starr'

(20th). Extreme cold held down
'opening but it's building fast and
pointing toward very big $17,000.

Harry Jame!!, Brooklyn—(Strand;
2,800; 30-40-50-55). With 'Queen
Murder Ring' (Col) and Billy Hayes
and other acts. Neat $11,000 in four

days.

Gene Krapa, New York—(Para-

mount; 3,664; 35-55-85-99). With
Dinah Shore, other acts on stage;

liOuisiana Purchase' (Par) on screen

(3d wk). Begins third stanza today
(Wed.) and will go at least another
In view of smash takinns. On first

week here ending last Tuesday (7)

a sensational $93,000 was taken in,

around $14,000 higher than has been
done here in six years of the hi'rhTy

successful pitband policy. Second
week through last night (Tues.') held
pace' "femarkaTily .'well "af " $60^000,'

very socko. •

Clyde McCoy, Pittsburgh—(Stan-

ley; 3,800; '30-44-60-66). With Lu-
cille. Ball-Desi Arnaz, Hal LeRoy
and "Look Who's Laughing' (RKO).
Band helped by added stage names.
Very satisfactory $20,000, mighty
good ^nsidering freezing weather
and general conditions.

Russ Morgan, Kansas City— (Tow-
er; 2,110; 11-30-50). With 'Cadet
Girl' (20th). Strong $9,000, plenty
good considering weather.

Teddy PoweU, Cincinnati— (Shu-
bert; 2,150; 33-44-60). With 'Glam-
our Boy' (Par). Pleasing $11,000
and topping the previous session
here.

Phil Spltalny, Philadelphia—
(Earle; 2,768; 35-46-57-68-75). Backed
by 'Playmates' (RKO). Fair $18,000.
Draught credits about 50-50.

Claude Thornblll, Newark —

.

.(Adams; 2,000; 25-35-50-60). 'DeVil
Pays Off' (Rep) and Cass Daley on
stage. Fair $13,000.

Orrin Tucker, Boston—(RKO Bos-
ton; 3,200; 30-35-44-«-65). With
•Wolf Man' (U). Pay dirt at $19,000,
with band the obvious magnet
GrlH Willtoms, Chicago—(Chi-

cago; 4,000; 35-55-75). Hefty assist-
ance

. from 'Died With Boots On'
(WB). Impressive $42,000, best In
Chicago.

WTMJ Edges Out WEMP
From Blatz, Milwaukee

Milwaukee, Jan. 13.
'

WEMP for several years has broad-

cast nightly the music of the bands

playing the Blatz Hotel Palm Garden,

but doesn't do it any more. Man-

agement of the downtown night spot

booked in Heinle and His Grenadiers,

ace of WTMJ, as a preholiday at-

traction and the indie station obvi-

ously couldn't put its rival's band

on the air, so Its melody was aired

via its home station—WTMJ. Heinie's

date ended and he was succeeded by

the Mills Bros., then by Joe Sanders

and his band, with WTMJ continuing

to hold the wires.

With WTMJ also broadcasting the

Hotel Schroeder Empire. room pro-

grams, this station has a rhonopoly

on the inns regularly playing im-

ported bands.

Copky-Plaza Uses Name

Copley-Plaza hotel, Boston, goes in

for a name band policy next week

(21), bringing in Tommy Tucker's

band for a minimum of four weeks

and possibly longer. Prior to Tuck-

er's booking the spot had contented

itself with society groups and cur-

rently features an Ice floor show in

conjunction with Ruby Newman's
band.
Tucker had originally been sched-

uled to replace Sammy Kaye at the

Essex House, N. Y., but the date fell

through when parties couldn't get

together on salary. Ray Morton, a

comparative unknown, went in in-

stead.

Bands at Hotel B.O.'s

(Presented herewith, as a weekly, tabulation, is the estimated cover
charge business being done by name bands In various Weu» York hoteb:
Dinner business (7-10 P.M.) not rated. Figxirea after name of hotel give
room capacitu and cower charoe. Larger amount designates uieefcend and
holiday price.)

WMka
Iland Ha<«l Ployed

EddyDuchin* Waldorf (400; $1-$1.50) 14

Benny Goodman«..New Yorker (400; 75c-$1.50) 13

ValOlman* Biltmore (300; $1-$1.50) 6

Ray Kinney* Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50) 38

Charlie Spivak. .. Pennsylvania (500; 75c-$l) 0

Vaughn Monroe*... Commodore (400; 75c-$l) 14

CoTere
Fait

1,900

1,900

450

1,525

1 1,400

1,500

Total

On Dat«
26,tfS

24,725

2,800

53,650

1,400

18,450

SY SHRIBMMS

EYE ON FUTURE

Sy Shribman, New England band

financier and ballroom owner, will

apparently open, in due time, a new

booking agency with the string of

talent he has under his wing. Re-

porty-that he is contemplating such

a move in the near future are em-
phatically denied by him, but when
he 'has the attractions to sell' he will

open an office to book them.

Shribman points out that the out-

fits he is in back of financially are

all tied to booking contracts with
major agendas—MCA, GAC, CRA—
and some have a while to run before

they expire. His assertion, however,

that he will open an agency when he
has attractions undoubtedly means
that the bands he controls probably

will not resign with present affilia-

tions.

Glenn Miller, Claude Thornhill

Charlie Spivak, Hal Maclntyre, Gene
Krupa, Woody Herman, Tony Pastor

and pthers are-tied-to -Shribman -in

various ways. He once before booked
his own bands out of a New York
office, but at that time he had no-

where near the number or caliber of

bands now surrounding him.

BLUE BARRON

SEEKS OUT ON

OBERSTEIN

Dispute between bandleader Blue

Barron and Eli Oberstein's new

Classic Record Co. is to be taken to

the Anierican Federation of Mu-

sicians this week to determine

whether Barron is tied to a record-

ing contract with Obersteln or is

free to sign with Columbia Records.

Barron made four sides for Classic's

Two Hits of. the Week releases and
was to do eight more under a formal

contract that, however, had not been
signed. When CRA tried to align

the band with Columbia Oberstein

warned Columbia Barron was
hooked up with him and frightened

the deal flat.

Oberstein claims that the un-
signed contract between his outfit

and Barron calls for 12 sides and op-

tion and while it remained unsigna-

tued CRA had verbally okayed. the

deal. When the Columbia angle

came along- Barron claimed that he
owed Oberstein no obligation since

the agreement wasn't formally

signed. Oberstein reiterates the con-

tract is binding because the four

sides the band made were done un-
der its terms.

CRA recently had similar trouble

with Columbia by at first okaying a

contract with Columbia for its

Muggsy Spanier band, then turning

around and signing the band with
Decca.

Victory Inn License Is

Pin NEWSMAN DOUBLES

AS NITE CLUB MAESTRO

Pittsburgh, Jan. 13.

Hal Brabson can't make up his

mind Ijctween reporting and baton-

ing, so for the time being he's divid-

ing his time between the two of

Delayed, Basie Postponed t^'^"- O" U""«<^ ^^ess suff here,

few months ago, he, began rehears-
Because the spot has so far been

unable to secure a license to oper-

ate. Count Basic's opening i' the

new Victory Inn, New York, has

been indefinitely postponed. Spot

was to begin operation Jan. 22 at the

former site of the Flying Trapeze
and use name outfits in two-week
stretches. Sam Donahue has been
mentioned to follow Basie.

Time left open by the Victory's

failure to get going has been filled

for Basie by a week at the Royal
theatre, Baltimore, opening .Jan, 23

and a week of one-nighting.

Uniform as Pass
Springfield, Mass., Jan. 13.

Mitchell Labuda, operator of the

Butterfly Ballroom, Is setting aside

Thursday nights as 'army night.'

On that night, all uniformed men
can come In gratis with no strings

attached.

* Asterisks indicate a supportiTtg floor show, although the band is th«
major draw. t3 days.

Chicago
Del Courtney (Continental Room, 4uD; $1.50-$2 min.). Entering final

month of a bang-up job off the Loop and in a room which uses only a band.
With convention aid last week hit excellent 3,000 patrons.

Les Brown (Blackhawk, 400; $1.25 min.). Readying to exit after having
scored great midwest click. Built to fine 3,600 last week. Johnny 'ScaV
Davis follows.

Xavier Cugat (Empire Room, Palmer House, 600; $3-$3.50 min.). Opened
Friday (9) and looks for good stay here. Tov.'n has been u Cugat strong-
hold for years. Weekend big.

Boyd Baeburn (Chez Paree, 500; $3-$3.50 min.). With Morton Downey
and Willie Shore headlining floor show, Chez and Raeburn last week
smashed through with 4,000 customers.
Bobby Byrne (Panther Room, Hotel Sherman, 700; $l-$2.50 min.). Byma

is new here, but hotel is jammed with conventionites. Band came through
nicely in first week to good 3,000.

Art Kassel (Walnut Room, Bismarck Hotel, 300; $l-$2 min.). Kassal
holding well in his sphere, bringing in 2,000 patrons last week.

Los Angeles
Ray Noble (Ambassador.; 900; $1-$1.50). Running only two nights a

week now (Fri. and Sat.) due \o emergency and lucky to pull 800 covers.
Phil Harris (Biltmore; 1,500; minimum $1-$1.50). Fair trade but not

killing 'em as anticipated. Should call it a week at around 4,500.-

Tommy Dorsey (Palladium; 5,000; e5c-$l). Fair-haired lad and proving
it with a whopping 16,000 on his second week.
Bob Crosby (Trianon, South Gate; 800; 55c-75c). Tapering off after

some big weeks and down to around 4,500.

Horace Hetdt (Casa Manana, Culver City; 2,500; 55c). Skidding along
with the rest and should be content with 5,000 payees on the week, what
with the general letdown in amusement biz outside the picture palaces.
Paul Whiteman (Florentine Gardens; 1,100; $1-$1,25). Sharing the town

with Dorsey on the heavy take and looks like a fat and sassy 7,500 for
'Pops.' That's plenty goqd for a fifth week here.

San Francisco
Henry Busse (Rose Room, Palace Hotel, 500; 50ir-$1.50). Following an

okay holiday season, sixth week garnered satisfactory 1,701 covers. Busst
finishes here (25), and opens (28) at the Orpheum, L. A. Paul Baron will
follow.

One-Niter Trafl Feels Wintry Blasts;

Turnstiles Hit as Much as 50/^

ing a 12-piece band and managed
to get his outfit an audition at

local nite spot, the Sky-Vue. Couple
of weeks later, when Tommy Carlyn
orch had to pull out of Sky-Vue for

a week of one-nighters, and Don
Metz, owner, was unable to find a

replacement, he remembered Brab-
son and signed him up for week,
It was okay by UP man since he
worked in day time, and. the cafe
job was at night.

SaturdEiy night (10) Carlyn final-

ly wound up his long engagement at

Sky-Vue, and the job there is Brab-
son's again. He opened Monday (12).

In the meantime he's still sticking

to the UP, waiting to learn definitely

whether the band biz is still what
it's cracked up to be.

Wick Mackey continues his an-
nual chore of playing at the Presi-

dent's Ball in Youngstown, O. His
band has played for the dance every
year.

(Estimates)

Fast fortnight's snows and cold

wave played havoc with various one-

nighters In the east. In Pennsyl-

vania's mountain districts and In

New England, where .are situated

some of the biggest and most lucra-

tive one-night b^lrooms, the weather

slapped grosses around plenty. In

some instances the take was off more
than 50%.

. Raymond Scott, for instance, was
hit by a heavy snowfall at Sunny-
brook Ballroom, Pottstown, Pa., week
ago Saturday (3), storm beginning
an hour or so before date started. It

sliced expected business to around
1,100 dancers, less than half of what
owner Ray Hartenstlne figured on.

Bob Chester (Brookline C.C.,
Phila., Jan. 10). Chester drew aver-
age crowd of 1,120 dancers at $1.
Night before (9) band played to 3,-

500 at $1.50 each at Town Hall here.

Ella Fitzgerald (Windsor Club,
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., Jan. 8). Fitz-
gerald band turned 500 away, but
got 1,500 dancers pecked in at $1.35
per.

Freddy Martin (Palais Royale, To-
ronto, Jan. 7). On his way east Mar-
ton's stopover here drew 1,'700 hop-

pers at $1.35 a head tor fine gross of

$2,100.

Charily Spivak (Brookline C.C,
Philadelphia, Jan. 3). Spivak hit a
sock stride here, pulling a great total

of 1,822 at $1.10.

Dick Stabile (Totem Pole B., Au-
burndale, Mass., Jan. 7-10). Stabile

and Grade Barrie were hurt a bit by
blizzard but still drew nice 10,400

customers at $1.45 pair In four days.

Previous weekend, covering Dec. 29

through Jan. 3, pair set an outstand-

ing New Year's Eve week record ot

17,732 dancers for gross of $15,05a

Holidays usually, bad here.

UNCOLN'S BLUE ROOM

VAMPS UNTl READY

Closed since Harry James' exit

New Year's Eve, the Lincoln hotel.

New York's Blue Room remains dark

for want of a suitable band, until

Tony Pastor comes in about Feb. 12.

Pastor goes first to Hioosevelt hotel,

Washington, D. C, for two weeks,

opening Feb. 28, then shifts to the

Lincoln.
Both spots are controlled by Mrs.

Maria Kramer.

SONG SENSATION OF THE NATION

DEAR MOM
Recorded B/

;\ Smith— Colunibi,'.

; lu: ^-^--Colunibi^i; Ch. Soi-, v:> --- .s
:

Katp Smith Say^
"I IntrodLiced n)id ReccrdeC

DEAR MOM
'•'.-'.use I love it ... I iliiii!< it ;i beautiful.

.:-.c; 5'jntiment;;l song . . .
:Viy listsnc-'s

THE ORIGINAL

REMEMBER

PEARL HARBOR
Recorded By

C--. SnivaU— Okeh; Eddy l-'.oward— Cokmioia

:-l -."y STsiiif.K—-Dpcm ;
Sp.mniy ICiy-^— V etc

AND iViORE TO COiViE

TM AVE'>!Uii. roR;( city
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Cruelty To Song-Pluggers

Jerry Wayne, who had a lengthy sustaining run on CBS before

eetting the vocalist spot on the new Regent series on Mutual, amused
Mmsell several weeks ago by pulling a practical joke on a music

mAllsher who had always Ignored him in the past Before It was

ouhliOy announced he was set for the show, but while he waj re-

Dorted among those being considered tor it, Wayne and his wife were

^vited to dinner, the theatre and a visit to a night club by the

Bubllsher. •

Couple were handsomely . entertained by the publisher and his

wife. Finally, when the group -was relaxing at a nitery table, Wayne
brought up the subject, . 'confessing' that he'd lost the assignment.

Publisher briefly expressed regret and sympathy, called for the check

and quickly- ended the party.

Wayne's signing for the program was announced a couple of days

later but neither the pub nor his song-pluggers has 'since approached

the singer.
'

'

Brazilian Performance Situation Needs

Untangling; ASCAP Gives Mills Job

The American Society of Com-

posers; 'Authors and Publishers has

underUken to straighten out the

tangle in which it now finds itself

with regard to Brazilian performing

rights. As the first step in solving

this situation the Society's foreign

relations committee has turned over

the affiliations phase of ASCAP's
operatioiis to E. C. Mills. It has al-

ready been suggested within the So-

ciety that an attempt be made to

merge the two performing rights so-

cieties in Brazil, namely, the So-

ciedjide Brazileira de Autores Thea-

bes and the Associacao Brazileira

de Composltores e Autores.

It was while ASCAP was engaged

•in its battle with radio last year that

a split in the Brazilian performing

lights society occurred. ASCAP's
contract with the original Brazilian

group, SBAT, had expired at the end
of 1940 and no attempt was made
to renew the agreement Meanwhile
the popular faction of Brazilian

songwriters broke away from SBAT,
which was originally composed of

.show writers, and organized their

own society, the ABCA.
BUI Involved

Broadcast Music, Inc, entered the

BraUlian performing ri^ts picture

a few months ago by offering the
SBAT i higher annual guarantee
than the latter had been receiving
from ASCAP. BMI finally got the
price up to $7,000 a year and the
SBAT gave It an exclusive contract

for the United States. WheirASCAP
got around to inquiring about its

Brazilian alliance it found that there
was nothing it could sign up but
the new group, the ABCA. ASCAP
sow finds that the latter's repertoire
is far too meagre, and that the only
solution Is to get both groups to
merge and make an arrangenient
whereby both ASCAP and BMI
would license the consolidated reper-
toires In this country.
"'ASCAP proposes to point out to
the SBAT that by allying itseU with
BMI the Brazilian grotrp has violated
a cardinal provision In the bylaws
of the International Confederation of

• Performing Rights . Societies, of
which the SBAT and ASCAP are
members. The provisional question
makes it mandatory of each member
not to enter into an affiliation agree-
ment with any national organization
that is not associated with.the Con-
federation. An exception may be
made in the case of a country where
there is no organization with mem-
bership In the international body.
The BMI-SBAT contract is for

three years, commencing Jan. 1,

1942. The repertoire Includes many
numbers featured by Carmen Mi-
randa,.

Morris to Hollywood
Edwin H. Morris left for HoUy-

*ood Friday (9), wher.; ha wiU re-

"nS a couple weeks.

> , °" Coast he will confer
' Crosby, his partner In the
Mayfalr Music Co.

,„**f>rd Ward recording the score
"Brooklyn Orchid' at Hal Roach.

15 Best Sheet Music Sellers

(Week ending Jan. 10)

While Cliffs of Dover. . .Shapiro
Elmer's Tune Bobbins
Rose O'Day .'Tobias

Chattanooga Choo Choo. Feist

Tonight We Love Maestro
Shrine of St, Cecelia Braun
Shepherd Serenade Mayfair
This Love of Mine Embassy
Madeleine Santly
Bells of San Raquel Peer
Everything I Love Chappell
We Did It Before Witmark
Remember P. Harbor. .Republic
Anniversary Waltz Triangle

Music Notes

David Snell assigned as musical
conductor on 'Sunday Punch' at

Metro.

John Leopold signed to composed
the score for Joe E. Brown film,

'Shut My Big Mouth,' at Columbia.

Baoul Kranshaar supervising the
recording of eight songs for 'Dusk on
the Painted Desert' at Republic'

Burton Lane and E. Y. Harburg
wrote 'I'll Take Tallulah' to replace
'I'll Take Manila' In the Metro musi-
cal, 'Ship Ahoy.'

Jack Bobbins has placed his new
song, 'Now and Forever^' in the

Howatd Hughes production, "The

Outlaw.' Al Stillman and Jan Savitt

co-authored the number.

Top Music Publishers, Inc., has
been chartered to conduct a music
publishing business .' in New York.
Capital stock is 900 shares, no par
value. Directors are: Nathan Charak,
Charles Charak and Attorney
George Garfunkel, New York City.

NEW FIRM HAS

BMI SUPPORT

Broadcast Music, Inc., has laid the

groundwork for the subsidizing, of

another outside publishing venture.

This one will entail a merger of the

firms of Porgie, Debln & Friedman
and the Nicky Campbell Music Co.

and a stock allocation which will

split 75% at the shares of the new
corporation among the partners of

these two firms and give the remain-
ing 25%Jo BMI. The BMI board Is

expected to ratify the deal at its next
meeting. - ,

It is understood that BMI will con-

tribute $18,000 in cash to the new
setup, with $6,000 of it put up with

the exchange of signatures. Camp-
bell's partner in his own company is

Solly Loft. Before the ASCAP-radio
break all five had been employed as

contactmen by ASCAP publishing

houses. The BMI. subsidization will

give the quintet, according to the

trade viewpoint a chance to pre-

serve the money they mhile ASCAP
was off NBC and CBS.

Sheet music business moved Into

1942 with about the strongest mo-
mentum thai it has had since" 1937.

The Inflow of orders to jobbers dur-

ing the past week has been of mount-
ing description. For the first time

since America's entry Into the war
songs inspired by this event made
their appearance on the list of best

sheet sellers. One of these was Wit-

bark's 'We Did It Before and We
Can Do It Again,' while the other

was 'Let's Not Forget Pearl Harbor"

(RepubUc).
Likewise moving along on all cyl-

inders Is the phonograph record bus-

iness. According to the orders on
hand with the record manufacturers,

the disc counters should establish

another new high in sales for Jan-

uary.

Song Suit Scotched

Los Angeles, Jan, 13.

Plagiarism suit for $1,000,000

against RKO, CBS, NBC, ASCAP
and Jerome Brainin was dismissed

in Federal court when It was ruled

that 'Chatterbox,' composed by
Brainin for the RKO picture, "That's

Right, You're Wrong,* was not a lift

or a ditty of the same title by Evelyn
Carew, who had sued for damages,

Louis Frolich and Samuel Boeder
contested the action for ASCAP.

Pearl Harbor and Bob Harrii

'Remember Pearl Harbor and Bob

Harris' b printed across the envelope

flap of the latter's stationery. He
resigned last week as New England

rep for Bobbins Muslo to join the

Navy next week, when h» will be

assigned to inshore patrol duty

on sffiall boats, havhig had much ex-

perience with this type of craft as a

hobby.

UlLCH A MTI M HAU M T I III CmiSIRLOU
ODTSTANDINa RECORDS BY OUTSTANDINa ARTISTS

COLONIAL MUSIC PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC.
Pigl Cau, Pnfuit»il Muii«r-(AII rrtfeulentl niltflil nillabli)

LOB ANSELES

SHEETMUSIC

STARTS m
STRONGLY

JUDGE RESERVES DECISION

Fargo Maslc Tcaclitr Clurgcd-Sant'

ley Infringement

Federal Judge Edward Conger last

week reserved decision in the trial

of Marian Newcomb's infringement

case against Santly Bros, (now Sant-

ly-Joy-Select) in connection with

the song, 'Starlight Starbright'

which Santly published in 1931.

Miss Newcomb, a music teacher of

Fargo, N, D., brought her complaint

in 1932, claiming that she had previ-

ously written a song of the same title

and that she had distributed pro-

fessional copies of it among radio

stations.

Santly's version, co-authored by

the late Joe Young and Bernicc

Peterkc, has jeen a cause of much
litigation. Out of another action,

brought by Al Wilke, a westcoast en-

tertainer, had come the decision by

Federal Judge Frank Coxe of several

years ago which caused deep chagrin

among music publishers. Judge Coxe

held that it was not necessary for a

claimant of infringement to prove

actual access to his work but than

inference of access was sufficient.

Following this decision a master, ap-

pointed by the court awarded Wilke,

who sued on the melody of 'Star-

light' a verdict of ,$7,000. Santly ap-

pealed this award 'and the matter is

still before the courts.

In defending the case last week
Santly took the position that the

basic theme of the song's lyrics is

derivative from a nursery rhyme
that is in the public domain, so that

there is no sound reason for Miss

Newcomb's claim of originality of

Utle.

No Diminution in Licenses Granted

Screen-Box Supplies for Music Use

Lou Comito, Harry Kessell

Branch Aides of Triangle
Charlie Warren, general manager

of the 'Triangle Music Corp,, has

named Lou Comito and Harry Kes-

sell as his branch office aides.

Comito will have thfe Chicago

office and Kessell the Hollywood

branch.

WRIGtEY SPOTS

TURNS TO ASCAP

Vanderbie & Rubens, agency on

the Wrigley recorded announce-

ments, has switched the musical

policy for these transcriptions.

Whereas during the ASCAP-radlo
break it used public domain music

exclusively, the series Is now- going

in for copyrighted numbers. This
"Bobby and Babs' campaign Is one of

the most extensive of its kind In so

far as the number of announcements
aired during the week and the ntim-
ber of stations Involved.

The latest recording order for the
announcements takes them up to No.
1723.

Even though the manufacture of

jukeboxes has been drastically re-

stricted, the producers of 16mm flhn

for these contraptions are more ac-

tive than ever. The rate with which

they are now licensing musical num-
.

bers is greater than it was during

the closing months of 1941.

There are 6,000 of these projector-
boxes currently on location, and the
Mills Manufacturing Co. is still un-

'

der commitment to deliver SO such
slot mechanisms a month. Whether
MiUs will be able to go through with
this obligation much longer is ques-
tioned by the box distributors them-
selves, since the Mills outfit is now
pretty well immersed In war work, '

Patriotic Tune Starter

For Peppe's Music Co.

Jim Peppe, manager of Sammy
Kaye, has formed a new publishing

firm 'which was admitted to ASCAP
membership last week. Titled World

Music, the outfit's Initial tune is a

patriotic Idea tagged 'Back the Red,

White and Blue.' It has been.selected
as the official theme of the U. S.

Treasury Department's Defense Sav>
ings campaign.
Peppe also operates Republic Mu>

sic, a BMI affiliate.

OF HITS

A SIXTEEN YEAR RECORD SMASHED /

Glenn Millef.s record of-Chatt-nooga
Choj^Ojoo'

U the first in .ixteen year, to .ell over I .OOO.OOOl.

CHATTANOOGA
CHOO CHOO

. > J Music by Harry Warren

jan Savitt. V.ncen Lope« Claud ^^^^
Calloway for help.ng

•'J ^J^VmO.OOO m.rki

records. Now on its way to the /.wi/.vw

HOW ABOUT YOU?
"VJ? . Music by Burton Un.

noItAS-M Picture. "Babes on Broadway"

.
•

I KNOW WHY
,r

^"'''"•^1
by Harry Warren

1 Ctt-Pox Picture. "Sun Valley Serenade"

HAPPY IN LOVE
L , ivln Music by Sam LFam.

^^''''\^::'oi"andJohnso„-s "Sons O- Pun"

Gordon, Kaufman & Real, Inc.,

has been chartered to conduct a

business in publishing musical com-
positions on short music form.

Principal office is in New York City

and capital stock Is 100 shares, no

par value. Directors, each owning
33 -shares, are: Irving Gordon,

Brooklyn; Nathaniel Real, and Alvin

S. Kaufman, New York City. Samuel

WINTER WEATHER
Words and Music by Ted Shapiro

'•.i«.vr:y
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10 Best Seflers on Coin-Machines

(Records heXow are grabbing most nickels this toeeic In _ Jukeboxes

thTouphout the countrv, as reported by operators to 'Variety.' Names

of mf>re than one band or nocallst after the title Indicates, In ordA oj

populan'tv, tohose recordinps are being plowed. Figures and nomes in

parenthesis indicate the number of weeks each song has been in the listings

and respective publishers.)

I Glenn Millc. Bluebird

( Andrews Sisters. .... .Decca1. Chattanooga Choo-Choo (12) Fei^t

2. White ClifTs Dover (2) Shapiro

3. Elmer's Tune (11) Bobbins

4. Shepherd Serenade (9) Mayfair

B. This Love of Mine (13) Embassy

6. You Made Me Love You (14) Broadway.

7. Tis Autumn (4) Witmark

8. Shrine St. Cecelia (4) Braun

9. Blues in Night (1) Remick :..

(Sammy Kayr... Victor

( Jimmy' Dorsey Decca

J
Glenn Miller Bluebird

(Andrews Sisters Decca

( Bing Crosby Decca

I
Johnny Long Decca

( Tommy Dorsey Victor

(Tommy Tucker Okeh

Harry James Columbia

( Les Brown Okeh
(Woody Herman Decca

( Sammy Kaye... Victor

( Al Donahue Okeh

(Woody Herman Decca
(Cab Calloway Okeh

10. Remember Pearl Harbor (1) Republic, Sammy Kaye Victor

DISKS GAINING FAVOR
(These records are directly bclou> the first 10 in populartt«, biit grotoing

in demand on the coin machines.)

( Charlie Spivak. , Okeh
( Sammy Kaye Victor

Leigh's Takeover

This Is No Laughing Matter (Block).

.

This Time Dream's On Me (Remick) I Woody Herman Decca
' °

( Glenn Miller Bluebird

^ ,^ -K-, ,T, ^ (Alvino Rey Bluebird
1 Said No (Famous)

{ uo^ey Decca

Ev'rything I Love (Chappell) ' d^nn Miller Bluebird

, „ . . ( Tommy Dorsey Victor
Sinner Kissed Angel (Famous) ,

^ Vaughn Monroe Bluebird

( Bob Chester. ... . . . .Bluebird
• (Sammy Kaye Victor

T n^t If fP«l,K^nc^ . i
Ellington Victor

I Got It Bad (Robblns) •.

| jj^^^ p^^^^y Bluebird

Madelaine (Santly)

.

Anniversary. Waltz (Mayfair)

.

Bells of San Raquel (Pear). . ,

,

Rose O'Day (Tobias)

IBlng
Crosby Decca

Freddy Martin Bluebird
Dick Jurgens Okeh
Claude Thomhlll...Columbia

(Kate Smith .Columbia

I Freddy Martin Bluebird

Disc Reviews
; Continued from page M-

tential box hit since Inkspots' version
a while back. King cutting of 'Dream-
boat' is a bit oS nriark. - Could easily

have been better. It lacks the easy
swing tempo the tune needs. Reverse
has good possibilities both as to tune

. and worlc King Sisters do on it. It!s

a neat, slow rhythm ballad.

• Kate Smith: 'I Don't Want Walk
Without You'—'Shrine St. CeciUa'
(CoL 36460). Here's a tune -with

hefty machine and counter possibil-

ities. From film 'Sweater Girl,' 'Walk
Without You' is reminiscent of 'World
On Fire.' Miss Smith's record car-
ries solid box and coimter potential
Ities. She did a neat job also on
'Shrine,' current ballad fave.

Earl HInea: 'You Don't Know What
Love Is'—'Boy With Wistful Eyes'
(Blue. 11394). Hlnes Is very con-
sistent with commercial releases de-
spite his hop rep. Hiis work on 'Love'
is perhaps the best to come along
and puts the tune at its best. In a
slow, torch groove, vocalled with
feeling by Billy Eckstein, backed by
good arrangement well played, side
has possibilities. Reverse featuring
Hlnes' piano in light jump tempo is
lair. Madeleine Greene and Three
Varieties vocal

Vangbn Monroe: 'I Don't Want
Walk Without You'—'1 Guess I'U Be
On My Way' (Blue. 11399). Monroe

made mistake in assigning vocal of

first to Marilyn Duke Instead doing
It JhimseU. Tune gives promise of

going far in machines and on coun-
ters, and if he had handled lyric its

possibilities would have been much
greater as it Is it'll sell, however.
It's nicely arranged and played.

Reverse, another promising melody,

is done well by Monroe, with good
background' handwork; it's the bet-

ter side. .Speed is easy.

Will Bradley': 'Sleepy Time Gal'—
'Who Can I Turn To?' (Col. 36470),

'Sleepy' side is perhaps best Brad-
ley has done In months. At easy
rhythmic tempo the standard is

dressed in a good .arrangement and
played well, ^Bradley trombone leads

ofl with .a solid solo and the work
behind and after Terry Allen's good
vocal is strong. Machines can use
it Coupling is also well handled, a
neat melody best recorded recently
by Tommy Dorsey. Allen vocals.

Jimmy Dorsey: 1 Said No'-'This

No Laughing Matter' (Decca 4104),

Dorsey's and Alvino Rey's versions
of this strong novelty will get all the
box play. Though Rey's is musically
strong, Dorsey's is shade better; he
gets more out of the tune via use of
both Bob Eberly and Helen O'Con-
nell on vocal; backgrounds are fine.

Reverse is another saleable job by
band and Eberly on a strong, cur-

' rent pop.

=x:»ntlnneil from pa(e S7s

compared with the minimum of $250

that Columbia and NBC ask, artists

will profit by getting additional and

more frequent engagements, he

claims.

Leigh acquired the Columbia Iiec-

ture Bureau from Music Corp. of

America, to which CBS had recently

sdld it,

Leigh's lecture office numbers Mrs.

Eleanor Roosevelt among its speak-'

ers, and Columbia was the second

largest. Merger gives Leigh an un-
precedented list of major names.

CBS divested itself of the lecture

bureau, along with other subslds, un-
der the implied disapprobation of

monopoly-buster Thurman Arnold,

assistant Attorney General. Out of

MCA's field, that agency wasn't quite

sure what to do with a string of spiel

artists and is understood to have
been glad to mak$ a favorable deal

with Leigh.

Leigh was pleased to get it because
many names associated in one way
or another with CBS were unavail-

able to him no matter what terms he
offered. Lineup includes such CBS
commentators as William Shirer,

Eric Sevareid, Elmer Davis, Bob
Trout, Edward Murrow and Albert
Warmer, in addition to Clare Boothe,
Margaret Bourke-White, Louis Brom-
fleld, Erskine Caldwell, Jane Cowl,
Don Cossack Choir, Kenneth Downs,
Angna Enters, Dwight Fiske, Janet
Planner, Ralph IngersoU, George
Jessel, Alice Marble, Fletcher Pratt,

Quentin Reynolds, Carl Sandburg,
Schiaparelll, Sigrhund Spaeth, Nor-
man Thomas, Linton Wells, William
L. White and James R. Young.

Leigh's deal on acquisition of Co-
lumbia is a tricky one inasmuch as
it isn't legally possible to transfer
contracts of speakers unless each In-
dividual speaker so elects. There-
fore, Leigh becomes general man-
ager and booking agent of Columbia,
which will continue to exist until all

present contracts with speakers have
expired and Leigh has brought the
individuals directly under his own
banner or they have gone ofl to an-
other agency.

Leigh has added to his staS a num-
ber of Columbia employes. Negotia-
tions are now on for Isabel R,, Scott,

director of Columbia imtll last week's
deal, to join Leigh's organization.

NBC CBS. MutuaL-Plogs

FoIIouHng tabulation of popular music per/omances embraces oil three
networfcs—JVflC. CBS and Mutual—fls represented bw WEAF—WJ2. WABC
and WOR, W. Y. Compilatton herewith cooeri toeefc beginning Mondaii^
through iSundav (Jon. B-11), from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m., and Is bosed on data
provided by Accurate Reporting Service, regular checking source for tht
music publishing industrv.
TITLE , PUBLISHES TOTAI,

White Cliffs of Dover Shapiro
35

Elmer's Tune Robblns 29
Bells of San Raquel .....Peer

27
Everything I Love-^t'Let's Face It' ChappeU «
How About You?—t'Babes on Broadway' ...Feist .....24
I Got It Bad Bobbins 22
Chattanooga C^oo Choo—t'Sun Valley Serenade' Feist 13
Who Calls? '• Harms

, ig
Blues In the Night—t'Blues In Night' ...Remick 17
Madelaine Santly 17
^Thla Is No Laughing Matter .BlocI' 17
This Time the Dream's on Me—t'Blues in Night'.... Remick 17

*0N YOUR LUCKY STRIKE HIT PARADE'

[
OF

BRAUN MUSIC CO.. 1619 WhX,m YORK
Lbs ANQELES Prof. Man.

. CHICAGO
«ID GOULD MONROE GOLDEN BOB 6MITH

Opera Follow-Up
sContlnned from page 37^^

cellent. Otherwise her voice was
pinched and sharp In quality, and
her acting did not have 'the buoy-
ancy of her colleagues. Jarmila No-
votna replaced the absent Rise
Stevens, singing excellently and act-
ing with consummate grace.. Ezio
Pinza was the star, as usual, tower-
ing above the others vocally and
dramatically, while the Indefatigable
Salvatore Baccaloni again stopped
the show with 'La vendetta.' John
Brownlee's count was of his usually
good -quality, and Irra Petina and
Alessio de Paolis were standouts in
minor roles. Ettore Panizza. con,
ducted a not-too-well balanced or-
chestra.

Dangbter of the Regiment' Thurs-
dav (8) evening was average, with
Lily Pons still to find herself in good
voice. The tiny coloratura found the
going tough In the first act espe-
cially, when she split several top
tones. After that she picked up a
bit and her acting was excellent
Salvatore Baccaloni was again fine
vocally and dramatically as the ser-
geant and Raoul Jobih was not quitfe
up to his almost flawless vocal stand-
ard of the previous performance.
Louis. D'Angelo and Irra Petina
again were stars in minor roles, and
Frank St. Leger conducted with fire.

'L'EIlxIr D'Amore' Saturday after-
noon (3) found a familiar cast slow
to warm to its task, with Bidu Sayao
and Bruno Landl being ofl tempi in
their first-act duets -and the tenor's
aria, 'Quanto e bella,' not up to his
usual standard. With the appear-
ance of Salvatore Baccaloni and his
show-stopping Udite,' the perform'
ance picked up and then Landl espe
ciallv distinguished himself with a
brilUantlv sung and excellently
Ehrased 'Una furtlva lagrlme,'-which
rought the biggest hand of the eve-

ning. Ettore Panizza led a tame or-
chestra,

HosenkavaUer* Saturday evening
(3) was not up to usual Met stand-
ards. Lotte Lehmann was not in

to cover this deficiency. Kurt Baum
had diflicultles also with the tessi-
tura of his aria, his first faltering
£erformance of the season. - Emanuel

ist's Baron remains the same, his
tones being big but rough and
wobbly, whUe his acting is adequate.
Eleanor ' Sleber and - Blse Stevens

We Did It Before Witmark ....

This Love of Mine Embassy . . .

.

Day Dreaming ....•« T. B. Harms.
Rose O'Day ' Tobias
Tis Autumn Witmark ....

Humpty Dumpty Heart—t'Playmates* Southern ...

Sometimes Berlin

'Why Don't We Do This More Often? Triangle ....

•He's A 1 In the Army Valiant

Couple in the Castle—t'Mr. Bug Goes to Town' Famous

, 16

, 15

14

. 13

13

12

12

12

10

, 10

* Imiicates BMI licensing; others are via ASCAP,
t Ftlmusical.

i Legitimate.

Inside Stuff-Mnsic

Railroad fanciers, and they number thousands, are getting quite a boot

out of the current hit 'Chattanooga Choo-Choo.' While the tune doesn't

carry any extra, signlficanca to the usual music fancier, it carries more
weight with ttie guys who know the history -of all famous trains and
those who build miniature lines using historic models.
In the Union Station at Chattanooga for some 50 years has stood the

engine known as 'General.' This locomotive, of the then Western &
Atlantic Railroad, was used by Capt A. C. Andrews of the 14th Ohio,

and his men in an attempt to raid northern Georgia during the Civil

War. Confederate troops captured the 'General,' as well as Andrews and
18 of his men. In later years the 'General,' an old wood-burner engine,

became known to the railroad fanciers as 'The Chattanooga Choo-Choo,'
They figure "the current song should end with a rebel yell.

Latest 'oversight' on the part of the Lucky Strike Hit Parade that has

elicited comment from the music trade concerns 'Rose O'Day.' Latter

number has been among the top sheet sellers for the past several weeks
and has been getting consistently major network plugs but it wasn't even
included In last Saturday night's (10) 'Hit Parade' on CBS. The same
program Ignored 'White Cliffs of Dover' to th^ point that when it put the

tune on it had no choice but to tag the song No. 3. Two programs later

the same number topped the 'Parade' list

Jack Robblns is doing a burn at Eddie Cantor for interpolating a
Witmark pop song excerpt, 'We'll Dp It Again', into 'Banjo Eyes', charg<
ing . it's violation of Robblns Music Corp.'s contract with the musical.

Vernon Duke, John Latouche and Harold Adamson were assigned by
publisher Robblns for the Cantor show score.

Contract provides for exclusivity and the ii\uslc pub avers that If the

star wanted a patriotic Interpolation he should have been first consulted.

•How About You?' (Feist) was No. 1 in network plugs for the week
ending Jan. 4. The total for the tune was 45. 'Variety' did not carry the
accumulative plugs- for that period due to the advance In publication date

(3) for the 36th Anniversary Number.

acted and sang well as Sophia and
Octavian, respectively. Erich Leins-
dorf. conducted.

'Tooea' Friday afternoon (9) pre-
sented Alexander Sved as Scarpia
for the first time at the Met The
baritone was unable to cover up his
violent tremolo. His big voice does
not carry well and the Ta Deum'
was smothered in a volume of or-
chestra. The low notes were not
sufficiently supported either, and the
acting, while sincere, is undistin-
fluished. Grace Moore as Tosca was
n superb voice. Her "Vissl D'Artc'
stopped the show. Her acting showed
improvement Charles Kullma?
sang creditably as Cavaradossl, with
his 'E lucevan le stelle' especially
food. (Gerhard Pechner, Alessio de
'aolis and Arthur Kent were out-

standing In minor roles, Ettore
Panizza conducted.

•Barber of Seville' was repeated
by the Met Monday (5) in a spotty
fierformanca marred by the vocal
nadequacles of two principals, Lily.
Pons, who was assuming the role of
Rosina for the first thne this year,
and John Brownlee as Figaro. Miss
Pons' TJna voce poca fa' brought
forth a squeaky high 'F at the end.
She took- many ubertles with the
score and generally was far from

her usually high standard. Brownlee
did not possess sufficient voice, to

handle Figaro.- Bruno Land!,' as

Almavlva, also a first time this sea-

son, displayed a fine mezza voce in

'Ecco ridente' and 'Se 11 mio nome.'
His handling of florid passages is

reminiscent of Bond and Constan-
tino. Both Ezio Pinza and Salvatore
Baccaloni were superb—again. Irra

Petina, as Berta, was tops, as usual,

and Frank St Leger led a virile or-

chestra.

iiDIcL JCuhn
and His Orchestra

Th« BInest Uttle Band
£> Bailo

th Year Hotel Astor

DECCA RECORD^

MUTUAL NETWORK
Dir.! H.C.A.

CANCEL THE FLOWERS
By Eddie ScUer, Sol Uorcoa ond B«nnl« Bonjemen — -Wrilm of

I DON'T WANT TO SET THE WORLD ON FIRE
' BECOBDED BT

Tommr Taokcr (OKBH) MM Tonr Martin (DBCOA) 4101
Onjr LoniI)udo (DECOA) 41W UltchrtI Ajns (DI,VEBIRD) BU30!

ChailotMra (OKEH) SOM

GHERIO MUSIC PUBUSHERS, INC.
HOLLYWOOD NEW YORK CITY CHICAGO

StU I« BOtrnda Ave. - loss Bnwdwar Wood* Thntn Bid*.
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Sneers at Sonja s Question

Detroit, Jan. IS.

Charges of bitting below the belt went around here ''following •
tory In the Detroit Times on the arrival of SonJa Henle with her Ic*

^ow. Reporter had contained In his story the paragraph:

Sonja, the business woman, asked about employment' In Detroit.

Were many out of work? This would affect the gate, hence the query.'

The argument was advanced that the reporter could not know t^hat

was in the star's mind and drew more than a nasty inference on what
was purported to be, In essence, a humane question.

Verdict Due Tomorrow (Thursday)

In AGVA s hquiry on Gerald Griffin

The special committee appointed

to gather further testimony on

charges against Gerald Grlflln, na-

tional executive seci;etary of the

American Guild of Variety Artists,

will report to that union's board to-

morrow (Thursday) in New York.

Group, consisting of Henry ' Dunn,

AGVA's treasurer; Mrs. Florence

jlarston, Screen Actors Guild's east-

em representative, and Joe Smith

(and Dale) has been active for more

than two weeks tracking down in-

formation relevant to Griffin's part

In an argument with Harry Good;

man and subsequent flstlc- brawl at

the opening early last fall by Tommy
Dorsey of new music publishing of-

flces in N. Y.

While the committee's report is

confidential, it's known they've inter-

viewed, several Xvitnesses to the Dor-

tey party fracas. Inside reports

state that 'the charges against Grif-

fin, arising from alleged political re-

marks, are not entirely substan-

tiated.

GrlSin has held office since last

pring, when Hoyt Haddock, who
came over from the CIO, wa» dis-

missed following charges, of Com-
munism. First appointed temporary
administrator, Griffin was later ap-
pointed executive secretary follow-

ing a national election by refer-

endum that placed Morton Downey
as president.

Grlflln, who resigned his nltery

columnar work for his brother Bill's

K. .Y. Inquirer after taking the
AGVA Job, has been both praised
isd censured for his AGVA work.
Host serious criticism has come from
the Los Angeles branch, which re-
cently passed a resolution withhold-
ing its per capita tax to the national
mtll there's a change in the national
administration.

Don't Crowd, Boy*

USO-Camp Shows, Inc., will

hold a mass audition today

(Wednesday) for vaude acta

anxious to show CSI bookers

their wares. Chances of msiiy

of the turns getting camp show
Jobs in the near future, however,

is remote, as all 25 imits which
CSI intends sending out between
now and mid-April have opened
or are about to open. Acts who
audition today wiU be catalogued

as replacements and for ahowa
next summer and fall.

Auditions wUl be held at the

Palm Gardens, 306 W. 62d street,

N. Y., from 2 to 6 p.m. and from

8 p.m. to unconscious. Joe Rose,

of the NVA, will be on hand to

take registrations.

PAUL SMALL ON MEND

AHER AUTO MISHAP

Paul Small, back in New York to
open his own agency offices, is re-
•uperating from injuries suffered

J^en his car turned over en route
from the Coast Accident happened
outside El Paso, Texas, with the car
completely wrecked.
Small suffered injuries to his side

and a sprained ankle, but his chauf-
feur and • another occupant of the
rar were unscathed. Incidentally,
the heavyweight talent salesman has
shaved off 50 pounds.

ft

Mistrial b PA'S 75G -

Suit Versos Stripper

Suit of Edward Jaffe, press agent,
•gainst Margie Hart, burlesque strip-
Wr, was dismissed Monday (12) by
N. Y. supreme court- Justice Denis
Pohalan as a result of a mistrial.
The- court set a new trial for the
week of Jan. 26.

Plaintiff seeks $75,000 damages,
''•unlng he was hired by Miss Hart
on a seven-year contract beginning
August, 1936, as the stripper's p. a.ma was to split everything overpo weekly with her. Ke claims sl>e
Js now making $800. He was dis-
charged after the- first year of the
contract, Jaffe claims.

Devillo Hurt in China
Toronto, Jan." 13.

Newly-announced Hong Kong
casualty list of Canada includes the
name of Paul Passmorc, who, under
Jja stage name of DeviUo, appeared
throughout the U.S. and .Canada In

,rfi
" ^'^^ acts which includes the

wuig of glass, razor-blades, phono
eraph records, etc.

Ci.n^°'i.*^°' over with the Royal
Radian Rlnes and is now listed as
evacuated but wounded.

Ice Follies' Snares

Record lOOG in Pitt;

Ice-Capades' 184G

Pittsburgh, Jan. 13.

Ice Follies' wound up an engage-

ment of 16 performances at Gardens

here last Tuesday night (6) to a

gross of more than $100,000, best

take for the rink extravaganza since

it started coming here years ago.

Bested last year's figures by more
than $15,000, but had three extra

shows this time. Tollies' is a per-

manent Xmas-New Year's attraction

at the Gardens, a gesture by Ship-
stad and Johnson, owners of show,
to John H. Harris, operator of Gar-
dens, out of consideration for fact

that Harris was the first showman
ever to give the ice show a break.
That was back in the days when
troupe had one costume for each
member of the cast and traveled by
bus.

Harris announced that his and
Arena Managers Ass'n own ice

show, 'Ice-Capades of 1942,' would
come back to Gardens Jan. 26 for
return engagement of one week.
Show previously played here in No-
vember to big biz.

loe-Capades* $184,000 in Hub
'Ice-Capades* closed an eight-day

engagement In Boston a fortnight
ago with the biggest gross of any
type of attraction ever booked into

the Boston Gardens, including the
Ringling circus.

Total receipts were $184,000 for

167,642 admissions. Opening night's

receipts $13,000, were donated to

'Bundles for Buddies' fund.

VINCENT LOPEZ
Currently featured with his Orches-
tra at the Hotel Taft, New York,
end will remain there until 1943' ,.

opening Loew's State- January
16. . .Broadcasting six times weekly
Coast to Coast—NBC-Blue Net-
work . . . Broadcasting to South
America twice weekly.

Personal Representative:
^ MANNY HEICKLEN
Exclusive Management:

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY, INC.

Mercur*s Pitt Nitery

Folds for the Winter
Pittsburgh, Jan. 13.

'Latest ca{e casualty here, but this

one only for the winter, is Al Mer-
cur's Nut House, whicli will close

down this weekend for first time
since it opened nearly five years

ago. Folding is attributed to cold

weather as much as to the war in-

asmuch as Mercur's place is about
10 miles out of town and sub-zero
wave here has just about killed

roadhouse biz,

Mercur won't be idle, however,
during shutdown. He's part owner
with his brother. Lew Mercur, of the

Nut House in Miami and will spend

the winter there co-mana.?lng the

place. Going south with him for

the show in the Miami spot are two
of his local stars, Ted Blake aind

George ('The Society Bum') Gregg.

LABOR BOARD IN

PA. STORMED

BY 82 BEEFS

Philadelphia, Jan. 13.

Eighty-two complaints against ac-

tors, agents and night-club operators

were received last week by the State

Department of Labor Industry office

here. Bulk of the squawks came

from agents and cafe nabobs alleg-

ing that actors had cancelled engage-

ments sans notice—most of them oc-

curring on New Year's Eve. The
complaints brought by the acts main-
ly alleged chiseling and poor work-
ing conditions.

The 10 percenters claim that

there's a common practice among a
group of acts these days by which
they 'shop around' for engagements.
The performers go to one booker and
sign up tor work. Then they go to

another agent, and if they get a bet-

ter offer they grab that without no-
tifying the first booker.

Dick Mayo, business agent of the

PhUly AGVA local, explains that

many cancellations by acts could be
attributed to the fact that their con-
tracts failed to measure up to union
standards and had been rejected.

There's a standing rule here that no
AGVA member can work unless the

contract gets the okay of the AGVA
office.

Among the common complaints
brought by actors was the condition

of nitery dressing rooms. One dancer
complained she was forced to dress

in an unheated storeroom of a road-

house while the temperature was
five below.

N.Y. Talent Agency Refonns Sought

h New Mutual Aid Accord Between

AGVA, License Commissioner Moss

Ban S.F. Burlesqoer

San Francisco, Jan. 13.

Burlesque is out of the Kearney
theatre here by official order. Ac-
cused of contributing to delinquency
of minors following raids Which
netted under-age "customers, opera-
tor Charles Michaels was fined

$1,000 and placed on a year's proba-
tion, terms of which prohibit him,
from presenting further - burley
shows.
House, located across the street

from police headquarters, is running
Straight films.

ni. Cafe Operator Jailed,

Fined lOG on Dry Charge

St. Louis, Jan. 13.

Gust Maggos, Alton, III., business

man, civic biggie and owner of a

nitery on the out"!kirts of Alton,

which is 14 miles up the river from

St. Louis, and four of his employees

last week were slapped into a Fed-

eral jug after being convicted in the

U. S. District Court at Muskogee,

Okla., on charges of shipping liquor,

into dry Kansas and OklaMoma.

Maggos is prez of the County Club
Distributing Co.. an Alton liquor out-

fit. He and his aides all pleaded

guilty to the specific charge of . par-

ticipating in a conspiracy to trans-

port tax-paid liquor into the two dry

states. Maggos received an 18-month

jolt in the El Reno, Okla., big house

and docked fines totaling $10^100.

The others—Sol Auslander, sales-

man; Paul Burch, secretary-treas-

urer; Patrick Cowell, shipping clerk,

and George 'Tex' Hardy, salesman-
each received a year and a day and

a fine of $2,500. The company also

was fined $10,000.

Mainstreet Theatre,

K.C., Quits Vandfibn

Policy After 9 Wks.

Kansas City, Jan. 13.

Mainstreet theatre shuttered Mon-
day, Jan. 5, after nine weeks of oper-
ation on its vaudfllm policy which
began Nov. 6. Albert Schoenberg,
owner of the theatre building, stated
that the Mainstreet Theatre, Inc., op-
erating company, ordered the closing
because of 'circumstances beyond its

control'. Corporation is mulling a
deal for new operating company.
Present closing is figured only tem-
porary. New policy of stage bands,
names and units with feature films

is expected to be put into force
within a few weeks.
Actual closing came following the

shoving of first feature film Monday
afternoon and preceded the sched-
uled stage performance of Duke El-

lington's orchestra. Ellington com-
pany left town Thursday (8) to play
one-nighters before going to a Chi
theatre date. Closing was unexpect-

ed, since it came during an appar-
ently successful week and following
the most successful week house has
had since reopeningr
WiU J. Harris, brought in to pro-

duce the stage presentations, returns
to his home In Chicago.
Previous to its November opening

the Mainstreet had been dark since

August, ' 1938, when it was operated
by RKO with a dual policy. Reopen-
ing in 1941 followed nearly a year's

work of renovating at an expendi-
ture said to have been $35,000.

MPI^. 'AQUATENNIAL'

CURTAILED BY WAR

Minneapolis, Jan. 13.

Because of the war the annual
'Aquatennial' next summer Will be
conducted only as 'a mere device of

community amusement,' Instead of

the usual big-scale celebration on the
New Orleans Mardi Gras order, it

has been announced.
'

At the same time, the 'Aquaten-
nial's board of directors offered the
organization's executive abilities and
civic experience to the mayor for
war work. It promised, too,' how-
ever, to keep the association alive

for a 'victory celebration' to get the
community back to normal civic af-

fairs when the war is over.

The St. Paul Winter Carnival will

be held next month, as usual.

Speegle Appointed

Frisco AGVA Prez
San Francisco, Jan. 13.

Paul Speegle, fllm't-eviewer on the

Chronicle here, was appointed new
pre.'sident of American Guild Variety

Artists here Friday (9). Speegle. 'is'

also a vaude monologlst.

Coast rep Vince Silk also an-

nounced appointment of Mike liaw-
ley as treasurer. Latter, an m.c, also

works in the city tax office. Speegle
and Lawley replace Lou Ashe and
Will Aubrey, who have migrated to

Hollywood.

Seek New Offices in S. F.

San Francisco, Jan. 13

The American Guild of Variety
Artists, American Federation of

Radio Artists and Equity are look-

ing for a new home here.

Four-story building housing of
flees has been taken over as a USO
club, effective Feb. 1.

The American Guild of Variety
Artists and N. Y. License Commis-
sioner Paul Moss are now working
in conjunction to effect talent agency
reforms. Basis of their drive ia

AGVA's new application form for an
agency franchise, which, incidentally,

"will not "henceforth be issued if the
agent is not licensed by the city.

Only agents exempt are those who
are members of the Artists Repre-
sentatives Assn,, which has a basic

agreement with AGVA running into

1943.

Commissioner Moss has long
striven to regulate the theatrical
a.i^encies, but on some occasions has
been - rebuffed by the courts when
attempting to force licenses on per-
sonal managers. His most notable
defeat was several years ago in a
test action against Charles H. Allen,

which was tried in Snecial Sessions.

Allen proved that selling talent was
only incidental to his other work for

performers.

In the verbal working agreement
with AGVA, effected after talks with
the union's counsel, Jonas H. Sliver-

stone, the N.Y. License Department
win notify the variety performers'

union of hearings on applications by
agents for franchises.- AGVA will

thus be given the opportunity to tes-

tify against any' agent against .whom
it has evidence of unethical and un-
scrupulous business tactics. Should an
agent first join ARA, AGVA has no
alternative but to Issue him a fran-

chise because of the basic agree-
ment.

Moss Highly Pleased

Commissioner <Moss Is said to have
been highly pleased by AGVA's new
application for franchises, which, be-

sides being a strong personal quiz of

each agent, also requires two sup-

porting affidavits of character.

Among other things, the application

form asks agents to swear that they

will cooperate with AGVA In adopt-

ing and executing ethical business

practices between agents; that the

agent will report all known abuses

of AGVA rules and regulations to

AGVA; that applicant will refrain

from raiding and poaching upon
other agents' spots or places.

This is the first Ume that a talent

union has undertaken to regulate

what are strictly Inter and Intra-

Bgency matters. Also the first time

that agents have been asked by a

franchise-giver, (excepting E. F. Al-

bee) to turn informer on fellow

agents or taTent-emplcyers.

Application also 'asks the agent to

stipulate whether he ever stranded

or assisted In stranding any act or

entertainer; whether he was sued by
any performer within the past three

years; whether he has owed money
to performers in the past three

years, and, as the topper of all, 'does

applicant handle any members ''of

AGVA commercially?' 'Sllverstone

explains the latter as precluding any
excuses by agents that they handle

performers strictly 'socially.'

DICK POWELL TO OPEN

VAUDE TOUR IN N.Y.

Dick Powell is scheduled in New
York from the Coast Friday (18) to

start a series of vaude personals.

Opens at the Broadway Loew's
State Jan. 22, with several weeks to

follow in other spots.

BALLOONS AS SALESME/l

Detroit M.C. Intr<^ Odd Gimmick t«
Sell Defense Stamps to Patron*

Detroit, Jan. 1^.

Balloons tied' Into odd animal
shapes are netting Uncle Sam up-
ward of $200 a week in one of the
ntteries here. Device is the gag of

Tom Gary, m.c. at the Palm Beach.
Gary used to amuse the patrons by

twisting and tlelng the balloons into

zoo shapes. Since the customers- al-

ways clamored for the contrivances,

Gary now has taken to auctioning

them off to the highest bidders. They
get their pet balloon and defense

stamps according to the offer. Thus
far he has been clicking off upward
of $40 a night for defense stampst
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'Salute to Negro Troops Draws $6,500

In N.Y.; Many Name Performers Attend

Near-capacity audience of about

2,500 attended a 'Salute to Negro

Troops' benefit show Sunday night

(11) at Cosmopolitan Opera House.

N. Y. Gross for the affair is $6,500

($11 top), $5,000 from sale of tickeLs

and $l,SOb from p.'Ogiams. Stage,

Screen, Radio and Arts Division of

Fight for Freedom, Inc., presented

the show.

Standouts at the affair were the

appearances of Mrs. Roosevelt,

Marian Anderson, Herbert Agar and
Paul Robeson, and the presentation

of a pageant, 'Salute to Negro
Troops,' with a large mixed cast and
the 372d Regiment band. There
were also numerous name acts from
legit, radio, pictures, nitcries and
concert. Show ended with a jam
session by va. ious name bands. Ba.";-

Ing gloves worn by Joe Louis in his

recent bout with Buddy Baer were
to be auctioned off, but that was
cancelled.

Mixed audience, including many
service men, received a thrill with
the unannounced appearance of Miss
Anderson, who planed in from To-
ronto especially to be present Negro
contralto sang three songs, "Let Us
Break Bread Together.' 'Coming
Through the Rye' and There's No
Hiding Place Down There,' getting

an enthusiastic, emotional ovation.

Mrs. Roosevelt, concluding her talk

PHIL
REGAN

Personal

Appearance

Tour

Parsonal" Representative:

FRANK VINCENT
Beverly Hills, Calif,

with an introduction of Robeson, re-

vealed that she first became Inter-

ested in work among the colored

race after hearing the Negro bari-

tone sing 'Water Boy." Robeson, vis-

ibly moved by the unexpected tri-

bute, then sang the spiritual men-
tioned and followed It with 'Till We
Have Built Jerusalem.'

Agar, editor of the Louisville Cou-
rier-Journal and a leader In Fight

for Freedom, Helen Hayes and Rev.

A. Clayton Powell, Jr., New York's

only Negro city councilman, were
the other principal speakers. They
were introduced by Burgess Mere-
dith, who presided at that portion of

the show. Mrs. Roosevelt's and
Agar's talks were broadcast by CBS
and WMCA, New York.

Frank Treatment

'Salute to Negro Troops' pageant
was much more effective than

most such presentations. It was out-
spoken in its treatment of the sub-

ject of the Negro's stake in the fight

of democracy against totalitarianism,

was written with moments of elo-

quence and it had obviously been
prepared and rehearsed with great

care and skill. Scripted by Carlton
Moss and David Wolff, it was staged
by Brett Warren, produced by John
Velasco, designed by S. Syrjala,

with a musical score by Leonard de
Paur, dances by Asadata Horton,
costumes by Anne de Paur. Powell
Lindsay and Lou Vittes were stage
managers and Clay Yurdin tech-
nical assistant

Among the Individual acts who
appeared were Eddie Matthews,
Sophie Tucker, Eddie South, Mischa
Auer, Juanlta Hall Choir, Sister
Tharpe, Oscar Levant (carried on-
stage comically by Danny Kaye),
Maty Parker and Billy Daniels, Fafs
Waller, Paul Draper, W. C. Handy
and Ella Logan. (George Jessel and
Willie Bryant sliared the m.c. as-
signment. Only really regretable
Incident of the evening was Miss
Tucker's singing of The Bigger the
Army and Navy, 'the Better the
Lovin' Will Be," which was even
more viilgar than the title Indicates.
One ol the most Impressive as-

pects of the program was the fact

that the pageant, tha speakers and

the entertainment all refused to

sidestep the vital issua which the

show's presentation was intended to

highlight. That is, the stubborn

prejudice, discrimination and big-

otry in the treatment of Negroes.

Fact that the various existing abuses

and injustices were brought out into

the open seemed to Indicate a genu-

ine desire, by at least a promising

(if small) minority, ultimately to

correct conditions. . Hobe.

Eqailibrist: [e-faciT-t-brisI] (noun). One wha practUes-
balancing in utinatural or hazardous poaitiont.—-Webster

Remarkably Demonstrated By

MARTEZ aitd DE LITA
in "RUMBA TEMPO"

LOEW'S STATE. NEW YORK. NOW
Thanks to Sidney Piei^rnnont

Direction: ROGER E. MURREL

COAST NITERIES

ON THE ROPES

Los Angeles, Jan, 13.

Nitery biz Is passing through its

most critical period in a quarter, of a

century. A score have already folded

and many more will give up the

ghost within another 30 days. Heavi-

est blow fell last week when Am-
bassador hotel's Cocoanut Grove, the

town's class spot, took large ads to

announce that 'during the period of

readjustment and until the habits of

the socially inclined have returned

to normal' the Grove will be open

only on Friday and Saturday nights.

That threw a damper on the town
and showed which way the wind is

blowing. Many of the better grottoes

criticized the Grove's announcement
claiming thit such uncalled-for alarm
puts ideas Into the minds of the

spenders. It marks the first time in

its 21 years that the Grove has had
to observe a curtailed schedule.

All over town Its either another

one folded or planning to call it

quits. Creditors were called in last

Friday (9) to decide the fate of

Ciro's and a shutdown Is said to be
a matter of weeks or days. Other
class spots ara plugging along in the

hope that a change in war tidings

will bolster morale and bring out the
spending mob. Those already forced

to pull the shutters are TrouvIUe,
Ithumboogie, Cafe Society, Tin Pan
Alley, Wilshire Bowl and Copacabana.
Ready to call it quits is Pirates Den.
Dally huddles have been held at Earl
CarroU's and Florentine Gardens, al-

though the latter has been doing
astonishing business in view ot the
general depression.

Intimate cocktail rooms and . the

smaller niteries will reap the benefit

from the gloom that has settled over
the cover and minimum sites. Those
with the lighter operating expense
have the best chance of surviving the
dark days that lie immediately ahead.
Talent and bands are finding the go-
ing hard, with operators pleading for

reduced minimiuns from ASCAP, the

Musicians Unions and American
Guild of Variety Artists to keep go
ing. So far there has b6en no tamp
ering with scales, but the view is

taken that some adjustments will

have to be made If their members
are to be kept employed.

AMERICA'S mWEST SENSATION

Willie Shore
AGAIN

Scores a Hit!

Exclusive Management

AL BORDE
203 N. Wabash Avenue

CHICAGO

I am proud to be a Member of the Amaeement and Recreation
Division of the Chicago Commission on National Defense

—WiUie Shore

The Good Old Days
Herewith appeart a 'Variety' revtew of a N. Y. Palace bill of 20 yean

ago. The Intention i» to reprint these weekly laing the relative toeek of 1921

with the current date of issue. No special reason in retiit^ine these retAewt
other than the interest they ntov have In reealHnir the acts which toert
playing "at that time, the manner of putting together a big time show (book,

infl), which radio stations may find pertinent, and as a resume of the at^
of vaudeville reviewing of that day.

(.Reprinted from "Variety' of Jan. 13, 1922)

PALACE, N. Y.

Irene Castle returned to Broadway and vaudeville at the Palace this

week. It was an event. That at least would be the conclusion watching
the line at the Palace all day Monday and the audience that jammed the
house that night. It looked like the old days with a triple line of standees
across the back of the theatre. Miss Castle is said to be getting $2,500

for the week at the Palace and the indications are that she is earning it
-

at the boxoffice.

The entire bill, however. Is proving to be great vaudeville entertain-

ment It Is a show that has everything. Lots of comedy, a flock ot girls,

any amount of dancing, and a couple ot novelties at either end of the
program. What more could any audience ask for?

In comedy the strength of the show stands up wonderfully. Next to

closing Williams and WoUus with their 'From Soup to Nuts' offering were
a veritable Johnstown flood of laughs. It has all the old hokun;, the

smashing over the head with a baseball bat and all the others. That that -

is what vaudeville audiences want seemed proven by the manner in which

'

the Palace ate up the offering.

The first part likewise had a laugh wellgp In Tlie Family Ford,' for-

mcrly known as "The Flivertons.' On fourth, following a cleanup by the

Harry Carroll act, it had the audience trolling with laughter, The Car-
roll revue is held over, and. though on third pulled down as big a hit at

anything else. The result was that the turn after 43 minutes had the

audience asking for more.
That two fast-moving acts held the opening and second spots ot the

program helped a lot- Daley, Mac Sc Daley (New Acts), a roller-skating

trio, opened and got laughs and applause with seven minutes of fast work
and some comedy. Lew and Paul Murdock, second, with eight minutes ot

neat stepping delivered with a sense of comedy values, hit those in front

hard.

Closing the first part, Irene Castle appeared after about six minutes ot

film showing her at home, etc. She made a speech and Informed the au-

dience that she was. going to sing. 'Some people corns out and cough a
couple ot times and apologize for a cold; with my voice it makes no dif-

ference whether I have a cold or not^ it's just as bad either way.' With
that bit of kidding directed at herself she made the grade with the audi-

ence, tor she put tha number over rather nicely in a .
quiet way. But it

was when the act got to full stage and aha started dancing with .Wm.
Reardon that she shone. The first two dances were received nicely with

appreciative applause, but with the 'Castl* Walk' for the encore dance
there was nothing to It, the house went wild. A solid minute ot applause

followed the conclusion of the dancer's efforts.

Bert Errol had the task of pleasing 'em immediately after intermission.

He did it was ease. He had the women sitting down as close as the stage

box guessing in the bridal costume, one going so far as to aslc whether or

not he was Leon Eriel's sister, but the 'wig off* at the finish was tha tip off.

Paul Morton, Flo Lewis & Co. (the Co. being tha same colored girl .

that the comedienne used in her single) were another comedy howl with
'Broadway Butterfly.' Morton does a corking souse at the opening and
Miss Lewis made the second score of the show for the 'reds.' Miss Castle

is also red as well as bobbed, a reminder it was Irene Castle who started

that fad some years ago.

Then came Williams and WoUus and with 'em came shouts, screams
and shrieks ot laughter.

Closing ,the.Six Hassens, a fast Arab troupe, ran through a series ot

pyramid formations and then the wheels, doing four minutes that held

the audience. Fred.

Enfistment Parts Team

Pittsburgh, Jan. 13.

War has broken up dance team of

Jan and Janis tor tha duration. Male
half of turn enlisted in air corps

following act's most recent engage-

ment, at Villa Madrid here. Gal,

his sister, will retire to her home
in Uniontown,.Pa., until her brother

gets back.

lOG Fire Levels Cafe

In Bradford, Pa.

Bradford, Pa., Jan. 13.

Firemen hampered by frozen

water lines . watched helplessly

Thursday night (8) as flames burned
to the ground Bradford's swankiest

nitery, Lafayette Inn. Damage was
set at $10,600. Spot had just been
remodeled.
Hoyi Meredith, manager, who was

asleep in the building, escaped by

crawling over the nitery's roof.— ——

^
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14 New Shows Swing Into Action

On tlie USO Army Camp Circuit

fourteen new shows are swinging

jnto action this week on the secon-

dary ('Stars and Stripes') circuit of

USO-Camp Shows, Inc. They in-

clude one legltcr, one all-Negro unit,

one concert unit and 11 vaude- re-

Vues. First two opened last Friday

(9) at Fort Wadsworth, Staten Is-

.land, N. Y., and at the air base in

Charlotte, N. C, with the. rest of the

"premieres staggered between then

end Friday (16).

These shows are playing a cir-

cuit of 141 small theatres with very

limited stage facilities. Average

salary nut is $1,000 per week for

the shows. They supplement 11 other

more extravagant layouts which

have been out on the 'Bed, White

and Blue' circuit of 65 bigger and

better equipped houses since early

December. Latter shows get 20c ad-

nlsh and the former 15c.

Concert unit of instrumentalists

and vocalists, all singing in English

and presenting the lighter classics,

is strictly an experiment. It opened
•last night (Tuesday) at Fort Mon-
toe, Va., and CSI officials are anxi-

ously awaiting reactions. —
Virtually every name in,the con-

cert field is being made available

for gratis' performances through the

concert talent pool set up by CSI.

These names will work singly or to

supplement other shows and have

no connection with the concert unit.

From the pool, Jascha Heifetz will

make two appearances at Coast

camps during January and others

later; Albert Spalding will give two
performances during February, and
James Melton has offered to do 15

dates during January, February and
March. Many more engagements are

'expected to be set when the regular

lODcert season ends.
' In addition to the touring revues,

CSI is being called upon to present

t flock of special shows for service-

men confined to barracks in and
around New York. Performing at

the Brooklyn Navy Yard last week
were Kitty Carlisle, Cewis and
Ames, Bobby Joyce and Ginger,

3aniit)y Walsh, TKr^ Reed Sisters,

/and Irving Sacher. Flayers work
[lor free on all these shows.
Complete casts and starting dates

;«t the shows on the 'lOS Circuit' fol-

lows:

DNIT NO. 12—'JUNIOE MISS'
(Legit)

(Opened Monday (12) at Fori
Storey, Vs.)

Barl>ara Bel Geddes, Melba Rae,
Frank Rowan, Kaitherine' Warren,
Elena Ryerson, Warren Mills, Judith
CarglU, Carl Judd, Fraye Gilbert,

Clark Chesney, Peter Lawrence,
(Jeorge Wallach, Blaine Jlllmore,
Frank Amy, Sam Main, Paul Nevens.
VMT NO. 15—'SWINGING ALONG'
.«^ned last night (Tuesday) at
Bangor Air Base, Bangor, Me.)
Dixie Roberts, Three Sailors,

Adele Girard, Joe Marsala Band.
UNIT NO. 16—'KHYTBM REVELS'
(Opened last night (Tnesday) at

Fort Harrison, Indianapolis.)
Three Reed Sisters, Barbara Blane,

Don Rice, Bob White Band.
UNIT NO. 17—<KEEP SMILING'

(Opened Monday (12), Fort Dawes,
Boston.)

Jane Fraser, Harriet Hutchins,
Cookie Bowers, Gaudsmlth Bros.
(2), Andy Delmar and Three Jacks.
VNIT NO. 18 — ItlAJOll BOWES

ALL-STASS'
(Opened Satnrday (10) at Fort

aiaonm, New BooheUe, N. T.)
Stan Early, Three Yeoman Bros.,

Jerl Donahue, Marshall Rogers &
Co, Joan and Gene, Paul Jones,
Irene CarroU.
tNIT NO. 19—'LATIN-AMERICAN

BEWE'
(Opened Friday (9) at Fort Wads-

worth, Staten Island. N. T.)
Rlmacs Orch (17).

WNIT NO. 20—•MUSIC IN THE AIB'
(Concert)

(Opened last night (Tuesday) at
Fort Monroe, Vo.)

Helen Henry, Alice Howland, RoU
Oerard, Stephen Kennedy, Ruth
grfton, Sidney Edwards, Edward
Barrls.

pNIT NO. 21—'HAJOB BOWES
ALL-GIBL BEVUE'

(Opened Friday (9) at Charlotte Air
_ Base, Charlotte, N. 0.)
Cyril Smith, MUdred Maye, Jean

Clark, Sheila Rogers, Patricia Holten
* Co. (3), Pearl Cassen,' Dorothy
^e, Marie Smith & Co. (2), Wanda
Gibson.

ONIT NO. 22—'BROADWAY
BREVITIES'

(Opened last night (Tuesday) at
CooKrane Field, Maoon, Ga.)

Dave Barry, Cordan & Sawyer,

Gregory, Raymond tt Cheri, Four
ArQlocrats, Honey Familr (6).

UNIT NO. 24—'HAPPY DAZE'
(Opens tomorrow (Thnrsday) at
Goodfellow Field, Son Angelo, Tex.)

A. Duval, Three Rays, Arthur and
Morton Havel, Morrey Brennan &
Band (8).

UNIT NO. 2S—SDNSET OBCH.
(All-Negro)

(Opened Monday (12) at Fort Clark,
Tex.)

. Doc Wheeler and Sunset Orch
(15), Pearl Bailey, Evelyn Keyes.

VNIT NO. 27—'SUNKIST BEVCE'
(Opened Monday (12) at Gardner

Field, Tatt, Cal.)

Madie and Ray, Stanton and
Curtis, Dom Bros, and Mary (3),

Will Aubrey, Johnson and Blackwell.
(Booked out of Hollywood.)

VNIT NO. 28—'FLYING HIGH'
(Opened Monday (12) at Fort

Stevens, Astoria, Ore.)

Claude Stroud, Olive White, Dick
Lane, Allen and Kent (4), Four
Whitson Bros.

VNIT NO. 29—'YANKEE DOODLE
BEWE'

(Opens Friday (16) at Fort Bobln-
on, Crawford, Neb.)

.

' Eleanor Sherry', Robblns Bros, and
Margie (3), Lowe, Hite and Stanley,
Eddie Farley & Band (6).

(There are no units 13; 14, 23 and
26.)

My Favorite Story
George M. Cohan

I asked the late Wilton Lackaye one day to tell me
what he considered the biggest laugh he ever had
handed to him in the theatre. He replied as follojys: 'I

attended a matinee performance at the old Hippodrome
and during one of the scenes an elephant fell into the
orchestra pit and killed a trombone player, and believe
it or not, that is the biggest laugh I ever had in the
theatre.'

I don't know why, but that is to my, mind the fun-
niest story I ever heard.

Joe E. Lewis
At Hialeath (race track in Florida) 1 was with Maxle

Rosenbloom. He bet on a horse that really didn't
have a chance, so I said to Max: 'You're just throwing
your money away. Boy, you're dumb.'
And Maarie said: 'Yes, I guess I am.'

,

And then I said; 'Ifs all riflht to be dumb, but vov^re
malcinfl o career out of it.'

J. C. Nugent
George Fuller Golden, founder of the White Bats,

from which sprang Indirectly Equity, Screen Actors
Guild, AFBA, etc., was at heart a poet. On his first

arrival he was delighted with the beauty of California,

as Is everyone except failures in pictures and the
natives.

A native was driving George around through the
orange groVe's, the artichoke farms, the seasliore, Pasa-
dena and Its loveliness. The native was chewing a
stogie, his face stolid and expressionless. George broke
out Impulsively, H's all poetry—everything begins with
P—Pacific, Palmetto, Palms, Pasadena, Preoipioe'—lie
paused for breath.

'Yes,' said Uie native driver without enthnalasm, ted
'Post Office."

Sophie Tucker
In KnoxvUle, Tenn., 1920, Gus Edwards' act with

Eddie Cantor, George Jessel, George Price, Lila (Cud-
dles) Lee and Walter Winchell followed me in. I had a
bad throat and some local doctor was treating me.
Edwards' act came in a few days ahead of time.

Cantor had to have his throat looked after and the
theatre manager took him over to the same local doctor
who was treating me. The medico said to Cantor:

"There's a coon shouter, Sophie Tucker, I'm treating,
who is in very bad shape. If she doesn't watch out this
will be her last week of singing.' The doctor has been
dead the past 20 years and I'm stUl going.

Pat C. Flick
IViere is always the one about the actor who'd do

anything to get on the radio. Went to a sponsor and
offered th« most sensational act of all times. He was
uilling fo stand be/ore th« milce and' actually commit
suicide by shooting himself in the head toith a re-
volver. But he didn't get the job.

The sponsor insisted on an audition.

Joe Laurie, Jr.

When i was playing In Dniuth, Minn, years ago It

was about 20 below, I was sitting around the pot-

bellied stove In the lobby of the hotel when one of the

natives came in. I said to him, 'How can yon people

stand this terrible cold? Don't yon get frozen?'

He said. This ain't oold; my hands aren't frostbitten]

my ears are all right; my feet Is O.K^ Just let me sit

down a minute.' I said, Tou ABE sitting down.'
'Gee, It's colder than I thought It wast' said the

native.

THE post of greatest risk and honor goes to

America's forces on land, sea and air. Our pro-

fession is well represented in these posts. Those

of us behind the lines will play our part as we

always have.

As president of the American Guild of Variety

Artists. I pledge our guild and the talents of

member-artists will be "on call" to help sustain

the morale of the men in service and the folks at

home, and aid in gaining ultimate victory.

To all AGVA members ^^'Thanks for your co-

operation and loyalty."

Member, Executive Advisory Board

Amusement and Recreation Division,

Chicago Commission on National Defense

Morton Downey
Currently

Chez Paree, Chlcaao
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STATE, N. Y.

Romo Vincent, Joan Merrill, The
Barrus, Estelita, 4 Afnclcs. Hugh
Forgie ti Ken Davidson, Tip, Tap and
Toe. Rutty Zioerlin^'s House Orch;

'H. M. PuUiam, Esq.' (M-G).

Goini; to seven acts this week in-

stead ot the customory five or six,

and keeping the running time down
to 68 minutes, the State has a very
compact show. Varied in entertain-

ment and with Romo Vincent
doubling as m.c, It is pleasing sup-
port for 'H. M. Pulham, Esq.' on
which the house mainly depends for

draught.
Two acts from night clubs, making

their first appearance on any stage
and reviewed more extensively un-
der New Acts, are on the bill. They
are Estelita, a singer from Cuba who
has been working at the Copacabana,
local nitery, and The Barrys, society

ballroom team which has been
working various niteries in New
York.
Appearing between acts and intro-

ducing them. Vincent offers a lew
gags here and there before getting to

his regular spot, but they are on the
weak side, especially that one about
the sparrow. It fell completely flat.

Doine eight minutes in closing the
show, Vincent comes into his own
with his gags and comedy character
songs. He injects a lot of hoke into

his routine, but on the whole the
material and Vincent's selling are
very entertaining. He is slated to go
to a night club from here. He has
played the State before.
Joan Merrill, who has been in pic-

tures on the Coast and ^oes back
there immediately after this engage-
ment, has also been here before. A
blues singer with a compelling style,

backed by personality c^d looks,
Miss Merrill Is doing four numbers
ranging from a novelty number with
rhumba touches to a seriously
patriotic ode to tiie Red Cross nurse,
'Aneels of Mercy.' Last-mentioned
sends her across very strongly.

Tip. Tap and Toe, on third, score
soundly with their tap dancing. The
buck work is extremely good.
Four Macks, fast roller-skating

turn of two men and two women, in

which excellent carrying and twirl-

ing flgures, open while midway in

the show are the two badminton ex-
perts, Hugh Forgie and Ken David-
son, in a standard exhibition. They
are on 10 minutes, with Jerry Bram
mon acting as referee.

Business at the Friday show
eaught was very good. Char.

CHICAGO, CHI

Chicago, Jan. 10.

Griff WilHoTns Orch (17) toith Vfal
ter King, Bob Kirk, DeVal, Merle &
Lee, Juvellys (2), Carroll & Howe;
•Thev-JJied With Their Boots On'
(WB).

Having scored in the Empire Room
of the local Palmer House the Grifl
Williams orchestra finds a ready au-
dience .at the Chicago theatre. The
Williams band has always been dis-

tinguished for decorum and class and
presence here augurs well for the
theatre.
Williams has developed a running

theme to introduce all numbers so
that the band' is immediately recog-
nizable without announcements. It's

a sweet and swingy band and main-
tains excellent pace.
Leader does a bang-up job in front

of the orchestra and also clicks solo
at the piano. Vocalists are Walter
King and Bob Kirk, both fitting in

nicely with the style and structure

5? Sie band.
Three standard acts make up bal-

ance of the show. All three were
distinct clicks with this audience,
DeVal, Merle & Lee being standout
with burlesque and knockabout ball-
room and adagio stuff. Juvellys are
a topnotch acrobatic balancing team,
with the girl doing some unusual
head-stands, and the man turning in
great balancing on a board set on a
rubber ball. Carroll and Howe drew
laughs with chatter and finished well
with comedy and hoofing.
Biz big last show Friday (0^.

Gold.

pretentious skilL
.
gets the lyrics

across clearly and Is almost the only
one in the show who doesn't blast

the house mike. Kenny Sargent,
saxophonist, does . 'romantic' vocals
and virtually cracks a customer's
eardrums. Gray is an Informal,
straightaway m.c.
Morgan Sisters (New Acts) are a

•assable tap-dance filler. Barry
Jislcrs (New Acts) are a trifle more
impressive rhythm harmony singers
and Jack Carter (New Acts)
hammers away without letup with a

comedy monolog. Cass, Owen and
Topsy, comedy acrobeiuc turn, get
the best response. Some of the
balances and knockabout stuff is

quite tough and other bits are funny.
It's a bit too strenuously screwball
at times and therefore somewhat
exhausting.
About a two-thirds house when

caught. As usual with Flatbush
audiences, everything was si scream.

Kobe.

TOWER, K. C.

Kansas City, Jan. 10.

Russ Morgan Orch liiith Clarence
Melter, Jana, Bettv Barrett, Morga-
naires Trio, Marie Carroll, Reynolds
Houjord; 'Cadet Girl' (20th).

Russ Morgan Is best name, the
Tower marquee has carried in sev-
eral weeks. Added to the screen at-

traction it looks like a good week
despite continuous cold weather.
The' 55-mlnut* itaga lineup in-

cludes good music, is bolstered with
various entertainers -and aided by
Morgan's intonnel but atfecUve em-
ceeing. Laryngitis took its toll, with
Morgan working against a sudden
cold, and Phyllis I^^in*, regular vo-
calist, remained In Chicago because
of throat trouble whll* Betty Bar-
rett came on from 9t. Louis to han-
dle the singing chores.
Morgan plays only two of his own

composition;, 'Does Your Heart Beat
for Me,' witii the Morganaires trio

singing, and 'So Long,' featuring
leader on trombone and verse. Near
finale he brings In his recorded ver-
sion of 'Small Fry.' Clarence Melter
takes in the spot as featured singer,
with 'Concerto for Two' q)otted near
opening and 'Yours' later on. Miss
Barrett, with 'Jim' and 'Do You Care,'

shines on both appearance and de-
livery.

Jana, charcoal sketcl) artist, dis-

plays remarkable gift for instantane-
ous caricatures ana profile drawings
'of patrons picked at random. He's
a regidar member ot t)ie Morgan
crew, while Marie Carroll and Rey-
nolds Howard are added standard
acts. Miss Carroll appears in a stand-
ard acrobatic turn while Howard
does a snappy modern taps and
clinches with an imitation of Bill
Robinson. Morgan reaches back in
the portfolio for 'Linger Awhile' and
'Stumbling' as band specialties be-
fore' closing with original lyrics to
'G'By Now . Quin.

FLATBUSH, B'KLYN

Glen Gray Orch u>ifh Pee Wee
Hunt, Kenny Sargent, Morgan Sis-
ters (2), Barry Sisters (2), Barry
Sisters (2), Jack Carter, Cass, Owen
and Topsy; Shorts and Newsreesl.

Moderately entertaining show for
this Brooklyn neighborhood house,
with Glen Gray the principal b.a
draw. Despite the absence oi strong
acts or sock moments, though, the
show runs too long— about 80
minutes, There are only isolated
bright spots, with extended let-
downs.
Gray band, with an orthodox setup

of six evenly-split brasses, five reeds
and four rhythms, tends toward hot
style, occasionally becoming ob-
iectlonably blaring. In spite of that,
the outfit seems to lack fire or zest.
There are frequent solo breaks and
the arrangements are reasonably
distinctive, but the numbers are in-
variably overlong. That drags out
the already attenuated show.
Pee Wee Hunt, trombonist gets by

rather well with vocals. Has un-

COLONIAL, DAYTON-

Dayton, O., Jan. 10.

•The Time of Your Life,' with Mar-
velo It Co., Peck tc Peck, Betty AC-
kinson, Carl Freed Orch, Phylis Cott,
WJiitcy Roberts; 'Glamour Boy'
(Par).

Personalities put over the 'Time of
Your Life' unit and, with each act
on its own merits, it's a pleasing
presentation. Una of 10 girls, ap-
pearing In three routines, confined
largely to tpps, gives the show a

Carl Freed teeing off as a single
in front of the stage band, with
house orch augmented to 19 by ad
dition of troupe muslolans, gets mild
returns on olarlnet solo. But when
he brings on a harmonica trio in
next to closing he cleans up. Boys
come through with 'Green Eyes,'
'Beer Barrel Polka' end 'Poet and
Peasant' for excellent results ' v7hile
Carl does some neat work wi,th' the
jews harp. '

'

Winners In their respeoUve fields,

are Betty Atkinson, dancer,- and
Phylis Colt, singer. MIsS Atkinson
uncorks the smoothest triple taps
seen here this season, while Miss
Colt could not give the audience
enough vocals. Latter, a vivacious
personality, opens with 'Goodbye
Dear,' follows with 'Tonight's My
Night' and closes with a 'I Want to'

Be a Hill-Billy Bride.'
Marvelo, with spirit flgures flying

about the stage In a spooky black-
out following the opening chorus,
miss^ Are. Peck and Peck, a colored
team, following with slow motion
comedy pantomime, registered.
Whitey Roberts doesn't Impress on

flrst appearance, but once he gets
started with fancy tapping In con-
junction with rope jumping he
makes the grade easily, Roberts
juggles plates and closes with jitter-

bug Imitations. - Kany.

Ohio Nitery Fire
Yellow Springs, O., Jan. 13.

The Savoy night club and two ad-
joining buildings were damaged last

week by a $10,000 fire which
threatened an entire business block.
Blaze started In the night club

-from a gas heater, firemen said.

STANLEY, PITT

Pittsburgh, Jan. S.

Clyde McCoy Orch (12), Lucille
Ball & Desi Amaz, Hal LeRoy, Wally
Broum & ilnnette Ames, 4 Bennett
Sisters, Freddy Stewart; 'Look Who's
Lattghing' (RKO).

For a bill that's been kicked
around plenty, WB deluxer has come
up with a neat package of entertain-
ment this week. Originally, only
Clyde McCoy's band was set, that
and a picture, 'All Through the
Night' CwB). 'Then Ray Bolger was'
booked, was taken out, pencilled
back In again and finally eliminated
altogether due to a previous one-day
booking he couldn't get out of. So
Hal LeRoy was grabbed. Couple of
standard vaude turns were then
dropped when Lucille Ball-Desl
Arnaz act became available, and in
this move, film was changed from
'Night' to 'Look Who's Laughing'
(RKO) so that ads could feature
Miss Ball 'on stage and screen.' Al-
together a happy set ot circum-
stances-tor the Stanley.
Ball-Arnaz duo is the mainspring

and they pack a wallop unu'sual for
a Hollywood couple invading the
personal appearance precincts. Open-
ing chatter of how tnev met, wooed
and married is a little corny but
okay tor hinterland audiences, but
after that they're in the groove.
Miss Ball packs plenty of s.a., comes
through with a hot dance—and
could even do more ot It—while
Arnaz, with a lot ot charm and an
engagmg personality, vocals a couple
of numbers and for a finish goes in
for a hot session ot bonga-slapping,
which he does with the expertness ot
one who made his living at it before
a screen contract came along. Both
over big here and with reason, too.
Clyde McCoy orch remains sugar

blues-stylized, one of the tew name
outfits to stick to their original pay-
dirt Setup has tour saxes, one trom-
bone, three trumpets, bass, guitar,
piano and drums and, ot course, Mc-
Coy with his horn, and he gives out
in couple ot numbers with those
sweet licks which are about as
widely-imitated as anyUilng In the
music field. Band still carries the
four Bennett Sisters, who haye im-
proved considerably since last time
around, and their 'Boogly Woogly
Piggie' and 'He's 1-A in the Army
and A-1 in My Heart' are dished out
in socko fashion. Freddy Stewart,
another singer. Is in the Carmen
Lombardo vein without so much of
the tremolo and McCoy also has a
trio step down from the stand tor
some okay novelty stuff.

On early, Hal LeRoy's a mop-up
with his eccentric legmania. Rou-
tines haven't changed much since his
days as a youngster with Ziegfeld,
but judging from way the customers
went for him this afternoon, he
needn't worry. Rubber-limbed kid
has a style that's distinctly his own
and those pretzel-like taps are still

sufficient to tie up any kind of a
show Into -a knot. Standard vaude
team of Wally Brown and little

Annette Ames got a tough break at
opening' show but that s probably
been corrected by now.- They were
saved tor the last, following band
specialty and McCoy's torrid trum-
peting, and mob had begun to walk
at end of the horn-tootmg, figuring
that was the exit cue. 'Team, how-
ever, kept those who stayed, kept
them in their seats and entertained
as well.
Biz not bad, considering the below-

zero weather outside. Cohen.

EMBASSY, N. Y.
(NEWSREELS)

This week's accumulation contains
one item that is certain to be of his-
torical significance. It's the news-
reel report of President Roosevelt's
state-of-the-nation message to Con-
gress (Jan. 6), In which he outlined
Qiis country's $59,000^0,000 war
production program. 'The excerpts
which the Embassy uses are credited
solely to Fox. The summary on the
topic runs six minutes and the edit-
ing succeeds in furnishing- a sharply
defined grouping of the dramatic
highlights ot the address.
Of the remaining mass ot war

reelage the clip that perhaps incurs
the deepest reaction is Universal's
pictures of the landing in Honolulu
of the flrst American Expeditionary
Force ot World War II. There are
also a tew glimpses ot the transport
in transit with the sailor and soldier
pa.ssengers all wearing lifebelts, and
of the convoying warships. . Univer-
sal also contributes a review of ac-
tivity ' in airplane, tank and mu-
nitions plants, a bit about Jack
Dempsey offering his services to the
Army and some frames showing the
Normandie in process of being fitted
out as a naval auxiliary.
Paramount's exhibits range over a

world-wide front They show ships
in San Francisco disembarking the
wounded from Pearl Harbor and the
families ot servicemen In the Ha-
waiian forces, the signatures ot the
26 nations on the document which
binds the Allies against making a
separate peace with any ot the Axis
members and the arrival of Canadian
expedltlonarles at Hongkong and
Singapore shortly before the out-
break ot the' Jap war. Also a few
snapshots of Winston Churchill as he
poses oh the White House grounds
in his zipper 'siren' suit and on his
visit with President Roosevelt to Mt.
Vernon. Paramount does itself added

credit with • tricky plM« ot ]

rMcB It pok«raphy through whlcK It pok«i mud
tun at Hitler and hli laglonf,' It's

at introduction of taa whoM-
rald-of-the-blg4iad-wolf psyohol-

op to tha icraan, and tha initial

effort has bean davarly daployed.
This bit 'HtUar*! Amy does tha
Lambeth Walk,' was created by
Charles Ridley of British Movietone-
news.
From Pajhe comas a coupla ot sa-

?iuels to tna Pearl Harbor trafbdy.
n one there Is Admiral Nlmitz pin-
ning medals on navaUst* who dis-
tinguished themselves during the
attack, while the other bit pictures
the -graves of tha men killed In the
same encounter. Odec.

STRAND, BROOKLYN

Harry James Orch (19) tvith Helen
Forrest, Jlnimy Saunders, Ctirfcy

Corcoran; 4 Samuels, Billy Rayes;
'£IIery Queen Murder Ring' (Col).

Slick and showmanly Harry James
band highlighted by the leader's hot
deftly modulated trumpet plus two
topnotch vocalists in Jimmy Saun-
ders and Helen Forrest, spell gooU
medicine tor this tour-day stand.
Brooklynltes greeted the James ag-
gregation with cheers, whistles and
applause In approved jitterbug style.

Corky Corcoran, featured iT-year-
old sax, got his share ot the welcome
too.

Saunders led oft early In the pro-
ceedings with such pops as 'Mlnka,'
'Everything' and 'Sinner,' while Miss
Forrest cleaned up with '1-A in

Army' and 'I Said No.' She also did
a tune called 'I Don't Wanna Walk
Without You,' which got by largely
on girl's nifty handling backed- by
excellent James band.
James aggregation delivered its

usual jam session, and It was plenty
strong. Maestro, as usiial, set the
pace and rhythm with his horn, and
shrewdly blended the strings for
maximum results.

Billy Rayes, comedy juggler, un-
corks his standard but stlU effective

.line ot patter while manipulating golf
balls. His patter brings In naines ot
notables, with mimicry on how Gar-
bo, KarlofT and Sally Rand would
juggle registering. Takeoff on Miss
Rand went particularly big.

Four Samuels, two boys and two
femmes, combine taps, aero hoofing
and mild comedy for okay returns.

The homo-erotica Is not so forte but
military precision stepping is sure-
fire. One of the girls, acrobatic
dancer, sells best with novelty splits

and cartwheels.
Biz good. Mori.

ORPHEUM, MPLS.

Minneapolis, Jan. 10.

Ersfcinc Hauifcins Orch (15) with
Ida James, Red & Curley, Moke &
Poke, 'Ink Spots' (4); 'Belle Starr'
(20fh).

Main cogs in an all-colored show
that dishes out torrid rhythm, the
Hawkins orchestra and Four Ink
Spots stage a b.o.\putsch here. Cur-
rent headllners, in consequence of
platter and juke-box fame, have a
large following among Ideal jive dev-
otees who are putting It on the line
to greet their idols in person. It's

the first Minneapolis appearance - of
the Hawkins aggregation, but Tux-
edo Junction' fame has preceded it
The Ink Spots, who played this house
a year ago, solidified their standing
here.
Comedy Is Incidental in show this

week except for some exuberant
leSPiQanlB and hom tOOUng. Hawk-
ins' hot swing of a type which evokes
enthusiasm among jivers. Is temp-
ered with liberal doses ot sweet
vocalizing. Aside from the Ink
Spots, there are two hoofing acts of
almost Identical pattern.
Hawkins band burn up their num-

bers with original, scorching ar-
rangements amounting to Individual
jam sessions.

Personable Jimmy Mitchell steps
out from the band to vocalize. IQs
'Somebody's Rocking My Dream
Boat,' with bOys in the band provid-
ing come'dy effects, touches off heavy
applause. Madcap eccentric tapping
by Red and Curley enlivens proceed-
ings that never suffer from dearth
of' liveliness. Energetic duo beats
the stuffing out ot a set ot drums
while terping.

Ida James, band's featured torch
singer is, paradoxically, a baby-
voiced warbler with distinctive vocal
style. With such numbers as 'Hotch-
kias Corners,' *this" Love of Mine*
and 'Let's Do It' she tied up the
show.

Individual band men. Including a
wild drummer, solo tor brief periods
during the 'St Louis Blues' arrange-
ment. Avery Parrish, ace pianist,
then tickles the keys.
At show caught Leon Poke was In

a hospital here suffering from the
flu and his partner, Fletcher Moke,
worked alone, whamming the cus-
tomers with comedy danchig.
The Ink Spots, in closing spot left

'em begging tor more. They wham
across "Keep Cool, Fool,' 'Real Thing
Comes Along,' 'Without a Sweet-
heart,' 'Hey, Doc' and 'Fire' to terrlflc
applause.

Despite below zero weather lower
floor was filled at opening show.

Reel.

Unit Review

DANCING AROUND
(BROADWAY, CHARLOTTE, N. o,)

Charlotte, N. C, Jan. 8
Irish

. Ii Leslie, Horry Pepper, Del
Breese, Baker Ttolnj, Theo Pennlno-
ton. Erma Ma« Woodbury, Line (8)
Walter Johnson's Band (4); 'Marru
the Boss's Daughter' (20th).

For a show tijat had just lost its

top act to tha draft Bill Arms'
'Dancing Around' limps through sat.
Istactorlly, but not spectacularly.

The Lightning Three,' star act on
the show, was dratted in Spartan-
burg, S. C, just prior to the show's
appearance in Charlotte.

Del Breese emcees and does a tura
with cards and ciggies. Breese ii
better qualified for his magic turn
than his emcee chores, as denoted by
the fact that his entire rabbit-pulling
routine Is devoid ot patter. He
handles cards deftly, continuing to
produce stacks ot pasteboards from
the air, and Is equally mystifying In
pulling smokes and drinks out of the
ether. Act silenced front-row heck-
lers, who started out riding the act

Irish and Leslie ara so-so in t
knockabout comedy turn which in-
cludes passable eccentric dancing,
gags and a song. Miss Leslie is an
able stooge and got a good reception.

The Baker Twins, cuUes from tha
line, are pleasing in a tap specialty
that drew 'heavy applause. Emma
Mae Woodburr Is okay In a Ha-
waiian vocal auring a hula produc-
tion numbet-, accompanying herself
on the guitar. She returns In an
evening dress for a smooth, hot
treatment of 'Alice Blue Gown.*
Jeanle Brands, redheaded beaut Is

featured in a cootch on the Hawaiian
number that's well executed. Betty
Corday Is so-so- during a specialty
In an' Oriental production number.
Theo Pennington embellishes the
two production numbers with bac^-
ground vocal ing.

Hits ot the show are two members
of band on single specialties. Bob
White, billed as protege ot Gene
Krupa, turns In a klUer-diller per-
formance of skln-beatlng. His tura
was good tor an encore. Jay GU.
buena, diminutive Filipino pianist,
contributes some nifty dlgltlng, going
through a keyboard routine In which
he tap dances while playing.
Harry Pepper opens with juggling.

He got a good hand for nifty work-
out of hoops and hats. Proves him--^
self a good showman and comedian
as well. Line is fair In four appear-
ances.
House good. Just.

Saranac Lake
By Happy- Benway

Saranao, N. Y., Jan. 13.

It was 40 below zero here last

week.

Joe ("Tubs') Murphy, formerly of

Murphy and Ingraham, saw a mess
ot this routine at a Rutland, Mass.,

sanatorium, here for a general check-
up.

Town all agog as Judy Garland
and Lena Turner are skedded to ap-
pear at the Elks club ladles night

eSalfi .
Both pio ^tors Br« now

winter rpbfUng at Lake Placid.

Frank Q. Smith, musician who
mastered many operations and three

years of bed' routine, left with that

New Year okay to resume work In

Milwaukee. ^
Dorothy Maxwell back to Roch-

ester, N. Y., after a general check-
up, with ah absolute ok. She was
here for five years.

Harry 'Pop' Barrett has staged a

fihe comeback with his eyesight
while Charlie Barrett is still mas-
tering that wheelchair routine.

Dolph Singer has sent two more
songs to his N. Y. publisher. He does
most of his writing In bed.

Benny Ressler an outstanding
comeback. ,

Harold Bronson, former Boston
nitery m. c. Is a newcomer here.

JuM needs a little rest

Thanks to Ivy Allen for the read-

ing matter and books sent to the

oplony. Ditto to Tommy Vicks.

Write to those who are 111.

Unbilled Act
- AtlanUc City, Jan. 13.

The Foii^ American Eagles, vaude
acros, with bookings arranged In

South America, waited several

weeks for -State Departmerit's per-

mission to leave,

When grant arrived from Wash-
ington, one of group, Joseph Pa-

centrllll, 20, had to be removed to

AUantlc City Hospital • for ap-

pendectomy.
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Night Club Reviews

LATIN QUARTER
(MIAMI BEACH)

Miami Beach, Jan. 8.

Hudson Sisters Jade Ling, Dte-

_MMl Bros.. Patricia Hall, Mor-

Sfu 4 Miss Mignon. Monlco Mo«-e,

Hermanos-Willianis Trto, Faith Ba-
Senor Vfences, MlWred Law,C Rewnolds, LA Midincttes (16),

Snny Kcndis Orch (12). Jose Cortez

Orch (5); *3 minimum.

tew Walters, who scored last sea-

Jt^s biggest local click with his

TL Quirter. nee Palm Island Club,

w duplicated his feat in spades this

;Sr with what Is possibly one of

STsockiest nltery entries ever un-

jWded here. At least it is- Miami's

No 1 nitcry so far this season.

Walters' surefire formula is com-
Tiaratlvely simple: not heavy-sugar

Smes, but a widely diversified line-

upof ace acts surrounded by a line

of lookers, topped off with a couple

of nudes, all geared to a llghtnfng

oace. Tabbed 'Folies ~de I'Amerl-

S^ia,' current opus Is rigged more
illong lines of a musical than a nitery

iwue, and is divided into five acts

•nd 18 scenes. •

•Although Faith Bacon Is conceded

•top billing, real standout Is Senor
nances, ventriloquist. Without once

breaking his machlnegun line of

chatter, he creates a number of un-

believable voice changes. Pivotal

voice Is character named 'Jonee,'

i«hich be fashions with his paws.

However, others are even sockier.

His illusion of Et telephone voice Is

uncanny. So Is effect of dummy in a

box. He's a class cafe attraction.

Spectacular adagio dancers are the

Uartells and Miss Mignon. Sextet

breaks loose from accepted twists

early and nearly panics Uie Joint by
hurling the dlstaft member over the

knobs of the diners. They're one of

best acts of this type ever caught
here.
Hermanos-Wllllams are likewise an

an acobatlc sextet However, femme
is strictly for orbs and ears. Plunks
guitar and warbles, while males pre-

sent variety of cllcky muscular con-
trol stunts. Boys work fast and
smoothly.
Rae and CSeraldine Hudson (ex-

Hudson Wonders) first attracted local

attention In the Earl CarroU unit.

They are two limber-limbed aero
dancers who, working both as singles
and as a double, uncork nifty acrO'

batlcs to highly audible returns.
Two other featured terpers in show

are Mlldr«d Law and Patricia Hall.

Miss Law Is a petite, charming little

tapster, and Miss Hall clicks as pre-
miere danseuse. Both are talented
and highly effective.

The Reynolds are octet of trick
toller-skaters who score in a sensa-
Honal turn. Chinese stripper Is

Jade Ling. Miss Ling possesses a
Fisher frame, which she displays to

—advantage. Miss Bacon still has- an
. M. chassis, but her Impressionistic
conception of the death of a bird Is

overdrawn.
Featured thrush is Monica Moore,

who cops billing both as a single and
production soloist She capably fills

both capacities. Only other vocal
tum on the bill are comic Diamond
Brothers,,who are badly in need of
effective material. They contribute
little.

Line of gals, register solidly in
four oustanding production numbers.
Show's patriotic finale, with Miss

Moore warbling 'I Hear America
Singing,' line in a V for Victory se-
fluence and entire cast converging

,
around a red, white and bliia May-
pole, also rates plenty of attention.
Sonny Kendis' augumented aggre-

gallon plays the show with zip and
precision. Swing with the dansapa-
Wa In approved Stork Club style.
Kendis has entirely new combo, with
jxceptlon of his brother, who con-
Unues to preside over the skins. Jose

• Cortez's rhumba crew capably flUs
«>« saps. Leslie,

VERSAILLES, N. Y.

Billy DeWolfe. Horold Bomes.
Jane Kean, Kirfc Alim, Paul Bartels.

55« Ver-Siohs (6) /eofwrinfl Joyce
«wp; MoxlmilHan Bergeie and. Pan-
CMto pTc}\estTas; staging and chore-
ography b« Marjorie Ficldino; music

Iwlcs b« Miss Fieldinj; and
yianea Bomes; costumes b« Miles
wfttte; $2.50 minimum toeekda«s;
wJiO Soturdavs.

Tlie least that can be said for the
«lck Prounls-Arnold Rosefield man
gement and Marjorie Fielding, pro-
ducer Is that they have courage and
wnslderable foresight Especially
{«e latter, or how else would they
nave booked a wire-walker Into a
j™frt cafe and vlsloned his presen-

.S;'"">"t a disastrous stage

^ That, the latter handicap is

Srif,
deftly overcome Is to the credit

(PI Miss Fielding; that Harold Barnes
r~:?* .°' new show's strongest
ffets Is to the credit of the classy

3f*'"J?''^ circus performer.
Miss Fielding has given the Ver-

^^es an entirely new show, new

costumes, and 14 new songs authored
by herself and Charles Barnes. None
of the tunes will be remembered, but
in the midnight portion they fit into
the general theme of ribbing society
debs and three N. Y. society column-
ists, Cholly Knickerbocker, Barclay
Beekman and Lucius Beebe. The
humor is more for the uppercrust
than the muggs, but the Versailles'

prices discount the chances of many
un-social-conscious customers.

Billy OeWolfe is this show's name,
and the young comic comes through
handsomely with a melange of ma-
terial that's faintly familiar of sev-
eral other acts. He whips it all to-

gether in speedy fashion and evi-
dently many attending the opening
night (8) hadn't seen or had for-
gotten the original versions. De-
Wolfe has exceptional style, plus
several original touches in' hi£ de-
livery, and he got roars with some of

the bits, notably his takeoff on the
middle-aged woman visiting a cock-
tall bar for ,the first time; also his
Impressions of a corny nltery m.c,
and a dame on the make in a saloon.

For classy niteries, DeWolfe is a
natural entertainer. A former dancer,
he' has fine stage presence and even
gives the customers a sample of his

former work via a good routine of

acrobatic, double-jointed kicks..

Rest of the show is in the polite,

chl Chi manner, and handsomely cos-
tumed. Jane Kean sings most of the
numbers In only fair voice, but she's

a blonde looker -and that mitigates
some of the vocal deficiencies. .Kirk
Alyn and Paul Bartels are two hand-
some hoofers who are utilized more
for atmosphere than anything else.

The Ver-Sighs—that's a name to

conjure with—are more fashion-
parade than a talented ensemble,
with the exception of Joyce Ring,
who delivers okay with a whirling
dance specialty. The girls have
gained quite a reputation as beauts,
and costume-designer Miles White
has done everything possible to en-
hance that rep, but maybe a couple
of them are overcome by all that
fame and-columnar plugging. Their
lethargy is quite pronounced, one of
'em even faking her lyrics when the
ensemble is given the opportunity to

sing.

Maximlllian Bergere plays the
show in exceptionally smooth fash-

ion, plus doing a good job for the
customers' fox-trotting. Alternating
with Bergere for the rhumbas is

Panchito's small maracas crew, and
they are deft with the hlp-notizing
rhythms. Scho.

BAND BOX, BALTO.

< Baltimore, Jan. 10.

Ross, Lane & Ross, Carlisle Sisters

(2), Ann Houiard, Babs ^Ryan,
Chatles-.CatlvIe, Jilly Arnold, and
Orch (B); minimum, $1; $1.50 week
ends.

Latest entry among local niteries is

this intimate room, located just out-
side the civic center. General decor

is new for this city and should click.

Management by Max 'Hennesey'
Cohen and Jerry Green ensures
smooth handling.
Following opening ballyhoo built

around limited engagement of Jackie
Heller and Rose Marie, show has
settled down to a slick pace set by
Ann Howard, wise cracking and
often very . blue mistress of cere-

monies, who does some obvious im-
pressions of burlesque chorines and a

parody on 'Let's Fall in Love.'

Show unfolds with the Carlisle Sis-

ters, dancers. In brace of moderately
effective routines. Babs Ryan fol-

lows in a session of songs, self-ac-

companied at the piano. For a

strong closer, Ross, Lane and Ross,

trio of smart looking lads, score with
specially written songs climaxed by
a travesty on Uncle Tom's Cabin'
which chalks up a hefty laugh score.

Charles Carlyle fills in with vocals

and music by Billy Arnold's quintette

Is okay for show and dancing.
Providing calibre of entertainment

Is maintained and emphasis con-

tinued on intimate nature of room,
this spot should prove profitable.

Burm.

well-known film stars. Opens with
Mae West, a howl; goes into a Fred
Astaire and then produces a Stepin
Fetchit, all of them out of the top
drawer. In between, Cortello uses a
rubber-jointed pup that he drapes
around his body at will and winds up
with some acrobatic stuff during
which a terrier keeps walking up
and over him in treadmill fashion.

Mob here couldn't get enough of
CoirteUo's menagerie, which played
here originally only two weeks ago.

Other acts, too, incidentally, are
returns. Lois Hendricks is a quick
repeat, a looker with swell pipes, in

the aria tradition, and uses them
nicely in ballads of a semi-classi-
cal nature. Knows how to take full

advantage of a mike as well. A
pleasure, for a change, to see a dame
in the operatic manner who doesn't
look like the usual Idea of a prima
donna. Miss Hendricks Is slight
'svelte and plenty easy on the eyes.
Woods and Bray, 'Wonder Dancers'
—and so-called because gal in act is

deaf and dumb and has been so since
birth—remain Nixon Cafe faves,

which they've been now for several
years. Then go over big, particularly
with their strong-arm exhibition,
which follows a coujile of ballroom
routines. Stanley Sisters, couple of
statuesque blondes, are preceding
their familiar and still novel shadow
dance with a crack display of flashy
unison terp. Shadow dance doesn't
get its full effectiveness here because
of room's lighting but it's a neat
piece of business just the same.
Bob Carter, singer with Al Marsico

band, handles the m.c. chores and
also- has his own spot in which he
knocks out a few numbers with
plenty of zing and vocal s.a. Orch
plays the show deftly and mixes 'em
up° in the dance sets with careful
consideration for the unspoken de-
mands of different types of audiences
on different nights. Cohen.

CENTURY ROOM, N. Y.
(COHMODOBE HOTEL)

Vauohn Monroe Orch (15) with
Marilyn Duke; Ruth & Btllu Am-
brose, Charles Carrer, Line (8); 75c.

cover weekdays, $1.50 Saturdays.

This east side hostelry has been
making a strong bid for the kid
trade, which has been going largely
to the dine-and-dance rooms in the
Broadway sector. Since Oct 3

Vaughn Monroe's band has been
bringing tiie^n over in considerable
numbers.
There's plenty of show considering

the cover and moderately scaled
food and wine cards, with result that
business is big over the weekend and
fairly good other nights.

In the vocal department there's
Marilyn Duke, an unusually tall gal
who clicks with a couple of novelty
tunes, but could switch some of the
material for better results. Monroe,
of course,' is the warbling mainstay
as well as the baton-wlelder. He
registered strongly, with tasteful

selections at show caught.
Musically band impresses as easy

to. listen and dance to. ..Aggregation
composed of five sax, three trumpet
three trombone, drums, bass, guitar

and piano, clicks with both sweet
and swing. Monroe's is not extreme
in either department Boys from
the band also sing as trio, quartet
and quintet.
Ruth and Billy Ambrose, smart-

looking mixed outside-booked duo,

come through with some nifty ball-

roomology. Also have a pleasant

novelty dance comparing bashful

couple of 50 years ago with the 20th

century approach In a guy asking a

girl for a dance.
Charles Carrer, expert juggler

working with a portable bar, balanc-

ing bottles on the thin edge of a

plate and doing the spobn, cup and
saucer routine, completes the bill.

He's another outside act
Girls in line are attractive, smartly

costumed and impress strongly in

routines staged by Dorothy Fox.

Best is a Santa Domingo number,
though two others arc also good.

Mori.

NIXON CAFE, PITT.

Plttsbureh, Jan. 8.

Al Morsico Orch (8), George Cor-
tello Dogs, Stanley Sisters, Lois Hen-
dricks, Woods & Broy, Bob CarUr;
50c. cover.

Nice little show Tony ConfortI has
lined up for his downstairs spot. It's

headed by George Cortello and his

cinema canines, a return engagement
as a result of popular demand,' and
in this case the phrase Is no mis-
nomer. It's one of the best dog acts

In the business.

Cortello himself Is a crack show
man and contributes considerably to

the socko proportions of his turn.

Works with about five mutts, most of

whom have acquired the mannerisms
and are even garbed to resemble

GLASS HAT, N.Y.
(HOTEL BELMONT-PLAZA)

Belmont Balladeers (14), Covert &
Reed, Margaret Scott, Barbara Perry,

Howard Lally Orch (7). Joe Pafumy
Orch (5); no minimum week days;

$2 minimum Saturdav.

This show Is a bit overboard on
singers.t but entertaining, neverthe-
less.

Belmont Balladeers, veteran group
of colored waiters, here for five

years, again clean up with their

choral work. 'ShortnIn' Bread' and
'Ole Man River' are their standbys.
Group was forced to do 'Go Down
Moses' as an encore.
Margaret Scott, formerly heard

only during the cocktail period, is

registering solidly. Playing her own
accompaniment with an accordion,
comely balladist is okay with a waltz
and also co)iga number. Choice of

some songs for a night-time audi-

ence may be questioned since they're

not exactly in the popular idiom.
Series of hit songs from "The

Student Prince,' along with a parody
on 'Poor Jenny,' start Covert and
Lee off in nice fashion. Both boys
have robust voices which blend well.

New Acts
THE BARRTS (2)

Dancin;
7 MIns.
State, N. T.

A youthful-looking team of so-
ciety ballroom dancers, The Barrys
have been performing on the floors

of various niteries, this being their
initial stage date. Capable dancers,
they need have no fear of any other
theatre engagements they may play.

Working in full stage, routine
opens with a waltz in which very
neat manipulation of the girl im-
mediately characterizes their work
as possessing particular smoothness.
Man handles himself extremely well
at all times.

A novelty number, with panto-
mime touches, follows, and the third
routine is at a fast tempo with one
portion midway at a slower pace to
accentuate grace. Barrys have lots

of the latter, and when caught here
went over to good applause. Char.

JACK CABTER
Comedy
14 Mins.
Flatbosb, Brooklyn
Brash young comic apparently

works on the theory that If he tosses
flippancies' fast enough and long
enough some of them are bound to
click. With the soft audience at this
Brooklyn nabe, that method Is all

right and he gets over.

Carter works alone, delivering his
drum-fire monolog with almost as
much rapidity as does Henny 'Young-
man. However, Carter apparently
knows or cares little about emphasis,
shading or timing. He simply keeps
slugging away at top speed. Much
of his material Is old and virtually
all of It familiar, 'niere are in-
numerable gags, plus Impressions of
people on subways, radio absurdi-
ties, film take-offs (not nearly as
clevet as Jack Guilford's bit in 'Meet
the People' last season on Broadway)
and finally a few broad impersona-
tions. Carter Is energetV: and tire-
less, but scorns skill or subtlety.

Hole.

MORGAN SISTERS (2)
Dancing
8 MIns.
FlatbDsh, Brooklyn
Ordinary tap twosome, apparently

nltery graduates and making a pass-
able Impression as a filler here. Gals
hoof satisfactorily and even display
a few nice trick steps, but their rou-
tines are commonplace and the- en'
tire act lacks style.

Costumes are unimpressive. 'When
caught both were wearing white
dresses with loose, knee-length skirts,

They should wear stockings.'
Hobe.

ESTELITA
Songs
6 Mins.
State. N. T.
Playing here on her first theatre

date anywhere, Estelita, formerly of
Cuba, was recently at the Copa-
cabana, N. Y., nitery devoted to the
rhumba, conga and samba.

Estelila, a girl with a lot of per-
sonality and apparent song-selling
ability, comes here with a routine of
only two numbers. Her singing and
performing equipment with much
vivacity thrown into the selling, sug-
gests she should have better material.
Opening with a Cuban number

which is accompanied by bumps, hip
gyrations and the like, she goes into
a dramatic novelty that does not suit
her too well. However, .she was
pretty well liked here on show re-
viewed. Chor.

BARRT SISTERS (2)
Soogs
13 MIns.
Flatbnsb. B'rooklyn
Rhythm harmony duo bill them-

selves as from station WHN, New
York, but from appearances they've
apparently had more experience be-
fore live audiences than via the air.

They play to the spectators fairly
well and seem at ease on stage, but
they display little knowledge of
using a microphone. At this catch-
ing, only occasional moments were
soft enough, but most of their sing-
ing was painfully loud. Radio should
have taught them to back away from
the mike when they use more vol-
ume.
.Choice of songs Is generally good,

as their numbers all avoid the trite
selections. However, at least one
familiar tune might help. They
sang four songs when caught, just
one too many. They dress Eecom-
Ingly. Hobe.

COLUMBUS & CARROLL
Ballroom Dancing
11 Mlns.
Slate. N. T.
Charles Columbus, who once

dapced with Harriet Hoctor, has
framed a neat new turn with
Kathryn Carroll, dancer first dis-
covered when ballerina with the
Robin Dell Opera Co. She's a slight,

dark-haired looker who keeps pace
with his polished ballroom stepping.
Wisely Columbus has constructed the
act around a 'Dance Cavalcade' idea.
Introducing the Bunny Hug of IBIO,
the Castle Walk, the Maxixe, the
Charleston, the Shag and the Stomp.
All steps are easily recognized,

even though some, such as the Bunny
Hug and Shag, are done with, broad
strokes for popular appeal. Both
naturally are expert terps artists.

This is their Initial N. Y. appearance
as a team and they're ]flentv eood
for vaude and night clubs. Wear.

They also have a neat mind-reading
bit
Barbara Perry, ' blonde terpster,

enhances her tum with neat leaps
and twirls worked Into her tapping.
Her American interpretation of a
Spanish castenet dance also Is a
switch from usual tapsterlng. She
fails to realize on her nice person-
ality, however, because of the im-
proper lighting. Hair-do and cos-
tume also hardly flt She was well
liked here, though.
Howard Lally, whose smooth

rhythm crew plays the show and for
some of the patron dancing, emcees
pleasingly and chips in with a
worthwhile violin solo. His orches-
tra also spotlights twin grands for
added effect on 'Piano Concert.' Joe
Pafumy's outflt plays for dancing
only, featuring Latin-American
tunes. Wear.

MAYFAIR ROOM
(BLACKSTONE HOTEL)

Chicago, Jan. 11.

Hildegarde, £mil Coletnan Orch.

Blackstone hotel, which has been
a stopping-ofl place for the topflight
performers, has inaugurated a new
room which Is pushing the former
Balinese Room Into lower-case bill-

ing. The new Mayfalr Is getting off

to a strong start with Hlldegarde, a
smart booking for any class nltery.
Working with consummate ease

and grace. Hlldegarde does plenty
of singing here and had the mob
eating out of her hand. Swell rep-
ertoire Includes such tunes as
'Everything I Love,' 'Mama Oquero,'
'I Said No7 and 'Jenny.'
Hlldegarde had the room packed

to the ropes opening night, and it is

likely she will continue to pack 'em
in as long as she Is here. She has
a large following which rolled up in
limousines, filling the Mayfair with
opulence and made It resound with
appliRise.
This room, like the Camellia

House at the local Drake hotel, was
built for Hlldegarde. It Is a quietly
decorated room of pastel green and
purple and seats around 250.

Emil Coleman orchestra Is well
suited to this room, where It will
probably be much happier than at

the bigger and louder Chez Paree,
scene of Coleman's previous appear-
ance In Chl. tiold.

MARINE ROOM, CHI
(EDGEWATER BEACH HOTEL)

Chtcaeo, Jan. 8.

Horold Stokes Orch (15) uiith
King's Jesters (3) & Marjory Whit-
ney, Berry Sisters (3), Hal BehaTi,
Peggy & Moro, Dorothy Dorben
Dancers (?),

Harold Stokes for the past few
years has been musical director at
WGN-Mutual and before then at
NBC here. His recent buildup has
been on radio and his work has been
constantly in that medium.
Having left radio for the orchestra

field. Stokes has built a radio show
treatment into his aggregation, using
glenty of vocal arrangements for
Is musicians. In addition to using

vocal groups such as the King's
Jesters and the Berry Sisters to give
much color and change of pace to
his orchestral group, it is a big
thing that Stokes has tackled, but
he knows what he Is about and the
results are clear-cut
Orchestra Is a straight sweet band.

It plays pops and other types In
mamtaining the melody—and the
eardrums. Stokes uses three fiddles,

four saxes, four brass and three,
rhythm; the tempo makes for ex-
cellent dancing.
Marjory Whitney Is featured with

the Jesters. Outstanding for vocal
work are the Berry Sisters, who in-
dicate a real future among femms
trios. And for solo stuff there Is

Hal Behan, who manages nicely
with a straight vocal. For comedy
stuff there is Red Hodgson.
Currently Stokes is doing a 'Gay

BOs' show*, and his troupe is all over
the place, instrumentalizing, singing
as glee clubs, working with the Dor-
.ben Dancers In the line and putting
on an all-around show. Stokes
m.cs and does a great job of It,

having poise and distinction.

In addition to the Dorothy Dorben
line, which has enjoyed much wel-
come from the patrons here for a
long time, there Is the dance team
of Peggy and Moro as the only out-
side act They're nice-looking and
he does some especially fine work:
Their routines are a bit chopped up
here due to the demands of keeping
in tune with the mauve decade fdea,

but their excellent dance workman-
ship shines through at all times.

Gold.
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Variety Bills
WEEK JANUARY 16

Nnnerab in conneoUon wltb bills below Indlesta openlnt dsy •!

ahow, whether fall or spilt week.

Panunoont

TOBK CUT
PaniDoant (14)

0«nB Krupa
Dinah Shore
Dean^ Murphy
Bhea & Baymond

CHICAGO
ChlcAffO <ie)

Orlff Winiama Bd'
Morle, Duval & L«o
HowA & Carroll

DETROIT
MichlimD <10)

Glonn Minor Bd
Lorraine & Roffnan

. MiA:tii
Olympla (5-A)

Irene Vermillion
Moxy Brach
Oil Lamb
Maaters & Rolllnb

ST PAUL
OrphQom (16-16)

Inkapots
EraKino Hawkins O

DBS M0IN1E9
Paramount (30-22)
rnkepots
Eraklno Hawkins O

OMAHA
Orphrnm (le-tO)

Ted Weoms Ore
Marjoric l>uye
Nonchalants

NEW YORK CITT
Strand (16-SS)

Jimmy Dorsoy Ore
Joe & J McKonoa
(One to fill)

BROOKLTN*
Strand (ie-10)

Eddie Duchin Or«
(9-12)

Harry James Orb
I Samuels
Billy Rayes
PHILiVDELPUlA

Earlo (16)
C Thornhlll Ore
Larry Adler
Lime S

<»)
Phil Spltalny Oro

PITTSRiilGlI
Stunlcy (le-ei)

Pbll Spltalny Ore

Clyde McCoy Ore
I. nail & D Arnax
Hal Lq Roy
Brown (t Amcfi

I'TICA
Stonloy (20-22)

Gray Casa Loma O
Little TouRh Guys
Anita Boycr

(13-10)
3 Stooges
Will Osborne Ore
Itoflallnd Gordon
WASHINGTON

Earle (10)
Boxycttcs
Cnrol Klnff
Larry Blake

(0)
Roxyottea
Roy Davis
Lime 3
3 SwlfU

NEW TOSK CITl
. State (IS)

Vincent Lopez Ore
Bob Evans
M'artez & De LIta
Sunny Rice
Le Ahn 81s .

WASHINGTON
Capitol (16)

Rhythm Rockets
Paul Draper
Jim "Wong Tr
John Hoysradt
Hoc Shoe

BOSTON
^Boston <ie)

Folle Internationale
The ehyrettoa *

• Xarin Zoska
6 Diplomats
Charles & Celeste
Franklin D'Amore
Lombertto
Frank & J Hubert
Novelle Bros
Helene Mae
Judith & Jacques
The Chadwlcks

(8)
Orrln Tucker Oro
Bonnie Baker
Ambossadorettes
Walter Dare Wahl

CLEVELAND
Palace (16)

Cab Calloway
Cotton Club Ore

(9)
Glenn MlUor Oro
Ray Bberly
4 Modernalros

WllBOn 3
Rodney & Gould
(One to All)

HARTFORD
State (16-18)

Orrln Tucker Ore
Bonnie Baker

LYNBROOK
I^nbrook (17 only)
Alvlh * Woyne
Jane A Geo Ross
Wilson S
Rodney & Gould
(One 10 nil)

NEWARK
Adamfi (IS)

Harry James Ore
PATRRSON

Mnjeetle (20-22)
WInnlw £ Dollle
O'Connor B & Clair
Geo Prcemn
The Cnblneers
(One- to nil)

(10-10)
Mldnlgh (Manhattan

JAMAICA
Jamnlcn (16-21)

Bo Jenkins
Croflby Sla
Moore Sl Revel
Anthony & Rogers
The KiKlns

PASSAIC
Pnamlo (15)

H'wood Sweater Gla
Loin Andrewa
Dolly Dawn Ore
PIIILADFIT'PIIIA
. Carmnn (IB)

Pastlno ft Fanchon
Al Gordon Doirs
IHane Dnvitt
Dellett & EniT Bros

Fay'0 (IK)
Celt Von Dell

Seed & White
S Crackerjacks
Wesson Bros
Ming & Ling
PROVIDENCE

Metropolitan (in-18)
Sammy Kaye Ore
SOUTH RIVEB
Capitol (lfr.17)

Trumpet %
Bud Sweeney
Kathleen Byrnes 3
Little TouRh Guys
Torrelll'H CIrcuf
WASHINGTON
Howard (16)

Louis Prima Ore
3 Shades of Rhythm
Lee & Hawley
Gonzales 3

WOODSIDE
Snnnyslde (lT-18)
Fred Keating

Frances Loslle
Wllma Novak
Irene Kaye
Grooverneera
Bobby Bernard
Dick Lewis Ore
Sfd St. Swfaiff Clab
Gypsy* Lopes
dnenwlch Vlllat*

Inn
Carol Chapelle
DIanlta Rivera
Vera Nova
Gertrude Bond
Judy Rudy
Geraldlne Gale
Gene Monet Oro
Harlom BendecTOiu
Edna Mae Harris
Princess Valda
ColumboB Ore
Bobbe Caston
Phil & Audrey
Johnny Taylor
Savannah Churchill
Reeve Sis
Spordoo-O-De

HaTana-Madrld
Julio Richards
KIkl
Felipe d^ Floren
Hector del Vlllar
Blftanor Orecco
Movlta
Maya Ore
Don Glltwrto Ore

Hkkory IIoiuo

Joe Marsala Ore
Norma Shopard
Hoot Howley

Charlie Murray
Zmogene Carpenter

Hotel FteE* -

(Pervlan Boom)
Dick Gaspmrre Oro
Raye ft Naldl

Hotel BotworoK
Guy I^mbardo Oro
Kenny Gardner

Hotel Sheraton
(Horrar Boom)

Ruthlowo
Sair Lee
Hotel Savor-Plaa
Columbus & Carroll
Ernie Hoist Oro
Harold Cooke Oro
Hotol St Morlta
<Cnfo do la PnU)

Cerney 2
MacPerrln
Bob King
Ford Harrison Ore
X. T. Z 3

Hotel St. Bevla
(Iridlnm Boom)

Hal Sanndflrs Ore
Gus Martel Oro
Harriet Haddon
Lucille LaMarr
Norali Gale
Bernloce Stewart
Bob )>ufry
Bob Tobin
(La Malsoncllo)

Paul Sparr Oro
RoBallo Grant
Madame C Alphand
Maximilian

OMton*a UobIo Carlo

Pierre Beaucalro
Nona Monies
LoCtrlos & Granada
5 Madcaps
Chung Te Wha
6 Can-Can GU
Gaston

10th Hole Clab
RUa 3«httud
Tommy Laurdo
Bobby Blair
Greta Lewis
Bill Hall Oro

Nat Clab
Belle Sloane
Lamour 2
Jack Reynolds
Uttle Joe Little

Old BwmBfilgii
Blenore Wood
Freddie BemaVd
Leia Kenay
Sadie Banks
Jeanette Garrette
Nllda RamoB

Placo ElevaBto
Cliff Conrad
Martin Locke
Manya Borodkin
Joannotto Onrretto
Ernest Franz Oro

iUlotmw OriU
Russ Smith Oro
Asliburns
Sylvie St Clair

Ralnbot* Boom
Charlos Weldman
BIslo Houston

BOOKING THE NATIONS LEADING INDQCNDENT
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

EDWARD SHERMAN AGENCY
NEW YOBK BEVERLY HILLS, CAL.

Walton ft O'Rourko
Carmen Cavallaro O
Clemente Oro

BabM Bin
Paula Laurenco
Peters 81s
Mabel Mercer
Carrie Flnnel
Herman Chlttlson
R Dyer-Bennet

Norma Lucoro
Lyda Swan
ArcadI Stoyanovsky
Adla Knraettott -

NastIa Pollakovft
Marusla Sava
Mlsoha Vzanoff
Cornelia Cedolban O

Stork Clab
Grace Rellly
Bob Grant Oro
Frank Curbello Oro

Ubangl Clab
Stuff Smith
Savannah Churchill
Sralles & Smiles
Hardin Bros Co
Tiabe Wallace
RoROtta Le Noiro
Helena Smith
Pftullne Bryant
Jackie Mabley

WlTOl
Connie Joyce
Baron ft Bernay

Versalllea

Bergere Ore
Paliehlto Ore
Billy de Wolfe
Jnno Kean
Harold Bnrnoa
Kirk Alyn
Six Ver-Slgha

TUIago Bora
Del O'Dell
Epple Brue«
Graham Sis
Grant Fam
Tox Fletcher
Pappy Below
VllhiRo Vnnganrd

LcaUbolly Nero
Josh White
Pobby Best
Ann Robinson

Tyler, Thorn * P
(Three to nil>
WORCESTER

Plymouth (12-1-1)
Earl CarrollVanltlos

CabaretK
HEW lORK cm

Marlon Hutton
Lorraine St Roiman

CINCINNATI
Blinbert (16)

Ted Xj«wIb Ore
<B)

The Great Lester
Today Powell Ore
Paul Remoa Boya
Condos Bros

ALB.VNT
Palaco <ll>-3e>

Bill Roblnoon
J Lancofor<1 Ore
Velma MIddletnn
Miller Broa &. Lola

DA1TOM
OoloBlal (IS)

Bowery Polllea
(0)

Tlmo of Your Lite'
SCHENECTADT

Froctor'a (21 onlr)
Bill neblnaon
J LunceforO Ore
Velma MIddleton
Miller Bros ft Lola

KEW TOBK CIT7
Uoelo Ball (IB)

Hubert Castle
Bob Dupont
Hilda Eekler
NIeholaa Daka
RotHirt Landrum
Ouy Smith
Corps de Ballet
Rockottos
Gleo Club
Erno Rapeo Symph

Boxy (IB)
Bob Hannon
Frank Gaby
Equlllo Bros
Ben Toat SIngere
<One to nil)

Apollo (IB)
All-Girl Show
Jackie Mabley
3 Brown Sis
McGlnty & 'Perkins
Candy & Popper

Rlvlen (18)
ZInn Arthur Oro
Little Tough GuVs
Windsor (lO-lft)

Gray Casa Loma O
Barry Sis
Jack Carter
Morgan Ola
Coas, Owen St Topsy

ASTORIA
Stelnwoy (le-lH)

Banks & Faye
Jed Dooley Co
<ThToo to nU)
BRIDGEPORT
Lyrlo (12-14)

J Luncoford Oro
Bill Roblnaon

BROOKLYN
ZlAtbash <1B)

C Mark Ravejllos
Kitty Carlisle
Jack Leonard
Smith. Rogers ft B
Mnrlno (19 only)
^ho RoulnndBm Unstln I
^ e Sia

to flm
(14-10)

Oejr ft Oiui^d
IvJa * Wayne

Jane ft Geo Rosa
Wilson 3

(One to ml)
Rldgewood (14-ie)
Pat Hill
Elizabeth Canlnbs
Blanche Collins
•The Ciblneers
Jod Dooley Co
Mftyfair (17 only)
T)io Roulandn
Wilt Mastln 8
White Sla
(Two to nil)

BALTDIOBB
Hippodrome (IS)

Paul Gerrets
Wells ft A Fays .

Cass Daley
Radio Aces
Badminton Players

• Royal (10)
Earl HInos Oro
Sun ft Sonny
Roynolds ft White
SahJI

State (18-21)
All-Amerlcnn Fol

2 Tops
Tho Cablneers
Joy May Co
Tanit Ikao Co

BUFFALO
Centary (IB)

Tost New Yorkors
CAMDEN

Towem (15)
Troy ft Lynn
Raymond WUbort
Falls. Reading & B
Joe Phillips Co
Singing Texans

BtlZABETn
Liberty (IS-IS)

Batrelllta ft Apus
Mirth ft Mack
Gloria: Parkor
(Two to -nil)

F/^LL BITEB
Empire (1ff-17)

Harl Carroll Vanities
SllEBPORT

^peport (16 only)
AlTin ft Wayne
Jane ft Geo Ross

Arthur's Muultn
Rouge

Yvunne Bouvler
Adama & Lisa
Patricia York
Dotorea Daron Co

Armiindo's
t^en Morris Ore
Pedrlto Ore
Dotte Hlnman
Dorothy Allen
Julie Colt
Aurella Colomo

Bagatelle

Nordstrom Sis
Marcella Clair
Aurella Coloraa
Royal Lukawella S
Frank Mandella O

n«aehcomber
Harry Rose
Honeyehlle Wilder
Freddy Jemlmo
Maxine Coleman
Bob Parrlsh
Machlto Ore
Lee Kuhn Oro

Bob Marden's
Whiter Boom

Owen ft Parker
Yvonne Bouvler
Marie Atkinson
Nora Anderson
Guy Howard
Freshmen
BUI Bertolottra

Lynn ft Msrlanne
Pat Froderica
Ginger I*ane
June- Carroll
Ermine Randolph
Virginia Gibson
Jean Mona
Moya Qlfford
Lola Palmer
Don Sylvlo. Oro

Bill's Gay W%
Kay Pnraona
Lulu Bates
Ethel Gilbert
Don Richards
Charlea RoaoS

Brovoort

Nora Sheridan
Charles ft Ray
Ruth Landl
Butler's Kew Boom
Steve Murray Rev
Tip, Tap ft Toe

Cafe Madison
Allan Colo Ore
Marlynn Michael Co
Lea Parker
Cafo Moutpanaas
AJIeen Cook
Jean Brunsoeo

Cafe Society
(Mldtown)

John KIrby Oro
Hazel Scott
Golden Gate 4

Eddie South Ena
Cafe Society

(Vlllnge)

Teddy Wilson Oro
Joe Sullivan
Kenneth Spencer
Connie Berry
Frances Smith

Cafe Vienna
Ruth Barr
William Hoffman
Murray Miller
Dolfy Margena
Leo Fleskon Oro

Casa Unrta
Antolnotto Sovorln
Tony ft Elatralla
Hector Dol Vlllar
Monallto
Juan DlmlUl Oro

Oaaino Bomo
Nina Tarasova
Gypsy MarkoS
Michel Mlchon
Nadla ft Saaha
Mlsoha Nory
Dmitri Matvlonko
Olga Yadlna
Nloholoa Uatthey O

Corottra

Mae Barnes
Haywood ft Allan

4 Chanticleers
Dan PanlHh
Ohntean Modeme

Ira Specter Ore
Cllchy

Ann Gale
Walter L>'nch

Clab IB

Andrews Ore
Julea Stowor Oro
Roberta Welch
Pat Harrington
Jack White
Franklo Hyera
VInce Curran
Roy Sedley
Kay Blaire
Gaye,Dixon
Hazel MoNulty
Lillian Fltxgerald
Betty Jordan
Suaan Lang

Clab Ganobo
Jose ft Lollta Voga
Maruja Serrano
Anita Rosal
Parunox
Nedra Madera
Luplta Orla
Maria del Carmen
Camancho & F
Don Carlos Oro

Clnb Maxim
Jackie Phillips
Mouasy Garner
Harriet Cross
S ft S Dahl
Johnny ft George
Eleanor McCann
Milt Mann Ore

Clnb HIdnlgbt
Ramona
VI Bradley

Club Samoa
Ching
Elmer Snowden Ore
Los Chamaeos Oro

Copacabana
Joe E. Lewis
P«ggy^ Feare
Loper ft Barrat
Fernando Alvarez
Estollta
Los Segovlas
Charloa Daum Oro
Frank Marti Ore

Cora ft Irene's
Wlnnlo Duncan
Nora Williams
Torraco Doya

Coq Ronge
Sylvia Murlowe
Dlek Wilson Ore
Bela BIzony Ore
Oneaka 3

Cae Clab
Key Men
Dorothy Ross
Bobble Engels
Nlrnta Cordova
Loutso Carlvsle

Diamond Borveshoe
Nlta Naldl
Betty Compson
Carlyle Blackwell
Joe B Howard
Robs Wyao. Jr
Juno Mann
DoUa LInd
Geo Fontana
GUda Gray
Charlea King -

Mangean Sis
Clyde Hager
Noble Slsalo Ore

EI Cbico
Don Alberto Oro
Padllla 61s
Tereslta Osta
Victoria Barcelo
Antonio de Cordova

EI Morocco*^
Chauneey Grey vro
Chlqulto Oro
Andre Bodo
Charles Inwald

Flamono Door
Bllllo Holiday
Three Rifts
Babe Hnasin Ore

61 Clob
Carolyn Blddlo
Marlon Joyce
Iris Karyl
Waunota Bates

T^rry Bennett 8
Mercedes
Carol Boyd
Rollln Smith
Ginger Wayne
Hotel AmtHiHrtitdtv
(Trianon Rnnm)

Jules Lando Ore
Claire ft Arena
Erie Victor >

Richard Lane
Hotel AHtor

Harold Nagel Oro
Dlek Kuhn Ore

Hotel Belmont
l*lnzji

(QUas Hnt)
Covert ft Reed
Barbara Perry
Margaret Scott
Belmont BAPndeers
Howard Lally Oro
Joe Pafuniy Ore

Hotel Blltmor^
(Bonman Room)

Heasloy 2
Hazel Franklin
sraureen Holmes
Jean Blair

Little De-Icera
Val Olman Ore

Hotel Boawrt
(Brooklyn)

Virginia Hays
Nyo Mayhew Ore
Hotol Comntodore
(Centary Boom)

Vaughn Monroe Ore
Peter Rotundn Ore
B ft R Ambrose
Charle Carrer
Marylln Duke

Hotel Edloon
Blue Barron Oro
Hotol EoMx Hooae
Ray Morton Ore
Murlol Bird

Hotel 6tli Ave
(Salon Madrid)

Caas Franklin
Beverly Berkley
BarrI ft King
Madeline Gray
Burton Grons Ore
Hotel Lexington

Ray Kinney Oro
Meymo Holt

Hotel Tt^fX

Vincent Lopes Oro
Sonny Skylor

Hotel Wuhlorf-
Asturla

Hartmiin»
Laura Deane Dutton
Freddy Martin Ore
MIocha Borr Ore

Hotel Wnrwick
(Bulclgh Room)

Vlekl George
Sando Wllllnms Or<*

Unrrlcnne
Sylvia Froos
Gua Van
Ray Parkor
Ethel Shdtta
Florla Vestoft
Alex Rotov
Davo Doonlff Ore
Lollta Cardobn Ore
Iceland Reataurant

Danny White
6 Greys
Joan Brandon
Ted Eddy Oro
Angelo Ore
Jnrk Demiwcy**
B'way Besliinrant

Irv Carroll
Adrian nolllnl S

Jimmy Kelly's

Marlowes
Montraarte Boys
Joe ft George
Raymond ft Joan
Helen Holmes
Margaret Grey
Faith Arleo
Rene
Glenda Hope
Menya Del Ray
laabel Brown
Rode Wlthnm
Peggy La Plant
Joe Capello Oro

Kern's
Jean Claire

Cornel Tanaasy Ore
Kelly's Stable

Kea Loke
,

Betty Behr
Ann Hallow
Art Tdntura
Glenda Hope
Ramon & Jo Ann

Ambusaador Hotel
Bert Esllow Ore

Chelsea Hotrl
Billy Van 3

Claridko Hotel
(Mayfair Room)

Marly Magee Ore
Clnb Nomud

Helene' Francla
-Al Cummlngn
H Montgomery
Tiny Kayo
Anna Pastora
Manny Davis Ore
Cosmopollran Hotel

Al Miller

Paddock IntM
Bob Bell

Ben Jane

ROCHELLE aed BEEBE
Cocoanut Grove

i^th WEEK
Park Central Hotel

NEW YORK
Dir. EDDIE SM1TH» Paramoant Bldg.

Napua
Leltanl taea
Nanl Todd
Lehua Paulson

Hotel MoAlpIn
Johnny Mosanor Ore
Hotel New Vorkcr
Bonny Goodman O
Peggy Loe
Tommy Taylor
Adelo Inge
D ft B Wade

'

Ronny Roberts
loo Ballet
Grace Harvey
Lynn Clare

Hotel Nnvorro
(Midnight Club)

Margo ft Mann
Midnight Gypslea
Hotel Park CeotniJ
(Cocoanut Grove)

Elaino Jordan
Dora Maugham
Robert Raymon
Geonroy Hale
Rochello & Boebo
(Bhnmba Boom)

Juan Donrlgues Ore
Julia Gerrlty
Fish ft Gold
The Throo Debs
Hotol Pennaylnnla
Charlie Splvak Ore
Hotel Piccadilly
(Georgian Boom)

Kerry Ena
Hotel rierre

(CotilUon Room)
Adelaide Moffett
Roaarlo ft Antonio
Chandra-Kaly Co
Bert Allerton
Stanley Melba Oro

(Cafe Piene)
PUner ft Earle

Linda Keene
Billy Daniels
King Cole »

La Conga
Noro Momles Ore
Jack Harris Oro
Lee Dixon
Harris Co
Sonia Cortes
Gloria Belmonte

La Morqulae
Ruth WInchell
Dorothy Tanner
Conauelo Plowerton
Frances Connolly
Al Carr Ore

La Mortlalqne
Imogono Coca
Carlos Ramirez
Dl Gatanos
Morrle Vee Johnson
Cy Walter Ore
Herbert Curbello O
Le Petit Palais

Mmo C Alphand
Oscar Karlwels
Sascha Tashoff
J-ullan Fuha
Sula lister

LeoB ft Eddie's
Loo Martin Oro
Nerlda Oro
Bobby Sanford Co
Eddlo Davis
Margo Good
Qllll FllU
Byrnes ft Swanson
Chlnlta
Gone Stockwell
M ft L RudolS
Noel Toy

Ualson Lools
Bill Drye
Carrie M Bevllle

Hatioa Pierre
Tommy Lyinan

ATLANTIC CITT

Paddoekoera Oro
Penn Atlantic Hotel

(Palm Room)
Elliott Rutuwil Ore.

Prvaldent Hotel
Pedro Albanl Ore
Rltx Carlton llotfl
.(Mern Go Round

Room)
Eddy Morgan Oro
Troymore Hotel

Wm Madden Ore
- (InbUs Inn

(Black Honie Pike)
Conchlta ft Antonio
Walter Waltera
Marloy
Nan. DcMar
Fete Miller Ore

Pete Snyder
Billy Snyder
George Tlbblea Oro
Al Stone
Stellta
Billy Lanktn

Bar of Maalo

Felix de Cola
Roger Roland
Ken Stevens
Nlta Claire
D'ick WInslow Oro

Blltmoro Bowl
Ames ft Arno
Ruth Craven
Grey ft Diane
Phil Harris Ore

Coaa. Mnnaa*
Franklo Carle
Fred Lowory
I^r'ry Cotten
MIml Cobannl

Coooannt flrovft .

The White Guards
F D'Amore ft Anita
Snooky Lanson
Ray Noble Ore

Earl Cnrroll

The Dobonairs
W Wcat ft McGlnty
Dick ft Dotty Remy
Gall Gnll
Ginger Harmon
Beryl Wallace
a<lt Clatr ft Day
Mare Ballero
Bill Brady
Michel Ortiz Bd
&fanny Strand Ore
Florentine Garden
NTQ I

Dolly MIchell
Buddy Weed
Mike Plngatoro
Chlqulta
Corlnne ft T Valdez
Paul WlUteman Ore
Frank Howard
Fred Scott
Sugar GelBe
Charlie Foy'a Clnb
Charley Foy
Lea Burnett

CHIGAQO
Ambassador Uotid
(Pamp Room)

Emile Petti
Buttery

Ray BenRon Ore
llnrone

J ft J Walton
Mary Beth
Dlek Bauer Ore
Jane Jordan
Ray Conlon
Skeota MInton S

Blsmnrrk Hotel
(Walnut Room)

Art Kassel Oro
Marlon Holmes
Martin Barnott
Lydia ft Joreero
Hadloy Gls

(TaTem Boom)
Dave Prltebard Ore
Dick Ware
Bob Marshall
Annette Shields

Blactahnirk

John Scat Davis O
Gloria Van
Tony Cabot
Joae Roaado Oro
Blackstone Hotel
(Dalineae Bm.)

Ken Thompson Ore
Mary Jane . Howard

Drevoort Hotel
•<Ci7Btal Boom)

Tony ft George
Vorna Ray
Rob Billings
Piddle Roth Oro

BroQdmont
Ralph Fielder
Bonnie ft Ryan
Jeannlne
Rhymottes
Pat Lewis
Evelyn Raye
Art Teata Oro

Brown Derby
Tholma White
Three Ryans
Sherry Darlane
Hoffman Sis
Botli Farrctl
Milton ft Ann
Tod Smith
Duke Yollmao Orr

Capitol Lounge
Maurlco Rocco
Joe do Salvo
Louis Jordan Ore

Cher Paree
Morton Downoy
Sibyl Bowan
Willie Shore
Paul ft Eva Reyes
Callahan Sis
Hoyd Racburn Ore
Bobby Ramos Ore
Evano Gls

Club Alabam
Bornlo Adler
Mary Earlo
Pauletto LaPlerre
Alan Rogera
Harriot Norrls
Charlotte van Dae
Del Estos
Marlon Mooro
Allan Coo
Dave UnoU Ore
Eddlo Roth Oro

Colony Clab
Gomoz ft Minor
Paul Regan
April Amca
Nina Orla
Tito Coral
Debutantes
Jose Morando Ore

Coloalmoo
Dave Malcolm
Chiek Sehloss
Tiny Gorman
Larry Ross
Pete Sperner
Jayne Alberta
Chrystlne Tremayno
Don Lang Oro

Prognaph Gls
Henry Lisbon Ore
Congms Hotel
(GbuHi Hat Bm)

Vincent Bragale O
Drake Hotel

(OamUlla House)
Ramon Romoa Oro
Joy Hodges
Edgewater Beoob

Hotel •

(Bench Wnlk)
Hurotd Stokes Ore
Kings* Jesters
Marjorle Whitney
Peggy ft Moro
Berry Sis
Hal Behan
NIghthawks
Dorben Gls

S8B Oab
Duanos
Dan Rogers
Randall Sis
Mary Ruth Milam
Julio Garcia Oro
Johnny Honnert

Eltel's

Heidelberg Octet
Batbakellar

Hans Muenzer Ens
BlOO CTub

Danny Thomaa
June Caraon
Bob O Ltn Gla
Mark Fisher Oro
Oamck St^gebar
Low Story Ore
Sinclair Mills

Graemore Hotel
(GloM House Bm)
Low Story Oro
Marie Lawler
Betty Grey

Grand Terrace
F Honderaon Oro
Harlem Rev

HI Hat
Billy Carr
Lee Bartel
Jimmy Ray
Mile Michelle
Maxine Turner
Eddy Fens Ore
H Martinez Oro
Wlnnlo Hovelor Gls

Ivaiihoe

Florcnoe Schubert
Al Trace Ore
Holly Swanson
Vlorra Hawallans
Helen Samner

L'Algloa
Splroa Stamos Ore
Gwendolyn Veausell
Murray ft Gumming
Goorge Doveron
laobol de Marco

Ia Salle Hotel
(Pan-Am. Boom)

Conchlta
Ambassadors Oro

^'ew Yorker
Ruth Potty
Jackie Green
Ted ft Mary Taft
Tony Marks
Polly Day
Oalro Mangon
Starleta
Arno Barnott Oro
Al Milton Ore
(Piccadilly Circle)

Billy Meyera
Jim Marvin
Rocky Elaworth

Palmer Hooae
(Empire Boom)

Xavler Cugat Ore
Car^dlnl
Dl Gatanos
LIna Romay
Malguellto
Abbott Dancers
Sherman Hotel
(CelUo Cafe)

Gone Kerwln Oro
Jaros Sis

IPanther Boom)
Bobby Nyme Oro
Carl Man
Pan-Am Daao
Walter O'Keefe
Steve Evans
Pierce ft Roland
Don Orlando Oro
Jack Rodregues O
Don Pedro Oro

60« Clob
Guy Cherney
Ann Howard
Trudy Fanchon
Patsy Ann

Fanchon ft Faachoa
Marlon Mlllor "

Maxine DoShoa •

Alyee Cerf
Sllalne
onia Czar

Millie Wayne
eoe Gls
Dolly Sterling
'Sol Lake Oro
Tripoli 3

Stevens Hotel
(Continental BoeH>
Avis Kent
Del Courtney Oro

LOS ANGELES
R *Cookle* Cook
Marguerlta PaduU
Jaipk Gardiner
Lorraine Elliott
Red Stanley Oro
Bob Evans
Grace Hayee Lodg*
George Lloyd
VlTlan Marshall
B Rellly
Ineelto
Richard Elliott Ore
Hollxwood Tropica
Maxine Lewis
nrnesto ft Iralla
Dick Thomaa
Paul Nolghbora Ore
HouBe or Harpby
Bob Murphy
Jean Meunler
Beth Reynolda
Franklo Gallagher
Gordon Bishop

Macambo Cafe

Phil Ohman's Oro
Palladium

Tommy Doroey Ore
Pirates Den

Johnny Holmes
TiJni Harly
Jolin Ardon
Nick Cochran Oro

SoTen Seas

Benny Kaha
PuananI Mnthowa
Prlncoiis Luana
Chief Bautlnl
Stanley Wheeler
Malua
Charlie Openul
Eddie Bush Oro

Sinpay Haxlea

Ben Blue
Billy Gray
Benny LfOssy
PattI Moore
Sam Lewis
Jerry Bergen
Joe Plumer Ore

Swannre Inn
Fred Skinner
Joe Turner

TrlnnoB
Bob Crosby Oro

PHILADELPHIA
Club Ball

Los CaballeroB
Delta Rhythm Boys
NItza ft Ravell
Andrewa Sis
Dallloolica ^
Alan Fielding Oro
Val Irving

Ben Ftnnklla

Penny Davis
Barbara ft Barry
Phyllis Myles
Claire Willis
Flamingo Z
Frnnkle Masters
Gitanos

Benny the Bum'l

.

awen Lord
Vivian Leighlet
Dolly Shaw

CarroU't

Gaines Ore
Wilbur Ranee
Dawn Lovely
Joan Wllllama
Stephanie ft'Cralg
Oraoe Gordon
Don ft R Marshall
Carrollovlles (12)

College Inn

Elaino Bills
Jean Ware
Jane Lynd
Julia Cummlngs
Billy Williams
Scarey Gavin
Jerry Dolmar Oro

Embassy
Fernandez Oro
Rosalie Grant
Lennore Llpton
Laverno Upton
Lorretta Lane
Eduardo
Erorgreen Casino

Vivian Vance
Mildred Perlee
Pat Shevlln Oro
(H Walton Boot)

Barbara Blane
Pearl Robbings
Barbara Perry
Roy Benson
Glamour Gls
Helen Heath
Chavez Oro
Caataino ft Barry
Nell Fontaine Oro
Rose Gallo
Jack Lane

Jam SeaalOB
Mickey Houae
Billy 'Kretchmer
Ooorgo Lutz
Hopklns'Bathekellor
Betty LdRue
Audrey Joyce
Lillian Chnplln
Dolale Deo .

Dotty Vlllard
Gray & Harlow
Agnes Barry
S Suzettoa
Jack Spangler '

David Gold Oro
Lexington Casino

nichard Bach
Great Rockets
Bobby Bernard
Margie Smith
Paul Knno
Olga Anton
Garvin Buseholl O
Vie Earlson
Octavos (4)

Udo Tealco
Carmen Torrento
Alan Gale
Ann Maasey Gls
Frank Vallee
Ruth Kaye
Eddlo Bium Oro
Uttle Batbakellar
Mack Popper
Francea Leslie
Brandows (2)
DoLloyd McKay
Sally -Keith
Dolta Rhythm Boya
Vletor Hugo's Oro
Lott'a Clwncellor Bar
8 Aces and Queen

Sally La Marr
Don Renoldn (4)

MnyoH
Black-Eye Peos
Dutch ft Dutchle
Bernlce Arnold
3 Debs
Loula Wright Oro

Ulnstrel TnTom
Ed McGoldrlck. Jr.

Joe Lonegan
Emma Stouch
Sally Foy
Stella Bngle
Slasy GInnle Loftoi
Bd McGoldrtok. Sr

Moravian Bar
Kenny Shafer (S)
Dlok Wade
Curt Weller (4)

Nell Dlegbaa'f
Marie Corelll
Tip Top Gla
Jack Horner
Lord ft Janis
Geo Marchettl Ore
Ben Bernard
Old Fall* TaTera
Pon Raymond
Joaephino
Eddie Thomas
Billy Hayes* Oro
Janice Piece
Open Door Cafe

sum Walker -

Jeannettos (10)
Margie Drummond
Florens
Frankle Schluth
Viola Klalsa Oro

Falombo'fl

Tvonottea
Moro ft Chita
Alma ft Roland
Henry Patrick
Johnny CahiU
a Peppers
Bonnie Stewart '

Pblladelpbln Hotd
Virginia Vaughn
Vera Cruz
Adrlanne Parker
Irmgrad ft Alan
Leonora Co-Eds
Dick Wharton Oro
Walter John

Powellon Cafo

Doe Smith
Frank Ponte
Nan O'Rourke
<:harlle Ray
Txjla Claire
Rose Jovlnolll
Newt Parkor Oro

Bed Hill lUB
Roy O'Day
Lo Shonos
Helen Jerlcco

Rltx Carlton
Uownrd Lanln Oro

Boman Grille

Al Capron Oto
Eddlo Sims
Betty Hoffman
Margie White
Gloria Dale
Billy Kolley

BendezTons
(Hotel Senator)

Tho Soronadero
Beale St Boys

Sam's Cafe

Riith Kayo
Billy Romano
DIano
a King's Rhythm
SUver lAke Inn.

Col Geo Rood
Alice Lucey
Juanlta
Moro ft Chita ^
Frank Hassel Ore

Stamp's
Danny Montgomery
Lanny Vale
Babe Cummlngs
Burns & Dunn
Betty Gaynor
Paramount Stoppers
Stra Boy Garden*
Joan Murray

(Continued on page 55)
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Vote on Equity s Anti-Ism Amendment

Inconclusive; Goes to Referendum

Equity held a quarterly meeting

Friday (9) at the Astor hotel, N. Y.,

delayed in order to dispose of the

anU-Bed, anU-NazI. aritl-Fascist

amendment to the constituUon. The

jtsaA yiBS riot conclusive, which was

partially anticipated. Meeting was

poorly attended, 122 voting to adopt

and 101 being- opposed. : Rules re-

quire a two-thirds majority to adopt

an amendment, and there were not

the necessary 750 qualified members

present anyhow.

uext step is to put the amendment

up to the membership by r'eferen-

dUJU, by which method a simple ma-

jority wiU decide either way. Coun-

cil declined to consider the matter

yesterday, but a petition by 100. mem-

bers filed within 30 days can order

the referendum. The membership has

Indicated twice that It wanxs to bar

ism people from holding office, or

being employed in Equity. Friday's

consideration of the amendment was

ordered by the whole membership

which voted by mail, but that was

'not a teferendum as generally be-

lieved.

It is not anymore the burning

Issue that existed when it was

charged that Communists were in

Equity's council, if they did not con-

trol that, body, and every so often

the matter would become intense.

Equity leaders want to see the mat-

ter cleared up so they can settle

down to other work, not the least

iMjing to supply entertainment to

the men in the services.

Iliere was,an attempt to stall the

Issue when ' an opponent to the

amendment proposed that it be
tabled for the duration of the war.

Reason ascribed was that it might
be said to be a slur Against an ally

(Russia). The motion was disputed

for sometime and the proposer was
aslced to withdraw It Idea was
nixed by a- count of 114 to 97. Vote
on the amendment was by secret

ballot, which explains the difference

in the totals.

B«p«rt on Aid to Servicemen

During the meeting John B. Ken-
nedy, of Equity's servicemen's com-
mittee, reported on response from
members contacted. Around 150 are
already in the army or navy and
more than 50 have been reached.
They were informed that 'Variety'

and Equity's monthly could be sent
them. Letters received from men in

camp'were entbusiastic in apprecia-
tloa A sample reply reads:

Camp Wheeler, Georgia.
Cornelia Otis Skinner, Chairman
Equity Member^ in Service
Committee

New York City,.N. Y.
My Dear Miss Skinner:

• Your sending me a copy of
•Variety* each week would be a
veritable " Godsend. In the nine
months of service that I have seen
so far my contact and communica-
tions with the activities of the the-
atrical world have been extremely
limited.

I am sending out a notice in the
camp Daily Bulletin for all Com-
pany Commanders to turn in the
names of any A. E. A. members to
the Camp Adjutant, who will turn
them over to me. In turn I will for-
ward these names to you so that as
^ny members as possible ' may
benefit from your gracious contrl
butions.

Sincerely,
CoTTporal Richard G. Gould.

'SEPARATE ROOMS' IN

DES MOINES CLOSING

^ 'Separate Rooms' will close its

lour Sunday (18) in Des Moines
•''er playing on the road since early
autumn.

, Business was spotty for

*^ laugh show, originally called
Thanks For ,My Wife' when It

" opened in Seattle.
'Rooms' had a long run on Broad-

way, playing in three different the
aires. Longest stay was at the Plym

Alan Dinehart and Lyle
nibot remiined in the cast through-
out, Virginia Smith playing the
remme lead after Glenda FarreU
wthdrew. Late Bobby Crawford
Ef*f*'»«<i the show origlnaUy, Ben
«ein being acUvely In charge, how

Bad Mixture

Billy Rose opened 'Clash By
Night' at the Belasco, N.Y., on a
Saturday and, as the reviews did

not appear tmtll Monday, he
rubbered around on Sunday and
found out the critical concensus.

He then cracked:

'I've got mixed notices, bad
and very bad.*

'TAKE ir CLICKS IN B.A.

Broadway Smash Comedy Adapted
Into Spanish Version

Legit Emergency Council

Rounds Out Functions

In War Charity Drives

Emergency Council of the Legiti-

mate Theatre, formed immediately
after the U. S. entered the war and
designed to act in concert during
time of stress, held a meeting last

week and agreed on procedure dur-
ing the several relief drives to be
conducted among audiences. Ses-

sion was attended by producers, rep-
resentatives of authors, actors, stage-
hands, company managers and
treasurers. No one from the musi-
cians union was present

Drives, which will more or less

dovetail, are for the Red Cross,

'March of Dimes' (infantile paralysis
fund), sale of defense bonds and the

.varied activities of the American
Theatre Wing War Service. Instead

of hat-passing among audiences, a

more convenient method is for col-

lectors to operate, in foyers and
smoking rooms at Intermissions.

Theatre Wing will be active for

the Red Cross and a speakers' bu-
reau has been formed, Imown as

'Mercy Pilots.' Latter will be divided

into 'flight commands,' consisting of

a speaker, who will talk from the

stage, accompanied by volunteers.

That is in addition to relief work
among families of men in service,

for which $100,000 is being raised.

Red Cross drive started Monday
(12) and continued imtil Jan. 22,

goal being $50,000,000.

A button drive among the nation's

school children Is proposed in aid of

the Navy Relief fund by Bert Lytell

of Equity: Kids would be asked to

buy one button for 10c, payable at

the rate of one cent per week, which
teachers could collect Fund re-

ceived over $25,000 from the Chi-

cago Bears-All Star professional

football .game and over $S9,000

from the Louls-Baer fight, mostly
contributed by the champion.

Buenos Aires, Jan. 4,

It's taken five years almost to the

day to get "You Can't Take it With

You' from Broadway to Buenos

A^res. But results as judged by the

opening-night response indicate the

time lag hasn't hurt one bit and that

the film version of the one-time
Pulitzer prize-winning comedy has
merely whetted Argentine appetite

for Spanish-language stage produc-
tion. Title has been changed slightly,

Vive Como Quieras' meaning 'Live

as You Like.' ^But otherwise trans-
lator Manuel Barbera, who is also
one of the show's owners, has stuck
closely to the original, using Man-
hattan names and places, unchanged
characters and Yanqui phrases
whenever possible,

Armando Discepolo, director of
the Teatro Nacional de Comedia,
also has shown a surprising under-
standing of the U. S. scene in his
maiden effort at a Broadway hit.

Frank Capra's film, a mental hazard
of no mean proportions, in view of
its success here, was ignored in pre-
paring the local stage version.

AGAIN SNAG TEST CASE

ON N. Y. TICKET LAW

Trial of the action by the ticket

agencies to test the legality of New
York's state law limiting ticket

premiums has once more been
stymied. Case was to have been
heard last week, but when and
whether it will be argued is not de
termined. Delay was occasioned

when the Corporation Counsel's

office secured an order for brokers

to show their records for the past

five years.

Court, in granting the application

said the defense (city) was 'guilty of

laches,' meaning it had delayed tak

ing such action for nearly a year.

Two weeks time was granted to ex
amine the agency records, but ex-

amination of 2,000 books within that

period is considered an impossibility.

Previously the agencies had dC'

manded the records of the League
of New York Theatres in connection

with ticket allotments made the

brokers under the code.

William C. Hyman, counsel for the

agencies, said he was ready to try

the case, after having been occupied

on other matters during fall.

Seeks Fla. Cure
Rebecca Brownstein, who handles

Equity's legal matters, has gone to

Florida to clear up a throat con-

dition, the aftermath of influenza.

Despite the indisposition, she dis-

posed of an arbitration case which
was settled before leaving town last

week.

N.Y. Legits in Steady Dive Since

Japunks Attack; 11 Close in 11 Days

lady's Quick

Finish Totals

$200,000 Loss

"The Lady Comes Across,* which

was really a hangover flop from last

season, opened Friday (9) at the

44th Street was panned and closed

the next night. The musical's red

may approximate $200,000, of which

more than $86,000 was expended this

season.' Production was originally

'She Had to Say Yes,' presented out

of town over a year back by Dennis

King with the backing of Alexis

Thompson, wealthy:sportsman. Orig-

inal cost was placed as high as $160,-

000. This year's .cost of trying out

'Lady' in New Haven and Boston

was $26,000.

Thompson got some of his money
back when Charles R. Rogers,
Chester Hale and Nelson Seabra
took over the settings. Seabra is a

wealthy young Brazillian and is said

to have put in most of the coin. He
is known as a spender around class

night clubs ahd had around 40
guests opening night, some of them
recognized as socialites.

Jessie Matthews' Illness

'Lady' was a tragedy for Jessie
Matthews, English actress - dancer
who. was to have starred. Before
the scheduled opening date she
withdrew after becoming ill. Early
this week M'ss Matthews was re-

ported threatened with pneumonia.
Her earlier indisposition is said to

have been a recurrence of a nervous
collapse suffered five years ago. She
is under treatment at the Neurologi-
cal Institute,

Miss Matthews came from London
under a. reputed arrangement
whereby she agreed to turn over all

earnings above $250 weekly to

Britain, Rogers made the deal in-

. tending the show to be a buildup

for Miss Matthews, whom he was to

star in a picture. When the show
was delayed she went to the Coast
for a British propaganda picture, in-

cluding other English name players,

all appearing gratis.

Rogers claimed that he had a nom-
inal interest in 'Lady' and withdrew
when Miss Matthews left the cast

His investment is said to have been
$15,000. Show opened with Evelyn
Wyckofl, who was in 'Lady in. the

Dark,' replacing Miss Matthews.
Joe E. Lewis and Mischa Auer were
the top names. Miss Wyckoff was
offered her original berth in 'Lady,'

Record Quickies

Season's record for fast legit

closings was registered in N, Y.
within the eight-day period end-
ing last Saturday (10), when
The Lady Comes Across' stopped
at the 44th Strfeet N. Y., after

three performances. On the
same night 'Johnny On a Spot'

stopped at the Plymouth. That
disappointment lasted but one
more night
Third new show to bow out

WIS "The First Crocus,' which
quit Tuesday (6) night last week
after playing five performances,
leaving the Longacre dark again.

ELHES BICE GETS BIVOBCE
Hollywood, Jan. 13.

Elmer Rice, playwright, was
granted divorce in Reno.
He charged mental cruelty.

EQUITY INVESTS 50G

IN DEFENSE BONDS

Council of Actors Equity Assn,

yesterday (Tuesday) voted to invest

$30,000 of the organization's funds
in U. S. defense bonds. Purchase of

an additional $20,000 worth was au-
thorized for Chorus Equity.

Money will :b!e tp^en froqi'ithe, as-
sociation's' treasury.

Equity Grants 3 New

Agency Permits, But

Nixes Myron Selznick

Equity's council has acted on a
flock of applications for legit agency
permits and; while 15 were rejected,

three new licenses were issued and
two others were given the go-ahead
light Myron Selznick was among
those who did not receive the nod,

although the C^ast agency's appli-

cation was strongly recommended
by name players.

Selznick contended that, as he had
leading Hollywood people under
contract, his agency should repre-

sent them for stage engagements.
Fact that the N-Y. legit casters op-
posed all new permits did not figure

in the Selznick ruling. Council

seemed to feel that the Coast Outfit

could hardly be Interested In com-
missions from stage jobs,

Lyman Brown was granted a per-

mit replacing the revoked license

long held by his brother, ,Chamber
lain. Permit was issued because' of

the agency's length of service, but

it was stipulated that Lyman, who
has been a partner in the agency,
shall take full resjransibility for the

office. He was not required to pay
the new initial $100 fee required of

those given new permits. Same ap
plies to Frances Hidden, who was
associated with the late Richard Pit

man.
New permits were granted Denis

DuFor, Arthur Klein and John Dar
row, eabh paying $100 plus the $25

which all agents must now pay
Equity annually. Austina Mason,

who had an employment permit, was
given a special permit, which allows

5% commission for, the run of a

play, If the salary is $125 weekly
or more.

NEW CORNELL PLAY HAS

$25,000 ADVANCE IN S.F.

'Rose Burke,* the Henri Bernstein

play called "The Smiling Visitor* for

a time, in which Katharine Cornell

will star, opens next week to a heavy
advance sale in San Francisco, Esti,

mated that around $25,000 in tickets

have been bought. Indicating capac

ity attendance. Advance sale In part

is credited to cancellations forced

when Frisco was blacked out just

before Miss Cornell finished her

tour in 'The Doctors Dilemma,' New
play has been rehearsing there since

then.

Another indication that Frisco has

lost its war jitters is indicated by the

draw of Paul Robeson, who in a

single recital the night after the first

blackout grossed $9,000. ,
There are

a number of restrictions to evening

transportation, particularly affecting

motorists, which will be in force In-

definitely.

Broadway legit Is on the downbeat.

With only one or two exceptions, .

shows which opened since the Japs'

sneak punches on Dec, 7 have failed

to get across. It may be the pall of

war, but opinion generally is that the

quality of the shows entered was
mediocre. Within 11 days, 11 shows

closed since the flrst of the year,

some, however, having had fair runs. -

yet 10 new plays are in reheasal

and the winter is more actively

productive than was anticipated.

December started brightly enough

with the scoring of 'Sons o' Fun,*

Winter Garden, and 'Angel
. Street'

Golden, that week having but one

flop, 'Sunny River.' Then came Pearl

Harbor. Most of the new shows

thereafter either were yanked,or are

in doubt The best of the crop with-

in 35 days is Eddie Cantor's 'Banjo

Eyes,' at the Hollywood.

Only other arrivals that survived
are 'Papa Is All,* Guild; 'In Time to

Come,' Mansfield; 'Clash by Night'
Belasco, and 'Brooklyn, U.S,A.,' For-
rest Their chances are not definite

and at least one is likely f.o exit at

the end of the week. The casualty
list includes 'Letters to Lucerne,'
'Pie in the Sky,' 'Golden Wings," "The
First Crocus,' 'The Lady Comes
Across' and 'Johnny On a Spot' A
revival of "The Rivals' is the sole ar-

rival this'week, at the Shubert (14).

Next week's premiere card, for

which there are success prospects,
includes 'Crown Cafe,' Cort; 'AH in

Favor,' Miller; 'Jason,' Hudson;
"Porgy and Bess' (revival). Majestic,

and Gilhert and Sullivan plus the
Jooss Ballet St James,

Post-Holiday Droop

Drop in grosses appeared inevit>

able after the holiday going of New
Year's week. Only 'Sons' and 'Let's •

Face If Imperial, both musicals,
were, able to hold to capacity last

week. Goodly grosses were drawn
by the season's several straight-play

leaders, while the stronger run shows
got fair business, but only on some
nights did attendance approximate
sellout proportions.

Showmen appeared to know what
to anticipate, but were more hopeful.
There were no managers' blasts

against the critics, which not infre-

quently accompanies failure and
fading business. One reviewer -has
been toning down his coverage of the
new plays to such an extent that it

aroused comment along Broadway.
Wise showmen know that favorable
notices don't make hits out of weak
plays.

Number of closings has dropped
Broadway's list down to a total of 24
shows. Recently in London Uiere
were 16 legiters—six musicals and
10 straight pla^s—but in the last

three weeks two more plays opened
and are reported doing well. In ad-
dition London has six big-time
vaudeville houses lighted and a
ballet

Serfin Has HSoon'

Oscar Serlin has secured the stage

rights to John Steinbeck's new
novel, "The Moon Is Down,* due soon
to appear In book form. Herman
-Shumlin planned to produce 'Moon,*

but stopped negotiations with the

author because of a difference in

opinion over script^ revisions.

Locale is entirely different from
Steinbeck's other stories, new play

having a Norwegian background.
Titla ,19 , derived from a line in

Shakespeare.

Brokers SeH Radio City .

M.H. Reserved Seats;

Getting 50c Premium

Not generally known that re-

served seat tickets for the mezza-

nine of the Radio City Music Hall,

N. y,, are being handled by recog-

nized agencies, it being the only

picture house with a continuous pol-

icy to receive attention from the
brokers. There are no allotments
to the agencies, however, nor are
tickets actually obtained by them.
Agency sales ar^ by telephone and

patrons are given orders on the
Music Hall boxoffice. Most of those
buying mezz tickets through agen-
cies are out-of-towners, sales being
made by hotel branches.
Tickets for the reserved section

are like, those used in legit theatres.

At night the mezzanine boxoffice
price is $1,65, agencies charging SOc
premium, total with the tax being
$2.21 per ticket .Afternoon scale U
$1.10 and the agency price with tax
Is $1,65.

Agencies have handled tickets for
two-a-day run films along Broadway
for some time and formerly sbch
sales totaled big money.
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Post-Holiday Dip, Near Zero Slough

N.Y. Legits; 'Sons Tops $39,000,

Tace ir $34.000, 'Banjo' 31G, Big

Business dived in many instances
In post-holiday going last weeic,

%vlien three new shows hastily with-
drew. Frigid weather also aflected
attendance that naturally dropped
atte,r New Year's. War undoubtedly
another deterrent

Estimates for Last Week
Keys C (Comedy), D (Drama),

CD (Coniedy-Dramo) , R (Reuue),
M (Musical), O (Ovu^Ma).
'Angel Street,' Golden (5th week)

(D-789; $3.30). One of the very few
winter arrivals that appear to have
gotten across; estimated around $12,-

000, which is big in small house.

'Arsenic and Old Lace,' Fulton
(52nd week) (CD-938; $3.30). Now
in second year and getting more
coin than many other straight

shows; quoted' around $13,000.

'Banjo Eyes,' Hollywood (3rd

week) (M-1,563; $4.40). Sellout
theatre parties figured last week,
when general attendance was good,
but some performances off; $31,000;

among musical leaders.

'Best Foot Forward,' Barrymore
(15th week) (M-1,104; $4.40). Around
$20,000 or slightly more; early scorer
has been somewhat aflected since
war started,

'Blltbe Spirit,' Morosco (10th
week) (CD-038; $3.30). Not at capa-
city pace, but not far from it; post-
holiday week's gross was quoted
over 117,000; about best gross among
Ctraigii. plays.

•Brookl^, U. S. A.,' Forrest (3rd
week) (D-I,1S5; $3.30). Still struggl-
ing and trying to bolster attendance
with help of extra space ads; around
$4,000; must do better to stay.

ClaudU,' Booth (48th week) (CD-
712; $3.30). Rated around $6,500;
long stayer makea some profit at
that level and is expected to beat
62-week engagement

'Clash by Night,' Belasco' (2nd
week) (D-1,000; $3.30). Not up to

expectations, but fair on basis of the
notices; estimated around $9,000 or
slightly more.

'High Kickers,' Broadhurst (10th
week) (M-1,142; $4.40). Dropped to
arotmd $15,000; will play Sunday
afternoon and night from now on;
increasing the number of musical
shows on that.day.

It Happened on loe,' Center (3rd
repeat engagement) (26th week) (R-
3027; $1.65). Dropped more thaiT
half the total drawn New Year's
week, when 12 performances were
given; around $20,000 and claimed
okay. .

In Time to Come,' Mansfield (2nd
week) (D-1,050; $3.30). Good Sun-
day draw claimed; one of the better
plays that have recently arrived and
may stay; aroimd $6,000. Picketed
by musicians union.
'Johnny ' On a Spot,' Plymouth.

Opened last Thursday (8); panned;
taken off Saturday (10); four per-
formances.

'Junior Miss,' Lyceum (8th week)
(C-1,004; $3.30). Got $16,000, which
was best eight-performance gross
since opening; one of the season's
solid successes.

'Lady in th'^ Dark,' Alvin (re-

sumed) (40th week) (M-1,387; $4.40),

Nearly $23,000 last week, with Satur-
day exceptionally strong; not up to
autumn pace, but at present level
call play indefinitely.
'Lady Comes Across,' 44th Street

Opene<r last Friday (9); panned;
taken off Saturday; three perform-
ances.

'Let's Face It,' Imperial (11th
week) (M-1,450; $4.40). While most
of the list was slipping this musical
continued to sell out, with takings
around $34,000.

'Letters to Lucerne,' Cort. Drop
ped out of the list last Saturday
after' three 'weeks; war play got less
than estimated.

,
'Life With Father,' Empire (113th

Veek) (CD-1,082; $3.30). Went off
considerably from New Year's week,
under $11,500, but still quite good
for long running comedy.
•My SIsUr Eileen,' Biltmore (55th

week) (CD-891; $3.30). Another run
comedy that dropped, materially

from the holiday week's level; under
$7,500.

'Papa Is All,' Guild (C-956; $3.30).

Drew mixed notices; business fair;

supported by subscriptions, with
$10,000 asproximated.

'Spring Again,' Playhouse (0th

week) (CD-865; $3.30). Moved here
from Miller Monday (12); while
business dropped from holiday fig-

ures, but fairly good at $7,500; in-

definite.
Sons o' Fan,' Winter Garden (6th

week) (R-1,S19; $4.40. With "Let's

Face It,' tops the list; standees all

performances for gross quoted over
$39,000.
.'The Corn is Green,' Royale (C-

t;047; $3.30. Final and 59th week;
business last week around $7,000
estimated; gross on tour; 'The
Flowers of Virtue' next attraction.
'The First CrocDS,' Longacre. Stop-

ped Tuesday (6) last week after
weak press; played five perform-
ances.
'Watch on the Bhlne,' Martin Beck

(41st week) (D-l,120; $3.30). Was
off with the balance of the long
stayers, with takings around $10,000;
highly rated drama should stay
through winter.

Bevlvab
Macbeth,' National (8th week)

(D-1,162; $3.30). Is advertising last

weeks, but is listed to play until

Feb. 28; estimated around $13,500
Isst week.

'

'The Rivals,' Shubert (C-1,402;
$3.30). Revived by Theatre Guild
with name cast; well regarded out
of town; opens tonight (14).

"THE MAN WHO CAME TO DINNER"
'"YOU'RE IN THE ARMY NOW"

WARNER BROS.
Met. LOV CLA'ETON

'PORGT $16,400,

BOSTON CUCK

Boston, Jan. 13.

'Porgy and Bess' continued to rOmp
away with top coin In Its second
week here and management decided
to hold over an extra week. 'My
Sister Eileen' pulled very pleasing
^iz last week, second stanza of a
planned five-week run.
Managers noted a sloping-off of

trade after the New Year's week, as
usual, and figured the war-and-taxes
situation added a little to the down-
beat 'Mr. and Mrs. North' company,
starring. Lqis Hall and Owen Davis,
Jr., ended a 15-week tour here last

week. B.o. interest was too light to
-hold it longer than one frame. -

Estimates for Last Week
'POrgy and Bess,' Sbiibert (2nd

week) (1,600; $2.75). Excellent word'
of-mouth and press foUowup suS'

tained a brisk trade for this revival,
tallying $16,400. One more week.
'My Sister Eileen,' Wilbur (2nd

week) (1,227; $2.75).. Oo the 'must'
list of regular playgoers here, and
suburbanites are also - coming in to
catch this one. Second stanza hit

$11,000, very good.
'Mr. and Mrs. North,' Plymouth

(one week) (1,480; $2.75). Most of
the major strawhats played this com
edy last summer and milked the
trade. Lack of star value also hurt.
Garnered pallid $5,200.

^Rivals' OK $9,000

In Freezing Milw.

Milwaukee, Jan. 13.

With the mercury way below zero
in the bitterest and most protracted
cold wave known here in years, the
fact that It was in a subscription
series, with tickets sold far ahead,
proved a lifesaver for the Theatre
Guild's production of The Rivals,
which concluded a three-day en-
gagement at the Pabst (Ind) on
Saturday (10). Estimated gross of
$9,000, nearly capacity at $3.30 top,
was good.
Mary Boland was out of the cast,

having been. left in St Louis with a
severe cold, and Eva LeGallienne
took over her role-. While company
got into town early on opening day,
scenic production was delayed and
didn't reach here until 6 p.m. Audi-
ence watched the stage crew hang
the show until curtain finally went
up at 10 p.m.

'Eileen' $7,000, Seattle
Seattle, Jan. 13.

First legit of the new year at the
Metropolitan ran into two bad nights
due to snow, and 'My Sister Eileen'
wound up estimated $7,000 for five
nights and two matinees at $2.88 top.

Biz, while good, was- not up to re-
cent takes.

Shows in Rehearsal

'Heart of a City' — Gilbert

Miller.

'Plan M'—Aldrich.ft Myers.

'Gnest In the Honse'—Stephen

and Paul Ames.
'My Dear Pnbllo' — Irving

Caesar.
They Sboolda Stood in Bed'

—

Sam tt Grisman, Harry Stein-

berg.
'Solitaire'— Dwight Deere

Wiman.
'Lily of the Valley'— Gilbert

• Miller.
'Rose Borke' ("The Smiling

Visitor") — Katharine Cornell,

Guthrie McClintic.
The Flowers ot Virtue'—Cheryl

Crawford, Marc Connelly.
'Crown Cafe' — Wharton &

Gabel.
'Hedda Gabbler' (revival)

—

Luther Greene.

'HELLZ' $32,000,

GETS MOST

PHILLYBIZ

Philadelphia, Jan. 13.

'Hellzapoppin" apparently monop-
olized the legit clientele last week,

as the town"s other two shows
couldn't get to first base.

Last night (Monday) Helen Hayes
bowed In at the Locust in 'Candle

in the Wind' for two weeks under

ATS subscription.

Estimates for Last Week
'Hellzapoppin,' Forrest (3d week)

(1,800; $3.42>. In second full week
(mtuical opened Xmas night) vir-

tual capacity was reached, whicl!

meant $32,000. Show got same fig-

ure previous week, but had advan-

tage ot tilted New Year's (night and
eve) scale. Run prolonged and will

carry through February at least.

'White Cargo,' Walnut (1st week)

(1,700; $2). Revival didn't attract

curious and' thrlU-seekers as expect-

ed. Crix kidded it; poor $4,500,

Closes Slaturday (17).

'Portrait ot ^ Lady,' Locust (one

week only) (1,500; $2.50). Crix said

n.g. and patrons weren't any more
enthusiastic A bust with less than

$4,000.

'Arsenic' Healthy $17,600

In 2d Detroit Week

Detroit, Jan. 13.

Despite a zero spell of weather and
local uncertainty in the switch-over

of the huge auto plants to arsenals,

'Ai'senic and Old lAce' finished

strong In its final week at the Cass.

Second full stanza clicked for ap-

proximately $17,600, to give the com-
edy a quoted $50,000 for its "two
and a half weeks during the holidays.

House stays bright with 'The Stu-

dent Prince,' which opened Sunday
(11), with a local girl, Barbara
Scully, starred. 'Louisiana Purchase'
has been set for two weeks starting
Jan. 26.

'Hattie' Big 29G in Balto

Baltimore, Jan. 13.

'Panama Hattie' mopped up lii full-

some fashion at Ford's last week
-chalking up estimated $29,000 Iri

1,500-seater at $3.33 top. Drew
critical raves and s.r.o. biz on latter
Jialf of week.

Both legit houses are ' open cur-
rently. Ford's has pre-Broadway
trial of Elliott Nugent and Robert
Montgomery's production of 'All in
Favor,' and the Indie booked Mary-
land has George Abbott's preem of
'Jason.' Listed for Jan. 19 at Ford's
is the Billy House-Eddie Garr com-
pany of 'Hellzapoppin.'

Engagements
Mary Anderson, Leon Ames, Joan

Spencer, Ijouise Campbell, Katherine
Emmet, Pert kelton, Richard Bar-
bee, Frieda Altman, Helen Stewart
William Prince, Walter Beck, Nelly
Adler, 'Guest in the House.'
Frank Craven, Isobel Elsom.

Vladimir Sbkoloff, Leon Belasco,
Virginia Lederer, Katherine GIvney,
The Flowers of Virtue.*

Qii Legit Toboggans Widi Temp.;

Turchase,' $22,000, 'Claudia,' 7iy^

Current Road Shows
'(Jan. 14-24)

'All In Favor'—Ford's, Baltimore
(14-17).

'Arsenle and Old Lace'—Davidson,
Milwaukee (14-17); Parkway, Madi-
son, Wis. (19); Auditorium, St. Paul
(20); Lyceum, Minneapolis (21-24).

'Blithe Spirit'—Playhouse, Wil-

mington, Del. (16-17); Nixon, Pitts-

burgh (19-24).

'Blossomi Time' — Auditorium,
Shreveport, lia. (14); Auditorium,
New Orleans (15-16); Auditorium,
Beaumont, Texas (17); Plaza, El

Paso, Texas (19); Rialto, Tucson,
Ariz. (21); Orpheum, Phoenix, Ariz.

(22); Russ Auditorium, San Diego
(24).

'Candle In the Wind'—^Locust,

Philadelphia (14--24).

'Clandia' (2d Co.).—Selwyn, Chi-
cago (14-24).

'CUndU' (3d Co.).—English, In-

dianapolis (14); Victory, Dayton, O.

(15) ; Memorial Auditorium, Louis-
ville (16-17); Bijou; KnoxvIUe, Tenn.
(19); Bijou, Chattanooga (20); Ry-
man Auditorium, Nashville (21);

Erlanger, Atlanta (22-24).

'Corn Is Green'—Harris, Chicago
(19-24).

'Flow era of V I r t n e'—(Frank
Craven)—National, 'Washington (19-

24).

Gilbert ft Snlllvan—Hanna, Cleve-
land (14-17).

'Hedda Gabler'—Colonial, Boston
(19-24).

'Hellxapoppin' (N.Y. Co.).—For-
rest Philadelphia (14-24).

'Hellzapoppin* (2d Co.).-i-Natlonal,

Washington (14-17); Ford's, BalU-
more (10-24).

'Jason'—Maryland, Baltimore (14-

17).

'Life With Father' (2d Co.).—
Grand, St. Louis (14-24).

'Life With Father' (3d Co.).—
New Auditorium, "Tyler, Texas (14);

Music Hall, Houston, Texas (15-17);

Texas, San Antonio (19); Para-
mount, Austin, Texas (20-21);

Melba, Dallas (22-24).

'Lily of the Valley' — McCarter,
Princeton, N. J. (24),

'Lenlslana Porchase* — Erlanger,
Chicago (14-17); American, St Louis
(19-24).

'My Sister Eileen' (2d Co.).—
Mayfair, Portland, Ore. .(14); Senior
High School, Sacramento, CaL (16);
Geary, San Francisco (17-24).
'My Sister Eileen' (3d Co.).—Wil-

bur, Boston (14-24).

'Native Son'—Lyceum, Minneap-
olis (14); Auditorium, St. Paul (15);
Parkway, Madison, Wis. (16-17);
Davidson, Milwaukee (19-24).
•Pal Joey'—Grand Opera House,

Chicago (14-24).

'Panama Hattie'—Nixon, Pitts-
burgh (14-17); Erlanger, Chicago
(19-24).

•Porgy and Bess'—Shubert, Bos-
ton (14-17).

'Rose Borke' (Katharine Cornell)—Curran, San Francisco (19-24).
'Separate Booms'—Orpheum, Wa-

terloo, la. (14); Iowa, Cedar Rapids,
la. (15); Orpheum, Davenport (16);
Shrine Auditorium, Des Moines, la.
(16) .

'Student Prince'—Cass, Detroit
(14-24).

'Theatre'—Court Square, Spring-
field, Mass. (14); Bushnell Auditori-
um, Hartford, Conn. (15); Shubert,
New Haven- (16-17); Klein Audi-
torium, Bridgeport (19); Erie, Sche-
nectady, N. Y. (20); Empire, Syra-
cuse, N. Y. (21); Strand, Ithaca,
N. Y. (22); Masonic Auditorium,
Rochester, N. Y. (23); Park, Youngs-
town, O. (24).

'They Can't Gel Too Dowp'—
Music Box, Hollywood (14-24).
'Tobacco Eoad'—Madison, Mans-

field, O. (14); Weller, Zanesville, O
(15); Fairbanks, Springfield, O. (16);
Memorial Hall, Dayton, O. (17)-
Palace, Toledo, O. (18-24).

'

'To Live Again'—Belasco, Los
Angeles (14-24).

Veloz and loUnda—His Majesty's
Montreal (14-17); Maplewood, Maple-
wood, N. J. (19-24).
'White Cargo'—Walnut, Philadel-

phia (14-17); Plymouth, Boston (19-
24),

C&S NX;. 7G in BuflF.

Buffalo, Jan. 13.
Theatres had tough competition all

last week from blizzard and sub-
zero temperatures.

Shuberts* Gilbert and Sullivan
troupe tallied estimated $7,000. n.g,
at $2.20 top at the Erlanger.

Chicago, Jaa 13
Worst winter weather In years hii

town last week and the loon IpS*
grosses, dipped along with the thS
mometer, which tobogganed to «I
much as 12 below zero for sev»»i
days at a stretch.

Two shows left town Saturdji.
(10), 'Student Prince* and 'IS
Son' scramming the Grand and
Studebaker, respectively.

Estimates for Last Week
'CUodU,' Selwyn (17th week)

(1,000; $2.75). Dipped with thelSt
In brutally tough weather to $7,50(1.

'Loolsana Porchase,' ErlaDi»
(13th week) (1,400; $3.85). Hdd
rather well, though off at $22000
One more week.
'Native Son,' Studebaker (9th aad

final week) (1,400; $2.20). Held oa
closing notice to $6,000. Scrammed
for northwest on Saturday (10).

'Student Prince,' Grand (3d and
final week) (1,300; $2.75). New
Year's week was only real winner
for this revival and finished finale
to $7,500. Left Saturday (10) tor
Detroit

Take My Advice,' Great Northern
(3d week) (1,300; 09c). Cut top from
$1.65 and going along on extremely
low nut, taking maybe $2,500 last

week.

'JOEY.' $8,500,

A DUD IN Pm
Pittsburgh, Jan. 13.

Freezing weather and poor reviews

all counted against 'Pal Joey' last

week at Nixon and musical wound
up with one of the poorest grosset

ever turned in here by a song-and<

dance show with a Broadway rep.

Barely estimated $8,500 at $3.30 top,

brutal, and played to comparatively
empty houses all the way. Fact that

Gene Kelly, a Pittsburgh boy who
had become associated with 'Joey^

in local public's mind, wasn't in the
cast may have had something to do
with awful biz, but couldn't possibly
account for such a miserable take.

Local crix didn't go for It at all,

commenting on the ragged produc-
tion .and expressing surprise that

such a lack-lustreless show could
have stayed almost an entire year on
Broadway. Nixon management had
another .explanation. Great week
here is usually followed by only a
fair one, money generally being that

way locally, and 'Joey' waa said to

have suffered from fact that 'Hellza-

poppin,' which preceded It, ran up a

sensational $45,000 In a week and a
half.

Nixon has 'Panama Hattie' current,

third musical in a row, first time
that's happened at local legit house
since the oldest graybeard can re-

member.

'Henry' Fmales at $9,500

In Ul; Pair Chi-boonil

Los Angeles, Jan. 13.

'Springtime for Henry' was the

sole legit entry in town last week,
winding up five weeks Saturday
(10), house then going into hands of

Fanchon & Marco for conversion to

pictures as first-run for Paramount
product day-and-date with the Para-

mount downtown. 'Henry' tabbed

estimated profitable $9,500 for final

nine days.
,

The musical revue, 'They Cant
Get You Down,' folded at the Music

Box Jan. 4 to clip some holiday biz,

and is slated to move to Chicago for

run at the Studebaker starting Jan.

25. Revue did moderate biz here In

eight-week span. Interrupted by two

week siesta between blackout period

and Christmas.
,

Myron Pagan's 'To Live Aga'"
flickered at the Belasco for the two-

week holiday stretch, with reports

that producer will take show to Chi-

cago. Town will go through legit

blackout until reopening of Biltmore

Jan. 26 with Everett Marshall to

Blossom Time.'

Dunham SG in Frisco

San Francisco, Jan. 13-

Eight performances of Katherine

Dunham's 'Les Jazz Hot' dance con-

cert at $2.75 top grossed $4,900 el

the Curran here. • .

Henry Duffy's Alcazar Is dark ana

cast of 'Patricia' Is being paid out w
the -Equity bond. Show succuroDCO

to slump &i night biz since blackouts

started.
,

Curran relights Monday (19)wltt

Katharine CorneU In 'Hose Burke.
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FOR j| CONSECUTIVE YEARS
(1939,1940,1941)

THE NEWS
NEW YORK NEWSPAPERS

IN

AMUSEMENT ADVERTISING

IN 1941 y The News for the third year in

a row published more amusement adve'rtis-

ing than any other New York newspaper,

morning or afternoon. Amusement advertisers during the year

placed 777,997 lines ofadvertising inThe News, 63,433 lines more

than in its nearest competitor—a greater lead than evel: before.

I

iH )i( *

Amusement advertisers spend more in The News, because the

vast News audience spends more at the box office. It carries your

amusement message to seven New York City families in ten. It

reaches more women than any other newspaper—and more men.

With four-star columnists, superb coverage of theatrical events

and movies ... the largest amusement audience . . . and the lowest

advertising cost . . . The News gives maximum box-office traffic,

delivers most S. R. O. houses! For greatest amusement profit in

1941, concentrate more advertising in The News I

AMUSEMENT ADVERTISING
(loco/ and G»n»ral)

IN THE NEWS

1941

1940

1939

1938

1937

1936

1935

1934

1933

1932

777,997

673,229

663,573

625,156

661,536

600,057

570,562

582,054

513,590

51 1,900

50URCC1

Mtdia R%cordtf Inc

XHK. jffl NELWS
tJIW YORK'S PICTURI NtWSPAPER

NEWS BUIIDNM

AVERAGE DECEMBER NH PAID CIRCULATION EXCEEDED 2,025,000 DAILY. .. 3,800,000 SUNDAY
1 '1
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Plays Out of Town

JASON
Baltimore, Jan. 12,

Pliiy In Ihipo written nnit dlrwtfcl

b)* Snntsnn nniihaelBon: pr08«-n(rd l>y (SoorEC

Aliltott: wnlnir l>>' Jnhn Hoot: nt the Mnry-
Ifind thrnti^, Dnltlinor^. Jnn. lit. '42: $2.22

lop.
SIlw Cntnc F.Wfn Hnll

Violet KiiUiliclIo Moore
MewienROr Xlcholna Conto
J.iaon Otis.. AlP.viniler Knox
I.lsn OtiK "f'fn WtilUcr

Ci-nrno Jlronson .Knyin.inil Oreenleof

Bill Squibb ....Wllllnm Mlle»

Humphrey Crocher K. «. Mnmhnll
Nick W)KEln« Kni.x Stevenn

Mr. Krnne.ly Tom Tully

Mr8. Kennedy E'lnn ^\'»t

Here is a triangle with a play-

wriijht and a dramatic critic on op-

posing sides. To complicate matters

further the playwright is a guy cut

on the Saroyan pattern and the critic

Is a dislilate of George Jean Nathan.

It is further a conflict of cold intel-

ligence as opposed by emotional bril-

liance. In the three acts Uken up
with the unfolding of this new set of

stage characters, Samson Raphaelson

has contributed a wide swath of fine

characterization and adroit dialogue.

His people are unreal in their actual

exposition, but they are far from be-

ing mere caricatures. They combine

to make a highly interesting play

which, with sharpening of pace,

should be capable of attracting some
favorable reaction from the upper

crust of the Broadway front for a

limited run.
Jason Otis Is a smart and sophis-

ticated commentator on the current

drama. After a career of literary

endeavor on the cynic side, he has

finally taken unto himself an attrac-

tive young wife, Lisa. This Mrs.

Otis is an extravagant, smart and
willful dame who is playing the role

of a daughter of the old aristocratic

South, when actually she stems from
the wrong side of the tracks. This

past is uncovered by the poetic lover

of the common man, the Snroyanish
playwright who has forced his way
Into the sacred circle of critics just

prior 'to. the opening of his first play

on Broadway.
Alter some rebuffs, the critics, in-

cluding the erudite Otis, take the

wild young man to their collective

bosom, sensing a sparkle of a new
force in the twiddle twaddle of cur-

rent dramaturgy. Otis goes so far

as to let his hair down to the point

of inviting common peepul from the

streets of the city to his home. Con-
currently Otis Is also losing his wife

to the phrase-making realist and
finally, faced with the actual dis-

ruption of his great romance, saves

the day through sheer brilliance of

analysis of what makes this play-

writing Sammy run. In short Mrs.
Otis regrets, but only a- few minutes
before the final curtain, which cli-

maxes some ol the most' effective

moments of the play.

It's all topflight stuff, smartly writ

ten and exnertly contrived. There Is

no question but what Raphaelson
knows his way around a stage. The
cast he employs here Is entirely up
to snuff. Nicholas Conte succeeds In

making the bragging, blustering

word-slinging playwright fairly at-

tractive and acceptable. Alexander
Knox Is a hard and cold Jason who
warms' up In climaxes to convincing

plausibility. Helen 'Walker, as the

wife, looks well and handles her lines

smartly. Set by John Root is well

contrived.
Raphaelson's direction can stand

some pointing which ought to be
readily available from George Ab-
bott, a master at this stint and listed

as producer In the credits. Burm

ALL IN FAVOR
Wilmington, Del., Jan. 9.

Comedy In Ihreo Acta (four scenes) br
X,oul8 Hoftman and Don Hartman. Staged
br Elliott Nugent; acttlni; by Samuel Leve.
Presented by Elliott Nugent and Robort
Montgomery at Plnrhouse, Wtlmtngton,
Bel.. Jan. n. "42; »2.20 top.
Cast; J. C. Nugent. Frank Conlan. Bob

Iteadlek., Tommy Lewis, Mary Prances
Hdflln. Gloria Mann. Claire Frances, Jamea
Wnten, Raymond Roe, Leslie Barrett, Ar-
nold stnng. Ralph Brooks.

by Nugent. Outstanding are Ray-
mond Roe and Frances Heflin, as the
puppy love interest; T\ nmy Lewis,

the irritating "little brother"; Arnold
Stang, in a Jewish comedy character-

ization; Leslie Barrett, Bob Readick
and Gloria Mann.
The elders are swamped by the

youthful competition. J. C. Nugent,

father of Elliott, is properly mean
as the money-conscious landlord;

Frank Conlan and James Waters arc

capable in supporting roles. Sam-
uel Leve designed an effective club

setting. Klep/er.

Youth is served In the first produc-
ing effort of the new Elliott Nugent-
Robert . Montgomery team. In fact,

it's a sort of 'Our Gang' In the teen
age and, while it has moments of
nostalgic adolescent charm, It hardly
odds up to Broadway fare In ite

present form.
Play's main asset Is Its cast of

youngsters who have a field day of
horseplay and general fiilarlty. The
plot resembles a modern 'comic strip,

recounting the trials and tribulations
of youthful members of the Club
Bevel. Faced with eviction, the boys
decide to admit a few financially
sound girls to balance the budget
More complications, most of them
on the humorous side, ensue,' but ev-
erything comes, round to a happy
ending.
The authors handle the problems

of adolescence with sympathy and
understanding, but it is doubtful If

Broadway audiences wUl find such
youthful antics sufficient diversion
4or a full evening in the theatre. Au-
thors failed to concentrate on any
one character, thus robbing the play
of sustained Interest The cast. of
.yogi^gsters is unUorntly good and
show the result of skilled direction

Plays on Broadway

The Lady Comes Across

MuslMl lomoily In t;vo n<-t« 1= K-cne».

prp«eiile<l by George Hnle "'.-"^ >••_,»

V y .liin. 0. "4- Book by KreJ Ihonip-

luin anil U.iwn l>ovvcll: music nnd lyrics.

Vernon Duke nn.l John Lntoiiche; '"IWOK-

rnphy. (leoige llnlnnchlne: book directed

by H.imnoy Hrcnl; specl.il sengs tor Joe I-..

Lenls bv Dnnny .Shnplro. Ix^ster Lee nnd

Jerry se'elcn; scenery nnd costumes. Stew-

nvl Chancy: musical director. Jacques

Itnbhoft: features Mlscha Auer and Joe E.

Jllr Charters Evelyii Wyckolt

Tony I'ntterson Ronald Ornham
Otis Klbbcr Joe E. Lowls

Elmer James Morton L. Stevens

jlary Bclty Douglas

Alberto y-orel Stlano Brngglottl

4 .Shopper. ...Tlic Martins

Mrs. Blvenlale •• ""''V Weston
r.imobell Cower (Champion)

Kay Jeanne (Tyler)

Babs Applewuy Wynn Murray
Krnle Bustard Mlschn Auer
nnronesH Helatrom ....Helen Windsor
Bnllerlnii Comlque Eugenia Delnrova

Ballerina Lubbi Rostova

The I'hnntom Lover Mare Flatt

Models: Betty Douglas. Evelyn Carmel.

Patricia Donnelly. Judith Ford. Dorothy
Partington. Arlino Harvey, Joan Smith,
Drucllla Strain.
Dancing Ensemble: Misses Betty . Apple.

Mary Ann Crawford. Deny De Elmo. June
Gmlinm. Babs Heath, Phyllis Hill. Bottllu

Ismnllolt, Hortenso Khorklln. Lormlno
Latham, Edllh Laumer, Claire Lorlng,

Marian Lulling. Mnrjorle .Moor*. Ellse Rel-

man. Aleen Stunrt, Olga Sunrez, Dorothy
Thomas.
Messrs Clarence Joeper. Joseph Johnson,

Roy Mni-shnll. Bob .N'orrls. Harry Pcdersen.
Peter Kite Smith, Zachary Solov, Ken
Whelan.

The L-ady Comes Across* is pos-

sibly the most ill-fated musical
comedy venture to reach Broadway
in years. Last year the scenery and
costumes bore the title of 'She Had
to Say Yes,' (fostly Dennis King pro-

duction that never reached Broad-
way. George Hale then salvaged
the production, got a new book and
score and the final result is possibly

the least happy of all.

The show has but three saving
graces, all in the talent department
Joe E. Lewis, making another legit

stage appearance and utilizing a
couple Df his nitery songs, 'Febru-
ary'^ and "H. "V. Kaltenbom Blues,'

Is the production's standout; second
is the young ballroom team of Gower
and Jeanne, also a nitery staple,

who wham with a couple of dances
in the second half and could do
much to brighten the first half; third

Is Evelyn Wyckofl, the blonde looker
who was rushed in at the last min-
ute to fill the part held by the ailing

Jessie Matthews. Miss WyckoS is

handicapped by a bad score, but
despite this stands out as a probable
musical comedy favorite to come.
She's done a remarkable job in

quick stady and was fully at home
in her important role despite only
a week's rehearsals. A. beaut with
fine voice and plenty of class, she
should be a standout with good ma
terlaL
The show's production end cannot

boast a single asset The book by
Fred Thompson and Dawn Powell
is deplorably childish and - confus-
ing: the Vernon Duke-John Latouche
score is one they'll probably want
to quickly forget; Romney Brent's
stagmg of the book is entire^ un-
imaginative, and George Balan-
chine's choreography is among his

Soorest efforts. The ensemble
ancing Is virtually nil; the comedy

ballet efforts get ttie wrong kind of
laughs.
Mischa Auer should stick to pic-

tures, tor stage work can only de-
tract rather than enhance a talent
that has so little variation and light
or shade. Possibly out of despera-
tion, he's finally clad in woman!s
clothing, one . of the oldest comedy
tricks, and even there he doesn t

achieve a hiunorous effect Unfortu-
nately, 'there are no retakes in a
stage musical comedy.
Ronald Graham is a nice-looking

baritone of good voice and he's the
romantic male lead opposite Miss
Wyckoff. The Martins, evenly mixed
singing quartet, do as good a Job as
possible with what they have to
sing. It might be recalled here that
The Martins themselves did a better
scoring job than this show holds for
George Abbott's 'Best Foot For-
ward? current at the Barrymore.
Ruth Weston plays a lecherous so-
ciety woman with sufficient leer, but
Wynn Miirray, now considerably
thmned, is at a loss with the poor
song materlaL Rest of the cast has
little to do and doesn't do It too
well.
Plot is nearly entirely a dream

sequence. Thus, Miss Wyckoff be'
comes Involved as an FBI operator
and meets her dream man, ^aham,
also an agent covering a spy who
operates A Fifth avenue dress shop.

Lewis, surprisingly good with the

book part also, plays Miss Wyckoff's
agent, while Auer Is a perfume
salesman. The society dame and
sundry others then become involved,

and the windup comes when Lewis
and Auer are able to snitch from
the matron a girdle containing im-

portant enemy information. Fol-

lowing the plot is probably the most
tiring part of the show.

It's recommended, however, that

some producer salvage Miss Wyckoff,
Lewis and Gower and Jeanne to

build a show from there. Scho.
(WitlKlraton Saturday • (10) after

three performances; printed for the

record.)

JOHNNY ON A SPOT
Comedy In throe aeu presented at the

Ilro:idhurst. N. Y.. Jan. 8, 'it, by John
.shuliert: written and staged by Charles
MiicArthur, based on story by Pnrko Levy
and Alan l.lpsciitl: setting designed by
Frederick Fox; 93.30 top.

.tt. John Jlobert Williams
McClure '. Arthur Marlowe
Chronicle ReiHjrter Richard Karlan
Chronicle Cameraman Burton Mnltory
Danny .William Poron
Bulletin Cameraman Kenneth Toby
Ben Kuslck Paul Huber
Creeper Sanford niekerl
Julie Glynn Edith Atwater
Heeler ^..Tom Morrison
Doc Blospom. Will Geer
Nicky Allen Kocnan Wynn
.Salesman Jack MnCnuley
Barbara Webster ...Florence Sundstrom
Lucius Sylvester Polk
Colonel Wlgmoro Mllchell Harris
Mayor Lovett Charles Olcott

PepI PIsano Tito Vuolo
Pearl Lamonte Dennle Moore
Judge Webster Joseph Sweeney
Chief ot Police G. Swayne Gordon
Flanagan Harry Meehan
Sergeant State Trooper John O'Mnllcy
Wanlen Ben Roberts
Dapper Camay Wilson
Canlain State TnMiver .lack Bnilnard
Policeman Michael Barrett
Policeman Charles Gordon

The winter period Has been

marked by favorable reports from

out of town on new plays which re-

ceived reverse flrst-nlght reaction

on Broadway. Here is another. Per-

haps more disappointing because it

arrived at a time when a new laugh

show would have teen most wel-

come.
It is the . maiden effort of John

Shubert, son of J. J., as a manager.
Play under the title of 'Off the
Record' was tried out by him last

season, but the slated New York
showing was cancelled. Younger
Shubert was hesitant about having
his name on 'Johnny' until Boston
looked it over and opined the show
was okay. .

Script was turned over to Charles
MacArthur and he is credited with
the writing. It appears to have its

original faults, for 'Johnny' seems
to be a frenzied sort of farcical com-
edy that is incoherent in too many
spots and paced with such speed that
the laughs are lost if present

MacArthur doubtless saw In

'Johnny' another "Front Page,' which
he and Ben Hecht rode to popularity.
But that was a newspaper melo-
drama and the writers knew their
stuff. New play is a actionized idea
of crooked politics in a small south-
ern town and just about gats left on
first base. There are reporters and
such around, but they are secondary.
Main characters are grafting poll-
ticos.

Johnny is a fellow wno isn't seen.
He's the gove'rnor, running for the
senate, his campaign being managed
by Nicky Allen, a Yankee, and Julie
Glynn, secretary. The gov. is a guy
who likes booze and women, latter

of the kind sometimes referred to as
'fancy.' He breaks his promise not
to imbibe, winds up in Pearl La-
monte's bawdy house and there sud-
denly dies.

Nicky decides to keep the obit
secret for 24 hours, by which time
the election will be over. A sched-
uled speech Is broadcast by remote
control from the governor's office,

discs of another . speech about the
glory of southern womanhood and a
new maternity h(xspital, over which
there is a scandal, supposedly going
on the air. Johnny is elected alright
Through a daffy judge, appointments
are made, cops are shooed away and
Nicky's hot and cold romance with
Julie Is aimed for wedlock. Nicky
even tell? the editor ot a newspaper
that Is about to crack down on the
administration just how Johnny
died and where, daring 'em to make
the exposi;|re.

There are plenty of people in the
play, 28 being listed in the cast
Eight are featured. Ed Wynn's son^
Keenan, 9s Nicky, Is the busiest of
the lot and Is a promising cometllan
with the weightiest part assigned
him yet. He'll do better in a better
play. Edith Atwater is his running
mate as Julie, an efficient secretary
who Is likeable despite all the rush
and countless telephone calls.

Dennle Moore plays Madam Pearl,
who seems to have too much leeway
in the governor's office. Florence
Simdstrom Is very good as a vixen-
ish girl who likes to think she's
stuck on Nicky. Hers Is one of the
few southern dialects noticed. Joseph
Sweeney appears as a judge, one ot
the ring. He's a good comedian, but
like the others has been seen to bet-
ter advantage. Will Geer is a curious,
shilly-shallying doctor and bbd
fancier on the side. Tito "Vuolo is a
third-rate bodyguard who can't de-

hside Stuff-Legit

Upon the recent death ot the former Metropolitan songstress iSan
Lewis, widow of the late Robert L, Hague, it was stated she had a on«.

hall interest in his estate. Intimates say he 'bad no estate, in fact died
broke. Hague was noted tor his generosity and 'gave away most 0! hli

wealth. Last recipient was Christine Fisher, whom he intended to

but he never divorced Miss Lewis. Miss Fisher was known in show busl.

ness and was said to have been in the ensembles ot several musicals.

Hague was something ot a shipping marvel and developed the great

tanker fleet ot Standard OH (ot New Jersey). Standard OH has alwan
been a stickler on personnel, but so well liked was Hague that when
there were hints ot scandal In his private lite It was overlooked. Among
his previous wives were Edith White Bobbe, who condui;ted a smart shop
in New Y(5rk. She was once robbed in a sensational manner. Hague's
first wife resides on the Coast anti it is understood he provided a trust
fund tor her. ^

For the third time in recent months the Theatre Guild was steamed up
over the notices ot New York critics, latest disappointment being the'
coverage on 'Papa Is All,' which opened at the GuUd last week. In splurga
space, favorable quotes from 15 out-of-town reviewers appeared, ai
against six from Broadway notices, one ol.the latter (Dick Watts, Herald.
Tribune) being quoted twice.

Two ot the New York quotes were given special prominence, but the
general trend ot the notices was mild. 'Papa' was reported drawing
goodly grosses In most out-of-town stands, though not as big as 'Candle
In the Wind' and 'Hope For a Harvst' press of both also so-so in N. Y,
Extra space tor 'Harvest' quotes was^devoted only to opinion outside the
city, which stunt was hardly effective, play going off after five weeks.
'Candle,' presented In association, with the Playwrights, is again on tour.'

It was a false alarm here that week ot Feb. 2 at Nixon, Pittsburgh, was
being reserved for the Lunts In a new, unannounced play. For a time,

according to Carleton Miles, their advance agent tor 'There Shall Be No
Night,' couple had planned on reviving their bit ot more than a decade
ago, 'Caprice,' and this, it was believed, might have led to the report that

they were coming here. Miles said, however, that Lunts had decided
agaiiist the revival and would wait tor a new play, 'something momentous,'
until then remaining at their Genesee Depot Wis., tarm.

Miles is now ahead ot Chi company ot 'Blithe Spirit,' which opens Jan.

16 in Wilmington for two days.

'Cock-a-doodle-do,' an autobiography by Charles B. Cochran, has evoked
high, praise in English papers, one reviewer saying: 'He has diown that he
can. produce a good book with the same facility as. a good play or revu*

. . . his latest and most comprehensive volume of reminiscences .-, ,

establishes him as a chronicler -ot the very first order.' Another book
commentator wrote: '. . . 'Volume is entertaining and interesting wherever
one opens it A remarkable galaxy ot stage personalities are presented
with Intimate knowledge.'

Since Dec. 27 Gertrude Iiawrence has been selling defense stamps at

one ot tha ticket windows at the Alvin, N. Y., where she is starring la

'Lady iii the Dark.' Miss Lawrence is in action only at matinees and In 10

afternoons prior to the first curtain she sold stamps valued at $3,239.80,

Star was in action before one night performance and the sales then were
arotmd (2,000.

Michael (Mike) I<«vey, also known as Mike Leonard, 60, who was em-
ployed by tha Leo Oohn and l-eo Newman ticket agencies, also being for-

merly connected wllh bookmakers, died Deo. 29. Ha suffered a broken
leg in a taxi accident and was removed to a hospital, where he developed
pneumonia.

To clear up soma eontusion as to tha drama reviewer on tha new
Chicago Sun, Claudia Cassidy, formerly with tha (jHilcago Journal of

Coitmierce, la drama and music critic ot the Sun. Her replacement on
the Journal ot (Sommerce is William Leonard.

liver giggles either:- Paul Huber is

one ot the principal grafters. Ibee.
(Wlthdraum Saturday (10) afttr

four ^erformancet, printed for the
record.)

PAPA IS ALL
Comedy in thrM actr (four acenea). by

Patterson Oreeiie. features Jeasle Rojce
Landia, Benton Reld. Staged by Frank
Carrihgton and Agnea Uorgmn; sotUnga
and costuraas designed by Dmellne Rocbe;
production under aupervMon of L&wrsnce
Langner and Theresa Helbtin. Pr«sonted
by Theatr« Guild., at Guild tbea(r«, M. T„
Jan. e, '42; }3.30 top.

Mama c...*..,... Jessie Royce Landls
Jake Eramett Rogors
State Trooper Royal Beal
Emma Celeste Holm
Mrs. Yoder Dorothy Sands
Papa Carl Benton Reld

Members ot the Mennonite sect ot

back-country Pennsylvania, popular-
ly called the Pennsylvania Dutch
(though they're actually ot German
ancestry), are the subjects of 'Papa
Is All,' tha comedy by Patterson
Greene, which the Theatre Guild is
presenting as a subscription offering.
It Is a folk play, undeniably au-
thentic, but somewhat stereotype in
story Incident and rather mild as en-
tertainment Despite favorable re-
ception during a prelhnlnary tour,
its Broadway chances appear lim-
ited. It's an In-and-outer.

Title is the Pennsylvania Dutch
way of saying 'Papa Is dead.' To
anyone familiar with the play's lo-
cale, the title, the dialog in its curi-
ously inverted form ot the Pennsyl-
vania Dutch idiom, plus the vartous
references to the incredibly stubborn
Mennonite resistance to progress or
change, all are remarkab^ true to
life. And to anyone who recalls the
notorious hex murders of Pennsyl-
vania some years ago, the penurlous-
ness, bigotry, religious fanaticism and
sadistic cruelty of papa could well-
be taken from actual fact
However, the play, unlike It* club-

footed title character, hasn't much
vigor. Flrat act provocatively estab-
lishes the abnospnera, charaoters and
situation, providing a substantial

springboard for a strong play. But
the second act with Its abrupt leap
from grim drama to broad comedy,
U weak, while tha fransparently
contrived climax of the third act

seems j>at and unsatisfying.
In essence 'Papa Is All' shows how

a narrow-minded, grasping, sancti-

monious father cruelly dominates his

family, and, when things becomp. no
longer endurable, is apparenUy
killed in a railroad crossing accident
while riding in a car with his son.

'When papa is all, mama and fiie two
children begin to enjoy lite, and, in-

deed, everyone in the stu'roundUig
countryside is glad to have him out
ot the way. Papa presently comes
back, but in the words of an old

German proverb quoted by the

State Trooper, tails into his own
trap. -

Jessie Royce Landis, featured a>

the cowed but stubbornly courageous
mama, gives her best performance
within recent memory, admirably
catching fiie various moods of the

part and handling the difficult Penn-
sylvania Dutch st>eech convincingly.
Carl Benton Reid, co-featured, is

properly odious and fearsome as

papa. He and Emmett Rogers, who
gives a straightforward, competent
portrayal of the son, also make the

accent sound right Celeste Holm is

dramatically effective and visually at-

tractive as the daughter, but she

misses the Pennsylvania Dutch man-
ner ot speaking. Royal Beal Is ac-

ceptable as the State Trooper, and
Dorothy Sands broadens the comedy
of a gossipy neighbor part
Frank Carrington and Agnes Mor-

gan, who tried out the play at their

Paper Mill Playhouse strawhat at

Millburn, N. J., have staged the piece

with a nice sense ot pace, and have
avoided rigid grouptags. Emellne
Roche's kltchen-Uving room setUng
and h6r atmospheric costumes look

authentically Mennonite and are tbe-

atricaUy effective. .,„
Come to think ot It 'Papa Is All

has Just about everything but a

strong plot Small cast and simple

production, making possible a muu-
mum operating budget, will help, but

probsbly not enough for more ttian a

limi,ediun. Bob*.
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Broadway

Charles Coburn In from the Coaat,

Grad Sean bedded with flu last

week.

Jack Benny is due east end of

January.

Monty WooUey In Saratoga Springs

for three weeks.

Harry Kaufman back from Florida

with thick suntan.

Pat Llddy to Seattle as manager of

camp show vaude unit.

Betty Field is due to get 'in from

the Coast tomorrow (Thursday).

Paramount story ed Dick Mealand

home with the grippe last week.

Joey Keith <:elebrated 44th birth-

day at Jersey City Medical Center.

Sonja Henie opens 10-day date at

Madison Square Garden Monday

^^Terry Donaghue has been placed

in charge of publicity for Loew's
State.
Henry BelHt, veteran agent, who's

been on the Coast two years, has re-

turned east.

Ed and Polly East making their

third 'Kitchen Quiz' short for Colum-
bia Pictures this week..

'Leonard Caynor flew to the Coast

Friday (9) on a publicity deal for

which he's negotiating.

Hike Poller, in charge of RKO's
playdate department, is recuperating

alter an emergency operation.

. Al Sindlinger, March of Time ad-
publicity chief, home fighting flu at

his country home in New Jersey.

.••Harry Schumer's son Henry, who
was his chief a.ssistant, enlisted In

' Air Support Command^ Mitchell

Field.

Ann Sheridan and George Brent,
who were married In Miami last

week, have gone back to Hollywood
frtm there.
Richard Lane, ventriloquist, has

left with a USO camp show for Fort
Stevens, Astoria, Ore., to b%gin a
long tour of army posts.

Ralph McCoy, southern-mldwest-
em sales chief for WB, is back at

the h.o. after contacting a number-of
branches in his territory.

Sally Benson about to sell her New
Yorker series, 'Meet Me .In St Louis'
(a kind bf 'Life with Grandfather')
to films. Paramount and Metro both
bidding.

Spence Pierce, 20th-Fox southern
exploltallon manager,' back to At-

' lanta following two-rday huddles
. with Rodney Bush, exploitation chief
In N. Y.
Roy Haines, eastern-CBnadian divi-

sion manager for Warners, and
Arthur Sachson, h.o. sales exec, were
Id Boston over the weekend for sal^
meeting.
Leo Rosien and Leonard Spigelgass

?tH $35,000 from Samuel Goldwyn
ar their original script, 'Washington

Drama,' Goldwyn bought it within
14 hours of first seeing it last week.
Ben Kalmen.son, general sales

manager for Warners, is on the Coast
for his first confabs with studio execs
since taking over direction of dis-
tribution activities for the company.
Managers of RKO houses In the

former Solly Schwartz division
.tendered him a luncheon, at same
time presenting, him with a gift, on
Ws promotion to a large out-of-town
sector.

Alexander Korda and wife Merle
Oberon arrived from the Coast Mon-
day (12). Korda goes to England in
about two week.? for month's stay,
•Mis."! Oberon to Washington for war
work.
Saul

: Bornstein, Irving Berlin's
partner in Irving Berlin. Inc., is con-
sidering moving the office to Wash-
ington, since all of Berlin's pop re.
.leases are contributions to some pa-
triotic or humanitarian effort.

(Jlaude Lee. director of public re-
JaUons for Paramount, will attend
the annual meeting of the. North and
bouth Carolina Theatre Owners As-
sociation in Charlotte Sunday-
Monday (18-19).

.
Julia Sullivan, former secretary to

John E. McDermott In Par, has taken
over a similar post with Bob Glll-
nam. succeeding Bill Schneider who
becomes assistant to Alec Moss, ex-
ploitation chief at the Par h.o.

Buenos Aires
By Ray Josephs

PeP' Arias planning
summer tour.

Mario Soffici finished exteriors of
Csmino de Las Llamas' in Men-

ooza mountains.

°' theatre and screen folk
Off to Mar del Plata and Cordoba
nilk for holiday.

Sono Film . completed Libertad
J^marque's 'Yo Conoci Esa Mujer'
(I Knew That Woman').

Academy of Motion Plc-

AtS *"<^ Sciences opened B. A.
offices with cocktail party,

i.oni'i'".
" .^''P"'^ to finish 'Adoles-

Mirtl*' T
A"8el Magana andMWha Legrand, late in February.

nniX star Louis Jouvet an-
nounced plans to return to B. A.

JJjj'j'

year—if and when Vichy sig-

Jacques Constant working nights

•SlnJl
'ushing completion of

A ttcJ
which United

AJtifts will distrib.
Minar Sans' first Indie venture

-wlU b« Tuartoi de Ensueno ('Port of
Dreams') with Totl Munoz end Al-
fredo Jordan. Will have tea theme.
Exhlb " Clemente Lococo signed

United Artists, Universal, Paramount
and Warner for his flrst-run Opera,
Suipacha, Normandie and Metro-
politan.

Instltuto Cinematograflco Aigen-
tino's documental of the southern
lake regions in Nahuel Huapi now
being cut. Several companies inter-
ested In footage for backgrounding.

Baires signed Mecha Ortiz and
Pedro Lopez Lagar for 'Contra-
bando,' an original with story by
megger Arturo S. Mom and Miguel
Mileo. Mom will not handle it, how-
ever.
Enrique Fausten, St., business

manager of Artistas Argentinos Aso-
ciados, to Chile, lining up houses for
five 'A' features to be produced in
'42. First trip of its kind by Argen-
tine company.
Hugo del Carril will start

'

'La
Novela de Un Joven Pobre' ('Story
of a Poor Young Man') for EFA next
month. Amanda Ledesma has femme
lead. It's del Carril's first since
highly. successful p.a. tour.

St Loois
By Sam X. Hurst

Rise Stevens skedded for a p.a.

Sunday (25),

Bill Griffin, of the R'odgers Circuit,
Cairo, 111., among the out-of-towners
shopping on film row.
The Gaylords, localites, are head-

lining floor show at Club Continental,
Hotel Jefferson. Stan Norrls and
orch on deck.
Houses in St. Clair County, 111.,

across the Mississippi, are dishing
out Defense stamps and bonds to
bank nite winners.
'Command Performance' wi-ilten

by Sergts. Stuart Warrington and
Robert Meskill, New York play-
wrights, skedded for St. Louis Little
Theatre. Gordon Carter will direct.

Fire of undetermined origin dam-
aged the recreation hall at the Fort
Leonard Wood, Mo., training camp.
First blaze since the theatre at the
camp was destroyed by fire last July.

Irv Waterstreet, M-G local sales
force, is the arranger for the Ex-
hibitors' Forum Thursday (IS) under
M-G sponsorship. More than 700
exhibs in St. Louis, Illinois and
Missouri Invited to one-day session.

Madalyn White, local dancer, will
soon be the bride of a Washington
sportsman.

Carlotta Dale, ex-canary for Jan
Savitt's crew, noW with Chuck
Gordon's band.
Herbie Frank, ex-manager of Club

21, ha.<! been placed In charge of the
Ritz Merry-Go-Round Room, • At-
lantic City. ^

Henry King's musicrew will fol-

low Frankie Masters'' band at the
Ben Franklin hotel tomorrow
(Thursday).
Gerard Gaghan. ex-film critic of

the Evening Ledger, is assisting in

the publicity for the • 'March of
Dimes' campaign.
Thelma Melrose Davies returned

to the air lanes last Sunday (11)
with a musical program over WIP
after a long absence.
Roger W. Clipp, general manager

of WFIL, has been named chairman
of the research committee of the
National Association of Broadcasters.

Coast Cfimmittee
;ConUniied from pare 3 s

Thomson, Bert Allenberg, Jock Law-
rence, Howard Strickling and
Charles Feldman,

Eastern Committee
Coordinating committee to funnel

out all requests for benefit appear-
ances in connection with war and
defense activities is being organized

by the Associated Actors & Artistes

of America. Object is to eliminate

attendance of show biz celebs at

minor events.

On the committee will be Emily
Holt and George Heller, of Ameri-
can Federation of Radio Artists;

Bert Lylsll and Frank Gillmore, of

Equity; Lawrence Tibbett and
Blanche Witherspoon. of American
Guild of Musical Artists; and Henry
Jaffe, counsel for AFRA and AGMA.

London

Laud U.S. Actors
sContlnued from page

they, have been asked to support-
giving unselfishly of their time,

talent and full resources.

'To the members of this great and
honorable profession, all of us owe
a debt of gratitude for everything

they have done to make this a bet-

ter and happier world in which to

live.' It Is signed by William V. C.

Ruyton, British Ambulance Corps;

Natalie Wales Latham, Bundles for

Britain, and Robert Appleby, ' Brit-

ish War Relief Society.

Michael Powell on lecture tour in

Ireland.
Carroll Levis expected back from

America in February.
Jack Taylor's wife getting over

serious appendix operation.
Hubert Harben left around $45,000,

his widow, Mary Jerrold, being sole
legatee.

Max Miller is to star in new
George Black revue at the 'Victoria
Palace early In April.
Charles M. Woolf elected chairman

of British Film Production Associa-
tion, replacing Major Baker:

Victor Sheridan reopening the
Palace, Hammersmith, and Empire,
Kilburn, as vaudeville spots.
Daughter born to wife of Captain

Keith Liversidge, Louise Browne,
American- musical comedy star.

After lapse of over six years.
Paramount's Plaza, in the West End.
again experimenting with stage
shows. '

Moss Empires dickering for sev-
eral picture theatres in provincial
key spots to operate them as vaude-
•ville houses.

Leon Quartermaine obtained di-

vorce from Fay Compton on the
ground of desertion. He was her
third husband.
Gala presentation of new Asso-

ciated British picture, 'Banana
Ridge,' at the Regal netted $200,000
for the Russian tied Cross Fund. .

Wallace Parnell due here from
Australia with musical show headed
by Stiffy (formerly Stiffy and Moe),
which he intends to stage in the West
End.
Reports from Australia tell of

passing of Ed E. Forde, juggler, aged
71. Forde was well known in Eng-
land years ago and also known in

America.
Owing to the Prince of Wales thea-

tre, Birmipgham, having been badly
blitzed, Emile Littler has taken
over the Stratford Memorial theatre
for his annual pantomime.
. Jack Hylton and Jack Taylor have
jointly bought provincial rights of

Noel Coward's 'Cavalcade' from
Charles B. Cochran, which they in-

tend touring in the sticks this year.

Adolph Neiman, Phoenix theatre
booker since 'Maurice Bloom, owner
of spot, decided to try vaudeville
policy, is out after eight weeks.
Bloom now does his own booking.
John Sharman, relegated by the

BBC since Oliver Wakefield pulled
some blue ones at one of his recent
broadcasts, has been reinstated to his

former job as head of Music Hall,

the Saturday night BBC feature
which he originated.
Noel Coward slipped into the pit

to see "The Man"Who Came to Din-
ner' at the Savoy to watch the al-

leged impersonation of himself by
Edward Cooper. He said he thought
the portrayal was 'very artistic,' far
superior to the New York counter-
part.

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen

Joe Sala, owner bf defunct El
Chico. going to Florida to work this

winter.

Mrs. Joe Hiller home from an-
othef checkup at the Johns Hopkins
hospital.

Regular Friday Family Nights
were resumed at the Variety Club
last week.
Sanford Bickart, a local actor. In

cast of Charlie MacArthur's 'Johnny
On the Spot.'

Patti Gene, Al Kavelin's song-
stress, home for a rest while band
is laying off in east.

Carmelita and Lee, local dancers,
have checked in at . Monaco's in

Cleveland for a run.
Sally Cairns, film actress, in from

Hollywood for a short visit with her
husband, Thom Piper.
Wife and dog both travelling with

the Bill Fields, on the road ahead
of "Candle in the Wind."
Pete Dana screened Olsen and

Johnson •Hellzapoppin' for entire

!

cast of touring •Hellz' here.
j

The Vince Josacks and their

:

daughter are home from a seven-
week vacation in Hollywood.
John Walshes—he's manager of

Fulton theatre—expect their second
visit from the stork this sununer.
Jimmy Datlllo, former saxman

with Baron Elliott, has joined
Mickey Ross' staff band at WJAS.
John McGreevey, chief booker of

Harris chain, back on job again after

two-month tussle with nneumonia.
Radio's new Ellery QTieAl, Cutrle-

ton (Cam) Young, is a Tech drama
school grad and a former stock fave
here.
Marguerite Corday back to Minne-

apolis to become assistant producer
of stage shows at Alvin theatre
there.
Joey Rardin goes to the Five

o'clock Club in Miami when he
winds up his current Yacht Club en-
gagement.
Art Barker and Mike Barker, who

have foursomes at Hotels Roosevelt
and Seventh Avenue, respectively,
are brothers.

Bill Roos, here for holidays, said
he's netted nearly two grand In op-
tion money from his unproduced
baseball comedy. Triple Play.'

Billy Hinds has succeeded Billy
Leech as Singek- on Maurice Splttrl-

ny's Tap Time show, Leech leaving
to join Raymond Scott as featured
vocalist.

Danny Roach, sax player with
ACAE Airliners, sitting in with
Jimmy Joy as temporary sub for
Ernie GoUey, recently called up by
the army.
Thomas Hume, playing 'the wreck'

in Boston company of 'My Sister
Eileen,' co-starred at Tech drama
school here with Thelma Schnee. He
was known as Tom Koehler then.
Robert Finkel, assistant director at

Republic studio, is home for a short
visit with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Finkel, before going into the
Army. The elder Finkel Is a veteran
exhibitor here.

By Harry Martin

'Claudia' dated Jan. 29-30.

Joe Venuti band in • to Peabody
Skyway for a month.
Paul Page orch replaced Ray Pearl

in Balinese Room at Hbtel Claridge.
Memphis Symphony readying con-

cert for next Tuesday (20). Ethel
Taylor Is guesting.
Al Patterson back on managerial

staff at the Claridge hotel after be-
ing away a year following auto
smashup.
Loew's State lured 1,100 to annual

midnight benefit for Commercial
Appeal-American Legion Christmas
basket fund.
Diane (Thelma) Mitchell, ex-Sonny

Dunham vocalist, home for brief visit

before marrying Jackson Wheeler,
CBS spieler-producer.

Virginia Winkelman Lee handling
Auditorium roadshow publicity while
husband, Jimmy, Is aw%y on leave
of absence with FHO on defense as-
signment.
George Brent and Ann Sheridan

grounded here over weekend enroute
to their marriage' In Florida. Re-
mained Incognito under phoney reg-
istration at Peabody hotel.

Film-Going Up
^fContinued from page 3^^s

hits; no new fresh personalities

or» emerging.
Daytime Worse

The Co-operative Analysis . of

Broadcasting figures that, while

night-time listening was off 8% as

compared with the level which pre-

vailed for the last three months of

1940, the drop in daytime listening

was as much as 11%.

Further analysis of listening for.

the quarter ending Dec. 31, 1941

showed that the program leaders

taken one by one were not as high
as they had been during the kindred
stretch of 1940. The breakdown also

disclosed that tlie final '41 quarter

had less variety shows. Because of

their mass appeal, variety programs
have for years served as the back-
bone of radio entertainment. While
the sluff-off in listening is not con-
.sidered ominous, the keepers of the

C.A.B. poll pdmit themselves puz-
zled as to the cause. Perhaps the

most trenchant factor was the non-
inflltratioh of new and outstanding
personalities. Other contributors to

the slump might have been fhe com-
paratively mild winter which pre-

vailed during December and the

availability, of plenty spending
money which kept 'em Interested

outside the home.

Skellon Aitlonf 'Moil Popular'
As 1941 came to a close the list

of the first 20 most popular programs
revealed but one newcomer, namely.
Red Skelton. A compari.'Kjn of the
first 10 for December, 1941, with the
nrst 10 for December, 1940. indicated

one of the sharpest reshuffles in

years. Three consistent Icader.s

—

'One Man's Family,' Major Bowes
and Kay Kyser—had toppled out of

this select category, and they <t)ad

been replaced by Walter Wincheil,

Fitch
.
Bandwagon, and Maxwell

House. Another speculation ad-

vanced for the downbeat in listening

is that possibly the leaders are no
longer strong enough to maintain the

consistent following of ma.ss audi-

ences, and indirectly serve as the

sparkplugs for comprehensive lis-

tening habits.

As for the film boxoffice, the take

for 'October and November of 1941

avcr.iged about lOC'r better than it

was for the like months of 1940. The
December. '41, span fiuctuated .sharp-

ly. The first week ran between 15%
and 20% ahead of the same week in

1940. The second week (Dec. 7-14),

which was the first wek of Ameri-
ca's entry into the wari thi.s edge
dropped to 9%. During the third

week, which represented the apex of

the Christmas shopping season, the

upward margin was between 5% and
10';;,, while the Christmas and New
Year's interlude saw the business

bounce up to somewhere between
15% and 211%, as compared to the

similar period of 1940.

Hollywood

Linda Darnell laid up with fiu.

Bob Crosby laid up with throat
infection.

Wendy Barrle became nn Ameri-
can citizen.

Merril Pye recovering from ap-
pendectomy.
Alex Aarons joined the A ji S

Lyons agency.
Bill Blowitz joined the Paramount

publicity staff.

Frr.nk Capra Productions, Inc., of-
ficially dissolved.
Larry Darmour out of the hospital

after an abdominal operation.
Ncl.son Eddy opens his annual con-

cert tour In San Diego Feb. 1.

Roy Rogers ea.st on a stage tour of
Virginia and southeastern stales.
Rosemary DeCnmp and John Shid-

ler cast on a delayed honeymoon.
J. Cheevcr. Cowdin back at his

Universal desk after a honeymoon.
Martha. O'DriscoU to wed Walter

Brewer, brother of Mrs. Hal R-ach.
Jr.

Darryl Zanuck commuted back
from his military chores In Washing-
ton.

Irving Berlin back to work at
Paramount after vacationing in New
York.

Carole Lombard to Indianapolis to
open Indiana's Defense Bond cam-
paign.
Betty Kean's sprained ankle de-

layed work on 'Yokel Boy' at. Re-
public.
Herbert J. Yates due this week for

his winter studio pilgrimage at Re-
public.

Sam Zimbalist pinch-hitting on
•Tortilla Flat' for Victor Fleming,
who Is ill.

Bing Crosby Is staging a charity
golf tournament on his Santa Fe
Rancho Jan. 30.

Lieutenant Commander Frank W.
Wead retired from film writing to
re-enter the Navy.
Victor Schertzinger's will left ev-

erything to his widow. Amount of
estate was undisclosed.'

Donald Crisp Joined the California
State Guard as a captain under
Lieut.-Col. Lewis Stone.
Madeleine Carroll withdrew from-

the 'Forest Rangers'- cast for a long
rest under doctor's orders.
Robert T. Kane, 20th-Fox repre-

sentative in England, due in town
this week for studio huddles.

Spyros Skouras in from New York
to confer with his brother Charles
on Fox-West Coast business.
Jack Cutting back from four-

month tour of South America in be-
half of Walt Disney Productions.
Chris O. Dunphy, former Para-

mount studio publicity chief and
veteran qf the first World War, is re-
joining the. Army.

Walter Wanger back from Wa.sh-
Ington after conferences with John
Hay Whitney on motion picture ac-
tivities in National Defense.
John LeRoy Johnstoiv-moved in as

publicity director for the Harold
Hurley production unit, which will
release through United Artists.

Australia
By Eric Oorrlck

Sam Snider, Snider-Dean thc.itre

loop, won a seat In home ward elec-
tion.
' Charles Munro, managing director
of Hoyts, improving after nervous
breakdown.
'Fantasia' (RKO) swung into a

Sydney downtown house for Yule-
tide date after 15 weeks' first run.

Williamson-Tait will reform Gil-
bert-Sullivan troupe into a light

opera unit for presentation of shows
popular a decade ago.
Exhibs are requesting local dis-

tribs to conserve as much product
as possible in case there's a major
boating holdup via Pacific ho.stilities.

Helen Kirsova played a ballet sea-
son at Minerva, Sydney, (or a short
span by arrangement with Alec
Coppel. Local talent mostly featured.
Bernie Freeman, Metro's No. 1

Australia man, has ordered the re-

call of 'Comrade X' from all Aussie
zones. Pic wa^ nixed in New South
Wales.
Gracie Fields Is reported due In

this zone this year for series of Red
Cross shows. Britisher was due in,

'41, but had to postpone visit due to

U. S. dotes.
Amalgamated Pictures, unit under

the Greater Union Theatres tent, has
bought the Majestic; Melbourne, for
$240,000. GUT is operating house as
first-runner with U. S. and British
pix.

Petrol shortage has forced govern-
ment to nix pic units from using
special fioals to exploit coming at-
tractions: Exploiteers are figuring
using horse-drawn gear to overcome
the gas curtailment.
Williamson-Tait made a bid to

gain lease of King's, Melbourne, to

spot the British pic, 'Love on the
Dole,' in contract conjunction with
British Empire Films. However, Sir
B'fen Fuller, got in first and copped
lease of house for vaude-revue.
Metro's 'They Met In Bombay' was

granted a playdate clearance in

Sydney. Was thought certain mili-
tary sequences would bring a nix,

especially' that one about winning of
the Victoria Cross by Clark Gable.'
Pic looks okay elsewhere on Aussie
dates.
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OBITUARIES
SIB OSWAI/D BTOLL

Sir Oswald StoU, 76, British film

theatre magnate, died In London last

week. -

Further details In International

Mctlon.

OTIS SKINNEB
Otis Skinner, 83, one of the great

actors ot the American theatre, died

^en. 4 at his home In New York.

I^ineral services were held Tuesday

(6) to the Little Church Around the

Comer (Church of the Transflgura

tion), N. Y., with over 1,000 persons

attending, including many show
business prominents.

Skinner, whose repertoire included

16 Shakespearean roles and who pro-'

duced and directed 33 plays, formed

an amateur acting group while work-

ing as a conunlsion house clerk in

tiartford, thus launching bis stage

career. He got his first professional

role In 1877 at the Philadelphia Mu-
seum, and durtog his first year played

|20 parts In stock. Hie following

rear he joined the Walnut Street

theatre company in Philadelphia.

Skinner made his first New York
bow in 'Enchantment,' at Nlblo's

parden theatre In 187B. He became
• leading man while with Lawrence
Barrett and afterwards played at

Daly's, New York, with a troupe in-

cluding John Drew, Charles Leclercq,

Ada Reban, tSxj Irwin, James Lewis
end others. Tbit company later

loured England and the Continent
After leaving Daly's, Skinner per-

formed with Edwin Booth and
Helene Modjeska. In 18B4 he became
^n actor-manager, opening with his

Cvm company In 'His Grace de
Orammont,' by Clyde Fitch. He
^ade his first appearance as a star

that year.
' Skinner was also known for his
writings on the theatre and roused
« storm ot controversy in 1925 when
'|ie aoeused the Methodist Preachers
Association of New York of attempt-
pig to censor the stage because It

considered the thea^e a rival draw-
ing power. In addition to 'Footlights

end Spotlights,' Skinner authored
Wad Folk of the Theatre' and, with
fais wife, edited 'One Man to his
jpme.' He was president of the Epis-
ti^al Actors Guild and vice presi-

dent of The Players. His last ap-
beerance was to 1935 to a revival by
Xlie Players of 'Seven Keys to Bald-
Jate.'

SIdnner's wife, now dead, was the
former Maud Durbto of Denver.
6urvlvtog is his daughter, Cornelia
Otis Skinner.

EHBIA CALVE
Emma Calve, 83, famous opera star

yrho sang for 13 consecutive seasons
et the Metropolitan Opera House,
^ew York, died last week to Mlllau,
France. She achieved her greatest
prominence for her 'Carmen.'
Mme. Calve was hissed at one of

her first appearances, at La Scala,
Milanj but subsequently cheered by
eudiences all over the world. .Later
phe returned to Milan to score one
of her greatest., triumphs. Mme.
valve gave several command per-
formances for Queen Vlctorifa.

The star made her Met debut Nov.
9, leeS," and .conttoued there until
1906. She toured the- U. S. after
1010 and made her farewell appear-
ance In 'Faust,' at Brussels, in 1927.

In 1915-16 Mme. Calve gave 40 con-
-«erts to the U. S. for the benefit of

I the Lafayette Fund and other war
[ organizations. Her New York con-

iiert alone grossed $100,000. She had
bo children and her last remalntog
relative, a nephew, died shortly aftir
eotog on the stage. At the age of 52
^be was married to Aliior Gasparl, a
Florentine tenor, to 1910.

NATALTA KOVSSEVIIZKT
Mme. Natalya Koussevitzky, 61,

prominent sculptress, wife of Serge

Koussevltzlcy, conductor of the Bos-

ton Symphony Orchestra, died to

Brookllne, Mass., Jan. 11.

.

Mme. Koussevitzky, Husslan-boni,

who, together with her husband be-

came an American citizen last year,

helped organize Koussevltzky's con-

certs and was an active partoer to

his music publishtog firm to Moscow.

The composer-conductor Is the lone

Immediate survivor. They had no
children.

KATE BIDSDALE
Mrs. Kate Ridsdale, retired vet-

eran legit actress; died Dec. 30 to

Milwaukee, where she had lived for

the last 25 years. She was a daugh-
ter of James Vtoson, Australian the-

atrical director, and toured the

world with the Sydney Shakespear-

ean company. She left the stage

after her marriage to Walter Rlds-

19 YEARS PASSED AWAY

DAVID POWELL
GOODMAN

Died Jan. 19, 1923

A loving one from ua has gone,
A voice we loved U stilled; •

A place Is vacant In our hearts
Which never will be filled.

Dear Daddy—I miss you more
now than ever.

Tour son. Jack.

JACK POWELL and FAMILY

dale, an English newspaper piib-

lisher, now deceased, and devoted
her later years to lecturtog on the
drama and wrlttog.

OLIVIA SEED
Olivia Reed, former topflight per-

former to vaudevlUa circuits and
tent shows, died last week to Allen-

town, Fa. In her 703, she passed

away to a bam, victim of exposure

and malnutrition. .

The few resources die and Albert

Baron, her professional associate,

had, apparently wer^ used to feed

and groom their ponies, goats, dogs

and oats—the animala with which
they worked and hoped some day

would take them back the come-
back trail,

'

HDGO KALSOW
Hugo Kalsow, 66, who for a half

century was a musician and orches-
tT'a leader to Detroit theatres, died
*aa 1, to Detroit.

Son of Fritz. Kalsow, also a mti-
•loi&n, Hugo Kalsow at 16 Jotoed
^e Detroit Opera House Orches-
tra. His father was leader of the
Detroit Symphony orchestra and the
'younger Kalsow went into the
ylolto section, then to first violto
end eventually, at the turn ot the
oentuiy, as conductor, a. post he
iield for 10 years. He also continued
bis theatre work, rematoing to the
pits, after films took over, as con-
<Iuctor to most ot the major houses
l|n Detroit Recently he was pre-
sented with a gold membership card

by the Detroit Federation of Mu-
aicians for his 60-year membership.

£te leaves his -widow, daughter

end e brother,

JACK BEITB
Jack Relth, .Canadian theatre man,

died to a Toronto hospital recently

at the age of 53.' He was active to

the Canadian west as a manager for

Famous Players and other circuits

and from 1918 to 1022 managed the

Orpheum theatre, Estevan, ' Sask.

With the RKO circuit to the U.S. lor

a time, he moved to Toronto and
managed Toronto's Mldtown.
Survlvtog are three daughters.

Burial was in Chicago.

GEOBGE GILBEBT
Frederick A. Matthews, 67, known

professionally as George Gilbert and
who fdr years trained ani^ conducted'

animal shows, died Jan. 11 to

Tjmgsboro, Mass.
Gilbert was acknowledged as one

ot the best tratoers ot domestic and
wild animals to show bustoess, and
his animal act was well known dur-
tog his vaudeville days.

DB, BENBT FBANCIS SEABS
Dr, Henry Francis Sears, 61, one

of early supporters of Boston Sym-
phony*Orch^ra and who aided the
movement for the construction of
the Symphony Hall, Boston, died
Jan. 1 to the Hub city.

Survived by three-children, one of
whom is Mrs. Emily Esther Lodge,
wife of U. S. Senator Henry Cabot
Lodge.

ANOBEW BENNISON
Andrew^nnison, 55, screen writer

and former legit and screen actor,

died Jan. 7 to Oxnard, Cal. Among
his recent scrlpttog collaborations
were 'Pot O' Gold,' 'Here Come the
Martoes,' 'You'll Ftod Ouf and two
'Mexican Spitfire' stories.

Survlvtog are two sons.

JABOSLAV JEZEK
Jaroslav Je;ek, 35, Czech com-

poser, died Dec. 31, to N, Y,
He had used American jazz as a

basis for his compositions to the
classical field.

festivals to the 1870s, died at Ober-

Ursel, Germany, recently.

The architect designed the the-

atre under the direction of Richard

Wagner, then to his late 60s.

DAVID FREEMAN
David Freeman, 63, brother of

Charles and Jess Freeman and Mrs.

Slme Silverman, died Thursday (8)

in Syracuse Memorial Hospital.

Other survivors include two sons,

one daughter and. two . other sisters.

Sid Silverman, publisher of 'Variety'

and 'Daily Variety,' is a nephew.

GEOBGE HALL
GeOrge Hall, 51, business manager

for the Walter Lantz cartoon organ-

ization at Universal, died Jan. 10 to

Hollywood after a lingering Illness.

He was formerly in charge ot the

Hollywood plant ot Radio Corp of

America.
Surviving are his widow and son.

FRANK BOBCBEBT
Frank Borchert, 49, manager for

years ot the Door Theatre, Sturgeon
Bay, Wis., collapsed to. the Warner
theatre, Milwaukee, on a holiday

visit Wednesday night (7) and died

ot a heart attack to an ambulance.
Widow and son survive.

JESUS MELQABEJO
Jesus Melgarejo, 65, Mexican

stage-screen actor noted for hid

characterizations, died Dec. 26 to

Mexico City. He retired a few years
ago as an actor to direct the gov-
ernment's Theatre Hidalgo, Mex,
City stage house.
Widow survives.

JULIUS BOTH
Julius Roth, 60, veteran Yiddish

actor, died Jan. 10 shortly, after a
heart attack baclcstage at the Sec-
ond Avenue theatre. New York, be-
fore curtato time. He was a mem-
ber of the cast of 'Live and Iiaugfa,'

playtog at the theatre.

PEOGT POOLE
(FEED FBEEHAN)

Fred Freeman, 67, veteran circus

performer known professionally as

Peggy Poole, died Jan. 10 at Mass.
General Hospital, Boston, after' a
long lltoess.

JOHN B, BBOWNE
John Boynton Browne, 34, Hono-

lulu advertising exec, died there Jan,

5 of injuries received to a swlmmtog
accident. He was son ,of John Bar-

ton Browne, for many years identi-

fied with Ambassador hotel's Cocoa-
nut Grove to Los Angeles.

VINCENT H. MABIOTTI
Vincent H. MarlotU, 51, a first vlo-

Itoist with Boston Syn^jhony orches-
tra for 19 years, died Dec. 29 to
Boston.
He was also a teacher at New Eng-

land Conservatory of Music

BOBEBT BABBON
Robert Barron, Irish film exhibitor

and director of Picture House, Bel-
fast and Regal, Portadown, ' died to
Ireland recently after a brief ill-

ness.

He was a pioneer to the Irish film
industry.

CALVIN HENDRICKS
Calvin Leroy Hendricks, 39, bltod

radio singer, died Jan. 3 in Los
Angeles as a result of injuries re-
ceived in 'an auto crash on New
Years' Day..
Surviving is his' widow who was

also mjured in the collision.

SALLY HUNT
Sally Hunt, known to private life

as Sally Stover Vogt and formerly
of the Zlegfeld Tollies,' died Jan. 3
in Jackson Heights, N.Y.
She was the wife of Eddie Vogt

(Hurst & Vogt),

KATE SHABD
- Kate Shard, 80, who originated
the role of Psyche in the first Sa-
voyard production of 'Princess Ida,*

died to Shere, England, Jan, 6. She
was on the British stage for almost
30 years, starting to the 1880s.

KABL BUNKWITZ
Karl Runkwitz, 92, who biiilt the

Festival theatre at Beyreuth, Ba-
varia, foe . the annual Wagnerian

CHABLES BICHABDS
Charles Richards, former actor

with Guy Hedlund's Playhouse com-
pany on WTIC, Hartford, died Dec.
25 to Hartford,

MME, MEYBIANE HEGLON
Mme. Meyriane Heglon, 75^ famous

French opera singer, died in Paris
last week.

Mrs, Elb E. DoUberg, 82, died , to

La Mesa, Cal., Dec. 24; she was
mother of Glen Dollberg, program
and production manager for KGO-
KPO, San Francisco.

Arthur Bleabar, 72, composer, or-
ganist and' choir leader, died Jbn, ft

to Los Angeles. He had written

many orchestral numbers and mu-
sical arrangement* based on years

ot research toto the old Spanish

missions of Southern California.

Samnel Levenson, 83, of Wood-
btoe, N, J., died suddenly at his

home recently. Levenson, who
owned aiid operated the Woodbtoe
theatre, is survived by hlj widow
and sOn.

Bernard John Rowan, Jr., sales

man for radio station KANS, Wichita,

died Jan. 2 in a local hospital

Rowan came to Wichita three months
ago from Denver, where body was
taken for burial.

Mother, 66, of Henry Henlgson,

former film producer now with the

Myron Selznick agency, died Jan, 12

to Mount Vernon, N.Y,

Ralph WiUlsma, 55, acrobat,' died
Jan. 9 at DeGraff, O., leaving widow
and a son.

Father ot Monte Kleban, WOAI
(San Francisco) program director,

died to New York Jan. 7,

Otis Skinner
^sConttoued from pa(e l^s

but there was a reason. He was of
the Actors Fidelity League, opposed
to Equity and rematoed loyal to the
former star-studded organization. It

was believed because of that he was
not named president of the Players
club upon the death ot John Drew,
Walter Hampden being elected to-

stead.

. Details of Skinner's stage career
appear to the obituary department
In 'FooUights and SpbUlghU,* his
autobiography, Skinner rated The
Honor of the Family' his favorite

play. It is also regarded as his most
successful .financially, what with
several revivals.

Garbo
.Continued from pageJ

man. Spencer Tracy, Bob Hope, Bing
Crosby, Edgar Bergen, Don Ameche,
Olivia de Havilland, James Cagney,
Thomas Mitchell, William Powell,

Walter Pidgeon, Warner Baxter, the

Merry Macs, Dennis Day. All these

and music by Gordon Jenkins will

be crowded toto an hour on both

NBC networks and Mutual. It airs

from NBC on the Coast at 8:15 p.m.

Oboler writes and produces the

'March of Dimes' special.

Early next month Oboler toltials

a series of dramas on NBC to bolster

civilian morale in cooperation with
the government ~ "

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Reavis Wtoclder, son,

in Los Angeles, Jan. 1.- Father is to

Metro publicity department
Mr. and Mrs. George Bronson,

daughter, Dec. 20, in New Haven.
Father is sales exec, at WELI, New
Haven.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Ohrt son,

Dec. 29, in Mason City, la. Father
is° in commercial department ot

KGLO. >

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Edwards,
daughter, to Boston, Dec. 24. Father
is vocalist with Howard Jones or-
chestra.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hemingway,
daughter, in Portland, Ore., Jan. 4.

Father is announcer over KOIN,
CBS Portland outlet.

Mr. and Mrs. Elliott Roos^veU,
son, in Fort Worth, Texas, Jan. 3.

Father, son of President Roosevelt
is head of Texas' State Network and
Station KFJZ, Fort Worth.

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph H. Cohn, 2d,
son, in New York, Jan. 12. Mother
is former Jewel Hart Broadway to-
genue; father is son ot Jack Cohn,
v.p. of Columbia Pictures, and an ac-
count exec with Weiss & Geller, ad
agency.
Mr. and Mrs, Prescott Robinson,

twin daughters, Jan. 11, to New York.
Father is news editor of WOR, New
York,
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Goodwin, son,

Jan. 7, in Los Angeles. Father Is the
radio actor-announcer. •

Mr, and Mrs. King Harris, daugh-
ter, to San .Francisco, Dec. 23,
Father Is NBC salesman currently
servtog with Naval Intelligence,
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Goodman, son,

in Detroit Jan. 6. Father is man-
ager of the Oakman theatre there,
Mr. and Mrs. Ross McPherson, son,

Dec. 17, In Buffalo. Father is sales
publicity chief at WGR-WKBW,
Builalo,

Mr, and Mrs. Bill Blowltz, son, to

Hollywood, Jan, 11. Father is Para-
mount publicist

MARRIAGES
Arabia Wooten to Struther M

Asquith, Jr., Dec. 30, in Memphis.
Bride Is daughter ot Hoyt B. h,
Wooten, founder and. owner of
WREC, CBS Memphis outlet.

Maureen O'Hara to Will Price,
Dec. 26, to Chatawa, Miss, Bride b
film actress; he's a film dialog dl.
rector.

Mildred Arnolds to Steve Loewer
to New York, Dec. 31. He's to War-'
ners' homeoffice publicity depart-
ment
Sue Phillips to John W. Biermann

in New Y*rk, Dec. 26. He's a mem-
ber of the Bodyguards, vocal unit
with Orrln Tucker's orch,

Hazel Carson to Leonard Turoldo^
to Winnipeg, recently. He's manager
ot the Grand theatre, Regina, S^k,

Sally Rand to Thurkel Greenough,
in Glendora, CaL, Jan. 6. She's the
fan dancer; he's a rodeo rider,

Kitty Lou Houghton to Bernard C,
Mazon, in Pittsburgh, Jan. 3. She's
half ot nitery dance team. The
Co-Eds.
Rachel TuckwiUer to Robert Pro-

vence, in Youngstown, O., Jan. 2. Ha

.

is news editor of 'WKBN, Youngs-
town.
Thelma Powell to Mike Morra, to

Pittsburgh, Jan, 7. . He's one ot the
.owners of Villa Madrid, Pitt nitery,

Rosella Towne to Harry Kronman,
to Beverly Hills, Jan. 7, Bride is a
screen actress; groom is a radio
writer,

Sydnee Blizarde to Robert C
Rothafel, In VIrgtoia City, Nev., Jan,

7, Groom is a theatre manager with
Fox West Coast and nephew of the
late Samuel (Roxy) Rothafel.

Pattl Gene (Baldrldge) to Bill

Ludwlg, to Pittsburgh, Dec, 27, She
stogs w^th Al Kavelto band; he's a
drummer.
Ann Sheridan to George Brent to

Miami, Jan. 5. Both are screen
players.

Jocelyn Newmark to Alexander H,
Cohen, to Now York, Jan, 11, He's
legit producer.
Agnes Dean to Tom Bailey, Dea

30, in Youngstown, O. Bride Is a
night club entertatoer,

Alice Blumberg to Perry First
Jan, 3, to Youngstown, O, He was
former night club owner and part-
ner to the Consolidated Amusement
Service, Youngstown's first booking
agency,
Betty Loo to Charles K Hong, to

Toledo, Jan. 10. He's a restaurant
manager and she's a nitery singer.

Helen Denlson to Peter Barton,
to Worcester, Mass., recently. Bride
Is vocalist with Bob Pooley's WTAG
(Worcester) orchestra.
Dorothy Darrell to Joseph Paster-

nak, to Palm Sprtogs, Jaa 9, Bride
is a film actress; he's the picture

producer,
Dorotl^ Tufry to Bert WIshnew,

to New York, Dec, 18, He's a vaude-
ville booker,
Ava Gardner to Mickey Rooney,

to Ballard, CaL, Jan, 10. Both are
film players.

Carmen Puente to Juan Trasvtoa,
to San Francisco, Dec. 29. He Is an
NBC Spanish-language announcer on
KGEI, Frisco,

Joan Stone to Benjamin Bradford,
in Providence, R. L, Jan. 10. Bride
is legit player,-

Margaret Spencer to Capt, Henry
Fine, Dec. 28, to Tucson, Ariz. He's

Hollywood press agent now to the

Army Air Corps.
Edythe Gest to Maurice Morton,

Jan. 7 in Hollywood. He's with
William Morris agency in Hollywood.

Beatrice Ritter to Nate Leafer, to

Albany, last week. He is manager of

Capital Music Hall and part owner
of the Burden Lake Castoo, both
in Albany.
Betty Rhoads to Lieut, William C.

Bell, Jr., to Troy, N. Y., last week.
He la former Broadway legit actor

and more, recently director of en^

tertainment at Fort Dlx, N, J.; she

is showglrL

1 {Mrs. FDR
|||L__(;onUi)aed from. page \^^^X

acquainted with Pegler, phoned him
at his home to Connecticut and sug-

gested he 'help us keep the show
running.'

Mrs. Roosevelt to her syndicated

column, wrote a . day or two later

that she was Ignorant of the facts to

the union's dispute with the play

management but had refused to cross

the picket Itoe without a knowledge
of the issues. She has since writ-

ten letters to both parties, suggest-

tog settlement and expressing the

wish to see the show.
Otto Peminger, producer, is stand-

ing pat against musicians' union lo-

cal 802'8 toslstence that he hire four

standby musicians. Show uses song

recordings, tocludtog the National

Anthem; atoong ita sound eSecti.
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Field Now Owm VH Ojrtriih*

pM during, the past coupl» weeks

has gone through a reorganizaUon

5Jth flnanciaUy and of Its staff. On

ft. financial side, all the shares of

*Ihe original stockholders were

Siught out by Marshall FleW. the

-cor^ration has been dissolved and

PM has become a purely personal

holding of Field.

On the staff side, two assistants to

the publisher have resigned, 10 staff-

ers have been released and a num-

ber of others added. PMblishers' as-

sistants who are no more are Tom

Fizdale, who was one of the original

stockholders and did promotion for

the paper, and Mrs. George S.

(Beatrice) Kaufman. Flzdale's de-

parture is a " money-saving move,

with all promotion-publicity to be

handled by PM itseU in the future.

Mrs. Kaufman resigned to go into

some activity more closely allied

.with the war. She hasn't determined

what, as yet.

Staff changes are not for reasons

of incompetence or economy, but

because publisher Ralph ^n^ersoU

does not feel that PM has discovered

the right combination yet and be-

lieves that by- widescale staff- shifts

he may be able to acquire what the

newspaper needs to push up Ita cir-

culation, which has remained static

for months.

Seven of the staffers *ere released

.In unusual manner. IngersoU told

them they were not flred, but were

being given vacations with full pay

tmtil they found other Jobs. News-

paper Guild plans to fight this as an

evasiott of the contract provisions

calling for consultation . before fir-

ings. Guild feels that IhgersoU will

not continue to pay non^workers in-

definitely, as he says, and that this
'

will result In the dismissals going to

arbitration, wlth-the-GuUd members
placed In an unfavorable position

because they have not been actively

working on the paper. Guild prefers

straight firing with the accompany-
ing payment of dismissal salary, as

required under the contract.

Seven were let out In this manner.
Including John Kobler, Lou Wede-
Diar, Bob Brumby, Julian Fromer,
Tabitha Petran, Paul Boss and Leon
Goodebnan. Fired in the straight

old-fashioned way were Ned Arm-
strong and Gilbert Dewart Carl

Bandau and Leane Zugsmith, his

wife, who recently returned from a

trip to the Orient for PM, resigned.

Financial reorganization let all the

original stockholders out with less
- than 20c on the dollar. What' XSS^

finally divvied up was this:

1. $300,000 which Field paid for the
voting stock of PM in the reorgan-
ization of the paper which took place
In October, 1940. This,- in itself,

would have amounted to 20c on the
dollar « the. stockholders, but it

wasn't immediately diwled and con-
siderable of it had been spent since

October, 1940, in administration of

assets of the former PM tfompany.

2. A sum (undisclosed) which
Field recently paid for 15,000 shares
of non-voting stock in- the PM com-
pany which he formed after October,
1640. He turned this 15,000 shares
over to the old company In addition
to the $300,000 when he acquired the
paper.

By now acquiring the 15,000 shares
from the old company, Field gained
complete ownership and thus was
able to dissolve the corporation he
organized to operate PM after Octo-
ber, 1940.

New York Mirror let out 33 peo-
ple on Friday (9), Including 14 in
the editorial department. Among
those dropped were Jim Whlttaker,
music critic of the paper. N. Y.
World-Telegram discharged 34 about
three weeks ago.

traoklng Dowir On Na2l News
Crackdown on the Transocean

Nazi news servige by South Amer-
ican countries is gathering force,
-With indications that a majority will
joon ban the agency, aUready halted
to the U. S., from operations any-
where on the continent. Bolivia,
Which not long ago was the center
Of a^planned Nazi pjitsch, Issued an

decree suppressing the serv-

Colombia arrested Willy Meyer,
»r several years Transocean man-
*«er in Bogota, th« capital, and
"Urged him with distributing to-
witarlan propaganda- and violating
:™

,
Sovernment decree regarding

;?f*'8ners. Offices/ and radio sta-

«,? °} esency'S^e closed and

Tn. !- author}
tj,, -vaftar Meyer,

""e-t-me.
, imperial.

German navy, was flapped in the
dink.

.

Transocean i« still running in Ar-
gentina,- however, and head office-

for South America, . located in

Buenos Aires, operates wtihout
trouble despite fact it was con-
demned In no uncertain terms by the
Congressional Committee probing
anti-Argentine activities, headed by
Deputy Raul Damonte TabOrda.
Agency, It was pointed out by the
probers, is directly subsidized by the
German embassy and pounds out
thousands of words daily, which it

offers practically for free to - any-
body who will take it.

Brazil, following the lead of other
Latin-American republics, has closed

two more Axis sheets, Italian-lan-

guage daily Italia en Marcia and
Japanese Revista Cultural. Rio
government has also put Nazi Trans-
ocean and ' Italian Slefani agencies

under, special censorship:

Order End of Phllly Ledger

The Philadelphia Evening Public

Ledger, on the ragg&d edge for the

past couple of years, was ordered
out of existence by the Fe^leral

Court Monday night (5).

Hie court rejected a stop-gap
proposal whereby the employees
would operate the paper themselves
for another week without pay while
Sherman H. Bowles, publisher of

the Springfield (Mass.) Republican
would put up an additional $30,000.

Three times in the past three
months the Court had agreed to ex-
tensions while trustees sought a

buyer. When the trustees an-
nouncbd that they had failed- to ob-
tain any bids, the Court ordered the

paper, liquidated, ending the 27-year
history of the last of the newspaper
group founded by Cyrus H. R. Cur-
tis.

Folding of the paper meant the
loss of jobs for 828 employees. It

also left Philly with only one major
evening paper, the Bulletin. There
is also a tabloid, the Daily News,
which has a comparatively small
circulation. The Court allowed the
Ledger Syndicate to operate tqt 30
more days while a buyer could be
found.

LITEBATI OBITS
George Wright, 64, former man-

aging editor of the Montreal Her-
ald, died in Vancouver,. B. C, Jan. 7.

Cynthia Lombard!, noveltist, died

at her home, in New York, Jan. 9.

Sam Hitler, 29, captain in the RAF
and formerly with the Canadian
Press in Toronto and London, was
killed in action on Nov. 29 when he
and four others crashed in a British

bomber. He leaves a'widow, who is

an ambulance driver in England, and
a seven-months-old son.

Chester T. Crowell, 53; writer,

editor and former assistant to Henry
Morgenthau, Jr., in the Treasury^
died in Washington Dec. 26.

Walter E. Williams, 55, editor until

1940 of The Journal-News, Nyack, N.
Y., died in Nyack Dec. 31.

Sol Hess, 69, creator of the comic
strip. The Nebbs,' died Dec 31 in

Chicago.
George C. Braden, 73, former Ohio

lieutenant governor and onetime (ity

editor of the Warren (O.) Daily
Chronicle, died Jan. 8.

Tom G. Wade, 60, Michigan man-
ager of the Curtis Publishing Co.,

died at his home in Detroit Jan. 4.

T. Irving Crowell, 75, chairman
of the board of Thomas Y. Crowell
Co., New York book publishers, died
at Upper Montelair, N. J., Jan. 11.

Upping S. C. Eds

Promotion plums are dropping
thick down Dixie way, as several

large dailies have upped personnel

into more important positions.

Vivian Ingle nan>ed managing
editor, Columbia (S. C.) State, suc-

ceeding Caldwell Withers, resigned,

to join Advertising Service Agency,
Charleston.
Boykin Paschal, Savannah (Ga.)

Morning Press and Evening News
vice-president and advertising di

rector, elevated to vice-president

and general manager. Alfred E.

Floyd, assistant advertising director,

succeeds, Taylor Stone Whitfield,

papers' local advertising chief, re

tired after 43 years' service.

Carl O. Jeflress, former Greens-

boro (N. C.) Daily News arid Rec-

ord news director, made managing
editor, with H. W. Kendall, associate

editor. Daily News, hiked to editor-

ship.

P. H. Balte, Charlotte (N. C.)

Observer business manager, has been

named general manager.

Manila's Fall Trapped 26 Scribes

Capture of Manila by the Japs

caused fear in N. Y. as to the safety

and whereabouts of 22 U._ S. and
four British newsmen in the Philip-

pines. It isn't knbwn whether they

were captured by the invaders or

were with the U. S. Army at Cor-

regidor and the Bataan Peninsula.

Latter was believed most likely.

Communication with the PhiliiJ-

pines has been limited to brief of-

ficial messages sent by the Army
'command to Washington over the

meagre facilities available. Last

news dispatches from Manila were

sent just before press circuifa were

closed down without explanation

Dec. 31. Fall of the city was im-

minent then. Silencing of the 22

American staffers brings to a total

of 60, the reps of UP, AP and INS
trapped by war developments .

in

various foreign cities and unable to

send out stories.

N.T. Times Drops Bote

New York Times will eliminate its

Sunday roto section on Feb. 15. In

its pjace will be substituted eight

pages of additional pictures ,In the

Sunday Magazine section.

Lester Markel, Times Sunday ed,

said the reason for hierge'r of the

two fixtures is that news pictures are

.now pl,-iyed up so prominently in the

d^ly paper that only background
pnotos are left for roto use. These
can best be used by putting them in

the mag section, which is devoted to

background articles, he explained.

Additional piz, however, will not be
used for illustrating articles,, but in

a separate pic section.

Bills Next Week
sConUnued from page 48s

Splc &. Span
UlUy OhCHler
neatflco & Danny
ABncB WmiR
Don Anton Ore
.loo Jovlnclly

QOtli St. Ratltnhrlln

0111 AtklnHiin
Mutto & Tht-rcM
RcRffle Duvan
Jicllo JlAhnont
Johnny Walker
Blton Brown
Tony Donncil Ore

St^oD Club.

i'li(irlotboi'H

Huih Wnn-on
KIppee Vele7. .

Valttez & I'CKST
Karl Denny Ore

20tli CeDtunr

3 Pcppera
MIko l*e(lcoln
Snlly lA Mnr
]41ancho SJiundera
i^trolinmn (3)

Venice Orill

Nick Vni-allo Ore
Kny KlnK
Conch tta & Antonio

Oroot l.eiiter
Cltlc Kennedy

IVnriTlck note!

Roger fiianley Ore

WrlxT'B llul Dmo
C'unulen

mi'l Rollora
Da^e Pl^r-nn
I'nnip Handle Trio
ppi) llnnnrnnan
Aiiionia Torrcii
llurukl K I/oia
.lai'k .\loHii

Ton I

.luion FIncko'a Oro
Syd Golden
UathK'r miloradlan*

AVllBUU'e.

Joe HouRh
Art Maihuca
C:itherine Wolff Glr
rarol Joyce
Geo lisMuei Oro

Ynclit ClDb

.Hairy Hotly
t'l-nnc^fl Carroll
Wniaon SIR
"1 noht Club Boys
Victor Nelson Ore

Hotel Schenlcy
Billy Hinda Ore
Joy LInfl

Hotel Wm Pcbb
iCImtterbox)

Baron KlUoit Oro
.Mnry Kries
Hilly Cover
Dabo nitoilos
I'uu Wco Luula
Sonny KalKon
(Contlnentitl Bar)
Prank AndrinI -I

.Merry-Cu-Kound
DubblCB JlDL-kur Ore
I-'ranuCB :jione
t'y Hollywood

New lllllcrent
Penny Itni-ton Ore
JLlL'tiy Kce
ifUlp NolHun

Nlson rafe
Ai AiorlFio Oro
Hob Ooncr
Sianlcy
Cortcllo UoRB
Lola HcmU-liks

Nut HouHe
Sherdlnu Wolher O
.Marvin Fulliluve
liny Molvllte
Harry Prank

LOUIS K.O/SBAER IN 1ST

RD. OF CHARTTY BOUT

By JACK PULASKI
The expected happened at Madi-

son Square Garden Friday (9), when
Joe Louis knocked out Buddy Baer,

but faster thanrflstic obseiveia flg-^

ured. Most of 'em guessed the level-

ing would occur between the third

and eighth rounds, so when the 250-

pound Callfomian was counted out

four seconds before the end of round

one it furnished! the only surprise

of the much heralded bout

It took longer for Wendell WiUkie
to read a telegram from Secretary

of the Navy Frank Knox and deliver

a short address than the elapsed

time of the match. Willkle evi-

dently knows little about the ring.

He called the ch^mp 'Louie' in laud-

ing the Brown Bomber, who gave
his entire share of the takings to

the Navy Relief Fund, then referred

to Baer as Max, his brother who quit

to Louis several years ago. Buddy
laughed, his only giggle of the brief

evening, but at least he didnU dog
It. It was the second meeting be-

tween the men, first being a sensa-

tional affair in Washington last isum-

mer. At that time Louis went
through the ropes in *he first round
as the result of a sock and shove.

Lools Kicks In All

Louis was highly lauded for do-

nating his entire share, Navy fund
getting $69,092, which included pro-

moter Mike Jacolis' etid. The gate

was $189,700. The Mirror made no
mention of its columnist Walter Win-
cheU having suggested the bcnedt

Aght, but he was liberally credited

otherwise \n the press. Winchell, in

addition to his newspaper assign-

ment, is a lieutenant comrfiander In

the navy, on duty at headquarters In

New York.
Louis had made up his mind there

would be no repetition of the fluke

that made Baer a contender. Champ's
punches were short, lethal power-

socks. Baer went down three times

from rights to the chin with upper-

•cuts thrown in. Buddy's attempts

to sock it out with the champ re-

sulted only in a slight lip cut for

Louis. As Bill Corum put it: 'Three

rights made Baer wrong/
At $30 top It was an exclusive au-

dience. In addition to officers in

both services, prominent members of

the Madison Square Garden club and
their ladies were there in evening

dress. The betting odds were 7 to 1

or more, with Louis naturally fa-

vorite, but there probably was less

betting on this bout than for an

average fight card. .

Motion pictures of the fight show
that the champ connected with 63

socks, mostly on Baer's map, but the

defeated giant didn'^t look that dam-
aged. Film proves that Buddy took

the offensive twice and landed two
uppercuts. One made Louis good

and mad, so went to work and made
it short.

After the fight. Baer sejd the only

way he'd meet the champ again was
with sbaitebail bat"in his'mits.' ' •

DETROIT

llook-Catllliac Hotel
(Hook Coeloo)

Frank Gnf^on Ore
<Uotor Unr)

Dick Rock.
Do\rcr7

Helen Knno
Dan Hcniy
Al Tucker
Shirley Herman
Paddy Cliff
I«ya Lynn
Uon Arden Daao
Chaa Carlisle
Benny Rdsh Ora

CsBanova
Carlos & Dclorea
Geo Downey
I'at Webster
Dottle Dawn
Jessica Garwood
L^e Walters Ore

Clnb CoDXO
Peg Let; Dates
Margaret Watklno
Una Mae Carlisle
Tondelayo & Lopez
Hunda
Congo Oro
Earl Dancer *
Corktown Tavera

Don Harris
7';ttTl"Pin'clniran
Hart & Allison
Goo Dell
Hanchlta Villa
Phil SklUman Oro

(irand Tcmoe
Four Dukes
Billy Joy & JuanlU
Barl Parchman
I'hil SklUman Ore

Hand'a
Sun Val Seronadera

Loadoa CIm^ Uonae
Chot Sverhart
Huby Ore
Connie Rarlenu

Olab Alayfalr

.Marty Joyce
Carol Crane
Mcrvln Jcnnen
Dorothy Gcrron
Phil Olsen Oro

Neblolo'a

Fay & Andre
Johnny Poller
Laskey Sis
Clem Hawkins
Leonard Seel Oro

Nortliwood Ina

Anita JacobI
Woods Sl Bray
Dale^lhodcn
ThcroHa Rudolph
iMin Amaio
Ray Carlln Ore

Olde n'oyae Clnb
Charles Coatello Ore
McColl Sin
Jack London

I'nlm Beach
Four Xoveltcors
Tucker Si Trcmnlne
Monnle Drake
Don Tablo Ore

FenobHcot Club
Pairlcia Willis
J^lane Dayo
Froddle Ifuach Ore-
Barney Greene Ore
Huclt's Redrord 'lBp
;ilao McGraw Oro

Royale
Uuby Ring ^
Beverly Klrtf'
Kr6ddle £ B Roberta
Bob Hopkins
Skeeicr Palmer Ore

Statler Hot«l
Pancho Ore
Leonardo & Oalenfe

SaUv
Bert Nolan
Winters & Angelina
I'cftrl Magley Dane
r^onard Seel Oro

San Ptrire

.Gcno. £iucrald.
Glenn Dale
The Bordens
Dotty Sloan
Cliff Arvln .

Al Alexander Oro
Stevadoim

Everett St Conway
Dill Harris
Rtfland & RUo
Irene Burke
Tiny Gorman
Jack Tbomns Oro

The Tropica

Johnny Pineapple O
Vernca

Jack Cn rr
Chandra
Holly
C-hlco
Chuck Stevens Ore

WhItUer Hotol .

(Cold Cab «ooni) ^
Herman Fine

Wonder Bnr
Josephine Canti>bell
Manuel Lopez Oro
Sammy DIbort Oro

MO Clob
Dale Rhodes
DI OlovannI
Good & Goody
J^utilo Ard
Joan Moore
Joy & Junnlta
l^olla & DrlRo
Horace Houck Ore

CLEVELAND

Alpine Vllluce

C Lnmbcrton
Headlngions .

Walkmir 3

Claire Ray Gla
Orpha Towlo
Del Kay
Willie Mattblaa Ore
Bo'.). Coiifer

Eldomdo Clob
BBtralleta
Carlos Campos
Manuel Ovando Ore

FnMldle'a Cafe
lArry Vincent
Jane -Dover
Dllly White
Mnnhattancttes
Herb llosa Ore

Gourmet Clnb
Royal Hawallans O
Bill Lochman

Hotel Allertoa
Joe Italdl Oro

Hotel Cnrter .

Thlxlon Sprenger
Ambspaadora Ore
liarlrs Wick-
Hotel Clevclund

Bernle Cunr.mins Ore
Hotel Fenway Ball
Poison Gardner

Coram
Motrl HoUendoB

Terry Lawler
IfiHtclIn Sloan
Sharkey Sonl
Rolling Stones
Sammy Watklns Ore

Hotel Statler

niovor & I^aMae
Patricia Willis
iMdle Baron Ore
Ernie Taylor

1*11 Ciingn Club
Freddie Carlono Ore

Lindsay's Skybar
Gladys Palmer
Hal Simpson

Monaco's Cafe

Franc Reynolds
Carmellta St Lee
Birdie Dean
Manny Landers Ore
Dlnorah Ore

Regal Clob
Ducky MaJvIn Oro

0700 Club
.Sammy Wolfe
SumVny Morris
Bert Gilbert
Don Walsb Ore

Frank SJaMters

Orcluin] Ion
Rudy Gale Ore

PInea

Don Ruttcr
Bill LeRoy Oro

SQUlrrel Coop.
Tiny Miller
Joey Reynolds
Dale Hnrknoss
Ted Dohnonlco

Vucht Clnb
Don Itoth Ore
l^onora .Sola

Joey Rardlii
MatflnlH
Dnnco Cocktails
Shirley Heller

Skr-Vue
Hal Urabson Oro

I'nlon (irlll

.^snimy Walters
KraiMs .Naial^
Mike Sandretio

Villa MnOrld
Kizl' Cbvnio Ore'
Stark Lane
.Michael Strange
Maurino & Norva

BOSTON
Boarhcomber

Harry Morrlattcy Ore
Chico simone Ore
JorrI Vance
Dallatores
Waller Bohr
(^aroln Dennlson

BUnstrub's
Peter i^odgc Ore
Boyd Heathen
Doris' Doitne
The Barkers
DeMay. Moore & M.

Clnb Moyralr
Rann> Weetcs Oro
N'lck Jerrot Ore
Baby Rose Mnrle
Towne & Knott
Paul KIrktand -

Bnoin MrKonna Rev
Club Vanity Fair

A I Cova Ore
Stella Ray
Oihnle O'Xvoefe

Coeonaat (*roTe
Mickey Alport Oro
Don Rico Ore
Buster Kclm Rev
Ullly Paine
Marianne Francis
Artlnl Se, Consuelo
Dorothy Deering
Paul Robinson
Doloros Reed-
({Melody l^onge)

Gertrude Woodsum
Herb -bowls--

Copley Flaxa
(Sliemtoo Koom)

Ruby Nowmnn Oro
Julia Barbour
(Merry-Go-Rotud)
Mark Gilbert S

Cra^tvford Honoe
Freddy Rubin Ore
CrawCordeties
Regie White
Vera Lament
York St Tracy
Lionel Murray
Mnrya Brorn

Fox Oounda
.Milton George Ore
David Ballentine
Mnxino Coleman
(Rhamba Caslao

Room)
Charles Wolk Oro
I<es Habanoroa (6>
Foderlcos
Dorothea Costello
Argentina .Mia

Hl-Hni
Pete riorman Oro
Terry Andre
Frank Potty

Hotel Brndford
(Circus Room)

Wnrrt'n * noih"*
Hotel BruoHwIeh
(Bonmuda Terrace)
Lionel Hampton O

Hotel
Ken Travers Ore
Jark Manning Oro
Billy Kelly
Ada Marova
lllll Groin
Conga Teresa
Jf'an Monti
Blonnor Boland

Hotel LcDox
(T.enAx Arms)

Tinh Hardy Ore
Kn»' Iv^rn

Hotel Mlnerra
dunny Mr.Voy Oro

PITTSBUBGH

ADChorngo
Jimmy Zummo Ore
Maynard Deane
Arllaglon r^ge

Phil CavevKs Ore
June Gardner
Fran Rago

Balconades
Charlie Laun Ore

Dill Green's

Jimmy Joy Ore
Ucriy Burns

Uloe Ridge Inn

l.ou Lucky Ore
licnny Austin

Uooglo-U'oogle ClDb

lloog Sherman
Mnxie Simon
Harry Comorada
imddy Bliilne
Wally Wayne
J Comorada

Club Petite
Ptct-olo Pete Ore
^(oHy n^nz

I

Louir«c .Mc(fUlre
Ijini iJra4y '

Bllnen O'.Shca ^

Cork and Bottle
NtflHon Maples

Colonial
Art Fiirrnr Ore

Eildle Peyton's

Kenny Clark Ore
."il Club

Riiy Kn(;Icrt Ore
Hotel Fort PIU

Ken Bailey Ore
Johnny Mitchell
Hbrry Walton
Jesalo Whoatley

Hotel Uran
(HUver Grill)

Dorothy MaLthrws
liucortH

(liuy ftO'a)

Porothy Nosbitt
Hotel *tli Avranr
MM.e Barker 4

Hotel Roosevelt

An Bnkrr 4

Jolo , ,

Carole Dnyc

Barbara Douglass
Hotrl Snmerhrt
(Hullncse Rouml

R l>'rot))Jn;;linm
Husaell Swan
Harry .Mar^hard O

Hotel sutler
(Tcrnice Hfitm)

Lelghlon Nobld Ore
"^(Cafe Rouge)

Saivy Cavlcclilo On
fntcriuftlooal Cute
Tod Crowley Oro
I^orinan Bolstor
Fran"~e« Grant
Archie O'Brien
Hoborts & Trobur

Ken. Club
Farren liros Oro

.

ftUBs Howard
Jorry & Lillian

Latla Quarter

Anthopy Oruno Ore
Ithuinbolicrri Uio
Don Ktchnrdft
Shandra-Kaly Dano
Carole & Siirrod
Hetono Standlsli
Ireno Donaliuu
Wally WnnBcr Gla

(lounge Bar)
Hum Si Strum...
Bsrudero Sc. La Platft

.MUinil GrOTe
Jimmy McHale Ore
Lennio Fitz
Tom Chalcs
EHh May Watere
Phillips Sl Breen
Oscar Cnrmel
mano Norton
Arthur Martel

Rio Casino

Georgo ' Hnrrl.B Ore
Kay Uoylo
Harry Sponr
Harrison Aulger
Barbara Leo
Tom Brooks
Cnrl Boffman
Patrick Rogers
F^ulse Sherwood
Jane Giddings
Don Muckcl
(<(nrdeB I^finge)

Mai & P Dcarboa
Steuben's

(Vienna Booin>
IjCw Conrad Ore
Don & Dnrrow
Jack Si JfOrralne
Doris Abbott
Jimmy Mnrr
Adele Corey

The Cave
Don DiBona Oro
Jd.ck Fisher
Tamara Dorlva
Jack St Lorraine
Pir-eties (6)
Adolo Corey

Tie-Toe
Joe NoviIh Ore
Tiny Sinclair
DurnntH
Howard Puller K Sis
L Armslroiic Ore

Tremnnt rlnHi
Duke T^n-nxo Oro

Schenck Appeal
ssC'ontlnued from page 4^^^

Mathias F.. Correa told him to. He
declared his willingness to rest his

entire case on this issue, and, after

going into the unfairness of the

court's charge, he rested his case.

Justice Chase then asl<cd about the

Gibney testimony and declared that

it there had been no evidence to sup-
port the figures it was 'terribly,

harmful to the defendants.'

Correa's Rebnttal

Correa, in rebuttal, said Schcnck's
boolcs did not reflect transactions In

currency and that all gambling
trafisactions were in cash and en-
tered on the boohs as general busi-

ness expenses. He said the stock sale

was a sham and that'Sclienck, while
accepting checks in payment, gave
back an equal amount immediately
in cash.

He said all the entfies on the books
were halt-truths or complete un-
truths. He defended Gibn'ey's flares
and said his examination was proper.

In rebuttal, Davis said the Govern-
ment had not proved bad faith on
the part of either of the defendants

or shown criminal intent. Proskauer
also chimed in with the remark that

the question was never put to the

jury as to whether the expenses li;i<l

been charced olT fraudulo'''

cision was then rc.'-prvcd. .
' ' '

'
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IN RADIO FM STANDS FOR FREQUENCY MODULATION - A NEW
DEVELOPMENT, BETTER RESULTS, IN SHORT A STEP TOWARD PERFECTION-

AND HIS OBCHESTRn
* * *

WINNER FOUR OUT OF SIX TIMES

ON COCA-COLA SHOW
OPENING WALDORF-ASTORIA
JANUARY 15TH FOR EIGHT WEEKS

$30,000 GROSS, PARAMOUNT
THEATRE, L. A., WEEK OF NOVEM-
BER 6TH

BLUEBIRD

NOW IN PRODUCTION FOR RKO
PICTURES '^MAYOR OF 44TH
STREET"

RETURNING AMBASSADOR HOTEL
MAY 19TH, 1942 FOR INDEFINITE
STAY

AMERICA'S FASTEST RISING
ORCHESTRAI

BSC DUDS
f .'. a n a g c m e n ;

Mm k
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DISCRm BOOZING THIS WAR
Kirsten Flagstad s American Friends

Sadly Hear She Sings for the Nazis

Kirsten Flagstad, Norwegian singer

who has not been heard from

directly since she left the United

States In June, 1941,_ls reported_per^

forming a Wagnerian cycle in Berlin;

Thereby hangs a wartime mystery.

Miss Flagstad was commonly credited

Ijy her American admiiers with be-

ing antl-Nazl in sentiment. How-
ever, her husband k said to be pro-

Quisling politically and this fact is

.given in New York as the probable
explanation for the singer's reported
presence in the Nazi capital.

.Rumors concerning Miss Flagstad
have been rife in operatic circles for

some time. Her failure to write to.

the United States, although her hus-
band has done so, caused consider-

able wonderment. This wifely silence

coupled with the Berlin booking
(not officially confirmed because of

the wartime news blackout) has
alarmed her friends. They do not
fail to appreciate that it would.be a
propaganda triumph and a morale
contribution for Goebbels to have
her at this time bring the gi'eatest

Wagnerian voice in the world to the
.home town of Wagnerian opera.

Hqoity, With $199,000

In Idle Cash, Looking

For Likely Investments

Having a large amount of reserve
cash on hand, Equity has appointed
• committee on investments. Under-
stood that the association has a
$199,000 bank balance to its credit In
addition to some $40,000 in savings
banks. The latter sum earns some
interest, and it Is deemed advjsable
that the. larger cash reserve also be
put to work.

I^t week Equity ordered the pur-
chase of $30,000 in Defense Bonds,
not counting approximately $20,000
invested similarly by Chorus Equity.
It is believed that the amount put in

Government securities will be
doubled, and whether other stock
and bond investments will be made
will follow the report of the com-
mittee. Financial "security of Equity
is further evidenced by the owner-
ship of gilt edge investments, pins
property including the headquarters
buUdingvon West 47th street, N. Y.
Equity functions along extriemely

economic lines.

Undresser's Pressings

Gypsy Rose Lee Is mulling offers
from two different record compa-
nies to wax four sides. If accept-
ing, she'll do the special songs she
sings In accompaniment to her stage
stripping. .

She'll be the first known clothes-
Peeler to ever get on wax.

The Bearded Kid

Hartford, Jan. 20.

s -a-gag-to -maintain some in--

terest in frequency modulation^
development locally, mikeman
Keyes Perrin of WTIC's auxili-

ary, W53H, is raising a beard.

Mikeman has announced that

he won't shave but will elimi-

nate beard through pulling ' of

one hair for each F-M set sold.

$18,000,000 AD

LOSS DUE TO

PRIORITIES

Advertising agencies report that

more than $18,000,000 in outdoor ad-

vertising has been cancelled since the

beginning of the year due to the

priority situation. Restrictions on

automobile, rubber, mechanical ap-

pliance, and refrigerator factories

have all had their effect.

Magazine advertising has not yet

been affected to any great extent

but a 'vacuum' is anticipated from

spring until fall, with a gradual de-

crease likely from now until May.

Radio receiving set manufacturers

may also be affected before long (in

Canada manufacture o£ receiving

sets for civilian use has.been halted),

with resultant decline of revenues

for periodicals from this source also.

In the radio set manufacturing field

(ii>inion Is that industry will continue

on a healthy basis due to heavily in-

creased Government orders for field

sets, airplane and speaker services

of all types in such volume that pro-

duction for civilian use may be cur-

tailed, even if there is no specific

Government ban, as in Canada.

Picture company outdoor adver-

tising remains unaffected, with sev-

eral majors currently planning ex-

tensive campaigns. National mag ad-

vertising from film companies also

continues as usual.

It Took a War to Inspire

Tooters to Play Anthem

Milwaukee. Jan. 20.

While the Davidson (UBO) has

long been compelled by the Mil-

waukee musicians' union Local 8 to

pay for an orchestra that did not

even appear in the pit during the

engagements of dramatic shows, the

impasse finally was broken this past

week under wartime pressure, and

now the musicians, led by Sol Sha-

(Continued on page 47)"
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Niterie* and Bars Planning

Stricter Self-Regulation for

—Soldiers,- Sailpr^-and -De-

fens^ Worker*—Laxity in

Some Areas Brings Crack-

down

DETROIT PADLOCKING

Chicago, Jan. 20.

Faced with mounting indignation

on the part of local police and liquor

control authorities in principal cities,

strong steps for self-regulation of

bar trade in night clubs are contem-
plated to circumvent drastic rules

which may lead to prohibition of

liquor sales to men in the military

services.

In World War I, on the eve of

adoption of national prohibition,

dispensers of alcoholic beverages
were prohibited from servicing men
in uniform. No such rigid regula-

tion has been proposed currently,

but the more conservative interests

in the liquor Industry interpret num-
erous local restrictions and pad-

lockings as indicative of a trend
which can be stopped only by vigor-

ous self-imposed rules from within

the industry itself.

Some 30 of the key nitery opera-

tors in town met at the Chez Paree
recently, called together by the

Amusement and. Recreation Division

of the Chicago Defense Commission
to be addressed by Col. Norman
Wood, morale officer, and Lieut. H.

E. Hutchings of the Intelligence

Dept. Cafe owners were instructed

directly how to deal with 'situations'

involving men in uniform.

Where men in uniform get out of

line due, maybe, to too much im-

bibing, the cafe men were told to

call the military police or the shore

patrol, depending on whether the

men arc soldiers or sailors. The cafe

(Continued on page 21)

Rio Conference News Reaching

South Americans Via N. Y. Radio

Noted in Passing

Last week's 'Variety* carried

-12-lnches-of- text reporting -mar-
riages and six inches of text re-

porting births. Both way above
average.
Marriages which are simple to

arrange might b* related to

Pearl Harbor Dec. 7 but a more
profound explanation Is needed
to account for the profession's

stepped-up production.

B'way Stars Getting

First Aid Instruction

Every leading lady on Broadway

is in the first aid class taking a

course at the American Theatre

Wing. The Red Cross assigned in-

structors for daytime classes at the

suggestion ot the Winis. It was
pointed out that most stage volun-

teers are occupied at night, when
other courses hold forth in all sec-

tions of the city. Classes are con-

ducted on Tuesdays and Fridays

from 11 a.m. to 1.

There are 80 in the Wing class and
another is to be formed as soon as

the Red Cross can supply Instructors.

In addition to takirfg intensified first

aid instruction, nearly all the play-

ers are also active in air raid warden
work.

ACTRESS ASKING

lESS HONEST

CRITICS

Boston, Jan. 20.

Elissa Landl advocated that dra-

matic critics 'temper their honesty

until the theatre again flourishes/

speaking at the Ford Hall Forum
here on the subject, the ^heatre of

Today—What's Good About it and
What's Bad.'

She hastily added that she didn't

want the critics to 'temper their

honesty' for the actors' and actresses'

sake, 'but for the sake of the the-

atre. The Broadway theatre is fight-

ing for its existence. In fact, the the-

atre has been fighting for about 2,000

years. It is very sick now.

The angels of plays need a little

encouragement. They are born, not

made. It costs $15,000 to bring a new
play up to the rehearsal point, and
therefore I would suggest that if the

players were willing to work for less

than $40 a week, say $27 to $30, that

maybe the plays would run longer

and the players wd'uld be better off

in the long run."

Though Equity has 4,000 or more
members, she said that there are not

enough skilled actors. She criticized

theatres that still have auditoriums

done in vintage style.

Form Lambs Club Unit

For Servicemen Shows

The. Lambs - Club has elaborate

plans for the welfare of servicemen
on furlough in New York, includ-

ing a unit composed ot Lambs Club
members which will tour theatres

and cantonments, and the profits of

which v4U be used for the enter-

tainment of the boys In olive drab
and navy blue.

Idea of the unit was broached by
Charles H. Allen, agent-member of

the Lambs, and the club's council

(Continued on page IB)

Most ot South America this week
is hearing reports on the anti-Axis
conference in.Rio de Janeiro, Brazil,

that have traveled an average ot
-10,000 -miles—up to New York and
back. Transmission journey is made
necessary by the fact that large parts
of Latin America lack networks and
depend on radio coverage from the'
powerful 'shortwave transmitters ot
the United States and the commer-
cial point-to-point transmission facil-

ities of RCA and International Tele-
phone tt Telegraph.
NBC's coverage of the opening- ot

the conference in Brazil last 'Thurs-
day (15) was probably the neatest
trick of the week. It had previously
sent Buck Canel, chief of the Spanish
section of the international depart-
ment, to Rio to cover the meeting.
After a flve-ralnute Intro from

New York, NBC switched to Rio and
Canel came on. His voice was sent
north by point-to-point (commer-
cial) radio and then back by p6int-
to-polnt to 11 countries. Received
there, it was aired by local longwave
and shortwave, with oth-sr stations
picking It out of the ether from
either wavelength and rebroadcasttng

(Continued An page 53)

Show Biz Names Enlist

For Army Camp Toors;

Judy Garland, Jokon

Top show biz names, anxious to
do their part In entertaining soldiers
and sailors, have been volunteering
in force during the past week to
tour for free under USO-Camp
Shows, Inc., auspices. Al Jolson and
Judy Garland head the list of volun-
teers, most of whom will appear for
from 10 days to two weeks and even
prv their own traveling expenses.
Bookings are arranged through

CSI, which, acts to spread the
largesse ot first-rate performers over
as many camps as possible and to
avoid conflicts with other shows or
Army events.

Miss Garland, accompanied by
hubby Dave Rose, begins a 10-day
tour tonight (Wednesday) at Fort.
Custer, Mich. They give another
show there tomorrow night and
then move to Fort Knox, Ky. (Fri-

day and Saturday); Jefferson Bar-
racks, Mo. (Monday); Camp Robln-

(Continued on page 52)
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Moni Waxes Paine Talk

Paul Muni has signed with Victor

to go on wax with Thomas Paine's

'The American Crisis,' which he did

on the U. S. Treasury Hour several

weeks ago. It Is Muni's first record-

ing, with cutting tomorrow (Thurs-

day).
Understood that Muni may do a

series of platters with scenes from
some of the films he has appeared in.
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Lombard s Tragic End; Saga of Small

Town GirlWho Rose to Screen Heights

Homeward bound to Hollywood
alter fulfllling a highly successful

patriotic mission as official guest of

a U. S. Treasury War Bond sale in

Indianapolis, Carole Lombard, wife

of Clark Gable and internationally

known film star, met tragic death

in the crash of a TWA airliner on

Friday night (16) in the mountains

35 miles west ot has. Vegas, N. M.

Her mother, Mrs. Elizabeth K.

Peters, and Otto Winkler, ol the

Metro studio publicity staff, who
had accompanied her east, also were

killed. In all, 22 lost their lives,

including 15 Army aviators return-

ing to Coast bases.

Expressions ot deepest sorrow and

ympaitby, which have poured in

unending stream to Gable from the

public and the show world, testify

to the affection in which Miss Lom-
bard was held. No tragedy has

Etnick the theatrical field wtth such

widespread sorrow since the death,

also by airplane disaster, ot Will

Rogers, in August, 1935.

Miss Lombard, who was 32, was

at the peak ot her acting career.

She had completed two weeks ago a

feature flbn entitled To Be or Not
To Be,' directed by Ernst Lubitsch

lor United Artists release. In this

she was co-starred with Jack

Benny, who was so stricken by news
. of her death that he withdrew from
his scheduled national broadcast on
Sunday night <1S). Just prior to

her departure for the Indianapolis

War Bond rally last week, she

ligned a contract to appear opposite

Melvyn Douglas in a film for Co-

lumbia, which was to go into produc-

tion (his week.
Ir the Interim, Miss Lombard had

volunteered her services, to ,assist

the Government agencies that have
called on outstanding Hollywood
personalities to farther patriotic

movements. By coincidence, her
husband. Gable, is chairman of the
committee of actors in charge of

assignments. She eagerly volunteered
for the Indianapolis meeting, which
was attended also by Will H. Hays,
president of Motion Picture Pro-
ducers b Distributors of America,
Ine. She was bom in Fort Wayne,
Ind., and the projected visit to her
home state, accompanied by her
mother, had special appeal.

Winkter A Close Frlcad
Winkler, formerly a newspaper

man in Los Angeles, was invited to

be the third member of the party.
He was a member of the Metro
studio publicity stalT, directly as-

signed to Gable's publicity, and a
dose personal jbriend of the couple.
He was best man at the Gable-Lom'
bard wedding at Elhgrnan, Ariz., in

1»39:

At the conclusion of the activities

in Indianapolis, Hays sent the fol-

lowing' wire to Gable:
'Great day here tpdayi Carole

was perfect IteaBy, she was
magniflclent and they sold in

this one day $2,0l7,S13 worth ot
bonds, with a quota of only
$500,000. Every one deeply
grateful. I fee] I must send you
this expression ot personal
appreciation.'

In. a statement Hays added:'
'Carole Lombard gave hec life in

the service of America. She was
magniflclent end completely won
the hearts and aHections of the

Ik thousands who attended the rallies
Band bought bonds. She wanted to

serve and help her nation in this
^hour of its greatest crisis. In that

service she gave her life for the
cause—a first-line casualty of the
war.'

En route westward by plane, the
routine of the trip was disturbed at
Albuquerque, N. M., when the group
ot 15 officers and enlisted men of
the Air Corps was taken aboard.
This necessitated foi|r of the pass-

(Continued on page 95)

Benny's Gesture

Jack Benny cancelled his reg-

ular program Sunday night (18)

via NBC-Red (WEAF) as a ges-

ture ot respect tor Carole Lom-
bard, his. close personal friend

and with whom he recently

co-slarred in To Be or Not To
Be,' for United Artists. Actress

was to have guested on his Jello

program next Sunday night (25).

Benny, Mary Livingston, Phil

Harris and Eddie CRocliestcr')

Anderson were among those who
did not appear Sunday night.

Fill-in show was all-musical,

with Dennis Day remaining as

vocalist and Don Wilson read-

ing the commercials, but not

otherwise participating.

UA Scrapping Entire Ad

Canqiaip on To Be' in

View of Lombard Tragedy

Bonds cost as little as $18.75,.

stamps come as low as 10

cents. Defense bonds and
stamps can be bought at all

banks and postofflees, and
stamps can also be purchased
at. retail stores.

H'wood Refuses Exhibs'

Ptea for Lombard Reissues
No reissues of Carole Lombard

pictures are contemplated at this
time. This Is Hollywood's answer to
exhibitors eager to -cash In on pub
licity of tragedy.
Exchanges are flooded with re-

quests, but producing companies are
determined that no capital be made
ot star's tragic end. refusing point-

blank to sell past pictures in which
she appeared.
Only change decreed by U.A

execs in her last film. To Be or Not
to Be,' will be line of .dialog re-

ferring to -woman In plane.

United Artists definitely will re-

lease the Carole Lombard-Jack
Benny starrer. To. Be or Not to Be,"

as plannj^, although the entire ad-

vertising campaign set up by the
company was scrapped on Monday
(19). No definite date was set tor

the release, UA originally figuring

to get the pie out in Mprch some-
time. It may be pushed back a few
weeks as a matter ot good taste, in

view of Miss Lombard's tragic

death.

Monroe Greenthal, UA . pdvertis-
ing-publicit; chie^ flew to the Coast
this week to lay plans for the re-
vised ad campaign. He's confabbing
with virtually the whole eastern and
western UA exec itaS. which had
gathered last week on other matters.
Handling of the film which stars
Miss Lombard and Jack Benny be-
came a major topic of business at

the huddles this week. To JW is

the initial pic completely financed by
UA and the company has a tremen-
dous Investment in it, not only in
actual coin but as the biilwark ot its

entire program for the second half

of the film season. Alexander Korda
..is nominal producer of the pic, hav-
ing gotten the deal together,- for

which he will receive a percentage
of receipts.

UA's ad campaign was along
humorous lines, but the projected
campaign will eliminate all humor
and be completely dignified, consist-

ing only of type
.
and rules. The

only illustration will be a sketch of

Miss Lombard's head. Somber word
ing will be somethiiig like: 'United
Artists presents Carole Lombard's
last picture . . .' Similar ads were
used on release of Jean Harlow's
last film, following her death.

PIG, RADIO STARS IN

COAST CAMP BENEFITS

Hollywood, Jan. 20.

Vaudeville for Victory, a new en-

terprise to collect funds tor various

camp activities, has been initiated

by Peter Godfrey, RKO director, and

Howard Young, manager et the

Music Box. Plan is to stage bene-

fits at the Music. Box every ^ two
or three weeks, with talent here
volunteering appearances.

First show slated for Jan. 22, will

have such names as - Red Skelton,

Edgar Bergen, Chester Morris,

Richard Haydn, Herbert Marshall,

Allan Jones, Reginald Gardiner and
Nicholas Bros. Entire gross goes to

the soldier fund.

Variety' Correspondent Pens Graphic

Pkture of Terror Strihing Honolulu

Tired Out

Hollywood, Jan. 20.

Stege tours by film actors are

threatened with curtailment by

the wartime restriction* on tires.

Train schedules are too deliberate

- to cover the many one-nlgbt

stands, which require automobile

travel.

Speeding from town to town,

the actors sometimes wear out a

set of tires on one tour. Smiley
Bumette, Roy Rogers and Don
Barry are thinking about calling

off their travels unless they can
make new arrangements about
rubber.

Groncho As Sherlock h
Kaofman-Hart Satire

Hollywood, Jan. 20.

What do you make ot it, Watson?
Groucho Marx is moving into the

Baker Street diggings to play the

world's greatest detective. George S.

Kaufman and Moss Hart have' re-

written 'Sherlock Holmes' in a way
that Conan Doyle would never un-

derstand.
Satire is slated for a month on the

road in spring, a summer vacation

and a Broadway opening in the fall.

Philo Higley to Films
Phllo Higley, radio writer and

playwright, has gone to the Coast on

a term scripting deal for Columbia

Pictures. He left last week.

Besides collaborating with Philip
Dunning on 'Remember the Day'
and authoring other playsi Higley
has written various commercial
programs. He alternated with
Therese Lewis last season as scrlpt-

er ot the Helen H^es series for
Lipton's Tea.

Show People Among

Prime Offenders Of

Air-Line Courtesy
* a

By GEORGE FROST

If in the months of wartime to

come the polite airline reservations

clerks at New York's LaGuardIa
Field tell you they are sorry but
they have no space for you aboard
their ship, they may be doing so be-

cause the Government, through one
of Its many arms, has requisitioned

the space. But if you are one of the

swarm of airport blights who Is for-

ever cancelling reservations and can
never seem to break away from a

city for a multitude of reasons—best
known, ot course, to yourself only

—

then you can be certain that you
have won a place on the unwritten

airline blacklists as a person they

will carry only it. they have nothing

better to do.

Tacitly, but nevertheless firmly,

the airlines have decided that the

'no show' must go. Show people,

usually'extiemely considerate ot the

needs ot others, are, strangely

enough, among the prime 'no show"
oftenden.
While the airlines will not turn

down 'no show' offenders in an, overt

manner, the tuiiidown will be there

whether the story be army and navy
seat priorities, cancelled flights or

any one ot the other score of pcr-

(Continued on page 54)

ABBOTT and COSTELLO
'Certainly one of the funniest teams of zanies —- these two boys,

could natch any ihow from the doldrums.'
—Laura Lee, Philadelphia Evening Bulletin.

Universal Pictures Chau & Sanborn Hour, NBC-Red
Under Pertonal . Management qf: EDWARD SHERMAN

TraveltalUs in Latin

To BuUd Goodwill
Hollywood, Jan. 20.

Combining patriotism with busi-

ness, James A. FitzPatrlck crossed
the southern bojrder yesterday
(Mon.) with a crew-of Ave to make
a series ot Technicolor Traveltalks
in Mexico, Guatemala, Costa Rica,

San Salvador, Panama and Nlca-
raugua.

Idea . is to consolidate friendship
with Latin American countries in

cooperation with the Motloii Picttire

Society for the Americas. Filming
unit will travel for two months over
the Pan-American highway from
Laredo, Texas, to Panama.

Rooney's Patriotic PA
Boston, Jan. 20.

Mickey Rooney is making -a .per-

sonal appearance here Thursday (22)

in the Boston Gardens tor the open-
ing ot the United War Fund drive
In the Metropolitan Boston area.
Rooney Is donating his services and
w.ill not do a p.a. in any local the-
atre.

Drive Is a combination appeal by
the Community Fund, U.S.O. and the
Red Cross, and the quota is, $7,-

700,000, to be raised In less than a
month.

By MABEL THOMAS
Honolulu, Jan. 9.

Dear •Variety':

Shall always regret more Yanks

were not able to visit Honolulu be-

fore the transfiguration took place,

changing a city that was well on its

way to be considered- the world's

ideal playgrotind to a mighty for-

tress.

Had anticipated some day a real

scoop for Variety' from here, and,

when it actually happened, censor-

ship clamped down completely, but

wisely, for the time being. Now all.

I have to do is to sUrt hoping for

another 20 years. Am positive you
mainlanders knew rtiore than we
who were right on the spot, in

many ways.
Like thousands of others here, am

still too stunned to realize that it

actually happened, especially when
all my correspondence consistently

assured that Honolulu was the saf-

est place in all the world.
I was up very early that fateful

morning (such a beautiful Sunday),
and when I beard the first explosion
I dashed over to the beach, as I live

less than 100 feet from the ocean,
at Waikiki Beach, to see it it was
anything on the water£ront What

: I saw shall never leave my mind as
long as I live. Spellbound, I

watehed' until I thought it would
only be a few minutes and they
wotdd be at the beach, So I dashed
back home, awakened the rest of •
very imbelieving family, and then
got my roadster and tore madly for
the Red Cross steUon I was to re-
port to. I had taken that training
for months.

Fat Lady's Record Dash
Finding no one there, I continued

on to Pearl Harbor and Hickam
Field way, I made it as far as Hic-
kam and ran the car into a diteh.

then began a run that, for a fat
woman, never will be equalled in
history. I was joined by many
others, all nationalities, as I remem-
ber now, until we had to duck un-
der cars for shelter from the as-
saulting planes that were flying so
low we could actually see the pilots.

We watehed car after car Being
riddled with machine gun bullets
on the highway, and other sights bet-
ter left unwritten, but certainly
never to be forgotten. So, I began
working like a fiend, hicensed with
a rage that did not subside for eight
long day and nights. Then somehow,
how I still cannot remember, some
Colonel asked me to come with him
as he had a place for me "where I

could be of more service than
where I was at the time he found
me, I finally landed up in one of
the finest outfits in all ot Uncle
Sam's departments—the United
States Engineers Dept. (U. S. E. D.)
and what profitable experience the
motion picture business could gather
from this outfit What the U.S.E.D.
has accomplished already is tre-

mendous, considering the time, and
I am working the lobster shift, and,
for an old gal in her late, yes, very
late 50's, it's something to know you
are part and pack ot such an out-

(Continued on page 52)

Dean Hudson Into Army
Dean Hudson becomes the first

well known bandleader to wind up
In the Army. He's to report Jan. 27

at Morrison Field, Floridi, for a

physical and will then be assigned
to Fort McClellan, Alabama, as a
second lieutenant

There are a number of other lead-
ers virtually certain of being called,

but so far none have been singled

H'wood Poised For

FDR Birthday Drive
Hollywood, Jan. 20.

Film Industry's Infantile Paralysis
Drive in connection with President
Roosevelt's birthday has been set tor
Jan. 26-30 by Edward Arnold, chair-
man ot the Motion Picture Perma-
nent Charities Committee.
Every studio in Hollywood has re-

ceived, a supply of stamps to be sold
this year instead ot the metal but-
tons formerly used. Spencer Tracy
Is chairman of the Industry's com-
mittee for the birthday celebration.

Foliage Ripe—Shoot

Hollywood, Jan. 20.

.Filming of "The Gentlemen Mis-
behave' started at Colimibia with
Cary Grant, Jean Arthur and Ronald
Colman in the top roles, after a de-

lay caused by whisker difficulties.

Geoige Steven, director, and the

rest of the crew bad to wait until

P^lman grew a \at^^^)fe..^f:3fd. ;..?<•
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RADIO'S
london Bridge Next

Why persons unfamiliar with theatricals are permitted to interfere

with camp entertainment is a mystery to show people. There are

professionals who sit in on camp show conferences, but every now

and then unscheduled 'participation' occurs. Case in point preceded

a show especially sent to a naval base to entertain over 1,000 sailors

Just in from convoy duty. Regular theatre was used.

Just before the show was about to start a matron ass.igned by tha

Y. M. C. A. suddenly wallced in front of the curtain with .two stage-

hands rolling in a piano. She called to the men in the booth to project

slides and then to the gobs said; 'Boys, we will start with 'Jingle Bells..'

For half an hour she coaxed them to sing similar tunes, while the

actors were fit to be tied. What the sailors thought was not revealed.

SCOPE

Public's Investment in Sets

and Advertising's Invest-

ment in Programs All

Adds Up—Juice to Oper-

ate Sets a $220,000,000

Annual Item

Geanup of 'Jr. Miss Excites Equity

In Behalf of More Plays for Camps

Enthusiastic reports were received

following the opening of 'Junior

Miss' in the army camps about 10

days ago, with the result that fresh

Bflprts on the part of Equity are be-

ing made to get more legit shows to

^e men in service. 'Miss,' running

et the Lyceum, N. Y., is one of the

top-rated comedies on
.
Broad^yay

this season. There are but two plays

touring the camps, the other being

'Out of the Frying Pan,' which was a

niild grosser in N. Y. last season.

Blue-nose influenc'a appears to be

main factor In holding down le-

its in the camps. 'My Sister Eileen'

/as abruptly cancelled on the eve

of opening, but the aKplanation that

ihe show was called oS because of

Wobnical problems was known to

b* phoney. Stated authoritatively

that complaints had bean made to

»rmy heads, cither from the clergy

or others, that 'Eileen' was not suited

io men in uniform because two girl

Characters prepared for bed and ap-

beared In nighties. Yet at that time

fte play was chosen by a New York
teachers' board for a special matinee
which was given to students around

IB years of age or less.

Even more pig-headed was the

eomment of .a USO-Camp Shows of-

(Continued on page 21)

Publicity Pats USO's

Plans for Iceland Troupe

In a State of Indecision

They're At It Again

Hollywood, Jan. 20.

Old weather feud between
California and Florida Is being

heated up by Republic in 'Sleepy-

time Gal.' In one scene ^he map
of the United States is shown
with only 47 states, eliminating

California.

In retaliation, Tom Brown,
playing a Calitornian, holds out

hia hand in every Florida scene

as. If ha expects a raihstorm.

Plans for sending a troupe of eight
vaudeyillians to Iceland have been
greatly upset by the publicity given
the performers' Impending depar-
ture, Abe Lastfogel, exec director of

USO-Camp Shows, Inc., said yester-
day (Tuesday). Lastfogel declined
to say whether the trip had been
postponed, called off altogether, or
exactly what had occurred because
Of the newspaper stories.

Departure of the vaude troupe,
like that of soldiers leaving the
country, was being kept a great
secret, with even the USO-CSI execs
making the arrangements only by
talking about it to each other, in

whispers. Plan leaked from one of
the performers slated to go, how-
ever, and a two-column story and
picture appeared In a Dayton paper.
That caused much hullabaloo among
both CSI and Army officials, par-
ticularly inasmuch as it carried even
the date of departure, port of em-
barkation and type of transportation.
Yesterday (Tuesday), the N. Y.

Times carried the story of the Ice-
land trip and Lastfogel declared that
Was the last straw in upsetting plans,
Troupe that was slated to go con-
sisted of eight variety acts. Includ-
ing both men arid women. They
Were expected to be in Iceland about
sight weeks, entertaining troops
there and then perhaps moving to
other U. S. Isliand bases,

WB Puts im
Rcture into Prod.;

1st Was War Epic

Hollywood, Jan. 20,

Warners shoved off its 3,000th pic-

ture when 'Shadow of Their Wings'

rolled Jan. 15. It was the 950th fea-

ture, the rest consisting of short sub-

jects. From 1918 to the present year,

the studio has gone through all the

jitters of two wars and is still pro

ducing war pictures.

First Warners film was |My Four

Years in Germany,' based on the ac

count of James J. Gerard, American
ambassador to Germany during

World War 1. First audible musical

score arrived in 1927 through the

Warners release of 'Don Juan.' First

word of dim dialog was spoken by

Al Jolson in the Warners picture,

'Jazz Singer,' and a year later came
'The Lights of New York,' first all-

talker, followed by 'The Singing

Fool.' First National Studio and the

Stanley Company of America were

absorbed by the Warners In 1928.

Honus Wises 'Em Up
Hollywood, Jan. 20.

Hans Wagner, one of baseball's
former greats, 'is working with
scrlpters Lee Loeb and Harold Buch
man at 20th-Fox.

He's helping them get the jargon
of the, diamond in a picture called
Dem Lovely BtAng'.'-

•

JOE PENNER'S PARENTS

HGHT ESTATE ACC'TING

Hollywood, Jan. 20,

Objection to court approval of the

first accounting of the estate of Joe

Penner was filed by John and Sophie

Pinter, parents of the comedian, who
claimed extravagance in paying $9,-

579 out of the estate for an ornate

crypt.

Estate of Penner, who died about

a year ago, was valued at over $100,

000. Parents also charge that they

were deprived of their legal rights

because Penner's widow is alleged to

have advised them not to engage an

attorney as she would look after

their interests.

Penner willed 60% of his estate

to his widow, the remainder to his

parents.

Out in the Open
Hollywood, Jan. 20

'Sheltered Lady' went into work at

Universal with Patric Knowles as a

last-iTiinute entry to play the male

lead opposite Irene Dunne.

Gregory LaCava is producina and

directing^

[

F-M'S SPREAD

Scope of the radio (and broad-
casting) industries in terms of sta-

tistical estimates on plant, sets, etc.,

is pictured in charts just prepared
by the magazine, 'Radio Retailing.'

These figures represent radio as a

billion-dollar annual industry, in-

cluding all its ramifications. The
'radio bill' for 1941 Is given as< fol-

lows:
Sales of time by broad-

casters, 1941 (net)... $180,000,000

Talent costs 50,000,000

Electricity, batteries,

etc., to operate 53,-

600,000 receivers
(average for year). .. 220,000,000

13,100,000 radios sold in

1941 at retail 500,000,000

33,000,000 replacement
tubes at $1.07 35,000,000

Radio parts, supplies,

etc 63,000,000

Servicing radio sets. . .. 75,000,000

Total $1,123,000,000

The industry's con.ponent elements
include these:

Hannfactnren
Radio receivers 82

Radio tubes 7

Radio parts 734

Test equipment 51

Broadcast and amateur equip-

ment 105

Sound equipment 95

ITOO Leader Warns Exhibs Equipment

Shortages Acute; Asks Conservation

others

Set and parts distributors 2,100

Manufacturers' agents 297

Retail outlets selling radios. ... 5,9,000

Servicemen 40,000

Amateurs and experimenters.. 95,000

Broadcasting stations 915

Additionally 'Radio Retailing 'gives

the following estimates on the sale

of equipment in 1941 and the pres-

ent probable totals of set owner-
ship, etc.:

Total sets sold during 1941 13,800,000

Raaio sets exported 700,000

Automobile radios 2,000,000

Home radios sold in U.S... 11,100,000

Consoles ; 1,500,000

Table models 6,300,000

Combinations 1,700,000

Portables, battery 1,600,000

Farm radios, battery 1,000,000

Home sets sold as replace-

ments 3,300,000

Home sets sold to homes i

previously without

radios 2,200,000

Home radios sold as extra

sets 5;600,000

Tube replacements 33,000,000

Tubes, initial equipment. . 02,500,000

Total tubes sold 1941, in-

cluding 5,500,000 ex-

ported 137,000,000

Phonograph records . . 1 17,000,000

Radio Sets in Use

U. S. homes with radios. .. 30,300,000

Secondary sets in above
homes 14,600,000

Battery portables 3,000,000

Auto-radios 9,500,000

Total sets in use, U. S. .. 57,400,000

Sets with shortwave re-

ception 35,000,000.

SeU with FM 200,000

Phonograph player units,

including combination.. 6,500.000

Television receivers 10,000

But Idea Isn't Popular

Hollywood, Jan. 20.

In a poll among Army and
Navy servicemen for their choice

of band or singer for inj^usion

on Lucky Strike's 'Hit Parade'
it was found that Bing Crosby
had the largest number of votes.

Lord & Thomas, agency on the
cig account, is now trying to pre-
vail upon the Kraft Cheese Corp.
and the J. Walter Thompson
agency to release Crosby from
the exclusive clause in his con-
tract so' that he may take a
'Parade' date.

L. & T. hopes to be able to

cut in whatever bands or sing-

ers are. preferred.

Oregon 1st To

Unify Theatres

War Precautions

Operators in the far northwest,

including the EvcrgrecQ circuit

which is a part of the National The-
atres group, believe that the state of

Oregon is the first to formulate a
unified plan for air-raid precaution-
ary measures for theatres.

The detailed manual for theatres,

approved by the Civilian Defense
Council of Oregon, was compiled by
H. B. Sobottka, of the Evergreen
circuit; William B. McCurdy, J. J.

Parker Theatres; O. J. Miller, of the

Independent Theatre Owners of Ore-
gon, and Capt. E. A. Ranes, of the

Portland (Ore.) Fire Bureau.
Exhibitors throughout Oregon and

from the southern part of Washing-
ton met during the past week at

Portland to receive and discuss in-

structions in event of blackouts, air-

raids, etc.

NAZI HECEERS FAIL TO

UPSET 'HITLER' IN B. A.

Despite attempts -of paid Nazi
hecklers to prevent its showing,
'Peace—By Adolf Hitler* (Miarch. of
Time) now is playing in Buenos
Aires and doing big busine.ss, accord
ing to word received in N.Y. It has
gone into a run at the Opera thea-
tre there.

M. of T. release is being shown
under the title of 'Promises of Peace,'

after one slight cut in the original

version. Response by Argentine au-
diences indicates that boos that

originally greeted the film doubt-
lessly was the work of Nazi agents

or their hirelings.

Detroit Looks AH Set

For Air-Raid Shelters

With replacement parts for booth

equipment available for the equiva-

lent of approximately 750 complete

projection units, against over 16,000

houses in daily operation in tha
U. S., Independent Theatre Owners
of Ohio has issued a warning to

members that theatres face a seri- .

ous shortage in necessary items. P.
J. Wood, secretary of the ITOO,
points out that, as a result of 0PM
restrictions, there also looms a
scarcity of radiotrons, theatre chairs, '

carbon — tetrachloride, freon gas,
projector carbons, motor cork and
wool carpet.

-

Wood advises exhibitors to ex-
amine all their equipment imme-
ditely and put it in best possible
operating condition so that wear and
tear will be at a minimum. Wood
states that the supply situation is

'really serious' and that theatre own-
ers should not wait until, equipment
breaks down before servicing it.

Exhibitors wanting to purchase
restricted materials must now fill out
Form PD-1. It usually takes from
seven to 25 days to secure approval
of the 0PM, added to length of time
required for the dialer to fill the
order, indicating an unavoidabl*
slowing in service.

Board of Directors of National
Allied will meet In New York short-
ly to discuss OPM restrictions with
object of protecting exhib interests

as far as possible.

Latest ITOO service bulletin urges
exhibs to show OEM defense shorts
entitled 'Bomber,' 'Women in De-
fense,' 'Pots to Planes' and 'Food

'

For Freedom.'

LAEMMLE, JRj AYRES

OKAYED FOR U.S. ARMY

Hollywood, Jan. 20.

Carl Laemmle, Jr., . passed his

'

physical and has been ordered to
stand by for ihducti&n 'into the army.

Lew Ayres ('Dr. Kildare') was
also okayed by the U. S. Army
medicos.

Sherlock in Chaps
Hollywood, Jan. 20.

Gene Autry's next starrer at Re-

public is a cowboy whodunit, 'Home
in Wyoming.'

Start is slated for Feb. 15, with

Harry Grey holding the production

reini.

Detroit, Jan. 20.

First survey made of downtown
structures here which would be suit-

able as air raid shelters listed only

one theatre. Oddity is that the house,

the Gayety, given to burlesque, is one

of the oldest in the loop area, having
been erected more than 41) years ago.

Detroit took its precautions because

it was figured that it is one of the

major arsenals of democracy and an

air raid could sweep in without

warning because of the ease of night

across sparsely settled sections of

Canada. However, the town doesn't

have much to worry about for one

suitable shelter. It developed there

is salt mine under the city in which

diggings have been going on for over

a century and which could easily ac-

commodate upward of, 1,000,000

people far underground.
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H wood Told by MeBett to Keep

On Making Pictures Without Fear

Of Censorship; Hails Morale Use

Hollywood. Jan. 20.

Film producers w«re advised to

stick to their film producing without

fear o( Government censorship of

their picture material at a confer-

ence with Lowell Mellett. newly ap-
pointed executive a.^sistant to Presi-

dent Roo<^evelt and Coordinator for
j

the Film Industry. I

Mcetinc with chiefs of the picture I

making business in a friendiy spirit. !

Mellett told them:
I

"Unless the Army. Navy or sonic
|

other Government agency call.* upon i

you for a specific !a.-=k. your granlest

war service willbe to siay right here
on the job in Honywood making pic-

tures. We are hoping that most of

you and your fellow workers will

keep on doing what you are doing.

becau.<e your motion p:c;ures are

vital contribution to the total defense
effort.

•Not only has the industr\- con-
tributed greatly to national morale in

keeping the people happy with pic-

tures, but it has accomplished a great

educational feat. Some day, some
serious student .of our day may figure

out exactly how it was that the mo-
tion picttire industr}'' and its creators

were able to see what was happening
in the world with such great fore-

light and wisdom.'

SUkUy 'AdTlMry-

Censorship is not under considera-
tion by the Government. Mellett ex-
plained. Instead, his office will act

primarily in an advisory capacity on
views of the international situation

as they relate to the making of pic-

tures. Be will appoint an assistant to

make his Hollywood office a clearing
house for Government information to

be utilized by producers. Although
Mellett did not name his assistant be-

War Humor

San Francisco. Jan. 20.

What to do with spare time

available since the war blitzed

bookings has been solved by
Sam Rosey, local percenter.

He puts gag ads in the news-
papers.

Friday >16) he ran follow-

ing copy under *per,<onals' in

•.J;e Frifco Chronicle: Gentleman
with 1941 Pontiac desires to meet
lady with four new tire.«, ob-

ject ma:r;mor..v'.' Only address

given is a bo.x number. No
point to it—just for laughs.

\ MICH. TESTING

1% TAX ON

RENTAI^

Milw. Exchange Men

Implement Dime' Drive

Widi Own Coin-Catchers

Milwaukee. Jan. 40.

With the entire motion picture In-

dustrv of Wisconsin and upper

[Michigan mobiUzed as never before

(for the March of Dimes campaign,

I

which starts Thursday (22) In aU
theatres here, the film exchange

, men have developed- their own idea

jof aiding the cause.

I
Theatre men now, instead of pre-

]
viewing pictures free, pay a dime

itax. If they bring a guest they

I

pay another dime. U they ask a

favor of the exchange, such as mak-

I

ing a phone call or borrowing -

I>etroit, Jan. 20.

Presaging a S'V tax le\7 against

film distributon, the Hichigaik State

Board of Tax Administration has
begun legal action seeking to collect

a 'use' tax on all film rentals in this

st^te. The tax is an oS-shoot of the
State's present 3<;r sales tax on all

commodities, and is leveled on the
basis of tangible goods purchased by
Michigan residents from sources out-
side the State.

The board filed its preliminary
action against the Allied Film Ex-
change, local independent and'ilis-

telephone blank, they pay a dime
, for each favor. If they forget to

! check in or out of the office, the

I

'fine' is a dime.

I
The exchanges have also set up

;two special paper balers and every

jbit of waste paper from all ex-

I
changes goes into them nightly until

the President's birthday, with ex-

pectations (hat about five toiu will

be realized before the deadline. Em-
ployees bringing old paper and
magazines from their homes to

j swell the collection.

E\-er7 film salesman and all ex-

change managers have pledged to

bring back from their trips 500 dime
cards, filled, each card holding. $2
worth of dimes, and already $230
has been collected from incidental

sources.

Harold J. Fitzgerald, head of the
Fox theatres, is state chairman of
the March of Dimes committee; Sam
Shurman, head of the M-G ex-
change, is chief of the film distribu-

tors' group, and Harry Perlewitz,
business manager of the Indepen-
dent Theatre Protective Assn. of

Wisconsin and upper Michigan, Is

Milwaukee chairman.

tore going back to Washington, it is \
tributor of Astor Pictures, to estab-

seneraUy imderstood that Dr. Leo ;
lish the basis for further procedure.

. Hosten will get the liaison job, < Following the findings in this test

Meeting was held with Y. Frank ease it is the intent of the Tax Ad-
Freeman presiding Present were """stration to proceed against all

Bert AUenberg. Ed.vard Arnold, i
"^="P*"'=' ^<=higan

John Arnold. Fred W. Beetson, Sam !
Because of the ready implications

Briskin, Ralph Block. Sidnev Buch- 1*° bigger' operators, several dis-

man, Frank Capra, Jack Chertok, 1
tributors have retained David New-

Hany Cohn. Richard Dav. Charles K. theatrical attorney, to represent

Feldman, Sheridan Gibnev. WiUiam bearing of the Allied

Forbes. WilUam (3oetz. Edward Hsn- ;
«>ntest the leiT of the 3%

ton, Gordon HoUingshead. Samuel :
'"' E^'bitor groups probably u-ill

Goldv.-yn. Francis S. Harmon. Wil- •»"•=" fifht on the basis that, if the

liam Koenig. L a Komblum. Sol (
"-^ upheld, the distributors -wiU

Lesser. CoL Nathan Levinson. Jock !
P'-"' " alonKtothem^^

lawrence, E. J. Mannix. Adrian
i

McCalman. Fred Mayer, C^apt Gor-

Eastman Buys Back Containers

B«ebcitcr, Jan. 20.

Thai bog-a-bos of war, priorltlei MteBllal meiala. Is icrlously

aBaetlng • bol' operation In the fllm Indutry. In eansetncnce, East-

man Kodak Company li making a natloB-wldft drlra to repnrebase

tee! shipping eases and containers In which raw film Is distributed to

stadiM and laboratories.

Steel Is on th* priority llati, and the prospect of shortage of metal to

meet fllm needs was seen as early as last August, when the Eastman
ebmpany Initialed steps to reclaim eonlabicn from customers. The
lack of metal available (or mannfactnring new cases now has reached

.

the critical stage, according to a company official. No snbstltute has

been discovered.

Every nser ol raw stock fllm Is Importnned to reiora all steel ship,

ping eases for eonllnoed nse.

Priorities Meeting Fihns Getting

Major Attention From Schaefer Setup

That Potent?

Hollywood, Jan. 20.

. . Whafs in a title?

20th-Fox changed 'Strictly

Dynamite' to 'The Magnificent

Jerk.*

don Mitchell, John Nicholaus. Alfred
Newman, Leo Rosten. Maurice Ben-
jamin. Herbert Freston. Edward
Blackburn,' Marvin -Ezzell, Moe
SiegeU Arch Reeve. Robert Riskin.
Hal Roach. Mendel

.
SUberberg.

George SteA-ens, Howard Strickling.
Bobert Taplinger. Donald W. Thorn-
burgh. Frank Vincent, HaU WalUs.
'Walter Wanger. K M. Warner. Cliff
Work, Lieut. Col. Darryl F. Zanuck,
Clark Gable, CiTiarles Boyer and
David Hopkins.

Vincent .\. Kleicfeld has been called 'Mikado,'
named counsel to Mellett. Klein- • operetta.
feld was in the solicitor's office of, So the town became Mikado

—

the Farm Securities .4.dm<ni.'4ration • w-hich the natives all pronounce
and worked on legal difficulties of

i
'My-Kay-Do.'

j
However, this is no time for the

populace to be going around ex

FREEMAN EAST

FOR N. Y, D.C

HUDDUS

Y. Frank Freeman, v.p. ol Para-
mount in charge of production at the
studio, arrived in New York, Mon-
day (19)' for annual conferences to

discuss policy and forthcoming pro-
ducing plaiis. budgets, etc He will

be east at least a week.
As head of the Motion Picture Pro-

ducers Assn. on the Coast, affiliated

with the Hays' office. Freeman goes
to Washington tomorrow (Thursday)
to contact agencies there concerning
priorities, etc.

Mikado, Mich., May
Become Pearl Harbor

Detroit. Jan. 20.

Mikado, Mich, is going to change
its name. Oddly enough the town

—

which you might believe was named
for the Japanese emperor—got its

' name l>ecause years back, when the
Post Office came into the town, a Paul Peters, associate editor of

, GUbert & Sullivan fancier, who |
Life, in charge of the fihn. theatre

: didnH like the original name of \
3"<^ t>ook departments, will join

! Bniceville, suggested that it be : 20th-Pox's New York story depart-

Peters, Life Mag Editor,

To 20tb-Fox Story DepL

Government films in the past

Collins to D. C.

Claude Collins, named last week to
represent the five American news-
reels as liaison man between the
reels and Lowell Melleit's Govern-
ment film division, went to Wash-
ington the latter part of last week
lor confabs with Mellett reps.

after his favorite !
ment on Feb. 1. He resigns from

i.Life after four years' service with
• the mag.
> Peters will act as assistant to story

:
editor Bertram Bloch in searching
for plays for 20th to back and in de-
veloping new writers and additional
material from established writers.
Henry Klinger will continue as
Bloch's assistant in handling detail
of the department's operation.

OPTIMISTIC ON

FILM BIZ

IN '42

While the industry naturally has

forebodings for forthcoming months

because of tlra shortages, priorities,

taxss aiid longer work weeks. Wall

Street and *"«n<>i«i men with major

film companies are taking an op'

tioiisUc attitude for business in the

next 12 months.

Basically such optimism stems
from knowledge of what was accom-
plished during 1941 and the current
high level of public purchasing
power. Latter is coimted on to pro-

vide the film business with the need-
ed impetus to maintain gross rev-

enues near or higher than the peaks
achieved last year.

Figures compiled in Wall Street

reveal that Britain's motion picture

I

houses weekly average attendance
last year smashed all peace-time rec-

ords, despite air raids and blackouts.

I The average attendance of 23,000,000
I weekly on the British Isles last year
contrasts with the best pre-war av-

erage of 18,500,000. Boxoffice re-

ceipts are reported for 1941 to be
$60,000,000 higher than the most suc-

cessful peacetime year.

American film business naturally
is expected to reflect this improve-
ment in Britain, particularly if all

frozen-money pacts are discarded, as

expected shortly. This would imme-
diately give U. S. distributors access
to upwards of $20,000,000 additional,

with the prospect that nearly $18,-

000,000 now impounded there would
be dislodged.

. plainif\g that there is no Japanese
taint on the town, but that it was

I named after an operetta. Present
: plans call for changing the &S-year-
. old name of the town to "Roosevelt"

;
or "Pearl Harbor, Mich.'

j
During the World War the town of

„ ,,. . ;
Berlin, Mich., switched over to

Collins expects to spend most of
; MamcL

his time in Washington, but will
j

headquarter in Francis Harmon's

;

new office in the Paramount build- Japan. Me, It Remains
icg when in N, Y. Harmon is co- | St. Louis. Jan. 20.

ordinator for the War ActiviUes Japan, Mo ipop 10)
Committee of the picture business.

! hills of the Ozarks, where the resi- ' plans, polic.v. etc.

! dents must travel 10 miles over a '

gravel road to the nearest flicker

! house in Sullivan, Mo., is going to

.

I retain its 100-year tag in spite of the i

Kdrt^ tti Own PirtnrP '""^ everything elsc in the U. S.
jilUICM lU UHU riUlUC is being purged of any Japanese

tinge. While the populace asserts I

Holb'wood. Jan. 20. = l"*** "r^ ''^"^ ^
. „ . ... , . Americans, they pronounce the name

Maria Korda appointed Alexis of the hamlet as 'JAYpan.' and within
'

Thiirn-Taxis to direct her film pro- (he memory of the oldest resident no
duction. "Miracle of San Francisco jap has ever set fool in its

Bemhard West

Joe Bernhard left over the week-
end for the Coast, with stops enroute
at several of the Warner western
branches.
At Burbank he will confer with

in the foot- studio execs on future production

Maria Korda Back As

pre-
Bay,' a modernized version of the i cincts.
Maurice Maeterlinck tale. -Miracle

[ The only eligible man in the vU-
•t Sister Beatrice, ^^ge for militaiy sertice is Earl

Picture will also mark Mrs. ' KoeUing and he now is at the Great
Koida's retuin.as a screen actress. ' Lakes, HL, na\"al training base, . ..

N. Y. to U A.
Joseph Bemhard
Russell BirdwelL
Eddie Duryea Dowling.
Monroe GreenthaL
Leland Ha\-ward.
Philo Higley.

Don Hartman.
Harrj- Link.

Jimmy Limdsell.
Burgess Meredith.
Baron Polan.
Murray Silveistone.

Mack D. Weinberger.
Herbert Yafe* ,

.

L, A. to N. Y.
Irving Berlin.

Eddie Bracken.
L. N'. Brockway.
Kathleen Coghlan.
Bob Cohn.
Kj-le Crichton.

Brian Donlevy.
James McFadden.
Betty Field.

Matty Fox.
Y. Frank Freeman.
Leonard Gaynor.
Betty Grable.
Patterson Greene.
Susan Hayn'ard.
Paul Henreid.
Katherine Hepburn.
Davis Lewis.
John McMillian.
William Moore.
Michele Morgan.
.\nne Xagel:
Harry Owens,
Robert H. Poole.
George Raft.

Casey Robinson.
Sabu.
Jerome Saffron.
Herbert Silverberg.
Frank TutUe.

- Ems Volusia.

Hal WalliL
Kichard Whorf,

In announcing the expansion of the

War Activities Committee-Motion
Picture Industry (formerly the Na-
tional Defense Activity setup),

George J. Schaefer, chairman, re-

vealed last week that the priority

problems of the fllm business are
becoming increasingly serious. He
stated that at the >- ->mmittee's re-

quest, Eastman Kodak Co. had ar-

ranged for Donald E. Hyndman, of

the company's N. Y. staiff, to devote
a large portion of his time during
the next 90 days in assisting Francis
S. Harmon, executive vice-chairman
and coordinator, to work on such
priorities!

Priorities naturally must be ar-

ranged so that the fllm business may
continue an uninterrupted supply
of motion pictures. While some
properties employed in photograph-
ing films are made of rubber, sub-
stitutes may be' found for them.^
However, in the matter of ingredi-^
ents used on raw fllm stock, in
printing and on equipment needed
both at picture studios and in thea-
tres, the flhn business is anxious
not to be overlooked in setting up
national priorities.

Schaefer also revealed that .\r-

thur Mayer, managing director of
the Rialto theatre, and Si Fabian,
head of Fabian Theatres, had agreed
to act as volntary aides to Harmon.
Both now have offices in the com-
mittee's headquarters in the Para-"^
mount building, and are devoting
several hours daily to innumerable
projects presently clearing through
the fllm business' all-inclusive war-
time setup.

,

Committee's Expansion
Expansion of the War Activities

group, expected for a couple of
weeks, was announced. This in-

cludes an important 'drives' or cam-
paign division with three sub-com-
mittees, Adolph Zukor heads this

division.

Charles W. Koemer is chairman of

the sub-committee on theatre par-
ticipation, which includes Max
Cohen, Si Fabian, Charles C. Masko-
witz and Sidney Samuclson. This
group will have flnal decision on
theatre matters.

The Talent Participation sub-com-
mittee will consist exclusively of

representatives picked by Hollywood
Guilds. The Industry Employee P.ir-

ticipation group, headed by At>e
Montague for the N. Y. division, will

handle all drives. The co-chairman
in Hollywood is to deal with cam-
paigns in the studios.
Monroe Greenthal heads .Adver-

tising-Publicity, the other addition
to the War Activities. Committee,
with Howard Strickling vice-chair-
man of the Coast section, which con-
sists of studio publicity directors.
N.Y. members of Greenthal's group
include Armando. Mort Blomenstock.
Rodney Bush. Edward Churchill,
Kenneth Clark, Joe Gould,' Charles
Reed Jones. S. Barret McCormick.
David Lipton, Louis Pollock. Si

Scadler, Vincent Trota and .W
Wilkie.

The Co-ordinating Committee,
which correlates the various ac-

tivities of the seven divisions, has
been hiked to 22 through the elec-

tion to membership of Edward .Arn-

old. Ed KuykendaU, Abe Lastfogel.
Abram Myers. Robert H. Poole and
Herman Robbins.
Harmon presently is in Hollywood

for huddles with committees of the

Coast divUion headed by Y. Frank
Freeman,

Testing 2 Legiters
Screen test option has been taken

by Dave Selznick on Richard Coo-
gan, legit actor,

Metro has taken similar option on
Jjucillt Normatv «Uo.>^;nv legit.
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MORE WORK HRS., I£SS B.O.
Wobber Resigns As Head of 20th Sales

For S.R Post; Tom Connors Replacing

Hollywood, Jan. 20.

As reported fanned when Tom
Connors Joined 20th-F6x In Decem-

ber as executive assistant to S. R.

Kent, president, Herman Wobber re-

linquishes post of general sales man-
ager tor the company to talie over

the job ot western district manager

ior 20th-Fox on the Pacific Coast

with headquarters in San Francisco,

where he has other business inter-

ests.

Connors, for many years a high

Metro distribution exec as eastern-

southern - Canadian division man-
ager, is slated to take over Wobbcr's

duties with three divisional sales

heads under him. Bill Sussman, Bill

Gchring and Bill Kupper.
Wobber took over tha top sales

post in 20th several years ago at the

Instance ot Kent, his lifelong friend

and associate, following the sudden

death of John Li Clark, and has re-

mained on the job in the east, plus

traveling considerably, only because

of his friendship for the 20th-Fox

president.

Official announcement of Wobber's
appointment as Coast district man-
ager will be made at i meeting here

to be attended by Kent, Connors,

Wobber, Darryl Zanuck and William

Goetz.

Kent, Connors Oft Friday
Havmg postponed their departure

for the Coast three times, S. R. Kent
and '6)m Connors, his executive as-

sistant, now have reservations to

shove oft Friday (23). At first the

20th:Fox execs deterred their trip

west due to press of matters at the

h.o. Since then they have been de-

layed due to New York labor nego-

tiations witti'Coast studio locals.

Herman Wobber, at present on the

Coast, -Is expected to remain there

until Kent and Connors arrive.

Edmond Reek May Get

TaOey'sPoslal20-Fox;

Newsreel Realignment

While a complete realignment of

the short features and newsreel pro-
duction heads may take place at

20th-Fox In the next few weelis as

a result ot Truman H. Talley's

death Sunday (18), Indications are
that Edmund Reek, presently gen-
eral manager of Movietone News,
will be moved up to the top spot
over shorts and the newsreel. He
has been actively in charge for
Warly six months, during which
Talley was 111.

Reason for likelihood of a com-
plete realignment is that Lew Lehr,
who headed the short features de-
partment, has not returned^and may
not be able to carry on his full ac-
tivities when he does recover. He
has been away now for about a year,
suffering from a nervous breakdown.
At last reports Lehr was consider-

^
ably in»proved.
Bulk of shorts production in re-

cent years has been done in the
east, much of it being an editing
and voice recording job.

A-C'S 'SARONG' MAY NOT

BE ON THIS YR.'S SKED

Indications are that the next Ab-
bott and Costello picture scheduled
at Universal, Jules Levey (Mayfair)
production called 'Pardon My Sa-
rong,' will not be readied for re-
lease until tiie 1942-43 selling sea-
son.

Universal has one Abbott and
Costello, 'Ride 'Em Cowboy,' made
prior to 'Keep 'Em Flying' which has
yet to go into release, while Metro
nas an A&C starrer, 'Rio Rita," now
"1 production and also slated for
.distribution this season.

Belief is that 'Sarong' wIU be held
on. so as not to come too soon after
the other- two A&C ' release*. '

mRr RULES ON

STUDIO CALL SHEETS

Hollywood, Jan. 20.

Paramount is training Its actors,

directors, camera crews and every-
body else on the lot to duck under
cover the moment en alert siren

sounds. Every call sheet contains
detailed Ins'tructions to every em-
ploye, in case of danger from the
sky.

Emergency zones have been desig-
nated In various sound stages, with
orders for companies outdoors to
take refuge -In appointed spots in-

doors. One command reads; 'Sit

down on floor along east wall. Stay
away from doors.' Company has ap-
pointed air raid wardens, with full

authority, for each department

FOX COLLAPSES

ON WITNESS

STAND

Philadelphia, Jan. 20.

William Fox collapsed under

cross-examination today (Tuesday)

while testifying at it hearing on dis-

barment of Morgan S. Kaufman.

Kaufman was alleged to have been

the go-between in loans by Fox to

Federal Judge J. Warren Davis pre-
ceding Fox's trial before Davis re-

sulting from Fox's bankruptcy.
Fox's testimony was being taken

by three special masters appointed
to consider Kaufman's fitness by the
Federal Court at the request of At-
torney General Francis Biddle.

Former film producer's testimony
was substantially the same as he
gave during the two trials of Kauf-
man and Davis, both of which ended
in'jury disagreements.
. Hearing was adjourned until to-

morrow (Wednesday) following
Fox's collapse.

PAR BUSY; 11 FILMS

AWAY IN FOUR WEEKS

Hollywood, Jan. 20.

Production slate at Paramount
calls for 11 starters in the next tour

weeks, with five scheduled to roll

before the end of January. Quintet

are 'Black Curtain,' 'The Forest

Rangers,' 'My Heart Belongs to

Daddy,' 'I Married a Witch' and
'Wildcat.'

February slarters are 'Mrs. WIggs
of the Cabbage Patch,' 'The Road to

Morocco,' 'The Glass Key,' 'Henry
Aldrich, Editor,' 'Across the Border'

and 'Happy Go Lucky.'

LIKE OLDEN DAYS

Once Abandoned Fox Lot Bristles

with Production

Hollywood, Jan. 20.

Old Western Avenue lot, where

Tom Mix did his stuff in the early

picture days, is busier now than It

has been in the last three years,

with five 20th-Fox pictures before

the cameras. Ordinarily used to

take care of the big studio overfiow,

the ancient place is housing 'My

Gal Sal". 'Rings On Her Fingers',

'Secret Agent of Japan', 'Hearses

Don't Hurry' and 'Whispering

Ghosts'.

On the main lot in Wcstwood, 11

productions are taking up all the

space on 18 stages. . . .
.

THREIITTO PIX

Defense and Armament In-

. dustries Planning Ex-
tended Working Time

—

Would Curtail Theatre-
Going

TOP BIZ BOFFER

Possibility that a 60-hour work
week may be Installed fay all defense

and armament factories now is re-,

garded as the most serious threat to

the nation's film theatre boxoffice.
It Is figured as likely to- cut drasti-

cally into the public's recreation
time, and mean just that many less

patrons for the theatres.

Longer work week now Is viewed
as more of a potential threat to film
revenue than daylight savings, pri-

orities or a tire shortage, because
It's likely to take in many thousands'
of workers who are free spenders
at theatres.

Even the drafting ot 2,000,000 more
men into the U. S. army is not
viewed as likely to create much im-
print on b.o. figures, because there
always is a percentage of army men
on furlough. Also their absence from
present jobs will give employment
to others, who In iurn ' would be-
come regular cinema patrons where
now only occasional theatregoers.

While numerous exhibitors for

years have complained that daylight

savings time cut deeply into their

business, just as many others never
have been wholly convinced that the
clock-setting back did any more
harm than the hot weather. They
contend there is just as much de-
cline at cinemas in states with no
daylight savings as those having it

—

simply because hot weather always
takes its toll in attendance.

COL LOADING UP ON

TOP MARQUEE BLAZERS

Hollywood, Jan. 20.

Currently Columbia has contracted

for individual pictures the largest

list ot film names in its history.

Among them are Gary Grant, Mel-
vyn Douglas, Jean Arthur, Franchot
Tone, Joan Bennett, Fredric March,
Loretta Tfoung, Fred MacMurray,
Fred Astaire, Rita Hayworth, Pat
O'Brien, Brian Donlevy, Claire Tre-

vor and Glenn Ford.

McCarey On His Own

Sacramento, Jan. 20.

Leo McCarey Productions, Inc.,

filed notice of incorporation as an
independent picture making com-
pttny-

In addition to McCarey, the direc-

tors are Loyd Wright, Charles Mllli-

kan and Herschel Green, all lawyers.

Films Total U.S. Gross $U00M00O

In '4U100m Better Than/t

According to Hays Office Annual

HORNBLOW DEPARTING

PAR PRODUCTION POST

Hollywood, Jan. 20.

ArtHur Hornblow, Jr., is tossing

over his producer job at Paramount,
although his contract has several

months to run. Parting is said to be'

friendly, based on questions of

policy.

Recent Hornblow productions have
been 'Arise My Love' and 'Hold Back
the Dawn,' with a Charles Boyer-
Ginger Rogers co-starrer etiU on his

schedule. Ha is reported intent on
organizing an independent producing
unit

ROGELL LEAVES

RKO; SHAiOE

IMPENDS

Hollywood, Jan. 20.

Joseph L Breen, chief of studio

operations at RKO, currently laid

up with a throat infection, confirmed
rumors ot an impending shakeup in

the production staff. From his

sickbed, Breen announced that the.

producing personnel would be reor-

ganized as soon as he is able to re-

turn to work.
Meanwhile Earl Rettlg, assistant

treasurer at RKO Studios, moved in

today as studio manager. Sid Rogell,

studio manager for past six years, is

shoving off when his contract fxpires

Feb. 16, Several months ago Rogel
asked the studio for his release to

make new connections, but his re

quest was turned down,
Rettig, closely associated with the

Floyd Odium interests, first came to

the Coast as the Halse'y Stuart rep-
resentative when the bankers moved
into the Fox Film setup. Odium set

him in at RKO several months ago.

Ghost Towns Jost Not

The Type, U Builds Own

• Hollywood, Jan. 20.

Old ghost towns In the western
hills are no longer the type for film

ghost towns, so Universal is building

a new one on Superstition Mountain
near Phoenix, Ariz., for the filming
of 'Sheltered Iiady,' with Gregory
LaCava directing Irene Dunne, start-

ing Jan, 25.

Crew of 100 construction workers
is building the new town, with tech-

nicians to make it look old.

No More RKO Administrative Changes

Seen UntO Election of New Board

No further administrative changes

are expected at RKO for the next

five or six months, pending election

of a new Board of Directors follow-

ing shareholders meeting scheduled

in. June,

Opinion expressed in some quar-

ters is that current lineup of execu-

tive operation, with George J.

Schaefer as executive head, is ideal

in some respects though paradoxical

in others. Under current setup

Richard C Patterson, Jr., chairman

of the board of directors, now re-

ports to Schaefer, an unusual pro-

cedure in company operation. Re-
cent streamlining, which made ' the

new company controller, Garrett Van
Wagner, directly responsible to

Schaefer instead of to another chief

financial officer under the president,

is regarded as sound.
Indications are that the June meet-

ing will likely be followed by some
realignment in executive positions.

Possibility is foreseen of the appoint-

ment of a financial officer to whom
others would be accountable, either

as number two executive under
Schaefer or with equal administra-

tive functions. Establishment of a

key pasition of this type was one of

matters under discussion prior to the

recent streamlining of executive

personnef.

Estimated weekly average motion
picture theatre attendance in .the
U. S. cllmljed 5,000,000 per week to
85,000,000 weekly last year, and es-
timated gros? boxoffice receipts in
U. S. cinemas rose $100,000,000 to
$1,100,000,000 for 1941, according to
figures compiled for Film Facts-
1042, annual publication ot the Mo-
tion: Picture Producers & Dis-
tributors Assn. released this week.
Average film theatre admission ad-
vanced to 25.2c, from 23c. in 1940,
this book estimated.

Film Facts places the number of
picture houses open In 1941 at 16,951

with 10,471,842 total capacity, against
theatres having 10,462,608 seats In
operation in 1940: The Hays office

publication devotes the principal
portion of Its new Issue to the in-

dustry's war effort, after keynoting
the 20 years of the association's ex-
istence.

Book's figures on employment re-
veal that the estimated number regu-
larly employed by the industry
slumped from 282,000 in 1940 to

193,600 In the past year, and the
payrolls declined trom $406,560,000
to $322,500,000. Only group to show
ah increase in wages is production,
which rose trom $129,000,000 in 1940
to $139,000,000 last year. Outlay for
exhibition dipped $90,000,000 to $160;-.

000,000, and distribution fell off

$4,060,000 to $23,500,000.

$215,600,000 Prodnctlon Cost
The film industry's Federal tax

biU rose $60,000,000 to $160,000,000,

while estimated taxes paid state and
local governments In 1941 remained
about the same at $250,000,000. Total
production cost of all U. S. pictures
during the past year Is estimated at
$215,600,000.
• Growth of double features con-""

tinued in 1941,' according to Film
Facts, although the total percentage
varied little from 1940, is being fig-

ured that 59% of all U. S. theatres
ran duals last year; 30% used them
every day, while 29% only part
time. Listed 10,349 cinemas as show-
ing double features daily or part of
the time, compared to 10,031 In 1940,
and 6,612 houses employing single
feature programs against 6,972 In
the previous year. . Most dualing Is

In the northeastern section, where It

runs about '72% of the total. It's

smallest In the south, where It rep-
resents only about 28%.
Percentage of total admissions to

all film theatres placed at 75-85%
between 7:30 and 8:30 p. m. by Film
Facts. Book breaks down the cost

of picture theatregoing to prove that
the average charge Is only 8c. per
hour tor the average screen show, as
compared with 10c. per hour 22 years
ago. Then the theatre patron paid
an average ot 20c. tor two hours or
less of screen entertainment, while
today the average admish (including

federal tax) Is 25,2c. for a three-hour
show.
Yen of different companies to spic*

up their advertising matter and ex-
ploitation ideas, along with an evi-

dent trend In that direction with the

productions completed in 1941, is re-

vealed by the upbeat in stills, ads,

posters, publicity stories and exploi-

tation ideas discarded or revised.

Rejects or revisions on stills climbed
nearly 0.7% over 1940; advertise-

ments about 1.4%; posters less than
0.1%, and exploitation ideas about
0,2%. There was an actual decline

in revisions on trailers as compared
with 1940.

Gov't Cooperation

More than 12,000 theatres volun-
tarily are cooperating by exhibiting

films which arc released under the

aegis of the Industry's War Activities

Committee. Of those submitted, 25

have been approved for showing in

leading U. S. houses. Film Facts

points out that the U, S, Army,
through its Motion Picture Service,

has become the largest single ex-

hibitor of pictures In the country.

It operates SS.") Ihsr.lres at 277 army
(Continued on page' 16)
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Van Schmus, Non-Show Biz Showman

OfRa<lioCityMJl„DieshiN.Y.at66

William G. Van Schmus, known to

almost everyone in the trade as 'Mr.

Van,' managing director of the

Kadio City Music Hall and Center,

N. Y, passed away Wednesday (14)

at the St Luke's Hospital, N. fol-

lowing a heart attack. He was 66.

Foi: the past three years periodi-

cally Bway from his duties as result

of a heart' condition. Van Schmus

had returned to his Music Hall offices

shortly before Christmas, but on Dec.

29 he suffered another attack and

went home. The following day he

entered the hospital and. since then

his health steadily declined.

Formerly in department store, ad-

vertising agency work and industrial

engineering, Van Schmus had had no
theatrical experience until taking

over the management of the Hall in

March, 1933, at the behest of the

Rockefeller interests, whom .his en-

gineering firm of Van Schmus,
McDermid & Crawford had served
in the construction of Rockefeller

Center.

However, unlike outsiders without
showmanship experience. Van
Schmus gave close study to the reac-

tions of the public, looked at hun-
dreds of pictures and always was an
eager listener when around persons
having theatrical knowledge or back-
ground. He went out of his way to

seek opinions, including among the
trade as well as lay press, and made
careful mental note of everything
that was said. He seldom argued, lis-

tening instead.

Van Schmus liked to hold recep-
tions and cocktail parties at. the Hall
at which he could meet people from
various walks of show business life

who had been' Invited, often In large
numbers. Frequently, even if the
hour was late, he wds among the last

to leave. Also, Van Schmus inaugu-
rated luncheons, served in . the re-

ception-dining room quarters at the
where he could Informally

lunch and discuss policy or other
matters with his department heads.

Hissed New Tear's Faity

One of his bitterest disappoint-
ments before passing away was to
miss the annual New Year's Eve

'party, which he incepted for the
more than 600 employees of the Hall.
They were entertained during the
day in relays between shows, with
music as well as food and refresh-
ments provided, and at these aflalrs
the ushers danced with the B;ockettes
and learned to know each other.

- Through these parties and in other
ways. Van Schmus held the esteem
•E well as the affection of everyone
working for him from pageboys up.
Members of the various unions work-
ing in the Hall, which provided them
with every possible comfort, were no
less shocked at his death.

Van Schmus was president of
Radio City Music Hall Corp., a sub-
sidiary of Rockefeller Center, Inc.,

and was a member of the board of
the latter as well as of RKQ. On the
latter directorate he represepted the
Rockefeller interests.

Impressive funeral services, with
around 1,000 attending and floral dis-
plays in profusion, were held Friday
afternoon (16) at the Episcopal
Church of the Ascension, N. Y., with
cremation following in Westchester
county.

.

Surviving are the widow, three
daughters, two brothers and three
sisters.

From Dawn to Dusk

Hollywood, Jan. 20.

Current 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. work-
ing schedule at 20th-Fox will be
continued after the new daylight

savings law goes into effect,

making the boys and girl arise

one hour earlier, according to

sun time.

Shift from 9 to 8 start for all

Westwood studio workers was
adopted shortly after the first

blackout

MPTOA VOTES OKAY

OF CHI UNITY PROGRAM

The board of directors of the Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners of
America has voted approval of its

participation In the unity program
as outlined at Chicago recently. Ed
Kuykendall, president . of the
MPTOA, has so advised Jack Klrsch,
Allied States leader of Chicago, who
Is chairman of the Motion Picture
Industry Conference Committte on
unity.

In his letter Kuykendall suggested
that there be a meeting of the mas-
ter committee in Chicago yesterday
(Tues.).

Leo F. Wolcott, president of Al-
lied Independent Theatre Owners of
Iowa-Nebraska, has also advised
unanimous approval of Its board on
the unity tlMovmf,.,.,i . > .

GUS S. EYSSELL

TO HEAD M.H.

Stodio Contracts

When the board of directors of the

Radio City. Musis Hall .Corp. met

Monday (19) to consider a successor

to the lata W. O. Van Schmus as

managing director of Uia Music Hall.

Gus S. Eyaell was chosen .to flU the

vacated role, at tfaa. same time as-

suming the presidency of R.C.Jf.H.

Corp., which Van Sohmus held.

At the Monday session three new
directors were addedr-Rtissell V.
Downing, treasurer of R.CJA.H.
Corp.; Lawrence JCirkland, acting

executive manager of Rockefeller

Center, and VanderbUt Webb, R. C.

attorney. Another attorney for the

Rockefeller interests, Rudolph Tra-
vers, has been elected secretary of

R.C.M.H., to succeed Eyssell in that

post H. H. Aylesworth. remains
chairman of the board.

At the theatre since shortly after

its opening, when the late S. L.
RothafcLwias its managing director,

Eyssell remained as second in com-
mand by appointment of Van
Schmus in March, 1933, and of late

years during the tatter's illness has
directed all operations <^ the theatre

in association with Downing, Leon
Leonidoff, ' production diiet, and
heads of other departlnents.

Eyssell, with a substantial back-
ground behind him in theatre op-
eration, came to the Utisic Hall from
the old Publiz circuit (Far) follow-
ing managerial and operating posts

in various parta of the country for

Publlx
Nelson Rockefeller for a time de-

voted most of his attention to poli-

cies concerning the Music Hall, but
since then has become co-ordinator
of. Latin-American relations in
Washington and la giving all his
time to that work.

Ratoff Sets Himself Up

Sacramento, Jan.- 20.

New picture-making company,
Gregory Ratoff Pr.oductlon;, Inc.,

was granted corporat(pn papers
here, with permission to issue 1,000
shares of no-par stock.

In addition to Ratoff, the directors
are Harry M. Goetz, Vernon Wood
and Edwin Loeb.

Hollywood, Jan. 20.

Arllne Judge inked three-ploture

contract with William Pine and
William Thomas.
Don Terry drew » player ticket

at Universal.

Vivian Mason's player option

picked up by 201h-Fox.

Johnny Mattlson signed as dance

director at Universal.

Shirley Patterson .inked player

ticket at Columbia.
Roger Clark's actor option picked

up by Columbia,
Richard Blumenthal renewed tor

one year as associate producer at

Paramount.
Dorothy Lovett- drew a new

player contract at RKO.
Frank Ryan's option as writer-di-

rector picked up by RKO.
Robert Kellard, legit actor, signed

with Columbia and changed his

name to Robert Stevens.
Marguerite Chapman inked player

deal with Columbia.
Don DeFore drew a player con-

tract at Warners.

JAP WAR NOT

VERY COSTLY

TO O S. FIX

Loss of bushiess In the Philippines
because of Japanese invasion and the
takeover of U. S. major film com-
pany business by the Japan Govern-
ment syndicate represents only an
insignificant dent in American pic-

ture company foreign revenue, home-,
offices were advised this week.
Ordinarily the loss of the Japanese

market would have wiped out 1%
of total foreign revenue, hut ship-

ments of U. S. pictures were so dras-
tically restricted during the last 12

months that only about 0.2% of for-

eign total was rated as coming from
the Nipponese market Imports to

Japan were curtailed so much that

American distributors were allowed
only around' 20 features annually for
release In Japan. Matter of getting
revenue for business done there dur-
ing the last three years still was un-
decided when U. S. went to war
against Japan. However, the great-

est loss is expected to result from
Japanese confiscation of exchange
and office properties, films and equip-
ment
Revenue from the Philippines Is

figured to run at less than 1% of all

foreign coin, and obviously this has
been written off. Take over of
Shanghai by Japs ako represented a
loss of around one'-half of 1% for
most U. S. distributors, the large for-
eign and American colony there
making It'the largest single source of
revenue in China.

Shearer, Taylor Duet
Hollywood, Jan. 20.

'Slightly Platonic' went Into work
at Metro with Norma Shearer and
Robert Taylor in the top spots and
George Sanders as the heavy.
George Cukor directs the J. Walter

Ruben production.

Rock Minister Registers First Blast

At Heavea' Which WonChurch Praise

Rochester, N. Y., Jan. 20.
Rev. David Rhys Williams, pastor

of First Unitarian Church, flayed the
film 'One Foot in Heaven' in his Sun-
day sermon as 'an insult to the
Protestant Church in America.' He
particularly took exception to its

portraying a minister raising money
to build a church 'by a form of
blackmail and the Impression that
erecting a chuvth is the climax of
Christian achievement.

'I do not know,' he said, 'any such
high-handed, nonchalant, mercenary
character as portrayed by Fredric
March.'

The. minister advocated a banding
together of Protestants in the manner
of the Catholic L^gue of Decency
to insist on at least fair play in films
to the Protestant cause.
His blast boosted the gross for the

last two day's of -the picture's run at

FnHer, Par's N.Y. Talent

Scodt, Made a Director

Lester Fuller,: eastern talent scout

for Paramount, has been inked by
the studio to a directorial pact He
leaves New York for the Coast some
time in February. Studio execs
handed him the new Job partially

because they were Impressed with
his direction of screen tests made
by Par in the east during the past
few years.''-

Fuller worked in an indie produc-
tion unit on the Coast some years
ago and was also active in New York
legit > It is understood Par will not
immediately name anyone to take
Fuller's place as assistant to eastern
talent icWef Owls K»plaii. ,i < '

;

OEM Enters "Bomber for Academy

Oscar; More Defense Briefies on Way

Just a Reminder

Hollywood, Jan. SO,

iilfe is one honeymoon after

another for Ann Sheridan, who
racantl/ married George Brent

Her next two pictures at War-

ners, 'Juka Girl' and 'Shadow*

of Thalr Wings,' deal with new-

lyweds.

THEATRE BLDG.

HALTED IN CAL

Los Angeles, Jan. 20.

There will be no building of thea-

tres or any other houses of amuse-

mmt for the duration of the war in

the California district, under restric-

tions governing' war materials,, man
power and other needs In the na-

tional naval and military efforts.

Only buildings for amusement pur-

poses win be adjacent to service

camps.

World War No. 2 differs from War
No. 1 in theatre building. From 1914

to 1019, the show business broke out
with a burst of consiruction. Many
circuits and indie operators had
similar plans for this war,- but have
laid the blue prints away. Their
chief concern now is to keep up with
replacements on their .

mechanical
equipment —

JOHN FORD'S WORK

IN D.C A MYSTERY

Oflica of Emergency Management's
film unit has antered Ita short,
'Bomber,' Into competition for an
academy of Motion Hctura Arts and
Sciences' Oscar. There's a special
academy classification for documen-
taries this year for tha first time.

Brlefle, made by Guy Bolta, one
of the' OEM's regular producers, was
filmed at the Glenn L. Martin plant
in Baltimore last summer. It shows
the making of the B-26 medium
bomber. Carl Sandburg did the
commentary.
Spencer Tracy next we«k will do

the narration for Gar^n Kanin's
Initial pic as an employe* of the
OEM tmit. A civilian-morale
builder. It's called Tlie Shield' and
will picture the training and work
of a soldier. It will be released In
about two weeks.
Another OEM entry, Tanks,' has

been okayed by the film Industry's
new War Activities Committee for
release in the nation's theatres and
Is about to go Into distribution. It

was made in the Chrysler tank
arsenal in Detroit and at Fort Knox,
Ky., headquarters of the. U. S.

Armored Forces. Orson Welles does

Ihe commentary written by George
Gercke, of the film unit A two-
reel, 16 mm. version of the pic for

non-theatrical distribution Is also

being prepared.
In the cutting room now is 'Lake

Carrier,' a story of the ore ships in

the Great Lakes, and 'Defense, Re-
view No. 3,' consisting of hews
clips, Films generally run about 10

minutes In length.

WB'S $2,000,000 LOAN

HGURES PROnT-MAKER

Mystery as to the activities In

Washington of John Ford and a

large coterie of other HoUywoodites

he has working for him gets deeper

with each succeeding day. Ford,

who Is on active Navy duty with

rank of lieutenant commander, is in

charge of a unit assigned to the Of-

fice of the Coordinator of Informa-
tion (William J. Donovan). All the
men working with him are also
Naval reservists, many of them from
Coast studios.

One description of Ford's work is

reported to be collection of film ma-
terial for the eyes of the President
and Coordinator only. It is said that
just as the Coordinator makes writ-
ten reports on various phases of de-
fense and war for the President, so
Ford's unit makes visual reports.
Although the Navy has a separate

camera setup in the Bureau of Aero-
nautics, which is charged with pro-
viding newsreel, public relations and
other pictures of and for the Navy,
Ford recently provided newsreels of

gun crew practicing and a ship
launching. Only explanaUon he
gave to the reels was that he would
not be compeUng with them regu-
larly.

Ford's organization has set up shop
in part of the film lab of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture. Civilian engi-
neers employed by major studios
have been called in to design and
install enlarged facilities.

Mirish With RKO

Harold J. MIrlsh, with Warner
Bros, in Milwaukee for several
years, has been added, to the film
booking-buying department of RKO
at the home office, headed by Ed-
die Alperson.
He took up his new duties Mon-

day (19).

Prior to Joining Warners, Mlrisch
managed two independent ' theatres
in Milwaukee.

Wald'. 'Hard Way'
Hollywood, Jan. 20.

Second solo flight by Jerry Wald
under his associate producer con-
tract with Warners is IT.e Hard
Way,' slated to start Feb. 1.

Vincent Sherman is director,
working on a screenplay by Irwin
Shaw. •.:.»,-.(:

Warner Bros, has arranged a $2,-

000.000 loan at 2K%, and will seek
tenders of 6% debentures, 4ue in

1948, up to that amount, these not
to exceed 96% of the face amount
after payment of the March I cou-
pon. ' Besides representing a 3^i%
annual interest saving, the company
also secures a beneficiary 4% pre-
mium on the maximum price it will

pay to tenders of the 1948 debentures
because par Is 100, whereas the com-
pany will not buy for more than
96%. WB will use the $2,000,000 ob-
tained In the bank loan to pay up
to 96% of face value of debentures
which are tendered on next Feb. 9.

The loan was obtained from the
N. Y. Trust Co, Guaranty Trust Co.
of N. Y. and the Continental Illinois

Bank & Trust' Co. of Chicago. It

win be repayable $1,000,000 on Oct.

1, 1945, and a like amount on April

1, 1946.' Loan, it was stated, will be
secured by collateral now pledged to

the same banks as security for the
existing $4,000,000 loans. It Is sub-
ject to substantially the same terms
and conditions.

Warner Bros, pointed out that it

had in Its treasury sufficient deben-
tures to meet sinking-fund require-

ments through 1944. And that fur-

ther acquisitions would be held and
used for sinking-fund tequirementa
for 194S and 1946.

In asking for tenders, the company
pointed out it will accept offers in

the order of the lowest price, mean-
ing that those of lower price would
be accepted before those of a higher

figure. It also was stated in the

notice to 6% debenture holders, sig-

natured by Joseph Bernhard, vice-

president, that the company has

been Informed that certain officers

and directors may tender debentures

under this offer, held directly or in-

directly by them.
Universal used a similar tender

arrangement to bring in a block of

8% preferred shares, but did not

limit the price to 96%.

Locifle Bal, D^ Amaz

Back West for RKO Pix

Pittsburgh, Jan. 20.

Lucille Ball and Desl Arnaz
wound up their joint personal ap-

pearance tour here at Stanley

Thursday night (15) and departed
Immediately for Hollywood, where
both are scheduled to Start new
pictures at RKO within the next 10

days. Miss' Ball will go Into 'Grand
Canyon,' but Amaz's next assign-

ment Isn't definitely set yet
Couple had previously been sched-

uled for six weeks of dates in South

America, biit called that off when
war broke butl'i- * '

'
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LOEWS STRETCHING FILM
New York Warns Studios on War Fix

Which Changing Scene May Soon Date

Production of features having con-

temporary war locale Is being dis-

couraged by N. Y. homeoffice execu-

tives because of the possibility that

the completed picture may have to

be shelved. The .rapidly shifting

-war scene and trend of world events

could well damage a feature's box-
office possibilities, they have advised

Coast producers. Because It takes

four to six months to ready a pic-

ture for distribution, this lapse might

spell the difference between a

profitable film and a loser.

Most ' major companies recently

have had experience, mostly bitter,

in attempting to cash in oii current

headlines. Veteran production ad-

visors in N. Y. have warned Coast

•producSrs that, they would have to

possess more Insight into the future

than Hitler's star gazers in order to

size up newsworthy events next

June.
While screen yams based on Pearl

Harbor and the Americans' heroic

stand in the Philippines doubtlessly

are so indelibly Imprinted on the

public's mind they will be as timely

six months hence as now, such is

not true of stories on the. Russo-

Nazi war, the Italian situation or the

campaign in Libya. Producers have

been tipped th« 'thete always is 'a

possibility of change in regime In

Italy, Germany or Japan; also pos-

sibly France. Consequently, stories

on present Incidents may well fade

into insigniflcance in a few months.

No Uncertainty Now
Uncertainty and indecision which

gripped Hollywood In the weeks
Immediately following Pearl Harbor
has resolved itself. The big ques-

tion, 'Shall we concentrate on war
pictures or escapist comedy?' has

been answered. Reply is, 'Make 'em

both, but choose judiciously.'

With' the excitement and shock of

United States' entry into the war
having died down, and with some
experience having been gained at

the b.o. with both types of films in

the six weeks since Dec. 7, the an-
swer to Hollywood's dilemma has
made .Itself clear.

Pictures must have a strong and
Intelligent war or defense angle or
-they must be completely escapist

comedies, is the concensus of ma-
jor company story editors, whose

' jobs depend on ability to put a
finger on the public taste months in

advance.
Well-done war themes are going

to catch the heavy coin of the fu-
ture, story eds believe. And the
only big-money competish these
films are going to get. It is predicted,
will come from exaggerated comedy
and musicals which depend on their
humor for such" far-fetched ideas
that they are completely remote
from reality.

Mediocre war themes and me-
diocre comedies will fetch relatively
poor teturns, the seers say. Quick-
ie mellers with military back-
grounds, made with the idea that
the present world catastrophe is

merely a grand-scale exploitation
stunt, will meet with public apathy
and perhaps disgust.
Best example of what the swiftie

meller can expect Is 'Pacific Black-
out' (Par), currently at the Cri-
terion on Broadway. In addition to
getting critical catcalls in the pa-
pers, business Is hitting approxi-
mately $4,000 for the week, against
the house average of around $7,500.

'Blackout' was finished by Par be-
fore the U. S. entered the war, and
was to be released under the title of
Midnight Angel.' Then, bang, came
Pearl Harbor and Par rushed the
release date forward and changed
the title to 'Pacific Blackout.'

N. Y. Times' review, by Bosley
Crowther, termed it 'Exactly the
sort of picture which should NOT
be shown at this time,' adding It
was 'deplorable indiscretion and
truly shocking bad taste.' Crowther
Objected to the effect the picture
might have on morale of the Amer-
ican people, with Its story of Bn
unannounced 'raid* on a U. S. city
and bombers droning overhead while
the whole town shivers In darkness,
unaware that It's onlyi e test-, j •

. .

Heavy, Tbough

Hollywood, Jan. 20.

Barefoot boy stuft solved a
mechanical problem in the
lensing of the Orson Welles
picture, 'The Magnificent Am-
bersons,' at RKO. Idea was to
shoot scenes envisioned by an
actor's eyes as he walked up
a curving staircase to the sec-
ond floor of a mansion. With
ceilings overhead it was impos-
sible to use a mechanical dolly.

After four days of conniving,
Stanley Cortez, chief camera-
man, strapped a OS-pound cam-
era on the chest of an as-
sistant, but it didn't work so
well. There was too much Jig-
gling as the carrier climbed the
stairs. Finally Cortez removed

.
his assistant's shoes and socks.
Walking conservatively on nude
insteps, the camera carrier
climbed the stairs without a Jig-
gle.

TESTS'BPIXIN

2

First Positive Step to Assure
Extended Runs — Means
Three Changes Over Two-
Week Period Instead of

Four in N.Y. Nabes

Par Nearing Break with Skouras

On Product Deal for 65 Theatres;

Co. Takes Take 'Em' or Else, Stance

VARIETY CLDB

IN NATL DRIVE

Formation of additional Variety

Club tents in exchange cities not

presently represented with a unit Is

announced as the purpose of the na-
tional officers in an organization
drive to commence Feb. 1. Efforts
will center on New York, Chicago,
Seattle, Portland, San Francisco,
Denver, Salt Lake City and New
Haven. -

John H. Harris, of Pittsburgh,
national chief barker and Robert J.

O'Donnell, assistant chief, will make
a Coast to Coast tour and discuss
plans with local showmen In each
spot. At the same time, the tents

already organized In 23 cities will

put on membership drives to enroll

all eligible film, radio and legitimate

showmen to bring the strength of the
Variety Clubs to the limit of pos-
sibilities. - •

•

To give Impetus to the campaign,
the slogan, 'Hey Rube' has been
adopted nationall}r. Phrase Is the
familiar call for assistance when
attack is launched against a travel-

ing circus or carnival. Its new con-

notation has taken on a patriotic

aspect. .

Variety Clubs have attained na-
tional recognition for the charitable

work which has been carried on for

children In the cities where or-

ganized. At a recent meeting In

New York, when Harris was guest

ot Associated Motion Picture Adver-
tires, Inc., a film was shown visualiz-

ing the benefits from the charities

of the various units. During 1941

the clubs pledged to raise and ex-
pend $600,000 for this type of as-

sistance. In effect, the expendi-
tures were nearly $900,000.

Proposal for formation of a Va-
riety Club in N. Y. has been dis-

cussed frequently. With the de-

mands for war relief work con-

stantly increasing, it Is believed the

time is ripe for unification of In-

dustry effort which will result from
organization here.

TRAIL-BLAZER

Variety Club Handles Ball

Pittsburgh, Jan. 20.

Variety Club of Pittsburgh will be

in complete charge of annual Presi-

dent's Birthday Ball celebration lo-

cally, arranging for all music and
entertainment, Affair previously has

been In the hands of Individual

showmen; this is the first time show-
men's organizations as a whole have
been behind it.

Club committee named to work
out details includes John H. Harris,

national chief barker of Variety

Clubs; Joe Hiller, local chief barker;

Moe Silver, WB zone manager here:

Brian McDonald, I. Elmer Ecker and
Bob Fiske. i

What may become a general trend

with a view to establishing a more
definite, policy to obtain extended

time out of pictures is the step being

taken by Loew's, which all opera'

tors are watching closely, in spacing

bookings so that there are only three

changes over a two-week period in-

stead of four.

The plan, started by Loew's yes-

terday (Tues.), applies to double-
feature split-week houses, several of

which have been selected in the
Greater New York area to test the
experiment. Houses which changed
twice weekly, using four films on the
seven days, will in the future at-

tempt to reduce the number of at-

tractions to six over a two - week
stretch.

New shows will open on Thurs-
days and run through Monday, to be
followed by a second running four

days. Then the third will go a total

of five days.

Loew's houses initiating the new
policy are the 83d St., 72d St., 175th

St., ' Olympia, Lexington and Zieg
feld, all in N. Y. proper. It has
been the habit of these and other
Loew's houses during the past year
-to pad pictures into full-week runs
where they are of outstanding char-
acter, but this has been done on
only a few occasions, whereas under
the new try Loew's anticipates

stretching all playdates.

Others Will Probably Follow
' Like Loew's, RKO has now' and
then given a full week to certain

top films, as have independents be-

hind these circuits. With Loew's
now using only six pictures on 14

days, this very .probably will have
the effect of encouraging similar

policies among indies who - follow

this chain on film. Otherwise in-

dies will have difficulty In filling

dates because product is moving
slower on Loew's time. RKQ's
adoption of a similar policy, which
is probable, would make it all the

more, unanimous as far as the

Greater N. Y. indies are concerned.
Extension of playing time gen-

erally throughout the country, long

sought by the distributors, would
relieve the product situation to the

extent that theatres would not re-

quire so many pictures over the year
and could select their film more
carefully without resort to cheaper

Indie product or releases in order

to fill out.

SCHNITZERMAY

GO WITH UA

Eddie Schnitzer, district sales man-
aggi" for Warner Bros., who has re-

signed, is reported shifting to United

Artists in an executive distribution

capacity. He thus follows Into that

company Grad Sears, Carl Leser-

man and W. E. Callaway.
Washing up with Warners in two

weeks, Schnitzer has been with the

company since 1938, having come
over from Republic. He has been
in sales for many years.

Schnitzer has been metropolitan

district manager for WB, with jur-

isdiction over the large territory

served by the New York-Brooklyn-
New Jersey exchange, with head-
quarters in N.Y. Previously his

district also embraced all ot New
England, Buffalo and Albany.- -

Cheaper to Close

Milwaukee, Jan. 20.

With projectionists preparing
to demand mpre ' money when
present contracts expire In Janu-
ary, many indie theatre oper-
ators assert that, with business
at the lowest ebb they have ever
known, and the nien who run
the machines already getting
more than the managers them-'
selves, they will simply shut up
shop for the duration.W AGAIN

OUTOFPffllY

Philadelphia, Jan. 20.

It's 'in-again-outragain' for RKO's
'Citizen Kanf in Philly. This time

Orson Welles' epic is 'out-again,'

after having been advertised as

opening at Warner Bros.' Boyd
Thursday (15). In a last-minute

switch, 'Kane' was pulled and 'Sus-

picion' (RKO) held over.
WB execs maintain that last week's

cancellation and the long delay be
fore the pic was. even - dated into
Philly was entirely a matter of not
being able to agree with RKO on
terms. Angle of William Randolph
Hearst's alleged opposition to the
film is said not to- have entered into
the matter in any way.
RKO reportedly has been demand-

ing higher terms than WB is willing
to pay. WB, however, agreed to put
the film into the Boyd on the under-
standing that a compromise would
be arrived at before opening day.
When the parties couldn't agree,
film was scratched. '

Cancellation caused much com-
ment, especially since film has been
stiown in subsequent-runs in other
parts of Pennsylvania and in New
Jersey. Special screening for critics

and columnists, set before pic was
yanked, was held anyhow to avoid
disappointing the newsmen.

HRE CAUSES $26,000

DAMAGE TO N.O. HOUSE

New Orleans, Jan. 20.

Fanned by a stiff northerly wind,
flames Friday (16) destroyed the
Queen theatre and threatened the
whole square before it was extin-
guished by firemen. Cause of the
fire in the theatre, which had been
closed for hours. Is unknown.
The nabc house, owned by the

Hemstrcet estate, was damaged to

the extent of $18,000, with the con-
tents, seats, equipment, etc., repre-

senting an additional $8,000 loss, ac-

cording to Louis Hemstreet, man-
ager. House seated about 800.

Holding up its product, shelving It

rather than give in to stubborn de-

mands of buyers. Paramount is re-

ported having virtually reached an
impasse with the eastern Skouras
circuit headed by George P. Skouras.

Chain, numbering 65 theatres in

Greater New York, Westchester and
upstate N, Y., refuses to negotiate a
deal at the terms demanded by Par,
although following many weeks of
huddling the company finally broke
down the resistance of Loew's, which
has Par first-run through the metro-
politan N. Y. area.

Basing its demands for terms on
the increased value of its product
this season, Par nearly came to a
break with Loew's and only after

the intervention of Nicholas M.
Schenck, president, was accord
ultimately got what it asked for and
is adopting this policy throughout
the country, with its stand being
tantamount to 'take 'em or leave
em.' ,

As result of the difficulties with
Skouras, Paramount is reported con-
tacting opposition operators with a
view to selling away at any moment.
Because of the delay on a deal

with Skouras, regular customers .
of

Par's, the company's pictures are
beached following dates first-run on
Loew's time. They were late in get-

ting Loew's dating to begin with due -

to tht protracted negotiations with
this cirbuit, and prior to closing the
Loew's deal Par initiated no nego-
tiations with subsequent-runs Uke-
Skouras.

Fox-WC Bays 'Dumbo'
RKO last week set deal for

'Dumbo' with Fox-West Coast chain

covering 125 runs in northern and
southern California districts.

Contract covers approximately

65% of F-WC circuit.

PHILLY CENSORS BAN

'SHANGHAI GESTURE'

Philadelphia, Jan. 2Q,

Pennsylvania State Board of Cen-
sors today banned 'Shanghai bes-
ture,' produced by Arnold Press-
burger for United Artists ' release.

Mrs. Edna R. Carroll, chairman ot

the board, refused to reveal what's
objected to in the film, but said she
would demand changes in It before
giving it a seal.

Legit version of 'Gesture,'- with
Florence Reed, was also banned in

Philly in 1926. Film was slated to

open at the Boyd in about two
weeks. It's currently playing the
Astor, N. Y.

Blaze Shutters BuB. House

Buffalo, Jan. 20.

William Zeilinski, operator at the
Ellen Terry, was severely burned in

a booth blaze.

Fire did $5,000 damage to the thea-
tre and necessitated shuttering the
house for several days.

116,000 Damage By Fire
Denver, Jan. 20.

Fire caused around $10,000 damage
to the Sallda theatre, Sallda, Colo.

Fire broke out in early morning.
Formerly owned and operated by
Frank Kelley, the house is' under
lease to the Atlas Theatre Corp.

The house will be rehabilitated and
in the meantime the Isis is being

used. George Hodge, manager, was
blistered on the face when he opened
the doors as the fire was In progress.

Woold Examine CoL

Officers Before Trial

Five Columbia stockholders will

apply to the N. Y. supreme court
Feb. 3 to examine officers and di-

rectors of Columbia Pictures, Inc.,

before trial. The stockholders seek
an accounting on alleged misman-
agement and waste.

.Those officers sought to be ex-
amined are Jack and Harry Cohn,
Charles Schwartz, Abraham Schnei-
der, Abe Montague, Dave Fogclson,
Nate Spingold, Jack Kerner, Samuel
Brlskin, and Leo Blanche.

Metro Tests 2.

Metro last week screcntested In

New York Lucille Norman, warbler
on WLW, Cincinnati. Femme was
spied by studio's talent snoopers on
Metropolitan Auditions ot the Air
broadcast,

Patricia Ryan, who was in the cast

of the 'Claudia' radio show and Is

now on a number ot others, was also

tested by Metro. '
' '

,
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CAPTAINS OF CLOUDS
(COLOR)
Hollywood, Jan. 20.

^limor Bros, rrleime of William CaRncy
protluctlon. StflrH Jiimofl CiRney; features
DonitlB Mor>;iiti. Ilrcntia Marshall. AInn
Hq'.o, Qforvc ToliliiH mill RCKlnnlil Onnllncr.
Dlrtl'tetl by MIchncI i:urllz; screen piny by
Arthur T. Horman, lllehnrtl .Miicnulny nnti

Norninn Rotlly Unlne; from story by Hor-
man anil Rolnnil Glllotl; camera. f>ol Pollto
nnil "t\'llfrld M. Cllne; nerlnl pholoi:mphy by
Elmer Dyer, Chnrles Mr.rshitlf, iinO Wlnton
C. Koth: nim etlllor, tieorae Amy; si>eclnl

ertccts by Dyron Hashln ami Hex Wimpy.
Tcehnlenl silvlsor. S^uiiilron Ix^nder U.
Cathcurt-Jones. DlnlnR illrretur, HUBh >U-
Mulltin; title sonK by Hiirold Arlen nnil

Johnny Mercer. Tn'.ileshown In I.. A. Jnn,

10. 'Ji Rupnlns time. IIS JMNS.
Brian Mncl..enn ; ...Jiimes Caitney
Johnny Dutton I>ennls .%|onnin

Emily Foster 1. rendu Marshall
Tiny Morphy Alan llftlc

Blimp T.ebec. .. .' OeorKe Tobias
ScrounRvr Harris RrRlnald Cawllner
Air Marshall W. A. DIshop Himself
Commanding Officer ItCKlnald Denny
Pi-cntlss "".I'S^ell Anns
Group Captain riiul Ciivnnnph
Store-Teeth Morrison Olem llevnns
Foster 1. M. KerrlRnn
Dr. Neville J. Karrell Mncdnnald
Kyffo Patrick O'Moore
Cnrmlchncl Morton Lowry
Chief Instructor S. I* Calhcart-Jones
President of Courl-JKirtlal. Frederic Worloclc
Officer Rolnntl Drew
Blondo I.ucia Cimdl
Ployboy Georce Meeker
Popcorn' Kearns Uenny .

Bnker
Klnrnley Hanlle Allirlcht

Mason Rsy Wolker
Nolan Charles ITnlton

Provost Marshall Louis Jenn Heydl
Student Pilots. ( Byron Barr

l^Ilehnel Ames
Willie Willie Punit
Blake Carl Harbord

'Captains of the Clouds' is a strato-

sphere flyer for outstanding box-
office attention. Timely, topical, and
strongly patriotic in theme, it zooms
along at a zesttul, attention-arresting
pace to rank as a holdover of no
small pretentions for all runs.

Picture, produced last summer in
close cooperation with the Canadian
government and the Royal Canatlian
Air Force, is a particular patriotism-
arouser for audiences in all parts .of

the British Empire and should be
accepted as such in Ctmada, England,
Australia and South Africa with
maximum patronage.

With the United States now ac-
tively in the war, and the present
public stress of importance of air
supremacy in both flyers and planes,
this picture is also a bell-ringer for
American audiences; Back of this
important fact is its dramatic tale,

which—although lengthy in running
time—is chockful of attention-hold-
ing episodes. An added factor of in-
terest is the Technicolor photography,
which is among the l>est all^'ound-
exterior camera work that has so far
hit the screen.

Story splits into two sections—first

half depicts the adventurous and
rowdy experiences of 'a group of
free-lance bush flyers of northern
Canada who pilot suppli^ to the set-
tlers and prospectors along the l^es
and rivers of the northland—and sec-
ond portion outlines their adventures
as members of the Royal Canadian
Air Force training schools.

Bush pilots Dennis Morgan. Alan
Hale, Reginald Gardiner and George
Tobias understandingly split up the
flying business of the' territory, un-
til James Cagney appears to aggres-
sively cut fees and disrupt things
generally. Cagney, daredevil tough-
guy, outwits the veteran quartet, but
they all join up for group deal with
a mine to ferry supplies and explo-
sive^ \7hen the season's over, and
all nab hefty coin for their work,
reproduced radio broadcast of 'Wins-
ton Churchill's 'We Shell Never Sur-
render' speech following Dunkirk
sends them all to Ottawa to enlist
In the air force. Age and experience
set them all down as instructors
Tether than fighters overseas, but
omy Morgan settles down to the rules
end regulations of the service.

Cagney is wvhed out of the RCAF,
gets into further difficulties, but then
redeems himself when, as a civilian
pilot of a bomber to England, he
crashes .his ship into an attacking

^German fighter plane to save the
^squadron over the Atlantic.H There's lusty romance and conflict,
^with Cagiiey deliberately marrying

gold-digging and trifling Brenda Mar-
shall to save Morgan from a destruc-
tive marriage. .

Picture is studded with numerous
unusual flying sequences that get
away from, the usual run of air ma-
terial in pictures. There's a sweep
\o the adventures of the bush pilots
operating over the broad stretches of
mountains and lakes of northern
Canada, enhanted to maximum values
via outstanding color photography.
Same holds true of the various pilot
training schools and fields of the
BCAF In -Ontario, where deftly cut
sequences of procedure In training
recruits from all parts of the world
are briefly but Interestingly dis-
played.

Cast Is of topnotch calibre through-
. out. Cagney holds attention through-
out as Uie nervy, adventorous and
happy-go-lucky flying expert. It's a
spotlight performance for Cagney in
every foot of film. Morgan is excel-
lent as the more sober member of the
flying bushers; while Hale, Gardiner
and Tobias are prominent with in-

dividual socko characterizations.

Miss Marshall grooves comi>etentIy
as the nbrthwoods vixen. Air Mar-
shall W. A. Bishop of Canada is

prominent in one sequence for pre-
sentation of wings :to. graduating
pilot Students—a particularly effec-

tive episode for patriotic apprecia-

tion.

Screenplay is a fine admixture of

vigorous ativcnture with narrative

insight of pilot training procedure

across the border; Michael Curtiz di-

rected with a positive straight-line

objective of pointing up the sweep-
ing drama. Sol Polito and Wilfrid

Cline turn in an outstanding job of

color photography that does much
to enhance the all-around technical

excellence of the production. 'Title

song is a rousing march used briefly

in one spot for male chorus. Walt.

WE WERE DANCING
Metro release of Robert '/.. l.eonord and

Orvllle O. Dull production. Stars Normii

Shearer onU Melvyn DouKliis: reator>» (.iill

Viilrlck. Lee llowmon. Morjorlo Main. Ul-

reeted by Leonard. Screeniiliiy by Claudlne

West. Huns Uumeiiu and Gi-oino !• roctu-licl.

based In part on •Tonluht ot 8:30' by Noel

Cowiiid. Camera. Ilolierl I'lani-k; editor.

Goonje Boemler. Tradeshown I" •\»"'„»,'"''''

Jnn. H. KK. Running lime. 9S

Viikl Wllomlrsky .Norma

Linda Wayne ;"""„'^"„',r,SS
Hulwrt Tyler... •'eo """"""
Jii.lKe Sidney "''wkes. . . . . . .Marjoi lo Main

.Major Tyler-mane IteflnaUl tj ven

Ginnd Duke Riisll Alan Mowbray
.Mrs. Vanderllp
Mrs Tylcr-lllune Heather Thatcher

Olive Ransoiiio ..Connie Ollchrlst

Prince Wllomlrsky Dennis Hocy

The Norma ShSarer-Melvyn Doug-
las names are overstrained by a dull

and slow picture. Pic is billed as be-

ing 'l>ased in part on Coward's "To-

night at 8:30'.^ Actually, by some
imagination-stretching, it appears to

have taken the inkling of an idea

from two of the series of nine short

plays which comprised '8:30.' One of

the two plays Is 'We were Dancing,'

from which the current pic takes its

title.

Claudlne West, Hans Rameau and
George Froeschel have concocted

from '8:30,' an entertainment which,

without the frothy Coward dialog,

and with a plot that amounts to little

is just a tired and meandering
comedy effort

Strange part about'the film is how
dated It seems, although the original

Coward items were written only Ave
years ago. Such uppercrust antics a£-

.

the yatn pictures seem entirely out

of place in times like these. Were
the antics humorous it might cover

the datedness, but there's no com-
pensating angle apparen',

What's virtually a comeback for

Norma Shearer, who hasn't appeared
in a film for well over a year, is a
sad shambles. Melvyn Douglas, no
doubt the screen's most pajama-clad
figure, is again running around in

night attire, consorting with a woman
whom other people don't know is his

wife. Douglas does a masterful job,

but it's to no avail in the uphill

struggle against the script. Gail Pat-

rick and Lee Bowman are okay in

featured roles, while Marjorie Main,

as a feinme judge, earns the only

genuine laughs with her mugging.

Douglas is a bankrupt baron who's
a professional guest, because of bis

title, at the homes of socialite;. At-
tending, in this manner, the marriage
of Miss Shearer and Lee Bowman,
wealthy divorce lawyer, he and Miss
Shearer dance and fall in love. Mar-
riage ends in divorce when Miss
Patrick, a Douglas ex, appears on tbp

scene. Again Miss Shearer is about
to marry Bowman and, in a repeti-

tion ot the original scene, Douglas
dances with her to the same waltz

and again snatches her away from
Bowman ju?t as the preacher Is

readying 'I do.'

Pic has been given production
value in the Metro manner. Herb.

THE LADY HAS PLANS
Paramount release of Fred Kohlmar pro-

duction, fltara Paulette Qoddard. Ray Mll-
lond; features Roland Young. Albert
Dekker. Directed by Sidney LanOeld.
Screenplay. Harry Tugcnd. from story by
Leo nirlnskl; camera. Charles Lang; film
editor. William Shea. Tradeshonn In N. Y.,
Jan. 19. 'Vi. Running time, 77 MINB,
Sidney iloyce Puulette Ooddord
Kenneth Harper Ray Finland
Ronald Dean Roland Young
nnron von Kemp Albert Dekker
Rita Lenox'. Margaret Hayed
Poler Miles Cecil Kollaway
Paul Baker Addison Richards
Joe Scalsl Gerald Mohr
Prank Rlchanls Edward Nonis
Abner Spencer Thomas W, Ross
Weston Arthur Loft

If The Lady Has Plans' Is a fair

sample, the war-background pic-
tures duejrom Hollywood for the
duration will be all right. This
Paramount feature is just an unpre-
tentious action meller, but . it's skill-

fully made and grips attention all

the way. Paulette Goddard and Ray
Milland are only moderate marquee
names, but the film should get favor-
able comment and draw good busi-
ness in first-runs and probably even
better in subsequents.
Yarn is about Nazi espionage, and

U. S, and British counter-espionage
In Lisbon. Hero is a radio cor-
respondent He and his femme as-
sistant are instrumental in uncover-
ing the Nazi spy ring and its head-
quarters in the Portuguese seaport.
It's all pretty lightweight plot ma-
teria], but expertly contrived and
artfully handled in production and
performance. Result is an atmos-
pheric ;tory that pyramids suspense
to a rousing climax.
Some of the plot and incidents are

a trifle far-fetched, such as the la-,

bored mistaken-Identity angle, or the

Miiiiatiire Reviews

'Captain* of the Cloods' (WB)
(With Song) (color). Socko alr_

adventure with timely patriotic

appeal. Big b.o. and geared for

holdovers generally.

We Were Dancinc' (M-G).

Norma Shearer and' Melvyn
Douglas in a dull film based

partially on Noel Coward's 'To-

night at 8:30.'
.

The Lady Has Plans' (Par).

Absorbing and at times amusing
espionage meller;. should pull

business.

•The Fleet's In' (Par) (Musi-.,

cal). Good entertainment Iii

musical comedy version of 'Sailor

Beware,' and good b.o.

Bight to the Heart' (20th).

Well-made dualer with good per-,

formances by cast of lukewarm
names.

'Fly By Night* (Par). Spy
meller for the lower brackets.

Born to Sing' (M-G) (Musi-

cal). Weak musical comedy about
kids doing their own show. With
'Ballad for Americans' wasted as

a finale; no-name cast.

'Salute to Conrace' (M-G). Spy
meller will suit for general pro-
gram purposes.

Torpedo Boat' (Par). Light-
weight action-romancer headed
for the lesser duals.

'North to the Klondike' (U).

Northwoods drama of obvious
pattern; okay dual filler.

The Bemarkable Andrew*
(Par). I^oderately entertaining
fantasy about a youth 'advised'

by historical American figures.

'College Sweethearts' (Mono)
(With Songs). Low-rating dualer
with vaude-nitery performers
Grace Hayes and her son, Peter
Lind Hayes.

Undcrgroiind Battlers' (Mono).
Range Busters take It easy
through familiar western rut;

fair.

' 'Treat 'Em Bangh' (U). Light
meller for lower dual slot

broadcaster's independent sleuthing
and carelessness in not tipping oS
his colleagues about his plans, .

or
even the way one of his aides turns
out to be a Nazi operative. How-
ever, all such flaws are of minor
consequence and easily overlooked
In the taut yam about how a Nazi
spy, with a secret message printed
In invisible Ink on her back, im-
personates the femrae broadcasting
assistant and thus precipitates a
series of slowly unraveling mysteries.
Early scenes are lightened with
plenty of amusing dialog, while the
romance between the radio cor-
respondent and his gal helper is

nicely integrated with the main
plot.
Sidney Lanfield's direction creates

persuasive atmosphere, deft varia-
tion of mood and a .steadily acceler-
ating pace.
Miss Goddard has been badly pho-

tographed and looks somewhat hard
and not too attractive, but her per-
formance is passable. Milland has
the proper dashing manner as the
broadcaster, though his playing is

occasionally too broad. Among the
supporting players, Roland Young is

a satisfactory British consul, Albert
Dekker is a rightly sinister Nazi
consul and Margaret Hayes a good-
looking femme fatale. Hobe.

THE FLEET'S IN
(MUSICAL)

Paramount release of Paul Jones produc-
tion, stars Dorothy Lamour. William
Holden and Eddie Bracken; features Betty
Hutton. Cass Daley. Gil Lamb, Leit Erlck-
son. Bob Kberly. Helen O'Connell. Betty
Jane Rhodes. Lorraine and Rognan. Jimmy
Dorsey and orch. Based on play by Ken-
yon Nicholson and Charles Robinson, and
story by Monto Brlce and J. Walter Ruben;
adaptation. Walter DeLeon, Sid Sllren
and Ralph Spence; music and lyrics, Vic-
tor Scbertslnger and Johnny Mercer; film
editor, Poul Weatherwax; camera. William
Mellor. Tradeshovn in N. "Y. J'an. 10, '42.

Running time. tS BIINS. -

Tlie Countess i Dorothy Lamour
Casey KIrby William Holden
Barney Waters ; Eddie Bracken
Bessie Day Betty Hatton
CIssle Cass Daley
Spike oil iMmh
Jake LeIt Erickson

Jimmy porsey and Band
Vocalists with band: Bob Eberly and

Helen O'Connell.
Diana Golden Betty Jane Rbodea
Dance Team 1.iOrralne and Rognan
Kellogg Jack Norton

Paul Jones, the producer of this
musical version of 'Sailor Beware,'
has surrounded Dorothy Lamour
with a miscellaneous collection of
talent, including two first-starters
who click strongly, but while he has
turned out something that generally
pleases, it falls short of being a smash.
However, backed by the Lamour
name, plus the boxoflice value of
Jimmy Dorsey, the business poten-
tialities appear good. This being war-
time the )itle may also count to some
degree.

In most of her pictures Miss La-
mour has had stronger name talent
for support This time she has Wil-

liam Holden, Eddie Bracken and otta'

ers. Included are two who may not

be so widely known now, but given

the right breaks In the future, will

go ahead fast. They are Betty Hut-
toii, bombshell jitterbug singer, and
Cass Daley, singing comedienne.
Both are making their screen debuts
and they are strong stanchions for a
musical comedy type of film which,

at other times, has a tendency to

drag, particularly toward the end.
Among other things, too much vo-
calizing, too much of Gil Lamb and
an overlong routine by Lorraine and
Rognan, dance team, tend to slacken
the action.

Jones, who has given his picture
good background and is a producer
who has much on the ball, would
have emerged with a better piece of

entertainment had he chopped the
running time of 93 minutes. Or his

editor, Paul Weatherwax, should
easily have seen certain spots where
judicious scissoring would have
tightened up the entire works.
A flock of writers In one way or

another had their hand in the mak-
ing of 'Fleet's In.' Credits indicate

that the adaptation, by three writers,

was made from a story by Monte
Brlce and J. Walter Ruben, based on
the bawdy play by Kenyon Nichol--

son and Charles Robinson. Adapters
who have done a generally meritori-

ous job, with the dialog and the
whole scoring, are Walter DeLeon,
Sid Silvers and Ralph Spence. They
sapolloed the original script plenty.

The quarrel is less with the story

Itself than the musical side. There
are no production numbers but an
overdose of vocalists, backed by the
Dorsey band, in addition to' the
padded routine of Lamb and

.
the

comedy ballroom dance by the Lor-
ralne-Rognan team.- Miss Lamour
works some songs, while others on
vocal assignments include Bob
Eberly, Helen O'Connell, Betty Jane
Rhodes, Miss Hutton and Miss Daley.

Miss Hutton is spotted in a sup-
porting romance chore with Bracken,
but also figures In several times. In-

cluding one in which she pulls her
favorite roughhouse. In this case

with a sailor. There's not too much
of Miss Hutton, however, nor of Miss
Daley. Latter gets her main chance
toward the last when she. makes
those funny . faces ot hers count

plenty. A bardbolled bunch of ex-

hibitors at the tradeshowing of the

picture nearly forgot themselves and
started to applaud her. That In Itself

Is unusual. Eberly, with the Dorsey
band, does not show to the best ad-
vantage on the screen. He has an ac-
ceptable voice of the soft baritone

class, but he falls to sell himself
effectively, nor does the camera treat

him In a flattering manner.
Among the songs, written by the

late Victor Schertzinger and Johnny
Mercer, best appear to be the theme
song, 'Fleet's In,' 'Why Doesn't Any-
thing Happen to Me' and 'It's Some-
body Else's Moon.' 1 Remember
You' listens pretty well, also. Music
of the Dorsey band Is always an

Holden handles himself 'well oppo-
site Miss Lamour as the sailor who
falls for her while the battleship
crew Is on furlough in Frisco. Ship-
mates, erroneously figuring he's a
lady-killer, have made a bet he'll be
able to kiss the chUly dance-hall
entertainer (Miss Lamour), with re-
sult unique situations develop when
Miss Lamour learns of the wager and
figures he isn't on the level.

Bracken, digging for laughs. Is ex-
cellent. Leif Erickson doesn't have
much to do but okay. Char.

RIGHT TO THE HEART
20lh-Fox release of Sol M. Wurtsel pro-

duction. Features Brenda Joyce. Joseph
Allen. Jr.. Coblna Wright. Jr.. Stanley Cle-
ments. Directed by Eugene Forde. Screen-
play by . Walter Bullock from original by
Harold McGrath: camera. Virgil Miller;
editor. Louis Loeftler; muslcsl direction.
Emll Newman. Tradeshown In X. T.. Jan.
IG. '42. Running time. 71 VIN'S.
Jenny Kllllan Brenda Joyce
John T. Bromley, lit Jaioph Allen. Jr.
Barbara Poxton Coblna Wright. Jr.
Stash Stanley Clements
Tommy Sands Don Do Fore
Willie Donovan Hugh Beaumont
Jim Kllllan Charles D. Brown
Minerva Bromley ; Ethel fwrlffles
Pets Frank Orth
McAllister Phil Tead
Morgan. William llande
Jonah ..Spencer Charters

t>

'Right to the Heart' adds up to an
entertaining, occasionally comical
'B' picture that will give a good ac-
count of Itself in dual situations.
Lack of marquee strength makes it a
dubious solo starter, but once seats
are occupied it will prove very satis-
factory.

Eugene Ford's direction keeps the
story of a nephew of the '400,' out to
right the wrong of a publicly de-
livered right cross, moving at a brisk
pace. It's slowed up a bit at the
outset by weak dialog and eager
over-acting of juve Stanley Clements,
but as it wends Its way toward an
inevitable conclusion the early weak-
nesses smooth out
Performances of the various fea-

tured and supporting players do as
much as the tale m making the
whole thing a believable session of
make-believe. Brenda Joyce, as the
daughter of a training camp-owner-
fight manager, and Joseph Allen, Jr.,

as the excoriated blueblood, the lead
characters, handle their assign-
ments easily. Allen's deep voice and
looks make him a gotfd bet for the
future, and the same thing goes for
Miss Joyce. Ethel Grlffies makes the

most of a stem dowager; Coblna
Wright, Jr., has comparatively uttle
to ao, appearing in short sequences
only nece^^y to smoothly carry the
theme. Rest are adequate.
Allen gets himself disowned by his

rich aunt and disdained by fortune-
hunting Miss Wright when he's fiat-
tened in a nitery brawl by an ex-
pug. He hies hImseU to a backwoods
training camp to condition himself
for a return bout with both, but
there falls for Miss Joyce. Clements,
foster- brother of Miss Joyce, takes
an instant dislike to the newcomer
and makes things as tough as pos-
sible for him all around. His atti-
tude changes, however, near the
finale, when Allen aids juve's dog to
give birth. Sequence has good mo-
ments with youngster hitting all the
characteristics of an anguished male
parent
Most of the action is outdoors.

Wood.

FLY BY NIGHT
Paramount release ot Sol C. Slegel (Col-

bert CUrk) production. Features Nancy
Kelly. Blchanl Carlson. Albert Bnaserman.
Directed by Robert Slodmak; screenplay by
Jay Drutlor, wltlt additional dialog by F,
Hugh Herbert; original story, by Ben Roti-
erts and Sidney Sheldon. Camera. John
Seltz; editor. Arthur Schmidt. Tmdeshown
In New York Jan. 16, .'42. Running time,
74 MIN8.
Pat Llndsey Nancy Kelly
Jeff Burton Richard Carlson
Dr. Storm Albert Bnssermsn
George Taylor Martin Kosteck
Heydt ; .Walter Klngsford
Grube , Nestor Palva
Charlie Prescott ;«...Edward Gargan
Ma Ptvscott .Mary Gordon
Pa Prescott Oscar O'Shea
Prof. -T^ngner Miles Mander
John Prescott Michael Moal»>
Inspector Kama .....Arthur Loft
Jerks John Butler
Tracy John Dllson
Dnhllg Cy Kendall

This is one of those sinister mel-
lers, photographed In low light tones,

with a generally implausible story
populated with spies, secret weapons
and nice young couples who get in-

nocently mixed up In espionage. It's

well done, but the maddeningly im-
possible, plot sets it down as routine.
Nancy Kelly and Richard Carlson,

as the innocents who get caught in
the meshes of the spy ring, both give
surprisingly good perfonnances for
roles of this type. Albert Basserman,
as chief of the villains, is the only
other featured player, but the entire
cast Ls okay, although soihewhat over-
drawn.
Carlson Is a young physician into

whose car climbs an inventor who
had escaped from a sanitarium,
where he had been held by the spies.

When the-man is mysteriously mur-
dereil, Carlson is arrested on sus-

picion. He escapes from the cops
with the aid of Miss Kelly and then
sets out to discover what 'G-32' (the

secret weapon) Is so that he can
prove his innocence.
Robert Siodmak's direction varies

from the slow place of mystery thrill-

ers to chase sequences, but never
achieves full success at either end of
the scale. That's largely due, how-
ever, to the unreal story. Herb.

BORN TO SING
(MUSICAL)

Metro release ot Frederick Stephanl pro-

duction. Features Vliglnla Weliller. Bay •

McDonald. Leo Gorcey. Rags Ragland. Di-
rected by *Edward Ludwig: screenplay.

Horry 'Clork and From 0. Spencer, front

story by Frnnx G. Spencer: words and
music. Earl Brent: musical direction. Da-
vid Snell and Lennle Ilayton: dance direc-

tion, Sammy Leo; vocals and onTheetratlon,

Wally Haglln nnd Leonid Raab; musical
presentation. Merrill P.ye: 'Ballad for

American' number written by Earl Robin-
son and John Latouche, nnd directed by
Busby Berkeley: camera. Sidney Wagner:
film editor. Robert J. Kern. Tradeshown hi

N. Y.. Jan. 10. '43. Running time. 8S .MIN8.
Palsy Eastman Virginia Weldler
Steve Ray McDonald
.Snap' Collins I-eo Gorcey
Grunt' 'HiiKB' Ragland
Murray Saundeis Douglas ,\h'Phall

Pete Detroit .Sheldon I.eonard

Frank Eastman Henry O Nelll

Mike Conroy Larry Nunn
Mrs. E. V, Lawson Margaret Dumont
Maggie Cooper Beverly Hudson
.Moiort Cooper Richard Hall

Quiz Kid Darla Hood
Ed Collera Joe Yule

The Earl Robinson-John Latouche
Ballad for Americans' has been
tacked onto a threadbare litUe yarn
about kids staging their own Broad-
way revue to provide an exasperat-
ingly inept musical called 'Born to

Sing.' It's a hodge-podge of coy
juve stuff, trite melodrama and light-

weight song and dance, ivith 'Ballad

for Americans' as the incongruous,
absurdly over-produced finale. With
'Virginia Weldler as the nearest
thing to a boxoffice name, the pic-

ture Is obviously for lower-dualling.
'Ballad for Americans,' originally

presented in the Federal Theatre
production ot 'Sing for Your Sup-
per,' became a radio sensation when
sung later by Paul Robeson on the
CfflS "Pursuit of Happiness* series.

It bad various other network pres-
entations and was done at the last

Republican national convention and
elsewhere, always to a rousing emo-
tional response. Metro bought the
film rights, but the number is strong
enough probably to survive this

presentation.
Trite plot of 'Born to Sing' Is

about a trio of youngsters who save
a would-be suicide whose musical
comedy score has been stolen. . With
the composer's daughter, they decide
to put on their own show to pre-
sent the music to the public and
with the connivance ot a strong-arm

(Continued oh page 18)
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'Green VaUeyTme $27.0(10 Heads

New Films in Snappy On; 'Clipper

AnilLa(irel-Han]y21(;.M12G3d

Chicago, Jan. 20.

Trade in tE* downtown theatres

continues lalrly good, with the auto

restrictions indicating considerable

aid to loop houses. In fact, the war

situation points to an upturn for

downtown theatres.

Oifiental is having a big week with

Ijiurel and Hardy on the stage' plus

'Bombay Clipper.' Comedy team is

the big attraction, with a bright $21,-

000 in sight. State-liake is doing

well with 'How Green Was My Val-

ley.' Headed tor $27,000 or better.

The remainder of Uie town Is loaded

with holdovers.
However, the Chicago, with the

Griff Williams band and "They Died
With Their Boots On' is sturdy with
$33,000 for second week of this

combo.
'Ball of Fire' is holding on well

and will do a healthy $12,000 on its

third session at the Palace.

EstlmatM for Thb Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 35-55-65-75)

—'Birth Blues' (Par). Moved here
from the State-Lake and figures all

right for fourth week in loop at $6,-

000. Last week, 'Kathleen' (M-G)
faded to so-so $5,200.

CUoago (B&K) (4.000: 35-SS-75)

—'Died Boots On' (WB) and Griff

Williams orchestra on stage (2d wk).
Nifty $33,000 for second session. Last
week, same combination, bright

$41,300.
Garrlck (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75)

—'Shadow Thin Man' (M-G). This
makes four weeks in loop, oke $4,500

after fine $5,900 last week.
Oriental (Iroquois) (3,200; 33-44-

55)— 'Bombay Caipper' (U) and
vaude. Laurel and Hardy headlining
stage show and accounting for much
of excellent business, brilliant $21,-

000. Last week, 'Go West' (Col) and
'Meet the People' unit on stage, nice
$17,100.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 33-44-66-75)

•Ball Fire' (RKO) and 'Gay Falcon'
(RKO) (3d wk). Business continues
great. Cooper-Stanwyck film sold in

trim fashion. . Healthy $12,000, after
strong $16,500 last week.
RMsevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65-

75)—'Sundown' (UA) and 'Night Jan.
18' (Par) (2d wk). SUeks currently
for fair $8,000. Last week, better
than expected at $11,600.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 35-55-
65-75)—'Green VaUey* (20th). Got
away fast even before the excellent
notices broke, excellent $27,000. Last
week, 'Birth Blues' (Par) finished
the third week for a neat $11,100.
United ArUsta- (B&K-M-G) (1,700;

35-65-65-75)—'Babes Broadway' (M-
G) (3d wk). Will hold to good $12,-
000 this week after a smashing $15,-
800 last week.

Thru Nigkf-Spitahy

Smash {21,000 in Pitt;

Taylor'-Tarner 16G

Pittsburgh, Jan. 20.
Couple of ace attractions heading

town's two biggest houses to healthy
figures this week. Lana Turner-
Robert Taylor combo is zipping
Johnny Eager' to a neat take at
Penn, while Phil Spitalny is bolster-
ing All Through Night' to Stanley's
best since the holidays.
-In meantime, 'How Green Was My
Valley continues to turn in an amaz-
ing b. o. performance at the Fulton

Estimates for This Week
Folton (Shea) (1,700; 30-50)—

Green Valley' (20th) (3d wk). No
let-up for this picture. Current ses-
sion may top second week at great
$11,000. That's another all-time rec-
ord for a third sesh at Fulton, just
as last week's $10,000 was for a sec-
ond.

fenn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 30-40-50)— Johnny Eager' (M-G). Generally
praised by the crlx and shooting for
a slick $16,000. Last week, 'Corsican
Brothers' (UA), satisfactory $15,000.

Eltt (WB) .(8()0; 30-40-50)—'Babes
Broadway* (M-G) (3d wk). Pre-
viously played Warner and before

nme days at Penn. About $2.-

;??; ^^BM. Last week, 'Sundown'
tuA), moveover, barely $1,600.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 30-40-50)— Paris Calling' (ID. Meller of

f*. french underground activities
not doing so well here. Will be lucky
to get $3,000 despite heavy outlay for

S?^*1'i5'"E. Last week, 'Belong toMe (Col), n.s.h. at $4,200. Hou.se

Dec'embc'*
a good week since late in

Stanley "(WB) (3,800: 30-44-60-66)—
Through Night' (WB) anH Phil
Spltalny's orch. Spitalny grabbed
"ont-page space three days from
Press in tie-up for special Sunday
snow for paper's Defense Bond car-

ii« His crew is account-
ing for better than $21,000, best here

since holiday splurge, tiast week,
'Look LaugUng*^ (KKO^ and Chrde
McCoy's band, with Lucille Ball, Deal
Amaz and Hal LeRoy, mighty trim
$20,000.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 30-40-50)—

'Corsican Brothers' (TJA) (2d wk).
Fairbanks swashbuckler has consid-
erable stuff left after hefty week at
Penn; good $5,800. Last week, 'Babes
Broadway' (M-G), nearly $8,000:

'CORSWlliG

ST. LOUIS ACE

St. Louis, Jan. 20.

Switching of the weather from
near zero to spring-like temperature

in less than a week is not helping

business at the big houses. Hence,

another week of only fair takes.

Estimates for This Week
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; .30-40-44)—

'Corsican Bros.' (UA) and 'Hayfoot'
(UA). Good $16,000. Last week,
'Babes Broadway' (M-G) and shorts
(2d wk), fair $ll,80a
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 30-40-

50)—'Men in Life' (Col) and 'Blue in
Night' (WB). Set for nice $10,000.
Last week, 'Hold Dawn' (Par) and
'Obliging Young Lady' (RKO), neat
$9,500.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 30-40-50)—

Through Night' (WB) and 'Body Dis-
appears' (WB). Weekend biz will
bring take up to fair $10,000. Last
week, "Died With Boots On' (WB)
and 'Steel Against Sky' (WB), good
$15,000.
Missouri (F&M) (3.570; 30-40-50)—

'Died With Boots On' (WB) and
'Birth Blues' (Par). Moveovers from
Fox and Ambassador, fair $0,500. Last
week, 'Birth of Blues' (Par) and 'Re-
member the Day' (20th), average
$6,000.

St. Lonia (F&M) (4,000; 30-40)—
'Confirm. Deny' (20th) and 'Little

Foxes' (RKO). Not more than $3,-

000. fair. Last week, 'Wolf Man' (U)
and 'Night of Jan. 18' (Par), below
average at $3,500.

'Swamp'-Weems f15,000

Omaha To|ipen 'VaDey'

$7,800 for Second Wk.

Omaha, Jan. 20.

Better weather has upped grosses

here. Ted Weems stage show and

'Swamp Water' at the Orpheum is

pacing downtown biz. "Unfinished

Business' and 'Among the Living* at

the Omaha will be up, too, as will

the second week of 'How Green Was
My Valley."

Estimates for TlUs Week
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; lB-40-

55)—Ted Weems stage show and
'Swamp Water' (20th). Fine $15,000.

Last week (10-30-44), 'Green Valley'

(20th) and 'American Co-Ed' (UA),
extremely good $11,500.

Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 10-30-

44)—'Unfinished Business' (U) and
'Among Living' (Par). Neat M.OOO.

Last week, 'Tarzan's Treasure' (M-G)
and 'Fiesta' (UA), fine $10,200.

Brandels (Mort Singer) (1,500; 10-

25-35-40)—"Playmates' (RKO) and
'Confessions Boston Blackle' (Col).

Excellent $5,100. Last week, 'Ball of

Fire' (RKO) and 'Date with. Falcon'

(RKO) (2d wk), nice $4,000.

Paramonnt (Tristates) (3,000; 10-

30-44)-'Green Valley' (20th) (2d

wk) and 'Hay Foot' (UA) (1st wk).
Good $7,800. Last week, 'Babes on
Broadway' (M-G) (2d wk), $7,500,

good, considering.

State (Goldberg) (900; 25-35)—
'Feminine Touch" (M-G) and 'Sus-

picion' (RKO) spUt with 'Lydia*

(UA) and 'Chocolate Soldier' (M-G).
Trim $1,100. Last week, 'Honky
Tonk' (M-G) and 'Down San Diego"

(M-G) split with 'New York Town'
(Par), 'New Wine' (UA) and 'Ladies

Retirement' (Col), oke $900 in cold

weather.

Town ((Joldberg) (1,500; 10-20-25)

—'West Cimarron' (Rep), .
'Gay

Falcon' (RKO). 'Blondie Singapore'

(Col) split triple with 'Colorado"

(Rep), 'Road Show' (UA) and 'Lone

Rider, Bandit' (Indie), 'Face at Win-
dow' (Indie) and 'Torso Murder"
(Indie). Improved $1,200. Last

week. 'Rojd Agent" (U), 'Mystery
Ship' (Col) and 'Missing 10 Days'
(Col) triple split with 'Rulers Sea'

(Par), 'Flight Angel' WB), 'BiU

Fargo' (U) and 'Hit Road' (U), 'Har-

mon Michigan' (Col), fair $900.

First Rons on Broadway
(Subject to Change)

Week ot Jsnnary 22

Astor—'Shanghai Gesture'
(UA) (5th week).
(Reviewed id 'Variety," Dec. 24, 1941)

Broadway—'Fantasia" (Disney)
(3d week).
{Reviewed in 'Variety,' Noo. 13, 1940)

Capitol—'The Corsican Broth-
ers' (M-G) (2d week).
(Reoieued in "Variety,' Dec. 24, 1941)

CrlterlOBr-'Mr. and Mrs. North'
(M-G) (21).

(Reviewed in 'Variety,' Dec. 17, 1941)

Globe—'Paris Calling' (U) (2d

(Revletoed In 'Variety,' Dec. 10, 1941)

Mnsie Ball — 'BaU of Fbre'

(RKO) (2d week).
{Reviewed in 'Variety,' Dec. 3. 1941)

Faramonnt — 'Louisiana Pur-
chase' (Par) (4th week).
(Revleued In 'Variety,' Nou. 26. 1941)

Bialto—'Call Out the Marines'
(RKO) (24),

(Revteued In 'Variety,' Jan. 14)

Roxy—'I Wake Up Screaming'
(20th-Fox) (2d week).
(Reviewed In 'Variety.' Oct. 22. 1941)

Strand — 'All Through the
Night" (WB) (23).
(Revletoed in 'Variety,' Dec. 3, 1941)

Week of Jannary 29

Astor—'King's Row' (WB) (2)
(Reviewed in 'Variety,' Dec. 24, 1941)

Broadway—^'Fantasia' (Disney)
(4th week).
Capitol

—
'Design for Scandal'

(M-G).
(Reviewed in 'Variety." Nov. 12, 1941)

Globe—'Paris Calling' (U) (3d
'

week).
Moslo Hall—'Woman of the

Year' (M-G).
(Reviewed. ifVarlety,' Jan. 14)

Paramonnt—'Sullivan's Trav-
els' (Par) (28).

(Reviewed In 'Variety,' Dec. 10, 1941)

Roxy—'Son of Fury' (20th-Fox)
(30).

^Reviewed in 'Variety,'' Jan. 7)

'strand — 'AH Through the

Night' (WB) (2d week).

'GREEN VALLEY' TRM
$17,000 IN BUFFALO

Buffalo, Jan. 20.

Main stem wicket still rolling right
along. 'How Green Was My Valley'
Is standout while duo, 'Eager' and
'North' is sturdy at the Hipp.

Estimates for Tfab Week
Bnffalo (Shea) (3,500; 35-55)—

'Green Valley' (20th). Substantial
$17,000. Last week, 'KUdare's Vic-
tory' (M-G) and Cab Calloway band.
Impressive $17,500.

Orast Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 35-55)—'Johnny Eager' (M-G) and 'Mr,
Mrs. North' (M-G). Neat money
maker at $12,000. Last week, 'Babes
Broadway' (M-G) (2d wk), solid
holdover, $10,000.

Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 30-45)—'Died
Boots On' (WB) (2d run) (8 days).
Hardy $9,000. La.<:t week, 'Corsican
Bros.' (UA) and 'Hay Foot' (UA) (2d
run), nice $8,300.

Lafayette (Hayman) (3,300; 30-44)—'Never Give Sucker Break' (U)
and 'Flying Cadets" (U). Smooth go-
ing at $7,000. I^t week, 'Men in
Life' (Col) and 'Sweetheart Campus"
(Col), fair $6,000.

a«th Centdry (Ind.) (3,000; 30-55)—
'Suspicion" (RKO) (2d wk), Snug
$8,000. Last week, same film, nifty

$11,000.

N.Y. Biz Again Big on Weekends;

Tire Blazing $93,000, 'Corsican'

Nifty $37,000, "Screaming' Fair 38G

Bigger weekends, with other days
light by comparison, have returned

to Broadway ani), in most instances,

the Saturday-Sunday receipts are

responsible for substantial grosses

being shown. A few pictures are

struggling, but generally the tone

of business rafes from good to big.

In addition to "Ball of Fire," a

strong puller at the Music Hall, two
holdovers command outstanding at-

tention with their picture-stageshow

bills. These are Par"s 'Ix>uisiana

Purchase' and Gene Krupa, taking
off today (Wed.) on. the fourth-final
week, and 'Man Who Came to
Dinner' plus Jimmy Dbrsey 'at the
Strand, on the third round.

'Ball of Fire' will snare a sweet
$93,000 for the Hall and holds over,
while another fresh starter, 'Corsican
brothers," is pacing at fine speed for
around $37,000 at the Capitol. It

also holds over.

'I Wake Up Screaming," at Roxy,
broke slowly from the gate and
even with a stronW spurt over the
weekend will still be no better than
moderate at approximately $38,000.
However, it will be retained another
round.

"The State goes into lower gear
with 'Skylarlr on second-run and
Vincent Lopez, due no doubt to the
fact that the picture was beaten' to

death in playing three weeks at the
first-run Paramount, two in Brook-
lyn' and three in nearby Newark.
Some other Par films this season
have gone directly into Loew's
neighborhood runs, skipping the
State, partly because they have been
drained of plenty at the Par up
ahead. This week's top for the' State
appears to be $19,000, disappointing.
'Purchase' and Krupa, plus Dinah

Shore, wrapped iip ita third week
last night with an additional $48,500,

inunense. On the four-week en-
gagement it will hit a new high for
any show at the Par, including those
that went five stanzas.

The way the wind is blowing,
'Man 'Who Came to Dinner' and-
Dorsey will hit $40,000, very big, on
the current and final (3d) week at

the Strand, another very hefty
money-making bill. This show could
easily be held further, but prior
booking commitments prevent, with
result 'AU Through the Night' and
Bob Chester, plus Georgie Price,

move in Friday (23). Likewise the
Par could go a fifth stanza with its

show, but IS anxious to get product
rolling and brings in 'Sullivan's

Travels" Wednesday (28) with Glenn
Miller on the pit.

After a run that has been some-
what disappointing with 'Hellzapop-
pin," explalnablie to some extent be-
cause the Olsen and Johnson legit

played the town so long and that
they're in a new show, Rlvoli will
open 'Joan of Paris' Saturday (24).

Astor, dropping this week (4th) to
around $7,500, slow, with 'Shanghai
Gesture,' has been taken by Warners
for 'King's Row,' opening May 2 on
a continuous policy at 99c scale
throughout day.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (Loew's (1,012; 35-55-85-

$i.I0-$1.25)—'Shanghai (^sture'
(UA) (4th wk). Dropping to a walk

'Paris Calling' and Revue $19,000 in

Hub; 'Sundown' Oke 3iy2G in 2 Spots

Boston, Jan. 20.

'Ball of Fire' won a third-week
holdover at tiie Keith Memorial this

week and is up in the important
money. 'Sundown' at the two Loew
houses is running even for top coin

with the RKO-Boston, featuring
'Folie Internationale,' local stage unit

and 'Paris Calling,''

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 30-44-55-

65)—'Paris Calling' (U) plus locally-

produced stage unit, 'Folie Interna-

tionale." Good $19,000. Last week,
'Wolf Man" '(U) and Orrin Tucker
band on stage, same.

Fenway (M&P) (1,373; 30-40-44-55)

-'Confirm, De.ny' (20th) and 'Har-

vard, Here I Come' (Col). Marking
time at $5,000. Last week, 'Died Boots
On' (WB) and 'Body Disappears"

CWB), moveover from Met, $5,200.

Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 30-

40-44-55)—'Ball Fire' (RKO) and
'Obliging Young Lady' (RKO) (3d

wk). Fine $18,000 for third stanza.

Last week (2d), very big $20,000.

Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367; 30-40-

44-55)—'Through Night' (WB) and

'Marry Boss' Daughter* (20th). On
the okay side, around $16,000. I,ast

week, 'Remember Day' (20th) and
'Perfect Snob' (20th), $12,000,. mild.
Orpheam (Loew) (2,900; 30-40-44-

55)
—'Sundown' (UA) and 'Secrets

Lone Wolf (Col). Satisfactory $18,-

000. Last week, 'Babes Broadway"
(M-G) and 'Miss PoUy* (UA) (2d
wk), $19,400, extra good.
Paramonnt (M&P) (1,800; 30-40-44-

55) — 'Confirm, Deny' (20th) and
'Harvard, Here I Come' (Col). Good
for around $10,500, with extra ex-
ploitation push. Last week, 'Died,

Boots On" (WB) and 'Body Disap-
pears" (WB), moveover from Met,
same.

State (Loew) (3,d00; 30-40-44-55)-
'Sundown' (UA) and 'Secrets Lone
Wolf' (Col). Hitting good stride at

$13,500. Last week, 'Babes Broad-
way" (M-G) and 'Miss Polly' (UA)
(2d wk), holdover, $14,200, extra fine.

TransIUK (Translux) (900; 17-28-

44)—'Riot Squad" (Mono) and 'Big

Boss' (Col). On the skids to around
$2,000. Last week, 'Devil Pays Off'

(Rep) and 'Wings Honolulu' (U),

$3,300, okay.

at about $7,500,
(3d) was fair at

this 'week (4th)
while last week
$12,000.

-

Broadway (Disney) (1,895; 35-55-
75)—"Fantasia" (RKO-Disney) (2d
wk). On return here doing well and
probably about $14,500 this week;
last stanza was $18,000, good.

Capitol (Loew's) (4,620; 35-55-'85-

$1.10-$1.25) — 'Corsican Brothers'
(UA). Getting a good play, looking
$37,000 or thereabouts, and holds
over. Last week, second for "Two-
Faced Woman' (M-G), considerably
on the downbeat at $20,000, but oke.

Criterion (Loew's) (1,062; 35-44-55-
75)—'Pacific. Blackout' (Par). This
one went red at $4,000 on the week
ending last night (Tues.) and in
comes 'Mr. and Mrs. North' (M-G)
today (Wed.). The final (3d) week
for 'Sundown' (UA) was close to
$13,000 for a highly profitable 21-day
run, aided importantly by the man-
ner in which the picture was mer-
chandised.
Globe (Brandt) (1,180: 28-35-55)—

'Paris Calling' (U). A sleeper that's
on the way to a golden $14,000 at this
small-seater and holds over. House
ballyhoo very good on film. Last
>week. third for 'Unholy Partners'
(M-G ), very good money-getter, was
$6,000.

Palace (RKO) (1,700: 28-35-44-55-
65-75)—'One Foot In Heaven' (WB)
and 'You're in Army" (WB), both
second run. . Thi.<: pair should ac-
count for about $8,400, oke. Last
week. They Died With Their Boota
On' (WB) and 'Biiies in Night' (WB),
both 2d run. $8,000.
•Paramonnt (Pt-r) (3.664; 35-55-85-

99)—'Purchase' fPar) and, on stage.
Gene Krupa, Dinah Shore, others
(4th-flhal wk). This show plays a
sweety tune at the b.o. and could be
held a fifth week if bookings didn't
interfere; on'the third week through
last night (Tues.) a big $48,500. fol-
lowing weeks up front of $59,000 and
$93,000. On engairement will .noss
more than any other show ever to
play house, including those held tor
35 days.
Badto City Hnslo Hall (Rocke-

fellers) (5,045: 44-S5-85-99-$1.8S)—
'Ball of Fire' (RKO) and stage show.
Plenty hot with the customers at an
Indicated $93,000, or better, and
holds. Last week, second for 'Babes
on Broadway" (M-G), slowed to

$73,000, just fair.

Bialto (Mayer) (594; 28-44-55)—
'Treat 'Em Roiigh" (U). Snaillng
along for only about $5,000. In
ahead, 'Bombay Clipper* (U), with
some aid from Louls-Baer fight

films, $6,000.
Rlvoli (UA) (2,096; 35-55-75-85-99)—'Hellzapoppln' (U) (4th-final wk).

Cioes 8% days for about $10,000, same
as garnered prior (3d) semester, in.

both cases sparse takings. 'Joan of
Paris' (RKO) starts Saturday (24).

BoxT (20th) (5,886; 35 55-65-75-85)

—'I Wake Up Screaming' (20th) and
stageshow. Some good notices pepped
the weekend, but with opening very
slack the first seven days will not
go beyond $38,000, not so hot. but
holds over. I^ast week, third for

•Remember the Day' (20th), $32,000,

fair.

State (Loew's) (3,450; 28-44-55-75-

90-$1.10)—'Skylark* (Par) (2d run)
and Vincent Lopez. Picture, milked
up ahead, holding gross to aroimd
$19,000, mlldish. Last week, nice

$25,000 was nabbed with 'Pulham'
(M-G) (2d run) and a vaude bill in-

cluding Romo Vincent and Joan
Merrill.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 35-55-75-85-

99)—'Man Came to Dinner' (WB)
and Jimmy Dorsey (3d-final wk).
Still very powerful at the b.o., with
$40,000 indicated on the windup.
Last week (2d) was $48,000, big. 'All

Through the Night' (WB), Bob
Chester and Georgie Price consti-

tute the new show for Friday (23).

mTS ON' CUCKEROO

$10,000, MINNEAPOLIS

'Minneapolis. Jan. 20.

Mild weather has followed in the
wake of 20-below-zero temperatures .

and is helping.. A tairly strong cur-
rent line-up Is without any stage
shows, but there's a wide screen

^ choice for the fans inasmuch as, with
a 'single exception, the offerings are
all newcomers.
'They Died With Their Boots On"

is attracting the most attention at

the State. 'Two-Faced Woman' at.

Orpheum. also . is a leader.
Estimates tor This Week

Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 17-28)—
•Man at Large" (20th) and 'Go WestT
(Col).' Good $1,000 in three days.
Last week, 'Never Give Suckef
Break' (U) and 'Sealed Lips". (U)
split with 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO) and

(Continued on page 21)
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'Sullivan s Travels -G. Mifler Wham

),000 in Del; 'Heaven -Target' 12G

Detroit, Jan. 20.

Despite 150,000 men temporarily

qui ol work while the auto industry

tools up lor war, the mechanics are

heartened by the increasing war

orders here and their spending is

reflected in the loop. Biz, which

had a lew spotty weeks recently, is

starting to boom again as the work-

ers enjoy the current lay-off while

munitions orders pile up and over-

time looms' for the neav. future. .

Hitting boom figures, the Michigan

5s standing them up ouUide with

Glenn Miller orchestra on the stage

and 'Sullivan's Travels." Dooks like

it win top $50,000, which is a new
house record. Next biggest is

'How Green Is My Valley and

•Gentleman at Heart,' which is

showing great staying power m its

second week. Not just letting it rest

on the Miller name, the Michigan

went out after the biz with adver-

tising, aimed strictly at the kids,

run in 14 of high school papers here,

with tie-ups with both Wayne and
Detroit universities. Also more than

4,000 juke box stickers and window
displays were used in all the record

shops. _ . _ ^
Estimates for This Week

Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 40-55-65)

—'Murder Ring' (Col) and '40,000

Horsemen' (Indie). Choice $7,500.

Last week 'Rise, Shine' (20th) and
'CoDflrm, Deny' (20th) (2d wk), ordi-

nary $5,000.

Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000: 40-55-

65)—'Green Valley' (20th) and
•Gentleman at Heart' (20th) (2d wk).
Showing far above average hold-

over strength and may cop surprise

$25,000 after sock $30,000 last week.
Michigan (United Detriot) (4.000;

40-55-65)—'Sullivan's Travels' (Par)

and Glenn Miller orch on stage.

This will top $30,000, smash, and
new house mark. Last week, 'Sun-

down' (UA) and 'Lydia' (UA)^ fair

$15,000.
Palms-State (United Detroit)

(3,000; 40-55-65)—Toot in Heaven'
(WB) and 'Target Tonight' (WB).
Nice $12,000. Last week, 'Man to

Dinner' (WB) and 'Tanks Million'

(UA) (2d wk), so-sd $6,500.

United ArtlsU (United Detroit)

(2,000; 40-58-65)—'Babes Broadway"
(M-g5 and 'Night Jan. 16' (Par)
(Sd wk). Staying steady at $8,500

after a solid $10,000 last week.

U PURCHASE'

CLEVE.

week, 'Man to Dinner' (WB) (2d

wk), $3,800, plenty.

Malco (Lightman) (2,800; 10-33-44)

—'Bedtime Story' (Col). March-
Young combine good for $6,500. Last

week, 'Belong to Me' (Col), t6,800,

also good.
State (Loew) (2,600; 10-33-44)—

'Johnny Eager' (M-G). Terrif $8,000.

Last week, 'Babes Broadway' (M-G)
(2d wk), $3,000, okay.
Palace (Loew) (2,200; 10-33-44)—

'Playmates' (RKO). Fairish $5,500.

Last week. 'Green Valley' (20th) (2d

wk). $3,000, all right.

Strand (Lightman) (1,000; 10-22-

33)—'Keep Flying' (U) (2d run),

three days; 'Don't Get Personal' (U),

one day; 'Road Agent' (U), three

days. Good $1,600. Last week, 'Small

Town Deb' (20th), three days;

'Sealed Lips' (U), one day; 'Sun-

down' (UA) (2d run), three days;

$1,700, nice.

'Swamp Water' $9,500

Leads Seattle Despite

New Partial Blackout

Cleveland, Jan. 20.

Sun is shining through the snow
for the key stands, despite the war
and everything. 'Rain and Shine,'

aided by Cab Calloway's stage jivers,

leads the oitv at Palace .vflth steep

figure of ieS.OOO. Not to be com-
Eared wltti Glenn Miller's $32,000

1st week,
'Louisiana Purchase' also Is rolling

up a sweet bankroll for State and
lupp's jumping over the hurdles in

fine shape with 'Man Who Came to

Dinner.'
Estimates for Thli Week

Allen (RKO> (3,000; 30-36-42-55)—
•One Foot Heaven' (WB) (2d wk)
Surprisingly good for moveover.
$5,000. Last week, 'Died Boots On'
(Wfi) (2d wk), even better, $6,500,

Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 30-36-42'
85)—'Man to Dinner' (WB). Pretty
sophisticated for Hipp crowd but

'. $15,000 is likely, far above average.
^lASt week, 'One Foot Heaven' (WB)
Bran Into blizzard, $10,500, so-so.T Palace (RKO) (3,700; 30-35-42-55
Vee)—Hain, Shine' (20th) plus Cab
r Calloway's orch. A big week for

[.
Cab and hordes of eager jitterbugs;

!; (well $25,000. Last week, 'Blues In

\
Night' (WB) and Glenn MUler-s orch

\ knocked the spots oft the town (or
great $32,000, with band obviously

I
the real b.o. magnet.

: Stat« (Loew's) (3,450; 30-35-42-65-

, . 86)—"La. Purchase" (Par). Tuning
;
up this de luxe stand for a husky

' $18,600, with a chance to go over that
mark. Last week, 'Corsican Bros.'
(UA), gratifying $16,000.
StUlman (Loew's) (1,872; 30-35

42-55)—'Corsican Bros." (UA) (2d
wk). Lots of action on this move
ovet, $7,000, equaling last week's
'Babes Broadway" (M-G), which also
copped crisp $7,000 on second lap.

'Johnny Eager* Bangup

$8,000, Memphis Leader
Memphis, Jan. 20.

Tide that turned with New Year's
Is still rolling on. 'Johnny Eager' is

clicking to a holdover at Loew's
State. Sleeper of week is 'All

Through the Night' at the Warner,
Estimates for This Week

Warner (WB) (10-33-44)—'Through
Night' (WB). SweU $6,600, Last

Seattle, Jan. 20.

With blackouts almost forgotten,
show biz was doing much better un-
til a new order made the 'partial
blackout' more drastic. Police chief
issued orders banning all neon light-
ing, ' excessive lighting, lights above
the second floor and also restricted
marque^ illumination. This makes
the burg look dark at night and abo
the show biz.

But there is so much defense pay-
roll in town and loose coin that thea-
tres flu up over weekends.

' Estimates for This Week
Blue Moose (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(850: 30-40-58)— 'Babes Broadway"
(M-G) (3d wk). Big $3,600. Last
week, Two-Faced Woman' (M-G)
and "Perfect Snob' (20th), nice
fourth week at $3,200.
Colisenm (H-E) (1,900; 23-40)^

Shadow Thin Man" (M-G) and 'Sky-
lark' (Par) (2d run). Heading for
excellent $3,500. Last week, 'Little
Foxes" (RKO) and 'Never Rich'
(Col) (2d run), good $2,800.
FUth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 30-40-

58)—'Suspicion' (RKO) and 'Un-
expected Uncle" (RKO). Paced to
reach a whopping $9,000. Last week,
'Babes Broadway' (M-G), nifty'
$7,200.

Liberty (J-vH) (1,650; 30-40-58)—
'Corsican Bros." (UA) and 'Miss
Polly' (UA) (2d wk). Big $5,000,
Last week, same pair, neat $6,500.
Masic Box (H-E) (850; 30-40-58)—

'La. Purchase' (Par) (3d wk). Great
$4,600. Last week, 'Green VaUey'
(20th) (3d wk), $4,300, great on eight
dayis.

Mnslo BaU (H-E) (2,100; 30-40-58)
—'Green Valley' (20th) (4th wk).
Four days over weekend, okay
$2,000. Last week, dark.
Orphenm (H-E) (2,600; 30-40-58)—'Appointment Love' (U) and 'Don't

Get Personal" (U). Fair at $6,000 but
disappointing. Last week, 'Hellza-
poppm' (U). and 'Sealed Lips' (U),
nine days of second sesh, good $6,800.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 23-35-

50-58)—'Melody Lane' (U) and 'Dis-
trict Attorney Carter Case' (Rep)
plus vaude. Good $6,500. Last week,
'Lady for Night' (Rep) and vaude,
sock $7,600, and above expectations.
Paramoant (H-E) (3,039; 30-40-58)— 'Swamp . Water' (20th ) and

'Glamour Boy' (Par). Great $9,500
and sorprisingly fine business. Las:
week (2d), 'Louisiana Purchase," big
$7,500 in eight days.

Boosevelt (Sterling) (800; 23-40)
—'Wake Screaming^ (20th) and
Xydia" (UA) (2d run). Hitting nice
clip for solid $3,400. Last week (30-
40-58), 'Keep 'Em Flying" (U) (4th
wk), hit lofty $4,200.
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800 ; 20

Two-Faced Woman" (M-G) and 'Un-

holy Partners' (M-G). Garbo flicker

evoked no great shakes here, me-
diocre $15,000. Last week, 'Chocolate

Soldier' (M-G) and 'InU. Lady' (UA),

""^PwlmiMt (Fabian) (4,126; 30-40-

50-55)—'Man to Dinner' (WB) and

Secrets Lone Wolf (Col), strong

$25,000. Last week, 'Men In Life

(Col) and 'In Army' (WB), dull

$12,000.
Strand (WB) (2,800; 30-40-50-55)-

•Stork Pays Off' (Col) and stage show
with Eddie Duchin's orchestra, quiet

$8,000 In four days. Last week,

'Queen Murder Ring" (Col) and
Hari-y James' orchestra on stage,

good $11,000 for same run.

Talky $22,000

InWasli;Torr

23G for Repeat

Washington, Jan. 20.

Some topnotch product on display

this week. 'Sergeant York,' back at

Earle for popular price engagement,

got off to a big weekend biz and will

lead the town with a socko take.

'How Green My Valley,' at Palace,

is only a step behind.

'Ball of Fire' is taming out to be

real prize package, with the third

week at Keith's out to equal if not

better the second stanza.

Estimates tor This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 28-39-44-66)—'KUdare's Victory" (M-G), plus

vaude. Critics called n.s.h., but get-

ting a fair $16,000. Last week, 'Pul-

ham' (M-G.), plus vaude, sizzling

$22,000.
Colombia (Loew) (1,234; 28-44)—

'Skylark' (Par) moveover). Okay
$5,000. Last week, 'Corsican Bros."

(UA) (moveover), average $9,000,

but better than expected.
Earle (WB) (2,216; 28-39-44-66)—

'Sgt York' (WB), plus vaude. Hotter
"ithan when opened here originally
now that country's at war; superb
$23,000. Last week, 'Man to Dinner"
(WB) (2d wk), plus vaude, profit-

able $15,000.
Keltb's (RKO) (1,830; 40-60-65)—

'Ball Fire" (RKO) ftd wk). Over
weekenjl each day topped corre,

spending day second week, so looks

good for at least sweet $16,000, last

week's figure.
•

Metropolitan (WB) (1,600; 28-44)—
Target Tonight" (WB) and 'Date

with Falcon" (RKO) (2d wk). Tar-
get' the draw, set for okay $4,500.

Last • -week, same bill, top-notch
$7,500.
Palace (Loew) (2,242; 28-55)—

'Green Valley'- (20th). Got rave send-
off for excellent $22,000. Last week,
'Babes Broadway' (M-G) (2d wk),
fair enough $13,000.

MONT'L LOOKING UP

•Keep 'Em Flying' Bobnst f8,5M—
•Dinner" Same, •LanghlDf' lO B.O.

Montreal, Jan. 20.

Two standouts currently, Palace
with 'Keep 'Em Flying' and Loew's
with 'Man Who Came to Dinner.'

Estimates (or This Week
Palace "(CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)—

'Keep "Em Flying" (U). Good $8,500.

Last week (2d), 'Louisiana Purchase'
(Par), so-so-$4,500. -

Capitol (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)—
'Look Laughing" (RKO) and "Gay
Falcon' (RKO) (2d wk). Good
enough $5,000 la sight after smart
$8,500 last week.
Loew's (CT) (2,800; 35-53-67)—

Man to Dinner' (WB). Heading for
robust $8,500. Last week (2d),

Chocolate Soldier' (M-G), feeble
$4,500.

Princess (CT) (2,300; 80-40-53)—
In Army' (WB) and 'Steel Against
Sky" (WB). Nice $4,500. Last week,
'Blues in Night' (WB) and '0 Lives
Not Enough' (WB), fair $3,500.
Orpheum (Ind) (1,100; 30-40-60)—

Corsican Brothers' (UA) (4th wk).
Still clicking for good $3i000 after
satisfactory $3,500 last week, its

third.

St. DenU (France-Film) (2,500:
30-40)—'Le Monde Tremblera' and
Nltchevo." Average $4,500 in sight.

Last week, 'Serenade' and 'Maris de
Ma Femme," oke $4,300.

30)—'Citizen Kane' (RKO) and 'La..
Tropics" (WB) (2d run). Good $2,800.
Last week, 'Navy Blues' (WB) and
'Our Wife' (Col), great $3,600.

'DINNER' HUGE $25,000

BTOLYN; IVOMAN' 15G

Brooklyn, Jan. 20.
•Man Who Came to Dinner' and

'Secrets of Lone Wolf at Fabian
Paramount crowding out all other
downtown deluxers. Pox with 'Blues
in Night' and 'Night Jan. 16,' and
Loew's Metropolitan with 'Two-
Faced Woman' and 'Unholy Partners'
are running neck-and-neck.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,374; 30-40-50-55)—

'Remember Day" (20th) and 'Con-
firm, Deny" (20th). Okay $17,000.
Last week, 'Green Valley" (20th) and
'Date Falcon' (2d wk), nice $12,500.
Fox (Fabian) (4,023; 30-40-50-55)—

'Blues in Night' (WB) and 'Night
Jan. 16" (Par); Uneventful $15,000.
Last week, 'Died Boots On' (WB)
and 'Sailor Leave' (Rep) (3d wk),
fine $15,000.

Met (Loew's) (3,618; 30-40-50-55)—

'Corsican' {14,500, Best

Entry in Providence;

Tfani Night' High 12G

Providence, Jan. 20.

-In Its third week at the RKO
Albee 'Ball of Fire' seems to be
headed for almost the same as on
second sesh. Also in the higher
brackets are 'Corsican Brothers" at
Loew's State and "AH Through the
Night" at the Majestic. 'How Green
Was My Valley" shifted to Carlton
for second downtown week and
pulling nicely. Sammy Kaye Is solid
at Metropolitan, teamed with
KiUed That Man."

Estimates (or This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 28-39-50)—

'Ball Fire' (RKO) and 'Date Falcon'
(RKO) (3d wk). Stepping along to
as nifty biz as In second stenza,
zowie 0,500.

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 28-39-
50)—'Green VaUey' (20th) and 'Per-
fect Snob" (20th) (2d run). Nice
moveover, swell $5,000. Last week,
'Died with Boots' (WB) (2d run),
good $3,000.

Fay's (Indie) (1,400; 28-39-50)—
'Wolf Man' (U) and vaude on sUge.
Keeping happy with zippy weekend,
.neat $B,500.' Last week, 'South
Tahiti' (Rep) and vaude, nice $6,000.
Majestic (Fay) t2,200; 28-39-50)—

Through Night" (WB) and 'Body
Disappears' (WB). Spotted for high
flying $12,000. liSst week, 'Green
Valley" (20th) and 'Perfect Snob'
(20th), bangup $15,000.
MetropoUtan (Indie) (3,200; 32-59-

65)—Samijiy Kaye orchestra and
Killed That Man" (Mono). Nice
$9,500 In four-day run,

'

State (Loew) (3,200; 28-39-50)—
'Corsican Brothers" (UA) and 'Hay^
foot' (UA). Strong $14,500. Last
week, 'Babes Broadway' (M-G) and
'Mr. and Mrs. North" (M-G) (2d wk),
sock $9,000.
Strand (Indie) (2,000; 28-39-50)—

'Pacific Blackout" (Par) and 'Devil
Pays Off' (Rep). Not too stronj:
$5,000. Last week, "Bahama Passage
(Par) and 'Tuxedo Junction' (Rep)
(2d wk), nice $5,000,

l)inner Crisp$m Tarzan' 13G,

Dawn' Bright 12G in Thrivmg Balto

ICeep Flying' Zooming

To $17,000 m Newark;

Tnrchase'10Gon3dWk.

Newark, Jan. 20.
Attendance at 'all Newark first-run

houses Is good. Strongest picture Is

•Keep 'Em Flying,' drawing power
ful business at the Branford. 'Two-
Faced Woman" seems likely to be
second best at the Loew's.

Estimates (or This Week
Adams (Indie) (2,000; 26-39-50-60)

—'Stork Pays Off'" (Col) and Harrx
James band ..on the stege. Nice
15,000 in sight. Last week, 'Devil
>ays Oir (Rep) and Claude Thorn'

hill's orchestra and Cass Daley, fair
$13,000.
Branford (WB) (2,800; 28-38-44

65)
—'Keep 'Em Flying' (WB) and

'Steel Against Sky' (WB). Swell
$17X100. Last week, 'Man to Dinner"
(WB) and 'Sealed Lips' (U) (2d wk),
okay $13,000.

Capitol (WB) (1,200; 20-28-39-44)
—'Nothing But Truth' (Par) and 'Be-
long to Me' (Col). Mild $2,400. Last
week, 'Shadow Thin Man' (M-G)
and 'Three Girls" (Col),' ditto.
LitUe (Indie) (300; 33-30-55)—

•40,000 Horsemen' (Indie). Walloping
$4,000. Last week, 'Sins BaU' (IndieT
and 'She-Devil Island' (Indie) (8th
wk), fine $1,100.
Paramount (Adams-Par) (2,000;

30-35-44-55)—'La. Purchase" (Par)
and 'District Attorney Carter Case'
(Aep) (3d wk). Neat $10,000. Last
week, great $14,000.
Proctor's (RKO) (2,400: 28-44-55)

—'Look Laughing' (HKO) and 'AU
Money Buy*^ (RKO). These plus
vaude on Monday and Tuesday eve-
nings, satisfactory $14,000. Last
week, 'Suspicion' (RKO) and 'Cadet
Girl' (20th) (2d wk) plus a 5-act
stage bill, Monday and Tuesday
nights, powerful $14,600.

State (Loew'rt (2,600; 28-33-44-55)
—'Two-Faced Woman" (M-G) and
'Mystery Ship" (Col). Trim $15,500.
Last week, 'Pulham' (M-G) and
'Secrets Lone Wolf (Col), fair
$13,500.

DENVER BIZ WHAMMY
•Ball' $16,eM, Torchaae' bllto.on 3d

—•Helix" 12G, 'Heaven' 7G

„ . Denver, Jan. 20.
'Ball of Fire" and 'Obliging Young

Lady at Orpheum are packing them
In aad holding over. But the sur-
prise package is the way 'Louisiana
Purcha^' is travelling along on
Its third session, even bettering the
second session figure with 'Pacific
Blackout' added. Naturally It holds
a fourth week. 'One Foot in Keaven'
Is a strong entry at the Paramount,
pastor in book on which film is
based, having preached here at one
time.

Estimates (or This Week
Aladdin Fox) (1,400; 25-40)—'Bed-

time Story" (Col), after a week at
Denver. Good $4,000. Last week,
'Maltese Falcon' (WB), after a week
at Denver, good $4,000.
Broadway (Fox) (1,040; 25-35-40)

—'Babes Broadway' (M-G) and 'Spit-
fire at Sea' (RKO), after two weeks
at Orpheum. Nice $3,000. Last week,
'Green Valley' (20th), after a week
at each Denver and Aladdin, good
$2,700.

Denham (Cockrlli) (1,760; 29-36-
(Contlnued on page 20)

Baltimore, Jan. 20.

One of the local downtown exhibs
wondered audibly this week, 'Where
do the people come from?' Doings
here have taken such a spurt of late,
lartlcularly on weekends that profit
s registered on almost any product.
Now reputed to be 1,000,000 popula-
tion here which explains upbeat.
What were previously sloughed

off by first runs Into subsequent
nabes, now find ready initial dates in
three new houses recently erected
on the outskirts of the downtown
civic center. The Times has been

'

rounding out the leavings of first-run
product with fulsome newsreels
while the Mayfair, built by BlU
Hicks as a downtown subsequent,
switched a month dgo using '40,000
Horsemen' and mopping up for three
weeks. It is doing okay now with
Unholy Partners.' Another opening
was the Roslyn last week, with a
first repeat of 'Sergeant York' at
regular downtown prices but slightly
under the scale set for the recent
smasho . three-week run at the
Stanley. Film is doing well at the
new house.
Of the current listings, 'The Man

Who Came to Dinner' at the Stanley,
and 'Hold Back the Dawn' at Keiths,
are leading the healthy field for
strong returns.

Estimates (or This Week
Cenlnry (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 17-

28-44)—'Tarzan's Treasure' (M-G).
Surprisingly good at $13,000. Last
week (2d), 'Babes Broadway' (M-G)
added a $12,800 to a smasho opening
holiday round to $20,400.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;

17-25-28-39-44-55-66) — 'Bedtime
Story' (Col) plus vaude. Steady pace
at $14,000. Last week, 'Gay Falcon"
(RKO) with .Blackstone's magic
show on stage, boosting to a healthy
$15,900.

Keith's (Schanberg^r) (2,406: 17.
28-33-39-44)— 'Hold Dawn' (Par).
Strong $12,000. Last week, 'Paris
Calling" (U), fair $7,900.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-40)—'Un-

holy Partners' (M-G). Getting some
play to possible $5,000, good for tills

new house just gone first run after
a brief effort as a downtown subse-
quent. Last week (3d), '40,000 Horse-
men' (Indie) all right $3,800 to big
totel of $12,200 for pervious brace.
New (Mechanic) (1,581; 17-28-3S<

44)—'Green VaUey" (20th) (4th wk).
Holding very well to $4,000 after an
extra big $29,000 In previous three
weeks
Boslyn (Levin) (800; 17-25-40-55)

—'Sgt. York' (WB). In at regular
downtown prices at this new theatre.
Extra-healthy draw in previous
three weeks on upped scale at Stan-
ley, is reflected m' satisfying $5,500.
House is somewhat off the beaten
track and following stiU has to be
built.

Stenle^ (WB) (2,280: 17-28-40-55)
—'Man to Dinner" (WB). Mopping
tip at liisty $16,000. Last week (2d),
'Died Boots on' (WB) added Swell
$12,700 to solid initial round of
$16,600.
Times (Schecter) (740; 17-28-39)—

'Steel Against Sky" (WB). Pretty
fair $3,600. Opening 'Honolulu Lu"
(Col) tomorrow (Wed.).

'Hellz' Best Newcomer

In Mildish K.C., $8,000;

Thm Night' Meagre 6G

Kansas City, Jan. 20.
One of the milder weeks. Although

the severe weather has tepered off
attractions are not too strong, and
holdovers are slowing down biz gen-
erally. Best entry Is probably 'Hellz-
apoppln' In the Esquire and Uptown
houses. Tarzan" at the Midland 'All
Through the Night" at the Newman
are mild newcomers.

'Ball of Fire," In Its third week at
the Orpheum with advanced prices.
Is getting good turnover for such a
long run.

EsUmates (or This Week
Esqoire and Uptown (Fox Mid-

west) (820 and 2,043; 11-30-44)—
•HeUzapoppIn" (U). Picture version
proving highly acceptable to wacky
comedy fans, favorable $8,000. Last
week, 'Green VaUey" (20th) (2d wk)
finished strongly with $6,500.
Midland (Loew"s) .(iJOl; 11-30-441

—Tarzan's Treasure' (M-G) and 'Intl
Lady' (U). Mediocre $8,000. Last
week, 'Pulham' (M-G) and 'Kildare's
Victory' (M-G), bullish $13,000.
Newman (Pfaramount) (1,900; 11-

3D-44)—"Through Night' (WB). May
reach $8,000, average. Last week,
'Louisiana Purchase' (Par) (3d wk),
coupled with 'Pacific Blackout' (Par)
(1st wk), fair $5,300.
Orpheom (RKO) (1,600; 15-40-59)

—'BaU Fire' (RKO) (3d wk). This
stanza at $5,000 added to previous
weeks of $7,000 and $11,000 near the
maximum take in this house, since
few films hold three weeks.
Tower (Joffee) (2,110; 11-30)—

'Tuxedo Junction' (Rep) plus variety
biU on stafe. Combo will get an
average $6,000. Last week, 'Cadet
Girl' (20lh), with Russ Morgan orch
on stage at top of 50c, okay $9,500.
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'Johnny Eager Neat $19,000, Frisco

Topper;M Fire Sock 15G on Sd Wk.

San Francisco, Jan., 20.

Street b fairly quiet excepting for

a heavy campaign on 'Johnny Eager,

the town's topper, at fte Fox. 'All

Thru , the Night' teamed with 'Steel

Against the Sky* ia okay at the Par-

amount. 'Ball of Fire' continues at

a terrific gait at the Golden Gate on
third stanza, and may go a fourth.

Georgei'Bole, manager of the Gate, is

leaving after 10 years to take a post

at Universal, It's the talk of the

street.
'

Dailies and radio still urge folks to

lead normal lives, with the result

that business is slowly crawling back
near normal. Believed here, how-
ever, that the tax bite is beginning

to be reflected at the box office.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-40-50)

'Jolinny Eager' (M-G) and 'Devil

Pay.'! Off' (Rep). Taylor-Turner
TNT campaign should net a nifty

$19 000. Last week (2d), 'Babes on
Broadway' (M-G) okay with $12,000.

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 44-55-

65)—'Ball Fire' (RKO) and vaude
(3d wk). Excellent $15,000 on hold

over. Sam (Soldwyn so pleased he
even wrote Manager George Bole a

letter. Last week (2d), terrific

$21,000.

Orpheum'. (BlUmenfeld) (2,440; 35-

40-50)—'Wolf Man' (U) and 'Never
Give Sucker Break' (O). Peddled on
terror-sex angle, but probably only
fair $8,000. Last week (2d), 'Belong

to Me' (Col) and 'Secrets Lone Wolf
(Col), fairish $7,300. .

raramount (F-WC) (2,470; 35-40-

. 50)—'Through Night' (WB) and
'Steel Against Sky' (WB). Gangland-
gestapo theme worth okay $17,000.

Last week, 'Design Scandal* (M-G)
and 'KiWarc's Victory' (M-G), fin-

ished with $15,000.

St. Francis (F-WC) (1,475; 35-40-

50)—'Design Scandal' (M-G) and
'Kildare's Victory* (M-G) (move-
over). Average $5,000. Last week,
ditto for moveover of 'Louisiana

Purchase' (Par), third week solo on
Market street

United Artists (UA-Blumenfeld)
(1,100; 35-40-50) — 'Corslcan Bros.'

(UA) and 'Fiesta* (UA) (4th wk).
Sagging, only mild $5,000. Last
week (3d), fell considerably below
expectations to $6,200.

WarBeld (F-WC) (2,650; 35-40-50)

—'Green .Valley' (20th) (3d. wk).
Riding alone, wiU get nifty $10,000.

Last week (2d), okay $13,000.

Ted Lewis-'Go West' Big

$14,000, Cincy Bonanza;

'Johnny Eager' $10,500

Cincinnati, Jan. 20.

General returns holding up to
last week's falr-to-mlddlin* level.
Heading the pack is the combo
Shubert, with Ted Lewis' band the
magnet, linked with 'Go West Young
I^ady.' Top pix grosser is 'Johnny
Eager' for a satisfactory Palace fig-

ure. Next best la 'Bedtime Story'
at the Albee.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 33-40-50)—

•Bedtime Story' (Col). DuU $8,000.
Last week, 'Died Boots On* (WB),
nice $11,500.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000: 33-40-50)—
Man to Dinner' (M-G) (3d wk).
Excellent $7,000. Last week (2d),
big $7,500 after a wham $12,000 in
first stanza.

Family (RKQX. ..(1,000: 15-28)—
Marry Boss' Daughter'. (20th) and
^Outlaws Desert' (Par), split with
•Great Guy' (PRC) and 'Sierra Sue"
(Rep). Average $1,900. Last week.
|Moon Over Shoulder^ (20th) and
Among Living' (Par), divided with
Tload Agent' (U) and 'Let 'Em Have
It (PRC), favorable $1,800.
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 33-40-50)—

Tulham' (M-G). Moveover from
Palace for second week on main line
Fair $4,500. Last week, 'Helzapop-
pm' (U) (2d wk), okay $4,500 fol-
lowmg first week's tall $10,000.
K«'»h's (Llbson) (1,500; 33-40-50)—

Died Boots On' (WB). Switched
from Albee for second downtown
week. Fair $4,000. Last week.
Babes Broadway' (M-G) (2d run),
slick $5,500.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 33-40-50)—

Babes Broadway' (M-G). Second
transfer for third week downtown.
Good $3,500. Last week, 'Green Val-

moo (3d run), fairly good

Palice (RKO) (2,600; 33-40-50)—
Johnny Eager' (M-G). Bright $10.-

tlh ^"^^ 'Pulham' (M-G),
fairly good $9,500.

•r„ (RKO) (2,150; 33-44-60)—

Mf^i^t^K ^Col) and Ted Lewis' orch.

rtilf^-jatted maestro the happy me-
Jiym for a hefty $14,000. Last week.
p''*"[>o,"r Boy' (Par) and Teddy

foir SIO'OOO^"''
^^^^

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Grosf
Last Week $l,B84,38t

(Based on 28 olties, 193 thea-
tres, chiefly Urat runs, (ncludtnp
N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Tear $1,664,300

(Based on 25 cities, 171 theatres)

'EAGER' 16G,

PHILLY H.O.

Philadelphia, Jan. 20.
Business has a healthy tinge this

week. Defense money, which has
been pouring into this center of war
industry at a rapid pace, is also be-
ginning to make itself felt. There
are few weak spots this week, de-
spite the holdovers.

Estimates tor This Week
Aldlne (WB) (1,303 : 35-46-57-68)

—'Green Valley' (20th) (3d wk).
Hefty $12,000 for round three. Last
week. 'Valley' about same.
Arcadia (Sablosky) (600; 35-45-57)

—'Pulham' (M-G) (2d run). Big
$4,600 at this small-seater. Last
week, 'Two-Faced Woman' (M-G),
fine $3,400 for second week of second
run.
Boyd (WB) (2,568; 35-46-57-68)—

'Suspicion' (RKO) (2d wk). Hold-
over to fill gap by sudden yanking
of 'Citizen Kane' booking. Satis-
factory $11,000. Initialer okay $15,000.
Earle (WB) (2,768; 35-46-57-88-75)

—'Look Laughing' (RKO) teamed
with Claude Thomhill orch and
Larry Adler on stage. Solid $20,000.
Last week, 'Playmates' (RKO) plus
Phil Spitalny band, moderate $19,000.
Fox (WB) (2,425 ; 35-46-57-68)—

'Johnny Eager' (M-G) (2d wk).
Tuneful $16,000 for h.o. sesh. Opener
a torrid $20,000.
Karlton (WB) (1,066; 35-46-57-88)

—'Bedtime Story' (Col) (2d run).
Barely par, $4,000. Last week, 'Keep

.

'Em Flying' (U) kept up neat pace
with $4,000 for second week of deuce
run.
Keith's (WB) (2,220: 35-46-57-68)

—'Man to Dinner' (WB) (2d run).
Plenty of vitamins with healthy.
$6,000. Last week, 'Shadow Thin
Man' (M-G) mediocre $4i000 for
second-run try.

SUnley (WB) (2,616; 35-46-57-68)
—'Babes Broadway' (M-G) (3d wk).
Plenty hot with nifty $11,000 for this
stand. Last week's gate for second
chukker healthy $15,000.
SUnton (WB) (1,457; 35-46-57-68)—'Tarzan Treasure' (M-G). Smash-

ing $8,500. Last week, 'Swamp
Water' (20th) wound up surprising
run after six weeks with bright
$4,500.

Gable-Turner $3,500 in

Lincoln; 'Belong' $3,200
Lincoln, Jan. 20.

No killers this week but 'Johnny
Eager' and 'You Belong to Me' are

doing nicely.

Estimates for This Week
Colonial (Monroe-Noble-Federer)

(750; 10-15-20)—'Missouri Outlaw'.
(Rep) and 'Calling Husbands' <WB)
'Split with 'Range War' (Par) and
'Honeymoon Three'- (WB). Scant
$800. Last week, 'King Dodge City'
(Col) and 'Army Girl' (Rep) split
with 'Underground Rustlers' (Mono)
and 'Kisses Breakfast' (WB), n.s.g.

$700.

Lincoln (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,503;
10-30-44) — 'Johnny Eager' (M-G).
Nice $3,500. Last week. 'Babes
Broadway" (M-G) (2d wk), $2,200,
six days, not good.

Nebraska (C-P) (1,236: 10-20-25)—
'Dive Bomber' (WB) and 'Don't Get
Personal (U). Fairly good $1,600.
Last week. 'Badlands Dakota' (U)
and 'Sing Chorus" (U), dull $1,300.

SUte (Noble-Federer) (986: 10-20-
25)
—

'Latins Manhattan' (Col) and
'Spooks Wild" (Mono). Only live
days, closed today (20) oke $1,200.
Last week. 'Unexpected Uncle'
(RKO) and 'Gay Falcon" (RKO), five
days, fair $1,100.

Stuart (C-P) (1.884; 10-30-44)—
'Swamp ;JWater' (20th). Lucky to
edge over $3,000. Last week, 'Design
Scandal' (M-G), $3,200, on the line.

Varsity (N-F) (1.100; 10-30-44)—
'Belong to Me" (Col). Best talk on
this, with newspaper playing strong.
Likely $3,200. Last week, 'Major
Barbara' (UA), Qve days, sad $1,800.

'Gtrsbn' Nice $27,l)i id 2 Spots

As LA. Slumps; 'All Thru Night'

NM $18,000, 'BaUrire'0K3dWk.

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross

This Week $338,900
(Based on 13 theatres;

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year $373,700

(Based on 13 theatres;

'HEUZA' TORRID $8,000

ON PORTLAND 2D WEEK

Just Another Ride
Hollywood, Jan. 20.

Buck Jones, Tim McCoy and Ray-
mond Hatton climb back Into their

saddles for another of their Rough
Riders series of gowpoke films for

Monogram, titled 'Ghost Town.'
Picture rolls Feb. B as a Scott R.

Dunlop production.

Portland, Ore., Jan. 20.

'Suspicion' teamed with 'Unex-
pected Uncle* at the Paramount is

leading the town as business holds
remarkably well. Outstanding this

week, though, is the remarkable
strength displayed by 'Hellzapoppin"
couplid wRh 'Sealed Lips' on its

second session at the Broadway.
Olsen-Johnson comedy is not far oft

from the initial week which battled

a blizzard to easily lead Portland
biz.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 35-40-

50)—-Hellzapoppin' (U) and 'Sealed

Lips' (U). Still drawing crowds in

second stanza for strong $8,000. Last
week, bonanza $11,500 despite bliz-

zard.

M a y t a I r (Parker - Evergreen)
(1,500; 35-40-50)—'Babes Broadway'
(M-G). Moveover from U.A. for
third winning week, high $5,000.
Last week, 'Died Boots On' (WB)
and 'Melody Lane'- (U) four days of
third week moveover took about
$3,500. House legit balance of week.

Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen)
(1,800; 35-40-50) — 'Green Valley'
(20th) and 'Secrets Lone Wolf (Col)
(3d wk). Going for a big $5,200.

Second week, great $6,900.

Faramoont (H-E) (3,000: 35-40-50)
'Suspicion' (RKO) and 'Unexpected
Uncle' (RKO). Great $8,500. Last
week. 'La. Purchase' (Par)' and
'Small Town Deb' (20th) (2d wk),
sthnulating $7,100.

United Artists (Parker) (1,100; 35-
40-50)—'Appointment Love' (U) and
'Swing Soldier" (U). Opened well,
but going to only a fair $5,500. Last
week, 'Babes Broadway" (M-G) and
'Road Agent" (U) (2d wk), big $7,000,

and moved to Mayfair.

'BUGLE' 14G ON

L71LLEPREEM

Louisville, Jan. 20.

With a break in the A-eather, first-

runs are really on the upbeat. Con-
sensus here is that the war is help-
ing biz, patrons attending shows to
relax their minds. Rubber situation
is also rated a factor, local manage-
ments feeling that biz has taken an
upturn because many patrons who
formerly sought recreation on trips
and pleasure riding, now are coming
to the film theatres.
Topper this week is easily 'Bugle

Sounds" which preemed at Loew's
State Wednesday (14). Turnout was
terrific.

.
Hollywood searchlights and

all trimmings, Wallace Beer^ in
person and plenty of men in uniform
made for gala occasion. It was the
biggest premiere ever put on here.

Estimates tor This Week
Brown (Fourth Avenue-Loew's)

(1,400; 15-30-40)—'Babes Broadway'
(M-G) and 'Mr,. Mrs. North' (M-G).
Second stanza for this pair on move-
over week, swell $3,000. Last week
movover week, rousing $4,000.

Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 15-25)
—Texas" (Col) and 'Ladies Retire
ment' (Col), split with 'Three Girls'
(Col) and "Great Guns' (20th). Good
$1,500. Last week, 'Weekend Havana'
(20th) and 'Parachute Battalion'
(RKO), mild $1,200.

Loew's SUte (Loew's) (3,300; 15-
30-40)—'Bugle Sounds' (M-G) and
'Iritl. Lady' (Col). Off to a-resound
ing start with premiere Wednesday
night (14) which literally blocked
the downtown district, result of the
biggest exploitation campaign ever
attempted here. ' Terrific $14,000.
Last week, 'Pulham' (M-G) and
'Kildare's Victory' (M-G), profitable
$10,000.

Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000;
15-30-40)—'Died BooU on' (WB) (3d
wk). Fine $3,000. Last week, same
film, slick $3,800.

BUIto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 15-
30-40)—'Green Valley' (20th) and
'Cadet Girl' (20th). With general
upturn in pic biz along the main
stem, this looks like sturdy $12,000.
Last week, 'Suspicion' (RKO) and '4

Jacks, Jill' (RKO), fair $7,500.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400:

15-30-40)—'Paris Calling' (U) and
'Melody Lane' (U). Couple of pics
with healthy b.o. pull here, fine

$4,000. Last week, 'Wolf Man' (U)
and 'Kid Kansas' (U), splendid
$5,000.

NATIONAL BOXOFFICE SURVEY

Holdovers Hogging Playing Time, But 'Bugle Sounds' 'All

Thru Night' and 'Johnny Eager' Show Early Strength

strongest group of first-run holdovers in several

months is dominating playing time In the key spots.

With two to four weeks' bookings in scores of theatres,

they are holding oft the newer features. Latter are

finding It difficult to prove their boxoftice merit in

scattered screenings.

Strangely, each of seven national distributors is rep-

resented by one entry in the choice company of ex-

tended run films. Mora or less in the order of their

pulling power the list Includes 'Louisiana Purchase'

(Par), 'How Green Was My Valley?' (20th), 'Babes on

Broadway' (M-G), 'They Died with Their BooU On*

(WB). 'Corslcan Brothers' (UA), 'Hellzapoppin' (U)

and 'Ball of Fire' (Goldwyn-RKO).
With insufficient bookings nationally to place them

in accurate money rating, the week's new releases, as

reported by 'Variety' correspondents from coast to

coast, contain several promising prospects that the

current high theatre receipts will be maintained

through the late winter months. Newcomers include

'Bugle Sounds' (M-G), a Wallace Beery vehicle, ex-

ploiting the U. S. Army tank corps, which had its

premiere week In Louisville to a fancy $14,000, ter-

rific; 'All Through the Night' (WB), which did well in

Frisco, Providence and Memphis, and a zooming 21G

in Pitt!!biirgh, abetted by Phil Spitalny's orchestra;

'Johnny Eager' (M-G), hefty wherever shown and
proof of the value of the Robert Taylor-Ijana Turner
combo, and 'Paris Calling' (U), which did well in

Boston and on Broadway, but spotty elsewhere. Other
new entry, 'Sullivan's Travels' (Par) had its only
showing of the week at the Michigan theatre, Detroit,

where a new house record, $50,000 plus, is reported for

the combination of film and Glenn Miller's band.
Some estimate of the public's amusement purchasing

power may be derived from the excellent $23,000 which
was garnered by 'Sergeant York' (Lasky-WB) in a

popular-priced rebooking in Washington. Previous
showing had been at road show scale.

Their brilliance somewhat dimmed by the holdovers,

'Suspicion" (RKO), 'Man Who Came to Dinner" (WB),
'Men in Her Life' (Col) and 'Remember the Day"
(20th), notwithstanding, arc rated as among the best

currently by circuit bookers. 'Man to Dinner' was best

in town in Baltimore, above average in Cleveland,

strong in Brooklyn and finished ofT a three-week stand
in Cincinnati.

Industry prognosticators view the current supply of

features as indicative of a healthy boxoffice condition

when the films, now showing first run, play their course

through smaller towns and subsequent big city book-
ings.

Los Angeles, Jan. 20.
Good weather is helping olTset hes-

itancy of public to use automobiles.
Heavy weekend play is rule with
first-runs and nabcs, many smaller
houses getting enough biz on the
three days to make up partly for
low dips during week.

'Coi-eican Brothers' is doing a nifty
$27,000 at Chinese and State. 'Scan-
d.nls' unit p\us 'I Killed That Man'
is a strong $17,500 at the Oipheiun.
'AH Thru the Ni<!hf i.s gettint only
$18,000 at the Hollywood and Down,
town. -Ball of Fire" is topping this
figure on third week at the RKO
Hlllstrect and Pantages, with a
profitable $20,300.
After sjiowing exceptional strength

last week at the State and Chinese,
'Green Valley' continues strong oo
its moveover "to" the United Artists
and Wilshire. 'Louisiana Purchase'
wound up after three weeks and tw6
days at the Paramount, with house
bringinc in 'Bahama Passage' Satur-
day (17) for a 10-day swing with
$23,000 as likely la^e.
Hawaii is currently in the 14th

week with 'Citizen Kane,' a surprise
run.

Estimates tor This Week
Carthay Circle (F-WC) (1.516; 33-

44-55-75)—'Dumbo' (RKO) (5th wk).
Big weekend play carries to profit-
able $4,800. Last week, $5,500.

Cblne.se (Grauman-WC) (2,034r33-
44-55-75)—'Corslcan Bros' (UA) and
'Right to Heart' (20th). Nice take
$12,500. Last week, 'Green Valley*
(20th), solo but surprising $14,200.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 33-44-55)

—'All Thru Night' (WB). Moderate
$10,000. Last week, second for 'Died
Boots On' (WB). good $10,000
Four Slar (UA-F-WC) (900; 33-44-

55)—'Pulham' (M-G) (4th wk). SliU
profitable at $3,500. Last week, okay
$4,200.
Hawaii (G&S) (1,100; 33-44-55-75)

—'Kane" (RKO) (14th wk). Both,
house and exchange still showing
profit, $3,600. Last week, $4,200.
Usllywood (WB) (2,756: 33-44-55)

—'All Thru Night". (WB). Average
biz, $8,000. Last week, second of
'Died with Boots On' (WB), One
$10,000.

Orphenm (B'way) (2,200; 33-44-55)
—'Killed That Man' (Mono), and
'George White Scandals of 1942'' on
stage. White's revue responsible for
most of $17,500. Sally Rand hit abdut
$16,000 last week with personal ap-
pearance in front of locally-assem-
bled revue plus 'District Attorney*"
(Rep).
Pantages (Pan) 2,812; 33-44-55)—

'Ball Fire' (RKO) (33d wk) and 'Se-
crets Lone Wolf' (Col). Extra big
$9^. Last week, good $14,200 with
'Swing Soldier" (U) as second feature.
Paramount (Par) (3,595; 33-44-55)

—'Bahama Passage' (Par) and 'Pa-
cific Blackout' (Par). Expecting to
hold for 10 days so house can get
back to regular Thursday ooening,
$23,000. Third week of 'Louisiana
Purchase' totaled $14,000. with two
days added catching $3,400.
KKO Hllletreet (RKO) (2,872; 33-

44-55)—'BaU Fire' (RKO) (3d wk)
and 'Secrets Lone Wolf (Col).
Slipped but still nice $10,500. Last
week, excellent $14,000 with 'Swing
Soldier' (U) in support.

Stale (Loew-F-WC) (2,204; 33-44-
55-75)—'Corsican Bros.' (UA) and
'Right to Heart' (20th). Picked up
after .slow start for strong $14,500,
Last week, 'Green Valley' (20th),
soloed for sock $18,500.
United Artlsis (UA-F-WC) (2,100;

33-44-55)—'Green Valley' (20th).
Continues local wallop with $7,000,
Last week, 'Chocolate Soldier' (M-G)
and 'Hayfoof (UA), busto at $2,500.

Wilshire (F-WC) (2.296; 33-44-55)
-'Green Valley' (20th). Spinning
merrily on moveover for . hefty
$8,000. Last week, 'Chocolate Sol-
dier' (M-G) and 'Hayfoof (UA),
Washout at $3,400.

i

'2-Faced Woman' $16,000

J.C.; 'Skylark' Nice 15G
Jersey City, Jan. 20.'

'Two-Faced Woman,'- at Loew's,
and 'Skylark,' at the Stanley,, are
making this a big week. Garbo pic-
ture will easily top the town.

Estimates for This Week
Loew's (Loew's) (3.205: 30-35-55)—

'Two-Faced Woman' (M-G) and
'Mystery Ship' (Col). May hit good
$16,000 or thereabouts. Last week,
'Pulham' (M-G) and 'Secrets Lone
Wolf (Col), neat $15,500.

Stanley (V/B) (4.500: 30-35-55)—
'Skylark' (Par) and 'Bodv Disap-
pears' (V/B). Nice $15,000. Last
week. 'Man to Dinner' (WB) and
•Steel Against Sky' (WB) (2d wk),
pleasing S13.000.

Stote (Skouias) (2.200; .30-35-55)—
'Men in Life' (Col) and 'Confirm,
Deny' r20th). Fair $10,000. Last
week. 'Green Valley" (20th) and
'Melody Lane' (U) (2d wk), fine $12,-
non.
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Rural Theatres as Film Industry s

'Goodwill Outposts Is Stressed At

Exhibitor Forums; Cover Wide Range

By JOHN C. FLINN

St. Louis, Jan. 20.

The motion picture theatre in the

email towns and "the rural sections of

the midwest was dramatized as the

outpost o£ industry goodwill and the

Instrument for improved public rela-

tions in exhibitor forums conducted

here (15) and in Memphis (13), un-

der auspices of Metro's sales organi-

zation. Sessions were the second and

third of a series which is being han-

dled by . Henderson M. Richey, as-

sistant to William F. Rodgers. Simi-

lar meeting was held in Columbus,

O., last month.

Distinctly an innovation, the

forums brought out about 150 thea-

tre owners and operators in each

city. Nearly twice .that number of

individual, houses were represented.

Discussions
,
ranged from practical

aids and experiments in building

theatre attendance to concerted

action of showmen in all-out par-

ticipation in war relief measures.

Conspicuously absent from the

agenda were the familiar themes of

consent decree, clearances, over -sell-

ing, high percentage terms and 'un-

fair' trade practices.

^Importantly stressed in floor dis-

cussions were exhibitor responsibili-

ties in war times.

Hichey presided at the meetings

end was flanked with guest speakers,

Including Joseph X. Gooris, western

manager of the bureau of advertis-

ing, American Newspaper Publishers

'Association; Mrs. Besa Short, of the

Interstate Amusement Co., Dallas;

Edward Salzberg, exhibitor of Blue-
field, W. Va., and William R. Fer-
guson, Metro exploitation manager.
Each conducted a portion of the pro-

gram, whereupon each became the

target for questions. Other Metro
executives who attended one or

both meetings were John E. Flynn,

Central division manager; Ted
O'Shea, eastern division; Harris P.

Wolfberg, district manager; John X.
Qiiinn, St. Louis manager; J. Frank
WiUingham, Memphis; Todd Fergu-
son and Irving Waterstreet, ex-
ploiteers.

,

f80,000,«00 in Dally Ads
Of dominant interest was a stere-

opticon presentation by Gooris of

theatre advertising in newspapers.
His figures are that Alms expend
^0,000,000 annually in newspapers,
of a total of $416,000,000 from aU
sources. Also, that a readership sur'

vey in 45 cities, broadly scattered,

reveals film news of interest\to 44%
of all' male readers and 59% of

'women, fourth highest of any newS'
paper departments.

His pictorial and chart displays

Showed the effectiveness of the use
of various styles of advertising lay-

outs as attention getters. He was not
bashful in pointing out that the
larger the displays, the better the
results.

Exhibitors showed surprising

fbmiUarity with newspaper terms
and layouts. P. R. Pettlt, advertising
manager of the Memphis Commer-

' cial -Appeal, and J. H. Kennedy, ad-
vertising manager of the St. Louis
Star-Times, gave additional com-
ments on the constantly Improving
relations between theatres and
newspapers. At' the St. Louis ses-
sion, Stewart M. Chambers, adver-
tising manager of the Post-Dispatch,
impressed his listeners with the

''sharp increase of national newspaper
circulation figures. In 1920, he said,

total circulation of all newspapers
(dailies) was 27,700,656; in 1940 the
figure was 41,131,611. Sunday issues
within the same 20-year period in-
creased from 17,000,000 to 32,371,092.

Emphasis also was given to the up-
ward swoop of circulation since the
attack on Pearl Harbor, Dec. 7.

' Maoy Explollatlon Ideas

It was when the boys out front cut
loose with oratory that the forums
assumed their best and most interest-

ing discussions. Exhibitor experi-
ences In towns of 500 population and
up uncovered a wealth of exploita-

tion Ideas. Nearly all speakers
Stressed results obtained from close

cooperation with schools and colleges

in their, communities. Many had es-

tablished continuing good relations

with churches, women'^ clubs and
civic organizations. Nearly^ all were
frequent users of rural free delivery-

for distribution of weekly programs,
and dtimts ranged from premium of-

fers to a wide array of intimate ad-

vertising copy.

Criticism generally was that many
film companies, by concentrating

publicity exclusively on first-run,

key cities, left the smaller account to

work out his own salvation. The

boys had answers for everything.

Memphis being a single bill terri-

tory, there was considerable discus-

sion'of short subjects and the value

of careful selection in booking in

order to round out proper programs.

Mrs. Besa Short, of Dallas, outlined

at some length the efforts of the In-

terstate Circuit to capitalize on the

timeliness of one and two-reelers

from the different exchanges. She

presented lists of travel and educa-

tional films, currently available

which tie-in with world war battle

fronts. She stated that within five

hours of first news of Pearl Harbor
bombing, 13 prints of two Hawaii

subjects were on the screens of Texas
houses.

Showmen who attended the meet-

ings declared that the forum innova-

tion was one of the few new ideas

that have been introduced ' in film

salesmanship and promotion In re-

cent years. That the subject matter

of attracting additional customers
was of universal appeal was evi-

denced by the length of the meetings
which carried over from a morning
start until late afternoon.

Will Yolen Heads Special

WB Exploitation Division

An exploitation division headed by
Will Yolen has been organized at the
Warner h.o. by Mort Blumenstock.
It will come under the direct super-
vision of Mitchell Rawson, eastern
publicity manager, and will Include

as exploiteers Bill Herns, Reginald
Rose and Abe Kronenberg.

'Volen shifted to the h.o. from the

Coast six months ago. He handled
exploitation at the WB studio.

WB's RCAF Fibn Gets

Maltiple Foreign Preem

•Captain of the Clouds,' Warner

production dealing with the Royal

Canadian Air Force, will have

simultaneous openings early next

month in New York, Ottawa, Lon-

don, Cairo and Melbourne, with part

of the arrangements calling for a

shortwave hookup under which Ca-

nadian airmen in all premiere polnta

can be interviewed.

Prints of 'Clouds' are being flown

by RCAF, RAF, transport and other

planes to the foreign cities where

picture will be preemed.

WB Moils Reopening

Costly PhiUy Mastbaom,

Then Shelves the Idea

Philadelphia, Jan. 20.

Stanley-Warner execs went into a

huddle last week to try to figure

out a way to reopen their $5,000,000

Mastbaum, which has been shuttered

for approximately seven years. With
business conditions looking up in

PhiUy, the. chain felt that thU was
the time to get some revenue out

of the house, which is costing them
thousands of dollars weekly in up-

keep and carrying charges.

After the confab, Ted Schlanger,

S-W zone chief. Indicated that

chances for the reopening were very
slim, inasmuch as the circuit is hav-
ing plenty trouble getting enough
product for first-run downtown
houses it already operates.

The Mastbaum, built at the west-

ern end of central Market street in

the lush 20's, has only been used

a couple of times in the past seven
years—twice for concerts and once

for a veterans convention.

Kahnei^on, Lohrenz Look Into Mpls.

Sales Trouhles; Theatres-Exchanges

Lundsell to Coast
-Jimmy Lunds^, In New York for

past few months on 'Hellzapoppln'

(U) exploitation, planed back to

Coast last week to check In on the
Universal lot for new assignment.

He's slated as unit publicist on
Butch Minds the Baby.'

Mishkin, N.Y. Telegraph

Critic, Selznick'sN.Y. PA
I,eo Mishkin, film critic for the

New York Morning Telegraph, has
been"named eastern publicity rep for

David O. Selznlck. He will continue

to serve as reviewer for the Tele-

graph, handling the Selznlck post as

a side Iteue ini not, of course, re-

viewing any Selznlck pictures him-
self.

Mishkin will work under Whitney
Bolton, Selznick's Coast publicity

chief and also a former critic for the
Telegraph.

Chicago, Jan. 20.

Ben Kalmenson of Warner - Bros,

stopped oil here last week to pick up
distrib district chief Rud I/jhrenz,

and together they Journeyed to Min-
neapolis to look into the sales situa-

tion there. Minneapolis exhibitors are
squawking over the percentage
terms offered generally by the ex-
changes.
Exhibitors are demanding flat

rental deals and other booking ar-

rangements, and Kalmenson and
Lohrenz will meet with Art Ander-
son, 'Warner man, in Minneapolis,
and with exhibitors to try to , im-
tangle the situation.

Monty Salmon Moves
Monty Salmon, vet theatre mana-

ger and for years at the Beacon, N.Y.,

for the Skouras circuit; has shifted

to the Park Plaza, Bronx, succeeding
Jack Boxer; who, in turn, shifts to

the Blenheim, Bronx. Salmon is

succeeded at the Beacon by Clayton
Corum, a' brother of Bill Corum, the
sportswrlter.
Other managerial appointments on

the Skouras circuit Include promo-
tion of Sturges Perry from the Tiv-
oll, Jersey City, to the Englewood, at

Englewood, N. J., and placement of
Joe Semarco as manager of the Pil-
grim In the Bronx, N. Y. Semarco
had been assistant mgr. at the Acad-
emy of Music, N. Y.

Doien Cocalls HonsM Lett

While the Cocalls circuit has liqui-

dated all of its houses in Manhat-
tan and the Bronx, N. Y., several of
which were taken over by RKO, the
estate of the late Sam Cocalis con-
tinues to operate a dozen' houses in
northern riew Jersey. These prob-
ably will be ultimately disposed of.

A tetal of more than 20 houses were
located in N..Y. and the Bronx. Dis-
solution papers on the last of these,

the Cocalis Corp. of N. Y., which
owned the fee of the Marble Hill,

Bronx, acquired RKO, were filed

in Albany during the past week by
Monroe E. Stein, attorney for the
Cocalis interests.

New Honse Opens
Lincoln, Jan. 20.

New 'Victory, 250-seater in Tilden,
Neb., has been opened by M. M,
Kruse.
Jayhawker, in Lawrence, Kas., got

underway again (4) after a fortnight
shutdown for repairs and improve-
ments. Stanley Schwahn, manager.
Bob Livingston, owner-manager of

the Capitol here. Is the theatre chair-
man of the Infantile paralysis fund
drive.
The A. D. St. Clairs, exhlbs In

Wymore, Neb., parents of a daugh-
ter.

U.S Distribs Getting Around to Rallying

Fihns in Rig League Style in Havana

Loew Mgrs. Compete

For Bond Bonuses

Under the spur of a $10,000 pro-
motional campaign. Paramount dis-

tribution department and Loew's
theatre operating organization in

the New York metropolitan area are
conducting a drive for subsequent
run business. It Is one of the few
Instances where promotional em-
phasis has not been stressed ex-
clusively on initial showings.

Of the appropriation, $2,000 has
been ear-marked for prizes to thea-
tre managers in form of U. S. defense
bonds. Loew houses are divided
into four competitive units. Manager
In each making the best showing on
a series of Paramount releases, will

receive a $100 bond, and his as-
sistant will be given a $50 bond.
Each manager and assistant in the
leading unit also will receive a $50
and $25 bond, respectively.

Contest centers on the records
made by four two-feature Paramount
programs. Teaming include 'Noth-
ing But the Truth' and 'Buy Me That
Town,' 'Hold Back the' Dawn' and
'Henry Aldrich for President,'

'Skylark and New York Town,' and
'Birth of the Blues' and 'The Night
of January 16.'

Public participation Is encouraged
in prizes amounting to $500, offered
In behalf of Paulette Goddard for
the best 10 letters indicating choice
of type of role for her to play in
future films.

Havana, Jan. 20.

The meaning of the -word 'ex-

ploitation' is at last being inter-

preted in the correct showmanship
sense here,.and film distributors now
appear to be inclined to devise spe-
cial promotion for each picture in-

stead of falling back on standard
media.

Paramount, Metro and' 20th-Fox
have recently profited from high-
powered exploitation, while RKO
and Warners are planning to follow
suit

Metro has for some time past been
arranging tleups with various manu-
facturers who chip in for theatre
fronts and giveaways in the form
of photos or booklets. For 'Gone
With the Wind,' Metro also dis-

patched an agent to the key cities of
the interior to handle special cam-
paigns, •including gala openings a la
Hollywood or New York.

Lately, Paramount put on some
very effective promotion on four
pictures which were released In
quick succession: 'I Wanted Wings,'
'North West Mounted Police,' 'Hold
Back the Dawn' and 'Caught In the
Draft' In each case, the resulta
were quite notable, to such an extent
that other companies have decided
to inject some showmanship Into
their systems, too.

For the Latin-American premiere
of 'Week End In Havana,' 20th-Fox
obtained full cooperation of the
Tourist Board and, through wise
handling and much trumpet-blow-
ing, achieved 100% better results
than the picture would have gotten
unheralded.

Klos vice PIU Mgr.-Soldler

Pittsburgh, Jan. 20.
Jimmy Klos has been named man-

ager of Harrls-Newsreel theatre
here, replacing Walter Goode, who
joined the Army last weekend. Klos
moves from the William Penn, also
a Harris house, and has been suc-
ceeded there by J. O. Hooley, veteran
showman who for the last several
months has been attached to the staff
of the Gardens, sports arena oper-
ated by the Harris interesta. At
same time, Robert Taylor took over
management of Harris-Senator, fill-
ing post made vacant by upping of
Wllham Zellor to a supervisory
berth in the Harris organization.
Chiefly he'll cover the out-of-town
Harris houses.
Sammy Roen, of 'WB publicity de-

partment has resigned, effective end
of this week, to become press agent
for Baron Elliott's band, now play-
ing at the Hotel William Penn's
Chatterbox. Successor to Roen, who
went into press work from an assist-
ant manager's post with Warners,
hasn't been named yet.

Beopening L'vllle Drory
Louisville, Jan. 20.

Long-time dark Drury Lane, 1,000
seat house formerly known as the
Walnut has been leased for 30 years,
at a price reported to be $300,000,
and renovation of the house and
four stores under its roof will begin
as soon as incorporation of the
operating company in Kentucky Is
completed.
.Property is owned by Dr. Irvin
AbeU, formerly president of the
American Medical Assn., and was
leased to Harry Sheresky of New
York. Name of the house will be
changed to the Scoop, and policy
will Be newsreels and short subjects

Harry Berksop Better
Buffalo, Jan. 20.

Harry Berkson, president of Mon-
ogram Exchanges, is back on the Job
after a long siege of illness.
New Cayuga at'Trumansburg has

been opened by Berlnstein Bros, of
Ithaca. House, seating 400, is being
managed by H. Brown.
Strand and Cataract, Hayman

houses jiow being operatedj under
pooling arrangement with Shea-
Par-Loew, .are tinder the manage-
ment of Walter Loeffler. Daniel

Hartwig has left the Strand after
seven years in the manager's berth.
Morton Goldstein, formerly with

Columbia at Philadelphia, succeeds
Nat Marcus as Columbia represent-
ative in the Syracuse territory.
The Shea theatres have effected a

tleup with the State Motor 'Vehicle
Bureau, under which they become
official depota for the deposit of 1941
license plates 'under .a statewide
metal saving plan.

Schiller' Park, Syracuse, has been
taken over from George Phillips by
Sam Slotnick and Rube Cantor,, op-
erators of the Acme.

Mgrs. In Boohester Pool ChaDges
Rochester, N. Y., Jan. 20.

Managerial shifts made by Jay
Golden, city manager in charge ol
RKO, Paramount and Comerforj
five-theatre pool, puts Francis An-
derson, former assistant in charg«
of RKO Palace, with James McAl-
lister, in from Keith's Memorial,
Boston, as aide. Arthur Krolich be*
comes manager .of the Century, suc-
ceeding Charles Freeman,, who re-
signed. Manager Harold Marti,
Capitol, takes over Krolich's spot at
the Regent, and Wallace Folkins,
formerly with Schlne, becomes man-
ager of the Capitol.

.

Sol Shafer, manager of Schlnes'
Liberty, leaves for three months'
vacation In the south. Including visit

with his son in training for the Army
Air Corps at Kelly Field, Texaa,
Manager Ken Woodward, West End,
switehes to the Liberty, and Herbert
Gordon, Lake, goes to the West End.

Denver Mgrs. Swlt«h
Denver, Jan. 20.

George Hodge has been made
manager of the Sallda, Salida, Colo.|
Donald Hart moves from the mant
agership of .the Salida to the GoUita
at Denver, succeeding A. G. Ed*
wards, manager since Ralph Hamil-
ton left to join the marines.

Ernie Piro, universal salesman,
has been transferred to this territd^
from Los Angeles.

Closings in the Denver territoijl
Rialto, Frulta, Colo.; Ute, Ignacft.
Colo., and three houses owned Bf
B. B. Oliver, all named Ritzy and
located in Mognollon, Glenwood an^
Reserve, all in N.M., and the Monte-
rey at Mora, N.M.

B. J. McCarthy has resigned u
RKO exchange manager to move
across the street to take the same
post at the United Artist exchange,
succeeding Al Hoffman, who hat
been thece several years. Hoffmai)
will announce plans in a few daylL
W. E. Callaway, UA district mad^
ager, was here to make the chang^.
L. S. Gruenberg, manager at Sal^
Lake City for RKO, moves to Den*
ver as Rocky Mountain district man-
ager.
Mike Lee, former RKO salesman.

Is covering the Denver territory iSt

(Continued on page 16)

'Song of Islands' WiU
Preem in Miami Feb. 6

Twentieth-Fox is laying plans to

world preem its 'Song of the IslandV
at Wometeo's Lincoln, Miami Beacn,
on Feb. 5, with Betty Grable shlp^

ping to Florida tor the opening. Sh«
arrived east yesterday (Tues.), aS*
companied by Jack Mulcahy of the
studio publicity staff.

A. M. Botsford, Rodney Bush an(}

Irving Kahn, latter to Miami Beach
In advance, will rSpresent the 20tn

h.o. at the premiere.

Rain Checks in Reverse

Philadelphia, Jan. 20.

A 24-lnCh water main under the
Crest, in Northeast Phllly, brok4
suddenly Tuesday night (13), flood*

ing the house and forcing nearly
100 patrons to flee.

The customers were given 'flood

checks' good for another show.

Murdock with Col.

Henry T. Murdock, drama and film

critic of the Philadelphia Evening
Public Ledger until it folded twi
weeks ago, has been temporarily
added to the homeofflce publicity

staff of Columbia Pictures.
Murdock took over his new dutiet

Monday (19).

Strictly for Briefies

Latest Issue of Universal exploi-

tation house organ. Progress, Is en*
tlrely. devoted to featurettes (short

subjects) for the first time.

It's a 12-page, slick paper book.

Including details of sales contests.
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South Americans Mwe Amenable

To Use of Pix for Yank Television

Than the HoDywood Producers

Buenos Aires, Jan. 10.

Latin picts. are likely to be an Im-
portant source of material for U. S.

television if plans worked out here

by Myron Zobal, president of Tele-

cast Productions of. New Yoric, pan
out, Zobel, who made a hurried

South American tour to look over
' possibilities south of the border,

found Argentine, Brazilian and other

southern-continent producers more
than willing to permit use of their

films for televising.

Television exec said that most

U. S. fllm-makers had been unwlUing

to permit use of their films at any-
thing like* the prices which the

young, not-too-flush television indus-

try was able to pay. Latin producers,

however, are anxious to extend their

U. S, market to non-Spanlsh-speak-

Ing audiences and figure television

may give them just the advertising

plug. they need to secure bookings In

artle houses.

Zobel will probably line up ple-

..tures via the Motion Picture Section

of the Office of the Coordinator rf

Inter - American Affairs. Section,

headed by John Haf Whitney, has
been working on plans to secure

more extensive showings of Latin

picts in line with the policy that

good neighboring as concerns films

has to be a two-way proposish.

Travel Films First

For the time being, at least, Zobel
hopes to get travel films made in

Brazil and Argentine, both private

and official. Both countries are cur-

rently extending their documentaries,

figuring it is a good tourist boost as

well as a means of letting people
within the countries know more
about their own land.

Possibility of commercial tele-

vision in S. A, was also probed by
Zobel. New Yorker was amazed to

find experimental television tran-

smitter being built here by Julio P.
Calvelo, Argentine technical writer,

who represents several U. S.. firms

In the electrical and allied field, and
Eduardo Grinberg, son of one of the
biggest local radio and music-retail-
ing outfits. Local Centro de Tele-
vision, organization, made up of pros
and hams who have been meeting
regularly for the past 10 years to

study the subject, also expressed in-

terest in possibtliUes of actual com-
mercial transmission.

Hoyts-Greater Union

Merger Again Denied

Sydney. Jan. 20.

Following recent reports that the
long-proDosed merger of Greater
Union ' Theatres and Hoyts circuit
had been revived, Norman B. Rydge,
chairman of Greater Union, has
bluntly denied any such Intention.
At the same time. Metro officials

here also denied that there was any
move underway to link their own
theatre Interests with either Hoyts
or Greater Union. All theatre vnlts
will continue solo.
Hydge also scored the Exhibitors

Weekly, official organ of the Ex-
hibitArs Association here, for class-
ing Americans in the Australian film
Industry as 'foreigners.' Rydge de-
clared them to be highly thought of
as aUles. General opinion is that
American distributors will continue
to supDly sufficient product to maln-
tam steady operation of the 1.500
theatres in Australia, and that this Is
bemg done despite the fact they
operate under a fl2%% coin freeze,.

3 Mex Cinemas Bankrupt
Due to "Excessive' Costs

Mexico City, Jan. 20.
Excessive operating costs are held

responsibly for the banki-uptcy of
Epectaculos de Vera Cruz, operator
of three cinemas at the port of Vera
l;ruz. Action was taken by a Vera

t/'Jj
"^"""^ ^* "'^ request of Cines

unldos, the company's principal
creditor.

The port's unionists, among the
strongest in Mexico, are seeking
court action to prevent what they
as.'iert would be a monopoly of plc-we fare in the town by the two
''^''"•nc cinemas, the Variedades
and the Eslava. • , •

Purifying the M.D.

Mexico City, Jan. 20.

The federal film censoring and
supervision department has
ordered clipped from 'La GalUna
Clueca' (The Setting Sun"),
based upon the Argentlniain
comedy of the same name, •
scene In a doctor's office show-
ing a cracked washstand.
Censors ordered the cut on the

groimd that such a thing in a
doctor's office would start talk
abroad about Mexican medicos.

BIG BIDDING ON

FOR STOLL

HOLDINGS

London, Jan. 20.

Spirited bidding is imder way for

Sir Oswald Stoll's holdings in the

StoU theatre circuit, comprising a

dozen bouses in London and the

provinces. These include the Lon-

don Coliseum and Stoll's picture

theatre. Stoll died Jan. 9.

Bidders thus far are Jack Hylton,

who just returned from Lancashire,

where he reputedly lined up a bank-
roll from a cotton millionaire.

George Black is attempting to secure
holdings in behalf of Moss Empires.
The Ostrer brothers, who just sold

out their interest in Gaumont-Brit-
ish, are bidding for themselves. Sale

is possible only if purchasers can
acquire 100,000 founder's shares, held

mostly by the Stoll family.

'Sundown' Sets Pace

In Bnenos Airss, $9^0

Buenos Aires, Jan. 10.

Heat—it's summer here—kept the

cash customers away from most of

Buenos Aires' first-runners this

week despite a holiday which

usually ups biz and air-conditioning

equal to that of the U. S.

'Sundown' (UA), ran up a hefty

37,000 pesos (approximately $9,200

U. S.) at the Opera, better than this

house has done even in colder

weather for some of the recent

picts. Other houses, with the ex-
ception of the Gran Rex, which had
the Marx Brothers, 'Big Store' for

28,000 pesos, were way off.

Other grosses, all given in Argen-
tine pesos, currently at about 23c.

V. S., /ollouj;

Ambassador (Lautaret and Ca-
vallo) (1,400; 2.50-2 pesos)—'Target
for Tonight' (WB). Offish 4,000

for part of second week.

Ideal (Lbcoco) (970; 3-2.50 pesos)—'Lydia' (UA). Satisfactory .19,000

pesos, although not up to what this

house can do. Held over.

Bex (Cordero, C^avallo and Lau-
taret) 3,305; 2.50-2)—'Big Store'

(M-G). OK 28,000 pesos and set

for a second week.

Normandie (Lococo) (1,420; 2-1.50)

—'Father Takes a Wife' (RKO).
Very .weak 8,0.00 pesos. Was ex-
pected to do better in view of in-

terest in Gloria Swanson.

Monnmental (Coll, Gatti y Cia.)

(1,330; 2-1.50)—'World Parade 1941'

(20th). Featured with re-release of

•Professional Soldier' (20th), Fair

8,000 pesos.

Opera (Lococo) (2,400; 2.50-2)—

'Sundown' (Walter Wanger-UA).
Socko 37,000 pesos.

Broadway (Lautaret and Cavallo)

(1,863; 2.50-2)—'Meet John Doe'

(WB). Second run garnered fair

9,000 pesos, passable in view of the

fact that first-run was nothing too

exceptional.

Sulpacha (Lococo) (950; 3-2.50)—

'Aloma of South Seas' (Par). Nice

going for 15,000 pesos and due for

a holdover. -

Film Biz Was Strong

In So. Africa During '41

C^pe Town, Dec, 22,

Cinema business throughout South
Africa during 1941 was remarkably
good.
Large infiux of refugees and the

many military camps that have
sprung up throughout the country,
due to a concentration on SouUi
Africa as a training site for soldiers
of the Empire, have been among the
major factors in the upbeat.

4 U.S. Fdffl Firms.

StiU in Deadlock On

Terms m Havana

Havana, Jan, 20.

At this advanced stage in film
selling—which starts here in Sep-
tember—there are still four major
American companies holding out for
their terms from the recently
merged circuit Interests of Ernesto
P. Smith and Jose Valcarce, who
control the five first-run theatres
and seven subsequents in Havana.
When the fusion took place two

months ago, the only company that
had signed with Smith was Para-
mount, which sold him the 1941
product as well as the 1942 program.
Paramount was left out in the cold
last year because it couldn't get to-
gether on terms. The circuit found
no difficulty in signing up with Uni-
versal and Columbia, and a little

later with RKO, but was stumped at
Metro, 20th-Fox, Warners and United
Artists.

Inability of the circuit to bring
distribs down to what they consider
fair terms has opened the way for
Spanish films at the de luxe America
theatre, which heretofore had played
only American product.
Impression is that Smith-Valcarce

will try to play off the pick of the
product from the companies they
have during the next couple of
months, hoping that meanwhile the
other majors will come into their
fold.

'OFFENSIVE' SCENE IN

'DAW CUT BY MEX

Mexico City, Jan. 20.

'Hold Back the Dawn' (Par), now
in its third week at the Cine Magarlt,
1,600-seater first-run house here, has
been cut.slighll; from the version
exhibited in the U. 6.

Censors ordered the elimination of
the end of a scene, on the ground
that the business was offensive to
Mexico. It shows an Austrian girl,

living in a border town in Mexico,
being smuggled into the U. S. so that
she could give birth to her child in
that country.

Coopu'ates With RKO On
Scouting New Mex Faces

Mexico City, Jan. 20.

Now that RKO has contracted
Arturo de Cordova, ace Mexican
stage- screen-radio actor, for a series

of pictures, Zavier Frlas, secretary
of the Cinema Club of Mexico, or-
ganization of wealthy amateur film

producers, is cooperating with the
American company in finding new
Mexican faces for its Latin produc-
tions.

Frlas has made six photographs,
in color, of Mexican prospects for

RKO pictures, including one of Man-
olin Sanchez Navarro, 20, grandson
of Virginia Fabregas,"Mexico's Sarah
Bernhardt.' .

MeDelt Plan on Foreign Fihn Field

Recalls That the Industry Has Had

Similar Interpretative Setup

Sheridan, Jr.

London, Jan. 8.

The Robert Morleys have a
fondness for the 'Sheridan
-Whiteside' role that the actor
plays In thr local 'Man Who
Came to Dinner.'

They've named their recenOy-
born son Sheridan.

FEAR DICTATOR

CENSORSmPIN

ARGENTINA

Buenos Aires, Jan. 10.

Decision of Acting President Ra-
mon S. Castillo and his Cabinet to
declare a 'state of siege' in Argen-
tina, something which no other
country in the Western Hemisphere
has yet done, has theatre operators,
film men, radio and newspaper execs
in a double-aspirin state, with Im-
pression general that ever-tighten-
ing government ban Is only the first

step in a direction no one wants to

think about.

Declaration of the siege is osten-

sibly for the purpose of halting pro-

paganda against Uncle Sam but the
effect, so far, has been simply to

halt pro-U.S. demonstrations. Criti-

cism of the action has been general,

especially among those In the en-

tertainment biz, who've already
been ordered to stop use of theatres

for any meetings and use of the
radio for anything to which the gov-
ernment might <obj[ect.

The state of siege, which is not
quite.martial law and yet more than

a 'state of national emergency', such
as exists in the United States, came
with such suddeness that even best-

informed observers were left hold-
ing on to the ropes. Up to now,
situash is still unclarified but cer-

tain points have become clear.

What's next Is anybO(|y's guess and
there's plenty of guessing going on,

even if not in print.

U.S. Newsmen Uncertain
Fact is that U.S. correspondents

here are not certain just what the

government intends to do about their

stuff. So far, none of them has been
called up for anything sent north,

but it's not unlikely that dispatches

—this one, for instance—might incur

official disfavor.

First actual effect of the state of

siege was when Buenos Aires Police

Chief Juan Carlos Rosas personally

visited all newspapers and press

agencies with copies of the decree
and informed them in no uncertain

terms that .henceforth talk was out.

Most of the papers obeyed the order
at once but Noticias Graficas, No.
2 afternooner, took columns 1 and 2

on - page 1, left them blank, and
slapped on the title 'One can't speak
badly about anyone'.

Down at the bottom of the column
in italics was the note that Noticias

wasn't taking any chances. Sarcastic

tone in which this was put brought
(Continued on page 53)

Double Bum-Up
Mexico City; Jan, 2d.

Burned up because he was fired

by the theatre management, Mateo
Hernandez Zuniga, 17, candy butcher,

started a fire in the Cine Reforma,
neighborhood cinema in Mixcoac, a

local suburb, leveling the building at

a loss figured to be $100,000 (Mex.)

($25,000 U. S-), police say. Nobody
was hurt

The lad confessed and is awaiting

trial.

'Cantinflas' Named
Mexico City, Jan. 20,

'Cantinflas' (Mario Moreno), ace
Mexican tramp comic, heading the

show at the Teatro Follies Bergcre
here, has been elected secretary gen-

eral of the National Theatrical Ac-
tors Union.

Weltner Ends Tour

In So. America for Par
George Weltner, assistant manager

of Paramount's foreign department,
completed his tour, (ft South Ameri-
can countries Monday (19) when he
arrived in N, Y. by train Irom Miami.
He had Clippered from Brazil to

Florida.

Weltner, absent ffom the N. Y,

office about two and one-half months,
had planned a more comprehensive
tour of inspection to take in all

South American countries on the

West Coast. However, the war cut

short his plans and his trip only in-

cluded Brazil and Argentina.

numey Named In Aussie
Sydney, Jan. 1.

Tom Hurney, for 13 years with
Paramount here,' has been named
new secretary of the Motion Picture

Distributors Assn. of Australia,

He replaces Ernest V. Jeune,

Lowell Mellett's
.
assertion last

week in explaining the primary task
for his office. Coordinator of Govern-
ment Films, as being to give fair in-
terpretation of the foreign scene-
recalls that most . major film com-
panies for years have had a special
group of foreign affairs experts
handling foreign angles in pictures
so as to cause a minimum of friction.

Col. Darryl Zanuck had a commit-
tee recently set up in the East which
will inspect completed films, as well
as suggest stories and characters in
future pictures so they will be ac-
ceptable to nations friendly to the
U. S. in the current war. This com-
mittee, with Irving . A. Maas, 20th-
Fox foreign service manager, as
chairman, consists -of Charles Gold-
smith, Metro; Karl McDonald, Warn-
ers; and .Albert Deane, Paramount
All are located In the N. Y. foreign
offices, are familiar with foreign-
market patrons' likes and dislikes or
have "been acting In suggesting cuts
or revisions in stories before put into
actual production.

ZaoBck Huddle
Committee huddled with- Zanuck

when he was In N. Y. a couple of
weelcs ago. Exact duties of commit-
tee have sever been officially an-
nounced but members have been told
that one of their tasks wHl be to see
that nothing oflensive to friendly
foreign nations gets into U. S. pix.
Thus, the villains will be Japs or

Nazis, In no case will direct or indi-
rect slaps be taken at British, Aus-^
tralian, Latin-American characters.
Group will serve as more -or les^ a
final reviewing board after a finished
production is received from the pro>
ducer but may suggest changes be-
fore shooting starts on a film. How-
ever, much of this revision already
is taken care of by the Coast pro-
duction committee. This producer
committee is headed by Luigi
Luraschi, Paramount. On the com-
mittee, also' are Bill Gordon, SKOi
W, M. Bishop, 20th-Fox; Carl
Schaefer, Warners; Bob Vogel, Metro,
and Harold Sugarman, Universal.

Axis Agents Befieved

Caose of Mex Song

Siamming Uncle Sam

Mexico City, Jan. 20.
Local authorities have' arrested

Jose Isabel Estrada Alvarado, who
describes himself as a 'general dis-
tributor,' for hawking a song au-
thored Ijy a writer criticizing Mexico
for pledging aid to the U.' S. and tHa
other democracies. He of the long
name is being held in Jail without
bail on a technical charge of creating
a 'social disturbance.'
Cops believe that this 'impudence*

was engineered by axis agents.

5% Theatre Tax Goes

Into Effect in B.A.
Buenos Aires, Jan. 10.

Five percent tax. on all theatres
and film tickets went into effect here
Jan, 1, and while it's too early to
draw conclusions, exhibs say it's al-
ready nicked their biz and add that
they will continue to attempt to de-
feat the measure in court

Asociacion de Empresarlos, exhibi
organization, made strenuous efforts
to halt the municipal move, declar-
ing theatres already pay a more than
proportionate share of tax costs.

Passing cost on to the public
was made more difricult because
the smallest coin In general circula-
tion here is five centavos and admis-
sions with a spUt-prlce tax made fig-

uring difficult Exhibs had trouble
getting one and two centavo coins,
customarily used only by banks and
utility companies.

S. A. Goes Vodka
Buenos Aires, Jan. 10.

Success of the Soviet forces in
battling the Nazi war machine has
caused a terrific upbeat of interest In
Russian pictures throughout South
America.
Response, according to exhibs In

major cities, has exceeded interest in

British-made war films and far out-
strips grosses rung up by Nazi ef-

forts.
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Mpls. Indies Await Talk with Agnew

Before Asking State Action Against

Majors; WB s % Terms Stpie Deal

Minneapolis, Jan. 20.

The Twin City Northwest Allied

group will await the outcome of a

conference here late this week with

Neil Agnew, Paramount vice-presi-

dent in charge of distribution, before

sending a committee to Gov. -H. B.

Stassen to ask the appointment-ot a

special prosecutor to handle their

proposed charges against film dis-

tributors and the Minnesota fi,mus.

Co. (Paramount), alleging a con-

spiracy In violation of the state anti-

trust statutes.

This was announced following a

meeting with Ben Kalmenson, War-

ner Bros, sales manager, which

failed to accomplish its main pur-

pose of eliminating from the Warner

Bros. Twin City independents' deal

a demand for three percentage pic-

tures. Paramount l8 demanding

four on percentage.

The proposed charges, it's stated,

will be based on the Twin City in-

dependent exhibitors' alleged in-

ability, to obtain an adequate sup-

. ply of pictures .for. their theatres at

reasonable prices.

' Bennle Berger, independent circuit

owner, was chairman of a large

committee of the Twin City group

that spent all Saturday afternoon

(17) threshing out differences and
trying to reach an amicable agree-

ment on a deal. Kalmenson offered

a number of concessions in the deal,

but would not brealc down on per-

centage.
After the meeting, Berger said

that the Warner deal was 'fair' ex-

cept for the three percentage pic-

tures. Because of the percentage,

. however, it still was unacceptable to

Twin City independents, according

to Berger;

Berger'a Objeetloiu

<The principle of percentage is ob-

jectionable to Twin "City independ-

ents,' explained B«rger. "We do not

propose to permit the distributors

to establish this principle and prece-

dent. Once established, we know
how it woiild be expanded and how
eyery company would come along

with similar

Hop Down Mexico Way

Hollywood, Jan. 20.

Hopalong Cassldy hops into Mexico

as the first venture in his 1942 serial

campaign, with Bill -Boyd in the sad-

dle and Harry Sherman running the

chuck wagon for Paramount
New gal in the galloping series Is

Ella- Borps, who learned about the

wild west as a secretary In the studio

publicity office.

EXHIBITOR POLL

FAVORS LAW

VS. DECREE

.

demiands in ensuing

years.
•All these companies, excepting

Metro, always have sold flat to Twin
City independents up to this lime.

Why should they pick this year to

rtart percentage?. It looks very
"

nluch as though they were trying to

punish us for sponsoring the state

•ntl-consent decree law.
• 'As far as Metro is concerned, a

mistake was made in the first place

In ever giving in to it on percentage

and we don't propose to make any

more such mistakes.'

.This year would have been a good

time to" have wiped, out the Metro
percentage, too, other Northwest Al-

lied leaders concede:' But the Twin
City indeffendent exIUbitors needed

pictures to keep their theatres open
and Metro had tHfem available, so

they've been going for that deal even
though they don't like it, it's ex-

plained.

Exhibs BlatriDcr

This Is a virtual admission that

the Twin City exhibitors have been
bluffing when they threatened to

close their ttieatres rather than meet
distributor demands. The hurried

visits here of higher-up distributor

executives and the numerous long-

distance telephone calls from other

film company executives since the

Twin City exhibitors' declaration of

war last week convince the group,

however, that they now have the

distributors 'on the run.'

The .
sole comment Kalmenson

would make on his local conference

was that he had met with repre-

sentative "Twin City exhibitors and
"held a very friendly discussion of

various territory trade problems.'

It has been revealed that Harry
Brandt,' N.Y. chain operator, pleaded

over the long distance telephone

.with Berger and other Northwest Al-

lied leaders here 'not to let the in-

dustry plan go haywire.' But the

Twin City group turned down his

proposal for It to send a committee

to N. Y. to meet distributor reprie-

sentatives and 'iron out their differ-

ences' with him as Impartial arbi-

trator.

Minneapolis, Jan. 20.

A poll taken by Northwest Allied,

under date of Dec. 24, 1941, shows

that those North and South Dakota

and western and northern Wisconsin

independent exhibitors, who are ser

viced out of.. Minneapolis and who
returned flUed-in questionnaires, are

almost unanimously in favor of block

booking with a 20% cancellation, as

provided in the Minnesota state law,

preferring it to the consent decree

selling method.

This is according to Fred Strom

Northwest Allied executive secretary,

who announced in a bulletin that 'the

net result of the poll was that north

west independent exhibitors in the

consent decree territory showed

themselves to be 98% opposed to the

consent decree, many of them ex-

pressing their sentiments rather ve-
hemently, going outside of the 'yes' or

'no' angers on the questionnaires to

amplify their objections.'

The questionnaire forms called for

the exhibitors to put crosses oppo-
site "yes,' 'no' of 'don't know' to in-

dicate their sentiment.
The indie exhibs also were asked

in the questionnaires- whether they
favored trade showings and the de-
cree blocks-of-flve sales' provision,

and whether the decree has affected

film rentals by increases or decreases.

Strom's bulletin asserts that only
one exhibitor answered 'yes' and an-
other 'don't know' relative to trade
showings and blocks-of-five selling,

and that every 'exhibitor, including
the two who failed to vote 'no'

against the decree and- two others
opposed to the Minnesota law sales'

plan, has had his film rentals in-

creased buying under the decree.
It was stated in the bulletin that

'only - one Wisconsin and one South
Dakota exhibitor answered no' to
the query as to whether block book-
ing with 20% cancellation was pre-
ferred, the others all expr^lsing
themselves in the affirmative.

35mT INDIE WINS

APPEAL VS. LOEW'S

- St. Louis, Jan. 20.

Louis Sosna, owner-operator of

the Sosna, 350-seater in Mexico,

Mo., won a decision over Loew's,

Inc., before the New York AAA, to

which he appealed his beef after

losing a joust befoire the St Louis

tribunal. The N. Y.. ^dy upheld

Sosiia's contention that B^ had been

discriminated against to favor of the

Mexico Frislna Theatre Co., which

operates two opposish houses In the

same town and which had inter-

vened as an interested "party. The

order directed that the entire costs

of the litigation, originally assessed

n^ainst Sosna, be paid by the de-

fendant

Sosna complained that KS was de-

nied 'some run' by Loew's, although

the oDposish house had Its choice

of films. Loew's contended that

Sosna showed its films at 5-lOc ad-

mish scale,, which was not provided

for In the contract and that was
the principal reason it refused to

sup'ply him with celluloid. In re-

versing the local arbitrator, Fred
Armstrong, attorney, the appeals

board commented on the fact that

although Sosna's - house opened In

JMly, 1940, it did not obtain Metro
films until Deceml>er pf that year

and these were among' a group re

fused by the opposish houses.

Arbitrator Armstrong erred, ac-

cording to the appeals board rul-

ing, in denying Sosna the opportu-

nity to introduce testimony that

Metro films were shown in several

.other Missouri theatres where the

admish fee was under 10c.

WilDde Declines Bid to Lead Fight

Against Majors for Twin City Indies,

Who Now Threaten with Price-Fiidng

Pal's Pappetoon Starter

HoUy.wood, Jan. 20.

'Jasper and the .Watermelons' went

Into work at Paramount as the first

of George Pal's 1942 schedule of

Puppetoon cartoons, all of which will

be filmed in Technicolor.

Three more in preparation are 'Mr.

Straus Takes a Walk,' 'Magic Shoes'

and 'Sky Princess.'

PAR, RKO, 20TH

TRIAL IN MPLS.

STRETCHING

Special Report Will

Cover AD Arbitrations

In 1st Yr. of Decree

All arbitration awards under the
consent decree, appeals . from them
and decisions of the Appeals Board
since arbitration of distributor-ex-
hibitor disputes began lasV Feb. 1,

will be published in a special report
for the purpose of providing a com-
plete record for the picture Industry
on cases handled during the first

year of the system. It is being com-
piled under the supervision of J.

Noble Braden, executive director of
the arbitration machinery for films.

As a foreword to the report Dr.
Wesley A. Sturges, professor of law
at Yale and an official of the Ameri-
can Arbitration Assn., will analyze
the administration of the decree, op-
eration of the local boards, arbitra-
tion proceedings, appeal decisions,
etc.

The arbitration system for the film
industry is officially administered by
the AAA.

COL ASKS GOn
SOME QUESTIONS

Columbia Pictures, Inc., filed a
long list of interrogatories in the

N. Y. federal court Friday (16) on
the Government in connection with

the anti-trust suit against Columbia,
United Ai^tists and Universal. The
questions submitted are very similar

In character to those proposed by
Columbia about two years ago, just

before the suit against five of the

majors ended in a consent decree.

The first question deals with
alleged monopoly. Columbia wants
to know how it restrained interstate

commerce, the nature of the mo-
nopoly, the time, places and names
of involved persons. Then Columbia
asks a list of all stars, players, direc-

tors and technicians under Columbia
contract and also under contract to

other defendants. Names and dates
are sought.

The third question asks that the
Government list all loans of stars,

players, directors, technicians and
equipment to other majors. It wants
to know the instances when it ex-
cluded independent producers from
similar talent together with names,
dates and places Involved.
Columbia inquires what the Gov-

ernment win claim are the fixed
license terms charged, and when Co-
lumbia allegedly fixed these charges
before an exhibitor had a fair chance
to estimate the value of a picture.
Also inquired into are such matters
as fixed minimum' admission charges,
conditioning of licensing of one film
on anojher, the names of each affili-

ated theatre in whose favor Colum-
bia allegedly discriminated.
Other matters are run, print de-

livery, clearance, minimum admis-
sion prices, prohibition of double
features, designment of play dates,
forcing shorts, film rentals, advettis-
ing allowances, score charges, op-
tional contracts, contract modifica-
tions, overage and underage, move-
overs and over-buying.

' Minneapolis, Jan. 20.

With many more witnesses being

called than originally expected, it's

now indicated that the trial of Par-

amount 20th-Fox and RKO for vio-

lation of - the state anti-consent de-

cree law will drag out for another

two weeks, or logger, . in district

court
The defense didn't finish its case

last week, as anticipated, after all,

but mtroduced considerably more
testimony purporting to show the

industry's interstate commerce char-

acter and the losses which would en-

sue if the 20% cancellation clause In

the Minnesota law prevailed through-

out the country. It's contended that

the state lacks the power to enact

such legislatkin and that the cancel-

lation clause confiscates property

without due process of law.

Additional- defense witne.<^es have
been Ben 6lotcky, L. E. Goldham-
mer, W. H. Workmali, Art Anderson,

'Hy' Chapman and Gilbert Nathan-
son, local branch managers.

Instead of calling only six to 10

independent exhibitor rebuttal wit-

nesses, as originally announced, the

state will subpoena at least 20.

They'll testify- to allegedly discrimi-

natory and injurious distributor

trade practices justifying the state

law. which requires companies to

sell their entire product subject to a

minimum 20% cancellation privi-

lege. First of these witnesses is ex-

pected to take the stand late this

week.

Bernard Brooks New Prez

Of Picture Bookers of N.Y.
Bernard Brooks was elected prez

of the Motion Picture Bookers of the
Metropolitan Area at a dinner meet-
ing of the organization last Thursday
(15). Election was unanimous,
Brooks, succeeding Harold Klein,
who had served for two terms.
Others named were Daniel Ponti-

celle, v. p.; Myron Starr, treasurer,
and Pearl Goldstein, secretary.
Among guests at the dinner, was Tom
Connors, assistant tt> the president of
20th-Fox.
Bookers recently gave 15 pints of

blood to the American Red Cross.

Spartanburg Sunday

Fibn Ban Enters Talks

On Soldiers' Welfare

Spartanburg, S. C, Jan. 20.

Citizens' huddle, called to discuss
venereal disease and vice problems
portrayed as soldiers' chief hazards,
took a sudden twist when Sunday
film ban, long a bone of contention,
was injected.

Sabbath Day film advocates Inter-
rupted discussions with assertion that
lack of weekend recreation facilities

for 18,000 soldiers at Camp Croft
here, plus many more home on leave
and visiting from other posts, was
one source of trouble. With few rec-
reational advantages, it was argued,
some soldiers head for honky-tonks,
beer joints and houses of prostitu-
tion, also that lonely soldiers are easy
prey to camp followers.
Spartanburg

, is only military area
In state minus Sunday shows. This
city lost out last year when legisla-
tion okayed Sunday shows in cities
with forts, naval and marine bases.
Croft one of the newest and larger
training posts, being designated as a
camp, was held not eligible to privi-
leges authorized in the bill.

Another Sunday film bill Is ex-
pected to hit the 1942 sUte legisla-
tive hopper soon.

Minneapolis, Jan. 20. .

With WendeU Willkie declining to

lead the fight of Twin City inde-

pendent exhibitors against allegedly

'unliveable' distributor selling de-

mands, negotiations now are In

progress to obtain the services of

some other prominent lawyer be-

lieved capable of forcing the film

companies to back water.

Meanwhile, although many of the

independents continue to be hard-

pressed for 'suitable' product be-

cause of 'their refusal to buy 1941-

42 contracts at present terms, the

Independents are delaying the send-

ing of an emissary to Washington to

engineer the proposed inclusion of

a film cost ceiling in the pending

price-fixing law. But they claim
to have had long-distance telephone
conversations with various members
of the Minnesota (!;ongressional dele-

gation and the two U. S. Senators in

Washington and have received
pledges of cooperation. It was con-
sidered questionable whether a hear-
ing on their proposal could be ob-
tained from the committee handling
the pricetfixing legislation at this

time, stf It's explained, nobody will .

go to Washington for the present.
Requests will be mailed to other in-

dependent exhibitor organizations
throughout the country to get busy
on the matter.

Kalmenson Seeks 'Peace'

Ben Kalmenson, Warner Bros,
sales manager, flew to Minneapolis
to meet with the belligerent Twin
City independents the past weekend.
He strove to convince 'them that his

company's deal, calling for only
three percentage pictures and speci-
fying the number in each price
group is 'fair' and 'reasonable.'

This deal compares with the four
and six percentage pictures which
Paramount and Metro, respectively,
are asking of the independents, who
insist that they'll buy no percentage
films whatsoever, excepting Metro.
The Metro and 20th-Fox selling
plans, which reserve for the com-
panies the right to allocate in vari-
ous price brackets after the pictures
have had their first-run boxOffice
tests, also are unacceptable to the
Twin City independents, most of
wliom, however, have bought Metro
even with Its sliding scale.

Fields' Beslgnatlon
Northwest Allied leaders have had

no comment to make on the resigna-
tion of Harold Fields, one of the
territory's most prominent inde-
pendent circuit owners, as Minneap-
olis governor of Northwest Allied.
The organization itself also has is-

sued no statement.
Trade circles, however, declare

that Fields stepped out because he
wished to cut loose from some of
the 'firebrands' and because he dis-
approves the group's present deter-
mination to engage in a finish fight

with distributors, to employ a lead-
ing lawyer to lead such a scrap and
to act to obtain price-fixing legis-
lation.

When he took the post Fields
made known that he would serve
only if it was understood that he
would not be asked to try to dictate
deals to the companies. His Idea
of the business, he made clear, was
that every exhibitor should conduct
his own individual negotiations. He
also favored amicable relations with
the distributors. . 'When members of
the Twin City group disapproved his

'appeasement methods' and blamed
him because he didn't provide the
sort of 'leadership' to enable the ex-

hibitors to negotiate 'reasonable'

deals, he stepped out

Mature, Grable Again
„ Hollywood, Jan. 20.
New romantic duo at 20th-Fox

Victor Mature and Betty Grable, is
being reprised for top roles in 'White
Collar Girl.'

John Brahm is director and Wil-
liam Perlberg producer.

Dragons, Black or Yellow
Hollywood, Jan. 20.

'Black Dragons,' a yarn about a

murderous Japanese secret society, is

being rushed into work tomorrow
(Wed.) at Monogram to cash in on

Its timeliness.

Picture stars Bcla Lugosi, with

William Nigh directing and Sam
Katzman producing. 'Yellow Men-

ace,' originally scheduled as Lugosi's

next starter, has been postponed.
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IN THE

3m OF^FOR PAMMOUNT!
Winston Churchill's got ptonly of company wnen he ptckt THREI Paramount pic-

tures—"LOUISIANA PURCHASE," "THE REMARKABLE ANDREW" and "BAHAMA

PASSAGE"—among the six American films he wonts to cany with him I

He's got the exhibitors who took part in the annual SHOWMCN'S TRADE REVIEW

poll, for example. They gave Poramounl FOUR lop bexolHco winners to THREE for

the next-best company He's got the exhibitors of the MOTION MCTORE HERALD

poll, they gave Paramount SIX winners to FIVE for the next-beit company MOTION

PICTURE DAILY RADIO EDITORS' poll agrees, too. The eds picked BOB HOPE,

JACK BENNY and BING CROSBY for one-twe-lhree in the "CHAMPION OF CHAM-

PIONS" listing. TIME MAGAZINE loo, sees eye-to-eye with Winnie. December 10,

TIME said "PARAMOUNT IS PARAMOUNT AGAIN in Show Business!"
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See Theatre Taxes Dpped 5-10%

Higher Than Presendy in Effect

The money America needs to build

hips and an army, malte munitions

^nd carry out. the most ambitious

defense program in the 165 years of

its independence, is expected to come
In larger measure from the foUis

who buy tickets to picture theatres,

and now with much additional gov-

ernment revenue required, it Is be-

lieved the rate of Ux for theatres

will be stepped up. It is expected

10% more may be asked from thea-

tres but that there may be a. com-
promise at 5% or 7%7o over and

above the 10% now levied. In

paying a tax on every admission,

the' great army of fllmgoers Is doing

its part and, though their reasons

are basicaUy. economic, the exhibit-

ors are also contributing, the latter

lemind through increasing prices

here and there.

The tax the fans are now paying

might exceed the calculations in

round figures that the Government
anticipated when It extended the

federal levy to all tickets on Oct.

1 last. This would be realized as a

result of increased prices at the box-

office windows, in turn creating a
' faighei: tax on admissions than the

: (ame seats would be producing were
ticket levels to remain unchanged.

In juggling prices and advancing

Jhe cost to the patron at the box-

oRice, the theatre operators are

being careful, however, to avoid

scales that would, in effect, become

i
higher than the traSic will bear.

I
Were they increased out of propor-

j tion to the ability of the public to

i
pay, the exhibitor would face the

1 prospect of losing many regular cus-

;
tomers to amusements which they

; could afford—or the radio—and, at

I the same time, the purpose of the

;
tax as an assisting means of defray

i
Ing defense costs of our democracy

;|
(uffers partial defeat

In the Greater New York area at

the present time Loew'i, BKO and
other operators are studiously

-watching the results of minor in-

creases in scales. Since business in

this territory has been disappoint-

ing this past summer and fall, the

circuits as well as smaller Inde-

'i pendents with 'one or more houses

I are moving cautiously with respect

& to price brackets and giving study
'< to the results.

They want to retain thfelr present
average attendance or better it, re-

lying on the latter In the hope of a

tronger flow of product, rather than
play to a smaller number of patrons
and, through upped admissions,

come out the same in gross as be-

fore. Higher ticket prices mlght~be
accepted In some houses, but not in

others, with result a study of the
results over a reasonable period of

time will determine what adjustment
will have to be made.

Practically Na BesUtance

Up to now exhibitors and circuit

operatori, affiliated as well as im-
affiliated, report what amounts to

imperceptible resistance against

boosted admissions. In this connec-
tion, they call attention to the patri-

otic frame of mind of the populace
and the absence of complaint in

having to pay more for their film.

They've accepted it in much the
lame way as they would in paying
more for junior's socks or Rover's
liver.

That the public Is tax-conscious
has made it easier for the exhibitor
to brave a policy of higher asking
prices in the little booths where the
cashiers sit. Where the theatre has
jumped its scales, getting anywhere
from 2c to 3c or more, the customers
have taken it for granted and, in

many cases, where added money is

going to the theatre (also to the
Government as a result) they are
giving no more thought to the mat-
ter than that this is another tax
they're bearing.

23o Average Now Vp to 30o
In 1940, before the July 1 tax

ceiling was lowered, the average ad-
mission price, according, to the best
estimates available, was 23c. It is

believed to have remained more or
less static, or perhaps dropped a
little, as a result of the July 1, 1940,
tax action, but that thbs fall the
pendulum has started to swing in a
direction that may take the average
to nearer 30c during 1942. That it

will top 30c is highly unlikely.

Rise in the average price per
ticket throughout the country, as

tax experts and operators attest, was
defeated by the revenue act which
exempted. all admissions up to and

when the exemption was lowered.

As a consequence of tlie 40c ceiling,

theatres were pncouragcd to remain

at scales ranging to no higher than

that, so that the> escaped tax

charges as well as resultant book-

keeping, handling of pennies, etc.

Also, the 40c ceiling created Si odd

situation in that if a theatre wanted

to raise to 45c, it would have to col-

lect a 5c tax. Thus, there was a gap

in prices during that lengthy period

up to July 1, '40, when theatres

either charged 40c or 55c (50c net,

5c revenue tax).

On July 1, 1940, the U. S. reduced

the exemption to 20c, which made

all 21c, 25c, 30c, 35c and 40c tickets

taxable. It also demanded full tax

on all tickets sold at half-price to

teachers, students, kids, soldiers, etc.,

a habit of many theatres throijghout

the country where drawing popula-

tion includes this patronage.

Result was that hundreds of exhlbs

cut their scales, most of them drop-

ping 25c prices to 20c to escape tax.

Like a vicious cycle, this had the

prior run dropping so that there

wouldn't be too wide a- difference in

price charged by him for the same
picture that would reach the 20c

house shortly thereafter. On the

other hand, however, there were

some increases where, for instance,

a 25c house, now obligated to get 2ec

(including tax) hopped to 30c. That

would mean a net to the theatre of

27c, Sc-i^or Uncle Sam. Effort to get

at round figures also contributed, but

the cuts among smaller admission

operations is believed to have kept

the average °at the old 23c.

Citizenry Rally -as Tide Tarns

On Oct. 1 ttie good citizen was
asked to help pay his country and

lalter's defense bill by forking over

a penny on every dime ticket also.

That leaves no exception since, un-

der all distribution contracts, the

minimum admission at which films

may be exhibited is 10c.

A dime admission became 11c; a

15c ticket carried with it an addi-

tional 2c for a little more democracy,

and a 20c coupon kicked out of the

automatic ticket registers couldn't be
picked up unless two .pennies went
with it

With no exemptions existing, the

matter of admissions has gone into

reverse. Exhibs who cut to 20c be
fore have gone back to their old way
of life where they haven't gone far-

ther and jacked prices up a few cents

more for what amounts to absorp-

tion of tax by the public,

While not so many 10c tickets have
gone 'to 15c, in an enormous number
•f cases houses which charged 15c

before are now getting 20c, which
means a net on the b.o.^statement of

18c and 2c to the Government In

numerable others, formerly exempt
from tax at 20c but now obligated to

collect 22c, if remaining at that fig-

ure, are asking 29c, with 3c buying
stamp for some letter leaving

PRC TEES OFF REGIONAL

SALES MEETS IN N. Y.

Producers Releasing Corp. has set

a scries' of four regional sales meets

to be held with the coming month.

Opener Is in New York this Satur-

day and Sunday (24-25). Franchise-

holders, branch managers, salesmen

and bookers will attend .^om ex-

changes in Washington,^ New York,

PhUadelphla, Boston, Neiw Haven,

Pittsburgh, Albany and Buffalo.

Other regional meets will be held

in Little Rock (Jan. 31-Feb. 1),

CMcago (Feb. 7-8) and Los Angeles

(Feb. 14-15). Confabs wHl be for

purpose of acquainting personnel

with expanded production . and dis-

tribution plans resulting from re-

cent deal by which Fathe obtained

control of PRC.
Armand Schneck has joined Pro-

ducers' Releasing Corp. as super-

visor of branch operations. He has

been an exec for the past five years

with Pathe Laboratories. Bernard
Greenbaum has been named trav-

eling auditor.

FILM BOOKING CHART
(For Jn/ormoMon o/ IheatTs and /Um axchOTiye bookers Variety presetftt

d ewmpleu chart of Uatur* rcteosea of ail the American distributtno com-

panies for the current quarterly period. Dote of reuleuis as given in

VAaiEty and ttit running ttnM ei print* are included.)

Key to Type Abbrcoiottont: M—MeloOrama; C—Comedy;.. CD—Comedv
Drama; W—Western; &—Dromo; RD—Bomniific' Drama; MU—MusicaL
Figures herewith indicate data of VARim's review and running time.
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SlB« tor Ton Sapper (Col) 12/3
Borrowed Heio (Mobo> 12/17
CoDefe Swectheaita (Moao) 1/14
Amonc the Urlng (Par) 9/3
Swamp Water Omh) It/2Z
Tuxe«e JaBctlen (Bep) U/1
The Body DIappean (WB) 12/3

c M B. Bogers-J. F^Ukcnburg
c 6S A. Baxtcr-F. Rice

HU C2 G. Hayes-H. Healy
D 61 A, Dckker-S. Hayward
D 90 W. BrcDoan-W. Huston
C 66 L. Weaver-J. Weaver
M 12 t. Lynn-J. Wymaa
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REPUBUC BUYS

FRANCHISE IN

(NOiCin
Continuing Its drive to obtalh for

Its own oi>eration exchanges now
franchised. Republic last ^eek
bought up Its] agreement with Sol

Davis and Morris Lowenstein for

the branch In Oklahoma City. That
makes the 24th exchange now op-

erated by Rep directly, with nine

more still held by franchise-owners.

Several weeks ago company
bought out the franchise-holder in

the Cleveland-Cincinnati territory.

Largest territory remaining in. out-

side hands is the northwest taking

in operation in Seattle, Portland,

Salt Lake City and Butte.

Unusual aspect of the recent

franchise acquisitions is that con
tracts on most of them expired last

year and were renewed at that time.

HonotaMi La (CeU
Riot Sqoad (Hobo) 1/1
The FeailBlae Toach (H-G) 8/17
H. M. PolhaBi. (M-G) 11/1$
WeekendtorTtateii (BKO) 10/2$
Red Blver Valley (B«p) 12/31
Confirm or Deny (20th) 11/1$
WoU Man (U) 12/17

'

Love on the Dole (UA) 4/30
Steel Against the Sky (WB) 12/3
Mr. D. A. In the Carter Case (Rep)

e L. Velez-B. Bennett
M 5S p. Cromwell-R. Qulgley
C 9» R. Riisseil-D. Ameche
BD 119 H. Lamarr-R. Younc
C «fi D. O'Keefe-J. Wyatt
W S2 R. Rogers-H. Hayes
BD 73 D. Ameche-J. Bennett
M 86 L. Chaney, Jr.-C. Bains
D 9S D. Kerr-C, Evans
M ca A. Smith
M cs J. EUlson-V. GlUmore

WEEK OF RELEASE—12/19/41

Riders of the Badlands (Col) W 17
We«t of Clmanon (Bep) W
Shadow of the Thin Blan (M-C) 10/22 CD 97
N* Bands on the Clock (Par) 12/U M 76
The Perfect Saab (Itth) 11/12 C 63
Rmd Agent (U) U/IO D (9
Melody Lane IV) MD to

C. Barrett-R. Hayden
B. Stc«l-T. Tyler
W.POweU-ILLoy
C. Metrk-J. Parker
C. Ra(gle>.C. Orceawood
D. Foran-L. Catillla
B. Pagc-A. Oaynne

WEEK OF RELEASE—U/M/41

It's Doc' McCrea at Par

Hollywood, JaiL 20.

Joel McCrea becomes a medico
in his next picture. Triumph Over
Pain,' a story based on the career
of Dr. William Morton, one of the
pioneers of anaesthetic surgery.
Film is the first under McCrea's

new four-picture deal with Para-
mount

Bed Time Stoiy (CoU 12/10
Forbidden Tialls (Mono) 12/31
Loolstana Porchasc (Par) 11/2C
Piaymataf (BKO) 11/2C
Bcmenber the Day (20th) 9/24
Bew Green Was My VaUey (20Ui)
Hdlsapoppia (U> 9/24
Ike Gold Raih, (UA) (Relssae)
Dadca Are Pretty People (UA)
You're In the Army Now (1VB)
Died With Their Boots On (WB)

L. Tenag-P. Blarch
B. Jmet-T. McCoy
B. Bope-V. Zerlna
K. Kyscr-J. Barrymore
C. Celkeit-I. Payne
W. PidgcoB-M. O'Rata
CHsen and Johnson
C. Cha^
H. Woodwoitb-J. Rogers
J. Doranta

11/19 D 140 'B. Flynn-O. De BavlUand

c •I
w U
CD •s
MU . 99
D U

M/29 D 12*
C B

CD
C

12/3 C 79

WEEK OF RELEASE—1/2/42

Lone Star TlgUanta (Col) 9/24 W W
Freckles Comes Borne (Mono) C
Two-Faccd Woman (H-G) 19/22 CD 94
Tarun's Secret Treasure (M-Ct) 11/1$ M (12

Babes on Broadway (M-C) 12/3 M 121

Rldiac the Wlad (BKO) 9/10 W 64
Om*t Get Pemaal (U) 12/31 C 60

B. EUlott-T. Bitter
J. Downs-G. Storn
G. Garbo-M. Douglas
jr. Welssmnller-M. O'SulUvaa
M. Rooney-J. Garland
T. Holt-M. Douglas
B. Herbert-A. Gwynn

WEEK OF RELEASE—1/9/42

Confesdons Boston BUcUe (Col) 12/10 M «»
Here Come the Blarlnes (Mono) C

'

Ailaona Terrors (Bep) W
Ball of Fire (BKO) 12/3 D 110
Lady tor a Night (Bep) 12/31 D 68
Blue, White and Perfect (20tli) 9/24 M 74
Jail Rouse Blues (U) MU
All Through the Night (WB) 12/3 M 107

C. Morrls-H. HUllard
W. Ford-T. Wing
D..Barry-L. Merrick
B. Stanwyck-G. Cooper
J. BlondcU-J. Wayne
L. Nolan-H. Beynolds
N. Pendleton-A. Gwyna
H. Begart-C. Veldt

WEEK OF RELEASE—1/16/42
Weit of Tombstone (Col) W
Mr. and Mrs. North (M-G) 12/17 C
Snnfly Smith, Yard Bird (Mono) C
Pardon My Stripes (Bep) C
Man From Cheyenne (Rep) W
Date With The Falcon (RKO) II/U U
GenUeman at Heart (20th) 1/7 D
Paris CalUng (U) 12/10 D
Shangal Gesture (UA) 12/24 D

6»
C. sUrret-R. Baydon
G. Allen-W. Post
E. Kennedy-B. Duncan
H. Henry-S, Ryan
R. Rogers-B. Hayes
G. Sanders-W. Barrle
C. Bomero-C. LandJs
R. Scott-E. Bcrgner
G. liemey-W. Huston

Washington. Similar juggling up
line, most often with a view to ar-

riving at round figures, but piling up
the price for theatre and jumpin
the tax, is rampant at~ the moment.
Where the Government would get

only tw.o pennies if the price stayed
at 20c, at a 26c gross plrlce (inclusive

of lax), Henry Morgenthau's cash
repository .in Washington gets three.

Jhis rate of tax may now be doubled,
it is feared, for an all-out 20% nick

or at least 15%, although the

stepped-up rate may exempt lower
admissions, leaving them at the

present 10%.

'ElsLck Beauty' Back
Hollywood, Jan. 20.

'Black Beauty' gallops back into

production at Monogram as a special

feature with an increased budget and
a modernized version of the old
Anna Sewall novel.

(^meras start within two weeks,
with Edward Finney and Lindsley
Persons as co-producers.

WEEK OF RELEASE 1/23/42

Cadets on Parade (Col) M
Man From Headquarters (Mono) D
Design for Scandal (M-G) 11/13 CD 82
SulUvan's Travels (Par) U/10 CD 90
Woman of the Year (H-G) 1/14 C lU
Cowboy Serenade (Rep) W
Four Jacks and a JIU (BKO) 11/12 C «7
Bight to the Heart (ZOth) 1/14 D 71
North of the Klondike (U) M
Man Who Came to Dinner (WB) 1/T C 112

F. Baitholomew-V. Lydon
F. Albertson-J. Woodbury
B. Rnssell-W. Pldgcon
J. McCrea-V. Lake
S. Tracy-K. Bepbuia
G. Antry-8. Bnmette
R. Bolger-A. Shirley -

B. Joyce-C. WUde
B. Crawford-L. Chaney
B. Davis-M. Wooley

WEEK OF RELEASE—1/30/42

Autry Rodeo to Open

Tour in Houston Feb. 6

Chicago, Jan. 20. .

Gene Autry will open tour Feb. 6

of his own rodeo in Houston, where
the show will play 10 days. Autry

will keep the rodeo on tour for

about three months and then head

back to the Coast for pictures.

Slated to play the mammoth Intc"

national Amphitheatre here with his

rodeo sometime in November.-

Wrong Numbers for Japs

Hollywood, Jan. 20.

First starrer uDder Pat O'Brien's
contract with 20th-Fox will be 'Call-

ing Manila,' a tale of telephone en
gineers with the U. S. Army in the
Philippines.

- . .
Sol M. Wurtzel produces and

includIl*.>f).<i^untU. .July - 1, -0940^Jrving Bichel dir-ectSi starting FeK -.

Films' '41 Gross
sConilnued from page Ss

A Close Call (or EUery Queen (Col)
Mono)

posts, with a daily attendance of
277,500 men in uniform.

liie way American films have
helped strengthen British morale is

shown in a special portion of the
book. It says the British govern-
ment carried on, despite intense
bombing, as follows:

When Hitler's war planes roared
over England to bomb savagely and
indiscriminately, British authorities

promptly closed movie houses. This
step was taken as a safety measure.
It. was deemed, iinwise to permit
crcwds to gather. Similar edicts

were issued in France at the start of
the war. The British' government
rescinded the .closing order within a
n]pnth, for reasons of. morale. France
took no siich action. Britain recog-
nized that motion picture entertain-

ment in times of national stress is

indispensable In lessening the strain

and strengthening the spirit both of

the civilian population and of the
armed forces. British film produc-
tion naturally was disrupted.by war's
exigencies. More than ever before
England had to rely on American
pictures to keep the theatres open.
The U. S. motion picture industry
responded wholeheartedly to this

effort, although it meant genuine
sacrifice...From this policy, laid

Sown a: the bsginning, American
fw-'oducers- never have-deviatcd.' - - -

Below The Border (I

ObUgUig Young Lady (RKO)
Son of Fury (20th) 1/7
Treat 'Km Rouch (U) 1/14
Twin Beds (DA)
WUd BUI HIckock Rides (WB)

11/S

M W. Gargan-BL LindsayW B. Jones-T. McCoy
D DO J. CarroU-B. OVrlen
D 98 T. Power-G. Tlemey
C 74 E. Albert
C G. Breat-J. BennettW G. Bennctt-B. Cabot

WEEK OR RELEASE—2/6/42

The Man Who Bcturned to Life (Ccl)
Law of the Jungle (Mono)
VaUey of the Sun (RKO) 1/14
Young America (20th) 1/7
Bombay Clipper (V) 1/14
Sons of the Sea (WB)
A Tragedy at Midnight (Bep)

D i. Howard-L. Ford
M, Moreland

D 79 L. Ball-J. Craig
C 72 J. Wlthers-W. TracyM 60 w. Gargan-I. HerveyM M, Redgrave-V. Hobson
M J. Howard-M, Lindsay

WEEK OF RELEASE 2/12/42

The Lady Is Willing (Col)
Western Male (Mono)
On the Sunny side (20th)
Stagecoach Bnckaroo (U)
Call Out the Marines (RKO)
Riding the Wind (RKO)
Dangeronsly They Lived (WB)

1/14

DW
M
W
CW
M

H. DIetrlch-F. MacMurray
Tom Kecne
J. Darwell-R. MacDowell
J. Mack Brown-F. Knight
V. McLaglen-E. Lowe
T^Rolt-R. Whitney
J. Garlleld-R. Bussey

TRADESHOWN AND FOB FOTDRE RELEASE

9/17

12/3
12/3

12/10

The Prime Minister (WB)
Kathleen (M-G) 11/12
Cadet Girl (20th) 11/12
Dr. Klldare's Victory (M-G)
Vanishing Virginian (M-6)
Sealed Lips (U) 12/3
Mr. Big Goes to Town (Par)
Johnny Eager (M-G) 12/10
Bahama Passage (Par) 12/10
The nugte Sounds (M-G) 12/17
Land of the Open Range (RKO)
Thundering Roofs (RKO) 12/31
Come on Dancer (RKO) 12/31
Kings Row (WB) 12/24
Yank on the Burma Road (M-G)
We Were Dancing (M-G) 1/21
Bom to Sing (M-G) 1/21
Salute to Courage (M-G) 1/21
Torpedo Boat (Par) 1/21
The Fleets In (Par) 1/21
Fly by Night (Par) 1/21
The Ijidy Has nans (Par) 1/21
Captains of the Clolids' (WB) 1/21

RD 94
D 88
RD 69
...D-v92
D 101

0
M 62

81
M 196
D 82
D 101

12/24 W 60
W 60
w 58
D 127

1/14 RD 65
C 93

MU 82
M 83
M 69
MU 90
M" 74
M 77

1 D 113

J. Glelgnd-D. Wynward
S. Temple-B. Marshall
C. Landls-G. Montgomery
L. Ayers-L. Barrymore
F. Morgan-K, Grayson
W. Gargan-J. Clyde
(Cartoon)
R. Tayor-L. Turner
M. CarroU-S. Hayden
W. Beery-M. Main
T. Holt-R. Whltey
T. Rolt-R. Whltey
T. Rolt-F. Neal
A. Sherldan-R. Cummlngs
L, Day-B. Nelson
N, Shearer-N. Coward
V. Weldler-R. McDonald
G. Veldt-A. Ayers
R. Arlen-J. Parker
D. Lamonr-W. Holden

. N. KC1I.V-R. Carlson
P. Goddard-R. MUland
J. Cagney-D. Morgan



Wednesday, January 21, 1942 IT

0'

The Picture of the Hour S Listen!

THE BUGLE
SOUNDS
It sounds Louisville's success story!

It sounds 325% biz at Loew*8 Theatre there 1

It sounds Louisville's great promotion campaign!

It sijunds the call to alert showmen to book It fast!

It sounds timely thrills and robust fiin for patrons]

It sourids like—and is—.money in the bank!



18 FILM REVIEWS

BORN TO SING
(Continued from page 8)

(axicab operator, keep their cele-

brated rival from opening his pro-

duction on the' scheduled night and
kidnap his audience to see Iheir

odcring.
There are two entertaining num-

bers at that point, one a typical

musical comedy song and dance
routine expertly handled by Ray
McDonald and Miss Wcidler, the

other a bright 'Quiz Kids' iravesty

by tiny Richard Hall and several

less notable moppets. 'Ballad for

Americans." with virtually nothing
to do with the rest of the film, is so

elaborately stai'ed that it beno-v;
completely unbelievable. There's not
even an attempt made- to return from
tliat to the picturcr-il just breaks
off arbltravily.

Whole production is ponderously
overboard and the direction is no
better than the clumsy script. Film
could be drrv -cr.lly c-. t. Mi--; V'-i !-

ler. who can be a captivating little

f>crformcr with suitable material,
ooks embarrassingly bad in the.se

surroundings, while McDonald im-
presses only when he abandons the
story for his talented tan dancin/?.

Leo Gorcey is his usual 'Dead End'
self, while Rags Ragland and Sheldon
Leonard manage to avoid disgrac-
ing themselves in supporting parts.

That's something of an achievement,
under the circumstances.

Except for 'Ballad,' the score is

ordinary. Hobe.

SALUTE TO COURAGE
>reh-o-Oolrt\vyn-,Miivf r rolcafo of IrvInK

A»hfr iii'fKlnrllon. FmlrirM roiirid Vi^lilt.

Ann Av.ini. I?rHnl( Hi-lfln-r. DotiUhy Trt«.
Ivan Stinpiwn. AVIIIinin Tenni-n,- Miirlln
Kojilffk. M:irc T-iiwrt-nre. Dli-octcd by
.Tnlcfl Onlu'ln. llpflH nn htoft by Txilhnr
M<-ni)f:«; HOnptiatlon. Pnul- Onneolln onti

.Tnhn Mochnn. .Tv.; film rdllor. Fi-nnk E.
Hull; cNiiirm. Il.Trry Sliii'lllnr. Tr.nlOKhown
In N. T. Jnn. III. '41. HunnlnK time, U
MINN,
Olio llMkcr 1 _
Itanin line.. Vi.n Di>lnfr) . • .ConraO VpMl
Kiini'On ilo Itcll^ .Ann Aynni
Ki-ltz..' t'nink Relrher
Mlfj^ ll:il-|KT Diirdlli'y TjfO
I'l-ofrtunr Slerllnk' .-.Iv.nn SIniiwon
Luilwlc Wllll.inn Tnnhon
Kurt Klrblcii Mxrlln Konleck
Joe Alcllo Mnrr Ttowr^ncfi
ArnotO .Mllbnr Slilney fllnrkmor

rates no applause for the job. Neither
docs John Rawlins, who directed

along" the lines of least resistance,

although seme of the scenes testing

torpedo boats are rather well done.

Richard Arlcn and Phil Terry,

pals, have invented a fantastic kind
of torpedo boat which looks like it"s

made of pupier-mache, yet will hit

50 knots an hour. Some of the action

is in and around a shipyard, with the

owner's daujliter around most all

the time, but with nothing much
happening here or elsewhere during
the 69 minutes running time.

For romantic interest two featured
femme players flgurc, Jean Parker
and Mary Carlisle, neither of whom
adds much weight. Latter has an ap-

pealing personality, but otherwise
fails to impress to any e.<:(ent Miss
Parker, cast morie unportantly thaii

Miss Carli.sle, plays a nightclub sing-

er who is rebuffed by Arleo, weds
Tcn-y instead, and then, after latter

gets killed. rcSiims to Arlen's side

for a forced finish.

Le.sfcr roles are played by Dick
Purcell and Ralph Sanford. with

latter trying for laughs thst fall

pretty Bat. Char.

NORTH TO KLONDIKE
HcdlTwood. Jan. 14.

t*»lT<fr>al n*l^n]t# oC VwiV atilvt^nr oro-

OwtUiD. ftViitnmi Btotl Cravforil, Kvetyn
.\iik^n, Anily Diivliio »<1 "Lan Gtl3n«r.

rootml bp Erie C. K«uoit: icmDpUr by
ClntVBC* U. T4UI19L Ijan Sucrkr and G«An[V
ni'lcfcm: boMd an •torr br WIDIam CaiUa
tram 'Ooa Bonten of lb* NartlL' br Jack
TAindoB. Cxmm, ChariM Vio Eiuiu: BIm
editor, T«l Krat. Pr»view<tl In atuiUo pro^

\3. 'tt. Ruimliic time.

. ..Br<K} Cnwford
. . . Svfttyit Ankns

Aiulr ]>4Vlxw
Lfla Gbaoflr

. . . Lldant rbrrlaiA
iniiitf FOBv
JCov* I.ake

.Stanley Andrvnv

JfiHib^ Bid*
...... .Bor Ranlv

Paol DuboT

tribute the outstanding performances

in a cast that consistently docs well.

Stuart Heisler*s direction was all that

could have been desired.

One bit of dialog, which deals with

an America at peace, wiU have to be

cut before general release; nlm. ol

course, was finished before the Dec.

7 assault. Wofca.

- College Sweethearts
(WITH SONCS>

Monosr.im irlrtiaf uC Siini Kilinvm »n>-

aui-tltin. tValurva f;rjf*» llajFci*. Prter Utut

Mayri. Unry llfiily. Hunii Itill. B-'nnj

Rubin. Skew t;nniiib<;r. Dlrw ud by

lifiin SlKb: iBTWiipIuy l>r Itncvey Oatn
:ifld Jack Ilcnt-'y.' from orJulnat story by

a:iti>:4 uml f'linnlf I.*?**. Ciinii»r;i. .^nl^••«l f.^

Hoard; iHllliir. IMIx-rt CoUli-n. Jlui-lir.

.I.ihnny Larm' an.l l^w l-urVr. NevlUc
1-T.v.Hon. .ftxiii BilWwln ami «"barli»H II. 0»I-

kndtT. b^irl II;iniai»iHl ;ind 1^ KtUto. At
the Hrv Turk thoalre. ."J. T.. dual.

Intf Jan. IJ. 'i- Runnlnfj lime. «• MCu*.
Cmi;i* Oni>:t- Ihiyvit

IVIt-r ll«-n<Irli-';a I'tt«*t f-lml llaym
Atiiry .'lary n»ul.T

yn«-f< SMIll.om Hiuiti Hall
.\nni>b.>lla *>» WUey
frof. Warren .skeeia ttolloghw
XI<-k Benny Rublir
>lr. K>nOt'U'ki< Prtnic DbotI
.l.in<n J. Kanir EdJI* Km*

I

n:mt'er. Hobinil Dapte«
I Leiiikinl F.4MMmit| 9et»

TREAT 'EM ROUGH
Unlvemal uroducllon and reli'iiHO. Hlnni

Bddlo Albcrl; fcnturcn I'OBdy Mm\K, W II-

llinn Krawloy. Moyd <'orrllnin. Truman
Ilrndloy. Mnninn MorclMul. Director. Ilay

Taylor; ••i-eonplny. Hoy f'hnnnlor. Hob
NVIIIInniH; caincnl, aeor»c Uohlnnun. Ilo-

vlowcd nl ibo niiillo. N. Y.. Jim. 17, '41.

Itiinnlnir time. !» MIS."*.

Panama KM' (Bill KlnmConl) .Kddio Albert

Betty IVBKy Monin
Hotfoot' Wllllanl Prawley
Cray KlnaConl Wold .Oorrlltan

Je^'tlon nNMB, Jair.

M JIINS.
.Tnbn Tliom
Mary .Sloan

Klondike,
Xnte Canon
Doctor Curtle
Walerllly
%Va1llnKlon Wnnjr.
JIni Allen
Mayine CaaAMy...
Hurkn
Jl^n' 8lnan
l*loty Smith
.loe.

For average program purpo.ses this

spy melodrama will serve satisfac-
torily, but too much in the way of
boxolTice draught should not be ex-
pected of it, since the best for lights

Is the name of Conrad Veidt and a
title that may create some atteation.
However, Irving Asher has brought

out a secondary feature that pos-
sesses general audience interest and
manages to hold it well in spite of

' 83 minutes running tihie. The direc-
tor is Jules Dassin, a newcomer,
whose talent for moulding a story
and providing smooth action appears
to favor him- for the future. Among
other things, Dassin exercises great
care in preservinR the continuity of
the story without injuring its sus
pense. '

Story Is Incredible in some ways,
especially since Veidt is not a ro-
mantic type fitting for harness with
Anna Ayar.s, and highly implausible
that as a good Aimmcan be iraold
make the supreme saaifiee for tbe
girl by retumins to Gexmany to take
any medicine handed him.

Veidt plays a dual role, that of the
American "Teuton and the Nazi twin
brother whom he kiUj). later to im-
personate the. latter as the leada of
an espionage ring which he betrays
In doing hone.it service to the eran-
try' of his adaption. . The cimm-
stances are often semewbal fir-

fetched, notably with l espetit to the

er.se with which his deceptidn b car-
ried out, but it all meiLts bx- good
metier entertainment resardSess.

Veidt gives a fine performance and
tho.se araund him are exceptionally
well cast for the roles they essay,

notably Frank Reicher, Doimttv
Tree. Ivan Simpson. William Tanaei^
Martin Koslack and Marc Lawrence.
Miss Ayars. as a member of the spy
ring who later sours on it. is person-
able. She's a smalltown recruit who
previously appeared in one of the

Kildare pictures. She photographs
well and handles lines competently.
Needs someone younger than Veidt

PIS
romantic viv-a-vis, however.

Char.

TORPEDO BOAT .

Pontmount joleaso of William Plnc-
^\'IUIam Thomna pi-odu\'tlon. Feulurea
Rlrhftrd Arlen. Jean Parker. Mary Car-
llnle. Phil Terrs', Dlok Purcell and Ralph
Banford. Dltectod by John Ratrllna: story,
Aaron (Gottlieb; aereenplay. Maxwell f^imne;
film etillnr. Billy Zl<»Klrr; pliotoErn|ihy,
Fi'ed .Tackjuun. Tntdexbown In .V. Y. Jan.
].;. '12. Kuntilnit time: ae .MINR
$klmmor Barnes Rlrhard .\rlen
Oraco Hnlinan Jean Parker
J(ui» Toirnnend . .

.• Mary Carll^ile
Tommy WUelan pjjil Terry
Ralph Androwa. nick Purcell
Honor Bubry ....Riilph Sanford
BJveter Wtllbnn Ifiiade
CTlpl. alike OKi-ar O^SIiea
Mr. Ton'naend Robert Mlddlcinaafl

Lnfo Jonlnn...^.... J*ft Cbrer

Typical aclibner thama of the laz.

north, with stress ob the pine trees,,

towering mountains and usoal ba^-
grounds of Alaska, 'Nozth to the
Klondike' provides acecptalde enters

tainment in tbe. sceoodaz; duals
where action rather than togie is re-
quired.
Story follows tamiltar trails of tm^

foldiiig, with fist fights and a heavr,
who is eventtuBr oolwitted by the
hero—in this case a nuning engineer,
Brod Crawford. Lon'Chaney is the
tough guy who is bent on running
the . farmer-settlers out the valley
because he figures there's much gold
around that should reach his poke.
Crawford, brought to the valley by
Chaney, sticks around on a fishing

expedition to uncover reasons for

Chaney's funny actions—and natu-
rally conks the h<»vy for a rousing
finish. It's all vei^y obvious, but with
sufficient action and scenic stuff to

satisfy the action audiences.
Cast is well set up for a picture

of this kind, with several episodes
rising far above tHlL moderate pre-
tentions of the picture. Producer
Malvern adds a thrilling canoe ride
tlirougii the rapids, aild a spectaculv
fi^t between Chancy and Crawford
for a climax. Despite trite stoir
formola, director Brte Kenton keeps
things moving at a good pace.

' Waif.

The Remaikable Andrew
Paramotint releniie of Rleli.inl Btumci^

Ibal proilutftlon. Fi>atui-eH 'WJlllam Holdett;
Kllcn Zhltw nnit Bvlaih Doalevy. Dlrecte^t
by SliBtrt llelabtc: actevnolay by T>.iltolb

TrumlHS. adnpletl from hla own nA\'el at
Humo nnm.^; cdllfOr.. .Vn'lilc ^fanfaak; ra
or*. Ebftoitor (^tkDlftl. 'tpadealiawn In.

N. T.. Jan. in. '4;:. Running tlnu^.flO ^UNf*.
Andz«w JjmK WUllani Ilolilen

PcKKy Toldn Kllen Prei
t^en. Andrew jH(-k*'nn l':rliin Dnnlcv_
.Ti'Hvo .liinioe Riwl t'lUnrnm
Riunladl Htevrna Rli-banl Webb.
Art Sbicitnll) P»rt*T Ifnll
rialB#r .'T.'f'rance» OlfToctt
MlNH Viin Ittirim Nydla WcKlmaiv
tleorite Wajdllnglim. .MoaLtsu Jaiw^
Ren PranUln. fleorvv Wn(t»
Jiwtli^fr ^bkTibnll Itnindiin. Ilumc
Tbamo* J<»fren«in Gilbert Kinery
neney Smtib .Ilmmy fitnlln.
Dr. l*|iJobn K|ten<*or nuirtODi.
R. R. MifalL ^, ...Wania Cliirfc
.Tla3b»- PvabI i_.'Foni Fnilden:
OnilUie Beamlab Itlnor M'aimn
Sam 9avnice Milton ParHona
Judce Krobba Thonina W. Roaj*

This is more ol an idea than a pic-

ture. Monoeiam has taken vet vxade
performer Grace Hayes, now opera-
tor of a Hollywood nitety; her son.
mimic Peter Lind Hayes, and hia
wife, Mary Hcaly, and concocted a
story to feature the family trio.

Hayes family group is haidh- a
combo to count for modt at the d.o„
despite Grace Hayes' rathig as a
tanntx variety house standard and
her soa^ recent vaudr-nitery work.
Miss Hares Is weak as^ tlramatie
actress; aUhough youns Bayes mi^
be more plausibqr sczcen-w(»iby it

confined more to his specialties.

Miss Healy also, runs into diflicidty
with Thespis. Benny Rubin and
Huntz Ban (fugitive from the Dead
End Kids) do better with their
'Comedy bits.
' Add to the shortcomings a badly-
.toM stosy. Original is screwy
enough, but the screenplay is com-
plete jumbled, robbing the yarn of
any seme. Camerawork that's fre-
quently out-of-focus is no hetpw
either.
Story is of a-e«negiate playboy be-

ing suiiported in wealth by his
njother—whom he doesn^t know—via
her vaude warUing. Accompanied
hr her secretary-protege (Mary
Bealy) she vHts the coHege town
and sees what a no-good the boy is.

College at that -ijint gets into finan-

cial trouble and by opotibg a nitery-
adjunct, manned by the students.
Mama Hagres tctieems her son and
saves the coUege:
By bringing in the nitecy angle.

Mono succeed in making a sort at
musical out of the flho. There are
a couple of little production num-
bers, plus six tunes, some of which
aren't bad and are being published
by Tin Pan Alley. Best are 'Anna'
bella' and 'Put Your Trust in the
Moon:' The Hayeses and Miss Healy
handle the vocal chores. Young
Hayes also does a few of the imita
tions he specializes in. Herb.

Underground Rostlers

(WIIH SONGS)
Vonofrram releaao of Oorpo TT. Weefca

production. .Stara Ray Corrlgan, John KInil,
Mux Terhnne. Directed by ft. Roy T.uby;
(dory. .lobn Rnlhmoll; acrcenplay. Ruii
Tiittle. RlUalieth Reachoi: uamem. Robert
dine; editor. Roy rinlre; miMle. Jean
GoorEo anil ifarry Toblw*. Roy Inimibnni
and Mickey Ford. IbFvlen'eil at Colonial.
Lincoln. Neb.l duoK Jan. 13. '4i Running
time: S« XDiR.
Crach Ray Corrlftan
Dusty Joint KInK
Alibi Jt« 'I'erbuno
t^-eno ttwen finK*
Font Robert Dlnlr
"•nil* Kortent Taylor
tvB Tom T.ondon
fake .Steve nark
Sheriff Bud dborne

Low-budget action Item, fiayored
with romance, doesn't stack up as
very SMeh.' -It is pitoduced along
routine sueeess-irtDiT lines and can-
not expect mueb from the cast for
marquee aidl Bepvesents a weak
eulrj fet otiaor dnal h'^' bookings.
The stscy', '*»^t"'f witb the inven-

tion of a tecpedct beat, chaits a highly
Improbable course and carries wi&
it di^oe of a very ordinaty grade-
Tarn;, written; by Aaron GottTi^;.was
adapted by Maxwell Shane, who

This. Is a present-day story In
which allegorical sequences introduce
famous Colonial figures of American
history plus Andrew Jackson. "The
latter Is the modet for tbe modem
hero. It's all pretty involved!'

It's gping to be a little bewildering
for the average andience. It presc
a freely-iinbibing Andrew jacksoir,
garbed in full military regalia,
storming through a pictm^e of pres-
ent-day, small-town' life. Also there^
Washington, Jeftersoi\ Franklin,
Chief Jtutiee John MarshaU—by the
grace of sr.ne processed photography
—inarching through Iron bars to ad
vise a small-town youth jailed on
framed embeazlement ehargeT

"The Remarkable Andrew' has been
well-produced and is consistently en.
gaging and timely in. re<:aUing mem-
orable wortis that have long since
been placed in American archives.
Bat it aD atlds up as confusing.
Winiam Holden plays 'the remark-

able Andrew,' a near-perfect youth
whose mode of life has been gov<
emed by the famous sayings of Jack-
son. Along with Brian Donlevy, as
the resurrected Jackson, and Ktlen
Drew, as Holden's fiancee, they con

Perklna..
'Jtn.tke-I'^ta^

Wetherbee
JIarlln
Pnllv* Serstnnt
Ttudper
Davia
faptaln
K.in«Nhaker.
Walter .,

. -.

Police Annount;^r

Trtiinnir Urailley
Mantun- Moivltind

Joe Crehnn
. .. P7d Pnwloy
.....William llubl

Jame» Flavin
Pet«*r IjoetlH

SInntc niuo
..Dvwey Rolilraon

.Tack JiMlhnll
Met llulok

Prodiga] son motif, built up around
Eddie Albert as tbe boy who bi:'comes

middleweight boxing champ despite
father's wishes and retm-ns to save
parent from rtun and dishonor, is

strictly a lightweight
Albert remains unconvincing in a

scric-comlc role here. Light touch
is well intentioned, but he doesn't
carry it off.' Peggy Moran, femme
lead. tUIs thc'bill photogenically in

protluct of this iiaality. Truman
Bradl^, xarfao displays excellent
speaking voice, has little more than a
wa!k-OB part as one of the heavies.

Also niaMnf good showing here is

Mantan Moieland, colored comic.
Tarn hiu Albert's father, an oil

king, is a tight spot as federal in-

veitlkatois. are about to discover
shoitege of a million barrels of oil.

Tycoon's secretary, Peggy Moran,
brings tiic fighter and his pals into
the play aad they discover dirty

woric literally going on at the cross-
roads. Thieves from within have
been stealing oil across a secret
bridge.
' There^s a big motorcycle cop chase
sequence and ffst fight for the climax.

ilfori.

Holt of the Secret Service
(SERIAL)

Columbia production and relenne. Slara
Jack Holt; features Kvelyn Bi*enl. Montn-
sue Shaw, Triafnm Coffin. Olrecled by
Jamen W. Rorno; arreenplay. Ilaall

DIcfcey. tSoori* Plympton, AVyndhnni (llt-

ten»; ramem. Jamea S.' llrown; editora.

DvlKbt Caldwelk Earl Turner; niuele. lAo
ZahlerJ Ravlewed at - Colnnliil. Lincoln,
^eth. J»n.- 17. '-ft^ Ruiuiing lime .(Itar

cbapter)^; 11^ M»8.
FHrren ; Jock Holt
Kay Evelyn Brent
Mlitvey V*>a*)^l>^>* .sbaw
Valdln Trlatam Cnftln
Arnold John M'ard
Qttlift Ted Adama
Chimp Jo« McfSuInn
Jim .£.Mirard lleam

With two so-so tunes, a fairly
familiar script, and a slow-moving,
plot, tine Hange Bosters ritie again
for Mono in titis average western
about the goldflelds of California im
the days of tlie panic of ISO.
Bosters, so organized tlat John

Ring , and Ray Corrigan conduct the
pitches lor the women (always the
same one>. and Max Terhune, with
dummy, oats around in the hope of
getting a laugh with strained dialog,
are a gijod framework over which
to lay most any kind of a western
script. Personnd doesn't elide very
wril someFiow, and fills far short
of the days when Corrigan and Ter-
hune were members of the origind
Mesquiteer series at RepuUir.
John King has been set into the

triorfor ^ging i>uipose$, evidently,
he beitifr a recrtrit some years bade
from Ben Bernie's orch. A couple of
tunes like 'FcrilowiDg t3ie TraiV and
'Sweetheart 6f the Range'- 'wont help
a guy make much of an Impression^
and there's too little action in 'Un-
tferground Rustlers' to make up for
,the deficiency.

Of more than passing' camera no-
tice is Gwen Gaze, who makes a
better showing than she has in pre
vious saddle sagas. It's one of the
few times in a westeinv toot that the
girl is made to almost key the story
together and keep it rnnidng. 'Usual-
ly, the western herokie gets to cast
hei eyes d^wn in proper shyness in
the first reel, then flick her. laAes
up obviously at the mainmast male

. near the fade. .

This one wiU do all' right to fllL

and probably get by. but Ifs no
word-of-mouth builder. Art.

In IZ episodal suspeosers. 'Holt of
the Secret Service' gives Jack Holt
back to the action field from which
he has been absent for some time.
Design of the piece is strictly for
the kids, and it adds up to a disap-
pointment In lots of ways.

Director James W. Home has
spared no action, but even with
plenty of flailing fists, gunfire and
all out clifThanging teasers, it fails

to measure up to what patrons re-
member when they used to buy Jack
Holt.

It's the story of a secret service
operative, with a woman assistant,
BnSja Brenl, who strikes out to
break up a ring bt couiUcrfeitecs.
It involves his joining the gang, try-
ing to be close to the edge of being
nabbed, but standing it off.

Ctae of the illuaiOB-busters is the
casting of BBss Brent, who^. in no
sense of the imagination could pass
as the type one would want to pro-
tect, or would have to worry about
taking eare of hexadf. in a serial,
eves tfaoo^ the- woman of tlie piece
may enter ki tbe adventimv it's

hardly bdievaUe to have her
coming in bard and CTOssIng tip with
a bunch at Jallbtrdii, and winning.
Formula demands that the girl be
demure, and Miss Brent hardly
qualifies for that classiftcatioa.
Bolt, for marquee satemanahip, is

its only hope. Art.

Elbs Club Review
ConlfBanl fna page l^^s

Exchanges
]

sSSContlnued from page 12 ' J|

the local I>roducers Releasinig ex-
change.

R. C. Hill, Columbia exchange
manager, to Phoenix to recuperate
from illness.

Mrs. Sylvia Erickson, with Co-
lumbia exchange 10 years, now man-
ager-secretary, quitting' because of
expected baby.
With Chet Bell, Paramount ex-

change manager as chairman, the
Motion Picture Industry of the re-
gion Is getting to work In the 'March
of Dimes' campaign. At a meeting
held at the Paramount exchange, all

E
resent pledged theatres and other
ranches will do all in their power

to put the campaign over.
Tne Film Employes union has

pledged, through its members, to

buy at least one $25 defense bond a
monthi Each member will buy at
least one 25c stamp a month.

Aster "nikes 'Air'

Astor Pictures, dealing mostly in

reissues, has closed a deal acquiring
American distribution . rights to
'George Takes the Air,' starring
George Formby. It was negotiated
by Bob Savini, president of Astor,
with Jack Barnstyn, of the B.S.B.
Corp.
This will be the second Formby

English-made to be distributed in
this country by Astor.

Edward A. Smith's New Post
Edward A. Smith, veteran theatre

operator for Paramount, has been
appointed city manager of the
Springfield, Mass., houses of Western
Massachusetts Theatres, a Par sub-
sidiary of which Nate Cioldstein is

presltient In the new post he con-
tinues also as managing director of

the Par, Springfield, wnich he has
held for two years.
Formerly with Par in Boston, the

Northwest and on the Pacific Coast,
Smith was for a time in-between
with Fox-West Coast.

Gralnc'er Back
Jimmy Grainger, Republic sales

head^ Is back in New York after at-
tending a two-day sales meeting of
Empire Films, Ltd., in Toronto. Em-
pire distributes Republic product
above the border.
Grainger was away from the home

office for five weeks prior to the
Canadian sessions, visiting Rep's
Hollywood plant and nearly all of
the company's exchanges.

RKO Sales Exeos Doe Back
Nat. Levy, Philadelphia district

manager for RKO, and Harry Gittle-
son, of the RKO h.o. sales depart-
ment, are due back this week from
the Coast after holding meetings on
the RKO sales drive in 38 branches,
windup.of which was in L. A., where
they were joined by Walter Branson,
western division manager. Branson
also returns directly to N. Y.
Herb Maclntyre, western district

sales chief for RKO, accompanied
Levy, the drive captain, and Gittle-
son- through the western territory.

Itate last week okayed the pbn and
told ABen to arrange bookings. Al-
len will set deals sans commissions,
but all expenses incurred will be re-
imbursed. Lambs members will
also work tor .virtually expenses
only.

Lambs Club Jaat week initiated a
plan of antertainiiig some 611 serv-
iceman 'weddy in the N. T. club-
house, Boy» are gfveiT a' cNnner,
smokes and witness a show by the
members.

'With the Lambs including virtual-
ly all tha toptight male legit talent
in its membership, AUta visualizes a
name show ot big B.o. appeal. A
line at girls wlU. probably snpplc'
ment the Lambs tnembers, and the
unit will be billed as the 'Lambs
Club Revue.'

€las« K, C. House
Kansas City, Jan. 20.

James Long, manager of Fox-Mid-
west Theatres "Corp. district of Kan-
sas City, closed the Madrid theatre
Friday (16), finding it advisable un-
der .pteseui unsettled conditions to
foCd hovBe and concentrate biz of
the area at the 'Warwick, which it

also operates.
Ed 'Whaley, who has been manager

ot the Madrid, moves to the Glad-
stOK Charley Morrill, who has
been manager of the Gladstone, Is

in a hospital.

Patriotic Opening
Youngstown, Jan. 20.

All proceeds taken in when the
975-scat Newport theatre opened Fri-

day (16) were turned over to the Red
Cross by Paul and Joseph Raful,
operators.
There was no admission charge,

but pab^ons were asked to donate to

the Red Cross agents an amount
equal, at least, to the regular admis-
sion charge of 25c.

Skoaras Reopens Merrick
Merrick theatre, Jamaica, L. I., was

reopened last week under the Skou-
ras banner after being closed for

renovations. It was formerly oper-
ated by the Century Circuit, but Ii

now included In a pooling arrange-
ment. .1-

About 200 employees of Fabian
houses on Staten Island were guests
of the circuit at a costume dinner
dance Saturday (17). District man-
ager Harry Black played host

MORE USHERETTES

Several Phllly Honsea Now Using

Femmea to Guide Customers

STORY BUYS
BoUywood; Jan. 2Sy.

Bill Pine and BU Thomas bought
'Interceptor Command;'^ br MaxweU
Shane.
Metro purchased 'Journey for

Margaret,' war refugee novel, by
W. L. 'While.

Philadelphia, Jan. 20,

The Stanley-Warner chain, its

usher ranks riiidled by draft, enlist-

ments aai the lure of defense jobs,

has tuzncd to femmes for aisle-

guides.

Lastl week fiie gal 'glow-worms'
went OB duty at the central -city

Kcith^a, AUine and mace, and
other houses are set to follow

shortly. Severd indie houses also

have hired usherettes.
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FROM THE DEEP, ROMANTIC SOUTH COMES ANOTHER
THRILLING DRAMA OF LOVE AND INTRIGUE!

Hers was a peerless beauty • • • a

matchless charm.. .that won the

raucous cheers of the showboat crowd

. • • and won the hearts of the proud

aristocrats of the old South.

BUY uTs. DEFENSE BONDS
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Dual Billing Continues on Upswing,

Except in South, Say Distributors;

150-200 More Dual Situations in '41

Dual billing continues on the up-

swing throughout the country except

In the south, and scattered zones,

according to New York distribution

circles, some of whom state there

are. from 150 to 200 more double bill

situations in operation than last year:

Increased number of dual situations

includes houses in both chain and in-

dependent categories. However, the

'tendency to go single-bill with top

pictures has been more marked dur-

ing the past year than before.

Reported that single featuring has

been tiled by some operators, as a

steady diet, following the blast

against dualiog at the convention of

the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America In I.OS Angeles last sum-
mer, but scarcely a dozen houses can

be located where any adoption of

the single bill policy has long xe-

mained in effect. In a few lnfrt»n <f«
operators tried single billing for two
or three days a week, but even In

this classification few theatres can
be listed.

Despite strong denunciation of

dualing by producers such as Sam-
uel Goldwyn, Mary Pickford, Walter
Wanger and others last year, added
to pressure then brought to bear on
chain operators siich as National

ITieatrvs to put single billing into ef-

fect, theatre operators fought shy.

National passed the buck to the
producer-chains (Paramount, RKO,
Loew's, Warners) while Independ-
ents all waited for the other fellow

to start first

Priority FroUem
Exhibitors remain convinced, from

b.o. returns, that dualing is neces-
sary. Double featuring, however, is

now up against a new though - not
Immediate problem. Despite that no
shortage of raw stock exists and no
mention has yet been made of ra-
tioning, materials going into the
manufacture ' of film are all needed
In war production. Increasing mu-
nitions manufacturing requirements
for cellulose, silver nitrate, pulp-
wood and cotton Is considered Ukely
to affect film pt'oduction eventually,
with B product likely to be sliced.

MICK DEAN, KAUFMAN

TRIAU SET FOR FEB. 2

RuggW Dog Act

Hollywood, JSn. 20.

Charles Buggies, who operates

a kennel establlshmeht in addi-

tion to his film acting, closed a

deal with the Duncan Novelty

Co. of RadncV Wis., to make 24

16-millimeter films during the

next year at the rate of two per

month;
He will act with his own per-

sonally trained animals.

Administration

Slate Winner In

Close SPG Vote

Trial of Nick Dean, alias Nick Cir
ceUa, was postponed imtll Feb. 2 In

*e N. Y. federal court, Monday '(19)

The reason for the delay is that
Mathias F. Correa, U. iS. attorney
ivho will by the case. Is tied up
with other matters.

Dean is charged with extorting
more than $1,000,000 from Para-
mount, Loew's, 20th Century-Fox
and Warnei: Bros, under threats of
calling a strike among members
of the International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees in the
employ of the film companies. Trial
of Louis Kaufman, business agent of
the lATSE in Newark, was also post-
poned to the saine date. Judge Sam-
uel H. Rifkind iwstponed both cases.

No More of That

Los Angeles, Jan. 20.
Auto gimmicks in the Fox-West

Coast theatres in the Southern Cali-
fornia district have been wiped out
by Government war restrictions on
the sale or delivery of new cars.

F.-WC houses in this territory gave
•way a total of 20 automobiles dur-
ing the last three months of 1941.

Timely Now
Bridgeport, Jan. 20.

Warner theatre is dusting off
-^Passage from Hong- Kong'- and
'Singapore Woman' for showing this
month.
Both pix' were made months be-

fore the Far East outbreak.

Cel.'s e83^o Diwy
Columbia Pictures last week de-

clared thd regular quarterly divi-

dend of 68%c per share on the con-
vertible preferred stock. This main-
tains the regular $2.75 annual rate

.on tbis stodb.. .

AdminUtration adherents in the

Icrecn ^^d>Ilclsts GuUd ofNew York,
in 4D extremely close election last

week, succeeded In voUng into office

all but one of the candidates on their

slate. Sntall winning majorities,

especially for Joe Gould, president,

are believed to have occurred because
opposition interests promised to de-
liver at least 29 new members who
have remained out due to-dlssatls-

faction over policies of those, in

controL Victorious opposition candi-

date was Arthur Jeffrey, of United
Artists, who defeated the incumbent,
Jonas Rosenfleld, of 20th-Fox, by
three votes.

Jeffrey won the office of second
vice-president, wUch is • consider'

ably greater victory than it appears,
since the poat carries with it chair-
manship of the representativc^coun-
ell. This is the ruling body W the
Guild, made up of reps from the
various units.

President Joseph Gould, of United
Artists; got the biggest plurality of
any candidate, defeating Carl Rfgrod
(RKO) by lis to 102. Larry Lips
kin (Columbia) beat Mort Gerber
(Warners) by 112-105 foi- v. p, with
Harry Hochfeld, the incumbent, not
running for reelection. Stephen L.
Freeland (20th-Fox) won /over Len
Daly (UA) for secretary, 108-107,
with' Jeff Livingston (Metro), the
incumbent, likewise not running for
reelection. Charles L. Wright, the
treasurer, was unopposed.
Paul Hays, mediator named by the

N. Y. State Mediation Board to help
bring to a conclusion stalled contract
negotiations between the SPG and
producers, will hold a Joint session
with reps of the two groups tomor
row . (Thursday). He lias already
met with both sides individually
Mediator is professor of law at Co-
lumbia University.

Matter went to mediation after the
film companies turned down the
agreement reached between their
own negotiating committee and
committee representing the SPG.

Final contract proposed by the
SPG plaqes a minimum on publicists
of Ids and on associate publicists
of $40, with an 80% rather than
closed - shop called for. Minimums
obtained by the Coast SPG range
to $115 for senior publicists.

Contract submitted by the eastern
SPG also includes the right of an
employer to discharge any member
for incompetence. Insubordination,
drunkenness, etc.

LOEW'S STOCKHOLDER'S

SUIT ASKS 114^000

Marion Gottlieb, holder of 100

shares of Loew's, Inc., common filed

$14,250,000 stockholder action

against the company, its officers and
directors in the N. Y. supreme court

Friday (16), claiming the officers and
directors were paid excessive com-
pensation on unreal net profits. Suit

Is divided into seven causes of action.

First cause of action claims Metro
invested $3,500,000 in Gaumont-
British Pictures Corp. In 1939-'40

and '41, and carried the investment

on Ita books at no loss. The stock is

worthless, plaintiff says, since G-B is

insolvent - Overpayments to officers

and directors of $2,500,000 In bonuses

are claimed.
Second cause claims an overpay-

ment of $2,000,000 for alleged failure

to deduct certain state and federal

taxes. The third cause claims an
overpayment of $2,250,000 for over
valuation of film rights, properties,

books, etc. Fourth cause seeks $3,-

000,000, claiming failure to deduct
losses of blocked and frozen cur-
rency and destruction of property in

foreign countries.

Fifth cause alleges failure to de-
duct paymenta made to the officers

and directors in computing the com-
pany taxes.

'

Last two causes refer to the Bioff-

Browne case, and $1,000,000 Is

claimed for illegal paymenU and
$100,000 on the raw stock, Smith-
Alter deal.

Loew's Is- seeking dismissal,

claiming plaintiff has not established

a cause of action, that many of the
Issues were previously decided, and
that the statute of llmiUflons bars
others.

More Tom-Tom Beating

Hollywood, Jan. 20.

Indian dances and sports featured
in 'Valley of tlve Sun' at RKO wUl
be repeated on a more elaborate
scale in 'Grand Canyon,' localed in
the historic home of aboriginal cere-
monials,

Lucille Ball and James Craig are
slated as co-stars.

Cowdin Due Eaat
J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of

Universal Pictures, Is expected back
from the Coast at the end of this
week, or early next •

Annual earnings report of U, cov-
ering the fiscal year ending'last Oc-
tober,, is expected out later this

PAR PAYS 30C

FOR mRM'
NOVE

'Storm,* novel by George R.
Stewart, was piurehased Friday (16)

by Paramount Book, publlslied

some weetcs ago, was 11th on last

week's best-seller list Par paid ap-
proximately $30,000 for screen rights.

Number of other studios were in-
terested In the novel, which is unique
in that its principal character is a
storm. Story is the effect of the
storm on the lives of various people
as it moves over the country from
west to east
Metro bought 'Gentle Annie,' novel

by ' McKinlay Kantor, on a tricky
deal which included a flat price, plus
an amount for each copy sold, plus a
fee for the author's services on the
screenplay. Maximum 'total is un-
derstood to be around $50,000. Book
is to be published shortly.
Columbia bought an unpublished

novel, "The Commandos,' by Elliott
Arnold. Price was around $4,000.
William Rankin sold 'General Billy

Mitoheir to William Hawks for pro-
duction at RKO.
ParamoOnt purchased 'Henry ATd-

rich Gets Glamour,' by Aline Leslie.

Accord on Labor Working Conditions

Contingent on lA Scales for Studios

Ponies Prance Again

.
Hollywood, Jan. 20.

Short chorines get a break In

•Yankee Doodle Dandy,' the pic-

tured story of George M. Cohan's

life at Warners.
Usually dancing girls must be

at least five -feet-five or over, but

in Cohan's shows there was a

preference for 'ponies' of five-

feet-three and under.

lA Fosters NJ.

Service Helps

Union Demands

"Friendly Enemies'- Bonrht
Hollywood, Jan. 20.

'Friendly Enemies,' oldie stage
play by Aaron Hoffman and Saqiuel
Sbipman, has been acquired by

,
Edward Small, producing for United
Artists.

Allan Dwan will direct with one
of the leads going to Akim T&mi-
roff.

Disney Loss Cot

Net loss of Walt Disney Produc-
tions was considerably pared in the

fiscal year ending last Sept 27, ac-

cording to the company report issued

last week. Net loss of $789,207 for

the 12-month period concluded last

September compares with a net loss

of $1,250,798 for the 1940 fiscal year.

Disney Productions actually showed
a profit of $210,703 before deducting
$1,000,000 provided for excess cost of
features over estimated Income,
which corresponds to a loss of $259,-
798 in 1940, after similar excess costs
provision.

Company listed assets at $5,912,740
and liabUities at $3,371,669, which in-

cludes bank loans. Gross revenue
was $781,819 from all soqr'ces con-
fAjifea 'tfi $593,og'4 Vn Am.

Service help in theatres in Pater-

son, N. J., including ushers, doorhien,

porters, cleaners,, eto., have organized

a union and are seeking, recognition

with the assistance of the Inter-

national Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employees, which is expected to im-

portantly nurture the development
of this field during the coming year.

A meeting to discuss collective

bargaining and a contract was held
during the past week in the office of
Frank Phelps, labor representative
of Warner Bros, at the home office

in N, Y., with James J. Brennan,
vice president of the lA sitting in.

Robert M. Weitman, representing the
Paramount-Adams Bros, partnership
in Paterson, also was present. In ad-
dition to Par-Adaitas and the Warner
circuit Si Fabian also operates in
Paterson, but no one was on hand for
the Fabian chain.
Paterson union was asked to come

back for another meeting, date to be
set with a more definite plan on de-
mands' than presented at the initial

conference held.

L A. Conrt Roles Union

Can IMsdpline Mend)ers

^ Hollywood, Jan. 20.
Right of a labor union to disci-

pline members, even to expulsion,
was upheld by the Superior court
here.

.
Ruling was made when two work-

ers sued for reinstatement in lA'TSE

Seattle Operators Ask
25c Per Hour Increase

Seattle, Jan. 20.
Tl^eatres and motion picture oper-

ators' union negotiations here are
nearing the zero hour. Operators are
asking for 25c per hour Wage in-
creases. Showmen have countered
with lesser increases.
Present scale runs at $1.25 per hour

for smallest liouses up -to $2.92. Op-
erators also want two weeks' vaca-
tion with pay, and overtime to start
at 11 p. m. Instead of 12 midnight, as
at present

DENVER
(Continued from page 10)

40)—'La. Purchase' (Par) (3d wk)
and 'Pacific Blackout' Par). Topping
its second session with a colossal
$15,000, and stays a fourth. Last
week, 'La. Purchase' (Par) plenty
strong $13,500 on second stanza.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 25-35-40)—

Hellzapoppin' (U) and 'Bombay
Clipper' (U). Fine $12,000. Last
week, 'Bedtime Story' (Col) and
•Blue. White, Perfect* (20th), good
$10,000.

"

Orphenm (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)
—•Ball Fire' (RKO) and 'Obliging
Young Lady' (RKO). Smash $15,000,
and holds. I,ast week, 'Babes Broad-
way' (M-G) and 'Spitfire at Sea'
(RKO) okay $7,500 for second weelc
Panunonnt (Fox) 2,200; 25-40)—

•One Foot Heaven' (WB) and 'Young
America' (20th). Nice $7,000. Last
week, 'Cadet Girl' (20th) and 'Riders
Timberllne' (Par), good $6,500.
BUIto (Fox) (878; 25-40)—'Maltese

Falcon' (WB), after a week at each
Denver and Aladdin, and- 'Let's Go
Collegiate' (Mono). Okay $2,000.
Last week, 'Green Valley' (20th),
after a week at each Denver and
Aladdin, and Tlesta". (UA), after a
week at Denver. Booa'$Z,5()0,

After several days of lengthy ses-

sions in New York, including well

into the night on both Saturday and

Sunday (17 - 18) producers have

reached agreement in principle with

Coast studio locals on. working con-

ditions subject to negotiation of

wage scales satisfactory to both sides.

While the locals employed by the

film factories and on location came
in with different wage demands,
ranging generally from 20 to 30%
increases for each, it is believed that
if the accord.on conditions and juris-

dictional matters does not interfere,

a boost in salaries of around 10%
will be acceptable.

Producers committee, labor branch
of which is headed by Pat Casey,

met over the weekend with a view
to hurdling the matter of worldng
conditions, at same time prying into

jurisdiction piroblems, with a view
to getting down to discussion of wage
scales this week and in hopes of

ironing out major difficulties leading
to complete agreement by the end
of the week.

Sessions have taken on greater
speed because Richard F. Walsh,
president of the International Alli-

ance of Theatrical Stage Employees,
and Louis Krouse, general secretary-
treasurer, will have to leave Sunday
(25) at the latest to attend the I

A

executive board sessions beginning
in Miami Monday (26). Meantime,
however, studio representatives on
from thei Coast as well as business
agents and others of the locals, are
desirous of completing the eastern
sessions. Also, S. R. Kent, president
of the 20th-Fox,' who with Nicholas
M. Schenck, Barney Balaban and
other eastern company heads are sit-

ting in at the labor meetings, has -

reservations to leave for the Coast
Friday (23) following several post-
ponements.

jDrisdletlonal Knot-
Although conditional matters and

scale will be threshed out at the
eastern parleys, it is expected, that
considerable time will be required
to 'define jurisdictional lines under
knotty demand^ made, and that this

will go over for future Coast hud-
dles. Jurisdictional hurdles to be
worked out include those between
cameramen and members of the
American Society of Cinematog-
raphers.'

Other jurisdictional items concern
other studio locals, while also on
the agenda is modification of last

summer's agreement with ttie lab-

oratory workers, who made their

own deal then, to give them com-
parable concessions that are being
obtained by the -balance of the
lATSE 'group of locals.

In addition to the cameramen and
lab workers, the loeals concerned
in the current N, Y. sessions are
grips, propertymen, wardrobe work-
ers, makeups, studio laborers, sound-
men and lamp operators. The studio
projectionists settled, on a deal sat-

isfactory to them last fall.

The Casey labor committee mem-
bers, who have met daily on
stretches as long as 19 hours, where-
as company heads such as Kent
Schenck, Balaban, ete., have
scrammed shortly after sundown
each day, included. In addition to
CHiairman Casey, Fred Pelton, his
assistant; Fred S. Meyer (20th),

Charles Boren (Par), Carroll Saxe
(WB); Dave (Sarber (U) and Keith
Glennon, represening Sam Gold-
wyn.

ASC Votes for lA

Hollywood, Jan. 20.

By better than a flve-to-one vole,
the American Society of Cinema-
tographers last night (Monday)
balloted against aligning with In-
ternational Photographers Local 659
and to continue fight for separate
charter in lATSK
Count of 117 to 21 was certified,

with lA to act on the charter at its

Miami meeting next week.

WB Invades Jungle
Hollywood, Jan. 20.

Warners Is sending a special

camera expedition to South America
to shoot color backgrounds of the
Matto Grossp, known as the world's

wildest jungle, in Brazil.

In addition to the wlldwood shoot-

ing, the unit headed by Del Frazier

will film footage on popular sporta in

16 ajutR"A'iAertiJari'(!ltieSj»

'
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ICeep Laughing'

A special trailer on 'A Vromlse lor 1942," to run indefinitely and

which may be extended to other Warner theatres, has been made lor

the Strand, N. Y., of which Zeb Epstin is managing director.

The promise thrown-on the screen Is 'that the management of the

New Yorlc Strand theatre will endeavor to keep its patrons entertained

and happy' with its long established policy of Broadway's finest com-
bined screen and stage shows, and furthermore promises it wlU do

everything possible to help you forget your everyday cares and troubles

so that you may relax and enjoy yourself, content in the Icnowledge

that our thoroughly trained and competent personnel have as their

first concern your comfort and well being.

'And in the plain words of the First Lady of the Land, for heaven's

sake, keep laughingi'

Al Rosen, who operates Loew's State on Broadway, had a special

New Year's week trailer made up, to riin that week only, which was
along somewhat similar lines and Included 10 resolutions for good

' Americans for 1942. He reports it created a lot of good comment
Terry Donoghue, handling publicity-advertising for the State, pre-

pared the trailer co{>y.

Inside Stuff-Pictures

Picture houses throughout Michigan are widely placarding in their

lobbies and even in advertising the President's recent pronouncement
against movie censorship. United Detroit Theatres was the first to put

up red, white and blue, 40 by eo-lnch placards, with the Butterfield. chain,

Allied and Co-ops all joining in on the lobby displays.

Such statements that the President made in his appointment of a film

coordinator as: 'American motion pictures are one of our most effective

media . . . must remain free as far as our national security will permit. . .

t want no fensor^p of motion pictures ... no restrictions which would
.Impair their usefulness, etc.,' are synchronized neatly into the current

institutional drive here to convince the public pictures are their best en-

tertainment

Virtually every small-theatre operator in New York State would be
required to take out workmen's compensation and unemployment insurance

under the terms of two bills introduced in Albany by Senator Phelps
Phelps. The legislationr would extend the compensation and unemployment
acts to all employees. The law now covers only employers of four or more
persons.

Many picture houses in small towns do not employ four persons. In

some, the proprietor handles the projection and his wife acts as cashier.

In othersi a' prbjectlohist is employed, and the proprietor alone, or with
his wife, takes care of the remaining chores.

Universal originally negotiated with Metro for loan of Wallace Beery to

play lead in 'Butch Minds the Baby,' Damon Runyon yarn being produced
' by Jules Levey (Mayfalr) with Virginia -Bruce, Broderlck Crawford and
Brian Donlevy in top roles. Understood that U execs figured they were en-

titled to Beery in deal which sent Abbott and Costello to the M-G lot for

en's picture. Beery, from accounts, turned down the assignment, one reason
reportedly advanced that he would remain with only $11,000 net for eight

' weeks work after paying his income tax.

So tickled was management of Shea's Fulton theatre in Pittsburgh with
business of 'How Green Was My Valley' that it gave 20th-Fox $1,000 over
•nd above regular film rental. Not only that, but through a booking quirk/
house had used up all of studio's higher bracket pix previously, which
brought in 'How Green' at' a lower percentage and when 20th-Fox execs
registered a mild protest following film's record-breaking biz, Fulton volun-
tarily put it in the 40% classification. In first week at Fulton, picture

smashed every existing house record, doing $15,800. Also ran up a new
second week figure of $10,400 and is current for third stanza.

The making and showing of pictures 'for the duration' were advocated
Saturday (17) by the staid influential Springfield Mass. Republican >in an

. editorial on 'ForceH and Voluntary Economies.'
Said the paper: 'It was lately forecast that America's plunge into vol-

' untary poverty for the duration would keep people from, going to the
movies. That seems unsound, because no celluloid famine has been re-

. ported and the basic cosl of making and showing pictures is small. If

. America wants movies, it should be allowed to see them, war or no war.'

Jean Benoit-Levy, French film director who produced 'La Maternelle'
and 'Ballerina,' will give a course on 'The Motion Picture; Its Present and
Its Future' at the Tlew School for Social Research, N. Y. Classes will be
held Tuesday nights for 15 weeks.
Course will be in two sectlotis, 'Motion Picture As Education, Publicity,

Documentation and Theatre,' beginning Feb. 3, and 'Potentialities of the
' Motion Picture in Education,' beginning March 31.

Jr. Miss
sCtontlnned from page 3;

' Columbia is solving the problem of threatened blackouts by shooting
Interior 'exteriors' for two of its high budget pictures on sound stages
completely closed in from daylight. In 'Highly Irregular' the sound stage

- contains a Holland vista of canals, village streets and an airfield In the
offing. In 'The Gentlemen Misbehave' there is a complete six-room house
with gardens stretching into the distance. New arrangement cuts out
two-thirds of the outdoor filming required by the script

Because of the war and uncertainties, Paramount has dropped the title

of 'Malaya,' another of those Dorothy Lamour sarongers. In favor of
'Beyond the Blue Horizon.' Picture stars Miss Lamour, with Richard
Denning, Jack Haley and Patricia Morison in support

Employees on the Paramount lot are so prosperous that their Credit
Union has refused to take any more of Ihcir savings over $200. Workers
draw 4% interest on their savings, but there are so few borrowers that the
union can't afford any more depositors,

Pathe newsreel moved into new streamlined headquarters in New York
last week. New offices are in marked contrast to the weather-beaten barn
of Pathe Freres, which issued the initial reels of picturlzed news, the
Pathe Weekly.

Carradine Slinks Away

Hollywood, Jan. 20.
John Carradine, heavy at 20th-Fox

for six years. Is leaving the studio
"> take up stage and radio jobs in
addition to freelance picture work.
On the Westwood lot since 1928,

Carradine has. appeared in 60 pic-
tures. Understood he is considering
* »tagt, offer, on tBroa^yvay. ,»

SOEG Film Row Pitch

Hollywood, Jan. 20.

Permission to act as bargaining

representatives for white collar

workers In six major film exchanges

was asked by the Screen Office Em-
ployees Guild in a petition to the

National Labor. Relations Board.

Exchanges involved are Columbia,

Metro, RKO, Warners, Republic and
Paramo'unt , ,

flclal when it was suggested that
'Claudia' be sent, to the camps. He
said that play was 'rampant with
sex' and that he was disturbed whin
he saw the performance because his
16-year-old daughter was with him.
'Claudia' has been playing for nearly
a year at the Booth, N. Y., and two
companies are on tour. No word of
similar criticism has been heard
about the cbmedy, and when John
Golden, who produced 'Claudia,'

beard about the comment he waved
It aside as ridiculous.

Eqaltyllcs 'Disappointed'

Equity's I,neilectual efforts to get
more plays in the camps have been
one of the season's disappointments
among the association's leaders: As-
surances had been made time after

time that plays would be an im-
portant part of the entertainment
fare, but delays and interference
have prevented such . presentations.

Stated that more legits are possible

before the end of the season and
that there definitely will be more
shows next season. Amount sought
for such showings is $350,000 which
is expected to be allocated by USO.
Similar squeamishness that affects

legit appears to be absent so far as

girls and vaude units are concerned.

Number of such outfits are predom-
inant and because of that a sameness
in performance is indicated. Equity-

Ites contend that more plays would
provide a welcome change of pace
for Oie men in camps.

'Miss' is the first Broadway hit

sent the camps. It had been pro-

posed that the camps get run shows
of other seasons, as many servicemen
have never seen a play. 'Abie's Irish

Rose' and 'Tobacco Road' were men-
tioned, but there was an objection

about the latter because of its lan-

guage. That brought a smile to show
people on the entertainment com-
mittee, who opined that the soldiers

not only know but use all the words.

"They cited as an example one of the

most popular of camp and marching
ditties in the first World War, 'You^fe

in the Army Now.'

Fox-Wisconsin Theatres Shakes Up

Exec Staff in General Streamlining

Discreet Boozing
sContliiiied from page 1=

men were given a special phone num-
ber to call. If the cafe men notice a

service man being deliberately plied

with liquor by another guest they

are to call the Intelligence Depart-

ment. In cases where there may be

a doubt as to motives, patriotism,

etc., of a customer, the FBI is to be

notified.

Cafe men were also told not to be

bulldozed by professional patriots.

As an instance, they were told of

one cafe orchestra being forced to

play the national anthem several

times by a disorderly group. Cafe

men were given a letter stating that

the 'Star-Spangled Banner' is to be

played only once during an evening.

Detroit's Bowery Padlocked

Detroit Jan. 20.

That major defense centers, on

what seems to be orders from pretty

high up, are going to have to clean

up their shows and stick to curfews

In the interests of .public morale,'

was shown here with the padlocking

of the Bowery and two other cafes

for 15 days.
*

Shuttering of one of the biggest

niteries in the country came despite

the offer by Frank Barbara, the

owner, to pay 'any fine' if he could

be spared the closing.

'That's just the point' barked back

Theron W. Atwood, attorney for the

Michigan Liquor Control Commis-
sion. 'We must make an example of

you because you operate one of the

largest places of Its kind In the coun-

try, and you can't expect the little

places to obey the law when they

see the biggest of its kind doing what
you've been doing.'

Along with the Bowery, the Com-
mission, which declared It was out

to 'clean up the Detroit area,' put the

clamp on The Nut House and the

House of Rau, also Hamtramck spots.

While none of the officials would
comment it was indicated that orders

had come from high places that In

the Interests of national defense,

night-time playing doesn't get out of

hand. It was commented here that

the orders may have originated out-

side the State.

Barbara pleaded he had built up
'a highly respectable trade,' but the

Commission answered that by hav-

ing two of its sleuths read from a

stenographic takedown some of the

cracks Charlie Carlisle, m.c. at the

Bowery, had made the previous Sat-

urday night, to bolster Its charge of

permitting '^ndepent>. enter;lainment.

Court Okays Split-Tax

Payments on Minnesota
Minneapolis, Jan. 20.

In receipt of a court order permit-
ting them to pay their tfixes sepa-
rately on a portion of the ground
occupied by the $2,000,000 4,000-seat

Minnesota theatre, now in bank-
ruptcy and tenantless, trustees of the
J. E. Andrus .estate announce they'll

wreck that part of the showhouse,
including the stage and boiler room,
which stands on the lots owned by
the estate. This will cut the theatre
in two.

Owners of the building and of the
rest of the land on which the white-
elephant theatre stands have failed
to pay their taxes and confiscation by
the state is imminent

Soap Into It, Boys

Hollywood, Jan. 20.

Two easy-going guys, Henry Fonda
and Don Ameche,. will co-star in
'Strictly Dynamite' at 20th-Fox.
Story was originally titled 'Lazy
Galahad'.
Fonda and AmecKe invented the

telephone togethei; in "The Story of
Alexander Graham Bell'. In their

new picture Walter Lang is director

and William Perlberg producer.

MINNEAPOLIS
(Continued from page 9)

'We Go Fast' (20th), nice $2,000 in
eight 'Bays.

Century (P-S) (1,600; 28-39-44)—
'Yank H.A.F.' (20th) (2d wk). Moved
here from State. Socko $9,000. Last
week, 'Babes Broadway' M-G) (2d
wk), fine $5,200.

Gopher (P-S) (998; 28)—'Pacific
Blackout' (Par). Strong advertising,
big $4,000. Last week, 'Intl. Lady'
(UA), $3,000, fair.

Orphenm (P-S) (2,800; 29-39-44)—
'Two-Faced Woman' (M-G). Good
$7,000. Last week, 'Belle Starr'

(20th) and Ersklne Hawkins orches-
tra and Four Ink Spots, on stage, big

$16,000.

SUt« (P-S) (2,300; 28-39-44)—
'Died Boots On' (WB). Big $10,000.

Last week, 'Yank R.A.F.' (20th),

great $11,000.

Uptown (Par) (1,100; 28-39)—'Sus-
picion' (RKO). Good $2,500, first

nabe date. Last week, 'Shadow Thin
Man' (M-G), good $3,000.

World (Par-Steffes) (350; 28-39-44-
55)—'New Wine' (UA). Light $1,500.

Last week, 'La. Purchase' (Par), big
$2,500.

Milwaukee, Jan. 20.

Drastic changes in streamlining

the organization for war-time opera-

tion have been made in the Fox.

Wisconsin theatres. Inc., and Film

Row Is still buzzing over the shake-

up. Economy In some directions,

strengthening of weak spots and
general tightening ot the reins are

said to be the main objectives of the

new setup.

V. (Bill) Geehan, who was
brought in from out in the state and
given a supervisory post some time

ago, has been placed in a newly
created position as personal assistant

to Harold J. Fitzgerald, head of the

chain, and will be contact man be-

tween the chief and the seventy odd
houses comprising the group in city

and state.

George H. Brown, veteran con-

struction, maintenance' and purchas-

ing expert of the old Orpheum Cir-

cuit and later RKO theatres, who
was set Into the Fox Wisconsin or-
ganization by the Chase National
Bank about six years ago as chief
buying agent has been relieved of
his post entirely, and replaced by
Charles Brewster, until now Brown's
assistant, who was inherited'by Fox
from the old Saxe organization, now
out of the picture. Brown is said to
be dickering for a theatre of hii
own to operate as an independent.

Belief that the two Fox ace down-
town houses—^Palace and Wi^conslti
—can be built up to 'higher pro-
ductiveness by placing them under
experienced individual managers,
rather than having them operated by
subordinates under supervision as
in the past, has resulted In abolition
of the post of downtown manager
and put Roy Pierce, who held that
job, in full charge of the Palace,
with the Wisconsin being placed in
the hands of jTo'e Rosenfield, who
was brought in from the firm's soutti
side house, the Modjeska.

Johnny Bergant former chief of
the booking department has been
relieved of his . post, and Vernon
Touchette, a former supervisor, has
been advanced to the film buying
department, with Joe Strother, er^-
whlle booker, being made assistant
to Touchette.

Minor shifts in other spots are
part of the general reshuffling, all
designed to strengthen and facilitate
operation of the Fox houses for the
duration.

New York Theatres

OPENS FRI., JAN. 23

"AU ThroDgh-tlie Night"
A Xcw Warner Bros. Hit

—I.V PERSON-
BOB CHESTER '"a*"

—also

—

GEORGIE PRICE

STRAND B'way & 47th St.

PARAMOUNT
Dob HoM
Vera ZorlD^
Victor Moor*
—In—

'Louisiana
Purchaso'

Pifimount Picture
In TichnlwlT

—In Pcrsoa

—

GENE
KRUPA

Dd HIa Orcb.

DINAH
gUOBK

OrRMINO SAT.. JAN. 24

"JOAN OF PARIS"

Last 8 Dayn

OMnOPMBJOA.M. MIDNITE SHOWS

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Jan. 20.

'It Comes Up Love' Is release' tag

on Damon Runyon's RKO produc-
tion, 'Little Pinks.'

'Girl Touble' became 'Man Trap* at

Producers Releasing Corp.

The Empty Room' is final tag on
'The House at Peace' at 20thTFox,

LOEW'S

STATE 'Jr
Lut Tlidcf Wod.
CltudriU COLBERT
RV MILLAND
'SKYLARK"

On SUM
VliMit LOPEZ

and Oreh.

Stuta Tbinx^jM. 22

BIbiT CiMby

"BIRTH OF
THE BLUES"

Tn rerun
IMck Powell

ALACE B WAY &
4 7lh Si

•Om FOOT IN HEAVER'
Fr«drlo Marrh - Mitrtha BcoU

—and

—

'You're In The Army Now'
.Timinj Durante - Jane IVynun

klMEnPtniMPIBEST;
WALTDMNCr*

c"^'" MUSIC HALL
Held Over

"BALL OF
FIRE"

Spictaeular Stage Production*
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Substitute Sponsor, hstead of Show:

Proposal for Summer Hiatus Span
4-

Columbia's sales dep^tment has

heard Irom a couple of national ac-

counts that are Interested In taking

over existing progranis, intact, or

vacationing commercials this com-
jjig summer. It would be for the seven

or eight weeks that year-in-and-

year-out clients earn as a hiatus.

The two would-be pinchitting ad-

vertisers flgure that regular chan-

nels should w^come such a proposi-

tion since the continuance of the pro-

grams through the seven or eight

weeks would serve to hold the audi-

ence for the vacationing commer-
cial.

The quest is not 'for the top priced

shows, but those that are moderately

pegged and still have sizable

ratings. The two accounts might
even consider programs where the

expensive personality can be re-

tained but the most of the balance

of the show substantTally reduced.

. Network advertisers have hereto-

fore been loath to farm out their

programs during, the hiatus.

FORD CONCERT

AWARVICHM
Detroit, Jan. 20.

The Ford Sunday Evening Hour
will be withdrawn from the air with

the concert of March 1, it has been
•nnounced here by the Ford Motor
Co. reasons were given. Only
network program originating in

Detroit, the Ford concerts are end-

ing seventh season.

The series, which cost $1,400,000

annually in tune and talent, grew
out of the Ford-spohsored concerts

of the Detroit Symphony Orchestra
at the Chicago Century of Progress
Expositioa The first broadcast was
Oct. 7, 1934 and was followed by an
average of 35 programs a season
presenting most of the world's famous
artists and conductors.

WTAG Staffers Get Pay

Adjnstmeflts Based On

Ftnctoatiiig Uring Costs

T^orcester, Jan. 20.

'Cost of living' pay increases have
been granted WTAG employees by
George F. Booth, owner of station.

Patterned after so-called . 'Canadian
Plan,' new WTAG policy provides
for addition to pay commensurate
.with cost of living each month.

' Figures' of the Division of Neces-
aries of Life, Massachusetts De-
partment of Labor, are used with
the index for October, 1941. taken
as a base to determine hikes.

Employees making up to $25
weekly receive one per cent of their

salary for each one per cent boost
in cost of living over last October.
Higher salary groups receive a
gradually lower percentage of bonus
to wages, as compared to those in

lower brackets. Minimum bonus of

$1 weekly is paid to all.

LUCILLE WEBSTER

LEAVES TED BATES

Lucille Webster, an aide In the

radio department of the Ted Bates

agency, resigned abruptly last week
as a resul* of a disagreement about

policy. She left immediately.

Miss Webster was brought along

from Benton & Bowlies when Bates

left more than a year ago to form

his own agency.

Laddie Seaman, Radio

Jnve, a Soicide m N.

On Tepper Young' Show

Laddie Seaman, one of the more

active juveniles of radio, committed

suicide early Monday morning (19)

by inhaling carbon monoxide gas in

the garage of his' home In Great

Neck, N. Y., He was 23. A regular

member of the 'Pepper Young's

Family* serial and a frequent actor

on various, other programs, he had

instructed his professional phone-

message service to tell callers he had
gone out- of town on a visit and
would'be back Tuesday (yesterday).

Although Seaman was not known
to have any reason for ending his

life, he was said to be an emotional,

introspective youth who had threat-

ened from time to time to kill him-
self and about a year ago actually

attempted suicide. He is survived

by his mother, Mrs. C^ol Seaman,
with whom he lived.

, Seaman, whose real name was
StauSer Ulrich Stephenson, was
born in Reading, Pa., In 1918. He
first acted at the age of eight on
NBC's 'CSiildren's Hour,* "True Story*

and 'Jolly Bill and Laddie,* later ap-
pearing on 'The Silver Flute,* "Lives

of Great Composers,' 'Real Folks*

and The liady Next Door.' In re-

cent years he bad played extensive

ly on 'Hilltop House' and 'When a
Girl Marries,' as well as 'Pepper
Young,' and he did occasional spots

on many-other programs. As a child

actor he toured with Janet Beacher
in a legit company of 'Courage.'

Sam Fuller in Miami

To Set Kate Smith Show
Miami, Jan,' 20.

Sam Fuller, Young & Rublcam
production exec, was here with 20th-
Fox publicist Irving Kahn to set

the first Kate "Smith show to orig-
inate here Feb. 6. It will be from
either the Grove or Mayfair theatre
and Al Jolson will be the first

guester.

'True or False' originates March
2 from the Roney-Plaza hotel; Ripley
show Is mulling ditto idea, out of
Florida; and Elsa Maxwell's Ry-
Krisp has l>een getting a Florida
toasting for the past two weeks.

RECORDS SHOW LABOR

PAIRED PLENTY ON WEBS

Washington, Jan. 20,

Gratis time enjoyed by national

labor union figures in 1941 on three

major networks shows up the

squawks about radio's 'anti-labor

bias.* Without considering the num-
erous local programs and the in-

dividual airings for brass hats, the

CIO and AFL last year had 74 free
opportunities to use the microphones.
Noting that all labor talks are car-

ried, under code provisions, as sus-

'taining service, Joseph L. Miller,

labor director of the N.A,B. com-
.mented that the controversial public

issue policy requires rebuttal time

in the event of any provocative

statement But no data was avail-;

able concerning the extent to which
the warring labor groups may have
invoked this privilege.

Lou Cowan, Owner of 'Quiz Kids , Is

Newcomer to Army's Radio Section

COL. JIM HEALEY
An enviable record: Sun Oil

Co., 6% years; Penn Tobacco

Co.', 2 years; Hudson Coal Co,,

1 year; Port Orange Chemical
Co., 1 year. — Twenty-three years

of major newspaper experience.

Continuously sponsored on one

or more stations, 1933-1941. He's
available for network and the

'rates are right,*

COL. JIM HEALEY
154 W. 4«th SU New York '

CONSIDER BENNY BAKER

FOR CIGARET SHOW

Benny Baker is being considered

by the Blow agency for a spot in

PhlHp Morris' Tuesday night show
on NBC,
, Baker is currently In the Broad-

way musical, 'Let's Face It.*

Carlo De Angelo Jobs

Shennan & Marqnette

For New York Shows

Blow NOT TO

RECOMMEND

NEWSCASTS

Blow agency wQl not recommend
a schedule of local news programs
to Philip Morris because a survey

of the field disclosed that there were
not enough effective newscasts

available to make such an under,

taking worthwhile.

•The survey had been made in

behalf of Morals* tobacco brands.

Bond Street and Revelation.

WHEELER-MARSHALL IN

BLUE SHIFT TO FRIDAY

Old Gold Is moving its Bert
Wheeler-Herbert Marshall program
in a couple weeks from Monday to

Friday night on the Blue Network.
The new spot wUl be 6 to 8:30, ior

just before the Ballantine show,

which is handled by the same agency.

J. Walter Thompson. Both programs
originate from Hollywood.

Including the Merry Macs, stanza

will do two broadcasts that particular

week, one Monday and the other,

Friday.

Carlo De Angelo joins Sherman tc

Marquette, of Chicago, effective Feb.

2, as supervisor and director of the

agency's programs originating in

New York. It hasn*t been decided

whether he will open a branch of-

fice In New York.

Currently associated with the

Henry Souvalne program production

office and a free-lance director, he

will sever the former connection, but

hop^ to continue his outside direct-

ing assignments temporarily. Plans

are not yet complete, but will prob-

ably be settled this week.

Two Sherman tt Marquette pro-

grams which De Angelo will take

over as of Feb. 2 are "Myrt and

Marge' and The Story of Bess

Johnson.' Former la now directed

by Lhidsey MacHarrie and the latter

by Basil Loughrane. Both shows
are sponsored by Colgate-PalmoHve-

Peet, and both are serials, 'Myrt and

Marge* Is on CBS and 'Bess John-

son* on NBC-Red (WEAF). Both

have repeats.

De Angelo °is currently directing

The O'Neills,* serial on CBS pro-

duiced by Ed Wolf Associates for

Procter & Gamble (Compton
.agency), besides <4wo recorded se-

rials, 'Mandrake the Magician,' pro-

duceid by 'Transamerican, and
'Wheatena Playhouse,' produced by
the Wolf office for Compton. Al-

though 'Wheatena* has on^ a month
more to run and 'Mandrake' Is slated

to fold soon, there would likely

have to be. some rearrangement of

schedules or some other adjustment

for him to handle ell the various

shows, even temporarily.

As it is now, there are five daily

broadcasts (including the repeats)

involved In the 'Myrt and Marge,'

'Bess Johnson' and 'O'Neills' serials.

Mrs. F.D.E.'8 Ft. Worth Date
Fort Worth, Jan. 20.

The nation's first lady will be here
on Jan, 25 to see her newest grand-
child, Mrs, Franklin D, Roosevelt
will visit at Dutch Branch, home of
Capt, and Mrs, Elliott Roosevelt.

Will make her regular Pan-Ameri-
can broadcast from the studios of
KGKO from 5:45 to 6 p.m. on that
date.

BLEVINS DAVIS LEAVES

other NBC Departures Are Bnby
Cowan, Ethel Gilbert

Blevins Davis, of NBC talent sales

and formerly assigned to the net-
work's educational dramatic pro-
grams, has resigned.

Other resignations include Ruby
Cowan, of program and talent sales,

and Ethel Gilbert, of sales.

Accounts Spanning Red and Blue

Stations Can Continue Arrangement

Washington, Jan. 20.

Radio publicity division of the
United States Army has retained'

Lou Cowan, Chicago ballyhober ahd
owner of the Alka-Seltzer-sponsored
'Quiz Kids,' as active staff member
and consultant. Cowan together

with John S. Cullon'and Capt. Ed-
win P. Curtin, who have been taken-

on since Pearl Haiiior, fill out the

department which has no further

vacancies.

Under Ed Kirby, the Army's ra-

dio publicity section adheres to a.

rule of getting only trained broad-

casting personnel. Cullon, who will

specialize In advertising agency
liaison, is from WLAC, Nashville,

and the C. P. Clark agency, Atlanta.

Curtin is from NBC and B.B.D. & O.

Also in the section Is Lieut. Rankin
Roberts, Jr., from the Texas State

network, while Brooks Watson, pro-

gram director of WMBD, Peoria, has

been recalled to duty under Kirby.

Other execs continue as before, in-

cluding R. C. Coleson as Adminis-

trative Executive and Major Harold

Kent as Educational Director.- Jack

Harris, of WSM, Nashville, Is Direc-

tor of News and Special Events, and

Jack Joy is Program Director.

FRED ALLEN

TO SUNDAY

Fred Allen (Texaio) moved Into

the CBS Sunday right spot (9-10

o'clock) March 8. Ford Motor's can-

cellation of the concert series, which

has filled this period for 1937 takes

effect the week before. Allen's pre-

sent Wednesday hour will go to Proc-

tor & Gamble for the Ranson Sher-

man show, now on Friday nights,

and another program yet to be

named.
CBS last week also received a can-

cellation from Schick on 'Duffy'f

Tavern' Thursday, (8:30-8:55 p.m.).

This one takes effect March 12.

WBBM,Chicaj{0, Prepares

Army Program Using

Military 'Special Events'

Chicago, Jan, 20,

With the local branch of the

American Federation of Radio Ac-
tors furnishing the. talent, WBBM,
Chicago, will debut Feb. 7 an army
show, 'Pass In Reylew." It will be
written by Ward CalUe, produced by
O. J. Neuwerth, and deal with spe-

cial events features of army routine

in the Chicago area. This will In-

clude pickups from recruiting sta-

tions, graduation exercises, service

center meetings, etc.

No date has as yet been set for the

introduction over the same station of

another similar cooperative program,
'Midwest Mobilizes,' This one will

specialize in civilian morale.

OLIVE DEERING^AS 'MARGEV

Sucoeeds Helen Mack Who Retires
tor Motherhood

Betty Jameson, the golfer, added to

•taff of station TITQAI, San Antonio.

On-Film Recording Used

For 'Blessed Freedom'

The first show of a nfw series

utilizing the Radiofilm system's new
technique for recording air programs

on film, has been turned out at the
Miller Radiofilm studios in Holly-
wood. Each week the history of a
country fighting for its freedom will

be dramatized under the program,
'This Blessed Freedom,' with the
first show dealing' with the struggle

of Masaryk, Czech patriot
Edward Sloman, veteran producer-

director in films, is directing the
new network series.

KGLO, Mason City, Iowa, which
started as a 100-watter less than five

years ago, now has okay of the

FCC for power boost increasing it

from present 1,000 to 5,000 watts.

Last month KGLO had a dedication

program for new $25,000 studioa
'

Assurance has been given adver-
tising agencies by both NBC-Red and
Blue Network sales executives that

their clients will be permitted to re-

tain any combination of Red and
Blue outlets that prevail in their

present hookups. Agency men raised
the issue as the result of the move
currently afoot to make distinctly

separate operations of the two net-

works.
The agency men have been in-

formed that where a Blue Network
account has been in the habit of
using several or many Red Network
supplementarles nothing will be done
to affect this mixture of affiliated

stations. The same will also apply to

Red Network clients that have for
some time made use of Blue stations.

These inter-selections will be con-
sidered as valid obligations under
present agreements and the originat-

ing network will take care of the re-
imbursements to the other network
from the payment of the joint time
bill it received from the agency.

George JesselFs Shinola

'Jazz Singer' Revival
George Jessel guests Saturday

morning (24) on 'Lincoln Highway,'
via NBC-Red (WEAF) for Shinola,
playing his original, role in an
adaptation of The Jazz Singer.'
Brian Donlevy Is being sought tor
an appearance on the show the fol-

lowing week (31), with Peggy
Wood and Ruth Chatterton tenta-
tively set for a co-starring date the
week after that (7).

Jack Hurdle directs the series for
Benton & Bowles.

Radio School on WQXR
John F. Gilbert School of Radio

Technique, N. Y„ has signed for a
13-week series 6:45-6 p,m, Sundays
on WQXR, New York,
Gilbert will conduct the programs

plugging the school's dramatic and
musical courses.

Olive Deering goes Into the part
of Marge on the 'Myrt and Marge'
serial effective with the Feb. 2
broadcast. She replaces Helen Mack,
who is withdrawing in expectation

of the birth of a child. Miss Mack
is the wife of Tom McAvity, former
head of the Lord Thomas radio
department She' is the former film

actress. Part of Marge was created
by Donna Damerel, daughter of
Myrtle Vail ('Myrt'), and she con-
tinued to play it until her death
last February.

Stuart Hawkins, writer of the
'Myrt and Marge' serial for several
years, has returned to the scripting
assignment after about a year's ab-
sence, Cliff Thomas having authored
it in the meantime. Lindsey Mac-
Harrie, currently directing "the show,
will be replaced as of Feb. 2 by
Carlo DeAngelo, who becomes sup.-

ervisor-director of New York-orig-
inating programs tor Sherman-Mar-
quette on that date,

'Myrt and Marge' is on CBS at

10:15 a.m. (with a 4: 15 repeat) daily
tor Colgate-PalmoUve-Peet (Super
Suds).
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TRADE-BUREAUCRACYW
ESPECIALLY SILLY NOW

It remains pretty ridiculous for big metropolitan dailies

(never mind the Main Street Bugle!) to torture their radio

columnists and their radio readers by refusing to allow their

text to mention the names of radio sponsors even when da-

scribing, often in minute detail, sponsored radio programs.

This is a remnant from the ihonkey-in-tree era of the great and

silly feud between dailies and broadcasters. If it was unreal

and unl^ecoming in peace times, the petty, stubborn rule is

doubly unreal in war time. There is enough censorship today

without publishers inventing their own censorships of essential

facts. And the name of the sponsor is certainly an essential

fact in any news story about a radio program.

Consider the absurdity of Alton Cook in Monday night's

New York World-Telegram reporting the folding of various

programs because of the war. What is the essential news fact:

that the Dietroit Symphony is going off the air or that Henry
Ford is? Obviously Henry Ford is the 'name' that makes the'

news, yet. Cook must report the story with the main fact left

out. This is worse than silly. It's a vivid example for all to

see that publishers are capable o^ being pretty picayune. It

doesn't enhance the standing of newspapers as' such.

In the same paragraph Cook is allowed to mention that Helen
Hayes' program is a victim of the war. This would be' a better

story surely with Lipton's mentioned, as would his further

reference to 'Duffy's "Tavern' if Schick Blades were named.

Even so, it was probably daring for Cook to mention 'auto

mobiles,' '<tea' and 'razor blades' in parentheses. Even that

little identification is usually not permitted.

Why don't the publishers stop pouting over matters they

tan't change?

llfar No hxm for Lapsing Public

Awareness of Valuable Trade Names'

Columbus, O., Jan. 20.

Arthur Horrocka, public relations

director of the Goodyear Tire &
.Rubber Co., speaking before the sales

croiip of the Ohio Broadcasters' As-
sociation last week, suggested a line

of argument for radio salesmen dur-
ing the present emergency. "Radio

salesmen,' said Horrocks, 'have got

to encourage their accounts to stay

on the air, because when this is all

over, the man, or firm, that has kept
his' name and his product or serv-

ices before the public Is the one that
is going to be on top. If he doesn't
advertise, people are going to for-

get about him, what he has to sell

or what he does.'

It M. Bowling, sales and adver-
tising manager of the sanforized di-

vision of the Cluett-Peabody Co.,

spoke on the 'use and misuse of ra-
dio advertising by department
stores.' Dowling advised the radio
men that they sell department stores

Institutional programs In preference
to advertising programs and that
the former make sure that the de-
partment store executives judge an
Institutional program as an institu-

tional program and not a merchan-
dising program. For a department
store program to be successful it

must be on dally, Dowling added.
Also that short term contracts in

such cases are fair neither to the
advertiser nor to the station.
John Outler, sales manager of

WSB, Atlanta, took as his topic the
need for close analysis of each sta-
tion's market condition and recog-
nition of changed buying psychology
during 1942.

Dorothy LoweH Expecting

Dorothy Lowell, title actress on
•Our Gal Sunday,' will temporarily
give up the show in the next few
days to become a mother. Authoress
Helen Walpole will not write her
out of the script, but Vivian SmoIIcn,
a member of the cast of 'Stella
Dallas,' is standing by to substitute.
Miss Lowell is the wife of William
Spire, radio head of the McCann-
Erlckson agency.
'Sunday' is sponsored daily on

CBS. by Anacln, through Blackett-
Sample-Hummert.

Aid Graenberg to Direct

'Abie's Irish Rose' And

Jennings Will Cdmmote

Axel Gruenberg will direct 'Abie's

Irish Rose' when the Anne Nichols

comedy goes on as the running ve-

hicle on 'Knickerbocker Playhouse'

on NBC-Red (WEAF), starting Sat-

urday night (24). Robert Jennings,

radio head for Kastor, will divide his

time between the agency's Chicago

headquarters and the New York

branch, but details of the show will

be handled in New York.

Alan Reed will play the part of

Solomon Levy, with Walter Kinsella

as Patrick Murphy, Anna Appel and
Menasba Skulnik as Mr. and Mrs.

Isaac Cohen and the boy and girl not
yet cast. Joe Stopak will conduct
the orchestra. Announcer is not set.

GiESTER-PERSOliS

IN OUTBURST

Behind Epi«od« at Washing-

ton Meeting Is Reported

Antipathy of 'Take 'Em
Over' Boys for 'We Know
Best' Men of Broadcasting

Trade

CHARGE 'JOSTLING'

By HEBB GOLDEN
Tempers flared, the taunt 'liar' was

flung, and the first dramatic clash of

a government agency and private

enterprise took place last Wednes-
day (14) at a meeting in Washington

of a Defense Communications Board
committee. Behind the episode are

mutual suspicions that the other side

is 'pushing.' Private Industry has

been burning up at the dictation and
dictatorial manner, as they see It, of

newcomers who presume to lecture

more experienced men. The Gov-
ernment men, to the contrary, seem
to feel that they have the greenlight

and can tell, not ask.

Involving operating policies of the

nation's international shortwave sta-

tions and the Office of the C^oordina-

tor of Information (Donovan) the

outburst occurred between Ediiiund

Chester, of CBS, and Gordon Per-

sons, of the Coordinator's office, each

shouting 'Liar' at the other.

Strain between the broadcasters

and employees of the Coordinator

has been growing for some time.

(Coordinator's office has been charged-

with the task of generating and
overseeing propaganda being fed all

foreign areas except Latin America.
Latter is handled by the Office of

Inter-American Affairs (Rockefeller

committee).

Cbmrge Inexperience

Major outlets for the product of

the two organizations, of course, are

the country's privately-operated

shortwave transmitters. Owners of

these stations feel that some mem-
bers of Donovan's staff, in a combi-
nation of too much zeal and too little

experience, are doing harm to both

the stations and the interest of the

U. S. A. .

Broadcasters resent newcomers
trying to tell them how to operate

in a highly-specialized fleld in which
they have been gaining experience

over years. Furthermore, under
authority handed by the President

to Donovan, it appears to the

licensees that F. D. R. never Jiad any
intention of the Coordinator acting

as more than a service organization

to stations which would continue to

be privately-owned. Some of Dono-
van's younger and more enthusiastic

bloods appear to have far-reaching

ideas and have been dubbed by the

broadcasters ttie 'take-'em-over-boys.'

Last week's clash was at a meeting
(Continued on page 30)

Stations Unwilling to Have Outside

Discs Jodeys on MiDer Programs

MBS Stalks Show

Mutual Is making a bid lor

Chesterfield's Glenn Miller series.

It has offered the cig account the

8:15-8:30 p.m. period, Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, through
the Newell-Emmett agency.

Mutual moved into the situ-

ation after Chesterfield had ex-

pressed to Columbia, the present

site of the Miller programs, a
wish that an earlier spot be
found for the series. The MUler
broadcasts have occupied the
10-10:19 pjn. niche since they
started on C6S, Dec. 27, 1930.

HOPE MAYim
ORSON WELLES'

SPONSOR

The Pedlar & Ryan agency is

negotiating with Bob.. Hope to re-

pla(ik Orson Welles for' Lady Esther

cosmetics since Wellfes Is going to

South America to make a picture

and tour. The package price on

Hope is understood to be $17,500,

which price would have applied to

Hope's present sponsor, Pepsodent,

if it. elected to renew him. It If re-

ported that because' of priorities

Pepsodent is disinclined to pick up

the option.

P. & R. Is also talking to Al Jol-

son and Bert iShr as a replacement

for Welles and fIso for another show

that the agency proposes to kfcom-

mend to another account' Welles

has suggested to the agency that U
it wants him to continue he can be
shortwaved from S.A. or be'' pre-

sented by ' way of discs which' he

would cut while on tour. If these

proposals are turned down he will

ask for an outright release- from his

Lady Esther- obligation. i

Alfred Busiel, president of the

Lady Esther Co., is now In Cuba and

the agency is unable to get in touch

with him for the moment. Welles

leaves Hollywood for Rio de Janeiro

Feb. 3, planing all the way.
Meanwhile an RKO crew, Tom

Perry, RKO publicist, and Ned
Scott, of the studio's still photog-

raphy staff, will be on the way.

They leave tomorrow (Thursday).

The cameramen will shoot the Rio

festival for inclusion in the Welles

picture, which is to be based on a

saga recently publicized through

'Four Men on a Raft'

What Shortwave Doesn^t Require

By ItOBEBT J. LAin)£Y

Conflict of authority and viewpoint betvi-cen

'Government' and 'Business' -viWX undoubtedly

be a familiar occurrence throughout the pres-

ent war. Neither side will have a. monopoly

of fault or of virtue. And given a little basic

goodwill and two-way sympathy such situa-

tions can be worked out in the democratic

way. It's also sound to apply nice, demo-

cratic, antiseptic newsprint once in a while,

although there are bureaucrats in shortwave

as there are brasshats in industry, who won't

tolerate the idea that newsprint not solely de-

voted to their own single, selfish, unedited

statement is a virtuous value. Even in peace-

time.

Without commenting upon the merits of any

one incident, perhaps now would be a good

time to draw up a list of som* of the things

experience and common sense would suggest

sliortwave's effective development and ex-

ploitation in the national interest does not re-

quire. Presumably DX positively does not

need:
1. Any more committees, or sub-committees.

2. Any more coordinators, or coordinators of

coordinators.

3. Any one mastermind to pass the actual

operating responsibility to others, giving them
the job and himself the fun.

4. Any more non-radio, non-lingiial, non-

experienced representatives either at home or

in first-class transportation bound for South
America.

5. Any more playboys, regulators or ideal-

ists with high-sounding missions and impa-

tient demands for progress, in a field where
progress must be made slowly.

6. Any more preemptory shifting of wave-
lengths that may wipe out existing painfully-

created popularities faraway in order to re-

direct elsewhere.

Cleveland, Jan. 20.

Glenn Miller's Chesterfield pro-
gram ran' into a bit of announcer
trouble during the band's engager
ment last week In Cleveland.
Newell-Emmett agency handling the
program over the CBS hookup,
sought the services of Francis Bat-
tay, NBC Blue announcer from sta-

tion WHK since Battay has the only
recorded program, in Cleveland; the
understanding being Battay would
plug Glenn MUler recordings for

the rest of the year.

The plan fell through, however,
when WGAR officials stoutly re-

fused the use of an 'outside' mike-
man since their announcers could
handle the program without any
difficulty. - Consequently, Larry
Bruff was back on the job.

WGAR was the trial station for

the Newell-Emmett plan with WJR,
Detroit being scheduled to tall in

line the second week. WJR, how-
ever, owned by the same interests

as tiie Cleveland station likewise
turned thumbs down on the plan as

the loan ^elected was not one of
their boys, but an- opposition mlke-
man In that vicinity with a recorded
program.
The agency has now dropped the

idea; station morale was too tough
to buck.
Not so long ago over an Adant

Hat fight broadcast from the Cleve-
land Arena, WHK, un^er protest^

used Tom Manning, NBC Red sports

announcer of WTAM, along with
BiU Stem.

BOB BURNS
PODTTEDAS

AROGERS

Format of the Bob Bums show !•

being reshuffled by the RuthrauS tc

Ryan agency with the view to build-
ing Bums into a Will Rogers char-
acter. Monolog will be for the most
part limited to comment on topical
subjects. ..

Guest star and singer will be used
each week with Edna May Oliver anf
Ginny Slnuns leading off next week
(27).

Hyde Park Beer Goes

To Young & RDbicam;

Spends Around $500,009

Hyde Park Beer, which gets Its

major distribution In the St Louis
area, has switched from Ruthrauff b
Ryan to the Young Sc Rubicam
agency. Budget is around $500,000.

Account will continue its play by
play broadcasts of the Browns and
Cardinals games over KXOK, St
Louis, but beyond that there' are no
other radio plans on the books.

Jerry Devine Now Directs

'Meek' for R&R Agency
With the shift of "Meet Mr. Meek*

from the Esty agency to Ruthrauff &
Ryan, Jerry Devine has succeeded
Don Bernard as producer of tfie

show. Budd Hulick has replaced
Frank Reddick in the title part and
Carol Smith has succeeded Marjorie
Davies as the ingenue lead. Red-
dick has gone to the C!oast

Program moves back a half-hour,

effective with tonight's (Wednesday)
broadcast, from the 7:30-8 p.m. spot

to 8-8:30 on CBS, occupying the time
vacated by the shift of 'Big Town'
to 9:30-10 p.m. Thursday on the

same network. Leonard Holton,

John Greenb and Ed Ettlnger are

collaborating on the script 'with Les
Weinrott collecting a royalty as orig-

inator.

Bob Sannon is engineer and Jerry
McCarthy sound man.
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Are Any Broadcasters Foolish?

Washington, Jan. 20.

Office of Censorship on Friday (18) promulgated the verbotens for

both the press and radio under which both media have already been

operating more or less. Restraints on broadcasting were far more
extensive. This, too, was expected.

Praise for the attitude of radio was voiced by Censorship Director

Byron Price and his assistant, J. H. Hyan, borrowed frorn WSPD,
Toledo, but there was a clear hint that any misguided recalcitrants

will be placed on the defensive but quick before the Federal Com-
munications Commission.
The whole set of 'practices' is put on a voluntary cooperation basis.

Though officialdom anticipates 09% obedience, the government will

be in a position and mood to chastise the individuals who don't play

ball. Price reminded the industry that instead of blaming individual

offenders, the public is likely to damn broadcasters as a whole for any

slips.

'Free speech will not suffer during this emergency period beyond

the absolute precautions which are necessary to the protection of a

culture which makes our radio the freest in the world,' Price reas-

sured. 'Radio is one of the greatest liaison officers between the

fighting front and the people. Its voice will speak the news first. It

should speak wisely and calmly. In short, radio is endowed with a

rich opportunity to keep America entertained and Interested, and

that opportunity should be pursued with vigor.'

Quiz Programs Can Easily Meet

Government Wartime hecautions

And Retain Values, Admen Think

New York ad agencies with quiz

programs received the audience par-

' ticlpation provisions of the Qovem-

ment's censorship code with little

dismay after they had gone Inta a

thorough analysis of the situation

with network executives. Quiz

shows, as far as network outlets are

concerned, are conducted before

audiences of more than BO persons

and the -agencies feel that if any
modifications are necessary in the

selection of contestants they will be
able to take them in stride and also

adopt all precautions necessary

without causing any diminuation

<Df ' entertainment value to the pro-

oram. It is believed that the only

Ibing that would bring about the

actual elimination of quiz programs
would be the promulgation by the

Government of a rule barring at-

tendance at broadcasts.

NBC had the following comment
to make on the censorship code:

'We do not anticipate that the c'on-

iorship code will cancel any of the

quiz programs now on NBC. In-

structions have been ksued to pro-

ducers, announcers, and masters of

ceremonies on these shows to veer

away from all subjects which the

Government regards as tabooed,

For some time these ahows have
been monitored with extra care In

Radio City and at other division

points. This practice will continue

so that if, during any of these so-

called ad lib shows, objectionable

atatements are indicated by audi-

ence participants, which are in vio-

lation of the censorship code a cut

will be Immediately made.

'We do not anticipate any diSl-

^ulty, but nevertheless we shall not

relax our vigilance. We should re-

iterate that ever since the war tiie

National Broadcasting Company has
had a self-imposed censorship In

effect so that the promulgation of the

Pode
finds us- already meeting Its

erms.

Effect on SnuU SUUons

'We are very glad to see this

code announced and believe that it

will have a salutary effect, es-

pecially among some of the smaller

stations which have overlooked the

Importance of strictly observing

common sense censorship rules.'

Mutual's statement on the same
subject was as follows:

"The Mutual Broadcasting Sys-

tem is confident that our affiliates

and member stations will recognize

the practicability and the soundness
of the newly Issued Government
radio censorship instructions and
will comply with them in all their

programs which are transmitted to

the network. Since the outbreak of

the war the network and its stations

have iihposed many voluntary regu-

lations applying to program opera-

tions, particularly those concerning

news, musical requests and audi-

ence participation broadcasts. The
latter type are produced before

large studio audiences and carefully

supervised.

'None of the quiz or audience par-

ticipation programs transmitted to

Mutual by the stations orighiate

trom remote locations such as air-

ports, railroad terminals or similar

WLAC, Nashville, Loses

Seyeral Programs Under

New Censorship Code

mrS YOUR OPINION?'

OBLITERATED BY WAR

Chicago, Jan. 20.

New Office of Censorship code

has ruled off WJJD 'What's Your

Opinion,' which was broadcast daily

from the Telenews theatre.

Also out was the use of tele-

^aphic requests for special songs

and recordings on WIND 'Night

Watch' program.

WAR OPENS UP

NEW TYPES

OF BLURBS

Nashville, Jan. 20.

Restrictions placed on remote and
quiz programs by.the Bureau of Cen-
sorship caused WLAC most worry
locally. Station carrlejl 'Curbstoifc
College,' 'Air Traveller' and 'Man on
Street'

'Curbstone College' will continue
on air with show originating In sta-

tion's studios with talent selected
from reputable groups with no pro-
axis sentiments.

'Air Traveller' show Is oft due to

special request of Censorship Bureau.
WSDC, with man on street, and

"Watkins Forum' as Its open-mike
shows, was less effected by the order,

No regularly scheduled man on street

or open forum shows are aired by
WSM. —

Entry of the U. 6. Into the war

has brought several new sponsors to

WWRL, New York Indie station. All

are small deals, but all are directly

due to the war. All the accounts In

question have taken participating

spots on the outlet's recorded 'Clas-

sifled on Parade' series daily to plug

air raid precaution products. They

Include:

McCormack Transit-Mix Concrete

Co. (plugging the sale of sand and
concrete for air raid shelters).

PIcone Bros, (same products).

' Beiber Bros, (contractors offering

to convert cellars for air raid shel-

ters).

Jiffy Blackout Screen Co.

B«it Bohwartx GeitUebinr

Bert ^hwartz joined the Mutual
publlolty department this week as
assistant to Lester Gottlieb.

He w^ formerly with the Con-
stance Hope publicity office.

Drop Iflafl Bag' Programs;

WGEO^ Schenectady, Got

Peahody Award in 1941

Schenectady, Jan. 20.

"Mall Bag' programs, long a fea-

ture of General Electrlc's shortwave

WGEO and WQEA, Schenectady, and

KGEI, . San Francisco, have been

dropped, to avert the possibility of

broadcasting a letter for an Axis
agent writing home. The Schenec-
tady short-wavers originated the

'Mail Bag" Idea at the time of Ad-
miral Byrd's Antarctic expedition.

In 1641, WGEO received a George
Foster Peabody citation for Its "post

office' work on the second Byrd trip

to Little America.

Censorship Strikes Hard at Types

Of Program Dear to Local Stations

Springfield, Mass., Jan. 20.

New radio censorship regulations

found several Connecticut Valley
radio stations ri^t on the ball,

while among the others there was
little uniformity In the Interpreta-
tion of the rules. Most stations

immediately cancelled 'man on the
street pickups, though ban does not
go into effect until Feb. 1, an^
restricted recorded request number
programs and foreign language
broadcasts. WBZ-WBZA clamped
down hardest.

All foreign language artists, even
on special broadcasts, will be re-

quired to show birth certificates, ac-

cording to Program Director R. J.

Stafford. Two quiz shows will go
on.

WMAS, according to manager
Albert W. Marlin, has already put
most rules Into effect All foreign

language programs will be more
carefully directed and edited, though
still in the original tongue.
Program Director Wayne Henry

Latham has Instructed spielers at

WSPR to stagger requests for

specific titles, holding them for later

programs. Translations of foreign

language programs are kept on file.

Sidewalk shows are out.

Hardest hit Is'WHYN at Holyoke
with no network affiliation and
many recorded programs. Walcott
Wyllie, program director, ordered

end to Saturday and Sunday request
programs, especially popular with
men from nearby Westover field.

Station has had direct wire into
studio. 'Holyoke Speaks' program Is

among fatalities. Polish programs
will henceforth b« given In English
and well edited.

Norman Thomas on Censorship

The following Isjm excerpt from a speech by Norman Thomas over

WQXR, New York, on Jan. 11:

'More difficult (than protecting freedom of the press) Is the problem

of preserving freedom over the radio—an Instrument that did not

exist In the first World War, but Is now even more powerful than the

press. Certainly there must be enougn censorship to prevent military

information from falling into the hands of the enemy.. The real

question is how to keep the radio open as a source of unbiased news
and a forum for free and democratic discussion of Issues. If the Ameri-
can Government should take the radio over, as most other governments

have done, it could not and would not, under the circumstances of

emergency action, set up as fair public control as the British Broad-
casting Corp. provides, and what the BBC offers .Is inferior to what we
Americans have enjoyed from our competitive radio systems. Excellent

as the work of broadcasting stations has been, there Is a growing
tendency, by no means universal, to rule out speeches or comment
suspected of being criticism of the Administration from a leftist angle.

'My sponsor, the Call (Socialist Party newspaper) and I have found
this out in dealing with some stations with which we had contracts.

This unofficial but effective censorship by private companies appears to

arise in part out of fear of what the Government might do, and in pert

out of a mistaken conception of certain managers of what patriotism In

a democracy requires.

'I have merely this to suggest: let the Administration continually

make It clear that It wiU^not take over radio corporations in order to

set up a government monopoly, and that It will not play a dictatorial

role in censoring opinion. Let the responsible officials of broadcasting
stations remember, as many of.them do, that one ot their great services

is to provide the people with authentic information, and another to

keep clear the channels of discussion.

'If this Is done, the hope that America in war and peace can escape
a totalitarian fate will be greatly Increased. Unquestionably to a
Hitler, a Mussolini, or a Stalin, absolute control of the radio has been
a more important Instrument of power than secret police or con-
centration camps.

'Let us be warned In time.' «

Torums, hoperly Directed Legitimate

Morale Aid' Declares G. V. Denny

George V. Denny on behaU ot the

NBC Town Hall of the Air, leading

network forum. Issued • statement

over tiie weekend finding no fault

with the censorship code as it bears

down on debate sessions. Denny has

long anticipated the changes war.

would usher In and has been ex-

perimenting for some time with

ways and means to control discus-

sions, awkward questions, etc.

Denny In his formal statement re-

hearses a little recent discussion his-

tory In these words:
• 'Prior to Dec, 7 we were ex-
ercising our oonstitutlonal right of

freedom of speech, yet there was
widespread confusion and disunity.

public gathering points. These regu-
lations, we believe, will help radio

exercise its part In the great na-
tional war effort'

Sidewalk Broadcasting

In San Antonio to Raise

Paralysis Drive Funds

San Antonio, Jan. 20,

Despite aversion of Office of Cen,

sorship to sidewalks, KABC, In co

operation with, the Interstate thea'

tres, will present a quarter-hour daily
Broadcast In front of the Majestic
theatre here each day for two weeks
starting today (Tuesday) as its con-
tribution in 'The March of Dimes.
During the quarter-hour, entertain
ers of the station will perform and
ask passers-by to give a dime to the
'Mile of Dimes' to be started In front
of the theatre. -Throughout the day
various civic groups and organlzS'
tions will provide other entertain-
ment

E. E. Collins, city manager of the
Interstate theatres. Is In charge ot
this year's arrangements for the ob-
servance of the 60th birthday cele
bratlon of President Roosevelt, ill

Bexar county, which Includes this

city.

'Accredited' Question*

Slips ot paper are now dis-

tributed to the Town Hall audi-

ence for questions. Three repre-
sentatives working in aisles read
all questions, size up all would-
be askers thereof and seat them
down front Both question and
questioner Is thus 'accredited.'

Rehearsal system has been
working out satisfactorily, giving
the chair command of situation

at all times.

Advocates ot opposing views would
address their respective followers in

various communities throughout the
country, each appealing to the in-

stinctive prejudices or convictions
of the audiences. On one night
there would be a mass meeting held
by the advocates of isolation which
would be attended largely by isola-

tionists in that community. The
next week advocates of intervention
would hold a meeting attended al-
most wholly by the interventionists.

What was the result? Throughout
America, communities were divided
against themselves, Intolerance was
Increased, prejudices intensified,

and disunity achieved. From, one
point ot view Uiis was freedom of
speech in action. From Hitler's
point of view. It was his 'divide and
conquer' technique working per-
fectly.

'How, then, can we resolve this
dilemma In wartime? To shut down
on all criticism would be to deny
the fundamental rights we are fight-
ing to defend. -Yet to permit op-
ponents of government policy, in the
guise ot exercising their right to
freedom of speech, to organize a
pressure group and thwart effective
government action, i^ight easily
constitute a menace to our war ef-
fort Can we, especially at this hour
ot national peril, devise means of
protecting ourselves against the
dangers of destructive speech and
preserve the advantages of construe

tive free speech? We can, through
the widespread use of the principles

of the early New England town
meeting.

'Contrary to a popular misconcep-
tion, town meetings or forums usu-
ally dissolve rather than intensify

confiicts by throwing the light of
reason upon the problem Involved.
They should avoid the conventional
debate technique in which one per-
son seeks to defeat the other by re-

sort to sophistry or tricks of ora-
tory. While frequently exciting and
dramatic, the forum is not pri-

marily a show for the entertainment
ot the audience. It should encour-
age Integrity of purpose on the part
of all participants, for in discus-

sions of this kind justice, rather
than force, Is the criterion. An audi-
ence invariably responds to fair

play and Is quick to observe a blow
below the belt Moreover, a man
will not dare to make a statement
in open forum meetings where other
authorities are present to challenge

him that he would make before an
audience which already agrees with
him, and which Is not particularly

weU Informed on the other side.'

Seattle Starts One, Too
Seattle, Jan. 20.

KIRO begins weekly broadcasts of

'Public Radio Forums' In cooperation
with the Seattle Civic Educational
Ass'n and the University of Wash-
ington on Jan. 24. Each half hour
program will have a panel of experts
on the topic discussed, with some
important subjects planned to run for
two or three weeks with new per-
sonnel added for each broadcast.

First one will consider 'Propaganda
and the War."

Press-Badio Fomm on WJB
A radio forum, combining news-

paper and radio experts was
launched Simday by Station WJR.
Program 'In Our Opinion,' presented
Royce Howes, Adrian Fuller and
Cieorge Cushing. Frank Lee, ot the^
Chinese Merchants Association, was
the first guest
With the exception of the Detroit

News operated WWJ, which used its

newspaper experts, the press and sta-
tions here had kept a wide guU be-
tween until this month which has
seen closer alliance between WJR
and the Detroit Free Press and
WXYZ and the Detroit Times.

VIRGINIA ROUNDS

SPREADS TO COAST

Benson & Hedges is extending its

spot campaign in behalf ot Virginia
Rounds cigarets to the westcoast.
It has bought daily news periods on '

KSFO, San Francisco; KFBK, Sac-
ramento, and KMFC, Los Angeles.
Maxon is the agency.
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Outline of Wartime Radio Censorship
The Office of Censorship in Washington on Jan.

15 i,ssued a wartime guide for radio broadcasters.

It emphasized two sources of danger that might aid

the enemy:

1. Through regular doDwstk loiuiwave programs

whidi fould be utUfsed ia <iid the iwrk of sfies, sabo-

teurs and fifth columnists.

2. Through longwave or shorttvave programs heard

outside the borders af the United Si/ales through wluch

vital .information, including -weather reports, might

rctich military or fim'ol eomiiianders.

Most of the suggested precautions (having, of

course, the force of compulsion since disrcg^arding

tlicm would be fatal to any station) are already in

YoUiiitary effect among broadcasters. The Office

of Censorship apparently most fears three types of

radio programs

:

(a) News programs.
(b) Ad lib programs.
(c) Foreign language programs.

.\.s has been the case in England, Canada and
Australia, quiz programs and audience participation

programs generally will increasingly be required to

be pre-organized. (In Australia all quizzes ' are

transcribed for censor sanction two ^\•ceks before

actual broadcast.)

, Text of the Office oi Censorship announcement
reads as follows

:

NEWS PROGRAMS
It must be remembered tliat all newspapers,

magazines and periodicals are censored at our na-
tional borders. No such post-publication censor-
ship is possible in radio. Scores of stations oper-
ating on all classifications of frequencies are heard
clearly in areas outside the United States. These
stations especially should exercise skill and caution
in preparing news broadcasts.

Some 99% of the commercial stations operating
in the United States are serviced by one or more
news agencies. News teletyped to stations and
networks by these agencies will be edited at the
source, with a view to observing certain requests
set down by the press section of the Office of Cen-
sorship. These precautions notwithstanding, the
Office of Censorship stresses the need for radio to
process all news in the light of its own specialized

knowledge. Broadcasters should ask themselves
the question, 'Would this material be of value to
me if I were the enemy?" Certain material which
may appear on the news service wires as approved
for newspapers may not be appropriate for radio-

It is requested that news falling into any of the
.
following classifications be kept off the airj except
in cases when the release has been authorized by
appropriate authority.

(1) Weather Reports. This category includes
t'emperature readings, barometric pressures, wind
directions, forecasts and all other data relating to
weather conditions. Frequently weather reports'

for use on radio will be authorized by the United
States Weather Bureau. This material is permis-
sible. Confirmation should be obtained that the
report actually came from the Weather Bureau.
Special care should be taken against inadvertent
references to weather conditions during sports
broadcasts," special events and similar projects.

Information concerning road conditions, where
such information is essential to safeguarding hu-
man life, may be broadcast whin requested by a
Federal, State or Municipal source.

(2) Troop Movements. The general character
and movements of units of the United States Army,
Navy and Marine Corps, or their personnel, within
or without the continental limits of the United
States ; their location, identity or exact composition,
equipment or strength; their destination, routes
and schedules; their assembly for embarkation or
actual embarkation. Any such information regard-
ing the troops of friendly nations on American soli.

(The request as regards location and general char-
acter does not apply to training camps in the United
States, nor to units assigned to domestic police
duty.)

^

_ (3) Ships, The location, movements and iden-
titj' of naval and merchant vessels of the United
States and of other nations opposing the Axis pow-

• ers and of personnel of such craft; the port and
time of arrival of any such vessels; the assembly,
departure or arrival .of transports or convoys, the
existence, of mine fields or other harbor defenses;
secret orders or other secret instructions regarding
light, buoys and other guides to navigators; the
number, size, character and location of ships in con-
struction, or advance information as to the date of

* laiinchings or commissionings ; .the physical setup
of existing shipyards, and information regarding
construction of new ones.

(4) Planes. The disposition, movements and
strength of army and navy units. The time and

location of corps graduations or the equipment
strength of any training school.

(5) Experiments, Any experiments with war
equipment or materials, particularly those relating

to new inventions. Any news of the whereabouts
of camouflaged objects.

(6) Fortifications. Any information regarding
existing or projected fortifications of tliis country,
any information regarding coastal defense emplace-
ments or bomb shelters

; location, nature or num-
bers of anti-aircraft guns.

(7) Production. Specific information about war
contracts, such as the exact type bf production, pro-

duction schedules, dates of delivery, or progress of •

production ; estimate<l supplies of strategic and crit-

ical materials available ; or nation-wide 'round ups'

of locally-published procurement data except when
such composite information is officially approved
for publication. Specific information about .the lo-

cation of, or other information about, sites and fac- .

tories already in existence, which would aid sabo-

teurs in gaining access to them ; information other

than that readily gained through observation by
the general ])ublic, disclosing the location of sites .

and factories yet to he established, or the nature of

their production. 'Any information about new or

secret military designs, or new factory designs for

war production.

(8) Casualty Lists. Total or round figures is-

sued by the government may be handled. If there

is special neivsworthiness in the use of an individual

name, such as that attending the release concerning
Captain Colin Kelly, it is permissible material. Sta-

tions should use Uwn judgment in using names of

iinportant personages from their own areas killed

in action. The government notifies nearest kin

BEFORE casualty's name is released to the press.

(9) Figures on selective service enrollments.

(10) Unconfirmed Reports. Reports based on
Information from unidentified sources as to ship

sinkings or land troop reverses or successes should

not be used. In the event enemy claims have been
neither confirmed nor denied by established au-

thority,- the story ordinarily should be handled

without inclusion of specific information; there

should be no mention of ship's name—only its

classification; there should be no mention of army
unit designation—just its general description (tank,

artillery, infantry, etc.). Commentators, through

sensible analyses of reports from enemy origins,

stressing the obvious fallacies, can do much to cor-

rect any false impressions which might be created.

(11) Communications. Information concerning

the establishment of new international points of

communication should be withheld until officially

released by appropriate federal authority.

Summation: It should be emphasized that there

Is no objection to any of these topics if officially

released.

These restraints are suggested:

1. Full and prompt obedience to all lawful requests

emanating from constituted authorities. If a broad-

caster quesctions Ihe wisdom of any request, he should

take it up with the Office of Censorship. . .

2. E.rcrcise of common sense in editing ne^i's, meet-

ing new problems with sensible solutions. Stations

should feel free at all times to call on the Office of Cen-

sorship for clarification ^f individual problems.

AD LIB PROGRAMS
Certain program structures do not permit the

exercise of complete discretion in pre-deterniining

the form they will take on the air. These are the

ad lib or informal tj'pes of programs. Generally

they fall into four classifications:

(a) Request programs. -

(h) Quiz programs.

(c) Forums and interviews (ad lib).

(d) Commentaries and descriptions (ad lib).

As experience dictates the need of changes, they

will be made, and all stations notified. Stations

should make certain that their program departments

are fully acquainted with these provisions.

(a) Request Programs, Certain safeguards

should be adopted by the broadcaster in planning

request programs. It is requested that no tele-

phoned or telegpraphed requests for musical selec-

tions be accepted for the duration of the emergency.

It is also requested that all mail bearing requests

be held for an unspecified length "of time before it

is honored on the air. It is suggested that the

broadcaster stagger replies to requests. Care should

be exercised in guardmg against honoring a given

request at a specified time.

Special note is made here of "lost and found"

announcements and broadcast material of a similar

nature. Broadcasters are asked to refuse acceptance

of such material when it is submitted via telei)hone

or telegraph by a private individual. If the case

involves a lost person, lost dog, lost property or

similar matter, the broadcaster is advised to de-

mand written notice. It is suggested that care be
used by station continuity departments in rewriting
all such personal advertising. On the other liand,

emergency announcements asked by police or other
authorized sources may be accepted. Announce-
ments bearing official authorization seeking blood
donors, lost persons, stolen cars, and similar ma-
terial may be accepted by telephone, but confinna-
tion of the source is .suggefited.

It is requested that announcements of mass meet-
ings not be honored unless they come from an au-
thorized representative of an accredited govern-
mental or civilian agency. Such requests shciiild

be accepted ouly when submitted in writing.

(b) Quiz Programs. It is requested that all au-

dience-participation type quiz jjrogranis originating

from remote points, either by wire, transcription

or short wave, be discontinued, except as qualified

hereinafter.

Any program which peniiits the public accessi-

bility to an open microphone is dangerous and
should be carefullj' supervised. Because of the na-

ture of quiz programs, in which the public is not

only permitted access to the microphone but en-

couraged to speak into it, the danger of usurpation

by the enemy is enhanced. Tlie greatest danger
here lifs in the informal interview conducted in a
small group—10 to 25 people. In larger groups;

where participants are selected from a theatre au-
dience, for example, the danger is not so great.

Generally speaking any quiz program originating

remotely, wherein the group is small, and wherein
no arrangement exists for investigating the back-

ground of participants, should be discontinued. In-

cluded in this classification are all such productions

as man-in-the-street interviews, airport interviews,

train terminal interviews, and so forth.

In all studio-audience type quiz shows, where
the audience from which interviewees are to be -se-

lected numbers less than 50 people, program con-

ductors are asked to exercise special care. They
should devise a method whereby no individual seek-

ing participation can be GUARANTEED PAR-
TICIPATION.

(c) Forums and Interviews. This refers specific-

ally to fonuns in which the general public is i)er-

mitted extemporaneous comment; to panel discus-

sions in which more than two persons participate;

and to interviews conducted by authorized em-
ployees of the broadcasting company. Although the

likelihood of exploitation here is slight, there are

certain forums during .which comments are sought

'from the floor' "or audience, that demand cautious

production.

(d) Commentaries and Descriptions. (Ad lib).

Special events reporters are advised to avoid spe-

cific reference to locations and structures in on-

the-spot broadcasts following air raids or other

enemy offensive acticfn. Both such reporters and
commentators should beware of using any descrip-

tive material which might be employed by the

enemy in plotting an area for attack.

Tlie broadcaster, in summary, is asked to remem-

ber that there is need for extraordinary care espe-

cially in cases where he or his authorized represen-

tative is not in full control of tlie program.

I

FOREIGN LANGUAGEPROGkAMSn
It is requested that full transcripts, either writ-

ten or recorded, be kept of all foreign language pro-

grams; it is suggested that broadcasters take all

neccssarj- precautions to prevent deviation from

script by foreign language announcer and perform-
^

ers. ('Foreign language* is here taken to mean any M
language other than English.) ^
Addenda: The American broadcasting industry's

greatest contribution to victory will be the use of

good common sense. Too frequently radio in gen-

eral instead of the individual offender is blamed for

even the most minor dereliction. If material is

doubtful, it should not be used; submit it to the

Office of Cen.sorship for review. Free speech will

not suffer during this emergency period beyond the

absolute precautions which are necessary to the

protection of a culture which makes our radio the

freest in the world.

Broadcasters are asked merely to exercise re-

straint in the handling of news that might be dam-
aging, for the army behind the army represents a

great force in the war effort. Radio is advised to

steer clear of dramatic programs which attempt to

portray the horrors of combat ; to avoid sound ef-

fects which might be mistaken for air raid alarms.

Radio is one of the greatest liaison officers between

the fighting front and the people. Its voice will

speak the news first. It should speak wisely and

calmly. In short, radio is endowed with a rich op-

portunity to keep America entertained and inter-

ested, and that opportunity should be pursued with

vigor.
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DAYU6HT SAVING STARTS IN FEBRUARY;

USTENING HABIT FACTORS INVOLVED

Industry Foresees Benefits to Offset Confusion and

Booking Rearrangements—War Measure Will

Bring Many New Sidelights

Ths Introduction ot daylight sav

Ing time In February will have, ac-

oording to observations in the trade,

Its compensating side as well

oreating trouble for the broadcast-

ing business. Even tiiough the push'

ing back of the clock will be nation-

wide In scope, it is expected that

some network accounts will prefer

to change the time of their repeat

broadcasts with the result that af-

filiated stations will have the prob-

lem of rearranging the schedules of

their local and national spot ac-

counts. ,

With added daylight there comes a

change in listening habits. Adver-
tisers will be inclined to reach some
areas at a later hour than they have
been accustomed to during the fall

and winter season.

Where the compensating factor Is

expected to enter Is in advertiser

habit A goodly percentage of ac-

counts have been in the habit of go-

ing oR the air with the advent of

daylight saving, while many others

of network alliance have been In the

habit of codating their return with
the restoration of standard time,

ttiould this change in habit ma-
terialize September as a whole will

become a commercial month to the

extent that It has never been be-
fore.

Seek Fanners Scrap Iron

Ces Moines, Jan. 20.

Station WHO, Des Moines,

Iowa, 4s cooperating with the

U. S. Dept. of Agriculture De-

fense Board in a campaign to get

scrap iron on farms into produc-

tion channels. Under direction of

Farm Editor Herb Plambeck,

WHO is sponsoring a contest

among rural young people in the

state with prizes of defense

bonds and stamps for those get-

ting the largest amounts of scrap

metal to market.

It is estimated there is an
average of 1,000 pounds of Idle

metal on each Iowa farm—or

enough in Iowa alone to con-

struct either 11 batUeships, 30

heavy cruisers or 12,500 light

tanks.

aOSER YANKEE

TIES FORESEEN

INAUSTRAUA

Three-Year Suspended

Sentence for Yooth Who

Operated Illegal DXer

Detroit, Jan. 20.

The government isn't fooling on
unlicensed radio operation. Melvin
nteKenzie, 22 years old, of Bay City,

was sentenced to three years proba-
tion by Federal Judge Arthur J.

Tuttle for operating an unlicensed
short-wave station in the sticks of

Miohigan,
Judge said It would have been

prison If it wasn't for McKdnzie's
youth and the fact some guys in the
sticks haven't caught up to the fact

that the country is at war.

OsBberra, Dec. 27.

With the U. S. entry into the war
and the consequent oloser relations

between Australia and America,
plans and discussion are underway
regarding increased shortwave pro-

gramming between t)ie Australian
oommonwealth and the Western
Hemisphere. Labor government,
headed by Premier John Curtin, is

rushing erection of a powerful DX
unit to be beamed at the U. S.

There Is also widespread talk

about the possiliillty of U. S. radio
being beamed by shortwave for re-

broadcast on Australian stations.

American programs are preferred
listening tor those with expensive
DX'sets, and English broadcasts are
heard here via replays. But U. B.

radio .Is unavailable to the general
public. Talk is also heard about
the possibility of exchange programs
between America and Australia.

6,000 SEATS FOR MURROW
Ban Antonio Will Set Aside 2,900 For

KIda at 26o

San Antonio, Jan. 20.

Edward R. Murrow, CBS' London
newscaster, will make an address here
under the auspices of station KTSA,
CBS outlet here, on Feb. 10 at the
Municipal Auditorium. ' Station has
lined up cooperation of various civic

organizations.

The'San Antonio School Board has
Siven their endorsement to th.-

tcheduled talk and the station has
Tesei;ved a section of 2,000 seats to

be sold to school children at ,25c,

Auditorium here seats 6,000.

20:

their

Murrow In Cleveland
Cleveland, Jan,

For the secorfd time since

return to the States, William L,

'Bhirer, author of 'Berlin Diary' and
Edward R. Murrow, his former
London chief, will appear together

at Cleveland Music Hall for a lec-

ture Feb. 4, under the sponsorship

of StaUon WGAR.
John F. Patt is acting as chalT'

man of Civilian Defense Commit
tee to which proceeds wIU be
turned over.

New Castle on CBS

New Castle, Pa., Jan. 20.

WKST, New Castle, last week (12)

became a full affiliate of the Co-

lumbia Broadcasting 'System.

Station Is now carrying five hours

of network programs daily, Monday
through Friday; 13 hours on Satur-

day, and nine hours on Sunday.

WRUL WANTS TO

ADD FLORIDA

STATION

hnde Stuff-Radio

There was an Increasa last week ot propaganda among trade politicians

against Neville MlUer, paid president of the National Association of Brpad-

casters. According to one story, that may have been planted, he Is to be
Invited to accept an otter elsewhere, this as part ot an entente cordial*

newly beginning to simmer. Anti-Miller itufl was fairly rampant during

the autumn but subsided after Pearl Harbor. Meantime there Is pur-

ported significance In th« possibility that one antl-MUler group may have
Its man, Walter Damm ot WTMJ, Milwaukee, set up as llasion between
the Industry and the FCC, a situation that would contain embarrassments.

Friends of MlUer resent what they call efforts to penalize him personally

for Industry-wide faux pas.

Extent to which spots for chalnbreak announcements are still in demand
is reflected by the pressure which CBS stations have been- undergoing since

It was disclosed that Chrysler was reducing the Major Bowes program to a

half-hour. Bids for the Thursday 0:30 p,m. break have poured in from vari-

ous directions, even though RuthraufI & Ryan had immediately indicated

to many ot the stations that Lever Bros, was entitled to the spot for Its

Lifebuoy chalnbreak announcements because It was the soap account that

was taking over the succeeding half-hour for Its 'Big Town' program
(Rinso).

RuthraufI & Ryan Is also the agency on the Bowes end of the Chrysler

account.

Application has been made by
Walter Lemmon, operatoi; of short-

wavers WRUL and WBUW, Boston,

for FCC permission to add WDJM to

his group. He proposes using 20,000

watts power.

WDJM was operated in Florida as

the DX adjunct of WIOD, owned by
the Isle of Dreams Broadcasting Co.

It was rated at 5,000 watts, and when
the FCC, at the start of the war, or-

dered all shortwavers up to 50 kw.

it gave up, as it was impossible to

boo.st the equipment that high. Lem-
mon aims to operate it in Ma^chu-
setts and make changes to bring It

up to 20,000 watts.

Lemmop's stations were slated to

open studios in Radio City, N. Y., by
Jan. 1, but up to last week no work
had been done in renovating the prO'

posed space. Meantime, WRUL-
WRUW have moved their New York
originating point from . the studios

of WMCA to WOV.

QUY HUTCHINSON'S TITLE

Back From Latin Travels He
aames CBS DX Post

As-

Quy C. Hutchinson, who has re-
cently completed a five months tour
ot South America on behalf of the
Columbia Broadcasting System, has
now been designated engineering
head man of the CBS International

shortwave section.

His chief aide will be Eugene
FubinI, who carried on in his ab-
sence.

New Faces in Cleveland

Cleveland, Jan. 30,

Three new announcers and a new
promotion man have been added to

Cleveland stations.

WTAM has added Frank Fred-
ericks, formerly of WEMP, Milwau-
kee, and Phil Stahley, jlramatic di-

rector of WOSU, Columbus.
WGAR has Ralph Edgar of WCAE,

Pittsburgh, on announcing staff and
Charles Newcomb, formerly with
the Westinghouse promotion depart-

ment at Mansfield, Ohio, will serve
in the same capacity at the station.

Bette Davis, Rosalind Russell, Olivia de Havllland, William Powell, Ray-
mond Massey and Thomas Mitchell are willing to join Arch Cboler in new
morale series which Dupont may sponsor. Theme will be 'anti-axis. Mis*
Davis came east Monday (10) tor 'An American Is Born,' Oboler's special

on Dupont's 'Cavalcade ot America.'
This is the script which Elisabeth Bergner showcased a year ago on

Everyman's Theatre, and was deemed too controversial. But that was be-
fore Pearl Harbor.

I. B. Kornblum's past has caught up with him. Impelled by a patriotic

desire to do something for 'The March of Dimes,' counsel for Coast chapter
of American Federation of Radio Artists, exposed a facet hitherto un-
suspected—that of a songwriter. In coUaboratidn with L, Wolfe Gilbert he
wrote 'The Things We Love Will Live Again,' which gets its first airing

on the paralysis fund show on the President's birthday Jan. 30. Talent for

songwriting has been undisturbed since he wrote the music for 'several

Shubert shows years ago.

George H. Jaspert, commercial manager of WTAG, Worcester, was noti-

fied last week by H. 'V. Kaltenbom of his eligibility for charter member-
ship in the Twenty-Year Club being organized to include all persons asso-

ciated with broadcasting Industry for two decades. ' Jaspert's connectioi>

with radio dates back to Its inception, Nov. 2, 1920, when he participated

in the Harding-Cox election broadcast on KDKA.

Cash handouts on Kay Kyser's 'College of Musical Knowledge' are being

abandoned for~the duration, and as a patriotic substitute winning con-

testants will be rewarded with Defense Bonds and Stamps. High score

will net a $50 bond, with the runnerup getting one ot the $25 denomina-
tion and four others being paid off in stamps. Holders ot lucky market
cards also receive bonds in lieu of cash. •

Subsequent to a State senate resolution offered by Rep. Cdtesworth P,

Means, protesting 'tie-ups' between newspapers and newspapers and radio

stations in South Carolina, Attorney General John M. Daniel has delivered

to the State senate an opinion stating that newspaper combinations were so

involved in inter-state commerce that they cannot 'be reached by present

state law.'

Edgar H. Kobak, son of the Blue Network's executive v.p., and who was
formerly with the N&C International Division, has a weekly script show,
'Draftee 5592,' airing over the shortwavers, WRCA and WBOS. Young
Kobak is doing the writing at Fort Knox, Ky., where he's attached to the
publicity office of the Armed Force Replacement Traininv Center.

WCPO, Cincinnati, Is excited because the latest local survey of the C. B.

Hooper report reveals it pressing WCKY hard for second place in listener

popularity after WLW. Mort Walters has fingers crossed for the next
report hoping to push his indie station up even with a 50,000-watter.

Qadstone Murray Makes a Speech

Deplores 'Soap Operas' of Which His CBC Is a Car-

rier—rHe Suggests Improved Ethical Tone

Montreal, Jan. 20.

Gladstone Murray, general man-
ager of the Canadian Broadcasting

Corp., speaking in Ckttawa Wednes-

day (14), stated that his corporation

was taking the initiative In a move
to^ establish a new code of good taste

to* be accepted and applied by all

North American radio chains and
that this codification was going for-

ward In consultation with advertisers

and advertising agents.

Murray's address dealt with oper-
ations of the CBC and the problems It

faces. His reference to the proposed
new code of good taste was made
when he touched upon commercial
programs which account for an aver-
age ot 16% of broadcasting time on
CBC stations. He specified In par-
ticular an afternoon group of serials

which he termed the 'war of soap
operas,' but softened the impact of

this description by adding that he
was not saying any special type of

commercial programs was simpl^
trash.

(Lever Bros., Colgate Palmolive
and Procter & Gamble are the pur-
veyors of 'soap operas' In this city

and all their programs, English and
French, go over the CBC network.
CKAC, French Independent radio,

merely re-broadcasts. Marconi sta-

tion CFCF has none. This makes
soap operas solid for CBC.)
In case the reference to soap operas

and trash by tiie manager of the
body that runs them ml^t Irk the
susceptibilities of the sponsors, Mur-
ray continued: 'I am suggesting that
an improved ethical tone flowing
from a greater sense of public and
social responsibility should charac-
terize many commercial programs.'

$1,000,000 Profit

Later In the address the speaker
said that the CBC from Nov. 2, 1936,

to March 31, 1941, had a surplus of

$1,000,000, but did not explain what
proportion of this profit came from
soap operas.

Reviewing the growth ot CBC
since Its formation, Murray said, the
corporation . had increased coverage
in Canada from 48.8% ot the popula'
tion in 1936 to 90.5% In 1940. Program
oytput in the past four years had In-
creased from 17% to 35% hours a
day including botlr' national and
regional broadcasts.

As to regulation of radio he said
a great deal had been done in Can-
ada; less in the United States, but
that far-reaching 'reform on a wider
scale was overdue. Regulation and
prohibition were not enough. "We
are doing all we can In the matter
realizing, that If we tail, other and
more drastic intervention will be In-

evitable.'

He concluded: 'In the pooling ot
artistic and cultural resources, Can-
adian radio Is destined to play an
important, perhaps a decisive, part'.

' Frank Nelson, former Lakewood, Ohio, clergyman (Congregational) who
organized and conducted the first ''religious panel (1940) ever held at the
Ohio State Institute of Education by Radio is now assistant secretary lA
charge of public relations with the Church Federation ot IjOS Angeles.

Byron Price, our new U. S. censor-in-chlet, talks to broadcasters todi

(Wednesday) over the telephone circuit of NB<^. Stations can plug
and get the lowdown on what's expected, AU off-the-record and,
course, ofT-the-air.

DETROIT'S QUICK CHANGES

Compliance With Censorship
Made Instantaneously

Code

Detroit, Jan. 20.

Stations moved swiftly here to
comply with the new radio censor-
ship, one program being taken off

the air within, an hour after tiie rul-
ing from Washington against audi-
ence participation shows. The pro-
gram blitzed swiftly was Ty Tyson's
'Man on the Street,' which WWJ can-
celled on receipt ot the new orders.
'The Man in the Army,' narrating
personal experience ot service nien,
was substituted.

The same station previously cut off

a Michigan State Highway program
because of an indirect reference to

the weather, also taboo.
- 'VfXYZ had to doctor two of its

long-standing shows "The Children's
Theatre ot the Air' arid 'The House-
keeper's Quiz.' Station will not re-
sume the street broadcast of Its

Harry Hellman, who like Tyson, is a
widely-known baseball announcer.
WJBK's 'Corn TiU Morn,' midnight

to 6 a.m/request .platter show, was
revamped- so that names ot those re-
questing numbers will not be used
and specific requests would not be
played in the usual routine.

FOUR QUARTERS

ALi BUNCHED

San Antonio, Jan. SO,

Consolidated Drug Trade Product*

has set through Benson & Call

agenoy a full hour program over

WOAI Monday through Friday.

Hour (B-a p.m.) will be divided Into

four quarter-hour waxed programs.
Shows are Uncle Harry for Bon

Kara; Cowboy Slim for Zymole
Trokeys; Asher and Little Jimmy
for Kolor Bak; Carter Family tor
Peruna.

IBEW Sets Station Pacts

The Breakfast Clab,'' NBC blue
show out ot CSiicago six days weekly,
added another outlet^ WKBH, La
Crosie. Wl?. . . ....

Seattle, Jan. 20.

The International Brotherhood ot
Electrical Workers. Local 77, have
signed a new contract with KOMO,
KJR and KOL covering technicians
which calls for a $5 weekly raise.

New scale for KOMO and KJR Is

$57.50; for KOL $55.00.

Agreement carries closed shop and
two weeks' vacation with pay
clauses. ' Action on holidays is still,

in the talk stage, as are negotiations
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BIG GROWTH OF DX IN YEAR
BM Broadcasts for U.S.

(SHORTWAVE)

Meter Band Callsign

' 31.32 9.58 GSC
49.10 6.11 GSL

Today (21)

P.M.
4:15—London Calling

4:30—Mrs. Margaret Biddle

4:45_Front Line Family: Episode

203

5:00—Music: London Studio Players

5:30—Program for Newfoundland
end Labrador

6:45—News
5:55—Analysis: Patrick Lacey

6:00—War Commentary: Tlie War
at Sea"; Lieut. Commander

Woodrooffe, R.N.

6:10—London Calling

6:15—News (In French)

6:30—Canada Calls trom I.ondon

8:45—With Canadians in Hospital

7:00—C. H. Wilmot
7:10—'Thank You, America'

7:15—London Calling

7:25—Civilian Defense Talk: Stan-

ley Maxted
7:30—Music: BBC Orchestra

8:00—News
8:10—Listening Post
8:15—'Starilghf Revue with Vera

Lynn
8:30—Britain Speaks: L. W. Brock-

ington

8:45—Front Line Family: Episode

203 (Repeat)

fi:00—Headline News
8:15—'Something Going on in Brit-

ain'

9:45—London Calling

9:55—Daily Service

10:00—Sinews of War: From the sup-

ply point to the. front line:

13—Coal
10:15—Britain Speaks (Repeat)

10:30—Radio Newsreel
11:00—'Britain Sings': Swansea end

District Male Voice Choir
11:15—Democracy Marches (Repeat)
11:25—'Thank You, America'
11:30—Late News pnd Views
11:45—Sign Off

THarsdsy (22)

P.M.
4:15—London Calling
4J0—'And Now—Some Music'

4:45—Front Line Family: Episode

204

S:00—'Hello. Children!' Parents'

messages to evacuees in

Canada, U.S.A.

8:15—H. G. Wells' novel The His-

tory of Mr. Polly': Episode

No. 3

8:30—Calling the West Indies:

'Things That Endure,' A. D.

Mackle
6:45—News
6:55—Patrick Lacey
6:00—"The War in the Air': Oliver

Stewart
6:10—^London Calling
8:15—News (In French)
6:30—(>nadB Calls from London

7:00—Democracy Marches: William
Holt

7:10
—'Thank You, America'

7:15—London Calling
7:25—Civilian Defense Talk: Stan-

ley Maxted
7:30—Music: BBC Chorus and Or-

chestra, directed by Leslie

Woodgate
8:00—News
8:10—Listening Post
8:15
—

'At Your Request' (record-

ings)

8:30—J. B. Priestly

8:45—Front Line Family: Episode
204 (Repeat)

9:00—Headline News
9:15—Musical Farewell to Col.

Miller, • for 43 years Band-
master of H. M. Grenadier
Guards Band

9:45—London Calling
9:55—Daily Service
10:00

—'Back Home,' War time life in

the small towns of the Brit-

ish Isles. 6. Poplar, London
10:15—Britain Speaks (Repeat)
10:30—Radio Newsreel
11:00—^"The Tipperarys of England,'

With the BBC Military Band
11:15—Democracy Marches (Repeat)
11:25

—'Thank You, America'
11:30—Late News and Views
11:45—Sign Off

Friday (23)

P.M.
4:30—MacDonald Hastings

4:40—Talking to Women
4:45—Front Line Family: Episode

205

5:00—Albert Sandler Trio

5:15—Jane Welsh, the Radio Girl

Friend
5:45—News
5:55—Kevin O'Carroll
6:00—"The War on Land,' Capt.

Cyril ^aUs
6:10—London Calling

8:15—News (In French)
6:30—Canada Calls from London
7:00—Democracy Marches
7:10—Thank You. America*
7:15—London Calling

7:25—Stanley Maxted
7:30—'Wings Abroad'
7:45—Macdonald Hastings
7:55—^Talking to Women
8:00—News
8:10—Listening Post
8:15—'Works Wonders,' from War

Factory during rest period

8:30—Wickham Steed
8:45—Front Line Family: Episode

205 (Repeat)
9:00—Headline News and Views
9:15—'Oliver Twist": Episode No.

9:45—London Calling

9:55—Daily Service

10:00—Civilian's War: The Work of

the Royal Observer Corps
10:15—Britain Speaks (Repeat)

10:30—Radio Newsreel
11:00—Music of the Allies: Belgiiun

11:15—Democracy Marches (Repeat)

11:25—'Thank You, America'
11:30—Late News and Views
11:45—Sign Off

DON FfliCISCQ

GIVES DETAILS

Institute of Radio Engineers

Meeting in Manhattan
Also Hears Adolfo T. Con-

sentino. Radio Chief of

Argentina

In the Intermountain Market

it*s KDYL ... the station that

brings the programs people

look for

!

'RE-BROADCASr ISSUE

At the dinner of the Institute of
Radio Engineers in New York City
last week a dimensional picture of

the growth of United States short-
wave activities in the past year was
presented by Don Francisco. Direc-
tor of the (ilommunications Division
of the Office of the Coordinator of

Inter-American Affairs (more fa-

miliarly known as the Rockefeller
Committee) Francisco revealed that:

1. U. S. shortwavers a year ago
were on the air a total of 79 hours
daily. Now they are on 132 hours
daily—in 19 languages.

2. Total number of newscasts a
year ago was 72 a day. Now there
are 209.

3. Year ago total time consumed
by newscasts was 18 hours a day.
News is aired now 52 hours a day.

4. Year ago DXers were operat-
ing on from 10 to 65 kws. Now all

are on at least 50 kws and one Is as
high as 100 kws.

5. If the power of all transmitters
were averaged it would show an In-

crease from 21 to 52 kilowatts.

6. Stations have greatly In-

creased personnel. One shortwaver
has a budget four times that of last

year; another has trebled its staff;

a third has doubled its staff.

7. To other American Republics
alone, there are a combined total

of 54 hours of broadcasts a day. Of
these, 15 hours are news. Total
number of news programs to South
and Central America has been In-

creased from 39 to 63 daily.

Broadcasting is an arm of national

defense. Francisco declared. But he
(Continued on page 30)

French Lux Theatre From Montreal

Will Bring In Gabin, Simon, Damita

That Arab, Hitler

Boston, Jan. 20.

Arabic is used to reply to the

Japs by WRUL, short-wave sta-

tion, to debunk stories that Japan
is telling to the effect that Hitler

is a moslem and a direct descend-
ant of Mohammed.

It was discovered that millions

of Mohammedans in the Far East
are led by those who understand
classical Arabic and are gullible

enough to believe the absurd
Japanese propaganda. Fuad Mu-
farij, Arabian native, has pre-

pared scripts in classical Arabic
exposing the fallacy of the Jap
pro'paganda.

Writers GdM Seeking

Contract on Shortwave

' Whh Cohunbia Web

The Radio Writers Guild is nego-
tiating with CBS for a contract cov-

ering writers, in the network's news
and shortwave departments. News
deal is a renewal, but the shortwave
pact will be the first the organiza-

tion has obtained.

Guild has contracts covering news,
dramatic and continuity writers at

NBC, but none for shortwave.

KELLOGG KRISPIES USE

CKAC'S LOVE STORIES

Montreal, Jan. 20.

Kellogg Krispies has bought five

quarter-hours per week. Monday
through Friday, from CKAC as of

Jan. 19.

Broadcast titled 'H i s t o i r c s

d'Amour' (Love Stories) with Rene
Coutlee and Yvonne Brln Damour,
narrators.

Montreal, Jan. 20.

Lever Btos.-(Lux Toilet.Soapl will,

inaugurate tomorrow (22) the Lux
Radio Theatre Franca is, French
language version of the popular
American drama hour. It will b«
based on the same formula as tha
Hollywood original and Cecil
DeMille as 'producer' will give th«
undertaking bis blessing from Holly-
wood. Program is to be aired over
CKAC, French language independent
station this city; CHRC, Quebec; and
CJBR, Rimouski, and will continua
every Thursday for an hour through-
out the year with a summer lay-oft

of eight weeks.

Also from Hollywood, Charles
Boyer will felicitate Paul L'Anglais,

of Radio Programme Producers, Ltd.,

Montreal, who will be producer and
director of French Lux Theatre
plays.

The play that inaugurates the
series will be 'L'Alglon,\' by Edmond
Rostand. Sita Riddez will star and
support •will be well known French
and French-Canadian actors.

Later the Lux Theatre will bring
name French actors to Montreal and
these will include Jean Gabin,
Simone Simon, Michele Morgan, Lill

Damita 'also Ramon Novarro tha
Mexican; John liodge, Elissa Landl
and Ludmilla Pitoeff are pencilled in.

OUR WINNIE, TOO

Anslraltan-Hade Series on Prim*
Minister Getting H. S. Dates New

Boston, Jan. 20.

'Imperial Leader,' the story on
Winston Churchill, produced in

Australia with a Qritish cast, started
last Tuesday over WWL, New Or-
leans, sponsored by American Brew-
ery, KROD, El Paso, Texas, by El
Paso Electric Co., and KBUR,
Burlington, Iowa, as a sustainer.

Series of 52 quarter-hpur tran«
scribed episodes, is distributed by
Kaspar-Gordon, -Inc.

I
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TOO SOON FOR CLEAR PROGNOSTICATION

ON PRIORITIES CANCELLATIONS OF SHOWS

Soft Drinks Using Sugar May Be Hit — Spur

Withdraws— Coca-Cola As Is for Some Time —
• Imported Ingredients May Affect .Some

1

Advertising agencies handling

products that are figured to be seri-

ously affected by priorities and im-

ported materials declare that it is too

early to determine just what move
«uch accounts will make in readjust-

ing their advertising expenditures.

Concensus In agency quarters is that

as f^r as radio is concerned any
marked reactions from these factors

won't be felt, if at all, into the next

quarter of 1942. Manufacturers and

distributors will know by that time,

«ay the agency men, whether they

are going to be able to solve both

their ingredient and packaging prob-

lems.
Canada Dry, which has been plug-

ging a comparatively new brand,

Spur, by way of thc^ 'Kitty and
Michael' program on the- Blue Net-

work, constitutes the first breakway
Jn the soft drink field. This series

does its final broadcast Feb. 6. The
freezing of sugar quotas at the 1S40

level for beverage mixers has cut

Coca Cola's output by 40% but that

company, according to its agency,

D'Arcy, has, not as yet determined
what changed advertising policy it

will pursue. It is believed that Coca
Cola will in any event maintain net-

work campaign, even if it finds it

necessary to reduce the amount of

expenditures on CBS and Mutual.
The 'Spotlight Band' scries on the

latter web switches to the 9:30 spot

Feb. 1 and that six-times-a-week
schedule is good at least for 13

weeks. It is also figured that with
local bottlers laying off local radio

spending the national beverage dis-

tr,)bs. will be inclined to give their

franchise holders some advertising

support by the network route.

Other beverage accounts that haVe
for years been active in radio on
either a network or a spot basis are

Royal Crown Cola^ Pepsicola and
Sr. Pepper. Each of these has spot
campaign running currently and in

no instance as yet has there- come
even a suggestion of cancellation.

As tor the drug group, which is

faced by problem of ingredient ini<

portatlon - as well as - packaging
there's been but one radio exit and
that's the Mennen program on the

Blue, 'Capt Flagg and Sergt Quirt'

Ford Dtmleri Btloklnf

Los Angeles, Jan. 20.

Notwithstanding that they have
nothing to sell beside service, Ford
Dealers of Southern Calif6rnia are
continuing their sponsorship of the

Bob Garred nightly newscasts on
KNX Cash outlay is around $1,100

weekly and new deal signed last

week is for 15 weeks to round out
the 26.

.

£ddie Cantor Show DX

i mio Latins With Fairhanks

And Romeros in Cast

H Eddie Cantor program for Sal

It Hepatica tonight (21) has Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., riecently returned
goodwill ambassador to Latin Amer-
ica, and Carlos Romeros, Latin

American tenor.

Show will be shortwaved to Latlrt

It American countries over WRCA,over
WMBI, New York (NBC),
WBOS, Boston (Westinghouse).

and

LAJOUS BACK TO MEXICO

Sees Bnslness Outlook There Belter

Than V. S. or Argentine

Adrian Rene Lajous, announcer

from XEW, Mexico City, has left

New York City after a month's visit.

He came here to investigate an ex-

port job offered him by Sterling

^Products but decided that the pros-

pects were better in Mexico where
radio is booming just now and sev-

eral announcers are strictly in finan-

cial clover.

One possibility of his going to

Buenos Aires for J. Walter Thompson
also was pending for a time.

Lajous is at home in both Spanish

«nd English. He is a ^lexlcan of

Mitly French descent.

Engineers Buy Bonds

Lincoln, Jan. 20.

Local Association of Radio Tech-

nicians has voted to buy four $100

defense bonds with the treasury

money of the union, and also to re-

quest employers to take 5% of their

salaries for the duration to be used

for defense stamp buying.

Radio engineers of the local work
at KMMJ, Grand Island; KFOR and
KFAB, Lincoln; and KOIL and
KOWH, in Omaha.

•The Shadow,' Also Foster,

Sponsored Over KA'BC
Son Antonio, Jan. 20.

San Antonio Seven Up Bottling

Co. (a heavy user of radio time

heretofore on the sports side) will

sponsor 'The Shadow' off the Mutual

line throufih KABC here each Sun-

day as well as the daily news com-
mentary of Cedric Foster, also Mu-
tual:

Bottling company will sponsor

local sports events as before as

events mature. Accounts are han-

dled through the Coulter-Mueller-

Grinsted- agency.

Helped Stop Strike

Minneapolis, Jan. 20.

With school janitors and the

school board at loggerheads over

wage demands and a strike

which would have caused the

s c h 0 0 Is ' closing threatened,

WCCO gave over 15 minutes to

the controversy. Representatives

from each side debated the dif-

ferences.

Following the debate, the

parties were brought together

and the strike averted.

Cincinnati.—John Stilli, onnouncer,

formerly with WHIO, Dayton, O.,

joined the WLW staff Monday (19).

Adkins, Theatre Batonist,

In Regular WCAE Spot
Pittsburgh, Jan. 20.

- -Max—Adkins, conductor- of - WB's

Stanley theatre orchestra, will do

series of weekly half-hour musical

programs for WCAE every Thursday
night. He'll use his regular pit

band, with the violin section

omitted, and has- Blanche Mason,
newcomer to local radio, for the

vocals. Show will be sustaining at

the outset.

B & K TELEVISION

NOW AN ARMY SCHOOL

Chicago, Jan. 20.

Balaban & Katz Corp, makes the
latest midwest television operator to

turn over its facilities as a training

school in high frequency radio for

service men. This project is a con-
tribution to the Navy, with B & K
underwriting all expenses. Lt. Wil-
liam Eddy, who retired from the
Navy because of deafness and has
been technical director of B & K's
W9XBK, will be in charge of the

school.

WBBM, CBS' Chicago key, recently

assumed a similar obligation in be-

half of the Army signal service and
has received almost 4,000 applications

for enrollment~ri it's" free-tuifion

technical school for radio technicians

and telegraph operators.

Station, which is contributing

space, time and instructors, figures to

put 600 students through the basic

technical course every 13 weeks.

Seattle—Jerry Morris now an
nouncer at KOL .

an-
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RENEW 'BETTY AND BOB'

FOR UNION BISCUIT

'Betty and Bob,* recorded serial

oroduced by C. L. Morris and NBC
Recording, has been renewed by

Union Biscuit of St. Louis on five

mldwestern stations. An additional

five sUtions have also been added by

the same account, .
through the

Gardner agency, St. Louis.

Same program has also been re-

newed by A. E. Stanley Co., through

Bl8ckett-Sample;Hummert, Chicago,

on lour stations. Total of 29 stations

carry the show for various regional

and local sponsors.

Tonnger Wythe Williams at NBC
"
"Ian" Wythe"WllHams;-son of cora-^

mentator Wythe Williams and a

former aide at the American Em-
bassy in Paris, has Joined the NBC
shortwave staff as a French language

broadcaster.

After the fall of France, he re-

mained in that country for nine

months, returning to the U. S. last

June.

Anny Wives Series

San Antonio, Jan. 20.

'Army Wives' is the tlUe of a
new series of programs being

ai>ed over station WOAI, San
Antonio, each Saturday morning.

Broadcasts are In charge of
Leona Bender, director of
women's activities for the sta-
tion.

Each week a wife of an army
officer stationed at one of the
army or flying fields or camps
is presented and interviewed by
Miss Bender.

Haipole-Rothwell Seek

_ . PlairiYiew, Texas Okay
Plainvlew, Texas, Jan. 20.

W. J. Harpole and J. C. Rothwell
have formed a partnership and have
filed petition with the Federal Com-
munications Commission.
Want authority to construct a

radio station here to operate on 1400
kilocycles with a power of 250 watts,
unlimited time.

ALL FEDERAL AGENQES SEEKING TIME

NOW BOOK THROUGH A SINGLE SOURCE

Soldiers Only in Audience

For WOAI's Sister Team
San Antonio, Jan. 20.

'You Asked for It' is the title of a

new series of weekly studio broad-

casts on WOAI for army personnel.

Program has been arranged through

Lt. Col. Royden Williamson and Lt
Phil North of the Public RelaUons

office Dt" Fort Sam Houston, and

station WOAI.
Each week the Duffield sisters, vo-

calists will entertain with a quarter

hour program of songs to a specially

invited studio audience. The girls'

trio will feature songs that have
been requested by the men in the

service.

Meservey, Under Lewis, Will Centralize Clearances—
First Time Any Progress Made Against Govern-

ment Radio Confusion
^

Soper-Sonnd Chartered

Albany, N. Y., Jan. 20.

Super-Sound, Inc., has been char-

tered to conduct a business in

recording and transcribing devices,

etc., in New York. Capital stock is

$15,000, $100 par value.

Directors are: Arthur G. Previn,

Washington, D. C; James Rice and
Joseph Rubenstein, Manhattan Beach,

Brooklyn.
. Alexander Kopp, Brooklyn, was
filing attorney.

ON THE BLUE

Key people who will direct advertising

and sales services of the Blue Network Company, Inc.

ACOMPANY, is people. And we arc proud of

•the people wiio make up the newly formed

Blue ,Network Company— some 500 men and

women, young in years but nearly all of them

old in radio. We wish we had room to let them
.. . \

all take a bow on these pages, for it is on their

teamwork that pur new Company's service to

you will depend. ^
But at least, and without false modesty, we'd

like to present to yoii the key people who are most

directly concerned with the sales and advertis-

ing services of the Blue. We'd like you to know

them better, because they are the ones who will

be calling on you, and working with you to

reach more ears per dollar, to make "sales thru

the air with the greatest of ease."

' The Blue is now commencing its sixteenth

year. The new Company will own and operate

stations WJZ in New York, WENR in Chicago

andKGO in.San Francisco. Blue Network pro-

grams will also be heard over more than 100

independently owned stations affiliated with the

network—stations whose public-spirited service

to their,communities has been a major factor in

the success of the Blue in the past.

For fifteen years, the Blue Network's adver-

tisers have presented a diversified schedule of

popular programs, and the Blue has supported

and balanced these commercially-sponsored pro-

grams with radio's greatest roster of cultural,

news and publicrservice features. The Metropol-

itan Ope^a broadcasts (now sponsored), Amer-

ica's Town Meeting of the Air, the National

Farm and Home Hour, the Music Appreciation

Hour, the Symphony, National Vespers, Great

Plays, the Breakfast Club, Club Matinee, and

many of the country's leading dance orchestras

are examples. To maintain and improve such

high program standards, the Blue Network will

be counselled by an Advisory Committee elected

by the network's independent affiliated stations.

To advertisers, the Blue will continue to offer

a nationwide medium which means lower distri-

bution costs. To RadioRow and advertisers alike,

.

the ability and wide experience of the men and

women of the Blue Network, and the new en-,

thusiasm with which they approach their jobs,

mean that America's second oldest network has

taken a great step fonvard. Today, more than

ever, "It's easy to do business with the Bluel"

BLUE NETWORK COMPANY, Inc. A Radio Corporation of America Service

THE NETWORK

J^lu tin tilt 'JL

Washington, Jan. 20.

Designation of W. B. Lewis, former
CBS vice-president in charge of pro-
grams, as coordinator of Federal
broadcasting, will provide the long-
desired central- government booking
office to check the avalanche of re-
quests for gratis airings. President
Roosevelt last week instructed all

governmental units creating pro-
grams to clear their r.equests for
time through Lewis, who is assistant

director of the new Office of Facts
and Figures.

While not intending to curb the
existing government programs. Presi-

dential Secretary Stephen T. Early
advised Archibald MacLeish, the
OFF director, that the Radio Divi-
sion, headed by Douglas Meservey,
former NBC executive, is to super-
vise the bookings. No interference
with short-wave propaganda activi-

ties is desired, the letter emphasized,
though Lewis' staff was advised to

consult with both Col. William J.

Donovan, the Coordinator of Infor-
mation, and Nelson Rockefeller, Co-
ordinator of Cultural Relations, in

order to avoid any duplication and
conflicts.

Specific assignment is 'to give
guidance to Government depart-
ments and .agencies and to the radio
industry as a whole,' and MacIiCish
was told to notify all Federal de-
partments of the arrangement.
Early's letter acknowledged there
have been numerous inquiries from
bewildered Industry people, puzzled
about filling all the requests coming
from scores of Federal outfits

anxious to snare free time.

The OFF presumably will sup-
plant the radio section of the Offictt

of Goveriiment
. Reports (formerly

the National Emergency Council)
which never had very great success
in bringing about some orderly man-

;

ner of handling the very exasper-
ating problem. Mostly, the OGR
arranged for network schedulings of

. such events as Presidential speeches
and other cabinet-member oratory,
rather than whipping into line the
many obscure bureaus and agencies
that have pestered .individual sta-
tions with either transcriptions or
scripts. Industry people have chafed
at the parade of time-beggers, all In-
sisting their particular, prpject is of
'must' character aiid vitally im-
portant to national welfare,' How to
turn them down without inviting re-
taliatory measures has been one of
the industry's Worst headaches, and
ithe growth of the government, ac-
centuated by the broadening defense
and war efforts, has intensified the
need for supervision.

Theoretically, the hordes of pub-
licity-hungry minor bureaucrata and
press agents In .the government serv-
ice will have to make their first

moves via Lewis and the OFF.
Whether the system ' can be estab-
lished is a matter of grave doubt In

the minds of many Industry figures,

some of whom fear that it will be
more risky, rather than easier, to

turn down requests coming from a
single office. Fear of a blacklist has
been voiced, though the personalities

in the set-up have had the effect of
minimizing such apprehension, inas-

much as some schemers unquestion-
ably would be disposed to keep a
catalog showing each station's re-

sponse and such a record could be
put to damaging use at a license re-
newal hearing or some other similar
proceeding. On the whole, industry
feeling is that the OFF, if sufficiently

aggressive and persuasive, can ease
the load and bring about much more
satisfactory programming.

Selling WLAK, Lakeland
Miami, Jan. 20.

Bradley R. Eidmann, owner of

WLAK, I.akeland, has applied to the
Federal Communications Commis-
sion, for permission to transfer the
station to S. O. Ward, who has
agreed to buy all the stock In the
licensee company. Purchase price is

$23,000. Ward was employed on
WLAK. He resigned after making
the deal.

Eidmann said that he was dispos-

ing of WLAK' because of poor
health. He also owns WHUB,
Cookeville, Tenn,
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Bacher Exits But Not Laughingly

WGN Program Boss Gets a 'Right Now' on His

Departure From Trib Organization

Chicago, Jan. 20.

Willinm A. Bacher. who came from

Hollywood into WGN two years ago

to revise the WGN production set-

up as general production and pio-

eram manager, exited suddenly from
the station last week when, on direct

orders from Col. R. R. McCormick,
he was summarily ousted. Bacher
was placed on notice by- McCormick
last December, but at that time was
given the choice of remaining until

the flnish of the operetta season of

'Chicago Theatre of the Air'. But
situation continued so strained for

WON that orders came through for

Bacher to pack up immediately.
McCormick remained Bacher's

strength in the WGN organization

even when the rest of the- Chicago
Tribune and WGN executives had
turned their backs on him, but

finally even McCormick had to call

the deal off. Bacher came in with
an entirely free hand on production

with full backing from McCormick,
but Instead of sticking to production

Bacher began interesting himself In

sales and service operations of the

station, and what's more, began call-

ing on Chicago Tribune execs and
departments, and causing considera-

ble confusion among executives who
weren't sure just what authority

Bacher bad from the colonel.

Two Items led particularly to

Bacher's exit. First, was his method

of handling the operettas on 'Chi-

cago Theatre of the Air'. Despite

protests from listeners and requests

from WGN executives he altered the

operettas by cutting the music por-

tions down to a minimum and build-

ing up the drama parts. Singers that

were brought in for big money were
left to sing one or two numbers. Big-

gest squawk came over Bacher's

treatment of 'H.M.S. Pinafore'.

Late last fall McCormick, through

WGN, asked Bacher to put a 'salute'

to a new Mutual affiliate on the

•Chicago Theatre of the Air'. The
new station was WKNY, Kingston,

N. Y. Request had come direct from

Mutual executives, and was deemed
important for the good-will of Mu-
.tual with its stations. Bacher re-

fused, and shortly after that McCor-
mick, following more complaints

from WGN and Tribune depart-

ments, memoed Bacher to prepare

to leave, but telling him, that it he

chose, he could stay to flnish the

operetta series. On the basis of that

communication Bacher and his sec-

retary will be paid in full to the

end of March.
It is understood that when Bacher

was told that he would have to leave

immediately last week he asked to

be permitted to remain to produce
'Faust', but this was refused and in-

die producer Joe Ainley was brought
in to direct the show.
WGN is on the search for some-

LOW
COST
RADIO
SHOW
AVAILABLE!
• Tettsd, Proven, Unquesfloned Program

Appeal 1

• Broke All Mail Response Records at a

50.000 Watt Station I

• Studio and Listening Audience Partici-

pation I

• Suitable for Large or Small Network

Presentation!

• Cost Low Enough for Single Station Use

!

PROOF OF PUDDING I

Th!* thow wai aponiortd by end of America's laadlna
manufaoturai^ 'Th* Succats Story, complet* with
proven reeordf It available—no cost, no obligation 1

PRICE JS WGHTI
No fancy charges—no foolish ptdding—Just solid
Radio Showmanship at a sansibia price.

* * *

YOU CAN BUY THIS SHOW AS A COMPLETE
PACKAGE, FULLY PRODUCED, OR YOU
CAN PURCHASE THE SHOW RIGHTS

for full information write

LEIGHTON & NELSON
SCHENECTADY. N. Y.

Network Premieres
(ian. 21-31)

* Jan, 23

Ransom Sherman, variety; 10-

10:30 p.m., Fridays, CBS; Procter

Sc Gamble (Ivory soap. Ivory

flakes), Compton agency.

Jan. 24

Treasure Hour of Sans,' mu-
sical, with Alfredo Antonini

orch; 8-8:30 p.m., Saturdays, Mu-
tual; Conte cosmetics, Bermlng-
ham, Castleman Sc Pierce

agency.
'Abie's Irish Rose,' adaptation

of Anne Nichols play, starts in-

deflnite run as vehicle on
'Knickerbocker Playhoase,' from
New York; 8-8:30 p.m. (11:30-^

12-p.Tn: repeat), Saturdays,

NBC-Red (WEAF); Procter Sc

Gamble (Dreen shampoo); Kas-
tor agency.

one to replace Bacher as general

production manager, but is seeking

an advertising man who has the

agency viewpoint. It Is likely that

WGN will have a two-man set-up,

a program director, who will pri-

marily be an idea man, and a pro-
ducer-director to handle actual ope-
rations on the various shows.

MORE SCHOOLS FOR

RADIO TECHNICIANS

Hartford, Jan. 20.

All Connecticut radio stations and
several of the higher bracket schools
in the state are cooperating on a
plan to establish a group^ot radio
schools in the state soon. First gets
underway in Hartford on Feb. 1.

Purpose is to develop radio opera-
tors and technicians for the various
government armed forces and
services.

Classes will be open to high
school graduates, mixed sexes, of at

least one year math and also to

cripples.

General Manager Franklin Doo-
little ot WDRC has been appointed
by the National Defense Committee
of the" NA.B. to represent Conn,
radio stations In the effort. Will co-
operate with Dean J. H. Lampe of
the department of engineering of

the University ot Connecticut.

KMBC, Kaijsas City, Clear

Way for Its New Antenna
Kansas City, Jan. 20.

The way has been cleared for

KMBC, Kansas City, to start the

erection of its new 544-foot antenna
In northwest Johnson County, Karf-.

sas.

The township concerned last week
granted the station the necessary
permit, while a district court In

Olathe, Kan., had t^e previous week
vetoed the efforts of some Mission,

Kan., residents to prevent the tower
Installation.

Trade-Bureaucracy 'Feud'
sContlnned from page 23s

KGErS ASIATIC TONGUES

Adds Thai to Dntob, Taiklonc, Man-
darin Chinese from Frisco

of DCB committee No. 6, which Is

the shortwave group. It ended In

apologies and nothing more than
harsh words, through the quick
maneuvering of chairman Walter
Evans, v.p. of Westlnghouse. How-
ever, the song may be over, but the
melody lingers on.

Called on Cheater

It's all said to have started when
Murray Brophy, head of the radio
division of the Coordinator's office,

was speaking and made some men-
tion of every licensee but one giving
full cooperation. Chester, CBS exec
in charge of shortwave, assumed the
reference was to his outflt and re-
portedly asked If Brophy meant the
recent conversation between him
(Chester) and Gordon Persons, engi-
neer in the Coordinator's office.

Chester is said then to have re-
peated Person's remarks as being, in

essence: 'We're running things now
and the program's going to be dif-

ferent You don't have to worry
about your commitments to the
Rockefeller office.'

With that. Persons, who was at the
meeting, arose and shouted at Ches-
ter: 'You're a liar.'

To which Chester replied to the
effect; 'Well, I think you're a liar.

And b have a witness to what you
said.'

Evans Steps In

Chairman Evans at that point
brought the gavel down and switched
the subject Persons later announced
he wanted to apologize and Chester
did likewise.

Persons' 'reported assertion that
you don't have to worry about your
commitments to the Rockefeller
office' referred to an arrangement by
which the Rockefeller and Donovan
groups share time on the DXers. This
agreement, reached between them,
Is said to have been initialed by the
President making It official.

Under its terms, Donovan's group
has the use ot the air after mid-
night and during the day and the
Rockefe%rItes get It during the
evenings. By this method virtually

all countries can be reached during
their evening hours, naturally the
best listening time. Broadcasters
have had very cordial relations with
the Inter-American Affairs office and
so doubly resented any Intimation
that they might break their commit-
ments to It.

Chester's reference to a 'witness' to

Persons' assertions meant Ed Cohan,
CBS's chief shortwave engineer, to
whom Persons first talked. Cohan is

said to have thought the subject
matter of such Importance that it

should be imparted to Chester di-
rectly and took him to see the CBS
v.p.

G. E.'s AUItnde

General Electric is also Irked at

Donovan's office because ot Its hur-
ried action In virtually' confiscating
GE's new 100,000-watt trapsmitter,
WGEO, for removal to the Coast. GE
only had the transmitter In use for
a short time and was anxious to ex-
periment with an Idea shortwave
engineers had for airing to the Far
East by directing the beam over the

North Pole They felt that might
prove even more successful than tty
ing to reach the Orient from San
Frariclsco, Furthermore, It would
keep the nation's most powerful
transmitter from going off the air al-
together for the three or four months
or more it will take 'to move it to the
Coast and re-erect It

Brophy's organization didn't agree
however, and GE was virtually
forced to part with the equipment
It's understood to have received
$160,000 for It, presumably from the
Government
What the DX operators- as a whole

tear is that sudden changes in pro-
gramming or beams ordered by the
Coordinator and enforced by the
Federal Communications Commission
might cause loss of large audiences.
Listeners get used to picking up a
certain program at a certain time on
a certain wavelength. It takes a long
time to build them up to tune in reg-
ularly and any sudden switch means
the whole build-up process must be
gone through all over again.

Big DX Growth
^Continued from page 27;

added: 'We need even more hours
ot shortwave broadcasting . . . even
stronger power , . . better equips
ment . . . more programs In foreign
languages . . . more and more pt-o-

grams that promote understanding
and friendship . , . less expensive
receiving sets . . . bigger and bigger
audiences.'

Cosentlno's Speeoh

Guest ot honor was Adolfo T.
Cosentino, chief ot the Bureau of
Radio Communications of Argentina.
Radio, he declared, can, quicker than
any other medium, do the job of

'preparing tor the birth ot a new
spirit saturated with the liberal

tradition of America . . . capable of

establishing the foundations of a
world free from fears and anxieties.'

Problem ot financing inter-Amcri-
can cultural programs, such as he
suggested, must be given great

thought, Argentine radio expert as-

serted. Would It be advisable for

the government cultural institutions

or the broadcasters to undertake It,

he asked.
Because most people in Latin

America, just'as in the United States,

listen to local stations much more
frequently than shortwave, interna-

tional network broadcasting must b«
further developed Francisco de-

clared.- He pointed out that three

shortwave licenses have already

created S. A. webs for retransmis-

sion by local stations ot broadcasts

from the U. S.

Stan Richardson Moves
Stanley Richardson, Coordinator ot

International Broadcasting, will de-

part that post this week or tjext to

become assistant to J. H. Ryah^ In

charge of radio censorship In the

office of U. S. Censor Byron Price.

How soon Richardson departs de-

pends on the speed with which he
can teach his successor the ropes.

San Francisco, Jan. 20.

KGEI, already shortwaving news
In seven languages and two dialects,

added an eighth— Thai— starting

Monday (19). News In Thai beamed
at Thailand (Slam) airs daily at
2:45 a.m. Outlet also considering
adding Malay, according to Manager
E. T. Harris. Report shortwaved
back from Singapore Friday (16)
said station Is still being heard there
with 'no fading or atmospherics.'
Languages being used by KGEI

also Include English, Spanish, French,
Dutch, Tagalog, Mandarin and Can-
tonese Chinese,

WLW's 23,037 Calls

Cincinnati, Jan. 20.

WLW In Its latest promoUonal
piece, '28,037 Calls on the Man Who
Moves Your Merchandise,' reviews
the findings of a corps of research
men on two questions propounded
during a survey which the station
underwrote recently. Druggists and
grocers were visited and to each was
put the questions, what type of ad-
vertising they considered most ef-
fective for their type of products
and what radio station was their
choice for the same objective.
The

.
druggists reported 8.7% in

favor of radio and 81.8% in favor of
WLW, while the grocers' reply was
77.2% for radio and 60.8% for WLW.
The survey was conducted in 14 mid-
west cities and towns.

WINNER

Auoclalt SlallM

W4SIt-FM
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Divide Writers Between NBC and Blue

Titterton Will Have a Counterpart In Blue —
Wilf RoberU Stay* NBC

LewlB Titterton, script editor of

NBC, is set to stay with the- Red

network In the spHt of the com-

pany's personnel. Another script

exec will be assigned to the Blue

network.
Staff scrlpter? who remain with

the Red Include Ranald MacDougall,

Edmund Blnjbryer, Neal • Hopkins,

Richard Leach and Richard Mc-
Donagh. Gkjlng with the Blue will

be Elizabeth Todd, Tom Langan,

Charles Newton, Gordon Nugent and
Eleanor McCarthy. Both writing

staffs will probably be enlarged.

Wilfred Roberts, production head,

Is understood slated to stay in that

capacity with the Red, with an un-

disclosed man already picked for

the same assignment with the Blue.

Actual division of the producer

personnel hasn't been revealed.

Babson Rates Portland,

Ore., a War Mve'
Portland, Ore., Jan. 20.

Portland is rated as one of the

best cities' on the business map tO'

day by Roger W. Babson, the

economist.

The national war production pro

gram has turned the Pacific Coast

Into a beehive of industry. The
volume of business in Portland is

35% ahead of last year," reported

BalKOn.
'Such a gain means but one thing

—greater purchasing power. Local

theatres and restaurants are getting

their share of the worker's dollar

and attendance at amusement centers

will note a further gain in the

months ahead.
The high level of business now

prevailing in Portland will be eX'

ceeded during the year 1942.'

Latest Quiz on War News

Dallas, Jan. 20.

A quiz program based on the day's
news items on the local, state, na-
tional and ' International scene, 'Do
You Know the News?', opened for a

13-week run on station KGKO on
Tuesday night, Jan. 6. Fbrinat calls

for questions to be based on the edi-
tions of each day's broadcast The
Dallas Morning News sponsors the
series.

Show presents two six-man teams
representing local organizations or
local groups of national organiza-
tions, and awards to individuals ere
paid out in Defense Savings Stamps.
Each contestant can increase his

number of stamps by answering ad-

ditional questions; however, one miss
erases all winnings to his credit.

Menthalatnm's News

'ian Antonio, Jan. 20.

The Menthalatum Co. is airing

new series of newscasts over the

Texas State Network and station

KABC each weekday.
,
Speaker Is

Porter Randall.
Other stations airing the series are

KRBC, ' Abilene: KFDA, Amarillo
KNOW, Austin; KBST, Big Springs;
WRR, DaUas; KRRV, Sherman; KFJZ,
Fort Worth; KPYO, Lubbock; KRLH,
Midland; KPTL, Paris; KGKL, San
Angelo; KTEM, Temple; KCMC,
Texarkana; WACO, Waco, and
KVWC, Vernon.

Luke Roberto' CBS Chore
Portland, Ore,, Jan. 20.

Luke L. Roberts, educational and
farm programs director for KOIN,
now has title of CBS educational di

rector in the Northwest. The area
comprises Oregon, Washington,, Mon-
tana and Idaho.
Roberts, who joined KOIN a year

ego, was formerly manager of KOAC
In Corvallis, Oregon. He was one of
the first broadcasters to receive a
Fellowship from the Rockefeller
Foundation, which he used to study
radio technique and production in

lose.

WNOX's Hnckleberry Bangers

KnoxviUe, Tenn., Jan. 20.

Indian River Medicine Co., La-
FoUette, Tenn., has increased its

schedule over WNOX, Knoxville,
with the addition of a daily hiUbiUy
show, 'Hucklebeiyy and His Indian
River Rangers.' Cast Is headed by
Willis Fulton as guit^rist-m.c. Series
plugs the company's principal prod
uct, an herbal tonic.
Same account lis already using two

dally spot announcements, a five-

minute transcribed show Friday
^ghts and a 60-mlnute 'AU-Star
Radio Jamboree' Saturday night.

*.

Del Camp, WTAG, Worcester, an
nouncer. Is back on Job after a brief
siege In a Boston hospital where he
underwent treatment for a leg in-

jury suffered a month ago.

Jyy Singer formerly of station
KITE, Kansas CUy, has Joined the
fafl of steUon KTAS, San Antonio,
lor continuity, sports, and special
events in cooperation with Jack
Mltdiell.

Fibber to Hope to Red

Hollywood, Jan. 20.

Tempted by the perfect setup

for a running gag through three

comedy programs that follow
one another in the Tuesday
night lineup on NBC, producers
of the three shows finally agreed.

'Fibber and Molly' started it off

with the mystery about who
broke Mrs. Uppington's win-
dow. Bob Hope, in the follow-

ing spot, kept the gag alive for

the oncoming Red Skelton entry,

which gave out with the solution

that Ozzle Nelson did it with a

BB gun.
Likely that the running gag

will be repeated inasmuch as the
sponsors of the three programs
are non-competitive.

Tim Healey on WTHT, H. T.

Troy, N. Y., Jan. 20.

Tim Healey is nov.' heard on a 10-

minute transcribed - program five

afternoons a week over WTRY for
Force cereal (Hecker).

Maxon, Inc., placed the show on
the Troy station, startlnjg Jan. 19.

Auto Exits and Other Bearish Factors

Noted in Local Radio Advertismg

Local stations, according to re-

ports from station reps during the
past week, have begun to experi-

ence something of a drop in home-
town business. The loss has been
noticeably sharp from auto dealers

and some appliance distributors, but
the general feeling is that the spots

which have opened up will be ab-
sorbed within a short time by na-
tional spot accounts. The broad-
casters aren't certain whether the

local cancellations, aside from the
auto dealers, is seasonal or whether
they are the harbingers of a general
slump in local advertising.

One development of recent weeks
that has given sales executives in the

broadcasting Industry cause for some
concern was the announcement In

Washington that whiskey distillers

would have to convert 60% of their

facilities to the production of indus-
trial alcohol, which is needed for

munition. 'These execs figure that

if this move Is carried to its logical

conclusion there will in time be a
marked embargo on the allocation of
alcohol to the proprietory drug and
cosmetic businesses. Among those
in' the latter field that would be hit

are compounders of hair tonics, skin
lotions and rubbing emulsions, all

of whom are heavy buyers of radio.

Taxicab Firm Off Air

Philadelphia, Jan. 20.

First Philly war 'casually' along
radio row is Norman Jay, pilot of

TCYW 'gossip column.' Jay lost his

sponsor. Yellow Cab Co., because
latter is cutting down on its

facilities.

Due to tire rationing.

San Franclseo -7- William Sears,

from Utah, is now announcer on the

Dr. Kate show on NBC out of KPO,
replacing Armand Gerard on the
stint

BUY WAY ia WLWs twice monthly radio merchandising

newspaper.

BUY WAY'b circulation is more than 11,000 among whole-

salers, retailers and salesmen in the grocery, drug and tobacco,

field.

BUY WAY ia not a "throwaway"; only those who personally

ask to be placed on the list receive it,

BUY WAY'a tabloid size pages are packed with selling news

about WLW advertised producU. Its sole purpose is to in-

form dealers about WLW campaigns designed to sell con-

sumer goods merchandise.

WLW sent a questionnaire to 6,668 grocery, drug and to-

bacco wholesalers and reUilers who get BUY WAY regularly.

Here is what toe found out

about BUY WAY readershipt

97% of the dealers who answered the questionnaire

informed us Aat they read BUY WAY regularlyf

— 86.2% told us that otA«rj in. their places of

business read BUY WAY— 4.8 readers per copy

were indicated;

—92.5% said that they found BUY WAY helpful

In their merchandising.

In the comments diat accompanied their replies, wholesalers

said they read BUY WAY "to anticipate demand". Many re-

tailers said "this Information is an aid to our stocking" and

"BUY WAY guides me In making special displays of good*

advertised over WLW".

BUY WATa high reader Interest is significant because it \t

purely a WLW merohandising newspaper. This interest re-

flects, on the part of dealers, a keen enthusiasm for WLW as

a merchandise-moving influence—it shows how firmly the

success legend of WLW has become implanted in their minds,

and indicates how completely cooperation with WLW adver-

tised products has become a part of the daily business routine

of the men who move your merchandise.

^^^^^^^^
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Blue Holds Chicago Rally, Asks For

Loyalty; Fly Speaks; Affiliates Rap

Hook-up Hunger of Bureaucrats

Blue Network officials on their re-

turn Monday (19) from the Chicago

meeting with Blue affiliates ex-

pressed themselves as confident that

they will be successful in obtaining

new contracts from stations now as-

sociated with that network. Quite

a number of the stations, it was said,

have already turned in signatured

agreements, and It was hoped that

all the contracts would be in the

Blue Network's offices long before

the specified deadline, March I.

It was further stated that the Blue
proposed to retained every one of its

present stations by the new contract
j

route and that if any of these outlets I

do 1101 S'Snature new asrecmcnts
they will still be considered bound I

by the agreements they have with •

NBC. The only pertinent issue af-

fecting the new contract which came
up from broadcasters' sources during
the Chicago meeting was a sugges-
tion that the Blue insert a line stat-

ing that it could not assign the new
contract to any other network, or

Easier to Watch

Chicago, Jan. 20.

One of the extra-cui-ricular

situations which drew comment
during last week's meeting of

Blue Network officials and their

affiliated stations was the fact

that Nilcs Trammell, NBC prez,

and Fred Weber, Mutual general

manager, had suites in the

Drake hotel whose entrances

faced each other.

Blue Network official ejp-

prcssed suspicions over the. ar-

rangement, while Weber ex-

plained that it was all a coinci-

dence.

an exclusive option on the affiliates'

evening lime C8 to 11 p.m.).

lines, which should always remain a

network obligation."

Hook-Up HoDger
Fourth, the committee disapproves

linking up of all national network

for any single Washington program
with exception of broadcasts by the

President of the United States or

programs of genuinely extiaordinary

importance to the war effort.

And finally the committee recom-

mended a representative of this

committee be elected to the Blue

Board of Directors to serve only one

year and be ineligible for re-

election.

After the Blue officials had pre-

sented their plans of operation they

ofTered the assembled affiliates the

network's new contracts. The af-

filiates were told that the terms

were the same as those now in ef-

fect with NBC and that it was per-

fectly satisfactoi-y with the Blue if

the station men took the contracts

back home with them for thorough

study or to show to their lawyers.

On the matter of operations the

affiliates were apprised of the Blue's

executive setup. It was explained

that the Blue would rent studio

space from NBC in New York, Chi-

cago, Los Angeles and San Fran-

cisco since it would be inconvenient

for the Blue even it it so deseed, to

establish its own studios because of

the priorities situation.

That 'Sale'

In a press meeting Mark Woods

Tirst Come, First Served-Fred Weber

Mutual General Managelr TelU 12 Blue Affiliates

That Should Be Their Slogan

AND STILL KSFO LINGERS

CBS Reluctant to Evict 'Helpless

Indie' In San Francisco

Better Manners

Chicago, Jan. 20.

James L. Fly, chairman of the
Federal Communications Com-
mission, appeared here last week
to address officers, employees
and affiliates of the Blue net-
work. He was greeted by a ris-

ing of all Uiose present and when
he finished the crowd again was
on its collective feet.

The exemplary etiquette on
this occasionwas^in sharp con-
trart with tAsrSligbtly per.sonaI

dis«ourtesy exhibited by some
broadcasters in St. Louis last

I(«y when Fly learned to think
of tlia NA.B. as a mackerel in

ttie moonlight
This was all lavender and old

(•hool ties.

Blue Committee Speaks Out
Chicago, Jan. 20.

The Blue Network got underway and Ed Kobak came back to the

Officially here last with a .en-
1

.u^on^M the ..e^of^« ^d
eral meeting of lU affiliates and me

^^^^^ specific conditions, depending
officials of the web. An advisory

| (,„ j^e quality of the persons who

committee to work with the Blue , would take it over, their financial

execuUves includes Howard Lane 9', j^Jj'^S^^"''

KFBK, Sacramento, was appointed
| "'^^^^.^j meeting of the Blue affU-

cllairman of the committee.which in- (gtes was addressed by James Fly,

eludes Harry Wilder, WSYR, Syra •
. chairman of the Federal Communi-

cuse; Allen Campbell, WXYZ, De-
, cations Commission, and he gave

troit; Earl May, KMA, Shenandoah, ti,e Blue his blessing. He stated:

la.; Henry Johnston, WSGK, Birm-
1 "the future of the Blue network must

ip.^ham; Harold Hough, KGKC Ft. assured. 'There has been much
Worth;^ Tracy McCrackon, KFBC,

|

difference of opinion about the im-
Cheycnnc.

|

pact of various network practices

Committee put through several upon listeners and upon stations,

resolutions as to general operations but there is no difference of opinion

successor organization
apokesmen readily granted this re
quest.

Impression in the trade is that the
Blue will get quick action from the
stations in markets where there are
lour or more -outlets ,but there is

soine speculation as to what the
otion will be from Hie 12 Blue af-
filiates that are located in communi-
ties where three or less stations pre-
vail. Blue Network officials Monday
(19) declared that they do not an-
ttolpate any difficulty from this
group. The saw Blue contract seeks

policy for the Blue, and to indicate

the relationship between the affiliate

members and . the network. First

resolution asked for complete unity

and loyalty to th« network by the

Blue affiliates. Second, that the

committee goes on record as having

complete confidence in the ipanage-

ment of the network; third, con-

gratulates the web on announcemeut
jthat its foreign and domestic news

The Blue's
|
service will be increased, that

-J 11.: brighter shows will be produced, and

that limited-appeal programs be cur-

tailed. As a bow to &e metropolitan

stations, the committee recommended
the immediate reduction of the Farm
and Home Hour to a 30-minute shot.

Also included . in the third resolu-

tion is the statement that the com-

mittee realizes that the network must
conserve its resources and watch ex-

penditures or that 'otherwise there is

a future possibility that affiliates of

the Blue Network might be called

upon to pay the cost of overland

whatever on the fundamental point

that the Blue Network, like the

other great networks of this coiin-

try, is an indispensable part of our
broadcasting system.'

He continued: 'we have been as-

sured the present corporate change
is merely preliminary to the actual

bona fide- separation of ownership,
control and. management. Viewed
in this light, the chiange is a st^p,

and not an unimportant step. In the
right direction, ' and as such I am
happy ito say to you that I welcome
it. It is at least one of the forms
of organization - of which there are

a number . of alternatives which
move toward ultimate sound, inde
pendent operation.'

San Francisco, Jan. 20.

With no site selected at last report
KSFO is still occupying the CBS
studios in the Palace hotel, into

which CBS' new affiliate, KQW, was
to have moved on Jan. 1. As a cour-

tesy to its ex-affiliate, CBS gave'

KSFO until Feb. 15 to get out. Now
it's feared that the station won't be
able to move even then, due to the

continued delay in finding a place.

Both KQW and CBS are unhappy
over the situation, but apparently
will not go too far as Columbia
doesn't want to appear to be pushing
a helpless iiWte arbund.'

Situation has the trade here ga-ga
with speculation as to outcome, if

any. It's understandable why KSFO
would hate to give up the posh CBS
quarters, but such lingering is be-
lieved without precedent.
KCEI, General Electric, also is

taking a seU-protective swipe at

KSFO, which has issued considerable
publicity regarding its new short-
wave acquisition; KWID. Buck Har-
ris of KGEI emphasizes fact that
station was sold by General Electric

to the Government, which turned it

over to Associated Broadcasters for

operation. GE also publicizing fact

that KWID will 'supplement' the ser-

vice of KGEI.
KSFO itself has little to say ex-

cept that KWID is 'an Associated
Broadcasters-KSFO operation,' and
that they're trying to find a new
home which will provide adequate
studio facilities.

Possible sites are being kept secret

although manager Lincoln Dellar ad-
mitted Hotel Mark Hopkins was un-
der consideration after fact was re-

vealed in 'Daily Variety.'

BLUE LINE-UP

IN CHICAGO

Blue Network yesterday (Tuesday)
announced another group of execu
tive appointees for the central di-

vision - (Chicago), 'They were as
follows:

William E. Drips, director of pub-
lic service.

Maurice Wetzel, production man-
ager.

L. J; Edgley, continuity editor.

Gene Rouse, supervisor of an
nouncers.
G. A, Vernon, manager of the re-

search department.

Schoenteld's Position

Chicago, Jan. 20.

Merritt Scboenfeld has been ap
pointed sales manager for the Blue
network in Chicago.
Anthony Koelker has been named

publicity chief for the Blue In the
midwest.
Both shift over from previous

NBC jobs, in sales and In the press
departmeht

Nelson, Ryan Diwy Frisco

San Francisco, Jan. 20.

Under NBC's separation of its Red
and Blue networks, William Ryan
sales head, becomes head of opera-
tions at KGO, local Blue outlet
Al Nelson, assistant vice-president

who formerly managed both NBC
stations here, will continue to head
KPO and NBC (Red) operations.

Mimpbls—Bob Pigue,WMC sports-
caster, has resigned to join Nash'
ville Banner news staff.

HARRY STONE, OTHERS

TO ADVISE NBC (RED)

Nashville, Jan. 20.

Harry Stone, manager of WSM,
has been elected chairman of NBC's
Planning and Advisory Group for the
Red Network. Stone represents the
fourth district comprising states pi
Alabama, Florida, Georgia. Kentucky,
Mississippi, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia.

O. L. Taylor, KGNC, Amarillo, was
chosen vice-chairman. Other com-
mittee members include: James D.
Shouse, WLW, Cincinnati; Paul W.
Morency, WTIC, Hartford; Stanley
Hubbard, KSTP, St Paul; Arden X.
Panghorn, KEXr Portland; and Ed
Vocum, KGHL, Billings.

Chicago, Jan. 20.

Mutual stations which arc jointly

affiliated with .the Blue Network

held a special meeting last week to

hear from Mutual general manager
Fred Weber, following an earlier

raeet with Blue web officials.

To the 12 .<:tations under this dual
category, Weber directed a request
not to sign new affiliation contracts

with the Blue Network if contain-,

ing any clauses giving any one net-

work an exclusive option on time.

Weber asked that the stations pro-

ceed hereafter on a "first come, first

.

served' basis. There would be no
reserved time, but time would go
to Blue or Mutual according to

which network made a specific offer

of a commercial program.
Dozen stations represented were

WEAN, WICC. WRNL. WHK, KSO,
KLO, KXYZ, WMRC. WCOS.
WMPS, WSGN, KOME.

WCPO NAMES NEW

PATRIOTIC DIRECTOR

Cincinnati, Jan. 20.r

WCPO has a new' Director./of

Patriotic Activities. He's Douglas

MacNamee. Latter replaces Robert
Bentley, who. quit to become radio

editor of the Cincinnati Inquirer.

Station broadcasts six patriotic

shows daily.

THE BLUE FILES IN ALBAMY

Delaware Corp. Beports Capital

Stock at $100,MO

KSFO's New Accounts

San Francisco, Jan. 20.

Benson & Hedges (cigarette) have
purchased five quarter-hour noon-
time news periods per week on
KSFO, using Bob Andersen. Deal
placed by Maxon. Station has also

picked up three lO-minute news
shots weekly from Sealey Mattress
via Alvin Wilder agency, L. A.
Ad Service has spotted American

Homes and the Fiction School, on
the ex-CBS outlet for weekly quar
ters and Folgers Coffee has renewed
Its 'Best Buys' shot for 52 weeks.

Albany, N. Y., Jan. 20.

Blue 'Network' Cdmpany, Irtc,

chartered in Wilmington, Del., has

filed papers with the Secretary of

State at Albany designating its office

for the conduct, in New York Stale,

of a radio .network broadcasting
business, at 30 Rockefeller Plaza,

New York. City and Mark Woods as

president.

Authorized capital stock is $100,-

000, $100 par value per share. J. V.

Heffernan of New York City, was
the filing attorney.

Nescafe on Don Lee
San Francisco, Jan. 20.

Nescafe returns to the Don Lee
network here Feb. 2. Buying three

quarters weekly on the Breakfast
Club.
Tested the show last fall and

found it good.
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Payrofl Traffic

Buffalo—Dick AngeU la newcomer

to WBNY spieling staff.

Announcer Joe Dombrowski put

oJ WEBR after 10 years.

Windsor, Ont—Budd Lynch, an-

nouncer at CKLW, has left the sta-

tion lor active service with the Cana-

dian Army as a lieutenant.

Hal Lawrence, who formerly was

heard on Hamilton and Toronto sU-

tlons, is the new announcer.-

De» Moines—Charlie Flagler, song

and patter man for KSO-WRNT, has

gone to WNAX, Yankton, S. D.

Mason City, la.—Harold Shields

Joins KGLO as transmitter operator.

pes Moines—Bob Miles, formerly

of WOI, Ames, Iowa, has joined the

announcing staff of stations KSO-
KBNT.

Kansas City—Shelby Storck left

gtaff of WDAF, Kansas City Star's

red net affiliate, recently to become

a naval air corps student pilot. Has

been news commentator lor WDAF
taking over this assignment when
only 23 years of age. Handall Jesse,

of the announcing staff, will take

over his duties.

Henry Efferts comes from WMBH,
Joplin, Mo., as new member of the

WDAF announcing staff.

Plttsbtfreh—Raymond Boley, an-

nouncer at WliEU in Erie, Pa., has

left that station to Join the staff of

George Held Radio Productions here.

Held was xmtil recently program di-

rector at KDKA.

San Franolsco—Jim Pool, of Milt

Samuel's NBC press department staff,

drafted; Inducted into Army as pri-

vate.

Watroas, Sask.—F. Paul Johnson,
• of the technical staff at CBK,''Wat-

lous, has left lor Canadian Broad-
cajtlng Corp. duties In England.

Beglna, Saak.—Lawrence Mang
added to production-announcing staff

of CJRM, Regina.

Atlantic City—Wayne Maley, an-
nouncer lor WBAB lOr past .two

years, leaves this week to begin army
training at Fort Dix.

Grand Prize Beer programs from
KPRC, Houston. Director and an-
nouncer ol programs is William
Bryan (husband of Miss Wood) of

the Rogers-Gano Advertising agency.

New Haven—WELI lost two en-
gineers, George Dlugos to control

staff ol WICC, Bridgeport, and Owen
McCabe to radio manufacturing com-
pany in Bristol.—— y
Philadelphia—Harry Schlegel, for-

mer Brooklyn newspaperman, has
been named press chief at WPEN.
He succeeds Ira Walsh, who left to

head radio division of the Depart-
ment of Civilian Health under the
Office ol Civilian Defense.

Robinson. Dave DriscoU is director
ol news and special events.

Before joining WOR three months
ago as a newscaster. Van Horn was
news editor and announcer at

KFRC, Mutual's outlet in San Fran-
cisco. Robinson, a newscaster with
the station since last April, was
previously with CFCF, Montreal.
Edwin M. Schnecberg, formerly in

radio dept of N. W. Ayer, has joined

the Compton agency in a similar ca-

pacity. .

Dallas—Fanny 6ibson and her 16

voles. Negro choir, the Jubilaires,

have returned to radio via KGKO
for a series ol 30-minute broadcasts.

New York City—News department
ol WOR, Mutual key station in New
York, has been expanded. Two
regular members have been - added
to the staff and the news room has
been enlarged. Two staff additions

are Arthur Van Horn and Prescott

aan Antonio—Mrs. Pat Moody re-

placed Elizabeth Wilson in the

traffic department at KABC.
A. J. Salabovsky replaces Clyde

Smith in the KABC continuity de-
partment. Smith goes to the mer-
chandising department.
Jim Ralph, announcer of KABC,

has Joined forces with the Army.
Was released several months ago
but was recalled for active service.

Nashville—'Big Freddy' Miller,

songster, added to WSM staff.

Comes from WNAX, Yankton, S. D.
Raymond Lowery, WLAC engi-.

neer, volunteered as radio tech-
nician in U. S. Navy. Lowery left

recently lor Connecticut, and his

place at WLAC was filled by Charles
Matthews.

Uiaml—Lyman Cammeron, lor-
merly WLW staffer, has Joined
^OD.
Johnny Bradshow is newest mem'

ber ol WQAM announcing Staff,

coming Irom Georgia network.
AI Parker replacing Larry Mans-

field and Bob Lyons at WKAT.
Fred Handrich, WQAM newscaster,

has resigned and is heading lor i^ew
York.

Ft Wayne. — WOWO-WGL lost
two announcers during last week to
the U. S. Navy. Bob Wilson, chiel
news announcer, left to do public
relations work in Naval Reserves in
Indianapolis.

Bob Sievers, 'Man on the Street
chief, has enlisted as a second class

.
radio operator. He Is now in train-
lag at Great Lakes Naval Training
Station. His marriage to Miss- Har-
riet Oyer (non-pro) was announced
day he left

Fl-ed Moore, formerly ol WTRC,
Elkhart, Ind., and Clare Widenaar,
ol the Wade Advertlshig agency,
have Joined ataff to fill vacancies
created by enlistees.

San Antonio.— George Peters has
Joined the news staff ol station
WOAI,
Arthur Harris has joined the an.

nounclng staff ol station KMAC re
placing Eddie Hyman.

WesUco, Texaa.—Harry SImlngton
01 the engineering department five
years, and Bob Sheldon with ita-
uon KRGV six years have entered
we Naval Reserve forces. Both
nave received three months pay bywe station management and wiU get
«eir Jobs back.

Chlcago-Caldwell Cllne has been
Mded to the WBBM-Columbia pro-
aucer staff, coming in Irom WWNC
Asheville, N. C.

. ''""K^'ew, Texas—Robert Ferrle
i:™ the announcing staff ol station
{^RO. coming here Irom WSm,^a City, Iowa. Replaces Ray
wmtworth, who Joins the staff ol sta.
«on KPLC, Lake Charles, La.

Houston—Trudy Wood, songstress
irom KTSA, San Antonio, has joined

Cincinnati—Jim Fidler, WLW's
staff meteorologist lor the past year,

who recently joined Uncle Sam's

WFTL, Ft. Lauderdale, In Big Jump

From 250 to 10»000 Watts — Other Power BoosU

Okayed by FCC Include WMBD, Peoria

forces, became an assistant instructor

in meteorology Thursday (15) at

Randolph Field, San Antonio.
Jim Stokes, bass fiddler with the

Boone County Buccaneers on WLW,
was inducted into the Army at Fort
Thomas, Ky., opposite this city, on
Jan. 9. He was married Jan. 3 to

Gladys Hawkes, non-pro.

Jack Morton Brown, vocalist with
"~Burt Farber's orch on the Crosley
stalT>^is scheduled lor early induc-

tion into the armed forces.

San Franilsco—Harlan Dunning
has returned to'KSFO after a short

shift at KFRC. Moving over with
him from KYA is his Mother-in-law,
Bob Bovard. Both annoimqers.

Toledo, O. — Bern YoungT^H-
nouncer at Station WTOL, Toledo^
left last week for service with the
Marine Corps.

Rochester, N. T.—Gene Zacher,
musical arranger at WHAM, be-

(Contlnued on page 54)

Washington, Jan. 20.

Changes that will make possible
invasion of the lucrative Miami mar-
ket were authorized lor WFTL, Fort
Lauderdale, recently, with the FCC
approving a power Jump Irom 250
watts to 10 kw. Transmitter will go
from the 1400 kc stripe to 710, using
a directional to protect WOR, New
York, dominant occupant ol the
channel.
The Commish also handed out

more lavors, but no such immense
power increases. WINN, Louisville,
was authorized to increase night
strength from 100 to 250 watts;
WHKY, Hickory, N. C, to go from
250 watts to oilc kw nights and five

kw days; WKWK, Wheeling, W. Va,
from 100 to 250 night and day;
WSFA Montgomery, Ala., from 500
watts night and one kw days to five

kw: and WMBD, Peoria, 111., from
one i<^^ve kw nights.

MIIwankee.T^NeiI Searles is leav-

ing WLW, Ciitcinnati, to return to
WEMP here as sports and newscaster.

HOW DO YOU LIKE YOUR EVENING NEWS ?

NIGHT MUTUAL BRINGS
A.VARIETYOF TC«>^U]GHT

NEW? COAlAiENTATORS
lb AMEEilCAfe RADIOS"c

.•• WHllBMUTUAl. MWS CeMiMBmTOKSSm DAJLY
HOOfSK /SAnmSof 7A<M»9 CUMULATIVE
H(^¥Jl2( AUPmce ts OBmusiy MUCH HIGHER/

MUTUAL
BROApcA^Tmc FIRST^ THE FIRST THREE
SYSTEM NEWS' SPORTS- POPULAR MUSIC
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JESSICA DRAGONEITE
With BUI Ferry, Gna Hmensohcn,
Mixed Chorns

30 MIns.
PE'fMILK
Saturday, 9:45 p.m.
WABC-NBC, New York

(GoTdner)

In the six years that this series

has been on the air last Saturday
(17) was the first time that it got a

New York outlet. With the passing

years the Pet show has built itself

up to the status of a sUple article

of musical entertainment, expertly

produced and consistently com-
pounded of the tunefully pleasant in

currently popular and standard mu-
sic. .

Vocal personalities have been
changed from time to time but the

policy of the program has hewed
to the same line: musical fare that Is

familiar and will appeal to the

woman of the house with everything

pitched in a easy, restful mood.
The current singing leads are

Jessica Dragonette and Bill Ferry,

the former a homey soprano of

standard! persuasion as tar as radio

listeners are concerned and the

latter, a romantic' tenor who has
what It takes to beguile the hous-
frau with a lyrical ditty. The mixed
chorus is deftly woven into the

singingfest . and Gus Haenschen,
whose batoning association with the

medium dates from away back,

feeds it to *em In simply orchestrated

but melodious doses.

.

Included in last Saturday's sales

copy was a statement that by Impli-

cation gave assurance that il there

was anything that Americans didn't

have, to fear It was that of a milk
shortage. Odec.

JEBBT WATNE
With Ted Streater'i Oroli.

Songs
IS MIns.—Local
REGENT CIGABETS
M-T-W, 10:30 p.m.
WOB, New York

(Hackett)
While Jerry Wayne, baritone re-

cently with Bobby Byrne's orchestra,

shows a lot of possibilities as a soloist,

his talents didn't get much chance in

this badly paced quarter hour. He s

essentially a ballad singer, but when
caught teed up a wobbly rhythmic
InterpreUtion of 'Devil and Deep Blue

Sea' for a slightly sour opening. His

phrasing and style got better as the

tune wore on. but not until the sec-

ond try on 'Everything I Lpye did

he sound at ease. 'In My Solitude,

closer, was also well done.

Ted Straeter's band provides ca-

pable support, but Its work sounds

thin, though he may be using only

a small combination. It got one try

on its own this session, a nicely

worked arrangement of .'How About
You.' ,

Commercials are too lengthy and
pounding for a quarter hour^

'LIFE OF BENJAMIN FRANKLIN'
With Prof. Samnel Elliott Morrison,

Prof. Carl J. Frledrlch, Virgil

Cooke, James Blnmgarten, Bolph
Cheater, Robert Owen

Sostalnlng
25 MIns.—Local
WMEX, Boston

Little known facts about Benjamin
Franklin were woven Into this pro-
gram to provide inspiration and at

the same time propaganda:" in this

war period, Prof. -Samuel Elliott.

Morrison, student of Colonial his-

tory, gave a brief interesting resume
on the life of this Boston-born
patriot, revealing among oUier things
that Franklin made iuggfestlons on
the development of naval instru-
ments that were only recently com-
pleted and that he invented a glass

Xnarmonica on which Mozart and
Beethoven composed some of their
greatest works.

Program conducted by Harvard
UhiversityXRadio Committee on
American Defense fell down slightly
on Bhoda TruuCf ialr script on
Franklin's life plwed by members
of Harvard- DramatSc Club and
Leland Powers School The drama-
tization dragged after Prof.Olorrl-
Eon's movifig remarks on Franklin.

. Second playlet on . local FranlC'
Ilniana proved more interesting by
being paced better and made good
closing. Revealed that the hero en-
dowed Franklin Technical Institute,

Boston, and all about Boston was
evidence of his greatness.

Prof. Carl J. Frledrlch, of Harvard
government department, was master
of ceremonies. Paul,

LET'S SEE ALL THE AMERICAS'
With Bob Ripley, B. A. Rolfe,

D'Artcga, Serlla Herrera
Talk, Songs, Orchestra
30 MIns.
Snstoinlng
Saturday, 10 pjn.
WJZ-Blae, New York , . , , ,

One of the more entertainingly

contrived goodwill builders. The
Blue Network is producing it In co-

operation with the Co-ordinator ot
Latin - American Relations (the

Rockefeller Committee) and the

combination has done especially well

in blending informative items that

tickle the curiosity as well as the

intellect with the more ingratiating

rhythms and 'melodies Of Latin-

American composers. D'Artega, who
officiates with the baton, does a
crack job at interpretation of these

very same rhythms and melodies.

With Bob Ripley it's his stand-

ardized routine at 'believe-it-or-nots

but with the geographical source ot

his anecdotes limited to the Central
and South American countries. The
assortment on the initial broadcast
(17) of this series contained a high
quality of human interest and tac-

tual pablum and it aptly carried out

the series' objective, namely, that

there iS much in the historical, com-
mercial and cultural backgrounds ot

our neighbors to the south that not

only implies distinct achievement
and prestige but has served as the

source ot many things that we con-
sider native to the United States.

Most of the data is presented in nar-

rative form, and occasionally an an-

ecdotal bit is highlighted by dra-

matic treatment. The story of the
discovery of quinine in Peru proved
exceptionally interesting.

The presence of B. A. Bolte on
this p^icular series might tumish
Ripley with an addition tor his li-

brary- ot 'believe-it-or-nots.' Here's
a band leader who has been brought
into the program tor the primary
purpose of introducing another' band
leader's numbers. Odec,

KINO SIZE WEEKLY
With John B. Hofhe^ Franeei Hont,

Leith Stevens Oroh
30 HiDs.—Coast Regional
BEECHNUT CIGABETS
Friday, 8:30 p.m.
KFI-NBC, HoUywood

(Lennen * Mitchell)

Cross section of a dozen programs,

past and present, this trial balloon

along the Coast tor P. LorlUard

won't soar to great heights. Pattern

is sliBhtly dog-eared ovej^use

and file various tccets of the format

have been previously exposed with

much more lustre. Identical idea,

even to the numbered pages ot a

mythical newsmag, was dropped sev-

eral years ago by Mobiloil to ^el out

from under a score of Imitatora.

Here it is again, with only the music

of Leith Stevens to compensate tor

the half hour spent at the set

Just what prompted Sani Pierce,

headman on the Coast tor Lennen &
Mitchell and producer-announcer of

the program, to come up with John
B. Hu^es as emcee (here he's

called editor-in-chief) must be his

secret Dignified and professorial in

his conduct as a war analyst on the

Don Lee network, he 111 fits here. He
is lacking in the dash, sparkle and
OQcaslonal bon mot so standard to

the equipment ot the successful

emcee. lus delivery is no different

from his commentary on the war
and there the piece gets a load
rather than a lift. It was a case ot

bad casting for the )ead, and Pierce
had but to walk through any ot the
network studios to fljid a tar better
choice. Hughes gets in his comment
on the war dnd that's his groove.

Program is invested with a neat
musical mounting by Leith Stevens,
who takes this assignment in stride.

He has long been doing 'Big Town'
and knows how to build mood and
suspense. Given his own spot, he
came through with three of his own
arrangements that reflected fine

musicianship and notable handling
ot a small group. He also gave
yeoman aid to Frances Hunt on the
accompaniment.

For his initial spin, Pierce chose to
dramatize and narrate such un-
oddlties ' in the news as 'It Could
Only Happen in Hollywood' (with
the usual touch), the Chicago dame
who beat up a burglar, the volun-
teers at a listening post who saved a

Slane from crashing,' award to i

!oast hero, and a tew other hashed
over items. Last couple ot minutes
are given over to a broadcast of

latest news bulletins. Program has
a contest In which candid camera-
flends are asked, to submit pictures
in which a pack of Beechnut ciggles
Is the main theme. And there's also

a plea for suggestions.
In tact what hasn't this program

got that a dozen others haven't had.
Helm. -

Follow-up Comment

'SO BIG'WW Joan BlUn, Betty Jane Tyler,
Nloholos Joy, Doro Hcraade, Claire
GrcBTllle, Eudce Howard, Tlwjd
Bnekley, Alfred Heae, Walter
Sleiaok, Gladys Thomtoa, Jaok-

' son Beck, Klngsley Colton, Florence
Pendleton, Lonfar Von Booten,
Dwight Welst, JcSM Crawford

IS.BUns. .

WBEATIES ^

Dally, 9:45 ajn.
WABC-CBS, New York

(Knox Reeves)
Third in 'Stories America Loves'

series for Wheailes ((general Mills),
this Howard Telchman adaptation of
'So Big' provides good radio mate-
rial. Edna Ferber's yarn has strong
characters, provocative situations
and a wealth of atmospheric color.

Although it was a best-seller some 15
or more years ago, it proves to be
surprisingly tlmele<-$'and, above all,

It has a genuine basic Idea. This
particular story Lt to run seven
weeks.

Scripting retains the flavor and
quality of the original novel to a re-
markable degree;- as judged by sev-
eral different hearings. Early scenes
of heroine Selena Peake's curious
childhood divided between her nar-
row-minded aunts and her gambler-
father were touching and the current
sequences about her start as the
country schoolmarm In the Dutch
immigrant farm community are real-
istic and moving.
Joan Blain, tiUe actress on 'Valiant

Lady' for. General Mills; sounds
somewhat mature tor Selena, who's
currently supposed to be 19, but her
playing is reasonably convincing.
Tew oUiers have had sufficiently re-
warding scenes to stand out Rikel
Kent's direction is ' exacting and
nicely paced, and Jesse Crawford's
musical cues tie' the scenes deftly.

Wllda Kinkle KSlsts Kent Dwight
Welst announces. William Brown
handles sound and Frank Summers is

at the dials.

Commercials iare- unusually brief,

yet get across the Idea that.Wheatles
provide an effort-saving breakfast
In, general. 'Stbries America Loves'
Is . continuing to Improve. Hobe.

TEN-TWO-FOVB BANCIT
With Dlok Foran, Martha Mcars, The
Pepper Bangers

U MIn.—Local
Transcription
DK. PEPPER BOTTLING -CO.
H-W-F, S:15 p. m.
WOAI, Saa- Antonio

(Benton & Bowles)
The Dr. Pepper Bottling Co. ot

Dallas Is airing this new series over
128 stations, placed by its new agen-
ry, Benton & Bowles. Title is de-

rived from sales urge to 'Drink
bite to eat at 10 o'clock, 2 o'clock and
4 o'clock-' Hence the Ten-Two-Four
Ranch. Dick Foran Is represented
as the foreman of tlo ranch and
turns in a nice job as m.c. and an-

nouncer as well as vocalizing with
the Rangers.

There is a thread of a story inter-

woven between the various songs
which sounds HoUywoodish but
plausible. Foran and the cowboys
of . the ranch await the arrival
their new owner of the ranch, which
is a female. They decorate the bunk-
house with curtains and flowers and
await the arrival of the 'picklepuss-

old maid' which they plan to meet
with a royal western welcome.

Peggy Pepper (Martha Mears)
drops in and hears the boys singing
and they tell her -what plans they
have made to meet the new owner
of the ranch and what they plan on
doing to her, giving her a bucking
bronco with cockleburrs on his sad-
dle blankSt, putting horned toads
under her blankets. She reveals at

end of program that she is

owner.

Miss Mears and the Rangers open
and close program with a special

set of lyrics'- to the music of 'Oh,
Susanna.'
Production, pacing and timing are

first rate. Aiidy.

Ralph Sayres In Navy
Ralph Sayres, formerly sales man-

ager of KYW, Philadelphia, has re-

turned to the NaVy.
He is a radio Instructor at Floyd

BenneU Field, N. Y.

EABL GODWIN
News Boondop
IS MIns.
LIBBY-OWENS-FOBD
Satnrdayi, 5:45 p.m.
NBC-WEAF, New York

(Fuller. & 5m<th & Ross)

Wand fell on Earl Godwhi, NBC's
Washington analyst oh Saturday
(17) to Inaugurate this new news
roundup. Idea Is that, NBC news
chief Abe Schechter each week will

choose the web's reporter in that city
of the world where the most impor'
tant ievents ha\^ happened during
the previous seven days to discuss
them and international news in gen-
eral. Ben Grauer does, the introduc-
tion and commercial from New York.
Program appears to be a fair Idea

on paper but was pretty dull as it

came off this time. It was just a lot
ot rehash of news that Godwin him-
self and other NBC commentators,
as well as all the newspapers, had
been serving up all week. And Stale
news is seldom a delectable dish.
Only thing, ot course, to save such

a program would be lots more back-
ground material. That's not very
practical, however, when all the ma-
jor events of a very eventful world
have to be at least mentioned in one
15-mInute broadcast It's also pretty
difficult to give background without
a research library—and NBC's hap-
pens to be In Radio City, not in
Singapore. London, Batavia or even
Washington.
Allowing the reporter to give a

more personalized view ot the events
he himself saw or was close to might
prove a more entertaining idea.
There's only one commercial—at

the beginning—and that is pleasantly
brief. Herb.

One Manhattan band leader has

formed the air habit of dedicating at

least one number nl^tly to 'the

AUles aU over the world who are

fighting tpr you and me.' That -you

aid me' is Just asking for trouble,

because some night someone on tne

floor is going to holler back, 'So why
don't you drop that thing- and pick

up a rifle?'

'Hatred' was the theme ot "the

Town Hall forum last week, with

Stanley High detendlng 'charity' and

Gen. ReiUey dryly holding toat it

didn't hurt a soldier to think his en-

emies were less than charming. The
general had a fine scorn for modem-
day 'morale' offlcers, morale being

something that in former wars took

care of itself. The program man-
aged to\ be fairly interesting, al-

though the war will cramp the style

of forums. That's an easy guess.

WABC has switched its all-night

program from pop -to concert re-

cordings. Not only does it give the

sUtlon ample opportunity to plug

Cdlumbia discs, out as tar as this

department knows It marks the first

time any New York station has ven-

tured classical music from 1 a.m. to

dawn. The war, not commercial ac-

counts, is evidently the reason this

CBS key continues <to gp around the

clock. Both WEAF and WJZ with-

drew from the early hour parade

about a week ago.

Gary Cooper, Joan Leslie and Wal-

,ter Brennan guested Sunday night

(18). on the Gulf-Screen Guild show
in Charles Taswell's adaptation from
Jesse Lasky's' 'Sergeant-York.'- Yarn-
seemed too comprehensive tpr con-

densation Into 25 minutes or less, so

tlie radio' version was thin and sket-

chy. . With only vague outlines to

work with. Cooper and Miss Leslie

gave merely character impressions,

while Brennan's part was too brief

to register. Apart from timeliness

ot the subject matter, it was a weak
show.

Dlnak Shore has found the proper
formula tor her Sunday night song
program on the Blue (WJZ) for
Bristol-Meyers. She warmed the
kilocycles particularly this week. (18)
with throbbing version of 'Sunday'
and 'Everythinjg I Love.' Commer-
cial copy tor Minit-Rub and Sal-
Hepatica was ' agreeably terse and
persuasive. Main plug ran only 40
-seconds. Contlnui^ on the show is

Mnda cute, though perilously near
coyness. Von Zell handles his share
ot cuteness acceptably.-

what warped In adaptation, as the
emphasis was twisted from 'the play-
wright to the secretary, but it re>
roalned' agreeable sentimental taffy.
Walter Greaza sounded youngish tor
the 51-year-old playwright, but his
playing was acceptable. Part ot the
fatuous young actor was neatly
handled.

Will R. Manler,. Jr., narrator of
'American Fanfare' heard late Fri.
days over WSM, Nashville, has
flawed diction and monotone pitch.
Subject matter" dealing with littte

known episodes in the history of the
United States Navy was well written.

•One Man's Family' offered an un-
even but at times genuinely engaging^-
show Sunday night (18) on NB(^
Red (WEAF). , Author Carlton E.
Morse has more continuity than most
writers of halt-hour evening drama,
so bis lead-in synopsis is apt to be
confusingly long. He also uses so
many characters In each installment

that a casual listener has difficulty

clarifying them. On the particular

stanza caught he devoted consider-

able script to a discussion ot the

Army Air Service, obviously primed
by the Government and ingeniously
woven into the story. Largely be-
cause of that the current plot action

remained virtually motionless during
most of the chapter, but came brisk-

ly to life at Uie close. Characters on
the show are lifelike and the dialog -

is remarkably skillful. In general.

It's an ingratiating series, with the
Tenderleat commercial at the dose
an integral part

One of those whimsical record
jockeys opened a scheduled seven-
hour session Friday night at 1 a.m.
with the playing of an 'Elmer's Tune'
recording. At 1:06 a.m. he told a
joke about being a composer, ex-
plaining that he'd written "The I<ost

Chord' because somebody 'stole my
wood.' Then he remarked, "That's

what you'll hear if you stay tuned to

this program.*

Ernst Winkler, survivor ot an al-

most, incredible series ot Nazi re-

finements ol torture was tellmguie
VSJi.. about it on "We, the People'
last week. His presence and the
imagination-freezing detail ot Ges-
tapo animalism constituted a jolt

that the squeamish wouldn't fancy. It

illustrated how far radio has gone
since Dec. 7. Terrific expose ot the
Capone mob ot Berlin.

•The Reliable Jnbllee Qnartet,'

broadcasting a IS-mlnute afternoon
program from WATL, Atlanta, over

.

Mutual, was tabbed three or four
times as singing spirituals and other
number.s of the Southern 'darkies.'

Use ot the latter term sounded odd
on a network show. The Jubilee four
sing smoothly In straight fashion as

well as with several of the trick ef-

fects used by modem colored quar-

tets. Their breath control is excel-

lent, as must be* the case for this

type of warbling. I,ast week's an-
nouncer, possessed of a deep voice

and displaying little accent, was on
the beam all the way.

UNLIMITED HORIZONS'
With Patrick McGechan, Hans Con-

reld, Gayne Whitman, Jack Ed-
wards, Sr., Norman Field, Bal Glr-
ord, Joe Dnval, Gloria' Holden,
FVanklln BIngman, Charles Dant

30 MIns.
Snstalnlng
Friday, 11:30 p.m.
WEAF-NBC, New York
Dramatic series being presented by

NBC in cooperation with the Leland
Stanford University medical school,
hits the buUseye by being both en-
tertaining and informative. Chapter
heard Friday night (16) was tabbed
'Science Battles Poliomyelitis' and
made engrossing. Illuminating drama'
Dr. Edwin W. Sch;iltz's research to
find a cure and prevention ot In-
fantile paralysis.

Script is in the form o{ narration
of dramatization, with Dr. Schultz
explaining his work to his various

Ingrld Bergman gave a splffy per-
formailice Friday night (16) on the
Kate Smith program via CBS. Play-
ing the lead in- a potent drama by
Jean Holloway, the actress had to
carry' the piece virtually on her own.
It was projected via first-person nar-
ration, wiUi a number of flashbacks,
offering ample scope for mood tran-
sitions. Orson Welles, guesting on
the show from Hollywood, read an
allegorical piece about the present
struggle between democracy and
fascism. Delighting in using his
voice theatrically, the bit was vivid.
Olivia de Havilland also guested
briefly on the show from the Coast

PUI Harris and his band now waft
Into New York via WJZ, and it's a
subdued Harris compared to a year

ago when he was coming through on
Mutual. The comedy ad llbbing and
verbal hl-jinks with the announcer
are gone. The loss Is one that the

Blue might well permit Harris to

rectify tor he is not unskilled at

comedy. In tact up to now this has
always helped him stand away from
the routine band half-hour and pro-

vided his network with a useful 30-

minute Bustalner.

Jane Wyatt, guesting Friday night
(16) on 'Dark Fantasy' qver NBC-
Red (WEAF) from 'WKY, Oklahoma
City, gave a varied and believable
performance in an eerie drama,
'Debt from the Past,'- by Scott
Bishop. Like others of ibfs author's
works, the piece had an intriguing
supernatural twist which wasn't
marred by an attempt to explain it

' Pat O'Brien turned in a straight-

away performance Friday night (16)

as guest in Charles Martin's adapta-
tion of 'Angels over Broadway' on
the Philip Morris 'Playhouse,' via
CBS. Alice Frost gave a clear-cut
portrayal as the phony Russian
dancer, while Hugh Marlowe (un-'
billed) was satisfactory In a quickly-
fading part' of a souse playwright
Story line wavered a bit toward the
halt-way mark as the principal
characters were crowded from the
center ot action, but the piece ended
effectively. Martin's production was
articulate, but it seems a mistake to
have him present the title and star
of the show immediately after the
announcer has revealed both Items.
If Martin Is to be in the script the
announcer shouldn't tip his lines in
advance.

Helen Hayes sounded realistically

girlish Sunday night (18) In the part
ot the young secretary-lead in a'

briefle ot Samson Raphaelson's ro-
mantic comedy, 'Accent on Youth,'
via CBS. Star created a full-dimen-
sioned character, of the heroine and
built skillfully to the two big
speeches, the somewhat hackneyed
resignation scene and the return to
the jilted playwright Play was some-

assistants In the Stanford medical
school, while they clarify, it for the
listener by comment and description
ot what he's doing, with rudimentary
questions requiring his clarification.

It's all presented with an expert sense
of theatrical values and skill in shed-
ding light on an enormously com-
plex subject Production is good and
the performances direct and clear.

Amold Marquis writes and directs,

and Charles Dant provides the Ulus
trative musical backgrounds.

It's an excellent show. Hobe.

Elisabeth Bergner, guesting Sunday
night (18) on the 'Keep 'Em Rolling'
program over Mutual for the OEM,
gave a plausible performance as a
combatively terrified German refu-
gee In Bernard C. Schoenfeld's origi-
nal, 'In This Strange Land.' Playlet,
along the lines of the 'Free Com-
pany' piece in which George M. Co-
han and Paul Henrled clicked last

summer on CBS, dealt with the
young girl's fright at the various
friendly Americans, whom she be-
lieves are spying on her. It changed
form about midway from second
person narration-into-dramatlzation
to a straight drama, thereby losing
a certain individuality. Yam was
also not fully resolved, but gave Miss
Bergner a couple of fair scenes and
helped put across the idea ot what
the p'resent war is about. Jean Sa-
blon, also guesting on the show, sang
'My Sister and V and 'Madelon' In

his familiar style, and Pierre Van
Paassen discussed with m.c. Clifton
Fadiman the underground warfare
being waged against the Nazis in the
occupied countries.
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|]V r^EW YORK CITY ...
The Radio Trabe is Discussnfo: The Ford program cancellation—

—priorities—UJhat happens to forums under censorship—constant in-

trioue for big jobs in shortwave—spreading fear of time demands and
multiple-networfc hoofcups by tear effort ageTicies—Fred Allen's trans-

fer to Sunday nipht—Jock Benny's obsence from Jello, because of

Carole Lombard's death—and how dull the fill-in was.

Edward R. Murrow, CBS' chief European correspondent who Is cur-

rently on a lecturing tour, has been given a plaque by his fraternity. Kappa

Sigma, naming him the 'man of the year'. . . .Jack Haley lias been inquiring

among' comedy writers about the preparation of a script that he could use

for auditioning purposes.

American Television Society held the first of a series of bi-monthly

luncheons Friday (16) at the Woodstock hotel, N. Y. .. .Speakers were

'Thomas- Hutchinson, formerly NBC and now.Ruthrauff Sc Ryan, and Ira

Hlrschman, of Bloomlngdale's.

Roger Forster, WNEW announcer, doing the spieling on the 'Mary Marlin'

serial as an outside free-lance assignment Kay Lorraine, who does a

Sunday afternoon series on WNEW, recording six numbers with Henry

Levine's orchestra, for World Broadcasting. .. .Sam Cuff, commentator on

the NBC recorded 'Face of the War' series, authored book for spring pub-

lication by Julian Messner, Inc.... It will be Illustrated by James Mc-

Naughton and Peter Barker, of the NBC television staff. . . .Wally Duncan,

WNEW sales v.p., to become a father early this summer When George

Coulouris goes to Washington for the special performance Sunday (25) of

Watch on the Rhine,' his title part on 'Bulldog Drummond' will be played

by Martin Gabel, who subbed In the same role on a previous occasion when
Coulouris was lU. . .

Sun oil renewed liOwell Thomas on NBC-Blue as of Jan. 26. . . .George

Brooks, WNEW news announcer, took iour-day rest at Lakewood . . .

.

Georgie Hunter, vaudeville and nitery comic, doing new variety series,

•Hunter's the Name,' Tuesday nights on WMCA Show replaces 'Carriage

Trade Supper Club' Old Gold moving the Herbert Marshall-Bert

Wheeler show from '7-7:30 p.m. Mondays to 8-8:30 pjn. Fridays, effective

'with the renewal, Jan. 30. . . .Cliff Corbett, WNEW engineer has resigned to

enter the service. . , .David R. Schwartz, former gag writer, is now scripting

dramatic programs. . . .His 'Tall, Dark and Hungry' was aired last week on
•Manhattan at MidnigIit'"ana"ahoth'er~yam, 'If- 1 Should Die,'-has been

bought for 'Silver Theatre'. . . .Schwartz is also dickering for a picture deal

for 'If I Should Die'....This Sunday (25) is the finale for the Victor

McLaglen-Edmund Ix>we series for Mennen, . ..Dorothy Kilgallen's 'Voice

of Broadway' series now heard Tuesday and Thursday nights, instead of

Tuesday nights and Saturday mornings Paul Stewart back from the

Coast 'Manhattan at Midnight' renewed as of tonight. (Wednesday)
Mrs. Elizabeth Reeves, adwoman-novellst of Knox Reeves agency, in town
from Minneapolis last week Sarah Rehm Rogers back as vocalist with
the "Musical Steelmakers' after three-year absence.

Lever Bros, bought the exclusive (for soap sponsors) radio rights for

.
Sonov(^x. . . .Sterling products (Dr. Lyons toothpaste) has renewed "Man-
hattan Merry-Go-Round' as of Feb. 1. . . .Dick McDonagh authoring 'Down
Mexico Way,' a variety series slated to start late in February on NBC-
Red American Home Products renewed 'Easy Aces' (Anacin) and "Mr.

Keen, Tracer of Lost persons' (Kolynos toothpaste), elTective yesterday

(Tuesday). .. .Libby-Owens-Ford started bankrolling a news roundup this

week on NBC-lted at 5:45-6 p.m. Sundays, with Ben Graiier handling the
New York mike assignment 'What's New at the Zoo?' returning to the
1:30 pjn. Sundays on CBS, so 'Jones and I' continues Saturday morning.

Ionized yeast dropplnig John J. Anthony's 'Helping Hand' series from the
dally 3-3:15 spot on CBS and B. T. Babbitt is taking it over for a repeat of

'David Harum' Various sustainers will succeed Vick's 'News for Women'
series 3:15-3:30 p.m. daily on CBS. . . .'Outdoors with Bob Edge' folds from
the Tue^ay evening spot on CBS. .. .Jerry Rice, scripter of 'Hobby Lobby,'
now authoring the continuity for Dinah Shore's Sunday night- series for

Bristol-Myers Harmon Nelson produces the show Program shuffle

on CBS this week has 'Big Town' going into the second half-hour being
dropped by Major Bowes, at 0:30 Thursday nights, opposite Bing Crpsby . . .

.

'Meet Mr. Meek,' formerly heard at 7:30 Wednesday nights, moves back to
the 8 o'clock spot that night being vacated by 'Big Town,' while Kay
Thompson and Company' moves from Saturday morning into the 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday spot vacated by 'Mr. Meek' Nila Mack's 'Let's Pretend'
moves from early Saturday afternoon to 11:30 that morning Sandra and
Peter Michael have joined the Radio Writers ' Guild So has Carl
Blxby— William Murphy, formerly a CBS staff writer, appointed assist-

ant dir^tor in the network's production department.
Robert M. Scholle, formerly with the E. T. Howard agency and before

that sales manager of WQXR, New York, has joined the sales staff of
WOV, where he will concentrate on national business Herbert Landon
has been appointed publicity and promotion director of WOV.
Leonard Bush, Compton agency, to Florida to convalesce from pneu-

monia... .Dick Dunn and Dick Bunbury, of N. W. Ayer, dividing the duties
of Bob Mortenson, who left to join the Office of Facts and Figures
Theodor Haift WQXR announcer, guests a pianist Sunday (25) on Sigmund
Spaeth's 'Meet the American Composer' program on that station Charles
Martin is dickering with Belte Davis for the Feb. 13 guest date on the
Philip Morris 'Playhouse" If she declines the assign^nent, Walter Huston
gets the no4, otherwise hell guest the following week (20) . . . .Brian Don-
levy will be the guest this Friday night (23), Raft next week (30) and
Merle Oberon the following week (6)' Procter & Gamble's new series
starting Friday night (23) will be called 'The Ransom Sherman Show' be-
cause of uncertainty about the rights to the 'Hap Hazard' UUe.
Howard BresTin sold a story to Argosy mag Knowles Entrikin has

wound up his five-week stint as substitute scripter of 'David Harum,' with
John DeWitt back on the assignment. . . .Nick Keesely, of N. W. Ayer, back
ftom Flo,rlda vacation Don Cope, director of the Prudential show, in
Wickersham hospital after an appendectomy. .. .Jack Hurdle, already
directing 'Lincoln Highway' and 'Kate Hopkins,' subbing for him on the
Insurance stanza John Drew Deveraux, of 'Life with Father,' added to
Second Husband' cast. ...Mildred Fenton, Bates agency daytime program
head, hospitalized with back ailment Marty Glickman subbing on WHN
sports shows during Dick Fishell's vacaUon in Florida. .. .Jack Roche, of
N. W. Ayer, starts another term Feb. 4 with his radio writing course at
New York University. .. .He'll again hold classes in the agency's studio.

IN HOLLYWOOD ...
^"^ R^Bio Trade is Discussing: The Jack Benny negotiations, uiifh

the experts predtctinp that he'll stoy luith General Foods—The tmpeiid-
ing upheaval ot NBC—Suggestions by oouemment agencies that an-
nouncements be uiouen into the continuity of variety shows rather
than being spotted.

Adolph The Deadbeat

San Antonio, Jan. 20.

Radio station KTSA will air
a quarter hour transcribed pro-
gram every Saturday evening
'titled 'You Can't Do Business
with HiUer.'

Programs are being tran-
scribed and being given to vari-
ous stations requesting them by
the Office of Emergency Man-
agement.

WHAM 24 HOURS

FOR DURATION

Case fw Commercials Frankly Smmned

Up on Local San Francisco Program

Rochester, N. Y., Jan. 20.

WHAM goes on 24-hour a day
schedule for 'the duration.* Idea is

that jittery folk who hear some-
thing unusual in the night can tune

in for reassurance or facts on any
actual occurrence.

Shift will mean only four extra
hours as net programs are available
until 1 a.m. and 5 to 6 a.m. spot al-

ready had been lined up. Dick
Toole, part-time announcer, joins
staff to handle the night hours and
new technician will be added.
Maintenance crew at the trans-

mitter station near Victor, N. Y.,

will take care of that end.

WAYS Joins Blue Web
WAYS, Charlotte, N. C, becomes

part of the southeastern grQup of the
Blue Network today (Wednesday).

It's a comparatively new outlet

POOR RICHARD DINERS

$565,000 POORER NOW

Philadelphia, Jan. 20.

Dorothy Lamour and Una Mcrkel
proved to be a couple of llvewire
bond salesmen at the Poor Richard
Club's 37th annual banquet Friday
night (16) at the Bellevue Stratford
Hotel. After the two cinema ladies

got through with their spiel for dC'

fense bonds, the guests at the dinner
bought $565,000 worth.
Theme of the club's celebration

this year was 'freedom of the press'

with its annual gold medal of
achievement going to Walter M.
Dear, president of the American
Newspaper Publishers' Association.
A tableau tagged 'Radio Voices ot

Philadelphia' was presented by an-
nouncers from WIP. WCAU, WFIL
and WIP. Music was written by
Clay Boland with music' by S. Bick
ley Reichner.
Among others entertaining were

Bugs Baer, Otto Soglow, Robert Rip-
ley, Joe Laurie, Jr., Lucy Monroe,
Gloria Marcus, and the Charioteers.

Radio guests included Neville
MUler, of N.A.B.; Roy C. Witmer, of

NBC; T. C. Streibert, of Mutual;
William C. Gittinger, of CBS.

Roy L. Albcrison, owner of

WBNY, Buffalo, has been chosen
chairman of Buffalo Rationing
Board.

Eddy does a solo playback on Chase Sc Sanborn alrer Jan. 25, while
Abbott and Costello are resting up in Florida Leslie Atlass due in

from Chicago to talk over a new format for Gene Aut^y's 'Melody Ranch'
with Danny Danker and John U. Reber of the Thompson agency, . .Jack

Benny will say 'Jell-O Again' from New York Feb. 1 and, 8, and from
Great Lakes Naval Training Station Feb. 15 Edward R. Murrow in

town for a lecture series in these environs Manny Manhelm shifted

from the writing battery on Sealtest to Ballantine's 'Three Ring Time'.

.

Paul Monroe in town to line up the aircraft industry as sponsors of the
Treasury Hour.

Djck Mack, producer of Sealtest comedy show, spiked rumors of an
^old by booking his guest talent through February Kay Jordan,

oaughter of 'Fibber and Molly,' puUed a sneak on them by auditioning
lor parts on two NBC serials, 'I Love a Mystery' and 'Vance and Lila'—
rj" *">nmg both.-. ..J. Walter Thompson and NBC made a. press junket
™ the Chase & Sanborn origination at Stockton for the CharUe McCarthy
couit-martial ,last Sunday First guester on Arth Oboler's morale series
»or the government over NBC Feb. 1 will be Olivia de Havilland. It'll
Alginate in New York.. .. .Meredith Willson taking time .out between

ana t')'
House broadcasts to guest-conduct the Frisco symphony Feb. 6

i: ?n J^is- original tone-poem, 'The.Jervls Bay Goes Down'... .Nelson

m SAIS FRANCISCO ...
The Radio Trade Is Dis^dssinc: KSFO's delay in /inding a new home
—how splitting the Red and Blue has butched up Al Nelson's long-
laid plans for the new NBC building—that Cal-Pacfc buy on CBS—
Martha Tilfon's visit to record for Pabco—the third anniversary of the
Kirkwood-Harris Breakfast Club show on KFRC and why it has never
had a Hollywood tumble—The new KQW rate card.

Art Feldman, Abe Schechter's aide and producer of 'News of the World,
In town to jack up NBC's Far Eastern pick-ups and co-ordinate N. Y. and
Frisco war coverage local operation 'comparable to New York' is his

abjective, which presumably means two-way contacts, etc CBS week-
day 'World Today' show reportedly sold to United Fruit Martha Tilton

here to wax a series of Brisacher-Davis shows at Photo & Sound for Pabco.
. .. .flve-minute discs will spin thrice-weekly on 20 stations first time
name talent has been imported to Frisco for this purpose also proved
a break, for locals, NBC announcer Archie Presby drawing the mike chore
with. Dick Aurandt and-Lyle Daniels on the musical end Brisacher-
Davis also doing a quarter-hour daytime show for Pabco which breaks in

March in 11 western states it's tabbed "The House Next Doof and uses

KGO's top home economist, Ann Holden KPO-Red's 'Dr. Kate' show
celebrates its fourth year on the air (26) Upton Close, NBC com-
mentator, to Oregon State College, Corvallis, for a lecture (4) will pipe
bis Feb. 5 commentary to the Blue from Portland CBS Coast Sales

Chief Art Kemp leaves for New York (23) to tell the story of the web's
new coverage via KQW, KROY, KARM and incidentally, he'll try to

peddle a coupla shows. .. .Paul Gale, NBC Hollywood traffic mgr, in for a

visit... .After presenting Gilbert and Sullivan as a regular Sunday feature

for eight years, KYA is starting all over with a new programmed series,

scripted by Lenn Curley so that settings and every line of dialog will be
worked between the records just as though the show were coming from a

theatre new series starts (25) and runs 90 mins. a week Jack Kirk-
wood, Frisco's top air comic, flabbergasted by his xheck from CBS for

pinch-hitting for the star on a web show originated here it was exactly

scale, not a cent over Frank Oxarart has left KSFO to join the KQW
sales staff Bill Slocum, Jr., back to New York, leaving the new CBS
news room and listening bureau In charge of Bill Homan. . . .KGO-KPO
helping the paper-saving campaign by single-spacing program skeds

saves 500 sheets a day Claude L. McCue new AFRA secretary here.

Trade discussing KQW's new rate card, Issued almost before the Ink

was dry on the first sked under the new CBS affiliation. New nitetime

base rate is $290 Card just ahead of it carried $320 figure CBS Palace

Hotel newsroom and listening bureau is now described as 'the finest In-

stallation outside of New York,' by web officials. .: .Here for the polish-

ing process are Bill Gerber, head of shortwave listening service for CBS,
Les Bowman, chief engineer, coast division. Fox Case of Hollywood and
others.

IN CHICAGO ...
Hal Makelim is enlarging his program production offices and has Fred

Levings to handle publicity.

Todd Hunter handling daily news shot for John Harrington, who Is on
vacaUon Bill Anson will do an off-the-cuff gab program for Triangle
restaurants, tagged 'What's Cookin'?' Bob Elson 'Sports Forecast' reel

due to be released by .the middle of February WMAQ and WENR co-

operating with Chicago Dally Times in second annual 'Mile O'Dimes' cam-
paign to raise coin for Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, with broadcasts
daily over each station.

Max Murphy, formerly with the Milwaukee Sentinel, has joined the
news staff at WBBM Dick Wells now handling announcing duties on
'Stepmother' show and Frank Berrens has new role of 'Dr. Graham' in the
same production Helen Oppegard shifted from WBBM news to con-
tinuity staff Jack Van Volkenberg recouping after tough cold siege

Since he is now head of the WBBM gratis technical school for radio and
telegraph operators, Columbia-WBBM chief engineer Frank Falknor is

being greeted by his colleagues as 'Dean Falknor.'

San Francisco, Jan. 20.

Samuels Jewelers is noted for
candid commercials, but is set a
new mark with copy used on the
Art Linkletter 'What Do You Think?'
show last week. Went something
like this:

'People sometimes complain about
commercial announcements. This
program costs $10 a minute. We
spend only three of those minutes
reading announcements you may
consider a bore and a nuisance. In
return for giving us your attention
for those three minutes we give you
$270 worth of entertainment In
every group there are renegades, but
it is only through these commercial
announcements that it is possible to
iflftiiUain the free American system
or broadcasting.'

.

Quickie Blurbs

(3y2Seconds)For

BeemansGum
1

American Chicle Co. Is Introduc-
ing the shortest transcribed annouce-
fiient yet devised. I^he blurbs, plug-
ging Beeman's Pepsin gum. will run
three and a half seconds. 'The sched-
ules, being offered through the Grant
agency, call for 10 announcements a
day, six days a week over a period
of 13 weeks. The requirements are
that they be aired three each during
the mirning, afternoon and night
and one at noon. In the event a sta-

tion found by Saturday night that it

hadn't run off its entire week's quota
it would be okay to broadcast the
balance on Sunday.
For the second 13-week cycle the

account proposes to hike the r)m-
ning time of the Beenuin blurbs to
seconds, which is the average time
consumed by chalnbreak announce-
ments. The three and a half second
announcements entail the' quoting
of a special date by stations, since
none of them providies for such con-
tingencies on their rate cards. The
agency figures that it can place such
transcriptions at a third the chain-
break rate. The station is permitted
to use its own discretion in the spot-
ting of the blurbs.

WNEW, NEW YORK CnY,

RAISES RATES. 35t—
New rate card was issued last

week by WNEW, New York, to be-
come effective Feb.' 15. Revised
rates are approximately 35% higher,
explained in a circular to agencies
and sponsors as due to the station's

power boost from 5,000 to 10,000

watts and shift to a clear channel at

1130 kc.

Under the new schedule, the Class
A rates (5:30-11 p.m. weekdays, 1-11

p.m. Sundays) are $645 for one hour,

$387 half-hour, $258 quarter-hour,
$50 for one-minute announcement,
$35 for 50 words. These are gross

rates. Besides the usual consecutive
weekly and general announcement
discounts, the station announces the
addition of a weekly dollar volume
discount from 5% to 15%, according
to the sponsor's weekly billing.

Contracts up to a maximum of 52
weeks signed before the new card
becomes effective Feb. 15 will be ac-
cording to the present rate schedule.

Clarksville, Tennessee,

Now on Mutual Web
station WJZM, Clarksville, Tenn.,

has joined the Mutual network. Out-
let operates on 1400 kc, with 250
watts power. Another newcomer to
the Mutual lineup, effective Feb. 1,

will be WATTS, Charlotte, N. C, 'op-

erating on 610 kc. and 1000 watts.

Two additions will bring the total

number of Mutlal affiliates to 196.

'Listen America,' a 16 mm. sound
Aim showing the operation of Sta-
tions WHK-WCLE, Cleveland, and
WHKC, Columbus, has been booked
for more than 36 showings through
March. Whooping it up are Robert
Greenberg, Min Hill and Harry
Hoe.ssly.



S6 CONCERT^OPERA
Wednesday, January 21, I942

XmxsA 6iz Heads for Its Best Year

Despite War Snags. See $5,000,000

Gross; Cancellation Rights Ignored

The cancellation of the Henry
Ford-sponsored concerts of, tf>e De-

troit Symphony orchestra is the first

blow suffered by the U. S. concert

profession since the American in-

volvement in this war. It is in sharp

contrast to an otherwise extremely

.bright -concert . outlook, .cancelUtions.

on recital dates around the country

being under 1%, even considering

the upheaval on the Pacific coast

where the Army Interceptor Com-
mand is a nervous consideration.

The present steady tempo of con^

cert bookings, together with the

good grosses being piled up by
standard attractions, is also in vivid

contrast to the last war. In-and-

out results prevailed then partly

due' to the absence of a radio build-

up, a smaller concert-going public

and, perhaps, greater prejudice

, against all Germans, Austrians and

'Italians (Fritz Kreisler, for one,

was badly treated).

The American concert business is

rolling along to a $5,000,000 gross,

a little more than in 1918, when the

business reached its peak. While
other branches of show business

have been affected by cancellations,

there are only a couple of isolated

cases where concertists have been
cancelled. Neither Columbia Con-
certs nor NBC, which control four-

fifths of the bookings, has been
touched. Bookings in 1941-42 so

far show an increase of $100,000 in

- fees over the peak year of 1918.

The outstanding concert bookers
of the first World War period (1918)

were as follows:

tiargest of the bookers 24 years
ago was the Wolfsohn Musical
Bureau, still in existence as Arthur
Judson's branch of Columbia Con-
certs. This group then had such
personalities as Louise Homer.
Jascha Heifetz, Reinald Werrenrath,
Sophie Braslau, Alma Gluck, Mabel
Garrison. Josef Hofmann, Efrem
Zimbalist and Emilio de Gogorza.
Gross was over $1,000,000.

Charles L. Wagner,, now the big-
gest grosser of all independent con-
cert managers, had Frances Alda,
Carolina Lazzari, John McCormack,
Amelita Galli-Curci and Rudolf
Ganz. The 1918 gross of the outfit

was about $500,000.

The Music League, with a gross of

$150,000, had May Peterson, Eva
Gauthier and Cantor Joseph Rosen-
blatt as its stars; Loudon Charlton,
who had a gross of $250,000, had such
personalities as Guiomar Novaes,
HaroM Bauer and Jacques Thibault;

(Continued on page 55) .

W. BALLAD OPERAS'

BROADCAST BY CBC

Wilbnr Evans' Dates

Wilbur Evans, the baritone, doing

a 'first' for him in a nitery, sang

this week at the Rainbow Room,

New York. He switched to the Wil-

liam Morris agency -in. .Sept«mber,

from Columbia Concerts.

Evans is broadcasting Jan. 25 on

'I Hear America Singing' and is also

booked to do The Merry Widow' in

a special production in Vancouver,

B. C.

N. Y. Concert Reviews

White

Met Has Worst

Week of Season,

Losing $11,500

The Metropolitan Opera Co. closed

its eighth week of the season Mon-

day (19), nosediving to estimated

loss of $11,500. Company grossed

around $78,000 out of a possible

$124,000 on eight performances of

nine operas.

The grosses as estimated:

Monday (12), 'Rosenkavalier,' $9,-

000; loss $3,000; Wednesday (14),

'TraviaU,' $8,000; loss, $4,000; Thurs-

day (15), 'Phoebus and Pan' and
'Le Coq. D'or,' double biU. $6,000,

loss, $6,()00; Friday afternoon (16),

Bartered Bride,' $10,000, profit, $1

000; Friday evening (16), "Barber

of Seville,' $11,000; loss, $1,000; Sat-

urday afternoon (17), 'Lohengrin,'

$12,500; profit, $500; Saturday eve-

ning (17), 'Otello,' $6,500; loss $1,000

Monday (19), 'Don Giovanni,' 15,000;

profit, $3,000.

SALVATOBE BACCALONI
Bass
Westchester County Center,

PUIns, N. Y., Jan. 16, 1912

Only concert of the season in the

New York area by Salvatore Bacca-

loni. comic basso of the Met, resulted

in a completely sold-out house Fri-

'''^inger' is a concert natural in

every sense of the word. Not only

from the vocal and interpretative

standpoint, where his use of a two-

and-a-half octave range Is resplend-

ant with color, but in his acting.

Most concert artists are content to

deliver a song from a fixed position

on the stage. Baccaloni, however,

wanders all over the stage, acting

out his song or aria, and making the

audlence_a part of the_Erogram. His

selection included arias frbni DWl
Giovanni,' 'Boris Godunoff,' Tal-

stafl, 'L'Elixir D'Amore.' 'Seraglio

and 'Don Pasquale.' His reception

was terrific. ...
Rudolf Firkusny, pianist, was as-

sisting artist, and Miquel Sandoval
played the basso's accompaniments.

Eddy.

EBICA MOBINI
Violinist

Town Hall, N. T., Jan, 19. 1942

Possessing the strength and vigor

of a man, the sweetness and flowing

legato of a master, Erica Morlni's

Town Hall recital was a tremendous
success. She started slowly with the

Kreisler Praeludium and Allegro, but
the following Mozart Sonata in B
Flat was pl^ed with a sublime deli-

cacy of tone and superb bowing el-

The Brahms sonata was also of the

highest grade, and while the vio-

linist had a mishap with a broken
string in the Faganlni concerto in D
major, she played the work so mag-
nificently that the pause,* which
might have thrown another artist

out of stride, only served to heighten

the excellence of her playing.
Eddv.

Met Opera Reviews

Montreal, Jan. 20.

Ten broadcasts of what is tempo-
rarily styled 'British Ballad Ooeras'
are being aired by Canadian Broad-
casting Corp. over CBM and network
across Canada commencing Jan. 18
and Sundays thereafter, 0:30-10:30.

p.m. EDT. The operas are originat-
ing in Montreal and Toronto, and
have name opera stars in the cast,

including Rose Bampton, John
Brownlee and Raoul Jobin with con-
ductors Eugene Goosens, Sir Ernest
MacMiUan, Edwin McArthur and
Arthur Benjamin, British composer
new resident in Vancouver, who
will compose an opera for the series.

This program will be sustaining.
Another sustaining series will be

'Heritage of Songs' starting Feb. 1

for about 12 Sundays over CBM
and CBF, English and French sta-

~ tlons and networks of the corpora-
tion. Programs will be produced by
John Murray Gibbon ' and Claude
Champagne and will be given by
'The Lyric Trio,' Lionel Daunals,
ilnna Malenfant and Jules Jacob,
gWith Allan Mclver accompanying.

irT.Tf.TTnr.it TO MEXICO
Mexico City, Jan. 20.

Erich Kleiber, conductor, is en
routa here from Lima, Peru, where
he ended a successful season as di-

rector of the Peruvian National

Symphony Orchestra.

Kleiber ia to give a concert series

here In the late wtarter. <:";.;'

Walter k Shot Out

By PetriDo From

Boston Symph Date

Boston, Jan. 20.

James C. Petrillo, president of the
American Federation of Musicians,

stepped in again against the Boston
Symphony Orchestra by barring

Bruno Walter from appearing as

guest ' conductor last weekend. A
few weeks ago he stopped Howard
Hanson from a similar appearance,

and, previously, Efrem Zimbalist and
Joseph Szigeti.

The program listing Walter's ap
pearance was already printed when
the notification arrived. Walter is

an honorary member of the union.

The Boston Symph is the only major
one in the country not in the

AFM fold.

GERMAINE LEBOUX
PUnlst
Town Hall, N. Y., Jam. 17, 1942

Germaine Leroux remains one of

the great woman pianists. In music
of the romantic period and in the
light modernistic school of Debussy
she is virtually without peer. Her
abilities are tremendous in the in-

terpretative line, and she imparts a
flowing richness and brilliance of a
haunting nature to her flying fingers.

Pianist lacks the physical bulk
requisite for a large.powerful tone,

but she never pushes or forces her
playing out of focus. The delicacy

and lyric freshness of her playMg
was inherent throughout the entire

program. Program included works
of Bach, Schumann, Debussy, Char-
brier, Ravel and Dvorak, among the

more important items. Eddv.

CABMEN AMAYA AND CO.
Dancer
Carnegie Ball, N. Y., Jai). 13, 1942

Possessing the spark of a dynamo,
fairly sizzling with the white heat of

her interpretations, Carmen Amaya,
Brazilian gypsy dancer, is just about
tops in her field. Her vivid charac-
terizations before a soldout house
displayed great speed and agility

ana, above everytnin'g else, expert
artistry. The dancer was assisted

by a company, the outstanding per.,

sonalities of which were Antonio
Triana, Lola Monies and the guitar-
ist, Sabicas.

Best of her work came in the 'Ay
Que Tu,' in which she alternated
between singing in a sexy voice and
dancing with reckless abandon and
speed.
The audience forced her to repeat

parts of alnjost every number.
Eddv.

AGMA'S SUIT VS. AFM

SET FOR MARCH TRIAL

Suit of' the American Guild of

Musical Artists against James C.

Petrillo, tiresldent of the American
Federation of Musicians, has been
set for March trial by Justice Louis
A. Valente in N/ Y. Supreme court,

There had been rumors of a pos-
sible settlement.

Suit charges Petrillo and the AFM
with attempting to force AGMA in'

strumentalists to resign from the
latter union and join AFM or be
banned from stage, screen, concerts,

radio, etc. An injunction is asked

HartlnelU's Ambition
Giovanni Martinelli's greatest de-

sire besides finishing his 30th season
at the Met which will come next
year, and will give him the distinc-

tion of having sung the last 30 years
of the 60 years of the Met's exist-

ence, is to sing Tristan in 'Tristan

Und Isolde.' MartinelU wants to
show that an Italian tenor, finishing

his career, can sing the greatest of
all (German roles as well as any Ger-
man tenor before the' pubUc.

BBONISLAW HDBEBMAN
Violinist
Carnegie Ball, N. Y., Jan. 17, 1942
Bronislaw Huberman was assisted

by a chamber orchestra at Carnegie
Hall. His playing of Bach's Con
certo in E Minor and the Mozart
Concerto in D Major showed the
powerful, majestic sweep of his in

terpretativf abilities. His bowing
was 'expert and the tone rich and
vibrant.
A sonata by Medtner was overlong

and lost interest. Chopin transcrip-
tions, while well played, sound far
better for piano than violin. Eddy.

Metropolitan Optra Co.'s first sea-

sonal presentation of 'The Bartered

Bride' Friday afternoon (18) was a

decided sucdess vocally, dramatically

and from a boxoffice standpoint. The
performance had a sparkle that has

been lacking in inany standard
operas this season. Stars were Jar-

mila Novotna and Armand Tokatyan.
Paul Breisach conducted excel-

lently.

<Travlata,* repeated by the Metro-
politan Wednesday (14), brought
forth a new star in Leonard Warren,
heretofore never heard at the Met, as

the elder Germont Warren drew
on,e of the bigfesf^vations-trf- -the
season for a flnely-phrased, well-

sung 'Di provenza il Mar,' In which
he exhibited a fine legato, excellent

piano effects, ringing power and
thoroughly excellent interpretation.

'Pura siccome un angelo' was In the
same vein along with the evening's

highlight, the pathetic duet with
Jarmila Novotna, 'Dlte alia glovlne.'

Soprano, as Vloletta, after escaping

the hazards of the difficult coloratura

in the first act, was at her best in

acting and singing. Charles Kull-

man, as Alfredo, was adequate, sing-

ing the 'Dei miei blllenti splrlti* in

fine style. Ettore Panizza conducted.

Baoh's cantata, 'Phoebus and Pan,'

served to introduce the composer to

opera audiences in America, as part

of the double bill Thutsday night

(15) at the Met. It also presented

Sir Thomas Beecham in his first

operatic appearance in this country.

Neither opera nor conductor was a
great success. 'Le Coq D'Or' was the

other work presented.
The Bach work is more oratano

than opera, and with its absurd story

of a song contest between Phoebus
and Pan, the ridiculous costumes and
sfodgy staging, its future seems wa-

vering. Some of the music is inter-

,estlng, but for the most nart It is

/static and not Bach at his Best. Both
^ngs allotted the contestants are un-

distinguished in character. The per-

formance was not much better. With
a cast composed of Americans and
Englishmen, the diction was almost
completely lost. Stella Andreva sang
well and was good to look at as

Momus, but hardly a word was un-
derstandable. Anna Kaskas could be
placed in the same category. Fred-
erick Jagel was not too well suited

to the light part of Tmolus, but the
tenor did a highly creditable Job
nevertheless.

.

Emery Darcy looked well as Phoe-
bus, but his deadpan expression

marred adequate singing. John
Brownlee clowned well as Pan and
sang in his usually dry but impec-
cable style. Arthur Carron was the

star vocally and dramatically with a

vibrant,' powerful dramatic tenor of

exceptional range and claritjr ex-

hibited in the aria 'Pan Is Victor,'

and his diction was flawless as was
his acting.
Beecham could not hold the work

together with his baton.

Le Coq D'Or' might have gone
over if an adequate-voiced singer had
been assigned to the part of the
Queen. Rosa Bok, replacing an in-

disposed Bidu Sayao, was thoroughly
off her course, singing with an un-
pleasant vibratto and shaky pitch.

Star of the performance was Ezio
Pinza. The basso was in superb
voice,' but it was his clowning, as the
old King, that was tops. Alessio de
Paolis, as the astrologer, ran the
basso a 'close second with a magnifi-
cent acting job, and sang the high
tessitura with accuracy of pitch
and the peculiar, brilliant nasal
quality of tone which .is required.
Norman Cordon, a* the general, also

was tops, especially dramatically,
while minor roles were all in char-
acter. Beecham's conducting again
was undistinguished.

(16), with the veteran Louis D'An.
gelo taking over the role of Dr
:
Jartolo. The bass Is not a Baccaloni
in acting skill or vocally, but he fit

well into the picture and turned In a
highly creditable job. Lily Pons was
in better voice than at her first per-
formance, Bruno Landi repeated his
superlative Almaviva, John Brown-
lee continued to struggle against the
vocal inadequacies which make
Figaro too much for him, Irra Petlna
again stole the show as Berta, and
Ezlo Pinza towered over all the
others with his dominant acting and
singing. Frank St Leger conducted.

'B«veav of 'Don'-Giovamii'-by- VSk
—

Met Monday (19) saw Marita Farell
replace an Indisposed Bldu Sayao
as Zerlina. The soprano voiced the -

music prettily but was not up to her
colleague in acting or phrasing,
Irene Jessner appeared as Donna
Elvira for the first time this season
and displayed some good high tones
but her voice took on a brassiness

at other times. E^io Pinza starred

as the Don, both vocally and dra-^

matically. Salvatore Baccaloni was
again a superb Masetto, with 'Mad-
amina' stopping the show. Richard
Croolcs used , a consistent falsetto in

'n Mlo Tesoro,' was short on breath,

and broke his phrasing several times.
.

Bruno Walter led a 'virile orchestra.

EftDLE BAUME
PUnlst
Carnegie Ball, N. Y., Jan. 19, 1942
Featuring the 27 etudes of Chopin,

Emile Baume, French pianist, dis-

played remarkable technique and a
full realization of the compositions'
romantic mood.
His program was far from dull

though only one other composer,
Bach, was represented.

LYDIASUMMEBS
Contralto
Town Ball, N. Y, Jan. 18, 1942
Lydia Summers is about the best

of a mediocre crop of concert con-
traltos heard this season in N. Y.
The singer possesses beauty of voice,
looks and figure, an intelligence of
interpretation and abundant power
and warmth. On the debit side, she
arranged a thoroughly uninteresting
program with a range of an octaVe
and a half; consequently, her upper-

(Clontlnued 6£i!page<<B9) <
-

MOZART'S IMPRESARIO'

HEARD AT CARNEGIE

First presentation of Mozart's 'Im-

presario' in a number of years in

N. Y. was given Saturday evening

(17) at Carnegie HaU, N. Y., as the

second half of a Mozart festival.

Opera was not very interesting in

its presentation. It was done In

English, with most of the members
of the cast singing unintelligably.

Stella Andreva, only Met personality

participating, sang well but had some
difficulty with the uppermost notes.

Christine Foster dlscloseds a nice

quality but a need for more train-

ing. Robert Marshall made a boy-

ish Mozart and used his light .lyric

tenor carefully. Earl Wrightson
acted excellently and, in the short

bit assigned to him, disclosed a full,

rich baritone of fine quality. Others

were barely adequate, while the

Philharmonic Orchestra was capable

under Felix Wolfes, assistant maestro

of the Met. First half of the pro-

gram was all instrumental, familiar

works being played.

C. L Wagner Tronpe to

Record 'Barber' for RCA

RCA Victor will record the com-

plete 'Barber of Seville' with the

Victor orchestra under Giuseppe-

Bamboscheck, with the cast being

the one Charles L. Wagner had on

tour this season.

Singers are Hilda ReggUnI, John

Gurney, Louis D'Angelo, Carlos Ra-

mirez, Lucielle Browning and Victor

Laderoute.

'Otello' was repeated Saturday eve-
ning (17) at the Met with two
changes In cast. Arthur Carbon made
his first appearance of the^season as
'Otello,' but failed to show much im
provement over last year. The
tenor's voice Is powerful, as ever, but
he breaks his phrasing, his Italian is

poor and, histrionically, he fails to
attain the required dramatic ability.

Elisabeth^'IRethberg, as Desdemona,
was, as usual, at her b(^. Alexander
Sved's lago remains fairly adequate
Alessio de Paolis stood out as Casslo,
and Eltore Panizza gave full vent to

the score.

Bepeat of 'Lohengrin' Saturday
afternoon (17) showed the Met Wag-
nerian wing at its .best. All princi-
pals were in excellent voice and the
performance was one of the best of
the season from all angles. Astrid
Varnay repeated her fine characteri-
zation of Elsa and continued to act
like a veteran. Lauritz Melchior
likewise was in brilliant voice.
Kerstin Thorborg drew a pig response
for her delivery of Ortrud s diflicult

music, and Herbert Janssen repeated
a fine Telamund. I.eQnard 'Warren
and Norman Cordon were impressive
in their bits, and Ehrich Leuisdorfs
conducting was excellent.

'Barber of SerlUe' had one change
In cast in a rcpeab fMdayjevibing

PhUIy Opera Co. Stars

Quit; 'Overwork' Beef

Philadelphia, Jan. 20.

Frances Greer and her husband,

Robert Gay, star soprano and bari-

tone, respectively, of the Philadel-

phia Opera Co. have quit in mid-

season. Miss Greer was reported to

have resigned in a huff on Wednes-

day (14) over alleged overwork

during rehearsals. Gay quit soon

afterward. The soprano was given a

tryout over Metropolitan Opera

Company's 'Auditions of- the Air'>

Sunday (18).

C. David Hocker, manager of the

Philadelphia Opera Co., said that the

couple and the company 'discon-

tinued their associations by' mutual

agreement.' He refused to comment
on the 'overwork' complaint.

Swarthont as IWignon'

The first "Mignon' in several years

at the MetropoUtan Opera House,

N. Y., will be given Feb. 6, with

Gladys Swarthout in the title role.

Supporting will be Ezlo Pinza and

Armand Tokatyan. Wilfred Pelletier

will conduct.

•Hnseom Mnsloale*'

Springfield, Mass., Jan. 20.

WSPR is carrying :Museum Musl-

cales,' starting tonight (Tuesday)

with' recital by Zadel Skolovsky,

pianist, in Springfield Museum ol

Fine Arts. '

. , ;. . i >
.
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Victor Holds Tommy Dorsey With

Unprecedented Guarantee Contract

Tommy Dorsey's band will be paid

the highest recording salary ever

handed a pop dance band under the

terms of a new contract signed, or

agreed to, but definitely set, with
RCA-Victor last week. His pay will

be $1,250 a side ($2,500 a record)

against a royalty of 5% of the retail

purchase price of a 50c platter, com-
puted on an individual release basis.

He's to make 60 sides a year.

This means that Dorsey is assured

of a salary equal to a 100,000 sale of

every " record' by his iand released

by Victor. And it's virtually im-
possible for any band to maintain a
100,000 sale average. ,

Prior to renewing with Victor, Dor-

cey was on the verge of shifting to
' Columbia Records. His original con-

tract with Victor, which called for

$750 a side agaiiist the same royalty

arrangement, expires Feb. 14 and
Victor apparently was at first reluc-

tant to meet his new terms. Once tie-

fore Dorsey came near jumping to

another label. He had an unsigned
agreement with Ell Oberstein to re-

cord for the latter's short-lived U.S.

Record Co. a while back, but the

deal was mutually cancelled when
Victor, offered better terms.

Highest previous salary ever paid

a band was $1,000 a side to Artie

.
Shaw, also by Victor, when he was
riding high with his old jump combo.
Shaw currently draws approximately
$650 a side.

Lyons Sues MCA For

$15,412 as hs Split In

Commish on Phil Harris

Los Angeles, Jan. 20.

Suit for $15,412.50 was filed by the
A. ic S. Lyons agency against the
Music Corp of America, charging

' violation of an oral agreement over
pllt commissions for the services
of Phil Harris and his orchestra on
Jack Benny's radio show.

: Plaintiff declares it made a verbal
pactswith MCA In 1936 whereby it

. would collaborate with the defend-
ant in selling the Harris orch to the
Benny program, with commissions
to be split between the two agencies.

. Lyons outfit claims MCA stopped
payments July 1, 1941, with a notice
that no more money was forth-
coming.
Lyons asks a spilt on $2,600 alleged

to have been collected by MCA from
Harris -since last July and half of
$28,229 assertedly due on future
commissions.

Rhododendron to Bloom
Unserenaded in 1942

Asheville, N. C, Jan. 20.
This resort's annual Rhododendron

Festival, for years a prominent spot
for name bands, has been cancelled
for 1942 because of the war.
Annual attendance of the six-day

social and flora festival was approxi-
mately 500,000 from many states.

Wm HOLST FILES

BKPTCY. PETITION

Ernie Hoist, orchestra leader pres-
ently at the Savoy-Plaza Hotel, New
York,' filed a voluntary petition of

bankruptcy In N. Y. federal court
Mwiday (10), listing $12,023 In li-

abilities and $650 In assets. There
are no theatrical creditors.
During lp40. Hoist's petition, states

he earned $11,735; In 1941, $5,451.

S. Kenton m N.Y. Feb. 6

Stan Kenton, Coast band that has
•xclted wide comment in the east,
comes, into the Roseland Ballroom,
New York, for Its first eastern date
«b. 6. Kenton recently completed
four weeks at the Palladium Ball-
room, Hollywood, and was original-
ly to have. come into the Famous
Door, N.Y., in mid-February. How-
ever, Door operators failed to post
• guarantee of two weeks' salary
and transportation east for the band,
as they w'ere ordered to do by. the
American Federation of Musicians,
and the contract was voided. -

Sometime following the Roseland
»un. which Is Indefinite, Kenton isw go Into Valley Dale, Columbus,
JJ-.

then Meadowbrook, Cedar
wove, N. J. In short he's set for
a wire buildup.

v.?^'" Bennett* Cambridge, O.,
OTMiestra Icflder, sergeant in Army
''•^ve, waiting at his home for call

2» mllltaty service. So far he has
J*wn two- "blank*' from tte War
*'*Partment il i. '.-Mi air

Not Much Touring Of

Name Bands South Of

Atlanta; Seems Strange

Miami, Jan. 20.

The hunger for name bands is so

obvious hereabouts that show-wise

observers cannot understand why
bookers don't work out some sort

of a route to enable the popular

orchestras being routed south of

Atlanta. There's a feeling that sev-
eral other .Florida spots, Jackson-
ville, Palm Beach, Tampa, besides
Miami and Miami Beach, could ac-
commodate the large orchestras on
dance dates In the big civic audi-
toriums and armories, of which there
are several.

Save for Ted Lewis and' Abe Ly-
man into the Royal Palm, Miami,
every winter; or Paul 'Whlteman at
Ben Marden's new (now shuttered)
Colonial Inn, In HaUendale, 17 miles
from here, last season, the talent
emphasis has been more on girl

shows,
. songstresses, atmospheric

joints, and the like.

The big Colonial Inn, for example,
would be an ideal spot for a band
booking. Miami has a large, pier
auditorium and a' civic armory.
Records sell well here, and the

localites as well as tourists would
support bands. Instead, with pari-
mtuel betting legal, there are four
dog tracks, all doing well, besides
the horse races at one of the ttiree

major tracks hereabouts.
Isham Jones opened with a new

band at the mammoth Terrace res-

taurant here and, being a new col-

legiate combo, it requires much
more training. Hu^e Barrett is at

the Macfadden-DeauviUe hotel; for

the rest, the local bands are so-so

combos.
Here for two years has been

Reser, of the original Cliquot Club
Eskimos, who maestros the house
(stage) band at the Olympia, Mi-
ami, ace Paramount house, and
had the 14-piece big band at the
Coral Gables Country Club, which
hs resumes shortly. Currently at

th* nearby Miami Biltmore hotel

factually in Coral Gables) Is Cy
Washburn's unit. Latter is the bass-

player and contractor for Mark War-
now's and other radio bands.

ARTIE SHAW SLOWDOWN

Doe Orders Him to Take It Easier-
Cat At Least Six Weeks

Artie Shaw has given up the band
business again—temporarily this time

due to doctor's orders. In a gener-

ally run down condition the- leader

was told by his doctor to fold up
for a few months or take the conse-

quences. He has been suffering with

a chronic cold and throat condition

'the past six or eight weeks and is to
enter a New York hospital today
(Wed.) for a two-week stay, then
take from four to six weeks' rest
In order to obey orders Shaw can-

celled three and a half weeks of the-
atres,' two weeks" "at the Sher'm'a^'
hotel, Chicago, and a few one-night-
ers. Only spot really to suffer by
his sudden decision to retire tempo-
rarily is the Earle theatre, Washing-
ton, D. C, which had him advertised
to open Friday (22). Other houses
are RKO Boston (29); Strand, Brook-
lyn (Feb. 6-9); Stanley, Pittsburgh
(13). Sherman was to start Feb. 25.

Shaw told the 29 men in. his outfit
to go ahead and get other jobs if

they had the chance, but those that
wanted to move back in with him
when he re-formed could do so. Be-
fore disbanding the outfit made eight
sides for Victor records yesterday
(Tues.).

MANAGEMEKT INACTIVE?

Notblnc Done Abont lu B»y Hntton
Complaint of Bowdles

Ina Ray Hutton tangled with a
mob of Brooklyn rowdies last Fri-

day (16) at Manhattan Beach, N.Y.,

who heckled her oft the bandstand
with various cracks familiar to bur-
lesque-goers. Leader complained
to ' the management and remained
absent from the stand for almost
two hours when nothing was done
about It. Such conduct Isn't alto-

gether unexpected In that territory,

bandvocalists and acts frequently

run into similar storms at the Flat-

bush and Strand theatres.

Same bunch that chased Miss
Hutton, alwut 30 of them, gave a
coin machine at the beach spot a

tossing around, requiring extensive

repairs to put it back in operation.

Baron EUiott'a Vocalists

PitUburgh, Jan. 20.

Baron Elliott, at WiUlam Fenn
Hotel's Chatterbox,, has lost his vo-

calist, Billy Cover, to Blue Barron
band. He'i second male singer to

leave Elliott in last month. First

wbb' Michael' Strange, now doing a

single at Villa Madrid, local nltery.

Ploked to replacs Cover la Jackie

McCarthy, without previous orches-

tra experience, and as an added

bolster for vocal department Elliott

bai signed BUI Dojigla*, trombonist

n>har.-ils6'. tanoini t t r.t,

CHAS. TEAGARDEN TO

JOIN JIMMY DORSEY

Charles Teagarden, trumpeter-

brother of Jack Teagarden, Joins

Jimmy Dorsey's orchestra this week
at Strand theatre, New York. Dor-

sey is increasing reed and brass sec-

tions, Teagarden becoming a fourth

trumpet and Chuck Gentry a sixth

sax, including leader's. Fourth trom-
bone hasn't been selected yet.

Charlie . Teagarden had been lead-

ing a band of his own for the last

year or so, but recently gave it up.

Glenn Miller Looming Gose To

New Theatre Mark for Orchestra

Lloyd Gilliam's Operation
(

Lloyd Gilliam, trumpeter with
Sammy Kaye's orchestra, was
stricken with an appendix attack a
week ago while on the 'stage of the
Central theatre, Passaic, N. J. He
walked off the' stand during one of
the band's numbers. Wishing to be
operated on by his own doctor, he
was driven to Physicians' Hospital,
-Jackson-Heights, L. It -

He's resting cornfortably.

Totem Pole Baflroom

(And Park) May Become

Wartime Soldier Post

Army officials have looked ov^r

Norumbega Park, Aubumdale, Mass.,

as a possible site for an Army en-

campment Roy Gill operates the
park, the mainstay of which Is the
Totem Pole Ballroom, name band
stand now operating only four days
a week, but a full-week location job
during the summer, with network
wires.

It's understood Army officials lean
favorably toward commandeering the
layout because of large restaurant
facilities available and fact that the
ballroom itself is large enough to

house a considerable number of men.

Francis Craig's orchestra of Nash-
vUle continues to have personnel
shake-up. Joe Zinkin joins Craig's

group on Saturday (24) as bass
player. Craig's bass fiddler moving
over to Ray Noble's ork on that date.

Phyllis Lane, former warbler, with
Gus Arnheim's orchestra is newest
Craig singer.

hside Stuff-Orchestras

Bunny Berigan band rejoins its leader in California Feb. 13 to open a
four-week stay at the Casa Manaha, Culver City, Cal. Berigan has been on
the Coast dubbing his trumpet work for Jackie Cooper's pantomiming in a
film and the band has been working ih' the east minus a leader.

Film work and four weeks at the Casa is expected to finally erase,

virtually all the debts Berigan returned to leadership with last year, after

parting with Tommy Dorsey's band. He picked up a baton more than
$14,000 in the red to AFM, hotels, etc., but under the direction of Harry
Moss, MCA exec who has been handling his affairs, the debt has been
whittled to little more 'than $3,000. His current outfit is his second, the first

having quit en masse on him about six months ago because It wasn't paid.

It looks certain that by the end of

this week Glenn Miller - will have
come close to a new mark for salary

taken out of a theatre for a week's

work. Currently at the Michigan

theatre, Detroit, on a $10,000 guaran-

tee with a privilege of taking an
additional 50% of the gross over
$32,500, Miller stands to take out at
least $19,000 for himseU. Theatre
estimates a ,$50,000 week.

-^Current—high—wais -set by Kay
Kyser at the RKO Boston theatre,
last year, when under a similar pay-
off scale he walked out with $20,851
as his end. Miller's Detroit gross,
mcidentally, will set a new record
for the theatre, formerly held by
Bob Hope. Hope did $5,200 opening
day; Miller rang up $7,200 opening
day and $11,000 next day (Sat).

' Kyser also did $17,000 net for him-
self last year 'at RKO Palac6, Cleve-
land, and holds the all time high for

.

salary for a week's work. He netted
$26,000 from a one-night concert and
dance tour through Texas last spring.

After repeatedly resisting offers to personally manage other bands and
devoting all his time to Jimmy Dorsey, Billy Burton last week took on
the recently rebuilt Dick Stabile orchestra, with Grade Barrle ' (Mrs.

Stabile) as vocalist. Band has been signed to a Decca record contract

since. New instrumentation lists three trumpets, two trombones, five sax,

including leader's, and three rhythm.
Burton flew to California last Friday (16), though ostensibly headed for

Chicago, to work out a new film deal for Dorsey. He huddled with MGM,
Warners and Paramount which have made offers. Band's recently com-
pleted 'Fleet's In' for Par preems March. 11 at Paramount theatre, N. Y.

Nick Forpzoff, press agent for Russ Morgan, is opening an office of pub-
licity and promotion in Chicago. 'When in Kansas City last week he signed

to take publicity chores of four bands under his wing. Bands of Charley
Fisk, Missouri uni group, and Hal Wayne, conga-rhumba ensemble,.signed

personal management contracts. Howie Christensen, manager of the

Johnny 'Scat' Davis crew, and Allan Breyley, manager of George Wald
orch, turned publicity representation of these two bands over to Porozoff.

Freddy Martin, rehearsing last week for an appearance on Coca-Cola

'Spotlight Bands' program via Mutual, told Lester Gottlieb, Mutual p.a.,

that he would like during his stay in New York to meet Ken Alden, who
writes a column for Radio Guide mag. Bandleader explained that he'd like

to thank Alden for the complimentary things the latter had written about

him over a period of the last five years. Gottlieb at first thought Martin

was ribbing, but on learning the leader was serious, revealed that he

writes the Iladio Guide column under the Ken Alden pseudonym.

Irving Berlin's latest tune, 'The President's Birthday,' has been recorded

in connection with the 'March of Dimes' campaign by Glenn Miller, Jimmy
Dorsey and Charlie Spivak. The royalties on the records will be con-

tributed by both the band leaders and the publisher, Irving Berlin, Inc.,

to the infantile paralysis fund.

Recording angle was suggested by Miller, who is chairman of the 'Ball's'

band leader division.

A $50 Defense Bond is raffled off every week by the men In the Jimmy
Dorsey orchestra. Each man contributes $2 to a pool and Dorsey lucks in

the difference to form a $50 fund. Since the initial price of such a bond is

$37.50 the remainder of each week's pool is hoarded and two are raffled

off every three weeks.

When Dean Hudson and his orchestra played for the commissioning of

the ensigns of the U. S. S. Prairie State at the Plaza hotel. New York City,

last Friday (16), among those receiving commissions was Billy Van Brunt,

his former pianist and chairman of the dance committee.

Sy Shribman has filed a claim against Tommy Dorsey with the American
Federation of Musicians In New York, seeking to collect an undisclosed

amount of cash due him on an agreement between the two which dates

backt'tp.il9aS'. .•ii-.ii'>-. i i i r ;. : j •'-.<( I / I

Further Steps Taken

To Systematize Dance

Dates in Army Camps

Round-table meetings of various
executives of major booking offices
are to be set up in Cleveland, Chi-
cago and Los Angeles soon to sec-
tiohalize the routing of dance bands
on free Army camp dates. As a
band moves about the country Its
Army work will be regulated In each
area by the branch boards, similar
to the way they're handed from one
branch to another by the agency
that books them. All commitments
to Army dates, however, will have
to be cleared through and okayed
by the New York group of execu-
tives of different agencies.

Bill Fredericks and his brother
L. A-., will help set up the boards
in each city, former going to Cleve-
land, then to Dallas, and on to Cali-
fornia. Larry- will set up the Chi-
cago meetings, all under the direc-
tion of Abe Lastfogel. ' Jack Rosen-
berg, president of N. Y. Local 802 of
AFM has Joined the New York board
to immediately rule on any problems
that might conflict with union ridea
and regulations.

Army and Camp Shows, Inc., "has
eased the regulation demanding that
once an open date Is reported for
Camp use it cannot be pulled out
New rule permits mutually agreeable
rearrangements bepause It was found
several bands reported free to enter-
tain soldiers were hot assigned dates;
thereby being forced to lay off .when
they could have been working a paid
job.' Few latter dates can be set on
short notice.

Transportation has been arranged,
too, for those bands that require it

JOHNNY LONG PLAYS

BRIHDAY HOP IN D. C.

Johnny -Long's band gets the call

to play the coveted main hop of the
President's Ball at the Roosevelt ho-
tel, Washington, D. C, Jan. 30.

Glenn Miller was supposed to have
made the date but was forced out by
his Paramount theatre, N. Y., open-
ing being moved up to Jan. 28.

Long Is currently at the Roseland
Ballroom, New York.

(

Machines with 500 Discs

Awarded Soldier Camps
Hartford, Jan. 20.

As a result of a tie-up between
RCA-Victor and it's local distribu-
tors, Sammy Kaye will award 10
radio-phonograph combos, each
complete with -500 records, from the
stage of the State here during his
p.a. at that house on Friday through
Sunday. Sets will go to 10 different
camps housing Connecticut soldiers.

Donations are made possible
through the giving up of profits ot
Kaye's recording of 'Remember Pearl
Harbor.' RCA-Victor and the mer-
chants are working on a no profit

basis with all profits from the sale

of the records in this area going to

purchase tbesatsJ '>;:i ii ti?''
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Disk Reviews

Best Release of tbe Week :

Harry James: 'I Dbn't Want Walk Without You'—'B-19' (Col. 36478).

Made alon; open, melodic trumpet solo lines 0/ some of his best past

loorlc, James' 'Wallc' should sell heavUy. Ks a fine commercial ballad

from 'Sweater Girl' film. Helen Forrest's vocal is swell. Jump origtinal

coupling is good, too,. but not distinctive.

Woody Herman: 'Someone's Rock-
Ing Dreamboat'—'Rose O'Day' (Decca
4113). Herman rides an easy rhythm
beat on 'Boat,' an appealing melodic
arrangement of good tune well

played. -It lifts smoothlyjnd leader

vocals easily. Coupling has better

chance, however; conunercial novelty

gets perhaps its liveliest treatment in

easy jump tempo with vocals by
Herman and Caroline Grey. Ar-
rangement is good and - box and
counter returns will be solid.

Dinah Shore: 'Ev'rything I Love'—
'Happy in Love' (Blue. 11413). Com-
bination of top tune and crack voice

can't be beat; Miss Shore's cutting

of liove' will hit solid sales, both

counter and machine. Her interpre-

tation is an understanding one, mak-
ing full use of melody. Reverse is

fair tune, nicely handled, however,
in rhythmic tempo,

Abe Lyman: "Let's Put Axe to Axis'

—'Baby Boogie' (Blue, 11410). 'Axe'

Is one of things, a flag-waver with a

fair future. It's best paints as han-
dled by Lyman are a rousing tem^o
and ensemble vocalling. Reverse is

tiresome boogie-woogie, with a weak
beat Rose Blane vocals. It's kind
of stuff that sells in many quarters,

however.

Nan Wynn: 'I Said No'—'They
Didn't Believe Me' (Vic. 27739), Vic-
tor has new penchant for solo sing-

ers. Miss Wynn's initial try uses
good past and present material, but
she does nothing exceptional with
'them. Hers is a fair voice, too legit

In style for much machine play.

Work on 'No' is fair, with good back-
ing; reverse is better, strictly for

counters.

Bay Noble: "Wbile My Lady
Bleeps'—'By Light Silvery Moon' (CoL

36479), Done well under okay ar^

rangement first tune makes fair im'

pression as a counter candidate, but

seems to have slim chance for boxes,

Snooky Lanson vocals. It's reverse

standard_that shows good box possi-

bilities, ftoble" fees"mip"'in ballad^

tempo, sung by Lanson, then shifts

to a corny, lively rhythm tempo ar-

rangement studded with instrumental

solos. It sells'.

Inkspols: 'It's Sin to Tell Lie'—'Is

It a Sin?' (Decca 4112), Every so

often 'Spots cut a bygone ballad with

solid sales possibilities.. 'Lie' serves

purpose admirably, a smoothly inter-

preted tenor voice work that dis-

plays strong box potentialities. Cou-
pling's a fair, tune done as ballad

fore and aft and rhythmic midway.
Tenor and Deke Watson vocaL

Frankte Masters: ^Goodbye Mama'
—'Sun Will Soon Be Setting' (Okeh
6545). Many of avalanche of pa-
triotic titles brought forth by Pearl
Harbor remain titles, even after

tunes are appended, 'Mama,' how-
ever, seems a good possibility for

machine 'play via Masters' lively,

nicely played arrangement with
good vocals by Masters and ensemble.
Reverse title forecasts Its own fu-
ture,

Glenn Mllier: 'White Cliffs of

Dover'—'We're Couple in Castle'

(Blue. 11397), 'Cliffs' is such a nat-

ural that every recording of it ranges
from good to outstanding; Miller's

version is okay, but could have been
better. Starts out in mutes as though
it would 'cut' everyone's, but follow-
ing Ray Eberle's clean vocal it fails

to resume. It'll sell easily, however.
Coupling is neat, but not outstanding
film melody, arranged similarly to

'Dover' • but at light rhythm speed.

Eberle vocals;

Band Reviews

DEL CASINO OBCH (14)

Beaoheomber, Miami Bea«h
Del. Casino, cousin of the late

Bysa Columbo, reminds of him in
vocal style and engaging personality.
Known on the air records and in a
film flyer, the vocalist now heads a
good dance band of 14 which com-
£rises several key men from Russ
[organ's original band; Phil Napo-

leon on the horn (he of the Frank
SIgnorelli-Phll Napoleon Original
Memphis Five) and other good
epecialists. George Hill, concert-
master and assistant conductor,
maestroes the show. He was also
formerly with Morgan,

It's a solid combination which, for
all its newness as a unit, shapes up
strongly and really means a lot in
the Beauhcorhber which went Latin
band-crazy last season with Cugat
and two other bands, all in the same
congarhuniba. vein. Instead, Casino

I

is me forthright combination, with
the singer contributing vocally and
eflectively, besides making his em-
ceelng count. Fernando Cansy's
septet, no slouch unit, gives out in
the one^two-three-klck idiom, and
more than sustains its assignment in
that respect
This IS a debut for Casino -and his

engagement is b.o., despite the gen-
eral tenor of the Beachcomber put-
ting its emphasis (1) on good atmos-
phere and (2) on the femme por-
tions, including a line of six; Luba
Mallna with her standard vocals, and
Maurice and Cordoba, with their tip-
top ballroomology. Since then Dr,
Giovanni, the watch-lifter, end
Carla and Fernando have succeeded
the latter two. Miss Malina holds
over. And, of course, also Del
Casino and band, Abel,

CHICO MABX OBCH (IE)
With Chlcolets (4), BaUey Sisters

(2)> Slegy Lane
Flatbnsb, B'klyn

An experiment with Chlco hiarx.
Who debuts as a maestro, this' band
tmit should fare well in some situa-
tions largely beoause of the leader's
name value. It will require tighten-
ing, smoother playing and better
orchestrations for maximum results,

however.
Marx on the marquee and on

.stage as well is the 'sole attraction,
Musically the group is scarcely bet-
ter than the conventional pit orches-
tra. It consists of five sax, three
trumpaltA'tbjrset « tcomboaer v- dBuoas,^

bass fiddle and piano, with Marx, of
course, also at the piano for the
climaxer. Arrangements are barely
satisfactory and need for strength-
ening this department is indicated.
Band essays both sweet and swing,
several of the instrumentalists and
sections li^termittently getting the
spot

Chlcolets, male vocal quartet first

with 'Chattanooga Cfaoo Choo' and
later with one other selection, are
only fair. Same goes tor the Bailey
Sisters, with numbers such as 'Yes,
Indeed,' 'Rose O'Day' and 'Latin
from Staten Island,' latter their best
SIggy Lane, male solo singer, regis-
ters moderately with "Love of Mine'
and 'Dear Mom.*
Marx, with his comedy routine at

the piano, lifts the unit out of its

conventional category. Attired In his
film-type garb, with green coat and
screwball cap of same color and odd
pants, his emceeing in Italian com'
edy dialect, though mild, Is left In
th^ background when he wows 'em
at the piano with four or five pops,
He could do more, Mori,

MANUEL CONTBEBAS OBCH (S)

Hotel President
Kansas City, Mo.
One of the newer night spots,

President's Drum Room, continues
its original trend, presenting rhythms
in Latin-American design, Manuel
Contreras, one of the early bands in
this style, 'is a six-piece ensemble
fulfilling requirements nicely.

Instrumental set-up is based on
flve<plece arrangements featuring
leader's trumpet and Gene Dodd's
accordion. Piano holds Ben Alesslo
with Manuel Diaz at drums and Reu-
ben MInchaca on guitar. Singing is

assigned to Conchita (Martinez),
Latin type singer, who also handles
most of the maracas and bonga
shaking.

Besides conga, rhumba and tango
rhythms Contreras also uncorks a
specialty labeled Mexican 'corrldo*,

which is unfamiliar locally, Con-
treras' repertoire cpntains large per-
centage of Mexican tunes, leader be-
ing a native of Guadalajara, Mexico,

Quin,

been playing pops for about three
years. Cfrew originated In Los An-
geles, but has been booked out of
hicago on mid-West dates for past

several months. Music Is on the
sweet side, a sort of legato swing in

a creditable modem style. Aimed
principally at hotel and ballroom
stands, arrangements are up to date

and standard for terp requirements
of patrons In spots such as the Ter-
race Grill here.

Besides fronting the band Wald Is

featured heavily on the vocals and
pens most of the arrancemenls. Sev-
eral other members also sing, with
many numbers in glee club back-
ground. Wald's range Is best on the

swingy ballads.
Instrumentation lists Rudy Riese,

Buck Schmitz, Jerry Salone and
Jack Wald (no relation) on reeds,

Elmer Krueger and Gralg Wilborn
on trumpets. Eddie Wells on trom-
bone, BiUy Watt, piano; Brad Morey,
drums, and' Hal Baker, string bass.

Personnel is to be Increased on next
date, 'Baker Hotel, Dallas, with ad-
dition of Jack Lambert's trumpet in

the brass section. Wald may also add
gal singer.
While band Is not outstanding it

meets general standard requited of
hotel and club bands and has a bit of

a different appeal because of youth-
fulness. Quia

GEORGE WALD OBCHESTBA^ll)
Hotel Mueblbacb, Kansas City
One of the younger bands in the

MCA fold, the George Wald group
-otM, ^ith.'thC'.ufiguig. leader, <has.

On the Upbeat

Charlie Bamet's first location job

with new band will be at Brunswick
hotel, Boston, for four weeks, open-

hig Feb, 16,,

Lyie 'Bosty' Dedrick, former Claude
Thomhill trumpeter, now in . Air

Corps band' at Camp DIx, N, J,-

Bal Desfor, formerly with Dave
Alber office, now with RCA-Victor
Press division at Camden, N, J.

Albert Ammons-Pete Johnson,
boogie-woogie pianists, are back at

Cafe Society, N. Y., after both behig
ill. .

Gene Howard replaced Bill Dar-
nell, as vocalist 'with Bob Chester,

Darnell havhig been recalled for

Army duty,

Bobby Martin band, at Canary
Cage, Corona, L, I., has devised
method beating possible blackouts.

He painted' Instruments with lumi-

nous substance giving off enough
light to read music.

Ftankle Masters making changes:
Howard Gaflney replaced Jay Ma-
thews, trumpet; Mike Dody re-

placed 9ud Schiffman on first alto,

latter shifting to third.

Ted Lega, sax-arranger with Mel
Marvin, lndvv:ted into Army Monday
(19), Marvin at Van Cleve hotel,

Dayton, O,

—rr-
Continental Four, Youngstown, 0„

outfit, now at the Plantation Room,
Stone's Grill, there.

Ed Flynn, Woody Herman pralser.

Into the Army Monday (19), He re-
ported as 1st Lieut at Fort Bragg,
North' Carolina, He's graduate of
U. qf Missouri-R.O.T.C.

Joe Bnshkln, Tommy Dorsey pi-
anist, another musician to debut In
khaki. Milt Raskin, from Gene
Krupa, replaces.

Ford Leary, trombonist-sltager,
joins Muggsy Spanler band at Ar-
cadia Ballroom, N. Y,, today (Wed.).

Jimmy Joy orch, ending seven-
week engagement at Bill Green's,
Pittsburgh (20), opens Jan, SO at
Hotel Nicollet, Minneapolis,

Doke Ellington band penciled Into
Hill City Auditorium, Pittsburgh, for
a one-nighter Feb, 10,

Pat Oliver, former saxman with
Red Norvo, joined Benny Burton
band. Will Ormiston, formerly of
Ace Brigode crew, added to Jimmy
Joy's sax section.

Herman Middleman band back at
Yacht Club, Pittsburgh, Replaced
Don Roth orch.

Joey Sims orch opens tonight (21)
for week at Bill Green's, Pittsburgh,
to be followed by Brad Hunt and
Jimmy Gamble,

Dorothy (Matthews) and Her
Esquires renewed for eight more
weeks at Hotel Henry's Silver Grill,
Pittsburgh,

Will Osborne's orchestra opened
an engagement Jan. 15 at New Ken-
more Hotel, Albany. Lamb end
.Yocum. Ice-.Revua holds, over. . .

COLLEGE RHYTHM
6,000 NorthweBtern U. Students Definite In Their

Dance Music Faves
'

Anotfter in the series of articles on collegiate likes and dislikes as re-
gards dance music and dance bands.

The AoriteTB, staff members of publications at their respective schools,
have been ashed by 'Variety* to give the opinion of the student body as
a tohole, ratlier than 'pass personal judgntentr Neither has "Variety*

given further instructions as to what is to be said nor how. These
article* appear at the undergraduates have tvritten them, with the
expressed opinions being their own.

'Variety* publishes the series to give music Tnen and band leaders a
cross-section of current undergraduate opinion on dance music and
bands, with the hope that it tolU be both in/ormatlve and instructive.

By Jim Ward, '42

(Editor, Doilv JN'orthuestem)

Evanston, HI, Jan, 20.

Where the 'Windy City' meets the
sophisticated North Shore, and the
slapping of the waves of Lake Mich-
igan provides' the basic rhythm,
6,000 students of Northwestern uni-
versity, Evanston, IlL, flood the
campus every day. War, or no war,
we like lots of .dance music—^not

only one type of music, but aU types.
The solid rhythms of Glenn Millet
take the lead as the best all around
favorite,

A Northwestern college career
begins with a background of platter
music grinding away as an accom-
panhnent to fraternity and sorority
rushing. Every house has as stand-
ard equipment a large size 'vie' and
en up-to-date supply of current
'tunes. •Fraternity record chairmen
go crazy with many requests for
records and the verled tastes of the
boys force them to bring home discs
of swing, sweet and jive.'

Sorority tastes are somewhat dif-
ferent from those of the men. House
collections tend to be on the 'sweet'
side, with an occassional 'hot' spe-
cialty. Many girls have immense
personal collections and play them
In their rooms on privaU Vies.' Mil-
ler and Shaw collections are most
frequent In the sorority quads, with
Tommy or Jimmy Dorsey often In
the' running.
The 3,000 commuting students

from' the surrounding territory who
invade the campus daily give vent
to their musical desires in jukeboxes
of the Scott hall student union cafe-
teria end other campus eating spots.

Overworked 'Choo Choo*
An indication of current campus

favorites may be found in the most
frequently selected numbers on the
overworked record player,
'Chattanooga Choo-Choo,' Mlller*a

famous recording, is driving the em-
ployees of the Scott cafeteria crazy,
for it's played on the average of
six times an hour. It's been going
on for weeks, too.

TIs Autumn,' 'I Got It Bad,' and
'Nothin" done by Lea Brown are
next

^
in Ifne for popular acclaim.

Brown recently made a personal
tour of the campus end' left records
at the fraternity and sorority houses.
Northwestern students have re-
sponded accordingly.

'Piano Concerto' has been popular
for weeks at Northwestern, but of
late it has slipped into the back-
ground to let newer numbers
through, such as 'Ehner's Tune,'
'Shepherd Serenade' and "White
Cliffs of Dover,'

Novelties that were recent hits at
NU are: 'Modern Design,' by Sammy
Kaye; Krupa's 'Let Me Off Up.
town'; end 'Jingle BeUs,' by Glenn
MlUer,

No Conga Craze Here
Dancing tastes at Northwestern

are as individual as musical tastes,
with 'smooth' performers on the floor
outnumbering jitterbugs by about
three to one. In spite of the re-
cent South American 'emphasis,' the
average Northewestemer can't be
talked into more than a Conga
chain—and a poor chain with a lot
of weak links at that The rhumba
has very few followers.
Much of the Conga popularity is

due to the ease with which it can
be learned. Too, the cqmpus 'Wae-
Mu' musical show featured a 'She
Stoops to Conga' number last spring
in which Speech School senior Zelia
FIdanque, a native Panamanian, had
the dancihg lead^
Pure jive as listening' music is

extremely popular, hast spring saw
(Continued on page 62)

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

(Records belom are grobbing most nickels this toeefc in Jukeboxes
throughout the country, at reported by operator, to 'Variety.* Name$
of more than one band or uocalRt after the title indlcofes, in order of
populartfy, t^hose recordings are being played. Figures and names In
parenthesis indicate (he number of weekt each song has been In the llsfingi
and respective publishers^

1. White Cliffs Dover (3) Shapiro J Sammy Kayr Victor
' ( Jimmy Dorsey Decca

2. Chattanooga Choo-Choo (18) Feist.. {
Glenn ' Miller Bluebird

( Andrews Sisters Decca
a. Remember Pearl Harbor (2) RepubUc... Sammy Kaye Victor

4, Elmer's Tune (12) Robblns i
Glenn MIIIl. Bluebird

' ' (Andrews Sisters Decca
{Woody Herman....... Decce
Cab CaUoway Okeh

6, This Love of Mine (14) Embassy i Tommy Dorsey Victor
(Tommy Tucker Okeh
!A1 Donahue Okeh
Vaughn Monroe, ...Bluebird

iLes Brown. Okeh
Woody Herman Decca

S
BIng Crosby Decca
Johnny Long Decca

10, You Made Me Love You (15) Broadway,, Harry James . ....Columbia

DISKS GABVING FAVOR
(These records are directly below the yirst 10 in popularity, but growing

in demand on the coin machines,)

I Said No (Famous).. f-Alvlno Rey Bluebird
• '*

( Jimm. Dorsey Decca
Ev'rything I Love (ChappeU) Glenn MiUer Bluebird

f Charlie Spivak Okeh
'

" ( Sanuny Kaye. .'Victor

This Time Dream's On Me (Remlck).......|y,°°^y,Sf,"''"^''
( Glenn Miller. .Bluebird

Madeleine (Santly) Chester Bluebird
'"(Sammy Kaye...: Victor

I Got It Bad (Robblns) i
^u"^* Ellington Victor
(Jimmy Dorsey Decca

Rose O'Day (Tobias) [ ^^'^ Smith Columbia
(Freddy Martin Bluebird

Anniversary Walti (Mayfalr) {Bing Crosby Decce
. ..I Freddy. Martlo JUifibtrd

B. Blues In Night (2) Remlck.

7. ' Shrine St Cecelle (5) Braun

8. TIs Autumn (5) Witmark

9. Shepherd Serenade (10) Mayfair.

This Is No Laughing Matter (Block).
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Bands at Hotel B.O.'s

- (Presented hereuitth, as a vieeKly tabulation, is the estimated cover

charge btuiness being done by name bands in various New York hotels.

Dinner business (7-10 P.M.) not rated. Fiflurcs after name of hotel give

'room capacity and couer charoe. Larger oniount dcsionates uieelcend and
holiday price.)

Covrre Total
W«:«kli PuHt Covers

BtttHl 1t»M , PtHTnl WmU On Date

Freddy Martin*....Waldorf (400; $l-$1.5iD) 0 tl,325 1,325

Benny (3oodman»..Ne>v Yorker (400; 7S'c-$1.50) 14 2,000 26,728

ValOIman* BfKmore (30O; $l-?l-50) 7 500 . 3,300

Hay Kinney* Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50) 39 1,500 55,150

Charlie Spivak. .. Pennsylvania (500; 75c-$l) 1 1,675 3,075

Vaughn Monroe*... Commodore (400; 75c-$l) 15 1,700 20,050

'Asterisks indicate a supporting floor show, although the bond ij th«

major draw, t 3 days.

CHicagb""
'

Del Cvnrtney (Continental Room, 400; $l.S0-$2 min.). Has built up good
following here and established solidly now in tliis territory. Came up with

2,600 patrons last week.

Johnny 'Scat' Davb (Blackhawk, 400; f 1.25 min.). First week for Davis
on repeat booking. He had previously done well here. Played to a good
number of customers last week with 3,000 patrons.

Xavler Cncat (Empire Room, Palmer House, 600; $3-$3.S0 min.). Finished

first week to fat trade and looks for good sojourn. Hit bang-up 4,200

patrons last week.
Bsyd Bacbnrn (Chez Paree, 50O; f3-$3.50 min.). With Morton Downey

and Willie Shore in Ooor show Chez has considerable punch to add to

Raebum. Big again with 4,300 diners.

B»kby Byrne (Panther Room, Hotel Sherman, 700; $2-$2.S0 min.). Byrne
Is doing well first time in town and in second week in room bit nifty 3,200

customers. ^

Art Kaswl (Walnut Room, Bismarck Hotel, 300; $1-^2 min.). Kassel holds
his following well and came up all right with 2,300 people last week.

Loa Angeles
Ray Noble (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). Not much improvement- on the

two-night shift (Fri-Sat) and count will be around 750 covers.
rhll Harris (Biltmore; 1,50Q; minimum $I-$I.50). Running 25% over

normal end building strong for 5,000 payees on the week. Weekends have
been especially good.
Tommy Doncy tPalladium; 5,000; 65c-$l). Strongest pull in town and

a cinch for 17,000 in bis -third week.
Bob Crosby (Trianon, South Gate; 800; 55c-75c). Ha<: been around quite

a while now and 4,000 customers satisfactory enough, with parties helping.
Hoiace llcldt (Casa Manana, Culver City; 2,500; 55c). Okay at 5,000 but

ofE from previous turnouts.

Panl WhHeman (Florentine Gardens; 1,100; $1-$1.25). Just keeps roll-

ing along and will pull up with another high and lofty 7,00"

San Francisco
Benry Basse (Rose Room, Palace Hotel;

holding steady with 1,768 covers.
500; 50c-$1.50). Seventh frame

Les Brown Makes Good at Purdue;

James Cracks Record in Bridgeport

(Intimates)

Will Bradley (Town Hall, Phila-
delphia, Jan. 16). Drew fair 1,200

dancers here for gate of approxi-
mately $240a
L«o Breese (Brookline C.C., Phila-

delphia^ Jan. 17). Way below recent
average here with 643 at $1.10. How-
ever, Breese is little known in east.

Lei Brown (U. of Purdue, La-
fayette. Ind., Jan. 17). Starting out
on first one-night tour since click-
ing solidly at Blackhawk Cafe, Chi-
cago, and on records Brown drew
itrons 2,244 dancers here at tl.lO.

School very satisfied.

Bake Daly (Empire B., AUentown,
Pa., Jan. 16). Empire has seen
much larger crowds, but operator
Andy Perry was satisfied with
Daly's showing; approximately 900
dancers at 7Te. Band Is not too well
known yet

Harry James (Ritz B., Bi'idgeport,

Conn., Jan. 14). Stepping high, wide
and handsome on initial one-night-
•rs, after string of outstanding re-

cordings, James cracked this spot's

record with ' approximately 3,120

dancers at $1.10. First Wednesday
operation for Ritz in some time.

Howard Jones (Totem Pole B.,

Auburndale, Mass., Jan. 14-17).

Local fave, Jones proved good draw
despite icy roads, pulling 8,000

dancers- in four days for $5,800 at

$1.45 pair.

Jlmm;e Lmiceford (Lyric theatre,

Bridgeport, Conn., Jan. 12-14).

Coupled to Bill Robinson, who aided
strongly In draw, Lunceford clicked

off neat $6,000 gross in three days
at 50c top.

Dick Roge^s-AI Kavelln (Raymor-
Pfaymor B., Boston, Jan. 16-17).

Paired in twin danceries, Rogers and

Ask Promoter Defer

Next-I%ht .Date That

Might Hart FJ)J(. BaD

One-nighter scheduled for River-
side Stadium, Washington, D. C, by
Glen Gray's Casa Loma band was
cancelled last week after pressure
was exerted on the promoter by
committee handling details of Presi-

dent's Birthday Balls. Gray was set

to play Jan. 31, day following the

country-wide March-of-Dime affairs,

but took a cancellation when the

promoter explained to Music Corp.
of America that the date might hurt
attendance at various Capital hops
for F.D.R.

Date therefore was set back to an
undesignated future time.

Band Bookings

Sammy Ksye, March 2, Palace
theatre. South Bend, Ind.; 3, Coro-
nado theatre, Hockford, 111.; 4, Rialto

theatre, Joliet, 111.; S, Orpheum the-

atre, Madison, Wis.: 6, Orpheum the-

atre, Minneapolis; 13, Paramount the-

atre, Des Moines; 17, Capitol theatre;

Davenport; 20, Orpheum theatre,

Omaha; 27, Newman theatre, Kansas
City; April 3, Chicago theatre, Chi-

cago; 10, Michigan theatre, Detroit;

17, BulTslo theatre, Buffalo.

FranUe Masters, Jan. 2S, four

days, Totem Pole B., Auburndale,
Mass. *

Jimmy Dorsey, Feb. 6-7, Valley
Dale Columbus, O.

JImmIe LuncefOrd, Jan. 30-31,

Feb. 1, Palace theatre. Fort Wayne,
Ind.; Feb.- 2, Greystone B, Detroit;

3, Memorial Hall, Columbus;' 4, Col-

iseum, Cleveland; 5, Jam Room, Mil-

waukee; 7, Mirimar B., Gary, Ind.;

8, Sunset Terrace. Indianapolis; II.

Shrevcport, La-; 13, Cooper Club,

Henderson, Tex,; 14, Palm Isle C,
Longview, Tex.; 15-16-17v Rhythm C,
New Orleans; 19, Harvest C, Beau-
mont, Tex.; 20, U. of Texas, Austin;

23. Library Aud.. San Antonio; 24,

City Aud., Houston, Tex.; 25, Cotton
C, Austin; 26, Roller Rink, Dallas;

28, Pla-Mor B., Kansas City.

Glen Gray, Feb. 8, Valley Dale.
Columbus, O.; March 27, Meadow^
brook. Cedar Grove, N. J.

Bob AUen. Feb. 6, Blue Gardens.
Armonk, N. Y.

Clande Thornhlll, Feb. 16-18, Lyric
theatre, Bridgeport, Conn.; Feb. 6,

Georgetown U., Washington, D. C; 7,

Valencia B., York, Pa.

EUa FItarerald, Jan. 25, Chestnut
St. Aud, I^rrisburg. Pa.; 26, Strand
B., Baltimore. Md.; 27, Lincoln Col-
lonades, Washington, D. C; 28, City
Hall Aud., Pittsburgh, Pa.; 29, Me-
morial Aud., Dayton; 30, Armory,
Fairmont, W. Va.; 31, Nu-Elm B.,

Youngstown. O.
Carl Hoff, Feb. 24-March 10, Del

Rio C, Washington, D. C.
Glenn Miller, Jan. 23, Mutual

Arena, Toronto. Can.: 24. Arena.
London, Ont., Can.; 28, Paramount
theatre, N. Y.

Kavelin brought in 3,960 at 55c-69c
for $2,376: good.
Lawrence Wclk (Osbkosh theatre,

Oshkosh, Wis., Jan. 14). Welk shot
holes In this spot's all-time high in

five shows, though house usually
does only four, pulling in $1,487 at

30c-50c.

Band Theatre Biz Strong; MiDer

King at 50G, Del; Ted Lewis Fme

14G, Cincy; Spitahy Big 21G, Pitt

Remember When Patriotic

Lyrics Were Controversial?

New York.
Editor, 'Variety':

Early in the spring of 1940 a girl

^dio singer ll3tened_to Piesident
Roosevelt's" 'Hand that "Held the
Dagger' speech and, although she
had never written an entire song by
herself, sat down and composed a
lyric. It went something like this:

Here's a job for aU of yon,
There's work for everyone;

Here is something you can do.
It's patriotic fun.

Fall in and get behind your Pres-
ident,

Fall in and help to keep us free;
Be glad that you're a V. S. resident.
And not like those across the sea.

Unite is the uatchiDOrd of America,
Re-arm so our allies can urtti;

If you want to do your pari.

And you mean it from the heart.

Get the spirit . . . get busy . . . fall

in.

'Controversial,' wasn't it?

You've been reading, our mail!
Here is the spot for the 'Variety'

censors to eliminate fouc close-print
pages of what tiappened. or rather
what didn't happen, to that patriotic
song. The webs wouldn't touch it,

BMI would touch it but not with its

shoulder to really push. It was a

many-chaptered tale of polite in-

terest and studied neglect. It wasn't
fashiopable just then to be patriotic.

Patriotism was controversial.
Still the girl radio singer (and

no hard feelings, boys) would like

this one small footnote to get it

into the record that she was pre-
Pearl Harbor in patriotic sentiment.
So a bow for Welcome Lewis and

Milton Shaw, the young people who
wrote it... to Phil Cohan and Gor-
don Graham, CBS producers, who
tried to present it as often as pos-
sible... to Art Gentry who sar.? it

... to Merritt Tompkins, of BMI. who
believed In it, to Bill Vir.^es, of

CBS, who helped 'investigate' it, to

Buddy Shepherd and the boys of

his orchestra, also to accompanist
Arnold New, all of whom tried to

do their best for it... to Miss Alice
Clements, of the Clements Company,
Inc., who had the children on the
Horn If Hardart hour sing it, and
finally to Miss Edith. Bowles, a
trained nurse... Just an honest-to-
goodness listener who tried to get

it played, and sung everywhere she
could.

No, I didn't have an 'interest' in

the song. I'm just a columnist at

heart. Hazel Flynn.

Acme Mualo Corp. has been char-
tered to conduct a business in mu-
sical compositions, in New York,
with a capital stock of 200 shares,
no par value. Directors are: George
B. Kenner, Attorney Irving A. Fish-
man and Sylvia Gastman, New York
City.

Estimates for Tlila Week
Cab Calloway, Cleveland— (Palace;

3,700; 30-35-42-55-65) with 'Rain or

Shine' (20th). SweU $25,000, but not

to be compared with Glenn Miller's

$32,000 chalked up last week.

Jimmy Dorsey, New York.

iStrand; 2,756; 35-55-85-89-99) with .

'Man Who Came to Dinner' (WB)
(3d final week). Combination of

Dorsey band and 'Dinner' continues

to prove strong b.o. magnet; this

week (3d) $40,000. big. while last

week (2d) was equally potent at

$48,000.
'

Harry James, Newark— (Adams;

2,000; 25-35-50-60) teamed with

'Stork Paws Ofl" (Col). Nice $15.00(),

with band carrying the load.

Sammy Kaye, Providence— (HJetro-

politan; 3,200; 32-55-65) with 'I Killed

That Man' (Mono). Nice $9,500 on
tour days. ,

Gene Kmpa, New York. (Para-

mount; 3,664; 35-55-85-99) with

Dinah Shore for added b.o. on stage,

Louisiana Purchase' (Par) on screen

(4th-anal week). Begins final hold-

over today (Wednesday) after hitting

sock $48,500 on third week through

last night (Tuesday), while second

was $59,000 and first over New
Year'fc $93,000. On 28-day run will

exceed anything that has played here

before, including show's held five
weeks.

Teil Lewis, Cincinnati— (Shubcrt;
2,150; 33-44-60) plus 'Go West' (Col).
High-hatted maestro is a happy
medium here and responsible for
hefty $14,000, best takings in town.

Vincent Lojwz, New York. (State;

3,450; 28-44-55-75-90-$!. 10) with
'Skylark' (Par) (2d run). Fact this

picture played dflwntown. N. Y.,

Brooklyn and .Newark on prior runs
is vitally affecting take here; looks
$19,000, mild.

Glenn Miller, Detroit—(Michigan;
4,000; 40-55-65) plus one of first key
bookings of 'Sullivan's Travels' (Par).
Helping popular band to more -than
$50,000, sma'sheroo, . and

,
tops ^Id

house mark of $49,000.

Phil Spllalny, Pitfeburgh—(Stan-
ley; 3,800; 30-44-60-66) with "Through
Night' (WB). Band grabbing some
great newspaper and radio breaks.
Also fine $21,000.

Clande Thornhlll, Philadelphia—
.(Earle; 2,768; 35-46-57-68-75) with
Larry Adler on stage and 'Look
Who's Laughing' (RKO). Solid

$20,000, with Thornhill's nrew getting
most of credit.

Ted Wcems, Omaha-^ (Orpheum;
3,000; 15-40-55) and 'Swamp Water'

i

(20th). Both pict\ire and band help-
ing about equally for a fine $15,000,

best in town,

Griil Williams, CHiicago— (Chicago;
4,000; 35-55-75) with 'Died With
Boots On' (WB), both on second
week. Nifty $33,00>), with picture

representing major draw.

THE MOST REQUESTED SONG IN THE COUNTRY!

1019 JWwj-., Nrtv York

MISS YOU
SANTLY-IOY-SELECT. INC. 1819 Broadway. New York
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Fred Weber to Argue 'Same Terms

Plea with ASCAP; Latter Replies

Sustaining Fees Favor Mutual

Fred Weber, Mutual general man-
ager, accompanied by counsel, will

meet with ASCAP's radio committee

tomorrow (Thursday) to thrash out

the intent and meaning ot the favor-

ed nations clause in the network's

licensing agreement with ASCAP.
Weber and John G. Paine, ASCAP
general manager, have been unable

to compromise their differences ot

interpretation o( the clause and so

Paine arranged for Weber to debate

the issue with the group of ASCAP
directors constituting the radio com-
mittee.

,

' Weber contends that under the

terms of the contract which Mutual
signatured with ASCAP in May,

1941, that network was given the

privilege of adopting any belter

terms which might be contained in

the agreement signed later by any

other network. Alter NBC and
CBS consummated a deal with

ASCAP, which was six months
later. Mutual advised Paine that it

would like to revise its contract so

that the fee on commercial programs
would be the same as that paid by
NBC and CBS, namely 2%%. Mu-
tual under its own deal was com-
mitted to pay 3%.

$200 Vs. $12 a Tear

Paine replied that the reduction
would be okay providing Mutual ac-

cepted at the time the sustaining

provisions in the NBC-CBS deal,

which is $200 a year for each affili-

ated station. Mutual's sustaining

clause had provided for the pay-
ment of $12 a year 11^ the affiliate

held an ASCAP-lqcal station con-
tract and half the affiliate's evening
card rate per morith in the event
the station was without a local

ASCAP license.

Weber has argued that the favor-
ed nations clause permitted him to

choose the best features of all con-
tracts, while Paine's position has
been that the implied choice is

strictly one of package, that is, Mu-
"^ual may select either the contract
it originally made or the one that
now binds NBC and CBS.

Robbins Adds Themers

Bobbins Music Corp. has acquired

Ave more theme songs from band

leaders.

They are Stan Kenton's 'MoontTae,'

Carman- CavaUerols . 'My Sentimental

Heart,' Les Brown's "Evening Star,'

Vincent Lopez' 'There'll Never Be a

Place Like Home' (which he uses for

closing) and Eddy Duchin's "My

Twilight Dream.'

BMl IN MOVE

TO SAVE PAPER

Broadcast Music, Inc., announced

last week that it has eliminated the

insert sheet from its publication of

piano copies so that the use o£ paper

can be reduced wherever possible,

as suggested by the Government's
conservation appeal. BMI figures

that the savings will amount to

33 1,'3%.

Walter G. Douglas, chairman of

the Music Publishers Protective As-
sociation, • prevailed upon MPPA's
members several weeks ago to adopt

a similar policy.
'

Estate, Marine Fund Cut

In On Song Written

By Deceased Sergeant

Who, Says Robbins, Do

Those 'Variety' Reviewers

Think They Are, Anyhow?

New York.

Editor, 'Variety':

I read Scho's review of 'Banjo

Eyes' in the Dec. 31 IssJfe of 'Va-r

riety', and he cerUinly went out of

the way to rap that music.

Maybe the songs were not pro-

jected to the audience intelligently,

and that is why they did hot get

over. At least Danny Kaye sings the

songs in 'Let's Face If, and Gertie

Lawrence sin2s_ the songs_ in 'Lady

In 'The Dark'— and that makes It

more believable to the audience.

Walt until 'A Nickel to My Name'

and 'Not a Care In the World' get

around—then this reviewer won't

think he can pick the hits.

Also in Bernle Woods' column,

'Disc Reviews', I notice he pans

'Somebody Nobody Loves'.

What authority does this man have

to say one tune is good and another

bad? It is all right to say he docs

not like the recording, but he docs

not have enough experience to pick

the tunes for the nation. . I under-

stand he -also rapped 'Aurora', ^and

it was the biggest record seller last

year;

I am a rhythm guy ^nd know
plenty about hot bands and musi-

cians. When Jimmy Dorsey was
asked on the air who isj the King
of Jazz, he said 'Jack Robbins—be-

cause he financed It". So I can cope

with Bernie Woods, in swing as well

as jazz.

We haven't got enough trouble

with band leaders, being in the pub-
lishing business; every jobber being

a publisher and with, guys like

Martin Block blocking us at every

turn, but we have to get somebody
like Bernle Woods in the spot to pick

hits for the nation.

Kind regards.

J. J. Robbins.

Fred Fisher, Hit-Maker Since 1902, Ends

Eccentric Career by Suicide at 6S

Fred Fisher, 65, publisher and

writer, whose career in the music

business was marked by numerous ec-

centricities as well as a Ulent for

turning out hits consistently, com-

mitted suicide l y hanging In his

Ney York home Jan. 14. He had

be^n suffering from an Incurable

disease. A note lound on his bed-

room bureau stated, 'no one is re-

sponsible for my death.'

Fisher got his first foothold In the

business in 1902 with the- publication

of his song, 'If the Man in the Moon
Was a Coon!' This one went well

over the 2,000,000-copy mark. After

working several years for Leo Feist,

Inc.. with Joe McCarthy, the lyric

writer, as a close associate. Fisher In

1907 organized his own publishing

firm. In the course of 25 years

several fortunes, gathered from roy-

alties on his own numbers or from

night,' 'Any- Little Girl That's a Nice
Little Girl,' 'There's a Little Spark of
Love Still Burning,' 'Fifty Million
Frenchmen Can't Be Wiq|]g' and
'There's a Broken Heart for Every
Light on Broadway.' Others, are
'Some One Thinking of Some One,'

'Daddy, You've Been a Mother To
Me,' 'I'd Rather Be Blue Thinking ot

You,' 'I'm Always Building Castles In-

the Air,' 'My Brudda Sylvesf and
'The World's Famous.German Band.'

Aside -from- his prolific- output ot
'

hits Fisher was known for his eccen-

tricities in business. An ' extremely
nervous teinperament was respon-

sible for such curious behaviorisms

as tearing 'up dollar bills, or any
paper at hand, while absorbed in

thought or conversation; ripping off

his own shoelaces under similar cir-

cumstances and finding surcease from

a fit of depression by becoming the

Davis Changes Firm Name
Georgia Music Corp., New York,

has changed its name to Joe Davis
Music Co., Inc.

Papers to this effect have been
filed with the Secretary of State in

Albany by Attorney Alfred L.
Shatter of New York City.

Even though it bought the 'Marine

Hymn' outright from the late Sergt.

L. Z. Phillips, the Marks Music
Corp. has created a new royalty

Interest in the number's sheet

music, records and other rights. The
percentage set aside will be shared

between the late soldier's estate and
a fund for the benefit of the U. S.

Marine Corp.
The composition has received a

revival since the outbreak of war.

Several bands have recorded it and
20th Century-Fox recently obtained
a license for the number's use in

the production, 'To the Shpres of

Tripoli

Mil LLC a MIUISIIC

A timely song that touches every American heart

WHEREVER YOU ARE
Words and Music by ClifF Friend and Charlie Tobias

Dick Jurgens* successor to "Elmer's Tune"

I GUESS I'LL BE ON MY •WAY
By Floyd Hunt, Lester Melrose, Dick Jurgeni

". . . strong enough to attract fans in any corner of the

* country." — says The Billboard

HONEY DEAR
Words and Music by Floyd Hunt and Lester Melrose

(Review o/ 'Aurora,' in issue of

May 7, 1941, called it ' capable tune.

Ed.)

the publication on his own of smash butt of^some destructive^ practicaj

hits, passed through his hands. He '
'--" " " '

leaves behind an exceptionally rich

catalog, representing in itself one ot

the most colorful segments In the

cavalcade of American music.

One of Fisher's biggest financial

breaks came from the revamping of

'Oardanella.' John S. Black and

Felix Bernard had turned the manu-
script over to him as a foxtrot. Fisher

put lyrics to the number and the re-

sult was a hit that rates perhaps

among the five biggest pop music

sellers of all time. Over the years

the sheet music output on 'Dardan-

ella,' it is estimated, could easily

have gone over 2,000,000 copies, the

phonograph records sales, somewhere
around 6,000,000 and the piano rolls,

a minimum of 250,000 copies.

Among the outstanding hits with

which Fisher was associated, either

as a writer or a publisher, were

'Come. Josephine, in My Flying

Machine,' 'Peg 0'My.-Heart,' 'Ireland

Must Be Heaven,' 'Chicago,' 'They Go
wild; Simply Wild Over Me,' 'Blue

Is the Night,' 'Auf Wiedersehn My
Dear,' 'When I Get You Alone To-

joker. The story is told of a friend

calling on Fisher at his office and

being urged by the latter to do some-

thing to I'elieve a fit of the blue. The
friend complied by picking up one--

of Fisher's office typewriters and

sending it crashing three stories to

the street below. Fisher went into

convulsions of laughter.

Generous Side

Fisher tended to react to persons

in the business in extremes. He was

cither a bitter enemy or a friend who
insisted on granting generous favors.

Fisher was always quick to assist

those in need and ready to shower

his wrath under any circumstances

upon business competitors who had

brooked him in some move. He was

one of the traditional stormy petrels

at the annual dinners of the Ameri-

can Society of. Composers, Authors

and Publishers, of which he was an

early member.
Surviving are his wife, Anna, two

sons, Marvin, an arranger, and

Daniel, a 'display worker, and a

daughter, Mrs. Doris Wald, song-

writer and radio singer, with whom
he had collaborated of recent years

in writing tunes.

NBC, CBS. Mutual-Plngs

Follou>th0 tabulation of popular music performances embraces all three

networks—NBC. CBS and Mutual—as represented bu WEAF—WJZ. WABC
and WOR. N. Y. Compilation herewith cowers week bcffinninfl Mondny-
through Sunday (Jan. 12-18), jrom 5 p.m. to 1 a.m., and is based on data

provide4 by Accurate Reporting Service, regular checking source for the

music iniblishing industr]/.

TITLE PUBLISHEB TOTAL
Elmer's Tune: Robbins 39

White Cliffs of Dover. Shapiro 33

Everything I Love—t'Let's Face It' Chappell 26

How About You? Feist 24

Rose O'Day Tobias 24

Who Calls? Harms 22

Blues in the Night—t'Blues in Night' Remick 21

This Is No Laughing Matter Block 20
Sometimes Berlin 19

Chattanooga Choo Choo—t'Sun Valley Serenade'. ..Feist 17

•This Love of Mine Embassy 17
Humpty Dumpty Heart—t'Playmates' ..Southern 15

We Did It Before—t'Banjo Eyes' Witmark 15

Day Dreaming T. B. Harms 13

He's A 1 in the Army Valiant 13
Madelaine Santly 12
Mandy Is Two BVC 12

!Tis Autumn Witmark 12
Someone's Rockin' My Dream Boat Advance 12
*Angeline J. Campbell 10
I Know Why—t'Sun Valley Serenade' Feist 10
Long May .We Love Mayfair

(DjuJl JOihn
and His Orchestra

Tb« BlinCKt I.lttle Band
Id Radio

th Year Hotel Astor

DECCA RECORDS

MUTUAL NETWORK
Dir.: M.C.A.

10

* Indicates BMI licefislng; others are via ASCAP.
t Filmusical.

t Legitimate.

MY OLD FLAME
Vocal By

LYNNE SHERMAN

OKEH No. 6527
Backed By

TOM THUMB

COUNT BASIE

THE BALLAD HIT OF 1942!

ON THE
STREET OF REGRET

By JOHN KLENNER and PETE WENDLING
RECORDINGS

SAMMY KAYE KATE SMITH
VICTOR COLUMBIA

VAUGHN MONROE DICK JURGENS
BI.UKBIBD OKEH

EDDIE DUCHIN
COLUMBIA

DICK ROBERTSON
DECCA

LOEB-LISSAUER, Inc. (JOE SANTLY, Prof. Mgr.) 1619 B'dw'y. New Yorkm -iri J
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Inside Stuff-Music

Ell Obersteln claims his Imperial Record Co., now merged with and

under the title of Classic Record Co., Is oft to a good start. According to his

figuring his outfit sold 155,000 copies of 'Two HiU of the Weelc" in the first

four weeks of operation. He outlets mostly through chain department

Obcrslein so far has used bands of Bunny Berlgan, Vincent liOpez, Blue

Barron, Ina Ray Button and several others and says he expects to add

jnore in the near future.

I,ou Levy has assigned all the copyrights in his Kaycee Music Co. to his

original catalog, the Leeds Music Corp., thereby making the Kaycee num-
bers exclusively available to licensees of the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors an^ Publishers. Olman Music catalog, which Ijovy bought

recently from the Lombardos, will be maintained as a separate entity.

The Kaycee catalog, which was purchased from the Jenkins Music Co.

last year, includes '12th St. Blues,' 'Picolo Pete," 'Peaceful Valley' and 'No-

body's Darling.But Mine.'' r. .

Harms, Inc., one of the Warner Bros, publishing group, has notified the

.E. B. Marks Music Co. that it considers the melody of Marks' new pub-

lication, 'From One Love to Another' an infringement of Chris Schom-
berg's 'Darling,' which Harms published in 1920. The Marks tune was
written by Ernesto Lecuona.

Claim by Harms is that the chorus of 'From One Love' constitutes a
virtual lift of the Schomberg melody.

Santly-Joy-Select has taken over the publication and other rights of the

cong, 'Loretta,' from the Magnolia Music Co., which has been releasing

through Broadcast Music, Inc. The number was written by Kay Twomey,
Fred Wise and Al Frisch, whose songs likewise have been associated ex-

clusively with BMI. So that .Magnolia could consummate the deal BMI
consented to the cancellation of the performing rights it held on 'Loretta.'

Santly is affiliated with ASCAP.

Collaborator on new song hit, 'Dear Mom,' which is based on a con-
scriptee's letter home, is Dr. Coleman Harris, New York .M.D. Songwriting
is a hobby with him, but 'Mom' Is the first of his works to be published.

Jack Lawrence worked with him on both melody and lyric. Republic Music
publishes.

Hcr's currently arranginc to transfer his practice prior to Joining the
Naval forces.

ASCAP's collections for the closing month of 1941 was $425,000, ov about
$25,000 more than had been estimated when the Society's board of directors
authorized the distribution for the final '42 quarter. The authorization
meeting, was held Dec. 18. The $425,000 represents the largest collection
for any month of 1941.

Republic Pictures has contracted for the title and synchronization rights

to 'My Buddy,' paying Remick $2,500.

The purchase was in xonnection with one of Republic's forthcoming
westerns.

ASCAP Slant on State Laws

May Patch Up Compromise in Florida — But

Nebra!idca Is Hopelessly Tangled

ASCAP and Florida officials may
looh evolve a compromise agree-
ment that will allow the Society to
do b'usiness again in that state. The
Florida attorney general is now
drafting a memorandum covering an
Interpretation of the law which will
be satisfactory to himself and
ASCAP, and, as happened in the
case of the State of Washington, this

understanding will suffice for ASCAP
to resume licensing Florida stations,
hotels, ballrooms, theatres and other
users.

Meanwhile ASCAP win undertake
to clear up the .Kansas situation also.
John G. Paine, ASCAP general man-
ager, and Herman Flnkelstein, of
Society counsel, are slated to meet
with the Kansas attorney general
and local broadcaster spokesmen in
Topeka tomorrow (Thursday) to
work out an arrangement whereby
the latter will be lawfully able to
signature ASCAP contract and with-
out the necessity of waiting until the
Kansas legislature repeals the anti-
ASCAP statute. A similar move may

.
be made with regard to North Dako-
ta later. Other states that have ex-
isting anti-ASCAP laws are' Nebras-
ka, Georgia and Mississippi
In the case of Mississippi and Ne-

braska the attitude within ASCAP
Is that the provisions of the laws in
ttese states make It impossible for
either compliance or compromise,
»nd that ASCAP's only choice Is to
"turn the rights for the two states
back to the members, so that the
istter wiU be free to protect their

works by Infringement actions. Some
ASCAP publishers have already no-'
tified Nebraska users that they are
to refrain from playing these, pub-
lishers' tunes and have retained
Omaha counsel to take action against
any Nebraska broadcasters, hotels or
ballrooms that perform their music
without the required licenses.

The Nebraska law makes it man-
datory that any agency representing

two or more copyright owners reg-

ister all its numbers with a state

authority and also pay a fee Of 25c
for every such registration. This
stipulation was regarded by ASCAP
as too onerous, and It . elected to let

its individual members do their li-

censing direct with Nebraska users.

It has been indicated that no steps

will be taken for the time being
against Nebraska film theatres. Many
publishers have issued synchroniza-
tion licenses for films that are ex-
hibited in this state, and these pubs
are inclined not to do anything that

might prevent the showing of such
pictures in Nebraska or any other

stale.

Seattle Outlets In ASCAP
Seattle, Jan. 20.

Removing of the last legal obstacle

to the use of ASCAP music on
Washington state radio stations has
resulted In the signing of licenses

by KOL. KOMO and KJR.
KOL took a per program pact on

commercials with KOMO and KJR
taking the same set up plus sus-

taining program use.

SHAPIRO,BERNSTEIN ADVISES IT'S WILLING

TO UCENSE BALLROOMS IN NEBRASKA

15 Best Sheet Mosic Sellers

(Week ending Jon. 17;

White Cliffs of Dover. . . .Shapiro
Rose O'Day Tobias
Elmer's Tune Feist

Shrine of St. Cecelia Braun
Chattanooga Choo Choo. . . .Feist

We Did It Before Witmark
No Laughing Matter. ,? Block
Everything I Love Chappell
Blues in the Night . ..... Remick
Remember P. Harbor, . .Republic
Angels of Mercy Berlin
This Love of Mine Embassy
Madelaine ,

' Santly
Anniversary Waltz Mayfair
Shepherd Serenade Mayfair

Leibell Upholds

Legal Rights

On Renewals

Judge Vincent I<, Leibell In a

ruling handeS down In the N. Y.

federal court last week upheld the

principle that the authors of a ung
are the Joint owners of the renewal

rights and that each writer has the

right to assign his renewal rights to

a different publisher. The cciurt

aired this opinion in denying the plea

of the E. B. Marks Music Co. for a
summary judgment against the Jerry
Vogel Music Co. Marks is seeking to

restrain Vogel from jointly publish-

ing 'The Bird on Nellie's Hat,' 1
Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now' and
'December and May.'
Marks was the original publisher

of the three tunes and when the re-

newal terms approached Vogel ob-
tained the rights to the lyrics of

each. He subsequently published
both the lyrics and the melody.

In asking for the summary judg-
ment Marks contended that there
were no triable issues involved, and
that it was a matter of merely de-
ciding whether Vogel had infringed

Marks' rights by publishing the
melody. The judge by his opinion
admitted that when a writer takes

out a renewal on a jointly authored
work he acts also for his colleague
but that, the court added, does not
prevent the colleague from passing

on bis right to his own choice of

publisher. Implied in every renewal,
it was also pointed out, is the prin-

ciple of joint owner^ip and in-

divisibility of rights so that there is

nothing to prevent the publisher

who holds the assignment of one
phase of the number to publish both
the pusic and the words.

Radlotiuie Staff Intact
'

To Greene-Revel, Inc.

Broadcast Music, Inc.. has

switched the professional staff intact

from Radiotunes, Inc., to another

one of its subsidiaries, Greene-Revel,
Inc. A replacement staff is being

engaged for the Radiotunes setup.

Elmore White becon>es profes-

sional manager of Greene-Revel.

Abe Frankel becomes general man-
ager of the Hollywood office and
Max Lutz, manager of the Chicago
branch.

George J. Beardon, formerly head
of Back Bay Music of Boston, has

resigned to become professional

manager of the newly-organized Bay
State Music Co.

State with Anti-ASCAP Law Now Faces Alternative

of Multiple Individual Deals—Publisher Must List

All Works and Pay Filing Fee of 25 Cents Each

Lincoln, Jan. 20.

First step In opening the battle

between Nebraska music users dnd
the 'released' membership of ASCAP
was taken here this week when
Shapiro,^ Bernstein Sc Co., publish-

ers, served notice on ballroom men
that they were ready to dicker on
term^ for the music copyrights
owned by that house. Ballroomers
scurried to the phone or typewriter
and communicated with the st^te at-

torney-general end secretaiV of
state about what to do, and when,
and how much.

At first glance. It seems the Sha-
piro, Bernstein Ic Co, notice will go
disregarded, because It hasn't pro-
ceeded according to Legislative Bill

No. 478, of the 1937 session of the
Nebraska legislature, which was
anti-ASCAP in nature and demand-
ed certain moves by Individual
copyright owners before they could
conduct business In Nebraska. This
law was upheld as constitutional by
the supreme court of the United
States.

Test case here, on basis of which
the whole law was given the nod
by the supreme bench, only con-
cerned Itself with monopoly phases,
which may be the reason why Sha-
piro, Bernstein erred.

Nebraska law demands that every
title, sheet of music, or arrange-
ment owned by an individual be
registered wHh the secretary of.

state of Nebraska, and for each, a
filing fee of 25c will be^ charged.
Only after this Is done, la that In-

dividual legally able to pursue the
users of his music and demand of
them payment >ot license, or. sue
them for Infringement,
For Ihfringement, In each case,

the law allows $250 as the fine, plus
court costs and legal fees.

The dancery men In Nebraska are
very much bothered by the possi-

bility of confusion, fines, unlimited
number of deals which must be made
with Individuals, and all the com-
plex situations .-this law Is apt to

breed, now thaf It has been okayed.
It Is highly probable this week, that
even though the Shapiro, Beriistein

notice Is not believed to be In order,

that they're going to rifle the li-

brary of the bandleaders as they
come In for S-B published stuff,

and' not allow it played. Even if

S-B is off to a wrong start, they say,

they want to be sure they're not
liable.

One operator said he could see
visions this year of doing biz with
1,000 different individuals, which
would mean, even if they could all

be satisfied with a license of $1 each,

a possibility highly unlikely, $1,000
for licenses, an increase of 10 times
over what he was paying for
ASCArs old blanket deaL
Even though the filing fee of :^c

per copy of mOsIc owned, which

might run up to $1,000 filing alone
for major publishers for their li-

braries, it would only take four or
five cases of infringement to pop up
in the state to pay for it in the
courts.

Secretary of state's office here is

expecting big things of this muddled
layout, and may shortly have to pre-
pare a big music library layout,
probably more complete than any
other in Nebraska, if the individuals
really get down to a tooth and nail
fight

All music users at first inclined
to pooh-pooh the scrap as any ma-
jor upheaval, are now awaiting
anxiously to see how serious It may
be. Now that they've given it some
thought, they can't see the Society
taking the whole thing lying down,
allowing something to spring up
here which might well be the seed
for ruining the organization.
Besides the attorney -general and

the secretary of state, the office of
the tax commissioner In Nebraska
Is also watching each incident In
the affair closely. Tax Commis-
sioner Is Frank Brady, a former
rancher, who was the senator who
Introduced the bill and fought for

its passage.
Truth is, most of the dance men

In the itat« itood outside of th*

wholf argument, as was the cas*
with theatres, too, while radio did'
the scrapping.

552 STATIONS

NOW IN ASCAP

ASCAP's list of station licensees

as of Monday (19) totaled 552, In-

cluding the 19 outlets that are mem-
bers of John Shepard's Yankee and
Colonial Networks.

Officials of the Society estimate

that the organization is only about
50 stations short of all potential

broadcast licensees, since there are
around 75 stations -that are barred
from doing business with ASCAP
as a result of local state laws.

'If Patriotic Sentiment

Is Wanted'—They Got It

Buffalo, Jan. 20.

Sheet music sales, perhaps refiect-

Ing a nationwide trend, have fallen

sharply away from swing and swung
instead to patriotic tunes here.

Inquiry of Buffalo dealers shows
'Star Spangled Banner* and 'God
Bless America' getting biggest call.

<3X current crop, 'White Cliffs lot

Dover' and 'Angels of Mercy' get

heaviest play.

CANCEL THE FLOWERS
Bt Rddia Seller, Sol Marenil and B«Diile B«nJ«m«i — Wrllen of

I DON'T WANT TO SET THE WORLD ON FIRE

RECORDED BT
TommT Tncker TOKEB) 6466 Tonr Martin (DECCA) 4101

Ouy Lombardo (DECCA) 4103 MItchrll Ajtcd (nl.CEBIRD) BllSOZ

ChnrlolMn (OKEH) 9SW

CHERIO MUSIC PUBUSHERS, INC.
HOLLYWOOD

U34 ttk lUrada Ave.

NEW YORK CITY
1S80 Bcoadtra7

CHICAGO
Woedll Theatre HI

I WISH I HAD A SWEETHEART
(LIKE THAT OLD SWEETHEART OF MINE)

,Introduced and Recorded
. >.y ,

HORACE HEIDT (coL)

BOB CHESTER (bluebird)IIMMY DAVIS (decca) JOHNNY LONG (deoca)

DORAINE MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.. 1619 B'way., New York

AL DONAHUE (okeb) JOE REICHMAN (viclor)

f^roiessioncd Managen PETER DORAINE
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Entertainer, Sandwiched Between

AGVA and AFM, Tells of Run-Around

. Miami.
Editor, 'Variety':

.What goes? Either American

Federation of Musicians or the

American Guild of Variety Artists

...no one seem^ to know a thing.

I'm not being nasty but I'm curious,

and after 20 years in this business

I think it's high time I ask a few

questions,

I^t year, in New York City, I

was told that my piano-player had

to belong to AGVA since he didn't

read music and we work on the

floor, separate from the band. Okeh,

I hie myself over to AGVA and they

Inform me that the piano-player had

to belong to the AFM. So, I went

to AFM headquarters, Local 802,

and they Informed me that, if he
can't read music . he can't belong

to AFM either. So I let It go at

that as we were leaving for San
Francisco.

WcL^opened in San Francisco, and
they told me he must either belong
to the Musicians or he can't work.
Owing to the fact that he can't

read* they Issued him a conditional

card; that is, Eddy Love gave us a

receipt for the money and Informed
us that the card would be along

' in the very near future. It wasn't
'there Sept, 15, 1941, and' we paid
him the money in February, 19^1.

When we were leaving San Fran-
cisco, Max West, of AGVA, informed
me that he didn't see why I was
paying AFM when AGVA would
do the trick for the piano-player,
and then I explained to him what
had happened in New York. He
informed me that they probably
didn't understand- it. So, I had the
piano-player take out a membership
in AGVA. thinking that this would
be the end of It once and for all.

We arrived In Miami and started
work at the Tobacco Road, and Roy
Singer, of the musician's union said
that he (the pianist) ^^uld have to

belong to this local. We produced
the ret:elpt from Love in San Fran-
cisco, and then, at long last, we
finally got the card from the national
headquarters. Then I went to Bert
Green, who- is supposed to be the
head AGVA man 'down there, and he
told me that we were wrong in giv-
ing Roy Singer any money for the
local union as we were protected hy
AGVA biit we wound up giving AFM
the money.

After we closed at Tobacco Road
and went to the Te-Pee; the latter

folded .without a minlite's notice.
The manager paid off up to that
night, and said that as far as notice
was concerned, there was none.
Only he wasn't that polite. Then
we were, told that we couldn't do a
thing about it unless we had a Form
B contract filed at the union. How-
ever this 'Form B' has apparently
been kept a dark secret.

Mark you, this is none of my busi-
ness, . I've only been through hell
about 10 times over this mess, 'and
when I w^nt to find Bert Green of
AGVA, Ke had gone—heaven knows
where!—and (he new man couldn't
be found either.

I've never seen such adept, han-
dling of passing the buck.

Jiay Bourbon.

Form Booking Unit

Y^ungstown, O., Jan. 20.

Elmer RIchter has resigned as sec-

retary of the Buckeye Retail Liquor

Dealers Assn. to become general

manager and secretary of the newly
incorporated Ohio Nite Club Produc-

tions, Inc., Columbus, new booking

agency which has obtained a fran-

chise to book acts under sanction of

American Guild of Variety Artists.
.

Officers of the new group are:

Rollln Shaffer, Columbus, of the

Palm Garden Night Club, president

and chairman of the board; John
Hergett, Mt. Vernon, of the Ringside

and Sunset Club, v.p.; William Pan-
cake, Columbus, Roxy Club, treas-

urer.

GROUP IN PLEA

FOR STAGE

MATERIAL

Admission by Stamps

San Antonio, Jan. 20,

The Shadowland night club hai

Inaugurated a new idea which

suggests far-reaching effects. It

is devoting one night each week
as 'National Defense Night,'

Each person paying the regu- .

lar admission of »1 is given the

equivalent in defense stamps.

NAT'L, rVILLE, QUITS

VAUDE AFTER 16 WKS.

Cleveland,

Editor; "Variety":
' The National Theatre Conference,

an organization of the leading com-
munity and college theatres of the
country, Is. at the request of the
Morale Branch of the U. S. Army
collecting entertainment material for

use by tl]e soldiers in their highly
important and necessary original

camp shows.

At the present moment the Con-
ference is hurriedly attempting to

collect as many short comedy skits,

original songs, and dance acts as

possible which the enlisted men can
use for their camp revues. Such
collected material would be fur-
nished the Morale Branch of the
army until the men can find the time
to write their own acts. The ma-
terial, of course, would be furnished

to the camps free of all royalty or

other costs.

It is hoped that a collection—

a

large collection—of such revue ma.
terial can be quickly printed and dis

tributed to the camps, for use only
by the U. S. Army.
Now nobody wants to deprive

writers' of royalties, or comedians of

their material. But this is an emerg-
ency. And It there are any managers,
producers, actors who have extra

comedy act^ or skits hanging around,
the army might use them. Short
comedy or blackout skits are most
heeded. Where are all the old acts

from The Bandwagon,' 'One for the
Money,' 'As Thousands Cheer,' 'At

Home Abroad,' etc? Where are the
good old vaudeville turns? Any ma-
terial sent us at this 'time will be
promptly returned. to the senders if

necessary.

Perhaps some of the re\ue acts
will have to be rewritten somewhat
in order to bring them up to date,

or to fit the all-men requirements,
etc. We have a staff of writers on
hand who can do this worl^ if per-
mission for so doin'g Js granted.

Material should be sent to the Na-
tional Theatre Conference, Western
Reserve University, Cleveland.

Edwin I>uerr,
Chairman, NTC Camp
Revues Project.

SEVERE NITERY

SLUMP IN MPLS.

Minneapolis, Jan. 20.

A severe slump in local night club

business since U. S. entry Into war
is attributed in part to bad news
from Japanese front, tightening of

usual clientele's pursestrlngs be-

cause of living costs' rise and in an-

ticipation of income tax payments.

However, clubs' suffering is in con-

trast to present thriving business

bebi enjoyed by loop first-run the-

atres.

It's pointed out ttiat the present

comparatively big-income class in

cities like Minneapolis, where the

wealthy individuals are not so nu-

merous, are the war Industry work-
ers. These war ',

industry workers

never have been patrons ' of the

swankier spots, and they're not at-

tracted to them now.

The Minnesota Terrace, In the

Hotel Nicollet, the Twin Cities' lead-

ing night spot, for example, was off

$1,500 in gross in December from the

same month a year ago. The below-

zero weather, however, was a factor.

As soon as the news from the Pa>

cific is better, night club operators

say they expect a sharp reversal.

There have been ne blackouts, and

there are no other restrictions in

this inland city.

Dinah Shore Stopped

By Freedley on Song

From let's Face It'

By-Soldiers-For-Soldiers Musical

Goes Over Strongly at Camp Upton

Camp Upton, N, Y„ Jan. 20.

Former Broadwayltea and ra'dlo

people assigned, to the moral* branch

here continue to provide at Camp
Upton the Army'a prim* example of

by-soldierd-for-soldiera • n t e r t aln-

ment Their latest winning concoc-
tion Is a home-grown musical revue
labeled 'We're Ready,' which had its

preem Friday (16) evening.

Show is one of those that the Sec-

ond Corps Area's commanding gen-
eral and hif mer'al* branch, ere en-
couraging on th* theory that amuse-
ment worked up among the troops

themselw^ Is a greater morale-build-
er and better appreciated than en-
tertainment sent front the outside.

If enthusiasm of th* soldier spec-

tators is any criterion, Brig-General

Louisville, Jan. 20.

The National, 2,400-seat house. Is

closed after .16 weeks of vaudfUm.
Bert Smith has been producer, and
policy has been script shows and
musical revivals, with ^ude acts in-
terspersed. A line of 18 girls, some
locals and others imported, was the
standout item of each week's bill.

Closing win leave the town with-
out stage shows.

Spokane QalUlDg Vande
Spokane, Jan. 20.

William L. Evans, owner of the
Post Street theatre, which has played
circuit vaudeville three days a week
with flrst.-run pictures sipce last

September, has announced, a change
to second-run pictures only.

. "nils leaves Spokane without
vaudeville, as the .Rex theatre is

closing its 'GirlesqUe' tab sliow, after

a flve-month run, and will return

to sqbse^uent-riins. • >

Pitt AGVA Extending

Organizing Drive
Pittsburgh, Jan. 20.

Nat Nazarro, Jr., executive secrer

tary of American Guild Of Variety
Artists chapter here, is launching
drive to organize locals in number of

surrounding communities which have
as many as two or three cafes. Latest
city to come under his supervision

Is Altoona, where Nazarro spent all

of the last week lining up entertain-

ers in and around that town.
Others will be visited by Nazarro

very shortly, he says, with Johns-
town probably next and then, more
than likely, Erie. Pittsburgh branch
of AGVA is finally rolling along
smoothly after flock of growing
pains and now getting full coopera-
tion everywhere locally. It's been
that way since 'iniulcians local 60,

arrived at a working arrangement
•with entertainers' ulilon.

Vinto^ Freedley, producer of 'Let's

Face It,' at the Imperial, N. Y.,

stopped^ Dinah Shore from singing

'Everything I Love,' Cole Porter tune

from the show, during her stage ap-
pearances at the -Paramount, N. Y.

Both Freedley and his attorney

wired the singer last Friday (16),

ordering her to stop using the num-
ber 'immediately.'. Producer has ex-

. elusive stage rights to the song,
' Miss Shore, who had. been urged
by Chappell, Porter's publishers, to

use the number, replaced it with
"This Is No liaughing Matter,' but
didn't have sufficient time to cut it

from her Sunday night (18) pro-
gram oh NBC-Blue (WJZ) for Bris-
tol-Myers. However, unlike other
occasions on which she sang the tune
on that or the Eddie Cantor show,
she omitted plugging 'Let's Face It'

in her introduction of the song.
Singer also indicated she won't plug
the song again even on the air. She's
out the cost of the special arrange-
jnent she had made. She has also re-

corded it for Bluebird.
According to Miss Shore, she

thought that the Paramount, which
she had notified of her Intention of
using the number, would attend to
clearing it. That, plus the fact that
Chappell had urged her to sing It

during her stage act, led her to be-
lieve it was all right to use It

Although admitting she had un-
wittingly erred in having failed to
clear the song properly. Miss Shore
was indignant at what she regarded
as the rude manner in which Freed-
ley's and his attorney's demands
were expressed.

SMALL, MORRIS

IN BOOKING

CONFUa

Paul Small and the William Morris
agency last week entered the .first

round of.what may prove an interest-

ing battle between the now inde-

pendent . agent and his former em-
ployer. Small set two Morris office

clients, Mr. and Mrs. George Jessel

(Lois Andrews), for a 10-day run at

the Monte Carlo, N. Y. nitery, open-
ing tonight Wednesday, and the
Morris agency immediately stated 'it

would not split commissions with
Small.'

While Jessel's business has always
been arranged by the Morris office,

he was under the Impression he had
no contract for nitery engagements
with the agency. His wife, however,
was signed with the Morris office, so

Small set the deal for the Monte
Carlo direct with Jessel to deliver
Mrs. Jessel. Subsequently, Jessel

was advised he did have an 'author-
ization' on flle at the Morris office,

so the comedian stated yesterday
(Tuesday) he would amicably adjust
matters with Small and that the
booking would go through the
Morris office.

Jessel, who rarely plays niterles,

explains this infrequent appearance
as having come about more or less

accidentally because of his activities

in behalf of the big Naval Relief
benefit at Madison Square Garden,
N. Y., March 10. As chairman of a
theatrical committee on ticket sales,

Jessel's personal quota is $40,000, so
he and Mrs. Jessel have been making
the rounds of niterles and stimu-
lating sales via appeals from the
floor. 'When Jessel approached Fefe
(Felix Ferry) of the- Monte Carlo,
latter countered with the proposal
that the Jessels come to work for
him. Small then arranged the deal.

Jessel states this will be his only
nitery date during the current run
of his musical, 'High Kickers,' on
Broadway,

Stont Man Held m .Mpls.

On Charge by Girl, 19

Minneapolis, Jan. 20,

Ward Williams, 38, of Chicago,
automobile stpnt man at county
fairs, is in custody charged with
drugging and assaulting a lO-year
old Canadian girl whom he met on a
train while she. was en route to her
home In Saskatchewan.
The girl claims the attack occurred

in a hotel - room here during a 75-

mlnute Interval between trains.

Prior thereto, she alleges, she was
given a soft drink which made her
dizzy. Williams says he was drink-
ing end recalls' nothing.

RING PROMOTER TURNS

TO HILLBILLY CONTEST

St. Louis, Jan. 20.
Tom Packs, for years a promoter

of wrestling and boxing shows here,
has entered the hillbilly entertain-
ment field after a recent partnership
with Larry Sunbrock, Packs' initial
solo last week In the Municipal
Auditorium was a click, with more
than 12,000 turning out fof a matinee
and p.m. show at a general admish
scale of 50c. A few seats wore
higher.

Billed as the 'St Louis National
HillybiUy Contest,' entertainers came
from as far as Kansas City, with
the Oklahoma Wranglers of radio
station KMBC representing that
community. Rest of the talent was
made up 'principally of natives,
'Championships' were copped by lo-
calltes, with 'Cowboy Jake' Wlggin-
ton carrying off the warbling hon-
ors; Fred Whltworth, the fiddling
first, and Zeb Nelson was the best
harmonica player.

The Minnesota State Fair this year
will be held Aug, 29 'to. Sept; 7.

Irving Phlllipson and his staff are on
the right track. For both at the il.
but of 'We're Ready' and at .

formances of local-talent shows at
other camps, soldiers appear to ilkt
this entertainment better than ibt
pro variety.

Mebbe It'a the Corny Homer
It may b* the corny, close-to-honn

soldier humor that gets 'en, la
'We're Ready,' as in virtually evetj
other such show, there are 'skltj

about uniforms too small or too
large, offldousness of lieutenants,
tough sergeants, and similar famillu
facets of a draftee's life. And they
never fail to ge.t belly laughs from
soldiers and civilians alike.

Current opus got uproarious ap.
plause from 6 house jammed with
every rank, from the commanding
officer, Ueut-Col, H. C. Brenizer, to
12-hour recruits whose only Identi-

fying marks as soldiers were- tagi
haghig from the lapeb of their elv>

vies.

Show win be repeated every other

Monday and Friday, alternating with
'Brother Rat' during the in-between
weeks.' It becomes part,of the reper-

toire with which Upton's morale unit

provides a show every weekday
night. A reception center fer re-

cruits, who are usually held here two
weeks or less, Upton is able to re-

peat Its shows for a continuous flow

of new audiences.

Camp's production of 'Brother Raf
has already toured the approximately

30 camps in the Second Corps Area

(New York, New Jersey, Delawaia
and part of Maryland). Best num-.

bers from 'We're Ready' will be com-

bined with the best from the rest of

the revue repertoire into a show to

be called That's Life.' This will b*

presented in March and then sent on

our, with a possibility, if it clicks ai

expected, of finding a Broadway
showcase for a couple of weeks, as

did Upton's 'Yip, Yip, Yaphank' In

the last war.

Fashion Show
Laugh-a-second humor of 'We'it

Ready' Is probably topped by a

'fashion-show,' in which 'models'

show the latest in G.I. (Government-'

Issue) raiment. 'Models' included

Ralph Nelson, who was stage man-

ager for the Lunts on their last two

tours and had been under a Junior

writer's pact to Metro; Kurt Burlan,

former pro cocktail room pianist;

Gary Merrill, a former George Ab-

bott regular, who appeared In

'Brother RaC 'See My Lawyer* and

other shows; and Edward O'Connor,

late of the Stork, Club's orch.

There are a couple of nitty soldier

tunes, with lyrics by Nelson and

Tom MacDonald, who was a produc-

tion man and writer for Young *
Rublcam-ad agency, working pn such

shows as 'Hobby Lobby' and 'We the

People.' Nelson and MacDonald also

did the book, which, in a broad sort

of way, carries a group of recruiU

through their early days in camp.'

Music is by. Herbert Pine, a former

Tin Pan Alleyite, and Ralph Kessler,

former musician and conductor,

Nelson and Ezra Stone directed.

Best of the serious tunes is the

martial 'All Out, America,' while the

comedy is headed by "When I Begin

to Clean the Latrine,' sung to the

tune of 'Begin theBeguine.' It's done

by Nelson. Dick Birowning, JuiUiatd

graduate and former concert singefi

handles the major end of the serious

vocalizing.

Other Cast Members
Other members of the cast are

Ross Elliott, another George AbboB

alumnus, who also played in several

Orson Welles shows; Philip True*

son of Ernest and a legiter in nil

own right; Alan Manson, who was

on Broadway In 'Journey to Jerua*

lem' and on many radio shows; Jerrj-

Chalken, former vocalist with BudW

Clark's band; Robert MuUer, bor-

rowed from X^tton's finance olflce,

Jose Dl Donato, formerly of the

ent and writing department of CB*

and Stanley Solomon, former niterj

m. c.

Also, one stuffed pigeon, courtew

of the Theatre Guild's producUon w

'Taming of the Shrew.' Its ii^J'T,

Is to bring a message from Mitcn"

Field offering to trade 'five pu»j!;

ships for one Brown Bomber. '

a reference, of course, to UP''~j

newest recruit, Joe Louis, who

an intermission bow and announw"

(through the unbUled courtesy <» *

press agent): 'I've got a new in»"j

ager now and a new trainer, aoa,

gotta learn a new style of ^^'
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Gilded Cantmas on Coast Wither

From Public Apathy; Gloom Piles Up

Hollywood, Jan. 20.

Popping sounds heard along Sun-

set Strip and other thoroughfares

devoted to night life are neither

champagne corks nor Japanese

bombs. They are financial ex-

Bloslons m various gUded cantlnas.

the result of public apathy since

New Year's Eve. Most prominent

•among the blackouts • are' Giro's,

Trouville and Hhumboogle, which

Have perished for lack of susten-

ance- Many of the other niterles

are suffering from malnutrition of

• the cash register. .

One explanation is war suspense,

with everybody waiting for the guy

upstairs to drop the other shoe. An-

other Is the Impending income tax,

which will puncture bloated salaries

and' deprive night club spenders of

their customary pocket mpney. Still

another explanation is the absence

of the horte racing crowd which
'
used to celebrate its winnings or

drowned Its sorrows in hiteries after

a day at Santa Anita. But there

ain't no Santa Anita this year.

A few of the late spots are still

running but rtot breaking any track

records. Among these are Earl

Carroll cafe-theatre, Paul Whiteman

Is doing okay , with his orchestra at

the Florentine Gardens and Phil

Harris' musickers are getting over

the nut at the Biltmore Bowl.

Slapsie Maxie's, Bill Jordan's and
Charlie Foy's are cruising along

without causing any tidal waves at

the bank. It Is much the same with

the less noted caravansaries cater-

ing to the .after-mjdnight trade.
• One notable exception to the gen-

eral blackout Is the reopening of the

Players Club on the Strip, featuring

the- Playroom, with Harry Rosenthal
leading the music. ' Bankroller is

Preston Sturges, who has a flair for

opening and reopening restaurants.

SOME HOPE YET FOR

CAL FAIR THIS YEAR

Sacramento, Jan. 20.

It is up to the U; S. Army whether
-there Is a 1942 California State Fair
0? a blackout. Fair commissioners
voted to make the annual event
"bigger and better than ever,' but
>wimed prospective concessionaires,
"We are in a war zone and will not
know until shortly before the Fair
whether we can go or not.'

Hope was expressed by Charles H.
Sooey, fair director from San Fran-
cisco, >vho pointed out that similar
functions had been cancelled in Eng-
land at the outbreak of the war, but
later reopened to keep up public
morale.

DOING THE ANVIL CHORUS

Pitt Entartabiera Go Into Defense
Jobs With Deflation of Cafe Beoklnge

Pittsburgh, Jan. 20.

Deflation here In cafe bookings
since outbreak of war has sent flock

of local entertainers back to their old

jobs, most of them In vital defense
industries.

Buddy Boyle, hand-balancer and
Juggler, has. dropped his specialty for

the duration and taken a job at the
Westlnghouse ' plant, and Robert, of

the adagio team of Robert and Ro-
berta, has gone to work in a local

factory as a steamfltter.

Draft casualties continue In band
ranks. Latest to get his marching
orders is Bill • LeRoy, Pittsburgh
maestro who has batoned a local out-

fit for several years. With his de-
parture, band has gone co-op and
will be fronted by saxman Jacques
LaBelle. ,

Ice FoOies' Ends Run

InPhiilyWithWowlSCG

. Philadelphia, Jan. JO.
The 'Ice Follies' closes a 12-day

run at the Arena tonight (Tuesday)
with approximately $150,000 in the
till—a record for ice shows here.

_
Originally skedded to run 10 days,

the show was held over two extra
-days to fill demand for tickets. About
82,000 persons saw the show, about
10,000 more than last year.
The PhlUy run is the second long-

^t In the present tour; longest was
the- 14.day stay in Chicago. The
Show is running way ahead of last
year at the gate. In 1940-41, 1.600,-
rao persons paid $2,250,000 to see the
F»llies.' With only one-third of the
present tour completed, the 'FoUie*'
has already drawn 700,000 customers.

Sonja's Smash Biz In Detroit
Detroit, Jan. 20.

Smash biz in the seven-day ap-
pearance of Sonja Henie at the
"lympla here. The ice show clicked
over 93,000 through the turnstiles for
around $152,000. It was the third
time Miss Henie had been here.
The record was hung up in the face

01 widespread unemployment, while
<«e huge automobile plants are com-
pleting the switch-over to armanent
manufacturing.

Ice-Capades' Nifty $70,000

„ Providence, Jan. 20.
ice-Capades' took in nifty $70,000

t!Ii \ performances at the Rhode
Island Auditorium.
Qljj"«"dance was estimated at 52,-

USO'Rmiaromid'

hi Chicago Flayed

By Booker Group

Chicago, Jan. 20.

Committee from the Entertainment
Managers Assn. (bookers) has en
tered a formal complaint with Mayor
Edward Kelly and Herbert J. Lorber,
of the USD here, against the alleged

failure of the local USD drive to co-

operate with EMA and its failure to

reciprocate the good-will and efforts

of the EMA in the conduct of the

USD. '
'

EMA pointed out that the agents
and managers here have gone out
of their way to work with the USD,
but that the latter is snubbing the

Chicago agents in any attempt for

paid shows.
EMA points at the fact that New

York and the California USD groups
have produced and sent out many
shows, but that Is not the case In

Chicago, despite the fact that Chi-

cago has had a considerable appro-
priation for these shows.

Coast USO Unit
San Francisco, Jan.. 20.'

Will Aubry, long KGO's 'Bard of

the Byways' and a veteran vaude
trouper, is heading Northern Cali-

fornia's first USO camp show unit

as m.c. and featured performer.

Troupe has about 21 weeks in this

area, with possibility of more.

Cuffo Hospital Shows
Spartanburg, S.C., Jan. 20.

State theatre's stage shows are l>e-

ing transported to Camp Croft sta-

tion hospital for cuffo showings for

soldier patients.

Show managers and personnel

stage shows gratis, with Manager
Nelson Hampton supplying trans-

portation and other expense. Only
patients are admitted, plus officers

and nurses.

MIAMI CAFES PUZZLED

AS BOOKERS SHUN 'EM

Miami, Jan. 20.

Big surprise to local nitery opera-

tors is the lax manner in which the

New York and Chicago agents have
been ' treating this resort so far.

Either assuming or believing that

business is shot, the latter have been

making no intensive drive on local

bookings.
Thus, when William Morris

agency's Irving Lazar c^ne here for

a week (returning over the week-
end), he found a more or less virgin

territory and sold, a lot of talent to

the local spots. The cafe men ex-

pressed themselves surprised at the

10%ers being asleep and not mer-
chandising their acts.

A particularly grievous squawk
hereabouts again.<;t agents and acts

is their laxness in supplying photos

and press matter for local publicity.

Dancer Wins $459

On .Broken Contract
Bridgeport, Jan. 20.

Martha Shelby Morrow, dancer,
has been awarded damages of $459
and costs from Longshore Beach and
Country club, Westport, Conn,
which, cancelled her contract after

one performance June 1, 1940.

Operating corporation claimed
Miss Morrow's act was not well re-

ceived, but Judge Samuel Mellitz of

Common Pleas court held that had
no bearing on agreement
Miss Morrow contended that con-

duct of club's guests interfered with
her performance.

All Toarists (Maybe)

And No GamWers Maizes"

Miami a Dnlli^li Town

Henry King's orchestra, now at the

Ben Franklin hotel, Philly, will be

aired twice weekly over Mutual, via

WIP

By ABEL GREEN
Miami B«ach, Jan. 20.

With one or two exceptions, and

then they're just about breaking

even, every joint in Miami and

Miami Beach is losing money right

now. '^ey'U Continue doing so until

Feb. 1, which is the pencilled-in

date for liberalization of the town.

It's now pretty well agreed that

without gambling this winter resort

can't flourish, and the authorities are

coming around to the idea that since

tourist trade is so vital to the welfare

of the coiQmunity, it may as well

compromise.
Accordingly, while everything has

been on short budget, the nut is sUll

there. The tourist influx is still of

mediocre bankroll quality, and it

seems that only when the joints are

running full blast, and the casinos

are flourishing do the spenders turn

out. With gambling it's something
else again.

Meantime the nite life picture of

Greater Miami is quite static. There
Is little excitement Bookings are
from mediocre to fair.

Perhaps tonight's (Tuesday) debut
of the Royal Palm show will tee oft

some genuine merit when Gertrude
Niesen heads the George Wood-AI
White, Jr. floor show backed by Abe
Lyman's orchesra.

There are some more Important
dates in the offing such as Norma
Terris who opens Jan. 24 at the

swank Brook Club (Harry McCloud
and Lou Meyers' establishment), and
then Jean Sablon with^ Renee de
Marco is a proposed tearn to follow.

Outside of St Louis Municipal Opera
this is Miss Terris' first nitery or

stage bookings in some seven years.

Charles Wright has the band here.

Frances Faye and The Blanchards
succeed Deane Janis and The Clymas
at the Vanderbilt Hotel -Feb. 4.

Otherwise it's a static setup. Jackie
Miles is at the Paddock. Henny
Youngman has ' augmented Emile
Boreo's show at the Casanova which
Lew Walters and Henry Heller oper-
ate along with their Latin Quarter
(former Palm Island Casino), which
Is the No. 1 floor show, overly elabo-

rate and doing the top biz. The
Beachcomber has its atmospheric
clientele. The others are so-so.

The sundry syndicate setups has
Art Childers operating the Royal
Palm. Childers with Ace-Deuce Sol-

omon controls the Bali (Wingy
Grober operating) ; Clover Club (Nat
Harris fronting); Frolics' (Joe Moss
fronting as host and greeter). At the

latter is Diosa Costello and Billy

Vine; Adelaide Moffett has been
added to the Clover which has Monte
Proser's Copacabana Revue; the Bali

has an indifferent floor show just

now.
There are a flock of drop-in bars

with marathon entertainment of du-
bious quality; these get a modicum
of trade, depending strictly on the

size of the tourist traffic.

ARMY TAKES OVER

NEW ORLEANS HAU

New Orleans, Jan. 20.

The large hall of the Municipal
Auditorium will not be available for
entertainment after April 1 because
of military operations. The U. S.

Army has requisitioned the hall for

a dormitory for aviation students.

B; M. Crunewald, president of the
New Orleans Opera Association,
said this would prohibit the associa-

tion from bringing the Metropolitan
Opera here from New York in April,

as originally planned.
The small or concert hall, how-

ever, will be kept open for enter-

tainments, Irwin F. Poche,. manager
of the auditorium,' said.

Cleve. Cafes Fear They'll Go Bust

If Cops Don t Ease Bans on Nudity;

Clampdown Also Hits Newark

AUTOS FOR BOOGIE-WOOGIE

Cleveland Salesmen Tarn to Nitery
Operation After Loss of Jobs

Cleveland, Jan. 20.

Curtailment of production of autos

thirew out of work 800 local car

.salesmen, two of whom hLave turned

to seliing "boogie-woogie rhythms.
They are Russel Cook and Nat
Burns, formerly with a . downtown
auto agency, who bought out

'Twinkle' Katz's interest In the

Boogie-Woogle Club he founded. It's

one of the bxirg's hottest spots.

Former salesmen are aiming to

build trade through I2-cyllnder

showmanship and the sort of sales

psychology they used in selling cars.

hquiry Delays

Griffin Verdict

Till Tomorrow

Special committee's report on the
investigation into charges against

Gerald Griffin, executive secretary

of the American Guild of Variety

Artists, was delayed until tomorrow's
(Thursday) session of the national

board in New York. (Originally sup-
posed to have been submitted last

week, the report was then delayed
until Monday (19), and finally again

until tomorrow.

Investigating committee Is com-
posed of Mrs. Florence Marston,'

eastern representative of the Screen
Actors Guild; Walter Greaza, as-

sistant executive secretary of Equity,

and Henry Dunn, national treasurer

of AGVA. They have been inter-

viewing witnesses to Griffin's par-
ticipation In a brawl that accom-
panied the opening of new music
publishing offices by Tommy Dorsey
in N. Y. last faU. It's aUeged that
Griffin initiated the fisticuffs with
political remarks.
The Griffin matter appears to be

occupying AGVA to sueh an extent
that other important events are be-
ing temporarily disregard^. Among
these is the recent Insurrection by
(he Los Angeles branch, of which
Leslie Litomy Is executive secretary,
against the national administration.
The L. A. branch passed a resolution
withholding the per capita tax from
the national until certain demanded
'reforms' in the national administra-
tion are effected. I\esolution vir-
tually insisted us Griffin's ouster.
Litomy is stated to be anxious to

get Griffin's job. A petition espous-
ing Lttomy's appointment as national
executive secretary has been circu-
lated among Coast AGVA members.

mix ROSE DISSOLVES

'AQUACiy)E' OUTFIT

Papers dissolving Billy Rose's Ex-
position Spectacles, Inc., producer
of 'Aquacade,' and Exhibition Con-
cessions, Inc., were filed in Albany
last week.

'Aquacade' garnered total ' gross
variously estimated from $5,000,000
to $6,000,000 from 1937 to 1940 in

Cleveland, San Francisco and New
York. Approximately 1,000 people
were employed in the water spec-
tacles.

Rose at one time planned a road
unit of 'Aquacade,' but encountered
mechanical difficulties, so gave it up.

Shirley Deane Wed

San Francisco, Jan. 20.

Secret wedding . of film actress
Shirley Deane to Thomas Kittering,

Jr., in Reno last Oct 20 was re-

vealed last week in Fresno through
actress's grandmother, Mrs. S. E.

Redden.
Miss Deane was playing local

night spots at the time, with Kitter-

ing handling personal management.
Gal's parents. Dr. and Mrs. Philip V.

Aaronson, live here.

Cleveland, Jan. 20.

Stripping down to a G-string ia

now taboo in Cleveland.
Hereafter peelers must wear bras-

sieres of some sort and behave more
decorously.'

Suggestive cooch and other ob-
scene dances are also out along with
photographs of_nude dancers on. the-,
atre or cafe billboards.

Obscene emcees will have to
sapolio their dirty jokes to play this

town. Subtle double entendre is still

okay, but latrine or biological humor
will bring the cops on the fly.

Violations of any of these four
edicts'. Mayor . Frank

. Lauschke

.

warned Cleveland's stunned nitery
operators last week, will result in

their spots being padlocked, licenses

revoked and the indecent entertain-
ers being tossed Into -the jug.

Bonifaces should have , been fore-
warned by the ' recently elected
mayor's drive against slot machines,
vice and rackets, but bis sudden
clean-up-the-niteries crusade caught
most of them napping. Led by Capt.
Michael J. Blackwell, the toughest
John Law on the force, gendarmes
swooped in to lay the law down to

the. joints where anything previously
went. Those chiefly hit by the edlcta

were the Cow Shed, Red Raven, 3700
Club, Boogie-zWoogie, Freddie's C^afe,

the Hot Spot Pony's and.Cedar Gar- .

dens.

I might as well shutter my jernt

If a stripper isn't allowed to drop
her brassiere for a second,' bitterly -

retorted one of the operators. Others
have complained simllerly. 'People

won't go to a night club if you don't,

give them a flash of nudity or some
off-color comedy. It's not fair,- con-

sidering that our shows are no more
indecent than those you see in a big

vaudeville oevue or a Broadway mu- '

sical.'

Newark Oraoklng Down
Newark, Jan. 20.

.
Cleanup campaign inaugurated by

this Director of Public Safety here
last week resulted In warning to a
burlesque theatre to eliminate strip-

pers and other similar acts; to a
house said' to be showing objection-

able films and to another theatre ,

where women In the audience have
allegedly been molested.

In addition, a .purported 'health*

exhibit, using live femne models,

was padlocked, with the operators

having left town, .and a dime'
museum has been ordered to stop

all t^jectionable dancing exhibits.

Man with the broom - is Public

Safety Director Keenan,' who an-

nounced: '

'I was elected on a

promise ip run the city on a rule

of decency and I intend to keep the

promise.' He disclosed that he had
been making a survey of Newark
film and live talent theatres for two
weeks preceding his mop-up action.

Burley house cracked down on
was the Empire. Film theatre

charged with showing pictures ob-

jectionable to public morals was the

Little, which hag promised Keerm it

will 'reform.' Warning to the Rialto

followed what Keenan said wias a

disturbance New Year's day, after

many complaints from women that

they were being molested. Director

declared objectionable characters

must hot be admitted to the house.

Live model "health' shows were be-

ing held at the Newark Opera
House: Another film theatre, the

Essex, bad Its license lifted for five

days because, of lighting and seating

infractions.

Keenan met yesterday (Monday.)

with reps of - the Musicians and
Stagehands Unions, who claimed that

16 tooters and half-a-dozen grips

were threatened with the loss of

their jobs by elimination of strippers

at the Empire. They Informed
Keenan that their contracts had al-

ready been abrogated and they were
on a day-to-day basis because man-
agement claimed business had suf-

fered so badly under the scrub-lt-up

ruling.

Clown Held in Theft
Buffalo, Jan. 20.

A former circus clown, Joseph L.

Gould, Is being held in Batavia,

N. Y., near here, for larceny on his

plea of guilty to the charge that he
obtained $100 on a bad check from
Rev. Edgar J. Ferger.

. Gould, 51, is well known here for

repeated performances at various

luncheon clubs.
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PAGO PAGO ROOM
(VANDERBILT HOTEL, MIAMI)

Miami, Jan. 16.

Buddi/ Lester, the Clymns, Dea7Uie

Janis. Dave Lester Orch (7), Vincent

Bragale Orch (6); $2 minimum.

A 'hot* room last season, the Pago
Pago is just ordinary this year. The
Gainses continue to operate the

Vanderbilt hotel housing this boite

(it's no longer the Dempsey-Vander-
bilt. the ex-champ having bowed
out although the dishes and cutlery

still bear Jack Dempsey's initials)

while George Pomerants has the res-

taurant facilities.

Buddy Lester, an emcee who must
have been impressed with the Jerry
Lester and Henny Youngman tech-

nique, paces the show spasmodically.

He never captures or takes com-
mand. Deanne Janis, billed as Elsie's

niece, is a songstress of familiar

pattern, as standard in style as her
repertoire, which comprises "Let's Be
Buddies,' 'I Got It Bad' and 'Set

World on Fire.'

Highlights are Loretta and Joseph
Clymas, who save their w.k. Apache
routine for the finale. Blonde femme
is quite personable in straight ball-

roomology getup, as is her male
vis-a-vis. They get up a neat opener
and a polka, preceding the Apache
routine. Her coiffure is a fetching

feature of her presence.
Lester is presumably no relation

6f maestro Dave Lester^nor to

Jerry Lester, either—who alternates
with Vincent Bragale's sextet for
dansapation. Latter works with
Pepito & Carmen on their cocktail
dansants In Latin terp instructions,

•tc. Abel.

PANTHER ROOM
(HOTEL SHERMAN, CHICAGO)

Chtca0o, Jan. 15.

Bobby Byrne Orch (16), Gregory
& Raymond (3), Miami Mode« (8),

Jones Bros. (3), Jeanne Blanche,
Dorothy Clolre; ^-$2.50 minimum.

.. This Is the first time for Bobby
Byrne and his orchestra In Chicago.
Byrne came in well-heralded and is

rewarding the downstairs dine and
dance spot with some excellent busi-
ness and a good helping of the latest
musical rhythms.
Byrne makes a strong appearance

and tops that with deft batoning
end solo work. He has verve, class
end shapes up as an excellent band-
fronter. Orchestra's solid rhythm is
type tiiat Is catching on with older
people as wdl as the shag element
Group is well routined, each tune

getting a good ride. Vocalist Dorothy
Claire, with band. Is fairly suitable
In early spot Later on. In the floor
show,, she does better and Indicates
possibilities.

Jones Bros, continue in this floor
show, but with little distinction.
They're three colored vocalists, with
piano, selling jive. Jeanne Blanche
opens with her standard tap end
dance numbers, scoring nicely,
Gregory and Raymond, plus a

femme, are long known in vaude and
come^up with much the same routine,
getting musical sequences from tire

pumps, rubber balloons, rubber

gloves, etc. Wind up with a number
on the tlieremin, a tube oscillator

machine.
.

Miami Modes, ensemble, consist of

eight girls parading mannequin stull,

showing off beach wear. It's dull

stuff for the most part. Gold.

CLUB CASANOVA
(MIAMI BEACH)

Miami Beach, Jan.. 18.

Eniilc Boreo, Talia, Tana, Borbora

Belmore, Jocfcie Beekman, Junnifa

Rios, Muriel Poiffe, Carrie Finneli,

Ralph Rotffert Orch (6); $1.50 mini-

mum.

Once earmarked for oblivion, this

intime room, now under Lew
Walter's direction, is staging a strong

comeback. As the Rhumba Casino- it

was last season's costliest turkey.

Now with a striking new decor, and
a typical Walteresque revue, it is

getting an impressive play from late

stay-outs.
At the helm Emile Boreo, who first

attracted local attention at the Latin
Quarter last year, is a happy choice.

In a small room such as this Boreo
really shines, and he is ably assisted.

As ever, Boreo rates a nod for his

showmanly routines. He's plenty

potent for a mass draw, and always
manages to set the house hopping
with his "Wooden Soldier' flashback

to 'Chauve Souris.'

Single comic turn in the show is

Carrie Finneli. Her muscular
maracas exhibition is, to say the

least unique but inoffensive. She's

a big girl and very funny.
Juanita Rios, graduate from Stork

Club rhumba romps, Is now doing

well on her own. Attired in an s.a.

revealing wrap, she scores with her
Cuban chansants.
A stripper, Muriel Paige, makes

her entrance in an eighteenth cen-
tury wrap-around, to revejil a divert-

ing display ol pulchritude. She's
hotter tlian a third rail.; Talla like-

wise displays a nifty chsssl.s, but in

the hula motif. Her hipology takes

the chill off the current cold snap.
Barbara Belmore, another looker is

also a talented acrobatic dancer.
Paired with Juanita Bios Is Tana,

a flamenco dancer, who scores both
as a songstress and a terper. She
plays her own guitar accompaniment,
singing and dancing pleasantly.

Jackie Beekman splits the emcee
chores with Boreo, and plugs the
waits with brace of acceptable song'

alogs.
3Etalph Rotgers combo does fair job

backing show, and provides fairly

zippy tempos for hoofing.
Joseph Conti, one of this area's

favorite maitre d's, is at the door.
Leslie.

waiters seem to appreciate quite

noticeably), or the girls parade in

nudes; Ruby Bennett does a daring

nude aux cheval; there's Princess

Vanessa with a Siamese idea of terp-

ing; the vocal ensembles run from
•La Traviata' to 'Barber of Seville;

the Aurettc Sisters do terps, etc.

Best are Lisa and Wesley Adams
with comedy dance concepts, satiriz-

ing the svelte ballroomologists, or

doing audible soliloquies on the cus-

tomers, the press, etc. They make
good use of Benda-like masks for

some of these effects, and bespeak
of promise for faster company.
The Villa Venice Is situated op-

posite the Hotel Roney-Plaza, on the
surf, an ideal location, and gets the
tourist trade, when there's a suffi-

ciency of numbers—of which there
isn't at the momeiu. Abel

BLUE ROOM. N.O.
(HOTEL ROOSEVELT)

New Orleans, Jan. 16.

Carl Ravazza Orch (12), Lee Sims
& Ilo May Bailey, Cheena de Simone
dancers. Chick & Lee; $1.50 cover
Saturdays.

Town's leading nocturnal ren-
dezvous maintains excellent stand-
ards with Carl Ravazza and his ver-
satile crew, who got big reception at
opening Thursday (15).

Ravazza is youthful, personable
maestro, who sparks his orchestra
with some swell vocalizing. Band
plays Latin American tunes, U. S.
swing on the soft side, but his boys
can also give out with brassy jive on
occasion.
Show is brief, but it moves In good

(Continued on page 47)

The Good Old Days
Hereujifh appeafi^ 'Variety' review of a S. Y, Palace bill of 20 yeorj

ago. The intention is ro reprint these loeehly ttsinp the relative week o] 1922
with the current date^o) iaue. No special reason in reviving these revteui
other than the interest they may have in recalling the dots which ttiert

playing at that time, the manner of putting together a big time ihoui (book,
ing), tohtch radio station! may find pertinent, and- as a resume of the rtylt

of vaudevilhe reoteuring of that day.

At N.Y. CmdaTe

PHIL
REGAN

Personal

Appearance

Tour

Personal Reprasentative;

FRANK VINCENT .

Beverly Hilli, Calif.

VillaVenice^Miami Beach

Miami Beach, Jan. 16.

Brunelli, Marta, Petrova, John Gio-
vanni, Lisa & "Wesley Adams, Aurette
Sisters, Princess Vanessa, Marion
Sanders, Ruby Bennett, DeLotoe,
Henry Gendron and Adolfo Giron
orchestras; $350 and $4 dinner.

Albert Bouche, who now bills him-
self as 'Papa' and acts that way in his

announcements, his predilection for

maestroing the Henry Gendron or-

chestra (the boys pay no attention

to his arm -waving, however) and
who has operated the Bouche Villa

Venice in Northbrook, m, (near Chi-
cago) for some years, comes to

Miami season after season with
road company V. V, frolic. It's of
the same pattern floor show,
mediocre and corny save for rare
flashes, overboard on operatic sing-
ing. In curious contrast to the nud-
ity—and yet somehow Pape Bouche
comes out all right at the end of the
season.
This is a pretty tired revue. The

assorted specialists either do French
and Italian operatic excerpts (which
Bouche and some of the Italian

Jf aitfi
Sends Thanks to Lou Walters and Entire Person-

nel for a Very Happy Four Weeb of Headlining

iv<iami's Beautiful *'Latln Quarter Revue."in

Some 250 magicians met together

in New York last week. to tool

each other, bore each other and
even act as stooges for each other.

It was a tremendous clambake of

prestidigitation,' with almost three

solid hours of tricks—^that virtually

the entire audience had seen scores

of times before and could do as well
or better themselves, anyway.

. That didn't keep them, however,
from getting wildly enthusiastic.

And making notes of a new twist
a bit of patter or anything else that

might be profitably copped tor their

own presentations.

Occasion for the conclave of the
conjurers was a special "Ladies

Night' of the Society of American
Magicians at the Barbizon Plaza
hotel. There are some 5,000 mem
bers of the Society throughout the
country and about 1,200 In New York
alone. '

i Of them, approximately two-thirds
are amateurs or semi-pros and the
rest pros. In keeping with that,

the night's program comprised both
amateurs and pros. Amateurs, in

ddentally, play an important part
in the realm of the magic, for it is

they who inyent most of the new
illusions which later turn up In im-
proved form in the acts of the pros.

MJ>. Mociclana

Doctors seem particularly to take
to sleight-ol-hand and It was, in

fact two M.D.'s who founded the
Society of American Magicians back
in 1902. Cardini is currently the
president and Al Altman, eastern
talent scout for Metro, is chairman
of the national ethics committee,
whose job It is to keep newspapers;
radio, films and other media from
exposing how tricks are done. Magi-
cians jealously guard their stock In

trade.

Current trend In magic Is toward
sleight-of-hand with props consisting

of nothing more than a small table
and whatever can be placed upon it

Big mechanical illusions, with thou-

sands of dollars' worth of pre
cision-made props, are considered
corny by the modern-day stream
lined hand-is-qulcker-than-the-eye
boys.

Meetings of the SAM are held
every six weeks or so, although not
with all the flourishes of last week's,
which even had an m.c.-comic,

Fred Keating, who Is a member,
All the brothers save their best new
illusions for the meetings, where
they can be sure of an appreciative

audience that recognizes how tough
to perform are the things that are
happening before their eyes.

They also go through many of

the old standard tricks, And every
on* gets bored—but continues to

pay close attentioD, watching for

(Reprinted from 'Variety of Jan. 20, 1922)

PALACE, N. Y.

They cheered Bessie Clayton and her astists Monday night not once, biit

several times. Coming at the end of a 40-minute revue ,that means some-
thing. So enthused was the audience that the plaudits continued no less

than three minutes, and Miss Clayton, on the verge of hysteria, called out
her company, shrilling 'all' to come before the curtain. That flurry of ex-
citement came at 11 o'clock and there was more-fhow to come, the Clayton
act being seventh. It was perhaps one of the greatest triumphs of Miss
Clayton's career.

The Clayton turn, billed as "The Box Party,' was the highlight of a great

vaudeville show, one that held most of the house until the finale at 11:30.

There might have been a few box seats left upstairs, but the house looked
'

virtual capacity.

Certainly this is the best of all the vaudeville productions credited to

Miss Clayton, This week is the fourth time it has played the Palace within

two months. She has gathered about her a group of sterling artists. Every
one is 'there' in his or her specialty. The Templeton brothers singly and
as a team drew down smashing applause. So did the gicldily whirllnig

'

Guy and Pearl Magley. The spot on the back of Miss Magley's kimona in

the Jap number was the only trifling marring note.

And the all important Versatile sextette 'tore 'em wide open' several

times. This is a noted musical bunch. One from which Ted Lewis and
Hector Downs are graduates. Al Lentz, the character singer, perhaps

sconed over Qie others with his Yiddish humorous lyric. Sam Kahn and
Herman Hyde danced and played at the same time to real success, and tK
others of the sextette doing their work cleverly were Irving Aaronson, at

the piano; John D'Allesandro end .Andy Hamilton.

Yet amid, the wonderful pace carried throughout Miss Clayton twinkled

her toes with the grace of yore. Hers was and is a remarkable perform-

ance. Her act is the season's vaudeville sensation.

BrllTiancy In dance had it this week. Irene Castle, who is Mrs. Robert

Tremalne in private life, held over from last week and closed Inter-

mission as the class feature of the performance. There is a reason for

the dancer's excellent work, for with the late Lieut Vernon Castle she

appeered In vaudeville before going abroad, where they really won fame

as a ballroom couple. They emerged originally from the obscurity of a

musical show chorus. It seemed odd to see the titlan tinge to Mrs. Castle's

hair when her pictures always gave the impression of raven tresses. Class

In stage settings and costumes matched the work of the artist herself. Mrs.

Castle looked the thoroughbred in the film shown before the act and In per-

son. She was given such hearty applause that she appeared before the

curtain, saying she was so much pleased because her mother was in to see

the act for the first time.

The turn ahead also used a film as a prelude—Flanagan and Morrison

(New Acts).

Lewis end Dody, opening Intermission, delivered the comedy hit of the

evening, this being their initial Palace showing with the present turn,

holding the 'Hello' song, which they call 'Chera Bochcha.' The ventrilo-

quist burlesque won laughter and pulled down a heavy hand. But it was
as 'Mike and Dee,' the singers of comedy lines, that shot them across. They
came out six times tor choruses of the number at the close.

To take up the running after the Clayton act was the job ably handled-

by Ole Olsen end Chic Johnson, 'the 'Swede nuts.' They were 'right after

'em' with a mixture of fast song nonsense that diverted the house after the

Clayton incident Laughter greeted the clever telephone bit which sent

the comedian-pianist sprawling all over the instrument shaking in mock
merriment much to the amusement of the crowd. The bar rail bit and

number also landed strongly and after that It was easy for the team.
Clayton White, Grace Leigh end Co. made a captlal number three In

George V. Hobart's 'Cherie,' which Is now so pleasantly dressed with an

interior which lends atmosphere of e Long Island bungalow. If the legiti«-

nlate revivals could stand up as well as this vaudeville revival, there

would be less complaint along Broadway. 'Cherie' is in skilful hands and

it is made amusing from curtain to curtain, showing that some vaudeville

values are long enduring.
Franklyn D'Amore' and Douglas Charles, assisted by Zella Goodman,

closed the long show,, necessarily cutting the opening song number and
going immediately into the tough dance. The stairway feat was also out
the boys performing their spectacular hand-to-hand routine after one song

by Miss Goodman. Despite the lateness, the act won several curtains and
held the house with comparatively tew walk-outs.
The Quixy Four made a strong No. 2, winning enough admirers to get

across for a hit. That was materially aided by the instromental feature.

One thing the instrumental section had on the vocal end was the playing

of 'Say It with Flowers,' a hit number out of the 'Music Box Revue.'
'Everybody Step,' from th^ same show, was used lor a dance number In

the Clayton act.
'

Enos Frazere opened with his daring exhibition of heel gripping of the

trapeze bar while swinging in a wide arc. Frazere is chattering quite

some, and some of the talk- could be made brighter, especially that at the

opening. The news film showed spilling of confiscated liquors Into the

sewers and also the faces of prohibition chiefs. -One or the other was the

occasion for hisses by some of the audience. -Ibee.

1 —
that new twist. There's also ac-
clamation for particularly skillful

technique and always at least polite
applause.

Varied combination of talents

was included on this program,
ranging from a prosperous Wall
street broker. Royal Vale Heath,
who billed his turn as 'Mathemagic,'
to Mildred Roudere, a pro, and
daughter of the famed Rouclere who
toured the world for more than 25
years with his giant show. Miss
Rouclere inherited her lather's
myriad props and offered a variety
of mechanical illusions.

Others Included The Great Mau-
rice, French pro; Arthur Lloyd,
who has worked in vaude for many
years producing cards and signs
from a thousand-and-one pockets;
Edward O'Brien, a pro, and William
Frey, young amateur from Jersey
City who apparently had spent more
time working on his puns then his
prestidigitation,

TO THE MANY SWELL PEO-"

PLE WHO HAVE DISPLAYED
THEIR FAITH IN US

OUR THANKS
TO TH68R WHO HAVRN'T A
HMAI.L HDUP FBO.M CT.EO

SINCF.RRI.Y
THE TVrPKtS OF

WALTON
AND

O'ROURKE
Cnmntir

"Sona of Fun'.'

WIn<«rriTdni Tli«>"«

The Rainbow Room
RorluMIrr Cmttt

X. Y. C.
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HATCflECKERS

IN DEI CRY

FOR HELP

Detroit, Jan, 20.-

They'rc going to have to have

enough hatcheck girls for all parties

In the future. Police rules.

Cops here still arc plenty burned

"at the National Dance Orchestra As-

sociation and alterrhath . of a New
year's Eve scramble following a)i

all-night party at the State Fair

' Grounds.

Organization had expected a crowd

around 3,B00 for the all-night affair,

but instead close to 8,000 showed up.

When the party broke up the dozen

theckroom girls couldn't handle it

and the party avelanched over them
trying to pick out their own stuff.

Hundreds of guys and gals went

•way without their right stuff, and

sow three weeks afterward the cops

still are up to their ears trying to

upkink the clothes scramble. The
greatest 'mystery' is that 40 Detroit-

ets wound up without
,
any coats or

hats. The cops now are scouting the

cloakrooms of all big parties here to

see that they are adequately staffed.

St Louis Niteiy Mgr.

Gets 2.Yrs. in Bribery
St Louis, Jan, 20.

Chris Kalaidge, former manager
of the defunct Golden Dragon club,

downtown nitery, last week was con-

victed by a jury in Circuit Judge
Connor's court on a charge of brib-

ing a state witness. He was plas-

tered with a two-year jolt in the Mis-
souri stir. The case grew out of a

. criminal assault charge • of which
Kalaidge was whitewashed a year
ago when the prosecuting witness, a
IS-year-old-glrl who doubled as

waitress and entertainer in the club,

repudiated' her Identification of
Kalaidge.

At the trial last week she admitted
she had given false testimony when
she did not name Kalaidge as her
assailant, and testified she had met
Kalaidge on several occasions while
the assault charge was pending and
had been given gifts of clothing and
members of her family had been

. similarly treated. She also testified

that Kalaidge promised to marry
her In order that she would not be
al>le to testify against him.
The defense offered no testimony

and after the verdict Kaladge's at-

torney filed a motion for a new trial

'and the defendant was released on
$S,000 bonds.

.Frisco Cafe Biz Brisk

San Francisco, Jan. 20.

Although bookers have been hard
bit since outbreak of war, nitery biz
In the better spots la brisk.

RADIO aXY
MUSIC HALL,
New York, NOW
AND HELD OVER

BOB

DUPONT
The Comedy Juggler

Many Thanks to

HR. LEON LEOMDOFP

Mknagement
MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA

My Favorite Story
Joe Smith (and Dale)

Sam was bragging to a friend of his ability in making
up lies, So, to put Sam to a test, the friend said: 'If

you'll make up a lie right at this second I'll give you
a dollar.'

Sam stuck out his hand, 'You promised me two
dollars.'

Benny Baker'
A colored man la brought np In front of a Judge,

who says:

'How do yon pl^ to this charge .of chicken stcal-
tog?'

The colored man replied: 1 pleads guilty and waives
the bearing.'

The Judge aUi: 'What do yon mean, yoa waive the
hearing?'

The colored man answered:
'I don't want to hear no more about it.'*•*•••

Louis Sobol
A citD guest, half dead /rom /rioht, ran to the farm-

house. His clothes were torn, his /ace and hands were
scratched, his nose bruised. .'A snake,' he panted, 'a

black snake chased me.'

. .'You damphul,' said the farmer, 'black snakes aren't

poisonous.' ,
To which the city slicker retorted: 'A snake don't

have to be poisonous when he can make a guy jump
off a 50-foot cliff!'

Edmund Gwenn
In my first Hollywood film I was cast for the Bishop

in The Bishop Misbehaves.' About a year later I re-

turned to New York for a holiday and one night
escorted an old friend to a big charity function.

She was a very tall, dignified, grey-haired, aristo-
.

cratic-looking woman, tieautifuUy dressed. And in

honor of the occasion I had gotten myself up in full

evening regalia—tails; top hat, white tie, etc.

All went well during the speeches and when we
came out I hailed a taxi and opened the door for the
lady witji all the dignity my five feet four could com-
mand. Just as I was entering the cab after her, how-
ever, the driver put me well in my place by turning
around with a broad grin and saying:

'Hiya Bish? Misbehaving again?'

vailed on my mother and father, who were of the old
orthodox school, to attend. I had to get the manager
to put two chairs in the aisle, as the Palace wa^ packed
that Monday afternoon.
The opening act, Paul Conchas, the cannonball jug-

gler, did his stuff much to the amazement of the old
folks—tossing the heavy steel balls in the air and
catching them on his arms and rolling them back and
forth. As a finale, he tossed the largest ball high into

the air and, with a flourish, caught it on' the back of
his neck and let it fall to the floor with a resounding
crash, amid applause and gasps from the audience.
• I was very successful with my act and could hardly
wait until I met my mother and father at the stagedoor
after the matinee. My mother, was very profuse in her
praise for me, but, after walking along Broadway for

self and shaking his head in a sort of reverie. I was
a little more persistent and asked: 'Pa, haven't you got
anything to say?' ^
The old gent paused for a moment, looked at me and

several blocks,- 1 noticed my father muttering to him-
said: 'Belle, you know dat menn wid de cennenballs is

gonna keel himself yatt!'

fiobby Clark
A Scotch farmer fell down a well. His wife rushed

oat, saw what had happened and yelled to him: 'Keep
op yonr eourage. I'll run oat In the field and get some
of the hired men to help yon out.'

The Scotchman y,elled back, 'What time Is It?' His
wife answered: 'It's a llUIe after eleven O'clock.'

And the Scotchman yelled back, 'Never mind, I'll

Bwim aronnd antll noon.'

Tay Garnett>
Two drnnks were driving along In a car at break-

neck speed. The first drunk says: 'Shay, we are near-
Ing a large olty.' The second drunk answers, 'How
can you tell?'

To which the first drunk replies, 'We're hitting mora
people.'

Frank Scully

Chopin, whose Chopin Alley ontedated Tin Pan Alley,

was lured into one of those dowager dinners for sweet
charity. Having a kad stomach, such dinners were no
treat for him. He knew he'd be asked to pay for the

dinner one wou or another.

He was. The dowager begged him to play one leetle

etude.
'But, Madam,' pleaded the sick Chopin, 'I have.£aten

so little:

Belle Baker
When I was making my debut at the Palace, New

York, obviously the goal of every vaudevilllan in those

days, by dint of much persuasion and coaxing I pre-

Jack Lait
After a strenuous session in Parliament, the peers

retired for recess in the smoking-room. One of the
mighty extended his snuff-box to the immortal Glad-
stone, who bowed, smiled and said:

'No, thanks—I have no SMALL vices.' -

Ed Wynn
From my last play:—A man and his ordinarily talky

wife riding on the front seat of an automobile, on a
very rainy day. The man talks to his wife, . but she
does not answer him. All she does Is shake her head
from side to side (negatively).

As she generally does all the talking, he Is rather
surprised in not getting an answer from her. No mat-
ter how hard he tries to get her to speak, she doesn't

say a word. All she does Is to shake her. head from
side to side.

And he drives sixty-three miles before he discovers
her nose Is oaaght in the windshield wiper.

Albert Spalding
Some years ago, after a concert played in a univer-

sity town, an old lady, who was the wife of one of the
members of the faculty of the university, came to the
green room with several others to congratulate me. She
was one of those breathless talkers whose flow of con-
versation scarcely needs punctuation and certainly no
outward stimulus.

I found myself drenched in an endless flood of com-
pliments to which it was not even necessary to inter-

ject a word of thanks. She insisted on telling me In

detail and over and over again just why she preferred
my playing above all others—she had heard them all.

The summit of her reasons was reached with this:

'Yes, Mr. Spalding, I've heard them all—I've heard
them all and the difference is—yes, the difference is

—

they're alt technique and no soul—whereas you are all

soul and jio technique!'

FOX, DETROIT, NIXES

VAUDE FOR DUALS FIX

Detroit, Jan. 20.

Conclusion that stage shows just

boost the ante and show no appre-

ciable increase in rfevenue over the

long period of time has brought the

5,000-seat Fox here to the decision to

muddle along with the present dou-
ble feature programs.

After a comparison of figures ex-

tending back over five years, David
M. Idzal, managing director of the

city's largest house, said the straight

picture policy would continue indefi-

nitely. Earlier it had been rumored
that the house was going to dub In

about six weeks of vaudeville during

the winter, as was done a season ago.

Nab Canary, 2 Tooters

On St. L Reefer Rap

St. Louis, Jan, 20.

Fed agents, in a roundup of reefer

violators last week, nailed a nitery

singer and a musician in East St.

Louis, and another tooter here.

Phyllis Walters, 20, and Russell

Rohrkasse. were pinched near an

East St. Louis nite club and the

Federals assert they admitted at-

tending reefer parties on the east

side.

They are charged in a U. S. war-
rent with delivering marijuana
weed. Unable to furnish bonds,

Syndicates' Idea to Split

Booker Conunissions On

Miami Night Chbs Flivs

An idea which the syndicates con-

trolling the Miami niteries had of

muscling in on some of the agents'

commissions has been forgotten. The
thought was to designate some
'house' booker to handle all the-

atrical engagements, but the boys
who control the spots realized in

short order that it would undermine
the basic values of their cafe di-

vertissement if they tried any sharp

practices.

By and large, the syndicates are

liberal with acts and agents, and
their word is as good as a contract.

The Pearl Harbor debacle put a

crimp on an anticipated boom sea-

son, which inspired the split-

commish idea.

they're in the East St. Louis hoose-

gow awaiting trial. The other toter

nailed is Russell L. Schmieder, a na-

tive, who was taken into custody

at his home. The agents found eight

ounces of the drug and 10 reefers.

Schmieder' said he used the weed for

his own use, but the agents assert

he had been selling reefers at six

for 91.

The pinches followed tipoffs from
soldiers In training at tiie Jefferson

Barracks, just south of the city

limits, that they had been invited

to purchase reefers and attend reef-

er parties.

Named Toledo AGVA Bep
Toledo, O., Jan. SO.

William Grubbs has been appoint-
ed Toledo representative of the
American Guild of Variety Artists.

PHILLY AGVA IN

ACCORD WITH

2 GROUPS

20.

tha

Philadelphia, Jan.

The Philadelphia local of

American Guild of Variety Artists
has undertaken an additional twa
steps toward strengthening its posi-
tion in the Phllly entertainment
field by:

1. Signing a reciprocal agreement
with the Entertainment. Manageri_
Association (bookers).

2. Completing a 'mutual assistance*

pact with Local 247 (Negro) of the
American Federation of Musicians.

The EMA agreement came after
weeks of negotiations and marked
the end of the differences over a
touchy point—group franchises ver-
sus individual franchises—which had
threatened to sever ' relationship be>
tw^en both groups in the past.

The agreement compromised the
issue. The AGVA won its' fight to
force agents to obtain individual
franchises, but the bookers ar«l

granted the right to sit in on trial

boards hearing charges -of unethical
conduct against any agent The
bookers further agreed to hire only
acts carrying AGVA cards. In re-
turn the actors recognizes EMA as
the only bona fide organization rep-
resenting agents. Acts would be dis-

courage^ 'from booking jobs direct
sans agents.

The union further agreed to allo\7

non-union acts to work one show,
but after the Initlaler the enter-
tainers would be forced to -sign up
or cancel The one-show grace period
was allo\yed after agents pointed out
they often hired acts by wire or
phone and the actors represent them-
selves as AGVA members. Forcing
them to cancel advertised openings
would alienate nitery operators, the
agents said.

. AGVA will Issue special work
cards !Cor the one-show period to

satisfy other union acts and mu-
sicians. Under present rules AGVA
or .AFM members may not play un
the same bill as non-AGVA acts,

AGVA will encourage all agents
to join EMA by enforcing conditions
of the agreement on noh-EMA book-
ers as well as those belonging to the
body.
The pact with the Negro musicians

is similar to that signed several
months ago with the white Local
77. Under this arrangement no
AGVA member can work in a Ipot
employing colored tooters' who ara
not AFM members, and vice-versa.

Waller Date Opens

New Chi Jive Cafe
Chicago, Jan, 20.

Fats Waller orchestra opens th*
new Downbeat Room of the Garrick
Stagebar for Joe Sherman on Thurs-
day (22). In for four weeks and win
have , a Columbia wire.

Garrick, with Waller, institutes •
jive policy.
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Sonja Henie BetterBan Ever In 5di

Sock Ice Revue' at Mad. Sq. Garden

By JACK PULASKI
Whatever the Olympics stood for

there is no doubt that the competi-
tions produced the most scintillating

athletic star, Sonja Henie. As she
appeared at Madison Square Garden
Monday (19), starting a 10-day date

with her 'Hollywood Ice Revue," the

blonde marvel looked as good as

when winning successive champion-
ships. As a matter of fact she is

better, surrounded by the trimmings
that go to make up spectacle.

It is her"mtS" annual WpMiance
with the skating show.' Perhaps it's

incredible that a girl can make rink
appearances for a few weeks each
season and clean up a fortune, but

she does it. Opening house was
packed except for a few seals at the

extreme side ends and a couple of

production head. Miss Henie and
Wirtz are the sponsors of 'It Happens
on Ice." too, Harry Losee and Gene
Snyder are the stagers. Billy Liv-

ingston, of the Brooks costume com-

pany, did the crack job of designmg.

HIPP, BALtO

Baltimore, Jan. 17.

Cass Daley, Radio Aces (3),, Pnul

Getrits, BiIl«.JJ?SlIs AJ Jayj:
Douidsoii & Hugh Forme. Felice luln

house orcli (13); 'A fledttme Story

(Col).

- This is a good vaude layout, nicely

routined and well balanced. With

house oreh moved on Stage and Paul

boxes. At $4.40 top it means some- GerriU emceeing the f^'fKfJji
front

thins in show business to develop of the looters, show plays nicely and

that kind of draw. at fast pace. Gernts, suave emcee^

Any show with Miss Henie in it-
'j^^ii.lf.S^fea^"ily tt^^

would click. She is generous in her his uidividual spot easily later,

appearances during the evening and Fast opening is provided by Buiy

is still without a peer in performance,

Tlie Henie show goes in for en-

sembles rather than specialties, and
this year's costuming seems more
vivid and colorful than previous pro-

ductions.

There are new evolutions but the

standout for Miss Henie is the tango,

'danced' again this season with Gene
Turner, former Coast fancy skating

champ. There were four encores,

and it had to be Turner's luck to

fall during the last one, a foxtrot.

That means nothing to skating fans

and excites a bigger volume of ap-

plause. Turner is a graceful young
performer. Earlier, to classic music,

they duet to the Barcarolle. Ensem-
ble then includes Can Can girls, the

motif being 'Gay Parisienne.' First

Miss Henie appears solo In a baby
blue costume that looks like a swim
suit.

At the first part finale Miss Henie
emulates a bird in motion, costume
conception being further suggestive

of the idea. Melody for the number
Is 'Lovely Hula Hands,' and It is the

most tuneful of the score. Splendid

costuming is distinctly Hawaiian
though when that interlude is an-

nounced the locale mentioned is 'an

Island in the blue Pacific' Stroblite

effects are used, a phosphorous-nke
substance. 'Song of Hawaii' further

identifies that section of the show.

Other songs are 'It Happened In Sun
Valley,' 'Chattanooga Choo (Jhoo,

"The Kiss Polka,' and>1 Know Why,
from 'Siin Valley Serenade,' 20th

Fox film, in which Miss Henie
starred.

For an ensemble number to be en-

cored it unusual, but the trick is

turned with 'Tonight We Dance.

Girls are in red velvet gowns, the

men In tails, an effective color com-
bination. The easy swing and grace

of the skaters drew a buzz from the
'

hou$e, audience wanting more and
getting it. It is rhythmic skating,

ahnost waltz-like and the best en
semble perfotmahce.

There are at least five ensembles
with no feature skating. Girls copped
• big hand as Dresden dolls. They

. mince around the arena in such a

deceptive way that It does not seem
like skating at all. An elaborate en-
semble is 'Mexlcana,' another cos

turning and lighting standout that

preludes the tango.
Show is not long on comedy. In

the first part Goeffe Stevens has that

assignment, introduced as a glamour
boy of cafe society—a stew, in other

words. He rather specializes in pratt

falls and tumbles with a dummy,
that part ofhis work seeming crude,

yet they liked it. Just, before clos-

ing there is a hobo number billed

'The Open Road,' skaters including

some of the featured' males. Com-
edy routine is akin to that ol the
Four Bruises and one of that quartet,,

which is in 'It Happens on Ice' at

the Center, N. Y„ Is credited with
it. Audience was ripe tor a change
of pace and voted it very funny.
Retained from last year Is Fritz

Dietl, the clever stilt skater, who
won an encore. New are the Brandt
flsters, billed as precision skaters.

Immy Caesar, Mary Ann Kramer
and Charles Hadlett are Jump spe-
cialists. There are flashier acts of

^e kind. Brandts also work with
Peter Kilam who operates mostly on
hi6 toes or rather the front tip of

-Oie skates. Latter is of a quartet,

others being Dorothy Caley, Jean
Sturgeon and Tommy DePauw;
which duo puUed a double fall just

at the end of the routine.
There is a patriotic opening with

ttie ensemble dressed in silken redr
-White and blue, a victory V getting

the first big hand. Finale is 'Faii7-

Tale Land,' with the whole company
participating as nursery rhyrne char-
acters. On one of two entrances
men, Miss Henie comes on astride a
sliatiiig St Bernard. Star has more
costumes than ever before, appearing
In three different rigs diu'ing one
extended number.
The show is again presented by a

Chicago group of which Arthur M.
wirtz is managing director and Wil-
Uam H. Burke general manager and

MUSIC HALL, N. Y.

Wells and the 4 Fays, quintet of

fast-stepping hoofers and tumblers

who work singly and in mixed pairs

to a strong finish highlighted by
effective contortion bit by one of the

femmes which drew hefty response.

A parody on eating habits gets laughs

for Gerrits and sets matters for the

Radio Aces, talented vocal trio, who
have been here before. Their three-

way harmony scores from the start,

revival meeting and Victor Herbert
medley being highlights though lat-

ter loses some of its punch from
gagging which boys have brought
into their turn since last seen. Their
pleasant vocal blending shouldn't be
discarded for speed alone. Did. .well,

however, when caught and had to

beg off.

Gerrits' skating routine registered

at this point, as also his juggling and
figure skating while snappy comedy
patter, plus formal attire, gives him
distinction above conventional .roller

skating turns. Cass Daley, who fol-

lows, whacks out hectic, rather

vigorous vocals, 'mugging her way
into strong audience acceptance. Uses
'Yeah Man' for an opener, following
with medley of parodies which earns

a smart encore, 'Lament of A Laun-
dry Girl,'

Closing slot is filled by Ken David-
son and Hugh Forgie, badminton
champs, who bang out a novel spot

with some f-ast birdie' whacking
steamed up by an announcer calling

the shots. It's good novelty for this

layout.

Biz okay. Burm.

•Turn Back the Clock,' produced by
Leon Leonidoff, tulth Robert La«-
drum, Hubert Castle, Bob Dupont,
Hlldo Ecfcler, Ntedolas Doles, Guv
Smith, M. H. Glee Club, Corps de

Ballet, Rocketles, M. H. Symph; 'Ball

oj Fire' (HKO), reviewed in

'Variety,' Dec. 10.

As though resting on the praises of

its lavish Christmas and New Year's

super-duper presentations. Music
Hall does a Turn Back the Clock'

this week and brings on a mildly en-
tertaining revue. Old - fashioned
theme gives opportunity for the Glee
Club to drag out old faves, Rockettes
to don can-can costumes and pro-
ducer Leonidoff to bring in two
standard vaiide turns, wireworker
Hubert Castle and juggler Bob Du-
pont.
Nostalgia is made'pleasantly comic

In the work of the Glee Club, by
tricking the boys up in checkered
suits and caps and having them adopt
the old cliche poses. A neat laugh-
getter finds one of the males in bal-

let skirt and another in a lion suit,

chasing each other while the war-
blers do 'Mama, Don't Go Into the
Lion's C^age Tonight'

Ballet's contribution is a humorous
gypsy dance, featuring Hilda Eckler,
Nicholas Daks and Guy Smith. It's

colorfully staged, but gets only mild
audience reception. Rockettes are
trimly costumed to let a bit more
sexy than usual get across the foot-

lights and to make that row of kick-^

ing- femmes eveh more spectacular
than ordinarily.

Castle's work, first on the slack
wire and then on the tight is stand-

ard for turns of this type. Highlight
is his jump through a hoop. It didn't

come off quite up to expectation
when caught (opening day) and he
didn't get a chance to repeat it.

Dupont's juggling is the best there
Is, with its combinatioQ of comedy
and technique. Dupont wisely makes
the technique just a means to get
laughs, rather than taking himself
seriously.
Robert Landrum, a M.H. regular,

ably warbles special lyrics provided
by house lyricist Albert Stillman.

Herb.

returns In hula garb lor som« hip;

weaving. Specialty, like several

others, is so feebly Introduced It

doesn't click properly.

Comedienne Mabley le single

bright spot on bill. Here numerous
times before, she's definitely a more
polished lunmaker now, keepmg the

small house in an uproar with her
typical talky ballads, patter and terp-

Ing. She wisely took a loud heckler

to task quickly, and dressed him
down so deftly he remained silent

the remainder of the show. Best

songs were 'Ain't Got Time to Shake
Your Hand" and 'Men Don't Care for

Discretion.'

AbduUa Troupe, only white act on
bill, is a group of six femmes who do
typical acrobats and pyramid stands.

Registered solidly here. Anna Ba^
ter, garbed in a tux, contributes, a

fast if commonplace tapstering bit

-Alberta Perkins and Artabelle

McGinty. two folksy comediennes,
work'hard for laugh's in a flimsy skit.

Vivian Harris helps intro the show
and three ordinary blackouts.

'Great Day,' 'Blues in Night' and
'Sheik of Araby' . serve as vocal

-vehicles for the Brown Sisters, per-

sonable' rhythm warblers. Trio has

merit and future possibilities. Choice

of numbers here seems poor.

Biz way off. wear.

COLONIAL, DAYTON

Dayton, O., Jan. 17.

'flouicry Follies,' toith Rigoletto

Bros., Joe Termini, Aimee Sisters,

Three Deans, Nash 4 Evans, BUiIce

& Lambert, St. Claire Sisters &
O'Day; 'Confirm or Denv' (20fh-Foi)

.

EARLE, PHILLY

Philadelphia," Jan. 17.

Claude Thomhill Orch (17) loith

Lillian Ldne, Dicfc Harding, Buddy
Stetwirt, Martfui Wayne; Lime Trio,

tarry Adler, 'Look Who's Laughine'
(RKO).

Larry Adler cops honors In this

week's lineup at the Earle. Besides
making his harmonica sound like a
full-blown orchestra, he flashes
plenty of stage presence andiquickly
wins the audience.

His tunes range from a Spanish
flamenco number, through a
Gershwin medley all the way to
boogie-woogie, with each stop a solid
click. He warms up with the
swingy 'Choo Choo,' follows with the
Iberian dance and cleaned up as he
finished the Gershwin medley with
'Rhapsody , in Blue.' His encores in-
cluded 'Star Dust' and 'Beat Me
Daddy.'

Thornhill and his crew, making
their initial theatre appearance here,
prove >an excellent ' musical aggre-
gation, though they need stage
polishing. -

For one thiqg 'Hiornhlll, who
pilots acts as li the mike job is

something he'd like to dispense with.
He mumbles introductions, names of
song titles in imlntelligible tohe and
in a great rush,.

At the keyboard Thomhill is. some-
thing else again. Leader is .tops at
the ivories, and the band's arrange-
ments are excellent also. Best band
number is 'Hungarian Dance No. 5,'

with Thomhill at the piano.
.Dick Harding, solemn-faced vocal-

ist, looks a little scared as he sings
'White CliBs of Dover' and 'No
Laughing Matter,' but he pleases,
vocally. L'lllian Lane, an attractive
brunet, has soothing set of pipes and
scores with 'Dream's On Me' and
'Said No.' Other warblers are
Buddy Stewart and Martha Wayne,
attractive youngsters who clown
their way through 'Rose O'Day' and
join with the others in "Blues in the
Night'
Lime trio is okay In their turn

wherein one of them, a rubber-boned
Individual, gets knocked around
emulating a sawdust stuffed me
chanical doll.

House jammed at show caught.
Shal.

FLATBUSH, B'KLYN

Chlco Mora Orch (15) u>ith 4
Chtcolets, Bailey Sisters (2), Stggy
Lane; Kitty Carlisle, Smith, Rogers &
Eddy, Clyde Hager; Shorts and
Newsreels.

Lineup this week makes strong
marquee dressing and, with minor
exceptions, plays as well as it looks
on paper. Chicp Marx band (Band
Reviews) is main draw. With Marx
unit are the Chicolets, vocal quartet;
the singing Bailey Sisters and Siggy
Lane, male vocalist all of whom are
likewise reviewed separately with
Marx.
For the rest It's a solid vaude

presentation, with Kitty Carlisle
topping the outside acts. Miss Car-
lisle went big with this audience.
Svelte appearance and impressive
delivery make her a class booking
anywhere. Her dramatic interpre-
tation of 'White Cliffs of Dover,' is

exceptionally : effective, and she
wiiids up appropriately with a med-
ley of martial tunes dedicated to the
U. S. fighting forces.

Cylde Hager, with his longtime
standard pitchman's routine, giving

away 'pink passion' pills and potato
peelers to an imaginary crowd,
clicks nicely on comedy. Also
hilarious are Smith, Rogers and
Eddy, who clean up with their nifty
aero hoofing.
Biz good. Mori.

APOLLO, N. Y.

Intematlonar Stoeethearts of
Rhythm (16), with Anna Mae Win-
berg: Jackie Mabley, Brown Sisters

(3), Abdulbi Troupe (6), Alberta
Perkins & Artabelle McGinty, Anna
Baxter, Vitiian 'Harris; . 'Flying
Cadets' (U).

Stage show here, per usual, nms 90
minutes, and too much of that time
is left for the Sweethearts of Rhythm
band. All-girl organization played
here last September, when It showed
potentialities. Based on this show-
ing, it hasn't materialized. Entire
bill is . slowed to -extent that even
Jackie Mabley's expert clowning,
near closing can't overcome it. It's

an all-girl show, even to the other
performers.
Sweethearts crew carries a first-

rate sax section of five plus three
trumpets, three trombones, bass fid-
dle, guitar, piano, drums and a gyrat-
ing baton waver. Femme pounds
her array of drums with authority,
but spoils her work by copying so
many male drummers and chewing
gum. Different sections individually
sound 'first-rate but never quite
register except with a couple of low-
down jive times. Aggregation also
has difficulty at times in playing the
show. Anna Mae Winberg, tall

vocalist, impresses but doesn't get
enough to do. Band has some first-

rate singers, including a quartet
(marred because p.a, system was on
blink) and a singing drummer.
One gal In sax department ducks out
In the' middle of a band number and

'Bowery Follies,' with flock of

good acts, maintains a fast clip. The
two Rigoletto brothers,- after many
years, return as suave as ever. Open-
ing as magicians, their apparatus

goes haywire, and they manage to

put over a couple of teasers, like

the interchanging bottle and glass

of wine and disappearing radio,

following some comedy juggling,

they return for acrobatics arid hand-
stands in the gay 90's fashion.

Joe Termini had the audience in

an uproar with his comedy fiddling,

and banjo playing, -where he franti-

cally tries to keep pace with the
drummer. Going legLitimate on the

electric gujtar^ and violin, he kept
audience begging for more.
Aimee sisteri, first of the special-

ties, open with a clever military
dance in which they maneuver on
bended legs, giving appearance of

midgets. Miniature guns add to the
Illusion.

Three Deans came through with a
zingy potpourri of acrobatics, in-

cluding tumbling, handstands and a
three-run up a wall, ending with all

turning flip-flops.

Dick Nash and Janet Evans begin
with a comedy dance act and then
go into verbal chinning and some
western roping, winding up with
jumping in and out of a lasso in fast

tempo.
Blake and Lambert topnotch

mixed singing team, offer straight
vocals that go over fine. Repertoire
includes such standard imps' aq.

'Sweet Mystery of Life,' Im Falling
In liOve' and "Italian Street Song,'
with "Row, Row, Row' for an en-
core. Lambert also acts as emcee for
the show.
Completing the lineup Is a bicycle

turn, St. Claire Sisters and O'Day,
with conventional riding ol unl-
cycles, plus ordinary and Ireak bi-
cycles. It pleases.
Line of ,12 has three routines,

opening as' can-can and Floraddra
girls, coming back later as Bowery
lads and lassies in a typical East
Side tap and closing with a Cakewalk
in patriotic style. In another num-
ber, 'Old - Fashioned Parade,' ' girls
appear in twos in . costumes of the
nmetles while Miss Blake sings.

Kany.

ORIENTAL, CHI

Chicago, Jan. 17.

Ltbonati Trlo,.FredysoBs (7), Rol-
lett & Dorothea, Chris Cross, Alice
Dawn, Laurel & Hardy (3); 'Bombay
Clipper" (U).

STATEi N. Y.

Vincent Lopez Orch., Bob Euani
Sunny Price, Marter & De Lita, Karl
ol« Stnger, Sonny Schuyler, 4 Le Ahn
Sisters; 'Sfcytarfc' (Par).

"

Tha batonless maestro, Vincent
Lopez, and his band have been the
feature at the Talt hotel. For this
stage date ^e has formed a unit show
that is principally musical, providing
a pleasant hour in the theatre. Ham'
Gourfain, formerly of the Strand and
Paramount, New York, arranged the
routines and lighting, doing an effec'-.

tive job. At the first show Saturday'
every specialty tum fared welt
Sunny Price, who. appeared in 'Du'
Barry Was a Lady,' is one of th^
neatest of tap dancers. . Hers is pre-
cision stepping and she handles her
tootsies like a toe dancer. Pert ia-
slyle Miss Price can step along in the-
best company. Here she has the sup-
port of excellent music from the
Lopez orch.
Sonny Schuyler who is with

Lopez at the Taft does well with
slow tempos in which he specialises.

With This Love of Mine,' he had the
four Le Ahn Sisters assisting softly

at another microphone, but fared
better with 'White Cliffs of Dover.'
Later, with sorrel haired Karole
Singer, whom Lopez refers to as his

newest discovery, Schuyler duets
'You Made Me Love You,' with the
bandsmen chiming in on some lines

of the familiar tune. That comes
after Karole Singer solos with
'WhistUn'.'
An unusual equillbristic team is

Martez and- Le Lita, the latter a
blonde girl with a sure sense' of bal-

ance. The routine is accompanied by
south of the border melodies. Le
Ahn Sisters nicely dressed in white
satin, sit with the bandsmen and pro-
vide atmosphere when not singing.

Quartet opens with 'I've Got Rhythm'
and follow with 'AH Out of Tune.'

Unit's only comedy comes with
ventriloquist Bob Evans and 'Jerry

OTieary.' Evans is best when he has
the Idd' singing, being particularly

in form with 'Irish Eyes' and 'Write
Myself a Letter,' also snatches of

'Indian Love Call.' Down late in the

act Evans won the edge from out
front evbn though some of the
chatter could be brushed up.
When Lopez takes to the piano he

makes the ivories sing by nimble fin-

gering that has been his forte year
after year. His contributions, of

course. Include 'Nola,' other- num-
bers being 'Donkey Serenade' and
'Concerto for Two. Lopez drops a

screen and projects the stills of band
leaders who either started with his

band or played with him before

heading their own oufits. Those
Ume-Ilghted are Tony Pastor, Xavier
Cugat, Artie Shaw, Jimmy and'

Tommy Dorsey, Glenn-Miller (named ^

his all-Amerlcan arranger) and Rudy -

Vallee. About the latter Lopez says

that on the first day with his band,

VaUee asked for his autograph but

'since then Tve asked for his.' Bits

of each leader's favorite numbers are

played.
^ere is a patriotic finale, dedi-

cated to the war's first air hero,

Lieut Colin Kelly, Jr., the number
played and sung being 'Keep 'em

Flying.' Some of the specialists are

inclined to run a bit overtime but

the Lopez act Is satisfactory. ' Ibee.

MICHIGAN, DETROIT

Detroit, Jan. 18.

Olenn Milter Orch (17) with Ray
Eberle, Marion Button, the Modcm-
oires, rex Beneke; Lorraine & Rog-

nan. Phil Brestoff House Orch (18) i

'Sullivan's Travels' {Par).

laurel and Hardy ore a smash at
the Oriental. It looks like one of the
big weeks since this house retumed
to vaudeville. Comics played this
town 'once before, at the Chicago, and
also did well but nothing like here.
Hokum skit about trying to get a
driver's license had. house in an up-
roar. It is material commonly asso-
ciated with Laurel atld Hardy and
effective at all times.

Alice Dawn, something of a local
name, scored sharply with vocals,
nifty appearance and her treatment
of pop tunes. Rdllett & Dorothea
were on for a short turn, but good
enough with their knockabout dance
routines.

Standard In the opening was the
Libonati Trio, ' over well with the
xylophone work and boy and girl
dancing. Fredysons turned in some
excellent teeter-board acrobatics,
with plenty of action and excitement
throughout. -

Chris Cross, one of the new crop
of ventriloquists, is first rate.
Biz big second show Saturday (7)

,

Gold.

Glenn Miller is going great guns

with the school-skipper trade and

shows that this house, which hither-

to held that an orchestra needs bol-

stering with a regular stage show
line-up, wasn't wrong in letting this

band go it practically alone. Lor-

raine and Rognan, whose clowning
kept them out for encores until they

were almost out of material, are the

only additions to the regular band
setup and dovetail nicely.

Miller must be taking it tot

granted that It is his regular follow-

ing out in front for he isn't bother-

ing with any identification of bis

tunes—which is a little hard on the

strays. He mixes it up hot and

sweet from the beginning, with

medley of 'In the Mood,' 'Sunrise

Serenade' and 'Little Brown Jug.

First one sells the audience pronto.

With the kids practically getting out

of hand it needed smooth-voiced
Eberle to quiet them down with

'White Cliffs of Dover" before in-

creasing tempo again with tne

Modernaires in 'Elmer's Tune.' The

five stay on with 'Everything i

Love.'
Miller lets his music speak for hinj.

nicely blending the sweet and then

letting out the polished brass, rcgisr

terlng big with numbers such as

'Dear Mom' or 'One O'clock Jump-
Marlon Hutton seems to have for-

saken solo chores, singing, njosuy

with the Modernaires in Nicke^

Serenade' and 'Chattanooga Cnw
Choo.' Her personality impresses

nonetheless. Also gaining recogni-

tion was Tex Beneke, as
sax and with impersonation of SUW
Mason, _

,

SRO biz at evening show Friday

(16). Po"^-
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ROXY, N. Y.

. Bob Hannon, Frank Goby. Equtllo

Bros (2). Leirfs kVo", Ben Yost

Si-ilr. Hoi««tt«s. Paul Ash Houic

^^'"iwt^e UP Screaming' (20th).

uprff Is a pleasant . litUe blU that

«?erllly pleasSr Individual acts

*!? ill okir though it's the some-

Soves the lone snag. At that, how-

Ktf/the program's variety and m-
SrtSining factors tor compensate for

Jhelminor distractions, such as the

IffrJotvocd. dull routines turned In

e^tt^ette line, the Roxyettes.

Heading the biU for name value

•nd eeneral all-around effectiveness

S'^bIS HMnon. from Frank Fay's

TL^s-sponsored network radio pro-

iSn He's reviewed more ex^en-

S^y under New Acts.

Frank _Gaby_and the EquiUo

brothers follow closely on entertam-

m«ot values, the former a standard

SilAu'^t and the latter a duo of

IS)ba£^ Gaby and his dummy, as

iSall the rest of the program's cast,

Se garbed in western .
attire, m

teepiSg with the stage's ranchero at-

^Mphlre. Gaby's delivery and

Srffiod of presentetlon.is expert, but

needs better material generally.

The EquiUos, though dicky on the

str^^t acrobats, win the playdits

Srtkularly on novelty. They come

5ut in standard western attire, sing-

Ine a ballad, and one suspects that

Sev they arc a singing turn. And
Set voices are sufficiently good to

warrant that first impression. How-

iiec. after the first few bars they

rSS to shorts, all the whUe keepmg
m^e same tune, and go into their

• Sbw-moUon acros. SUU continuing

fte same tune, they finale in much

the same way in which they start,

but in reverse, as they resume their

original atUre In time to walk off

in the last bar of the seU -same

ballad. The audience went for them

Ug.

Lewis and Van, hoofers, are also

reviewed under New Acts.

Biz moderately good at the last

diowing Friday (16). Noka.

PALOMAR, SEATTLE

Seattle, Jan. 16.

Eddie Bumette & Lucille, Kittv

MIIHffan, Val Setz, Lloyd & Willte,

DuBarry'a BirdUind, Jerry Ross, Ale

Ules house orchestro (6); 'Lody jor

a NIflhf (Rep)^

Jerry Ross smcees a well rounded
thow at the Palomar this week, with
EUdie Bumette and Lucille clicking

wildly with a' combination of triclcs

•nd taps. Eddie comes on for some
deltht of hand with lighted .cigar-

ette while tapping. Lucille pleased

\rfth a fruit, egg and bird trick, pair

winding up with a trunk trick that

vowed 'em.
Kitty Milllgan warbles llose

ODay' and- "Basin Street' pleasantly,

ending with her own composition,
•Well Take a Tuck Out of Toklo.'

On third, Val Setz, juggler, always
liked here, defUy blends patter with
bdancing juggling routines. Throw-
ing of duml^Jls got a big hand. For
a cllmaxer he comes back and tosses
four coins oft totf, catehing and
balancing them on his face.
Uoyd end Willis, young ballet

tapsters, followed with terping which
was well received. Lloyd dances as
of 20 years ago while WUIie shows
how it is done today.
Closing spot holds Madame Du-

Barry and her Birdland, with an un-
billed helper. Her cockatoos per-
fonn creditably, particularly one
Bamed Mike who adds, subtracts and
multiplies with a beak-operated bell.
Jerry Ross brings 'em . on In his

twial breezy manner. Good house at
MOW caught.

f
=

EMBASSY,, N. Y.
(NEWSKEELS)

llo action footage on the Japunks'
•5*5* and U.S. counter-measures Is

2™ie in the newsreels, but this
wyeiTB issues contain plenty of ex-
citement nevertheless. Chief pulse-
Qttickener Is the fine reel a>ara-
ttount) on a British Commando raid
JO ^Norway. While stressing more™ destrucUon of Nazi property™n blood-letting, it's clear-cut that

r^H.^ vsty KT'm business. Also
5^ heartening, though, that the
wtlsh show fine training for offen-
nve warfare.

,
Another exciting clip is Metro's

lootaee on the recent N. Y. spy

luw "5- ^''^l and convicUons. High-mt of this is the actual motion
pictures made by the FBI when the
JPles were negotiating with the Gov-
gnments counter-espionage agent,
oome of the methods of the spies
appear ahnost juvenile, but that ttiey
SfPPened Is a matter of hrrefutable
.•'m_evl(jence.

uP^I^If footage by Par onMw. Colin Kelly, widow of the Phll-

S*^.
hero, as she took part

9 8 Red Cross drive. Canal 2;one
aeiense measures (Par), Japunks'
plane wreckage In Hawaii, Navy
gwips on Atlantic patrol (Fox), New

•f?pand anti-aircraft batteries (U)we among the lesser war-type foot-

o,J'*''"eels' output for the week Is
otherwise mild, with Paramount

missing a good, exploitation bet by
not tieing up Its travelog, "The
Jungle,' with the Malayan war scene.

Scho.

STANLEY, PITT

PIttsbureh, Jan. 16.
Phil Spllalnu Orch (23), Maxine,

Vivien, Beatrice Howell, 3 Little
Words, . Eoelyn, Rosa Linda, Mary
JlfcLanohan; 'All Through the Nioht'
(WB).

There's something perennially
fresh and exciting about Phil
Spltalny's band of femme musi-
cians. Maybe it's just the idea of
finding a gang that's pleasant l>oth
visually and audibly. Whatever it

is the Spitalny standard grows more
secure throu^ the years; his pres-
entations are out of the top drawer
and bis~pToductioiT stufl'is iust aboutr
the best there is in the delux movie
houses. Spitalny has always been a
master of lighting and what he does
here with spots lieightens the effect
of good music immeasurably. Of
course, it's perfectly true that he
has several pretty faces to light up
properly, which also helps.

Opening flash with .two dozen
girls, bright and shiny and attrac-
tively gowned, gives the unit a wedge
with the audience at the outset, and
the showy compactness of what
follows clinches the sale from there
on. In actual orch line-up Spitalny
has 6 violins (the Singing Strings),
4 saxes, 6 brasses, 2 pianos, harp,
flutes, guit&r, bass and drums and,
most of them double into the Glee
Club which, added to the crack solo
voices under Spltalny's wing, gives,

him some choral effects easily the
femme counterpart of the Fred War-
ing brand.

Show gets away ifast with collec-
tion of semi-martial airs, featuring
"Tenting Tonight On the Old Camp
Ground,' highlighted by voices of
Maxine and 3 Little Words. Maxine
then coming back to punch over "To-
night We Love' In her attractively
husky pipes For an encore, she
mops up again on "Boogly Wooely,'
backed by the ensemble, and then
for a sock novelty drummer and flute

player team up In duet that niearly

ties up the show.

Evelyn, Spltalny's crack vionlinlst,

cleans up solo with 'Marie Elena,'
then brings out the five other strings
for a swell arrangement of 'Inter-
mezzo.' Customers are by now in
mood for a few lauglis and 3 Little

Words flU the bUl with their hoke
"Tavern In the Town,' a standby
with them, and later some semi-
operatic high-jinx, all sold with a
neat balance between legit songa-
loguing and comic overtones.

Rosa Linda, at the piano, gets an
inning next with an original com-
position based on four notes, and
show-stopper follows her. She's
Beatrice Howell, a clever impersona-
tor who tops the general run. of
mimics by keeping her routine out
of the convenUonal groove. Starts
off familiarly with Lionel Barrymore
takeoff, but then switehes into a
dialog between Myma Loy and one
of the Dead End Kids; Barbara
Stanwyck, amazingly autlientic and
best of the lot; a kid singer and the
hotcha torcher she grows up into,

and finally Katharine Hepburn and
Jimmy Durante. Miss Howell has
an A-1 flair of vocal mimicry and
material is flrst-rate. .Mob wouldn't
let her get away and at first show
afternoon caught and Spitalny had
to ask audience to let the perfoim-
ance proceed.

"Madelaine' is presented after an
understandable buildup by Spitalny,
who explains that it's his own tune
and points out that it's currently
No. 4 on the Hit Parade. "Hour of
Charm's blonde Juno, known as
Vivien, cracks them wide open again
with the 'Bell Song' and brings on
the curtain leading the whole gang
in 'God Bless America.' Cohen.

TOWER, K. C
Kansas City, Jan. IT.

Lang & Cravat, Doris Dupont
LaJlfarr Ic Martin, Charley Althoff,
Jimmy Bunn, Waydeen Hayworth,
Herb Six House Orch; "Tuxedo Junc-
tion' (Rep).

Stage fare this week Is a variety
bill, interim booking between series
of stage band attractions Tower has
been running and has set up for
near future. A few standard acts
With house band and an amateur
entry fill out 40 minutes for average
resulta.
Needing an emcee for the vaude

lineup, manager Barney Joffee is
working Jimmy Bunn in that niche.
Bunn, 17-year-old, who has a good
baritone, has had some experience
in a night sustainer via station WOW,
Omaha, on NBC red. On the speak-
ing-and "personality side, boy needs
more polish but possibilities are
favorable. His warbling of "This
Love of Mine' and "C6wboy Serenade'
in the second spot are okay.
Herb Six band opens with a pop

song. Act following is aero team of
Lang and Cravat, combo of straight
man and Jimmy Savo type comic,
for usual response. Bunn s turn is
followed by Doris Dupont, terp
single with fast tapping in three
nifty modern routines. Team of
LaM.arr and Martin comes through
with extensive acro-adogio routines,
Herschel Martin being a. one-time
local athlete whose name strengthens
the billing. Waydeen Hayworth is
the juve am entry.
Closing spot holds Charley Althoff

in his standard solo character bit,
the Yankee fiddler. Octogenarian
ex-soldier with his fiddle and soap
box chair remains an entertaining
characterization. His best piece is
'When You and I Were Young,
Maggie,' played straight
Film entry sole b. o. draw this

week, resultmg in mild seven days.
QUin.

Took a Waw
jCoBtlBaed from page Is

piro, are back In their old places

prior to every performance playing

"The Star Spangled Banner,' as an
overture.

When "Arsenic and Old Lace' came
into the house Wednesday (14), Voll-

mer Dahlstrand, head of the mifei-

clans' union, served notice that from

then on the orchestra would have to

be used regularly, at least once every

performance, to play the national

anthem. Both Cy Grody, house man-
ager, and Herman Bernstein, com-

pany manager, protested that music

of any kind was not wanted for this

attraction, and that it would be a

detriment and distraction preventing

propef presentation of the produc-

tion. Dahlstrand told them they had

better change their minds aiid use

the band, or else.

Wednesday night the show opened

and the orchestra did not play.

Thursday matinee,came and the mu-
sicians did not get into the pit, but

Dahlstrand then threatened to get

the stagehands to walk out and the

operators permitted the musicians to

play. .

tempo and is rich in entertainment.
Honors are equally divided between
south-of-the-border and gringo style
of entertainment Only three acts,

but all good.

Lee Sims and Homey Bailey, cele-
brating their 10th anniversary as Mr.
and Mrs. Sims have never been bet-
ter at the keyboard. Miss Bailey is

easy to look at and charming song-
stress as well. Their arrangement of

"Tea for Two' and Gershwin's "Rhap-
sody' netted plenty of palm pound-
ing.

Cheena de Simone jlanceis, mixed
sextet is a versatile conga line, taste-

fully costumed. The girls, dark-eyed,
and shapely, get attention with torso-
shaking to the accompaniment of
zingy rhumba tunes. Finale, in

which the three men lock arms and
lift the girls into dizzy whirls, is a
smash and cleaned up.

Chick and Xee, zany .comics, do
takeoffs on radio entertainers, opera
stars and celebrities, shout all over
the place, play a couple of instru-
menta, and clich in general.
Ravazza' emcees snow nicely.

Liuzza.

New Acts

LENNY KENT
CornedIsD
Kitty Davis' Airliner, Miami Beach
Lenny Kent Is of the Youngman'

Berle school of emcees, but not par
ring them in quality, although he
should develop. He's a' potential,
right now In the minor leagues, but
possessing the capabilities that will
ripen with proper material and gen'
eral seasoning. .

He's at ease on the floor and han
dies the general emcee potentials In
good style. But when he gets Into
his own specialty he waxes braw
and goes overboard with a dirty
parody on 'In Argentina.' To begin
with, it's part of a routine Eddie
(Leon &) Davis has done before
Kent aind then onty as one part of
a general parody medley; Kent
makes It the major burthen of his
specialty. He does better with his
arrangement of 'Sea Food Manna,'
in which he had a hand in author-
ship. His major specialty is a 'take-
off on Cardini, simulating his man-
nerisms in bro.ad manner which even
the Icky customers that congregate
here get even though they may
never have seen the original subject
With this, Kent blends a Chaz Chase
ciggie-swallowing routine as the
prime feature of his act.

But In the main, while Kent has
been around in lesser N. Y. spots
like Butler's Tap Room and is pro-
gressing into rooms like Kitty Davis'
Airliner—a tourist trap a la the old
Hollywood and Paradise on Broad-
way—he needs more polishing and
grooming before being ready for the
faster company he will eventually
travel with. Abel

BOB HANNON
Singer
12 Mins.; One
Boxy, N. Y.

Bob Hannon has established "him

self in radio via the Frank Fay pro
gram, as its featured tenor, and now
the tall, good-looking, personable
warbler has extended his ingratiat-

ing songstering to the rostrum
Whether It's radio, vaudeville or

cafes, Hannon has enough on the ball

to click in any one of those fields.

Hannon's Irish tenor Is plenty
sturdy for the ballads to which he
leans, and with his neat phiz and
easy deportment in front of the mike,
whether It's lilting a tune or just

em'ceeing, he has what it takes, par
ticularly for the femmcs. Haka.

LEWIS AND VAN
Dancers
8 MIns.; One
Boxy, N. T.

Lewis and Van are whirlwind
tapsters excellent for the type of

work they do, but they seem limited

because of a lack of novelty. It's

standard, straight hoofing—and that's

all.

For vaude, as bill-openers, they
appear In the groove. Naka.

New Portland (Ore.) Click

Portland, Ore., Jan. 20.

Fanciest new night spot In the Pa-

clUc Northwest is running to S.R.O

biz. It's the new 'Pago Pago,' with

Eddie Valencia band current

Night Club Reviews
^Continued from page.44s

BLUE ROOM, N.O. most of the name bands which have
played here, starts the show with a
novelty number, "The Band Played
On,' as it would be interpreted by
the famous bands. Maurice &
"Maryea, ballroom dancers, are a
classy team. Difficult spins and
whirls are plentiful In their turn.
Doraine & Ellis, youthful singers, in
second engagement here, put over
lighter operatic numbers to sock re-
sponse. 'Donkey Serenade' duet is a
snow-stopper. Rees.

CLUB BALL PHILLY

Philadelphia. Jan. 19.

Val Iruing, Andrew Sisters (2),

JVitza & Ravell, Delta Rhythm Boys
(4), Robert Bruce McDougall, Bali-
Lovelies (6), Allen Fielding Orch.
(6), Los Cabolleros (5), Penny Davis;
No cover, $1.50 minimum, u>eefc

nights, $2 Saturday.

Ball has embarked on policy of
screwball thows which, from sample
gendered this week, appears to be
the answer to war blues. •

Comic Val Irving, who takes
charge of the wacky proceedings,
almost knocks himself out dashing
around the place. Everybody is In
the show, from the proprietors
(there are five) to the spotlight
operator. Latter, a huge sepia lad
tagged Robert Bruce McDougall, Is

one of the show's best laugh-getters.

The show tees off with all the boys
in band togged In white coats, chas-
ing Irving onto the stage with a prop
straitjacket The customers then be-
come part of the show, with Irving
doing a workmanlike job ad libbing
as he keeps show moving at a fast
pace. _ .,

Standout in the supporting cast-are
the Delta Rhythm Boys, four colored
lads with plenty of voice and rhythm.
Quartet of expert ttme-salesmen

clickwith their package of zingy tunes
including "Darktown Strutters,' "Yes,

Indeed,' "World on Fire' and "CHioo-

Choo.' Had trouble getting off at
show caught.
In the hoofing department, Nitza

and Ravell and the dancing Andrew
Sisters (not to be cAifused with the
singing Andrews Sisters), are pleas-
ing. Nitza and Ravell specialize in
Castillian terps for whch they have a
distinct flair. Andrew gals, blonde
lookers are expert terpers with effec-
tive swingtaps.

Ball-Lovelies, sextet of gals above
average In looks and dancing ability,
appear In three production numbers.
Penny Davis handles the conga-
teaching department Allen Field-
ing's band and the Los Caballeros,
rhumba quintet provide the rhythm.
Fielding, also an excellent comic,
helps Irving in several screwy skits.

For the windup there's a "Boomps-
a-daisy' routine with audience parti-
cipation.
House near capacity (Fri. dinner)

when reviewed. 5hal.

MINNESOTA TERRACE
(HOTEL NICOLLET, MPLS.)

Minneapolis, Jan. 17.

Sev Olsen Orch (15) with Jeanne
Darland, Maurice & Maryea, Jack
Marshall, Doraine & Ellis; $l-$2
minimum.

Current layout in this Hotel
Nicollet room lacks the usual name
band, but holds three excellent acts

that provide flrst-rate entertainment
Even without the name band, it's one
of the more pretentious and satisfy-

ing night cluD presentations in sev-
eral seasons here. Local Olsen
orchestra fllls the bill even for those
with whom dancing comes first ~

Jack Marshall, erstwhile Benny
Meroff horn tooter, now a comic,
tops the performers and scores a hit
He'll bring patrons back for more
and stimulate word-of-mouth.
Marshall's brand of eccentric

comedy depends largely on the mug-
ging added to clever handling, of
comic songs, gags and stories.

In song "Oh for the Life of an Old
Sea Lton' he Imitates a seal. Dur-
ing another number he manipulates
a hat into a wide variety of shapes
reminiscent of the top pieces worn
by a number of historical personages
and typical of different periods. Ma-
terial seems msde to order for inti-

mate night clubs.

Olsen orchestra, on a par with

REMBRANDT
(BDENOS AIRES)

Buenos Aires, Jan. 14.
Bob Stewart Orch (7) uiith Ismar

Guimaraes,

First of the suburban after-dark
spots to open for the summer season,
which here as in the rest of South

'

America runs from December to
April, the Rembrandt strikes the in-
formal note and seems set for a
hefty share of the better hot-weather
trade. Located in Olivos, about half
an hour from the center of Buenos
Aires and adjoining the wide Rio de
la Plata, spot also has advantage of
being close to the grounds of the
Circulo Militar.

Garden, with trees rigged up with
fliiorescent lighting as at the New
York World's Fair, is a big attrac-
tion. Outdoor dance fioor faces a
tropical type bandstand holding Bob
Stewart who plays the winter sea-
son at the Alvear Palace hotel. Gar-
den and terrace seat 500 comfort-
ably, but additional 200 on fiesta days
can be accommodated. When the
breeze from the river gets too strong,
there' is an Indoor series of halls,
built Dutch style, which can hold
400.

Stewart a personable leader, em-
phasizes the, lackadaisical al fresco
mood, wandering around the garden
with his accordion, while the band
plays, offering request numbers.
Stewart was among first here with
arrangements of 'Hut Sut -Song,'
"Kiss the Boys Goodbye,' 'Sand in
My Shoes' and other pops. Also
strong with Latin numbers. Also
featured is Ismar Guimaraes, Bra-
zilian singer, who also plays the
guitar. His handling of sambas is
neat.

Stewart's septet Is made up of
Francisco Mazzeo, trumpet; Ma-
riano Rolter, sax; Mario Cesarl,
piano; Luis (Savinovich, bass; Mario
Pages, drums; Guimaraes, on guitar.
Band is drawing many of- the
younger people, who'ye developed a
taste for boucne a la Broadway as
the result of DX tuning.
\ Rembrandt specializes in Duteh
dishes prepared under direction of
the owner, Heeren Nicolas De
Bidder.

. Ray.

Unit Review

VICTORY JAMBOREE
(BBOADWAY, CHAKLOITE, N. C.)

Charlotte, N. C, Jan. 10.

Bee Ho Gray b Co. (2), Keynot-
ers (3), Bronlee Bros. (2), Mason
li Hutchinson, Senorita Cubanola,
All-American Beauties (8), JamhO'
leers (5); "Mr. Celebrity' (Indie).

Dan Fiteh's 'Victory Jamboree' is

strong in comedy, music, and mus-
cles, but the line is not up to the
usual Fiteh standard.

t Bee Ho Gray, sagebrush humor •

ist, got off to a strong reception in
an expert western turn. He unfolds
plenty of cowboy stuff, including
whip-cracking, knife-throwing, rope-
splnnlng and banjo-twanging. Fast
pace maintained throughout. Gray
uses a femme stooge Hester, winding
up act by bringing out a baby coyote.

The Keynoters, on twice, pleased
with warbling far above average for
here. Boys, out first In tuxedos,
open with a medley of college songs,
followed by neat arrangement of
'Siboney,' into which they inter-

polate Latin atmosphere that seta the
scene for a rhumba number by the
line. Keynoters return later in
khaki with a bateh of patriotic favea,
Bronlee Bros., comic aero turn,

are also above par. Boy$ work In
full dress, opening with some hilari-

ous drunk clowning. Then go Into
some snappy gymnastics on the bars,
also sandwiching in some magic
with colored drinks. Turn drew big
results.
Mason & Hutehlnson, comics, are

on twice. First appearance is weak,
but they present some goo^ material
In second attempt with a skit on
army life. Mason, a diminutive
comic, handles material well, while
Hutehlnson' doubles as emcee and
straight.

Senorita Cubanola, stripper, fails

to jell. Appearance and dialog poor.
I,ine is weak on looks. Its best is

a military drill, costumed in khaki,
with balance of cast In flnalc. Also
good in a standard rhumba. Band
back.? up show nicely. Biz gnod at

.•show caurht. Just.
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c Variety Gills
WEEK JANUARY 23

NomenUs Id eonnccUon wHb bills below lnlleat« opcnlnc day of

hew, whether fall or split week.

Pafamoont

MEW TOBK cm
PanifnoaBt (tl)

Giino Krupa Ore
DInfth Shor« -
Dean Murphy
8h«a & Raymond

BOSTON
MHrapolllnn (It)
Harry Jamttfl Bd
Pat O'BrleD
Vlmlnla Aumln
Ray & Trent

cmcAco
CMcaiCO (tS)

Lea Brown Ore
Vartez & De Mia
Fred Sanborne Co

MIAill
OljiDpla (2«-:s)

Hudson Wonderv
Rollo * Y. PIcheriL
Harry Stevens
A1 Bernle
Billy Gilbert

OMAHA

.

Orphemn (23)
B Hawkins Bd
jnkspots
MIN^EAF0I.I8
Orphcom (23)

Clyde McCoy Bd
Condoa Bros
Adrian & Charlie
Carroll & Howe

MEW TOBK cm
ainiBd (23)

Bob Chester Ore
Kay, Katya & Kay
Georale Prieo

(M)
Jimmy Dorsey Ore
Joe & J McKenna

VmOKlXTH
StniBd (23)

Martha Raye
Frankle Maaters O
Berry Bros

(»«-!»)

Eddy Duchin Oro
Calgary Bros
Tommy Trent
The .^tapletons

TKI wADEI.rUIA
Earle (23)

Louis Prima Ore
Eddie Braoken
Roy Davis
Burns '2 b Evelyn

(1«>
Claude Thornhlll O
Larry Adler
Lime 3

riTTSBDBOH
atultiT (23)

Cab Calloway Ore
(1«>

Phil Spllnlny Ore
Beatrice Howell
WASHISnTOK
Earl« (£3)

Rojtyettes
Carol Ktni;
Larry Blake
The Boy Friends

(16)
Roxycttes
Carol KInc
Larry Blake
The Boy Friends

IITICA
Stanley (20-22)

Glen Gray Ore
Little Tough' Guys
Anita Boyer

Leew

NKW TOBK cm
8Ut« (2t)

B«ll Tr
Johnny Wooda
Harris, Claire & A
Will ft O A-hern
Dlclc Pow«ll

TFASHINOTON
Capitol (es)

The Colstons
Jlarry Klnir ft A
Hector ft Pais
Croaa ft Dunn
Paul OerrlU

RKO

BOSTON
BofftoB (t8>

Qray Caaa I*oma O
Conn*e Boawoll
Ttnnack ft Rola B
Bunny Rico

(16)

Folle Internationale
The Shyrettoa
Karln Zoaka
6 Dlplomata
Charles ft Celeste
Franklin D'Amore
Lambertle
Frank ft J Habcrt
Novelle Bros
Helens I Mae
Judith 'ft Jacaues
The Chadwlcka

CINCINNATI
Shnbert (ZS)

Bowery Follies

(16)
Ted Lewis Orr
OoraAlne ft Joe
June Bfdwarda
Cbas *(Vhlttler
TonI Todd
Blair 81s
Gertrude Erdey

OJLETELAND
Falaw (S3)

Jimmy Doreey Ore
Tip, Tap ft Toe
Belllt ft Bnirlleh B

.(16)
Cab Calloway Ore

DATTON
C«loatel (£8)

6 Homffs '

Ch Fredericks Co
Judy Starr
lAiirel ft Hardy
DeVal. -Merle ft Leo

(16)
Bowery Follies

Independent

MEW ¥OBK cm
Hade HaU (22)

Hubert Castle
Bob Dupont
Hilda Eekler -

Nicholas Daks
Robert Landnim
Our Smith
Corps de Ballet
Rockettes
Glee Club
Erno Rbpoo Symph

Boar (22)
Bob Hannon
Prank Gaby
Equlllo Bi'aa
Bed Tost Singers

Apollo (24)
Earl HInes Ore
Madallne Green
Billy Eckstein
Son St Sorniy
Ralph Cooper
Rhythm Red
Sahjl
4 Sensational Macks

BlTler* its-)
Harris ft HowoU
Primrose ft Gold
Zlnn Arthur Oro
(Two to ail)
Windsor (23-25)

C Marx ft Ravelllers
Kitty Carlisle
Bailey Sis
Clyde Hager Co
Smith, Rogers ft B

ASIOBIA
Btelnwnr (zs-M)

Apus ft EstrolUfa
Gloria Parker
Maria Bartell Co
Burton ft Janet
Wilson 8

BROOKLTK
Flattmab (22)

-B'wood Sweater OIs
Tffarins (20 only)

3 Olympics
Walter Walters
Tho Cablneors
Bud Sweenex -

. (One to. All)

(21 only)
Tommy & Hutehle
(^eorxo NIblo Co

Doyle .ft Seed
(Two to 'HID
BUyfalr (24 only)

2 Ob'mplcs
Walter Walters
The Cablneers
Bud Sweeney
(One to All)
BIdcewood (21-23)
Nan Murray
Brent ft Marconi
Walter Wallers
(Two to nil)
BALTIMOBE

BIppodromo (22)
Dick Todd
3 Stooges
Lou Breese Oro
BUIIh^one

Slate (21-23)
Gonzales 3
4 Blenders
(Two to nil)

(21-24)
McKay ft Lavallee
Erik Rhodes
Clemons Belllnga Co
(One to DID

Boyal (23)
Count Basle Ore
Lee ft Hawley
Baby Lawrence

BRIDOEI'OBT
trrlo (I»-21)

Sammy Kayo Oro
Sue Ryan Co
3 Smart OIs

BUFFALO
Century (22)

Cooper Rhythmltes
CAMDEN

Towers (23-25)
Pastlne & Fane Sis
Kay Hamilton
Al Gordon's Dogs
Seed ft White
4 BIglns
,SUZAIJiETH
Uberty (22-28)

Jack Landry
Brent ft Marconi
Andrew, DeWald. M
I^on Francesco Co
(One to nil)

FA(LL RIVER
Empire (22-24)

VIcI 'Spices of 't!'

FBEEPOBT
-Fmport (23 OBljr)
Tommy ft Hutehle
George Nlblo Co
Doyle ft Seed
(Two to nil)

HABTFOBIt
Slate- (2S-2S)

Sammy Kayo Ore
Sue Ryan
3 Smart GIs ,

BARRIHBCBO
Staid (8a-2S)

Hawaiian NIehts
(23-23)

Shaw ft Lee iSev
JA.VAICA

Jamaica (33)
Bob Howard
Jim Wong Tr-
Wllkey ft Dare
Rosalind- Gordon
Wallace's Puppets

LY.NBBOOK
Lynbrook (24 only)
Tommy ft Hutehle
George Nlblo Co
Doyle ft Seed
(Two to nil)

MKWABK
Adams (22)

Eddie Dnehin Oro
Bob Neller

FASSAtC
Central (22)

E Carroll 'Vanities

SOUTH BITER
Capitol (23-24)

Rodney ft Gould
Bo Jenkins
< Abdullah Gls
(Two to All)

PATBBBON
MaJasllo (27-2»)

demons BelUnge Co
31llton Promo
Bernard ft Ferris
Tonlt Xkao Co ^
(One to All)

(23-2«)
All-Amorlcan Fol
FUU^«SLPliIA

Fto-'a (22)
Boots Burns
Maud Hilton Co
Brltt Wood
Falls. Reading ft B
Martin Bros
Carman (2T-M)

Carr 'Chuckles '42'

(23-20)
Haynes ft Perry
Primrose ft Gold
Marty Bohn
Reade 3

riTMAN
Jl'way (24 only)

Goncales 3
Ming ft Ling
4 Blenders
(One to All)

WOODSIDE
Snnnyslde (24-211)
Ramon Talevern D
Anthony ft Rogers
3 Harrison Sis
(Two to nil)

WORCEftTFJI
PlTmonth (10-21)

Orrln Tucker Ore

El Horaceb
Chauncey Grey Or«
Chlqulto Oro
Andre Bodo
Charles Inwald

Fkmbns Door
Billy Daniels
Helen Humes
Willie Bryant
Winnie Johnson
Audrey Armstrong
Baby Lawrence
Willie Dukes
Benny Carter Oro
Jimmy Hamilton

U Clab
Carolyn Blddla
Marlon Joyce
Trie Karyl
Wanneta Bates
Frances Leslie
Wllma Novak
Irene ICaye
Groovemeers
Bobby Bemsrd
Dick Lewis Ore
SCd St. Swins rinb
Gypsy Lopez
(Iteeawleli Vlllitr*

laa -
-

Henry Arthur
Vera Neva
Carroll Chnppell
Patricia Parker
Lorna Rhode
Gone Monet Ore
llarlem Baadearaoa
Edna Mae Harris
Princess Valda
Colamboa Ore
Bobbe Caston
Phil ft Audrey
Johnny Taylor
BaTannab Churchill
Reeve Sis
Spordop-O-De

BaTana-UHdrld
JdIIo Richards

Julia Gerrlty
Fish ft Gold
Tho Three Debs
Hotal ^ennsylraBla
Cbarllo Splvak Oro
Hotel PkeadUly
(OMrsIan Boom)

Kerry Kns
Hotel Pierre

(CotinioB Boom)
Adelaide MotTett
Rosarlo ft Antonio
Bert Allerton
Stanley Melba Oro

(Cafe Merre)
Pllner ft Rarle
Charlie Mnrray
Imogene Carpenter

Hotel Flaia
(Penlaa Boom)

Dick Gaeparra Oro
Raye ft Naldl

Hold Baoaerelt

Guy Lombardo Oro
Kenny Gardner
Hotel Sbmton
(Mnmur Boon)

Rothlowo
SaJr^-LfiO.

Hotel SaTor-Piata
John Hoysradt
Columbus ft Carroll
Krnle Hoist Ore
Harold Cooko Oro
Hotal St. Mollis
(Cafe de la Pali)

Stuart ft Lea
Mllb'ne Christopher
Pegg>' Norman
Mack Perrln
Ford Harrison Oro

,

Hotel 81. Ilegis
(Irldlam Boom)

Hal Sanndera Ore
Gns Martel Ore.

Lon Martin Oro
Nerlda Oro
Bobby eanford Co
Kddle Davis
Spencer ft Forman
Eddie Manaon
Scott Sextette
Erie Thorson
Noel Toy

Maloon Looli

Bill Drye
Carrie M Bevllle

HalaoB Pierre

Tommy Ldrman
Gaston's Heate Carlo

Pierre Beaucaire
Nona Monies
LeCarlos ft Granada
6 - Madcaps
Chang To Who
6 Can-Can Ola
Gaston

IMta Hole Clob
Rita Renaud
Tommy Lazardo
Bobby Blair.
Greta Lewie
Bill Hall Oro

Kot_CI«b_..
Bblle Sloans
Lamour 2
Jack Reynolds
Little Joe LIttI*

Old RoomaalaB
Elenore Wood
Freddie Bernard
Lela Kenay
Sadie Banks
Jeanette Garrotte
Nllda Ramos

Place Benata
CIIR Conrad
Martin Locke
Manya Borodkin
Jeannette Garrotte

BOOKING THE NATION'S LEADING INDEPENDENT
VADDEVIUE TISATBES
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Bonnie Baker
Walter Dare WoJtl
Amt>asaadorettes

Cabaret Bifls

HEW lOBX CITY
Arthnr'a HooDb

Boace
Adama ft Llaa
Patricia Tork
Dolores Baron . Co

Amavdo'a
Geo Morris Oro
Pedrlto- Oro
Perry Fr«nch
B^lte HInman
Dorothy Allen
Julio Colt
Aurella Colomo

Basatelle
Nordstrom 81s
Marcella Clair
Aurella^ Coloma
Royal Luka-wella I
Prank Uandella O

Beacbcombov
Frances Faye
3 Heat Wavea '

JUiclUe RJch
Sunny Tufts
Carlyle 81s
Machito Ore
Herb Cherry Oro

Bea Hardtto's
Wlater Boom

Tvonne Bouvler
Marie Atkinson
.Qypsy Markoft
Ouy Howard
Freshmen

Bill Bertolottrs

Lynn ft Marianne
Pat Frederlca
Glnffcr Lane
June Carroll
Rrmlne Randolph
Virginia Qlbaon
Jean Mona
Moya GlfTord
Lola Palmer
Don Rylvlo Oro

Bill's Gay M's
Kay Paraona
Lulu Bates
Rlhel Gilbert
Don Richarda
^harles, Rosoff

BroTooTV
Nora Sheridan
Charles ft Roy
Ruth Landl *

Batter's New Room
Stevo Mufrray Rov
Happy Lewis

Cafe MadlHon
Allan Colo Ore
Marlynn Michael Co
Les Parker
Cafe Mn'nlparnnssfi

Allecn Cook
Jean Brunsoco

Cafe Socloty
(MldtowB)

John' KIrby Oro
Hazel Scott
Golden Gate 4

Eddie South Ens
Cafe Society

(VlUose)
Teddy Wilson Oro
Joe Sullivan
Ammons ft Johnson
Kenneth Spbncor
Connie Berry
Frances Smith

Cafo Tleana .

Ruth Barr
'William Horrman
Murray 'Miller
Dolfy Margons
Leo Plepkow Oro

Casa Harta
Antoinette Soverlo
Tony & Estrclta
Hector Del Vlltar
Monallto
Juan Dimltrl Oro

Casino BoBM
Nina Taraaova
Gypsy Markoff
Michel Allchon
Nndia ft Sasha
Mlacha Novy
Dmitri Matvlonko

Olga Vadlna
Nicholas Matthey O

Cerattt's

Mae Barnes
Haywood ft Allan
4 Chanticleers
JDan Parrlsh

Chatean Modeme
Ira Spector Ore

CUdu
Ann Oale
Walter Lynch

Clob IS

a Andrews Oro
Jules Stower Oro
Roberta Welch
Pat Harrington
Jack White
Frankle Hyers
VIpee Curran
Roy Bed ley
Kay Blaire
Oaye Dixon
Hazel McNulty
LlllUn FltxeeraM
Betty Jordan
Susan Lai^

Clob <laoolio

Jose ft Lollta. Ves*
Maroja Serrano
Anita Rosal
Parunox
Nedra Madera
Luplta Orla
Maria del Carmen
Camanoho ft F
X>on Carlos Oro

Clob Maxim
Jackie Phillips
MouBsy Garner
Harriet Cross
5 ft S Dabl
Johnny ft Oeoriro
nioanor McCanA
Milt Mann Ore

Clob Mldnlirkt
Ramona
VI Bradley

Club 181
Connie Harris
Billy ft Ann
Jack Goldle
Muriel Aache Co

Club Samoa
Chlnff
Elmer Snowdon Ore
Los Chamaeos Oro

CopRcubnna
Joe E Lewis
Lopor ft Darrat
Fernando Alvaroz
Rstellta
Samba Sirens
N Brandwynne Ore
Frank Marti Ore

Cora ft irear's
Winnie Duncan
Nora Williams
Terrace Boya

Coq Boorc
Sylvia Marlowe
Dick Wilson Ore <

Bola Blzony Ore
Oneska 3

Coo Club
Key Men
Dorothy Ross
Bobble Enrols
Nlrma Cordova
Louise Carb'slo
Diamond Horveahoe
NIU Naldl
Betty Compaon
Carlyle Blackivell
Joe B Howard
Ross Wyso, Jr
Juno Mann
Dolla Llnd
Geo Fontana
Gilda Gray
Charles KInr
Manread Sis
Clyde Haco£
Noble Slssle Oro

El Cbico
Don Alberto Oro
Padilla Sis
Tereslta Osta
Victoria Barcelo
Antonio do Cordova

Kikl
Fellpo de Florcs
Hector del' Vlllnr
meanor Grecco
Movlta
Maya Ore
Don Gllberto Ore

Hickory Hnnito

Norma Shopiird
'

Hoot Howloy
T*arry Bennett I
ftlercedes
Carol Boyd
Rollln Smith
Ginrer Wuyno
Bill Turner Ore
Hotel AmbnMMidor
(Trt^OB Hooro)

Jules Lande Ore
Claire ft Arena
Brlc Victor
Richard Lane •

Hotel Aslor
Harold NaRcl Oro
Dick Kuhn Orf"

Hotel BetmoDi
riasn

(Glass Hat)
Covert ft Reed
Barbara Perry
Marraret Scott
Belmont Balladeers
Howard Xjilly Org
Joe Pafumy Ore

Hotel BlMnorw
(ilowmoB Boom)

Heasley 2
Hazel Franklin
Maureen Holmes
4 Little Dc-Ieers
Patricia GUmore
Madrlruora Ore

Hotel Boasett
(Brooklyn)

Virrlnia Haya
Nye. Mayhew Oro
Hotel Cbmmodore
(Centary Boon)

Vaughn Monroe Ore
Peter Rotunda Ore

Harriet Haddon
Lucille LaMarr
Norah Gato
Uemlece Stewart
Bob Duffy
Dnb Tnbin.
(La Ualsonrtte)

Paul Sparr Ore
Unttalie Grant
Madame C Alphand
Maximilian

Hotel Taft

Vincent Lopei Oro
Sonny Skyler
, Hotel WnMorf-

Astoria

Hartraans
Laura Dcane Dutton
Freddy Martin Oro
MIscha Borr Ore

Hotel Wanvick
(Ralrtrh Boom)

E ft B Roberts
Vlekl George
Sande Williams Orr

HonicaM
Sylvia Froos
Jimmy Shields
Ray Parker
Harry Rose
Cabot ft Dresden
Honey Chiles
Dave Dennis Ore
Lolita Cnrdoba Ore
Iceland Bastaatan
Danny White
6 Greys
Joan Brandon
Ted Eddy Ore
Angelo Ore
Jadk Dempsey'a

B'iray Bestaamnt
Irv Carroll
Adrian Rolllnl 3

Jimmy Kelly'a

Marlowes
Montmarte Boys
Joe ft George
Raymond ft Joan
Helen Holmes

Ernest Fran* Ore
Bnlabow UriU

Rubs Smith Oro,

Aahbarno
Bylvle at Clolr

Rainbow
Charles Weldman
BUle 'Houston
Walton ft O'Rourke
Carmen Cayallaro O
Clemeote Oro

Baboa Dlea
Paula Laurence
Peters Sis
Mabel Mercer
Carrie Flonel
Herman Chlttlaon
R Dyer-Bennet

Norma Lucero
Lyda Swan
Arcadl Stoyanovflky
Adla Kuznetxoff
Nastla PoUakoTa
Maruala Sava
Mlsoha Vranofl-
Coroelia Cedolbah O

Btork Chib
Grace Retlly
Bob Grant Ore
Frank Curbello Oro

ITbaml Chib
Stuff Smith
Savannah Cliurohlll-
smiles ft Smiles
Hardin Brds Co
Babe Wallace
Rosetta X«e Noire
Helena Smith
Paallne Bryant
Jackie Mabley

Wlvel
Connie Joyce
Barort ft B^rnay

remiHles
Bergore Ore
Panetalto Ore
Billy de Wolfe
Jane Kean
Harold Barnes
Kirk Alyn
Six Ver-Slghs .

Tillage Ban
Del O'Dell
Claytons
Walter Whitehouse
Epple Bruce-
Graham Sis
Grant Fam
Tex Fletcher
Pappy Below ^

Village TniisiniTd

Loadbelly Noro
Josh White
Dcbby Best
Aon Robinson

BOB CARNEY
MARY JOYCE
JOEY COWAN

* ed Season, Midwest CLrcalt

Placed by: EDDIE SMITH
Paramount BIdg.. New York

B ft R Ambrose
Cliarle Carrer
Marylln Duko

Hotel Edlaon
Blue Barron Oro
Hotel baeex Uoosc
Ray Morton Ore
Muriel Bird

Hotel 6th Ave
(Balen Madrid)

Cass Franklin
Beverly Berkley
Barrl ft King
Madeline Gray
Burton Gross Ore
Hotel LealngtoB

Ray Kinney Ore
Meymo Holt
Napua
Lellanl laea
Nan I Todd
Lehua Paulson

Hotel ftloAIpIn
Johnny Mosanor Ore
Hotel New Yorker
Bonny Goodman O
Poggy Leo
Tommy Taylor
Adele Inge
B ft B Wade
Ronny Roberta
leo Ballet
Grace Harvey
Lynn Clare

Hotel NnTarro
(Midnight Club)

Margo ft Mann
Midnight Gypsies
Hotel Pork Central
(Cocoanat Orovo)

Elaine Jordan
Dora Mangham
Robert Raymon
Geoffrey Hale
Rochello ft Boebe
(Bhomba Boom)

Juan Donrlgues Ore

Margaret Grey
Fallh Arlen
Rene
GlenUa Hope
Menya Del Rny
Gwlll Ardmore
Isabel Brown
Rose Wlthum
Peggy La Plant
Joe Capello Oro

Kern's
Jean Claire

Cornel Tanaasy Ore
Kelly's Stable

Kea Loko
Betty Behr
Ann Hallow
Art Tantam
Glenda Hope
Ramon ft Jo Ann
r^lnda Keene
Billy Danlela
King Colo a

La Conga
Noro Morales Oro
Jack Harris Oro
I.co Dixon
Harris Co
Sonla Cortes
Gloria Bolmoote

La Morqalse
Ruth Wlnehell
Dorothy Tanner
Conauelo Flowerton
Francos Connolly
Al Carr Oro

La MartlnhiQe
Barrys
Carlos Ramlrc7.
Eleanor Tcoman
Cy Walter Ore
Herbert Curbello O
Le Petit PalaU

Mmo C Alphand
Oscar Karlwcl<i
Sasch'a Taahoff
Julian Fuhs
Sula Lester

Clob Bait

nianeh Boiv
Frederlco ft Rtinkin
Gone Sheldon
Loretta Fischer
Mack Poppor
Balllottes
Tony Numes Oro

Clover Club
Adelaide Moffett
Anita Alvarez
Samao Sirens
Hernandez Ore

Frolic Clnb
Dlosa Coatello
Billy Vine
Carol Vance
Duke McHale
Nano Rodrlgo Orc-
Lyle Carlyle Ore

Kftty DaTls
Jack Shea
Alan Carney
Lenny Kent
Nlrma Cardova
Poll Mar Dane
Johnny SUvor Ore
VeraaUlea Hotel

Sara 'Ann McCabe
Rstelle ft LeRoy
Charlea Murry Ore
Royal Palm Chib

Gertrude NIaen
Six Wlllya
Helene Gardner

.

Abe I^man Ore
Manohlto Ore
Jack Cole Dane

Beachcomber
Dr Giovanni
Luba Mallna
Caria ft Fernando
Delt Casino Ore
Canay Oro
Fire. O'clock Club
Ruth Clayton
Ray English
De Caittroa
The Warnera

WlBBle'e

Paul Mall
Beth Chiillla
Doris Dlllot
Peggy Price
Jose Tomna-Orc

• Caaano\-a Clob
Emil Boreo
Henny Youngman
Talia
Tana
Barbara Be Imore
Jackie Beekman
Juanlta RIos
Muriel Page
Carrie Fennell
Ralph Rotger Oro

Mother Kelly
Raymon, Martini. L
3 Guesses
Pat Clayton
Myles Bell
Marlon Joyce
Muriel Dane
Jack Eby'Orc

Paddock Clab
Frank Murtha
Rles Martlnes
Orlsha ft Brona
Andre ft Delphlne

Rompos Room
Arthur Blake
Consuelo Flowerton
Sfayla
Rex Owens
Bed Tborntoa
RIngo ft Harris

Latla Qaarter
Hudson Sis
Jnde Ling
Diamond Bros
Martell ft Mlgnon
Monica Moore
Ifermanoa 3
Faith Bacon
Senor Wenees
Mildred Law
The Reynolds
Les MIdlnettea
Sonny Kendia Oro
Joae Cortex Oro

ATLANTIC CITY
Ambofuador H«t^
Bert E^tlow Ore

Chelsea Hotel
Billy Van 3

Claridge Hotel
(Mayfair Boom)

Marty Mareo Ore
Clab Nemad

Heleno Francis
Al Cummlnga
H Montgomery
Tiny Kayo
Anna Pastora
Manny Davis Ore
Cosmopolitan
Al Miller

Paildork Int'l
Bob Bell

Hotel

Paddoekeers Ore
Penn Atlantic Hotel

(Palm Room)
Elliott Russell Oro

PresldeDt Hotel
Pedro AlbanI Ore
Bit* Carlton Hotel
(Menr Oo Bound

Boom)
Eddy Morgan Ore
Traymore HotelWm Madden Ore

Gables Ion
fDlock Horse PHie)
Conehlta ft Antonio
Walter Walters
Mniiey
Nan DeMar
Pete -Miller Oro

Alan Rogers
Harriet Norria
Charlotte van Dae
Del Bstes
lfa;rlon Uoora
AUan Coe
Dave Unell Ore
Eddie Roth Oro

Colony Clob
Oomei ft Minor
Panl Regan
April Ames
Nina Orla
Tito Coral
Debutantes
Jose Morando Oro

Colootmoa
Dave Malcolm

'

Chick Schlosa
Tiny Gorman
Larry Rons
Pete Spemer
Jayne Alberts
Chryetlne Tremayne
Don Lang Oro
Prognaph Gle
Henry LUhon Oro
CToncmi Hotel
(Glan Hat Rm>

Vlncont Bragale O
DraJc'e Hotel

-

(ComUlla Hoooe)
Ramon Ramos Oro
Joy Hodges
Edgewater 'Beach

Hotel
(Beach IFotk)

Harold Stokes Ore
Kings Jeatere
fifarjorle Whitney
Peggy ft Moro
Berry Sis
Hoi Behan
Nlghthawks
Dorben Gls

885 Clob
Duanos
Dan Rogers
Randall Sis
Mary Ruth Milam
Julio Garcia Oro
Johnny Honnert

BllePs

Heidelberg Oetet
Battaabelbir

Hans Muenzer Ena-
HOO CTob

Danny Thomas
June Carson
Bob O Lin Gls
Mark Fisher Oro
Gnmoft Stagebar
L*w Story Ore
Sinclair Mills

'tiraemere Hotel
(Glaus House Bm)
Lew Story Oro
Marie Lawler
Betty Grey

Grand Termre
P Honderaon Oro
Harlem Xi.fv

HI Htti
Billy Carr
Lee Bartel
Jlnnny Rny

Mile MIehelle
Moxine Turner •

Bddy Kens OroH Martinez Oro
Winnie Horeler Qtf

Iraohoe
Florence Scbuben
Al Trace Ore
Holly Swanson
Vlerra Hawallane
Helen Sumufr

I^'Algfoa

Splron Stamos OreGwendolyn Veauan
Murray ft CununB
George Deveron ^
Isobel de Marco

La Salle Hotel
^ (POB-Am. RoeS)
Conchlu '

Ambassadors Oro
New TorIter

Ituth Petty
Jackie Green
Ted ft Mary TUt

'

Tony Marks ^
Polly Day
Claire Mangen
Starlets
Arne Barnett Ore
Al -Mlltnn Ore - -

(Pteradllly CbHe)
Billy Mey^ ™'
Jim Marvin
Rocky Elswortb

Patmv Beoae
(Empire Room)

Xavler Cugat On
Cardlnl
Dl Gatanos
X'Ina Romay
Malguellto
Abhntt Dancers
Shenoan Botd
(Celtic Cafe)

Gene Kerwlo Ore
Jaros ' Sis

(Pantbev Room)
Bobby Nyrne Oro
Carl Marx
Bhamba Casio*

Pan-Am Dtfhe
Walter O'Kcefe
Steve EVnns
Pierce ft Roland
Don Orlando Ore
Jack Rodreguex O
Don Pedro Oro

808 rinb
G'.iy Chernev
Ann Howard
Trudy FaneUon
I'atsy Ann
Fanehon ft Fanehea
Klarlon Miller
Mnxlne DeShon
Alyeo Cerf
Elaine
Sonla Czar
Millie Wayne
606 Gin
Dolly Sterling
Sol Lake Ore
Tripoli 3

Stevens llotfl

(Contioental Rooa)
Avln Kent
Del Courtney Oro

LOS ANGELES

CHICAGO
Ambassador Hotol
(Pomp Room)

Emlle Petti
Battery

Ray Benson Oro
narone

J ft J Walton
Mary Beth
Dick Bauer Oro
Jane Jordan
Ray Conlon
SkceU Mlnton 8

Blamnrek Hotel
(Wolnnt Boom)

Art Kassel Oro
Marlon Holmes
Martin Barnett
Lydla ft Joreaco
Hadloy Gla

(Tareizi Boom)
Dave Prltehard Ore
Dick Ware
Bob Marshall
Annetto Shields

Blaokhawk
John Scat Davis O
Gloria Van
Tony Cabot
Jone Rosado Oro
Blnclutone Hotel
(HolIn«fle Bm.)

Ken Thompson Ore
Mary Jane Howard

Drevoort Hotel
(Crystal Ubom)

Tony ft George
'

Vrfrna Ray
Bob Billings'
Kddle Roth Oro

Broadmoot
Ralph Fielder
Bonnie ft Ryan
Jeannlne
Rhymettea
Pat t«ewle
Evelyn Raye
Art Testa Oro

Broira Derby
Thelma White
Three Ryans
Sherry Dnrlane
Hoffman Sis
Beth Farrell
Milton ft Ann
Tod Smith
Duke Tollman Orr

Capitol Lounge
Maurice Rocco*
Joe de Salvo
LouJs Jordan Oro

Chex Paree
Morton bowney
Sibyl Bowan
Willie Shore
Paul & Eva Reyca
Callahan Sla
Boyd Raoburn Oro
Bobby Ramog Oro
Evans Gls

Clnb Alabaa
Bernle Adler
Mary Earle
Paulette LaPlerre

Band Box
Pete Snyder
Billy Snyder
George Tibbies Ore
Al Stone
Stellta
Billy Lankin

Bar of Moalo
Felix de Cola
Roger Roland
Ken Stevens
Nlta Xlalre
Dick Wlnslow Oro

Bfltmoro Bowl
Ames ft Arno
Huth Craven
Larry Stewart
Petch ft Doauvllle
Paul Wlnehell
Grey ft Diane
Phil Harris Ore
CM Uanau

Frankle Carle
Fred Lowery
Larry Cotten
Mlml Cobannl
CVwoanat nror*

Ray Noble Ore
Earl Carroll

The DobonairsW Weat ft McGlnty
Dick ft Dotty Romy
Gall Gall
Ginger Harmon
Beryl Wallace
St Clair ft Day
Mare Ballero
Bin Brady
Michel Ortiz Bd
Manny Strand Oro
PlorentlBe GoideD
NTO
Dolly Mlehell
Buddy Weed
Mike PIngatore
Chlqulta
Corlnne ft T Vatdez
Paul Whltcman Ore
Frank Howard
Fred Seott
Sugar Gelse
Charlie Foy'g Clab
Charley Poy
Les Burnett

R *Coakle' Cook
Jack Gardiner
Lorraine Elliott
Red Stanley Oro
Bob Evans
Grace Hayes Lodge
George Lloyd
B RelUy
Ineclto
Tex Jim Lewis
Lone Star Cowboyi

.

Hollywood Troplei

Maxine Lewla
Ernesto ft iralla
DIok Thomas
Paul Neighbors Oi«

Hense of Unr^hr
Bob Murphy
Jean Meunler
Beth Reynolds
Frankle Gsllaghsr
Gordon Bishop

Macambo Gatb

Phil Ohman's Oro-

'

Palladlam
Tommy Dorsey Ore

Pirates Del
Johnny Holmes
Tom Ilarty
John Ardon
Nick Cochran Or

Serea Seas

Benny Kaha
Puananl Mathews
Princess Luana
Chief Sautlnl
Stanley W^heeler
Malua
Charlie Openul
Eddie Bush Oro

Biopsy fiUxles

Ben Blue
Billy Gray
Benny Lossy
Pattl Moors
Sam Lewis
Jerry Bergen
Joo Plumer Oro

Swannee laa
Fred Skinner
Joe Turner

Trianon
Bob Crosby Ore

PHILADELPHIA
Clab Ball

Loa Caballeroa
Robert B McDonald
Jose Gonzaloa
Penny Davia
Delta Rhythm Boys
Nltza ft Ravell
Andrews Sla
Ballloolles
Alan Fielding Ore
Val Irving

Ben EVaokUa
Penny DavIa
Barbara ft Barry
Phyllis Myles
Claire WUlla
Flamingo 3
Gltanos
Henry King's Ore
*Benny the Bum's
Gwen Lord
Vivian Leigblet
Dolly Shaw

Carroll'g

Gaines Ore
Wilbur Ranee
Dawn Lovely
Joan Williams
Jimmy Lewis
Carney. Bernard, S
Pat Bernard
^Vatson Bla
Chaa Robinson
Grace O'Hara
Grace Gordon
Carrollovlles (12)

College. Inn
Elaine Bills
Jean Waro
Jane Lynd

Julia Cummlngs
Rae Sis
Billy Williams
Searey Gavin
Jerry Delmar Orr

Embassy
Fernandez Oro
.Tanya Tamara
Francos Deva
Pat Sherlln Ore
Constanzo ft Marda
Laverne Upton
Eduardo
Evergreen Coauf

Vivian Vance
Mildred Pcrleo ^
(H Walton Hoof)

Barbara Blane
Pearl Robbings
Barbara Perry
Roy Benson
Glamour GM
Helen Heath
Chavez Ore
Caatalno ft Barry
Nell Fontaine Ott

Rose Gallo
Jack Lane

Jam Sessloa
Mickey House
Billy Kretchmer
Georgo Lutz
Hopklna'BatbiluOcr
Betty LaRuo
Audrey Joyce
Lillian Chaplin
Delelo Dee
Dotty Vlllard
Agnes Bnrry
Sandy McPhcrso'
Shang Loe
Agnes Barry

(Continued on page 55)
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Drive Starts Within Equity to Force

Anti-ism Amendment to Referendum

Expected move to pladc the antl-
•

lan amendment to Equity's constltui

Son before the whole membership

bT reTerendum has started. A peti-

tion Is being circulated, proponents

belne confident that the required 100

ilgnatures will be obUined and the

petition filed with the council. It

will be mandatory on the council

thereafter to effect .the referendum.

Last week the council side-stepped

ihe issue. It felt it had gone as far

as necessary and decided"ThSf,' "as

the majority favoring the amend-

inent came from the floor at the re-

cent quarterly meeting, further pro-

cedure should emanate from the

same source. Amendment was not

adopted because the 122 to 101 vote

was not a two-thirds majority. A
timple majority by referendum -wiU

decide either way.

As sooii is the council attitude be-

came known, the petlUon was

parted. Leading the move are the

10 former councillors who resigned

last June when three independent

candidates were elected to that body.

When they withdrew the councillors

said they would be better able to

benefit the association as plain

Equltyites and the petition is the

first indication of their activity.

Amendment is aimed against be-

lievers in Communism, Nazism and

Fascism or their sympathizers, and

would bar all such from holding of-

fice or being employed by Equity.

There is a persistent minority op-

posed to the Idea, but a referendum
previously indicated the general

membership favors taking such a

stand.

It was a burning issue for almost

IB months and it appears that most
actors want the matter settled once

and for all.

White Vice Soldier Bemie
In 'Hattie' Road Company

Pittsburgh, Jan. 20.

Called up by army fortnight after

he joined the show, Dick Bemie left

'Panama Hattle' here last week and
was replaced by Sammy White, of

old vaude and musical comedy team
of Eva Puck and White. Benile had
taken over role vacated by Frankle
Hyars- when show-went on tour.

Also in Pittsburgh, Jane Sterling,

actress wife of Jack Merivale, Philip

Merivale's son, ' went into cast, re -

placing Virginia Field, who played

Baltimore but agreed to stay with

musical only until a replacement

was found for her.

mEEN,' IN SJ, HAS

BLACKOUT PRECAUTIONS

San Francisco, Jan. 20.

Touring company of 'My Sister

Eileen,' which last night (Moiiday)
opened a three-week engagement at

ihe Geary theatre, is taking elaborate
precautions in case of blackouts.

Small printed notices are included
with all tickets, announcing that
in case of a blackout before- 8:20

p.m. the curtain will be held a half'

hour after the all-clear signal is

sounded. M6ney will be refunded if

purchasers are unable to attend the
performance, but tickets must be re-
turned within 48 hours. Management
Intends continuing the policy at all

Coast stands.

Electric sign on the Geary thea-
tre is more than two stories above
the street, so it has had to be dark-
ened in accordance cwith Army
regulations. However, a sign has
been rigged up in luminous paint,
which can be read from the street.

Robert Milford is company manager
of the troupe and Sam Merin ad-
vance man.
Producer Max Gordon and co-

authors Joseph Fields and Jerome
Chodorov came here from Holly-
wood last night for the local open-
ing of 'Eileen.' With author Henri
Bernstein, producer Guthrie Mc-
Cllntic, assistant Gertrude Macy
and scene designer Donald Oenslager
here for the Katharine Cornell
Prcem in 'Rose Burke,* at the Cur-
ran, the town has the best theatrical
turnout in recent history.

SINCLAIR HAZY

LEGITIMATE 49

BrliUh Alitor Unable U> Acconnt lor
Bis 'Rivals' Vamoose in Clncy

Horace Sinclair, who was In 'The
Rivals' but disappeared when the
show played Cincinnati, has returned
to New York, but Is not in the re-
vival, which opened at the Shubert
last week. English actor visited a
number of Cincinnati cafes, after
which his recollection is not clear,
but he found himself held in a police
station. Actor's chief complaint is

th^ loss of his monocle there.
Theatre Guild, which produced the

Show, forwarded Sinclair money and
return transportation, making no
wmplaint over the mishap. Mean-
Jjme, Roland Hogue was sent from

Y. to take over his part, that of a
comic servant Sinclair wrote an
apology for his absence to the com-
pany and management.

HoHand-Shubert

Peace% Off

Again' Affair

Boston, Jan. 20.

George Holland's status with the

Shuberts has lately undergone a

softening change, and the Boston

American columnist has caught

some of the recent shows here, after

being barred for six years. The
status is an 'on, off again thing,' fol-

lowing no definite pattern as yet,

and while Holland is still no bed-

feUow of Lee or J. J., he's passing

through their front doors, on oc-

casion, without getting the leg from

a doorman.
Breakdown in one-sided hostilities

came when Olsen and Johnson in-

sisted Holland catch their 'Sons O'

Fun' during its tryout here. Column-
ist was allowed Into the plush seats,

just like white folks. Then John
Shubert, who has always remained

friendly with Holland, invited him
to catch his production of 'Johimy

On a Spot.' Incidentally, Holland

is very chummy with Charles Mac-
Arthur, who rewrote that comedy.

Bill Doll, publicizing here recently

for the preem of 'Portrait of a Lady,'

also succeeded in easing the writer

through the portal, sans disguise.

Holland also made the grade on 'My
Sister Eileen' recently, on hard

tickets, but gratis.

Cessation of amenities came on

'Porgy and Bess,' which finished a

ihree-week tryout last Saturday

(17). Although chummy with man-
agement of that show, Holland was
told that a pass-through was not in

order, nor were they selling him
tickets. Right now, Holland is

humming 'I Got Plenty of Nuthin,'

and wondering whether th^t Santa

Claus is just a seasonal fad.

Since his review of 'America

Sings,' a Shubert musical, offended

the producers, Holland has been
commenting on and plugging local

shows in his daily column, but has

been unable to perform' as a critic.

That was six years ago. Not gen-

erally known, but Holland, at the.

time of that review, was negotiating

for a production of his play, 'Pie

In the Sky,' later -made into a film

by RKO, under another title. Hol-

land points out that his unflatter-

ing remarks about 'Sings' could

hardly be called an attempt to net-

tle the Shuberts, under the circum-

stances. 'Whadda Ya Hear From
the Mob,' another play by Holland,

was being considered by Mike Todd
for production within the past year,

but the plans fell through.

Two of Holland's former assistants,

Peggy Doyle and Joyce Dana, have
become first-string critics on the

Hearst papers here during the six-

year Shubert ban. Miss Doyle
writes the Boston American reviews,

and Miss Dana covers for the Sun-
day Advertiser.

Actors Fund Benefit

Skedded for Feb. 22
Annual Actors Fund benefit per-

formance has been set for Feb. 22

at the Imperial, N. Y. Event was
originally scheduled at an earlier

date and- tickets sent subscribers

were exchanged. Reason for post-

ponement was to provide more time
to line up talent.

Vinton Freedley will direct this

year's performance.

FIVE MUSICALS

iUYINfiSM

Joey Keith Improving
Joey Keith, of the Leblang ticket

office, who was under treatment at

the Jersey City Medical Center,

has been moved to the Hospital for

Joint Diseases, N. Y. A series of

blood, transfusions have been ad-

vised to strengthen his resistance.

He was reported in favorable con-

dition early this week.

Equity Leaders Give Compensatioii

To LyteD; Can Draw $8,000 Yearly

Last season there was a paucity of

musical shows which played Sun-
days, but now that type of attraction

is preponderant. Coming Sunday
(25) will see at least five musicals,

while two straight plays are listed

for such performances. Musical
group includes three which have a

$4.40 top, whereas last season there

were none at that price tried on
Sundays. »

' 'Sons 0' Fun,' Winter Garden, and
'Banjo Eyes,' Hollywood, proved
that there is a $4.40 audience on
Sundays. Latest at that rate to join

is 'High Kickers," Broadhurst, which,

however, has dropped the Saturday
and Sunday afternoon scale to $2.20.

Last Sunday a fourth four-fortier

was on the boards, "Best Foot For-
ward," playing for the Actors .Fund.

'It Happens on Ice,' Center, has been;

a regular, on Sundays right along,

having a top of $1.65, lowest price

among the ipusicals. Gilbert and
Sullivan revivals, which open this'

week at the St. James In combina-
tion with the Jooss Ballet; completes

the musical quintet Actually there

will be six musicals next Sunday,

'Let's Face It' going on for the Actors

Fund. -
-

Duo of dramas playing the sabbath

are 'Brooklyn, U.S.A.', Forrest, and
'In Time to Come,' Mansfield. Con-
ceded that Sunday, patronage is the

principal factor in keeping both on
Broadway. While the total pf Sun-

day shows is seven, one or more on

this week's opening card may also

be offered on that day.

E0DIECOOK^' COLORFUL

MGIUDIESINN.Y.AT75

Edward G. ("Eddie") Cooke, around

75, who died last Friday (16) In New
York, was one of the most popular

and best, informed showmen on

Broadway and the road. Recently

he was acting general manager for

John Golden, and during the fall he

managed 'Theatre' in Chicago for

that producer. While the play was
there he entered the Mayo Clinic,

Rochester, Minn., to be treated for

an intestinal condition. *

Cooke was the last of a coterie of

colorful company managers and
advance agents who headquartered

at the old Broadway theatre, 41st

and Broadway, which was operated

by Jacob Litt and Sandy Dingwall.

Others in the group were Luke
Phelps. Joseph Buckley (who was
manager of the late Otis Skinner),

and Joseph Brooks, who turned pro-

ducer and declared Cooke in on sev-

eral standouts. They often gathered

at the former Metropole tap room
at 42nd and Broadway.
Cooke made his reputation ahead

of 'Ben Hur' and remained with the

Klaw & Erlanger office for about

20 years. He became general man-
ager for W. A. Brady during the

time that showman was producing

spectacular dramas, such as 'The

Whip," and also when Brady han-

dled James J. Corbett and other

ring champions. He previously had

been connected with the Kiralfy

Brothers, who produced such at-

tractions as 'Around the World in 80

Days" and 'Excelsior," which had

mammoth scenic settings.

Afterward Cooke became general

manager for the late Winchell

Smith and Golden when they pro-

duced "Turn to the Right" and 'Light-

nin'.' After Smith died Cooke went
west and managed the Metropolitan,

Seattle. His last Coast visit was as

company manager for Gertrude

Lawrence Is 'Skylark.' Cooke was
one of the best road bookers in the

profession, because of information

piled up over many turing seasons.

Though actually of the theatre, there

was an Interlude when he was with

the crack road men who handled
'The Birth of a Nation' film.

. 'Cookie,' as he was known to in-

Sues 0.&J., Shuberts

For % of 'Sons o' Fun'
Eddie Forman, writer, filed suit

Thursday (15) in the N. Y. supreme
court against Ole Olsen, Chic John-
son and Lee and J. J. Shubert,
claiming breach of contract. For-
man says he was hired Jan. 15, 1941,

to collaborate with Olsen and John-
son in writing 'Sons o' Fun' and was
to receive 1% of the gross. _
He admits payment of $1,750, but

says that Is all he has received and
he is entitled to more.

David S. Stern filed suit Monday
(19) in the N. Y. supreme court
against Select Theatre Corp. seeking
an Injunction against the skit in 'Sons
o' Fun' entitled "The Goofy Auction-
eer," featuring Lionel Kaye as the
auctioneer. Plaintiff claims to have
copyrighted the skit In 1935 and to

have used it since then.

Kaye worked in Cleveland as one
of the auctioneers, plaintiiT claims,
and Is now receiving $200 weekly In

the show.

Mgrs. in Accord

With Truckmen

On $5 Increase

New York theatrical truckmen
have advanced their rates for haul
Ing productions and baggage, with
out any particular objection from
managers. Transfer people first an
nounced the rates per load would be
boosted $5 during the day and $10
for night hauling. After a confab,
however, they agreed to a $5 in-

crease without time specification.

Rates now. are $35 per load during
daytime and $45 at night. Truck
operators explained that operating
costs had steadily advanced during
the past five years, which managers
conceded.

Managers and stagehands ere
about to enter a new agreement,
present pact expiring Feb. i. No
change in scales Is anticipated but
revisions of present rules have been
outlined. Formerly the contract be-

tween managers and stagehands
ended Sept. 1, which tended to jam
both sides at the start of the season.

For that reason it was agreed that

whatever changes are necessary
should be ironed out at mid-season.

SAN CARLO'S DELAYED

START IN D.C. FEB. 2

San Carlo Opera will open a de-
layed season at the National, Wash-
ington, F^b. 2, it being the latest

start In years. There, was some
doubt about the outfit on tour be-
cause of possible blackouts on the
Coast, but when other shows pro-
ceeded with plans for far west book-
ings. Fortune Gallo decided to send
his hardy perennial to the road
again.

"

Company will play a week of one-
nighters in the south after the D. C.
debut, dates including a number of
college stands during the tour. It

win probably wind up the season at

the (Center, N. Y., as last year.

Wiman Phcks H'wood

Talent for N.Y. 'Warrior'

Hollywood, Jan. 20.

Dwight Deere Wiman signed Ray
Bolger, Ann Miller and Teddy Hart
for his forthcoming Broadway show
"The Warrior's Husband.'

Producer Is spending another week
here hunting more talent for his

musical.

timates, was bom on the west jide

of New York. His family moved
to Milwaukee when he was a boy
and his first theatre job was in the

boxofflce of the Academy of Mu.sic

there.

A widow survives.

Ways and means for compensa-
tion to Bert Lytell for his work on
the civilian committee advising
t'SO-Camp Shows were arranged by
Equity leaders yesterday. Stated
that duties with tiie camp entertain-
ment committee make it a full time
job and he would be unable to ac-
cept stage or radio - engagements
therefore.

New post of public relations di-

rector was created for him, and un-
derstood he-can draw-up- to -$8,000 -

annually as expense money. Lytell
considers it a patriotic duty, the big-
gest job he ever had, paramount to
any professional engagement, but,

together with time and expense in-

curred, the matter of financial re-
imbursement was generally conceded
due Equity's head.
General idea within Equity has

favored a- non-salaried leader, ever
since Frank Gillmore resigned to
take over direction of the reorgan-
ized Associated Actors and Artistes
of America. Gillmore as' Eqfilty

prexy drew $15,000 annually, i that

being -"rtStNed later to $12,500.

Burgess Mer^lth assumed leader-

ship for a limited time and Arthur
Byron was then elected president
without pay. He accepted with the
latter stipiUation, but "was soon in-

capacitated, so that during that

time and until elected to the presi-

dency, Lytell was virtually the
Equity head, being first vice-presi-

dent
Flnmolally Lnity

Equity is financially solid and
can well afford the compensation
granted. Lytell at first declined
to accept the Equity berth, but was
prevailed upon to do so by pther
prominent Equltyites. At the time
there was considerable internal dis-

sension which has since moderated.
When elected Lytell indicated be
might not serve out the full three-

year term, yet since the time men
were, sent to training camps, and
especially since war came to this

country, his position has called for

increased activity.

Four A's has named a special com-
mittee which Is to okay all volun-
teer^ free entertainment for camps.
Opera and concert stars and a long
list of name bands have signified

the desire to play for the men gratis.

Committee will not hamper such ap-
pearances, but the Four A's feels

that credit should be given the or-

ganizations to which the artists be-
long. When volunteer talent goes
to the camps billing is to be 'by

courtesy of the particular Four A's
affiliate they are associated with.

ALDRICH COMMISSIONED

FOR NAVAL SERVICE

Richard Aldrlch has been ap-

pointed lieutenant commander in the

Navy and will be assigned to the in-

telligence department He is the first

Broadway manager known to have
entered the service.

Firm of Aldrlch and Myers will

maintain Its offices, Richard Myers
handling production. Duo's forth,

coming play is 'Plan M.'

Aldrlch is the husband of Gertrude

Lawrence, one of the most active

professionals in war relief work.

Mayor Selznick Now

Eqohy-Enfranchised

Myron Sehnlck, already licensed

by the Screen Actors Guild an4 the

American Federation of Radio

Artists as an agent in their respect-

ive fields, was franchised by Equity

yesterday (Tuesday) for legit actoi

representation. Action was a re-
versal of the association's previous
refusal to grant the percenter a
license.

Franchise covers the straight em-
ployment and personal representa-
tion classifications, the only ones
Equity now issues.

Rowland Brown in Legit
Rowland Brown, film producer-

director, has established an office in

New York for the purpose of pro-
ducing a play.

He is writing the piece himself,

but thus far -does not have a title

for it
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Plays Out of Town

ROSE BURKE
San Francisco, Jan. 19.

Drama In Ihree nclM. nix iicones, by Hcnr>-

Bvrnxtdn. Slum Knihnrinf Cornpll. StnKfil

hy Oulhrlo MrCllnllc; aclllni.- I)V Poniilil

OonKhiKcv; cnnlum'ji* by Mixlnbochrr. At
Curran, Snn Frtinclsco, Jan. 10. '42: W.30
lop.
R0H6 Durko Kntnnrlnp Cornell

Itnrbare, DuU-howH of Rockwell. Doris Dudley
John/ Arthur Clmtlcrton

ULnrcfiil Dulo' Jcan-Plerro Aumonl
JuA^ Sll(!lilon-Slicliher>l...Calhnrlne Diiurot

Jono ^^.lrll! I'aiton

Jamm Formnn rhlllr> Morlv.ilc

llaxImlllBn ElKnrl Clarenre Dcrwcnl

Katharine Cornell rates a medal
Uom the Frisco Chamber of Com-
merce for'aebuling' her new vehicle,

'Rose Burke,' at the Curran here to-

night (19). Opening climaxed re-

hearsals she refused to shift or cancel

despite blackouts or threats of Jap
bombings. The play is wordy and
slow-paced, but has sophisticated ap-
peal, with dialog spirited at times.

Miss Cornell, on most of the time,

troupes magnificently, but role gives

her only intermittent peaks.
The love-drama by Henry Bern-

stein is his first In English and dis-

appointing in present sTTape. It nre-

sents Miss Cornell as a New York
sculptress, entire action takinn place

In her Gotham apartment. Curtain
rises with Miss Cornell laboring over
a statue of Britannica, for which
Doris Dudley, predatory American-
born Englishwoman, is modeling.
Plot has latter ensnaring Philip
Merlvale, globe-trotting economist
with whom Miss Cornell Is in love.

Jean-Pierre Aumont is cast as a Free
Frenchman who carries on a one-way
romance with the sculptress.
Long, talky first act establishes

characters and plot Miss Cornell is

particularly good in the second scene,
where she tells Merivale she loves
him. Aumont is splendidly sincere,

though .the French star's accent is

thick. Well-written dialog has flashes

of deft comedy.
Three-scene second act climaxes

when Mi^ Cornell tlismlsses Merl-
vale in jealous anguish.

All in the cast get good acting
breaks. Clarence Derwent is out-
standing In a bit as an art dealer.
Doucet and Miss Dudley are also fine.

Aumont's role apparency serves to
voice Bernstein's a^i-c'ollab oration-
with-Germany feelings, while the
Catharine Doucet part Is supposed to
stem from Elsa Maxwell. Merivale
Is stymied by an awkward, wooden
role.
Play will remain' here two weeks.

then goes to Portland and Seattle.

It's due to open in N. Y. Feb. 23.

Wem.

FLOWERS OF VIRTUE
Washington, Jan. 19.

ConiPdy In Ihreo acta: written antl etoRCiJ

by it^T^ Connolly; artting by DonnlU Oena-
Inger: jireaentotl by Cheryl Crawfonl at tho

.N'ntloniil. Washlnjlon, »c«k Jan. 10, 'it;

SJ.T.'i lop.
Kzeriulel I'Oon Bclnsco

Tomnalnn. Maria Morales
Sheliltin Wllllann .'cw nnrker
Hafail Cnrtin Charlea Hell

Carlollu Oanii iBobel blBom
raro PerM Peter lleuuvnis

Oen. I'orllrlo Orl)a» Vlaillmlr Sokolort

.Maude UenllM . .Knthryn Olvney

•I'ona Conncllta Kortaon

SeraOna ....... .".
; . . . r. . ; . . . . Marln-Forrolrn

N»nr>- neuilB Virginia I.e<lerer

drover Uenila Frank Craven
Maria Eilllh I.yon

FIrat FrVnil Marlon I.co<l«

SCfOntl Krlenil ITarrletle nennlnp
Trlnldnd Perc7 S. Thomaa Gomel
Cdloiicl Oomez ..«amaon Oorilon

First Orljlain William n.>erlcl:

Seronil OrlJIata lout Willie

Thlnl 'OrlJIata Kumar Oftshnl

Fourlb (Irljlaia Tony Mannlnrt
Annunelada Elena Mooro

Marc Connelly's first solo drama
effort since 'Green Pastures' is a far

cry from that one and not 'ikely to

enhance his reputation as a dramatist.

A new Connelly work was something
to look forward to this sparse season,
but "Flowers of Virtue' is a letdown
hinting that its author is one more
playwright stymied by thp times,

finding the drama of a world at war
more important than anything he
can say about it at this moment.

It's highly doubtful if the new
play, a comedy, has a chance as a
Broadway entry. Certainly the ver-
sion which opened here Monday (19)

hasn't a chance. Obviously written
in a hurry—the time of the action
is December 7, 1941—'Flowers of
Virtue' is talkative, rambling, and tor

a long time all but pointless. Finally
author says what he has to say

—

that miracles still happen, one of

them being the miracle of the per-
sistence of virtue in a world full of

evil. But instead of letting the play
say it. it is put in one of ttie closing
speeches of a leading character, late

in the proceedings.
Scene is the patio of a Mexican

hacienda where lives a vacuous lady
novelist seeking the ideal life In a
primitive Indian religion. Among
those turning up at intervals are a
comic Mexican general with dictator
ideas, a solid Mexican gent with
progressive ideas about the education
and welfare of his people, an Amer-

ican business man resting up from a

nervous breakdown, plus sundry
characters acting as accessories to

these.
First two acts don't achieve much

more than setting of characters and
situation. Third stanza does manage
some drama, when the general, in

the pay of Nazis, stages a mock trial

of the progressive chap who has pre-

viously sent him off jail, charging
him with Communism. Idea is to

shoot him while he is 'fleeing arrest,'

but the American businessman gets

out of the place on a ruse, stages his

miracle' and the day Is saved. The
Marines don't arrive, but the idea

is the same.
Some performances are well-

turned. Frank Craven, as the busi-
nessman, is fine, but it's hard to tell

whether he's Impersonating a man
weary after, an illness, or is just a
man weary with a play. Among the
others, Vladimir Sokolofl, S. Thomas
Gomez and - Leon Belasco are top-

notch. And Virginia Lederer and
Kathryn Givney are okay, though
Isobel Elsom, while sometimes in

form, often appears stymied. At any
rate, she .seems not to want to say
anything Connelly wrote for her so
it csn be heard at a distance of more
than 40 feet.

Donald Oenslager's one setting is

excellent JVfdc.

Inside Stuff-Legit

Reported that comparatively few casting agents have compiled win,
Equity's new rule that calls tor an annual tee of $25. Delay in remlttini
the coin is siald to be a tactical move on the part of the agents to obtain
reconsideration ot their application lor a basic agreement Recently councfl
tabled the report ot a committee which considered the agents' prop^aL

It appears that the agents learned that the committee favored aii agree,
ment for one year. When the council nixed the suggestion, it meant thai
the agency matter was set back indefinitely. Next step is likely to b«
made by Equity either to bring about a showdown with the agents, or de-
cide definitely on the wanted pact Committee's report did not go to
vote. A councillor proposed to table it and that motion passed evidentlr
without' discussipn.

When the rule to collect an annual fee was adopted there was no deadline
established tor remittances. . It the council again declines to consider i
working agreement with the agents, it is possible that a date be nam^
and, should payment not be made within the time limit, permits would be
revoked. A report that some agents will turn back their permits rather
than put it on the line is not seriously accepted. Among the reasons given
tor not entering into a deal with the agents is the presumption that they
have no way ot disciplining fellow casters in case there are violations ot
proposed provisions. Also there are tew actors who' doubt that agent]
are not cheating on the 5% commission rule.

HEDDA GABLER
(REVIVAL)

Boston, Jan. 19.

Trnpedy In thrw nrta, four eccnes. by
Hentlrlk Ibwn; Bttirs Katlna Pnxinou; pre-
sented nnd dtrecteil bjr Lutber Greane; Mt-
ttnir, Pnul MorrNon: nt. Colonial, Boaton,
Jnn. 10. '42; $2.75 top.
Mtsn Juliana Teaman. . .MarRnr^t Wycherlj
Borta Octavia Kenmoro
Gcor^o Teiimnn Ralph Forb^a
Hodda Teaman Katlna Paxlnou
7ttn>. nivKted Karrn Morloy
.TiidRe Brack Cecn H\imnhrryn
Kllett LiOvborg Henry Danlell

COLLETTE LYONS'
BLITZ TECHNIQUE

It is difficult to decide whether the modern army
copied CoUette Lyons or whether Collette copied
them. Certain it is that the total war on gloom
which Miss Lyons
began last night at

the El Morocco has
all the suddenness
of a land, sea and
air offensive aimed
at destroying the
last worry in your
mind. A courageous
trouper, Miss Lyons
stepped out on to

the floor to a "cold"
audience (nothing
to do with the
weather), and im-
mediately proceed-
ed to sing and chat-

ter and cavort as

though each one
was an old friend.

That took co^u-age.

But it wasn't long
till she had her re-

ward; no audience could teSist such a smart,

smooth offensive of sly lyrics pertly done. Begin-
ning with "That's The Conga," through "They
Never Serve Tea at An Afternoon Tea" and into

"Sittin' And Knittin' For Britain," this charming
blonde reconteur delighted.

ROY KERVm
Montreal
Daily Star

WALLT BLAOKKB
St the Piano

Special Material by

DAN SHAPIRO,
JERRY 8EELEN and

LESTER LEE

COLLETTE

Opening

JANUARY 23RD

COLONY CLUB
CHICAGO

Katina Paxinou's American debut
in English-speaking drama is a re-
sult ot the war—and one ot the tew
good things about it. . She demon-
strates a stimulating flair tor Ibsen
and makes her Hedda an outstanding
interpretation. Unfortunately, Miss
Paxinou's debut piece will not have
much ot a patronage under the pres-
ent circumstances because the grim
flavor ot 'Gabler' is hardly sought
by a majority ot theatregoers in a

world-war. Any future news that
this Greek actress is rehearsing a
lighter play should be good news,
tor the tew who see her in this play
will certainly wish tor other oppor-
tunities to watch her perform.

Miss Paxinou is quite like Garbo
in her manner ot meticulous deliv
ery and action, and in addition she
is statuesquely beautiful. Her very
deliberate and studied tempo had the
supporting players ill at ease during
the early passages of the play, but
this- was overcome gradually during
the premiere, and the whole produC'
tion ended up in flne fettle. Her
'Hedda' is not only cold and cunning,
but plausibly sadistic and touched
with insanity; and for that reason
she is more fasi;inating than the
characterizations ot some other im-
portant actresses. The Ibsen fans
will find food tor after-theatre de-
bate in Miss Paxinou's interpretation,
similar to the pros and cons about
the several versions of 'Hamlet.'
Luther Greene has given the clas-

sic an auspicious production, aided
substantially by a stunning drawing
room set by Paul Morrison. The
suDDorting company complement
skillfully the, artistry ot the Greek
refugee star who, not long ago,
played 'Ghosts' in London. Ralph
Forbes grasps the role ot Hedda's
naive. ' pathetic and sliehtly comic
husband with real un'Serstandlng.
Henry Danlell is almost always con-
vincing as the author whose life is

ruined by Hedda; and Cecil Humph-
rey registers as , Judge Brack, the
cunning roue who nearly gets Hedda
Into his clutches. Karen Morley is

strikingly decorative and often plau
sible as the author's well-meaning
mistress.
Miss Paxinou played 'Eleklra' here

10 years ago. in Greek, and a good
percentage ot the rather thin open-
ing-night audience were Greek-
Americans. Fox.

Research by Bernard Simon, press agent tor John Golden, reveals then
have been 103 shows which played 400 or . more consecutive times on
Broadway, latest to come within that circle being Golden's 'Claudia,'

reaching the 400 mark tonight (21) and still at the Booth, N. Y. The 400

mark is virtually one year.

Longest stay is credited to Tobacco Road' while the champ comedy
record is held by 'Abie's Irish Rose.' Latter continued in New York for

five years, while the former stayed over seven years, both having road
companies during, the runs ot the originals. 'Hellzapoppin' and 'Lightnin'

were next In longevity. Around 70 shows ran between one and two years,

or exceeded that time. Golden had five such hits
—

'Lightnin',' The First

Year,' 'Seventh Heaven,' 'Three Wise Fools' and "Turp to the Right,' late

Wincbell Smith being co-producer of several.

List includes thr^ other long stayers which are still on Broadway,
they being 'Lite With Father,' in third year at the Empire; 'My Sister

Eileen,' Biltmore, and 'Arsenic and Old Lace,' Fulton, both the latter havr

.

ing bettered one year. Mentioned that 'Ben-Hur,' 'Count ot Monte Cristo,'

Uncle Tom's Cabin' and 'Rip Van Winkle' did not pile up exceptional

runs in New York, but their total number ot performances on the road

probably topped many ot those who scored long runs on Broadway.

Although she is not under contract to 20th-Fox, studio is seeing that

Annabella gets over-all coverage on the road during tour ot 'Blithe Spirit*

(Chicago.company) in which she's starred with Dennis King, Estelle Win-
wood and Carol Goodner. The actress' husband is Tyrone Power,
20th's biggest b.o. bait. Show's currently in Pittsburgh and middle of last

week, George Gomperts, divisional exploitation man for Aim company, was
dispatched to that city to line up interviews, radio appearances and ad-

vance publicity tor Annabella, as well as to arrange a press reception, at

20th's expense, upon her arrival there. The stint is strictly tor the French-
American film star, with 'Blithe Spirit' of secondary importance. Studio

will do same thing for her when comedy goes to St. Louis and from-UtccgJo
Chicago for a run.

During an interview printed in the N. Y. World-Telegram last week,

Tallulah Bankhead, starring in 'Clash By Night,' Belasco,. N. Y., was quoted
as saying she hoped the play would close. Following day a boxed expla-

nation appeared in the sanne paper. Miss Bankhelad saying she did not

realize having made the comment and that it was unintentional. During
the interview star was upset over the war. However, it is generally

know that, she and Billy Rose, who produced the play, have had a num-
ber of disagreements.
Miss Bankhead is said to have apologized to the cast. Publicity over,

the remark may have helped attendance for 'Clash,' which spurted last

week.

Burial ot Eddie G. Cooke, who died in New York last week. In the

Actors Fund plot, Kensico, aroused some curiosity along Broadway, since

it was believed that he was fairly well off financially. First planned that

burial be made in his widow's family plot in Philadelphia, but it was the

suggestion of John Golden, tor whom he waa general manager, that It

might be more fitting that the resting place be among professionals with

whom he mingled all his life. Robert' Campbell, close triiend of Cooke, Is

secretary ot the Fund and made the^rrangements.

Big biz of 'Panama Hattie' in Baltimore opening week of its road tour is

costing Pittsburgh second session of scheduled fortnight engagement ot

another Buddy DeSylva show, 'Louisiana Purchase.' Latter musical had
been booked into Nixori in Pitt tor weeks ot Feb. 9^nd 16, but when news
of 'Hattie's' $28,000 stanza in Baltimore got back to A. L. Berman, DeSylva's
New York rep, arrangements were hastily made to give Maryland city

Feb. 16 and limit Pittsburgh engagement ot 'Purchase' to one week.
Another thing that figured in cutting the Pittsburgh run was $3.85 top

which 'Purchase' will get. No musical to play that city this season has

charged that much, 'Hattie' getting only $3.30.

Play on Broadway

THE RIVALS
nevlVAl of Rlchnnl Brlnulcy Slicrldan'a

vlntn|:e comedy In two ftCts (8 iicenos);
prolog, Arthur Gullerman; prcaonted at the
.Shuhcrt. N. T.. .Ton. 14, '42, by tho Theatro
Oullil: Mory Bolnnil. Dobl>y Clork, Woltpr
Hampden starred; Helen Kord, HatiA Stnd-
dnvd. D',na1d Burr, Philip Bnurneuf. Rob-
ert WallBton fertlurod; sLAKed by Eva Lo
nalllcnno; sottlnss nnd coHtumes, Wntnon
Barratt; lyrica nnd munlc nioally by
Gulter.mAn and Unrklln Morrow; produc-
tion under aupervlajon of Thereoa Helbum
and X/awrence lAngner; t^l.MO top,

"

LydiA Languish Halla Stoddard
Lucy Helen Ford
Julia ', . . . .•Fnincea Rcld
gim. MalAprop Mary Boland
Ir Anthony Abfloluto Walter Hampden

Captnin Abaolute Donald Burr
Fog..;.; Raymond Johnaon
FaullcUnd Robert 'Wallalen
Acres : Bohb^ Clark
Boy Walt Draper
Sir Lucllis O'Trlffger Philip BourneuT
David Roland Hogue
Footman aeorxo Boota
Footman William Whitehead

Compared with the number ot so-
so shows that opened In Jec^t

Through an auditor's error the incorrect total gross piled up by 'You
Can't Take It With You' on Broadway appeared in 'Variety's' recent

anniversary number. Recheck shows that the play garnered $1,225,358

during the run ot 102 weeks, principally played at the Booth. Figure
originally submitted was $2,005,236.

'Can't' had an average weekly gross ot around $15,000 for a solid year,

while its average over the whole distance was $11,000 weekly. Suted
that the total gross of three companies ot $1,427,349 was accurate as

Minted.

Chicago's new subway currently being built will run under the Selwyn
and Harris theatres, owners ot which were paid $160,000 tor the subter-
ranean right of way. Since excavation the houses have sunk a couple of

mches, but inspectors, say the. theatres are entirely safe for use.
Some of the wall plaster has cracked and the Shuberts, who operate

the twin theatres, coi^tend the owners should pay for repairs as they
received compensation from the builders. Latter stated the noise of trains

will not Interfere with performances.

weeks, 'The Rivals' is welcome even
though it be in the AJC. class of
plays. Should do moderately well,
what with its name players.

Bobby Clark is the works In the
revival. Maybe he was funnier
early .in the season in 'All Men Are
Alike,' but certainly delivers again.
As Bob Acres, a lout from the coun-
try who wants to do things, except
marry Mrs. Malaprop, and go places.
Clark has it all over remembered
predecdisors in the part. Impression
Is that the role was built up tor
him, but the ' Clarkonian truth is
that he is doing his own ituCF, with-
out cigar.

Clark is most effective when he
gets dolled up and goes into a seml-

(Continued on page 51) i

'Doctor JImmIe,' entered by C. R-

Sumner, Asheville (N. C.) Citizen

staffer, has been awarded first place

in Carolina Dramatic Assn.'s annual

playwrltlng contest. Sumner won

1641 State Drama Festival contMt,

conducted by University of Norlh

Carolina.

SAMUEL FRENCH
•INGE 1190

AUTHbRS' REPRESENTATIVI

riiyi (er t^H. —nn •«<

tS W«t 4]lt atrMl, New Yoik

• II Wart Tit atntt IM Aigelei
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'Joey,' $14M May Build in Chi:

'Gaudia', $9,000. Sets dosing Date

Chicago, Jan. 20.

Claudia' li now ilated to ault Chl-

eajo on Feb. 7, after • rOn of 21

Ireeki. a mash from every angle.

Sothlng la yet let for the house but

i*r« U a chance that the Selwyn

may get -Blithe Spirit,' though there

S telk that it will go into the

Blackstone which has been dark

/ince the departure of Ufe With

, liut' night (Monday) the Harris

lelighted-With Ithel Barrymore- in

•The Corn Is Green* and the Erlanger

fwltched from the smash "Louisiana

I^jrchase' to 'Panama Hattle.'

Eitlmalei for Last Week
'ClavdU,' Selwyn (18th Vreek)

(1,000; $2.75). Held on last week,

but is readying to quit town after

three more weeks. Came tlirough

with $9,000.
. _ ,

Loalalana Parohose,' Erlanger

(14th, final week) (1,400; $3.85). Was
a brilliant money show, from every
angle. Upped to $23,60 for finale.

'Pal Joey,' Grand (1st week)
(1,300; $3.30); Excellent press han-

dling aliead. Mixed notices held

, down the first ,feW days, but indi-

cates ability to build despite poor
'reports on Georgie Tapps dramatics.

Came up with $14,000 for Initial

week.
Take My Advice,' Great Northern

(4th and final week) (1,300; 99c).

Quit suddenly In - midweek and thus

ends another attempt to put over a

Chicago professional stock. Money
lor finale too little to count.

miZ,' $51,000 IN 2

WKS., SMASH IN D. C.

Washington, Jan. 20.

Touring 'Hellzapoppin' company,
with Billy House and Eddie Garr,
hung up two-week figure at National
here equal to that set by Helen
Hayes and 'Candle in the Wind' few
weeks ago. 'Hellz' knocked oft estl-

- mated $51,000 in the fortnight, sec-
ond week (12-17) bettering the first

(5-10) with approximately $27,000 as

against $24,000.
Current at National (19-24) Is

Tloweri of Virtue,' new Marc Con-
nelly play In tryout stanza.

THE RIVALS

(Continued from page 50)

tantrum of anger, ab.out to compose
a note of challenge to a duel.
He growls the audience into hearty
laughter. Then again, in the near-
duel scene at the close, the comedian
is in real form, as his courage tor
combat steadily ebbs.
Mary Boland bounces about as

Mrs. Malaprop, 'the old weather-
beaten she-dragon,' who 'mispro-
nounces misspelled words.' Miss Bo-
land is very satisfactory,
Walter Hampden is having a lark

playing bass-voiced Sir Anthony
Absolute, ambitious to have his son
*ed the fair Lydia. Haila Stoddard
makes the lattei: a sweet maiden
who reads naughty books on the
side, but she was too nervous at
the start, to the discomfiture of
Frances Reid as Julia.
Helen Ford, as Lucy the maid,

warbles most of the between scenes
aongs composed by Macklin Marrow
and Arthur Gulterman, though one,
TJay Morning Early,' is by her hus-
band. George Ford, and Richard
Malaby. Miss Ford plays the maid,
saucily andvhahdles the ditties well.
Clark speaks one lyric, 'Buxom Joan,'
credited to Marrow.
Burr, as the handsome Beverly-

l.aptam Absolute, neatly delivers the
prolog by Gulterman, the speech
saying that the play, offered as an
escapist performance, is the 'Follies
of another age.' He also has a song,
Tlie Ensign and the CapUin.' Philip
Bourneuf is good as O'Trlgger,. who
noes some of the conniving and ends
up behind the eight ball. Robert
Wallsten is Faulkland, who steams
hiniself over for nothing.

lljeatre Guild planned a series of
revivals at pop prices, but this one
« priced at the regulation $3.30 top.
AS a change of pace to Broadway
fare It should do. /bee.

"THE MAN WHO CAME TO DINNEA"

Current Road Shows
(Jan. ai-31)

'Araenlo and Old Lace'—Lyceum,
Minneapolis '(21-24); Coliseum, Sioux
Falls, S. D. (26); Orpheum, Sioux
City, le. (27); Paramount, Omaha
(28) ; Shrine Aud., Das Moines (29);
Municipal Aud., Xanias City (30-31)

•BHthe Spirit'—Nixon, Pittsburgh
(21-24): American, St. Louis (26-31)
'Blossom Time' — Rlalto, 'Tucson,

Ariz. (21); Orphium, Phoenix (22);

Russ Aud., San Diego, Cal. (24); Bilt-

more, Los Angeles (26-31).

'Candle In the Wind'—Locust,
Philadelphia (21-24); Nixon, Pitts-

burgh (26-31).

"CUndU' .(2d Co.)—Selwyn, Clii

cago (21-31).

'CUndU' (2d Co.)—Ryman Aud.
Na^vlUe (21); Erlanger, AtlanU
(22-24); I,anier Aud., Montgomery
Ala. (26); Temple, Birmingham, Ala,

(27-28); City Aud., Jackson, Miss.
(29) ; Aud., Memphis (30-31).

'Corn Is Green'-Harris, Chicago
(21-31).

'Flowers at Virtne' (Frank Cra-
ven)—National, Washington (21-24)

'Hedda Oabler'-^olonial, Boston
(21-24).

•Hellxapoppin' (N. Y. Co.)—For
rest, Philadelphia (21-31).

'Hellupoppln' (2d Co.) — Ford's
Baltimore (21-24); Memorial Aud.,
Trenton, N. J. (26); Community,
Hershey, Pa. (27-28); Lyric, Rich-
mond, Va. (29-31).

'Jnnlor Mlaa' (USO)—Fort Bragg,
Fayetteville, N. C. (21-26); Camp
Davis, Wihnington, N. C. (27-28);

New River Marine Base, N. C. (29);

Camp Croft, Spartanburg, S. C.
(31-2).

'LIfa with Father' (2d Co.)—
Grand St. Louis (21-24); Or-
pheum, Springfield, III. (26); Lin-
coln, Decatur, 111. (27); Fisher, Dan-
ville, lU. (28); Shrine Mosque,
Peoria, 111. (29); Coronado, Rock-
ford, 111. (30); Pabst, Milwaukee
(31).

'Life With Father' (Sd Co.)—Para-
mount, Austin, Texas (21); Melba,
Dallas (22-24); MaJesUc, Ft Worth
(26-27); Aud., AbUene, Texas (28);

Majestic, Wichita Falls, Texas (29);

Shrine Aud., Oklahoma City (30-31).

'Lily of the Valley' — McCarter,
Princeton, N. J. (24).

'Lonlslana Pnrchase' — American,
St. Louis (21-24); Cass, Detroit (28-

31).

'My Sbtcr Eileen' (2d Co.)—Geary,
San Francisco (21-31).

'My Sister EUeen' (Sd Co.)—Wil-
bur, Boston (21-31).

'Native Son'—^Davidson, Milwaukee
(21-24); Lafayette, Detroit (26-31).

'Ont of the Frying Pan' (USO)—
Naval Air Station, Corpus Chrlsti,

Texas (21); Fort Sam Houston, San
Antonio (22-24); Fort Bliss, El Paso
(26-28); Naval Training Station, San
Diego, Cal. (31).

'Pal Joey'—Grand Opera House,
Chicago (21-31).

'Panama Hattle' — Erlanger, Chi-
cago (21-31).

'Bose Barke' (Katharine Cornell)
—Curran, San Francisco (21-31).

'Student Prince' — Cass, Detroit

(21-24); Hanna, Cleveland (26-31).

Theatre' — Empire, Syracuse', N.
Y. (21); Strand, Ithaca, N. Y. .^^2);

Masonic Aud., Rochester, N. Y. (23);

Park, Youngstown, O. (24); Hart-
man, Columbus, O. (26-28); English,
Indianapolis (29-31).

They Can't Get Ton Down'

—

Studebaker, Chicago (26-31).

'Tobacco Boad'—Palace, Toledo,

O. (21-24); National, Washington
(26-31).

Veioz and Tolanda — Maplewood,
Maplewood, N. J. (21-24); Royal
Alexandra, Toronto (26-31).

'White Cargo' — Plymouth, Bos-
ton (21-24); Colonial, Utica, N. Y.
(27-28); Erlanger, Buffalo, N. Y.
(29-31).

V.&Y. $3,80am Mont'l
Montreal, Jan. 20.

Sub-zero weather and some diffi-

culties in reaching the city before
the first performance helped nick
grosses on 'Dansation,' torp show by
Veloz and Yolanda. (jomez missed
first day through grounding of plane.
His Majesty s, at $2.65 top, for

seven nights and two mats, grossed
estimated $3,800, with the dancers in

the rea: ^ .'^'i < • • • i|

Shows in RehearsaJ

Under This Seof*-Russell Lewis,
Rita Hassan.

•PUn M'—Aldrlch and Myers.

XUy of the Valley'—Gilbert MiUer
'Onest in the Honse'—Stephen and

Paul'Ames.
•Heart of » CJty'—Gilbert Miller.

They Bhonldn Stood In Bed'—Sam
Qrisman, Harry Steinlierg.

'Solitaire'-Dwight Deere Wiman,
'Angel Street' (road)—Sheperd

Traube.

Crix Nix 'Candle,'

But PhiUy B.O.

Good at $20,000

Philadelphia, Jan. 20.

Critical reception of Helen Hayes'

'Candle In the Wind' was the same
here as It was in New York—mild
praise with expressions of regret that

a better vehicle has not been found
for Miss Hayes. Despite lukewarm
reception, (^uild-Playwrighls' prO'
duction got food biz in the first two
weeks at the Locust on ATS sub-
scription.

Estimates for Last Week
'Hellzapoppin,' Forrest (4th week)

(1,800; $3.42). Still on high, with
number of standees all that spells
difference in trade at most perform-
ances; got great $32,000 last week,
'White Cargo,' Walnut (2d week)

(1.700; $2). Left Saturday (17) after
two disappointing weeks; $4,500 in
last stanza.
'Candle In the Wind,' Locust (1st

week) (1,500; $3). ATS subscription
helped this one get $20,000, despite
lukewarm notices.

TORGY.' $15,000.

GOOD IN HUB

Boston, Jan.. 20.

"Porgy and BAss,' winding up ii

three-week run hare, topped 'My Sis-

ter Eileen,' the only competing show.

Legit managers are blaming
civilian defense classes and kindred
activities ai one of the causes of the
current slump.
'Hedda Gabler,' with Katina Pax-

Inbu, and "White Cargo,' with Ami
(;orlo, opened here Monday (19).

Estlmatca .for Last Week
Torgy and Beis,' Shubert (3d

week) (1,600; $2.75). Finished with
$15,000 for last week of a successful
tryout run here.
"My Sister Eileen,' Wilbur (3d

week) (1,227; $2.75). Felt the pinch
of slackening trade all over town,
but garnered an okay $11,500 last
week. Two more stanzas.

B'way B.04S Rebonnd; 'Spirit' $17JO.

IMiss' $17,000, Str.-Show Leaders,

'Sons' 40G, 'Face It' 34a 'Banjo' 33G

'Eileen' 15,000 ia Pore

Portland, Ore., Jan. 20.

The Mayfair theatre, only local

house playing legit, had 'My Sister

Eileen' for three days last week, Jan.
12-14.

In three nights and one matinee,
'Eileen' got estimated $5,000, good, in
1,500-seater at $2.50 top.

'Native' 3G in MpU.
Minneapolis, Jan. 20.

Booked in at the 11th hour, 'Native
Son' grossed estimated poor $3,000
~for three nights and a matinee at
$2.75 top at the 2,200-seat Lyceum.
Show was lauded by critics and built
after light opening, but engagement
was over before public became fully
acquainted with its merits.

'Arsenic and Old Lace' . comes in
Jan. 21-24.

Broadway came back last week,
most shows registering rather en-
couraging increases after slipping;
more visitors in town indicated. New
arrivals this and next week may un-
fold several good things.

Estimates for Last week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
M (Mustcal), O (Operetta).

'All in Favor,' Miller (G-940; $3.30).
Presented by Robert Montgomery,
Elliott Nugent and Jesse Duncan;
written by Louis Hoffman and Don
Hartman; ope.ned yesterday (Tues-
day).

'Angel Street,' Golden (6th week)
(D-789; $3.30). Picked up with the
generally improved trend last week
and credited with more than $13,000;
big in this spot.

'Arsenic and Old Lace,' Fulton
(53d week) (00-938; $3.30). Still
riding to fine business and stands
with best money makers in town
improved to $14,000.
"Banjo Eyes,' Hollywood (4lh

week) (M-1,563; $4.40). Picked up
and approached $33,500; though not
selling out, it's well up with musical
leaders.

•Best Foot Forward,' Barrymore
(16th week) (M-1,104; $4.40). Also
among the favored musicals, with
business strong but not capacity; $20,
000 estimated.
•BUthe Spirit,' Morosco \llth

week) (CD-938; $3.30). Has been
close to drama leadership, if not in
front, since opening; last week's
takings quoted at $17300.

'Brooklyn, U. >S. A,' Forrest (4th
week) (D-1,195; $3.30). Sundays have
been a lile-saver for this metier,
which was estimated bettering $5,500

'CUndIa,' Booth (49th week) (CD-
712; $3.30). Picked up to around
$8,000; Is close to full-year's run and
may stay through winter; two other
companies on tour.

'Clash by Night,' Belasco (4th
week) (D-1,000; $3.30). Attendance
jumped materially last week, when
gross bettered $13,000; best figure
since opening'-with exception of New
Year's week.
•Crown Cafe,' Cbrt (CD-1,064.

$3.30). Presented by Carly. Wharton
and Martin Gabel; written by H. S.
Kraft; previews favorably reported;
opens Friday (23).
•High Klokers,' Broadhurst (11th

week) (M-1,142; $4.40). Another nice
Improvement last week, when tak-
ings were around $18,000 level;
latest musical to play Sundays.
It Happened on Ice,' Center (re-

sumed engagement) (60th week (R-
3,027; $1.65). Picked up also and
looks aimed through winter; esti-

mated around $21,500.
In Time to Come,' Mansfield (Sd

week) (D-1,050; $3.30). Another
show that Sundays are helping; Sat-
urdays also strong; around $6,900, but
needs more to better even break.

'

'Jason,' Hudson (CD-1,094; $3.30).

Presented by. George Abbott; written
by Samson Raphaelson; favorable re-,

ports from out of town; opens tonight
(21).

'Jnnlor Hiss,' Lyceum (9th week)
(CD-1,004; $3.30). Strongest attrac-
tion house has had in many years;
approximating capacity, with takings
last week close to $17,000.

'Lady In the Dark,' Alvin (re-

sumed) (41st week) (M-1.387; $4.40).

Has been Improving for several
weeks and indications are for run
goinc well into srring; rated over
$24,000.

'Let's Face It,' Imperial (12th
week) (M-1,450; $4.40). Along with
'Sons o' Fun,' this is musical topper;
standees at all performances, with
the gross $34,000 and more.

'Life With Father,' Empire (114th
week) (CD-1.082; $3.30). Somewhat
better with the field last week, and
takings quoted well over $12,000;

aimed into summer; two companies
on tour.

'My Sister Eileen,' Biltmore (56th
week) (CD-891; $3.30). Also im-
proved and gross aproached $9,000;

very good profit at that level; also
has two companies on road.

'Papa Is All,' Guild (2d week) (C-
956; $3.30). Weekend press should
help; new comedy doing fairly well.

with the pace again quoted around
$10,000.

'Spring Again/ Playhouse (10th
week) (CD-865; $3.30). Better here
and should play through winter;
quoted around $8,500, which is higher
than recent average.

•Sons o' Fnn,' Winter Garden (7th
week) (R-1,519; $4.40). Close to $40,.
000, which beats the field consider-
ably; standees at all performances,
including Sunday matinee and night
'Watch on the RhInV Martin Beck

(42d week) (D-1,120; $3.30). Last
season's top-rated anti-Nazi drama
still in the running; picked up to
around $11,000 last week; indefinite.

BEVTVALS
•Macbeth,' National (0th week)

(D-l,ie2; $3J0). Makhig plenty of
coin, though under the levels of first

weeks; quoted around $14,500; jump
of $1,000 over previous week.
The Blvals,' Shubert (1st week)

(C-I,402; $3.30).' Opened last mid-,
week and drew rather favorable
press; slated to play into March, with
next show,' 'Without Love,' to star
Katharine Hepburn, following.
'Porgy and Bess,' Majestic (M-1,716;

$2;75). Revival with George Gersh-
win score presented by Cheryl Craw-
ford; fared well in Boston; opens
Thursday (22).

Gilbert and Snlllvon, Jooss Ballet,

St James (1,520; $2.20). Presented
by Shuberts, but under name of R. H.
Burnside; Boston Comic Opera C^.
billed; opens tonight (21).

'HATTIE' BUILDS DP

TO BIG $25,000 IN Pm
Pittsburgh, Jan. 20.

•Panama Hattie' started out like •

lamb, but wound up like a lion last

week at the Nixon, grabbing esti-

mated $25,000 at $3.30 top. Opening
was very disappointing, but SRO
was the rule the closing few per*
formances.

In its favor was fact that Tal
Joey,' having been roundly panned,
was such a dud previous week, doing
only $8,000, -and crix for the most
part commented on how nice it wai
to have a good musical around.
Nixon has 'Blithe Sphrit' (Chi

company) current and follows that
with 'iCandle In Wind' under Thea-
tre Guild-ATS auspices.

'Arsenic' Gets Extended

Date, Big $16,500 mMilw.

Mil\^auhee, Jan. 20. .

Arsenic and Old Ijace,' with
Laura Hope Crews and Erich von
Strohelm, at :the Davidson last week,
was extended through Sunday for a
total of five nights because of big biz.

Show grossed .an estimated $18,600
at $2.75 top, and effort is now l>elng

made to secure return date.

Trince' $15,000 in Del

Detroit Jan. 20.

With a local girl, Barbara Scully,

starred, the perennial 'Student
Prince' dipped Into the Cass here for

approximate nice $15,000 at $2.75

top. Show was held over for a sec-

ond week to fill the gap until Xou-
Isiana Purchase' opens at the house
on Jan. 26.

.

Sa(ne week will see the Shubert-
Lafayette back In operation with
'Native Son,' opening Jan. 25.

N. H. Legit B. O. N. .O.

New Haven, Jan. 20.

Biz only fair r^- two-day stopover
of Cornelia Otis .Skinner in Theatre'
at Shubert (16-17). Three perform-
ances at $2.75 top drew below expec-
tations with estimated $3,500.

Ballet Theatre, on single perform-
ance Monday (10), rated so-so ap-
proximate $1,500 at $3J0 top.

SPECIALIST IN PUBLICITY

PRODUCTIONS—SCREEN—RADIO—CONCERTS
NIGHT CLUBS—MANAGEMENTS—ARTISTS

CHARLES G. STEWART
MUrray Hill 2-4672 19 West 44th Street, New York
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Chl Bun Rcfntos Time Hag
Chicago Sun circulation has been

In excess of 300,000 each day and

400,000 Sundays since its inception

Blx weeks ago, owner Marshall Field

end publisher SlUiman- Evans de-

clared last week. They revealed the

figures in a wire to Henry R. Luce,

editor of Time mag, asking a correc-

tion on a story in which it was stated

sales were well below the 200,000

mark. Wire was published on page

one of the Sun.
Circulation was achieved it was

stated, 'in spite of tremendous initial

distribution difficulties.' Charging

that the Time story, labeled 'Sun

Down,' was Very inaccurate, unfair

and dBmaging>to the interests' of the

new morning sheet, Fields and Evans
wired: The article also states that a

figure of 500,000 was 'confidently pre-

dicted' a month ago. The pre-publi-

cation solicitation of advertising was
based on a circulation of 300,000 and

this alone disproves your state-

ment. Neither of us at any time has

made any predictions about the

newspaper or promises for the news-
paper, other than that it would be a

fair and impartial newspaper and
that we would try to make it as good
a newspaper as we possibly could.

That we have done—and thatwe will

continue to do.'

Commenting on Sun's advertising

volume, telegram asserted that 10 of

Chicago's 11 leading retalj^stores are

'actively advertising in the^un' and
that only 'approximately 1% of the

Sun's retail linage has come from
what could be called new adver-
tiser;:.' More than 270 national ad-
vertisers used the Suri during its

first month. It was sta^.

newspapermen, historians and pub-

lic officials, who seek funds.

Former President Herbert Hoover
is chairman of the national commit-
tee. Dr. Heriert C. Libby is in

charge of the local group.

The auditorium will be dedicated

to the use of newspapermen and
women for conferences in the in-

terest of the preservation of consti-

tutional rights of free speech and a

free press.

War Problems Up for Dlseusslon

War-produced newspaper problems

will headline discussions at annual

meeting of South Carolina Press As-

sociation in Columbia January 30.

S. L. Latimer, Jr., editor of the

Columbia State, is president.

Newsprint and rubber shortages,

current problems for many publish-

ers, will headline discussions at mid-

winter meeting of Southern News-
paper Publishers' Assn.'s board of

directors Feb. 7-8 In Atlanta, Ga.

More Mags May Air Express to S. A,

Success of Time's air express
edition has led several other U. S.

mags to consider possibility of ex-

. tending aerial distribution in Latin-
America. Inquiries in Buenos Aires
Indicate that a number of U. S. pub
llcatlons are toying with the idea of

special lightweight paper editions for

good neighbor republics while others

are seeking to work out deals

whereby they can air express copies

for remailing in South American
capitals, thus achieving the speed ^f

air- delivery without prohibitive

costs.

Pointed out that a little over a
poundv weight of magazines or
papers can be sent from N. Y. to

B. Aifor $3. Several mags can be
expr^sed, to one address and from
there forwarded as is done with
Time's air express edition. There's
talk that Newsweeh may follow the
Time lead in some style, or eyen a
Spanish-language news review.
Success of Reader's Digest vernacu-
lar publication has also been en-

couraging.
Also much interested in the Latin

market are fashion mags Vogue and
Harper's Bazaar. Sales' of both have
Increased tremendously since French
slick-paper monthlies stopped ar-

riving. Chief disadvantage is the

I

difference in seasons—it's winter
below the equator when It's summer
In the States.

Boy Larsen's Foandation
Personal foundation to handle his

contributions to various charities has

been set up by Roy E, Ijarsen, pub-
lisher of Life and prez of Time mag.
Known as the Roy E. Larsen

Foundation, Inc., It .was chartered in

Albany as a non-profit membership
corporatioa

LITERATI OBITS

S. 3. Pope, 60, editor and publisher

of the Grandville (Mich.) Star &
Alliance, died in Holland, Mich.,

Jan. 12.

Joseph A. Waters, 55, of the busi-

ness news department of the N. Y.

Times, died Jan. 13 in New York.

He came to the Times in 1904.

Miguel Angel Osorio, -65, Colom-
bian poet, writer and journalist using

nom de plume of Barba Jacob, died

in Mexico City, Jan. 14.

Cyras Field Wlllard, 83, former
newspaperman and Massachusetts

industrialist, died in San Diego, Cal.,

Jan. 17.

Monson Havens, 69, formerly re-

porter on the Cleveland Plain Deal-

er and the News, died in Delray

Beach, Fla., last week.
George MoDade, 86, reporter and

editor on various New Jersey dailies,

died in Newark, N. J., Jan. 16.

Ethel BoUeaa, 60, novelist, in pri-

vate life Lady Boileau,. wife of Sir

Raymond Frederic Boileau, died at

her home near Norwich, England,

Jan. 16. One of her books, 'A Gay
Family,' was a best: seller in the

United States in 1934.

This Is Democracy

Governmental tolerance was
well exemplified last week in

Milwaukee, when the Office of

Production Management granted

a priorities permit to the pub-

lishers of a German language

newspaper.

A quantity of type metal was
aUowed to keep the Milwaukee
Deutsche Zeitung, owned by the

Milwaukee German News Co.,

operating, the grant being made
under the maintenance and re-

pair authority.

back on job next month after being

laid up since early last summer with
injuries received In an automobile
accident'

—
Froben Press, New York, has put

out volume devoted to activities of

the Base Hospital No. 1, Bellevue

hospital medical unit in France
during the last World War, It's

been written by Dr. Anna Tjoms-
land.

Havey Boyle, spq^ts editor of Pitts-

burgh Post-Gazette and Penn. State

boxing commissioner, coming around
all Tight again after serious two-
month illness. He has resumed his

dally column, but . still writing it

from his home. I

Back honie In Toronto, minus a l^g,

is Captain GiUis Purcell, former
general manager of the Canadian
Press until he relinquished that post

to become public relations officer for

the Canadian forces in Britain. Pur-
cell was the victim of a freak acci-

dent in October when a supply can-
nister broke Iqose from a plane over-
head and struck the newspaperman
above the knee.

CQllege Rhythm
sConUnned from page 3<!s

Honolulu Terror
sContlnaed from page 25

SeaUle Star Sold

The Seattle Star, town's third daUy,
has been purchased b^ a group of
Seattle men, headed by Howard
Parish, formerly president, and gen-

eral manager of the Ssrif^s League
of Newspapers, Abe Hurwits, one of
the group, will act as editor.

The Star, published in tabloid size

for the past year, -win return to a
standard size format under the new
owners.
Sale of the Stai laaves only four

papers in the Scripps League gut of
a former twelve. Only large city
daily left is the Taaoraa Times, with
others in Logan and Provo, Utah;
and Couer d'Alane, Id^o. Sheets
sold in past few years included the
Los Angeles, Record and Portland
News-Telegram, as well as dallies in

Spokane, Boise and Dallas.

A. & C. In the Funnies

Bud Abbott and Lou Costello join
the funny strippers in a new series

by the comics to be peddled by
North American Newspaper Alli-

ance ^nd Bell Syndicate.
Ben Batsford does the drawings.

Edward Sherman negotiated &e
diial for the cornice.

Free Press Memorial

\ K memorial auditorium is to be
'erected at Colby College, Waterville,

Me., to Elijah Parish I^vejoy, Amer-
ica's first martyr to freedom of the

press, b7 a committee <>t .J/l^fi^

CHATTEB
Henry Bellamann wrote a new

novel, 'Floods of Spring,' for Red-

book.
Bryan Collier, associate editor of

the Louisville Times, has resigned to

become editor of Columbus (Ga.)

Ledger.
Dale Rooks, Kent State imiver-

sity photography chief, has resigned

to become a staff member of PM,
New York.
Harry Baker, formerly photo edi-

tor for PM In N. Y., has gone to Chi-

cago to serve in a similar capacity,

with the Chicago Sun.
Harold Swisher moved into the

Warners studio publicity department
after 14 years as managing editor of

the Hollywood Citizen-News.

Lee Loeb and Harold Buchman,
writers at 20th-Fox, sold Satevepost

'That Bicycle Built for Two,' based
on the automobile tire shortage.

Floyd Simonton resigned from the

Hollywood Citizen-News to become
assistant to Arch Reeve, secretary of

Studio Publicity Directors Commit
tee.

Karl Krug, Jr., son of veteran
Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph drama
oritlc, enlisted in Marines last week
and has been sent to Parris Island,

N. G.
George Frazler, record reviewer

for Mademoiselle, starts a daily

column next week for Boston Herald,

'Sweet and Low Down,' .on jazz and
pop music.
Herman Liebert, formerly attached

to Paul Block's publishing headquar-

ters In New York, has Joined the

staff of Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, a

Block paper.

Relman (Pat) Morin, Associated
Press correspondent in the Orient,

has been interned by the Japs in

Saigon, according to word received
In Hollywood by bis wife.

Arthur Curley, chief of Spartan-
burg (S, C.) Herald-Journal photo-
graphic department, enlisted in navy.
He's papers' eighth staffer to enter
military service in past year,

Herb Kubly, art critic and reporter

fqn Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph, duei

several student musician jam ses-

sions that were well attended by the

campus crowd.

Located so close to Chicago hotels

and theatres, students have good op-
portunities to hear and dance to the
best in popular music. Students
patronize the places which put the

emphasis on the orchestra and not

the 'swanky' atmosphere.

Popular this fall have been Lionel
Hampton, Will Bradley, and blues-

man Woody Herman. Of the three,

Herman has had the greatest all-

around support Recent arrivals at

Chicago nite spots. Jack Teagarden
and Les Brown, have not caused too

much excitement on the campus, but
Brown has grown in popularity be-
cause of his aforementioned special

appeal to students, by his visits and
records.

During his one vreek in Chicago at

a loop theatre, clarlnetman Artie
Shaw took many a student away
from his studies to hear the rhythms
of his splendid orchestra. Other
bands have received little or no at-

tention while on theatre stage
shows.

Campos Hops the Top Testa

As with most schools, the real
test of a band's popularity is the
campus dance; selection for an all-

university formal is a sign of real
popularity.

Last year's chairmen of the Junior
Prom—the biggest all-school formal
—conferred with members of the
class governing body regarding the
selection of a band. They were in-
structed to get the best available,
and the top three listed were Glenn
Miller, Tommy Dorsey ""or Benny
Goodman. Goodman's band, freshly
reorganized after his trip to Mayo's,
was finally decided upon; and it

was no mistake. The campus really
turned out to make the dance the
largest formal in the history of the
university.

Ray Noble's sophisticated music
provided the background for last

spring's Interfraternity Ball. Al-
though his music is well liked by
many NU students, a band with a
more versatile style—such as Knipa,
Scott or Kyser—would have been
more popular. Noble's music fitted

the "King and Queen' theme, how-
ever.

Vibraharpist Lionel Hampton was
selected by the chairmen of the an-

nual Navy Ball to open the formal
season this fall. No. 1 with campus
swing fans, Hampton did himself
proud at the dance; but NU's smooth
dancers were lost to the rapid-fire

jive which the Hampton organiza-
tion released late in the evening.
Now in the midst of a fraternity

and sorority formal season, the cam-
pus and small Chicago bands are
holding sway. Popular on campus
are the rhythms of Dick Brahms,
Johnny Lewis, Ed Salkowe and Ed
Bartet. Chicago favorites are the
[Colonial iGlub land) Don .Wallace^ >

fit Here I hope to remain for the

duration.

I doubt if there ever will be such

a response for volunteers as the civ-

ilians gave here. It was and stlU

is the greatest turn-to, pltch-ln, do-
anythlng and-everythlng. ' And so

cheerfully. The spirit Is unbeatable.
Every nationality except the Japs.

I can truthfully say some of them
are as stunned as I am about this

unwarranted attack. However, it's

something they, even Island-bom
Japs, never will live down and damn
well they know It "

Bnslness Debacle

Honolulu- business firms were
headed for tiie greatest year of the
islands this past year, and had
stocked up accordingly for It, with
the thousands of defense workers
getting wages, beyond

.
comprehen-

sion, and all spending it faster than
it was being earned. Boom, in one
blow the entire town 'Is gradusiUy
folding up, as many of the civilian

enterprises cannot continue due to

gdvemment freeze being so thor-

oughly widespread locally.

Theatre business Is alright with
what films they had on hand. The
Waiklkl theatre has first-runs, opens
at>0 a.m. and must close by 4 pjn.

This applies to all theatres and busi-

nesses, as the blackout here is for

the duration.

Due to pre-tiiought - we are very
well provided with foodstuffs.

Ships continue to move successfully

back and 'forth from the mainland,
and thousands of people have been
evacuated successfully. The Gov-
ernment will continue to see this

practice Is exercised until all who
are supposed to leave here are trans-

ferred.

It's heartrending to see and know
so many who have lived here hap-
pily for years disposing of their

holdings and bidding farewell to this

beloved land. I have been here 21

years and here I will stick, and it's

going to take a hell of a lot more
than Japs to run me out of here. If

there is any running, I will see them
doing it the loUsy . The

my,' tor me. Next one came from
the lovely mother of the late Jeaa
HaHow, requesting me to come to
her at one's; Big Jean, as we affec<
tionately called her when she lived
here with me. And so many otheiy
from the really big ones in Holly..-
wood. Bill Pine, bless him, too, did
not forget me. Some day I shall do
something nice, I hope, for .Bill.

Correspondent's Credentials

Please send me my yearly card, as
it is a cherished possession to mt,
and this hateful condition is not go-'

Ing to last as long as many think, and'

again the seas. of the world will be
safe for travelers to come here and
again we will be the old beautiful

Ha'walian country, ready to greet all

comers from all lands, in the true

traditional manner of the real Ha*
waiian Aloha.

Mabel Thomas.

son, Ark. (Tuesday and Wednesday),

.

and Camp Wolters, Tex. (30-31).

CSI expects shortly to have eight

other such tours in full swing, oV
talning stars through the talent

pools that have been set up in Holly-

wood and N. Y,

crows laid them, and the sun hatched
them. It's a certainty they never
were born.

All Dates from Dec. 7
The U.S.E.D. despatches a car for

me each night and I remain indoors
on my Lani (veranda to you) until
they drive up. Then out I go, and
away. The week after Dec. 7 (every-
thing here dates from that time)
some Hawaiians called for me, and
knew them all. Out came' their

guitars and we all sang lovely old
Hawaiian songs all the way to where
I work. I checked In In the dark,
but .kept on singing with them.
Their songs were so beautiful. It

hurt just listening to tiiem, knowing
how seriously they, the soul of mUrth,
music and tun, had been stilled tor
the time being. But none of them
knows that I was crying.
This past New Year's Eve was

sometlilng long to be remembered.
As I waited for the car to arrive, I
looked at a most wonderful moon,
which fiooded the silent city wijth
its magnificent light, and the silent
symphony of a stilled night and the
majestio 'Southern Cross' In the
heavens. The greatest night In the
year for merriment and Joy, and not
a sound. Instead of singing 'Silent
Night' on Xmas Eve, here It really
was being enacted on New Year's
Eve in grim reality. I know I was
the only person In my block awake
at the time. It gave me a peculiar
feeling of being very close for the
first time to something that I had not
contacted before. •

Boyal Hawaiian Closed
The lovely Royal HawaUan hotel

Is closed now, and soon the Moana
is to be, also. Every night club Is
closed tightly; no dancing, and all
the musicians are in some sort of
defense work. Giggy Royce is with
the personnel department at Red
Hill in charge of all entertainment
work, which is vitally necessary for
the morale of the thousands of men
occupied there. Alvin Kea is with
tlie U.S.E.D. Elmer Lee and his
crew are in defense work. I have
talked with aU of the boys, and all
say the same thing—they are thrilled-
to be actively engaged in defense of
their country.
This is a long way around to tell

you the first cable that I received
was from your very goo^ friend, .an4
mine also, James Dawson, N, Y.
Times. God bless him—he cabled
his home was open to my husband-
and me, I would sincerely appre-
ciate it U you would phone him and
just say a personal 'thank you, Jim-i

Stars For
-Conttnaed from

Army
page l^^sJI

Jolson's Tour

Miami Beach, Jan. 20.

AI Jolson gave up' a number of

weeks -of picture house bookings in

favor of a solo concert tour, which-

he opens at the Jacksonville (Fla.)

Naval Ah: Station on Jan. 26 and

which he concludes Feb. 7 in West
Palm Beach at Morrison Field after

having crowded 11 Army and Navy
camps into his Itinerary.

Jolson, who is in process of a radio

commercial via Hal Hackett of MCA,
Is also proposing that his sponsor go

with him on a deal whereby a major

portion of the radio coin goes back

Into some public service for U. S. ,

sailors and soldiers. The cast, ot

course, must first be paid, and thj

income tax phase Is another consid-

eration, but it is hoped that this may
also pioneer other radio stars donat-

ing to the cause. . Ezra Stone in the

army but continuing to star in The
Aldrlch Family' for Postum on NBC,
is said to be donating his salary to

servicemen's welfare.

Jolson will entertain the service-

men sans admission charge. Further-

more, he win probably make cash

donations to USO at each camp

stand. He is also tentatively set for

a guest shot with Kate Smith Feb.-

6

and will donate his salary to Red

Cross.

Jolson's Itinerary: Jan. 27, Camp
Stewart, Savannah; Jan. 29, Camp
Croft, Spartanburg, S. C; 30, Max-

well Field, Montgomery; 31, Kessler

Field, BUoxi, Miss.; Feb. 1 or 2, Camp
Shelby, HalUesburg, Miss.; 3, Camp
Forrest, Tullahoma, N. C; B, Fort

Banning, Columbus, Ga.; 6, Fort

'Wheeler, Macon, Ga.; and finale at

Morrison Field, Feb. 7. Jolson, how-

ever, may extend this route, in which

case his 7-year-old son, Al, Jr., will

not arrive here for the winter until

some later date. However, Feb. 7 Is

the tlmS scheduled for his advent at

which time Jolson moves into a new

house the comedian Just purchased,

here.

MItzl iQreen's Bonte

MItzl Green last night (Tuesday)

opened a two-week tour of Army
camps In Virginia and Maryland.

Debut date was at Fort Belvoir, Va,

with the windup at Camp Lee, Va.,

on Feb. 3. Miss Green is gucstlaj

with the 'Beachcombers ot 1942' unit

on the '65' camp circuit She goes

Into rehearsal in Irving Caesar's

leglter, 'My Dear PubUc,' upon her

return.

Group of six men and five femmw,

headed by James Melton and FranU"
White, all of whom appear on tne

Bell Telephone radio show, have

volunteered their services to tour

camps and will be booked by CSi.

It's jinderstood Melton will provide

transportation via a couple of sta-

tion wagons. Troupe will be re-

quired to stay within a Jimlted area

ot New York, as they must return

each Monday for the radio show

originated by WEAF.
Melton is skedded to do a solo ap-

pearance tomorrow (Thursday) nignt

at Camp Francis E. Warren, Chey-

enne, Wyo., and then come east for

the tour. Group he's taking out In-

cludes Robert Hill, pianist, and 8

>male.aDd>famme'.quertet .

'
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Walter Huston coming east about

^Gus'van and Sylvia Froo« at the

Hurricdne.

deorge Baft due in from HoUy-

»ood this week,;
^

Jack Kennedy Is now manager ol

la Hlfl's Taveiin.

Adolph Ziikor due back from the

Cwst end ot this month.

Charles Burke in advance of the

San Carlo Opera company.

The Oscar HammersUins going to

<he Coast for indefinite stay.

Songwriter Harry Owens In from

ihe 0?ast for a week's vacation.

Louis Nizer. film ,
company attor-

ney; home last week with grippe.

Adolph Silverstein, formerly with

Paramount, has joined the Hal Home
organization. —
Willard Alexander, head of Wil-

liam Morris agency band—depart-

ment bedded with cold.

Hutficrs Neilson, RKO publicity

chief back at his desk last week

Ster being bedded by flu.

Leonard Gaynor has been appoint-

edeastern represcnUtlve for Frank

Uoyd, Universal producer.

Ann Grosvenor Ayres has returned

to the Carolina hills to write a series

,of stories after Broadway visit

Merle Oberon, currently in New
York, stopping oft in New Orleans

for defense show on way to the

''Leiand Hayward due in from

Coast for preem Monday (26) of Ben
Hecht play, 'Lily of the Valley.'

Bob Weitman was in Detroit to

confer with Glenn Miller, who has

been booked for»lhe Paramount
Arnold Hbrwitt Joined pre^ de-

nartment of the WUUam Morris

agency as assistant to Ira Steiner.

Baron Polan, Leland .Hayward of-

fice, east with Pat O'Brien last week,

planed back to Coast over weekend.

Fred Meyers, Universal eastern

ales chief, to Washington and other

eastern key spots over the weekend.
Frank P. Rosenberg, exploitation

director foi? Columbia Pictures, to

wed Thelma Dorfman, non-pro, in

March. ^ -
Y. Frank Freeman, here from the

Coast, is having a luncheon-discus-

sion with the trade press tomorrow
(Thurs.).

, .

Norris Wilcox, United Artists of-

fice manager, who has been seriously

ill, left for Florida yesterday ("ues-

day) to convalesce.
Tom Waller made a flying trip to

Miami Friday (16) to contact the

Max Fleischer studios, returning to

the Par h.o. Monday (10).

Bernard Kreisler, Universal shorts

sales chief, off to Dayton, O., to at-

. tend world preem of 'Cavalcade of

Aviation,' special on U.S. flying.

Bert Steam, United Artists' new
western division manager, returned
to his New York desk yesterday
(Tuesday) from swing around mid-
west branches.
Harry Buxbaum, Jr., soa of 20th'$

metropolitan district sales manager,
passed all exams following enlist-

ment in the navy and is waiting to

be called for active duty.
Harry Kalchelm, recently resigned

as head of the Par stage-booking de-
partment left Friday (16) for a two
weeks' stay in Florida. Has not yet
decided on a new connection.
David Rose and Judy Garland

(Mrs. Rose) ended New York vaca-
tion and headed for Chicago. She'll
do two weeks of camp show dates
before returning to Hollywood.

Phtsborgh
By Hal Cohen

Mario and his Pan-American orch
to Monaco's, Cleveland, this week.
Carl Ewing, of Mickey Ross orch,

engaged to Ellen Cummings here.
Mary Bakos, of Oasis (Jlub staff,

and Bob Gibson married last week.
• Walt Framers, both on WWSW

•tMf, expect the stork this summer.
Buddy Fisher shelves his tap shoes

shortly for Uncle Sam's heavier bro-
gans.

Joe Rubin, well known in cafe
circles, at the Veterans' hospital
Aspinwall.

Virginia McCurdy, local gal In
gOM o Fun,' screen-tested by both
MjG and Rep.
"*d Blake postcards from Miami

ujat he went south for the winter

am-Fox tossed a press reception
S^lay^nite (18) for Annabella, here
in 'Blithe Spirit.'

i». '^^ . Pittsburgh baritone,
latest addition to Maurice SpiUlny's
"ap Time' show.
Pi'Ja'iltle Heller back at his Yacht
uub after • an engagement at the
"C Toe, Montreal.
,i„??»n>y Roen quitting WB pub-
S'L'y department to become p.a. for
Baron Elliott's band.

Buiil^^y Steigerwalt returns to the
riayhouse next week for femme lead
«> Mr. and Mrs. North.'

for
Playhouse cast chipping in

11
Defense Bond and raffling

"^X" among themselves.

OB. employes presented

. .iu,'»"**'J
bosses, Mike Morra, with

ImI*' ^S-* * wedding gift.

'M«M?SL.^*P*" Jtoes out ahead ol
Maurice Evans pro

ail T> . ^- to"- the roaJ.
*"U Fields in -tovn, .ahead., of:

'Candle in tha Wind.' Sara Stratton
drum-beating lioiilslana Purchase.'
Captain Ken Grimes, former WB

manager here, in charge of all four
theatres at Indtantown Gap (Pa.)
army camp.
Lou Bolton's new singing protege,

Ruth CoUeanne, has adopted her
sponsor's name. She'll be known as
Ruth Bolton.

Miami Beach
By 'Abel Orecn

. Fred Saar, Auditorium manager,
back after recuperating from an. op-
eration,
Ruth Gordon replaced Sally Fisher

as executive secretary at the local
Allied office.

RKO screened March of Time's
'When Air Raids Sttike' for defense
officials last week.
Variety Club, Tent 13. will dis-

tribute passes, good for all nabes, to
students at J. Willis Martin School
for Crippled Children.
Maurice H. Verbln, ad solicitor for

the Record, elected prexy Showmen's
Club last week. Replaces Charles
Goldflne, owner of the Alden, who
expects to be inducted soon.
Mrs. Edna Carroll, chairman of the

State Censor board, has been named
chairman of the motion picture divi-

sion for the United Charities cam-
paign. Co-chairmen will be Al Davis,
head of the 20th-Fox exchange, and
Harry Weiner, of Columba.
Warner Club has joined March of

Dimes- campaign with distribution of
'wishing wells.' State headquarters
for the drive were opened Monday
(Jan. 19) by Ted Schlanger, S-W
boiis, and Sidney E. Sarnuelson, gen-
eral manager Eastern Allied.
Harold Brason, manager of the

Stanley-Warner Diamond, recalled to

the Army. Bill WoW, formerly of
the Allegheny, replaces Brason.
Andy Schechtman goes from the
Vernon to the Allegheny; Fred Boas,
from the Manor to the Vernon, and
Wilbur Grant former Univerival
booker, becomes manager of the
Manor.

Chicago

Warne Jones recuping from rheu
matiz.
Jack Kalchelm was hosted at a

bachelor diimer.

Charlie Miller visiting MCA office

after long stay in N, Y.
Sam Tishman handling indie film

exchange in Milwaukee.
Bob Phillips and Lee Stone setting

up talent agency as combo.
Frank Liberman, WB press dept,

now with Army Signal Corps.
John Pollock received three $1,000

defense bonds from John Golden as

a Christmas present.

Al Kvsfle, former presentation
house m.c. and bandleader, up at

Great Lakes Naval Station as direc-

tor of the orchestra and band.

Censorship
sContlDDca from page 13:

a reproof the next day from Minister

of the Interior Miguel Culaciati that

the Government wanted no com-
ment good or bad.

Critica, most outspoken pro-demo-
cratic sheet which the day before

had charged that the then-proposed

state of siege was a move by the

government 'to hush the clamor of

indignation caused by the fraudu-

lent elections of San Juan and

Buenos Aires Provinces', • pulled in

its horns and said nothing more.

Nix Mass Meeting

Second immediate effect of the de-

cree was the banning by the gov-

ernment of- a mass meeting set for

Luna Park sports arena to honor

President Roosevelt Leading stage

and screen personalities had been set

to appear and a message from F.D.R.

had been received which the U.S.

ambassador was to . read. Reports

cabled to the U.S., that calling off

the meeting was construed by many
as a slap, so disturbed government
officials that for the first time in

months Dr. Culiaciati invited cor-

respondents to his office to explain

that the ban on the meeting was just

part of the general ban and meant

nothing personal against the U.S.

President.

Belief existed in many quarters,

nevertheless, that the. state of siege,

by which Acting President Castillo

was given quasi dictatorial powers,

was'golng to mean a lot more before

long. Under these powers he has the

right to determine without appeal

what radio stations shall operate

and what material they shall carry,

what kind of meetings and per-

formances can be held in theatres,

what kind of pictures can and cannot

be shown and can take action

against newspapers which violate

decrees. In the words of Razon,

newspaper closest to Castillo, which

had an exclusive on the decree, the

state of siege means 'an Indefinite

suspension of the rights and guaran-

tees' of the Argentine Constitution,

which is modeled after the U.S. Con-

stituticu. • ^ . .

Veronica Lake, local girl, vacation-
ing here.

Harry RIchman back in town. He's
a local 'taxpayer.

Ruth Clayton, 5 O'Clock Club
songstress, signed for Marden's Ri-
viera.

Sherman Billingsley has a nephew
bearing" his name who does publicity
in Miami-
Eunice Healey honeymooning with

Al White, Jr., who put on the Royal
Palm revue.

Major Albert Warner, who owns
an estate here, recuperating from
bad ear ailment.

. Abe Lyman vamping 'til ready
with golf, etc., before the Royal
Palm's new show prcems.
Manager Ed Jouffret, lonjT'fit" the"

Roney-PIaza, is now head man at
the new President Madison hotel.
Jack Arkin and Ben Marden of the

Riviera vacationing here; co-partner
Sam Salvin reported ailing in N. Y.

Milton Ager, songsmith, wired his
pal, Ben Bemie. he's flying down
pronto; Miami weather couldn't be
worse than N. Y. . i

G. Sedano (Brown and Sedano),
dancer, now has a terp studio here.
His ex-partner is the wife of Jerry
Brady, racing official.

Royal' Palm's show debuts Tuesday
(20) and the beauts arrived over the
weekend. George Wood, who books,
delayed by tonsilectomy.

Joints like El Dumpo, the Rumpus
Room and kindred drop-in bars, with
assorted entertainment, bidding for
the quickie transient trade.

Alexander Ott's 'Water Follies,'

road company Aquacade, does big
every Siinday afternoon at the
mammoth Miami Biltmore pool.

Adelaide Moffett augments the
Clover Club's Copacabana Revue
which Monte Proser books down
here. Nat Harris operating the
Clover.
Velero Sisters, one of whom is the

wife of Beachcomber p.a. Coleman
Jacoby (aide to Cirl Erbe),, arrived
here, probably opening at Clover
Club Feb. 1.

Emile Boreo has a percentage
piece <>f the Casanova which Lou
Walters and Harry Heller operate
jointly with their Latin Quarter,
topflight grosser to date.

Jimmy Brink, who operates Look-
out House, outside of Cincinnati nt

Covington, Ky., surveying the local

scene. Chi vaude agent-producer Al
Borde. also here o.o.ing talent.

Ex-HoUand-Aroerika Lines' cruise-
director Bob Smith now assistant

manager of the Macfadden-Deauville
under Warren Freeman. Hughie
Barrett's band holds forth here.

Jack White, of New York Club 18,

spending a busman's holiday as

guester of Joe Moss' Frolic, while
N. Y. Mirror columnist Nick Kenny,
dittoed for Kitty Davis' Airliner.

Boniface Walter Jacobs has booked
Johnny Walsh's band into his Lord
Tarleton hotel, and ex-maestro Bill

Steele, now Jacobs' protege, is as-

sistant manager of the hotel under
Jimmy Hitz.

Al Jolson, wintering at Lord Tarle-

ton hotel, has gone native and rent-

ed a 'Venetian Island house for next
year.

' Ben Bernie, who has been
paying local taxes for 11 years, is a

daily visitor to the tracks .with Jol-

son.
Nat Harris, ex-French Casino, N. Y.,

is boniface at the Clover Club where
Adelaide Moffett has just preemed.
Competitive songstress Gertrude
Niesen, of the Newport Niescns

heads the new Royal Palm show
opening last night (Tues.).

Elsie Janis' niece. Dcanc Janis, at

the Vanderbilt hotel's Pago Pago
Room (Jack Dempsey is out, so it's

no longer the Dempsey-Vanderbilt)^
and Bing Crosby's niece, Anne
Crosby, at Jeff's Club, give their

famed relatives plenty of billing

here.
Much grapevine antipathy to

hostclries like the Versailles and
their prejudicial policy. The 'reser-

vations by reference' line in the ads

for the opening ot new Gulfstream
Room, with Sara Ann McCabe,
Estelle and Leroy and Chas. Murray
band, an especially ridic chi-chi

affectation.
No longer 'the Crying Goldmans,

Al Goldman has bowed out of Ruby
Foo's, which Lou Weiner now oper-

ates solely, and has opened the

House of Fu-Manchu, another chow-
meinery in the fashionable 41st

street sector of the Beach. Jack
Goldman stUl operates Hickory
House and does the food catering

to the Casanova and other clubs as

well.

Kent Taylor laid up with fiu.

Diana Barrymore In town for her
film debut.

Norman Millen recovering from
minor surgery.

Alan Gordon hospitalized for
throat operation.

Tyrone Power heads the Red Cross
drive at 20th-Fox.

Brian Donlevy to Death Valley to
inspect his gold mine.
Joseph Bernhard in from New York

tor conferences at Warners.
Judy Canova to Charlotte, N. C,

for nn exhibitors' convention.

Minneapplis

By Les Rces

Sol G. Lebedoff. Independent cir-

cuit owner, bedded by flu.

Louis Phillips. Paramount • home
office legal staff, in town.

Katharine Cornell and 'Life with

Father' due soon at Lyceum.
Bill Evidon, Columbia office man-

ager, passing out cigars—it's a bey.

'Ice Follies of 1942' scheduled for

annual Arena engagement March
10-24. „ ,

Leo Sahlkin, of William Morris
office, Chicago, here contacting ac-

counts.
I Casper '. Choinacd, United Artists''

Mexicp City
By DenglKii L. Onham*

Sofia 'Alvarez, the singer-dancer,
back from an engagement in Puerto
Rico.

Alonso Sordo Noriega, radio news,
sportscaster at local station XEQ
(50.000 watts), has become father of
a .son.

Home ot Augustin Lara, song
writer, burglarized with loss of $2,000
(Mex, about $500 U.S.) shortly after
his return from .a long sojourn in

South America.
Novice Matter Angel Inzuna. who

doi'.«~Ied for 'n'rone Power in 'Blood
and Sand,' and Roslta Hernandez,
clerk in a local American depart
ment store, married.
Pedro GMmdo writing the music

for 'La Rosa aal CnribR' ('Caribbean
Rose'), new picVof ilauricio de la

Serna. Latter, on the side, m.nna^ies

the swanky C^ine Teatro Alameda
frontline cinema.
Marco-Aurello Galindo completing

translation of 'Romeo and Juliet'
for the first Mexican pic version of
the Sh.t.kespearean classic. He is to

do it for Cinematografica Magda
S. A., this winter.
Gabriel Soria. winner of five gold

medals in Mexico as a director-pro-
ducer, started pic, 'Cesa de Mujeres'
('House of Women'), at the Azteca
studios. Gaby Macias and Luz Maria
Nunez head the cast
Emilio Fernandez, maker of 'La

Isia de la Paslon' ('Passion I.sland'),

pic story of Clipperton Island, ready-
ing a film blog of Gen. Jose Maria
Morales, the priest who was a hero
of Mexico's war of independence,
1810-1821.
Two colored boys are sockos of the

show 'Cantinfias' (Mario Moreno)
ace tramp comic, and Ramon Reachi
are presenting at the Teatro Follies
Bergeres here. They are Willie How-
ells, Americah harmonicist, who reg-

ularly stops the show, and Oscar
Lopez, Cuban baritone.
Pedro Vargas, stage-radio tenor,

signed to sing with Miliza KorjUK in

'Cnballerias de la Emperatriz'
('Knights of the Empress'), pic story
to music, of the Empress Carlotta
Miguel Contreras Torres starts it

shortly. After this assignment, Var
gas goes to Cuba for a three-week
booking.

S.A.'s N.Y. News
sContlnucd from pace 1:

HoBywood
salesman, recovering from major
operation.
President E. L. Peaslee of North-

west Allied recovering from major
operation.
Shan Baker, localite, to wed

Norah Gale of the Dorothy Lewis
'Ice-capades.'
Joe Stern, Majestic exchange

owner and 'Bank Night' distributoi*,

on the sick list

Paramount sent out Invitations to
formal opening of its new exchange
building this week.

State Agricultural Society meeting
to make plans for Minnesota State
Fair. Aug. 29 to Sept. 7.

Eddie Cochran, formerly of Warner
Brothers and now in the Army,
married while here on furlough.

cu^l"o^n?fa\Tm%"iW''s'l^t^^^^^^
motoring to Mexico for vacation.

as_casting director at RKO.
,

Company headed by Dave Gill-

man, operating modified burlesque at

.Gayety, has purchased the.propertv..
Vandals broke Into Deluxe, indie

nabe theatre, threw two bottles and
card table through screen, narrowly
mis-sing sound equipment.
William J. McNally, Tribune part

owner, columnist, playwright and
novelist, reviewing legit roadshow
attractions again after laying off for
years.
Lou Berman, transferred from Chi-

cago, new Universal office manager,
succeeding Sol Yeager, who resigned
to become eh RKO salesman In

Omaha.

Leon Errol and J&ne Wyatt to Ok-
lahoma City for the 'March of Dimes.'
Gary Cooper and Robert Taylor

-back- from big game hunt in Mexico.
Ted Reed resumed his director job

at Paramount after several months'
illne.sS.

Milton Brown returned to Metro's
publicity department after a year's
illness.

William T. Johnson heading Para-
mount adveftising department's radio
division.
Gene Tierney's Illne.ss stopped

shooting on 'Rings On Her Fingers'
at 20th-Fox.
Harry Hammond Beall left the Am-

bassador Hotel to return to his own
publicity agency.
Marc Lawrence to Mexfco City to

play in a native picture for Nacio-
nale Mejicano Cinema.
Lon Chaney motoring through

Montana, Idaho and Wyoming look-
ing for a ranch to buy.
Johnny Mack Brow» left for

stage tour of 10 southern states,

opening In KIngsport Tcnn.
Cecil B. deMille appointed chair-

man ot the film end radio division of
the Red Cross blood donor service.
Harry Byram in from Uruguay,

where he is general manager for
Metro, to sit in on studio huddles.
Stephen Slesinger arrived from the

east to close a deal on the film rights
for the new.spaper strip, 'Red Ryder.'
John M. Hull. R.A.F. pilot officer,

-checked in at Universal as technical
advisor on Walter 'Wanger's 'Eagle
Squadron.'

Variety Club reopens headquarter!
of Los Angeles tent in the Ambassa-
dor hotel Feb. 12 after $38,000 re-
modeling Job. «

Myrna Loy signed Victor Fleming,
Spencer Tracy, John Garflcid and
Frank Morgan to pay $10 a month
each for 'Bundles for Bluejackets.'

it on longwave. At the same time

NBC's own shortwave transmitters

wei'e spraying it southward, wilh

still other stations picking that beam
out of the air and rebroadcasting on

longwave. It was likewise sent from

Rio to Buenos Aires by point-to-

point and rebroadcaat from there on

short and longwave for stations to

pick up and rebroadcasl on long-

wave.
Canel was followed on the air by

President Vargas ot Brazil, who
opened the confab. He spoke in

Portuguese and as he was doing so

his voice was faded into the back-

ground while Canel translated into

Spanish for the rest of South Amer-
ica.

Sumner Welles, U. S. Undersecre-

tary of State, spoke a few minutes

later in English. His voice, before it

was relayed out again from New
York, was faded down as an an-

nouncer in Radio City simultaneously

read a translation in Spanish.

CBS sent Robert Unanue, of its

New York Spanish staff, down and
he gave resumes of the speeches

later. His voice was carried up to

New York by IT&T facilities and re-

layed south by CBS shortwave Irans-

millors. . - < . .

SL Louis
By Sam X. Hurst

Earl and Fortune at the Club Con-
tinental Hotel Jefferson.
Rex Williams, manager ot Loew's,

selected for Civilian Defense duties.
'Vladimir Horowitz, Russian pianist

clicked as guest artist with the St
Louis symph orch.
George Rixner, manager - Fanchon

Sc Marco's Missouri theatre, enlisted
in the U. S. coast guard.
Fanchon & Marco has closed a

deal with Paramount for the St.

Louis first runs during the 1941-42
season.
Ralph Landnaes, formerly booker

in Loew's Cleveland, O., office, now
with (he U. S. Army Picture Service
branch here.
. The Matnt unit of St. Louis
Amuiemcnt Co. dama.ccd by fire

Nov. 29, has been condemned by the
Department ot Safety.
Pete Nepati, manager of Lincoln

and Strand, Frisina Amii-scmcnt
Circuit houses .in Robinson. 111., re-

covered from an appendectomy.
Branch recruiting office for the

U-S.N. established in the lobhv of

the Fox theatre in midtown. Clyde
Brown, house manager, arranged tie

up.
Former Circuit Judge Wesley Mc-

Afee, who. as AAA arbitrator, ruled
ai{uipsl Victor B. Thien, owner of

the Palm theatre, .icckinc- clearance
relief from 20th-Fox and Paramount
requested 'hat his $50 fee be re-

turned III Thien.

Kansas City

. By John Qainn

Jon Yost, Terrace Grill announcer,
battling strep throat
Elmer Rhoden to -New York for

meeting of National Theatre execs.
Jack Stewart, general manager of

KCMO. in New York City on busi-
ness.
Bob Haley, Orpheum theatre pub-

licity director, recalled to the Army
with the over 28 group.
John Thorpe, Orpheum theatre

treasurer, back on the job after a
'

week's tussle with the flu.

Green Hills club north of town in

Clay county went dark last week,
announcing reopening in spring.

Phyllis Lynne resuming
,
singing

chores with Russ Morgan band after
mi.ssing datas because of laryngitis.

John Bondeson, publicity chief at

WREN. Lawrence. Kansas, in town
for meeting with Order of DeMolay

; Legionnaires.
I George Wald and orchestra leaving
[Terrace Grill to play for Tower
Petroleum Co. annual parties In

I Dalloi -end Houston.
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OBITUARIES
J

CAROLB LOMBABD
Carole Lpmbard, 32, film sUr, was

killed in an airplane crash in the

Nevada mountains Jan. 16, which

claimed 21 other lives. Including her

mother, Mrs. Elizabeth .Peters, and

Otto Winlcler, Metro publicist. Fur-

ther detad's on page 3.

WILLIAM G. VAN SCBMUS
Winiam G. Van Schmus, 66, died

Jan. 14 at St. Luke's hospital, New
York, ot a heart attack which , fol-

lowed a cardiac condition dating

back three years.
' Further details in film section.

FBED .nSHEB
Fred Fisher, 65, publisher and

iongwriter, died Jan. 14 by hanging

himseU in his New York home.

Further details in the music

lecllon./

EDWARD G. COOKE
Eddie Cooke, around 75, died Fri-

day (18) in New York of tuberculosis

of the intestines.

Details in the legit section.

EOCENE L« MOTNE CONNELLY

Eugene LeMoyne ConneUy, 69,

veteran Pittsburgh showman, died at

his home here early Sunday morn-

ing (18) of a heart attack. He had

been suffering from a slight cold last

week but was well enough on Satur-

day night to have friends in for a

bridge game and he had planned to

return to his office Monday (19)

lantes, Paris; the London News Reel

Theatre; Fox Tonende Wochenschau,
Berlin; Notiziario. Italy; Noticiario,

Spain; Fox Novosti, Poland and the

Balkans; Fox Nieuws, Holland; Novi-

ades, Portugal; Australasian Movie-

tone News, and Others in Canada,

South America and the Orient

Talley held decorations from the

French Government—the Legion of

Honor and the Maginot Line Service

Medal. Surviving are his widow, a

son, a daughter, and a brother, Vic-

tor,, of, the New Yorlt Times staff.

ALBERT F. TOWLE
Albert Frederick Towle, 50, died

Jan. 17 in St. Mary's Hospital, De-

troit, following a long illness. Un-
der the name of 'Nosey de Cop,' he

worked solo, chiefly at fairs, police

and Bremen's field days and became
widely known because at many of

these places he operated the 'lost

children's' tent, keeping them
amused with his clown antics.

Father of six children, his illness

resulted in the family becoming im-
poverished, and four of his children

were put in an orphanage in Detroit.

Because thousands of folks knew
'Nosey de Cop,' a collection was
taken up to provide him with decent

burial.

• morning.
. . , .u

An Intimate and associate of boUi

the late Harry Davis and John P.

Harris, who together founded the

Davis and Harris theatrical enter-

prises in Pittsburgh, it was Connelly,

in 1906, who, then working as a

publicity man for Davis and Harris,

• invented the word 'nickelodeon' only

the night before that the first film

theatre In the U. S. opened in the

Smokey City. But perhaps It was as

director of the Davis theatre, when
that house was one of the keys in the

vast Keith-Albec two-a-day vaude-

ville domain, that Connelly best be-

came known to several' successive

generations of show people. The
great of show world all knew him

as a man who would harbor no dirt

on his stage, and his 'elimination

sheets' following an opening per-

formance on a Monday afternoon be

came well known. There was never

any appeal either from Connelly's

'ruling. Performers abided by his

rulings or they were promptly can^

celled.

'

After several early years in news-
paper work, during which time he
scored a beat for the Alex Moore's

old Pittsburgh Leader in being one

ot the first reporters to reach the

scene ot the Johnstown Flood, the

official history of which he later

helped compile, Connelly entered

show business 35 years ago as public-

ity man for the Harry Davis Enter-
prises, an organization controlling

most of Pittsburgh's theatres at that

time. Two years later he became
general manager and remained with
the Stanley Company when it took
over the Davis holdings. In 1927,

Connelly left the Stanley setup to

becothe one of the active operating
heads of the Harris circuit, in which
he had been a vicepresident since it

was organized. When the Harris
houses were taken over by Warners
in 1931, ConneUy retired from show
business and since then had operated
his own public relations office.

He was also one of the first man-
agers of the Pittsburgh Symphony

.Orchestra. Connelly leaves his

widow and daughter, Virginia Con-
. nelly Kaufman, wife of Louis L.

Kaufman, local lawyer and radio an-
nouncer.

RUSSELL L. FERGUSON
Russell L. (Fergie) Ferguson, 51,

who had worked in various man-
agerial or . sales capacities around
radio for 15 years, died at his sister's

home in Bloomingtop, Iowa, of a

throat ailment Dec. 22. He was to

join the Finch Telecommunications
Corp. in Passaic, N. J., this month.

Ferguson's connections, included

NBC in Chicago; WLW, Ctocinnati;

WINS, N. Y., and the National Re-

search Bureau of Chicago.

Surviving besides the sister is his

mother.

theatres In and around northern

New Jersey.

His widow, Hattle, also known In

show business, survives.

DAME MARIA KARINSKA
Dame Maria Karinska, 56, Russian

Imperial Court singer during the

reign of Czar Nicholas, died in New
Westminster, B.C., Canada, Jan. 14.

She was honored with the title of

Dame by the Czar for war activities

in last conflict and was credited with

composition of many Russian folk

songs.

JEAN CAMPBELL
Jean Campbell, 47, in private life

Mrs. Harold J. Everts, musical com-
edy performer, known as the 'Mid-

night Girl' of the 1915 ZleKteld

'Follies,' died in Hackensack. N. J.,

Monday (12). She last appeared on
Broadway In 1919 in 'Maytime.'

Her husband, retired actor, and a

brother survive.

HABRT CHAMPION
Harry Champion, 76, British stage

comedian, died in a London nursing

home Jan. 14. Champion, a cockney
dialect comic, was a great music hall

favorite during the last war. He
emerged from a few years of retire-

ment to appear in a musical at the

Palladium, London, in 1932.

OTT^ F. MOSEB
Otto F. Moser, 75. Cleveland cafe

man known to many in the theatrical

profession, died In Cleveland Jan. 14.

Cleveland Chfese Club, composed
largely o^..<tIieatrical people, head-
quartered in Moser s cafe.

Surviving are a brother and two
sisters.

MARRIAGES
Betty Field to Elmer Rice, in Las

Vegas, Nev., Jan. 16, Bride is stage

and screen actress; he's the play-

wright
Tommy Adams to Lyle Talbot, In

Kansas City, Jan. 17. Bride Is

dancer; groom Is stage and screen

player.
- Jane Cowan to Robert Chapin,

Jan. 17, in Las Vegas, Cal. Bride is

stage actress; he Is screen writer.

Margaret Joyce to Clihton Sund-
berg, Jan. 18, in New York. Both are

actors in the New York company of

'Arsenic and Old Lace.'

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Hal.James, son, Jan.

16, in New. York. Father is local

program supervisor for the Compton
agency; mother recently resigned as

casting director for the same firm.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ewlng.
daughter, in Chicago, Jan 13. Father

is with NBC Central Division Radio
Recording Dept; mother is former
secretary to Harry Kopf, NBC, v.p.

Mr, and Mrs. Franklin Gray, son,

Jan. 17, in Santa Monica, Cal. Father
is actor-playwright; mother is daugh-
ter of Frank Lloyd, film producer.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Dugan, son,

Jan. 14, in Queens, N. Y. Mother
now in Queens Memorial Hospital,

but baby Avas born en route In

Dugan's auto. Father Is with Music
Corp. of America.

LIGIA DI GOLCONDA ^
Ligia di Golconda, 58, outstanding

star of Mexican pictures during the
silent era, died In Mexico City re-

cently.

She recently returned to Mexico
from a long sojourn In- South
America.

FBED SUHNEB
Fred Sumner, 66, veteran vaude-

ville and Tegit actor, died early last

week in a New York hospital after

an illness of a month.
Sumner starred in George Kelly's

Sketches' in vaude. He headlined

in "The Showofl" for six years, Kelly

later expanding the vaude sketch to

a full-length comedy hit for Broad-

way.
Widow, Maydel Turner, vet legit

actress; t>yo sisters and three

brothers survive.

LADDIE SEAMAN
Laddie Seaman, 23, radio actor,

died early Monday morning ' (19)- of

carbon monoxide poisoning in the

garage of bis home in Great Neck,

N. Y. He was a regular on the 'Pep-

per Young' program and appeared

frequently on many other shows. His

real name was 'Staufler Ulrich Ste-

phenson.
.Further details in the Radio sec-

tion,

OTTO WINKLEB
Otto Winkler, 38, publicity man at

Metro for four years and former Los

Angeles Examiner police reporter,

died Jan. 16 in the airplane crash

that killed Carole Lombard, whom
he had accompanied on her trip to

Indianapolis.

Winkler is survived by his widow,
the former Jill Jordan, film player,

whom he married two years ago,

Further details in film section.

ELIZABETH H. McCLOSKET
Mrs. Elizabeth Hayward Mc-

Closkey, 70, retired film actress, died

Jan. 8 in Hollywood. A stage player
in her younger days, deceased en-

tered pictures 22 years ago.

MRS. FBED DUPBEZ
Florence Matthews, 60, Australian

stage actress, widow of Fred Duprez,
comedian, and mother of ' June
Duprez, British . and American film

actress, died in Melbourne, Australia,

Jan. 15.

CLARENCE D. SLATER
Clarence D. Slater, 54, stage man-

ager at Columbia studio, died Jan.

10 In Hollywood after a long illness.

Before moving to California 23 years
ago he had been active in theatrical

circles in the east

JOSEPH A. HOPFENBERO
Joseph A. Hopfenberg, 51, presi-

dent of Pennant Products, Inc., ex-

porters of films and radio sets to

South America, died in New York,
Jan. 17,

Widow, daughter and son survive.

John Beaper, 80, formerly jiper-

ated a film theatre in Monroe, Mich,
died there Jan. 14 after a long Ill-

ness.

Widow, daughter and son survive.

TRUMAN H. TALLEY
Truman Hughes Talley, SO, execu-

tive vice-president of Movietone
News, Inc. died in 'New York,
Jan. 18.

Talley, former newspaperman,
turned to newsreel production In

1922. He became prominent as a
producer of documentary films also,

one of his best being a compilation
from official sources ot "The First

Woi'ld War,' edited by Laurence
fitalUngs.

Joining Fox News, subsequently
£Oth-Fox Movietone News, as foreign

editor, he became director-in-chief

and served as WlUlam Fox's special

representative when the Fox enter-

prises were being reorganized.

Following advent ot sound, Talley

organized Movietone subsidiaries

•broad, including British Movietone
News, London; Actualities Fox Par

DENNIS COONET
Dennis Cooney, 63, who operated

the now-closed Royale Frolics Cafe
in Chicago, died ot uremic poison-

ing Jan. 10 In Chicago. - Cooney had
been one of Chicago's key figures ot

the vice and prohibition era.

Cooney closed the Frolics, two
years ago after operating it for

years, at what he claimed to be a
loss, just to amuse his friends.

Burial in Chicago.

Michael Schorr, father ot Hor-
tense and Jose Schorr, both ot Co-
lumbia Pictures' home office pub-
licity department, died In New York
Sunday (18).

Airlines
-Continued from page 2s

Frank A. Gordon, 53, bandsman,
died Jan, 11 of pneumonia in Mans-
field, 0„ leaving a brother and a
sister.

BERNARD McGILL
Bernard McGiU, 50, director of

photography in early motion pic-

tures, died Jan. 11 In Los Angeles
after a long, illness. Pioneer with
the camera, he won an acildemy
award for his work In 'Svengali' in

1935. He had been associated with
Fox in the old days, later with War-
ners and more recently with 20th-

Fox.
Surviving are his widow and a

daughter.

A. JOHNNY MACK
A, Johnny Mack, old-time legit

manager and press agent, died in
Newark, N. J., Dec. 21, In recent
iivtt Mack -was' 'connected with

Fred C. Andrews, Jr., 24, news
writer at KSTP, St. Paul, recently
died. He was a University of Min-
nesota graduate.

Mother, 76, of Minerva Pious, the
radio actress, died Jan. 13 in Bridge-
port, Conn.

Mrs. Esther Llpton, 82, mother ot
Sari Samoff, died In Brooklyn, N. Y.,

Jan. 16.

Mother, 73, of Bianca Stroock, died
In New York Jan.', 18. Lawrence, a
son, also survives.

'

James O. Drewltz, stage electrician

at the Biltmore, New York, died in

Asbury Park, N. J., Jan. 14.

Floyd Avery, son ot actress Faith
Avery, has joined the Army Air
Corps and has started pilot training

in California, Miss Avery, whfise last

Broadway appearance was with
Walter Hampden, has been ill for the
last two years in New "York.' ' - .'

'

'

Payroll TraffiTl
^sContlnned from page Uj^^JI.

comes- musical (ffrector in switdi
'

that makes Charles SIverson pro-
'

gram director of both WHAM and
"

'FM' W51R. SIverson lays aside hli
baton to handle the executive post .

San Jose—Dave Vaile, who re-
cently came from Denver to join
the KFRC announcer staff, switched
this week to KQW, new CBS outlet,,

Wlohlta, Kas,—Recent additions to
staff of. radio station KANS includt-
Paul Wilson, newscaster from Jack*
son, Miss,; Margaret Watts, con«
-tinulty writer formerly with.KWBW,-.
Hutchinson, and Harold Smith,-,

formerly with Wichita Beacon,
Station has lost Drake Bingham,

Roy Swafford and ^Martin Bass to .

army.

Philadelphia.—Harry B. Watton
has been naqied assistant director

at WCAU. For the past two yean
he was principal examiner for the

Pennsylvania Department of Bank*
ing.

Harry Schlegel Is new press agent

tor WPEN. He succeeds Ira Walsh
now radio co-ordlnator for the Fed-
eral Civilian Health program.
Hal S. Lamb, formerly of the A. H.

Dorsey ad agency, now 6. member of

the KYW sales staff.

New Haven—Bart Healy and Nor.
man Simmons joined WELI technical

staff replacing George DIugos and
Owen McCabe.

fectly valid reasons hidden in the

aeronautical biuiness.deck.^

The Lombard Bepcronssions
Many ot the companies operating

motorized clouds hither and yon fear

that the Carole Lombard tragedy

might cause gra-ve decreases in the

number of theatrical people, particu-

larly Hollywoodlans, traveling the

airlanes. They were considerably

buoyed, however, when the reports

came through that, in' his rush to

get to his bride's mountain bier,

Clark Gable used an airliner. The
cold, hard logic of the safety of air-

planes as compared with the safety

of all other media of transportation

will overcome the superstitions of

show folk, the aerial execs hope.

Byron Foy held a seat reservation

for last night's (20) westbound
Transcontinental & Western Air
stratoliner, with ticket stubs mark-
ing him all the way to Los Angeles.

'I'm going to put an extra 'push'

into my voice when I sing the 'Star-

Spangled Banner," were the parting

words of Nino Martini as -he left New
York on a United Air Lines plane for

a concert In Denver Saturday (17)

night
The Italian-bor'n singer explained

why. Years ago he took out his first

papers and daily is expecting a sum-
mons to court to take his oath of

allegiance as a Yankee-doodle boy.

Still, under wartime regulations, he
Is classed as an enemy alien, and be-

fore he could buy his ticket from
th^^Mainliner line he had to get a

Federal okay to travel. He said: 'When
I told my story downtown at the

Federal attorney's office, I was given
the most courteous attention pos-
slble^and permission. It made -me
proud to think that soon I will be
a citizen. That is why I'm going
to put an extra push into my voice
when I sing the 'Star-Spangled Ban-
ner.'

•

After the Denver concert the
singer had to fly southward to keep
a Miami date last night (20) and
one at Fort Lauderdale tonight (21).

Katie as 'Mrs. Craig*

Katharine Hepburn was in from
the Coast Satdee (17) aboard the
morning STWAoliner from L. A.
Flying uiider the name of 'Mrs. Sam
Craig,' for a reason no one prob-
ably cares about, Miss Hepburn was
almost as amiable as the motion pic-
ture stars who are considered hu-
man by the working press. A de-
light to the -TWA crew on the way
here, the gal even Insisted on mak-
ing up her own berth. On arrival.

Instead of playhig her customary
hide-and-seek game to see if any
nasty photographers or reporters
were about Miss Hepburn popped oS
the plane considerably ahead of her
fellow passengers.

Miss Hepburn's previous vandal-
ism against common courtesy paid
dividends, however. She was greeted
by two newspapermen who stood
witlj_ their pencils In their pockets
and a photographer who hadn't
bothered to put a plate In his
camera.

Irene Rich was off to L. A, the
TWA way on Friday (16) and Boake
Carter Malnllnered to Chicago Sun
day (18).' - '

• '
•

Denver — Edward Clinkenbeard,
KFEQ, St Joseph, Mo., has been'

added to engineering staff at KLZ.
Tor Torland, KOA news staff, has

joined the British ambulance corps

In North Africa.

Don McCalg, traffic manager at'

KFEL three years, moves to KLZ
in the same job, succeeding Arthur
Wuth,

Cecil Seavey is promoted at KFEL-
to the traffic manager post.

Soranton, Pa.— Kenneth Beghold,
former program director of WBAX,
Wilkes Barre, F'a., has been ap-
pointed to a similar capacity with.
WARM, Scranton, succeeding Hal
Barton. He has been at various times
with WCPO, Cincinnati; WIBM,
Jackson, Mich., and WXYZ, Detroit

New York City. ,— Jack Wyatt,
formerly a member of the NBC pro-
duction staff, has joined WNEW, New
York, as production and program ;

assistant to Bill McGrath,
Jack Dowling, former announcer at

WAAT, Jersey City, has joined an-
nouncing staff ot 'WWRL, New York.
Three engineers have resigned from
WWRL in the last several weeksi
George Heuther left to join the CBS
shortwave department Jack Trapkin
also went to work tor CBS and
Philip Krieger took a Government
engineering Job,

Hamilton, Ont. — Les Donaldson,
formerly employed at the station's

transmitter, has been shifted to the
studio, engineering staff of CKOC,
Hamilton. Don MacMillan replaces
at the transmitter. Dave Bobbins,
former news editor and publicity

man, has joined the RCASF. Hli
news editorship has been taken over
by Perec LeSeur, sports writer and
news commentator, while the pub-
licity and merchandising assignments
have been assumed by Lloyd West-
moreland.

San Antonio—Jim Wiggins form-
erly ot station KFDM, Beaumont has
joined the announcing staff ot

KABC. Wiggins replaced Jim Ralph
who has rejoined the army.

Nashville— Bill Round replaces

George Stump as announcer at

WSIX. Stump has joined sUff of

WJZM, Clarksvllle, as announcer
and continuity writer. Georga
Reeves takes over former announc-
ing duties ot Andy Ritchie at WSDC
Reeves comes frcim KCRC, Enid.

Okla,

Charleston, 8. C—Robert W. Barn-
well, formerly wl{h Batton, Barton,

Durstine St Osborn, New York, has

joined -Charleston News & Courier

and its station, WTMA.

Washington—Richard Kinkroum ll

the new program director of WJSVi
filling the shoes of Lloyd DennH
called to active duty by the Navy.

Boston—Stuart Novins has been

appointed to succeed Howell CW-

linan as WEEI new editor, since tM
latter reported tor active duty in tW-

U. S. Navy as a lieutenant ^com-

matfder.' '

'

' •
' "
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LombariTs Tragic End
sConUnned from page 2;

*n«crs resigning their seats to tte

men Miss Lombard, her

and Winkler, continued the

'Tuie absence of any official

Juments ot the probable cause of

.he crash, what transpired aboard

^^e arfincr after a brief stop at

Vegas. 300 mUes of Los

lm.eles is unltnown. The plane,

^lo^and of Wayne William^ an

«Wlenced pilot with more than

roOO hours of flying, was seen by

witnesses to dip sharply. In

. few moments there was a cra^ on

ihe side of T^We. Mountain, a_ fla^h

of flame, and a column of smoke,

which hung over the scene for some

hours.
^^^^ Menntota

Rescue parties encountered great

difficulties in reaching the stiattered

Blane which had struck the crest of

a hill and then plunged head-on

Inlo the face of the mountain.

Wreckage was strewn over a wide

,rea. Identification of victims was

Helped Crash Victim

Hollywood. Jan. 20.

Among many kindly acts by

Carole Lombard which have

come to light within past sev-

eral days was her concern for

the welfare of Pat Drew, studio

electrician, who was crippled

in an airplane accident several

years ago.

Drew was a passenger, on an

eastbound plane which crashed

near Kansas City. He was hos-

pitalized for months and on his

discharge ho one would hire him.

Miss Lombard,' who had met
him on the set before his acci-

dent, Insisted that • dause in

her starring contracts should
provide for Drew's employment.

diificult Two other women, besides

Miss Lombard and her mother, were
killed. They were Mrs. Lois Hamil-
ton. 23, of Lincoln' Park, Micb., wife
of Ueut D. Hamflton, of March
Field, and AUce Getz, 25, of Ke-
wanee, 111., the plane's hostess.

Report of the accident reached
Los Angeles early Friday evening.
Cable chartered a plane and flew
Immediately to Las 'Vegas. Rescue
parties had begun to scale the
mmiiitain. At noon on Saturday
GaUe started for the scene. Soon
after, a report that the wreck had
Ijeen located and all aboard the
plaiie were dead was conununicated
to the base.

Dally press accounts of the trag-
edy commanded Page One locations
throughout the nation. Incidents
leading to the decision by the ac-
tress to return to CalUoniia by
plancf* from Indianapolis were
stressed in newspaper stories. The
N. T. Times reported. In a special
dispatch from the Indiana capital,
that Mrs. Peters, a student of num-
erology, had expressed premonition
Before the^r departure. She is said
to have exclaimed:

'Carole, we must not take t!#it
plane.' It was also reported that
Wmkler didn't want to fly, then lost
the flip of a coin with Miss Lom-
oard on whether it would be plane
or train.

n.^*.*,' '""^ passengers who left
we airliner at Albuquerque to make
way loi the Air Corps group, three
were women. The fourth was Joseph
Mlgetti, concert violinist, of Palos
Verdes. Calif.
At United Artists home office InNew York definite plans for releaseM the Lubitsch film, co-starring

ri.^
"""bard and Benny, are being

deferred for a few days.

Rich and Charitable

p Hollywood, Jan. 20.

P.T2L I-ombard, bom Jane
«t«B, who died In an airplane

w^ J?"',^ N^'- Jan. 18.

Bhii;^v
"^."'^ wealthiest and most

U?nZ^J'°P"' P'ct^ stars, al-

l"*""
PhUanthropies were littlemown to the general public.

CAf^f
typified the popular con-

ception of Hollywood-a small-town

in« - J" Wayne, Ind., achiev-
'ifi nches and fame.

luf^ «. 1909. she entered pic-

IWnS "i,**"* "Ke of nine, playing
Bl"*'" daughter in ai «rl?

western at the old Fox studio. In

a
''^^^ °e'Of played In

At M she had the

Jones
^ "''boy picture with Buck

l)a»wl!!" 'J**''
Sennett was glorifying^ttung beauUes, Carole Lombard

Normi!fj°' ^one '"'h Mabel
"ormand and other streamUn<;,<l

girls of that period. From there she
moved to the Pathe studio, where
she took up drama in' a serious vein.

After a year on that lot she shifted

to Paramount to begin her career as

an outstanding actress. There she'

met and married her first husband,
William Powell, whom she later

divorced.

With Powell she leaped into the
top rank through her performance
in "My Man Godfrey,' a comedy of

the lighter type, whldi classified her
for several years as a comedienne.
At that time, I93S, she was widely
publicized as 'the best dressed
wbman"ln Hollywood.' B'n'a'~an~m-
ventor of novel parties, such as the
renting ot concessions on the amuse-
ment pier at 'Venice for a social

function.

Unmasked the Phonies

Her . parties, infrequent and un-
orthodox as they rriight have been,

were never popular with film stars.

Always high on her invitation list

were extras, props, grips, electricians

and other backlot workers she came
to know and often befriended. Stars
didn't like the idea of rubbing
shoulders socially with these crafts-

men and many stayed away. They
were never Invited again and. when
their paths crossed she often told

them off.

Her frankness and directness

never appealed to Hollywood climb
ers, although it won her the kind of

friends she. liked to have around
her—those who were regular and
detested like she did the phonies
who use people to advance their own
social ambitions.

Many a star felt the sting of her
salty rebukes, but to rank and file

she was a great guy—an appellation

reserved for very few in the pic-

ture business. 'The humble in the
studios feel her loss far more
genuinely and keenly than the
marquee trit>e.

$4S5,0H Yearly Salary

For a time Miss Lombard was
listed as the most highly paid actress

in Hollywood, with an annual In-

come of $465,000, gleaned from her
film and radio work. Aftec her mar-
riage to Clark Gable In 1939, her
income dropped, largely through her
own choice. She turned down rich

offers from various studios, pre-

ferring to be Mrs. Gable and refus-

ing jobs that might interfere with
their vacations together.

To prepare for these outings. Miss
Lombard took instructions In the

use. of firearms and became a sharp-

shooter, winning numerous skeet

shooting tournaments against male
competitors.' In a specially built

trailer she accompanied her husband
on all his hunting expeditions and
routed It like a man.
Among the flLms in which Miss

Lombard appeared were The Per-

fect Crime,' 'Me, Gangster," 'Show
Folks,' 'Ned McCobb's Daughter,*

'Power* and 'Dynamite' in 1929; "Big

News.* "High Voltage,* 'Parachute,'

Superstitious

Hollywood, Jan. 20.

Film stars who have a streak

of superstition are showing con-

cern over picture titles since

Carole Lombard plane crackup.

Point out her last picture Is

•To Be or Not to Be.' while Clark

Gable is working In 'Somewhere
ni Find You.'

'Racketeer' and 'Arizona Kid' in

1930; 'Safety in Numbers,' 'Man of

the World' and 'Ladles Man' In

1931; 'No One Man,' 'Up Pops the

Devil,' 1 Take This Woman,' "No

More Orchids' and 'Sinners of the

Sun' In 1932; 'No Man of Her- Own,'

in which Clark Gable was her lead-

ing man. The Match King,' 'Virtue,'

'From Hell to Heaven.' 'Eagle and

the Hawk." 'Supernatural' and "White

Woman' in 1933; 'We're Not Dress-

ing.' 'Bolero.' 'Now and Forever,'

'Lady by Choice' and The Gay
Bride' in 1934; 'Rumba' and 'Hands

Across the Table' in 1935; iMve Be
fore Breakfast,' 'My Man Godfrey.'

and "The Princess Comes Across' In

1938; 'Swing High, Swing tov,'

True Confession,' and 'Nothing

Sacred' in 1937; 'Fools for Scandal'

in 1938; 'Made for Each Other' and

In Name Only" in 1939. and "Vigil

in the Night' and They Knew What
They Wanted' in 1940. Last year she

appeared in "Mr. and Mrs. Smith'

and recently completed To Be or

Not to Be.'

With the actress on' her final trip,

and meeting the same fate, was her

mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Knight

,
jPetcr.s, who had paved the way fo;;

her entry Into pictures and had been
her advisor ever since.

Difficulty in removing the remains
ot Carole Lombard and her mother
from the mountain slope is holding
up arrangements for funeral service.'!

and interment in Forest Lawn. Glen-
dale. Rites, are tentatively set for

Thursday (22) or Friday, with stu-

dios to observe silent tribute to siar.

Services will be simple and only a
few close friends will.be invited to

attend.

Concert Biz
^^Contlnned from pace 3C;=

Haensel & Jones did a $300,000 gross
with Ernestine Schumann - Heink,
Christine. M^ler, -Max Rosen, Paul.

Althouse, Leopold Godowsky, Arthur
Middleton, Reed Miller and George
Hamlin.

R. E. Johnson, with a gross of

$250,000. had such stars as Eugene
Ysaye, Mischa Elman, Artur Rubin-
stein, Claudio Muzio, Anna Fitziu,

Andreas De Segurola and Cyrena
Van Gordon; Coppicus & Schang,
with Enrico Caruso at the helm,

grossed about $500,000, with othei

artists being Pasquale Amato, Guilib

Qrimi, Morgan Kingston, Giuseppe
Ce Luca, Giovanni Martinelli, Jose

Mardones, Maria Rappold, 'Toscha

Seidel and Rafaelo Diaz. Caruso was
guaranteed $10,000 a concert at 20

concerts annually. His gross aver-

aged $22,000 and up. and he drew a

world's 'record for all time in Mont-
real with $31,850.

Antonia Sawyer did about $100,000

with Percy Granger, liouis Graveure,
Amy EUerman and Maria Barrien-

tos; M. H. Hansen averaged abour

$100,000. with his top attraction being

Rlccardo Stracciari; Catherine Bau-
man took in $100,000 with the Bar-

t-ere Little Symphony, the Salzedo

String Ensemble and Lucy Gates

amonj her outstanders.

. Daniel Mayer did about $150,000,

with his top names being Mischa Le-
vitski, the Russian Symphony, Flor-

ence MacBeth and I/Con Rothier;

Annie Friedberg grossed about $75,-

000, with Dan Beddoe and Alice

Nellsen as her stars; C. A. Ellis

grossed about $500,000 with Geraldine

Farrar, Nellie Melba and FriU
Kreisler.

Jules Daider took In around $150.-

000 with Clarence 'Wbitehill, Ciacomo
Rimini, Rosa Raisa and Mary Gar-

den; Whitelock Livingstone grossed

$125,000, with Frieda Hempel draw-

ing $100,000 of that Godfrey Tur-
ner averaged $50,000 with Maude
Powell, while independent iiookings

averaged $250,000.

Bills Next Week
sContlnued froin page 48=

Concert Reviews
lOBlliiDCd from pace 36s

most and lowest notes were never
called into use.
At the end of the intermission the

continual succession ot lieder, with-
out variation, became dull despite

the singer's efforts to impart feeling

for them. Eddy,

LESLIE FBICK
Hcno-Sopr»Do
Town HaU, N. Jan. 13, 1942

Leslie Frick, mezzo, has not been
heard in concert in N. Y. for 15

years, which is regretable. since

there are few singers with her lus-

ciousness ot voice, intelligence of in-

terpretation, splendid diction and
smooth legato.
The only fault evident was a

slight forcmg tendency. Above the

staff the voice is not eqtial to the
bottom. These, however, are minor
faults. Eddy,

JANET BUSH
Contralto

Town Hall, N. T., Jan. 17, 1942

Janet Bush is not an interesting

recitaltst. Her voice is good, ranging
two octaves, but she nas not the
ability to impart a response from
her audience.
None of her German group <which

opened her program was impressive,

and while all the notes of 'Divinites

du Styx,' her most pretentious offer-

ing, were sung correctly, the listener

was left cold.

Perhaps she has been a church
and oratorio singer too long.

^
Eddy.

CATERINA JABBOBO
Dramatic Soprano

Town Hall, N. T., Jan. 16, 1941

Caterina Jarboro, Negro soprano,
possesses a phenomenal voice which
sometimes is not used to best ad-
vantage. For power, range and
ability to color a phrase, the singer
has few superiors, but much of her
program was beyond her interpreta-

tive ability and the voice was stri-

dent at times. In the upper regions
she showed to best advantage with
ringing *A's and 'B's to win tre-

;mendoiis app-lqiM^e.,
»

j Su^ieitcs
Uavltl Uuld Ore
l^lnirton CubIso

nicMard Jiach
Qreat Rockota
't>o Lloyd .McKay

Oltt'n Anton
Unrvln r>u.-4ch«U O
Vic Earlnon

Uaf VttOlce .

Camiftn Torrenie
Alan Gale
Ann Mainoy GIh
I-*rank Vallee
UdOIe Blum Ore
Little BalhRkeller

Eddy McKlDley
PlBncOH J^H\i9
Brandown (2)
.Sally Keith
Delia Tlltytbui ' soyi
Victor Huco'ti Urc
I.ou'h Clinnccllnr l(nr
:i Aces anil Queen
Sally I.a Mdrr
OoD Itcnohla (4)

Mny«
3 QueonH of ilhythm
IiIacM-]2ye Pena
hutch & Dutchle
IJornlce Arnold
^larvln
Lotila 'WrlRht Ore
Minstrel TRVern

Ed .McQoldrlck. Jr.
loo Lonegiin
JOIalno &, James
.Margie March
Snlly I'-oy

stoiia BnRle
.SInay GInn'.e T.oftut
Ed McGoldncK. Sr

Momvlna Itnr

Konny Shafer (3)
I>lck Wndp
Curt WeJlcr 'Ai

Nell Diesiiaa'a

Rum LaBoaux
Duke Art. Jr
Rhythm Maniacs i

Tip Top Gls
Geo Marchettl Ore
Ben Bemant
Old fblls Tavefm
Pen Raymond
Josephine
Eddie Thomas
Billy Hayear Ore
Janice Piece
Open Door Caf*

La Shonnea
Jeannettes (10)
MarKle Drummond
Ftorenz
Pranklo Scblutb
VioU Kialn Or«-

Falombo's
Tvonettes
Kayo A Grey*
Jioro A Cblta.
Alma St Roland
Hehry Patrick
Johnny Cahlll
3 Peppers
Bonnie Stewart
Fknadelphla Hotel
Jerl Withe*
Pant Harlni
Virginia Vausbo
Vers, Cruz
Adrlanne Parker
Irmffrad &. Alan
Leonora Co-Eda
Dick Wharton Ore
Walter John

PowvKoB Car*
Doc Smith
Frank Ponte
N'an O'Rourke
i'haclle Ray
Rose JoTlnelll
Xewt Parker Ore

Bed Bin .ln»
Roy COar
Le Shoneii
Helen Jerlrco

Ufa Carlton
Howard Lanin Ore

Roman Grille

Al ('apron Oro
TootH Clfiudlne
Toni Sorrell
Betty Ho(T)nan
^lorl.i Dnio
Ullly Kotlcy

Rendezvous
(Hotel Henutor)

Tho Screnadora
liealo Ht Hoys

Sani'n Cafe
Joe .MrFiuldcn
Great Loaicr
3 Klnir's Ithytbra

iMlTcr Lake Inn
rol Geo Hood
.Monya Alba
llhno 2
UucbcHs St Herman
Juanlta
-*loro-& Gblta .

-

Prank Hnascl Ore
Stamp's

Ilelcno Martin
KUdio Uolan
Ethel Whydo
Thunderbolts
l.nnny Vale
I'liUo OunimlnR^
Sun Riiy GaraeB*
Joun .Murray
Spic Span
Ullly Chester
IJciitrico & Danny
AKncn Wlllla
Don Anton Oro
Ine Jovtnelly
Myra L«c
Slim Walker
nay FauHtlna
eotli St. Bnthskellet

mil AtklnMon
Muito & Yhorese
JlcRKlo Duvan
Pclle netmont
Juhnny Walker
Elton nrown
Tony Bennett Ore

Swan Club
Maxlne York
nuddy Lewis
i;harloteerH
Ruth Warren
Kippeo Velez
Valdez St Poffsy
Earl Denny Oro

"ieth Centary
3 Peppera
Frances Carroll
Sally La Mar
Blanche Saunders
:?trohman (3>

Venice GtiU
Nick Varatlo On
Zola Gray
Conchlta A Antonio
Great l.«8ter
Chic Kennedy

VTanrfdi Hotel

Roffer Stanley Oro
Mrebei'a Hot Bran

Camden
Suzz Carroll
Sister Kramer
Betty Barlow
Dora Kammos
Gaby Lesley
Reyney, IlartLs A R
Ginger Harris .

Connie Nolan
Betty Carroll
Dave Pl*rwn
Pomp Handle Trio
Pen Bannerman
Juleir Flacco'9 Oro
3yd Oolden
Raths'r Eldoradlan*

Wilton's .

Joa Hongh
Art Ua'tbues
Catherine Wolff GIa
(Tarol Joyce
Goo Baquet Ore

Tacht Clob
Harry. Holly
Tncht Clob Boys
victor Nelson Oro

GLEVELAHB
Alpine Village

Malo 3
Cowans
Orpha Towie
Del Kay
Willie Matthias Ore
Boh Copfer

Eldorada anb
Estralleta
Carlos Campos
flannel Orando Oro

FMdfe's Cafe
t^rry Vincent
Nowell A Steger
Manbattancttcs
Herb Boss Ore

Geormet Clob
Royal Hawallana O
Jules- A Webb

Hotel Allertea
Joe BalfSI Ore

notrl Carter
Thlxlon Sprenger
AmlMssadorr Ore
f'liarlrj* Wick

Uetel CloTcUad
Herbie Kay Ore
Betel Fenway Half

Poison Gardner
Corallt

Hotel Helteadea
Crawford A Caskey
Alice Kennedy
Max's Doge
Sammy Watklna Ore

Hotel Stntlev

Clint Noble Ore
La Comra Club

Freddie Cariono Orr
.iJnOMQf'm Skybar
Kokomo
Ray Baysor
Sue Sanders
Hal Simpson

Menace's Cafe
Cordnno A Cortnna
NIki T^a Norman
Jullanna
Mario's Ore

Regal Clab
Duchy Malvtn Ore

37M Clob
Sammy Wolfe
Sammy Vorrls
Sort Gilbert
on Walsh Oro

DETROIT
Book-CndUlac Betel

(Hook CTnahiel

Meta stauder
Prank Gagen Ore

Olator Bar)
Jo* Vera

Casanora
Paye A Andre
Maxino Holman
Ginger Sutton
Jessica Garwood
I.ce Wnltcvn Ore

Clnb Congo
rna Mae Carlisle
Candy A Pepper
Hollo Vest
Marirnrct Watklna
Tondelayo A li^pez
fongo Ore
Enrl Dancer
Corktown TATcrn

Don Harris
V.AT] Farchman
Hart A Allison
Ceo Bell
Panchlta Villa
Phil .Sklllman Ore

Cnnd Termee
Fnnr Dukes
Billy J^oy A Juunit.i
Earl Parchinan
Phil Sklllman Ore.

Uond's
Sun Val Serooadera

liooclon Chop Housr
ruoi Kvprhart

Clab May fair

Marty Joyce
Carol Crane
Mervin Jensen
Dorothy Gerren
Phil OlRcn Oro

Kcblolo's

Pay A Andre
Johnny Policy
Tjiakey Sla
Clem Hawkins
Leonard Sool Ore

Norlliwood Inn
Dale Rhnd^ji
Theresa Rudolph
I 'on Amato
na? Cnrlln Oro
Olde Wayne Club

f;harlrs rostollri On-
>:croii sin
Jack r^ndnn

Pulm Beach
Four Noveltccr*
Stirling A Rubia
Monnle Drake
Don Pablo Ore

Penobscot Clnb
Patricia Willis
Diane Dale
Pamela Brltton
Kreddio liuscb Ore
Barney fSrccne Ore
nttrk's R«dford Inn
Mac McOraw Ore

Royalr
Jnrk (Jwyiin**

Jack Millard
Uolly Boll
H .Smith Dane
Aylono Mason
Skcoler Pnlmor Oro

Statler lintel

Poncho Ore
Leonardo Xi Galente

Silks

nort Nolan
Margaret Andrews
Winters A Angelina
Foari &tagley Dane
r.«onard SccI Ore

San DIega
Cene Emerald
Glenn Dale
The Bordene
Dotty Sloan
Clirr Arvin
A l Alexander Ore

SteTadora
Everett A Conway
Bill Harris
Roland A Rlto

Irono Bui'ho
Tiny Gorman
Jack Tliomas Oro

The Tropics
Johnny IMneapple O
Tapu

Vcrnes
J.-ick Scvant
Ethel .Murray
Jack Cnrr
Chiick stovcps Oro.

WhiMIer Hotel
(Gold Cub Room)
Herman Kino

Wonder liar
Manuel Lopez Uro
Sammy DIberi Ore

OOt Club
Dale Rhodes
Dl Giovanni
Good A Goody
Dottle-Ard
Jfan Moore
Joy A Jtianlta
Delia A Drigo
Horace Boock Ore

PITTSBUBGH
Ancberage

Mayward Deane Ore
i%rUagtoB C4»dge

Phil Cavezza Oro
June Gardner
Fran Rago

Charlie Laun Ore
BUI Green'a

Joey Slnuns Oro
Skip Nelson

Bine Ridge Iju
Lou Lucky Oro
Benny Austin

Boegle-Weasle Clnb
Doog Sherman
Maxie SlmoB
Harry Comorada
Jiuddy Blaine
Waliy Wayne
J Comorada

Clob Petite
PIcrolo Pete Oro
Pntti Geno
Cork and BottI*

Nelson .Maples

Colonial
.\rt Farrar Ore

Eddie Pcytoa'a
Kenny Clark Ore ^

ai Clab
Lyda Rodnok
RajOEJnglert Ore
lldWl Fort Pit*

Ken Duller Ore
Johnny Mitchell
Ht>rry Walton
Jessie Wheailey

Hotel Henry
(Hllver Grim

Dorothy Matthews
lilacorts

(Qay M's)
Dorothy Nosbltt
Hotel 7lfa Arenoe
Mike Darker i

Betel BeaacTeit
Art Baker 4
Jole
Carole Daye

Hotel, Schcider
'

BiUy Blnda Ore
Joy Llnd

Hotel Wn Peu
(ClnHerbox)

Baron Elliott Ore
Mary Krieg
Jackie McCarthy
Babe Rhodes
E'ee We* Lou la

Sonny Falgen
(Contlaental Star)
Frank Andrini *

Slerry-Oo-B*and
Bubbres Beckor Or«
Frances Stone
Cy Hollywood

New Hlllcrest
Benny Burton Oro
Betty Loe
Skip Nelson

Nlxnn Cafe
Al ilarltco Oro
Bob Carter
Pancho A Dolores
Carol- Gould
Dowling Sis

Orclutrd Inn
'

Rudy Galo Ore ^

Pines
Don Butter
Bill LeRoy Oro

Sqoiml Ceep
Tiny Miller
Joey Reynolds
Dale Harkness
Ted Delnipnlce

Vacbt Clab
H Middleman Ore
Terry I.JiwiorMAD Whalen
Van Kirk
Dance Cocktails
Shirley Heller

Bky-Vue
Ralph Springer
Hal Brabeon Ore

Union GrUl
.Sammy Walters
Frank Natal*
Mike Sandrette

VUte HadiM
Eul Corato Oro
Mark Lane
Michael Strang*
Vinay AJIen
MorlarUy A Dell
Taft-Kretlow Dana

BOSTON
Beacbconiber

Harry Morrlsaey Ore
chiro HImone Ore
Jorrl Vance
l.ttillatoroH

Walter Bchr
Oarolo Dennlson

Hllnstrub's
Poier liudffo Oro
Doyd Heathen
.Marco A Romola
Roger Williams
DeMuy, Mooi-o A H

Club .Mayfalr
llaony WoeUa Ore
Nick Jerret Oro
Julia Barbour
Lou Holtz'
BootA McKenoa Rot
Club Vanltr fWr

A I Cava Ore
Dcone Parrlsh
Madel'e Harrington
Stella Ray
GInnle O'Kcefe

Coconnot Grore
Mickey Alport Ore
Don nico Ore
Buster Kolm Rev
Hilly Paine
Marianne Francis
Artlnl A Consueio
Dortithy Docring
I'aul itohlnson
Dolores need

(.Meloily i.Aonge)
Gertrude Woodsum
Herb Lewis

Copley IMata
(Slirntton IttMm)

Tommy Tucker Ore
(3Ierry-(Jo-RoundJ
Mark Gilbert 8
Crnwfnrd House

Freddy Itubin Oro
Crawfordoiloe
Regie White
Vera I*amont
York A Tracy
Lionel 3Iurray
Marya Breen

Fox A llDaods
Milton Gsorge Ore
David llallonllno
Mnxinf Colomnn
(Rhimibn Cnslno

Rnnni) >
Oharloji Woik Oro
T^H Haboncros (6)
I-'odftrlcos !

Dorothea CosipIIo
ArKcnllna .MIn

H)-llnl
Pete llnrman Ore
Terry Andre
Frnnk Potiy

Hotel ItrndCord
(rircus RfHmt)

Luclllo A J Moloney
Hotel Brunswick
(Hermuda Temce)
TJon^l Hampton O

Hotel Cf«H
Ken Travers Ore
Jar-k Manning Ore
Billy Kolly
Ada Marova
mil Groin
Conga Teresa
Jean tlonti
Eleanor Tinland

Hotel f^nox
(l^enox .%rms)

Hob Hardy Oro
K,T' 1v rs

HnlrJ Mlift>rrn

Barbara Douglass
. Hotel Somerset
(UoUncse Room)

E Frotlilnghsm
RuKseli Swan
Harry Marshard O

Hotel Slatler
Cl'errttce Room)

Lolgbton Noble Ora
(Cafe Rouge)

Saivy Cavlcchio Ore
Hotel Vcndonte

(fife A iinm Has)
Jolene
victory 3
Terry Pepin
InteraatSonal Caf*
Ted Crowley Ore
Norman Bolster
Francos Grant
Archlo O'Brien
Koborts A Trehor

Ken Club
Farren itros Oro
nusfl Howard
Jerry A Lillian

Latin Quarter
Anthony Uruno Ore
IthunibollerM Oro
Don Itlchards
Shandra-Kniy Dana
Carole A Sherod
Helono Standlsb
FIvA Maxollos
Wally Wangvr Gls
Hal LoUoy (25)

(Loange Hur)
Hum A Sjrum
Escudero A La PlatA

HInml Grove
Jimmy McHale Oro
Lonnlo KItz
Tom Clinics
Ella May Waters
Phillips A Breon
Otfcar Carrael
Eluno Norton
Arthur Martel

Rio CaslB*
George Harris Ore
Kay Doylo
Harry Spear
Harrison Aulger
Barbara T^e
Tom Hrooks
Carl HofTmnn
l^airlck Uogera
T.oulse Sherwood
Jane Glddlnge
DAn Muck el

(Garden l^onnge)
Mai A F Dearbon

Htenbrn's
(Vienna B<iom)

I.OW Conrad Oro .

Don A Uarrow
JiirU £ Lorraine
Uorls Abbott
Jimmy Marr
A dele Corey

The rave
Don DIDona Oro
jACk Fisher
Tamara Dorlva
Jack A Lorraine
Plr-etr*s <i)
Adoto Torev

TJe-Tto«
Joe Ncvll-i Ore
T;ny Sinclair

, r^urants
Howard PMlI''r * .Sir

'^'K':"*nnf >"•
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SCREEN RADIO MUSIC STAGE

Publlshad Witkljr at IM VTett ictb atr««t, Naw Tork, N. T., by Variety, Inc. Annual aubicrlptlon, (10. SInile eoplM 1( antm.
Entered as Sscond-claaa matter December 22, DOS, at the Poat .Onica at New York, N. Y., under the act ot March 1, lf^».
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'CHARmr SQUEEZE ON STARS
Torgy and Bess,' 1935 R40 Hop,

Loob like '42 Click at $2.75 Scale

The unpredictable vagaries ot

ghow business are currently best ex-
empli^ed by the indicated click ot

the 'Porgy and Bess' revival at the

Majestic, N. Y. A financial flop in

1935, when it played the Alvin at

$i.40-top under Theatre Guild
auspices, the George Gershwin opera
looks like it will clean up at $2.75 top.

Alter 13 years' ot trying, John
Wildberg, who preters to be a show-
man rather than an - attorney, hit

the jack-pot along with Cheryl
Crawtord and a flock ot backers
when the revived 'Porgy' was rated
a cinch after its opening Thurs-
day (22). Miss Crawtord, who pre-
sents the musical melodrama, has
been aTound for some time, too, but
•Porgy* is easily he'r top attraction.
She and Wildberg are associated in
the summer stock venture at Maple-
wood, N. J., which is also their, ex-
perimental spot. 'Porgy' is therefore
another of the rare triumphs that
emanated from the strawhat belt.

It was there that 'Porgy' was re-
vived by them in October last, it

being the season's final attraction.
It cost $13,900 to put on at Maple-
wood and the gross was $14,100.
That showing inspired the idea that

(Continued on page 36)

e Car Sc^arcity

May Be Knockout Blow

To Travelling Legits

Industrial boom from the rearma-
ment program, which has created
the most profitable business in years
lor touring shows, now threatens to
wipe out the road altogether. Trans-
portation priorities, particularly rail-
road baggage and passanger cars, is

already jeopardizing one touring
company and, by implication, men-
aces all others.
Troupe already hit is the No. 3

company, of 'Hellzapotjpin,' current-

}y playing the Community theatre.
Hershey, Pa., and due to go next to
the Lyric, Richmond, and thence
into North Carolina. Southern Rail-
way, over which the show is routed,
has notified the Shuberts that bag-
gage cars will no longer be avail-

(Continued on page 13)

Star Becomes a Monk

Mexico City, Jan. 27.
Jose Mojica, pne of Mexico's top

operatic, radio and pic tenors, has
ielt here for Cuzco, Peru, with the
snnounced intention of becoming a
mnciscan monk. Close friends
deny emphatically that it's a pub-
Ucity stunt.

,

Friends aver that this Is not a
new idea of Mojica, that he has hadK since 1934, when he bought an
estate near San Miguel de AUende,
l-uanajuato sUte, where he ex-
pected to establish a monastery.

Yellow Periled

Hollywood, Jan. 27.

Payroll on 'Secret Agent of

Japan' at 20th-Fox is carrying

three more persons than were
bargained tor when the budgets
were set up.

Studio has assigned two po-

licemen and one plain' clothes-

man to see that no undue harm
comes to two American-born
Japs playing bit roles in the

picture.

DORSEY BROS;

OWN STORY AS

M-GFILM

Negotiations are on which may

put • brothers Tommy and Jimmy

Dorsey and their bands together in

a film based-on .their..llves^ . Jf the.

idea jells it will be filmed by Metro

next fall. Tommy Dorsey is now

on the Coast at the Palladium Ball-

room after finishing 'Ship Ahoy' for

M-G, and Jimmy recently completed

The Fleet's In' lor Paramount.

Jimmy possibly will make another

solo before hooking up with Tommy.

Dorsey Brothers orchestra split

up during a date, at Glen Island Ca-

sino in 1936. Since then their re-

spective bands have become two of

the most outstanding in the busi-

ness.

Meantime, brothers have agreed to

do a series of joint dance appear-

ances for the collection of a fund

that is to be distributed among the

(Continued on page 53)

CALIFORNIA HAS A

NEW GOLD STRIKE

Hollywood, Jan. 27.

Coastwise country between here

and San Diego is literally proving a

gold coast to exhibitors. With the

weekly payroll to aircraft workers

upwards of $10,000,000 plus plenty

of servicemen on duly in this defense

strip, most of the spending money
for amusements is going to picture

houses.
Niteries large and small have been

hard hit by Army ruling against

drinks to uniformed men before six

or after 10 p.m.

San Diego and Los Angeles areas

are drawing heaviest on defense

workers' envelopes, and even better

pickings are in sight with around

100,000 more workers to be put on

aircraft payrolls.

PHOiy STUNT

Star Never Promised She
Would Break Inviolable

'No Radio' Rule^Embar-
raasment Follows Unau-
thorized Publicity

OBOLER TOOK CHANCE

Hollywood, Jfin. 27.

Greta Garbo's non-appearance Sat-
urday (24) on the sustaining pro-
gram radio writer Arch Oboler ar-
ranged and directed over NBC has
created an intensely embarrassing
situation between the film colony
and its members on the one hand,
and the promoters of radio programs
in the name of admittedly worthy
causes on the other. Hollywood is

inclined to feel that attempted 'high-

pressure' that failed has put a valu-
able cinematic property in a false

light and that the whole episode will

probably clean up a situation that
has been noted here for some time
and more or less resented.
Although several film stars were

(Continued on page 54)

Sell Books in Grocery

Store Backed by Radio

Concentrated Ballyhoo

Some $100,000 in radio time' on
about 75 leading radio stations will

be placed by the Raymond Spector
agency. New- York, as part of a cam-
paign to sell 1,000,000 98-cent books.

The book is ''Vrou Are What You Eat'

and was written by broadcaster-

author 'Victor Lindlahr.

Novel part of this campaign, which
will be concentrated in a 60-day
span, is that the book has been placed
with the Kroger chain of groceries

in the midwest, creating the excep-
tional situation of a grocery stote

selling books.

This campaign has been planned
under the admitted inspiration of

Simon & Schuster's sensationally

successful income-tax book, which
has been radio-merchandised by the
Northwest agency of Seattle over
nearly 600 radio stations on a we-
mail-the-book-C.O.D. basis.

Raft Touring Camps With

Raft of Groan-Grunters
Hollywood, Jan, 27.

George Raft is taking a stable of

boxers and wrestlers on a tour of

Army camps. He will underwrite
the overhead and referee the bouts,

the talent donating their services.

Caravan of sports made its first

stop last night (Monday) at March
Field, near Riverside, Cal. Raft will

present one fight-wrestling card

weekly.

Orson WeDes'SoutIi American rdm.

With Guarantee, Interests Studios

Two For Qne

Group of Broadway showmen
who meet at lunch has organized

a club to defeat defeatist war
rumors.
Technique is to create , two

silver lining reports for each
piece of whispered downbeat.

FtA. GAMBLING

LOOKS SET

F0RFEB.1

Miami, Jan. 27.

The Feb. 1 gambling proposition is

still a to-be-or -not-to-be problem

though indications increasingly point

to the casinos opening up on the

first. It's generally agreed that a

resort like Miami needs gan)blihg as

a stimulus—and that what's the dif-

ference if they gamble legally at

Hialeah or in the casinos at night?

The dope has been that tlie 'libera-

lization' would commence on Feb. 1,

but the powerful Miami Herald
(John S. Knight, publisher) is seem-
ingly backing the reform platform
of the original state attitude against

the casino syndicates and manifested
Its first attitude on the subject With
a satirical blast at the one-arm
bandits, as the pinball and punch-
board games are called.

These have been locally okayed,
and while this form of nickel and
penny gambling was regarded as the

forerunner of a bigger gaming con-

cession, recent holdups have aggra-

vated the situation.

The Herald has seized upon these

as object lessons, and it may not be

as smooth sailing as expected.

WILL MIKADO, MICH.,

BECOME M'ARTHUR?

Detroit, Jan. 27.

Mikado, Mich., embarrassed re-

cently with its Japanese name, seems
to have found a substitute. The
oddity in the matter Is that Mikado
was not named after the Japanese
emperor, but was derived from r
Gilbert and Sullivan lander because
of his favorite operetta.

However, the cltlienry can't go

around making that explanation to

folks who burn at the name ever
since the U. S.-Jap war broke out.

For a time the town was considering

'Pearl Harbor* as Its new name but

it now has gone one better than that.

Henceforth it probably will be
called 'MacArthur.'

Film of which Orson Welles will

shortly shoot part' In Brazil is the
first to be made In Latin America
under a new arrangement worked
out by ' Jock Whitney's division of
the Office ot the Coordinator ot
Inter-Amerlcan Affairs. Welles* pic,

'It's All True,' will be distributed by
RKO as a regular feature-length re-
lease.

Whitney has a number of deals
pending with other studios similar to

that with RKO for the financing ot

'True.' Inter-American Affairs of-

fice will put up DO coin, but, if at
the end of the regulanplayofl period
RKO can demonstrate that the pic-

ture was not a financial success, In-
ter-American \yill pay the extra cost
incurred by studio's having lensed
the^ film In Latin America instead ot
Hollywood.

Offer of this type deal has ill

studios going ^ver ' potential ^tory
'material to be shot in S. A. It's fig-

ured to be a highly favorable schema
all around, inasmuch as it (1) guar--
antees the studio against un^Jie loss

resulting from the heavy' cost of
sending a crew south, and (2) it

provides the Whitney office with the
(Continued on page 55)

10 of Orchestra Of

18 Are Conscripted

Into UnitedStatesAnny

What the building of an army ot

3,600,000 men portends for many
a band can be seen In the current
Claude ThornhiU lineup. Since Dec.
1, Thornhlll has been forced to re-

place 10 of the 18 men in his com-
bination, eight of the 10 having been
called for induction. Bob Jenney,
trombonist, being the latest called.

He's already In the post band at

Camp Dlx, N. J.

Lou Breese Is another to suffer.

Four out of five recent replacements
were because of conscription. Fred
Kalte, Porter Bailey, Ed Cervantes,
and Eddie Shaefer are now in uni-

form, latter In Eddie Peabody's
band at Great Lakes Naval Train-
ing Station. Bob Stockwell dropped
out via illness, Earl and Buddy
Bergman, Ed Prepps, Bill Conti and
Bill Haley were replacements, re-

spectively.

Robbing It In

Milwaukee, Jan. 27.

Russians, anxious to let this largely

Germanic community know that his-

tory repeats itself, sponsored' ths
presentation in Milwaukee hall here
Sunday (25) ot 'Alexander Novsky,'
a pre-war Soviet film revealing how
the Russians repelled a Teutonic In-

vasion in the 13Ui century.
The sponsoring group, known as

the. International Workers, have ar-
ranged to show Russian pictures
regularly Irom now until summer.
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N. Y. Stirs Foreign Correspondent,

Back in Gotham After 12 Yrs. Abroad

By JOSEPH D. RAVOTTO
(The wriler, Tccently returned from

Europe, uioj United Press and

'Variety' Corresp<mdent on the

Continent.)

Here I am once again on Times

Square, after 12 long, eventful years.

The twinkling lights of Broadway
end the noise,; movement -and tang

of Manhattan leave mc with mixed
emotions. It's all as it was; yet, it's

all so different.

In those 12 years I've trod the

Vialtos of Paris, I^ndon, Berljn,

Rome, Madrid, Lisbon and other

European capitals as a foreign cor-

respondent. Off for a vacation in

Europe, I remained 12 years and re-

turned recently on the Excambion,

the last American passenger ship to

cross the Atlantic for the duration

of the war.

The blackouted crossing over a

Eccret, zigzag course on a ship with

the American flag blackened out,

and its upper structure greyed, w^
a fitting close to a cliapter of li

which saw Europe at its best and

worst
I lived through the Europe that

was a playground for thousands

upon thousands of vacationing

Americans annually, the Europe of

ease and luxury and pleasure, the

Europe of crises—economic and po-

litical—when a certain degree of

serenity and confidence was super-

teded by mistrust and bickering. It

was a Europe of Munich, when a

combination of Idealists and poli-

tician let themselves be hookwinked
(Continued on page 18)

LOMBARD WILLS

ESTATETO

GABLE

DISNEY CARTOONS AS

TAX PAIN-KIUER

Washington, Jan. 27.

Walt Disney's p^rt in the defense

program will include anaesthetizing

the taxpayers against the shock of

the March 15 Income tax boost and
propagandizing^m.erican.fpod_prod-

ucts. around the world.

Already the creator of insignia

tor hosts of air force units, Disney

has turned out a design that will be

stamped on all food packages and

will prepare a special tinted short

in which Donald Duck will help

soften the lax blow for the average

citizen.

Tlie food emblem, like the 'Britain

Delivers the Goods' stamp, will be

placed particularly on supplies for

export and for distribution to the

U. S. needy. Reproduced in red,

blue and black on white, the design

represents a modernistic American
eagle hovering over a cargo boat and
chasing a bombing plane. Four stars

represents the 'four freedoms."

Adelaide Moffett May

Start Divorce Suit In

Miami vs. Bifl Bockner

Bonds cost as little as $18.75,

stamps come as low as 10

-cents— Defense- bonds- and-
stamps can be bought at all

banks and- postoffices, and
stamps can plso be purchased
at retail stores.

STRATOLINERS

DRAFTED BY

GOVT.

i THE BERLE-ING POINT
By Milton Berle

Los Angeles, Jan. 27.

Carole Lombard left her entire es-

.tate to Clarlf' Gable and appointed

liim executor of her will, dated AU'^

Sust, 1939, and fUed here yesterday

(Mod.) for probate.

Document, short and simple, pro-

vides for the cost of her funeral and

adds, 'after these expenses are paid,

the rest, residue end remainder of

the estate is bequeathed to my hus-

band, Clark Gable.' Amotmt of the

fortune was not disclosed.

Soletnn privacy attended the' final

earthly rites for Miss Lombard, her I

mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Peters, and
Otto Winkler, in contrast with some
other ^Im funerals. Only a few
family friends were present at the

services.

Bodies of the three, who died with
19 others in an airplane disaster ih

Nevada, were secretly removed from
the train at nearby Pomona to avoid

a morbid public. The actress and
her mother were Interred on Wed-
nesday (21), a day, ahead of the ex-

pected time, and the Winkler serv-

ices were held next day, both at

Forest Lawn. Clark Gable attended
both rites.

Miami, Jan. 27.

Adelaide Moffett, Just opened at

the Clover Club for Nat Harris, has
established local residence and may
institute divorce proceedings here
against Bill Buckner, Jr. There's a

local three-month ruling which
makes Florida a road company
Reno.
Quite a bit of press scandal on the

divorce-mill angle, through phoney
residences." Consequently there can

be no monkeyshlnes and the three-

month period henceforth must be
legit, and not done by mail order or

care of some lawyer's phoney ad-

dress.

Miss Moffett Is spotted indef at the

nitery and will round out her lo-

cal stay to conform with the law.

Socialite songstress Is daughter of

former Federal Housing Commis-
sioner James A. MoSett.

By GEORGE FROST
The headline act at New York's

LaGuardIa Field has been drafted by
Uncle Sam for service with the

Yankee air corps. The latest 'se-

lectees' are the Transcontinental &
Western" Air line's huge Stratoliner

planes, beloved especially by cross-

country trotting flimdom for < their

speed and convenience and by the

crowds of stretchnecks who popu-
late aerdrome's conservation deck.

The army will undoubtedly use the

33-passenger, four - mile - a - minute

ships for various terry assignments.

These luxury liners, operated ex-

(Continued on page 55)

Miggins Reports at 20th

Hollywood, Jan. 27.

Foreign situation as reported by
Ben Miggins, European sales man-
ager for 20th-Fox, Is being digested-

at the studio by executives with a

view to lts<«Sect on the company's
revenue. Miggins came on from New
Vork and remains here for two
months.
Daily conferences have been slated

with Joseph Schenck, Darryl Zanuck
and William Goetz.

PhQly Music Critic Sues

Stokowski for $25,000

Hollywood, Jan. 27.

Leopold Stokowski has been
charged with appropriating an orig-

inal Idea of Mark Tutelman, Phila-

delphia music critic, In combining
classic music with series of scenarios

latter says he submitted to Stoky at

letter's request for Walt Disney's
'Fantasia.'

Tutelman seeks $25,000 damages..

Par Ribs Priorities

Hollywood, Jan.- 27.

Paramount will be first away from
the barrier with a light treatment of

the wartime verbotens. Filinusical

under title of .'Priorities of 1942' Is

being screenplayed by Art Arthur.

Fiu will happen around a Pltts-

.^burgh steel mill. -
,

,

L MONROE'S PATRIOTIC

COMMUNin SING TOUR

Sponsored by HCA-Viclor, Lucy
Monroe will undertake a coast to

coast tour In a series of community
choral festivities under auspices of

the U. S. Treasury and the army and
navy training staffs. Itinerary starts

at Washington on Feb. 17, followed

by Miami, Feb. 25; Tampa, March 4,

and Pensacola, March 11.

In addition to her Innumerable
appearances at various war relief

benefits to sing the National Anthem,
Miss Monroe since last March has
sung every Sunday night on 'Man
hattan Merry Go Round,' national

hookup. With some weeks of her
contract remaining, she was released

from her radio chore last Sunday
(25).

Community sings were tried out
by Miss Monroe last summer. More
than 40,000 participated at a Wash-
ington rally.

V Hollywood, Jaa 27.

My new picture, 'Wh&perlng Ghosts,' Is proving very lucrative to me. /

I just got the laundry concession for the sheets the ghosts wear.
John Carradlne Is in the picture and he's a great guy to work with. He's

the only actor In Hollywood who has a shoestrlpg tor a stand-in.
.

,
' ,

'

During one of my most dramatic scenes, my bride, Joyce Matthews, 'cai^e

on the set. When the scene was over, she kissed me and said: 'Honey,
don't worry, there are still a few weeks of vaudeville left for you to play.'

Sol Wurtzel, the producer of the picture, said to me, 'Berle, now that
you're a star, we've made Improvements in your dressing room'—it sure
Is swell to have a shower In my pup-tent.

'

John Shelton, who plays one of the featured roles, Is sure a handsome
guy. ~n~eTemlnds me'of myself—in my wildest dreams.

Broadway Department
""Leo'tlnay Is quite distressed af"th'e' gambling going on among his Kef-
rings. The other day he caught two of tb^m rolling each other's 'bones',

Jack Zero says he knows an actor who wouldn't marry a very wealthy
debutante—because her father wouldn't throw in a tew tires with the
dowry.
Harold Conrad wires me that Jack White no longer has that cement-

colored complexion of his—since he switched to washing his fac^ with
saddle soap. .

Billy Rose just built the most unique bomb shelter—he had the bottom
drawer of his dresser lined with concrete.

HoIIywoodlana
Maxle Rosenbloom will soon tmdergo an operation to give him much

clearer diction. He's having a boxing glove removed from his mouth.
Bette Davis had to turn down a social Invitation the other night. It

was her maid's evening off and there was no one to stay home with her'
'Oscars'. "

•.

CliS Nazarro says he saw a new kihd of criminal picture. Not once did .

a gangster say: "That dirty double-crossing rat.'

Billy Curtis, the midget, offered his services to the government. He
wants to convoy carrier pigeons.

Laird Cregar says he knows an actor who was so ssrtorially'perfect,

even when he went to school he wore a pork-pie dunce cap.
Bob Hope has played so many benefits, whenever he has dinner at

somebody's house and they serve chicken a la king, he unconsciously gets

up and does a monolog. ^
-

Abbott and Costello got tired of making a picture a day at Universal,

so they laid the law down to the executives—from now on the boys only

want to make five a week,
Mnsio Department

There's a certain night club in Hollywood that features a jukebox and
whenever you put a nickel in to play 'Rose O'Day' out comes a helping

of Irish stew.

Have you heard the new recruiting song: 'How About You?'
Mack Gordon has a swell idea. He wants to paper the floors of every

home In America with songsheets for housewives who like to sing while
they mop.

There's No Troth to the Romor
That the government added a trigger to Jimmy Durante's nose and is

now using it for a rifle That every time Nelson Eddy sings 'Shortnin'

Bread' the raisins get stuck In his teeth That Lana Turner once went
out with a fellow who wasn't a bandleader That whenever Skinnay
Ennls lays off he rents himself out to writers as an exclamation lioint

Hangnail Descriptions
Burma sign: Shave-Rave John Barrymore: Breir-Ball. . . .Bob Bench-'

ley: Neat-Wit Sally Rand: Fan-Wuitlej.
Obnervatlon Department

With most of the night clubs closing due to lack of business, «11 the
fellows who indulged in nite-spot brawls wUl have to shift their battles

to a regular ring.

The rubber shortage Is sure playing havoc with girdles. Now when a
woman wears one out, instead of discarding It she sends it out to be
retreaded.
Eavesdropped at Charley Foy's: 'I wouldn't say he's bald, but he does

have a beautiful head of wavy skin.'

Eavesdropped at NBC: 'He's such a phoney—even the rubber in his

checks Is second grade.'

Eavesdropped at Sardl's; 'He loves people around him—even when he
walks in his sleep he wants connp.any.' >

My brother (the one i/ho books squirrels Into parks) hasn't been feeling

well lately. He absent-mindedly walked into an employment agency,
and still hasn't gotten over the shock.

Whatever Became of 7

Burns Sc Jose Stutz & Bingham
Snow, Black St Cole Dalton & Craig
Ruth Roye Smith & Strong

Afterpiece
Hollywood Is the only place in the world where a wolf owns a tuxedo.

ABBOTT and COSTELLO
On National Release Feb. 13

^ —In—
' 'Ride Em Cowboy'

Universal Pictures Chase A Sanborn Hour, NBC-Fied
Under Parional Managstnent of: Ep,]^ARp,SHERMAN

Fve Grown to Like It

Broadway Reporter Admits He Goes For Hollywood,

But He's Not 'Gone*

Berlin's 35 Years

As Songwriter Gets

Campaign By Par

Hollywood, Jan. 27.

Irving Berlin's 35th anniversary
as a songwriter will be heavily ex-
ploited by Paramount In connection
with the campaign on 'Holiday Inn,'

which carries 13 original tunes by
the songwriter and many others of
his earlier output.

Berlin Is now In New York to go
over the details of the campaign
with Paramount home office pub-
licity-advertising officials.

Fields Nixes Rum—In Pic
Hollywood, Jan. 27.

Sixth chapter of "Tales of Manhat-
tan,' the Boris Morros production at
20th-Fox, went Into work with W. C.
Fields in the top role.

Sequence Is essentially comic, with.
Fields preaching a temperance ser-
mon.

.

By JOHN CHAPMAN
Hollywood, Jan. 27.

Hollywood—I've had 18 months In

Hollywood. When I dievf the as-

signment from the New York News

I flgured It was simple; simple of

purpose, that is. All I'd have to do
was my best toward reporting on
the making of movies. Nobody told

me of an enormous side job—an un-
ending task of answering two ques-

tions several times a day.

Query 1—'When did YOU come
out?'

This one Isn't so troublesome. You
reply 'a year ago' or 'a year and a

half ago' and your interrogator looks

confused and mumbles, 'Oh, I just

thought you were here for a visit,'

Query 2—'How do you like It out

here?'

This Is the baby that saps the

strength. Suppose you reply, truth-

fully, 'Fine!' This will throw your

adversary. HoUywoodians have an

Inferiority complex worse than the

Nunnally Johnson collie that got

kicked by Albert Payson Terhune.
They are conditioned to abuse and

(Continued on pg^e 55) , .. '
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ACTS FEARLAM STRANDING
NBC CBSJM Pay $15,000 to End

14 Writers' Action for $UOO,000

NBC, CBS, Broadcast Music, Inc.,

"and the Naflohal Association of

Broadcasters have cleaned up by
cash settlement a piece of litigation

that sprang up against them during

the fight between the broadcasting

interests and ASCAP. It was the

monopoly suit which 14 writers filed

in the N. Y. supreme court The
writers involved, 13 of whom were
ASCAP members, received different

sums out of the settlement, ahd.lt is

reported that the payoff altogether

for the writers and the defendant
counsel, Robert Daru, amoimted to

$15,000. The damage figure named in

the suit was $1,200,000.

David Podell, who functioned as

special ASCAP counsel during the

negotiations for new .licensing con-

—tracts-with NBC and CBS, had been
delegated by the ASCAP board of

directors to co-operate with NBC-
CBS counsel in bringing about an
end of the writers' litigation. The
board had agreed to use its influence
in that direction after the contract

terms with the networlcs had been
completed.

NBC TELEVISION GIRL

LEADS AU-FEMME ORCH

An all-girl orchestra of 23 pieces,
led by Juliette (Kathryn Porter),
who was NBC's "Television Girl,'
makes its debut this week (Friday)
at the Hipp theatre, Baltimore.
Though this is its first public date

'the outfit played a private party at
the Waldorf hotel, New York, last
week as a sort of audition. Paul
Tison is its manager and financier.
Frederick Bros, agency last week

took on a all-fehime combo, too,
signing the 'Sweethearts of Rhythm,'
composed of colored college girls
from Louisiana. Currently aggre-
gating 17, including leader, the group
may be enlarged to 22 or 23. It
played Apollo theatre, N. Y., last
week.

Larry Adier in Opera

Debut With Harmonica
Philadelphia, Jan. 27.

Larry AdIer, the harmonica play-
er who recently made his concert de-
but in a touring act with tap dancer
Paul Draper; bowed in grand opera
here tonight (Tuesday) in a per-
formance of 'The Baf ('Die Fleder-
maus') with the Philadelphia Opera
Co., at the Academy of Music,
Pnilly. Performance was In English
and was billed under its English
title.

Portraying an entertairter in the
second-act ball scene, Adler played
Johann Strauss' 'Blue Danube Waltz.'
He then explained that as he had
Used a microphone for the number,
he _might as well go the whole way
iiL^ sn encore, play a song that

at the time of the opera's action had
not been written, by a composer who
had not yet been borii. He then
played Cole Porter's 'Begin the Bc-
gume."

Grip's Invention to Army
^ camera holder for

B'" Classen, of the grip de-
partment of the Warnor studio, has
turned his Invention over to the

S. Army.

JtJ^ *° action from

nhnt« T,^'"8 providing a
Photographic record of combat or
maneuvers.

MouBtached Bnlheye

PI, 1 . ,
Milwaukee, Jan. 27

Plankmton Arcade, the city's big-

cont.i
recreation center,

shni? ' '""""S ot'ier devices, asnooting gallery. Pictorial likenesses

KcenHv'','' substituted

ha, '"v"'^ and business«as more than doubled.

hVr; ® operators have to

The Border Stretch

Hollywood, Jan. 27.

It used to be the hooch run
down to the border,- but now it's

something more elastic. Since
the ban went on tire sales, many
of the picture crowd have rolled
down to Tia Juana to pick up
new rubber.
Demand on' tire dealers and

filling stations was so brisk over
the weekend that supplies were
soon exhausted and some laid

over until fresh stocks were
rushed in from Mexico City.

BARNBANCE

AT $1.55 TOP

Buffalo, Jan. 27.

Alka-Seltzer Bam Dance coming
Saturday (31) to Memorial Aud for
three-hour show, NBC broadcast In-

cluded, for benefit *of Smokes-for-
Soldiers fund. Buffalo Evening
News',, which sponsors, adding Bob
Armstrong's WBEN house band to
program.
House at $1.55, $1.35 and B5c sold

out week in. advance, with smatter-
ing of 5Sc seats left.

A HUNK OF GUY

Robert Coffin Lectures, Skates,
Cooks, and Does Sundry Otber Things

Robert Coffin, Belgian jazz critic,

and Leonard Feather, English mu-
sic writer and critic, .will together
conduct a jazz music course at the
New School for Social Research, N.
Y. Once weekly sessions begin
Feb. 11 and are to continue for 15

weeks with recordings and live talent

used to illustrate the work. Course
will delve into history of jazz and
individual stars. Benny Goodman is

to guest 'n opening night.

Goffin, now editing 'Voice of

France' mag in this country is also

a lawyer, poet, checker wiz, champ
ice-skater, amateur chef and has a
rep as a strong man. He's 43.

TALENT EXCHAMGE

Uncertainty of Transporta-
tion and Difficulty of Plan-

ning for Future Crimps
Outlook— Brazilian D e-

pression at War's Out-
break Told by Patricia

Bowman, Paul Haakon

CAFES DESERTED

War and the uncertainty of tran-
sportation are cutting down consid-
erably the number of U. S. perform-
ers working in South America, or
planning to go there. . Latinland was
on the ve^ge of developing into a
profitable substitute for Europe as a
user of American talent when U. S.
entry into the war dealt the S. A.
tour scheme what may be a blitz

blow;

An added difficulty, although one
(Continued on page 54)

Jolsqir Tees. Off
,
Big

^

As One-Man Show On

- Toar of Army Camps

By ABEL GREEN
Jacksonville, Fla., Jan. 27.

AI Jolson opened his Dixie camp
tour at the Jacksonville Naval Sta-
tion doing two shows last night
(Monday) before two audiences of
5,000 each, the double appearance
being made necessary due to turn-
aways. The second solo concert in-

cluded officers and wives. .

Working in a modern camp the-
atre, with a perfect public -address
system- which the star avers su-
perior to many de luxe theatres, the
ovation was thunderous and over-
whelmed the comedian, who re-
peatedly wanted to know, 'Do you
really mean it? And if you do,

may I come back—as that is about
the only thing we people in show
business can do as our bit in the
great war effort.'

Keynoting a new stylf of one-

(Continued on page S3)

Gov't to Unify Air Raid Precautions

For All Theatres; OCD Official

^^3^ Circuit Keps in D.C.

New Type Giveaway

Thomasville, Ga., Jan. 27. .

During World War 1 Marine
Nat M. Williams shot a lot of
Germans. Now local manager of
Interstate Enterprises, theatre
chain, he is Thomas county draft
board chairman.
On behalf of his chain he has

offered $100 to the first Tljomas
county soldier, sailor or itVarine

who slaughters a Jap.

OPTION ON

AL JOLSON

Sherman & Marquette agency has

taken an option on the services of

Al Jolson which it must exercise by

Feb. 1,5. In makingJts deal through

the Music Corp. of America the

agency declined to specify the ac-

count. It was Jolson who insisted on

the forfeit.

Among S&M's accounts are Kraft
and Colgate. The former account is

now using The Great Gildersleeve'

series on NBC Sunday evenings.

No Deal with Kate Smith
Miami Beach, Jan. 27.

Al Jolson and Ted Collins couldn't

get together on coin, for ithe Kate
Smith show, which has a $1,500 top
for its guesters, and Lou Holtz will

inaugurate the first-from-Mlami
broadcasts. Jolson was willing to

do it for $3,000, and dana,te the en-
tire sum to the Red Cross.

Quite a contingent of showfolk
coming in with the Kate Smith-Ted
Collins entourage, including Betty
Grable, Jack Oakie for guest-shots

and also to tie in -with 'Song of the

Islands' (20th) film which debuts
here Feb. 6.

Jolson's pianist, Martin Freed, has
arrived to accompany the star on his

(Continued on page 36)

With wartime precautions for the-
atres varying considerably, and with
a lot of exhibitor-managers not
knowing what to do or doing noth-
ing so far, steps have been Initiated
by Washington looking to an official

set of air-raid rules for all pictur*
houses throughout the nation. Plan
is to devise regulations that will be
sufficiently broad to cover any type
of operation from the smallest 'shot-
gun' up to the Music Hall, N. Y.

With a view to drafting a pros-
pectus for the entire country, a
meeting was called In Washington
Friday (23) by Everett King of the
Training Promotion Unit of the Of-
fice of Civilian Defense to get the
ball rolling.

Session with King and others In
the OCD was attended by Si Fabian,
New York-New Jersey circuit op-
erator; Robert M. Weitman, repre-
senting th^ Paramount chain; John
Payette, zone manager for Warner
Bros, in the Washington area; John
Eberson, theatre architect; Sidney
Lust, Washington circuit operator
Jong prominent in exhibitor politics;

Hardie Meakin, of RKO's Washing-
ton theatres; Carter Barron, district

manager for Loew's; H. G. Barbee,
.Jr., general manager of the LIchtman

(Continued on page 20)

HARVARD THIS YR. GIVES

'IT' TO BETTY GRABLE

The Harvard Lampoon has award-
ed its annual 'oscars.' One goes to
Betty Grable for the 'most consist-
ently worst' performances and an-
other to Veronica Lake as 'the worst
discovery of 1941,' Robert Bench-
ley, Jr., is the editor of the collegiate
funny paper.

La^t year Ann Sheridan received
a dubious citation from the Lam-
poon and came east to meet the
fresh Harvard boys. Evidently the
crimson cutups are aiming at, a
double-feature this year.

THE RIGHT TO SAY 'NO'
With regard to the embarrassment Saturday

(24) of Greta Garbo's non-appearance on the

'iMarcli of Dimes' broadcast over NBC: the

attempt since then to drag her record on char-

ity into the case to cover up somebody's care-

lessness completely ignores the point that if

Miss Garbo did decide to make her radio debut
she might think twice before entrusting this

important event to the man who wrote the

script that got Mae West so nicely jammed
up on the radio.

The cross-fire of who did (or didn't) do
what in this mess should not be confused witli.

any purely extraneous considerations as to

whether Greta Garbo. 'ought' to help the In-

fantile Paralysis drive. That is a decision for

Miss Garbo and now that she has been thrust

into an awkward situation it seems tinsports-

manly to excuse the attempted exploitation of

.her name by arguing that she hadn't 'ought'

to be so unobliging.

On the Hollywood side tliere is a distinct

tendency to blame Arch Oboler, a radio writer

who has made a specialty of getting film stars

to appear on radio programs for small wages,

or none. Hollywood feels that Oboler over-

extended hiniself this time and got caught in

a snarl of his own presumptions.

Oboler seems to base his whole case on

the circumstances that Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
did not issue a denial of the original publicity

release authorized by Oboler and circulated

by the 'March of Dime;' through NBC. This

seems to introduce a side-issue as an alibi for

tlie main question of whether anybody should,

ill tiie name of sweet charity or patriotism, or

any other cause, no matter how worthy, have

the temerity to announce to tlie public the

True it may be that in this case the 15-ycar-

old liideaway act of Miss Garbo has cost her

a bad press. A less retiring, more self-asser-

tive, protection of her interests was indispens-

able if this was, as it seems, a bold-faced bid

to force an unwilling star to give in. It seems
fairly clear that Oboler, with or without asso-

ciates in the matter, did expect to use great

names and great causes to accomplish through
a 'shame, play' the consent that direct appeal
could not put through.

Anyway considered, the whole episode is

careless in ethics and high-handed in manner.
It seems to be a deliberate maneuver to put
Miss Garbo into a situation where she had to

make a gesture of '.'^mericani.sm' to offset a

conveyed hint that her 'foreign' origin needs
sucii a gesture.

obout now is fM?"ha?^the*Go^ern^- "^"Pl'os^d ap'pear.mce of a celebrity at a certain
ment may crack down on the am-
munition supply, . ,

date without the unmistakable consent of the

principal.

This episode may clarify a lot of bad reasons

and bad methods for doing worthy things in

-this war.- • • -
-
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UA Participation in Theatre Operation

Again Up for Discussion on Coast

One of the principal topics of con-
sideration at the conclave of United
Artists execs on the Coast during the

past 10 days is understood to have
been the acquisition of theatres. UA
started on a big theatre purchasing
drive last spring, but with the un-
certain management situation it

stalled and the only acquisition was
a half-interest in the United Artists

theatre in San Francisco. Further
expansion from there is said to . be
the plainww under consideration.

Coast huddles, which were also for

the purpose of discussing what's to

be done on the new Carole Lombard
starrer, To Be or Not to Be,' and
other subjects, are slated to wind up
this week. Sales chief Carl Lcscr-
man and pub-ad head Monroe
Greenthal arc skcdded to arrive
back in New York today (Wednes-
day), while Edward Raftery, Grad
Sears and Laudy Lawrence are due
back early next week.

Discussions on theati-e plans were
held, it is reported, with D. J. Mc-
Nerney, former UA branch manager
In San Francisco and a partner with
Joe Blumenfeld in the Blumenfeld
circuit in California. Blumenfeld
and McNerney are UA's partners in

the United Artists theatre in S. F.

. There were several plans under
consideration by which UA could
widen its holdings in Cooperation
with Blumenfeld and McNerney.
One is to buy into the Blumenfeld
.circuit .and, .then for the combinaiipn^
to expand -from there, gradually
comlsg east. That's said to be the
plan favored by UA.
- Blumenfeld and McNerney, on the
other hand, are said to be desirous
that UA pick up a corresponding
number of houses to theirs on the
Coast and then the two parties put
all theatre holdings together on an
equal participating basis. Blumen-
feld circuit consists now of about 20
houses in S. F., Oakland, Berkeley,
Marin county and towns of northern
California.

Milstein East

Hollywood, Jan. 27.

Jake Milstein returned East after

two-week survey- on distribution of

training films for the government.
It's likely he'll make a South

American tour soon to negotiate dis-

tribution deals for ihdcpendeiit pro-

ducers.

Greenthal Completes Campalcn
Hollywood, Jan. 27.

Carl Lesserman, sales chief, and
Monroe Greenthal, ad-publicity head
of United Artists, trained back to
New York after passing a week in
conferences with member-owners
and viewing new pictures. Green-
thal completed the new campaign
for the Jack Benny-Carole Lombard
starrer, To Be or Not To Be.' Also
tmder discussion were the day-date
runs of To Be' in keys starting Feb.
26.

' Ed Raftery and Gradwell Sears
staying over, another week for fur-
ther talks with UA producers on
starting production season in Sep-
tember. Arrangements were com-
pleted for David Loew and Al Lewin
to deliver two pictures for new sea-
son, with David O. Selznlck prob-
ably, completing one toward year's
end.

Selznick has been negotiating with
bankers for a $3,000,000 loan, which
It's understood has been . consum-
mated, but he has not yet signed a
commitment for the obligation.

Ross Shattuck, New York artist,

is doing a rush job here on art de-
tails for layouts on the Carole Lom-
bard-Jack "Benny co-starrer, To Be
or Not to Be,' for United Artists re-
lease.

Monroe G;eenthal is reviving the
advertising campaign to make it com
port in a n;iore dignified way with
Miss Lombard's death. Probable re-

lease dale is Feb. 26.

Fleischer Drops

Cartoon Features

Afterm Bug'

Fleisc^^ Studios, Miami, execs
are planning to discontinue feature
length cartoon production for the
duration of the war Owing to short-
ages of some materials, which hamp-
ered 'Mr. Bug Goes to Town' in

final stages, and also due to simul-
taneous stepping up in production
of short subject cartoons from 20 to

32 for 1942. 'Mr. Bug' will report-
edly be the last of the feature
length cartoons to come from
Fleischer, barring unexpected de-
velopments, until the war is over.

One reason for discontinuation
given is that detail work on feature
length product has delayed shorts,

for which there appears to be in-

creasing demand. Anticipated also

that shorts characters and scripts

win be pointed for military 'and
morale values.

Shortage of imported pigments for
paints and of aluminum, which is the
base of acetate discs in recording,
created difficulty in completing
'Bug.' Studio technicians finally

used glass base for the recordings
and compounded synthetic bases for
pigments required in color work.'

LOEWS, RKO, BRANDT

EXTEND ^DIMES' DRIVE

REP. BUDGETS $800,000

FOR PICON COMMANDOS

Instead of closing the March of
Dimes campaign in the theatres to-

day (28), many N. Y. houses, includ-
ing those of such large chains as
Loew's,RKO and the Brandt Bros.,

have decided to extend the drive
through Friday (30), the President's
birthday.
According to reports so far re-

ceived, collections are running very
high, with some theatres saying they
are 10" to 207o Qf the boxofHce re-

ceipts, while one claims the -collec-

tions are 40%!
From the 10,000 trailers sent out

by National Scrieen on the drive. It

is hoped several thousand dollars'

worth of silver _may be reclaimed.
With that in view, theatres are being
asked to return the trailers.

Avg. Weekly Wage $49

For 14,824 Studio Workers
Hollywood, Jan. 27.

Weekly average of wage earners In

film industry last month (December)
was lower than the November total,

but showed a gain of 25% over same
month In 1940.

December weekly payroll amount,
ed to $727,614. Average weekly en
velope for 14,824 workers was $49.

An-fnne H^h Amus. Tax Yield

Of $87^794 By U.S. In '41

Hollywood, Jan. 27.

Republic is pouring $800,000 into
Its picture based on British shock
troops and titled 'Make Way For
the Commandos.'
Studio is speeding production to

g6t to the tap before other com-
panies with same subject matter.

Pereira Designs 'Kingdom'
Hollywood, Jan. 27.

William Pereira has taken over
the post of production designer for
the David O. Selznlck production of
The Keys of the Kingdom'. Job was
created by Selznlck for 'Gone With
the Wind' and subsequently taken up
by other studios.

Pereira also is serving as chief

architect for Motion Picture Relief

Fund's Country House, refuge for

indigent screen players. '

GOODBYE TIN

Flberboard Boxes Okayed As Con-
tainers for Film

Due to requiremeiTLs of tin in the
war program, new prints from film

laboratories to exchanges will be
shipped hereafter in cardboard or
Hberboard boxes, under new regula-
tions approved by the Interstate

Commerce Commission in Washing-
ton. Petition to replace tin with
fibre boxes was made on behalf of
the film industry by A. S. Dickin-
son, conservation department di-
rector of the Motion Picture Pro-
ducers & Distributors Assn.
Tests have been made showing that

cardboard containers, because of
insulating property of materials, are
even better protection against flre

than tin cans.

MAXINE SULLIVAN
•Variety' said: "She's standard

aiid an asset In any theatre."

OpcnlnB Friday, Jan. 30, Apollo
Tlieati-o, New York; State Thea-
tre, Hartford, to follow. Thanks
to Jack Bertell.

Management
MCA ARTISTS, LTD.

Cowdin Sees U. S.

Pix Biz Upbeat

In Face of War

Just what effect the U. S. partici-

pation in World War No. 2 will have
on the motion picture industry is

covered by J. Cheever Cowdin,
chairman of Unlversal's board of di-

rectors, in his annual statement to

stockholders, this being the first film

company to render a financial state-

ment on year's earnings since Amer-
ica declared war.
Admittlng'it is a bit early to gauge

with any accuracy the full effect of

V. S. participation, Cowdin ex-"

pressed confidence that the recent
drop in film theatre attendance is

only temporaj7 and that business
shortly will return to normal 'if It

does not. exceed it' He cited that
in Great Britain, Australia, Canada
and other countries where the war
has placed a great strain upon the
people and armed forces, the need
for having entertainment constantly
and conveniently available has be-
come increasingly important and has
been recognized as so by the au-
thorities.

The Universal chairman recounted
how attendance at picture theatres
dropped off sharply after the unex-
pected attack on Hawaii by the Japa-
nese. However, he pointed out, such
a decline is hot unusual during pe-
riods of intense public anxiety or
interest in news happenings—that a
similar decline was noted at the out-
break of the war in Europe in 1939.

Cowdin said that the U management
has confidence in the ability of film
business to serve the needs of the
people in the U. S., and that the
loss of some skilled workers or ex-
ecutives to armed services and de-
fense production, while adding to
problems - of operation, should not
seriously interfere with the orderly
conduct of business.

Regarding the outbreak of hostili-

ties in the Pacific, Cowdin admitted
this extends warfare to another area
in which Universal in years past en-
joyed substantial markets. Volume
of business done.^ recently in such
countries as Japan, he said, however,
had been seriously restricted by gov-
ernment regulations and other fac-
tors. He stated that the total vol-
ume of business last year in China,
the Philippines, India, Japan, Java,
and Dutoh East Indies, Straits Set-
tlement and French Indo-China
represented only 2.3% of U's gross
revenues.
Besides such loss of revenues. Uni-

versal has certain assets in foreign
countries with which wc now are
at war or in nations occupied by such
enemies. Cowdin explained that
such assets are being written off

during the , current year and that
the company has set up a 100%. re-
serve against investments in Japan,
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Norway,
Denmark and Germany amounting
to about $230,000.

FP-C Sells 600G Stock
Montreal, Jan. 27.

Famous Players-Canadian Corp.,
has sold a $600,000 iVt% issue, ma-
turing June 1, 1051.

Issue sold to Wood Grundy Co.
and Pitfield k Co. at 100.

StartW April 15

Hollywood, Jan, 27.

Paramount has set April 15 as the

starting date of "For Whom the Bell

Tolls,' Ernest Hemingway tale, long

delayed by casting troubles.

By that time Gary Cooper, male
star, and Sam Wood, director, will

be free of other assignments.

Serlin Nixes Pix

Co. Bids to Back

'Moon as Play

Offers of several film companies
to participate in financing legit pro-
duction of John Steinbeck's The
Moon- Is Down' have been refused

by producer Oscar Serlin. Para-
mount is understood' to have' been
particularly anxious to put up . part

of the coin for the dramatization of

the forthcoming Steinbeck novel,

which has been chosen as Book of

the Month Club's April selection.

Serlin said yesterday (Tuesday)
that his deal ' wltb Steinbedc gave
him and the author participation in

the screen rights. In other words,
screen rights cannot be acquired di-

rectly via the book, but must be
bought following the. usual three-

week period of the Broadway run,

under Dramatists Guild rules.

Dramatization is about completed,
Serlin declared, and the play will

go into production as soon as the
two principal roles are .filled.

SAG IS GIVEN APPROVAL

TO CURB ROWDY EXTRAS

Hollywood, Jan. 27.

Following a conference last night
(Monday), Central Casting gave
Screen Actors' Guild okay to mete
out any punishment necessary to

curb rowdyism in Its ranks of 6,000

extras. Recent unrest In extra
groups was climaxed by attacks on
Central's employees and disciplinary

action is said to be necessary to curb
the rowdy tactics.

Guild has been handling class B
workers, but it's proposed more
drastic action is necessary to clean up
the situation. Disciplinary measures
have not yet been adopted, but it's

believed offenders will be punished
by giving them long layoffs from
daily calls.

L.A. to I^.Y.
Joe E. Brown.
Steve Broidy.
Everett Crosby.
Linda DamelL
Bette Davis.
Brian Donlevy.
Phillip Dunne.
Florence George.
Monroe Greenthal.
Harold Grey.
Tom Harrington.
Olivia de Havilland.
Mann Holiner.
Carl Lesserman.
Nat Lief.

Ann Miller.

Jake Milstein.
James Monks.
Constance Moore.
Charles Nordhomm.
Phil Rapp.
William Raynor.
Stanley J. Rubin.
Rosalind Russell.
William A. Scully.
George West.
Adolph Zukor.

N. Y. to L. A.
Elisabeth Bergner.
Dave Chasen.

•' Charles Cobum.
Tom Connors.
Y. Frank Freeman. ,
Leon Fromkess.
S. R. Kent.
Helen Mack,
Tom McAvity.
Pat O'firlen.

,

George Raft
'

George Schaeter.
Elihu Winer.

Washington, Jan. 27.

Federal Government's grab from
patrons of amusements during 1941
—with the 10): starting point re-
flected only- in collection figures for
two months 'hough stiffer levy was
in effect for three months—stiat-
osphered to $87,829,794.

The final Treasury collection fig-

ures (which are a barometer for

actual admissions during the first 11

months of 1941) revealed a gain of

$1,001,481 for the second month the
bite was on every ducat from 10c

up. December collections, showing
November turnstile traffic, aggre-
gated $11,412,678, another nil-time

high and nearly $5,000,000 above the

average haul under the former 21c
rate.

With the statistical experts figur-

ing the present tariff will yield In

the vicinity of $130,000,000 annually,

the Treasury chalked up a total

from amusement-seekers In 1941

that more than doubles -the amount
ever . collected from this source be-

fore. The total haul in pennies,

nickels and dimes was more than

four times as much as the Govern-
ment shared during the depression

days (when the impost hit only per-

sons spending 41c or more). Com*
pared with 1041's aggregate of $87,«

829,794. Uncle Sam raked in $43.483,*

367 during 1940 and $20,974,027 in

1937, the next most productive years.

Stiffer taxes on radios and phono-
graphs brought a further rise in the
yield from this source, and with the

miscellaneous other taxes falling in

large part on amusement purveyors,

the Govertjment snared, over $4,-

500,000. Collections were: radios

and phonographs, $2,348,801, a climb
of over $1,600,000 above 1940; rec-

ords, $123,591; musical instruments,

$322,268; coin-operated devices, $1,-

538,851; and bowling alleys and pool

Ubles, $268,107.

Because of rate changes, there was
no indication yet that the war pro-

duction has had any marked effect

on sales of radios, while the priority

orders, requiring reduced output,

were not in effect in time to be re-

flected in the 1941 tax returns.

Par Poshing Defense

Bond Sale Within Own

Co.; H.O. Holds Rally

In teeing off a drive In Pnra-
mount for the purchase of defense
bonds and savings stamp.<;. Stanton
Griffis, at a meeting of the entire

N.Y. home-office personnel la'it

week, said he was down for $20,000.

as was Barney Balaban, president of

the company, while Y. Frank Free-
man, v.p. In charge of production,

has subscribed for $45,000, of which
$25,000 Is for himself and $2QJ!00 for

Y. Frank Freeman, Jr., who's'*i?Sw

in the service.

While noting to Par employees
that It Isn't compulsory to subscribe

to purchase of bonds, the expecta-

tion of Griffis and other top execu-
tives is said to be that there will be
100% representation and that the

employees will subscribe to all they

can conveniently carry.
At the general personnel meeting,

three $25 bonds were dispensed to

as m.any employees on a drawing
that was held. The three bonds
werft donated by Griffis, who Is

chairman of the executive commit-
tee of the company.
Many organizations, in and out of

show' business, are making author-

ized weekly deductions from pay-

checks to go toward the purchase of

bonds or savings stamps for em-
ployees.

'AMERICAN WAY' WILL

GET FILMING AT COL

Hollywood, Jan. 27.

Film rights to 'Thei American
Way.' legit spectacle, have been ac-

quired for early spring shooting at

(Columbia. George Stevens will pro-

duce and direct when he has fin-

ished "The Gentlemen Misbehave,'
his current chore.

Stage piece was authored three

years ago by George Kaufman and
Moss Hart, co-starring Fredric
March and Florence Eldrldge at the

Center, N. Y.
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STUDIO LABORUP $3,000,000
Goldwyn-UA Deal Udikely; Distrib

Won't Match RKO's Low Terms

Hollywood, JaiL- 27.

Overtures by Sam Goldwyn to re-

turn to the United Artists told for

distribution of his pictures are not

liltely to develop any serious discus-

sions, as UA is disinclined to match

the terms of Goldwyn'g RKO deal.

Under the RKO arrangement,

Goldwyn gets worldwide distribu-

tion for 17%%, with the producer

taking out his cost before RKO cuts

in for its distribution fee. On 'Ball

of Fire,' which cost Goldwyn around

$1,000,000, RKO must return income

it derived on film equal to this

amount before taking its own cut
Deal, unparalleled in film biz, was

-negotiated for Goldwyn by Leo
Spitz, who was paid a $50,000 fee for

negotiating the contract.

UA and other companies releasing

tor indie producers are opposed to

such an arrangement on the ground
that the 'low distribution fee would
invite loss. UA insists on same fee

from the first dollar for distribution

which obtains in dealings with other

producers and member-owners.
Goldwyn's two-picture distribu-

tion deal with RKO ends with 'Ball

of Fire.'

WB Offers Raise

To Cagney, Now

Talking with UA

Honywood, Jan. 27.

Warners is dangling a flattering

proposition at James Cagney In an
effort to balk further discussions
with United Artists.

He is presently drawing $150,000
per picture against 10% of the gross
on a contract which expires with
completion of 'Yankee Doodle
Dandy,' now well along in produc-
tion. Understood Warners is willing
to make other concessions and raise
the ante to hold him. UA proposal
calls for a Cagney unit, with brother.
Bill, as produces, with financial aid
end UA personnel made available to
Cagney's production setup.

Boyer Gets Salary-%

In Actor -Prod. Deal
Honywood, Jan. 27.

Combination status of actor-pro-
ducer for Charles Boyer is con-
tained in a contract signed with
Universal. He will produce and
star in some pictures and handle
production only on others. Deal
calls for salary and percentage on
"1ms he produces.
Boyer reports at Universal to in-

itiate the two-way contract after he
wmpletes The Constant Nymph' at
Warners and discharges a one-pic-
ture commitment at Paramount. Uni-
versal deal for his exclusive services
was negotiated by Charles Kenneth
Feldman.

Kent, Connors' Plans

Hollywood, Jan. 27.
Sidney R. Kent and Tom Connors

arrived here for confabs with 20th-
fox execs, also to look at forthcom-
ing releases.

Kent returns east at the end of
week, while Connors and Herman
wobber make swing around 20th
exchanges.

Before departing Connors stated

„f
wa« not becoming sales managerw the company, as reported, to suc-

Herman Wobber, who as-
sertedly will remain on the Coast as

9nfu
^'^'rict sales manager of

lutii at his own riequest.

F(l)asrKed Out

Hollywood, Jan, 27.

Diets, long a fad with film
luminaries, are proving a deter-
rent to their patriotic motives.
When call went out for dona-
tions to the Red Cross blood
bank, many of the top names
had to -be rejected due to

aenemia and shortage of the
necessary corpuscles.
Medicos ascribed the de-

ficiency to lack of body-building
nourishment, directly attrib-

utable ''to making studlo-slde
weight.

CANADA FIXES

CEILING ON

ADMISSIONS

Regina, Sask., Jan. 27.

Baslo rates of admission to pic-

ture theatres cannot be Increased

because they come under the price

celling, theatremen have been told

by James Stewart, administrator of

service; Wartime Prices and Trade
Board, Toronto. The 'ceiling' does

not apply to the legitimate the-

atre.

'Admission fees cannot be greater,

than the basic rate charged between
Sept. IS and Oct. 11, 1941, in motion
picture houses,' the administrator

said.

Korda Seeking London

Passage; Silverstone

Resigns as N. Y. Rep

Steven Pallos, Alexander Korda's

partner, who has been supervising

eastern sales representation for

Korda, will actively take over the

eastern rep post himself with de-

parture of Emanuel Silverstone in

about two weeks. Pallos is expected
to return to New York next week
from a six-week tour of South
America,

Silverstone for a number of years

had been Korda's eastern rep. When
Pallos, a Hungarian who had long

worked with Korda abroad, came to

this country in 1940 he assumed
supervision of Silverstone in the

east, although Silverstone continued

to handle most of the detail of con-

tract approval.

Silverstone, a brother of former
United Artists' chieftain Murray
Silverstone, has been with Korda
about eight years. He's presently

negotiating for another post in the

film industry,

Korda has been in the east for

about three weeks. He plans to

leave shortly for England and ex-
pected to learn in Washington yes-

terday (Tuesday) when he would
be able to depart from the U, S. He
said he anticipated he might remain
abroad about three months. He re-

fused to say one way or the other
about the prospects of resuming pro-

duction in England.

12-14% INCiEll8[

FOR lA LOCALS

Agreement Reached With
Eight Key Studio Unions
—Many New Conditions

Arranged in 3 Weeks of

N. Y. Huddles Which
Means Added Cost

'GOOD DEAL'

More than $3,000,000 will be added
to the studio labor bill as result of
the increases and changes in work-
ing conditions granted to the local
unions of the International Alliance
of Theatrical Stage Employees fol-

lowing three weeks ' of negotiation
in New York, according to reliable
estimates,' When the costs are com-
puted, taking into account the added
pressure on payrolls because of
many conditions imposed by the lA
locals, It is believed the increase
will run from 12 to 14%.
This is in addition to the increase

of between $1,500,000 and $2,000,000

being borne by studios in conse-
quence of the deals made last fall

with six international unions that

are signatory to the five-year basic

agreement.
The lA, which is not party to the

'basic agreement and does not in-

tend to return to it, represents 10

different locals in the studios. One
of these, the laboratory technicians,

made its own deal independently of

the lA late last summer, while an-

other, the projectionists, accepted a

10% boost last fall following lengthy

N. Y. sessions in which agreement
could not be reached with the other

eight (grips, soundmen, cameramen,
lamp operators, wardrobe workers,

makeup artists, studio utility em-
ployees and propertymen).

'The eight studio locals, coasting

along under their old deals, resumed
huddles with producer representa-

tives in N. Y. three weelts ago and
after daily sessions, many of which

(Continued on page 18)

BISCHOFF ENDS 2-YEAR

STAY AT COLUMBIA

Hollywood, Jan. 27.

Sam Bischoff checks out of the

Columbia studio March I'at the ex-

piration of his two-year producei*

pact Currently "he is putting the

finishing touches to 'Two Yanks In

Trinidad,'

Deals with other majors are now
in negotiation.

Hughes StiH Indefinite

On Action Against Ban

Of 'Outlaw' By Censors

More than $1,000,000 which How-
ard Hughes has had tied up in The
Outlaw' since last spring may con-

tinue to gather moss indefinitely.

Millionaire aircraft manufacturer

and film producer is taking his time

in making up his mind on what he'll

do about the N. Y. State Board of

Regent's action a couple weeks ago
in upholding an earlier censorial

ban on the film.

Hughes has his choice of taking

his case to the Appelate Division of

the Supreme Court, or scissoring

four scenes and Uits of dialog ob-

jected to by the Regents. Cuts con-

sist principally of shots of star Jane

Russell, in an extremely low-cut

dress, leaning forward toward the

camera.
To obtain a Hays office seal

Hughes has already been forced to

slice shots of Miss Russell—who's

making her film debut—in the sanre

low-cut dress leaning forward over

a mirror,
Hughes Jias been extrcrhely ada-

mant about making any further dele-

tions. He's already simultaneously

fighting censors' nixes in several

pther states and it is considered

likely that he will take the New
York ban to court. Major cdmpanies
usually make cuts without much bat-

tling because of fheir desire to get

films into release as soon as possible

and avoid keeping an expensive in-

vestment in cans on a shelf.

Meantime, Miss Russell, who Is un-
der exclusive contract to Hughes, can
make no other films. She's engaged
much of the time in posing for

publicity pictures for fan and pic-

ture mags, all of them anxious for

shots similar "to the disputed ones in

the film.

MeDett Assures Tree Screen h
Talk With Freeman; Choice of Story

Material Entirely Up to Producers

'Proboscis Trouble

Los Angeles, Jan, 27.

Retreading job on Lou Clay-
ton's schnoz Is the basis of $75,600
damage suit filed by the former
stage partner of Jimmy Durante
against Dr. Josef Ginsburg, plas-
tic surgeon, Clayton charges that
the makeover of his beezcr was
to Improve his breathing and
beautify his smeller, and Instead,
the proboscis is permanently dis-
figured, thereby impairing his
earning capacity as an actor.

Dr. Glnsburg's defense is that
Clayton f&lled to follow instruc-
tions on the care of the retread
job after the trim was completed.

PIX CO. ATTYS.

HUDDLE ON

PROBLEMS

' Overall problems of the picture in

dustry, general matteri applying to

both the Coast and eastern setups,

public and labor relations, mechani-
cal problems and other broad topics

are under more or less confidential

discussion at ipeetings in New York
attended by Hollywood studio and
h.o. attorneys.

Counsel from Hollywood, slipping

into N. Y. quietly for tlia star cham-
ber sessions at a local hotel. Include
Mendel Silberberg, who represents
RKO and Columbia; Herbert Freston,

of Warners, and Maurice Benjamin,
of the Coast firm of Iioeb, Walker &
Loeb, which represents Metro, The
Holly-wood attorneys have been in

the east for a week and will prob-
ably remain another in view of the
scope of the discussions.

Eastern legal lights huddling with
the Coast group includes Austin C.

Keough, v.p. and general counsel of

Paramount; J. Robert Rubin, v.p. and
general counsel of Metro, and Joseph
W. Hazen, general counsel of War-
ners,

Parleys In N. Y. will probably lay

the groundwork for a general survey
of the industry, including ways and
means of improving public-labor re-

lations, etc. ^

KELLEY, MURPHY GIVEN

ADDED DUTIES AT U

Hollywood, Jan. 27.

Wider spread of executive duties

at Universal has been ordered by
Nate Blumberg in shifting new re-

sponsibilities to Dan Kelley and
Martin Murphy. Both are veterans
of the Valley studio and will work
in closer association with CHIT
Work, studio head, Kelly takes

charge of all creative talent, artists,

writers and directors, while Mur-
phy, now In his 27th year at the

studio, looks after production opera-

tions and studio management.
In the new shuffle, Robert Speers

moves over from publicity, where he
was assistant to John Josephs, to

head the casting department under
Kelley. Also on Kelley's staff are

Leonard Cripps, story editor, and
Reginald Allen, scenario editor.

Kelly joined Universal in 1930 as

casting director.

U Signs Ritzes

Hollywood, Jan. 27.

. Ritz brothers hava been signed to

a three-picture deal at Universal.

Studio is mulling various comedy
properties.

Motion picture industry will steer

its own course through troublous

war times, selecting its own story

material without any more definite

guidance, or pressure, from the Gov-
ernment than a willingness on the

pait of the latter to cooperate on re-

quest. The clear cut policy, remov-
ing all rumors that the Administra-

tion had plans for use of the screen,

was outlined by Y. Frank Freeman,

president of the Motion Picture Pro-
ducers Assn, of Hollywood and top
executive of the Paramount studio,

in a discussion on his arrival in New v

York (23) following a conference
with Lowell Mellett in Washington.
Because of requests from numer-

ous Washington departments for as-

sistance from film producers and (al-

ent, west coast executives several
weeks ago requested the appoint-
ment of a single official contact at

the seat of Government Mellett
was selected by President Roosevelt
for the spot. He has been connected
with the White House staff for sev-
eral years.

'As defined by Freeman, the work-
ing arrangement promises most sat-

isfactory operations. A single Gov-
ernment link with the industry's

war activities committee will ex-
pedite production of non-commercial
subjects. The demand .for these
from the Army and the Navy is

likely to Increase. Already the
studios, under a plan supervised by
Darryl F. Zanuck, have turned out
a group of successful technical fllmi

of value In the training courses' ior
(Continued on page 34)

Grease Skids For

Revamp at RKO

Hollywood, Jan, 27.

New setup for thi prdBuction of

'B' pictures at RKO Is predicted fol-

lowing the arrival of Prexy George

Schaefer around Feb. 1. Understood

the impending shakeup may mean
the departure of J. R. McDonough,
Cliff Reid, Howard Benedict and
Bert Gilroy, At present, Rekl Is

the only 'B' producer actually han-
dling a picture, one of the 'Mexican
Spitfire' series co-starring Lup«
Velez and Leon Errol,

Jed Harris, otl the payroll for

a few days, is back on the job pre-
paring a war comedy. Pare Lo-
rentz, about whose status there was
some speculation. Is working on two
stories for future production.

'

Meanwhile, the retrenchment cam-
paign by Earl Rettlg, new studio
manager, has resulted in the dis-
missal of -Wynne Haslam, head of
th^r^tenographic department, and a
few minor casualties.

HURLEY CANCELS UA

DEAL ON WAR CLAUSE

Hollywood, Jan. 27.

Harold Hurley cited ' the war
clause in his contract to cancel his

producer commitment with Uhited
Artists, Deal for two pictures yearly
for two years was signed last

September, with UA balking at war-
time cancellation clause, but Hurley
insisted on that protection before
signing.

Hurley was to have arranged his

own financing and didn't want to be
obligated for high~budget pictures at

this time. , . , . . . ..^
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War s Stymie of U. S. Creative Writing

Already Being Felt By Studio Story Eds

Old adage that war cuts Ijoth the

quantity and quality of the output

of creative workers is beginning to

be felt seriously by film studios.

Books, on which picture companies
had become accustomed to look for

a goodly quantity of their script ma-
terial, are no longer pouring into

story departments as they did a year
ago. Nor is the quality up to what
It was formerly,'

-Result is-that far fewer books have
been purchased this season than dur-
ing recent years past And what has
been bought hasn't brought the

fancy prices of 1938-39, 1939-40 and
1940-41. There's been a distinct lack

of outstanding best-sellers that stu-

dios bid for and snap up at fat fees.

Decline now being felt in output
of literary material suitable to films

represents the stuff that was not
written during the past year. Or-
dinarily, the product of labors six

months to a year ago would now
be coming into story departments.
That it's not is a Reflection of the

same thing that happened to cre-

ative works in Europe preceding and
during the start of the war there.

William J. Fadiman^ Metro's east-

ern story ed, advances three major
reasons for the U. S. decline:

1. Many of the younger men who
ordinarily would be writing have
been drafted and deprived of the

environment in which to work.
2. Creative writers not in the

Army have been unable to adjust

themselves in a stfort time to a new
world marked by war and crises.

3. Book and mag publishers have
been uncertain as to what the pub-
lic wants'and consequently have con-

centrated on 'sale' boolcs. Latter

are generally non-fictional.

Promise of better days a^ead,

however, is seen by Fadiman. 'Amer-
ican auUiors, like Americans as a
class, are extremely adaptable,' he
declared, 'and in a short time we
may expect that they'll be in the

rhythm of the new mode of things

and writing as usual.'

Comparative unimportance of this

season's books is evidenced in the

low prices brought. The' two most
recent 'big* buys have been at only

$30,000 each. First was Paramount's
purchase of The Storm,' by George
B. Stewart, and the second Warner
Bros.' acquisition of 'Edge of Bark-
ness* by William Woods. Latter isn't

to be published until spring. It's

the story ot the German invasion of

Norway and subsequent efforts of

the Norwegians to sabotage their

Nazi conquerors.

The Short Haul

Hollywood, Jan. 27.

Film cowboys are galloping
close to home these days to save
tires. Rubber shortage has put"
a crimp to far-off location jaunts,

and scouts are seeking canyons
and ranchos within easy dis-

tance of the studios.

RKO is stalling out locations

for six Tim Holt westerns not
far from the Hollywood Hills.

PAR READYING

25FOR RELEASE

Hollywood, Jan. 27.

"In addition to 16 pictures ready
for release. Paramount has nine
more features in the cutting rooms,
undergoing final touches of editing.

Nine are 'This Gun For Hire,

True to the Army,' 'Beyond the
Blue Horizon,' 'Out of the Frying
Pan,' 'Holiday Inn,' 'Mr, and Mrs,
Cugat,' Take a Letter, Darling,'

'American Empire* and 'I Live On-
Danger.'

SUES RKO FOR $50,000

ON W-PLAGIARISM

Hollywood, Jan. 27,

A damage suit for $50,000 was
filed here by Itelen Roisman against
RKO. She charges J:er yarn, |There
Is Destiny,' was submitted to the
studio in 1937 and was lifted for
Tom, pick and Harry.'
She wants damages because the

screen billing omitted her name as
author of the origindl story, and

bteause she received ho compensa-
Uon.

Up-to^Dadng 'Desert Song'

Hollywood, Jan. 27.

Vacuum cleaners are busy again
on 'The Desert Song,' which has
been accumulating dust. for several
years, on Warners' library shelf.

This time the yarri is being' re-

written by Charles Grayson with a
modem war background at Dakar.
1}ennis<'Morg^-. and Irene Manning
ate pencil^ in for the^tog spots.

Republican Attacks IK S.

$27,700,000 Propaganda

Outlay as Treposterons'

Washington, Jan. 27.

Outlay for Federal propaganda
and information in the last fiscal

year amounted to $27,700,000, with
the Agriculture Department setting

a pace no other outfit could' match
and accounting for $11387,700—or

42.9%—of the total.

Disclosure of Uncle Sam's bally-

hoo activities was made to the House
during debate on the big Indepen-.
dent Offices Appropriation BilL Spe-
cial .survey by the Budget Bureau
revealed there are 2,995 full-time

workers on the payroll concerned
solely with pumping out Informa-
tion, answering queries, preparing
films and broadcasts, and handling
advertising, exhibits, etc. The part-

timers numbered 31,618.

Expenditure ot such an amount
was denounced as "preposterous' by
Representative Richjard B.' Wiggles-
worth, ranking Republican appro-
priations committeeman. Other
G.O.P. members also yelped for

economy in this direction.

The Budget Bureau report showed
the chief item was for publications—

'

booklets, reports, press releases, and
such—and that radio and motion
picture work involved only $1,000,-

000. Paid advertising of various
kinds cost only a litQe over $110,000.

NOMINATE 14 PK FOR

ACADEMY ART AWARDS

Hollywood, Jan. 27.

Academy last week cleared the
first set of pictures to be placed in
nomination for 1941 awards. Batch
of 14 were placed in competition in

the art direction bracket
In the black and white classifies

tlon are 'Citizen Kane,' "Flame of
New Orleans,' 'Hold Back the Dawn,'
'How Green Was My Valley,' 't.adies

in Retirement,' The Little Foxes,'
'Sergeant York,' 'Sis Hopkins,' 'Son
of Monte Cristo,' 'Sundown,' "When
Ladles Meet' In the color class are
'Blood and Sand,' 'Blossoms in the
Dust' and "Louisiana Purchase.'
Committee members must view all

productions before their vote can be
certified.

W6 Signs Jack Benny

For 'George Washington'

Hollywood, Jan.' 27.
Warners signed Jack Benny for _

second picture, Kaufman - Hart's
'George Washington Slept Here.'
He was previously set -for Tlie

Widow Wouldn't Weep,' which goes
into production soon.

Loew's Stockholders Meet

Feb. 3 After Long Delay
Postponed annual stockholders

meeting of Loew's, Inc., has been
set foi»next Tuesday (3). Regular
meeting date Is early in December.

Re-electipn of . directors and re
port of different officers will con
stitute the principal business at the
meeting. Likely, too, that figures on
the first 13 weeks of Loew's current
fiscal year will be revealed. Com-
pany already has reported net
profit ot $11,134,593 tor the fiscal

year ending last August

JEAN HUSHES IN
Hollywood, Jan. 27.

JeaiT Parker aiid Ray Middleton
drew top roles in The Girl From
Alaska' which went Into work yes-
terday (Mon.). at Republic
Armand Schaeter is producing arid

Nick GiindA directing.

Hollywood, Jan. 27.

Phyllis Ruth got a contract ex-

tension at Paramount
Universal tagged Jennifer Holt,

daughter of Jack Holt to a termer.

Option on Sharon Douglas lifted

by Edward Small.

Metro renewed Bronislau Kaper
as music conductor.

Hal Medford, former radio writer,

taken aboard the writer staff at

Metro.
Alan Hale's option picked up by

Warners.
Phil Silvers inked a deal with

20th-Fox.
Philo Htgley penned a scripting

ticket at Columbia.
George Tobias renewed by War-

ners.

William Shirley's player option

lifted by Republjs.

Jean Ames' acting pact renewed
by Warners.
John Sheppard's actor option

picked up by 20th-Fox.

Barbara Britton renewed by Para-
mount
Robert Ellis and Helen Logan,

writing team, renewed by- 20th-Fox.

George Givot inked four-picture-

a-year pact for five years with Hal
Roach.
William Wright drew a player

ticket at Columbia.

Sparks Deadpans

Tlea to Public

On 'litde Foxes

Action ot Samuel Goldwyn last

week in taking directly to the public
his battle with the Sparks' circuit on'

terms for "The Little Foxes' has re-

sulted in no change in the situation.

Sparks, Paramount affiliate which
controls virtually all theatres in
Florida, has greeted the Goldwyn
ads In 14 Florida . towns with stony
silence.

Goldwyn sold the picture away
from Sparks, putting it into the
seven Indie houses available in the
state. Ads were pieced in other
cities to tell people why they weren't
seeing 'Foxes' and giving the closest

town (sometimes 50 miles or more
away) where it might be seen.
Dispute with Sparks hinges on

circuit's refusal to book the film on
anything but flat rental, which Isn't

acceptable to Goldwyn. Sparks is

the second chain from which 'Foxes'
has been sold away. First was the
Saenger, controlling some 100
houses In Louisiana, Mississippi and
Alabama.
Cost of Florida ad campaign to

Goldwyn was only about $200, linage
rates being low in the Florida
papers.

UA TIMPERNE SMITH'

IN CHANGE TOm W
United Artists has rechristened

'Pimpernel Smith' as 'Mister V.'
English-made film opens under the
new title at the Rivdli, N. Y., fol-
lowing 'the current nm of 'Joan of
Paris.'

Leslie Howard is a triple-threat
in 'Mister V,' having produced,
directed and starred. Film's about
an absent-minded Cambridge prof
who undertakes to liberate a num-
ber ot prominent prisoners in Nazi
concentration camps.

It was acquired by UA with funds
frozen in England and is being re-
leased under the banner of the new
United Artists Productions.

WarbirdWeilmanWiU

Direct linnder Birds'

Hollywood, .Jan. 27.
Director assignment on "Thunder

Birds;' aviation .picture In Techni-
color for 20th-Fox, goes to William
Wellman, a flyer in the first World
War. Filming starts late next month
near Phoenix, Ariz., on the Thunder
Bird air field, which was estab-
lished as a training school for pilots
before U. S. entry into the war
largely through coin advanced by
members ot th.e show business'.
Among those financially inter-

ested in the school are Darryl F.
Zanuck> Henry Fonda, Cary Grant
and . Gilbert MUler. .

Anything For A Remedy
Milwaukee, Jan, 27,

Exhibs who successfully fought Daylight Saving in the courts and
taw It become verboten under present Wisconsin law, are now taking

a different view of the situation. With likelihood ot the local law
being nullified when national daylight saving goes into effect Feb. 9
as a war-time measure, theatre men are now hailing It as a lifesaver,

believing it, together, with curtailed film production, will put an end
to double features.

They point out that ahorter evening programs will be necessary In

order to get turnover, and, to accomplUh this, they will be compelled
to build their shows around a ilngle feature.

Upbeat of Shorts Further Evident In

20-25% Sales Increase Over Last Yr.
-+

M.O.T. School Turning

Out 30 Cameramen

For War Coverage

' March of Time's School of Pic-
torial Journalism will graduate 30
men, its largest class, Feb. 19. New
class last week completed an- ex-
perimental newsreel," tentatively

called 'History In the Making,' which
compares favorably with regular M.
of T. releases.'

Idea back ot Time's training

school for cameramen Is to fit reg-
ular members ot American and Ca-
nadian armed forces tor military
news photography. School Is headed
by D. Y. Bradshaw and Includes ex-
perts from various departments of
Time-. Fred Hewitt, a regular mem-
ber ot the U. S. Navy, now is chief
photographer, with Arthur Black his
assistant Current class came in

Aug; 15.

During their course, M. ot T. stu-
dents went out oh assignments,
learned how to photograph yarns
under trying circumstances, were
instrudkd on film makeup, cutting
and scoring.

Current class includes 16 navy
men, four marines, two members ot
the coast guard, tour members ot
the Royal Canadian Air Force, two
from the Royal Canadian Engineers
and two from the Royal Norwegian
Air Force, New class next month
will include 40 navy men and 10
members ot the coast guard and
marines.

AMUS. DIVISION LAGS

IN '41-42 CHARTTY DRIVE

Although the amusement indus-
try has contributed more than
$100,000 to the ig41-'42 campaign of
the New York and Brooklyn Federa-
tion ot Jewish Charities, sum raised
Is still behind the '30-'40 figure, David
Bernstein, co-chairman of the amuse-
ment division, pointed out last week.
Goal j>t $150,000 had been set and his
committee will continue to tunctloti
until It gains something nearer that
amount, Bernstein said.

Announcement of the sum con-
tributed was made at a luncheon
meeting ot the amusement division
at which radio commentator William
L. Shlrer was guest of honor last
Friday (23). Eddie Cantor was m.c.
On the dais were B. S. Moss, Herman
Robbins, Henry Jaffe, WlUlam
Morris, Jr., Jules C. Stein, George
Schaeter, Paul Felix Warburg,' Paul
Moss, Jack Cohn, Will Hays,' Gilbert
Miller, John Golden, Albert D
Lasker, Jake Wllk and William
Klein,

Gus Eyssell Also On

Rockefeller Center Bd.

On top of being made president
of the Radio City Music HaU Corp.
and managing director of the Hall
Gus S. Eyssell has been elected a
director ot Rockefeller Center, Inc.,
Ihe parent organization headed by
the Rockefeller interests.
He succeeds the late W. G. Van

Schmus in these posts. Van Schmus
was also a director of RKO, repre-
senting the Rockefellers on the
board of that picture company.

Fast Trip to Stardom

' Hollywood, Jan. 27.

Gloria Warren, moppet discovery
ot Warners, draws star rating after
one picture.

She plays the femme lead in Vic-
tor Herbert's 'The Fortune Teller.'

Gross safts of short features dig'

tributed by major companies cur-
rently are running 20-25% ahead of
the comparable period last year.
With numerous exhibitors stIU sour
on any swing-over to single-feature
programs, and the unusual length ot
many No. 1 features this season pre-
cluding the use of many shorts on
double-feature bills, dualer dlehards
are at loss to explain where the new
business is coming from.
Numerous major circuits have ex-

perimented with spotting worth-
while shorts on programs when a
long feature makes a second one dif-

ficult to handle. Where these strong
shorts have been substituted tor a

second feature, l>oxofflce results are
reported satisfactory, especially in

the matter of audience turnover.
Every major company handling

shorts reports an upbeat over a year
ago. Paramount shorts sales are
running 26% ahead, Warner Bros.
23% and Universal, 22%. No of-
ficial data was available at 20th-Fox,
excepting that business on short
features is better than 12 months
ago. Metro's increase was around
10%. Columbia does not break
down its shorts and feature sales, but
recently claimed six months ot do-
mestic business running 50% ahead
of the previous -year, with indica-
tions that shorts gross sales are up
around 25%.
An inkling of the trend away from

twin bills is seen in Unlversal's 22%
improvement because the company
has no theatre affiliates. Hence,
such increase does not represent
spot bookings into U's own affiliated

circuit houses.

While latest Hays office figures
(appearing in Film Facts) reveal
that the percentage ot double-fea-
ture shows in the U. S. during 1941
varied little from previous year's
totals, nearly every key city In re-

cent weeks has reported one or more
theatres filling out programs with
shorts where heretofore always em-
ploying two. feature productions.
Reports from "Varied correspotid-
ents In 25 leading cities lately noted
the. number ot successful single-

feature play-dates, biz even tapping
that done when two features were
used. These did -not include some
of the larger southern cities, pre-
dominant solo-feature situations.

Both dlstrlbs and ex>iibitors are

far from sold on the ability of single-

feature shows to buck dual com-
petition, but dlstrlbs In several in-

stances admit a trend towards
spotting more shortS' and experi-
menting with shorts In place ot a

second feature when the No.. 1 draw
is a strong picture.

LAWYERS SUE SP. EAGLE

FOR $23^50 ON TALES'

Hollywood, Jan. 27.

An attachment suit against S. P.

Eagle, formerly' Sam Spiegel, co-

producer with Boris Morros ot

Tales ot Manhattan' at 20th-Fox,
was filed by the law firm ot Henry
Herzbrun & Kenneth Chantrey. Suit

asks $23,250 as lawyers' share of

Eagle's income for legal services.

Claimed an agreement with Eagle
guaranteed the law firm 25% of

Eagle's share In the picture. Eagle
and Morros have a 40% Interest in

'Tales.'

Par's 'Wake Island'

Hollywood, Jan. 27.

Robert Preston and Macdonald
Carey share top spots in 'Wake
Island,' a tale ot the U. S. Marines,
currently In preparation at Para-
mount
Sloan Nibley, who worked as a

civilian . engineer on the Island

shortly before -the siege. Is collabo-

rating with W. R. Burnett on the

screenplay. ^
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NEW DIVORCEMENT THREAT
Twin City Indies Now Mull Disunity

Conference' to RaHy Support Vs.

Distribs; MaySend Rep for NXTalks

' Minneapolis, Jan. 27.

Unable to break down Paramount

and Warner Bros, on percentages,

and dissatisfied with the Metro deal

even though most of them have

bought that company's product, the

Twin City ' independent exhibitors'

group of Northwest Allied has called

another 'indignation meeting' for

this week to map out further cam-
paign details in its all-out fight

against the distributors.

A "disunity conference' in Chicago

to set up a united independent ex-

hibitors' front against distributor's

allegedly 'exorbitant, unconscionable

and punitive' selling demands is un-
der consideration. The local group
hopes to bring all other independent
exhibitor groups throughout the

United States into its movement to

obtain an amendment to federal

price-flxing legislation which would
put a ceiling on film prices at. the

1940-41 level.
. .

Group has appointed a committee
to go to New York to confer with
distributor representatives in an ef-

fort to iron out grievances over sell-

'ing demands. This follows the su'g-

.gestion of Harry Brandt, N. Y. indie,

who will be invited to participate.

Committee comprises most promi-
nent and successful independent ex-
hibitors hereabout It is headed by
Harold Field, already in N. Y., and
includes Ben Friedman, Eddie Ru-
ben, Bennie Berger, Clarence Kaake,
'Sidney Void and Fred Strom, North-
.west. Allied executive secretary.

Those other than Field leave for

N. Y. 'Thursday (29).

Pending the N. Y. conference,
threatened action looking toward
film price-fixing and monopoly pros-
ecution is being deferred.
The group 'hasn't obtained a 'lead-

ing lawyer' yet to act as counsel for

It in the fight against the distribu-

tors, although it was announced that
negotiations were started with
prominent counsel after Wendell
Willkie declined to serve in that ca-
pacity. Also, the group is delaying
sending a committee to Gov. H. B.
Stassen to inform him that Minne-
sota Independent exhibitors are be-
ing forced Into ' bankruptcy and to
request the appointment of a special
prosecutor' to handle proposed
charges of conspiracy against dis-
tributors and the Minnesota Amus.
Co. (Paramount). No steps have
been taken yet, eithai^ to carry out
threats of damage suits against the
film companies and chain.

Agnew Doesnt Show
Neil Agnew, Paramount vice-

president in charge of distribution,
failed to come to Minneapolis to
meet with the group after it had
been announced that he would do so.

Instead, Alan Usher, district man-
ager, conferred with the Northwest
Allied group. He said his company
could not eliminate its demands for
four percentage pictures. Previously,
Ben Kalmenson, Warner Brothers
sales manager, had told the group
that there would be no change as
far as the demand for three percent-
age pictures is concerned.
Jack Flynn, Metro division man-

ager, also conferred with the group.
Although nearly all of the Twin City
independents now. have bought the
Metro pictures, Flynn was told that
the exhibitors could not 'live' if they
are forced to adhere to its terms.
The committee representing the
group informed Flynn that the only
reason they had signed Metro con-
tracts was because they needed pic-
tures to keep their houses opea and
his aims were immediately avail-
able. 'i;^red Strom, Northwest Allied
secretary, asserted the Twin City in-
dependents now regret that they
didn't carry out their threats to close
their theatres or change to 11c
double features, minus major prod-
uct, instead of buying M-G-M.
Because 20th-Fox is not demand-

ing percentage from the Twin City
independenU, there now is a dis-
position to approve its deil, although
"s patterned after that of Metro in
some respects.

Spirit of 76

Hollywood, Jan. 27.

Cast of ^Tales of Manhattan' at
2bth-Fox shaded a birthday cake
with Harry Davenport, who In

his 76th year is hailed as the
oldest active actor in pictures.

I{ow working in his 165th pic-

ture, he started his career 71

years ago on the stage as

Damon's son in 'Damon and
Pythias,' for which he received

$6.

Clip Oscar Nominees

To 200 Pix; 444 Leads

Compete for Awards

Hollywood, Jan. 27,

Field in the Oscar Nomination

Stakes, a preliminary to the Derby,

has been whittled down to 200 pic-

tures by the Academy of Motion

Picture Arts and Sciences as a result

of complaints that the 451 qualified

entries are too many to delve through.

Cut was made with consent and co-

operation of the studios, merely as

an aid to the voters. Any one of

the 451 may be entered as long shots.

In the 200 films there are 444 lead-

ing roles from which the best actor

and actress performance will ' ]}e

picked. Of these, 259 are males a{>d

185 femmes. Listed among the sup-

porting players are 601 actors and

291 actresses, a total of 1,092.

Nominations, to be announced Feb.

8, will consist of 10 pictures for the

best production award; five men
and five women for the best acting;

five of each gender for best support-
ing performances; five films for the

best written screenplay; five for the
best original screenplay, and five

for the best original story.

For the sound recording award, 11

productions have already been nomi-
nated. They are 'Appointment for

Love,' 'Ball of Fire,' 'Chocolate
Soldier,' 'Citizen Kane,' 'Devil Pays
Off,' 'That Hamilton Woman,' 'How
Green Was My Valley,' The Men in

Her Life,' 'Sergeant York,' 'Skylark'

and Topper Returns.'
Final voting ballots will be mailed

out Feb. 12 to 4,000 members of

the industry.

Appointment of six committees of

technical experts to aid the Acad-
emy's Research Council in tabbing
nominations for scientific and tech-
nical awards was made by Darryl
Zanuck, Council chairman. Recog-
nition is taken each year by the
Academy of devices, methods, for-

mulae, discoveries and inventions
deemed of outstanding value to the
arts and sciences of film production.
Committees comprise the following:

Laboratory nominations: Sidney
Solow, chairman; Gerald Best, Philip
E. Brigandi, C. R. Daily, George
DeMoss, Fred Gage, John Hilliard,

John Livadary, Austin Lysight, Carl
Schillinger, Ray Wilkinson.
Lighting nominations: John Ar-

nold, chairman; George Barnes, L.

M. Combs, Fred Geiger, Denver
Harmon, Earl Miller, Walter Strohm,
Joseph Valentine.

Acoustical nominations: Homer
'fasker, chairman; Lloyd Goldsmith,
John Hilliard, Fred Wilson.
Sound nominations: E. H. Hansen,

chairman; Lawrence Atcholtz, Dan-
iel Bloomberg, Lloyd Goldsmith,
John Livadary, Wesley C. Miller,

Thomas T. Moulton, William Muel-
ler, Clem Portman, Loren Ryder.

Special effects equipment nomina-
tions: Farciot Edouart, chairman;
R. O. Binger, Merle Chamberlin, Ar-
nold Gillespie, Stanley Horsley, Paul
Lerpae* ' William Thomas, Vernon
Walker.

I. DF J. REPORT

First Year's Recap, on Oper-
ation of Consent Decree
Indicates New Anti-Trust

Suit Will Be Filed If Ma-
jors Fail to Make Greater
Voluntary Reforms

TOUGH ON INDIES

Washington, Jan. 27.

Unless the industry makes greater
voluntary reforms and is more dis-

posed to live up to the spirit of the
consent decree, new anti-trust pro-
ceedings will be Initiated, especially

to carry out the idea of full divorce
between exhibition and the produc'
tion-distribution wings.

Ultimatum, not very much soft-

ened by acknowledgement it is too
early to draw to full conclusions,
was issued by the Justice Depart-
ment Thursday (22) in the form of
an interim report on first year's ob-
servation- of the mediation system
and changed rental method. Though
not making up its mind on allipolnts,

the anti-trust division complained
the compromise still has not pro-
vided the necessary relief for inde-
pendents, or restored the degree of

competition called for by the Sher-
man Act.

The changed practices required by
the pact haven't changed the trust-

busters' minds about the desirability

of full divorcement, the statement
said. Advance warning was given
that the defendant companies will

have to go into court again when
the trial period is over, unless

marked improvement results in the

next two years.

Dissatisfaction on the part of the
Government watchers was provoked
by:

1. Big company advantages in

arbitration proceedings, due to

more adept attorneys, use of

technicalities, and apathy of ex-
hibitors.

2. Attitude of the Appeal
Board on the basic question of

clearance policy.

3. Continued expansion of

distributor-controlled houses.

In regard to the point of greatest

industry interest and the almost unl

versa! dissatisfaction—the five-pic

ture-package licensing scheme—the
Justice Department said it is not pre-

pared to agree thij will not work,
but will be ready to consider sug-
gestions for a more, effective and ac-

ceptable arrangement. There will

be no return to the outlawed prac-
tice, however, or requiring theatre-

owners to buy by numbers and in

much bigger bundles.

On the credit side, the D. J. ledger
showed elimination of complaints
about distributor refusals to license

houses for any run, some shortening

of clearance periods, and some im-
provement in the distributor-owned
theatre situation. But these gains

were far outweighed, in the trust-

busters' view, by the shortcomings
and weaknesses that cropped up. One
of the basic troubles, they com-
mented, is Ihe arbitrators' lack of

knowledge of industry problems and
customs.

Arbitration A Disappointment
Because of the narrow background

of the referees and the stronger posi-

tion of defendants, the arbitration

method is a disappointment. While
set up and administered in an 'emi-

nently satisfactory' way, the machin-
ery has not solved the problem in

view of the 'added weight to the su-

perior presentation' of evidence by
distributors, the technical maneuver
ing by defendants, the narrow inter

pretation of the 'unreasonable clear

ance clause,' and the sluggishness of

exhibitors.

'Complaint has been made with re-

spect to the limited character of the

relief available under Section 8, the

unreasonable clearance section,' the

review said.

The Appeal Board has apparently

(Continued on page 23)

Divorcement Threat Casts Pall

On N. Y. Unity Confabs; Rodgers

Asks for Reforms ITnder Decree

Mink-Less Days

Hollywood, Jan. 27.

Starving in minks or sables

is taboo under a new ruling by
the Screen Actors Guild. Extra
gals who own fur coats are
warned not to wear them on pic-

ture sets if they are called for

$11.50 jobs.

Furred femmes violate union
statutes if they strut their animal
finery for less than $16.50 per
day.

Detroit Variety Chb

Expands to Inclade

State-Wide Members

Detroit, Jan. 27.-

The Variety Club of Detroit has
disappeared under the vaster organi-

zational setup of the Variety Club of

Michigan. With the exception of the

Upper Peninsula of Michigan, which
falls in the exchange setup custom-
arily with Wiscinson, the new devel-
opment will include membership
from the entire state.

Announcement was made at the

installation here of the new oftlcers,

who include Dave Idzal, chief barker,
and barkers Earl Hudson, Lew Wis-
per. Wade Allen, John McPherson,
Ray Branch, Larry Becker, Ed
Kirchner, Charles Perry, John How-
ard and David Newman.

It also was decided that the Va-
riety Club of Michigan would direct

its charitable activities toward one
goal—selecting the Stanton School
for the Deaf as the sole benefactor.

New Membership Class

Special class of members in the
Variety Clubs has been established,

with annual dues at $5 as a feature
of the drive for enrollment which
is being conducted by John H.
Harris, chief barker. New class will

have all privileges except the right

to vote and hold office.

Harris reported progress in plans
for establishment of tents in New
York, Chicago, Boston and a few
other cities not presently repre-
sented in the national group.

N.Y. HOTEL ASKS 600G,

CLAIMING LIBE IN FILM

The St. Thomas Hotel Corp., opera-
tor of the Claridge hotel, N. Y., has
Hied a $600,000 N. Y. supreme court
action against Republic Pictures
Corp. and seven theatre operating
companies charging libel.- Other de-
fendants are the Interborough Cir-

cuit, Inc., the Randforce Amus. Corp.,

the Prudential Playhouse, Inc., Fa-
bian Theatres, Inc., Loew's Theatre
& Realty Corp., Raybond Theatres,
Inc., and the Macon Amus. Corp.

It is claimed that in a sequence
in Republic's 'Rookies on Parade,' the

question is asked, 'Where is the game
(poker) right now?' The answer
given was, 'Right across the street. ..

room 1218 ...the Claridge.' The
plaintiff says this means it operates
a gambling establishment and seeks
$250,000 damages from Republic and
$50,000 each from the seven other
defendants who played the film. Be-
sides a general denial. Republic
claims the word was not Claridge but
Clair-Ridge, that it did not refer to

the plaintiff, and that it has removed
the scene from the picture.

Down to th? Sea Again
Hollywood, Jan. 27.

First chore for Gregory RatofT

under his two-picture commitment
at.20th-Fox is 'Down to the Sea in

-Ships,' a Milton Sperling produc-
tion slated to start March 1.

Story, once played by Clara Bow,
is being completely rewritten by

I
Talbot Jennings.

Despite encouraging unanimity of

the need for intra-industry joint ac-

tion for solution of business prob-

lems and enhancement of public
goodwill, the United Motion Picture
Industry meetings, which resumed
yesterday (Tuesday) at the Hotel
Warwick, are converging on the
prime Lssue: ways and means to win
over the Department of Justice to

radical modification of the U. S. Con-
sent Decree.

Yesterday's session was devoted to

crystallizing some substitute plan in

place of the - five-picture selling

which prevails under the Consent
Decree. Adjournment late in the
afternoon was taken in order that
the exhibitor group, composed of
repr^entatives of Allied States,

'

MPTOA and independent units could
meet in an evening session, without
the distributors, in the hope of

furthering conclusions. Position of
exhib 'delegates is that the five-pic-

ture scheme is directly responsible
for the increases in film rentals. On
that score alone, they say, the Gov-
ernment should modify the decree.
The obstacle, however, was to find

a remedy.
In extended discussions which

lasted three days (21-23), consider-
able progress was made in a unified

approach to tax problems, better
public relations and a basis for sur.
vey and fact finding for purposes of
perfecting some industry plan for
national advertising. Point No. 5 on
the agenda was the stickler. It called

for 'a program providing, if possible,

for the adjustment, or modification
of the policies or practices of one
branch of the industry or member
thereof which are opposed by any.
other branch or a substantial portion
thereof.' In other words, for some
equalizing measures to iron out pre-
vailing trade practice disputes ber
tween distributors and exhibitors.

Uninvited and unseen, the Depart-
ment of Justice was a dominant in-

fluence at the meetings.- Delegates
generally recognize that, on the
major problem of sales policies,

clearances and selling methods, little

can be accomplished within them-
selves.

Notwithstanding apparent desire
on the part of the 26 delegates who
comprised the conference to arrive
at some acceptable formulae, a state-

ment issued from the Department of
Justice on Thursday ,(22) all but
wrecked the proceedings. The decla-
ration was to the effect that com-
plete divorcement of theatres from
distributing and producing company
might be necessary to effectively

remedy 'discriminations inherent in

the ownership of theatres by dis-

tributors.'

Further, the statement declared,

The Department on the basis of its

experience to date, ha.; not attempted
to finally judge the net result of the
decree in solving the problems it was
intended to solve. The decree has
certainly already supplied some re-

lief for exhibitors from certain un-
fair trade practices.'-

Rodgers' Resolatlon

At the opening of the Friday
morning (23) se.'^ion of the confer-
ence, William F. Rodgers, vice-presi-

dent of Loew's and permanent chair,

man of the conference, introduced

for consideration a resolution of pro-
cedure, the ultimate of which may
develop some unified plan to be pre-
sented to the Department of Justice

for the latter's consideration.

The procedure outlined, (1) The
finding of a better method of selling

than the five-picture plan; (2) the

findjng of ways and means within

the United Motion Picture Industry

to prevent forcing of shorts and fea-

tures, If found true; (3) the setting

up of machinery whereby proper and
thorough investigation can be made
of territorial disagreements and ways
and means of correcting the same;
(4) a method and a source through
which Individual complaints can be

(Continued on page 22)
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THE LADY IS WILLING
(ONE SONG)

Hollywood, Jan, 23.

Columbia nlease of Cbarlea K. Feldman
Group production. StAn Mnrl«n« Dietrich

nnci Prod MncMurrny. Fealuroa Alino Mnc*
Mnhon. Stanley Itldma, Arlino Judge and
Roiwr Clnrk. Dlr«t»d by MItcbcll Lelnen:

Bcreonplny by James Edwnrt Gmnl and Al-

bert McCleery, from utory by Ornnt: cam-
era. Ted Telilart; fllm cdllar. Edn Wnrron;
one by Jack Klnr and Gordon Cllltord.

Previewed nt Alexnndrr. Olcndnlc. Jan. 22,

42. nunnlnE lime, 93 MIN8.
Elllnlicth Madden Marlene Dietrich

Dr. Corey McBaIn Fred MacMurray
Buddy Aline MacMnhon
Kenneth Hnnllne. Stanley Rl'lcea

Pmncea Arlino JuilEO

Victor Iloper Clark

Mary Lou JIarletU Canly
rtnhy Corey DnvM Jamea
Myrtle Huth Pord
Arthur MiERlo Slerllnc Holloway
Dr. T3o1dlrc Hnrvey .<!lephcna

Detective Serjeant Bnmca. .TInrry shannon
Mr*. Cnmmlnita .Kllznltoth Aladon
K. K. Miller ..Ohnrlea Tjine

Joo QuIr Murmv Alper
Nclllo Qulj Kitty Kelly

'The Lady Is Willing' is a racy and
sophisticated marital romedy that
carries a good .<;hare of amusement
lor adult audiences. With Marlene
Dietrich and Fred MacMnrray team-
ing to carry'major attention, picture
seems due for moderately profitable

grosses.
Picture carries light and breezy

tempo In the first portion, with adora-
tion of a cute baby as motivatin.?

factor in holding interest. An in-

conclusive finish, with the oldy situ-

ation of an emeroencv oneration nec-
essary to save the child'.*: life, and the
pendulum-swinging problem of life-

and-death crisis, allows the tale to

sluff off with elemental formula con-
veniencc^^
Marlene Dietrich, aS a stage star,

has a strong urge for mother-love
end picks ud a fotmdling for adop-
tion. Advised that she cannot get
legal possession without the bonds
of matrimony, she enveigles young
doctor MacMurrav into a marriage
of convenience. It's Just that, with
plenty of racy dialog along-4he line,

until the couple J>re brought together
In the obvious clin'-h jfter the baby
goes through a dan<'ernus operation
anH recuperative period.
Familiar banter is apparent

throughout. Desolte f>>is. strong per-
formances by both nrincioals under
fine dirertinn of 'Mit»h»ll Leisen suc-
ceeds in holding ur> interest u^til the
t»le swin>»s Into heart-tug cliches.

The babv's crisis Is too extended ar-d

liot handled In manner to hold audi-
ence attention nn the dramatic ele-

ments attemnled.
Aline MacMahon returns to the

screen in a well-directed supporting
role, with.n»hers in tlie cart s'^'"^ c'o-

Ina okay. Photograplvv by Ted Tet7-
lair. specially shots of Miss Dietrich.
Is of high standard. Miss Dietrich
sings one song In her deep torchy
tone in two brief stage sequences.

Wolt

BROOKLYN ORCHID
Hollywood, Jan. 22.

United Artiste relcas« of Hal Boach pn>-
dnctlon. Features William Bendlx. Jo«
flawyer, Mnrlorls . Woodvrortta and Grace
Bradley. Directed by Earls Bnoll and
Clarence Marks: camera, Robert PIttack;
photographic effects, -Boy SeowrlRht; fllm
editor. Bay. Snyder. Pravlewed In studio
projeotlon room, Jan. 21, '42. Running time,
81 MINS.
Tim McGuerIn William Bendlx
Eddie Corbett Joe Sawyer
ljucy GIbbs Marjorle .Woodwortb
Sadie MoGosrlD Grace Bradley
Tommy Goodweck Skeets Gallagher
Mattel Cooney Florlne McKlnney
Tgnntz Rochkowsky Leonid VInskey
Sterling.... Bel; Evans
Jonathan McFecder Jack Norton

grammer. Fact that the romantic

angle is deftly and sensibly worked
out makes fllm acceptable as a virile

second feature on twlnners. Names
of Wendy Barrie and Edgar Kennedy
will help marquees.
Yarn of the go-getter police re-

porter, who tangles first with an at-

tractive deb, and then a batch of

gangsters, is not particularly new,
but filled with sufficient comedy and
love interest to carry over the few
hum-drum spots.

Effervescent police scribe annoys
the society heiress so much that she

plants a false story which costs the

young reporter his job. Then she

relents and attempts to secure under-

world data, to convict a success-

ful smuggling ring, in order to get

him back on paper. During their

encounters with the mobsters, the

uppish deb falls in love with the re-

porter, only he won't marry her

while she is so rich. That's fixed up
by the scripters, but only after shes

been kidnapped by the gangsters and
there's a knockdown fight with the

Wendy Barrie, as the deb, gives the

fllm plenty of lift, both with her

looks and good thesplan job. Phillip

Terry is energetic and okay as the

reporter. Edgar Kennedy and Wil-

liam Frawley, cast as two ex-pugs,

chip in with some nifty and plausible

comedy moments. Support Is headed
by Marc Lawrence, Nana Bryant,

Paul Fix and Russell Hicks.

Al RogcU's direction is swiftly

gaited. holding suspense well. Ed-
ward Lowe-Lawrence Kimble screen-

play tightens up Michael Burke's

story. Wear.

Man From Cheyenne
(WITH SONGS)

Republic production and release. Stars

Roy Rogers; features George 'Gabby*
Hayes. .Sons of the Pioneers. Assoclat»
producer and director, Joseph Kane; origi-

nal screenplay. Winston Miller; camera,
Reggie Lanning: editor. William Thomp-
Kon. Reviewed at Colonial, Lincoln, Neb..
Jan. 20, *42, dual. Running time: 40
MtSB.
Roy Roy Rogere
nahby George 'Cabby' Hayes
Sally Sally Payne
Marian Lynn Carver
p,d William Haade
Jim d James Seay
Judy...., Gate Storm
Jack Jack Ingram

and
Sons of the Ploneen

Miniatiire Reviews

The Lady U WUUng' (Col)

(Song). Marlene Dietrich and

Fred MacMurray In sophisticated

marital comedy; moderate b.o.

'Brooklyn OrcUd' (Roach-UA).

Weak comedy; brevity its main'

recommendation for flller dates

in secondary duals.

'Pnblio Enemies' (Rep). Gang-
ster-newspaper meller sturdy as

under-half of twinners.

'Man From Cheyenne* (Rep),

Roy Rogers, with Sons of the

Pioneers In okay western.

To ConocI Ess Mojer* (Argen-

tine). Too melodramatic; un-
convincing Spanish-languager,

ILM BOOKING CHART
(For In/ormafion of theatrt and fifm txctumgt boofcert VAHim presenti

a c«mplet« chart o/ f«aiiir« jreleaie« of alt the American dutributtng com-
anief for th« current quarterly period. Date of retJleut at given in

VAmETT ond th* runntng time of prlnti are Included.)

Key to rvp« Abbretrfotioni; M—Meloaramo; C—Comedy; CD—Comedy
Drama; W—WeaUm; D—Drama; BD—Romantic Drama; iMU—Musical.
Fiourea herewith Indicate date of Vabiety'b review and running time.

COFIRIOBT, IM». BI VABICTI. IMO. AU. UQHn BB8RBVCD

Obviously straining for comedy,
tiut achieving results with greatest
difficulty, this Roach featurette

'

not quite up to par of other issues In
the series. - For purpose intended,
however, as dual support, brevity
helps to make up for lacV of spon-
taneity In both the script and direc'

I

tlon.

William Bendlx and Joe Sawyer
operate a fleet of taxis, after start-
ing with one cab between them.
Bendlx's wife, Grace Bradley, has so-
cial aspirations and tosses a musicale,
during which the bored partners fish

suicide-bent Marjorle Woodworth
out of the river. Girl attaches her-
self to the pair and chases them to
amountain resort. There are a few
rounds of mildly fimny by-play, unr
til the tale just fades out without a
conclusion.

Cast does the best possible under
handicaps of static lines and direc-
tion—both of which lack snap. It's

all unfolded in obvious vein—and
aimed at those who laugh easily.

Wolt.

PUBLIC ENEMIES
Bepuhllc releass of Robert North produc-

tion. Features Phillip Terry, Wendy Bar-
rie, Edgar Kennedy, William Frawley. Marc
Lawrence. Directed by Albert 8. Rogell:
flcreenpUiy by Edward T. Lowe, Lawrence
Kimble, -Based on story by Michael
Burks; edUor, Edward . Mann; camera.
Ernest MlUer. At New Tork, N. T., week
Jan. 20, '42, doaled. Running time, 63
HINS.
Bill Raymond Phillip Terry
Bonnie Parker ....Wendy Barrie

BIB Edgar Kennedy
George 'Bong' OMon WlUlam Frawley
MJke Marc Lawrence
Emmo ^ • Narui Bryant
!,«• Hoar Willie Fung
Scats * '• Paul Fix
Lnwrenc* Tregar ....,Ru»s*lI Hicks
TmbsU TiDi Ryan
Bolnuf. -. Duke Toi1<

Plenty of excitement compressed
Jolo - ttus newspaper-gonsster prp-

Republic has every reason to take
pride in the Roy Rogers second
string western stock company, the
lot -having taken important steps to
increase the strength of the Rogers
offerings. 'Man from Cheyenne* Is

one of the best of the Rogers string
and, with the reunion of Sons of the
Pioneers (he was the originator of
the otrtfit), the peak is not yet
reached, but a climb is definitely on.
For a western, there are two

notable departures from familiar
formula. First place, Rogers defies
tradition, and not only kisses one,
but two girls. Second, the heavy Is

a woman, which necessitates the
other femmes in the film rimning
her down, giving her a hairpull,
and bringing her to justice. Audi-
ence reaction to both seems favor-
able, and the fight is especially a
hit.

Winston Miller's original Is about
Wyoming rustling, modern style,

headed not by a man, but Lynne
(Carver, a sophisticate trying to cop
oft enougK coin so she can get out
of the west and back east with the
cocktail crowd. She has the ranch-
men gaga with honey-looks, and
they, to protect her interests, divulge
their strategy to her, which makes
it easy for ner thievery to be out-
lined in safety. Rogers is brought
into the territory by the Department
of Commerce, since all the stock is

earmarked for Government buying.
Aside from their heavy participa-

tion! in the story. Sons of the
Pioneers back Rogers a couple' of
times with his songs, and do a couple
of songs themselves. Bob NoUn,
from thie crew, Is prominent in the
speaking department.
Rogers and George Hayes are

standard. Cast is more hefty than
usual in women. Miss Carver,. of
course, grabs the limelight, but Gale
Storm, one time 'Gateway to Holly-
wopd' winner, cuts herself In for
some nice Ingenue frames. Sally
Payne is a bit under wraps, not
enough talk to go around. WiUiam
Haade looks every bit as rough as
the part calls for. Art.

Yd Conoci Esa Mujer
(T Knew That Woman')
(ABGENTINE-HADE)

(WITH BONGS)
Buenos Aires, Jan. 10.

Argentina Bono Film production and re-
lease. Stara Llbertad I^mamue; features
Augustin Irusta. Rafael Frontaura, 'Elsa
O'Connor, Federico Mnnsllla. Elvlm Qul-
roga, Mecha Lopez, Joss A. Paonessa. N»-
Ilda Bilbao, Osvaldo Miranda and Eduardo
Sosa Tjastra. Directed by Carioa Borcoa^ae.
story, Carlos A. Petit. Reviewed at Monu-
mental, Buenos Aires. Running time, 95
MDIS, •

vlnclng, Carlos Borcosque, aided by
good photography, is admittedly skill-

ful and tells his story in narrative

form. But local custom of not pre-

viewing and tightening films after

original cutting means that this one,

like many others, was released with
plenty to be done.
Story tells of a famous variety

singer who was blamed—at least

morally—for the murder of her hus-
band by another man. The doctor

who attended husband In the back-
stage death is also blamed for inten-

tional negligence since he -was -In

love with the wife. Later, the doctor

against the wishes of his parents,

members of a wealthy aristocratic

family, marries the widow and, on
account of the scandal, they go to an
interior village where their son Is

bom laitie and where the doctor dies

as result of work he does in halting

an epidemic.
Several years later the widow re-

turns to Buenos Aires. The parents

of her husband want the child but,

learning he is crippled, leave him
with the mother. She meets a fa-

mous surgeon who falls In love with
her and who; despite his wife's jeal-

ousy, operates on the boy and cures

him. Whereupon the mother decides

to give the boy to his grandparents
and then dies In a street accident

during a storm. _
While trying hard, Borcostiiw

doesn't quite make a go of It. He
goes through a whole book of tricks,

from showing the effects of bloody

wounds, . facial grimaces, etc. Sen-

orlta Lamarque does well although

not as fine a performance as In her

famed 'Puerta Cerrada* CCTosed
Door'). She sirigs three songs excel-,

lently, although the last, done by her

son's bedside, is irrelevant Augustin

Irusta turns in a good performance

as the hero, and Elsa O'Connor and

Honololn Ln (Col) £ ..
Blot Squad (Mono) 1/T M U
Tbe Feminine Touch (H-G) e/17 C 99

H. PnUiam, E§n. (M-O) 11/M BD 119

Weekend for Three (BKO) 10/29 C M
Bed River . VaUcy (BCD) 12/31 .

_W C
Confirm or Deny (ZOtli) 11/19 BD n
Woll Man (U) 12/17 M 96

Love on tbe Dole <UA) 4/30 D 99

Steel Afolnst the Sky (WB) 12/1 M a
Mr. D. A. In the Carter Case (Bcp) M (8

BIdert of the Badlands KCoI) 1/M W U
West of Cimarron (Bep) W
Shadow ot the TMn Han (tt-G) 10/22 CD 97

No Hand! on thiclock (Par) 12/19 M 76

The Perfect Bnob (2«tli) 11/12 C 63

Road Atent (U) 12/19 D 69

Melody Lane (U) UU <•

Bed Ttme Story (Col) 12/10 C 83
Forbidden Traill (Mono) 12/31 W H
Lonlslana Pnrchose (Par) 11/26 CD 93

Playmates (RKO) 11/26 MU 95

Remember the Day (2Cth) 9/24 ^ D 83

How Green Was My VaUey (20th) lt/29 D 120
Bellmpoppln (U) 9/24 C tt

The Gold Bnih (UA) (Belsrae) CD
Dndea Are Pretty People (CA) C
You're In the Army Now (WB) 12/C3 C 79

Died With Their Boot* On (WB) 11/19 D 149

Lone SUr YlgUantcs (Col) 9/24 .
- W 3*

Freckles Comes.Home (Mono) . _C
Two-Foced Woman (M-G) 10/22 CD 94

Taisan's Secret Treasare (M-O) 11/19 M B
Babes on Broadway (H-G) 12/3 M 121

Biding the Wind (BKO) 8/10 W 64

Dont Get Personal (D) 12/31 C 69

Rafael Frontaura do well in suppoi

Photography good and settings abo'

average. Ray.

ri
lOve

Suggesting the school Inaugurated
by Orson Welles In 'Citizen Kane,'
'Yo (^^nocl a Esa Mujer' CI Knew
That Woman'), Argentina Sono
Film's first 1S42 release, is interesting
as an experiment but' nj.h. for suc-
cessful boxofflce. Despite Llbertad
Lamarque, top-ranking Argentine
star, the film never quite manages to
JelL Excessively melodramatic theme
and overemphasla of technique are
facers that make the plot imoon-

Let 'Em Park

Youngstown, JaiL 27.

Proposed ordinance requiring new
theatres to provide 200 square feet

of parking space for each 10 seats

of capacity has been approved by
the City Planning Commission and

sent to City Council for action. The
measure provides that the parking

space must be either on the same
property as the theatre, or within

500 feet

At iiie same meeting, the commis-
sion approved re-zoning of six -lots

Alameda avenue, near Belmont
avenue, so that Peter M. Wellman,
theatre operator, can construct a new
1,000-seater on Belmont avenue.

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Jan. 27.

•Spoilers of the North' switched by
Republic to 'Girl from Dakota.'

'Affairs of Jimmy Valentine' is the
new tag for Republic's 'Find Jimmy
Valentine.'
'Hearses Don't Hurry' goes into

20th-Fox release as "Who Is Hope
Schuyler.'
The Million Dollar Ghost' won the

nod at 20th-Fox over 'No Coffln for
the Corpse.'

Illstn With Two Lives' is new han-
dle on 'SBied No Tears' at Mono-
gram.

"Her Cardboard Lover* at Metro
was switched to 'Love Me Not'

Columbia switched from 'Camp
Nuts' to Tramp, Tramp, Tramp.'
'Man Trap,' formerly 'Girl Trouble,'

tagged Too Many Women' by Pro-
ducers Releasing Corp.
'Destroyer' is release title on De-

stroyed Men' at Clolumbla.
'Mr, V is new tag on Edward

SmaU's United Artists release, 'Pim-
pernel Smith.'

"Bad Men of Arizona' became
Tombstone (The Town Too- Tough
to Die', at Paramount

STORY BUYS
Hollywood, Jan. 27-,

Columbia bought 'Just Call Me
Darling,' by Margaret Lee.
Warners purchased "Peter BIddle,

Air Raid Warden,' by Edwin Gilbert
George Carleton Brown sold

"Broadway Goes to College' to Re-
public.
Paramount acquired 'Storm,' by

George R. Stewart,

WEEK OF BELEASE—12/12/41

L, Telez-B. Bennett
p. CromweU-R. Qolfley
B. RusseU-D. Araeche
H. Lamarr-R, Young
D. O'Keefe-J, Wyatt
R. Bogen-H. Hayes
D. Amech'e-J, Bennett
L. Cbaney, >r.-C. Ralua
D, Kerr-C. Evans
A. Smith
J. Elllion-V. GlUmore

WEEK OF BELEASB-U/19/41

C. Barrett-R. Bayden
B. SteeI-T, Tyler
W. Powell-M. Loy
C. Morrls-J. Parker
C. Rncflea-c, Greenwood
D. Foran-L, Carrlllo
R. Page-A. Gwynne

WEEK OF BELEASE—lZ/M/41

L. Tomif-F, March
B. Jonei-T, McCoy
B, Hope-V. Zorina
K. Kyser-J. Barrymore
C. Colbert-J. Payne
W, Pld(eon-M. CBara
Olsen and Johnson
C. Chaplin
H, Woodwortb-J. Bogert
J, Durante
E, Flynn-O, De HavlUond

WEEK OF BELEASE—1/2/42

B. EDlott-T. Rttter
t. Dow'ns-G. Storn
O. Garbo-M. Donclai
J. Welssmjiller-M. O'Snlllvaa
M. Booney-J. Garland
T, Holt-M. Donglas
H, H«rb«rt-A. Gwynn

WEEK OF BELEASE—1/9/42

Conteolons Boston BlacUe (Col) 12/10 .M
Here Come tbe Marines (Mono) C
Arizona Terrors (Bep) W
BaU of Fire (BKO) 12/3 D
Lady for a NItht (Bep) 12/31 D
Bine, White and Perfect (20th) 9/24 M
JaU BoDse Bines (V) MU
All Throuch-the NIcht (WB) 12/3 H

89

119
68
74

107

C. Morrls-B. HUllaid
W. Ford-T, Wing
D, Barry-L. Merrick
B. Stanwyck-G. Cooper
J. Blondell-J. Wayne
L, Nolan-H. Beynolds
N, Pendleton-A. Gwynn
H. Bogaxt-C. veldt

WEEK OF BELEASfe—1/16/42

West of Tombstone (Col) W
Mr. and Mrs. Nortb (M-G) 12/11 C
SnnSy Smith, Yard Bird (Mono) C
Pardon My Stripes (Rep) .< C
Man From Clieyenne (Rep) 1/28 W
Date Wltb Tbe Falcon (RKO) 11/12 M
Oentieman at Hurt (20th) 1/7 D
Paris Calling (U) 12/10 D
Shangal Gestore (UA) 12/24 D

C. Starret-R. Haydon
6S G. Allen-W. Post
-67 E, Kennedy-B. Dnncan
67 H, Henry-8. Ryan
69 R. Rogers-B. Hayes
63 G. Sanders-W. Barrie
67 c, Romero-C. Londla
93 R, Scott-B. Bergner
97 G. TIemey-W, Boston

WEEK OF BELEASE 1/23/42

Cadets on Parade (Col) M
Man From Beadquaiters (Mono) D
Design tor Scandal (H-G) 11/12 CD 82
Snlllvan's Travels (Par) 12/10 CD 8«
Woman ot the Tear (M-G) 1/14 C 112

Cowboy Serenade (Bep) W
Fonr Jacks and a JIU (RKO) 11/12 -C 67

Rlgbt to tbe Bcart (20tb) 1/14 D 71
North of the Klondike (U) H
Man Who Came to Dinner (WB) 1/1 C 112

F. Bartholomew-V. Lydon
F. Albertson-J, Woodbory
B, Rnssell-W. PIdgcon
J. Mccrea-V. Lake
S. Tracy-K. Hepburn
O. Antry-S. Bnmette
R. Bolger-A. Shirley
B. Joyce-C. WUde
B. Crawford-L. Cbaney
B. Davls-M. Wooley

WEEK OF BELEASE—1/30/42

A Close Call tor EUery Qnecn (Col) M
Below Tbe Border (Mono) W
Yank On the Bnrma Road (M-G) 1/14 RD
Obliging Tonng Lady (BKO) U/S D
Bon of Fnty (20tb) 1/7 D
Treat 'Em Rongb (U) 1/14 C
Twin Beds (UA) C
Wild BlU fllckock Bides (WB) W

W. Gargan-M. Lindsay
B. Jonas-T, McCoy

69 L, Day-B. Nelson
tw J. Carroll-E. O'Brien
98 T. Power-O. Tlemey
74 E. Albert

O. Brent-J. Bennett
G. Bennett-B. Cabot

WEEK OB BELEASE—2/6/42

The Man Who Retnmed to Lite (Col)
Law of the Jangle (Mono)
Valley ot the Snn (RKO) 1/14
Tonng America (20tta) 1/7
Bombay CUpper (_U) 1/14
Sons of tbe Sea (WB)
A Tragedy at Midnight (Rep)

D J. Howard-L. Ford
M. Moreland

D 79 L. BaU-J. Craig
C 72 J. Wltlien-W. Tracy
M 69 W. Gargan-I. Hervey
M M. Redgrave-V. Hobsoa
M J, Boward-M. Lindsay

WEEK OF BELEASE 2/12/42

1/28The Lady Is Willing (Col)
Western Male (Mono)
On the Sonny Side (20tta)
Stagecoach Bnckaroo (U)
CaU Ont the Marines (BKO)
Riding the Wind (RKO)
Dongeronsly They Lived (WB)

1/14 CWM

93 M. Dietrlcb-F.'MacMnrray
Tom Ktene
J. DarweU-B. MacDoweU
J. Mack Brown-F, Knlgbt
V. McLaglen-E. Lowe
T. Holt-B. Whitney
J. Gaitleld-B. Bnsscy

WEEK OF BELEASE—2/l»/42

Shut My Big Montb (Col)
Mr. Wise Guy (Mono)
Joan of Paris (BKO) 1/1
Boxy Hart (20th)
What's Cookin', Soldier? (U)
Captains of the Clouds (WB 1/21

C J. E, Brown-A. Mara
M East Side Kids
D 91 M. Morgan-P. Henreid
D G. Rogers-A. Menjon

MU O, Jean-Andrews Sis
M 113 J. cagney-D. Morgan

TbAD:ESHOWN AND FOB FUTDBE BELEASE

The Prfane Minister (WB)
Kathleen (M-G) 11/12
Cadet Girl (20tb) 11/12

9/17

nr. KUdare'a Victory (M-G)
Vanlsbhii Virginian (M-G)
Sealed Lips (D) 12/3

12/3
12/3

12/10

ED
D
RD
D
D
H
H
D
D
W

Mr. Big Goes to Town (Par)
Johnny Eager (H-O) 12/10
Bahama Passage (Far) 12/19
Tbe Bugte Sounds (M-O) 12/11
Land of the Open Bange (BKO) 12/24
Thundering Boots (BKO) U/31 w
Come on Danger (RKO) 12/31 W
King* Row (WB) 12/24 D
We Were Dancing (H-G) 1/21 C
Bom to SUlg (H-O) 1/21 MU
Salute to Courage (M-G) 1/21 M
Torpedo Boat (For) 1/21 M
The Fleets In (Par) l/zi MU
Fly by Nlgbt <ParS 1/21 H
The Lady Has Flans (Par) 1/21 M
Captains of the Clouds (WB) 1/21 D

94 J. Glelgud-D. Wynward
88 s. Temple-H. MartbaU
69 c, Landls-G. Montgomery
92 L. Ayers-L, Barrymore
191 F. Morgan-K. Grayson
62 w. Gargan-J. Clyde .

. 81 (Cartoon)
196 R. Tayor-L. Turner
82 M. CorroU-S. Hayden
101 w. Beery-M. Blaln
60 T. Holt-B. Wtaltcy
60 T. Bolt-R. Whltey
38 T. Bolt-F. Neal
121 A. Bberldan-R, Cnmmlngl
93 N, Shearer-N. Coward ,
82 V. Weldler-R. McDonald
83 G. Veldt-A. Ayers
69 R, Arlen-J. Parker
99 Lamonr-W. Holden
14 N, Kelly-R. Carlson
77 p. Goddard-B. MUIand
113 I. Cagney-D. Morgan
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Les Brown-'Belong' Sturdy $43,000

In Chicago; Duke EDoigton Lifts

'Supper'tol8aMllGon4thWk.

Chicago, Jan. 27.

Weekend openem were good

throughout the loop, and even hold-

overs did nicely. Ideal weather Ig

''^allcago has a winner currentiy

'with the Les Brown orchestra plus

iVou Belong To Me,' with the young-

ster element adding to the older

irowd which usually frequents this

hoiue lor an excellent $43,000, In

addlUon, the house is sold out on

Thursday (29) to the American Can-

ners for a Udy $10,000.

'Ball of Fire" continues brilliantly

at the Palace, copping a sturdy $11,-

000 on its foijrth stanza. *How Green

Was My VaUey* is a bright mark in

the State-Lake on its holdover at a

fine $20,000.

Duke Ellington orchestra on the

stage of the Oriental plus 'Sing For
Your Supper' is on the bright side

'at a snappy $18,000, with Ellington

obvlou^y the major draw. 'Babes

on Broadway' is still doing well on

Its fourth session at United Artists.

Estimates for This Week
ApoUe (B&K) (1,200:. 35-55-85-75)

—'Sundown' (UA) and 'Night Jan.

18' (Par). Moved here after two
good weeks in the Boosevelt, good
$6,500. Last week, 'Birth Blues'

(Par), in fourth loop session, trim

$5,100. <

Cbloaco (B«eK) (4,000; 35-55-75)—

'Belong to Me' (Col) and Les Brown
orchestra on stage. Big money ses-

sion in the oAing, with Browh combo
rated powerful draiw. Excellent $43,-

000 In sight. liast week, 'Died Boots
- On' (WB) plus- Gria Williams or-

chestra (2d wk), sweet $31,200.

Garrlok (B&K) (900; 35-55-85-75)—'Ditd Boots On' (Wm. Moved
here from two weeks in the Chicago,
all right at $5,000. Last week. Thin
Man' (M-G), fourth loop stanza, neat
$4,200.

OrlenUI (Iroquois) (3,200; 28-44-

65)
—

'Sing for Supper" (Col) and
Duke Ellington orchestra on stage.

Strictly Duke Ellington for the busi-
ness here currently, snappy $18,000.

Last week, 'Bombay Clipper" (U) and
Laurel & Hardy in person, powerful
$21,100.

PaUoe (RKO) (2,500; 33-44-68-75)—'Ball Fire' (RKO) and 'Gay Fal-
con' (RKO) (4th week). An amaz-
ing biz getter here, dropping off only
slightly even on fourth stanza, ex-
cellent $11,000, after topping «x-
peetatlons last week at $14,500.

. Boosevelt (B&K) (1,500 ; 35-59-69-
75) — Tna Squadron' (WB) and
'Body Disappears' (WB). Good
enough $10,000. Last week, 'Sun-
down* (UA) and 'Nite Jan. 18' (Par)
(2d wk), neat $9,900.
SUte-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 35-55-

65-76)—'Green Valley* (20th) (2d
wk). After having garnered excel-
lent business on initial week, will
hold currmUy to a fine $20,000. Last
week, same fllm, $28,500.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 35-

85-85-75)—'Babes Broadway' (M-G)
(4th wk). Another fine week at $9,-
500 after sock $12,300 on previous-
and third session. 'Corslcan Bros.'
is ready to replace.

In Army' Bangup 14G

In SL Loois; 'Corsican'

13G; Tlaymates' IIG

St. Louis, Jan. 27.
With new screen fare in all de
1" except Loew-s and the Mis-

the spring-like weather is
Boosting biz this week to better than
average. Loew's is showing 'Corslcan
Brothers and 'Hay Foot' another
seven days and will be near the
JPyn s best. Top honors go to Fox
SiT Now' and 'WUd BiU
Hickok Rides.'

EiUmatcB for This Week
Loew'i (Loew) (3,172; 30-40-44)—

' (UA) and 'Hay Foot*
IJi*) (2d wk). Set fbr $13,000 after
»1B,500 garnered the first week.
Bn< ".JS*»*'<"' (F&M) (3,000; 30-40-60)—'Playmates' (RKO) and 'All
Money Buy' (RKO). Nice $11,000 or

?n i7-
^"^t "Men fn L^e'

; in Night' (WB),
neat $10,000.

T.if,''"J.^.*'M) (5,000; 30-40-00)—'Wild
Bill Hickok Rides' (WB) and 'In

t^m^^P'"' <^>- Points to sock
$14,000 to leaa town. Last week,
TTirough Nieht' CWB) and 'Body Dis-
appears' (WB), good $12,000.
^M^onrl (P&M) (3,570: 30-40-50)—
Hold Dawn' (Par) and 'Men in Life'

•V?i°U- W.O00, fair. Last week.
Died Boots On' (WB) and 'Birth
Blues' (Par), surorise $7,500.

n?*" ^SS}' (F&M) (4,000: 30-40)—
^lue, While.. Perfect' (20th) and
Young America' (20th). Fair $3,500.
i-fStweek. 'Conflrm.*Deny' (20th)
and Little Foxes' (RKO), good $3^800.

'CORSICAN' $11,000 IN

PORT,; ^WOMAN' LOW 5G

Portland, Ore., Jan. 27.

Biz continues at surprisingly high
level. 'Corslcan Brothers* is lead-
ing by a large, margin at the Broad-
way. Two-Faced Woman' is a dis-
appointment aX the United Artists,
folks apparently feeling re-vamped
version is tame.

'Hellzapoppin' still banging over
good returns qn moveover to the
Mayfalr.

Estimates tor This Week
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 35-40-

50)—'Corslcan Bros.* (UA and Hay-
foot* (UA). Great $11,000. Last
week, 'Hellzapoppin' (U) and 'Sealed
Lips' (U) (2d wk), second stanza was
more than satisfactory at $8,000 and
'Hellz' moved to Mayfalr.
Mayfalr (Parker-Evergreen) (1,500;

35-40-50)—'Hellzapoppin' (U) (move-
over) from Broadway with 'Public
Enemies' (Rep) added. Niiiv $4,500.

Last week, 'Babes Broadway' (M-G),
same sort of moveover, high $4,900.

Orphenm (Hamrlck - Evergreen)
(1,800; 35-40-50)— 'Men .in Life'

(Col) and 'Night Jan. 16' (Par).
Okay $6,000. Last week, 'Green Val-
ley' (20th) and 'Secrets Lone Wolf
(Col) (3d wk), winning $5,200.

FMramonnt (H-E) (3,000; 35-40-50)

—Suspicion' (RKO) (2d wk) and
'Perfect Snob* (20th) (1st wk).
Good enough $4,800 on second stanza.

Last week, paired with 'Unexpected
Uncle' (RKO), strong $8,500.

United Artists (Parker) (1^00; 35-

40-50)—'Two-Faced Woman' (M-G).
Single-billed but so-called trimmed
version of Garbo film disappointing

$5,000. Last week, 'Appointment
Love' (U) and 'Swing Soldier* (U),

$5,300, only fair.

'EA(Xni3G

LEADER IN K.C.

Kansas City, Jan. 27.

'Johnny Eager' as part of dual bill

at Midland Is way out in front but
it's a slim week for new fllm entries.

Tower has Ted Weems band on stage

with 'Perfect Snob,' and Weems
combo is getting the bulk of snappy
takings.

'Ball of Fire' at the Orpheum In

its fourth straight week continues to

show profit after hefty takings in

previous three stanzas. Uptown and
Esquire are playing 'Hellzapoppin'

for a second week, after a highly
satisfactory initial sesh.

Estimates for This Week
Esqnire and Uptown (Fox-Mid-

west) (820 and 2,043; 11-30-44)—
'Hellzapoppin' (U). Second week at

two houses is satisfactory $5,000.

Last week, fllm soloed to a pleasing

$8,800 and better than expected.
Midland (Loew's) (4,101; 11-30-44)

—'Johnny Eager'- (M-G) and 'Blondle

to College" (Col). Taylor-Turner
combo responsible for strong $13,000.

Last week, Tarzan's Treasure' (M-G)
and 'InU. Lady' (UA), good $8,700.

Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 11-

30-44)—'In Army Now' (WB) and
Target for TOnight' (WB). House
began Friday openhigs with this bill

In view of some stage shows ahead.
Fair $5,000. Last week, "Through
Night' (WB) surprising strength for

$9,000 in eight days.
Orphenm (RKO) (1,600: 15-40-55)

—'Ball Fire" (RKO) and 'Date with
Falcon" (RKO) (4th wk). (Turrent

$5,500 following $24,500 In previous
three weeks makes this the best In

many months.
Tower (Joffee) (2,110; 11-30-50)—

•Perfect Snob' (20th) with Ted
Weems band on stage. Snappy $9,500,

but not big. Last Tuxedo Junction'

(Rep) with variety bill on stage, so-

so $8,000.

'Sundown' Hefty $15,500

In J.C.; 'Laughing* 15G
Jersey City, Jan. 27.

All three flrst-run houses are do-

ing neat business. Loew's, with 'Sun-

down' and 'Niagara Falls,' is tops,

Estimates for This Week
Loew's (Loew's) (3,205; 30-35-55)—

'Sundown' (UA) and 'Niagara Falls'

(UA). Great $15,500. Last week, "Two-
Faced Woman' (M-G) and 'Mystery
Ship' (Col), excellent $18,000.

SUnley (WB) (4,500; 30-36-55)—

'Look Laughing' (RKO) and 'AH
Money Buy* (RKO). Good $15,000.

Last week, 'Skylark' (Par) and 'Body
Disappears' (WB), nice $19,000.

Stete (Skouras) (2,200; 30-35-55)—
'Remember Day' (20th) and 'Murder
Ring' (Col). Slick $13,000. Last
week, 'Men in Life" (Col) and 'Con-
firm, Deny' (20th), fair $9,500.

First Rons on Broadway
(Subject to Change)

Week of Janoary 29
Astor—'King's Row' (WB) (2).

(Reviewed in 'Variety,' Dec. 24, 1941)

Broadway—Tantasla' (Disney)
(4th week).
{RerHiwed in "Variety.' Nov. 13, 1940)
CapHoI — 'Corslcan Brothers'

(M-G) (3d week).
(Revletsed In 'Variety,' Dec. 24. 1941)
Criterion—'A Yank on the

Burma Road' (M-G) (28).
(Reviewed In 'Variety,' Jan. 14)

Globe—'Paris Calling' (U) (3d
week).
(Reviewed In "Variety,' Dec. 10, 1941)
Masic Hall—'Ball of Fire'

(RKO) (3d week).
(Reviewed In 'Variety,' Dec. 3. 1941)
Paramonnt—'Sullivan's Trav-- els' (Par)- (28).

(Reviewed In Variety,' Dec. 10, 1941)
Blallo—'Call Out the Marines'

(RKO) (2d week).
(Reviewed In 'Variety,' Jan. 14)

Roxy—'Son of Furv' (20th-
Fox) (29).

(Reviewed In "Variety," Jan, 7)

Strand— 'All Through the
Night' (WB) (2d week).
(Rettlewed in. "Variety,- Dec. 3, 1941)

Week of Febroary 5
Astor—•Klng"s Row" (WB) (2d

week).
Broadway—"Fantasia" (Disney)

(5th week).
Capitol—'Design for Scandal'

(M-G).
(Reviewed in "Variety,' Nov. 12. 1941)

Globo—'Paris Calling" (U) (4th
week).
Hnslo Hall—"Woman of the

Year" (M-G).
(Reviewed in "Variety,' Jan. 14)

Paramonnt—'Sullivan's Trav-
els' (Par) (2d week).
Strand—'Wild Bill Hickok

Rides" (WB) (8).

TOXES' SNAPPY $8,000

MEMPHIS; 'GESTURE'^

Memphis, Jan. 27.
It's 'Little Foxes' all the way this

week a flrst-runs hold over, and
'Shanghai Gesture" flounders at
Iioew"s Palace.

Estimates for_Tlils Week
Warner (WB) (10-33-44)—"Through

Night" (WB) (2d wk). Nice $3,500
on h.o. after "tabbing an amazing
first-week $7,000.
' Bbleo (Ughtman) (2,800; 10-33-44)—'LitUe Foxes" (RKO). Fine $8,000.
Last week, 'Bedtime Story" (Col),
$4,100, disappointing.
8M« (Loew) (2,600; 10-33-44)—

'Johnny Eager* (M-G) (2d .wk).
Fair $3,600 aftier hot $7,900 last week,
swell.

palace (Loew) (2,200; 10-33-44)—
'Shanghai Gesture' (UA). Fairish
$4,800; crix no like. Last week,
'Playmates,' (RKO), $5,100 (eight
days).

Strand (Llghtman) (1,000; 10-22-
33)—"Bahama Passage" (Par) (2d
Tun), three days; "Bullets O'Hara'
(WB) one day; and 'Return James'
(20th), three days. Weak $1,300.

Last week, 'Keep Flying' (U) (2d
run), three days; 'Don't Get Per-
sonal' (U), one day; and 'Road
Agent' (U), three days; $1,200, sad,

Hirough N^t' Good $45,000, With

NlBizGeneraHy Strong;M'90G
Holds 3d Wk.; 'Joan,' $20,000, light

General strength of Broadway
business, aided again by another big
weekend and favorable weather. Is

sending 'All Through the Night' into
the higher brackets at $45,000 or
close, while in the case of three hold-
overs they will be kept another
week rather than depart, after two.

'Ball of Fire.' now in its second
week at the Music Hall, is holding
to suctra good pace at $90,000 that It

will be kept a third. The same Is

true of 'Corslcan Brothers' at the
Capitol, which was to have been re-
placed tomorrow CThurs.), but is

pulling so well at $30,000 or close on
its holdover that it also remains an-
other stanza. Likewise 'Paris Call-
ing,' currently at the Globe, goes a
third, week. It went a little over
expectations jjn its first stanza, get-
ting $15,000 ' and Is heading for a
good second of $11,000 or over.

"AU Through the Night' has the
Strand stageshow of Bob Chester
and Georgie Price for support, while
at the Paramount, where the box-
office has been humming, the Gene
Krupa band gets substantial credit
as an aid to 'Louisiana Purchase."
The Par show wound up a tour-week
engagement last night (Tues.) with
the concluding round a big. $4^,000,
ohly $3,000 behind the prior week.
Due to prior commitments, 'Pur-
chase' and Krupa are not held,' the
new bill today (Wed.) being 'Sulli-
van's Travels' and Glenn Miller.

The 28-day run for "Purchase" and
the Par stageshow aggregates $249,-
000 in gross, highest scored here on
any one show in the 15-year history
of the house.

RIvoli opened "Joan' of Paria'
Saturday (24) and is under expecta-
tions at $20,000, or close. Holds over,
but probably won't go beyond an-
other week, with 'Mr. V to follow it.

There's enough business in the
downtown area to give the little

Rialto a nice slice of it at indicated
big $10,000 for 'Call Out the Marines,'
which will be held over.
With "Birth of Blues' second-run

and Dick Powell on pji. the State is,

also getting Its share. Loolis $23,000
or thereabouts. Roxy, light with T
Wake Up Screaming' oh holdover of
six days, moves in Son of Fury* to-
morrow (Thurs.), a day ahead of
schedule. 'King's Row' comes into
the Astor next Monday (2) on a
continuous policy, succeeding 'Shang-
hai Gesture, now at the theatre.-

Estimates for This Week
Astor (Loew's) (1.012; 35-55-85-

$1.10-$1.25)—'Shanghai (Gesture'

(UA) (5th \vk). Runnine the ssune
this week (5th) at $8,000, as for
last (4th). Gives way Mon'day (2)

to 'King's Row' (WB).
Broadway (Disney) (1,895; 35-95-

75)—'Fantasia' (RKO-Disney) (3d
wk). On return engagement here at

pop prices and continues doing well,

tills week (3d) appearing $13,000.

Last week (2d) was $14,500.

Capitol (Loew's) (4,620; 35-65-85-

$1.10-$1.25)—'Corslcan Brothers'

'In Army -J. Dorsey Bonanza $27,000,

Qeve.; Tager 14t Turchase' 8G H.O.

MONT'L FULL OF H.O.S

'Flytng* $6,5(M on 2d Wk.—'Dinner*
6G Ditto, 'Swamp' 40

Montreal, Jan. 27.

Three repeats and nothing special

in the flrst-runs means low gross

week currently. Palace will photo
flnlsh with Capitol on repeat "Keep
'Em Flying* and 'Men in Her Life.*

Estimates for This Week
Palace (CT) (2,700; 30-45-82)—

'Keep 'Em Flying' (U) (2d wk).
Pointing to nearly $6,500 after a good
$8,500 last week.

Capitol (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)—
'Men In Life' (Col) and 'Sing Supper"
(Col). Succulent $6,000. Last week,
'Look Laughing" (WB) and 'Gay Fal-

con' (WB), fair $5,000.

Loew'a (CT) (2,800: 35-53-67)—
'Man to Dinner' (WB) (2d wk). Slip-

ping to probable $5,000 after a good
$7,500 last week.

Princess (CT) (2,300; 27-34-47)—
'Swamp Water' (WB) and 'Perfect

Snob' (WB). Fair $4,000. Last week,
'In Army Now' (WB) and 'Steel

Against Sky' (WB), average $3,800.

Orphenm (Ind) (1,100; 30-40-60)—
•Corsican Bros.' (UA) (5th wk). StiU
clicking for good $3,000 following a
nice $3,500 last week.

St. Denis (France-Film) (2,500; 30-

40)—Tradition de Minult'and 'Prends
La Route.' French fans coming in

for this one. Neat $5,000 In sight.

Last week, "Le Monde Tremblera'
and 'NItchevo,' good $5,100.

Cleveland, Jan. 27.

•You're in Army Now,' boosted
heavily by Jimmy Dorsey's orchestra
on stage, is upholding Palace's rec-
ord for socko grosses by rtmning up
another smash session this week. Biz
good all around, with State out of the
trenches with 'Johnny Eager,' . and
sure to get moveover to Stillman.
'Man Who Came to Dinner' on five-

day h.o. is also drawing steady turn-
over.

Estimates for This Week
Allen (RKO) (3,000: 30-36-42-55)—

'Wolf Man' (U). First Ist-runnet
house has had in months and pulling
thriller-addicts heavily, flne $5,500.

Last week, 'One Foot Heaven' (WB)
(2d wk), affable $4,900.

Hipp (Warners) (3,700: 30-35-42-
55)—'Man to Dinner" (WB). Held
over five days to shift this deluxer
into Thursday openings, smart $8,-

000. after healthy $13,000 last round.
Palace (RKO) (3,700; 30-35-42-55-

86)—'In Army Now' (WB) plus
Jimmy Dorsey's orch on stage. Al-
though finding it hard to follow Cab
Calloway and Glenn Miller, really
bearing down for around- $27,000,
mighty nifty. Last week, 'Rain,
Shine' (20th) with Cab Calloway's
orch. near $25,000, swell.

State (Loew's) (3,450; 30-35-42-55)—"Johnny Eager' (M-G). (Soing for
a nice $14,000. Last week. 'Louisiana
Purchase' (Par), smasho' $16,000.

Stillman (Loew's) (1.872; 30-35-42-
55)
—

'Louisiana Purchase' (Par) (2d
wk). Still swinging high, $8,000 in

sleht. Last week, 'Corslcan Bros.'

(UA) (2d wk), surprised with $6,600

(UA) (2d wk). Holding up remark-
ably well at $30,000 or near on hold-
over and as result sticks another
stanza. Initial seven days topped -

$37,000, sturdy.

Criterion (Loew's) (1,062; 35-44-59-
75)—'Yank on Burma Road' )M-G)
opens here today (Wed.),\supplant-
Ing 'Mr. and Mrs.vNorth' (MVG) with
few callers at less than $6,060. Be-
hind • that,- 'Paciflc"Black"out' (Par)
got only $4,000, scarlet.

Globe (Brandt) (1.180; 28-35-55)—
•Paris Calling' (U) (2d wk). Main-
tains flne speed at $11,000 or over
following first seven days' take of
$15,000. Remains a third session.

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 28-35-44-55-
65-75)—'Remember the Day' (20th)
and 'Confirm or Deny' (20th), both
2d run. Doing fairly at $8,200. Last
week, 'One Foot in Heaven' (WB)
and "You're in Army' (WB), both 2d
run, $8,400.

Paramonnt (Par) (3.664; 35-55-85-
69)—'Sullivan's Travels' (Par) and
Glenn Miller take command here
this morning (Wed.) after four smash
weeks with 'Louisiana .Purchase'
(Par) and Gene Krupa's band, plus
others. Concluding round was tooth-
some $46,000, a neck behind prior
(3d) week's gross of $48,000. Dinah
Shore, on show since opening Dec.
31, fell out for final stanza due to
bad cold and Frances Faye was
added for weekend only (Saturday-
Sunday).
Radio <!^tr"Mn»lB-H«l^tRockBfel=-

lers) (5,945: 44-55-85-99-$l.e5)—'BaU
of Fire' (RKO) and stageshow (2d
wk). On holdover roUhi); up big
$90,000, as compared with ^,000
first week, and thus tarries for an-
other rubber. 'Woman of Year'
(M-G) had been scheduled to come
in tomorrow (Thuis.).

BUIto (Mayer) (594; 28-44-56)—
'Call Out Marines' (RKO). McLaglen-
Lowe picture getting *em, with tee-
off week looking for excellent $10,-
000. Holds over. Last week, 'Treat
'Em Rough' (U) was unkind to Ar-
thur Mayer's little-seater, only $5,000.

RlvoU (UA) (2,002; 35-65-75-85-90)
—'Joan of Paris' (RKO). In the mUd
class at $20,000 or close, but profit-
able and remains another week -with
'Mr. V (UA) to follow.. Final 8%
days on fourth week of "Hellz' (U)
was $10,000, a bit lean.

Boxy (20th) (6:886; 3S-55-65-7S-85)
—"I Wake Up Screaming' (20th) and
stage show (2d-flnal wk). On wash-
up six days about $29,000, light, while
first full week was equally moderate
at $39,000.. 'Son of Fury' <20th) opens
tomorrow (Thurs.) a day ahead of
schedule.

State (Loew's) (3,450; 28-44-55-75-
90-$1.10)—'Birth of Blues' (Par; (2d
run) and Dick Powell in person.
Combination of Powell and the pic-
ture clicking nicely for $23,000. or
close. Last week, 'Skylark' (Par)
(2d run) and Vincent Lopez, didn't
reach $20,000, disappointing.
Strand (WB) (2,756: 35-59-79-89-09)

—'All Through Night' (WB) and Bob
Chester orchestra, plus Georgie
Price. Winging Its way to a high .

$45,000, or not far short of K, and
holds over. Last week, third for
'Man Who Came to Dinner' (WB)
and Jimmy Dorsey, very strong
$40,000:

'La. Purchase' Sockeroo

$6,500 in Mild Lincoln
Lincoln, Jan, 27.

Purchasing of 'Louisiana Purchase'
is a heart warmer this week, soaring
to the best take in seven days this

year.
Estimates for This Week

Colonial (Monroe-Noble-Federer)
(750; 10-15-20)—'Rags to . Riches'
(Rep) and 'Range War* (Par) split

with 'Here (Tomes Happiness' (WB)
and 'Sierra Sue' (Rep). Good $900.
Last week, 'Missouri Outlaw" (Rep)
and 'Calling Husbands' (WB) split

with 'Man (^eyenne* (Rep) and
'Honeymoon Three' (WB), around
$800, not bad,
Lincoln (J. H. Cooper-Far) (1,503:

10-30-44) — 'Louisiana Purchase*
(Par). A honey $6,900 or better,
sensational. Last week, 'Johnny
Eager' (M-G). oke, $3,400.
Nebraska (JHC-Par) (1,238; 10-20-

28)—"Burma (3onvoy' (U) and "Un-
holy Partners' (M-G). Light $1,000.
Last week, 'Dive Bomber' (WB) and
'Don't Get Personal' (U), fairly good,
$1,700.

State (Noble-Federer) (986; 10-20-
28)—"Go Collegiate* (Mono) and
'Four Jacks, Jill' (RKO). So-so,
$900 in five days.- Last week, 'Sail-

ors Leave' (Rep) and 'Doctors Don't
Tell' (Rep), four days, $700, slow.

Stoart (JHC-Par) (1.884; 10-30-44)
—'Remember Day' (20th). Slim $3,-

000. Last week, 'Swamp Water'
(20th). bogged down to $2,900.
Varsity (N-F) (1,100; 10-30-44)—

'Texas' (Col). Around $2,700, okay.
Last week, 'Belong V W 'CoD,
eood $3,200.
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Calloway-'Scandal' $21000 in Pitt;

'Suspicion 15G, Tafley 81/26 on 4th

Pittsburgh, Jan. 27.

Talk of town continues to be the
amazing biz of 'How Gi-een Was My
Valley' at Fulton. Now in (ourth
week, the picture is easing a bit but
still in the chips. Breaking every
existing record for dough and at-
tendance at the Fulton.

Stanley's going for another strong
session with Cab Calloway and 'De-
sign for Scandal' while Penn, with
'Suspicion,' will be hovering around
the same okay figure for the third
week in row. 'Bedtime Story' lift-

- ing Senator above house's - recent
sluggishness.

Estimates tor This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700 ;

30-50)—
'Green Valley' (20th) (4th wk.). Lit-
tle or no let-up in this click, which
is already house's smash hit of all

time. Close to $8,500, slick profit, as
against $9,S0O last week. This means
nearly $45,000 on the run already.

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 30-40-
50)—'Suspicion' (RKO). Hitchcock
thriller late coming here but N. Y.
critics' praise of Joan Fontaine's per-
formance is helping. Looks like
pretty close to $15,000 smash, and
exactly the figure Penn's previous
two films, 'Johnny Eager' (M-G),
last week, and 'Corsican Bros.' (UA),
before that, have done.

Rllz (WB) (800; 30-40-50)—'Corsi-
can Bros.' (UA) (3d wk.). Another
spot that's struck a level for move-
over films coming here via the usual
Penn-to-W4rner-to-Ritz route. Nice
$2,600. Last week, $2,700 for 3abes
Broadway' (M-G).

Senator (Harris) (1,750; 30-40-50)
—'Bedtime Story' (Col). Although

to .neat $6,000, not quite enough to
hold. Last week, 'Paris Calling^ (U)
at $3,000, sad but around what this
house has been getting.

'

Stanley (WB) (3,800; 30-44-60-66)—'Design Scandal' (M-G) and Cab
Calloway band. Cab has always
been a big fave at this spot and cur-
rently is beaded for good $22,000.
PldgeoD's draw currently more
potent than usual with his 'Green
valley' running so healthily a cou-

Sle of blocks away. Last week, Phil
pltalny band and 'AH Through

Night' (WB), strong $23,000.

Warner (WB) (2.000; 30-40-50)—
•Johnny Eager* (J4-G) (2d wk.).
Brought here from Penn, $5,000,
same as last week's 'Qirslcan Broth-
ers' (uA), which also came over
from Penn.

'Boote On' Crisp $11,000

In Seattle; 'Remember'

^,000, 'Corsican' Big 3d

(20th) and 'Lydia' (UA) (2d run),

big $3,800.
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 20-

30)—'Honky Tonk' (M-G) and Tather
Takes Wife' (RKO) (2d run). Go-
ing for big $3,200. Last week, 'Citizen

Kane' (RKO) and 'Law Tropics

(WB) (2d run), surprising $3,000.

•Valley $19,000

For Third Det

Wk.;Toxes'17G

Detroit, Jan. 27;

Settling back after record-break-
ing business last week, grosses here
will continue above average this

week. Odd factor in the set-up here is

that the Fox, going into a third week
with 'How Green Was My Valley'

and 'Gentleman at Heart,' is the first

bill held over in that 5,000-seater for

three sessions since 'Cockeyed
World' in 1929 and probably will top
current bills.

Michigan, which still is sweeping
out the jitrerbugs after hanging up
a new record of $55,900 last week
with Glenn Miller orch and 'Sulli-

van's Travels,' money top for the
house. Because of present price

levels this is possible while leaving ^ _

-comedy-<lrew-mixed-noticesr-going- -attendance-record-stiU-hald-iy-Boh. .^UA->-and-:(?hocolate-Sqldierl (M-G-),-— X .. Hope. It's in the running now with *" —i.i.. —:-<^

—

Hawkins -Inkspots Plus

'Scandal' $15,000, Omaba

Omaha, Jan. 27.

Ersklne Hawkins band plus the

Four Ink Spots and 'Design for

Scandal' at the Orpheum are going

for one of the be.st weeks this sea;

son. Prices upped at this house and
will stand for all stage shows. 'They
Diedjvith Their Boots On' single-

featured at the Brandeis will do a

smash $6,000 while 'Hellzapoppin'

and 'Cadet Girl' at the" Omaha will

show a rise to $9,800. 'How Green
Was My Valley' third week plus

'Unfinished Business' Sfecond week at

the Paramount is good for $8,000 at

least, fine business.

Estimates for Tbls Week
Orpheam (Tristates) (3,000; 20-40-

50-65)—iSrskine Hawkins and Four
ink Spots on stage plus 'Design
Scandal' (M-G). Slick $15,000 or
more. Last week, Ted Weems stage
show plus 'Swamp Water' (20th),

big $14,200.
Brandeis (Mort Singer) (1,500; 10-

25-35-40)—'Died Boots On' (WB).
Big $6,000. Last week, 'Playmates'
(RKO) and 'Confessions Blackie'
(Col), nice $5,200.
Omaha (TrisUtes) (2,000; 10-30-

44)—'Hellzapopnin' (U) and 'Cadet
Girl' (20th). Bangup $9,800; Last
week, 'Unfinished Business' (U) and
'Among Living' (Par), pretty good
$8,600.
Paramount (Tristates) (3.000; 10-

30-44)—'Green Valley' (20th) (3d
wk) and 'Unfinished Business' (U)
(moveover from Omaha). Nice
$8,200. Lest week, 'Green Valley' (2d
wk) and "Hay Foot' (UA), good
$7,900.
SUte (Goldberg) (900 ; 25-35)—

'Birth Blues' (Par) and 'Aldrich
President' (Par) split with 'Unholy
Partners' (M-G) and 'Night of Jan.
16' (Par), around $1,000. Last week,
'Feminine 'Touch' (M-G) and 'Sus-
picion' (RKO) SDlit with 'Lydia'

'SulL Travels'-James-O'Brien Smash

$37,000 in Hub; 'Woman' 37y2a 2 Spots

Seattle, Jan. 27.

Biggest campaign is for 'They Died
With Boots,' currently at the Or-
pheum, where it's single-featured
and easily tops in town. 'Remember
the Day,' the other major new opus,
at the Fifth Ave., also 1« big. Other-
wise it's holdovers or moveovers.
(liberty with 'Corsican Brothers' is
sturdy on Its third week. 'Louisiana
Purchase' is still making coin on its
fourth stanza at the Music Box.

Little Foxes' and 'In the Army
Now.' Also well up there, despite
unfavorable reviews, are 'Two-Faced
Woman' and 'Dr. Kildare's Victory'
at the United Artists. The rest of the
loop is sound with holdovers.

Estimates tor This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 40-55-65)

—'40,000 Horsemen' (Indie) (2d wk)
and Sealed Lips' (U). Former has a
new coupling this week with nice
$6,500 in sight. Last week, '40,000

Horsemen' (Indie) and 'Murder
Ring' (Col), choice $7,500.
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 40-55-

66)—'Green Valley' (20th) and
'Gentleman at Heart' (20th) (3d wk).
First triple stretch this house has en-
loyed in 13 years and still strong at

$19,000 after $26,000 last week and
sock $30,000 on first.

Miohinn (United Detroit) (4,000;
40-55-65)—'Uttle Foxes' (RKO) and
'In Artfiy Now' (WB). Oke $17,000.

Last week, 'SulUtan's Travels' (Par)
and Glenn MUler orch on stage, new
house mark with $55,900.
. Palms-State (United Detroit)
(3,000; 40-55r65)—'Sullivan's Travels'
(Par) (2d'wk) and 'Babes Broad-
way' (M-G) (4th wk). Coupling the
tops from both the United Artists

and Michigan last week, adds up to

a nifty $8,000. Last week, Toot in

Heaven' (WB) and Target Tonight'
(WB), big $12,000.
United Artists (United Detroit)

(2,000; 40-55-65 ) — T w 0 - F a c e d
Woman' (M-G) • and 'Kildare's Vic-
tory' (M-G). Strong $11,500. Last
week, 'Babes Broadway' (M-G) and
Night Jan. 16' (Par) (3d wk), steady
$8,500.

trim $1,100 aided by weekly am'aleur
stage show.

Estimates for This Week
Bine Monse (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(800; 30-40-58)—'Suspicion' (RKO)
and 'Unexpected Uncle' (RKO) (2d
wk). Big $3,700. after playing the
Fifth Avenue. Last week, 'Babes
Broadway' (M-G) augmented by
shorts, good $3,300.

CoUseom (H-E) (1.900; 23-40)—
•Started With Eve' (U) and 'Intl.

(Squadron' (WB) (2d run). Good $3,-
200. Last Week, 'Thin Man' (M-G)
and 'Skylark' (Par) (2d run), nifty
enough, $3,400.

Fifth Avehoe (H-E) (2,349; 30-40-
88)—'Remember Day' (20th) and
•Gentleman at Heart' (20th). Trim
$8,000. Last week, 'Suspicion' (RKO)
pnd "Unexpected Uncle' (RKO),
grand $9,200.

Liberty (J-vH) (1,650; 30-40-58)—
•Corsican Bros.' (UA) and 'Miss
Polly* (UA) (3d wk). Paced for
swell $6,800. Last week, same pair
dusted off big $7,200.
Maslo Box (H-E) (850 : 30-40-58)—

•La. Purchase' (Par) (4th wk). Ex-
cellent $4,000. Last week, landed
wonderful $4,700.
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600: 30-40-58)—

•Died With Boots On' (WB). Great
$11,000. Last week, 'Appointment
lK>ve' (U) and 'Don't Get Personal'
(U), $5,600, mild.
Palonur (Sterling) (1,350; 23-35-

60-68)—'Road Happiness' (Mono)
plus vaude. Good $6,800. Last week,
Ttfelody Lane' (U) and 'District AU
tomey Carter Case' (Rep) and
vaude, ]Mst above average, $6,900.

Faramonnt (H-E) (3,039 ; 30-40-68)
—'Swamp Water' (20th)' and 'Glam-
our Boy' (Par) (2d wk). Solid $5,-

600. Last we^, same duo, wonder-
ful $6,700.

Boosevelt- (Sterling) (800; 23-40)—
Teminlne Touch' (M-(3) and 'Rise,

Shine' (20th) (2d run). Fine $3,500.

Last week, "Wake Up Screaming'

Tobfic Enemies' Pins

Masters-Raye Terrif

$13,000 in 4 Days, B'klyn

Brooklyn, Jan. 27!
Principal attention-gutter is the

Fabian Fox with 'Louisiana Pur-
chase' aiid "Devil Pays Off rolling

up heavy gross. Fabian Paramount
trailing with "Man Who Came to
Dinner' and 'Secrets of Lone Wolf,'
second week.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,274 ;

30-40-50-
55)
—'Remember Day' (20th) and

'Confirm or Deny' (20th) (2d wk).
Okay $15,000. Last week, good $17,-
600.

Fox (Fabian) (4,023; 30-40-50-55)—^Louisiana Purchase' (Par) and
'Devil Pays Off" (Rep). Terrific $22,-
000. Last week, 'Blues in Night'
(WB) and 'Night Jan. 16' (Par), fair

$15,000.
Met (Loew's) (3,618; 30-40-50-55)—'Pulham' (M-G) and 'Tarzan's

Treasure' (M-G). (Jood $15,000.
Last week, "Tivo-Faced Woman' (M-
G) and 'Unholy Partners' (M-G),
mild $15,000. .

Paramount (Fabian) (4,126; 30-40-
50-55)—'Man to Dinner' (WB) and
'Secrets Wolf (Col) (2d wk). Splen-
did $16,500. Last week, sturdy $25,-
000.

Strand (WB) (2,800; 30':40-S0-55)—
'Public Enemies' (Rep) and stage
show featuring Martha Raye and
Frankie Masters' orchestra. Strong
$13,000 for four days. Last week,
'Stork Pays OfT (€ol) and stage
show with Eddie Duchln's orchestra,
meagre $8,000 for same run.

'BaU of Fire' Torrid

$16,000 in Okay Cincr,

'Corsican Bros.' $10,000

Cincinnati, Jan. 27.

Sizzling take of 'Ball Of Fire' at
the Albee is upplng general down'
town biz several notches over last

week. Palace is on the right side
with 'Corsican Brothers' and 'Sun-
down' Is giving the Grand a good
week. Of the holdovers, 'Man to
Dinner' is sturdy in its fourth week
at the Capitol.

Estimates for This Week
Albee ^(RKO) (3,300; -33-40-50)—

'Ball Fire' (RKO). - Smash $16,000.
Last week, 'Bedtime Story' (Col),
tame $8,500.

Capitol (RKO) (2.000; 33-40-50)—
Man to Dinner' (M-G) (4th wk.)
Strong $5,500. Last week (3d), ex-
cellent $6,500, after $19,500 in first

two weeks.
Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-28)—

•Flying Cadets' (U) and 'EUery
Queen Murder Ring' (Col), split with
'Stagecoach Buckaroo' (U) and
'Come Marines' (Mono). Good $2,
100. Last week, 'Marry Boss'
Daughter' (20th) and 'Outlaws Des-
ert' (Par), divided with 'Great Guy'
(PRC) and 'Sierra Sue' (Rep), about
same.
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 30-40-50

'Sundown' (UA). Good $6,500. Last
week, 'Pulham' (M-G) (2d dun), fair
$4,000.
- Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 33-40-50)—
'JOhtmy Eager' (M-G). Moveover
from Palace for second stanza on
main stem. -Fair $4,000. Last week,
'Died Boots On' (WB) (2d run), ditto
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 33-40-50)—

'Died Boots On' (WB). Second trans
fer for third downtown week. Mild
$2,800. Last week, 'Babes Broadway'
(M-G) (moveover), okay $3,500.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 33-40-50)—

•Corsican Bros.' (UA). All right
$10,000. Last week, 'Johnny Eager'
(M-G); about the same.
Shnbert (RKO) (2,150; 33-44-60)—

'Kildare's Victory' (M-G) and 'Bow-
ery Follies' stage unit. Satisfactory
$13,000. Last week, 'Go West' (Col)
and Ted Lewis band, hotsy $14,500.

first-run, big $2,300 in nine days,

with Carole Lombard reissue ac-

counting for most
Centnry (P-S) . (1,600; 28-39-44)—

'Died Boots On' (WB) (2d wk).
Moved here from State, fairly good
$3,000. Last week, 'Yank R.A.F.'

(20th) (2d wk), big $5,500 after

great $11,000 first week at State.

Gopher (P-S) (998; 28)—'Wild
Geese' (20th). Nice $3,300. Last
week, 'Pacific Blackout' (Par), oke
$2,900.

Orpheum (P-S) (2,800; 39-44-55)—
'WeekeHdHovana' (20th) and Clyde
McCoy band on stage. McCoy a lo-

cal favorite and fine all-around show.
Big $16,000. Last week, "Two-Faced
Woman' (M-G), good $7,000.

Stale (P-S) (2,300; 28-39-44)—
Little Foxes' (RKO). Bette Davis'
drag, the stage play's fine impres-
sion here and praises heaped on
film, helping to a nice $7,000. Last
week, 'Died Boots On' (WB), food
$8,000^ although undei.jexpectakQns,.
Uptown (Par) (1,100; 28-39)—'Sun

Valley' (20th). First neighborhood
showing. Trim $3,000. Last week,
'Suspicion' (RKO). big $3,200.
World (Par-Steffes) (350; 28-39-44-

55)—'Yank R.A.F.' (20th) (3d wk
downtown). Still going strong at

$2,500. Last week, 'New Wine" (UA),
sad $1,000.

:
,.

1 EAGER' ISi^G

INTRiMmTO

McCoy-'Hayana' Robost

$16,000, Leader in Mpls.

Minneapolis, Jan. 27.
Ideal theatre weathet' continues to

prove the most effective tonics local
grosses have had in a year. For
nearly three weeks now, after a
stretch of below-zero temperatures,
balmy weather has prevailed.
Orpheum has strong combo with

Clyde McCoy's band and 'Weekend
in Havana,' making easily the town's
leader. 'The Little Foxes' is also
sturdy at the State.

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 17-28)—

'Dressed to Kill' (20th) and 'Jail

House Blues' (U). Headed for good
$1,600 in five days. Last week, 'Man
at Large' (20th) and 'Go West' (Col),
split with 'No Man Her Own' (Par)
(reissue) and 'Stick to Guns' (Par),

Baltimore, Jan. 27.

Business continues bango here

with populous weekend enough to

provide ample margin for the re-

maining playing day.s to register

satisfying totals. Those extra 200,000

people reported to have been at-

tracted here by defense activity to
boost this town into a million popu-
lation must be movie-minded judg-
ing by bullish b.o. results.

Currently the combo Hipp has a
solid session for 'Dr. Kildare's Vic-
tory,' thanks largely to the stage
lineup headed by the Lou Breese
orch and Three Stooges. Also big is

'Johnny Eager' at Loew's Century.
Rest of town, mostly In h.o., is hold-
ing solidly, with 'The Man Who Came
to Dinner' extra strong at the
Stanley.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 17-

28-44)—'Johnny Eager' (M-G). Grand
$15,500. Last week, 'Tarzan's.Treas-
ure' (M-G),i surprised with solid
$12,900.

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2.240;
17-25-28-39-44-55-86)—ICildare's Vic-
tory' (M-G). liCanlng heavily on
stage portion headed by - Three
Stooges and Lou Breese and orch.
Should reach whammo $17,000, Last
week, 'Bedtime Story'. (Col) plus
vaude, nice $13,700.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2.406; 17-
28-33-39-44)—'Hold Dawn' (Par) (2d
wk)'. Holding up nicely to indicated
$9,500 after okay $11,800 on initial

round.

Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-40)—
•Among .Living' (Par). All right
$4,000. Last week, 'Unholy Partners'
(M-G) fared well at $4,900.

New (Mechanic) (1,581; 17-28-35-
44)—'Green VaUey' (20th) (5th wk).
Still strong at $3,600 after ringing
the bell with a rousing $34,000 for
the previous four weeks played.
Really important dough in this
limited seater.

Boslyn (Levin) (800; 17-25-40-55)—
'Sgt York' (WB) (2d wk). Continu-
ing extra strong at regular prices
after big three-week stay at nearby
Stanley at slightly upped scale.
Strong $5,500 after okay $6,800 on
first try.

SUnley (WB) (3,280; 17-28-40-55)
—'Man to Dinner' (WB) (2d wk).
Continuing in rosy fashion, $13,000,
after booming $15,400 on opening
sesh,
Times (Baker) (740: 17-28-39)—

'Honolulu Lu' (Col). Fairish $2,000.
Last week, 'Steel Against Sky' (WB)
h.s.g. $1,300.

'Remember Day' $12,000

- Top Grosser m Denver

Denver, Jan. 27.

•Remember the Day,* heading the
dual biU at the Denver, is bringing
in the most money here, but the out-
standing showing is being made by
'Louisiana Purchase.' Bob Hope's
latest starrer is- doing land-ofllce biz
at the Denham on its fourth week
coupled with 'Pacific Blackout,' in
for second sesh. Being pulled only
because films backed up. 'Ball of

(Continued on page 13)

Boston, Jan. 27.
Boom trade all over town this

week, with the Metropolitan lead-
ing by a mile and cashing In on per-
sonal appearance of Pat O'Brien and
Harry James band plus 'Sullivan's
Travels.' 'Ball of Fire' is plenty
splffy in its fourth week. Glen
Gray's band plus Connie Bosw.-ll on
stage at the RKO-Boston is another
winner. 'Two-Faced Woman' at the
Orpheum and State is rolling up the
best total for two houses this week.

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 30-44^55-65)

—'Call Out Marines' (RKO) and
Glen Gray orch' plus (jonnie Bos-
well. Will hit around $20,000, very
good. Last week, 'Paris Calling' (U)
and 'Folic Internationale' unit on
sUge, $18,500.

Fenway (M&P) (1,373; 30''40-44-55)

—'Look Laughing' (RKO) and 'Down
San Diego' (M-G). Aiming at
$6,500, nice. Last week, 'Confirm,
J).eny.'_i2ath) and 'Harvard, Here_l_
Come' (Col), $5,000, mild.

Keith McmorUI (RKO) (2,900; 30-
40-44-55 )-^'BaU Fire' (RKO) and
'Obliging Young Lady' (RKO) (4th
wk) (8 days). Big $16,000 in eight
days. Third week for same combo,
$19,000.

Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367; 35-55-
75)—'Sullivan's Travels' (Par) and
stage show with Harry James orch
and Pat O'Brien. Flirting with
socko $37,000. Last week,' 'Through
Night' (WB) and 'Marry Boss'
Daughter' (tOth), $18,000, okay.

Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 30-40-44-
55)—'Two-Faced Woman' (M-G) and
.'Cx)Qfessions.3oston. .Blackie'. „.CCoB...
Staunch $21,000. Last week, 'Sun-
down' (UA) and 'Secrets Lone Wolf
(Col), $18,000, good.

Paramoont (M&P) (1,800; 30-40-
44-55)—'Look Laughing' (RKO) and
'Down San Diego' (M-G). Near
$11,500, very good. Last week, 'Con-
firm, Deny' (20th) and 'Harvard,
Here I Come' (Col), $10,000, oke.

SUte (Loew) (3,600; 30-40-44-55)—'TworFaced Woman' (M-G) and
'Confessions Boston Blackie' (Col).
Heading for $16,500, big. Last week,
'Sundown' (UA) and 'Secrets Lone
Wolf (Col), $14,000.

Translax (Translux) (900; 17-28-
44)—'Bombay Clipper' (U) and 'D.

A. Carter Case' (Rep). Close to

$4,000, okay. Last week, 'Riot
Squad' (Mono) and 'Big Boss' (Col),
$3,300.

Cooper -Stanwyck Hot

$9,000, L'viUe; 'Belong'

Pins 'Tarzan' Ditto lOG

Louisville, Jan. 27.

Mild weather, following recent
cold spell, is important item in up-
turn in biz. 'Ball of Fire' at the
Rialto, and Tarzan's Secret Treas-
ure' at Loew's State are in the im-
portant money, while moveover of
'Bugle Sounds' at the Brown is con-
tinuing to reap the shekels.
Town Is back to film shows only,

now that the National has closed,
with the exception of an occasional
road show or concert at Memorial
Auditorium;

Estimates tor This Week
Brown (Fourth Avenue-Loew's)

(1.400; 15-30:40)—'Bugle Sounds' (M-
G) and 'Intl. Lady' (Col). Currently
pacing for swell $4,000 on moveover.
Last week, 'Babes Broadway' (M-
G) and 'Mr., Mrs. North' (M-G),
copped fine $3,000 on second move-
over stanza and third downtown
week.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 15-30-

40T—'Look Laughing' (RKO) and
'Small Town Deb' (20th). Satlsfa<>-

tory $1,400. Last week, 'Texas'
(Col) and 'Ladies Retirement' (Col),

split with 'Three Girls' (Col) and
'Great Guns' (20th), good $1,500.
Loew's State (Loew's) (3,300; 15-

30-40)—'Tarzan's Treasure' (M-G)
and 'Belong to Me' (Col). Looks
like house is in for another good
week, fine $10,000. Last week,
'Bugle Sounds' (M-G) and 'Intl.

Lady' (Col),'had benefit of premiere,
with p.a. of Wallace Beery, and ter-

rific exploitation campaign, ringing
$14,000.
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000;

15-30-40)—'In Army Now' (WB).
JNot up to the mark in compari-
son with heavy grosses of last month
or so, single film pointing to me-
dium $3,000. Last week, 'Died Boots
On' (WB) (3d wk), excellent $3,000.

BUIto (Fourth Avenue) (1,000; 15-

30-40)—'BaU Fire' (RKO) and 'Dist.

Attorney Carter Case' (Rep). Oft to

a fast start and fine $9,000. Last
week, 'Green VaUe^ (20th) and 'Ca-

det Girl' (20th), sweet $12,000.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400; 15-

30-40)—'Gentleman at Heart' (20th)

and 'Obliging Young Lady' (RKO).
Light $2,600. Last week, 'Paris Call-

ing' (U) and "Melody Lane' (U)
healthy $4,000.
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Frisco TOts Admish Scales; 'Boots

$21,000 Top Entry/Hellz' Sock ISi/zG

San Francisco, Jan, 27.

Most important news this week l3

the boosting ot flrst-run admish

scales. After 5 p.m., tap at all ex-

cepting the Golden Gate is upped

from 50c, to 55c., Including tax. Gate

jumps a dime to 65c., which actually

solidifies the upped scale inaugurated

foui; weeks ago for 'Ball of Fire.'

Kid prices go from 17c. to an even

20c. Service men and juniors, for-

merly 24c. mats and 28c. at night,

are now 25c. mats and 35c. evenings.

Strongest new entries this week
arc "They Died 'With Their Boots On'

at the Fox and 'Hellzapoppin" at the
Orpheum. Golden Gate is riding a

fourth week with 'Ball of Fire' to

okay biz, with a new stage show
using Jan Garber's band.

Estimates for This Week -

Fox (F-WC ) -(5,000;- 35-40-55 )—
'Died With Boots On' (WB). Soloing

with the new price scale, ^nifty $21,-

000, best in town. Last week (8

days), 'Johnny Eager' (M-G) and
'Devil Pays Off (Rep), okay $19,000.

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,830; 44-55-

65)—'Ball Fire' (RKO) (4th wk), and
Jan Garber on stage (1st wk). Sock
$15,000. FirA time a film has gone
this long here since 'Snow White,'

which went five sessions. Last week
(3d), big $16,500.

Orphenm (Blumenteld) (2,140; 35-

40-55) — 'Hellzapoppin' • (U) and
'Queen Murder llSag (Cbl), Packing
'em in here lor a big $15,500, best

Jji«..at-.thls- hpuse.Jjujoaore Ahan..a.
month. Last week, "Wolf Man' (U),
and 'Never Give Sucker Break' (U),
around $10,000, fal^.

Paramonnt (F-WC) (2,470; 35-40-
55)—'Through Night' (WB) and
'Steel Against Sky^ (WB) (2d wk).
Holding up fairly well at $11,000. Last
week (1st), nice $17,000.

St. Francis (F-W(DO (1.475; 35-40-
65)—'Johnny Eager' (M-G) and
'Devil Pays Oft' (Rep) (moveover)..
Better than average $6,000. Last
week, 'Design Scandal' (M-G) and
•Kildare's Victory' (M-G) (move-
overs), oke $5,600.

United Artists (UA-Blumenfeld)
(1.100; 35-40-55)—'Corslcan Bros.'
(UA) and 'Fiesta' (UA) (5th wk).
Still coasting along nicely for $4,500.
Last week (Ith), $5,000.

WarBeld (F-WC) (2,650; 35-40-55)
—'Remember Day' (20th) and 'Right
to Heart' (20th). Nice $16,000. Last
week (3d), 'Green Valley" (20th),
terrif $10,000 In eight days.

'Swamp Water' $12,000

For Providence; Garbo

maW9Gm4th
Providence, Jan. 27.

'Ball of Fire' is piling up a torrid
fourth week and jnay stay for a flfth
at the RKO Albee. BuUding stead-
ily, the film is contradicting the usual
performances hereabouts by making
more money In subsequent weeks
than it did in Its earlier stages. 'How
Green Was My VaUey' Is also reap-
ing a harvest in Its third downtown
week.
. Banning of Two-Faced Woman'
the first time released here apparent?
ly aroused considerable interest In
its reissue and it Is doing nicely at
Loew's State. Majestlc's 'Swamp
Water' also building.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 28-39-50)—

Ball Fire' (RKO) and 'Date Falcon'
(RKO) (4th wk). Zooming to a
powerful $9,000. Knocked off zowle
$9,500 last week, the third sesh.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 28-39-

50)—'Green. VaUey' (20th) and 'Per-
fect Snob' (20th) (3d wk downtown).
Holding nicely for $4,000 after pick-
ing a neat $5,000 in its second stanza.
Fay's (Indie) (1,400; 28-39-50)—

Blue, White, Perfect' (20th) and
vaude. More than holding its own
wth a ^ippy $7,000. Last week,
.wolf .Man' (U) and vaude, good
50,500.

*

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 28-39-50)-
Swamp Wate? (20th) and 'We Go
Fast' (20th). Packing them in for
hefty $12£0O, Last week, 'Through
Night' (WB) and 'Body Disappears'
(WB) did aU right for Itself with
nifty $11,500.
Metropolitan (Indie) (3,200; 28-39-

SQ)_qrrin Tucker orchestra with
•Tairacle Kid' (PRC). Socko $9,000
in three-day run.
SUte (Loew) (3,200; 28-39-50)—

Two-Faced Woman" (M-G) and
Confessions Boston Blackle' (Col),
•ftmong strong new entries, appetites
apparently being whetted by previ-
ous banning. Neat $14,500. Last
week, 'Corslcan Bros' (UA) and
Hayfoot' (UA), nice $14,500. •

Strand (Indie) (2,000; 28-39-50)—
Major Barbara' (UA) and 'Lady for

.
Night' (Rep). Fair $5,400. Last
week 'Devil Pays Off' (Rep) and
.Pacifi(i_Biackout' (Par), mild $5,000.

Key Chy Grosses

Estimated Total Gresr
Last Week $2,009,700
(Based on 28 cities, 191 thea-

tres, chie/ly first runs, Oicludittg

W. Y.;
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year: $1,758,600

(Based on 25 cities, 169 theatres)

'BALL' $18,000,

BUFF. RECORD

Buffalo, Jan. 27.
Snappy biz has subsided somewhat

currently though takings are still

strong. 'Ball of Fire' at the Century
is heading for a new record, easily
the. top grosser in town. Holdovers
of 'How Green Was My Valley' and
'Johnny Eager' at the Buffalo and
Hipp respectively are mighty sub-
stantial.

Estimate* for This Week
Bnffalo (Shea) (3,500; 35-55)—

'Green Valley' (20th) (2d wk). Still
nice going near $10,000.. Last week,
same film, sock $18,000. -

Great Lake* (Shea) (3,000; 35-55)
^'Johnny Eager' (M-G) and 'Mr..

Mrs. North' (M-G) (2d wk). Still

r«bbing-,-potent-money-,.^moFe—than-
9,500. Last week, same combo,
smashy $17,000,
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 30-45)—'In

Army Now" (WB) and 'Mercy Island'
(Rep). Neat $8,000. I,ast week,
'Died BooU On' (W!6) (2d run) (8

days), gratifying $8,200.
Lafayette (Hayman) (3,300; 30-44)

—'Three Girls' (Col) and 'Mystery
Ship' (Col): So-so $6,500. Last week,
'Never Give Sucker Break' (U) and
'Flying Cadets' (U), nice enough
$7,300.

20lh Centnry (Ind) (3,000; 30-55)
—'Ball Fire' (RKO). Should corral
best marker here in years, probably
sockeroo $18,000. Last week, 'Sus-

picion' (RKO) (2d wk), satisfactory

$7,500.

'VALLEY' $25,000 SETS

NEW NEWARK RECORD

Newark, Jan. \ 27.

Attendance Is powerful all over
town this week. Proctor's, with 'How
Green Was My Valley,' will probably
grab a thundering gross, best here
in some time. The $25,000 in sight

means a new house record.
Loew's, showing 'Sundown* and

'Niagara Falls.' is strong, and the
Branford, holding 'Keep 'Ert Flying,'

continues to do hangup trade.
Estimates tor This Week

Adams (Indie) (2,000; 25-35-50-60)

—'Perfect Snob' (20th) plus Eddy
Duchln's band and Stapletons on

week,
Harry

stage. Fine $16,500. Last
'Stork Pays Oft' (Col) and
James orchestra, neat $15,000.

Branfori^ (WB) (2,800; 28-38-44-55)
—•Keep 'Em Flying' (WB) and 'Steel
Against Sky' (WB) (2d wk). This
dual has been doing great weekend
biz, nice $13,000 on second sesh.
Last week, terrific $18,000.'

Capitol (WB) (1,200; 20-28-39-44)—
'Smilin' Through' (M-G) and 'New
York Town' (Par). Fair $2,600.
Last week, 'Nothing But Truth'
(Par) and 'Belong to Me' (Col), mild
$2,200.
LIUIe (Indie) (,100; 33-39-55)—'40,-

000 Horsemen' (Indie) (2d wk).
Dandy $2,700, neat profit. Last week,
walloping $3,700.
Paramonnt (Adams-Par) (2,000:

30-35-44-55)—'La. Purchase' (Par)
(4th wk) and 'Among Living' (Par).
Latter feature began last week. S8,-
000 on fourth stanza. Last week, nice
$10,000. with 'Carter Case' (Rep) as
supporting feature.

Proctor's (RKO) (2,400; 28-44-00)—
'Green Valley' (RKO) and 'Moon
Over Shoulder' (20th) plus five-act
vaude program,.. Monday and Tue.s-
day evenings. Proctor's has upped
its evening and weekend admission
prices. Sockeroo $25,000. a house
record, aided by price tilt. Last week
'Look Laughing' (RKO) and 'All
Money Buy" (RKO), and usual vaude
nice $14,500.- ..- . .

SUte (Loew's) (2,000; 28-33-44-55)
—'Sundown' (UA) and 'Niagara
Falls' (UA). Good $15,000. Last
week. Two-Faccd Woman' (M-G)
and 'Mystery Ship' (Col), pleasing
$15,000.

'Bugle Sounds' $18,000

In Wash.; 'York' $17,500

'VaUey' 15G, Both H.O.'s

—Washington7-JaB:-3T7—

'

Only one new film on the main
stem this week as a flock of topnotch-
ers hold over. 'Sergeant York,' in
second week at Earle, may edge into
top spot over the lone newcomer,
'Bugle Sounds,' at Capitol.

'Ball of Fire,' in its fourth sesh at
Keith's, 'still is a sizzler.

Estimates tor This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 28-39-44-66)—'Bugle Sounds' (M-G), plus stage

show with Paul Gerrits, others. Will
get enough regular Beery fans to
reach okay $18,000. Last week, 'Kil-

dare's Victory' (M-G), plus vaude,
Ught $15,500.

Columbia (Loew) (1,234; 28-44)—
'Babes Broadway' (M-G) (move-
over). Good $6,000. Last week, 'Sky-
lark' (Par) (moveover), above aver-
age $5,500.

Earle (WB) (2,216; 28-39-44-66)—
'Sgt. York' (WB), plus vaude. Sec-
ond week of return engagement
heading for solid $17,500 or better, on
top of hefty $23,000 last week.

Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 40-50-65)—
'Ball Fire' (RKO) (4th wk). Mighty
torrid at $11,500 for fourth stanza.

Last week (3d), excellent $14,000.

Metropolitan (WB) (1,600; 28-44)—
'Man to Dinner' (WB) Tmoveover).
After two weeks at Earle still solid,

$6,000. Last week. Target Tonight'

•(^VB) and 'Date With Falcon' (RKO>
(2d wk), held to okay ^4,500.

Palace (Loew) (2,242; 28-55)—
'Green VaUey' (20th) (2d wk).
Word-of-mouth helping to good $15,-

000 on record session. Last week,
same film, topnotch $21,000.

Weekend Biz Bolsters L A.; 'Babes'

Bright $34,000, 'Suspicion' $30,800,

Kay Kyser21G, 'VaUey' 17^2(5 3iiWk.

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross

This Week.'.: $338,300

(Based on 13 (hecitres;

Total Gross Satne Week
Last Year .$379,000

(Based on 13 theatres)

'CORSKAN'ZOG

PHILLY TOPPER

Los Angeles, Jan. 27.

Tlic weekend gold mine tapped by
Los AiiRcIes and Hollywood flrst-runs

helped the week's biz look good, with
all houiies catching capacity trada

Friday through Sunday without ex-
ception. Patrons (locking to theatres

on these three clays to keep the ropes

up is attributed to increased payrolls

in defense plants and employees
naturally seeking amusement during
the weekends they get ofT. Man-
agers believe they might be hitting

high gross^ of former boom

Philadelphia, Jan. 27.

'Corsican Brother.<i' leads the pack
at the b.o. derby this sesh, cashing
in on excellent puffs by the local
crix. Also getting okay treatment
is 'All Through the Night.' Other
new pix aren't getting same breaks,
however. "Prime Minister' and
'Cadet GiiT are in the sour cl^ss.

Estimates tor Tbb Week
Aldlne (WB) (1,503; 35-46-57-68)^

'Green VaUcy' (UA) (4th wk).. Still

holding husky pace with lush $10,500
for fourth round. Last week, 'Valley'
grossed slightly higher with $11,000.
--2frca^-(SaBl<Jsky)-(60tr,-35"46:57r—'Pulham' (M-G) (2d run) (2 wk).
Neat $3,500 for this try. Opener of
second run. fine $4,300.

Boyd (WB) (2,568: 35-46-57-68)—
'Corslcan Bros.' (UA). Snagging
bangun $20,000. Last week, fairish

$11,000 for holdover ot 'Suspicion'
(RKO).
Earle (WB) (2.768 : 35-46-57-68-75)

—'Cadet Girl' (20th) with Louis
Prima orch and Eddie Bracken on
stage. Comb6 adding up to (air

S17.000. l,ast week. 'Look Laughing'
(RKO) plus Claude Thomhill .and
Larry Adler on stage, better than
$18,000.

Fox (WB) (2,425 : 35-46-57-68)—
'Johnny Eager' (M-G) (3d wk).
Husky $12,000 for try chi'kker. Last
week, same film, hefty $1C,000. 'Son
of Fury' (20th) bows tomorrow
(Wed.).
Karllon (WB) (1.066: 35-46-57-68)

-'Prime Minister' (WB). Initial run
in this usual second-run house, sad
$2,300. Last week. 'Bedtime Story'

(Col), mediocre $3,500 for second
run.
.Keith's (WB) (2.220: 35r46-57-68)—

'Man to Dinner' (WB) (2d run) (2d

wk). StUI plenty of nourishment
with $5,500. Last week, 'Dinner'

snagged a grand $6,000.

Stanley (WB) (2,916: 35-46-57-88)—
"Through Night' (WB). Gestapo-
mobster meUer, okay $19,000. Last
week, 'Babes Broadway' (M-G) on its

third try, $10,000.

SUnton (WB) (1,457; 35-46-57-68)—'Tarzan Treasui'e' (M-G) (2d wk).
Holdover sesh satisfactory $4,500.

Initialer got terlff $8,000.

NATIONAL BOXOFFICE SURVEY

Green Valley' and 'Ball of Fire' Leading Hot List of

Money Films as Theatre Attendance Improves

Industry economists may attribute the high boxoftice

Bgures currently prevailing throughout the country to

war conditions, labor migrations in defense industries

and mounting national Income, but showmen are sat-

isfied with the simple answer that a group ot un-

usually strong films is drawing the customers. Theatre

men have seen sellouts during depressions, and losses

In flush periods. They prefer to read the trend of the

times in .terms of the entertainment available. Right

now there Is plenty. And no threats of priorities on

laughs.

In the game of first-run bookings, strong holdover

features continue to block the rapid movement of

new films. In consequence, the reservoir of pictures Is

gaining in numbers, a condition quite in contrast to a

year ago when theatres had an insatiable thirst for

product, much of It confined to single week engage-

menu in the larger houses. .
Currently,. 'How Green

Was My Valley' (20th) and 'Ball of Fire' (Goldwyn-

RKO) are racking up some unusual extended runs.

Former has finished four weeks In Philadelphia, Pitts-

burgh and Baltimore, third in Omaha, Detroit and

Los Angeles, and holding over In Washington, Chicago,

Newark, and elsewhere. Promises to be top grosser

(or 20th-Fox.

.-.'Ball of Fire' is.UviDg up. to its title, in defiance of

lukewarm press notices. It Is set for fifth weeks In

Washington, Providence, Boston, Chicago and Kansas

City. Cincinnati opening was a smash I6G, best In

town. Holds a third week at the Music HaU, N. Y.

Others on the holdover list include 'Babes on Broad-

way' (M-G), 'They Died With Their Boots On' (WB),

•Corslcan Bros.' (UA), 'Hellzapoppin' (U), and 'Man

Came to Dinner' (WB).
•

With fewer bookings reported by 'Variety' corre-

spondents,, are 'Sullivan's Travels' (Par), which

smashed through to $37,000 at the Metropolitan, Bos-

ton, aided by a strong sUge bill; 'Johnny Eager

(M-G), which opened big in Baltimore, Philadelphia

and Kansas City; 'Bahama Passage' (Par), In a hold-

over in Los Angeles; 'In the Army Now' (WB), a sock

14G In SL Louis and terrific in Cleveland with Jimmy
Dorsey's band; 'Bugle Sounds' (M-G), best ot the

week in Washington with 18G, and 'Remember the

Day' (20th), which opened to slick business In 'Frisco,

Seattle and Denver.

Highlights of the week. 'Babes on Broadway'

(M-.G), smash 34G in two houses in Los Angeles.

'Shanghai Gesture' (UA) opened fair in Memphis, but

theatre men are conscious of Its potent boxo.flice

strength In the light of Its Broadway engagement,

'Swamp Water' (20th) stirring up plenty business in

Providence. 'Look Who's Laughing* (RKO) satisfac-

tory in two spots in Boston. 'Two Faced Woman'

(M-G), previously banned in Providence, opens there

to strong takings, and it's big at two Bo.ston houses,

The Listening Post. 'King's Row' (WB) opening

next week.

.

the
days if the weekdays held up as
strongly.

'Babes on Broadway,' at Grauman's
Chinese and Loew's State, is leading
the parade with a £reat $34,000. play-
ing solo in both houses. 'Suspicion,'
at the Pantages and Hitlstrcet, is
close behind with a combined total
of $30,800. The Downtown and
Hollywood, two Warner linuses, will
role up $21,000 with 'Playmates.'
How Green Was My Valley,' coupled
with 'Corsican Bros.', is clicking off
$17,500 on the third session at the
Wilshire and United Artists. 'Cor-
slcan' is on its second week at the
theatres.

Even the lightly regarded 'Bahama
Passage' will grab around $11,000 on
its second week at the Paramount.
Small-capacity Vogue on Hollywood
Boulevard found the flrst-)-un tryout
-of•"Mad Doctor ot Market Street" and
Wolf Man' highly profitable with $3,-
500 the first week, and holds hi-
definitely.

Escllmate tor This Week
Cartbay Circle (F-WC) (1,516; 33-

44-55-75)—'Dumbo' (RKO) (6th wk).
Still in black at $3,800. Last week,
good $4,400.

Cblnese (Crauman-WC) (2,034; 33-
44-55-75)—'Babes Broadway' (M-G).
Rooney-Garland team solid $14,000
on solo booking here. Last week,
Corsican' Bros.\ (UA) and 'Right
Heart' (20th), nominal $10,600.

Downtown (WB) (1,800; 33-44-55)—"Playmates' (RKO) and 'Bombay
Clipper' (U). Should click oft

merry $11,000. Last week, 'All Thru
Night' (WB), soloed for nine-day ses-

sion to nice $13,500. 'Night' forced
out to make pic available for siibur-
ban houses on account ol product
shortage.

Four SUr (UA-F-WC) (900; 33-44-
55)—"Pulham' (M-G) (5th wk). Ta-
pering ofl to $2,700 for final week.
Last week, okay $3,100.

Hawaii (G&S) (1.100; 33-44-55-75)
—'Kane' (RKO) (15th wk). Hold-
ing steady gait at close to $4,000. Last
week, a few dollars shy of $4,000.

Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 33-44-55)
-'Playmates' (RKO) and 'Bombay
Clipper' (U). Doing a snappy $10,000.

Last week, 'All Thru Night' (WB),
held for nine days to roll up sub-
stantial $11,000.

Orpbeom (BIway) (2,200; 33-44-55)—^'Pardon My Stripes' (Rep) and
Three Girls' (Col) plus vaude head-
ed by Cliff Nazarro. Moderate $8,-

500. Last week, 'Killed That Man'
(Mono) and 'George White ScandalsT
unit, fair $13,300.

Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 33-44-55)-
'Suspicion' (RKO) and 'Spitfire's

Baby' (RKO). Grant-Fontaine team
strong draw' here, smash $16,800.

Last week. 'Ball Fire' (RKO) (3d
wk) and 'Secrets .Lone Wolf (Col),

$9,300, nice profit on third week.

Paramount (Par) (3.595: 33-44-55)

—'Bahama Pa.<isage' (Par) and 'Pa-

cific Blackout' (Par) (2d wk). May
yank on Thursday (29), with solid

$11,000 up to that point. First week,
off to good start but skidded in last

four days to close with $17,500.

RKO Hlllstreet (RKO) (2,872; 33-
44-55)—'Suspicion' (RKO) and 'Spit-

fire's Baby' (RKO), No customer
su-spicion about this one, and big
$14,000 in sight. Iiast week, 'BaU
Fire' (RKO) (3d wk) and 'Secrets

Lone Wolf (Col), satisfactory $10,500,

SUte (Loew-F-WC) (2,204; 33-44-

55-75)—'Babes Broadway' (M-G),
Hottest* number downtown headed
for smacko $20,000, and without a

supporting feature. Last week, 'Cdr-

sican Bros.' (UA) and 'Right to

Heart' (20th), good action at $14,800

United Artists (UA-F^WC) (2,100;

33-44-55)—'Green Valley' (2d wkl
and 'Corsican Bros.' (UA). Rousinj
$9,000. Last week. 'Green Valley
(20th), solo, fine $?,700.

Vogue (Vogue) (920; 33-44-55)-

'Wolf Man' lU) and 'Mad Doctoi

Market St.' fU). Launching cxpcrl.

ment as a first-run dualer on HoUy^
wood Blvd. to release backlog ol

jammed product for subsequents

Highly profitable at $3,500 and hold:

over indefinitely.

Wilshire (F-WC) (2.296; 33-44-55:

—'Green Valley' (20th) <2d wk) ant

'Corslcnn Bros.' (UA). Hitting a bl|

$8,500. 'Green Valley' (20th) on firs

week alono clicked for a hefty $8,500
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miZA' TORRID IN

PORTLAND 2(1 WEEK

HASH! "Hellzapoppin" breaks all box office

records for mid-week openings af Or-
pheum Theatre, San Francisco, Senate
Theatre, Harrisburg and Astor Theatre,

Reading, Pa.!

HASH! "Hellzapoppin'' establishes new record
at Denver Theatre, Denver!

H^^H! "Hellzapoppin" breaks all records at
Palace Theatre, Rochester!

^ ''Hellzapoppin" in record-breaking
lengagements in Toronto (held over), and

HELLZAPOPPIN'
Starring OLSEN and JOHNSON

MARTHA RAYE
HUGH HERBERT • MISCHA AUER • JANE FRAZEE • ROBERT PAIGE • GUS
SCHIIUNG • SHEMP HOWARD • TIm Six HItt • SItin and Slam OongeroM

and the OUVE HATCH WATER BAllET

Somplay by Nm Poiia ind WunaWtlwn • Bu<d on «d oitfliul motf hr N(t P«trin
Sivi(>t(dbxtIwilaf«iibr"OlNa.ftJoluuon'*HcUapeKiIii''' • DiiMMd H. C. IV>tt«f

A MAYFAIR PRODUCTION AiMciM* nodtu«ff, S«aa Tqrooud Alex Gottlub

30C KEY CITY BOOKINGS DATED NOW!
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$625,000 Provided in Plan for Bank

That Would Back Mex Fdm industry

Mexico City, Jan. 27.

Concrete advancement of the- fve-

year-old proposition tor the found-

log of a bank here to finance the

picture business, particularly the

producing end, has been achieved

with the provision of '$2,500,000

(Mex) (about $625,000 U. S.) capital

and the drafting of a concession for

this institution, the Banco Cinema-

-tograflca, S.- Ai - (Cinematographic

Banlt, Inc.). Coin was largely pro-

vided by the National Bank of Mexi-

co, this country's ' largest private

bank, which Is backed by French
capital, and the Flnanciera Nacional,

a government Institution. ^
This progress Is due to the per-

sonal interest President Manuel
Avila Camacho has taken in the bank
and plans for boosting the Mexican

' picture business. Bank, which is

skedded to open early In February,
' Includes some of Mexico's most
prominent bankers, capitalists and
picturemen In its personnel, Antonio
Espinosa de los Monteros is ..the

president and Carlos Carriedo Galvan
the general manager. Directors in-

clude: Alberto J. Panl, ex-Mlnlster

of Finance; his son hicardo, chief of

the CLASA studios here; Maurlcio

de la Serna, manager of the Cine
Teatro Alameda, frontline local cine-

ma and an important producer;

Jesus Grovas, film producer; Agustln
liegorreta, Jr., son of the managing
director of the National Bank of

Mexico, and Federlco Jimenez O'Far-
rlll, prominent banker-businessman.
'Objectives of this bank, Galvan
explains, are to modernize the
financing of picture production and
distribution by assuring responsible
producers and distributors suSlclent
coin to conduct properly their busi
ness and help along the studios that
bore the brunt of stormy tUnes in

the industry. This bacldng, the of-

ficial declared, has high promise of
elevating production, both with re-
gard to quantity

. and quality, by
elimlnathig the hit-miss methods that
proved so oostly to the business, and
assure rational distribution at home
and aboard. More attention Is now
to b« given distribution of Mexican
pictures hi the U. S. and the Lathi-
American trade will be built up.

Pic producers came away happier
from a lengthy Interview they had
last week with President Manuel
Avila Camacho in the National Pal-
ace here, the government's adminis-
trative buildhig, during which -they
told the chief executive their pres-
ent troubles and problems they see
for the future as a result of the war.
President Camacho, the piemen said,
declared he would issue various gov-
ernment departments, especially the
federal film supervision and censor-
ing board, special instructions to do
all possible to assist their business.

DENVER
(Continued from page 10)

Fire' als6 is hot on holdover at Or-
pheum.

EsUmstes for This Week
AUddIn (Fox) (1,400; 25-40)—

Tfellzapoppin' (U), after a week
at the Denver. Good $4,000.
Last week, 'Bedtime Story* (Col),
after Denver week, good $4,000.
Broadway (Fox) (1,040; 25-35-40)— Foot in Heaven' (WB), after a

week at Paramount Nice $3,000.
Last week 'Babes Broadway' (M-G)
and 'Spitfire at Sea' (RKO), after
two weeks at Orpheum, good $3,000.
Denham (CockrlU) (1,750; 25-35-

Purchase' (Par)

/oj
wk.) and 'Paciflo Blackout' (Par)

«M wk.). Mighty fine $8,000 on
lourth stanza, and good total even
lor most average first weeks. Last
wecli, 'Louisiana Purchase' (Par)
jsa wk.) and 'Pacific Blackout'
(wr), strong $11,000.
Denver (Fox) (2.525: 25-35-40)—

Remember Day' (20th) and 'Con-

si^JSS^
Blackie' (Col). Splendid

fi..'
duphcating trhn takings of

lS!i,*fjK.°" 'Hellzapoppin.' Last
?'e.elV.,HcU2apoppin' OJ) and 'Bom-

•bay Clipper' (if), fine $12,000.-

.D S^'S" (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)
' vv.?^" J^FK <RK0) and 'Obliging

Lady' (RKO) (2d wk.). Neat& $16*000.

(Fo''> <2,200; 25-40)—

fl"""™. Deny' (20th) and 'Sailors

.J^«P>- Nice $7,000. Last

^V^- ^?°* Heaven' (WB) and

$7000^
America' (20th), same at

tl.?i"c? ^T°^'^ (878] 25-40)—'Be4-
Story- (Col), aiter a week at

.
Denver and Aladdin, and

Honolulu Lu' (Col). Good $2,000;
Last week, 'Maltese Falcon' (WB).

•fin r^^S*"-^*'' ^'"J Aladdin dates, and^ Collegiate' (Mono), ditto $2,000.

MEX STAGE 'BESTS'

Munlclpay Group Names Outstand-
ing Play, Actress and Ballet

Mexico City, Jan. 27.

A sort of theatrical 'Oscar' has
been established by local municipal
government's cultural' amusements
council with the choosing of what
it. considered to be the best stage
presentations here In 1941.
- Council's choices: -

'Hiedra' ('Ivy 5'), comedy by Javier
Vlllaurrutia; Maria Teresa Montoya,
best actress, and 'La Paloma Azul'
CThe Blue Dove'), best ballet and
the best-presented.

' In announcing the choices, the
council made no mention of prizes.

But it is understood that some ma-
terial awards will be given.

ITs AI Daff Safe,

Others Unheard

From In Manfla

Of the U. S. film companies who
have had representatives in Manila,

only Universal has had word re-

garding their men who were in the
Philippine capital. Al DaS, for-

merly stationed at Manila, has in-

formed the homeoflice he had gone
on a routine trip to Batavia and
then to Australia, where he learned

of the Japs' capture of Manila.
Major companies are Working

through the Swiss embassy In send-

ing out feelers to ascertain just What
happened to their men in the Philip-

pine city, but no word has come
through thus far.

Harold Duiui, Warners' Far East
supervisor, has cabled that he is

sate in Shanghai. This message
came via Buenos Aires. Cable sent

to Manila by Metro hiquirhig about

its rep was returned to N. Y.

Sydney Albright, United Artists

manager for Dutch East Indies, is

reported safe in Batavia.

MEXICANmm MAPS

SCHOOL FOR PIG AaORS

Mexico City, Jan. 27.

Local No. 2 (producers) of the

National Cinematographic Workers
Union has obtained co-operation of

the Ministry of Public Education in

its program to provide Mexican films

with trained players.. The union
and the ministry are to'open a school

of cinematographic acting here In

February. Julio Bracho, one of the

ace local directors, will be the 'prin-

cipal.' Picture stars will be the

'professors.'

Enrollment of more than 1,000 men
and women, of almost all ages, is

assured, says-the union.

Touring Legit's K.O.
^fContliiiied Irom page

able to ship the production's scen-

ery, props, costumes, etc. Rail of-

ficials have added that coaches for

the show's personnel are also prob-

lematical. Explained that the bag-

gage cars and possibly the coaches

will be needed for military purposes.

With about 30 shows on the road

this week, the situation suddenly

confronting legit Is critical. Cer-

tain offerings, cstabli.shed in long-

run stands such as Chicago, would

not immediately be affected, but

troupes playing one-nightcrs and

split-weeks, or even one-Week

stands, would be disastrously hit.

Consequent unemployment, if a gen-

eral railroad curtailment becomes

acute, would probably total several

thousand people in all classifications.

Faced with the 'Hellzapoppin' situ-

ation, the Shuberts, the League of

New York Theatres and Equity and
the other theatrical unions have be-

gun steps to meet the difficulty.

Equity's Council yesterday (Tues-

day) urged tiie other show business

unions, members o£ the Emergency
Council of the Theatre, to meet for

joint action on the matter.

2 NEW OFFERS MADE

FOR STOLL HOLDINGS

Loijdon, Jan. 27.

Two new offers tor control of the
Stoll theatre circuit are Jack Bloom,
owner of the Phoenix theatre' and
other West End properties, and
Charles Clore, part owner of the
Prince of Wales theatre, who has
'City' (Well Street equivalent)
backing.
Control Is being sought through

the purchase of stock formerly held
by Sir Oswald Stoll, who died re-
cently.
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$5,500 IN B. A.

Buenos Aires, Jan. 20.

Upper-bracket figures went to the
thermometer, not the b.o., at Buenos
Aires' first-run houses this past
week. Only one pic went above the
20,(f00-peso mark—'Dive Bomber'
(WB)—which clocked a nice 22,000

pesos (approximately $5,500), at the

Ambassador. Film, which deals with
exploits of the U. S. air corps
medicos, rated good notices even
from sheets which aren't overly
friendly toward films dealing with
Yanqui armed strength.

Other estimates, all given in Ar-
gentine pesos, currently at about 24c

U. S. foUow:
Ambassador (Lautaret and Ca-

va1lo) (1,400; 2.50-2 pesos)—̂ Dlve
Bomber' (WB). Nice 22,000 pesos
and holding for a second week. Last

week, Target for Tonight' (WB), did

offish 8,000 on second stanza.

Ueal (Lococo) (970; 3-2.50)—

•Lydia' (UA). Fair 10,000 for second
week after satisfactory 19,000. Due
for a third.

Bex (Cordero, Cavallo and Lau-
taret) (3,305; 2.50-2)—'Big Store'

(M-G). Good 17.000 on second week
after a solid 28.000 on the first

Norraandie (Lococo) (1.420; 2-1.50)—'Hold Back Dawn' (Par). Socko
15.000 on second-run, particularly

good considering eight weel(s' top
biz at higher-priced Suipacha. Due
for another.
MonamenUI (Cill, Gattl y Cla.)

(1,330; 2-1.50)—'Moon Over Miami'
(20th) and 'That Night in Rio' (20th).

First time second-run U. S. picts

tried In this customarily national

house. Healthy 14,000 for this Don
Ameche combo.
Opera (Lococo) (2,400; 2.50-2)

—

'Sundown' ^Walter Wanger-UA).
"Nice 16,000 estimated for second
week. First week brought top 37,-

000.

Broadway (Lautaret and Ctavallo)

(1,863; 2.50-2)—'Carne • y Esplritu'

('Flesh and Spirit') (French-made
Almar Distrib.). '\^ery good 15,000

for this prc-Vichy Parisian.

Soipacha (Lococo) (950; 3-2.50).

•Aloma of' South Seas' (Par). Sat-

isfactory 9,000 on the second week.

First grossed about 15,000.

Oeean (Coll. Gatti y Cia.) (2,800;

1.50-1.20)—'Jekyl-Hyde' (M-G). Nice

14,000 for 11 days second-run.

Acqnire Rossian Film

For American Remake

First remake of a Soviet feature

Is back of the deal consummated

this w.eek whereby United Players

Productions acquired "The Girl Frojn

Leningrad' from Arkino Pictures,

distributor of Russian films in U. S.

Eugene Frenke, now in N. Y.. would
handle actual transition into English.

Picture presently is playing at the

Stanley, first run house for Soviet

films in N. Y. American version will

stress the technique of modern war-

fare as well as the woman's role in

it. Not known whether the film will

be produced in the East or on the

Coast.

You Can't Sing That!

Mexico City, Jan. 27.

Censors ordered pruned from the

Mexican pic, 'Dos Mexicanos eh

Sevilla' (Two Mexicans in Seville'),

a drunken rendition o£ the Mexican
national anthem.

Arnold Picker, of Columbia's for-

eign department, left over the week-
end on a threc-wock business trip to

Mexico and Cuba.

'Superficial' Probe Held Inaccurate

On U. S. Congressional Indictment Of

Films, Radio As Pan-American Aids

Mex Film on Cortez

Mexico City, Jan. 27.

Life and exploits In Mexico of

Cortez, Spanish conqueror of this

country, are the theme of a picture

that "Chano Urueta is readying to
produce In March tot Fllmex, S. A.

Picture, it Is said, will be an im-
partial blog of Cortez Insofar as his

life In Mexico la concerned, and have
a lot of authentie battle scenes be-
tween Cortez's handful of white men
and the Aztecs.

New Aussie

Draft Edicts

Hit Theatres

Sydney, Jan. 27.

Niw wartime regulations in Aus-
tralia are bringing about the re-

moval of all male tiieatre employees
from the reserved Usts; they will be
set for home military service no
matter what position they presently
hold.

This manpower shortage already Is

handicapping the picture theatre
circuits particularly. Hoyts circuit

presently Is training women to take
over managerial jobs ai^d other po-
sitions formerly held only by men.
Ernest TucnbuU, Hoyts' new chief,

together with Norman B. Rydge,
chairman of Greater Union Theatres,
and Dan Carroll, of the Carroll-

Musgrave chain, are forming an
Australia-wide picture defense
council. Object of this council will

be to seek the cooperation of the

government in protecting the entire

film Industry in the commonwealth.
Additionally, the council plans to

overcome any legislation designed

to hamper the wartime operation of

film theatres. Another Idea of the

council Is to foster good film trading

relations between Australia and
America. Major and minor dis-

tributors and exhibitors have agreed
to join the council.

UrS. Film Firms Shift

To Anssie Nabe Areas

As Air-Raid Precaotion

Buenos Aires, Jan. 20.

American film distributors plan to

exit from the Sydney area in favor
of country zones In order to protect

their film stocks and staffs from pas-
sible enemy air raids. Metro Is the
first to move.

Picture house operators are con-
serving tlielr stock by extending
runs, frequently at a loss, while
awaiting fresh supplies.

U's Percentage Selling

Stressed at Parley
Buenos Aires, Jan. 13.

Flat rentals, long a standard fea-

ture of film selling here, are to be

passed by almost entirely by Uni-
versal in its '42 selling plans, it was
revealed at the second Buenos Aires

convention of the company since re-

organization.

Monroe Isen, district manager for

Argentina, Chile, Peru, Paraguay,
Uruguay and Bolivia, told reps to

concentrate on booking major chains

and houses on a percentage basis,

explaining new production setup will

assure them of steady run of fea-

tures that will permit greater proHts

by the policy.

Fllzralrlck's Mex Documentary

Mexico City, Jan. 27.

Full facilities have been a;^ured

James A. FitzPatrick for the rriaking

of "Mexico Monumental' in Colors by
the government, announces the tour-

ist department!
Pic is to go into production early

in February.

Buenos Aires, Jan. 20.

U. S. congressional committee's

flat Indictment of Yanqui good-

neighbor promotion via radio, films

and other arts is rated here as just

another Instance of how far wrong
once-over-lightly-probers can be in

surveying Latin-America.

Congressmen who charged that

cultivation of Latin-America with

cinematic and •microphonic propa-

ganda had so far missed the goal

—

because Northamerlcanos 'do not

appreciate the tastes, Interests and

conditions In countries below the

Rio Grande'—hit legitimate targets

jn some cases, but, in others, shot

far off the mark. Most helpful, in

the opinion of those surveyed by

'Variety,' was the recommendation

that activities be increased, es-

pecially activities handled by Amer-
leans ' resident in South America
who have lived with Latins and
know how they think.

What the committee missed point-

ing out. It was held by many here,

is that too many activities for Latin-
America are headquartered in New
York and Washington, and that the
long-distance setup, designed as

much to keep jobs and control in

the hands of officials and career men
in the States as anything, just doesn't
work in practice.

Net So, Oldtlmers Say

Allegation that the U. S. had been
outstripped on the radio, in news-
t>apers, magazines and films by the
Nazis,' Italians, Japs and British just

isn't so. oldtlmers point out. U. S.

radio isn't up to what It possibly

can do but the Axis has been no
shining example In the use of South
American airways. U. 'S. press
services dominate the Latin-Amer-
ican field, and despite the (act that

the U. S. Is at war, the Associated
and United Press rate a hundred
Umes better than such totalitarian

services as Trans-Ocean, Stefani and
Domel, some of which have been-
barred.

'

As to publications. Reader's Di-
gest (In Spanish), cited- by the con-
gressmen, Is only one example.
Mags south of the border copy prac-
tically every new Idea that appears
in U. S. publications, and the way
to help Is to get them more m'a-

tei'Ial since they are already U. S.-

minded. Rome and Berlin only get
'into South American ^evistas* when
they pay .for the space.

Regarding films, It's pointed out
by U. S..dlstrlbs here that the Holly-
wood product dominates 25-1. even
in Argentina, which Is the least pro-

U. S, republic of any. In Buenos
Aires, largest city in South Amer-
ica, Nazis have only two theatres,

one of these a newsreei house. Com-
mittee'headed by John Hay Whitney
in the Office of the Coordinator of
Interamerican Affairs Is already at

work on short films urged by the

congressmen.

Teach Yanqui Tourists

Recommendation that more radio

scripts for local presentation, with

native talent, be sent to South
America Is held good as Is the idea

of teaching Yanqui tourists to be-

have better when they head south.

But charges that Americans in South
America do not handle themselves
properly, and are outdistanced by
the Nazis in their -understanding of

the whys and wherefores of Latinos,

just don't stand up, it's declared.

Personal appearance tours by top-

ranking American artists, which the
committee recommended should be
made at lower prices, are an excel-

lent idea, It was explained, provided
Congress will vote the Nelson Rocke-
feller committee cash to permit such
jaunts. It's explained that high

tariffs are necessary unless some-
one foots the bill because transpor-

tation and the adver.se exchange
make it almost Impossible for any
U. S. star, no matter, how patriotic,

to get around the chili circuit. An-
other tleup can be traced right to

Washington, which has put a clamp
on passports either way.
Recommendation that the Rocke-

feller Committee should work more
closely with routine State Depart-

ment operations and organizations

has. already been put into effect.
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Coast Holdovers Creating Bottleneck

For Sabsequents, Diversion Only Out
-fr

Hollywood, Jan. 27.

Jamup of product awaiting Los

Angeles and Hollywood flrst-runs

has operators of subsequent runs in

the area scurrying around attempt-

ing to secure suitable bookings until

Ihe current bacltlog is broken.

Opening of top b.o. attractions in

the first-runs for the holiday weeks

—with many of these holding over

for two and three-week sessions-r

has created serious bottleneck for

the following runs, including many
of the outlying theatres of the

Southern California district which

are zoned to run day-and-date or

following L. A. first-run openings.

Only city that can run prior to local

openings is San Diego, while Santa

Barbara, San Bernardino, Bakers-

field and towns of the orange belt

)iave to wait on the L. A. datings.

Backlog is not entirely confined to

the top pix, but applies also to the

B features that are expected to come
through to the theatres in a steady

stream. Since Christmas openings,

Varners ran 'Died With Their Boots

On' for two weeks as solo, and fol-

lowed with 'AU Through the Night'

for nine days. Latter was clipped

from two-week stretch for booking

of RKO's 'Playmates' and Universal's

•Bombay Clipper,' specifically to

open product for the subsequent

Warner houses in the area. This out-,

side booking was forced on Warners
despite the fact this company also

has a good line of product on the

exchange shelf awaiting local ^st-
lun showcasing.

Hlllslreet-Fantages Block Bons

The simultaneous RKO Hillstreet

and Hollywood Pantages runs, with
heavy backup of pictures from Uni-
versal, RKO and Columbia, is creat-

ing the largest shelf-holding of pic-

tures. 'Ball of Fire,' with required
three-week run followed by similar

booking of 'Suspicion,' has the three
distribs scurrying around trying to

release pictures to other houses so

that they can ake care of immediate
playdates in the territory. Because
of tentative lineup of pictures for

the next three months, the Pan-
Hillstreet operators have, during the
past two weeks, relinquished first-

run rights to Universal's 'Hellza-

poppin,' which opens Feb. 11 at the
Hawaii for -a run; 'Playmates' and
'Bombay Clipper' to Warners on
letter's representations their nabe
houses require the product inunedi-
ately, and ^'WoU Man? and 'Mad
Doctor of Market Street,' two Uni-
versal programmers -that are teamed
for experimental first run this week
at the Vogue. Latter Hollywood
Boulevard house has been running
as subsequent and swings over to
the first-run policy, which. If suc-
cessful, will likely become perma-
nent with B piroduct niainly from
Universal, HKO and Columbia, and
flU-ins from Republic and Mono-
gram.

'Purchase' Held Vp .

The downtown Parampunt added
no joy to the subsequents by the
holiday run of 'Louisiana Purchase'
for three Weeks and four days; fol-

lowing this with 'Bahama Passage'
for minimum of 10 days. 'Purchase'

^rolled on solo basis, which did not
Ballow for pickup of Paramount pro-
Heram pictures that were forced to

r remain on the exchange shelves for

territory bookings until booked for
first-run dates.

Twentieth's 'How Green Was My
Valley* is also being held up for city

subsequents by remaining over for
second week at the United Artists

and Wilshlre, following moveover
from the State and Chinese. 'Valley,'

however, has broken in most of the
surroundihg cities to partially un-
wind the jam. .

Class run houses are also adding
to the jam, with 'Dumbo' still hitting
profit at the Carthay Circle In its

fifth week; 'Citizen Kane' recording
a surprise in its 15th week at the
Hawaii, and 'H. M. Pulham, Esq.'

showing enougl strength to .remain
at the Four Star' for a five-week
session.

Particularly strong lineup of box-
office attractions that have hit the
releasing channels since the first of
the year has been reflected in the
geberal strength of business gen-
erally in this territory. First runs
end the higher priced secondary
houses have so far cashed in on the

top attractions available for their

houses in the re^ectlve price

'breaks,' but theatres with admis-
sions of 35c and under are still sing-

ing the blues of poor business. These
cxbite^ forced through the zoning

Union Leader Helps BaUy

'Valley' In Mining Town

Reading, Pa., Jan. 27.

Publicity from the labor unions,

and a social welfare angle for 'How
Green Was My Valley,' with its coal

miners' union story, was arranged by
Paul E. Glass, Wilmcr & Vincent

theatre manager here, In cooperation

with George M. Rhodes, president of

the Fedcr.nted Trades Council of

Reading. Tlie Council covers prac-

tically all the labor unions in this

area.
,

'

Rhodes'; endorsement, used in an

ad by the Embassy, said that the

picture 'deeply impressed me with

its beautiful, stirring appeal to so-

cial consciousness. The screen needs

more such enlightening pictures in

these serious times.'

SABU SELLING BONDS

25-Clty Tour With Baby Elephant to

Ran Until March 4

Sabu, star of Alexander Korda's

forthcoming 'Jungle Book,' and the

pygmy elephant that appears with

him in the film, began a 25-city tour

Monday (26) under sponsorship of

the Defense Savings Staff of the

Treasury Department. Young In-

dian star and the pachyderm are

making appearances before news-

paper carrier boys whom the Treas-

ury has enlisted to handle sales of

Defense Stamps on their routes.

Accompanying Sabu on the tour,

which will run until March 4, is

Bemie Kambcr, of . the exploitation

departmeat o£ United Artists,, UA
will release 'Jungle Book.'

^Tcdnesday, January 28, 1942

{osenberg, Pitt Vet, New Prez of Allied

States Vice Cole; Theatres-Exchanges

U.S. BONDS SOLD IN

960 TEXAS-THEATRES

Exhib Gets 5G Award In

Suit vs. Ex-Partner For

Alienation of Affections

Miami, Jan. 27.

Mitchell Morad, Buffalo (N. Y.)

exhibitor and former partner of Jo-

seph Williams, of Miami Beach, has.

been ordered to pay Williams $5,000

for alienation of affections. A six-

man jury before Judge R. H. Hunt
here held with Williams, who sued-

Morad for $200,000, charging alien-

ation of the affections of Mrs. Wil-

liams and the breaking up of their

home.
Williams testified he turned over

a share in their theatre business on
Morad's promise not to continue his

interest in Mrs. Williams, but Instead

^he latter sued him (Williams) for

separate maintenance and refused to

com6 back to him.

Dallas, Jan. 27.

Statewide campaign for sale of

U. S. defense bonds and stamps
through the 960 theatres in Texas is

rapidly gaining momentum under
direction of the Variety Club of

Texas, at Dallas. " R. E. Griffith Is

chief barker of the Dallas tent.

Frank Scbfield, state administra-

tor, has wired to Griffith: 'Your con-

structive and patriotic plan to pre-

sent a solid front with the theatres

of Texas In the sale of defeiise

stamps at the boxoffices is a master
stroke for defense. The charitable

and patriotic programs of the Variety
clubs are nationally recognized and
your clubs-promptrand-enthuslastle
response to the national need Is of

vital importance.'

Small press book Is available to

showmen everywhere.

Tanisliing H'woodian'

Shoulda Been the Title

DE MOLE'S 30TH ANNI,

KEAP' IN BALLY TIEDP

Curreni baUyhoo about Cecil B.

DeMille's 30th anniversary as a
Paramount director Is to serve as the

basis for an extensive exploitation

campaign.
Reportedly will tie in with release

of 'Reap ihe Wild Wind.'

Contest Picks Victory

Tag for Mikado, SL L

St. Louis, Jan. 27.

Because more than 400 natives,

among several thousand who offered

suggestions for a new tag for the

St. -Louis Amusement Co.'s west end
nabe. Mikado, proffered the name of

Victory for the house, that narne was
adopted last week. The distribution

of the $50 cash prize for the winning
tag was an easy matter. Manager
Joe Goldstein wrote to each of those

who offered Victory as the new
moniker and suggested that his por-

tion of the coin be donated to the

Mile o' Dimes campaign now in prog-

ress here. No dissenters were re-

ported and the theatre handed over

the $50 with an exploitation splash.

The house, which recently was face

lifted and almost everything akin to

a Jap flair removed Is operated

under contract, by Fanchon St Marco.

Lynchburg, Va., Jan. 27

This burg is settling down after a
heady dose of Hollywood.

Preem of 'The Vanishing Vir-

ginian' last Friday (23), with a ball

that attracted nearly 4,000 at $1.65 a
throw, plus $25' and $10 for boxes,

was one of biggest stunts the town
has had In its 156 years.

Citizens were plenty riled when
Metro kept changing plans on per-

sonal appearances of stars in the pic,

whose background is laid in I^ynch

burg. Frank Morgan, with the lead-

Ing role, couldn't come because of

his work in Tortilla Flat' Studio
first scheduled Kathryn Grayson,

film's leading femme, then shifted to

Ann Rutherford when Miss Grayson
became ill. At last minute. Miss
Rutherford was canceled and Ruth
Hussey substituted.

Latter, with less than a day to get

ready, made the cross-country dash.

She had less than seven minutes to

change trains in Washington for the

final lap. Bill Dudley, University of

Virginia's AU-American quarterback

last season, was selected as her

escort for ball and preem.

Seats for the preem sold at $3.30

top, with proceeds above $1 a seat

going to British War Relief and

Lynchburg Milk Fund.
Mrs. Woodrow Wilson, Mrs. Ker-

mit Roosevelt and other notables

were on hand, together with W,
Ferguson, exploitation head of

Metro; J. S. Allen, Metro's Washing-

ton, D. C, branch manager and Dan
Terrell, Loew's publicity represen

tative in Washington.

WB, Interstate, Plug

Medical Corps Short

Intensive campaign Is mapped by
Interstate Circuit shorts division and
.Warner Bros, for dual world preem
of 'Soldiers in .White,' new service

special telling of U. S. Army Medical
Cor^s activities. Picture was filmed

at Fort Sam Houston with the co-

operation of the army medical and
mechanized divisions.

'Soldiers In White* opens Jan. 31

at the Interstate theatres In Hous-
ton and San Antonio.

and clearance tn effect under the
prevailing setup to play lightweight

biz pictures, are swarming Into the

exchange bookers to secure the

better grade product that is just

starting to be available for their

houses.

M. A. Rosenberg, veteran Inde-

pendent motion picture theatre

operator of Pittsburgh, was elected

president for the ensuing year of

Allied States -Assn. of Motion Pic-

ture Exhibitors, at the annual meet-
ing (23) at the Warwick hotel, N. Y.

He succeeds H. A. Cole, of Texas,

who retires after three terms. .

Session of the directors was ar-

ranged in rooms adjoining the meet-
ing of the United Motion Picture In-

dustry, Inc., new tag for the recently

organized conference of all divisions'

and associations in the industry.

Allied has taken an active part' in

furthering- the unity program.
Other Allied officers for the year

are Abram F. Myers, chairman and
general counsel; Martin G. Smith, of
Columbus, treasurer; Charles H.
Olive, secretary; Meyer Leventhal,
of Baltimore, financial secretary and
Don R. Rossiter, recording secretary.
Executive committee includes

Rosenberg, Nathan Yamins, S. E.
Samuelson, Smith, Jack Kirsch, and
Roy E. Harrold.

So. Carolina Activity .

Spartanburg, S. C, Jan. 27.

Charleston, S. C, is slated for two
new houses, per annoupcement by
Albert Sottile, president- of Theatres
Realty Co., owners of theatres op-
erated in that city by Pastime
Amusement Co. Plans will be an-
nounced later.

Rialto, Charleston, has gone oh
Sunday night schedule. Miller, Im-
erial and Modjeska houses open at
p.m. Sundays. Business tops in

this navy yard, defense projects and.
shipbuilding city.

North -Charleston has new house,
-the- New Pott ~

"
' — '

'

'

Rot E. Martin will start work
March 15 on new l,eOO-seater for
Dublin, Ga.

Palace, Charleston, recently pro-
jected eight features in seven days,-

changing program daily and dou-
bling a twin-bill Friday. House lets

'em in at 9c for kids and 20c for
adults, day or night
KhnbaU theatre, Kimball, W. Va.,

Are-damaged.
Joe Luter assigned to Rylander,

Americus, Ga., as manager. Will
also manage a new $100,000, 1,500-

seater, being built in Americus by
Martin interests and scheduled for
March 1 opening. L. T. Taylor, for-

mer Rylander manager, returns to

Fitzgerald, Ga., as manager of Mar-
tin unit
Mrs. L. C. Moore, owner RItz, En-

terprise, Ala., plans new 1,000-seater
costing $40,000.
Paul Phillips, manager of North

Carolina Theatres, Inc., in Salisbury,
N. C, elected president of Salisbury
Chamber of Commerce.

Stanley-Warner circuit, hied him-
self to Miami last week. Ditto Mel-
vln Koff, operator of the Darby,

J. Stewart Silver, former film ad
solicitor for the defunct Evening
Ledger, has been added to the sales
staff of the PRC exchange.
Mort Magill, United Artists sales-

man, has been upped to manager of
the Pittsburgh UA exchange.

Special Bir raid precaution book-
lets were distrlbutea to all theatres
In the territoar last week.
Employees oi tnost of the local ex-

changes have formed Red Cross
units. — . . .

Bowe Heads CaroUna T.O.
Charlotte, N. C, Jan. 27.

Roy Rowe, of Burgaw, was elected
president of the Theatre Owners of
North CaroUna and South Carolina
In ' the final session of the organiza-
tion's 30th annual convention here
Jan. 19. Other officers elected were:
A. F. Sams, Jr., of Statesville, first

vice-president; Boyd Brown of
Winnsboro, second v.p., and Mrs.
Walter Griffith, of Charlotte, secre-
iaiy and treasurer.
Outstanding phase of the conven-

tion was the p'ubllc sal6^pf $70,500
worth of defense bonds at ^depend-
ence square at noon, led by the guest
of honor, Judy Canova, and James
J. Walker, former mayor of New
York City.
The convention began January 18.

Approxiipately 300 theatre owners
attended.

Memphis Nabe Opens
Memphis, Jan. 27.

The new $60,000 Airway theatre in
the eastern suburbs was opened for-
mally ThursdBy-night~t22>:—House
was built by Kemmbns Wilson and
is managed by Bill Mattlngly. Seats
1,200.

It's playing regular suburban runs.

K. C.'s Tower Aids Drafted
Kansas City, Jan. 27.

BUI Stein, stage manager of the
Tower theatre, has been Inducted Into
military service. Recently turned 21,

Stein had been stage manager since
Tower came under management of
Barney Joffee two and a half years
ago. He entered the U. S. army re-
ception center at Ft Leavenwdrth
Jan. 21. Junior Dingman is new man
on the stagedoor assignment

Hamlck Upped In Canada
Regina, Sask., Jan. 27.

Harvey Harnick, manager of the
branch office of (Columbia Pictures
in Calgary, moved to head office in
Toronto. Jack Kohn, western sales-
man, replaces.

I. Reinhorn, Roxy, Regina, re-
places Larry Graburn as secretary
of the Saskatchewan Motion Picture
Exhibitors Assn., ani Frank Willis,
Capitol, Regina, is new treasurer.
Graburn left the Capitol for the air
force and Willis was imported from
Fort WiUIam to replace him.
No more ' dish giveaways at the

Roxy, Regina, due to the war.
Manager of the Capitol theatr,e,

Regina, and secretary of the Sas-
katchewan Motion Picture Exhibitors
Assn., Larry M. Graburn left Jan. 11
for Trenton, Ont, where he will take
an officers trainmg course with the
Royal Canadian Air Force. Frank
Willis, manager of the Capitol, Fort
William, Ont., replaces. Theatremen
from all over Saskatchewan attended
a farewell dinner to Graburn here.

Glasseman Frisco Mcr.
Detroit, Jan. 27.

With the resignation . of George
Bole as manager of the Golden Gate
theatre, San Francisco, to take a post
with Universal.'Clift Giesseman, man-
ager of the RKO Uptown, Highland
Park, Mich., has been named to the
Coast housS.
Norman Elk, present manager of

the RKO Keith \ouse in Cleveland,
will take over the theatre here,
I^awrence Alien, manager of the

Temple theatre, Windsor, Ont, has
left to join the Royal Aix Force as a
navigator. His father Is Max Allen,

who operates the Lincoln Park thea-
tre here as well as 40 Canadian
houses.

New Saborban Seattle House
Seattle, 'Jan. 27.

The $200,000 Admiral theatre
opened Thursday (22) in West
Seattle, suburban section of this city,

where the pop Is 80,000 and only one
other house in competition, the

Granada,
Both are owned by Sterling Chain,

John Danz,<prez.

WB Re-Zones Exploiteers

Kansas City, Jan. 27.

.
Re-zoning of Warner Bros, exploi-

tation field men brings Ted Tod to

the Kansas City office to handle ex
changes in Des Moines and Omaha
along with -his local assignment

K. C. has been handled by Monroe
Rubinger, out of Chicago, for past

several months, although Rubinger
Was previously stationed here.

Chicago and St. Louis territories

will be handled by Rubinger, with
Chicago as base. Tod moves In from
Omaha, where he was assigned ex-
ploitation for that exchange and the

Des Moines office, previous to the

re -zoning,

. Unlvcrilty's Kndo
Philadelphia, Jan. 27.

'Daily Pennsylvanlan,' U of Penn-
sylvania campus paper, last week
handed Universal a plaque tor best

short of year selected by editors.

It was 'Doin' the Town,' with Ozzle

Nelson orchestra.

New Policy tor Canadian Bonse
London, Ont., Jan. 27.

Problem child of the local theatre
family, the Grand, formerly Grand
Opera House, is now being operated
as a combined picture and vaude-
ville house by Twinex Century The-
atre, Ltd., through a pool arrange-
ment with the owner, .Famous Play-
ers Canadian Corp. The Grand,
which has been opened and closed at
various Intervals during the last 10
years, was at one time the property
of Ambrose J. Small, central figure
in a disappearance case several years
ago. The case never was officially
solved.
Under Manager James Simmons,

the Grand's current policy Is a build-
up of live shows with a local chorus
as a starter aided by vaude acts. The
Grand wll also house London 'Celeb-
rity Concerts' and the entire season's
program of the London 'Little The-
atre.

Will Fete Jay Emanuel
Philadelphia, Jan. 27,

Jay Emanuel will take over the
operation of the Alden, East Falls,
when its owner, Charles Goldfiiie

fets his call to the colors. Motion
'icture Associates of Philadelphia

are readying a testimonial dinner for
Emanuel at the Ben Franklin hotel
March 16. Chairman of the event Is

Alfred J. Davis, The dinner marks
Emanuel's 30th year In the Industry.
Ted Schlanger,' zone boss for the

McGIU Vice Beler In Pitt

Pittsburgh, Jan. 27.

Nat Beier, UA exchange manager
here for the last several months, was
replaced last week by Mort McGill,
salesman out of the Philadelphia of-

fice. Beier took over post when
A. H, Weiner was transferred to Bos-
ton, Welner having succeeded Bert

Steam when latter was promoted to

a district managership.
Beier, who only recently moved

his family here from N. y., returned
to that city last week to consider

couple of offers.

Smith at Shea's, Jamestown
Jamestown, N. Y., Jan. 27.

E. W. Smith has been assigned to

Shea's theatre here during the leave

of absence granted manager Robert

C. Homing, in charge of the house

for a quarter century. Smith came
here from Pittsburgh, where he was
publicity director at the Fulton.

Fred Lahrmar, recetitly-named as-

sistant at the house, continues in

that capacity and has charge of the

chain's second cinema—the Roose-

velt.

Joseph Hockenbury, former as-

sistant manager at Shea's here, is

now Irt the Army;

Lincoln Theatre News
Lincoln, Neb., Jan. 27.

Mrs. Jack Logan Is In Osceola

Neb., setting a new lease on the

Muse, and will return to Las Vcfiaf

Nev., shortly, where her husband i

In business. •

.u
Fay Honey, vet owner of tr

Tecumseh, Tecumseh, Neb., '

(Continued on page 18)
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BETTY GRABLE • VICTOR MATURE JACK OAKIE

in SONG of the ISLANDS
TECHNICOLOR

with Thomas Mitchell • George Barbier • Billy Gilbert • Hilo Hattle and

HARRY OWENS and His Royal Hawaiians
Directed by WALTER LANG • Produced by WILLIAM LeBARON • ?.r;.^T;.^:;r«'r. i:;t-X.V

BALLYHOOED TO THE NATION'S MILLIONS BT A
WEEK'S BUILD-UP ON KATE SMITH'S NOON HOUR
SHOWS . . . CLIMAXED BT THE KATE SMITH HOUR
AT 8 P. M. (EST) FRIDAY^ FEB. 6 OVER CBS I THE
FIRST MAJOR NETWORK BROADCASTS EVER TO
EMANATE FROM MIAMI! ENTIRE RADIO PRODUC-
TION UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF TED COLLINS!

J.J.J,4.4.4.XJ.A4.4.X*XAX4.A4.J.A*A*4.J.4.XJ.J.AAJ.AJ.4.J.A4.X4.J.X4.4.J.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.J.J.4.4,4.X*J.AXXJ.

BETTY GRABLE
JACK OAKIE

kkkkkkkk*kkkkkkkkirkkkkkkkkkkkkk*kkkk*k*ki(*icit***k**kkk*ir*k*k*ifi(*ieir***k**kkkir^

as Kate Smith's guest stars and

guests of honor at premiere!

Each daily Kate Smith show has approximately 10,000,000 listeners I The Friday night Kate Smith Hour k

heard by approximately 25,000,000 people over 91 stationsl A tremendous aggregate audience... pre-sold

I

\ LISTEN IN! WATCH THOSE BOXOFFICE REPORTS!

REVEL IN 20TH CENTURY-FOX'S SHOWMANSHIP!

AND SEE FOR yOURSElFI "SONG OF THE ISUNDS" TRtDE SHOWINGS FEB. 3"°!
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into believing in raon's rationalism, a

combination which let down the

floodgate that brought on the ava-

lanche of bombs, fire, blood, sweat

and tears, the broken, tired, defeated

disillusioned Europe of today.

When I left 12 years aso people

spoke of calories instead of vitamins,

they danced the Charleston and

blackbottom to jazz. Today they

dance the boogie woogie and other

odd-Aamed steps- to hot and other

exotic music. Then it was ncrtz,

Bron-ix, check aud jdoublc check.

Now it'^ -^w, -.skipr_it!.-and other

strange-sounding expressions which

have yet to be incorporated into my
vocabulary.
The Broadway successes of 1930

still fresh in my mind when I left

for Europe, were 'Death Takes a

Holiday." 'Dishonored Lady.' 'June

Moon,' 'Street Scene.' 'Strictly Dis-

honorable,' 'Green Pastures.' Zieg-

feld's 'Simple Simon,' "Journey's

"iJncl7"'Cuck56r'ana "oth'efr -Hfllir-

wood pictures which had the critics

of a decade ago agog were "All Quiet

on the Western Front," 'Dawn Pa-

trol,' 'No, No, Nanette,' 'Anna Chris-

tie,' 'Green Goddess,' 'Mammy,' 'King

of Jazz,' 'Hell's Angels," "East Is

West' and a host of others. The

Bong hits of 1930, which Were played

in Europe right down to the Great

Tragedy, were 'It Happened in Mon-
terey,' 'I Love You So,' 'If I Had a

Girl Like You,' 'Love Madie a Gypsy

of Me,' 'What Is That Thing Called

Love?' and the men who played

district in the world, although

there's so much more of it concen-

trated on New York's rialto. Now
that all the cities in Europe, with

few exceptions, are obscure under

the blackout, Broadway's lights

stand out more than ever.

As you stand at Times Square for

the first time in many years, the

realization comes that it's the hub

of the world. It throbs and lives.

New York itself seems too big for

one person to grasp. Ifs dynamic,

fast and impersonal.
- Cominp from Europe, the things

that stand out most are the light, the

wealth, the abundance, the pleni-

tude, the waste.

The Waste
There is probably more food and

bread wasted in New York alone

daily, to feed entire starvcd-out cities

in Europe. Half-smokcd cigarcls

strew the streets. These butts would

jnake,. figuratLv?lx, speaking, million-

aires of half a dozen 'Spanish, Portu-

guese or Arab cigaret pickers annu-

ally and make many thousands of

severely-rationed Frenchmen, Bel-

gians or Central Europeans divinely

happy.
The automobiles look over-big,

over-gaudy; one thinks immediately

of the gas that must be consumed in

New York in only one day. There

are more taxis, with their over-talk-

ative, friendly drivers, than in all

the capitals of Europe together.

One thinks of rationing systems,

of curfews, of press, radio, food,

_4hem_thfia.wece_yincentLoE£!fi.G]^y. -dJciiik..and^tertain9ient.xe&Ui.ctiQnSv -th'e-.ads..wc...have...bcea_looWng. .at
Lombardo, Rudy Vallee, Paul White-

man, Will Osborne, Paul Ash and

many still in the limelight.-

New York Looks Different

Physically, New York is consider-

ably changed since I left. There

are the stately Empire State, the

beautifully planned Rockefeller

Center, the new Sixth and Eighth

avenue subways. The elevated eye-

sores of 6th and ?th avenues have

come 'down. Herald Square looks as

It it has finally been given a new
lease' on life. Duffy Square has

brightened up the area around

Times Square.

New roads, bridges, tunnels, speed-

ways have sprung up in and outside

the city limits. Countless skyscrap-

«rs have sprung up where before

there were only small, ramshackled

structures. I fall to recognize the

tall, sUm sUhouets of most of them.

The elimination of the ooisy, ugly

trolleys, the EubsUtutlon of stream-

lined busses, the removal .
of the

tracks, the well-paved streets have
ell had a beautifyln« eflect

Some spots, however, seem to have

.
faded; their prosperity belongs to

a past age. Forty-second street on

the west side looks rather tired and

shabby, as it It had tailed to keep

up the pace with the rest of the

city. Maoy ot the . strfeets on .the

east and west sides of the city still

are eyesores, with here and there a

tall, modem dcyscraper rising above

decrepit building.

Street Analogies

Sixth and Ninth avenues haven't

changed any with the departure ot

the 'els.'

Fifth, Tark and Madison avenues,

plus many of the cross streets up-

town, very much resemble the best

^ shopping streets of Europe, sky

m scrapers excepted. The shop wln-

m dows vie with those of the Rue de la

^ Paix, Bond street, and those of other

world-renowne* shopping streets.

They are just as smart, chic and

sophisticated and a magnet to a

European wife never before In

America—like my own. -

The Great White Way Is a great

eight for one lonely for New York
—and yet it doesn't quite measure,

up to what the imagination has made
of it That long expanse of flicker-

ing, colored shower ot light, begin-,

ning with the moving news si^n dt

The New York Times, which gives

more news than the entire press of

the Continent, is commercial, every

little bit of it. Those reds, blues,

yellows, greens and all the other

hues on the color scale don't com-
-pare, however, with the soft, golden

floodlighting ot Washington's and
Kuropean cities' public monuments.

A lighted Jiuilding top here and
there^Iike that of the Empire State

—recalls such a scene.

Broadway reminds one of the

Place Cllcby, or Montparnasse, in

, Paris, the streets leading to Picca-

dilly Circus in London, Unter den

Linden and the Wilhelmstrasse in

Berlin, the Corso In Rome, the Gran
Via fa Uadiid, the Avenida in Lis-

bon—all before the war, of course.
' 'H recalls 'aAy~ theatrical -or hotspot

plenty of talent, but the staging and

the gowns sometimes are a bad sec-

ond to those of the Casino de Paris

or Folies Bergere, where superior

taste is displayed. . .

One break the crowds get here are

the dearth of intermissions.- In

Europe those long, interminable

waits, with dull, annoying advertis-

ing on the scree, wore on the

nerves—although much can't be said

for the radio commercials here,

which generally seem out of place

and of extremely bad taste. I think

they would drive, away a potential

buying audience. The elimination of

seat-tipping, newsrccls that tell the

story, short subjects which really

entertain, large comfortable seats,

projection ol films which don't strain

the eye and long, complete shows are

a contrast .ind relief to European
film theatres.

Plenty of Lnxury

There's plenty of luxury here

alright but it seems to be farther

from the average human being than

in Europe. Over there there's less

luxury but \yhat there is seems to

be more within the reach of the

masses. For everyday living, how-
everr life" U"" still' afiWe-cotilfortable-

here. This of course brings us to

some ot the hot spots and restaurants

ot New York. In Europe you can

go to the best boites—London ex-
cepted—order a bottle of champagne
and still leave With a shirt on your
back. Here you order a sandwich
and then go Into hibernation tor the

rest of the season.

The automat, the orangeade and
hotdog stands, the cafeterias and
drug stores are New York to the
core. They haven't changed except
in number. The food looks just like

Theatres—Exchanges
sContlnoed from paie 16:

One thinks of the mistriist and un^

derfed millions one has left behind.

All New York seems to be a city

ot gum-chewers, and it makes the

European film interpretations ot

Yanks look real. Women smoking in

streets is quite a contrast with Eu-
rope, where the temmes-do their in-

haling at the bar or table.

Talking about the fairer sex is only

natural and a few comparisons cer-

tainly are not amlss; As you stroll

up and down the streets and avenues
you see elegantly gowned and well-

shod dames! Their hats are more
bizarre, their shoes flashier, their

dressing goes to more extremes and
truly they all look as it they are go-

ing to a party. Actually, they may
only be on their way to the nickel

and dime store. The women ot New
York wear more, larger and costlier

tur coats and wraps than the women
ot Europe.

The Underplnnlnfs -

Despite this concentration on
clothes, the women of America do
not Aow as mxKh originality and
taste in their dressing: as the women
of Europe. Here they all seem to

come out ot the same mold. You see

too many of the same hats, the same
shoes, -the same dresses, the same
coats. Here you get the impression

ot quantity. Here you go to a shop
and pick out something already

made. In Europe It"s usually made
to order—hence more.originality and
less duplication.

That naturally takes us to the
underpinnings of the American girl

In this field the American girl is

without a peer. Those thousands of

legs sheathed by those nylons

—

which European women prize most
highly—demonstrate it's not legend,

They are just as beautifully stream
lined, as everything else in America
Is.

The women here as a whole look
more independent and self-sufficient

than in Europe. Their men com-
panions are well-dressed but wear
more of the sports type of clothing.

The large-brimmed felt hats contrast
^yith the smaller rimmed European
affairs. The men here look more
like a complement to their female
companions than the dominating
males of the Latin countries. A man
pushing a baby carriage in Europe is

an unusual sight Here it's not un-
common.
The theatrical crowds are very

much the same the world - over.

Those In New York push and maul
their way to the ticket booth, for-

getting all about Emily Post, as they
do elsewlwre. They whistle end
shout and applaud and boo tor what
they like or dislike on the stage and
screen alike.

I found the pictures, revues, musi-
cal comedies and vaude here to be
without equal. The film showcases
are palaces by comparison. Some ot

the leading cinemas here on Broad-
way put on better stage shows than
the best revue houses in Europe.
The choruses are only approached

In European dancing technique by
the British. They still have the edge
In ability, finish and unison. One or

two revues Fve seen here have

branching out, having opened a res-

taurant this week.
G. N. Bragg, Guide Rocks, Neb.-,

is celebrating his 10th anniversary

with the Opera House.
,

Woodrow Simek, of the Ncu, Ash-

land, Neb., enlisted in the air corps,

so his father, Frank, who has houses

in Scotland and Tripps, S. Dak., is

supervising the third stand from
afar, with an occasional trip.

Doc White, in Wahoo, is working
on blueprints ot a second theatre,

which he's rushing to get ready tor

the shell-loading plant a $15,000,000

job, which is starting immediately.

Wahoo is the state's only boom-
town. ....

Alvin Hendricks, manager of the
Varsity, and Major Biff Jones, Ne-
braska football coach, were called

for the army the same day (2).

Ssm Lefkowiti Moves Up
Sam liOfkowitz, N4w York branch

manager tor Warner Bros., has been
named metropolitan district head
over the N. Y.-Brooklyn-northem
New Jersey territory as _successor
TiTEcrdie Scniillzerf wno resignedTasr
week reportedly to join United Art-
ists.

In turn, Roger Mahan, New Haven
exchange manager, comes into N. Y.
to succeed Letkowltz, while Philip
lieijnan shifts from Montreal to
Ike over at New Haven. L.' I. Co-

val, manager at Vancouver, lis pro-
moted to the more Important Mont-
real exchange, and Earl H. Dalgleish,
Vancouver booker, moves up to head
the office at that point
Before becoming N. Y. branch

manager in 1940, Lefkowitz was of-

fice manager and head booker.

these many years in Yank mags in

Europe. There's plenty of it and
plenty of variety. The restaurants

of every nation simply swarm New
York. Ice water, coffee and milk
are just as characteristic of New
York as the carafe de vin rouge and
cafe noir are In Paris.

It you walk around New York,
just looking at the name ot restau-

rants, luxury shops tor women's
clothing and perfumery and other

temme gadgets, you often think you
are back in Paris. One would say

the vogue is for everything French.

The names recall famed French
hotels, restaurants, cafes, squares,

streets, cities and tamed historical

personalities.

To one who has lived in Paris,.

New York recalls the Ville Lumiere
in more ways than one. For ex-
ample, I can go through the film and
newspaper district and run into

swarms ot friends I knew and
worked with in Paris. In the pic

biz alone I can see Ben Migglns and
Bob Kreier ot 20th-Fox, Laudy Law-
rence of United Artists, Fred Leslie

of Fox Movietone, playbroker Irvin

Marlts, Will Hays' representative,

Harold Smith; Bill O'Brien, Ernest
Koenig, Fred Lange, Freddy Abbott,
Reginald Armour, Bob Schless and
a lost of others. Among the news-
paper scribes I can run across Bill

Shirer, Ed Taylor, Jules Frantz, Tom
Crane, Bob Stern, Waverly Lewis
Root, all - with the old Chicago
Tribune in Paris. This just about
touches the surface, for there are
scores of others whom I run across
almost daily.

Badio and Press
^

This brings, us to the radio and
press. If it weren't for the deadly
competition going on in the wings
It would all appear to be a great
game. Radio annoimcers can't give
any news bulletin without shouting
with suspense and excitement in

their voice. Every statement is a
'flash.' In between someone has to

plug for some product which Is

bound to give you oomph, person-
ality or something to rate with the
femmes, or it you are a lady some-
thing to bowl the male over.

Every hour seems to produce a
new edition ot the press—new head-
lines, new stories. For two or three
cents you have enough to keep you
busy tor hours, tor a dime enough to
keep you stocked up on reading ma-
terial for all ot Sunday. Morning
papers seem to appear at night and
night papers in the morning. Big
bold headlines scream out mere
rumors or reports.
- For example, when I arrived, the
day's headlines were based on some-
thing that never occurred. The
papers had Marshal Petain resigned
and the German army on its way to
Spain. That was several weeks ago.

It all seems queer.

All this is New York. Free
matches, hotels with tree soap and
no 10% ch'arge, the aim-to-please-

smile which seems too practiced, taxi

drivers who call you buddy and food,

drinks and clothing, wlthouC ration-

ing cards.-

"Steim'l- SontlienrTonr^-

three years; John D. Kalafat, two
years; Myer S. Fine, one year; Percy
E. Esslck, one year; L. G. Baldwin,
one year; James Scovllle, one year.

Norman Myers was promoted from
treosureshlp ot RKO Palace to post
as manager ot RKO-Keith's 105th
Street, aca nabe ^tand on circuit's

local chain. Replaces Norman Ek,
who was transferred to Detroit to

manage RKO Uptown. George Ross-
man made assistant to manager Ken-
neth Means at the local Palace.

.Three switches made on Warner
circuit- George Fraser shifted from
Warner's Columbia in Portsmouth,
O., to Palace in Ix^raine as man-
ager to- succeed John La Due, who
resigned. Paill Jacobs moved from
the Lyric in Portsmouth to manage
chain's. Columbia 'in same town,
James Tracy, who was his assistant
up to Lyric's managership. Arthur
Weinberger has become new office
supervisor ot WB exchange, as re-
sult of Stanley Kositsky's step up-
ward as iiead booker. Zenny Gold-
ston, who was in booking department,
transferred to Los Angeles.

Studio Labor
— Contlaned from page 9s

lasted well into the night, agreement
was reached with all ot these. Un-
der the deals made, increases will

run around 10% tor all ot the.«ight

locals excepting the soundmen, with
reclassifications in that union scaling

the boost from 10% to as high as

50% in some instances.
j

'Good Deal' for Studios

In spite ot the Increases granted
ana~«ie"ifrfiHy^Kfefig6sntrworkiIig

—

conditions, opinion in the trade is

that the producers made .as good a
Bert steam, new western division

sales manager tor United Artists,

who has returned to the home-office deal as could be expected in the
after covering numerous branches
in the west and northwest leaves
the end ot this week on a southern
Jaunt.
He goes to Charlotte, Atlanta, New

Orleans and Dallas.

D.ortlc Transferred

Pittsburgh, Jan. 27.

Charlie Dortic, WB salesman cele-

brating his 22d anniversary in local

film industry, has been shifted by
D. F. (Dinty) Moore, branch man-
ager, from West Virginia territory to

Main Line, exchanging places with
Howard Minsky, who takes over the
mountain state district Latter is a
brother of Joe Minsky, recently re-

leased from army, being over 26, an^
then recalled just fortnight after

Moore had appointed him office

manager here. So tar no successor
has been named.
Mode-Art Pictures, Inc., has just

acquired the business ot Atlantic

Screen Service, which was tounded
by Charles Stanton, who died sev-
eral years ago. Since his death,,out-

flt has been operated by Stanton's
widow.
Edward Sonz, ot National Screen

Service sales staff here, has been
moved to the Minneapolis office In

a similar capacity and he's being
replaced heri bj Sam Liggett, from
Col's home office in N. Y.
Joe Zangrelli, ot WB booking de-

partment, has been promoted to the
Cincinnati office as head booker, and
Celia Horelick has moved into his
post at the local exchange.
Frank Reller, student manager at

Loew's Penn theatre, has been ap-
pointed assistant manager ot liOew'a
State in" St Louis, and Russell SIl-

vira has been upped from chief ot
service to replace him.
Eugene Wintner, In charge ot ad-

vertising posters at the Col ex-
change, has lieen called by the army
and his job has been taken over by
a Film Row newcomer, George Mc-
Geary.
Steve Rodnok, Jr., manager of

Oaks theatre in Oakmont and son of
the owner, has enlisted In the army
air corps and his brother has taken
over his post Rodnok is also a
brother ot Lyda Rodnok, featured
organist at Club 51, local nitery.

Briefles: Mrs. Lucy Armstrong has
resigned her berth at the M-G ex-
change. She'd been there for nearly
15 years. . .Jack Mervis, of indie cir-

cuit bearing his name .and who was
recently released Irom army, being
over 2B, has been recalled. Another
brother, Ray, Is at Great Lakes Na-
val Station, with - Norman Mervis
now in charge of their theatres...
Dorothy Goldstein, of Par exchange,
has announced her engagement to
Sam Melnick. . .Mark Goldmen. Mon-
ogram manager, up and around
again after second siege at West
Penh Hospital.

.

Schwartc Heads Oleve. MPEA
Cleveland, Jan. 27,

Ernest Schwartz was put in the
driver's seat by indie exhibitors, who
elected him president of Cleveland
Motion Picture Exhibitors' Assn. at
annual meeting last week, A. E. Ptak
also elected vlce-prez.; George W.
Erdmann Is again secretary and gen-
eral manager; L. G. Baldwin, treas-
urer. Following were appointed as
board members: Frank Porozynski,
three-year term; - Theodore Verrtjes,

face ot the terrific demands made
by the various studio locals of the
lATSE.

Conditions include the following:

Minimum call ot six hours in-

stead ot three as formerly.

All Sunday work to be double-
time instead ot time-and-a-halt
Two-and-a-halt times the normal

pay for golden hours, which start

after 16 hours ot consecutive work.
Studios never had this before.

All calls tor the next day must
now be cancelled by 8 p.m. the night

before.

It working until midnight, a meal
must be provided.
Minimum of eight hours for travel

time.

Alter six hours ot work time out

tor meals must be provided or

double.time starts.

It cafled more than once in a day,

after six hours time-and-a-half is

paid.

It putting in three hours on a six-

hour shift, higher classifications are

called for depending on the work
done.
When working after 10 p.m. time-

and-half is to be paid to aU workers.

This Is a big concession, since work
goes by shifts and one may start at

8 p.m.
All time on holidays to be double.

Any employee laid off at the end
ot a shift is to be paid then or by
check within 24 hours.

If not notified ot layoff and the

employee comes back next day, he

must be rehired tor that day.

All time begins and ends at tha

department, which means that pay-

off facilities must be set up in each

rather than have it handled by the

studio cashier. ^

Rctroaotlve to July 1

The agreement with the lA locals

is retroactive to July 1 last and runs

to the end of 1943.

Richard F. Walsh, president of tha

lATSE, who sat In at all the N. Y.

sessions, has been very helpful dur-

ing the three weeks ot negotiations,

it is reported. His attitude is said

to have been that It a local is wrong
then he is not going to defend it but

if it has a legitimate kick that local

may rely on him and the lA.

In addition to studio managers
who came east for the sessions with

Pat Casey, chairman ot the pro-

ducers labor committee and his as-

sistant Fred Pelton, those attending

included S. R. Kent, Nicholas M.

Schenck, Barney Balaban, George J.

Schaefer, Joseph Hazen and others.

Each ot the eight locals had repre-

sentatives in the east lor the parleys,

while also two execiitives ot.the lab

technicians <came on, although their

deal was made last stmunet How-
ever, it is reported the produceria

are granting the labmen an addi-

tional 6%, also retroactive to July !
The projectionists, who took their

boost ot 10% last tall, remain at that

figure, but working conditions agreed

upon during the past three weeks
will apply to all ot the 10 lA unions,

including the labmen and pro-

jectionists.
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Increased Taxation Holds ITs '41 Net

To $2.M9. $282,477 Better Than1
-h-

Increase o< $1,419,778 in federal

Income and excess profits taxes in

the fiscal year ending last Nov. 1

held Universal Pictures net profit for

the 12-month period to $2,673,249, or

a modest increase of $282,477 over

the net profit of $2,390,772 for the

preceding, fiscal year after -all taxes

had been provided for. This tax

hike Is more than 100% and equal to

$10.52 per U common share.

Universal's profit before deductions

for taxes totalled $4,396,499. which
corresponds to net of $2,861,472 in

the fiscal year ending in October,

1040,- or an increase of $1,535,027.

Gross income of corporation climbed

Irom $27,677,627 in 1940 to $30,283,523

In fiscal year just completed.' J.

Cheeveir Cowdin, chairman of the

board, in his letter to stockholders

with the annual report Issued last

week, cites that gross income from
operations has increased from $17,-

408,254 in the yeai> ended Oct. SI,

1036 steadily every year" since until

tiie $30,283,523 total was reached

last year.

Working capital position of Uni-

versal continues to improve, Cow-
din's report slates, current and work-
ing assets amounting to $14,139,817,

with current llablllUes of $3,651,592,

or' a ratio of nearly 4 to 1 for the

year just finished. This contrasts

with working assets of $11,065,337

Mid lUbilities of $4,241,774 ln_ the

year before.

Pointed out that the company has
continued Its efforts to arrive at a

basis for simpliflcatlpn of Universal's

corporate structure to satisfy all

classes of stockholders. The report

revealed that there are only 9,229

riiares of first preferred stock now
outstandUg. Universal has continued
to purchase its first preferred stock

from time to time throughout the
ykat for sinking fund purposes, thus
reducing the total. It also was re-

ported. that Qie company was able to

resume payment gf dividends on the
. lli^ preferred on July -1 last year,
tolls was the first dlwy since Oct 1,

1932. .

Universal's foreign business
•mounted to $11,275,028 which was
letter than tiie $10,123,366 in 1940,

and ' the amount of dtollais received
from foreign territories was greater.

Fact that U is bUII a defendant In

aeveral antl-tnist suits but has not
Joined in any ' Consent* Decreie, Is

covered by the report ' Explained
that fbt mson Universal did not
loin In the decree is that K felt the
radical changes in distribution

methods provided in this decree
were unsound in law and In fact, and
against the best Interests of U;

Cnlveml Annual Earnings
1S3*-U

Net . profit except as noted:

, (tJ deficit

1930 ..; t$2,047,821
1931 615,786
1932 t 1,250,283

1933 t 1,062,216
1934" ^238,792
1035 t 877,186
1936 t 1,988,524^ 1937 + 1,084,999

^1938 t 591,178
l939 1,153,321

Vl940 2,390,772^ 1941 4,396,499

, (1940 by Quarters)'
First Second Third Fourth

Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter
$460,631 $920,370 $780,803 $228,968

(1941 by Quarters)
. First Second Third Fourth'
Quarter Quarter . Quarter Quarter
$703,795 $1,055,539 $092,530 $1,644,634

Note: All 1041 figures are before

ax deductions. ,

SinaD Snares TimperneK

Hollywood, Jan. 27.

British National's "Pimpernel
Smith' has been acquired by Edward'
Small for release through United
Artists, outlet for his poOductlons.
Picture was directed by and stars

IiCsUe Howard.
Releasing title In this cpuntry will

be 'Mr. V.'

Just, as Effective

Hollywood, Jan, 27.

Justice will be served In west-

ern pictures despite the govern-

ment tabu on shootin' irons and

ammunition that goes hito the

muskets. Republic producers

got around the difliculty by hav-

ing their heroes on horseback

bone up on tossing around the

lasso.

In 'South of Santa Fe,' the

menace Is brought to his knees

by well directed- tosses of - the

rope by Roy Rogers. Nor does

Don Barry miss ol' Roscoe in

his pursuit of the villain In

'Stagecoach Express.' Sensing

the trend, he practiced up on his

lassoing and in the picture

proves expert In Its manipula-

tion by hog-tieing a band of cat- -

tie nistlen.

Producers ara all for the rop-

ing substitute as It heightens the

thrllli.

65G FIRES IN

2THEATRES

Cowdin, Bhunberg h
Universal Stock Deals

Washington, Jan. 27.

Belated reports of operations in

Universal stock by corporate insid-

ers were unveiled by the Securities

& Exchange Commission last week.

Semi-monthly survey had nothing

about transactions in other film com-

pany shares by ground-floor tenants.

J. Cheever Cowdin, New York

financier, reported a holding com-

pany, in which he has a stake, ac-

quired 150 Universal Corp. voting

trust certificates in April, and Na-

than J. Blumberg, U's prez, swapped

15,000 five-year common warrants

for an equal number of voting trust

certificate warrants.

Peyton Gibson and S. Machnovltch

revealed Universal Corp. in October

had dumped 220 pieces of first pre-

ferred in Universal Pictures Co., not

disclosing their stake In the parent

corporation.

newTm.
dps budgets

(limy Raid Precautions
Contlnaed from pace 3;

Holyoke, Mass., Jan. 27.

A spectacular fire In the newly-
renovated 'Victory theatre' was ex-

tinguished Sunday (26) only after

causing damage estimated at nearly

$40,000. The two-alarm fire, believed

to' have started from a smoldering
cigaret, brought all the city's fire

equipment to the stubborn blaze.

Officials of the Western Massa-
chusetts Theatres, Inc., said It would
be month* before the house could be
put into operation again. Tbe house
had "been doing a good business

drawlqg' heavily from nearby West-
overfield and bad been recently re-

decorated.. The cigaret la believed

to have smudged all night in the

mezzanine and started a flame that

ran up the partitions and then
through to the root A passing milk-

man gave the alarm.

The theatre is housed ia a 23-year-

old building. '

tSG Bethlehem Fire

Bethlehem, Fa., Jan. 27.

Damage approximating $200,000

was done to Boyd theatre building

here Saturday night (24). Damage
to theatre alone was $25,000. Less
than an hour before the- fire thea
tie was playing to capacity audi

ence of 1,300, but there were only
400 in theatre when blaze was dis-

covered. All' marched' to safety.

The fire started In offices in build-

ing occupied by steel wo^cers' tinion

and spread rapidly. Entire loss cov-
ered by Insurance. Seven firemen
were slightly Injured. Building was
valued at between $350,000 and
$400,000;

'

First step taken by the new board
of directors of Producers Releashig

Corp. Saturday (24) was to vote

upped budgets for the remainder of

the season's product and on plx tq

be released on the 1942-43 program.
Majority Interest in PRC was re-

cently acquired by Pathe Labora-
tories, resulting In election of the
-new -board and the Increased ex-'

pendltures.

New board consists of O. Henry
Briggs, PRC prez; X^n Fromkess,
PRC v.p.; Robert Benjamin, of Fhil^
lips, Nizer, Benjamin and Krlm, at-

torneys; Kenneth Young, chairman
of board of Pathe Laboratories;

(jeorge Bonwick, v.p. of Pathe;
Harry Asher, PRC's Boston fran-

chiseholder, and- George Gill, Wash-
ington francblseholder.

PRC board election preceded open-^

Ing of three-day regional sales meet
In : New York. Next one will Tie

held In Little Rock, Ark., starting

Saturday (31).

PRC has contracted with Dixon
Uarwln to make a pair of. features
for 1942 release. First one, to hit

the stages In February, is a comedy
meller, 'The Ghost and the Guest'

circuit in the Washington-Virginia

territory; and others representing

local Washington houses.

King's department in the OCD was
furnished with copies of various air-

raid regulations so far devised by
the industry, including the first to

be compiled by Weltman, who is

managing director of the Paramount,

N. Y. Another - session is planned

In Washington following^ study of

various plans and problems to be

met, and, after a final draft receives

the official OtD sUmp, it will be

distributed to the nation's theatres.

It is believed likely that the ques-

tion of possible sabotage and Its

prevention will become a part of the

air-raid precautions, with especial

stress laid on the importance of thU
danger for theatre* m larger hidus-

trlal centers or where patronage. in-

cludes a lot of transients. Some
theatres have facilities for checking

packages. This service has been dis-

pensed with by Weitman at the

Paramount N. Y., and may become
one of the recommendations of the

OCD Instructions to theatres every-

where. The sabotage angle was dis-

cussed at -the Friday meeting in

Washington.
Method of distribution of the of-

ficial alr-rald precautions when
ready remains to be determined, but

It may be through local OCD offices,

where existing, and through mayors
of cities and towns.

ence shotild be prevented from trying

to leave during an alarm. In case of

raids, the manager should assume
command on the floor, using his

judgment about telling the customers
and seeing that all subordinates are

on the job.'*

The theatre managers felt It would
be wise to catalog doctors and nurses
attending their shows. In case they
are summoned for emergency duty
or needed to care for patrons Inside.

Houses should contain necessary

medicines and bandages, along with
sand piles, flashlights, and regular

safety equipment.

Dix, Par Reunion
Hollywood, Jan. 27.

Deal Is in negotiation for Richard
Dbc 'to return to Paramount on a
three-plcturi deal, earmarked for the

6oI Siegel unit -;-

It was at Paramount where Dlx
sot his start in the silent days and
for many years was one of the

Studio's top action stara.

New Anti-Discrinmation

Before N.Y. Legisl^e

Albany, Jan. 27.

One of three anti-discrimination

bills' introduced by Senator ^William
F. Condon, Republican of Yonkers,
would make It a misdemeanor to

exclude citizens of New York State
because of racial origin, as well as
race, color or creed, from employ-
ment In defense work or from enjoy-
ment of prlvUeges furnished by
hotels, common carriers, theatres,

institutions of learning or cemetery
associations. Proposal is in the form
of an amendment to the civil rights

law.

A second Condon measure would
declare It unlawful for newspapers
magazines or other publications to

permit any advertisement for help
indicating that eiAployment will be
refused to any person on account of

race, breed, color or. national origin,

or Uiat such things will influence

selection by any public utility com-
pany or-by any employer engaged in
distributing, military or naval ma-
terial. The' third bill seeks to write
into law.a drastic ban on discrimina-

tion, because of race, creed, color or
national origin, by any employment
agency in filling positions.

LOEW'S 1ST QUARTER

NET IS 12,627,145

Loew's, Inc. (Metro) net profit In-
creased nearly $700,000 in the first

12 weeks of the company's new fiscal
year ending' last Nov. 20. Net profit
for the period amounted to $2,627,-
145, as agahist $1,936,245 in corre-
sponding period concluded Nov. 21,

,1940. This is equal to $1.45 on each
share of common, after deducting
preferred dividends, as against $1.04
in the first quarter of the previous
fiscal year. . Company noted that
profits are subject to reserve on ac-
count of such foreign funds as may
be restricted, and to year-end audit

Earnings statement shows Loew's
share of profit before taxes totalling

$4,041,762, contrasted with $2,947,691
in comparable 12 weeks in previous
year.

Loew's reserve for Federal Income
and excess profits taxes in the quar-
ter-amounted to . $1,414,617, as com-
pared with only $611,446 in the 12-

week period ended Nov. 21. Com-
pany paid nothing out for excess
profits taxes a year ago. .

Incfrease in net profit was made
despite the fact that $1,000,000 was
set aside for contingencies in the
quarter, as cohipared with $500,000
a year ago for the corresponding 12
weeks.
Loew's (Metro) Earnings, 1930-41

.1930 $14,600,332

1931... 11,829,993

1932.......; 7,961,314

1933 4,034,290
1934 7,479,897

1935 7,579,744

1936 11,076,823

1037.... 14,426,062

1938 0,924,934

1939 9,841,531

1940 8,908,469

1941 11,134,593

(1941. by Quarters)
First Second Third Fourth

Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter
$1,936,245 $3,204,890' $2,065,331 $3,928,127

(1942 by- Quarters)
First Second Third Fourth

Quarter Quarter' Quarter Quarter
$2,627,145- ;

(Second quarter In 1041 covers- 1&
weeks Instead of normal period of

12 or 13 weeks.)

Lists Precantlons

Washington, Jan. 27.

Air raids should npt-lnterfere with

theatre operations, -while exhibitors

should offer refuge to people caught
on downtown streets in .case of

enemy attacks, group of representa-

tive theatre managers concluded last

week after huddling with the Office

of Civilian Defense about war
operating policies and precautions.

Recommendations for approved prac-
tices during blackouts and actual

bombings are being mulled by
O.C.D. officials and probably will be
circulated to exhibitors shortly.

Setting up a permanent commit-
tee with ^John J. Payette, local

Warner' Bros. Zone manager as
chairman, the exhibitor spokesmen
agreed theatres—by and large—are
among the safest places for the gen-
eral public, providing proper pre-
cautions are taken. Discussions
ranged from taking care of boxofllce
cash to preventing panics.

'While provisions should be made
for thoroughly blacking out houses
should be kept lighted as much as
local authorities will permit the
{roup decided. Turning off the
marquee bulbs, it was pointed out
would be a good 'way of helping
sound alarms.

Unified Preeaatlona
Practices which the O.C.D. might

advocate to theatre-managers, the
group decided, ifadude:
Provide a radio for the manager's

office.

Install a small safe in the box-
office, where cashiers can toss their
change in case they have to evacuate.
Have the most comprehensive in-

ter-communleating system possible,
arranging for messenger contacts In
case house phones are Impracticable.
Regular watches should be main-

tained, around-the-clock preferably,
with all employes sharing the duty.

Exits should be ' strengthened;
chandeliers and ornaments secured;
first aid -^equipment obtained, and
fire -fighting equipment kept ready.

All switches should be plainly
tagged, with special markings on
those which should be thrown first

in case of black-out orders.

Close watch should be kept over
people bringing in packages, to pre-
vent sabotage.

Responsible executives should be
on the job every minute the house Is

open, while drills are advisable for
the house staff to make sure they
know what to do to evacuate the
patrons in case of necessity,

' All exit lights should be shielded
so they can be kept on to the last
while edges of steps should be paint-

ed white as double safeguard.
Standby music should be arranged

for. In case the power supply falls

when it Is advisable to keep the au-
dience inside.

'Valuable ShelUra'
Deciding - that managers alone

should be responsible for sounding
alairms, the group agreed that thea-
tres may prove extremely ^valuable
as shelters In case hostile "bombers
unload over American cities. The
general feeling was that annotmce-
ments of raids should not be made to

patrons imles^ It becomes obvious to

those Inside that aii attack Is In prog-

MSS. NEARLY

K.O,S BLUE LAW

Memphis, Jan. 27.

Mississippi almost voted Sunday
films into existence last week. Final

stronghold of the Sabbath blue laws

in the mid-South, the state kept its

closing statute on the books by a
legislative margin so narrow that

a switch of flv| votes would have
meant repeal. It was the closest to

an upset the House of Representa-

tives has known in years.

Up to present sessions, forces

favoring Sunday cinemas have been
too weak to even get the issue to a

vote. This time it was different

Governor Jojinson, having learned

from his son in draft camp the need
for relaxation for the troops on Sun-
day afternoon, placed his stamp of

approval on a bill drafted by Rep-
resentatives Ted Russell and George
Woodliff. Motion Picture Theatre
Owneirs of Arkansas, Mississippi and
Tennessee threw their resources be-

hind the measure.
Leading the fight against the bill

was a Baptist minister, the Rev. J.

D. Holder, who Is also a legislator.

He made his drive on strictly moral
grounds and repeal measure was
beaten 86 to 58. The vote also wiped
out a number of amendments that

had been accepted previously, not-

ably one legalizing Sunday baseball

and another giving municipal or

county authorities the right to de-

cide whether and during what hours
on Sunday the theatres should oper-

ate. Lost In these preliminaries was
a motion by Representative John
HoUoman to restrict Sunday shows
to an area within 60 miles of army
training camps.
Having lost the Sunday show Is-

sue, Mississippi theatre owners are

out now to gain repeal of the state

admission tax levy on theatres, a

10% grab over and above federal

taxes, according to R. X. Williams,

of Oxford, president of the trl-state

'

group.

N.Y. STATE SEES LESS

FILM REVIEWING TAXES

Albany, Jan. 27.

A declhie of 16% in the amount
of taxes collected by N. Y. SUte
from reviewing motion pictures is

anticipated in the fiscal year running
from next July 1 to June SO, 1943.

Estimated yield of $250,(K)0, instead

of $319,962 shown durhig the 1041

fiscal year, la contained in the an-

nual budget message which Gov-
ernor Lehman submitted to the leg-

islature Monday (26). Reduction in

the number of films submitted for

Inspection by the films division of

the Education Department Is the re-

ported explanation for the antici-

pated decrease in tax receipts from
this source.

Despite the Governor's prediction

that N. Y. State will lose $60,000,000

In motor fuel and motor vehicle lev-

ies 'due to war rationing and re-

strictions,' the Chief Executive rec-

ommended a 25% slash in each in-

dividual's personal income tax pay-

able this spring. He also urged a

similar reduction In the tax pay-

able In the spring of 1943.

Sues Small for 60G
Jacob J. Mllsiein filed suit Fri-

day (23) In the N.Y. federal court

against Edward B. Small Produc-
tions, Inc., seeking $60,000 damages
on allegedly unpaid commissions.
Plaintiff claims he was hired in Dec,
1938, as Small's N.Y. representative

at a salary plus 5% commission on

all Small's profits.

Up to Sept. 1941, these profits

he claims.r..„ amounted to $1,200,000,

ress, though members of the audi- I entitling him to $60,000,
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The
answer

is

TVO
Thanks, Ed!
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Indie Exiiibs Now Ducking RKO, Par,

20th Trial in Mpk; Want to Avoid

Grilling Into Thek Theatres Profits

Minneapolis, Juu 27.

TrUl of nuijor dlitrlbotors for

yloUUon of the Minnesota Antl-

Cenient Dceree Law wonnd np
today (Tncsday) and went to

Judre for decision. In effect, thli

criminal action was Joined with

dvU snlts testlnr measures con-

BUlnllenaUty.

Unexpected developments have re

lulted in a hasty revision ot a plan

conceived by Northwest Allied,

Bponsor of the Minnesota anti-con-

sent decree law, to have the state

call a small army of independent ex

hibitors as rebuttal witnesses In the

trial of Paramount, RKO and 20th-

Fox. They were to testify to alleged

unfair trade practices to Justify enact-

ment of the measure which requires

distributors to sell their entire sea-

son's product subject to a minimum
20% cancellation, and which the

three film companies are charged

with violating.

The developments were in the

shape of a bombshell tossed by the

defense counsel, J. W. Finley and

David Shearer, when their cross-

examination of several of the exhib-

itor witnesses who already have

taken the stand indicated that the

matter of theatre earnings would be
thoroughly delved into.

These witnesses had testified they

were compelled to pay for many
more pictures than they could play.

They also had told how they were
forced to buy films injurious to their

business and also shorts that they

did not desire, and to pay for them
even though they were not played.

This line of testimony was calculated

ts show that Minnesota independent
exhibitors need the anti-copsent de-

cree law for their protection. _ _
But, on the defense counsel's 'mo-

tion, the, court already has directed

Will Glaser,' Fairbault, Minn., inde-

pendent, exhibitor, first of the wit-

nesses marshalled by Northwest Al-
lied, to produce records covering his

theatre operations for the past sev-
eral years.

The defense counsel said they were
ready to"bring out tiiat the independ-
ent exhibitors who have taken the
stand have netted substantal earn'
ings from their theatres ancTthat net
profits on many films have been so
tremendous . that operations In - the
aggregate size up as extremely re-

munerative and provide unusually
big returns on the investments. They
declared that their ctoss-examinatlon
would reveal that In many Instances
as little as 3%% of gross receipts
had been paid for pictures.

Eshlb Avoids OrllUnr
One of the Twin City Independent

exhibitors, who was subpoenaed and
was waiting to take the stand, was
to have been given a particular
erllUng about his alleged success
story,' but now he won't be called.
Defense counsel asserted they were
prepared to bring out by their cross-
examination ot him apd by the rec-
ords of his theatres' operations that
comparatively few years ago he and
his brother were peddlers; that they
Started as exhibitors with $500
capital; that now, after less than two
decades, they have built up and own
a circuit of six Twin City and
suburban theatres, most oi them de-
luxe bouses and one rating among
the best-paying Minneapolis and St.
Paul- neighborhobd situations, and
that their present assets run Into the
hundreds of thousands of dollars.
In explaining the decision to keep

other Independent exhibitors off the
witness stand. Northwest Allied lead-
ers said .the change of plans was
occasioned by a disinclination to
permit the distributors to 'crucify'
the theatre owners by compelling
the latter to make their boxoSIce
statements public

Friedl On Stand
On cross-examination, John J.

Friedl, Minnesota Amus. Company
(Paramount circuit) president, whom
the state had called as a. witness in
order to bring out that the big af-
filiated chain had first-runs on all

pictures and gets to play them in
its houses before - the Independent
exbll^Itors can do so, testified that
bis company spends $1^0,000 to $165,-

000 a . year In advertising first-runs

In the Twin City and another $25,-

000 to' $30,000 on second-run adver-
tising, The purpose was to indicate

that the subsequent run independents
benefit from first and second run

advertising by playing the pictures

later and that clearance, therefore,

is not so harmful to them as claimed.

Grandstram's Testimony
George Granstrum, owner of two

St. Paul deluxe nabes, testified that,

in order to obtain the type and class

of pictures necessary to operate his

theatres, he must buy five to six con-

tracts and pay for 35 to 50 more pic-

tures a year than he can play.

He was the first of the state's ex-

hibitor rebuttal witnesses and, at his

testimony's conclusion, counsel for

the defense claimed surprise and de-

manded to know the names of others

subpoenaed and the questions to be

asked them. They obtained a brief

adjournment so that they themselves

could Interview these exhibitors.

One of the last of the defense wit-

nesses, W. H. Workman, Metro
branch manager, charged a lack of

patriotism in the Independent ex-
hibitors' ranks. He based his ac-

cusation on the refusal of most of

them to play 'Land of Liberty' c:is-

tributed by his company. ^

It was indicated that the trial

might tte ended this week. The de-
fense contends the law Is unconsti-
tutional and is prepared to carry its

fight to the IT. S. supreme coiurt if

necessary.

STILL FIGHTING

St. L. Films Connell Benewi Drive
Against Triple-Featarinff

Although state solons are com-

pletely Indifferent and local exhlbs

very apathetic towards the aim of

the Better Films Council of Greater

St. Louis, which wants to eliminate

triple-feature programs, the Council

has intensified its drive to achieve

the goal. Thousands of pledge cards,

to be signed by those who are^-
posed to the 'basement bargain stuff,'

have been distributed in St Louis

and adjacent St Louis County.

.The cards read: 'Recognizing the

importance of quality programs in

motion picture theatre^ I promise
to cooperate with the Greater Film
Council of Greater St Louis In their

efforts to eliminate the Triple-Fea-

ture programs in cinema theatres. I

shall protest the showing of three

feature films and support that pro-

test by refusing to patronize theatres
showing such programs.'

G0V7 CHARGES COL

WITH DELAYING TRIAL

Albany, N. Y., Jan. 2T.

Failure ot the interested parties to

agree upon the choice of an arbitra-
tor from the panel submitted by the
local AAA office led the Associa-
tion to select Joseph Roschp counsel
for the- Delaware tt Hudson Rail-
road and former SuprenW Court
Justice, to serve In the case brought
by Smalley Tfieatres. Inc., Coopers-
town, against Metro, - Paramount
RKO, 20tb-Fox. Smalley seeks a
Warners reduction in the 14 days'
clearance' now held by Schin^s Co-
lonial, Norwich, over Smalley'^ the-
atre in the 25-mlle-diitant village of
Sidney.
Meanwhile, 3chlne Is reported to

have filed as an intervener In the
case. The first hearing is scheduled
to be held Thursday (29) in the
AAA office here.

The Government, through Robert
L. Wright special assistant to the

U. S. Attorney General, will object

on Feb. 18 to interrogatories filed on
it by Columbia Pictures Corp.
Argument will be before Judge
Henry -Warren Goddard In the N. Y.
federal court Most Important of

the objections of the U. S. will be
that Columbia, by filing these inter-

rogatories so late, is unreasonably
delaying the trial of the suit

The U. S. is suing Columbia,
United Artists and 'Universal under
the Sherman anti-trust act claiming
restraint of trade. Other objections

of the U. S. to the questions are that

Columbia served It with a similar

set In Dec., 1939, and this set was
not serviceable without leave of the

court

St I,. Operator Appeals
St Louis, Jan. 27.

The re^nt double-barrelled action
of former Circuit Judge J. Wesley
McAfee, serving as an AAA arbi-

trator. In nixing the clearance plea
of Victor B. Thien, indie owner-
operator of a North St Louis house
and then waiving bis $50 fee, hasn't
suited Thien and he has- appealed
the decision to the New York AAA.
McAfee's action reduced Thlen's
costs In the case to $10.

Thien beefed that the clearance by
20th-Fox and Paramount to the St
Louis Amus. Co.'s Aubert and Union,
both located in the same section of
the city as Thien's> Palm, was un.
reasonable. He contended that there
sbould have been no clearance and
that the Aubert should not be con
sldered In its exhibition zone. An.
other point presented by Thien was
that the Aubert charged a lower ad-
mlsh price than the Palm, although
the former house was obtaining
flickers ahead of the Film. The
Union and Aubert are operated by
Fanchon & Marco.

Bainter as IWrs. Wiggs'

Hollywood, Jan. 27.
Fay Bainter draws the title role

in the remake of 'Mrs. Wiggs of the
Cabbage Patch' at Paramount
through a loanout deal with Metro.
Earlier version, played by Pauline

Lord, Is undergoing an extensive re-
write, with filming slated to start
Feb. 16.

The Trail GeU Hot
Hollywood, Jan. 27.

•EUery Queen and the Living
Corpse,' sixth of Larry Darmour's
series of whodunits for Columbia
release, went Into production with
William Gargan In the detective role
and Margaret Lindsay as femme
lead.

James Hogan directs from a script
by Erie Taylor.

Henie Icing HoMmg Up

Next 20th Film's Start

Hollywood, Jan. 27,

Sonja Henle's return to pictures

at 20th-F'6x, originally slated for

Feb. 1, has been postponed for one
month to allow the continuance of

her ice show, currently touring the
east
Choice of two scripts, 'Iceland' and

'Quota Girl,' awaits the skating star's

return.

Info On Defense Shorts

Nitery Meet
^^Contlnaed from page

Investigated and a determination
made, and (5) If the present method
of arbitration (under the consent de-
cree) is imsatisfactory, a substitute

plan be evolved.
In commenting on his outline,

Rodgers declared: 'Because of the
statement of the Department of Jus-
tice relative to the consent decree,
some may be Inclined to consider
these problems with one eye on June
1 (the date on which the consenting
companies may apply to the court
for relief), but it seems to me that
the entire spirit of this unity activity
will be Injured, if not lost, if we ap-
proach these problems from the
angle of, 'We better had or else.'

'I would like to see us approach
these problems in the same spirit
that gaye birth to this activity and
this meeting—a genuine desire on
the part of everyone to solve within
the industry our problems in our
way., I believe that the motion pic-
ture mdustry expects from this unity
meeting this type of Immediate ac-
tion or planning.'

Application for Incorporation of
the conference as a non-profit or-
ganization will be made later this
week. A committee composed of
Abram F.. Myers, of Allied; Felix
Jenkhis, of 2<rth-Fox, and Howard
Levenson, of Warners, was appointed
for this purpose. A committee on
organization and to select an execu-
tive secretary also was appointed.
Members are Col. H. A. Cole, retir-
ing president of Allied; Ed Kuyken-
dall, president of MPTOA; Ned E.
Depinet, RKO, and Harry Brandt -

' At the opening session of the con-
ference a plan for Industry action on
tax matters was presented by Spyros
Skouras. A resolution for better-
ment of the industry's position be-
fore the public was introduced by
George J. Schaefer.
Temporary financing of the confer-

ence activities was raised by pledges
of $10,000, equally divided among the
seven distributing companies present
and the three exhibitor groups. ,

To meet requests of exhibitors, 'Variety* lists herewith the titles and
brief summaries of defense- film shorts and trailers available in all

exchange cities and authorized by the Motion Picture Industry War
Activities Committee, 1601 Broadway, New York.

Bookers in all branch offices are informed of the individual territorial

distributors.

Tower for Defense,' National Defease Cominbslon; M mins. Shows
how Tennessee VaUey power Is used to turn wheels of defense indus-

tries.
"

•
'

'Army Beomlting Trailers,' War Dept; 1 min. Twelve In this series.

Calls attention to need for skilled recruits.

'

•Calllnr All Workers,' Social Seonrlty Board and National Screen
Seryloe; less than 2 mlns. Points up federal census of unemployed
employables.
'Amerloa Preferred,' IT. S. Treasury; 4 mlns. Trailer made by Metro

urging purchase of war. bonds and savings stamps.
'Seven Tags,* Treasory Dept Trailers, all running less than one

minute calling attention to defense bond and savings stamps. For at-

taching to end of a feature film.

'Where Do We GoT', U.S.O.; Less Iksa 2 mlns. Trallertmade to pro-
mote drive for funds needed to Improve recreational facilities of milU
tary forces. ,

'Bits and Pleees,' OEM; 3 mlns. Emphasizes the importance of sub-
contracting armament orders, using 12,000 parts needed in airplane

motor as exapnple.
'America Builds Ships,' OEM; 4 mlns. Portrays activities In ship

yards as U. S. builds vast merchant marine.
'Army. In Overalls,' OEM; 3 mins. Summarizes the activities of

Civilian' Conservation Corps in preparing landing fields, artillery

ranges, etc

'

'Bomber,' OEM; 1( mlns. Outlines production of a leading type
medium bibber used by U. S. Army. Commentary written by Carl
Sandburg. -

Trom Pots to Planes,' OEM; 3 mhis. How scrap aluminum was col-

lected and converted into fighting planes.

'Women In Defense,' OEM; listed only as a short. Partly played by
women Iii defense, with commentary written by Mrs. Eleanor Roose-
velt and narrated by Katharine Hepburn.
'Bed Cross Trailer,' Bed Cross; 2 mlns. Appeal for $50,000,000 War

Fund.
'Safeguarding MiUlary Information,* Besearoh Coanell; 10 mins.

Original]^ made for the U. S, War Departmeiit as a_ training film, it

has been placed in theatrical distribution '$lnce~2(ineflca*s entry InK

'

the war in order to warn civilians against careless statements that
might aid saboteurs and enemy agents. ,

Inside Stuff-Pictures

Bob Weltman, managing director of the Paramount, N. Y., and a Times
Square alr-rald warden, went on the Double or Nothing radio quiz pro-
gram Sunday night (25) and won $37 in savings stamps, wUch he donated
to the March of lilmes Infantile Paralysis Fund, as did ojktfrs on the show.

Brlefiy, Weltman stated what the Paramount was dc)Ing on alr-rald pre-
cautions -and that when the first alarm sounded Dec 9 they let several
hundred persons into the theatre for shelter, none of whom tried to re-
main to see the show on the cuff.

Fastest short ever turned out by Walt Disney is The New Spirit,* spool
on income taxes for the Treasury Department with Donald Ducli. Briefia
was completed In six weeks as against the customary period of six months
for Disney subjects. Motion picture division of War Activities Committee
will distribute prints to 12,000 theatres. Also finished In near record time
was 'Donald's Decision' for Canadian government, to aid the campaign
on war savings. CTartoon plant Is now at work on another series for
Canada dealing with technical subjects.

Although both 20th-Fox and Samuel Goldwyn are readying baseball
pictures, the former's yam, 'Dem Lovely Bums,' will In no way conflict

with Goldwyn'a 'Pride of the Yankees,' a biog of Lou Gehrig's diamond
career. The 20th pitch, with Pat O'Brien as the loveliest of the bums,'
will treat of the effects of the game on the lives of two families with a
complete absence of actual baseball scenes, 'Dem Bums' is naturally
concerned with the Brooklyn Dodgers, who acquired that appellation in
the last world's series.

Unit producer deal consummated by Hal Wallls with Warners guaran-
tees him a weekly salary of $5,000; the same as he drew under his old
contract as studio head, plus a percentage of the profits on the pictures he
makes. He wUl participate in the average on each group of four pictures
he turns out yearly on his five-year deal. Profits will be. based on total
costs and revenue on #11 films, with WaUis being cut in on his percentage
of the net flgura

Most of the footage shot by 20th-Fox camera crew In the Pearl Harbor
area just before the outbreak of hostilities in the Pacific has been turned
over to the studio after close censoring by Government officials. Back-
ground shots for 'To the Shores of Tripoli' were at first impounded for
close scrutiny lest some information of value to the enemy be secured.
Only a few feet were deleted by the federal blue pencilers.

RKO pictures will be very much in evidence among Los Angeles first-

runs Jan. 29. "Look Who's I.aughing' will be on view at the Paramount;
'Suspicion' may still be around at the Pantages and Hlllstreet; 'Playmates*
wUl be marqueed at the two Warner houses; 'Dumbo* continues its run
at United Artists and Carthay Circle, and 'Citizen Kane* wiU be in lU 15th
week at the HawaU.

Management of the Paramoui^t, N. Y., claims It was the first theatre to
run a trailer urging entertainment as relaxation of 'escapism' during the
.war, and that the Strand, N. Y, now having one of its own, asked the Par
for a copy of the trailer it was using. N. Y. Par also furnished the trailer
copy to Loew's circuit and various other theatres, including Its own (Par)
chain.

One of 'Variety's' headlines, 'STDC NDC HICK PDC,* geU a prominent
display- in 'Yankee Doodle Dandy,' the Warners film depicting the life of
George M. Cohan. In one scene, James Cagney, playing the Cohan role,
explains Variety's' streamlined literature to a group of youthful vaude
fans.

Republic bought 33 acres adjoining iU lot in San Fernando VaUey, but
cant use the additional acreage for the expansion of its studio. Zoning
administrator denied a permit after listening to a protest from owners of
adjacent property on the ground that enlargement of the studio would
depreciate the values of surroundtag residential lots.

Intended as a prestige picture by 20th-Pox, Darryl Zanuck's production
of How

.
Green Was My VaUey' is developing into one of the studio's

biggest money-makers. Judging from early returns.
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Divorcement threat
sConUnned from page 7;

troUed houses than by the length of
the interval between tops. No con-
clusions can be drawn yet, the ob-
servers said, from exhibitors' disin-
clination to Invoke other sections,

particularly that dealing with the
question of getting a specific run.

Dant Like BI«oks-of-5
General dislike for the flve-pic-

ture-package licensing method was
acknowledged, though considered
'still too new to permit appraisal.'
Exhibitors were chided for not start-
ing arbitration proceedings over
rental terms, with the comment 'it

is obvious that this new method of
.distributing films cannot succeed
unless the exhibitors themselves de-
sire that it succeed.' Complaints have
been received about the trouble re-
sulting, 'but the Department is not
prepared to move to abandon' this
Innovation until tried out for a full
season.

The Department is open to any
suggestion for the subsUtution of a
better plan at the end of that period,
but it will continue to oppose a re-
tuni to the system of block booking
and blind selling which was previ-
oiuly in effect,' the D. J. declared.
. Some defendant have sought to
jut down their exhibiUon acUviUte,
the review said, but others 'have
***n fit to acquire interests in
numerous addlUonal theatres.' State-
ments indicate the majors have ex-
panded their theatre holdings by a.

(
net of more than 100, the observers
Mli No names were mentioned, but
« was made plain the D. J. is far
»om pleased.
The Department has noted that in

swme areas certain defendants have
extended their theatre control in a
number of towns where they for-
merly had competiUon from inde-
pendent theatres, to such an extent
™at the pubUc in those towns is now

anta' theatres, or else forego motion
picture entertainment In other in-
stances, the defend&nto have appar-
ently acquired independent theatres
as a means of preventing the prose-
cution of complaints by competitors
through legal proceedings or arbitra-
tion. Whether these activities may
have violated the decree or the Sber.
man Act or both, and the extent to
which relief may be obtained under
the decree and the act if a violation
has occurred, are matters which are
now imder consideration by the De-
partment The Department has not
given ita approval to any acquisitions
made by any defendant,' the state-
ment protested.

SPG,MAJORS

IN STALEMATE

taken the ' view that all theatres

must necessarily be treated in the

same clearance zone if there is any
competition whatsoever between

them. They have refused to permit

an arbitrator to abolish all clear

ance between towns as far apart as

20 miles and have declined to permit

the abolition of all clearance between
theatres in the same city, even

though the competition between

th^m is slight

This restriction on the right of the

arbitrators to find that there Is not

sufficient competition to Justify any
clearance between two theatres has

severely limited the application of

the section to many unreasonable

clearance complaints In metropolitan

areas controlled by exhibitors affill-

{|ted with the distributors. . .He (in-

die-exhib) may apparently obtain no
substantial relief under Section 8,

even though one or more of the

theatres taking clearance over him is

not in substantial competition with
him, as the Boayi appears to hold

that if there is any competition,

there must be some clearance...

"The Department regards the con-

struction of Section 8, adopted by
the Board as conclusive during such
time as this section shall remain in

effect in its present form. The De-
partment therefore takes the position

that responsibility for the failure of

Section 8 to provide adequate relief

for a substantial -number of situa'

tions in which unreasonable clear-

ance prevails rests squarely upon
the Department and the consenting
distributors, and not the Board.

_ .. Beoogiiliea • Tallure'

The Department does recognize

that such a failure has occurred, but
the section may not be amended
without the consent of the distribu-

tors, among which there is appar-
ently no unanimity of opinion as to

the desirability of such action at the
present time.

"The decree unit, upon the basis of

experience 'to date, is of the opinion
that the section has not provided re-
lief against unreasonable clearance
to the extent which the Sherman Act
requires, and will therefore recom-
mend trial of this issue in preference
to continuance of the section in ita

present form at the conclusion of
the trial period.'

Noting it has Intervened only in

the Oriental theatre case, the anti-

trust division emphasized its dis-

satisfaction ^Ith the Board Interpre-

tation by recalling it has filed three
memoranda outlining the desired
consequences of the arbitration sys-
tem.

The idea that clearance must be by
at least 24 hours is a further obstacle,

the review charged, and in metro-
politan areas little houses more often
are hurt by having to follow 'an ex- . ^ ^ ^ „ , ,t j . ^..^
cessive number* of distributor-coi^ Richard Jrank, United Artista

New Detroit Honse

Detroit, Jan. 27.,
Suburbs here, catehing an Influx

In population with the concentration
of defense workers in this area, are
beginning to cateh up with theatres.

Latest to open is the Eastwood,
490-seater in East Detroit being op-
erated by Donald R. Shook, a new-
comer to the biz. It makes the sec-
ond house in the suburb.
Although Detroit building has not

been conthiued this year, building
was heavy. last season to beat the
new ordinance which requires heavy
expenditures for parking lota in con-
junction with the houses. However,
several outflta here are surveying the
suburban scene with the idea of
building activities where populations
are increasing fast.

Negotiations between the Screen

Publicista Guild of New York and
the qajor film companies are virtu-

ally back where they started weeks
ago. Studios have ' refused the

proffered services of th» State

Mediation Board with the declara'

tion that they believe a pact can be
worked - out without outaide inter,

ference. SPG is willing to hold an'

other session with the producen^
bxit-ls"ifdtfmaHt""ln~"Ks"'rausai' to
backtrack farther on ita demands.
SPG met with mediator Paul Hays,

Columbta University law professor,

and explained its situation. Pro-
ducers were expected to do likewise
and then both sides were to meet
with Hays. SPG learned of the
studio's stand at a meeting with the
mediator Monday (26).

SPG will hold a general member-
sAip conclave at which Its officers

wiU explain the new situation and
then 'will get together with the
management for another go at work-
ing out wage aspecta of an agree-
ment, which is the current stumbling
block.

Film Inspectress Soes 2

Majors, UA Mgr. for lOG

Indianapolis, Jan. 27.

Femme film Inspector employed

until recently in the Columbia ex-

change here filed suit for $10,000 last

week against Columbia, Paramount

branch manager. Complainant Lula
Stevens, charges conspiracy to have
her fired because of her activity In

the Film Exchange Employees
Union.

Suit was filed in Indiana Superior
Court Companies maintain pri-

vately that it was instigated by the

union to bring heat on them during
current contract negottations. Talks
between company and union reps

were recently resumed after having
been broken off in a dispute over
ceiling that the union sought to place

on number of reels a day an in-

spectress could handle.

Yank Lombard Reissue

In Mpls. on Par Orders
Minneapolis, Jan. 27.

Booked into the Aster, Minnesota

Amus. Co. (Paramount) loop double-

feature, first-run hoiise 'on the spur

of the moment' the Carole Lombard

reissue, 'No Man of Her Own,' was

pulled out after four days of capacity

business on Paramount homeofflce

instructions.

The local Paramount branch was
instructed to accept no further book-

ings of the film.

weed to attend one of the defend- lot

Gaynor Talks for Lloyd
Chicago, Jan. 27.

Leonard Gaynor, eastern rep for

Frank Lloyd Productions, stopped

off in Chicago last week to confer

with Universal key men and ex-

hibitors on the new forthcoming

Lloyd pictures, 'Saboteur' and "The

Spoilers.'

Gaynor also held conferences in

Kansas City on his jaunt to New
York, following his biz visit to the

Dixie Theatre Fires
Spartanburg, S. C, Jan. 27.—Fires continue to give several-ex-.

hibitors and insurance concerns
headaches in Dixie belt.

Colonial, Gaflney, S. C, near Spar-
tanburg, seriously damaged when
more_than $2,000 worth of film in
projection room caught fire. . Entire
front burned away. George Ward,
Inman, S. C, owner, will repair and
reopen. Audience of several hun-
dred left house with none injured.
Damage around $5,000.

Gem theatre, Osceola, Ark.,
burned, $60,000 loss. 'Miss Ema Cox,
owner.

NABE OPS ASK

-ADMISSIONS

JACK-UP

Minneapolis, Jan. 27.

With film prices and all operating
costa at a peak high and scales at
the lowest levels of the past decade.
Northwest Allied leaders are trying
to Induce the Minnesota Amus. Co.
(Paramount) to take the' lead In
jacking up admission prices.

A conference of the organization's
representatives with John J. Friedl,

Par subsid's' president, followed sev-
eral informal discussions.

It has been pointed out that nabe
houses can't raise their admissions
until the loop flrst^runs, operated by
the Minnesota Amus. Co., do so first

The proposal is that the first-runs

showing 'A' pictures go from 44e to
SSc and the others make a nickel
boost. The Uptown, now 33c, a
Minnesota Amus. house, would jump
to 40c, Including tax, and the St
Louis Park from 33c to 38c. Inde-
pendent theatres then would up
their admissions from 22c to 25c and
from 28c to 30c, including tax.

NEW GROUP ON COAST

WILL OPPOSE AFL, CIO

Sacramento, Jan. 27.

New labor group, the American
Union Alliance, filed articles of in-

corporation, describing its mission
as the 'start of a definite opposition

against the domineering tactics of

the AFL and the CIO.'

Organization is headed by Richard
Franklin, former CIO official. Group
claims to have two independent
union affiliations as a starter.

Detroit Drops German Pix

Detroit Jan. 27.

Contemplated even before the out-

break of the war, Detroit's sole Ger-
man-run picture house both has sus-

pended the further exhibition of

German released film and changed
ita name.
For five years known as the

Europa, the theatre house Is now
the Adlon. Otto Marx is manager.

Sues on 'Liebe'

Eureka Productions, Inc., filed suit

yesterday (Tuesday) in the N. Y.
supreme court against Elekta Film
Corp, and Joseph Auerbach, claim-
ing breach of contract Damages of

$25,000 are asked.

On Sept 10, 1034, it Is claimed a
contract was made giving the plain-

tiff exclusive righta to the distribu-

tion of 'Junge Liebe.' The film was
subsequently given to a third party
(unnamed). It Is asserted by the
plaintiff.

Only aOOO Shares of Par s 2d

Preferred Stock Now Outstanding

Tradeshows

Men., Feb. 2—'Castle In the
Desert,' 'On the Sunny Side' and
IRoxie Hart' (20th), in all ex-
change cities.

Tnes., Feb. 3—'The Night Be-
fore tiie Divorce' and 'Song of
the Islands' (20th), hi all ex-
change cities.

BA^ON HOOKS

UP WmriATSE

Joseph D. Basson, former presi-

dent of Local 306, Moving Picture

Machine Operators of New York who
was defeated at the December elec-

tion, may become a special represen-

tative of the International Alliance

of Theatrical Stage Employees, for

which ha already Is said to be

handling some details.

It hooking up permanently with

the lA as a special representative,

action would be required by the

executlva—boardwwhich. ..wentJntn.

sessicm in Miami Monday (26). Rich-

ard F. Walsh, lA president and all

the lA yice-preaidenta, as well as

Louis Krouse, general secretary-

treasurer, are attending the Miami
board meeting.

Application of the American So-
ciety -of Cinematographers for a
separate charter, making It unneces-
sary for the ASC members to hook
Up with Local 659, Hollywood
cameramen's local. Is expected to be
turned down by the lA because
Issuance would involve a dual char-
ter situation.

Fred. .Jackman, president of the
ASC, and Len Smith, v.p„ arrived
in Miami Monday (26) to argue their
case, while also on hand were a dele-

gation of the cameramen's utiioh. In.

eluding Herbert Aller,Jurnett Guf-
fey, Gus Peterson and Gilbert War-
renton.

ASC members are directors of
photography and do not ^themselves
operate a camera in any way, or ere
allowed to touch one. While they
have no charter, they have a deal
with the studios, howeyer, which has
three years to nm.

All but about 15,000 shares of

Paramount second preferred stock

was converted into common by the

close of business last week (Jan.

20), according to figures compiled by
Par. This means that Paramount
will redeem 51,000 second preferred

shares on Feb, 3, in accordance with
the company redemption plan, at a
cost of approximately $510,000.

Redemption price fixed by the

company Is $10.06, and when the re-

demption offer was originally made
more than 400,000 shares of second
preferred were outstanding. The
second preferred shareholders had .

tmtil Jan. 20 to convert into com-
mon, only other choice being to turn

iir-their-second preferred'at the~Te~
demption price. Remaining second

preferred will be redeemed out of

cash in Paramount's treasury.

Completion of the redemption
proposition meanj that Paramount
will have only Ita common and first

.

preferred stock outatanding after

Feb. 3. Par's total common out-

standing now Is arouhd 2,900,000,

while first preferred is about 144,000

shares.

However, Paramount officials

'sCafed'nils week that there Is noth-

ing planned on the first preferred

stock outatvidlng. It carries a con-

version privilege,' with Paramount
aiming ultimately to have only the
common shares outstanding and in
line to receive dividends. But no
immediate arrangement is contem-
plated to speed the conversion of
the first preferred Issue, which pays
$0 per year.

As a result of clearing up the sec-
ond preferred. Par saves more' than
$240,000 in dividend charges an-
nually, besides placing common
stockholders in line to receive com-
paratively larger divvy distributions.
Company is paying .around $864,000
in dividends on the first preferred
each year.

Paramount thus far' has not In-
dicated now much it will pay on the
common this year, first diwy meet-'
Ing by directors not being sched-
uled until late next month or in
March. Company paid 90c per com-
mon share In 1941, highest on this
stock since Par was reorganized and
placed under the present manage-,
ment Paramount could show 90e
per common share earning^, on a
net profit of around $4,000,000.

Ncu; York Theatres

2N0 WEEK
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MIDNITE SHOWS

Copy Boy's DeKght
Hollywood, Jan. 27.

Myrnd Loy plays a newspaper-
woman in her next Metro pjicture.

Yarn by Jack Pollexsen, veteran

reporter, is titled 'First Sob Sister*

and will be produced by Sam Marx.

LOEWS
STATE 'Sr
Uit TlHM WED,
Bill CROtSr
Mny MARTIN
"BIHTH OF
THKBLVES"

On Bun
DIOK POWiU
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—
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mavmma%

SS^" MUSIC HALL
Held Over

"BALL OF
FIRE"

Spectacular Stage Productions
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P & G Plans Takeover of Allen Time;

Rooney-Stone, Shirley Temple, Judy

Garland Being Considered to FiD

Procter & Gamble Is to decide

Friday (30) whicli of its products

Is to be represented by the program

to go Into the 9:30-10 p.m. Wednes-

day spot on CBS. Three of the five

agencies which share the account

have been delegated to submit shows

lor period. They are Compton, Ped-

lar & Ryari and Benton & Bowles.

Blackett - Sample - Hummert and

Kastor," which also have portions of

the P. & G. business, are not in-

volved. There is a possibility that

Ivory Snow will be the product se-

lected for the series, but the final

decision awaits the Friday meeting.

Virtually set to go into the first

half-hour of the Wednesday night

time, the 9-9:30 niche, is the Ran-

som Sherman show, which had its

network preem Friday night (23)

on CBS from the Coast for Ivory

Soap, through the Compton agency.

P. & G. will probably drop the Fri-

day night half-hour when it takes

over the Wednesday night period,

but that isn't certain, as there's an

outside chance the account may
bankroll an additional new series in

the Friday niche being vacated by

the Sherman program.

any other account from originating

a baseball program from the Dodgers

—Ther6-is-also-a-chanoeJhat.the-ac=.-E5If---;-—

•

Network Premieres

Feb. Z

'The World Today,' interna-

tional news roundup; 6:45-7 p.m.,

Mondays-through-Fridays, CBS;

United Fruit Co., B.B.D.&O.

agency.

Leo Durocher Unable

To Get Sponsor as Old

Gold Clause Precludes

Leo Durocher, manager of the

Brooklyn Dodgers, has found that

because of previous commitments

made by the baseball team's own-
ership he won't be able to do those

after-the-game broadcasts in behalf

of Lifebuoy Soap. The deal which

the J. Walter Thompson agency ne-

gotiated for Old Gold with Larry

McPhail, Dodgers president, in con-

nection with the coming season's

play-by-play broadcast rights, bars

counts of two Saturday night shows,

Truth or Consequences' and 'Abie's

Irish Rose,' may be shifted to the

Wednesday hoiir. In that case P.&G.
might drop the Saturday hour of fill

It with new programs.

Among the shows being considered

lor the 9:^0'10 p.m. period Wednes-
day are:

The Hardy Family,' with Mickey
Rooney and Lewis . Stone.

•Janlor Miss,' with Shirley Tem-
ple.

. Jady Garland and her orchestra-

leader husband, David Rose.

•Date with Jndy.'

•Mr. and Mrs. North.'

Price being quoted for the Rooney-
Stone combo in the 'Hardy' series

is understood stratospheric, but Miss
Temple could be bought with and in

'Junior Miss' lor ^,500 a week.

The 9-10 p.m. Wednesday period is

slated to become available to P. & G.

after March 1, when the Ford Hour
goes, off the air and Texaco. moves
the Fred Allen program into the

vacated spot Sunday nights on CBS.
But, although Ford has announced

the discontinuation of the concert

series as ol the March 1 date, the

account has thus far not conOrmed
the cancellation in writing. Texaco

is issuing advertised matter based

on the schedule time switch, but P.

& G. has been ilnable to get. a

written confirmation of the Wednes-
day night availability Irom CBS. It

Is going ahead with the plans on a

tentative basis.

Ruthrauff &' Ryan haS' a'lreaay" ar-

ranged for sports on WHN, N. Y.,

before and after the Dodger play-

by-play events when Durocher of-

fered his services to the agency for

the commentary assignment. The
agency suggested that he first check

to find out whether the running in

of telephone lines to Ebbetts Field

would be okay. Durocher talked to

his boss and found that the Old Gold
contract would not permit it.

COL. JIM HEALEY
News Commentator

An enviable record: Sun Oil Co^

614 years; Pcnn Tobacco Co., 2

years; Hudson Coal Co., 1 year;

Port Orange Chemical Co., 1 year—
Twenty-three years of major news-

paper exijerlence.—Continuously Bponsojced_nn—.one.

or more stations, 1933-1941. He's

available for network and the 'rates

are right'.

COL. JIM HEALEY
154 W. A6\h SU New York

G. W.JOHNSTONE

PROBABLY TO

No Joy Among Bureaucrats Due

For Mothballing During Wartime;

Tough Job (or W. B. Lewis

'Man-Off-the-Street'

San Antonio, Jan. 27.

With the recent ban by the

office ol Censorship of 'Man in

the Street' broadcasts, KTSA has

a new title lor 'Man Off the

Street.*
, ^ .

Special guests are invited each

• day lor the quarter-hour.-broad-r.

cast.

Enough Dance Remotes,

KSL Converts House

Group Into Concert Unit

Sale Lake City, Jan. 27,

KSL has changed its staff music

fi-om dance to concert. Idea is that

station has sufficient dance music

with its remotes from the Hotel

Utah, ° Newhouse Hotel, and Jerry

Jones' Rainbow Randevu, as well as

network

TALLULAH BANKHEAD

SET FOR AIR SERIES

Tallulah Bankhead goes inta the

•Johnny Presents' program Tuesday

night (3) lor Philip Morris, succeed-

ing Una Merkel, who wound up

13-week run on the show with last

night's (Tuesday) broadcast. Miss

Bankhead will double Irom 'Clash by
l^ight,' the Clifford Odets drama, in

which she is currently appearing at

the Belasco, N. Y.

She will do adaptations ol modem
stories and sketches. 'Susan bright.

Detective,' the dramatic spot in

which Miss Merkel appeared, is be

Ing dropped. Series is heard 8-8:30

pjn. ' (11:30-12 repeat) Tuesdays on

NBC-Red. Blow is the agency.

G. W. (Johnny) Johnstone, who
resigned as.press chiel ol NBC over

lour years ago; is reported us slated

to Join the Blue Network next week
as director ol special events. John-

stone at present is piloting the radio

phase ol the President's Birthday

Ball and 'March ol Dimes.'

Alter leaving NBC Johnstone took

over the publicity department ol

WOR, New York, and later became
radio director lor the Democratic

National Committee. He came into

radio in 1925 as an employee at

WJZ, which later became the Blue's

New York key station.

KABC, San Antonio, Is training

a group ol girls to take over in its

control' room in case ol emergency,

Washington, Jan. 27.

Weeding out ol Federal programs
ol seco;idary importance may be aa
incidental benefit Irom the desig-

nation of Office ol Facts and Figure<
as central clearing house for gov-
ernment outfits wanting radio time.

Study of the value of bureau
broadcasts has been launched by
William Lewis, recently made co-
ordinator ol -Federai«-Tjrogramming,
as preliminary to establishing more
orderly system. Indications are that

those outfits not essential to war
activities will be gagged, or at least

made to take a back seat, so the
programs most intimately connected
with maintaining morale and enlist-

ing support lor various defense

acaviKerwlU nofbe •subjectedHo too'

much, interference. Too many Fed-
eral programs are liable to antago-
nize the dial-twisters, especially il

there is excessive hammering away
at the defense theme, officials lear.

The O. F. F. will act as an editorial

umpire as well as traffic cop direct-

ing the government units wanting to

get on the air. It is lelt some out-

fits have gone to ludicrous extremes
in trying to identify themselves with
national defense. Another objection

New set-up calls lor hall hour ol

classical music three times yeekly^n^o-ja' aerense. Anoxner oojecon

Under direction ol Reed Tanner, ot-V^ '^ much emphasis that bonds

Lenore Uric on Blue

Lenore Ulric joins the cast ol

'Inner Sanctum Mysteries' (Bliie)

Feb. 8.

It's lor a series with billing.

Skepard As Go-Between With Gov t

His Appointment Passes By N.A.B. As Spokesman

For Broadcasting Industry

John Shepard, 3rd, ol the Yankee
Network, Boston, has become the

Washington contact between the

broadcasting industry and various

Governmental agencies. His appoint-

ment is lor the duration ol the war
and the designation came Irom the

Broadcasters' Victory Council, which
Is composed ol five different indus-

try groups. Shepard's title will be
chairman ol the council and he is to

be assisted by an executive secretary

who y/iM be under salary -and a

member ol the council. Shepard will

engage some one lor this post within

the next lew days.

Shepard's liaison work will be
with the Federal Communications
Commlssiunj the U. S. Navy, the U.

6. Army, the Office of Facts and Fig-

ures, the Office of Censorship and
the War Productions Board. The
members ol the BVC and the group
each represents are as follows: Johr.

E, Fetzer, National Association ol

Broadcasters, Eugene C, PuUiam,
Network Affiliates, Inc., Shepard,
Frequency-Modulation Broadcasters,

Inc., George B. Storer, chairman.
National Independent Broadcasters,

and James D. Shouse, Clem Channel
Group.

Angle about the designation that

is expected to cause much comment
in the trade is that it passes up the

N.A.B. as spokesmen ol the industry

and suggests that the Government
has recognized the existence ol all

the trade groups on the basis of rep
resentative parity.

WJB Hillbilly Show Sold

Detroit, Jan. 27.

WJR has sold a Sunday a.m. hill

billy show to Kasco Mills through
the Campbell-Santord agency.
Smiling Red, Skeeter Palmer and

Al Sager lorm the trio with Frank
McGIogan as m.c.

P&G Gets Permission For

Axel Gruenberg of NBC

To Direct CBS Program

Axel Gruenberg, already directing

'Against the Storm' serial and the

new 'Abie's Irish Rose' stanza on
NBC-Red lor Procter Si Gamble, has
also taken over direction of the same
sponsor's 'Mary Marlin' serial, re-

placing Don Cope. Latter is ill with

a complicated appendectomy case.

To take the 'Mary Marlin' assign-

ment, Gruenberg had to get a special

okay from NilesTrammel, NBC-Red
president, as the serial is a CBS
show. Gruenberg, an NBC staff di-

rector, had previously been refused

permission to take the CBS stint,

but Trammel reversed the order

after Procter Sc Gamble intervened

in his behalf. He is on leave of ab-

sence from the NBC staff end has
discontinued directing the network's

Sunday afternoon 'Great Plays'

series lor the duration ol the 'Mar-
lin' assignment.
Gruenberg was brought east Irom

Chicago two years ago by authoress

Sandra Michael to direct her
'Against the Storm.' He had directed

'The Affairs ol Anthony' for her
there. 'Storm' is produced by John
Gibbs, Miss Michael's husband, lor

the Compton agency. 'Abie' is pro.

duced by authoress Anne Nichols lor

the Kastor agency and 'Marlin' Is

produced by authoress Jane Crusin-

berry lor Benton & Bowles.
During Cope's illness. Jack Hurdle

is subbing lor him as director ol

Prudential's 'Family Hour,' also lor

Benton & Bowles,

chestra will have 15 members, with

.^phasis .on strings.— :

Bill Hardiman will be first fiddle

and Becky Almond, pianist

FARM AND HOME HOUR

NOW IS 30 MINUTES

Washington, Jan. 27.

Pruning knile has been applied to

one ol radio's oldest sustaining lea-

tures, the Farm & Home hour, which

has been a noontime stand-by on

the Blue skein lor well over a dec-

ade. Beginning next week, only 30

minutes will be allotted this con-

glomeration ol propaganda, news,_

advice and music.

At the suggestion ol Blue affili-

ates, NBC is shaving 15 minutes but
Is putting Baukage on independent-

ly lor a lull quarter-hour period im-
mediately lollowing the F&H sign-

off. Presently the commentator has

approximately eight minutes out ol

the 45. In the luture, the- news sum-
mary will be entirely divorced Irom
the market Inlormation and enter-

tainment lor rural listeners. The
Agriculture Department, not being
directly affected, is content wlth^

this change, the second time cut*

since the debut back hi the twenties.

MRS. JOHN ROYAL DIES

Long ni with Heart Condition In

New Tork Apartment

Anne Kenny Royal, wile of John
Royal, NBC vice president in charge
ol international shortwave broad-
casts and television, died Monday
(26) at her New York apartment.
She had been an invalid lor some
years with a heart ailment.

Besides the NBC executive she Is

survived by a son, Edward F. Royal,
and a daughter, Schatzie.

McAyity With Saphier

HoUywoofl, Jan. 27.

Tom McAvlty, onetime v.p. in

charge ol radio lor Lord & Thomas,
is joining James Saphier on the

Coast in the handling ol radio cli-

ents and story properties. -

He brings, several package shows
into the firm.

or stamps or conservation will win
the war may cause a let-down in

*ecrultinfc-^--IV)r-agenoles-c<)ncerned-
with wild lite, recreation, social
problems, and other lar-flung sub-
jects to use the war theme is ex>
asperating to those other establish-

ments which are trying to mobilize
workers, enlist soldiers and sailors,

and directly promote the detense
effort.

Sullen Bcactlon

Necessity lor coordinating all

radio activities was outlined at a
closed huddle ol publicity and radii
executives ol numerous Federal units

Tuesday (20). Though there was no
open hostility, the representatives ol

agencies which may be pushed Intp

the background reacted sullenly to

the various suggestions about estabr
lishing priorities lor programs and
soft-pedaling certain subjects? Lewis
apparently will have to crack down
on recalcitrants, who think their

microphoned propaganda, is vital 16

national welfare but In actuality are
more concerned about keeping thei^

jobs than In producing programs oi

unquestioned benefit to the govern-
ment as a whole.

IMiss Trent's Children'

^ To MBS From Buffalo

'Miss Trent's Children,' five-week-

ly serial out t>l WGR, Buffalo, starts

Monday (2) on Mutual in the 9:45;

10 p.m. spot Immediately lollowing.

Coca-Cola's 'Spotlight Bands' pro-

gram.
Joe McDougal will script it, with

Herbert Rice producing, David Ches-

kin conducting the orchestra and

Cal Janis arranging the score. Cast

will include Miriam Wolfe, Hilary

Denley, Arlene Brock, Walter Bar-

rett and Leonard Scherer,

N.LB. In Criticism of N.A.B.

Storer Declares $300,000 Overhead 75% Too Big

—Suggests Practical Broadcaster for Job

George B. Storer, president of the

National Independent Broadcasters,

has suggested to the NIB's members

that they change the name ol the

organization to the National Insti-

tute ol Broadcasters and that NIB
officers ba delegated to meet with

the heads ol other trade associations

to 'assure the selection ol radio ex-
ecutives lor key'posts in Washington
who are truly Independent and prac-
tical, experienced radio operators.'

These proposals are contained In

what Storer describes as the organ-
ization's platlorm.
The platlorm declares that any

broadcasters' association should be
independent ol network influence,

but deplores any adverse action

which might 'Impair the mainten-
ance of successful operation of net-
work service at its present high
standard. As lor the Internal opera-

tions ol the NIB, Storer's letter sug-

gests:

1. Selection ol representatives fp

the NIB board Irom eight specified

districts ' and with each district en-

titled to two directors, one of whont

must be connected with an indepen-

dent non-network affiliated station,

2. The managing director is to b«

a paid employee, and the three of-«

ficers plus the 16 district reps ar«

to compose the board of directors.

The executive committee is to con-

sist of five board members, tha

president and the managing director.

No director would serve more than

two terms of one year each and tha

managing director would have his

contract limited to two years.

3. Holding that the National Assp-<

elation of Broadcasters' current e>(<

penditures ol $300,000 is unneces-

sary, the NIB pUtform suggesU «

budget ol approximately 25% Otibat

amount.
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RADIO'S CRAZY WAR CLOCK
WOK'S Baseball Audieiice

. WOH, New York, got a weekly listening average of 36.4% lor its

Brooklyn Dodgers' baseball broadcasts during the 1941 season, while
the average catxA of those tuned in on Sundays came to 63%. The
station's checking study, which was completed last week, reflected a

cross-survey by two different services. C. E. Hooper's coincidental

job confined itself to telephone homes and a further probe by Crossley,

Inc., covered the llstenbig habits in all- Income groups by personal

Interviews.
Hooper's check on telephone homes rah from April through Sep-

tember, while Crossley started its assignment in June. It was found
that upper Income groups accounted for 13% of the listeners to base-

ball, the middle Income group figured 26%, and the lower income con-

tingent, S9%. Also that WOR's week-day after-baseball audience
averaged 34.9% of the listeners, or 6.2% of telephone-radio homes,
and the Sunday after-baseball audience averaged 37.6%, or 6.9% of

telephgne hgmes,,. . :^ ^ ^
The itudy discloses that the weekday audience of the Dodgers'

games was 7.1% higher than it had been for the 1940 season, and
that the margin of listeners on Sunday as compared to weekday audi-

ences was 63%.

PHiLCARLIN

SEISAIDESAT

BLUE

Robert E. Healy has been upped
by Colgate-Palmolive-Peet to gen-
eral advertising manager, while
Savington Crampton and George
J^IcGiegor.bave-been-glvep-the-titles
of assistant advertising managers.
Healey has been with the com-

pany for eight years.

Phil Carlin, v.p. In charge of pro-

grams for the Blue Network, last

week named the heads of his depart-

ment's various divisions. The ap-

pointees were as follows:

Charles 'Bud' Barry, eastern " di-

vision program manager.
Harry Frazee, manager of the pror

duction division.

Ron Ferguson, manager of the

icript division.

Samuel Chotzlnoff, manager of the

music division.

Ray Diaz, chief annoimcer.
Reginald' Stanborough, night an-

nouncing supervisor.
Grace Gunderson, program book-

ing chief.

Blue's announcing staff will in-

clude William Abemathy, George
Ansbrough, Milton J. Cross, Jack
Frazer, George Hayes, George Hicks,

Jack McCarthy, Hugh James, H.
Gilbert Mariyn, Ray Nelson, Charlie
Nobles' Glenn Riggs, Bill Spargrove
and Bob Waldrop.

RADIO SALES'

STAFF XUNIC

Chicago, Jan. 27.

Columbia's Radio Sales, Inc., under
sales manager, J. Kelly Smith, last

week held a 'sales clinic' In from
New York were Howard Meighan,
Fred Hahlstedt, Frank McConncl,
Bevo Middleton. From St Louis
was Carter Ringlet, Chicagoans in-
cluded Charles Garland, Wendell
Campbell, Henry Jackson and Dave
Sutton. Also sitting in on the clinic
was the entire local WBBM sales
staff.

Meeting here was designed to ac-
quaint the national sales organiza-
tion with the program and time
availabilities of WBBM, midwest key
station of Columbia.
To that end WBBM program de-

partment arranged special shows to
lUustrate the programs and talent of
this sUtion. Included in the special
shows were Donald McGibney, Todd
Hunter, Caesar Petrlllo and his or-
enestra, Rhythm Rascals, Bonnie and
aob Atcher, Russ Brown and Vera
i;ane, Lorraine HaU, Les Paul Trio,
'ran Sister Emmy' AUison, Harry
Stewart, Noteworthles,

LaughtonOffBallaDtine

„ Hollywood, Jan. 27.

Bi^» i,.''
Lauehton goes off 'Three

fr,M
Ballantine Beer and

''y guestors.

sSrt
'
-H to hit it off from

"art with Mllioh Bcrle.

trai? K ? weeks to go on con-

minL- "^^e** *° immediate ter-mmat.on without settlement

HEALEY'S COLGATE POST

New Titles, Too, For Crunpton and
MoGregor

WMEXSeUs Hour For

$1,000 (DonbleLastYr.)

As Infantile Contribotion

' Boston, Jan. 27.
.

One hour's time on WMEX went
for $1,000 to be contributed to the
Roosevelt Infantile Paralysis Fund.
Jack Stafford and Henry Sacco,
respectively president and treasurer
of the New England Bowling Asso-
ciation wrote out the check.
Last year the hour was sold to

Waldorf Restaurants for $500.

FREDDY MARTIN INTO

ORSON WELLES SPOF

Orson Welles wiU do his last

broadcast for Lady Esther Feb. 2
and Freddy Martin may take over
the Monday night spot on CBS the

following week (9). For Martin it

would be a return stand. Orson
Welles, who is going to Rio de
Janeiro to make a picture for RKO,
was Martin's successor on the Lady
Esther payroll.

Pedlar i Ryan, agency on the

Esther account may use guest stars

on the show after a couple weeks.

NOT THE Si[

[IRIY OR LATE

Apparently Millions That
Formerly Didn't Are Wait-

ing Up for Final News
Bulletins on War—Mean-
time Los Angeles Has
300,000 Defense Workers
Who Play After Midnight

-WKiitii ~— -

DAYLIGHT SAVING

Analysis of the latest reports on
network program checking discloses
that listening during the later

stretches of the evening have picked
up more and faster than any other
period of the day. The average
ratings for network programs sched-
uled after 9:30 p.m. on weekdays fig-

ures over 5%. The only thing that
trade-observeri-are-'able'toattribnte-
this trend to is the habit that has
developed among a goodly per-
centage of listeners of keeping their

ears peeled for the latest war news.

NBC salesmen have already begun
to capitalize on this trend. They
have been equipped with data show-
ing what has been happening to the
ratings of late evening programs.
One reaction -that might come from
this situation that the networks do
not fancy is the possible demand
from advertisers currently in early
evening spots for later periods. Such
requests may be aggravated by. an-
ticipated change in listening habits

from the establishment of daylight
savings time nationally.

On the Other Hand-
Meantime early introduction (Feb:

9) of daylight savings this year, due
to the war, will cause lots of changes
In early morning commercial radio,

it is expected. Bearing In mind that

farmers get up with the sun, not the
clock. It seems probable that many
now-popular participation or rural

appeal programs will actually be 'too

early' for the sodbusters.

Programs that now run 6:30-7:30

a.m. or 6-7 a.m. will under DST
actually correspond to 5:30 and 6

a.m. starlings. This is going to be a

case of broadcasting before the audi-

ence is up unless the programs are

arbitrarily set back.

Predictions are being made that

stations will: (a) chop one hour off

their operations or (b) rearrange

schedules on sponsored progi-ams or

(Continued on page 34)

Two Critics Flay Fannie Hurst To

Her Face in Sizzling WGY Ad Lib

Showing Their Colors

Wags around the Radio City

broadcasting plants have sug-

gested to Edgar Kobak, execu-

tive v.p. of the Blue Network, a
way for people to distinguish

between Blue and NBC person-

nel. It's the litmus paper test.

A blue litmus strip could be
insejtetl. Into the^jriouth of an,

_

' employee.' If its color re-

mained unchanged then it was
certain he belonged with the
Blue, and if it dissolved into red
the giveaway would be simple.

BEER OUTLOOK

FORMIS
fiOOO

Ad agency men are making the

prediction that the coming year will

see beer distributors figuring as Im-
portant network clients. With pri-

orities unlikely ,to affect the brew-
ers' production, these agency quar-
ters figure that such national beer
distributors as Pabst, Schlitz and
Anheuser-Busch will join the net-

work roster.

They also see the possibility of

CBS and NBC relaxing their taboo
on beer accounts in' the event the

priority question compels a sub-

stantial exit of current clients. Beer
sales throughout the country rose

steadily through 1941.

NILES TRAMMELL

AVOIDS OPERATION

Niles Trammell, NBC president,

will be discharged tomorrow (Thurs-

day) from the Roosevelt hospital,

N. Y., where he was removed Mon-
day (26) when he suffered an attack

of what at first seemed to be acute
appendicitis. A more thorough ex-
amination disclosed that an opera-
tion wasn't necessary, but he was
urged to remain for observation and
rest for a few days.

The disturbance, it was indicated,

might have been brought on by
nervous strain plus something that

he ate.

Radio's Fright Wig Up
Despite the excellent record to date of the

American broadcasting industry in 'voKiiitary'

cooperation with the United States Govern-

ment on matters of censorship, there exists in

the radio trade itself, not to mention the pub-

licity divisions of the Army and Navy, sonic

qualms for the future.

The worrying element thinks that broad-

casting too often processes information from

newspapermen, who don't know radio, through

[he hands of young persons who don't always

know the war rules on news.

This is the background thinking, in any

event, of a series of state meetings now in

progress around the couiitry under the man-

agement of the National Assn. of Broadcast-

ers. Instead of the typical 'salesman' repre-

sentation which shows tip at such trade meet-

ings, as a rule, the news editors and program

directors are now getting time off and funds

to attend seminars devoted to the seriousness

of censorship and the importance of caution

where any doubt or lack of official okay is

present.

While not challenging the basic competence

of tlic wire services to provide a carcfullv pre-

edited and usually dependable news service,

the thoughtful elements in the industry sense

what they consider a dangerous complacency

in broadcasters who are all too willing to as-

sume that the news off the ticker is entirely

safe. Any such attitude with the tacit aban-

donment thereby implied of personal on-the-

spot responsibility has trouble potentialities.
*

Unfortunately tiiere are radio station own-
ers in the United States who are notoriously

provincial and dim-witted. There are broad-

casters who literally never answer, and per-,

haps don't even read, their mail. Long ab-

sences from the premises characterize many a

manager in some radio Podunk. Such gentry

are even slow to reply, on occasion, to the

FCC. They certainly don't peruse, if they are

aware of, the trade press. A stray from this

herd sliows up just often enough to give the

responsible leadership of the industry goosc-

pimples.

Radio didn't license such dim-wits; The
TCC did that. But for the possible sins of

stupidity of these other-worldly broadcasters

the whole responsible radio industry might

conceivably .suffer. It's enough to cause, and

it has caused, sonic imatrinativc shudders.

Schenectady, N.' Y., Jan. 27.

Fannie Hurst, author of 'The
Lonely Parade,' and Granville Hicks
and Edward Justin, critics, tangled
on WGY's 'Speaking of Books' pro-

gram last week. Hall-hour is un-
rehearsed and ad lib. Throughout
the verbal battle, Mary Margaret
McBridc, radio commentator and
writer, remained on the sidelines,

insisting sh^ was not a. critic. Mis5_
McBride did recommend "The Lone-
ly Parade.'

Hicks and Justin criticized Miss
Hurst's style, characters, dialogue,

chronology, etc. In a long rebuttal,

she seared them with sarcasm. Miss
Hurst, who seemed to be enjoying
herself in contrast to the serious at-

titude of her 'opponents,' called

Hicks (emcee of program, too) a
'detailisf cracked 'You are not my
kind' and 'it must be lovely to ba
you,' etc. To Justin's remark that,

certain parta of the book drove him
'crazy,' she arched, 'Is that what did

It?.'. .. JusUn.was-flaiUpg-the-chaEac---
ters as 'phoney' and the dialogue ai
'tripe' when the bell rang for the
summary.

Incidentally, Hicks and Justin

thought that Miss Hurst had pre-
cipitated the setto, while she be-
lieved the cutting nature of their

coihments caused It

BLUE STATIONS'

STATUS FIXED

The Blue Ifetwork, Inc., has re-

ceived the official sanction of th*
Federal Communications Commission
to transfer to itself the licenses of
three radio stations previously In the
name of the Radio Corporation of

America.
WJZ, New York; WENH, Chicago,

.

and KGO, San Francisco, are the'
stations.

Cab Calloway's 'Quizzical'

On Blue Feb. 18; Former

Mutual Web Program

Cab Calloway's 'Quizzical,' which
debuted on WOR-Mutual last sum-
mer, goes back on the air Feb, 18

on the Blue Network 9:30-10 p.m.
every Wednesday. Currently on a
road tour in the midwest, Calloway
and his band and show will be
picked up each week from wherever
they arc playing, Blue paying all

line charges.

Initial broadcast is to emanate
from Covington, Ky.. where the band
will then be playing at the Lookout
House.

MAY TEAM ON SMITH SHOW

Wally Brown and Clyde Hagcr In'

Prospecl As Badlo Twosome

Ted Collins and the Young St

Rubicam agency are working on the

idea of linking Wally Brown and
Clyde Hager into a regular comedy
team for the Kate Smith show
(CBS).
Hager is a vaude veteran who is

best known for his pitchman rou-

tine ('Get away, boys, you're both-
ering me'), while Brown did several

appearances on the old Rudy Vallee-

Fleischmann show.

Phil Bowman Aide To

Roy Windsor at B-S-H
,

Chicago, Jan. 27.

Phil Bowman has joined the script

department -of the Blackctt-Sample-
Hummert agency's Chicago office, as

assistant to Roy WInsor.

He was formerly with CBS In New
York.
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CBS SUMMARIZES 30 DAYS OF WAR NEWS;

WILL ADHERE TO PEACETIME REBATES

Bulletin Break-Ins or Outright Preemption of Pro-

gram Time for P^lic Interest Wholly at Expense

of Network

By PAUL W. KESTEN
Vice-President

Columbia Broadcasting System

(This was originally written as a

memorandum to all CBS department

heads.—Ed.)

It is approximately 30 days since

Pearl Harbor was bombed. Since

that date, the CBS network has

^ • PEej?te^. under wartime conditions.

The experience gained in these 30

days has answered many questions

which, before our actual entry into

war, were subject only to surmise

and conjecture.

Some of these questions went so

far as to ask whether the govern-

ment would take over radio as soon

as we entered the war, whether cen-

sorship would eliminate all news
broadcasts, or whether standardized

texts for all stations would be sub-

stituted for individual reporting and

analysis. Such questions have been
-- clearly-answered in -tht-negativer

—

Of equal concern to broadcasters,

radio advertisers, and radio listeners

has been another kind of question:.

Can radio, virtually unknown as a

means of mass communication in the

last war, adapt itself adequately un-

der the American system of commer-
cial broadcasting to the urgent and
special needs of America at war?
Can it respond to public demand for

' Instantaneous transmission of tran-

scendent news without irresponsi-

bility or hysteria, and can it do this

without serious disruption of com-
niercial programs? Can it, in other

words, rise to the challenge of keep-
ing America constantly, accurately,

and calmly {(formed of its destinies

In a world war, without seriously

disturbing its value to the adver-

tisers upon whose support must rest

the greatest public service radio has
ever been called upon to render?

We believe the record already in-

. dic'ates that the answer to this group
of questions is, unequivocally, "yes.*

Two Time Secments

The record of the last 30 days of

broadcasting over the Columbia net-

work Is worth noting In this respect.

But. the whole slgntflcahce of this

record, from the point of view of

-our advertisers, lies in dividing It

Into two parts, the flrst three days
end tiie next 27 days. The flrst three
days following the bombing of Pearl
Harbor represented an unprece
dented crisis in American aSairs,

ctimulBtlng an. eagerness for news
on the part of the listening publjc
which far exceeded the Munich
crisis, the Vienna crisis, or even the
heroic fortnight of the 1940 London
bombings. In these 72 hours net-
work broadcasting shouldered a load

I
of news dissemination, and of re-

cponslbility for news dissemination,

which can hardly be exceeded by
any conceivable future crisis short
of the actual lnv9sibn of our contl'

cental diores.

We may, therefore, examine these

.72 hours as representing the prob'

ablt maximum of any jiews broad-
casting crisis we are likely to en'

counter, particularly In view of the
fact that military censorship has
meanwhile Intervened and has
{ended to delay military news and
to regularize the intervals of its re
lease..'

The major brunt of thfs. all-time

peak load was absorbed within the
regular news periods which CBS had
(ilready established, at frequent inter-

vals on its dally schedule, periods
exclusively assigned to news and
withheld from sale for any other
Jdnd of broadcasUng. There are 59

cuch news periods on our weekly
broadcai^g schedule, - strategically

spaced to cover the ebb and flow of

news as it develops.

Urgent BnUetlns.

Following Is a brief summary of

lipw the balance of the load was ab-
•prbed, in terms of (1) preempting
occasional program periods from our
advertisers, (2) arranging In advance
tO' have, other commercial programs

shortened by 1 minute or more so

that news . bulletins could be sum
marized before such programs

started, (3) intruding with an urgent

news bulletin on the actual content

of a program after the program had

begun:

1. Only eight out of a total of 137

commercial program periods were
wholly preempted for war news
broadcasts during these three days.

(Moreover, five of these time periods

were used for broadcasting the mes-

sages of President Rposevelt and

Prime - Minister -Churchill, whisb.
were carried on all networks.)

2. News biilletins of overwhelm-
ing importance were broadcast be-

fore the start of only 18 commercial
programs during these three days.

The average length of these news
broadcasts was two minutes and
eight seconds. In all but a few in-

stances arrangements had been made
in advance and the commercial pro^

gram had been shortened to accom-
modate these bulletins. In addition,

two full-hour programs ' were short-

ened, by pre-arrangement, by four

minutes each, and news was broad-

'casfbetween-tiie-flrst-and-last-halves-

of both programs.

3. Only one network program
was actually interrupted, after It had
begun, for a news bulletin of tran-

scendent Importdiice. This was a 13-

second interruption in a daytime
program.

Added Newscasts

Now let's look at the record of the

next 27 days: ,

During this interval, the destinies

of our armed forces have been of

paramount importance, and even the

victories and defeats of our allies

have achieved a new and all-time

high of listener interest in the total

war in which we are engaged. Dur-
ing these 27 days Columbia has
added Ave 15-minute news periods

per week, increasing its regularly

scheduled news broadcasts to 64.

During these same 27 days Columbia
has kept American listeners fully

and calmly informed of the news
and the meaning of the news, and
has made constant use of its trained

news staff at home and abroad. It

has been during this period that the

most important news of actual mili-

tary and naval developments-has oc-

curred.
Despite the fact that this period

has represented a higher plateau of

news developments and news inter-

est than any comparable 27 days in

our national affairs since broadcast-
ing began, it has been virtually

taken 'In stride* in the course of our
regular operations. Apart from Mr.
Roosevelt's talk to Congress and the
nation, and from Mr. Churchill's

talks from Washington, D. C, and
from Ottawa, here is a summary of

how the war news Impinged upon
our commercial broadcasting sched-
ule during this 27-day interval:

1. Only two out of a total of,

829 commercial program periods
were wholly preempted for war
news broadcasts during these 27
days.

2. News bulletins of overwhelm-
ing Importance were broadcast be-
fore the start of only 27' commercial
programs during these 27 days.

3. Only three programs were ac-
tually Interrupted, after they had
begun,- for news bulletins of tran-
scendent urgency.
The foregoing summary clearly In-

dicates that, except for extraordi-
nary crises, the Columbia network is

able to do an outstanding job of

news broadcasting without any seri-

ous interference to our clients' pro-
grams.

15-mlnute intervals in many cases.

And from the Association of Na-

tional Advertisers has come the re-

quest that we ennunciate at this time

a policy both as to our handling of

news and as to rebates for time so

preempted.

As to our general policies i» han-

dling and scheduling the news, we
contemplate no change from our

present practices. These have been

based on rendering a maximum
news service to the public, but have

resulted, as the foregoing summary
indicates, in minimum interference

with commercial programs.

It is also worth noting that, al-

though as much as 3 or 4 hours
elapsed between the broadcasts of

special news bulletlhs, even during
the flrst three days following Pearl
Hprtinr,

TBS kept its listeners tuned
to their Columbia stations, in the
confident knowledge that they
would receive any news of vital im-
portance as soon as it develdped.
This is reflected in the fact that the

average rating of all sponsored CBS
programs increased in the C. A, B.

ratings for the period following
Dec. 7, (though no seasonal Increase
is due at this time), and exceeded
the average rating of all network
programs during tjie same period.

We believe this is due In part to

the excellent job of news coverage
which listeners have learned to ex-

Radio's Toug^ Spot

Answering A.N.A.

But just as the last 30 days have
clearly resolved many questions,

they have raised certain others.

Some advertisers have asked If we
would include news bulletins within
their programs at their own expense,
so that credit for bringing the news
might go- to the st>onsor. Other ad-
vertisers have asked If we would
take a regular and 'predetermined
amount of time at the .start of evert/

program on the network to broad-
cast news—even though this would
'force' the broadcasting of news at

Radio last .week got Its flrst

taste of an important news
break available for free\ise by
newspapers and prohibited from
being put on the air by the new
wartime censorship . rules. It

was the attack on the S. S.

. Malay by a . submarine off the
Atlantic Coast Radio mention
of it was taboo until the dam-
aged ship was safely docked at

Norfolk.

Announcement by the Navy
Department carried the caption:

'For Release, to the Press Only.'

^Underscored was the further
notation, 'Radio Stations Must
Not Broadcast' Release de-
scribed the action, gave the
name and details of the vessel,

number of crew members. Its

ownership and date of launch-
ing.

pect from Columbia, and in part to
the frequent repetition, on the air,

of the statement 'BuUetins on im-
portant news developments will be
broadcast as soon as received.'

This latter device obviated the need
for frequent Interruptions and pre-
served to the utmost the regularly
of program operations.

'

All of the foregoing demonstrates,
we believe, that a complete respon-
siveness to the flow and the import-
ance of the news has, In serving the
public interest and the national in-
terest, likewise served the Interests
of our advertisers in holding and
Increasing their audiences.
As to rebates to advertisers for

time preempted for war broadcasts,
we believe that any policy, to be
sound, should be sufficiently flexible
to recognize the new fact of our
being at war and the further fact
that the extraordhiary extra costs
of news coverage at peak periods
during a war fall unlqiiely upon
radio. This .latter is true because
only radio, In extreme news crises.
Is ever forced to substitute news
broadcasts- for entire advertising
pro-ams. For the privilege of ren-
dering an urgent public service,
radio is called upon to sacrifice its
own advertising revenues.
This extra burden' falls upon radio

for another and equally compelling
reason: news has become so im-
portant a part of radio broadcasting
that 65% of our population (even In
normal times) depend primarily
upon radio for news. In times of
crisis, radio is the universal me-
dium, the only medium in fact,
through which listeners can get in-
stantaneous Information. ,Our re-
sponsibility Is thus redoubled; Our
audience may in fact be redoubled,
•but unlike the newspapers, we must
voluntarily forego expected revenue
to do the job and we can collect no
compensating revenue from 'extra
newsstand sales,'

CBS accepts this paradox as one
of the problems of broadcast opera-
tion and as a patriotic privilege in

NBCs Wartime Interruptions

The two RCA networks^NBC and the Blue, haye also (see adjoining

Kesten memo on CBS) tapered off in the matter of interruptions of

programs since the immediate news peak after Pearl Harbor. Abe
Schechter, news chief of the networks' service, points out that the

official communiques, running two to four daily, provide a natural

slowing down factor.

Since Dec. 7 the RCA webs were news-active In the following terms:

534 bulletin intcrrnptlona.

54Z remote plckops.

Interruptions ranged from the quickie 20-second flash to 10 and 15-

mlnute summaries and analyses. Pickups sklipped all over the globe,

Batavia, Singapore, Chungking, Honolulu, Manila, etc.

Thre.e NBC reporters are unreported in the east and have possibly

fallen into Japanese hands. They are Bert Sllen (Philippines), Dick
Tennelly (Toklo) and Ed McKay (Shanghai).

Stan Shaw Hopes News
Will Sub For Requests
Conforming to censorship code re-

quirements for radio, WNEW, N. Y.,

is ' discontinuing the practice of

playing tunes requested by listeners

on the station's all-night program,
'Milkman's Matinee.' The telegram-

receiving machines In the studio are

being taken out. Stan Shaw, who
runs the show, is explaining to lis-

teners why It is impossible under
wartime conditions to feature re-

quest tunes.

Music will continue as backbone of

broadcast plus news roundups,

counted on to play an increasingly

Important part Plan is to Include

two minutes of spot news every 80

minutes.

WITHOUT NEWS

STAFFS

Portland, Ore., Jan. £7.

Tfbe broadcasting industry's fear

of smYiU stations without news staffs

or editors is reflected in a system
worked out here whereby larger

stations will attempt to provide free

counsel to lesser stations on what
should be withheld because of the

emphasized difference in this war
between radio promulgation and
newspaper publication.

There is danger, it is felt. In small

stations 'merely tearing copy right

off the teletype and reading it pronto
over the air.

Arden Pangborn of KGW-KEX
here now has his news staff pass to

the Portland bureau of AP the radio

slant on stuff that should be with-

held for radio, although perhaps
okay for the press. This information
then reaches station announcers by
AP teletype. Protection and warn-
ing is thus put on a working basis.

SHELL on. IN RORIDA

SPOT BIZ PUCEMENT

Shell Oil Is buying spot announce-
ments on five Florida stations through
the J. Walter Thompson agency,
with the campaigns to begin Feb. 9.

The schedule is 10 announcements a
week.

Agency 1* also working on a na-
tional spot setup for the account that

will take effect in the fall.

Martin Block Doctoring

Martin Block, conductor of

WNEW, New York's Make-Belleve-
Ballroom, has been ducking in and
out of Le Roy Sanitarium, N. 'Y., past
four days. He's been doing his pro-
gram twice dally but between times
remains at the hospital in an at-

tempt to clear up a bad throat and
heavy cold.

Spieler marks the seventh anni-
versary of his show next Tuesday
(3) with annual party at Ambassa-
dor hotel, N. Y.

keeping America Informed. It is

therefore our present intention to
continue Without change our time
and talent rebate policies, although
these were formulated for days of
peace, not days of war. Should re-
curring news crises, or continuous
news crises, or other unforeseen de-
velopments in network broadcasting
require modification of these poli-

cies, we are confident. that mutually
-acceptable arrangements can be
worked out iKtween our advertisers
end ourselves,

GETTING TO JOB

AWORRYOF

FUTURE

Washington, Jan. 27.

All possible assistance to radio en-

gineers who depend on their auto-

mobile^ for transportation to and
from their sometimes-distant trans-

mitter was offered last week by the

National Association' of Broadcast-

ers, In.the face of the great Amer-
ican rubber shortage. But even this

assurance could not alter the fact

that broadcasting is not among the

nine classifications entitled to secure

.tires..when. Jlie..iuhbe!; Js._gQnie- anjl,

auto owners must depend on bus,

trolley or shank's mare.
Similar situations exist where

railroad control tower operators

must get to their work on time,

where workers in the war industries

are not adequately taken . care of,

where canning industry workers (of

whom the Government has re>

quested 'that the pack be increased
25%') and other individuals engaged
in 'essential,' or at least semi-essen-
tial, And themselves outside the pale,

the NAB pointed out

WCKY Denies Contract

With Transradio in Force
Transradio Press Service, Inc., filed

suit Monday (26) In the N. Y. fed-

eral court against ' L>. B. Wilson,

operator of station WCKY In Cin-
cinnati, seeking damages of $6,81S

for allegedly unpaid monies. Plain-

tiff claims breach of contract.

Transradio says it entered a con-

tract with Wilson on behalf of his

station July 9, 1937, to furnish news
at $50 weekly as long as its service

was used as an auxiliary, and $100

weekly when used as a primary ser-

vice. It is claimed all payments
ceased Feb. 1, 1941, and that pay-
ments were made only at the rate of

$50 weekly before this, although the

service was allegedly a primary one
from Oct, 1937, to date.

Matter of Contract Interpretation

Cincinnati, Jan. 27.

Transradio suit is a question of

contract interpretation, WCKY re-

veals. WCKY's Interpretation is that

contract had expired, Transradio's

that it was still in force when L. B.

Wilson bought United Press.

United Press was purchased be-

cause sponsors wanted that service

and WCKY could not sell Trans-

radio.

WCKY paid Transradio up to date

for all services rendered by outfit

and requested, and it was granted,

that the new machines be taken out
Present action Is a question of con-

tract only and not for services'

rendered unpaid.

Ill Wife Delays Benny

Hollywood, Jan. 27.

Jack Benny postponed trip East on
account of his wife, Mary Living-

stone, being down with cold.

Was -to have done neift two broad-
casts from New York.

Radio Staffs Roadhousing
Buffalo, Jan. 27.

Harry Altman followed Mills

Brothers at suburban Willlamsvllle

Glen with BUly Keation's 'Stuff and
Nonsense' gang from WOR.
Bringing in WGH's 'Cheer-Up

Gang' next and then possibly 'House

Party' cast from WBEN, giving lo-

calites a gander at all variety casts

from radio stations here.
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nCHT WARK TAKEOVER
Hints to Tone Down Pro-Democracy

Slants Reported From Argentina

Buenos Aires, Jan. 17.

There's too much pro-democratic

material on Argentine radio stations.

That's the word that's been quietly

passed to local transmitters during

the ppst week by high-ranking offi-

cials ot Argentina's radio section of

the Department of Posts and Tele-

graph,
Word has been passed orally, usu-

ally by telephone, so that the stations

will have no proof to offer should

the story leak out to boomerang on
those giving the order. But the

word has been just as definite that

certain governmenters don't like the

pro-democratic tone of stations and

are determined that the Axis shall

have more of a break.

One station which naturally can-

not be revealed said that it received

a call not to overdo re-transmissions

of speeches by President Roosevelt

Another was called down for marked
partiality and passion In news pro-

grams. Wtjen station asked what
this was phrase from F.D.R.'s

speech to Congress telling of the

need for 'clouds of .planes jo.^usli_

'ttie Axis' was cited. Station an-

swered that it was merely quoting

the words of the President of the

United States, causing embarrass-

ment at the other end of the wire
followed by an ext>lanatlon that It

'still showed passion.*
'

Stations have also had to hand In

their news bulletins and have come
to suspect that every protest from
Nazi Ambassador Edmund von
Thermann (still here although re-

ported en route to Berlin) produces

Immediate results. Pro-democratic

embassies have apparently not got-

ten around to counter complaints.

Argentine radio head Adolfo Con-
stantino is now In the U.S. as guest

of the Institute of Radio Engineers.

His secretary Ovidlo Carll Is

nominally in charge.

Chamber of Deputies back In June
ordered an all-out Investigation of

totalitarian propaganda, especially

use of local radio stations, but so far

It's findings have not resulted in

legislation due to unwillingness of

Acting President Ramon S. Castillo

to take any strong stand against the

dictators.

2 EXECS TAKE

OGILVIE'S BBC

JOB

London, Jan. 27.

Frederick Ogilvie- Is out as direc-

tor general of the British Broadcast-
ing Corp. He succeeded Sir John
Reith at BBC in 1938.

Sir Cecil Graves and Robert Foot
will jointly discharge the duties ot

director general, each with the title.

STARTS OFF WITH SHIFT

California Paoking Forced to Time
Change By Transcontinental

- San Francisco, Jan. 27.

California Packing's first major
radio venture In a decade almost
ran into difficulties when the time
earmarked for the account was pre-
empted by a CBS transcontinental.
Using William Winter, war analyst,
In behalf of Del Monte foods, Sal-
Pak had begun its six-a-weck quar-
ter at 12:30 when time was taken
over by General Foods' 'Joyce Jor-
dan,' shifting from 3 p.m.
Cal-Pak's agency, McCann-Erick-

son, has agreed to a 2 p.m. strip,
however, and show is now airing
on KQW, Frisco: KNX, Hollywood;
KARM, Fresno; KROY, Sacramento:
KOIN, Portland; KIRO, Seattle;
KSL, Salt Lake; KLZ, Denver;
KVOR, Colorado Springs; KOY,
Phoenix; KTUC, Tuscon; KGGM, Al-
buquerque; KVSF, Santa Fe, and
KROD, El Paso.

CFCFs New Bosiness

Montreal, Jan. 27.

Canadian Marconi station CFCF
has following new business and re-
newals:
Block Drug, 156 spot announce-

ments three times weekly.
Molson's Brewery, 10:30 p.m.

newscast seven days weekly. Larry
Thor, announcer. (Seventh consecu-
tive year.)

Frultatives Products, Ltd., 54 spot
announcements three times weekly.

Sir CHiarles Hanson Laboratories,
54 spot announcements three times
weekly.

HEROES OF THIS

WAR' ON KSL

Salt Lake City, Jan.. 27.

bupler's Fur Co. has new series on

KSL to replace "Leaders of the West'

series which has been running over

a year. New once-per-week 15-

minute show will salute soma hero

In the present war. If hero happens

to be from listening area this fact

will be exploited. Copy of script will

be sent to hero or his family.

Flight Lieutenant Cl^eley Petersen
of the Eagle Squadron, R,A.F. In

London who recently was presented
with the D.S.O., was first hero. '

Victor Bell, press agent of KSL
originated and writes program which
includes narration by Russ Stewart
and announcing by Howard Flynn.

SAM BALTER SETTLES

Accepts $2,500, Ends LlUgaUon With
Bayak Cigars, Former Sp6nsor

Philadelphia, Jan. 27.

' Sam Baiter, former Mutual sports

commentator, last week settled bis

damage case against Ivy St Ellington

advertising agency, Bayuk cigars and
Jack Stevens, sports gabber. A de-

cree was entered in Federal Court
Saturday (24) that an out-of-court

settlement bad been made and Baiter

had received the sum of $2,500.

Under the settlement, the defend-

ants are granted the right to use the

titles 'Inside of Sports' and 'Once in

a Lifetime'—tags which Baiter had
alleged were his own property and
were used by Stevens, who suc-

ceeded Baiter on the Bayuk (Phillies

Cigars) shows.
Baiter is to be allowed the use of

the title 'One for the . Book,' which
he used on a show on the Don Lee
Network. Baiter had charged that

the defendants had put pressure on
the Coast chain to have him barred

from using the name and material

on a show,
Baiter returned to the West Coast

after the settlement and is dickering

for another spot there.

Elaine Kent Basy

Elaine Kent will be starred as Jo

in 'Little Women,' the next vehicle

in the 'Whcatcna Playhouse' series on

WOR, New York. She is also cur-

rently heard on 'Our Gal Sunday,'

'Stella Dallas,' 'Don Winslow' and
periodically on various other shows.

Besides Miss Kent, other leading

parts of the sisters in the Louisa May
Olcott story will be played by
Sammie Hill (Beth), Patricia Ryan
(Amy) and Joyce Hayward (Meg).

Yarn starts Feb. 9, succeeding the

present 'Bachelor Mother' adaptation.

Balance of the 'Little Women' cast

will include James Mefghan, Dean
Harens, Irene Hubbard, Teresa Dale

and Charles Webster. Program is

produced by Ed Wolf Associates for

the Compton agency. Carlo De An-
gelo directs.

T

ACT IN AUSTRALIA

Commercial ('B') Sutioiu
Say They Will Combat
Control Passing to Govern-
ment ('A') Sution Set-Up

FEUD GROWS

Sydney, Jan, 20.
Majority of Australia's commer-

cial, or 'B' stations, numbering
around 100, have declared them-
selves as strongly opposed to any
nationalization of radio which would
give control of their facilities to the
Australian Broadcasting CommiS'
slon. This had been proposed by
the government as a wartime
measure.
The commercial broadcasters state

that they are willing to support the
government in every way under the
war emergency, but that they will
battle to the last against any ar-
rangements thjt.jtill^|y.e,.the.cQun,.
try's non-commeircial, or 'A,' stations
setup control over commercial in-
terests.

Ex-Brinkley

Station, XERA,

Gets $S2,500

Mexico City, Jan. 27.

By the decree of President Manual
Avala Camacho $250,000 (Mex.)

—

$52,500 (U. S.) wUI be paid for the
taking over last June 6 of radio sta-

tion XERA (180,000 watts) at Villa
Acuna, opposite Eagle Pass, Tex.
Payment is for the station's equip-
ment and will be made to Ramon
D. Bosqvez, owner at the time of

the expropriation. 'Doc' Brinkley
long held forth over XERA.
XERA was silenced for the ex-

lained reason that it embarrassed the
Mexican government by broadcasts
that violated-the health. laws of that
country.

XERA's equipment will be brought
here to constitute the giant station

the Ministry ot the Interior is ready-
ing for establishment and operation
some time during the spring. Re-
ported that this station will be of

250,000 watts, claimed to be the big-

gest official mouthpiece in Latin
America.

Better U.S. Shortwave Understood

But Nazis Weaker Voice Mystifies

Frank Andrini's Sponsor

Pittsburgh, Jan. 27
Frank Andrini and his Argen-

tinians, musical foursome, has first

radio commercial, a three-times
weekly, quarter hour show on
KDKA. Bankroller Is the PitU-
burgh Brewing Co. and show is be
ing produced by George Held, for-
mer progAm director of the station
who is now operating his own
agency.
Andrini Is half of old brother act

of the Andrinis, long-time standard
act in vaude and cafes. Other
brother, Lawrence, is with NBC in
New York and heard regularly on
the Blue web with his string outfit.

NBC PAGEBOYS

WAR VICTIMS

Two former NBC pageboys have
recently been killed in action, the
network has learned. One was Don
Crocker, a Navy aviator killed at

Manila. The other was Jean Tar-
trier, who lost his life in a Free
French tank corps attack on Da-
mascus. He joined the French army
at the outbreak of the war, was
evacuated at Dunkirk and enlisted

in the Free French forces. A third
former NBC page, Harry Weir, was
killed' with the Spanish Loyalist
forces In Spain in 1B37.

According to Jerry Martin, NBC
guest relations chief, the network
is losing its pageboys to the armed
services at the rate of about 22% a
month. In addition, NBC affiliate

stations are constartly calling for
pageboys to become announcers.

Toledo, 6.—Bill Stevens, formerly
of KIBC, Indianapolis, has joined
the announcing staff of WTOL, To-
ledo.

Wilfred Gnenther Leaves

WLWO, Cincy, for Navy

Cincinnati, Jan. 27.

Wilfred Guenther has taken leave

as general manager of WLWO, CroS'

ley's short-wave station, for the
'duration. He's now lieutenant,

junior grade. In the Navy and as-

signed to special duty of an un-
disclosed nature.
Late last year Guenther filled a

special assignment for several
months as advisor to the office of
Col. William E. Donovan. He be-
came manager of WLWO in 1936
after serving as promotion manager
of WLW and WSAI and heading
Crosley's tele-facsimile division.

Dick Powell, WLW continuity
writer, was inducted Into the Army
Tuesday (27). He has been replar .d

by Frederick Russell.

Fly Not Opposed to Special Taxes

On Radio, as Such, He TeDs Congress

Washington, Jan. 27.

Denying he ever opposed such a

move, FCC Chairman James L. Fly

has indorsed the idea of imposing a

stiff tax on broadcasters—most likely

on the basis of gross business or
total earnings—in order to boost

Federal revenue. Besides favoring

some kind of license fee, he told the

House Appropriations Committee re-

cently, he does not believe the bulk
of the commercial operators would
suffer seriously if singled out for

some special levy.

Though the whole problem is up
to the Treasury Department and is

not a Commlsh responsibility. Fly
declared In response to questions by
Rep Richard B. Wifiglcsworth, long-

time advocate of some profit-control

scheme, but he merely thought the

levy voted by the House last year
was 'dubious' and had not been
'studied through.' That particular

idea would have 'hit rather severely
in certain spots,' he explained, but
'certainly I was not opposed to the
idea of taxation under a well-con-
sidered scheme of taxation of the
industry; I think there ought to be
one.'

After Wigglesworth had referred
to Commish studies, indicating profits

of 40% up to 300%,' Fly said 'I agree
with you that there is an appropriate
field here for taxation and that

many of them can pay such a tax
without there being any substantial

impact For example, many of them
can pay a tax without being driven
out of the profit class. Of course,

the major return in the industry is

to the networks.'

Shortwave monitoring stations in

both the United States and Latiq

America are finding German trans-

mitters coming in more and mora
weakly. At the same time U. S.

agents in Europe, Africa, Asia and
South America are reporting that

American stations are being heard

with greatly increasing clarity and
signals are exceptionally strong in

many places.

Engineers In this country are at a
loss to understand why the Nazi
propaganda-pumpers are failing to
get across with their former clarity.

They eliminate the possibility that
it's due to meteorological conditions
by the fact that London and Rome
are very strong now throughout
North end Soutl) America.'
Only other ppssibility seen by en-

gineers is that equipment is wearing
out and needs replacing. It's . felt,

however, that Nazi chieftains would
certainly give priorities to the rela-
tlwly In-gignlflran t qiinntily . nf ma-
terials needed to get their message
to the world. Which leaves the an-
swer a big question mark.
There's no question mark, on the

other hand, as to what's causing tho
improvement In signal of U.S. out-
lets. First thing Is the recent FCC
order that all shprtwavers jump
their power to at least 50,000 watts.
That helped bring the average
strength of all U.S. DXers up from
21 kws to 52 kws.
Of equal importance has been

continued experimentation with an-'

tennas and beam directors. As en-
gineers learn more and more about
these factors they dre able to get 1st
greater strength of output with the
same amount of wattage'. U.S. em-
bassies and consulates in all parts
of the world where they still exist

—and other agents In those places
where embassies and consulates are
no more—file continuous data on how
well stations are being heard.

First reports on reception of CBS's
new 50,000-watt transmitter, which ^
went into action Jan. 1, are very
favorable. Another similar one will

go In service in February.

FILM TO GIVE

MEXICO'SRADIO

HISTORY

Mexico City, Jan. 27.

Emilia Azcarraga, radio-cinema

magnate, Is readying an Industrial

film depicting the history of com-

mercial radio in this country. Many
of the scenes will be at XEQ (50,000

watts) and XEW (150,000 watts) and
the select Cine Teatro Alameda. I

Film Is to go into production betor*

the end of this winter.

N.Y. CENTRAL SETTLES

In Death of WHAM Engineer—
Hemlngs Got $11,500

Rochester, N. Y., Jon. 27.

Suit over the death of John J.^
Long, Jr., 35, former chief engineer
of WHAM, against the New York
Central Railroad, was settled for
$7,500. Long was killed May 9. 1940,

when the automobile he was driving
crashed into a .steel girder support-
ing an overhead bridge of the rail-

road.

Robert Hemings, 35, pianist at

WHAM, who was seriously injured
in the crash, previously -accepted
$11,500 offered by the railroad and
the Long estate, the railroad paying
the larger part. Hemings recently

returned to WHAM alter more than
a year's absence.
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From the Production Centres
'i»«««i«««««»«««««««««»<<»««tt«««»»«»<»«««*''

IN mW YORK CITY . . .

The Radio Trade is Discussimc: Arch Oboler and Greta Garbo—
Effects of Dayliffht Soiring—the Neurotic fears that some small fry

station totll violate censorship—the choice of John Shepard as industry's

toartiTne liaison with porernment.

First Piano Quartet, only four-piano team on air, rounds out a year on

the Blue.... It's given 77 broadcasts. .. .It's controlled 1)y Fadlman Asso-

ciates, in which Clifton Fadiman is a partner. . .

.

Starting Feb. 3 on WMCA, 'Lillian Okun Discusses Civilian Defense

News'. .. .John Babb and Bob Smith go with the new National Concert &
Artists Service when it moves to 711 Fifth avenue. .. .Ted Collins, who

saw his daughter married last week, has emceed, produced or otherwise

concerned lilmselt with six outside broadcasts in a recent count of eight

days.

Nila Mack last week obtained permission from the White House for Bill

Adams to. simulate President Roosevelt's voice on her 'Let's Pretend' pro-

gram The imitation was woven into last Saturday installment (24) for

a bit allied with the 'March of Dimes.'

Myron McCormick into cast of 'Our Gal Sunday' for Indefinite run....

He opened at. the Windsor theatre Monday night (26) in 'Lily of the

Valley,* the new Ben Hecht play Mutual and WOR tossed a luncheon

_aj. tll«_Astor yesterdaj^ (Tuesday)^ for Protestant,_Catholic^ and Jewish
"clergymenTin cohnecUon wT(h' tfie^^^ CKapeT'series.".. iWlhiffea"

Christie does a double-keyboard piano series Sundays during February
on WQXR, and the two-piano teams of Harry Brant-Richard Baldwin and
Joana and Louise Leschin also start programs on the same station

Vincent Price and Victor Jory, respective heavies in the Broadway and
road companies of 'Angel Street,' will be guest competitors Sunday night

(1) on 'Double or Nothing' via Mutual Merle Oberon has cancelled her

Feb. e date for the Philip Morris 'Playhouse' because of an exclusive tieup

for a series of Chesterfield ads....Walter Huston guests on the Philip

Morris show Feb. 13,

WQXR, noted for its addiction to the classics, has folded its single

swing program and will henceforth air only long-hair music. .. .Michele

Morgan and Paul Henried guest Sunday night on the OEM's 'Keep 'Em
Rolling' In a brlefle version of their current picture, 'Joan of Paris'....

Elie Siegmeister will air a program of his own compositions and arrange-

jneats.SaturdaiJiights,JtflcU.ng.Xe)Lj. Xia.WQXR, . ,.JIerJi.W.olf,.jQnnieil]y.

casting director of Ed Wolf Associates, to be transferred from Ft Knox to

become morale officer and publicity rep at Madison Barracks, Sackett's

Harbor, N. Y. ...This is the washup week for 'Michael and Kit^....AIso
the last week for 'Columbia Workshop' in its Sunday night spot It

moves to Sunday afternoons Eric Sfvareid starts a series of Tuesday,
Thursday, Saturday night news programs Feb. 10 for Studebaker, via CBS
....Walter Huston does 'Mr. Lincoln Speaks to the People and to the Sol-

diers,' by Joe Uss and Earl Robinson, via NBC-Red for the Library of

Congress the. week of Feb. 8.

' Greg WiUlamson, currently dividing his time between the Pedlar & Ryan
r^dlo department and the Navy Department in Washington, expects to be
commissioned a lieutenant commander and assigned to publicizing the
Navy's factory awards... .R«y Winsor, of Blackett-Sample-Hummert
script department, Chicago, visiting New York last week, with a stop In

Toronto on the way back Sunday night (1) winds up the fivcrweek ex-
tension on the Helen Hayes program,' with a news series slated to succeed
it. . . .Sergeant Jimmy Cannon added to cast of Mutual's 'Songs for March-
ing Men' as m.c. . . .Bob Coleson, assistant to Ed Kirby, of the War Depart-
ment's public relations staff, on the Coast for station confabs....Kennit
Moss, WNEW salesman, back from Florida vacation.

William Spier succeeds Davidson Taylor as producer of 'Columbia's
Workshop,' which moves from 10:30 p.iti. to 2:30 p.m. Sundays ...Splef is

Columbia's script editor Frances Land and Mady Kramer added to 'Just

Plain Bill' cast. . . .Harry Hiller Is panelman oti the 'Johnny Presents' show
for Philip Morris, with Manny Segal handling sound effects. .. .Bill Gage

' is the engineer on the same sponsor's 'Playhouse' series.

Richard. Janaver joined 'Mr. Keen' cast and John Raby a newcomer to

'Orphans of Divorce' troupe Jack Hartley, recovered from flu, was in

New York last week for huddles with agencies He's radio chief of Navy
public relations. . . .Mark Goodson doing new 'Answer Man' series on WOR,
succeeding Al Mitchell, who's doing a similar 'stinfon a midwestern Mutual
hookup out of (Chicago... .Bruce Chapman produces the WOR edition
Selwyn James doing commentator^series Sunday afternoons via WINS ....

California Institute of Technology and University of California alternating
with Leland Stanford In. presenting the Unlimited Horizons', series on
NBC-Red. . . .Cy Newman, formerly with CBS and WOR, now with WWRL,
where he's doing 'The Last Word In Sports' series Tuesday and Thursday
nights.

Henry Fisk Carlton, Radio Writers Guild national prez, back from Chi-
cago, where he huddled with Mel Williamson, of the Seeds agency, on the
local plans of the Radio Writers' War Effort Committee Tom Bennett
arranging the musical score for the 'Abie's Irish Rose' series Bill
Meeder, organist; Richard Stark, announcer, and Axel Gruenberg, director,
have prepared and waxed for audition a siory-reading series, something
along the lines of Nelson Olmstead's 'Stories by Olmstead' Radio-legit
actor Philip Reed signed to a Metro term contract Mary Mason, star of
'Maudie's Diary,' doubling In the Broadway comedy, 'Cafe Crown'....
James West, of Procter & Gamble radio department, to New York last
week for the preem of 'Abie's lirsh Rose.'

CRAIG LAWRENCE NOW V.P.

Luther Ulll Execntive Ditto of Iowa
Broadoastlng Co.

Des Moines, Jan. 27.

Craig R. Lawrence, commercial

manager of staUons KSO and KHNT
has been named a vice-president oi

the Iowa Broadcasting Co. at the

annual meeting. Luther L. Hill was

elected executive vice-president and

treasurer. Sumner D. • Quarton of

WMT, Cedar Rapids, was also elected

an executive vice-president.

Other officers elected were Gard-

ner Cowles, Jr., president; Jolin

(Bowles, vice-president; Fred A.

Little, secretary and Arthur T.

Gormley, distant treasurer and
assistant secretary.

KAY KYSER

JOINS AFRA

. _HQllim)Od,-J?n,.27._,

Kay Kyser was the first of the

bandleaders to be signed up by
American Federation of Radio Art-

ists in its drive to corral maestros

who read lines on the air. Even
F. E. Boone, tobacco auctioneer, was
tabbed for a membership.

Other Kyserlings now In the

AFRA fold are Eddie Shay, Max
Williams, Jack Martin, Sully Mason,
Merwin Bogue.

BURKE MILLER GETS

PROMOTION Aim
William Burke Miller, who has

been with NBC for 15 years, has been
named eastern program manager for

the same network. Miller has been
specializing in special events. Miller
specializing In special - events.

Miller will work.imder C. L. Men-
ser, NBC program manager^

m HOLLYWOOD ...
The Radio Trade is Discussing: the mounting casualties from priori-

ties when the war effort really begins to hum—Hollywood's miff at
Fred Allen's tioitting of the picture biggies last week—where the re-
placements are coming from when the draftees start mowing to camp

—

Don Gllman'^ 'uiatch the Blue' slogan and the impending scrap utith
Sid Strotz for coast biz.

Mann Holiner and Phil Rapp.took a fast trip east to discuss future
plans for Maxwell House Time with the powers in big town... .Ted
Hedlger was granted leave from NBC production staff to try his hand at

cooking up gags for Rudy Vallee, John Barrymore, et al Bob Hafter,
one-time production boss at WBBM,' Chicago, and KMOX, St. Loo, now; at
KNX producing '1 Was There'. ., .Ralph Scott now heading up production
for CBS in Frisco. .. .Keith McCloud looks in for the producing job on
Red 3kelton opus since Tony Stanford hied back to the Thompson agency
to take Chase & Sanborn in tow.... Bill Hampton, jiongwritcr-arranger
with Kay Kyser. taking a flier In radio writing and grabbed off two as-
signments on his first out. He's doing the scripts for Screen Guild The
atre and Silver Theatre on the 'same day, Feb. 1. . . .CharUe Smith moving
his National Concert and Artists' staff out of NBC for quarters on the
Sunset Strip.'...Harry Ommerle buzzed Lawton Campbell on the new
Bob Burns setup and hiked back to New York....Louis Quinn, onetime
radio hoker-upper and now picture writing, swapped his civvies for a lay-
out of khaki. . . .Tom Ha^'rington and Tom Lewis lunched Groucho Marx
at the Derby, setting tongues to-wagging in a dozen booths....Bob Garred
renewed as newscaster- for Liberty mag on KNX Old Gold airer and
all hands picked up for another quarter.... Dick Mack tus played stand-in

WGRC Dramatic Serial

- On Mutual Network
New dramatic serial, 'In the Fu-

ture,' started Monday (26) on Mu-
tual at 5:15-5:30 pjn. ^aily.

Originates at WGRC, r.oulsviUe,

with 'Biff' Baker featured.

» Radio Daffodils •»

New Tork City—Zeke Manners and his hlllbUly gang on WNEW have one
western member, Elton Brltt. Rest of hillbillies are from Brooklyn and
Staten Island.

San Antonio—Announcing staff of KABC la airing a full hour of stuff

and nonsense each Monday evening' In a broadcast titled -'Radio Rebels'
Each does -what he.would like to do If he had that opportunity on his
regular broadcast shift. Unknown to the annouiicer, control room 6per«
ators change recordings, run some backwards or speed them up and play
other recordings than announced.

THREE JOIN WLW-WSAI

One Newcomer Is Winner of Phil

Spltalny's Contest

Cincinnati, Jan. 27.

Three singers joined the WLW-
WSAI talent staff thU week: Virginia

Hays, Phil Brito, baritone, formerly

with Al Donahue's ork and Jan
Savitfs band, and Dorothy McVitty.

liStter Is winner of the recent Phil

Spitalny-General Electric's "Hour of

Charm' promotion.

Include West Side Chicago

As Having Brains, Too
Chicago, Jan. 27.

Noxzema Is revamping its quiz

show to conform- to the sponsor's

quiz shows in other areas. Instead

of. limiting the contest to 'north

side' and 'south side,' it will here-

after Include the west side. In this

way the title will be changed from
'North Side, West Side Brain Bat-
tle' to 'Chicago Brain Battle.'

Under new plan, contestants will

b'S"'eh6sea"froYft~tWo sections of the'

city, and the winning side would
participate again the following week,
competing against the third group.

Quiz contestants will be chosen
from civic and Industrial organiza-

tions throughout the city, and will

include such groups as Braille Mu-
sic Club, Chicago Irish C:iub, Chi-

cago Klwanis, Illinois Industrial

Commission, Hi-Up Club for Tall

People, Army and Navy aviators,-

Signal Corps, Illinois Reserve Militia,

etc.

Awards will be given In Defense
Savings Stamps.

. John W. Vandercook, NBC news
voice, lectured Sunday (25) in Klein-

hans Music Hall, Buffalo, as part of

Knights' of Columbus lecture series.

for every member of the Sealtest cast at the previews. Last week it was
the ailing Rudy Vallee the producer-writer had to Boswell. .. .Jim Doane
active again as a radio agent Freddy Brisson east to talk over agency
deals on Shirley Temple coupled with 'Date For Judy' Russel Seeds
closing its Hollywood office Feb. 1 and Helen Woodman, Coast manager,
trying to make up h«E. niind whether to stay here or return to Chicago
with the agency. *

.

Holly Noble'^ KNX publicity gang went out and proved that there's

still an audience for war commentators when they put over an advance
campaign for Edward R. Murrow that taxed the wartime capacity (5,000)

of Shrine Auditorium It also proved the top pull for a lecturer in Los
Angeles, bettering by 600 the previous high held by Admiral Richard E.

Byrd Third best turnout for a straight talker greeted a recent booking
of Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt... .Coltimblans were especially pleased with
their record of not having to put out any paper, every admission' being a
paid one.

IN SAN FRANCISCO . . .

The
.
Radio Trade is Discussmc: CBS suit to oust KSFO from the

Palace Hotel studios—the shof-af-sunrise atmosphere around JVBC as
the reds arc separated from the blues—th^ new CBS news bureau

—

Bill Ryan's appointment as chief .of the Blue in Frisco.

'Red Ryder' now skedded to start on the Blue for Iiangendort bakeries

Feb. 3, climaxing a sales effort ^hat began last June. ...NBC here built

three half-hour shows for the account, but got nowhere until last Decem-
ber, when Gene Grant, KGO-KPO salesman, and Art Rush, of Red Ryder
syndicate, made a pitch on the cartoon serial Grant has spent several

hours a day with the account ever since, during which it was on-agaln
off-again between the Blue and Don Lee now set for Tuesday, Thurs-
day, Saturday at 7:30, supplementing Langendorf's "Lone Ranger' Mon.-
Wed.-Fri. on Don Lee.... Sale was made direct, with Ruthrauff & Ryan
coming in later. .. .-Ruth Keator, KYA's 'Kathryn Allen,' steps into the
station's publicity post left vacant by shift of J. Clarence Myers to govern-
ment information work Constance Small added to Marie Houlahan's
CBS press staff Lloyd H. MacMorran, ninth corps area radio contact
man, shifted to Fort Douglas, Utah. .. .Nescafe has bought six stations two
quarters weekly on Don Lee will use that much of KFRC's Kirkwood-
Harris Breakfast Club on KFRC, KHJ, L.A.; KGA, Spokane; KALE, Port-
land; KOL, Seattle, and KMO, 'Tacoma' Frank Nicholson kicked off a
new thrice-weekly quarter on KFRC yesterday (26) analyzing listener's
surnames.... genealogy stint rides for Dr. Shane, Chiropractor, v. .Gilbert
Wales, long-time newspaper man, is now newscaster for KYA....Don
Billings has joined same station's sales staff. .. .Forrest Barnes scripting
a new KPO serial based on character tabbed John Freedom, who sym-
bolically overcomes Nazi tyranny.

IN CHICAGO ...
Harold Kent, who was chief of radio division of Chicago public schools,

is now a major in the army. . . .Virginia Payne making her air shows with
the use of a wheel-chair while her ankle mends. . . .Robert Fahey comes In
from Washington to join news and special events department of NBC, re-
placing Harry Heath', who goes into the army, .. .Jerome Kaufhe'rr leaves
NBC guide stalit to become announcer with KBUR, Burlington, la

'Breakfast Club' program on NBC to use tune, 'We Did It Before;
Do It Again,' as regular closing song.

We'll

BERNAYS PAIL

TO MULL WAR

IDEAS'

Edward L. Bemays, the public

relations..cQuiisel, Is launching a .five;

week series over 'iff^ll. New 'iforlt

devoted to 'Ideas will Win the War.'

Will be heard Sundays 6:30 to i p.m.

with Bemays presiding over panel

discussions as follows:

'Psychological Blitz,' Ordway Tead,

Dorothy Walworth, Ernst Kris, Feb.

1.

'Censorship and Propaganda,'

Clyde Miller, Arthur Garfield Hayes,

Robert J. Landry (Variety), Feb. 8.

'Fighting with Idea BuUets,' Roger
Baldwin, Harry Overstreet, Fred-

erick Redefer, Feb. 15.

'How to Deal with Rumors,' Philip

SalisBuryr G<SHam Muiis<Sh7Tefir22,-

'You Can't Beat Ideas,' Vera Dean,
Clark Elchelberger, Quincy Howe,
March 1.

CANADA IS

DOING WELL

E. H. Smith, sales promotion di-

rector station CFCF, Montreal, has

sent out a statistical summary on
business conditions in Canada after

two years of war. It is directed at

U. S. agency account executives

and shows that the Canadian mar-
ket has been greatly extended as a

result of the war.

3ased on Dominion of Canada
Government data, the Smith sum-
mary shows that the war effort has

boosted employment 28% during the

past year alone, increased retail pur-

chasing in 12 lines including foods,

clothing and household goods, and
lifted drug store sales 15.5% as com-
pared with 10 months in 1940 which
showed' an increase over 1939.

Wholesale trade registered an in-

crease of 16.6% for first nine months
of 1941 over. 1940, continuing up-

ward trend established over 1939.

YOUNG & RUBICAM

PLOTS FOR SUMMER

Program planning division of

Young Sc Rublcam is currently in

high gear, scoufing around for pro-

grams that will serve as summer
plnchhltters for shows that the

agency has currently on NBC and
Columbia.

It Is customary for this agency,
because of the policy of certain of

its accounts, to start its searching in

January.

Dan RusselFs Travels

Dan Russell has been transferred
by Edmund Chester, CBS shortwave
and Latin-American relations chief,

from production supervision to the

post of field representative for Co-
lumbia's Latin-American Network.
He takes to the road in March.

Boyce Howes Sponsored

Detroit, Jan. 27.

Royce Howes, military expert for

the Detroit Free' Press, will do

Tuesday and Thursday evening
analytical talks on WJR under the

sponsorship of Four Way Cold Tab-
lets.

First program will be Feb. 3.

H. W. Kastor & Sons," agency,

handled the deat
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hside Stutf-Radio

That request, widely printed In the dally press, for Blng Crosby to

set up his program specially tor the men of the United States Forces in

the Far East came from a temporarily otherwise-occupied Signal Corps

man pounding the key on a War Department radio circuit, not from Gen.

Douglas MacArthur. Message came over the Army system from Fort Mills

(Corregidor) shortly before the circuit went out.

Suggestion was for General Electric's San Francisco short-wave trans-

mitter, KGEI, to beam a program to the long-wave outlet at Cebu, but

since the message came through this plant has gone off the air and the

town has been a Urgct for Japanese raids.

J. H. Neebe, as vice-president of the Campbell-Ewald agency, of Detroit,

fias circularized station managers with a letter offering a tested half-hour

recorded program on a cooperative basis. The agency, states the letter, is

prepared to assist the station's sales department in selling the recorded

show to local advertisers. Campbell-Ewald's compensation, according to

the letter, would be the production cost of the program and the 'usual

• agency commission on the cost of time.' The type or contents of the

proffered series is not explicitly disclosed in the letter.

Frank Hummert, radio head of the Blackett-Sample-Hummert Agency,

has, according to several professional managers, developed into quite a

picker of hit songs. .Unlike the general run of agency producers, Hummert
Is in the habit of sprinkling his musical programs with a goodly per-

centage of newly-introduced pop tunes and music men have become im-

pressed by his knack so far for tagging potential hits in accepting or re-

jecting submitted songs.

Stan Hubbard of KSTP has four otlier posliions"wh'ich take' up riiuch

of his time, three being in connection with national defense. He's full-

time chairman of the Minnesota Aeronautics Commission and radio chair-

man of the state Civilian Defense Council and of the state Red Cross war
relief fund drive.

He recently also was appointed midwest member of the new NBC plan-

ning and advisory committee.

Mary Livingston, who fainted in the studio after reading her final line

on the Jack Benny program Sunday night (25) via NBC-Red, sounded

unlike her normal self throughout the broadcast. Comedienne's voice

seemed to lack its usual edge of withering scorn and her normally precise

. timing was also off. At one point in the show Benny revealed something

was wrong by remarking, 'You'd better take a couple of aspedns for that

cold, Sister.'

Agency producers, writers and other outsiders who have occasion to do
business around CBS studios, New York, may be required to use passes

containing their photos.

The extension of this arrangement from the network's own personnel

to agency people who have regular cause to visit the studios is under con?

slderation by Columbia's building operations department.

Helen Hayes has turned down a bid for her radio services by the Benton
& Bowles agency in behalf of Procter & Gamble. She explained that she

had too much to do what with her current tour in 'Candle in the Wind'
and, thereafter, a yen to rest.

Miss Hayes said that she wouldn't take any radio work whatever until

next fall.

Radio columns conducted with some personal attention end writing
(not with scissors and pastepot by a guy who also is the paper's handy-
man) are so rare in the U. S. A. that when a new column bobs up people
talk about it even miles away. Lucile Evans is running a radio commen-
tary in the Woodland (Cal.) Daily Democrat that has been favorably
noted in Manhattan.

Jeanette Sayre wno, with C. J. Friedrich of Harvard, has been writing
those Rockefeller grant-sponsored booklets on radio 'controls,' is marrying
an Army officer this month and leaving her researching to live on a
Georgia Army reservation. Meantime a project to trace the relation of
Congress, the FCC and the networks has gone cold because of the war.

Lennen St Mitchell agency is looking around for a program which it

can use in place of "The Thin Man' (NBC) when the contract on the
latter series expires at the end of March. Thin Man' deal was for 26
weeks.

Woodbury is the account.

Ensign J. D. Jones, former radio engineer for WBAP and KGKO, Fort
Worth, is in a San Francisco hospital recuperating from injuries he re-
ceived when his plane was under Japanese fire last month. He Is a naval
radio operator.

CBS FILES TO

OUSTKSFOAS

TENANT

San Francisco, Jan. 27.
Its patience exhausted CBS, in

superior court here, has filed an
action to oust JCSFO from Columbia's
Palace hotel studios. A complaint
in unlawful detainer, signed by At-
torney W. P. Oaubu for Columbia,
states that Associated Broadcasters
has possession 'without any right and
without any permission or consent'
of the plaintiff.

Restitution of the premises and
tliOOO month damages is asked. A
contract attached' reveaft that KSFO
has been paying $650 a month renUl
under an agreement signed Dec. 15,
W37, and expiring at 12:01 a.m. Jan.
ii 1942. The suit climaxes an un-
''sual situation which has had KSFO
remaining in the studios although
not afltillated with CBS since Jan.l.

Meanwhile March 23 has been set
as ^Hearing date on applications of
KQW and KSFO for 50 kw grants.

Spartanburg, S. C—Robert An-
thony, former WORD program di-
rector, in charge of WSPA promo-
tion and merchandising.

TITLES FOR WTIC PAIR

Assistant Qencral Managernhlps
to MoCray, Johnson

Hartford, Jan. 27.

Thomas C. • McCray, program di-

rector of WTIC, and Walter C. John-

son, sales manager, have been upped

by General Manager Paul A. Mo-
rency, to the titles of assistant

general managers of the station.

Both still retain their old jobs.

What new duties, if any, the two
will take over have not been re-

vealed.

In To Hear Byron Price

Seattle, Jan, 27.

KOMO-KJR were hosts to a group

of, 50 local radio executives and

newspapermen last week when the

speech by Byron Price, government
director of censorship, was piped

over the Red and Blue network

lines. Talk dealt with radio code

censorship and was sent through a

loudspeaker for the listeners, not

being broadcast to public;

Jack Berch Snowdrifting
Wes^en Oil & Snowdrift Sales Co.

Is placing contracts for three quar-

ter-hours a week. It's a transcribed

series with Jack Berch. The start-

ing date is Feb. 2, with Snowdrift

shortening the product plugged.

The Magical Facts of a Magical Program

MANDRAKE the

MAGICIAN
•Brought 3,000,0Q0-_customers into

stores in six weeks in one city.

•Gained FIRST PLACE in

rating in NewYork Market^

within first ten

weeks on air.

Copyright \tH, Kins Fcaturti SyDdlcat., Inc.

• Over Station WOR a MAN-

DRAKE club gained 300,000

members in three weeks with

900,000 signatures of house-

wives.

• Until now never oflered or avail-

able beyond four major cities.

We are now able, for the first

time, to offer this sales magic of

MANDRAKE for regiohal and local

sponsorship in all parts of the United

States and Canada. We believe that

this is the finest tested program

available in. the field of adventure,

action, mystery and drama. And

remember, MANDRAKE is backed up

by a newspaper circulation exceed-

ing 9,500,000.

These brilliant transcriptions avail-

able for immediate use are pro-

duced under the personal super-

vision of Henry Souvaine, directed

by Carlo de Angelo, with special

magical music by William M^eder.

Take advantage of this practical magic—cash magic—^magic

that makes sales dollars dance into jingling cash registers

—magic now available for Regional and Local sponsorship.

Please communicate with THE TRANSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT

HENRY SOUVAINE, Inc.

30 Rockefeller Plaza New York City

CIRCLE 7-5666
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Leighton & Nelson Agency Owners,

Col. Jim Healey and Bradley Kincaid

Get Station Okay for Schenectady

Schenectady, Jan. 27.

Western Gate company has the

greenlight from the Federal Com-
munications Commission to establish

a full-time 250 watt station here.

Chief backers of the new station are

Winslow Leighton and George Nel-

son of the local advertising agency

bearing their name. Col. Jim Healey,

the commentator, and Bradley Kinc-

aid, the hillbilly entertainer, are also

stockholders.

Barring all priorities or legalistic

Impediments the new station will be

built and start operations 'as soon as

possible,' Either. Leigtitpn. px ticjspn,

will detach himself from the adver-
tising agency to devote full energies
to statiori management.

FALLING OFF

LOG IS HARD

Warwick Si Legler has called .on

"ltatistli~reis?"f6tlhe sinfriffissToii" week"
ly of reports showing not only the
programs that surround or compete
v/ith the agency's Edgeworth To-
bacco spot announcements but also
the announcement periods that have
become available on the stations
carrying the Edgeworth blurbs. The

State Your Business

Greenville, S. C, Jan. 27.

WFBC has announced wartime
ruling whereby only persons

with business appointments, cm-
'ployes and talent will be admit-

ted to studios and offices.

Studio audiences and casual

visitors are barred.

SOLDe TALK

FROM IRELAND?

Young & Hubicam is trying to line

up a two-way shortwave convei-sa-

tion between Pvt. Milburn Henke,

first U. S. soldier to disembark in

Ireland, and hia girl from Hutchin-

son, Minn. Broadcast would be part

of next Tuesday night's (3) 'We, the

People' program for Sanka coffee, via

CBS.
Also being sought for the same

broadcast is an interview with one
of the U. S. soldiers, now in a San
J'xanciscQ-hospital.-wha-was-wounded.
in the Jap attack on Pearl Harbor.
Tentatively for the show, in addi-

tion, is Hank Greenberg, Detroit out-

field star now in the army, and Wal-
ter Lemmon, owner of WRUL, short-

wave station in Boston.
Dave Levy directs the program.

reps' reaction to the W&L letter
seeking this info was that if they
compUed with the request they
would have to extend the same serv-
ice to every agency and that if such
were to happen they would have to

expand their clerical forces tenfold.

Accompanying W&L's letter was a
batch of two different forms that
the reps were asked to fill ip. One
form provides for (1) the time of the
Edgeworth spot's broadcast, (2) the
^program preceding, (3) the program
'following and (4) competitive pro-
-ams on other major stations. The
other form, which is described by-
the agency as allowing for a con
ti'nuous check on availabilities as
they open up 'for the purpose of (a)
increasing purchases and (b) seek
Wg to improve the time,' is to be
used fop showing the spots avail-
able

W. F. JOHNS OF WTCN

TO CHI AND NEW JOB

Minneapolis, Jan. 27.

William F. Johns, general manager
of the St. Paul Pioneer Press and
Dispatch and president of radio sta
tion WTCN, goes to Chicago April
1 as head of the Ridder-Johns, Inc
advertising agency April' 1.

Enlargement of the Bidder-Johns'
organization is under way.

'Flagg-Qidrt' Sustaining

Hollywood, Jan. 27.

'Captain Flagg and Sergeont Quirt,'

with Edmund Lowe-Victor McLag-
len. is being retained by Blue Net-

woi k as sustainer.

Mennen's withdrew sponsorship

last week.

Lewis, Dong Merservey

Sever Their Contacts

With Columbia, NBC

William B. Lewis and Douglas
Mer.'servey, of the Office of Facts
and Figures, have resigned their re-

spective jobs with CBS and NBC.
Both men have been trying to sever
their network connections fo;' some
time, but the companies were re-

ported to be reluctant to have them
leave. Both have been on leaves of

absence to do the .^Government as-

signments. !

Lewis was CBS vice-president in

charge of broadcasts, while Merser-
.ycy .was. SLsales. eXCS-Pf.MBC^ -

Bates' Last Ditcher

T. Wells, director of the Guy Lom-
bardo program for the Ted Bates
agency (Colgate-Palmolive-Peet), is

handling virtually the entire radio
department this week. Tom Revere,
slated to head tlie department start-

ing Monday (2), hasn't yet moved
over from Benton & Bowles. Mil-
dred Fenton, in charge of daytime
programs, is still hospitalized with
a-J}ad. -back.—Addison—Smith,—di-
rector of 'Hobby Lobby.' is out with
an infected tooth, but may be back
in time to handle the Saturday niglit

(31) 'show.
Gordon Graham, director of

'Maudie's Diary,' headquarters at the
WiUiam Morris office.

He Is, He Isn L A 'Radical'

Prof. Goodwin Watson, Defended by Fly, Again

Fired Upon In Congress

American Tobacco Orders Wamow

Style Changes to Meet Coca-Cola

New Minute Men

Nashville, Jan. 27.

'Radio Minute Men' is latest

stunt being used by WSIX to

boost sales of defense bands and
stamps.
Leading local citizens are In-

vited to deliver one-minute
speeches plugging defense bonds.

SET SCALE FOR

LOBSTERETTES

Station WABC, New York, key
outlet -of-GBS,- is-nbw roffering-one--

minute and 100-word spot announce-
ments on 'its 1-6 a.m. nightly re-

corded classics program. Present
policy of concert and opera music
on the show was Instituted about
two weeks ago and the sale of spot
announcements was offered this

week. No sponsors have yet signed
for participation.

Rates for the one-minute spots are
$25 fur one day, $50 for two days,
$87.50 for three days, $90 for four
days, $112.50->for five days, $120 for
six days, and $140 for seven days.
Rates for IQO-word plugs -are $20,

$40r$547-$72;-$90r $96'-and-:?lI2 for
the corresponding number of days.

Washington, Jan. 27.

Because the FCC has avoided the
issue. Congress will decide whether
Prof. Goodwin Watson, ordained
minister and former Columbia Uni-
versity faculty member, remains In

Ms job as one of the head men of

the foreign program monitoring
service. Campaign has been on to

oust him because of asserted radical

beliefs and sympathy for un-Ameri-
can causes.

Though Chairman James L. Fly
stoutly^ defended Watson, who is

head of - the propaganda analysis

unit, the House Appropriations Com-
mittee recommended and the lower
chamber of Congress agreed to for-

bid use of any FCC funds to pay
Watson's $5,600-a-year salary. The
rider was approved without any de-

bate aside from a sharp attack on
the FCC expert by Rep. Richard B.

Wigglesworth of Massachusetts.
More or less slipped through the

House before Watson's friends might
organize, the provision will be the

focal point of a wrangle before the
Senate Appropriations Conunlttee, It

is expected. Though the Commis-
sion Frldiay (23) argued inconclu-
sively about going to bat for the
program analyst, protests probably
will be made by Chairman Fly and
possibly other regulators in \heir in-

dividual capacities, and Watson un-
doubtedly will try to Induce the
Senators to knock out the clause. In
event the prohibition Is dropped,
there will be a tug of war between
the two ..legislative bodies.

Fight against Watson was launched
last October by Chairman Martin
Dies of the House Un-Americanism
Investigating Committee. After re-
monstrating with Fly—to no avail

—

about employment of a man who had
been hooked up with certain con-
troversial 'liberal' movements and
supposedly a member of 'Commun-
ist front' organizations, the red-
hunter sounded off publicly. He en-
listed one of his fellow-probers, Joe
Starnes, Alabama Democrat, who is

on the Appropriations Subcommit-
tee having jurisdiction over FCC af-

fairs.

Secret Hearings
Using ammunition obtained by the

Un -Americanized Investigating Com-
mittee sleuths. Starnes attacked
Fly during recent secret hearings
on the Commisison's money requests
for the next fiscal year. Fly later
was tagged Watson's 'accessory' by
Charles A. Plumley; a Vermont Re-
publican, who said Fly and Watson
'could easily be at the head of the
most insidious, dangerous fifth col-

umn in this country.'

Evidence presented by Starnes
'leaves absolutely no doubt that Dr.
Watson, is totally unfitted for the
position In question,' WIggleworth
charged. He said the propaganda
analysis has 'lack of sympathy with
the American way of life' and Is a
believer In totalitarian- principles.'
During the inquisition, however,
Fly repeatedly denied the groups
Watson- Is supposed to have played
with are disloyal or subversive, al'

though quite often he said he did
not know of any past affiliation Wat-
son may have had with several sus-

pected outfits. At one point the
Chairman caused some members to
regard him susl^iciously, acknowl-
edging he sympathized with the
Spanish Loyalists and indicated gen-
eral friendship for some of the al«

lagedly-iadlcal groups under dlS'

cussion.

KYW-Union StiU Apart

Philadelphia, Jan. 27.

Negotiations between KYW, NBC-
Red outlet, and the Musicians Union
for a new contract have apparently

struck ^n Impasse. End of a two
weeks' 'grace' period is Thursday
(29). Old contract expired Jan. 15.

Although neither the union nor
the outlet would divulge what the

difficulty was. It's believed KYW is

seeking to get rid of its present swing
studio band and swap it for a group
which win lean more toward the
classical stuff,

KYW's plan is to keep Clarence
Fuhrman, present studio band lead-
er, as the director of the new aggre-
gation. But the union is standing
its ground In an effort to save the
jobs of the swing looters.

Meanwhile the union signed a new
pact with WCAU, calling for a $5-a-
week increase for each man in the
studio band, plus a small, allowance
for live music at WCAU's F-M sta-
tion, W69PH. Negotiations are still

under way at WFIL.

San Francisco—^Verne Harvey, for-
merly of KGDM, Stockton, and Wil-
lard J. Starkey, late of KVEC, San
L,ouis Obispo, new engineers on the
KYA staff.

American Tobacco, which l^ceotly
revised its Lucky Strike 'Hit Po.
rade' on CBS with the addition of
name guests and bands, is changing
the format still further, Saturday
night series is now being pointed
still -mere toward a swing style of
music.
Mark Warnow's regular band has

been cut from 55 to 38 pieces, chiefly
reducing the number of strings, in
addition, jive and dance rhythms are
being increasingly stressed. Benny
Carter, Negro noted in the trade for

'

his hot arrangements, was added to
Warnow's arranging staff last week
and will supply three numbers for
this Saturday night's broadcast
Understood the sponsor's Idea in

adding guest names and veering
more toward swing style of mtiiie
Is to meet the challenge being of-
fered by Coca-Cola's slx-nights-f
week' 'Spotlight-Bands'- series; —

WIDOW ASKS FEE

FOR WAVE FIX

Minneapolis, Jan, 27.

Widow of one-time Congressman

D. W. Johnson has filed suit In dls<

VrlcF'coCiTraga'iii'stTlie' estate"or "llie'

late J. P. Devaney, former state su-
preme court chief justice and prin-
cipal owner of radio station WLOL,
local Mutual outlet, for $28,000 pay-
ment for services rendered. The ac-
tion is based on a claim Johnson had
a contract with Devaney to act as
the latter's agent and personal repre-
sentative in obtaining a federal
broadcasting license for WLOL,
which Devaney organized and estab-

lished.

For his work, it's alleged, Johnson
was to have had 350 shares of capital

stock in the station, or the equiva-
lent, $25,000 in cash, and that he re-

ceived neither.

A FCC license was Issued to the
station June 14, 1040, after Johnson
is alleged to have spent $3,900 of his

own money in necessary expenses
incidental to obtaining the permit
It's claimed that only $500 of this

money was repaid to Johnson. Re-
payment of the $3,000 expense money
balance and $25,000 fee Is sought.

Texas GoMen doves

San Antonio, Jan. 27.

Station KABC will broadcast the

local Golden Gloves tournament to

be held here starting Jan. 27 through
29. Station will air a half-hour

broadcast each night on Tuesday and
Wednesday and will air from 9:30

p.m. to the close of the final fight

Broadcasts will be handled by Bill

Michaels and Tommy Reynolds.

COLORADO SPRINGS
ens NETWORK
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Payrofl Traffic

New Xork City. — Edward F.

Friendly and Fred Stengel have,

joined the sales staff of WBYN,
Brooklyn. Friendly was formerly

with the Atlantic City Press-Union,

while Stengel was salesman at

WBAB, Atlantic Ctiy, and KVOA,
Tucson, Ariz.

Allan Wray, formerly with

WNYC, New York; WLW, Cincin-

nati, and NBC, Chicago, has joined

the announcing staff of W71NY,
FM outlet of WOR, New York.

Sioux City. — Maxine Cooper,

formerly with the Son De Regger
-BWv»» advertising agency, Des

Moines, has joined KSCJ continuity

department.

Akron, O.—Carl Kent, sports-

caster and general utility man at

WAKR, named executive assistant to

president Bernard Berk. Stanley

Peyton has left announcing staff.

Salt I^ke City.—Gene Pack, tech-

nical supervisor for KSL, has been
named traffic manager.

Craig Rogers, traffic manager for

KDYL, leaves to Join the U. S.

Naval Reserves. Also, Alan Gun-
derson, assistant chief engineer for

KDYL, into Naval Reserve.

week took job as industrial expert
in radio research department of OPM
in Washington.

Reslna, Sask.—Reg Sutton added
spelling staff of CKCK replacing
George Davies who has joined the
air force. Harry Cook doing night
news broadcasts.

STATIONS' PREJUDICE AGAINST ASCAP IS

CAUED DETRIMENTAL TO SPOT BUSINESS

Seattle—Bill Ward, continuity and
transcription librarian at KOL, is

leaving Feb. 1st to try his luck in

California. Bill Gunning Alls the
job.

Lonlsvllle.—New production man-
ager at WGRC-New Albany-Louis-
ville is George Losey. Comes to the
local station from WLS, Chicago, and
was formerly manager of KHMO,
Hannibal, Mo.

Troy Bank's Quiz

Troy, N. Y., Jan. 27.

Manufacturers National Bank to-

night begins sponsorship over WTRY
of 'Headline Champions.' It's an
hour quiz based on newspaper and
news magazine stories. First show
had teams from the Junior League
and the Business . and Professional

Women's Club competing. Prizes of

$25 in defense stamps are split.

Bob Lewis and Cecil Walker pop
the questions, and Nick Carter han-
dles the announcing'.

Montreal.—Phil Lauzoh, producer
at CKAC has reported for active

service and is currently being
groomed for his lieutenancy at

Brockville training camp. Lauzon
has been handling Varieties Metro-
politains, Veillees de Samedi Soir

(Saturday Night Parties), and His-
toires d'Amour (Love Stories) for

CKAC.

San Jose—Don Frederick,' recently

with KFOX, Long Beach, is a new
KQW voice.

..Troy. N. T.—Roy Fuller, formerl^r

of WKNY, Kingston, has joined the
engineering staff of WTRY, Troy,

N. Y.

Anpista, Ga.—Mrs. Frederick B.

Thompson, former NBC staffer head-
quartered In New York, has joined
WGAC as promotion manager. Re-
signed to come to Augusta with her
husband, army lieutenant, assigned
here.

Ashevllle, N. q.—Jack Dobbs, for-
merly with YAPO, Chattanooga,
Tenn., has joined WWNC announc-
ing staff.

Pittsbnrgh — Alex Mester, of
WKPA In New Kensington, Pa., has
joined engineering staff of station
WCAE here. He succeeds Gifford
Bixbee, Into army.

Minneapolis—KSTD photographer,
Matthew Nlckelson, and Richard
Hance, son of the KSTP vice-presi-
dent and assistant general manager,
have joined marines.

New York City.—Peter Ambro has
Joined the news- editing staff of

WNEW, New York.

'

Ban Antonio. — Elizabeth Palms
added at KABC.

Boston—Evelyn Tolin, secretary In
WEEI publicity office for past five

years, has been upped to assistant
to publicity head Walter Murphy.
Carol Savage joins staff In Miss
Tolin's former spot.

BnSalo—Announcer Jack Gulnan,
wl(o left this week for the Army, Is

succeeded at WGR-WKBW by Mar-
tin Tobin, from KOA, Denver.
WBNY has new spieler In Jack

OgUvie, from WMBO, Auburn, N. Y.
UUlan Goss, pianist and assistant

program director, severed connec-
tion with WBEN after 11 years.

Worcester.— William H. Brennan,
for the past four years on announc-
ing staff of WORC, has succeeded
Del Camp at' 'WTAG. Camp last

Jamestown, N. Y.—WJTN is losing

William Eckman, salesman, on the

next draft call here. He will be re-

placed by William Franklin of Syra-
cuse, formerly with WOLF there.

Marshall Shantz, former WJTN an-
nouncer, will be graduated from El-

lington Field, Texas, next month and
'BeTnHbcSa'infblHe SlfCorps.

'

John Lewis,, ex-staffer, is with
WACO, Baltimore.

mCHRlSTIAN'S'

$2,0i PRIZE

SCRIPT

Prize of $2,000 for a radio script,

helieved to be the first time such an

award has been offered, will be

given by the Chesebrpugh Co. and

the McCann-Erickson agency for the

best 'Dr. Christian' script to be sub-

mitted between Feb. 1 and May 1.

Contest is open to anyone and any
usable scripts or script Ideas entered
may be purchased at the prevailing

rate for the program.
Winning script will be selected by

a committee of judges chosen from
the theatrical, film and radio fields.

Group will .be named In the next
couple of weeks. Prize contest will

not affect the various authors who
already contribute scripts for the

"Dr. Christian' series, though they

are eligible as entrants. Among the

regular writers on the show are Ruth
Adams Knight, M. M. Musselman,
Joe Bates Smith and Jack Hasty.

'Dr. Christian' airs at 8:30-8:55 p.m.

(11:30 repeat), Wednesdays on CBS.

Salt Lake City, Jan. 27.

A 'first' for Salt Lake radio is the

KDYL signing of Eastern Iron &
Metal Co. for sponsorship of a radio

series. This marks the debut of Salt

Lake's ore interests on the airwaves.

-Siiic.e-JT>ining_Ls..Almq£t__half^_of^ the

State's business, iVs an 'fmpoffa'hV

event hereabouts.

Series will be entirely institu-

tional, with the object to promote
sale of Defense Bonds and Stamps.

Commercial plugs will be. confined to

simple naming of sponsor, with ap-

peal for bond purchases.

'All Out for Victory' will use

interviews with selectees plus Ed
Stoker's orchestra, and will be staged

before audience at Ft. Douglas re-

ception centre. John Woolf will pro-

duce and Emerson Smith, program
director for KD'YL, will emcee.
Weekly award of $25 Defense

Bond goes to person writing best

letter telling why all Americans
should buy such bonds.

Pearl Beer Blurbs Cat

San Antonio, Jan. 27.

San Antonio Brewing Co. (Pearl

Beer) has 12 discs containing 28 one-

minute announcements for placement

on various stations throughout the

state. Transcriptions were made by

Tommy Reynolds and Ted Eckman
of station KABC on the station's own
transcription equipment.
Account is handled through the

Pitluk agency.

. MAIL COLUMBIA

TO WIN/

CEsntZAU OHIO'S owtV
C3S outuht;

OR US//

ORE COMPANY

A FIRST TIME

SPONSOR

10 STATIONS

INKS1PWEB

Minneapolis, Jan. 27.

Two more stations have joined the

NBC's northwest network. They're

WMFG, Hibbing, and WHLB, Vft-

ginla, Minn. KSTP feeds the net-

work now totaling 10 stations.

Outlets served are In Wisconsin
and North Dakota In addition to

Minnesota.

KWAI.^ WaUace, Idaho

Makes It 196 on MBS
station KWAL, Wallace, Idaho,

has joined Mutual via affiliation with

the Don Lee network. Outlet Is

owned by the Silver Broadcasting

Co. and operates on 1450 kc. and 250

watts.

Brings the total number of Mutual
affiliates to 196.

Eisele Files for Ft Worth

Carnation Series No'wr Includes ASCAP But Station

Attitude Creates Worry and Added Work—-The

Barbasol Account Also Involved

The Erwln-Wasey agency will,

starting this Monday (2), Include

ASCAP music in Its two transcribed

Carnation series. Failure of some

stations involved in the campaign
to obtain ASCAP commercial li-

censes has caused much worry and
added work for the agency's radio
department. While the, rfgency has
yet to solve completely the copy-
right clearance entailed in the Car-
nation discs, it is preparing to adopt
a .similar policy of A§CAP music for

its Barbasol account. • In the case
of Barbasol it is first circularizing the
stations with a questionnaire in-

quiring which have ASCAP licenses

and just what performing uses the
licenses cover.

The Carnation spot business is

split between two diflerent sets of

programs. One, which features Ar-
thur Godfrey, is cut. by NBC's
Recording Division, while the other,

also a 15-minute musical show, is

produced at the studios of Asso-
ciated Music Publishers, Inc. After
the agency had informed the stations

on either list that the programs were
going ASCAP music as of Feb. 2

.it found, that thr.ee_ o.f the outlets

did not hold ASCAP licenses aiid had
no intention of applying for them.
These stations suggested that the
agency clear the performing righls

at the source aiid deduct the ASCAP
per program fee (8%) from their

time billings.

Four A's Caution

Erwin-Wasey refused to get mixed
up in such an arrangement, since the

American Association of Advertising
Agencies has cautioned its members
against assuming any obligations

fox clearances on performing rights.

As the agency was about to look

around for competitive stations to
take the series the AMP offered to
take on the assignment of clearing
at the source. NBC's recording divi-
sion agreed to do the same thing
but with limitations.

Other agencies with tian-scribed
musical programs arc faced with
the same clearance problem. The
radio head of one of -these agencies
last week expressed himself aa
puzzled by the attitude of some sta-

tions on the ASCAP licensing situa-

tion. These stations, he said, ought
to realize that they are hamstringing
spot advertisers by insisting that the
latter limit themselves to non-
ASCAP music while the networks
have available to them the wide and
extensive repertoire of ASCAP as
well as the other copyright group's.

The spot advertiser, he pointed out,

war, in the position of competing for
audiences with the networks, land It

was to be regretted that the bitter-

ender stations were not only mak-
ing the job difficult for the agencies
but were discouraging the agencies
Uoxfi recommending 15-minute pro-
grams. Perhaps, he added, these
stations would prefer to have their

spot business confined to announce-
ments.

Lever Admen Upped

M. J. Roche and Henry M. Stevens,
who have been Lever Bros, advertis-

ing executives for some time, hav*
been formally given the title of as-

sistant advertising manager.
Stevens will continue to direct the

Swan Soap campaign, while Roche
goes on handling problems of adver-
tising management

Fort Worth, Jan. 27.

J. A. Eisele, who has just filed an
application with the Federal Com-
munications Commission for permis-
sion to construct and operate a radio

station here, proposes to operate on
1,400 kilocycles, unlimited time and
power of 250 watts.

Eisele is the father-in-law of Tel

Casper, announcer on the staff of

WBAP and KGKO.

Cline Aide to Wall
Indianapolis, Jan. 27.

William R. Cline, form.erly sales

manager of WLS, Chicago, has been

named assistant to H. G. Wall, gen-

eral manager of WIBC here.

Cline was with WLS, Chicago, for

10 years.

Ralpfi Hardy, KSL, Salt Lake City,

salesman, is defense co-ordinator for

duration.

BOB HANNON
ColumbOa^t Young Man With a Song

HELD OVER
ROXY, New York

3RD WEEK
VARIETY Said:

Bob Hannon has e.itabllshed

himself In radio via the Frank
Fay program, as Its featured

tenor, and now the tall, good-

looking, personable warbler has

extended his Ingratiating »ong-

eterlng to the roatnim. 'Whether

It's radio, vaudeville or cafea,

Hannon has enough on the ball

to click In any one of those

fields. .

Hannon'8. Irish tenor 1» plenty

sturdy for the ballads to which
he leans, and with, his neat phiz

and easy deportment In front of

the mike, whether Its lilting a
tune or Ju.st emcceing,' he has
what It. takes, particularly for

the femmes. Naka.

FRANK FAY'S

TUMS PROGRAM
NBC

BILLBOARD Saidt

Bob Hannon, warbler ' on

Tiim's air show featuring Frank
Fay, follows Lewis and Van to

emsee In addition to his singing

turn. He's a good straight tenor

with plenty of solid melody and

conservative arrangements — no

frilly stuff because he does not

need It Sang Rose O'Day, K
medley of standards. White
CIlffH of Dover, and encored

with an Irish tune. Excellent.

Decca Records

Personal Management
PAUL KAPP

Booking

MCA ARTISTS, LTD.
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'ABIE'S IBISH KOSE'
TTIth Betty Winkler, Sydney Smith,
Wnlter Klnellav AUn Beed, Jo-

seph Boland, Carl Eastman, Ann
Thomas, Bill Adams, Menasba
Skalniok, Anna Appel, Fred Snl-

Ilvan, Howard Petrle, Joe Stopak
orcb

Serial
30 Mlns.
PROCTER & GAMBLE
Saturday, 8 p.m.
WEAF-NBC, New ITllrk

(KastOT)

Badio', the habitual borrower, has

finally gotten around to borrowing

the long-run, top-gross, low-cost, all-

time wonder farce of the Broadway,

Chicago, Erie, Union City and inter-

mediate points stage. In its original

form 'Abie' wasn't a play, it was

an industry. It was the grandpappy

of the daytime serial, the arch-type

of family quarrel-happy ending boy

meets girl. 'Abie' was the distilla-

tion of all the jokes beginning, 'It

seems that Mike met Dee one day,

and ' Irish wit and Jewish senti-

ment, the tug of racial ties, the

comic consequences of racial inter-

mingling in the land of immigrants

were all implicit In the yarn Anne
Nichols contrived and. from which

she made a fortune.

Now comes 'Abie' to radio, a be-

lated disiovery, but as 'natural' to

the medium as the famihar over-

tones, the familiar characters, the

familiar situation and the pervading
scent of full-grown maize. 'Abie

arrives, perhaps not without signifi-

cance historically, at a time when
the nation has swung to the unre-
served conviction that, the Nazis are

wrong on all counts. Here is the

first post-declaration serial openly
based on racial and religious toler-

ance. 'Abie,' by its very title, by
every movement, line, gag, empha-
sis hurls a message of good-natured
tolerance of other groups. 'Abie'

never was, and still isn't, subtle.

Neither are the pro-German anti-

Semites who have recently been so

well represented on radio programs
dealing with 'politics.'

This first broadcast Saturday night

(24) was more or less a re-statement
In radio dialog of Act I of the play.

It set the stage. It prepared the
situation of the old Jewish papa
with a yen for grandchildren, strict-

ly kosher in both lines of descent.
There would be little difficulty even
to the listeners unacquainted . with
the plot in advance to make a cor-

rect guess that the heir of Solomon
Is a streamlined, second generation,
American capable of the horror of
falling in love with a girl not of his

own faith.

And so there It is. Brought Into
the radio studios. Maybe touched
up here and there for the require-
ments of a later day and a newer
medium. But remarkably like itseU,

' a re-discovery in the radio manner.
More stage gags were in the original

but radio has the original music
background of Tom Bennett
The parts are almost as set In

their broad terms as Gilbert and
Sullivan. The trick Is to keep it

simple (clean It is, guaranteed) and
to keep it moving (not too fast, be'
cause radio devotees of honest senti'

ment don't enjoy being galloped)
so that 'Abie' can be radio.
Although the first installment was

not without flaws production-wise, it

got oft at an easy' jog under the
pacing of Axel Gruenberg. Anne
Nichols, who founded the V^ble' in-

dustry, is still owner. iMni.

JOSEPHINE TUMINIA
With Alfredo Antonlnl, Alois Bav-

rlUa, WOB Orchestra
Moslo, Songs
30 Mlns.
CONTI OLIVE OIL
Salnrday, 8 p.m.
WOR-Hotnal, New Tork.

(Berminflliam, Castleman & Pearce)

This should be a fairly successful

series of programs, for it contains
just the right ingredients of classic

and semi-classic songs to please both
kinds of listeners. Program features
Josephine Tuminia, 25 year old Cali-

fornia coloratura of the Met. Singer
was in exceptionally good voice on
the opening program, opening with a
medley of waltzes by Johann Strauss
sung in Italian. The lilting waltz
melodies, couplM with the liquid

flow of Italian, plus a superb voice
raises wonder why Strauss is not
more often sung in that language.
Miss Tuminia is a sound musician,

and her accuracy to absolute pitch is

almost uncanny. The uppermost
notes were brilliant and the clear-
cut staccatl work of the highest pos-
sible nature. 'Intermezzo,' the next
song sung, is not in Miss Tuminia's
range, and although well sung and
phrased, is hardly the type of song
associated with such a voice.

Victor Herbert melodies concluded
the show, and gave her a chance to
show off more In florid passages
where she excels. Program would
probably be better off if an operatic
selection were used weekly.
The orchestra under Antonini

played well, and the announcements
of Alois HavrlUa were short ^nd to
the point. It was an excellent start
first show and bodes well for the
future Eddy.

Owen J. Roberts' clear, concise re-

port on conditions at Pearl Harbor

which made the Japanese surprise

attack- possible was badly mangled in

the Fulton Lewis, Jr. commentary

over WOR-Mutual Saturday (24) 9-

9:15 p.m. With gratuitous preambles

such as 'Once more a direct quota-

tion,' 'In the first place' and Then it

goes on to say' combined with much
long - winded phraseology which

threw no additional light on the sub-

ject, Lewis succeeded admirably In

rendering a remarkably lucid report

confusing. In sharp contrast was the

N. V. Times straight news radio re-

port over WMCA at 9 p.m. which In

two or three minutes came through

with a brief, exact and easily under-

standable summary of Justice Rob-

erts' findings.

[Mnnininnninninnn^
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SERENADE FROM BUFFALO'
With Elvira, Roger Coleman, David
Cheskln orchestra

3* Mlns.—Local
Sustaining
Saturdays, 1 p.m.
WKBW-CBS, BolTalo

Oave Cheskin, violin-playing lead-
er, has welded together house band
long on strings and muted effects and
short on heavy brass usually found
in such outfits. Result is a pleasing
tonal group that gets its effects from
choir-like strings and staccato trum-
pets, yet gaining a desired full-
bodied effect, using a Hammond or-
gan as one of its fillers. Outfit sounds
well-suited to radio, which usually
utilizes a band styled along dance-
hall lines.

Session caught (24) found Ches-
kinltes picking spirited job on clas-
sic 'Temptation' for opener, moving
along with rhythmic 'Kerry Dance,'
a bouncy version of 'Evening Star*
and winding up with 'Honey Dear.'
Dragged a little In 'I Don't Want to
Walk Without You.' Tossed in also,
on CBS show,- 'I'll Find My Way,'
which is themer at sister-station
WGIfs daily soap-opera of the same
tag to Uuttial.
Vocals by Elvira (Ruppel) were

capably polished off, principally
•Make Love to Me.' Roger Coleman
showed a mature, mike-wlse tenor
In 'Haglc of Magnolias' and 'I Got It
Bai' Band's arrangements were
natty, reflectUig a bit of effort to
bring out special effects. Betz.

Col. Bobert HcCormIck, Chicago
Tribune publisher, speaking over
Mutual Saturday night gave a few
strong reasons w.hy the Irish should
turn their bases over to the Allied
nations. McCormick added that Irish
neutrality Is a sham, preserved as a
German advantage.
WGN Symphony Orchestra and

chorus, plus vocalists Thomas L.

Thomas and Marian L. Claire, came
through with a nice production of
Sigmund Romberg's 'New Moon.'
Thomas was in exceptional voice
in the male lead.

5000 watt;

SOOTHEBN BIVEBS
With Evelyn Plttanan Choir
25 BUns.
Sastotnlnff
Friday, 12:05 mldnlfht
WEAF-NBC, New Tork
Another In'NBC's lineup of studio-

produced shows in the late-evening
hours, 'Southern Rivers' is a pala-
table musical series originating at
WKY, Oklahoma City. Evelyn Pitt-
man's choir sings spirituals and folk
ballads somewhat tmevenly, with
Scott Bishop's continuity giving the
stanza the form of a journey by river
through the south.

It's unpretentious but agreeable.
Hobe,

Follow-Up Comment

TOUB CHANCE TODAT*
With Keith Rollins

16 Mlns.
Professional Schools
Tnes.-Frl., 10:15 p. m.
WOV, New Tork
Hie urge for sell-Improvement Is

the hook on which this series pro-

duced by Huber Hoge & Sons Is

hung. Idea is to give listeners prac-
tical, factual Informatloii about job

openings and the salary and ad^
vancement prospects involved. Se-
ries Is sponsored by various profes-

sional and vocational schools, and
the commercial plugs are virtually

constant through each stanza.

Keith Rollins does the spieling

about employment chances, with a

guest interviewee on each program.
On the Friday (16) edition, the guest

was a femme dietician, who dis-

cussed that field of work. Program
was admirably factual and infor-

mative and, of course, based on a

potent listener pull—the chance for
increased earning and general self-

betterment. However, the writing
and spieling were rather amateurish.

Hobe.

War-Crazy Clock

Upton Close, NBC Far Eastern
commentator, over WEAF 1-1:15 p.m.
Sunday (25) delivered a sympathetic
analysis of the Japanese-American
situation on the Pacific Coast—per-
haps too sympathetic. He said the
majority of the Japs in California
were loyal to the United States, an-
gered by the treacherous attack on
Pearl Harbor, and embarrassed by
the position in which they were
placed as enemies of the American
people whom they have long regard-
ed as friends. Close ..thought that
restrictions against Japs in the U. S.
should be modified to an extent
where at least the truck gardening
trade, necessary in supplying Ameri-
can convoys, could be maintained.

'Musical Steelmakers,' the Wheel-
ing (W. Va.) Steel program with tal-
ent recruited from company em-
ployee ranks, was a pleasant Inter-
lude Sunday (26) on WJZ-NBC Blue
5:30-6 p.m. It was characterized
chiefly by excellent choice of mu-
sical numbers, nifty orchestrations
for the smooth company band, and
a couple of okay femme vocalists
whose names were not very clearly
mentioned by an otherwise adequate
emcee with an intriguing Scotch
burr.

'Doffy'g Tavern' donated the last
few minutes of Its show Thursday
night (22) on CBS to the infantile
paralysis campaign. Whereupon the
'March of Dimes' committee pro-
cee$led to offer a practical demon-
stration of how not to use radio. To
fill the spot, a Dr. John Landon
struggled to tell between nervous
throat-clearings what the 'March of
Dimes' is for. It was appalling. An-
nouncer John Reed King's brief clos-
ing appeal for contributions helped,
but couldn't save it.

^sContlnned from page 25^=

(c) possibly create a special early
morning advertising rate.

High powered stations in some
cases overlap time zones, in both
directions, east and west. That
creates other headaches for manage-
ment and advertisers alike.

Bnffalo's War Workers
Buffalo, Jan. 27.

With airplane, steel and other de-
fense plants in Buffalo area worki.

ing a 24-hour day and many allow-
ing employees to bring in portable
radios during all-night shifts, WGR
has put itself on 'round-the-clock'
operation, filling its hours from 2 to

6 a.m. with disc show, Ralph Snyder
runs it.

WKBW, also run by Buffalo
Broadcasting Corp., will go on all-

night schedule soon.

Boy Wooten, program manager for
WREC, underwent a minor operation
in Methodist hospital, Memphis,
Thursday (22).

THE O'NEILLS

•>;OW !? '\0'O : -VOSV POPULAR

iGA:yi-T;i;;OBS

f
JCTCMI^ICE DAILY

NBC Red Network, 12:16 to 12:30 P.M
WAB(^: 30-6:46 EST—CBS

COAST TO COAST
Dir. COMPTOM ADTKBTISINO AfiiafOX

MOT. ED WOLF—RKO BLOQ. NEW YORK CITY

IN..
EST

KNX's Aftcr-Mldnlte Sched
Hollywood, Jan. 27.

Acting on the assumption that

more than 300,000 aircraft and other
defense workers on the swing shift

in this area do their playing and
amusement seeking after the mid-
night break and sleep through the
day, KNX officials set out to do
something about it That 300,000

had advertising possibilities, the
sales bosses surmised, so a schedule
of entertainment from 1 to S ajn.

was set up, comprising largely day-
time repeats via discs with a few
studio-made shows tossed in. Sta-
tion has been off the air for that
stanza and now operates on a 24-

hour schedule. Commercial rates

have been made available to agen-
cies but so far no deal?.

Four-hour program Is made up
largely of musical shows either heard
during the day or blocked out from
the east due to preempted Coast
time. To gauge listener appeal for
agency presentation, Diana Gale,
singer, has been given a regular spot
as the. 'swing shift sweetheart'' nie
Incoming mall for requests, etc., is

expected to create a demand for the
time and prove to advertisers that
the KNX slant oa the living habits
of the potential 300,000 is not far off

the t>eam.

Mellett AssuresHj
sss Continued from pate 11

the military branches. Prospect ot
extension ot this type of picture,

making to include the war industries

Is contemplated, although Freeman
bad nothing to say on this phase.

\ Choice ot Material Optional

As tor feature films for the na.
tion'sHheatre screens, the declsloas'
of choice ot story material, bai-
grounds and dramatic approach ar«
strictly up to the men who operate
the studios. Freeman said. War Is-
like the rain, falling on everyone,
and the presentatlonv of any phase
of it whether militaristic, social or
political. Is left exclusively to the
normal production processes.

In its broader aspects, the film In.
dustry probably will attain a prl.
ority classification as an essential
non-military operation. In his let.

ter outlining' duties to be performed
by Mellett President Roosevelt
stressed the importance of the mo.
Uon picture theatre, as a builder and
sustainer of public morale. Such
classification, however, as explained
by Freeman, does not place the in.

dustry in any position to claim spe.
clal preferment for any materials
used in production, distribution or
exhibition. Armaments come first

Surplus material will be allocated.

t>lcture business will get its break
along with other non-military enter*

prises.

From his general survey ot the

situation, "Freeman declared there Is

urgent need in every division of the'

business for the utmost conservation

of every material resource. What Is

in prospect in public attendance ot

theatre3"uh"der" the''""d'rastlc^ restfic-

"

tlons already slapped against the
automobile industry la a matter ot.

sheer conjecture at this time. Un-
questionably, he says, the American
way ot life is In for some fancy,

readjustments in coming months.

It was his conviction that the gen-
eral quality of entertainment in tea*

tures of the present season from all

studios has Increased substantially.

To this he attributed a number ot

reasons, chief of which Is the realiza-

tion of producers, writers and di.

rectors that their product must ba
tradeshown, under terms <)f the U. S.

Consent Decree, before salei to ex-

hibitors are negotiated. Although
distribution costs have Increased,

perhaps as much as $5,000,000 under
the present sales methods, Improved
product and substantial public box.
office appreciation have more than
recouped -the sales cost.

Freeman to Coast

Following less than a week ot

huddles at the Paramount home of.

flee and one day in Washington on
general Industry matters relating to

the war situation, Y. Frank Free,

man flew to the Coast Sunday mom.
Ing (25) and reportedly will be back

in Washington sometime this week,

As head ot the producers associa-

tion on the Coast, he is representing

the studios In Industry cooperation,

and with respect to priorities and

other problems caused by war.

WFBB, Baltimore, is now feeding
to the Mutual network a half-hour
titled 'Music Styled For You.' In-
cludes George 'van Uoren's orches-
tra, Elwood Garry, baritone, and
Henrietta Keams, soprano (recent
program) was well planned, thor-
oughly rehearsed, smoothly pre-
sented. It spoke well of 'WFBR pro-
duction staff. Orchestra, apparently
not a big one, capably played stand-
ard music, symphonic arrangements,
and popular stuff like 'Deep Purple'
and 'I Found You in the Rain' (an-
nounced as based on a Chopin con-
certo. Pianist had some Innings, as
did violinists. Garry sang robustly
and tunefully. He and Miss Kearn,
a rather rangy soprano, joined to
offer OlUe Speaks' 'Morning.' Later
she sang alone. Came through
nicely.

Arch Oboler presented over NBC
on Saturday night (24) on behalf of
the Infantile Paralysis campaign a
program which was chiefly memor-
able because Greta Garbo was not
on it. She was supposed to be. NBC
had it from Oboler who now says he
ha?l it from 'the Committee' that she
would be and if she had been the
program would have been a little
different. What was heard was a
hodge-podge, again suggesting that
Oboler. is enamored hopelessly with
streem-o(-consclousness on the one
hand and awkwardly Incapable ot
handling humor on ihe other. '.It was
especially ineffectual when he at-
tempted to burlesque 'com' because,
dearie, it wasn't burlesque.

Emma Otsro, soprano, ran from
coloratura to contralto on her Sun-
day (25) broadcast on NBC with an

Lee Grant Joins WBYN
As Musical Director

Lee Grant, formerly with WMCA,
New York, for 10 years, became
house bandleader this week at
WBYN, New York.
He batons, a six-man crew.

orchestra under H. Leopold Spltalny.
The South American singer exhibited
voice and artistry seldom heard from
even the top notch singers ot the day.
Started inconspicuously with 'Amor'
which was followed by "The Shad-
ows ot the Past' a Russian folk song,
sung In that language with all the
plaintive emotion required and with
excellent diction. This was fol-
lowed by an aria from 'Der Fleder
maus,' with brilliant rtuis and caden-
zas and impeccable accuracy as to
pitch. Two Spanish songs concluded
the program, marked by brlUlant
top tones.

Get Up Early

u,M lOO.OOt
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Wartime Engmeering Theme of Meet

At Ohio State University Feb. 23

Because of the new Importance of

radio engineering, as such, due to

wartime conditions and because the

broadcasting Industry through Its

trade association Is actively encouT'

aging the opening of technician

. training centers the pending fifth

annual broadcast engineering con-

ference at Ohio State University is

attracting special attention. It will

be held Feb. 23-27 at Columbus im-

dcr the supervision of the Depart-

ment of Electrical Engineering at

the University. W. 1. Everltt is di-

rector.

Tblks and panel discussions have

'been organized to Include, among
others:

A panel on wartime station 'opera-

tion under Lynne C. .Smeby, will

consider priorities and procurement;

fire fighting and proi>erty protection;

telephone lines,, battery operated

equipment for emergency use; radio

broadcast silencing systems; tempo-

rary and auxiliary antennas, and
emergency eqtilpment Members of

the panel will l>e Frank Cowna, of

A. T. & T.; J. D'Agostlno, and Ray-
mond P. Guy, of NBC; R. V. How-
ard, of KSFO, San Francisco; Wil-

liam Lodge, of CBS, and Andrew D.

Ring, ex-FCC. Most of these men
are already on committees of the

Defense Communications Board.

Due in Columbiis^ also, is Gerald

Gross, Assistant Chief Engineer of

the FCC, recently back from Eng-
..land. ^ .. _ _ . ^ . •

MORE OFFICERS

SET FOR SIGNAL

CORPS

signal Corps of the War Depart-
ment has been granted authority to
Increase Inmiedletely the number of
commissioned' radio trainees from
too to 1,000 and to commission new
officers as quickly as possible. Offi-

cers of the division are now <on the
road Interviewing applicants.
Requirement is a college degree

jixi electrical engineering or elec-
tronic physics or its equivalent In

practical experience with special
training along communications lines.

Age limit is 30 years and applicants
must be unmarried and physically
qualified.

Bill Stem's Sports M.C.

Hartford, Jan. 27. .

NBCs sports commentator Bill
Stem Is emseelng the annual Con-
necUcut Outdoor Life & Sports-
men's Show at the Connectiout Car
Bam here this week. Show ends on
Saturday, (31).

Court Roles FCC May

Qaestion PabKc hterest

Status of Press Outlet

Washington, Jan. 27.

Although a ban on newspaper
ownership of radio facilities would
violate the Constitution, the Federal
Communications Commission has the
power to force publishers to oiler

evidence bearing on the question
whether the public interest is

served by allowing them to operate
transmitters, the District of Colum-
bia Court of Appeals held Monday
(26).

On the heels of the Commission's
refusal to suspend the rambling in-

quiry started last simimer, the inr

termediate tribunal upheld the va-
lidity of the challenged subpoena
served on James G. Stahlman, for-

mer president of the American
Newspaper Publishers' Association
and chief owner of the Nashville
Banner, requiring him to take the
witness stand. Stahlman refused to

testify, arguing the proceeding was
an abuse of FCC power, and was
held in contempt by Federal District

Judge .James Morris last fall.

Chief Justice Groner and Associ-
ate Justice Fred M. Vinson side-

stepped . the issue of whether the
inquiry—is-a -lawful proceeding - to

decide what legislation should be
recommended to Cpngress as a

means of further promoting the ob-
ject of the 1634 Commnnicatlons
Law. Though the FCC attorneys ar-

gued the probe is justified by pro-
visions of the law directing it to

report on desirable amendments to

the basic statute, the judges ob-
served the notice of issues for the
rambling hearings did not mention
this du^. The ordel^ scheduling the
investigation is not 'responsive' to

that feature of the Act, the decision

said.

SALESMEN RETIRE

Two Decline Bevlalon of Belatlon-
shlp to WIF, PhlladelphU

Philadelphia, Jan. 27.

Two WIP salesmen handed In their

resignations last Friday (23) in what
the salesmen described was an at-

tempt by the station to chop their

commissions. There was no com-
ment from Benedict Gimbcl, Jr., WIP
prexy.
Salesmen who quit were Billy

Banks, with WIP for more than Jten

years, and Leonard Bunkln. Only
salesman to remain > is Charles
Kaplan.
The salesmen declared they were

asked to sign a paper which would
give the station the right to take

away any account which it deemed
wasn't being 'serviced' properly.

Priorities Pinch Set Manufacturers

Anticipations Now Run To Serious Curtailment of

RadiovReceivers for General Public

Washington, Jan. 27.

War requirements last week
brought drastic curtailment of radio
and phonograph production, despite
prior predictions and assurances
civilian set manufacturing would
continue on a nearly normal basis.
Stringent order, slashing the output
and foreshadowing

, eventual cessa-
tion of production for the general
Ptipulation, went Into effect Satur-
°»y (24), providing a quota for the
next 90 days but . leaving the more
"ijstant future plans whoUy In the
air.

The order, which should save 750
tons of copper and 100 of aluminum,
weclfles that Class A manufacturers
(whose sales for first nine months
of 1941 hit »1,000.000) can turn out
"5% Of one-third the number of ma-
chines made in the same period 1941.
The smaller makers had a quota ofw% of one-third last year's vol-
ume.
SmaUer sets also wlU be a result

?! t requirements. War Produc-
won Board said the quota also wlU
apply to tube sockets, a move de-
signed to cut tube consumption.
Operations , for . the Army and I

Navy, other democracies, police de-

partments end similar public agen-
cies, and miscellaneous Federal out-

fits will not be affected.

The WJ.B. said the big companies
soon can expect to be devoting all

their capacity to military production

and hinted the little fellows will be
permitted to keep working on sets

for general sale until they have been
fitted Into the war program. Total

output in the next three months wUl
tie approximately 6,000,000 sets, as

the first nine months of 1941 the

industry was booming along at 'an

unusually high level.'

The regulators, noting the subject

has been thoroughly studied from
the angle of radio's part in the gen-

eral war effort, estimated there are

60,000,000 receivers in 87% of the

nation's homes and the operations,

together with stocks now on hand,

will meet all replacement needs.

Carl H. KItts Is leaving WGR-
WKBW, Buffalo, sales staff to enter

Princeton Theological Seminary to

study for the ministry. Formerly
promotion editor for Scrlpps-How-

ard papers.

Bach Not Enemy

Hollywood, Jan. 27.

Answering critics of his musi-
cal program, "The Classic Hour,'
over KECA for including a Bach
cantata, Jose Rodriguez, station's

music commentator, defended the
playing of the German compos-
er's music by saying 'music is a
universal language untouched by
sordid considerations, and we are
not at war with Bach or any of
his contemporaries.'
Henry Mayers, agency head,

had Rodriguez's reibarks re-
printed in a booklet, which has
been given wide distribution.

WLffS SPECIAL

FOR-HIRESALES

BRAINS

Cincinnati, Jan. 27..

WLW has transferred Lou E. Sar-
gent from its eastern sales staff to

the home office to head a new sell-

ing service which was started ^last

week by Robert E. Dunville, general
sales manager of Crosley's broad-
cast : division. The new service,

Specialty Sales, Inc., will offer a
trained sales force to drug and gro-
cery manufacturers for supplement-
ing the latter's regular sales organ-
ization or as a short-term sales,

group for an intensive campaign.
For the time"temg-st>€ciaity"saa

will confine itself to Greater Cincin-
nati's trading area. Eventually it

will operate in all 10 WLWs mer-
chandising areas. A separate divi-

sion to handle rural accounts, such
as feed and farm Implements, will
be set up later.

Texas Meeting

Of Newsmen

In Stations

Austin, Texas, Jan. 27.

A state-wide conference of station

news editors and program directors

was called by Ken McClure of Fort
Worth, N.A.B. liason director for the

13th (Texas) District of the National
Association of Broadcasters, and held
Sutaday (25) in the Senate Chambers
at the State Capitol here. Group
was addressed by local officials as

well as representatives of the Army
and Navy.
Among those on agenda were Gov-

ernor Coke Stevenson; Lt-CoL Roy-
den Williams and Lt Phil North of

Fort Sam Houston, Texas, Public Re-
lations Office; Capt. W. P. Nuckols,
head of the Gulf Coast Air Corps
Public Relations Office; Col. C. W.
De Ware of the Third Army Staff,

and Lt. Terrell Krum of the Eighth
Naval District.

WOy Revises Stock Set-Up

Albany, Jan. 27.

Greater New York Broadcasting
Corp., which owns and operates

WOV, N. Y., has reduced its capital

stock from 18,500 shares to 10,000

shares. Instead of 8,500 shares at

f100 par value and 10,000 common at

no. par value, all shares now will

have no par value.

The papers on the change were
filed with the secretary of state.

By the Bhe Pacific

. Blue Network's Pacific hookup
has sold three evening half-hours

(7:30-8 PST) to the Langendorff
Bakeries.
Another sale on the same link is

two quarter-hours a week of the

Breakfast Club to Acme Paint.

Phillips Pet Continues
Minneapolis, Jan. 27.

Phillips Petroleum has signed lor

fourth successive year of sponsor-

ship on KSTP's nightly news showi
'Tomorrow's Headlines Tonight'
Brooks Henderson handling gen-

eral news and Halsey Hall of the

Star Journal staff the sports.

Former FCC Employes Now Collecting

Counsel Fees From Broadcasters

Listed for Record by J. L Fly

L Bishop, KMED,Medford

Heads Oregon Radio Men;

Set Up Training Schod

Portland, Ore., Jan. 27.

Lee Bishop, of KMED, Medford,
was re-elected president of the Ore-
gon State Broadcasters' Assn. at Its

meeting here. Other officers chosen
were Frank Loggan, of KBND, Bend,
secretary-treasurer; Arden X. Pang-
bom, of KGW-KEX, Portland, vice-
president, and Frank Hill, KORE,
Eugene, and Hank Swartwood,
KOIN-KALE, Portland, directors.

Speakers Included Palmer Hoyt,
publisher .of The Oregonian'; Ken-
neth G. Clark, of the FCC; A. L. Al-
bert, Oregon State College professor
of engineering, and Capt. Robinson,
of the U. S. Army 2d Interceptor
Command.

It was announced that Gov.
Charles A. Sprague had appoii^ted
Dean R. H. Dearborn, of Oregon
State College, to train radio tech-
nicians for the army and navy. First
si^ool will be set up In Portland
soon, with Harold Singleton, chief
engineer of KGW-KEX, as In-
structor.

Saratoga Meet Again

Has Leighton & Nelson
Schenectady, N. Y., Jan. 27.

Leighton & Nelson has been ap-
pointed for the sixth consecutive
year to handle the advertising and
merchandising for the five-week
meeting of the Saratoga Racing As-
sociation at Saratoga Springs. The
budget for radio was increased dur-
ing the past several years. That ear-
marked for newspapers also was*
upped.
The 1042 meeting, for which elab-

orate plans are being made, is ex-
pected to get under way the latter

part of July.

Milton Samuel's Stunts
San Francisco, Jan, 27,

Sperry Flour's 'Dr. Kate' serial

will celebrate Its fourth birthday on
KPO by an exchange of greetings
with Wessen Oil's 'Hawthorne House,'
the oldest dramatic show piped from
San' Francisco. 'Dr. Kate's^ anni-
versary falls on Feb. 28.

As Milt Samuel, KPO-PCK> press
manager, has it set, first the 'Mother
Sherwood' character (Pearl King
Tanner) of 'Hawthorne' will visit the
'Drr^^te' show, then the latter's.

lead player (Cornelia Burdick) will

return the call, and finally the casts
of the two programs will meet for a
special quiz program.

Washington, Jan. 27.

An even two-dozen former mem-
bers or employees of the FCC have
represented applicants in proceed*
Ings before the regulatory body, the
House Appropriations Committee re-
vealed last week. In response to
questions designed to bring out in-
formation about wire-pulling, Chair-
man James L. Fly supplied the law-
makers with a list showing the in-

dividuals who have gone to work as
attorneys and engineers for the in-

dustry and practiced before their
former associates.

The list was headed by the late

Commissioner Thad H. Brown, who
died several months ago, and in-
cluded also Commissioner' Eugene O.
Syhes. The barristers included Mel-
vin H, Dalberg, former examiner;
Paul D. P. Spearman and William J.

Dempsey, former general counsel;

Ben S. Fisher, Frank U. Fletcher,
Andrew G. Haley, Walter Johnson,
James A. Kennedy, William C. Kop-
lowitz, Robert E. May, Richard C.

O'Hare, W. Theodore Pierson,
George B. Porter, Frank Roberson,

'

and Carl A^ Wheat, formerly hold-
ing various legal posts; and Ralph
L. CHark, George C. Davis, Marvin V.
Kiebert, and Andrew D. Ring, all of

whom had served in the engineer-
ing, department.
"'OthiSr "gravy-train -ridefs -Include

—

Joseph 'V. Keller, formerly secre-

tary to ex-Commlssioner Brown;
'Veme Young, once minute clerk; and -

Corin R. Lockwood, another former
Commissioner's aide.

CENSORSHIP IS

A PROGRAM

CHANGER'

Boston, Jan. 27.

Contestants on WBZ's "Keep
Guessing' show must produce proof
of citizenship before being allowed
t compete. Acceptable proof con-
sists of birth' certificate, naturallza- '

tlon papers, certificate of baptism,
passport, school records or military
discharge papers.

Because of some government regu-
lations, WHDH has moved its 'Depot
Dialogs' from SoulH Station, train
terminal, to the Soldiers' and Sail-

ors' Club, and henceforth only iml-
formed men will win the contest

money.
Jerry O'Leary's 'Lobby Quiz' from

Hotel Touraine, alsp on WHDH, has
shifted its site to the studio in the
hotel

More Hints of Fly s Slant on Biz

His Testimony Before House Committee Is Studied

—Woodrum Scores 'Grocery Store' Point

Washington, Jan. 27.

Continuing doubt about the wisdom

of considering the degree of com-

petition in licensing new radio sta-

tions was voiced by FCC Chairman

James L. Fly during his grilling by
j

the House Appropriations Commit-

tee recently. Transcript published

last week disclosed the head regu-
lator feels existing stations are not
entitled to protection against in-

vading rivals unless there is a posi-

tive showing the volume and quality

of service already bei:.g -rendered

will suffer.

Remarking that the flood of ap-
plications for new plants continues
despite congestion ' In the broadcast
band, Fly stuck to the all-out-

competition theory espoused by the
New Deal element, even in the face

of indications members of Congress
disagree with him about how far to

go in bringing about rivalry.

The head regulator denied there
have been significant policy changes
or deviations from established prin-

ciples, but remarked 'on the whole,

I think the commission has recog-

nized that it cannot very well regu-
late the competition In the broadca^
Held.' Latter observation caused
considerable industry head-scratch-
ing In view of the determined moves
of Fly and the other majority mem-
bers to head in that direction by im-
posing the anti-monopoly regula-
tions. He interpreted the Communi-
cations Act as requiring that broad-
casting be "wholly competitive.'

When Fly suggested established
enterprises are not entitled auto-
matically to protection against rivals^

Rep. Clifton A. Woodrum of 'Vir-

ginia, the appropriations group
chairman, demurred. He said it is

impossible to com^-are broadcasting
stations with grocery stores, l>ecause

'the Ciovemment certainly Is Inter-

ested in seeing to it that there Is

good service.' Wildcat stations should
not be encouraged simply to provide
competition, he remonstrated, but
Fly merely acknowledged thlf

question 'is deserving of some con-
sideration' and said the regulators

'conceivably may take cognizance' of

the effect of added competition on

going concerns.
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N. Y. Concert Reviews

JOSE ITURBI
Pianist
Town Hall, N. T., Jan. 21, 1942

Jose Iturbi remains the mechanical
tinkler of the ivories. For sheer cx-
pertness, pianistic precision and gen
erally excellent playing, the Spanish
virtuoso remains among the great
pianists—if not the greatest—of the
present day. And perhaps therein

lies Iturbi's lone defect.

He's too mechanical. Everything
Is just too perfect. Without show-
manship. Without the selling pawer
that projects itself across the stage

to an audience that wants to applaud
for more than sheer excellence of

his technique. They want to applaud
for the warmth that he coul'"—but
doesn't—give them in his pl-

IVaka.

The N. Y, Dailv Critics Said

Times—'An evening of almost
super-smooth piano playing.'

Herald Trlbnne — 'Such thorough
revelation of detail is seldom
achieved.'
World-Telegram — 'Nobody ever

played better.'

Son—'Playing was infinitely dex-
trous... but there was little that bit

deeply or asserted a lasting domina-
tion over the listener.'

TEHUnI MENUHIN
Violinist
Carnegie Hall, N. T., Jan. 26, 1942

Playing before a capacity audi-

ence, Yehudi Menuhin exhibited
tonal brilliance and scintillating in-

terpretation amazing even for him.
In topnotch form all the way, the
technical difficulties were a breeze
pnd he had an emotional warmth
that suffused the audience. _
fBe only uniavorable - crificTsnv

might concern the program itself,

for the Sonata in G Major of I,ekeu
and the sojiata of Hindemith are not
the types to build much interest,

even in the hands of a master: The
Paganini and Brahms that followed
more than made up for this.

Adolph Bailer at the piano vir-
tually provided a recital with the
fire and brilliance of his accompani-
ments. Eddy.

change of color causes the voice to

tbin out. This no doubt will be cor-

rected quickly.

The N. Y.. Daily Critics Said
Times—'Soprano of poised talent.

Voice of wide range. Uncommon
perception and command of different

styles and epochs. She has the voice

and intelligence to go places.'

PIERRE LUBESHVTZ and GENIA
NEMENOFF

Duo-pianists
Town Hall, N. T., Jan. 23, 1942
Pierre Lubeshutz and Genia

Nemenoff, duo-pianists, remain close

to the top of their class. Playing be-
fore a jammed auditorium at Town
Hall, they ran the gamut from Bach
and Haydn to modern works, in

original arrangements, and with bril-

liant mastery of tonal effects.

Interpretative abilities of the
highest order, shading and perfect

unity are Qther attributes of the
artists, who are husband and wife.

£ddv.

The W. Y. Daily Critics .Said

Times.—'Played with accustomed
perfection of ensemble.'

Herald Trlbnne—"Played with
unity with notable and persuasive
spirit and considerable brilliance.'

IVIINA HAGER
M«z»-Soprano
Toyvn Hall, N. Y., Jan. 26, 1942

Mina Hagcr has not much to offer

besides sincerity of purpose and ex-
cellent diction. Her voice is short
on top and bottom, marred by a bad
vibrato, has a tendency to hoot above
an 'E'. and lacks sufficient body to

sustain long phrases. Eddy.

The N. Y. Dallv Critics Said
Times—'Artist of Intelligence, im-

agination and conviction. . .not an
exceptional voice. . .wandered from
true pitch in louder high notes.'
Trlbnne—'Miss Hager's work has

never been remarkable from the
tonal aspect but her conceptions dis-
closed unfailing intelligence and sin-
cerity of purpose.'

- Porgy ^itd-Bass^
sCOBtlnaed from page I;

The W. y. Daily Critics Said

Times— 'Absorbed and devoted
performer. High purpose of his
Ideals shine through. Ingratiating
lights and shadows. Warm lyricism.'

Herald Trlbiine—:'Complete tech-
Dlcal mastery, unerring artistic taste
and clarity of style .. .'performance
was hard to rival.'

EFBEH ZIMBAUST
Violinist
Carnegie Hall, N. T., Jan. 2«, 1941
The best which can be said for

\
"Etiem ZImballst Is that the violinist
has no peer .when it comes to
straightforward, technical handling
«t his instrument His coloring,
phrasing and insight are all of the
highest order. But he lacks show-
manship. Eddy.

The N. Y. Doily Critics So.id

Herald Tribune— 'Fine technical
work. Of all the fine fiddletones,
Mr. Zimballst's i^ the least strained,
the most pure.'
World - Telegram — 'Sure-flngered

fleetness, security of rhythm, good
tone,Mvarmth, tenderness and flre.'^

Snn—'Warm and unruffled tone,
steady security but, in a way, small
scaled. Performance was poised and
carefully controlled.'

AMPARO NAVARRO
Pianist
Town Hall, N. T., Jnn. 20, 1942
Amparo (Iturbi) Navarro, sister of

Jose Iturbi may well be an artistic
- likeness of her brother. Like him,
she plays with a cold, flawless
brilliance, excellent phrasing, a flne
melodic line and abundant power.

In short, all the requisites of a
flrst-class pianist—except feeling.

Eddy.

The N. Y. Daily Critics Said
Times—'. . . Clear tone, treble clefs

even, phrasing careful, sense of style
and structure, but playing was hard
and unimaginative. No personal
feeling in anything she did. . .

.'

Herald Tribune— ', . . Tasteful
musicianship. When piano was ap-
proached in a less Amazonian
fashion her touch could be quite
agreeable. She exhibited tonal
charm.'
Post— 'Heaviness of articulation.

Playing was courtly, neat, felicit-
ously phrased.'

ILVRA STOVER
Lyrlo Soprano
Town Hall, N. Jan. 26, 1942
Debut concert of Lura Stover,

young lyric soprano, was a decided
success. $inger revealed a full, rich
powerful voice notable for its fresh-
ness and quality and with excep-
tional low tones< As the voice pro-
cresses. Miss Stover should lean
toward the dramatic. Her interpre-
tations were all in good 'style: and
her diction was excellent. Her only
major fault Is some insecurity in
the*:, bridge notes of the lower and
middle registers, where her abrupt

they had a valuable property in the

colored cast Gershwin classic, which
was called opera when first presented

by the Guild, but they couldn't con-

vince Broadway showmen who.were
asked to buy In on the show.
So the duo secured finances mostly
So the duo secured backing mostly

from persons outside the theatre,

and backers are now potential^ in-

vestors in future legit productions.

Among those who turned down the

Porgy' bid was Lee Shubert, butjsev-
eral other "welPknowns also nlx?3F

the idea.

As the original settings at Maple-
wood we're for stock purposes, union
rules prohibited using the scenery
for regular presentation. Other set-

tings were therefore necessary, but
the over-all cost was only around
$15,000, a modest sum for a musical.
That outlay was earned 'back during
the Boston date of three weeks.
At the pop scale of $2.75 top,

'Porgy' can gross $25,000 weekly at
the big Majestic. As tl)e operating
nut is much less than originally, the
show looks primed to clean up a
fortune.

Popnlarlty of Score -

The George Qershwln score,
which has steadily grown in popu-
larity since the first presentation, is

a principal factor in 'Porgy's' audi-
ence appeal. Alexaiider Smallens,
who. conducted the orchestra as he
did for the original show and also

batoned the Gershwin festival at the
Lewisohn Stadium last summer, is

again in the pit and a potent name
for music lovers.

While 'Porgy' added to the late

Gershwin'^ fame, it also sparked the
rise of Smallens in musical circles.

Gershwin and Smallens were inti-

mates and the composer rated the
conductor the finest musician he
ever knew. Opening night at the
Alvin, Gershwin presented the con-
ductor with the original score, with
a note that~ he .planned composing
more operas and he wanted Smallens
to be leader for them all. Smallens
was in the pit at Maplewood, too,
and for that appearance was paid
$1,100.

Cost of the 27-man orchestra
used at the Majestic is around $3,000
per week, that being nearly as much
as the player payroll. There were
42 men in the pit for the original
presentation, one reason why the
presentation seven years ago was
not a financial success. Show then
was geared too high, one salary of
$750 weekly being paid to Buck and
Bubbles. Bubbles was a principal
(Sportin' Life), while Buck played a
bit. Avon Long, who has the part
now at a much lower wage, is re-
garded as a find, one of those devel-
oped at Maplewood. Another costly
factor In the original presentation
was the fee to Rouben Mamoulian
as ditector. He also directed 'Porgy'
as a straight play.

New Royalty Arrangement
Royalties required when the show

originated were considerably more
than payable now. Gershwin's estate
gets 6% up to $13,000 gross, and
TA% from that level upward.
Guild is said to have paid for an
option seasonally to revive 'Porgy,'

finally dropping it. Guild only par-
ticipates now as agent in the>collec-
tion of royalties for the Gershwin
and DuBose Heyward estates, latter

having been co-author of the book
and collaborator with Ira Gershwin
in writing the lyrics. '

When Wildberg was unable to get
backing on Broadway he went
downtown 'and secured $5,000 from
William K, Jacobs, Jr., and Lew
White, Mrs. Rose Gershwin, mother

of the composer, invested $3,000, an-
other son, Arthur, also being inter-

ested. .Those having pieces are said

to be Jean Dalrymple ('Porgy's'

press agent), Milton Douglas, Larry
Gelb, Henry Fogler, Claudia Mor-
gan, Dorothy Patten and Maurice
Abravanel.
'Porgy and Bess' was first revived

on the Coast about two years ago
and played three weeks. It was also,

presented by the St. Louis municipal
opera company and in both Instances

hiiosi"oFTHe~originai cast w£rr"usedr
as is true currently.

N. Y. Herald Tribune stepped out
in coverage of the Majestic opening,
assigning- its music critic, Robert
Lawrence, along with Richard
Watts, drama reviewer. Latter's
notice appeared over that of fhomp-
son, who was unqualified in praise

of 'Porgy' and much more enthusi-
astic over the performance than
Watts.
Wildberg might have rung the bell

earlier this season. He originally

had the rights to 'Angel Street'

(Golden) and" tried It out at Sara-
toga and other summer spots two
years ago under the title of 'Gas-
light.' He couldn't seU the idea to
anybody that the English meller was
unusual and finally dropped ' the
play, which Shepherd Traube picked
up and came oilt with a hit.

IReview of 'Porgy and Bess", ap-
pears in legit section.]

Option On Jolson
^_Contlnned from page

tour -of the Dixie camps commencing
Jan. 26 in Jacksonville.
Earl Carroll is here. Also Al

Borde, Phil Tyrrell, agents; Milton
Ager, songwriter; Abner Silver,
songsmith, honeymooning here with
the former Marlene Lavitt of Hick-
ory, N. C.

Among honeymooners was Bud
Getschall of Paramount publicity
and advertising in N. Y., who's just
returned to N. Y. Also Miami Beach-
ing: Dr. Sam Lublin, theatrical den-
tist; Dr. Abraham Flexner, former
head of Rockefeller Institute, and
Mrs. Anne Crawford Flexner, who
dramatized 'Mrs. Wiggs of the Cab-
bage Patch.'

Billy Rose and Eleanor Holm are
coming down for i month and have
asked the Ben Bernles to lease them
a house for Feoruary.

.
Ed Sullivan guesting with the

Jerry Bradys fHIaleah Park). WHN
sportscaster Dick Fishell at the Lord
Tarleton; also Benny Fields and
Blossom Seeley.
Benny Fields and Al Bernie, with

girl show, open at Club Carrousel
tonight (Tuesday) as forerunner of
further influx of stronger talent for
midseason stride now that the
casinos are probably reopening.'
Art Childers realizes he needs

comedy punch for his new Royal
Palm show, as do producer George
Woods and stager Al White, Jr., and
so the RItz Bros, may be imported.
They wanted Joe E. Lewis, who,
however, seemingly Is set indef at
the Copacabana, N. Y., for Monte
Proser.

Dorothy Dey (Miami Herald) is

the local femme Winchell and gets
around like mad. Her chatter stuff
enjoys No. 1 readership. Jack
Kofoed and Bob Fredericks are other
topflight byliners covering the local
scene. Press attitude on radio cool,
despite Miami News' affinity with
WIOD. So radio columnizlng is one
0' those things.

Met Opera Reviews

The Metropolitan's first 'Carmen'
of the season Saturday afternoon

(24) was a disappointment, more be-
cause of the unrealized Inherent pos-
sibilities than for the failure of the
performance itself. Opera also

served as an introduction of Lily
Djanel, French soprano, to U. S. au-
diences.

Singer had a dry, uninteresting
voice of limited range and was ex-
ceedingly shrill on top, where some
forcing was in evidence. Below the
staff it was full and more secure, but
still lacked quality. She lised it with
care and knowledge, but her liber-

ties with the score were numerous.
An example was taking two top 'G's'

at the end of each verse of the
'Habanera,' neither of which was
sufficiently good to justify the at-
tempt; Singer's stage deportment,
possibly patterned after a former Met
and Hammerstein Carmen, was vul-
gar in some cases. Her acting was
good and her lithe body swayed se-

ductively, but it was unlikely that a
young soldier with education and
hreedln^ -would-fall"foP the purely-
animal characteristics exhibited by
the singer. This was a Carmen
which promised much, but failed to
deliver at the crucial moment
As Escamillo, Leonard Warren,

with his enormous gipth, hardly re-
sembled a matador. His singing was
creditable. Charles Kullman strug-
gled as Don Jose, but his voice lacked
the resonance necessary for the Met
and his characterization fell short
Norman Cordon was an Imposing and
fine-sounding Zuniga, and Llca Al-
b'anese stole the show with a bril-
liantly sung 'Je dis que rien.'

Sir Thomas Beecham directed the
orchestra with brilliance and fire.

Repeat of 'La FiUe du.. Regiment'
Saturday evenlng_(24) found a fa-
miliar cast all doing well. Lily Pons'
acting and singing were dominant,
and Oie faut partir' became more
than a coloratura vehicle in her
hands, being a poignant pathetic ex-
pression of grief, while the conclud-
ing 'Marsellaise' brought down the
house as usual. Raoul Jobin again
was a superb lover, acting the coun-
try bumpkin to perfection and de-
livering his top tones with full-

throated brilliance. The Indefatigable
Salvatore Baccaloni continued to
knock 'em in the aisles with his mag-
nificent portrayal of the gruff ser-

geant and his singing of the role was
tops as usual, Frank St Leger again
did a fine job in the pit

unsatisfactory as the conductor hia
ing tempi at breakneck speSl'^'

'Das Rbeingold,' first perform«r«
in the afternoon Wagner HiM,«.
was given Jan. 22 and was not vSS
well presented, It failed to hSJmuch interest Musically &?'?
Leinsdorf, the conductor, has ^2proved, but not enough to hold thJperformance together, conslde^
the many dead spots In It The can?
ing of the men in particular 1^faulty since Julius Huehn does nothave the weight of voice or the nii!
thority for Wotan. Neither rS^
Malson's singing nor acting, as Loitanythmg very impressive. WalS
Olitzki was standout as Alberlch, and
then only because of the vocal In.
adequacies of his associates. Nor.man .Cordon, Emanuel List Enierv
Darcy and Karl Laufkoetter wew
passable. Osie Hawkins, making his
debut disclosed a serviceable barl.
tone but faulty acting. Irene Jessner
Kerstin Thorborg and Karin Bran'
zell were best among the vinmm

^ii .

three veterans acting and sinelni
with dignity. ^

Tosoa,' repeated by the Met Men-
day (26), showed a decided Improve-
ment in Grace Moore's Interpreta-
tion of the title role. Soprano was
in superb voice, reaching top "B's
and 'C's with ease and tremendoui
resonance. Her acting has im-
proved, although it still is somewhat
stiff. Miss Moore Indicated by this
performance that she Is without
equal among the sopranos of the
company today. Charles Kullman
sang a creditable CavardossI, -with
'E lucevan le stelle' and 'O Dold
mani' In the last act his best efforts,
Alexander Sved was inadequate as
Scarpla, both vocall;y end dramatic-
ally. Ettore Panizza performed
brilliantly from the podium.

Post—'Rrogram was remarkably
well sung. Her art is only pleasant,
rather than distinguished, and her
shiglng, while it has style, thought*
fulness and personality, lacks stronf
character.'

•Tannbanscr,' repeated by the Met
Friday (23), again proved Wagner to

be the strongest wing of the company
as far as vocalization Is concerned.
Heading the list of principals, the
veteran Lauritz Melchior, who- has
been in good voice all season, deliv-
ered another superb characterization
in the title role. Dramatically he
towered over the others and vocally
his huge voice was at Its peak. In-
terest centered In the first Elisabeth
of Astrid Vamay, and the young
singer came through sturdily. She is

a natural actress and good looking to

boot She found the role less taxing
than others and socked the high 'B'

in 'Dich teure Halle' neatly. Her de-
livery of Elisabeth's Prayer in the
last act was superbly phrased and
excellently sung. Alexander Kipnis,
as the King, sang with a rich, sonor-
ous bass. Kerstin Thorborg handled
Venus's music more effectively than
heretofore and acted well, but Her-
bert Janssen was intermittently good
and bad in the singing of Wolfram.
Erich Leinsdorf led a full-playing
orchestra.

$1,000 TO TELL WHY
WGN Seeks "Comdients on Martoa

Claire's Singing
.

.

Repeat of 'Lakme' at the Metro-
politan Wednesday (21) saw a new
Nilikantha in Alexander Kipnis. The
veteran bass was in excellent voice
and his characterization superb. Lily
Pons repeated a familiar 'Lakme'
and, per usual, stopped the show with
the 'Bell Song.' As her lover, Raoul
Jobin again displayed brilliant high
notes, a flne flgure, good acting and
excellent French. Wilfred Pelletier
conducted somewhat lackadaisically.

'Alda,' presented for the third
time, had almost a complete change
of cast.. Richard Bonelli made his
season's debut as 'Amonasro and
dominated the ' proceedings. The
baritone was in splendid voice and
stopped: the show twice with the
brief aria, 'Sua Padre,' and the duet
'Clel Mio Padre' with Elisabeth Reth-
berg. His acting was always in
character. Miss Rethberg appeared
for the flrst time in the title role
and was the most satisfactory Aida
the season has had vogally and dra-
matically. Both her ari^, 'RItorna
Vincltor' and 'O Patria Mi4? wi^e
phrased In impeccable s^rle and
sung with the delicious lyric quality
that is so characteristic of her work.
Frederick Jagel was not in good
voice as Rhadames. His acting was
good and his costumes are magnifi-
cent Karin Branzell, stepping into
the shoes of an ill Bruna Castagna,
did well though she hit a. few flat
riotes in the second act Lansing
Hatfleld and Nicholas Moscons were
satisfactory while Paul Breisach was

Chicago, Jan. 27.

.WGN continues .to use- plenty of

promotion stuff for .the station and
its latest stunt is a $1,000 prize con-

test the coin going to listeners who
answer this question best: 'which
song from which operetta do yon
like best to hear Marion Claire slngr

That's all there is to the conte^
with WGN merely asking that a 60.

word letter accompany to tell rea.

son for choice.

Col. Opera in Detroit

Detroit, Jan. 27.

With prices scaled from 50c to $2,

the Columbia Opera Co. has been

inked Into the Wilson theatre here

for two weeks starting Feb. 22. The
repertoire will be standard operas,

with guest artists such as Lanny
Ross, Lucille Manners and Ethel

Barrymore Colt.

Heading the regular company
under Armand Bagarozy, general di*

rector, and Emerson Buckley, mu-
sical director, are Ralph Errolle, Ar-

thur Anderson, Josepha Chekova,
Virginia Pemberton, Louise Case!-

otti, Alfredo Chlgl, Luisa Coronlna,

Eleanor Knapp and Frank Richards.

The Big Moment .

Baltimore, Jan. 27,

After 15 years since Its organiza-

tion the Baltimore Police Dept band

will present Its first concert at Uis

Lyric here, Feb. 11, Cops have put

In an occasional appearance In pa-

rades but debut in the big concert

hall will be strictly' longhair, wllh-

Elste Craft, locallte, contributing t

brace of vocal solos.

Combo Is made up of 35 pieces un.

der the direction of John C. Bohn.

SPALDING, flEIFETZ IN CAMPS
Albert Spalding Is set to give two

Uee concerts in Army camps, H«
wIU appear at Fort Bragg, N. C, on

Feb. 10 and at Fort Devens, Mass^

on Feb. 19. Jascha Heifetz per-

formed at Camp Roberts, Cal, last

Friday (23) and James Melton at

Fort Francis E. Warren, Cheyenne,

Wyo., the previous day.
Dates have hecn set by USO-CamP

Shows, Inc., -with cooperation of the

concert talent pool headed by Mr*

Blanche Witherspoon of the Ameri-

can Guild of Musical Artists,
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AD LIB COMIC BIG AT MET
Soldier-Critic Demolishes Concert

Unit That Bores Fort ftragg

Fort Bragg, N. Jan. 27.

Apparently 'culture' and soldier

camps don't mix too wieU. That's

what USO-Camp Shows, Inc., found

out last week with the appearance

here ot its concert unit, 'Music in

tlje Air.'

Ijonghalr vocal Vid Instrumental

contingent was sent out by C6I as

Eomething of an experiment, with

many execs of Camp Shows frankly

—affald'Trt it—Thelr-worst fears were
apparently realized at the reception

here. Troupe gave six concerts in

three days, with about 675 boys at-

tending the first one and less than 75

the last. Theatres seat 1,050. Weather

was good.
Disappointment of the boys at the

initial day's show led some official

of either the camp or the unit , to

scrawl across the green and white

CSI poster: 'Classical music—vocal

and irtstrumental.' That was appar.

ently to warn boys against putting

their ISc on the line in expectation

of finding lovely girls, like those on
the posters, crooning pop tunes into

the mike.
[Abe Lastfogel, exec head of Camp

Shows, said in New York, Monday
(26), that reception of the concert
unit by soldiers has been greatly im-
proved in the past few days by
changing the advertising to make
dear the entertainment is only for

' lovers of serious music. Lastfogel

also pointed out that Jascha Heifetz.
doing a solo date for soldiers last

week, was scheduled for a one-hour
concert and was forced by repeated
applause to add a half-hour encore.]
Camp paper, the Fort Bragg Post,

bad this to say of the concert unit:

The cast of this odd ' carnival;
possibly the most Ul-advlsed ever to
be sfnt out to tour Army camps, in-
cluded four singers (two male, two
female), a lady violinist, a cellist and
a pianist, who frequently held on to

,
each other while performing, as if

they feared that otherwise they
might be swept away by the tide of
disapproval.'

.
[Cast includes Helen Henry, Alice

HowUnd, Rolf Gerard, Stephen Ken-
nedy, Ruth Breton, Sidney Edwards
end Edward Harris.]

. Continuing, Post critic stated: 'The
proceedings began with a spirited
rendiUon bf 'Heigh Ho.' This was
followed by a duet from the first act
of 'La Boheme.' Then the Jady
violinist, who clearly knew which
hand was supposed to hold the bow
and which the fiddle, ripped into
The Bee,' by Schubert, playing it,

according to the master of cere-
monies, just as Jack Benny wished

_
he could. She was followed by one

' of the singing quartet, a blonde, who,
also according to the m.c, was
beautiful. She sang 'Why Was I
Bom,' adding a coy preface to her
performance, that she sometimes
wondered why. The audience did
not dispute her.
The blonde, like her co-stars, was

greeted by applause so uniformly
vociferous as to be almost suspicious.
She took an encore anyway... At
the conclusion of this number, she
made a haU-hearted attempt to win
favor by doing what she evidently
thought were two bumps and a
grind, but it was too late.'

Phaiy Brahms Festival

To Preseni 8 Concerts
The PhUadelphia Brahms Festival

wiU present eight concerts at the
Academy of Music, Philadelphia, be-
tween Feb. 27 and March 7.

First concert presents the Phila-
delphia Orchestra under Eugene Or-
mandy, with Efrem Zimballst as
soloist; March 1, Civic Symphony Or-
chestra. Karl Zapf, soloist; March 2,
Budapest String Quartet; March 8,
Elizabeth Schumann, soprano; March
4, Alexander Kipnis, bass; March 8,

• fhe Brhhms PesUval Chorus with
80 members of the Philadelphia Or-
chestra, Rose BamptoB and Igor
trorta, soloists; March 8, Perole
^Ing Quartet with Nadaja Relsen-
^g, pianist, and March 7, Unlver-

of Pennsylvania Choral Groups
and the Academy of Vocal Arts.

Caniao's $31350
Concert manager^ point with pride

today to an outstanding attraction
grossing from $5,000-$0,000 an almost
fabulous figure.

Enrico Caruso In 1818 In Montreal
drew $31,850 for a single concert,
an all-time hlgtt

24 DATES SET

FOR TOURING

'BOHEME'

Charles L. -.,Wagner has already
booked his 'La Boheme' troupe of

Metropolitan Opera singers for 24

dates on a six-week . tour starting

next Oct. 9. Tlie manager can se-

cure a maximum of 40 engagements
before the singers are called for re-

hearsals at the Met He expects to

have the tour sold out within a

month.
Asking price Is $2,750 for the com-

pany, which includes Hilde Burke,
Susanne Fisher and Jean Tennyson,
sopranos; William Hain, Armand
Tokatyan and George Basely,

tenors; Mack Harrell and Arthur
Kent baritones, and Oscar Natzke,
bass. Company will have an orches-

tra of 30 under Giuseppe Bambos-
check. 'Boheme* will be staged by
Desire Defrere and given in Eng-
Ush.

George D'Andria's 'La Traviata,'

also in English, is being booked
through Albert Morini. Company's
personnel includes Annamary Dick-

ey, Barbara Thorne and Ethelyne

Holt sopranos; Francesco Nava,
tenor; Jess Walters and Robert Shil-

ton, baritones. Opera is being sold

at $1,500.

CALUSIODUEINN.Y.TO

HIRE SINGERS FOR Bi.

Buenos Aires, Jan. 27.

Ferrudo Calusio, Metropolitan

Opera ' conductor last season, has

been engaged by Floro Ugnarte, gen-

eral manager ot the Colon Opera
here, to go to the U. S. early next

month to engage singers for the

Colon season, which starts in June.

Silvio Piergili, head of the opera

In Rio de Janeiro at the Teatro Mu-
nlcipale, will also be in the U. S.

in February to engage singers for

his season, which starts just about

the time the flve-to-six week Colon

season is ending.

Air-Raid Claase In

Milwaokee Contracts

Milwaukee, Jan. 27.

Concert artists appearing in the

'Music Upder the Stars* series of

eight song and Instrumental pro-

grams during the summer season at

Washington Park will find a new
air raid clause in the contracts they

WiU be asked to sign thU year. The
Milwaukee County Park commission
on Friday (23) voted to protect it-

self from possible liability by Insert-

ing a clause permitting cancellation

because of:

'Impending air raids, orders from
the war department or because of

any other emergency arising from
tile present conflict'

Music Under the Stars frequently

draws audiences of 40,000 to 50,000.

UACON aUITS OFEBA
Macon, Ga, Jan. 27.

Macon won't sponsor' opera this

season, B, L, McKenney, president

of Macon Grand Opera Ajssn., has

announced.

OFFSETS LOSS

OF

Salvatore Baccaloni, 300-

Pounds of Clowning Basso-

. Buffo, May Sing 50 Per-

formances This Season

—

Popular and Much-Used in

Second Year With Met
Although Drawing Power

- Still Hard to-Gaug«-—

-

A NOVELTY

As the Metropolitan Opera House,

New York, passes mid-season, its

management is seemingly forgetting

the big lioxbSIce loss sustained when
Kirsten Flagstad failed to return to

A):nerica this season 'from her native

Norway. Salvatore BaccalonI, 300

pounds of clowning, ad lib basso-

buffo,'is~the answer.

The different types of roles sung

by Miss Flagstad and Baccaloni in-

dicate that boxoflice power has no

common denominator. The Wag-
nerian soprano was a draw because

of her, flair for dramatic parts; Bac-

caloni, only in his second season at

the Met is strictly the clown.

FUfstad's 40 PeTtqrmances

For years one of the most frequent

performers at the Met because of her

big draw. Miss Flagstad's usual 40-

odd performances with the company
will probably be eclipsed' this year

by the comic. He has already sung
about 25 times. With a six-week Met
tour to follow the present resident

season, he may reach the 50-per-
formance marlt which would be
more performances by far than any
other principal presently, on the
Met roster. Last year he sang 42
times out of 120 Met performances in

a 16-week resident season and on
tour.

Since Miss Flagstad's departure,
Wagner, while given, has taken a
backseat to comedy and Baccaloni.

The Metropolitan in the past two
seasons has revived 'Don Pasquale,'
'L'Elisir D'Amore." and 'Fille du Regi-
ment' for him. The first two named
operas are usually tenor vehicles and
the last needed Lily Pons to carry it,

but without Baccaloni none would
Jiave been on the boards. No one
else could have played his parts in

those operas^ The basso has been re-

sponsible for soldout houses in 'Bar-

ber of Seville' and 'Don Giovanni' as

well.

Oscar Thompson, music critic of

the N. Y. Sun, went so far as to say

that the 'Barber' should be renamed
'Dr. Bartolo of Seville' because of the

importance Baccaloni gives to the

Bartolo role. The Met is looking

around the comedy field for other

revivals and so Tsar Sultan' may be
on the boards next year.

Big in Concert, Too

In the concert field Baccaloni has

been just as good a draw this season.

He sold out with the Minneapolis

Symphony orchestra, drawing 4,500—

400 more than capacity—and also

sold out at the Waldorf-Astoria, N. V.

He is booked by Columbia for 13

more concerts, starting Feb. 23 in

New Brunswick, N. J,, in a group of

operatic excerpts. The tour is al-

ready sold out. Next season Colum-
bia is planning to book him for 50

dates. He goes to Hollywood in late

May to make a picture, deal having
been closed, but no announcement
of the company has yet been made,

Baccaloni's actual drawing power
is difficult to gauge. To say how much
a draw he is against the powers of

Miss Pons, Ezio Pinza, John Brownlee,

Frederick Jagel and Grace Moore,

etc., is difficult For instance: he

was cast in a 'Boheme' where his

part was insigniflcent; yet the Met
boxoffice men declared that without

him in this role there would prob-

ably have been $1,000 less in the tiU.

Met Opera Boxotfice Contmues Off;

Probable $9,000 Loss in 9th Week

Ev Crosbys in N.Y.
Everett Crosby and his wife, Flor-

ence George, the operatic soprano,
arrived in New York, Saturday (24)
from the Coast Since leaving N. Y.
last spring, Miss George had been
studying with Amelita GaUi-Curci in
California.

LECTURE DATES

INCREASEFOR

RADIOITES .

Cincinnati, Jan. 27.

The war is swamping Crosley's

artists* bureau with requests for

sneaking engagements by WLWs
newscasters and commentatdrs. The

requests, mostly from . luncheon

clubs, business and civic organiza-

tions, extend beyond Greater Cincy
into several states. Full-time sched-
ules are being filled by Gregor Zie-

mer, Carroll D. Alcott and Peter
Grant.
Also in demand is Antonio Rojas

Villalba, coordinator of Cadena
Radio Interamericana, which links

WLWO, Crosley's short-waver, with
Latin-American stations.

Lawrence Won't Sing

At Met This Season;

Convalescence Slow

Continuing its plunge last week,
the Metropolitan Opera Co. took an •

approximate $9,000 loss in Its ninth
session ending Monday (26). Com-
pany gross is estimated around $84,-
000 out of a presumed possible ca-
pacity of $118,500 and has now
dropped probably $20,000 in two
weeks.

Estimates of the Week
Monday (19), 'Don GiovannT

grossed $15,000, profit, $3,000; Wed-
nesday- (2I),-''Lakme,' $10,000,-loss,-
$2,000; Thursday afternoon (22),
'Rheingold,' $5,000, loss, $7,000;
Thursday evening (22), 'Aida,' $10,-
500, Joss, $1,500; Friday (23), Tann-
hauser,' $9,000, loss, $3,000; Satur-
day afternoon (24), 'Carmen,' $14,-
000, proflt $2,000; Saturday evening
(24), 'La Fille du Regiment' $10,000,
proflt $1,000 (benefit); Monday (26),
Tosca,' $10,500, loss, $1,500

Marjorie Lawrence, Metropolitan
Opera soprano, stricken last sum-
mer with paralysis of both legs, will

not rejoin the company this year.

It had been hoped by the Met man-
agement that the singer wquld be
sufficiently recovered to appear in

the latter half of the season, but
she still is unable to walk.
Miss Lawrence is recuperating In

Miami, and on Christmas Day sang
in church. Her voice is not v)m-
paired but the progress being made
on her legs is very slow.

NELSON EDDY TO OPEN

35-DATE TOUR FEB. 3

Nelson Eddy, biggest concert draw
in the U. S., opens his annual tour
of 35 dates in San Diego, Cal,, Feb.
3, He plays 35 cities through the
middle of April and then takes a
two-week vacation before reporting
back to Metro May 1,

Eddy plays percentage on all his

dates, whose grosses usually range
from $4,000 to as high as $11,000,

He draws top money in the concert

field. His accompanist will be The-
odore Paxson, his pianist since his

newspaper days in Philadelphia.

Among the cities he will visit are

Chicago, Detroit, Minneapolis, To-

ledo, Topeka, Atlanta, Philadelphia

and Pittsburgh.

Crooks' Red Cross Benefit

Stroudsburg, Pa., Jan, 27,

Richard Crooks' ail-request con-

cert Friday night (23) at the Sher-
man theatre netted approximately

$1,600 for the Red Cross, Take
might have been greater except for

fact singer requested $2,20 be tops

for tickets. He maintains summer
home on grounds of nearby Buck
Hill Falls Inn and asked that mod-
erate admission charge be made so

that as many of local friends as pos-

sible could attend.

Met Opera tenor donated his serv-

ices and Manager H. A. Schuerman
supplied theatre free.

BAMPTON SINGS LEAD

AS CBC OPERA STARTER

Toronto, Jan. 27.
Sunday (25) saw start of new

•British Ballad Opera' series which
goes over the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp.'s national network under the
direction of Sir Ernest MacMillan.
These are tabbed for 9:30 p.m. (EDST)
for the nine forthcoming Sunday
evenings, all emanatlni; from CBL,
Toronto. Opener was Purcell's 'Uldo
and Aeneas.' with Rose Bampton
sinking the Dido role.

Featured In subsequent ballad
operas will be Miss Bampton, John
Brownlee, Oscar Natzke, Kenneth
Neate. The conductors in rotation
will be Eugene Goossens, Edwin
MacArthur, Arthur Benjamin and
MacMillan,

'British Ballad Operas* incldde
'Acis and Galatea,' 'The Beggars'
Opera,' -The Bohemian Girl,' THer-
rie England,' "The Immortal Hour,'
'Hugh the Drover,' "The Devil Take
Her' and 'Transit Through Fire.' AU
productions will be under the super-
vision of Jean Beaudet Rupert
Lucas, W. H. Brodie, John Adaskln.
Consultants tre Wilfred, Pelletler,
Healey Willan, Campbell Mclnnes
and R. S. Lambert.

Amaya Troupe Takes

Over Litdefield Dates

Carmen Amaya and her troupe
have been set to take over approxi-
mately 25 dates of the Catherine
Littlefleld Ballet on a tour of the
coast. The dancer proceeds to Wash-
ington, D. C, following he present
N.Y. engagement then goes to Cali-
fornia.

The LltUefleld Ballet cancelled its

tour when 14 of the 16 men in the
troupe were called for army service.

MartineUi to Sing In

'Ballo' at Met Feb. 12
Th^' Metrooolltan will restore

'Ballo in Maschera' to the repertoire
Feb. 12, with Giovanni Martlnelll,

John Charles Thomas, Stella Roman
and Bruna Castafna, Opera had
been dropped from the company's
plans when Jussi Bjoerling. for
whom the lead was inten-'ed. failed
to return from his native Sweden.

Martlnelli's success in SBallo' In

Chicago prompted the management
to revive it. Tenor has not been
heard in it at the Met for ?.S years,
and it will also mark Thomas' first

appearance in 'P?llo' in N, Y,

Find Rare Camnanini Disc

A recording of Italo Campanlnl
(1846-1806), creator of the tenor roles

In 'Aida,' 'Fausf 'Carmen' and 'Lo-

hengrin' for America, has turned Up.

Record Is the 'Salve DImora* from
'Faust' This is the first known rec-

ord of the tenor in existence. It was .

recorded in 1889.
.
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17 Name Bands Okay In Theatres;

Brown Solid $43,000 In Chicago,

Chester With Price Stout 45G, N.Y.

EstlmntCB (or This Week

LoD Breese, Baltimore— (Hippo-
drome; 2,240; 17-25-28-39-44-55-60)).

Three Stooges, heading supporting

stage bill, giving plenty o£ assistance.

'Kildare's Victory' (M-G) on screen,

Whammo $17,000.

Les Brown, Chicago—(Chicago;

'4,000; 35-55-75). With 'Belong to Me'

(Col). Brown orchestra just finished

ride on WGN and is solid Chicago

name currently. Will come through

with a rousing $43,000.

Cab Calloway, Pittsburgh—(Stan-

ley; 3,800 ;
30-44-60-66). With 'De-

sign Scandal' (M-G). This town and

house have always been pro-Callo-

wny apd thi^ time, with better screen

support than usually giyen name
bands here, fine $22,000 or better is

likely.

Bob Chester, New York—(Strand;

2,756; 35-55-75-85-99). With Georgie

Price, other acts on stage, 'All

Through the Night' (WB) on screen.

Steady draught by stageshow and
picture means stout $45,000 first

week, with holdover starting Friday

(30).

Jimmy Dorsey, Cleveland—(Pal-

ace; $3,700 ;
30-35-42-55-66), with 'In

Army Now' (WB). Tough to follow

recent appearances here of Cab Cal-

loway and Gletm Milter, but smash-
eroo $27,000 just the same. Coin
largely on band's b.o. draught.

Eddy DnchiD, Newark—(Adams;
8,000; 25-35-50-60). With 'Perfect

Snob' (20th). Fine $16,500.

DDke ElMngton, Chicago-^(Orien-
tal; 3,200; 28-44-55). With 'Sing Sup-
per' (Col). Ellington always has

been a name in Chicago, currently

snappy $18,000.

Jan Garber, San Francisco—(Gold-
en Gate; 2,850; 44-55-65). Coupled
with 'Ball of Fire' (RKO), now in

its fourth week here; first for band.
Sock $15,000, considering holdover of

film for such long stretch.

Glen Gray, Boston—(RKO-Boston;
3,200; . 30-40-44-55)—Supported by
Connie Boswell on stage and 'Call

Out Marines' (RKO). Will hit around
$20,000; band rating about half of

credit

Ersklne Hawkins, Omaha—(Or-
pheum; 3,000; 20-40-50-65). Big sup-
port from the Four Inkspots on stage,

'Design Scandal' (M-G) on screen.

Stage attractions are accounting for

bulk of slick $15,000.

Harry James, Boston—(Metropol-
itan; 4,300; 35-55-75). With Pat
O'Brien on stage and 'Sullivan's

Travels' (Par). Heading for terrific

$37,000, with band rating some credit.

Gene Krupa,' New York—(Para-
mount; 3,664; 35-55-85-99). With
Frances Faye, others, on stage;

'Louisiana Purchase' (Par) on screen.

Dinah Shore, in person for first three
weeks with Krupa and 'Purchase,

fell out on the. final stanza due to

laryngitis, with Miss Faye replacing

for Saturday-Sunday (24-25) only;
concluding (4th) round was $45,000,

immense. This compared with equally

socko $48,000 the third week with
Miss Shore.
Frankle Masters, Brooklyn—

(Strand; 2,800; 30-40-50-55). Aided
by Martha Raye on stage and 'Public
Enemies' (Rep). ' Strong $13,000 in

four days, best here in some time.
Clyde MoCoy, Minneapolis—(Or-

pheum; ZIBOO; 39-44-55). Big $16,000,
mostly on band's appeal. 'Weekend
Havana' (20th) having been out for
months. t

Lonls Prima, Philadelphia—(Earle;
2,768; 35-46-57-68-75). Plus Eddie
Bracken on stage, and 'Cadet Girl'

(20th). Getting fairish. $17,000 with
little help from screen fare.

.

Orrin Tocker, Providence—(Metro-
poUtan; 3,200; 28-39-60). With 'Mi-

Band Bookings

Harry James, Feb. 9, four days.

Roosevelt hotel, Washington, D. C.

Ray Kinney. Jan. 29. RKO theatre.

Boston; Feb. 6, four weeks; New
Kenmore hotel, Albany.

Chuck Foster, Feb. 13, indef..

Stevens hotel, Chicago.

Lou Breese, Jan. 29-30, Poll thea-

tre, Waterbury, Conn,; Feb. 5-11,

Flatbush theatre, B'klyn; 13-15,

Windsor theatre, Bronx; 27, week,

Chicago theatre, Chicago: March 18,

Central theatre, Passaic, N. J.

WilL .Qsl!proej..Fe&^.A -N?w.
.
Ken^

more hotel, Albany; 6, La Salle (iol'

lege, Philadelphia; 10-16, Tune-Town
B., St. Louis; 20, week. Blue Moon
Wichita.

Raymond Scott, Feb. 5, Central

theatre, Passaic, N. J.; March 17.

Blue Gardens, Arqionk, N. Y.

^oody Herman, Feb. 2, National

theatre, Richmond, Va.; 3, U. of

Maryland, College Park, Md.; 5,

Empire B., AUentown, Pa.; 6-7, U. of

Virginia, Charlottesville; 8, Keith's

Roof, Baltimore.
Charlie Splvak, Feb, 23, Alcazar

B., Baltimore;. 27, week, Stanley

theatre, Pittsburgh.
'

Claude Thornhlll, Feb. 11, Seton

Hall C, South Orange, N. J.; 13, one-

night. Plaza hotel, -New York; 14,

Sunnybrook B., Pottstown, Pa.; 15,

Aragon B., Cleveland; 16, Nu-Elm
B.

,
Youngstown, O.; Feb. 24, six

weeks. Palladium B., H'wood.
At Donahne, Feb. 6, U. of Iowa,

Iowa City; 7, Peony Park, Omaha;
13, U. of Nebraska, Lincohi; 18, Roxy
theatre, Peru, Ind.; 19, State theatre,

Logansport, Ind.; 20, U. of Chicago;

21, White City Park, Heron, HI.

Johnny Long, Feb. 6-8, State thea-

tre, Hartford; 9, Lyric theatre,

Bridgeport; 13, Maryland Casualty
C, BalUmore; 14, K. of C. Hall,

Bayonne, N. J.; Ritz B., Bridgeport
Conn.; 16, Ritz B., Pottsville, Pa.;

20-26, Chicago theatre, Chicago.

Glenn Miller, Feb. 20, Geo. P. Pa-
vilion, Johnson City, N. Y.; 21,'

Sports Arena, Rochester; 27, Penn
State C, State College, Pa.; 28, Sun-
nybrook B., Pottstown, Pa.
Dtok Sogers, Feb. 6-8, Windsor

theatre, Bronx; 12-14, Opera House,
Bayonne, N. J.

BlU Bardo, Feb. 23—March 8,

Moonlight Gardens, Saginaw, Mich.
Bobby Byrne, Feb. 9, Rink B.,

Waukegan, 111.; 11, Slpe theatre, Ko-
komo, Ind.; 12, Roxy theatre, Frank-
fort, Ind.; 13, private party, Detroit;

14, Castle Farms, Cincinnati; 15,

Paramount theatre, Hammond, Ind.;

17-23, Tune-Town B., St, Louis; 28,

tlub Trocadafo, Henderson, "Ky.;

27-28, Vanderbilt U., Nashville,

Term.
Cab Calloway, Feb. 24, HIU City

Aud.', Pittsburgh; 25, Coliseum,
Cleveland, O.; 27-March 1, Michigan
theatre, Detroit; March 6, Valley
Dale, Columbus; April 8-May 5,

Sherman hotel, Chicago.
Denny Thomson, Feb. 11, week,

Manhattan Beach, New York; Feb^.

19-April 5, Syracuse hotel, Syracuse,
Bob Strong, Jan. 31, I. M. A. Au-

uditorliim, Flint, Mich.; Feb. 1, Rl-
alto 1;heatre, Joliet; 7, Wisconsin
Club, Milwaukee; 14,. Lakeside
Park, Dayton; 27, Illinois Tech Prom,
Chicago.

Gary Lee orch opened indefinite

engagement Friday (23) at Merry-
Go-Round, Pittsburgh^ replacing
Bubbles Becker outfit

Brad Hunt's orch opens week's
engagement tonight (28) at Bill
Green's, Pittsburgh, following Joey
Sims, to be followed Feb. 4 by
Jinuny Gamble, also for week.

GARY LEE IS LEO STRINI

Pittsburgh Symph Allows Dance
Slamming Only with Nom de Jail

Pittsburgh, Jan. 27.

Town's newest dance band maestro

is Gary Lee, who is a violinist with

the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra

under his right name, Leo Strlni.

Outfit is breaking in at Merry-Go-
Round, local nilery, where it opened
Friday (23), same night that Symph
was giving its regular weekly con-

cert at the Syria Mosque, so for first

couple of hours Lee outfit was lead-
erless since Strini is also continuing
with the symph. Understood chang-
ing of his name was at request of

Symphony's, business office, which
said that was the only way he could
remain.
Symph's other weekly concert is

played on Sunday afternoon, which
won't affect leader at Merry-Go-
Round, however. Featured vocalists
with orch ere Jeanne Boaz and Bill

Shaffer. Lee, or Strini, is the hus-
band of Betty Benson, well-known
nitery dancer.

OnlEe tIplHial

Sandy Grail, ex-Claude Thornhill
drummer,-su(S:eeding-Tolnmy-SiStriir
"WHEN, Buffalo, house band.

Jan Wolanek, Buffalo violinist,

picked to head newly-formed band
of 65th Regiment, New York Home
Guard.

Tone CarncTale band, current at
Glen, WiUiamsviUe, N. Y., added
Jack Miller on fiddle.

Cy LaFrancIs, leader of the-104th
Infantry band at Camp Edwards,
Mass., has been raised to the rank
of chief warrant officer.

Phil Brilo leaving Al Donahue
band to join staff of WLW, Cincin-
nati. Jerry Summers, new to biz,

replaces.

Dick Jnrgens band re-signed to
Okeh label for another year.

Jay MoShan, Kansas City colored
outfit which recently began record-
ing for Decca, comes into Savoy
Ballroom, N. Y., run Feb. 13.

Dick Wlckman, Omaha leader, dis-
banded his outfit and is now in the
Army.

.

piaude Thornhlll band goes to Pal-
ladium Ballroom, Hollywood, in
April.

racle Kid' (PRC). Socko $9,000 in

three days, with full credit to Tuck-
er's crew.
Ted WeeniB, Kansas City—(Tower;

2,110; 11-30-50). With 'Perfect Snob'
(20th), Snappy $9,500, with aU bur-
den on band.

CANCEL THE FLOWERS
Br Eddie Btller, Sol Maroiu and Bennle Benjemen — Wrilen ot

I DON'T WANT TO-SET THE WORLD ON FIRE

BECOBDED BT
Tauimt Tneker (OKEH) 6486 - Tony Uartin (DECCA) 4101
Gar Iiombudo (DECCA) 41(M Mitchell Arm (BLVEBIBD) B113S2

Charloteen (OKEU) 68M

CHERIO MUSIC PUBUSHERS, BVC.
. HOLLYWOOD
OSM I« Hind* Ave.

NEW YORK CITY
USS Broadway

CHICAGO
Wood* Thoktn Bids.

Denny Thomson's new full-size
band debuts at Manhattan Beach,
N. Y., Feb. 11, and goes to Syracuse
Hotel, Syracuse, N. Y., run opening
Feb. 19.

Bob Allen band made first record-
ing last week, a transcription for
'Bundles for Bluejackets' with Helen
Jepsoij and Ireene Wicker.

Clno and his Gypsy Ser^naders
have returned to the Rip Tavern in
the Tod hotel, Youngstown, O.

Max Brown and his Wagonwheel
orchestra replaced Ernie Naples
band at Trocadero, Youngstown, O,

Homer B. Nightingale, manager
Cocoanut Grove Ballroom, East
Toledo, O., Joined Army Air Corps
and left Jan. 26.

Jack Edwards, known as Jack
Edmundson ' when singing with
Johnny lang Orch, now leads band
at Providence (R. I.) Narragansett
hotel.

Thornhill's Homecoming
Hollywood, Jan. 27.

Gala homecoming is being planned
by local • musickers for Claude
Thornhill, when he opens a stand at
the Palladium, Feb. 24, Maestro first
came to notice 18 months ago at
nearby Balboa Beach. But he had
to go east to get into the chips.
Other band bookings have Henry

Busse, Duke Ellington and Ella Fitz-
gerald, in that order, going into the
Trianon, Bob Crosby soon winds up
hiR le-week stand at the South Gate
nitery.

Bands at Hotel B.O.'s

(Presented hereuiith, 'as a weekly tabulation, ia the estimated cover

charge business being doTie bv name bands in varlotis New York hotels.

Dinner business (7-10 P.M.) not roted. Fipurej o/(er name of hotel gist

room capacitv and cower charge. Larger amount designates weekefid and
holiday price.)

* Covers Total
IVeeba rini Cotm.

Band Hotel Flayed Week On I>«t«

Freddy Martin*,.. Waldorf (400; $1-$1.50) 1 1,950 3,275
Benny aoodman*..New Yorker (400; 75c-$1.50) 15 2,000 28,725

Val01man«....-...,Biltmore (300; $1-$1.50) 8 450 3,750

Ray Kinney* Lexington (300; 7Sc-$1.50) 40 1,475 56,625
Charlie Spivak. .. Pennsylvania (500; 75c-$l) 2 1,950 5,025

Vaughn Monroe*.. Commodore (400; 75c-$l) .,.,16 1,525 21,573

* Asterisks indicate a supporttnt; floor show, although the band is the
major draw.

Chicago
Del Courtney (Continental Room; 400; $1.50-$2 min.). In last month,

Courtney has done exceptionally well here; last week snagged 2,400 pa>
trons. Chuck Foster replaces.

Johnny 'Scat* Davis (Blackhawk; 400; $1.25 min.). Davis holding nicely,

his second week here drew 2,700 customers,

Xayler Cagat (Empire Room, Palmer House; 600; $3-.$3^ inir\.)._JEln._

Isfied second week Kblfliiig'^'r^^^ wound up with
4,000 patrons.

Fats Waller (Downbeat Room, Garrick Stagebar; 200; no min.). Waller
opened new jive spot and in first five days, scored beautifully with l,500i

'

customers.

Boyd Baebom (Chez Paree; 500; $3-$3.S0 min.). Morton Downey and
Willie Shore on floor show, and again a big week with 4,200 customers,

Bobby Byrne (Panther Room, Hotel Sherman; 700; $2-$2.50 min.), Byrne
has scored nicely on bis first Chicago visit and will leave with fine record;

got 3,400 patrons last week.

Art Kassal (Walnut Room, Bismarck Hotel; 300; $l-$2 min.). This room
continues as the toughest spot in the loop for any real business, but Kassel
does better than most,' and last week brought in 2,000 diners.

—Los~Angeles-—

—

--^—
Bay Noble (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50).' Slightly on the upbeat and

will manage 850 covers on the two nights a week (Fri-Sat).

Fhll Harris (Biltmore; 1,500; minimum $1-$1.50), Catching around 9,0OD

payees on the week, which is' good biz if you can get it.

Tommy Doney (Palladium; S.OOO; 65c-$l). Just imder last week but will

puU up with a substantial 16,000.

Bob Crosby (Trianon, South Gate; 800; 55c-75c). Biz took a bounce
again and should level oft to around 4,500. Three more weeks to go on his

16-week stand, wltb Al Donahue moving In Feb. 18.

Borsoe Heldt (Casa Manana, Culver City; 2,500; 55c). Picked up again

and solid 6,000 plenty okay. Jack' Teagarden due February 3,

Panl Whitcmaa (Florentine Gardens; 1,000; $1-$1.25). Topped last

week's 7,000 by a couple of hundred and will set a new high for the spot

wh%n he closes 10-week stand Feb. 10. Ozzle Nelson follows.

Herman Hits $1875 in Dayton 1-Niter;

Masters DeGvers In Erie; Duchin So-So

(Estimates)

Dol Brlssette (Totem Pole, Auburn-
dale, Mass., Jan. 21 ). Brlssette,, local

fave, drew 1,200 customers at usual
$1.45 couple for neat $870,

Eddy Daohin (Ritz B., Bridgeport,
Conn., Jan, 21), Duchin's first date
here In several seasons resulted in
disappointing 1,287 draw at 99c,

Woody Herman (Lakewood* Park,
Dayton, O., Jan. 24). Herman pulled
'excellent' $1,875 with about 2,500 at
75c.

Carl Hoft-DIck Rogers (Playmor-
Raymor B., Boston, Jan. 23-24), Two
months ago HoS and Jerry Wald set
a record here; coupled this time to
Rogers that mark was broken with
2.000 Friday, 2,600 Saturday at 68c.-

55c. for $2,760,

Dean Hadson (Totem Pole B., Au-
burndale, Mass., Jan. '23-24). Hudson
is fairly established here and pulled
6,200 two nights for fine $4,495 at
$1.45 pair, Hudson's headed for
Army.
Al Kavelln (Roseland-State B.,

Boston, Jan. 24). Kavelln played op-
position spot last week; but did well
this night with 900 at 65c.-95c. for
$540.

Sammy Kay* (Lyric . theatre,
Bridgeport Conn., Jan. lft-21). Kaye's
combo hit house high since stage pol-
icy started few weeks ago—pulled
$6^00 at 60c, top for 1,2 shows over
three days. Single day stand at To-
tem Pole, Auburndale, Mass. (22)
pulled solid 3,000 hoofers at $1.45
pair for $2,170. Going on to State
theatre, Hartford, Conn., for three
days (23-25) Kaye set another house
record with $14,250 with approxi-
mately 28,500 at 59c, top.
Frankle Masters (Columbia the-

atre, Erie, Pa., Jant '19). Masters
grossed 'terrific' $1,388 at 50c. in this

1,000 capacity house, then went on to

Columbia theatre, Sharon, Pa. (21)

to pull $1,492 at same price.

.Glenn Miller (Arena, London, Ont,
Can,, Jan. 24), Miller loosened the

seams of this spot; he piled up 6,497

hoofers at $1.50 advance and $2 at

door. Major portion was advance.

Jan SavlU (Klelnhans Hall, Buf<
falo, Jan. 20). Savltt pulled 1,359

paid; 606 at $1 advance, 753 at $1.29

door, highest of recent one-nighters
here.

DIok SUblle (Brookline C. C.
Phila., Jan. 24). Stabile did nice job

here, drawing approximately 1,000

at $1.10.
'

Tommy Tacker (Recreation B.,

Portland, Me., Jan, 17). Tucker's

rep pulled neat 1,300 dancers here at

68c.; at Opera House, Holyoke, Mass,
next day (18) band played to .over

3,500 for five shows In 1,000 capacity

house at 55c.

(DM, Jiuhn
and His Orchestra

Tbe BIncest Utile Bagid
in Badla

4th Year Hotel Astor

'Dill Bailey Won't Ton
Pleaw Come Homo,' on

decca record?

mutualITetwork
Dir. I U,O.A.

'Mutie With the STRONG AppeaP

BOB STRONG »' His Orchestra
''^^JJE'^ CNOIK WALTEIfS BOO DOUSE

OBS NBO • BED
I Manaarement: HCA
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to Request That Musicians Donate

Instruments to U. S. Army Camps

Appeal will shortly be made to

dance orchestras throughout the New

York area—and possibly throughout

the country later—to donate to the

Army old instrumenU for which they

no longer have use. Campaign is be-

ing undertaken by four wealthy New

Yorkers, assisted by a committee

from show business,

Whether or not the Army is sup-

posed to provide instruments for a

band at each post is a moot question.

At any rale, Hnrvey Schwamm,
Wallstreeter, discovered that camps

around New York had no instruments

and no means of getting instruments

and set out to do something about it.

He lined up three of his friends

and the quartet decided that, with-

out making any public appeal for

furids,-they personally-would see. that

the 18 major posts in the . Second

Corps area (New York, New Jersey

and Delaware) would have Instru-

ments. They figured on worrying

about the rest of the country later.

Whereupon they -each chipped in

and have already provided two can-

tonments. Pine Camp and Fort Ham-
ilton, with complete sets of 40 in-

struments each. They bought some

new and some used equipment, each

set I'unning them about $1,200.

Thirty-four of the instruments given

each camp comprise a military band,

while six additional instruments, plus

some of the other 34, provide an orch
' for dances or shows.

Hearing of the work of Schwamm's
group, William Morris, Jr., Gene
Buck, prez of ASCAP; Harold Rodner
of Warner Bros, and a couple of

other show biz people, volunteered

to assist. Buck subscribed $1,000

personally and $1,000 tor ASCAP to

the fund and will assist in getting in

old instruments. Schwamm group,

with or without additional monetary

aid from outside, agrees to recondi-

tion all the old instruments turned in.

Difficulty facing the group is that

Government priorities keep new in-

struments from being made. That
results in the committee not only

having trouble buying instruments,

but in getting bandsmen to give up
their spares. With no prospects of

getting new horns, drums, etc., those

that have them are anxious to hold

them for an emergency.

JIMMIE McPARTLAND

JOINS TEAGARDEN

Texas Gingerly Trying Out

Those Imported Dances
San Antonio. Jan. 27.

In most parts of the country trends
in dance styles follow the will of

dancers and set the tempo of or-

chestca styles. Not so in San An-
tonio, which has recently become a

name band stop by virtue of the St.

Anthony hotel -and one or two other
locations. Here the visiting bands
have forced an unwilling, at flr.<-t,

danciiTg population to revise its

stepping styles.

Few people in this area could
dance the rhumba, tango, samba, or
even Viennese waltzes, . but of late

it has been a case of learn 'em or
sit 'em out because visiting bands
play them in spite of icy glares.

Jimmie McPartland has given up
the band he had been leading in the
midwest and will join Jack Tea-
garden's trumpets in place of Tru-
man Quigley. McPartland follows
the lead of Charlie Teagardcn, who
has given up leading to become a
sldeman with Jimmy Dorsey.
Teagarden's combo goes to Cali-

fornia next week to go into the Casa
Manana, Culver City, Feb. 13 in place

.
of Bunny Berigan, who was sched
uled. Berigan may fulfill the con.
tract later.

KEN RENICK SUCCEEDS

LATE GENE LEONARD

Rochester, N. Y.. Jan. 27.

Ken Renick, former sax player and
singer with Herbie Kay's orchestra

has taken over the late Gene Leon-
ard's dance band. Leonard was
fatally injured in an automobile acci-

dent several weeks ago, leaving his

orchestra with many prospective
dates and no leader.

Renick is directing under his own
name.

SHAW, DUCHIN IN 3A

status of Bandleaders Induction

Causes Many Trade Rumors

Rumors that Artie Shaw, Eddie
Duchin and Orrin Tucker are ripe

tor induction into the Army have
been denied emphatically hy those

connected with them. Shaw was
labelled as having a 1-A classiTica-

tion, but actually he's in 3-A and his

folding his band temporarily for a

rest is definitely a result of his

medico's advice. Leader is currently

in a New York hospital.

Duchin, the subject of induction

talk for months, received a 3-A
cl.-ssiflcation from his draft board
only a couple weeks ago. Tucker's

position is not clear as far as classi-

ncation is concerned, but his book
e: . deny that he's in immediate
danger of being introduced to a uni

form.
Dean Hudson's band is to be kept

together after his induction. Hud
son, an officer in the Reserve Corps
(his real name is Marion Brown),
expects to to go into uniform Feb.

26 as a first lieutenant.

Danny Hollywood leaves General
Amusement Corp. act department to

replace Ted Alabaster as road man-
ager of Bob Chester band. Tom
Cassara replaces Hollywood with

GAC.

Air-Conditioned Lockers

Milwaukee, Jan. 27.

Innovation in Radio City, new
million dollar home of WTMJ
and W55M now nearing comple-
tion, is a special room set aside
solely for the keeping of- mu-
sicians' instruments.
Automatic controls will main-

tain a constant temperature and
humidity to prevent the musical
devices from catching the inani-

mate equivalent of a cold.

Glenn Miller Share

From Mich., Det

Glenn Miller took 121,603.50 out of

the Michigan theatre, Detroit, last

weelt-as.his. end^ ajetocd.rhrfialsi.ng

.

$55,887 gross for seven days, there-

by setting a new high for money
taken out of a theatre by a band.
Though at first it looked like Miller

would just miss a new mark, a spurt
the final two days sent his take ap-
proximately $800 higher than Kay
Kyser's former level of $20,853

reached in Boston last year.

By coincidence the film Miller had
with him at the Michigan, Para-
mount's 'Sullivan's Travels,' is the
same one he opens with at the Para-
mount theatre. New York, today
(Wed.)

.

WOR, NeiOorfc, Not Pencilling In

Out-of-Towners For a Fee Anymore

ALLERGIC TO SUGAR

Barnet Quickly Forgets Ills Switch
to Strings

After only a few days of rehears-

ing his rebuilt band, with strings.

Charlie Barnet tossed the string sec-

tion into the discard last week. Al-

ways a jive band leader, Barnet was
making an attempt to mold his new
band to conform with the current

trend, but after two days got dis-

guested. He had two violins, cello

and viola.

Accordingly his again rebuilt

bunch swung back to its old eight

brass, five sax, four rhythm setup,

but, it's explained, the style of the

band has been toned down consid-

erably from what It once was and
will, in essence, present a new
Barnet.
"Bah'd"ha5"b'een~bookcd^tor-Fcbr ^-•4-

at Community theatre, Hudson,
N. Y.; Feb. 6, week at Royal thea-

tre, Baltimore, and its opening at

Brunswick hotel, Boston, is now
down for Feb. 16.

BOB CROSBY GOES TO

COLUMBIA RECORDS

Detroit F.D.E. Ball
Detroit, Jan. 27.

Duke Ellington's orchestra and
three stars from 'Louisiana Purchase'
will cufTo at President's Birthday
Ball here Friday.

Victor Moore, William Gaxton and
Irene Bordoni arc others.

Gcor^re Saplenza combo going into

Sagamore hotel, Rochester, N. Y.

Dissatisfied with his handling at

Decca, Bob Crosby has made ar-

rangement to shift his band to Co-
lumbia-RecordSi—Though-«-contraot.
hasn't been signed as yet, Crosby
has agreed to terms of a two-year
deal and is to make his first sides

for Columbia about March 1. What
label he will be on hasn't been set-

tled.

Crosby's move away from Decca is

supposed to be based on his asser-

tion latter hasn't recorded him since

last Aug, 1 and that he has been a.s-

signed comparatively few pop num-
bers.

WOR, New York, has abolished
tlie arrangement whereby a sustain-
ing dance band originating from out
of town could be assured of a New
York outlet by paying WOR's artists

bureau an extra fee. The WOR man-
agement explained Monday (26) that
such money had been accepted on
several occasions because their in-

clusion on WOR's schedule meant
the loss of income from local dance
spots that desired WOR lines but
that it was found that this policy
did not serve the best interests of
the .station.

Like other Mutual Network mem-
bers WOR reserves the right to dis-

pose of its dance band pickup lines

to any .spot that it wishes and also to

make its own choice of dance band
relays from the Mutual schedule.
Since WOR has Its own facilities for
dancj periods to sell, it must limit

the number' of 'fffte periods that are'

fed by other members of the net-
work. The acceptance of money
from out of town bands for New
York clearance, the WOR manage-
ment stated, never became a broad
practice and it was only done on the
pleas of the leaders themselves or
their booking agents.

WOR has in effect a reciprocal
arrangement with WGN, Chicago,
whereby WOR broadca.sts between
midnight and 12:30 a.m. bands which
are fed from Chicago and WGN dur-
ing the subsequent half hour gives

-local.:rclease-ta..dance.^uiuts_fed-.li>,

the Mutual Network Jjy WOR.

PENN A. C, PHILA.,

GOING TO THE SEC

Musicians at Sea-They Ain't

Al Donahue Booked 35 Ships—Now He Has

Man (Not Band) Working

;ne

War and recent increased sinkings

of coastwise steamers off the Atlantic

Coast still has not completely
knocked out Al Donahue's bookings
of musicians on ships plying those

lanes—he still has one man aboard,

the S. S. Yarmouth. Before the war'

Donahue booked men on 35 ships,

which carried anywhere from three

to 9-10 men apiece. As the U. S.

got deeper into the struggle and ships

suspended runs or were taken over

by the Government, his placements
diminished.

Recently Donahue received a let-

ter from the Alcoa Steamship' Co. to

reduce his lone remaining combo
from four to one man, a piano
player.

JACK BARTELL LEAVES

Lorraine Benson Is Successor To
Bonnie Baker With Tucker

Worcester, Jan. 27.

Jack Bartell, male vocalist with

Orrin Tucker's band, has resigned

to return to Hollywood to do radio

work. Bob Haymes, brother of

Dick, will replace him.
Bonnie Baker, who is leaving

Tucker soon, will be succeeded by
Lorraine Benson.

Jo* Vera Orch began engagement
at the Victorian Room,' Hillcrest

hotel, Toledo, O., Jan. 26.

Philadelphia, Jan. 27.

The Pcnn Athletic Club, a one-

nighter for name bands, will ba
shortly taken over by the Govern-
ment for office space for the Security
Exchan;;c Commission moving here
from Washington. Officials of the
club are seeking to save it by pos-
sibly amalgamating with another
.similar organization or by convinc-
ing the Government that at least a

portion of the $3,000,000 building be
used for club purposes.

The SEC is expected to sign a
lease this week with the bondhold-
ers who hold the lease of the build-
ing.

Raymond Scott Buildup

Via 15 Weeks in Armonk
Raymond Scott's reorganized band

will begin a buildup stay at Blue
Gardens, Armonk, N. Y., March 17.

Date will be for at least 15 weeks
and possibly longer. Follows Bob
Allen's new band, which starts there
Feb. 6.

Scott's rebuilt group, currently In

rehearsal, plays some one-nighteri
and theatres before Blue Gardens.
It's booked for Centi'al theatre, Pas-
saic, N. J., Feb. 5.

A Hauniingly Beautiful Tune!
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hside Stuff-Musi

With seven plug tunes emanating Irom Paramount's 'The Fleet's In'

film, Paramount and Famous Music will split the publication of the num-
bers. Famous will handle 'Fleet's In,' 'Tangerine,' 'Arthur Murray Taught
Me Dancing,' and 'If You Build a Better Mousetrap.' Par gets 'Not Mine,'

'I Remember You' and 'When You Hear the Time Signal.'

As a rule one company handles an entire score of a film, but when
there are so many to work on it's too tough, Warner Bros, combine toolt

similar action about two years ago with a score written by Sammy Cahn-
Saul Chaplin. Par film stars Dorothy Lamour-Jimmy Dorsey band.

Under the new setup of the American Society of Composers, Authors and

Publishers under which the country is divided into districts, Robert A.

Hess, Milwaukee attorney, is retained as legal rep in Wisconsin, which for.

the time being at least is under the jurisdiction of the Chicago law depart-

ment headed by E. M. Hartman. Hess, a central figure in many ASCAP
court battles in Wisconsin, has been active in the organization's affairs for

the past 16 years and his place under the new order will be largely a con-

tinuation of his work in the past.

Ersklne Hawkins: 'I Love You
Truly'—'Blue Sea' (Blue. 11419). It

isn't often a colored band cuts as

commercially as first side. Haw-
kins' muted trumpet takes strong

standard melody through Initial

choruses in easy jump tempo, then

mixed quartet picks up on vocal to

form a counter and box candidate.

It sells easily. Reverse, straight in-

strumental, Is for jive boxes, a well

done hop piece studded with various

solos.

33

29

27

27

27

E. B. Marks and Ralph Peer, both publisher affiliates of Broadcast

Music, Inc., are in dispute over the rights of 'Lamp of Memory,' whose
melody Peer obtained in Mexico. Peer gave Marks the right to the melody
for. the United States and Canada and Marks subsequently added an

English lyric, which, Peer now claims, was not covered by the agreement.

Peer has two publishing firms of his own. Southern Music Co. and Peer
International.

Benny Goodman: 'Clarinet a la

King'—'How Long This Been Going
On?' (Okeh 6544). First Is what
title implies, an exhibition of rhyth-
mic clarinet work by the top man of

'em all that's , a cinch for. counters
and some boxes. 'There's not much
to accompaniment except concrete-
like rhythm, though full band is

there. Reverse, sung slowly by
Peggy Lee, isn't much of a melody
for pop use, though It's done nicely
enough.

The writing team of John Redmond, James Cavanaugh and Frank Wel-

don can claim the record of being in and out of the music publishtng

business within the period of a week. They published their latest tune,

'On the Shoulder of a Soldier,' and got several bands lined up to record

It when the Remick Music Corp. put in a bid for all the rights. Deal was
closed Monday (19) and the trio quit as publishers.

Thirty years haven't dimmed the popularity of L. Wolfe Gilbert's "Wait-

ing For the Robert E. Lee.' Enjoying sporadic revivals over a score-and-

ten, ditty is now prominently spotted In two filmusicals. Martha Raye
gives it a fresh ride in 'Hellzapoppin' and in Metro's 'Babes on Broadway'
It gets a flash production backup for Judy Garland's vocalizing.

Artie Shaw: 'Someone's Rocking
Dreamboat'—'Don't Want Walk
Without You' (Victor 27746). Any
leader who doesn't believe a vocal-
ist isn't important as musical excel-
lence to modern success should
listen to Paula Kelly trip Artie Shaw
headlong into the drain on these
sides. Leader selected two potential
click tunes, wrapped 'em in neat ar-

(Continued on page 47)

NBC and Columbia have received letters from Herbert O'Mara, of Grand
Bifliiasr'Mrch—«a'tiwhrg-thar*Witmark'sn!arrm:-ang,'^
and We Can Do It Again,' is an infringement as to theme and title of a

Bong he wrote in 1917. O'Mara gave his title as 'We'll Have to Do It

Again,' and stated that his song was published by Will Rossiter.

Inside Stuff-Orchestras

Bernle Pollack and Hal Fine have
quit the professional staff of Mills

Music, Inc., to join the New York
staff of Greene & Revel. Artie

Mehlihger makes the latest addition

to the latter firm's Hollywood office.

As a rule when a band or singers interpret a tune in a picture and
have recording connections, they disc the melody to take advantage of

the natural exploitation impetus- of the film's circulation. Jimmie Lunce-
ford, however, was almost left at the post recently because he assertedly

didn't think enough of the current hit, 'Blues In the Night,' which his

band plays In WB's film' of same name, to' record it for Decca.
After other bands had made it for other labels and Woody Herman

had cut it for Decca, Lunceford apparently awoke to its possibilities and
recorded it also. Despite this, Lunceford's interpretation- became a Decca
best-seller first week of Its release.

Stewart Seymour, formerly with

Joe Glaser, is doing contract work
for Radiotunes, Inc., a subsid of

Broadcast Music, Inc.

When Dean Hudson orchestra came north in 1937. first engagement was
• for Roy Gill at Boston's Normandie, When Gill took over Totem Pole, at

Aubumdale, Mass., Hudson was selected to start off season, and last week-
end (23-24) he made one of his last appearances with his band at Totem
Pole before leaving for the Army,, in which he holds a lieutenant's com-
mission.

Will Bradley, after his coming split with Ray McKlnley, co-leader of

the current Bradley band, will head for New York (about Feb. 18) to re

organize. McKinley also proceeds with plans for an outfit of his own.
William Morris agency will handle both.

Irvan Tbmkins, recently with Bob Astor, and before that with George
Daineral, Van Alexander and Joe Haymes, has assumed road manager post

with Bradley and will remain with newer combo.

Coin machine operators frequently confuse song titles on records they

desire, often coming up with variations that prove amusing to distributors

who serve them.
One operator walked into a New York distributor last week and, wanting

Harry James' 'The Devil Sat Down and Cried,' called 'gimm? that new
James side, ya know that—that 'Devil Couldn't Take It.'

While playing Totem Pole, Aubumdale, Mass., Sammy Kaye turned down
local sustaining broadcast on WAAB-Colonial net when strict station

ruling wouldn't permit him to announc. his own program. However, he
was allowed to carry on two hours later via same station picking up for

Mutual net.

Due to the pre^s of keeping up with outstanding orders Columbia Rec
ords again skips its usual w:cekly release of new stuff this Friday (30).

It's third time in six months that Columbia has held up new releases.

Decca Records has done it several times also.

So far Victor has not skipped any.

NICK CAMPBELL — SOLLY LOFT — AL PORCIE
onnouncc the /ormatioTi 0/ a mw corporaXxon

CAMPBELL, LOFT & PORGIE, Inc.
with offices .at 1619 Broadway, New York

Our Number One Song

"AS WE WALK INTO THE SUNSET"
Recorded by the following artieti . . .

LANNY ROSS (viotor) DINAH -SHORE (bluebird)

JAN SAVITT (victor) SONNY DUNHAM (bluebird)

LES BROWN (okeh) ORRIN TUCKER^ (Columbia)

JOHNNY LONG (dacoa)

In preparation—*ON ECHO HILL'

White Cliffs of Dover. Shapiro
Sometimes Berlin ...

Humpty Dumpty Heart-t'Playmates' Southern
•Popocatepetl BMI
Rose O'Day Tobias ..

Blues In the Night—t'Blues in' Night'. Remick ,,\\\
'-^

Everything I Love—t'Let's Face It' Chappell 22
Elmer's Tune Xobbins '\

21
How About You? .

.' feist 21
We're Couple In Castle—t'Mr. Bug Goes to Town Famous . 21
Mandy Is Two BVC

.
',\ 20

Don't Want Walk Without You—t'Sweater Girl' Paramount . . . ig
Deep in Heart of Texas . .Melodylare ." ig
I Know Why—t'Sun Valley Serenade' Feist ]g
•This Is No Lau.Qhing Matter Block . . .

." ]'| 15
Day Dreaming T. B. Harms.!!!! 14
We Did It Before—t'BanJo Eyes' Witmark ......... 14
Anniversary Waltz Mayfair 13
•This Love of Mine.-. Embassy 13-
Angeline

, J. Campbell 12
Chattanooga Choo Choo—t'Sun Valley Serenade'. . .Feist 12
I Got It Bad Bobbins 12
Somebody Else Is Taking My Place Shapiro 12

'Tis Autumn Witmark 12
All Through The Night—t'All Through Night' Witmark n
You Made M.e Love You Broadway
Embraceable You Harms . .

.

•I Think Of You h Embassy .,

Jealous ...Mills
Shrine of St. Cecelia Braun ....

Who Calls? Harms ...

Music Notes

Tommy Valando has been pro-
moted to professional manager of

Santly-Joy-Select. He has been with
the firm since its inception.

Johnny Burke and Jimmy Van
Heusen writing songs for 'Road to

Morocco' at Paramount.

Leo Bobin and Ralph Rainger
cleffing ditties for 'Strictly Dyna-
mite' at 20th-Fox.

Bernard Herrmann directing the
scoring for 'The Magnificent Amber-
sons' at RKO.

Jesse Stool has been named man-
ager of theXhlcago office for Para-
mount music. He- Was recently in
charge of the Chicago office for
Melody Lane music.

ftemlck's 'Captains of the Clouds,'
a new song, has been designated the
official song of the Royal Canadian
Air Force.

David Buttolph doing the score for
'This Gun for Hire' at Paramount

David Snell turned in the score
for 'Tarzan Against the World' at
Metro.

Victor Young writing and direct-
ing music for 'Out of the Frying Pan
and 'Take a Letter, Darling' at Para-
mount.

nOvKRCU, CaOtoml* B«p.'

$coU Bradley conducting the score
on the Metro cartoon, 'The Hungry
Wolf.'

NBC, CBS, Mutual-Piags

FoItou>inp tabulation of popular music per/omances embraces all rhrm
Hdtuorks—NBC. CBS and Mi/iiial—as represented bw WEAF—WJZ WABr
and WOR, N. Y. Compilation herewith covers uieele bepinning Mondoul
through Sundov (Jan. 19-25), from 5 p.m. to 1 a.m., and is based on date
provided by Accurate" Reporting Service, regular checking source for the
music publishing industrv.
nTLE • PUBLISHRB TOTAL

11

10

10
10
10

10

• Indicates BMI licensing; others ore via ASCAP.
t Filmusical.

t Legitimate.

10 Best SeDers on Coin-Machines

(Records below are grabbing most nickels this week <n jukeboxet
throughout the countn/, os reported by operators to 'Variety.' Name)
of more, than one band or tincalisl nffer the title indicrites. in order 0/

popularit)/. whose recordings are being pidved. Figures and names in

parenthesis indicate the number of weeks eoch song has been in the listmgt
and respective publishers.)

1. White Cliffs of Dover (4) Shapiro

2. Remember Pearl Harbor (3) Republic

3

I Sammy Kayi . Victor

(
Jimmy Dor.«ey Decca

Sammy Kaye Victor

Blues in Night (3) Remick
| "^^^''c.TolT: I. : : I :''o^eH

4. Elmer's Tune (13) Robbins.

5. Chattanooga Choo-Choo (14) Feist.

6. Shrine St. Cecilia (6)

(Glenn Miller Bluebird

) Andrews Sisters Decca

( G'.enn Miller Bluebird

I
Andrews Sisters Decca

„' ( Vaughn Monroe Bluebird
1 Andrews Sisters Decca

7. Shepherd Serenade (11) Mayfair. I Bing Crosby Decca
'

I
Johnny Long Decca

8. This Love of Mine (IM Embassy
^?~ ^ckYr W:!:™
( Les Brown Okeh

i Woody Herman Decca

Harry James Columbia

9. 'Tis Autumn (5) Witmark.

10. You Made Me Love You (16) Broadway..

DISKS CAI1NI^G FAVOR
(These records are directl]/ below the first 10 in popularit]/, but grou'ing

in demand on the coin machines.)'

I Said No (Paramount)
I Alvino Rey Bluebird

I
Jimm. Dorsey Decca

Rose O'Day (Tobias).
(Kate Smith Columbia
(Woody Herman Decca

Ev'rythlng I Love (Chappell) Glenn Miller Bluebird

. Okeh
. Victor

This Is ^'o Laughing Matter (Block) \
Charlie Spivak.

) Sammy Kayo.

.

This Time Dream's On Me (Remick) 1'?',°°'^^ ' '

' Wi °f irH
I
Glenn Miller Bluebird

(Bob Chester Bluebird

( Sammy Kaye. Victor

I Got It Bad (Robbins) Yj^!"'
I
Jimmy Dorsey Decca

( Bing Crosby Decca

I Freddy Martin Bluebird

I Harry James. . . .. .Columbia

) Vaughn Monroe. ...Bluebird

Madelaine (Santly).

Anniversary Waltz (Mayfair)

I Don't Want Walk Without You (Param't).

Herbert Stothart directing record-
ings for 'I Married an Angel' at
Metro, •

Miller at N.Y. Ball

Glenn Miller's band will play the
New ' York President's Ball at the
Waldorf-Astoria hotel. New York,
Friday (30). He'll be doubling from
the Paramount theatre, N, Y., where
he opens today (Wed.). Martin
Block, record spinner from WNEW,
,N. Y., Is to m.c. broadcasts by Miller
ond other names, on all networks
and WNEW.
Dinah Shore, singer, has been

idded to the Washington, D, C,
Birthday hop, for -which Johnny
Long's band is booked.

In 1941 we gave you 'INTERMEZZO'
aow we give you ... .

DARLINiG, I LOVE YOU
from Tschalkowsky concerto, part 2

LOVE'S RHAPSODY
a dream melody

DID YOU DID IT
(or did you didn't, did it)

all arranged by KENDALL BURGESS

EDWARD SCHUBERTH & CO., INC.
11 EAST 22nd STREET, NEW YORK
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BMI Advance of $18,000 to New Firm

;uarantee8 to Forward Backing for 1942 to Camp-

bell, Loft & Rorgie, Inc.

Broadcast Music, Inc, last week

.came In indirect fashion the flnan-

ers of the merged firm ol Camp-

.U. Lo't it Porgle, Inc. The radlo-

ijned music combine has agreed to

ivance the latter concern sums up

, J18.000
during 1942 lor operating

Kpenses, with this money to be con-

dered as an advance against per-

jrming rights royalties. The ad-

gnce will serve as a sort ol guar-

ntee.

Xhe stockholders ol the new cor-

oration consist ol SoUy Lolt, Nick

;jnipbeU and Al Porgle. Harry

Yiedman, who had been Porgie's

™tner in the firm ol Porgle, Debm

,nd Friedman, wiU be Chicago man-

leer ol the new setup, while Ed

Celly will handle the Coast office.

BMI had Brst ulted to the three-

ome about aUocating to itseU 25%

if the new corporation's stock lor

inderwriting the venture, but It

iropped this proposal alter being

ielugcd with calls Irom other BMI-

iffillated publishers who demanded

t, know why they also weren't ol-

[ered a slmUar proposition.

yiCTORPAYS

PUBS 16D CS

FOR QUARTER

RCA Victor's royalty distribution

lor the quarter ending Dec. 1, 1941,

represents a record high, it Is re-

ported, lor a like period in the com-

pany's operations for the pa£t 15

year?;

On the basis ol the money that

went to ASCAP-aftiliated publishers

It is figured that the company's

outlay in royalties on pbp and stand-

ard tunes for that particular 1941

quarter was somewhere around the

$160,000 mark.
~

15 Best Sheet Music Sellers

(Week ending Jan. 24)

White Ciifls ol Dover ... Shapiro
Rose O'Day Tobias
Shrine ol St Cecelia Braun
We Did It Before Witmark
Remember P. Harbor. .Republic
Elmer's Tune.... Robbins
Blues in Night (....Remick
Chattanooga Choo Choo. . . .Feist

Madelaine SanOy
Anniversary Waltz .Maylalr
Bells ol San Raquel. ...... .Peer

This No Laughing Matter... Block
Everything I Love Chappell
Tis Autumn Witmark
Dear Mom .Republic

ASCAP Nominations

ASCAP board ol directors holds a
special meeting tomorrow (Thurs-
day) to appoint writer and publisher
nominating committee lor the direc-

tor elections which come up in

March. Under the by-laws these

new directors must be chosen in

Ume lor them to be Installed April 2.

There will be three publisher and
lour writer posts open on the board.

ARfSOiARTZ

SUESFORmK'

ASCAP FEES

First Tiling in Nebraska Upsets Those

Who;Framed Anti-ASCAP Legislation

THESAURUS' POSITION

Expected to Besume With ASCAP
Bat No Move So Far

Teacher Loses

Action Charging

Song Plagiarism

Inlringement action which Marion

F. Newcomb, a North Dakota school-

marm, brought against_Santly Bros,

and the late Joe' Young in 19SZ~In

connection with the song, 'Starlight,

Help Me Find the One 1 Love,' was

dismissed by Judge Edward A.

Conger in the N. Y. lederal court

last week. Miss Newcomb .claimed

plagiarism of title and lyrics, citing

her song, 'SUrlight,' which she wrote

in 1931.

In a six-page decision Judge

Conger ruled that there was no ex-

clusive filhT~pess1ble—loi^he—title

and he listed 13 other songs with

similar titles which had been sub-

mitted during the trial by J. T.

Abeles, counsel for the Santly pub-

lishing house. The judge held that

both Miss Newcomb and Young, who
wrote the lyrics ol the Santly ver-

sion, had used a nursery rhyme
which is in the public domain, 'Star-

light, Starbright,' as the source ol

their verses.

MORE MUSIC

RACKS IN USE

Expansion ol music racks distribu-

tion by the International Circulation
Co. has now reached the point where
the initial order lor a current pop
song is 17,000 copies. This represents
an increase ol 2,000 copies per tune
since the first ol the year. Another
evidence ol the growing success of
the ICC's venture in music racks is

the consistent increase in the per-
centage ol net sales lor sheet music
placed in them.

.
There are about 5,500 ol these

racks now in circulation. The loca-
tions are drug and stationery stores
in areas that are without regular
niusic store service.

Bobby Dolan writing and directing
the score on 'Mr. and Mrs. Cugat' at
Paramount.

Another Action

There's still another action aris-

ing from the same Santly numbers

still pending in the courts. The pub-

lisher is seeking to have the U. S.

circuit court of appeals set aside a

verdict handed down five years ago

holding that the melody ol Santly's

'Starbright' was an infringement of

a song written previously by Al Wil-

kie, a westcoast entertainer. The
ruling on the Wilkie case as it now
.stands places with the defendant of

a plagiarism action the burden ol

proving that there was no possible

access to or contact with the work of

the suing writer. Because ol the

serious repercussions that such a

theory in law might have in the

future defenses ol plagiarism actions

the music publishing business as a

whole has been interested in seeing

that the Santly-Wilkie case is car-

ried to the highest courts.

Miss Newcomb's counsel made
mention of the Wilkie decision dur-

ing trial of the case but Judge Conger

stated in his decision that the facts

in the. Newcomb action did not allow

lor the drawing ol a similar inler-

ence.

Arthur Schwartz, production writ-

er, has filed suit in the N. Y. supreme
court against the American Society

ol Composers, Authors and Publish-

ers for back payment of royalties.

The ASCAP board of directors last

October overruled the decisions of

both the writers classification com-
mittee and the writers appeals

board, and granted Schwartz a boost

from Class A to AA. Schwartz now
I claims that the Society was dere-

lict in granting him his proper rat-

ing over a period ol two years, and

he is suing lor the diflerence be-

tween what he collected and what
would have been due him il he had
been«put in Class AA in October,

1939, when he originally applied lor

the promotion. The claim involves

around $8,000.

Before-Schwartz^ei-hls.jult.th.e
law firm ol Stimson, Roberts & Put-

nam wrote the Society that its client

(Schwartz) lelt that he was entitled

to compensation lor the two-year in-

terval because the responsible groups

within ASCAP had failed to act with

dispatch on his application lor a

raise in classification. The ASCAP
board discussed this letter and came

to the conclusion that it was barred

by the Society's bylaws Irom recog-

nizing SchwarU's claim. The by-

law in question stipulates~that an

advance in rating may not be made
retroactive.

The complaint, which names all

the ASCAP olflcers and directors,

asks lor an accounting, and charges

that the latter willuliy and inali-

ciously withheld the plaintiffs' due

share ol' royalty distribution. This

is the first time In.soine years that

the' Society has been sued by a writer

member on such an issue.

The NBC Recording Division has
evinced some interest in resuming
the availability ol ASCAP music lor

its Thesaurus library but so lar it

has not made an overt move to

signature a basic agreement lor such
mechanical rights with Harry Fox,

agent and trustee.
~

Fox last week received a call Irom
NBC which sought inlormation on
the contracts which the World
Broadcasting System and Associated
Music Publishers, Inc., had signa-
tured lor their respective recorded
program libraries.

R. W. Rome to Ciiicaiio

Boston, Jan. 27.

R. W. Rome, New England man-
ager lor American Society ol Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers, has
been translerred to head the Chi-
cago office and set up the midwest
division.

Samuel Burkett, who was Rome's
assistant since November, steps up.

lancoln. Neb., Jan. 27.

First of the long string ol muste
copywright holders expected to jam
the secretary ol state's office here in

the Nebraska capitol with filings to

comply with the anti-ASCAP law
was Charles Tobias, of "Tobias &
Lewis, publisher-writer of 'Rose

O'Day.' Indicative of the lack of

knowledge of what the anti-ASCAP
law, supreme court countenanced,
will mean to the slate in a muddle
ol music for all users, was the dither

thrown here about the filing.

State house newsmen went Irom
Tax Commissioner Brady, the man
who framed the original bill in 1937,

when he was a senator, to the secre-

tary ol state's office, to the attor-

ney general's office. None of them
could give much clarification and
the initial reporting was very in-

nocuous, because nobody wanted to

step oil.

Journal's Interpretive piece, clear-

est of all the yarns, was quarreled
with by . some ol the' state house
group because it gave ASCAP a
break. State house did say Tobias
was short on two counts in his filing,

though, and prepared a letter whldi
will go to each filing person Irom
now on showing what steps will have

(Continued on page 55)

Expressing the Sentiment of Every American Heart

lETS SAYA PRAYER
(for somebody's boy)

HERE ARE THE LYRICS OF THIS
BEAUTIFUL SONQ . . .

LET'S SAY A PRAYER for somebody't boy
Who is yightinf; jor you and me
Let's wish the best for somebody's lad
Who is saiting across the seo
The oood Lord will hear every word that you tay
So pause just a Tnoment some time in each day
.And LETS SAY A PRAYER for somebody's boy
And- one lor the U.S.A.

Send for Material on This New Hit

I.-iU'". "''itlnol pnbllBlier of "MT CABIN OF DBE.AMS" »"• ,;''">^!"'
UODV KI.SK IS TAKING MY I'l.AC'K". Tliniikil to Irving Btrlln, Inc..

nnd HIiniilro-BcrnBttlD H Co., Inc., for nnhlnr tlie«e hitii,

_„BAY STATE MUSIC CO.
'68 Tremont St., doston, Mass.

GEORGE J. REARDON
Professional Manager

Streamlined Kazoo Goes

To Market Under Care

Of Exploiteer Hal Home

Hal Home Organization, which

owns and promotes the Sing-a-Tina,

installed a professional department

performers with name bands in how

Monday (26) to train' groups ol

performers with name bands in how

to play the instruments—streamlined

plastic relatives of the old-fashioned

kazoo. New department directed by

George Fragos, author of 'I Hear a

Rhapsody' and other tunes, will also

organize acts to make theatre ap-

pearances playing the instruments.

Home states he has sold 2,400,000

Sing-a- Tinas since last fall.
,

They

are distributed by the Woolworth

chain. Gadgets are being turned out

lor Home at the rate ol 46,000 a day

now, but a new mold will go into

operation this week to push produc-

tion to 70,000 daily. Home said.

Home office, mainly a pubUcity

and promotional outfit, is in the

process ol staging successive exploi-

tation campaigns on the Sing-a-Tina

in individual cities throughout the

country.

Sheet Sales Good

Sheet music orders opened strong

Monday (26) with the Jobbing

houses, lollowing an unusually heavy

week which saw two outright war

songs, 'Remember Pearl Harbor' (Re-

public) and 'We've Done It Before

and We Can Do It Again,' esUbllsh-

ing themselves among the fop best

sellers. 'White Cliffs ol Dover' (Sha-

piro-Bernstein) enjoyed a turnover

ol 39,000 copies on the week, bring-

ing the total sale ol the song to

240,000 copies.

'Pearl Harbor' last week did 18,-

000 copies, while 'We Did It' ac-

counted lor a sale ol 17,000 copies.

The latter tune has gone about 80,-

000 copies in four weeks ol, plugging^

Y/hy GamWe?

The hit fhat was born overnight

SOMEBODY NOBODY LOVES
Words and Music by 5y Miller

A novelty one-step in the tempo of "Ferry-Boat Serenade"

IF I COULD ONLY PLAY
A CONCERTINA

Lyric by Al Stillman Music by Joe Burke

The best written song in years

I GOT IT BAD
And That Ain't Good

Lyric by Paul Webster Music by Duke Ellington

The most played song on radio

ELMER'S TUNE
By Elmer Albrecht, Sammy Gallop, Dick Jurgens

THE SURPRISE HIT OF THE SEASOn/

WE'RE HAVING A BABY
(My Baby And Me)

Lyric by Harold Adamson Music by Vernon Duke

fromrEddio Cantor's musical smash, "Banjo Eyes"

ABE OlMAN, orn m,,

MURRAY BAKER, p.oi wg-

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

799 Seventh Ave, • New York
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Gov. James Blasts Pa. Cafes Hopes

On Later Curfew in Daylight Saving

Philadelphia, Jan. 27.

Hopes that the new Federal day-

light saving time would bail out

Philadelphia's ailing nilery biz by

allowing the spots to keep open an

extra hour were blasted over the

weekend by Governor Arthur H.

James.

After scanning the provisions of

the new time law pissed by Congress

and skedded to go Into effect Feb. 9,

the Governor announced that it

would have no effect- on the oper-

ating hours of all spots where liquor

Is purveyed.

In other years, as soon as daylight

saving time went into effect, closing

liours were lengthened from 2 a.m.

weekdays to 3 a.m., and from mid-
night to 1 a.m. on Saturday.- The
extra hour's grace came because all

Pennsylvania laws are based on
Eastern Standard Time.

As soon as the proposed Federal

time became a certainty club nabobs
.began laying plans for increasing the

nut for their shows. (More than 500

entertainers, musicians, bartenders,

waiters, etc., lost their jobs two
months ago when all clubs knuckled
down and began closing right at the
stroke of 2 a.m. week nights and
midnight Saturday.)

The spot owners had received as-

surances from State Liquor Board
-apokiesmen- -that- the- Federal - time-

would work precisely as the former
daylight time. Now they have^to
junk their plans for a more liberal

curfew.. Some had booked big name
acts and faced the choice of either
playing at a loss or -else cancel and
face a battle from the actor.

In addition to putting a chill for

better business for the winter and
spring, - the new Federal time will

also crimp the added shekels' Philly

spots used to pick up when they
were able to keep! open that extra
hour in the summer. The new time
will be in effect all the year lound.

Back for the Third Time
in Ten Month* t

LORRAINE
and

ROGNAN
N. Y. PARAMOUNT

with

GLENN MILLER

—after completing
THE FLEET'S BV' for

Paramount and a rec-

ord week at the Michi-

gan, Detroit: •

"It's tough tor an act to swerve
attention on a- program llk« this,
but Lorraine and Rognan are equal
to the taek. They've become one
of the flUckoBt comedy tcama In
the country, and their work growa
more polished with each visit.
Lorraine Is the snappy.oyed,
grinning gnl who weara a dog
for a neck-piece, makes more
faoes than a monkey, and con-,
torts her body Into moE« ludicrous
shapes than you'll And In a
futuristic painting. Itognan, an
apt comedian hliriself. Is an Ideal
partner. When they get warmed
up, only an audience of statues
wouldn't laugh."

—Al Weltschat, Detroit Newa^

Par. Dir.l

MARK i. LEDDY
PUBLICITV: HANSEN - WILLIAMS, INO.

License Requirements

Hit Jukepix in Pennsy
Philadelphia, Jan. 27.

A blow to the jukebox industry In

Pennsylvania is seen in the ruling of

the State Liquor Control Board that

all taprooms featuring coin-operated

film machines must obtain amuse-

ment licenses.

The fee for these permits is $120

—

too steep to make it profitable for

any location owner to allow the ma-
chine to t>e operated in' his spot.

Usual arrangement in and around
Philly is for the machine distrib to

get the first >30and a 65-3S diwy on
the balance.

A bill in equity challenging the
ruling of the liquor board has been
filed in Dauphin county court
(Harrisburg) by the distributing

company and arguments on the case
are expected to be heard next week.
Most common type of machine used
in the Philly area are Panoram
Soundies.

St Loo Niteries Adopt

Radio Ballyhoo Idea

St, Louis, Jan. 27.

A dozen niteries featuring Negro

talent for Negro customers exclu-

sively are airing shows twice week-

ly, and the originator of the idea

has transcriptions played four other

nights during the week. Verne An-
derson, local Negro, cooked up the

Idea, sold portions of the' two-hour,

twice-a-week spots—H to 1—to the

niteries, whose 'entertainment Is

broadcast by remote over WTMV,
East St Louis. In order not to lose

the air spot Anderson bought the

same period for the rest of the time

and plays . transcriptions, wltlj an-

other Negro, Wiley Price, emceeing.

Idea has caught on and club opera'-

tors report biz Is being hypoed by
the air stuff.

Among the niost prominent of the

niteries In the co-op Idea are Cafe
Society, the Cozy Corner and the

Brooklyn Club.

Technicality Prevents

bet Cops From Closing

lifalk of Living Dead'

:— — .- Dfitrolt^Jan_ 27

As long as It's The IValk of the

Living Dead' and n'o marathon dance,

George W. Pughe, California pro-

moter, has the police here stopped

cold.

-Detroit police and State officials,

who have clashed often, came to

loggerheads on the show which
Pughe is running off at the State Fair
Grounds Coliseum with 16 couples
and one solo. Local beefs started
pouring in on the prosecutor here
of 'Inhuman treatment' of the con-
testants, particularly after a radio
broadcast in which one of the endur-
ance performers spoke over"The air

after being 'frozen' for 18 minutes in

a cake of Ice.

Prosecutor Thomas Dow ling
steamed up, too, because there Is a
state law in Michigan prohibiting
marathon dances, and so he sent the
cops out to investigate. Pughe
charged that in 35 years of promoting
shows he had never tangled with the
authorities, he then played his ace
in the hole. Bernard Youngblood,
manager of the State Fair, said he
had Inspected the show for the State,

that it was no endurance contest and
he had granted Pughe the right to
use the State property.

Case, however, went Into the
courts, with Pughe coming out the
^flnner on a ruling that the police
could not interfere, with the latter

getting some help on the fact that
unless the contestants get an eight-

hour layoff daily 'The Walk of the
Living Dead' comes under the head
of a marathon and can be closed,

The latter point turned out to be
o.k. with the' promoter. It'll make
the show run that much longer.

H. KALCHEIM

KHNSIORRE
Harry Kalcheim, who recently re-

signed as booker of Paramoimt stage

show theatres, moves into the Wil-

liam Morris agency upon his return

in a couple of weeks from a Miami
Beach vacation. Kalcheim will go
into the band department and will

be theatre and film booking coordi-
nator.

—AB-Paramount's-bDokBl';^and;'im-
'portantly concerned in the buildup
of the Broadway Paramount's pit-

barn] policy, Kalcheim is considered
an expert on bands. Also impor-
tant are his valuable contacts in that

field.

As currently set up, the Morris
agency's band department is headed
In New York by Willard Alexander,,
while Ed Fishman is In charge of

operations on the Coast. In N. Y.
Nat Kalcheim, brother of Harry, Is

also actively concerned In the band
department's operation through
being head of all theatre and nltery

talent, plus band selling.

NIX FREE TALENT SHOWS

FOR POLICE IN CHICAGO

Chicago, Jan. 27.

An order has been issued by the
Commissioner of Police forbidding
any meml)er of the police depart-
ment to ask any performer to do a
benefit show.
Commissioner James AUnian last

week circularized the order to all

police commanding officers.

Saranac Lake

EARLe CAFE START

PUSHED FOR FRISCO

San Francisco, Jan. 27.

Bimbo's 365 club here Is ballyhoo-
ing a new setup as insurance against
daylight saving time and blackouts.
Tabbed the 'nightlife saving plan,'

club is trying to change the normal
9 p.m.-and-after club routine to a 6
o'clock sendoff.

Grub hereafter will be on at 6,

with the first floor show at 7:30,

something unheard of here. Second
show is at 10 and the Anal at 1 p.m.
The 2 a.m. closing order, backed by
ipilitary authorities, also figures.

Nitery Operator Slain

AshevlUe, N. C, Jan. 27.

William Beard, operator of Cat 'n'

Fiddle, nitery on AshevlUe-Black
Mountain highway, was shot and in-
stdatiy killed Jan 20.

' Officers booked foi: investigation a
pa.tron, J. Arvln Sluder, and stated
'seven shots were fired from a' .49

calibre automatic plstoL

Saranac, N. Y., Jan. 27.
.

William Morris, Jr., shot in, ogled
gang at the Will Rogers, then back
to the Big Town.
Jack Edwards, who did the trick

here, later emceeing in various nite

spots on Long Island, is back at the
lodge for a short stay and o.o.

Dr. George Wilson'^nd Mrs. Ruth
Norman were crowned king and
queen of the Will Rogers for their

kindness towards the patients.

Among those with top reports are:

Mike Cojohn, Peggy ' McCarthy, Max
Smallens, Don Fairchild, Rufus
Weathers, Harry Clifton, Eddie Vogt
and Ben Schafter.

Harry Martin is getting his sea
legs back so he can hit the big town.
Margie Regan, Jimmy Johnston's

ex-secretary, on the mend.
Colony sympathizes with Eddie

Vogt in recent loss of his wife.

Helen Inglee and Francis Brown
both licked the 'rib'' operation. Both
back at the Rogers after short hos-

pitalization.

Herman LeVine (Will Rogers
Fund) ogled the gang, put his O.K.
on general conditions, then back to

New York.
Jack (WOR) Mulvaney, who took

a New Year resolution nixing smok-
ing, got permission from the house
medico to puff one ciggie a day.
John £aton and Bob Cosgrove,

lodge comics, take time out to en-
tertain the gang -here with a lot of
original stuff that helps ozoning and
makes It worth While.
Harry 'Sllpfoot' ClUton doing this

colume for Happy Benway, In bed
for over two weeks due to setback.
Medicos have things well in hand,

(Write to those who are 111).

Night Club Reviews

MONTE CARLO, N. Y.

Mr. and Mrs. Ctorgi Jcssel (Lo(s An-.
drctss); Ted Straeter, Bob Knlpht and
Bobby Parks orchestra*; |I and flJW
cover charge In main clubrootn.

Felix (Fefe) Ferry's ornate saloon,
with a 'beach club' as sidekick to the
main nitery, appears to have been
fortimate with the booking of George
Jessel and his missus, Lois Andrews.
Prior to the Jessels the eastslde spot
was having Its' trouble trying to fig-

ure out where business had gone, but
the comic rejuvenated the nitery on
his opening night <2I). , The spot was

f
lacked to the doors and Jessel de-
Ivered In smash fashion.
Doubling from, his 'High Kickers'

musical current at the Broadhurst,
Jessel here is playing his first night-
club engagement in a couple of years.
The nighteries have been missing
something. Although hemmed In by
tables that had been set on the floor

to accommodate the -crowd, Jessel
punched away with - a

.

sparkling
monolog that kept them laughing
aad,-At the. janish..iiadJem-pleading,
for more. His job was all the more
remarkable because it was almost
like working in a crowded subway
train. Had he taken one step back-
wards he would have landed among
the musicians; one step forward and
he'd have been in a ringslder's lap.
Miss Andrews, an extremely pretty

girl, allows Jessel a breather by do-
ing three songs In between what
might be called Jessel's flrst and sec-
ond monologs. 'Chattanooga Choo
Choo,' a rhumba-like tune and flnally
a cute number that might well bear
the title of 'That's How I Subscribed
to Liberty' Is her repertoire here.
She has a low, lush voice and gets by,
Because -Ot-the_. Jessels!.-stipendr

Fefe has Instituted a cover Charge
for their 10-day rutr. It's $1 week
nights and $1.50 Saturdays. There's
no other entertainment, but yet a
considerable nut because of the three
bands the spot uses. Ted Straeter
does a fine job as the No. 1 crew
In the main clubroom, with Bob
Knight's aggregation as the capable
alternate. In the 'beach club' ,

is

Bobby Parks' small but okay com-
bination, seemingly stressing conga-
rhumbas. Scho,

BEACHCOMBER
(MIAMI BEACH)

Miami Beach, Jan. 16.

Luba Malina, Maurice & Cordoba,
Tropicol Dancers (8) Dr. Giovanni,
Del Casino Orch (12), Canay Orch
(5); $1.50 minimum.

Minus fanfare that marked its
debut last season, but still in keep-
ing with best bacardi bolte tradi-
tions, Monte Proser's erstwhile
zombie parlor is off to a fair geta-
way, but will require a considerable
hypo if the operators expect to hit
the credit side of the ledger as fre-
quently as in days prior to the gamb-
ling blitz. Not that this spot has
ever boasted a blue room, but with
the general slowup of the nocturnal
whirl here, it takes a potent layout
to make current crop of vacationists
forget their date with the man with
the whiskers on March 15.

Despite much beefing about- seat-
ing, this room scored a resounding
click last year by judiciously book-
ing ace acts, and retaining a line of
lovelies that had the local lotharlos
in a dither. This season Messrs.
Gaines, et al., have placated pew-
holders by dispensing with the arbor
effects and elevating the dance floor.
However, they have neglected to
glaze the show with their customary
production touches. Result is It lacks
snap and sparkle.

Line of femmes is particularly dis-
appointing. Several of the gals are
local recruits, and routines are hand-
me-downs. Unattractive costuming
doesn't help.

Luba Malina has been making the
rounds locally since early fall and
is a bit too familiar now to qualify
as strong b.o. attraction. Current
songalogs are not her best, and she
has assumed an entirely too blase
attitude. Her bangs coiffure is un-
becoming.

Maurice and Cordoba are likewise
too casual about the whole thing.
Pair, as always, are exceptionally
graceful ballroomologists, and In
past have scored strongly. This
time they appear a bit too anxious
to get it over with.

Only one in the show apparently
really bent on pleasing is Del Ca-
sino. With his 12-man band he pro-
vides standout entertainment, doing
a fine job warbling and emceeing.
Unit boasts several ^Russ Morgan
alumni, of whom Casino reminds In
appearantfe. and Morgan manner is
noticeable both in arrangements and
shading. Books

, are predominately
sweet, but boys occasionally remove
the wraps and register solidly.

Canay's rhumba band is likewise
socky. Emphasis on rhythm, and
its plenty Insinuating.

(Ed. note: .Dr. Giovanni's sock
pocket-picking act, strong biz getter,
has been added since this show was
reviewed Jan. 16.) Leslie.

ROYAL PALM, MIAMI

Miami, Jan. 25
Gertrude Niesen, Jack Cole Datic.

ers (3), 6 Willya, Helene GardnCT
Dancers (4), Rose Blaine, Biliu Sher-
man, Palmettes (30), Abe Lman
Orch (21), Romon Manchifo Orch
(8); production by George Woods-
donee routines by Al White; $356
minimum.

Comes seasonal opening of Hialeah
and the Royal Palm takes its annual
bow as Miami's No. 1 nitery. 'nug
year finds It minus its customary
casino, a factor which in previous
years has contributed no little to
high calibre of entertainment usually
in this room, With the casino In
operation the nut is naturally larger
permitting importation of biggest
names In the biz. This winter, with the
gambling blitz still on, and season
definitely in low gear, owner Arthur
Childers has been forced to reshuffle
his projected setup and the show
hasnt a single sufficiently strong
pivotal personality on which to
"anchor Ihe production.—A- need for- •

comedy is also apparent.

Gertrude Niesen, when caught, did
her same old routine familiar to Big
Town night-lifers, failing to click.

But since her opening she's re-
routined her songs and is registering
better. The major drawback to Miss
NIesen's turn at this catching was
her sphinx-like lack of salesmanship.
Supporting turns are all clicky.

Helene Gardner's acrobatic quartet
(three males and femme) rate plenty
of attention as a nifty adagio turn.
Miss Gardner is tiny, but she's dyna-
mite, accomplishing triple twists and
double somersaults in mid-air before
cojinecting with catchers. It's about
the Des'f "acT of IHrtypBTeverxBught-
in this room.
Jack Cole and his two femme part-

ners remain an. Upper-case attraction.
Trio's striking - unj^Ijesslonlstic con-
cepts of Javaiiesft and East Indian
dances are highly effective and their
wares recommend them as class at-
tractions. The Six Willys also reg-
ister strongly. Three males and three
femmes Interpolate flashy acrobatics
into standard Indian-club, hoop-
hurling routine. It's quite an eye-
arresting turn.
As usual here, house line is a major

attraction, and this season's recruits
make it the most orb-filling chorine
corps to pass in review this winter.
Steppers are beautifully costumed
and click in three outstanding pro-^

duction sequences. Especially ef-
fective is one tagged 'Rainbow Song,'
with gals using parasols to create
multi-hued illusion. ITune, knocked
out by Bob Musel and warbled by
Billy Sherman, has good commercial
possibilities. Other vocal chores are
shared by Rose Blaine, with the Abe
Lyman band.
This is third season Lyman has

perched on this podlunaand, as usual,

batons with plenty of zip. Since

(Continued on page 44)
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Sonja Henie Revue Grosses $1054,000,

aosing Season in N.Y. With $280,000

Although two stands played last

season were skipped, Sonja Henie's

Hollywood Ice Revue grossed $1,-

054,000 in its season which closed at

Madisqn Square • Garden last night

(27). A special matinee is being

. given this afternoon, when entire

receipts go to the Red Cross.

Slcatlng star's eight appearances at

the Garden drew -capacity through-

out, with the tailings of $280,000

eqiialling last winter's date of

similar length, at $4.40 top.

Miss Henie's engagement at the

Chicago Stadium grossed $304,000.

There were 11 performances ^here,

with the Stadium being larger than

the Garden. There were seven

cities visited, the others being:

Omaha, six days, $57,000; St. Louis,

five days, $76,000; Indianapolis, seven

days, $112,000; Buffalo, six days,

$84,000; Detroit, seven days, $141,000.
"—Totarandience-flgured atBlS.OOO. —

_

Arthur M. Wirtz and associates, of

Chicago, operate the arenas visited

with the exception of those in New
York, St Louis and Buffalo. They
and Miss Henie present 'It Hap-
pens On Ice' ;at the Center, N. Y.,

which is in its second year. It was
anticipated that 'Ice' would be socked

but the gross at the theatre jumped
last week, so the phenomenon again

occurred, its boxofflce having simil-

larly being upped last January when
Miss Henie played the Garden.

The Brandt Sisters and Fritz

_D!etl, stilt skater, from the Henie
EhowrJoIh'"t1ie Centre theatre- ou*~

fit, latter having been in 'Ice'

vlously. Willie and Bobby Mbrris,

bicycle turn, are out otike Center

ghow. Gene Berg, who has been

skating with Jo AiMf Dean, in tne

latter, Is leavlng-^o join the Wmy.
'A number of-ifiale line skaters in the

. 'Henie rpvtie also go into 'Ice,' re-

placjpg others called in the draft.

^Y. Nitery Profits Help

Proser Pay Off Debts of

N.Y. Dancery FIoppo

' Terrific biz at the Copacabana,
N. Y., currently featuring Joe E.

Lewis, Is enabling Monte Proser to

pay oft 'Speedily the heavy losses he
incurred last summer in the abor-
tive operation of Madison Square
Garden, N. Y., as a mammoth ball-

room.

.
Proser, left holding the bag by his

backers, wound up the Garden ven-
ture owing- some $25,000. Besides
this, he was in the bag for a lesser

amount of coin in the tailend opera-
tion of the Beachcomber on Broad-
way, plus other indebtedness to a
couple of pals. Latter have already
Ijeen paid off in full, while other
b'edKors' have received substantial

•mounts.
If the Copa's business continues as

is, Proser should be cleared of his

debts in short order. Bulk of the
$25,000 owed from the Garden ven-
ture was due musicians.

JESSELS EXTENDED

ON N.Y. CAFE DATE

Mr. and Mrs. George Jessel (Lois
Andrews), who opened last week' at
•the Monte Carlo, N. Y., niteiry, for a
10-day date, have been drawing such
•ocko biz they've accepted an addi-
tional week's extension.
_ Jessel Is doubling from his 'High
Kickers," at the Broadhurst. Mrs.
Jessel recently came cast from the
Coast with their infant- daughter.

AGVA Unit Set Up In

Rochester, N. Y.; 60 Join

Rochester, N. Y., Jan. 27.

Entertainers here are organizing a
init of the American Guild of Va-
r ely Artists. More than 60 have
signed up in a drive launched by Al
*^ast, representing the AFL affiliate,
Who has set a goal of 150. About
"b. 1 the union expects to set mini-
n^um rates for members playing at
light clubs, smokers and dinners.
An advisory committee to serve

unul election of officers includes
«oy Welch, chairman; Max Lands-
lord, secretary; Bob Mortimer,
Joseph M. Valone, Joe Banks,
Vivian Groh and Tax Van.

Mammoth N.Y. Nitery

Mi4>ped by Meyerberg
Michael Meyerberg, Leopold Sto-

kowski's biz rep, is converting the
former Flying Trapeze on West 57th
street, N. Y., into a inanunoth grind
nitery.

Spot, seating around 1,000, wlll .be

tagged The Bowery, aild -operate at*

popular scale for mass turnover.
Meyerberg, currently trying to' clear

The Bowery tag, used by the big

Detroit spot recently padlocked, ex-
pects to open the N. 'Y. nitery about
the end of February.
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'Roller Follies

-Neah$30,0001n-

Cleveland Date

Boxofflce succesa/icored by the

'Roller FollieS/--'^ its six per-

formances ip'^eveland last week

has result^ in a change in touring

plaiux'lnstead of the one-week stand

!

t>^oIIer skating show was skedded

iTiaEe"ThrsC'U5Uls --Starting' next:

Wednesday (4), management will at-

tempt to stretch it into an indefinite

run.

Heavy profit in Cleveland, the

roller extravaganza's second date,

came as a particularly pleasaiht sur-

prise to operator Harold Steinman
and the Minneapolis' businessmen
backing him after the show, flopped

in its initial week's engagement, in

Baltimore.
Cleveland take was around $30,000..

Nut on the show is undefstood to be
about $9,000. Deal with the .Arena,

where the 'Follies' played, is similar

to that which it has with other
arenas at which it will appear
throughout the country. It provides
for a 50-50 split on gross, with the
hiouse handling the advertising ex-
pense. That means a $6,000 profit to

the steinman group on the Cleve-
land operation.

Baltimore week was almost the

same amount on the other side of the
ledger. Gross was a $6,500, while the
nut was $11,000. Latter figure in-

cludes the cost of the Coliseum,
which' was rented on a four-walls
basis. Payroll is around $6,800.

Opening in Cleveland on Sunday
(18) drew 9,000 admission, with
34,441 total attendance for the. week.
Arena seats 10,000. Prices run from
5Sc. to $1.65.

Mickey Rooney Cops

Honors at Hob Charity

Boston, Jan. 27,

Mickey Rooney copped top honors

In a socko benefit run oft at Bos-

ton Garden here Thursday night

(22) as opener of the Greater Bos<

ton United Fund drive. Most of the

ace acts in town volunteered their

services, and Rooney and his bride

did the show as an incidental to

their honeymoon. Screen juve
played the closing spot and won
thW s«lWii{ te'oi»ii'ta'TB,000 with his-

impersonations, etc. Made a brief

appeal for funds apd introduced Jo-
sephine Sabino, who closed the show
with the national anthem.
Jay Wesley, of WEEI, handled

most of the m.c.ing. Metropolitan
theatre sent over the Harry James
band and the RKO-Boston came
through with several acts from
'Folies International,' including Pro-
fessor Lamberti, Frahklyn D'Amore,
The Shyrettos, Zoska and the Six
Antaleks. Aleppo Shrine band, con-
-auct?d-by-Waltfe-r'-5'initlT,-and-Kafr

Rhode's orchestra were featured.

Metropolitan Singers and the Fulf-

ferettes were the principal perform-
ers from radio. Lou Holtz, playing

the Club Ma'yfair, made a later ap-

pearance.
Harry McDonald, divisional man-

ager here for RKO Theatres, di-

rected the show.

CONNIE BOSWELL QUITS

MORRIS; SEE GAC MOVE

Connie Boswell severed a contract
she had with the William Morris
agency last week and may return to
General Amusement Corp. on terms,
being discussed currently with Harry
Leedy, her husband and manager.

Singer, on a theatre tour, is cur-
rently at the RKO Boston and is set
tor the Paramount, New York, open-
ing there March 11 with 'Fleet's In'

and probably Les Brown's orchestra.

Pitt Cafe Group Fails In

Try to Exit Floor Shows

Pittsburgh, Jan. 27.

Efforts of Northside section nitery
owners to get together arid elimi-
nate ffoor entertainment down the
line fell flat here last week when
two of the .<ipots refused to go along
with the others. Steady decline in

biz for the semi-honks, which dot
that district, prompted several own-
el's to consider dropping of shows
but competish is so keen across the

river and spots are so close together

that any move of that kind, unle.ss

all of them agreed, would be suicide.

Half dozen operators were, all for

taking up the suggestion but two of

them pulled out at ' last minute.
Since those two were considered es-

sential, plan was dropped, much to

the relief of the American Guild of

Variety Artists here.

AGVA APATHY

ONTHEM
A growing apathy In and to the

American Guild of 'Variety Artists

was indicated last week in New
York when a special committee's

report on Gerald Griffin, national

executive secretory, was postponed

because a quorum of seven out' of

45 members did not show up for a

national board meeting. This brought

about the fourth postponement of

the report, which In Itself has under-

gone several changes.

Report is by an investigating

committee consisting of Mrs. Flor-

ence Marston, eastern jrepresentotive

of Screen Actors Guild; Walter
Gr^aza, assisUnt executive secre-

tary of Equity; Henry Dunn, ACVA's
treasurer, and Joe Smith (and Dale),

member of AG'VA's board. They
spent some three weeks gathering

additional testimony on Griffin's

participation in a brawl last fall at

the opening of new music publish-

ing offices by Tommy Dorsey.

Just what the status of the report

is now is being kept secret, but it

is known that it' has been consider-

ably toned down and virtualljT tosses

the delicate matter back into the laps

of the national board with vague,

if any, recommendations for action.

Originally in written form, and with

a decisive opinion, it was then pro-

posed that it be revised and de-

livered verbally by Dunn, chairman

of the investigating -committee. Now,
it's understood, the report may again

be made in written form and mailed

to every member of the national

board.
Dunn himself was unable to get

to the board meeting last week be-

cause of out-of-town engagements.

•Whether the matter will be brougjit

up later this week, or whether_a_

quorum will then be available' "is"

problematical.

Primary factor in the lack of in-

terest in AGVA has been the con-

tinued extension of the Griffin mat-

ter. Out-of-town branches have in-

dicated that their affairs are more
smoothly and precisely managed and
they can't understand the vacilla-

tions of the national administration.

Artists Rep Assn. Sets

Important N.Y. Meet

Artists Representatives Assn. of

N. Y. has scheduled an important
general memberiihip meeting for

next Tuesday night fFeb. 3) at the

Edison hotel annex. Chiefly on the

agenda is ARA's differences with

thfc American Guild of Variety Art-

ists and charged violations of the

basic agreement between both

groups.
Prior to the membiership meeting,

there will be a get-together of the

ARA and AGVA negotiating com-
mittees.

Stars' Personals Among Notable

Factors in Increased Attendance

At Service Shows Toured by USO

VANESSI IN COMEBACK

Former 'Vaode Dancer Out o( Show
Biz In Beccnt Teat's

Vanessi,. former stondard vaude
dancer, is rehearsing for a come
back, with Dan Carthay routining
her act.

For the past few years Vanessi has
been out of show biz and operated
a perfumery.

Soldier-Singer

Abused Uniform

Columbus, O., Jan. 27.

Lester W. Syberg, 36, faces court-
martial at Fort Hayes, Columbus,
O., for misusing an army uniform.
He Vias arrested In Akron Jaa 17
after performing in various Akron
night clubs as 'the_singing soldier
bdy''"'fdf"ll!e""pas'( monW'wHne' 'lising

his uniform for commercial purposes.'

Syberg, alias Robert O'Neil, is a
private in the army reserve, having
been transferred from the regular
army Nov. 3, 1941. He should have
been out of uniform 30 days after his
transfer. It was-said. He was wear
ing sergeant's stripes and told night
club managers he was on furlough,
said Lieut. Joseph J. Poggione, of
the Quartermaster's Corps in Akron.

Magazine Drawings On

Night Club WaOs Too

Raw, Suspend License

Pittsburgh, Jan. 27.

Boogie Woogie Nut Club, operated
by Boogie Woogie Sherman and
Sonny Miller, had its booze license

suspended for 90 days here by State
Liquor 'Control Board on a charge
of obscenity. Investigators said

show Itself and 'art' decorations
were way out of line, management
countering with the statement that
'art' was all clipped from humor
magazines on' sale a't every news-
stand. Club appealed the, suspension
but petition was rejected over week-
end by Judgft Frank P, Patterson,

Sherman and Miller have the al-

ternative of shutting up for that

period, running without liquor sales

or paying $900 fine, at rate of $10
for every day of suspension. "They
haven't yet decided what to do.

'OLE OPRY' UNITS DOING

SOCK BIZ IN THE SOUTH

Nashville, .Jan. .27..
.

Roadshowing units of WSM's
Grand Ole Opry' are doing sock
business in small towns throughout
the south. Biz is reported about
20% better than last year, although
number of dates hasn't been In-

creased. Reason for the upbeat is

because farmers' income is upped
by defense demands.
Four units -re now on tour. ' Roy

Acuff is playing dates in Florida;

Bill Munroe is touring Virginia;

Daniel Quartet plays Tennessee and
Kentucky, while Jam-Up and Honey
are in Kentucky.
These units play theatres and

auditoriums, . while the 'Opry' tent-

show, which starts in April, is under
canvas.

Toledo Absolves Karas
Toledo, O., Jan. 27.

James Karas, proprietor of the

Kentucky Klub here, was found not
guilty last week (24) of violating a

city ordinance prohibiting the hiring

of entertainers under 18 years old.

Karas was charged with permitting

a 15-year-old high school girl to

entertain in his establishment.

Marked spurt In attendance took
place last week at the 25 shows
l)eing toured in Army camps and
Navy bases by USO-Camp Shows,
Inc. Attendance, which had been
lagging at around -50%. of capacity. -

is still far from what CSI execs con-
sider completely satisfactory, al-
though they are heartened by the
gradual increase.

Part of the reason for the sharp tilt

last week was that populations of
camps were settling down, after much
shifting of troops following the at-
tack on Pearl Harbor Dec. 7. CSI,
for a number of weeks, discovered
it was often playing large camps that
were almost devoid of soldiers: At-
tendance naturally suffered.
—Growing—list—of -stars-appearing
with the -units has also helped.
HoUywdodites began their p.a.'s with
the shows- last Wednesday (21) and
Immediately shot attendance up, to
standing room only and hundreds
turned away. Value .of the stars is

expected to be felt by 'the shows
even after the personalities are no
longer touring, as they will have
attracted attention to the. CSI enter-
teinment .

Names currently appearing or
about to appear on the camp show
circuit include Al Jolson, Judy Gar-
land and her husband, Dave Rose;
Joe E. Brown, .Ami-_Mllier,;_Mit2l .

Green, Linda Darhell, Rosalind Rus-
sell, Reginald Gardiner and Mickey
Rooney.

Previous Disappointment

Disappointment of' servicemen with
pre-CSI shows has been another
problem that is only now being over-
come and thus pushing up attend-
ance. Many cantonments have now
had three CSI shows and word is

getting around that they are okay.
Among a flood of letters commend-
ing CSI chief Abe Lastfogel and his
staff was one from Camp Edwards,
Mass., containing 50 signatures. Boys
said they were away when the 'Har-
lem on Parade' (all-Negro) unit
played there and had heard so much
about it from their comrades who
had seen it that they wanted It to
come back.
Improved publicity, with the Hal

Home Organization now handling
the entire operation. Is also figured
helping attendance.

'

How . much the admlsh .price is

holding down attendance hasn't been
ascerteined yet. At any rate, the
War Department refuses to counte-
nanceuiny change at this time in the
20c. being charged for the larger
shows and 15c. %or the smaller ones.
Army chiefs malntoin that present
rates should be given a fair trial, al-
though many USO-CSI execs feel ad-
mlsh should be greatly reduced or
eliminated entirely.

'SmlUge Book'

Thought of using the 'Smilage Book'
Idea of the last war has been discard-
ed. 'Smilage Books' were blocks of
tickets to camp shows which were
bought by civilians.and sent to their
friends and relatives In the Army.
USO feels that Inasmuch as the
money which is now paying for the
shows has already been obtained by
public subscription, it would be uA-

(Contlnued on page 45)

GEO. MURPHY OPENS

VAUDE TOUR IN Pm.

Pittsburgh, Jan. 27.

George Murphy, film player, will

open a p.a. tour at WB's deluxer, th6

SUnley, Friday (30). He'll do a
single for his flrst stage appearance
since 'Roberta' on Broadway several

seasons ago. Murphy went from that

show to Hollywood. On bill here
with him will be Block and Sully

and three other acts, with Max Ad-
kins' house pit orch moving onto the
stage for we6k.
Beyond next week, Stanley has no

definite {)ookings yet, with name
bands scarcer than hen's teeth, it's

said. As a result, house is trying

to line up some straight vaude bills.

Feb. 6 still open' and so is Feb. 13,

latter as a result of Artie Shaw's
cancellation. Efforts being made to

land Woody Herman-.js soon as he
finishes his Universal picture chore.

Herman got his start around here,

breaking in his new band at Wil-

lows, roadbousc dancery, summer of

1937.
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ROYAlj^ALM, MIAMI

latest shakeup in the ranks, the brass

section has toned down, making for

much smoother listening. For a unit

of this size, it does highly creditable

Job during the da?>ce sets, backmg
up hoofers with infectious brand of

dansapation.
Ramon Manchito rhumba crew

lends plenty of zombie to south of

border sessions. .

Singer Jane Froman and mimic
Dean Murphy replace Miss Niesen

Feb. 7 and the Ritz Bros, follow on
Feb. 23.
Dinner biz has been big but late

business not so good, probably be-

cause the casino is not operating.
Leslie.

COPACABANA, N. Y.

Joe E. Letais, Don Lopcr & Maxine
Barat; Estrelita, Fernando Atuorez,

-Dorete- Mideeli;r-Saniha_Sirf!M ._t6L
JVat Brnnduii/nnc's Orchestra and

Frank IVfarti's Rhttmbo Band; $2.50

ond $3.50 minimums.

Nat Brandwynne is back as

maestro here after a siege at Giro's,

In Hollywood, and he's an important

uplift to the show's and dansapa-

tion'3 musical end. However, of

chief Importance to the Copa and its

clientele is not so much Brand-
•wynne's return as the fact that Joe

E. Lewis Is still here and jamming
'em in to the extent that the walls

•re bulging.

an ingratiating style. There's no-

body around today who even comes
close to equalling him in his par-

ticular talent; and the Copa's Monte
Proser intends holding him until

March at least.
, ,.

Show has one new specialty,

Dorese Midgely's nice tapology in

two routines, and the return of

Estrelita, flery little Latin-American
who gives a song life with quivering

hips and flashing eyes. Otherwise

the layout is much the same as when
Lewis first opened, i.e., the smart

ballroomology of Don Loper and
Maxine Barrat, the suave if short

chore of singer-m.c. Fernando
Alvarez and the lovely Samba
Sirens, six beauts who are as much
a trademark of the Copa as those

out-of-this-world palm tree decora-

tions and superb costumes.
Brandwynne has greatly improved

his appearance since leaving last fall

to maestro at Giro's in Hollywood.
A new head furpiece makes him
look like a picture leading man and
a double for Conrad Nagel. At the

piano in place of the vacated Charlie
Baum, Brandwynne is a definite

"asset in' both*playing-the^show-^nd-
the foxtrots. His music is distinc-

tively smooth.
Frank Martl's band is a very

capable alternate for the maracas
tempos. Scho.

nomenal since Lewis started his run
three weeks ago. . Normally seating

around 500 with plenty of table-

crowding, the Copa has been cram-
ming as many as 550 seated and 50

or more standing at the bar. Thats
the biggest business any east side

nitery, usually distinguished for the

small capacity, has ever done and
Lewis is directly responsible.

Here at the Copa, turning 'cm
away at the entrance and whamming
those who manage to crowd in,

Lewis is evidently reaching his peak
as a cafe entertainer. Whether sing-

ing 'Poor Little February,' or 'He
Forgot to Zip the Zipper,' or The
Groom Couldn't Get It,' or "You
Can't Get the Stuff,' he is a nitery

floor clown par excellence. A lot pf
his material is bawdy; but his droll.

Infectious delivery helps remove the

curse for even the most stralght-

lacfed. Much about his work sug-

gests the ad. lib, and there are
moments when it appears as though
L,ewi3 himself doesn't know what
he'll do next, but that's all part of

Sierra's vocalizing. The Sacasas and
Auturos bands are standard, playing

show and dansapation in competent

manner. Jack Goldman of the

Hickory House caters the cuisine,

which in a town like Miami is no

small atliaction. As result, the com-

pact Clover Club show enjoys the

best word-of-mouth of the season

for enterlainment and food, wlui an

average check of $4 a head. Abel.

NIXON CAFE, PITT

The Good Old Days

Clover Club, Miami

Miami, Jan. 24.

Adelaide Moffett, Jose Detmare,
Anita Aluarer, Ricco dc ,Sierra

Macomyjo Sextet (Rita Lopez, Tilo
Nelson, Jean Stratford, Glen Tem-
ple, Fraiifc Feinman, Ricco Florio)

.T.heJusSiess>ere.J,as,i*en,I!)l^.?2^^^^
Lee, Xdutse Tiske', TfOTOthy TCosler,
Winni Famum, Carol La Fleur),
Sacasas and Arturo Arturos Bands;
$2 minimum.

PHIL
REGAN

Perianal

Appearance

Tour

Parsonal Reprcsantativei

FRANK VINCENT
Baverly Hill*, Calif.

Nat Harris and Monte Proser, who
used to be associated at the old

French Casino on Broadway, are re-

united at the Clover Club which
Harris 'manages for a local syndicate

while Proser's Copacabana Revue
from New York is now an Intact

unit spotted into the Clover. It's the
same colorful, topflight floor show
that Proser booked at the Copa, and
has been touring as a unit in deluxe
picture houses, hotels and niteries.

Augmenting is Adelaide Moflett, In

place of Diane Denlse, and she's an
improved songstress with a faster

routined repertoire than when last

caught at the Hotel Pierre's Cotillion
Room, N. Y. Her prime deficiency
was a static, same, slow ballad style;

now she mixes it up and her 'Elmer's
Tune,' 'I Got It Bad,' 'Will You Still

Be Mine' and the Gershwin medley
make for a deft dinner repertoire.
Highlight of . the revue . is the

paprika Anita Alvarez with her pert
personality and fetching style of

song-and-dance. Then there Is Jose-
phine Delmar, who came to attention
in 'Meet the People,' where she first

introduced 'Chichicastengango,'
which she does as her opener here,
but sans the production intro, on
theory It may not mean anyUiing
Ideally. That's not so, since this

tourist crowd is certainly hep.
The Macombo Sextet is a mixed

troupe of congaers, -and the siK

Samba Sirens are a beaut galaxy
who register In the window-dressing
for the Carmen Miranda atmosphere,
and also click in a 'Blue Danube
Waltz' presentation to Ric(!o de

Pietsburph, Jan. 23.

AI Mnrsico Orch (8), Carol Gould,

Ponclio 4 Dolores, 3 Dotoling Sisters,

Jerry Lauitoii, Bob Carter; 50c couer.

Shows are incidental at Tony Con-
forti's downstairs spot, where the

rep has been built on cuisine as sub-

stantiated by turnaway crowds at the

dinner sessions and lesser attend-

ance at supper shows. Conforti

could get away with a couple of

average acts, but he provides solid

entertainment Instead. Has no names,

but a constant parade of moderately

known, okay acts.

Standout currently is Carol Gould,

who was at the Nixon about six

months aga and retuina.an.i.n)S£.Qyed.

songstress. She's a dark, attractive

youngster, strong on looks and vo-

cally. Only error is In her reper-

toire. Nixon has never been a place

for the sophisticates, and' such spe-

cial material as "That's How I Got
My Start,' saga of a gold-digger, is

wasted. They like Hit Parade pops
here, as indicated tjy response to 'I

Want My Mamma' and 'Daddy.'

Dance team of Pancho and Do-
lores, ballroomologists, is above av-

erage. She's a striking red-head,

they're both nattily clothed and
cover the field nicely from waltz to

rhumba, all of it with class, grace

and ease. Three Dowllng Sisters

work fiarH in a dance turn that's

chiefly spins and tumbles. Satisfac-

tory though not extraordinary. Kids
need more polish. Jerry Lawton Is

a juggler who ' tries to mix some
comic chatter with his tricks, but
that's impossible here, where any-

thing below a High C for the late

show is Inaudible. His' ball-bounc-
ing against a snare drum is a nice

novelty, but overdone. Lawton's
best trick is his handling of three
heavy bowling balls, which he tosses

in the air and catches on the back
of his neck.

Bob Carter doubling as m.c, band
vocalist and also singer in the floor

show, does a nice job In aU three
departments. His pipes are grow-
ing steadily and he looks promising
for better places. Music by Al Mar-
sico highly acceptable in every de-
partment. Cohen.

Herewith appears a •Variety' reuteto of a N, 7. Palace bill of 20 yeart
ago. The intention is to reprint these weekly iislnp (he relative week of 1922

ujith the current dote of issue. No special reason in reviving these revieuii

other than the interest they may have in recallinp the acts which toer*

playing at that time, the manner of putting together a big time shoto (boofc>

ing), which radio stations may find pertinent, and as a resume of the ttylt

of vaudeville reviewing of that day.

(Reprinted ^rom "Variety,' Jan. 27, 1922)

PALACE, N. Y.

Vacht Club, Pitt

Pittsburgh, Jan. 22.

Herman Middleman Orch (8),

Terry Lawlor, Van Kirfc, Maurice &
Betty Whalen, Dance Cocktails (5),
Shirley Holler; $l.S0-$2 minimum.

Nice little show Sol Heller has
lined up this time for his river spot.

His brother and co-owner. Little

Jackie Heller, is still playing out-of-
town dates and definitely missed, for
he has an extensive local following,

but the half-pint warbling giant will
be back in a week or two to stay
awhile.

Meantime, vocal chores in the lay-
out are being looked after hand-
somely by Terry Lawlor. First time
for striking red-head around Pitts-

burgh and it shouldn't be the last.

Gal has looks, style and plenty of
class, her arrangements are topnotch
and song selection out of the upper
drawer. She does the current pops
smartly, gives 'I Got It Bad' a nifty
touch and polishes off repertolrfe. with
bit of an Irish tune to substantiate
the (jacllic looks and name. Over
big here when caught
Van Kirk's an m.c. who should go

places but hasn't quite found him-
self yet. Chief need Is for editing
of his material. He has a lot of it

but too much belongs in the men's
room. Has a rousing voice, too,
which he uses for comedy purposes
but could capitalize on straight vo-
calling to better advantage, Comic
of the English music haU type, his
finish as a Gay Nineties dude stands
now .as best thing In his act.

Faves here are Maurice and Betty
Whalen, back for their fifth or sixth
engagement at Yacht Club with their
slick adagio acf. Attractive couple
put on a flash display of strong-arm
stuff but with their looks, the gal
particularly, ought to add some other
forms of terp to give their frequent
appearances here an occasional de-
gree of novelty.

Dance Cocktails; five of them, are
best in their acrobatic numbers,
which are well staged and executed,
but only average In the straight-line
floor production routines. Herman
Middleman's band, with Shirley Hel-
ler singing, back on the stand again
after giving way to an out-of-town
orch for couple of months. Dansa-
pation Is ne&t and orderly. Middle
man, at the slano, is good and gets
the most out of his small outfit.

Cohen,

It was like a holiday around th« Palace Monday night. Guards were
announcing no seats were available, except, boxes, a few minutes past
eight. Every niche in the house was occupied and the standee line was
as dense as the law allows. There was a ten-act bill on tap. It not only
had.. length but power—big names and surefire comedy interludes—and it

ran In holiday spirit, the house being generous almost to a fault. There
were three production acts in the going, as many comedy successes and
there were two male singing stars. Times Square being lessened by one
vaudeville house (44th Street) may have added to the Palace draw, but
it Is more likely the weight of the show itself accounted for- the crush.

Ed Gallagher and. Al Shean, away down next to closing, tore through
for the smash of the evening. When the card bearing the name of the

.puii£yiirs-ofahfi:JMi5te)c\,s!mE: was, shpwn. thert^
present repeat the comedians were loaded with new choruses that came
at the close. These lin^ touched on the topics of the day, with every
One good for a latigh. The team encored with these special choruses a
dozen times, or nearly that. Between the exit and entrance the orchestra

romped along with a different melody, that In itself a comic touch. 'Mr.

Gallagher and Mr. Shean' Is doubtless the most cleverly developed vaude-
ville song of the times It's a twin six perfectly geared, and its exploiters

keep it In racing form by the expedient of fresh material.

Directly ahead was Charles Purcell (New Acts), who has caught the

vaudeville idea at last, and the spirit with which he performed well

earned the bell-ringing success scored.

In the early section Vernon Stiles, with Tom Hughes as the accom-
panist, was the first of the two tenor 'turns. Mr. StUea found plenty of

favor. One of his numbers sounded a bit risque, its lyric getting more
dangerous as he proceeded. It is called 1 Kissed Her,' and there was
tittering throughout the house, ihe. number being quite a siuiirise.. £ut~
the final lines squared everything, because the object of the. kisses was
his six months'^aby girl.

Majestically Valeska Suratt made her entrance closing intermission (six

acts in the first portion) for the first Palace showing of Jack Lait's The
White Way.' It's a playlet made to order for her, just like the other play-

let delivered to her by the same author. Miss Suratt Is so melodramatio
she makes the 'White Way^ all that way. ^3ut the moral of the turn per-

haps tickles her as much as anything. That Is, after her Pittsburgh ap-
pearance. Six policewomen of the. smoky burg wrote a letter to the

captain of detectives giving a report on the turn and highly recommend-
ing it for its -moral teaching. A reproduction of the letter was made into

a throwaway and used at the Riverside last week.
The White Way' isn't all drama. There are half a dozen laughs, per-

haps the best when Miss Suratt says, 'I was -17—and not so many years
ago.' Mr. Roselle, chief in support, was permitted to express merriment
at that, which helped the house laugh, too. It's a cinch that script did

not call for the two expensive wraps laying about the apartment, but
discovery and use of them Is the player's perogative. Besides the fur

affair is good to look upon. "The White Way' ran over 30 minutes. It

should have occupied about five minutes less. But as Miss Suratt has
hitched her star to Ethel Barrymore there can be no snapping up. The
stage is dressed with a richness that Is typical of Miss Suratt. Hand-
painted linen colored baby blue gives the interior a class appearance,
with exquisite filet lace and a hung tapestry providing other costly touches.

And the house liked 'The White Way' without question,
Glenn and Jenkins made No. 4 a comedy wow. At the opening it looked

like the colored boys had left the routine untouched. Certainly they have
retained the best of the crossfire, for it was a succession of laughs. Half
way through the musical section In revised form supplied an evenness of

pace that was lacking before, despite their ability to land last season. A
banjo solo was inserted. It was played by a third member, but that was
not noticed until Glenn and Jenkins appeared from the opposite wings.
The new 'boy' was out for the finish with his instrument, accompanying
the team for a new version of the sweeping song and dance that is better

than before. Applause continued after the lights were out, and Vernon
Stiles was forced to remain In the entrance until one of the colored team
made a reappearance and bow,

Billy Wayne and Ruth Warren with their 'gentle' routine, 'The Last
Car,' supplied the humorous start for the second section. Not all the

wise talk, landed, but the team had landed by the time the dancing lesson

close arrived, and that bit put them across.

Jeanette Hackett and Harry Delmar and Co. with 'The Dance Shop'
(New Acts) furnished' a big flash on third. Dave Roth singled on second
with piano, song and dance, with a whale of a sustained hand the next
result. Thalero's Circus was an eight o'clock starter, perhaps opening
ahead of that hour, with the crowd pouring In out of the cold. It was a

bit too much to expect the girlish Lura and the exceptionally clever
Billy Dreyer to hold the' house at 11:10. Half of the lower floor started
walking when Gallagher and Shean escaped. Yet the dancers held a good
percentage In all, and their work won its reward. Ibee.

Klotz With Glazer

Jack Klotz moved into Joe Glaser's
office in N. Y, Monday (26), as an
associate agent.

,

Klotz was formerly with Nat
Nazarro.

No Texas State FalrT
Dalliis, Jan. 27.

The war may mean'there will be
no Texas State Fair next faU.

-Army officers have inspected the
site and many permanent buildings,
with the establishing of an army
camp there in view.

The North Carolina Assn. of Agri-

cultural Fairs has elected Hobart
Brantley president •

with Bac«««afol Act* from Coast
to Coaat It'a

iBERKMAN
"

MUSIC ABRANGER
VOCAL COACH

M YOUR SERVICE IN TWO CITIES

"In PhUlT"
Earl* DIdl.

lOM Market BU

'Id New Tork"
Brill Bid;..

iei» D'wuT

KAY, KATYA and KAY
DISTimriVE DANCERS

Cantnttj
STRAND THEATRE, Naw Y.ork

JAN. M- Feb. •

Direction
MARK LEDDY
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VAODE VETS TO

TOUR N Y. RKO

THEATRES

Charles B. McDonald, divisional

theatre manager for RKO in the

Greater New York area, has assem-

bled a unit of vaudeville veterans

. which will be routed into most of the

circuit's N. Y. theatres ' on one and

two-day engagements.^

Unit will be billed as 'B. F. Ketth's

Oldtlme Vaudeville Revue,' and will

Include Marty Lynch, Dorothy Pel-

letler, Tom Barrett, Anna Kent,

-/Jeanette Dupree, Bill Browning, Al

Bracken, Harold Kennedy, Emma
Francis, Harry Klein and Lee Barth,

•last mentioned as m.c. Billy Jackson

Is producing the unit- for McDonald.

• Show opens .at Keith's, Flushing,

Feb. 5; plays the 86th St., Manhattan,

Feb! "I'll the- Coliseum,-Manhattan;

Feb. 13; Alden, Jamaica, Feb. 20, and

other houses to be subsequently set.

CIRCUS 'RANGER' CAN'T

USE NAME, COURT SAYS

Charlotte, ,N. C, Jan. 27,

The U. S. circuit court of appeals

reversed a decision of the district

court at Greenville, S. C, involving

the right of Lee Powell, former flhn

actor, to use the title- ot-'The Lone
Ranger' for theatrical appearances.

The appeal was brought by Lone
Ranger) Inc., Michigan corporation,

against O. C. Cox, doing business as

Wallace Bros. Circus, and Lee
Powell.

The court held that Powell, who
was said to have once appeared in

pictures as the Lone Ranger, did not

have a right to present himself as

The Lone Ranger,' riding a horse

named 'Silver' and using the excla-

maUon 'HI Yo, Silver.'

Burley Dancer Awarded

$2,200 in FaU Injuries
' Philadelphia, Jan. 27.

Helen Keefer D'Arcy, burlesque

dancer, was awarded $2,200 by a

Federal Court jury last week for in-

juries she received when she fell

through a skylight at the local Hotel

Senator where she lived.

'The award was made against Irv-

ing Wolf, owner of the hotel and

operator of the Rendezvous, local

night spot. Miss D'Arcy had sued
for $100,000.

RINGLING ACCENT ON

FEMMES THIS YEAR

Ringling, Barnum & Bailey circus

will be stronger on the femme end

this season than ever before. Ifn-

semble directors are John Murray

Anderson, George Balanchine, Ger-

jycuite-JIaffimaiuiifed_aiibfill£^La«^

Is specialist in webs, which will

h^ve 60 girls going aloft.

Call for girls was issued in New
York last week. They will rehearse
In Sarasota for Ave weeks before
the show opens at Madison Square
Garden, N. Y., early in April.

Jules Stein Doe In

Miami on Cafe 0.0.

Miami, Jan. 27.

Jules Stein (Music Corp. of Amer-
ica) arrives here Monday (2) to sur-
vey the nitery situation, as other
agents are also doing since the 'Va-
riety* story last week on how sadly
local talent bookings are being
neglected.

. Taking it for granted that busi-
ness at this resort was shot. New
York and Chicago agencies had been
making little effort U> spot attrac-
tions locally. Report of wideopen
Held for talent sales, which Irving
Jazar, of William Morris agency,
found here. Is bringing other 10%-
ers down In a hurry.

HELD OVER AGAIN!

RADIO aXY
MUSIC HALL,
New York
.3RD WEEK

BOB

BUPONT
The Comedy Juggler

Management
flUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA

Nix Curfew Extension
Vancouver, B. C, Jan. 27.

Opposition organized by church
and temperance leaders has blocked,

temporarily at least, a move by em-
ployees of the Cave cabaret to urge
city council to extend the closing

hours of night clubs from 1 to 2

a.m., except on Sundays.

TOLEDO CAFE FIBE
Toledo, O., Jan. 27,

The Three Star, local nitery, was
damaged for a loss of $3,000, Jan. 19.

Fire started In a wastebasket

Car Barn to Sports Arena

Hartfoi;d, Jan. 27.

Old Connecticut Co. car barn here
is being taken over and converted
into indoor sports arena.

Stars' Personals
^Continued from page 43s

fair to ask the public to contribute

further by buying the 'Smileage

Books.'

Coin for support of the shows is

due to run out shortly and CSI faces

the problem of getting more. If a
further outright grant beyond the

present $640,000 Is not made by USO,
latter outfit may be asked to borrow
the money from outside sources. It

would be repaid when USO makes
its next drife for funds in June. Re-
ceipts from admissions during the

first Ave weeks amounted to approx-
imately 10% of the cost of opera-

tion, although this is expected to go
up considerably as the shows get

into high gear.

Reticence of Hollywood people
about appearing with paid^admish
entertainment has been overcome by
guaranteeing plenty of publicity to

the fact that they are donating their

services. As a result, many fllmiles

have indicated their desire to accept
bookings. They include Ginger Rog-
ers, Ray Bolger, Bob Hope, Madeleine
Carroll, Buddy Rogers, Dick Powell,

Carole Landis, ' Virginia O'Brien,

Marlene Dietrich, Tyrone Power,
Kay Francis, Betty Grable, Claudette
Colbert, Jack Benny, Carol Bruce,

Myrna Loy, Melvyn Douglas, Anna
May Wong and Merle Oberoa

Writer* Line Up
To make the appearances of the

stars count for more than just a 'Hi-

Ya,' group of Coast writers has been
lined up to prepare sketches and
other material for the players. Pro-

duction committee has also been set

up in New York to write material

for performers and provide original

stuff for the shows of next summer
and winter. Present units had to be
made up and sent out so quickly

there was little time for any such
polishing.

On the New York production com
mittee are Sylvia Fine (Mrs. Danny
Kaye), Edward Duryea Dowling and
Max Llebman. Miss Fine, in addi-

tion, has written an official USO-CSI
song and turned over copyright to

CSI. Called 'Keep 'Em Laughing,'

it will be used in connection with

the shows and is being published

commercially by Music Publishers

Holding Corp. All royalties and
profits go to CSI.

'

TROUBLE COMES IN FOURS

Hubert Castle Beset by Unfortunate
Clrcamstanees In Cleveland

Cleveland, Jan. 27.

Trouble comes not in traditional

threes but fours for Hubert Castle,

wire-walker, who thinks that Cleve-
land is his jinx town.

While playing at RKO Palace dur-
ing the holidays, he slipped off wire
and wrenched his back, necessitating
two-week layoff. Two days before
he was skedded to open at Alpine
Village for a cafe date, some car-
strippers broke into his auto-trailer
and stole all his stage equipment,
valued at $2,500. Hubert frantically

shot wires to a Chicago plant telling
it to rush new apparatus to Cleve-
land, but received a reply that it

might take several weeks to re-
place it due to war priorities. Wire-
walker had to cancel his cafe en-
gagement here, in addition to a book-
ing at Radio City's Music Hall.

Summing up his series of mishaps
in Cleveland, he figures they cost
him over $5,000.

ViisrCrtisiader^es

Mpls. Nitery for $10,850,

Afleges Beating m Raid

Minneapolis, Jan. 27.

The Colonial Inn, suburban night
club, is being sued for $10,850' dam-
ages by the Rev. H. J. Soltau, vice
crusader and Law Enforcement
League head, who alleges he suffered
serious permanent injuries when he
was beaten and chased during a
gambljng. raid on the premises.
While the deputy sheriff, who ac-

companied Soltau and his investi-

gators to the establishment, was re-

moving gambling devices, Soltau
claims he was knocked down and
beaten. The attack continued, he
alleges, until he was partially un-
conscious.

After the alleged attack, Soltau
says that he was chased from the
vicinity. One car followed him, he
declares, compelling him to drive his

car over 75 miles an hour.

FRISCO NFTERIES HIT

BY TOUGHER CURFEW

i^. San Francisco, Jan. 27.

New blow to niteries here is a
ruling by the police commissioner
that spots mu<;t close their doors at

2 a.m. hereafter.

A 1939 ruling, which permitted
operations until 4 a.m., thus has been
rescinded, although liquor sales have
never been legal after 2.

New. Toledo Nitery

New night club near Toledo will

be opened Feb. 19.

Near the Ohio-Mlchlgan state

line, Is called the Hollywood.

NX License DepL CoDaboration

With AGVA Flayed by Agent Group

Chicago Ups Recreation

Facilities for Servicemen
Chicago, Jan. 27.

Amusement and Recreation Divi-

sion of the Chicago Commission on
National Defense continues ol>taining

all-out cooperation for the service
men in Chicago. Latest exploit was
the offer froni 16 swimming pools

and 41 bowling . alllys in Chicago
which will admit service men free

of charge.

Service men In Chicago are ad-
mitted to ' pass into legit theatres,

picture houses at reduced prices, re-

ceive special rates In nite clubs and
hotels, get free shows of the best

pictures and live talent at the Ser-

vice Center, free dancing and danc-
ing instructions and many other
items, all through the effprts of, the
Amusement and Recreation Division.

Division is also working on a plan
whereby, in the near future, hew and
larger quarters will be available for
the service men. The present center,

the site of the former Elks Club, has
already proved too small, although it

can accommodate fully 6,000 service

men daily.

MPLS.HAS2BURLEYS,

MOST IN 20 YEARS

Minneapolis, Jan, 27.

Gayety, operated by company
headed by David GiUmah, goes from

modified to all-out burlesque and

eliminates films under new policy,

giving Minneapolis two burlesque

houses, the most In more than 20

years. There'll be continuous per-
formances with four shows a day
and prices boosted to 33c In the
afternoons and S5c at nights.

The Alvlh, Hirsch-Katz house, has
a 99c top and two performances a
day, matinee and night, with all

seats reserved. Hirsch and Katz
operated the Gayety for 19 years
before they moved uptown to the
Alvin, located In the heart of the
theatrical district

9 Donahnes Now 7

Detroit, Jan. 27,'

The Nine Dancing Donahues are
now down to seven. First to leave
was Denny, assigned to the Coast
Artillery in the State of Washington.
Then Dick enlisted In the Air Cor?s;
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Donahue and

the remaining five brothers and sis-

ters will carry on.

The proposed collaboration be-
tween the New York License De-
partment and the American Guild
of Variety Artists on the regulation
of talent agents received a frontal
attack' last week, when Hymie Gold-
stein led a delegation from his As-
sociated Agents of America before
N. Y. License Commissioner Paul
Moss. Also in the van of the pro-
testing group was Murray Lane, at
the helm of a group in opposition to:

AGVA and who was once on the
payroll of the defunct American
Federation of Actors.

Commissioner Moss, who also in-

vited Jonas T. Silverstone, AGVA'a
counsel, to be present, granted the
delegation a hearing and the first

one who opened up was Lane. His
blast was strictly against AGVA and,
after Silverstone painted out that

Lane was not an agent and thus had^
no reason to participate in what'was
strictly an agency . matter, Moss

.

clamped down on Lane's outburst.

That cued Goldstein to take the
floor and he lambasted the 'deal' be-
tween Commissioner Moss and
AGVA as an effort by the perform-
ers' union to 'use the License De-
partment' to force agents to accept
franchising by AGVA. He said he
didn't think a city department or
official should be. a part of such
'unionizing.'

One of the group present at th«
hearing said Goldstein's charges ap-
peared to 'immediately awaken' Moss
to the 'complexion' of the" AGVA-
License Department 'deal.' When
Moss started to hedge, Silverstone is

said to have argued that there was
no unionizing intent in the deal, but
an effort by AGVA to help the Li-,

cense Department live up to regu-
lations in granting employment
agency licenses.

City licensing rules call for the

Commissioner to hold a hearing on
the fitness of applicants. In the deal

with AGVA, Commissioner Moss
agreed to notify AGVA whenever
an agent applied for a license. This
would permit AGVA, Jf it had any
evidence against the agent, to pre-

sent it at a bearing. In tum,.AGVA
agreed not to franchise any agent

unless he was first city licensed.

Silverstone' pointed gut to Moss
that the deal could not possibly be
termed as 'unionizing' inasmuch as

those agents already licensed were
not affected. He also brought out

that Goldstein's group did hot ap-

pear with clean bands, as four agents

in the delegation were not licensed.

This .surprised Moss, but he never-

theless insisted that AGVA and
Goldstein's group talk things over
and attempt to reach a settlement.

Associated Agents of America, de- '

spite its Utle, is strictly a N. Y.
group of small club and nitery tal-

ent salesmen.

Cafes' Newest Personality Attraction

ELAINE BARRIE BARRYMORE

Opeiitng February 2

TIC TOC CLUB, Montreal

2 Weeks—Beginning Feb. 1

8

CLUB BALI, Philadelphia

EXCLUSIVE DIRECTION

PAUL SMALL MANAGEMENT CORP.

Ambassador Hotel, N. Y.
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STRAND, N. Y.

Bob Chester Orch (13), u>ith Bettv

Bradleu, Gene Howard, Cv Baker;
Georgia Price, Kay, Katya & Kay;
•All Through the Wight' (WB), re-

viewed in 'Varietv' Dec. 3, '41.

Bob Chester's 13-piecc band, plu.-i

two soloists (Gene Howard and
Betty Bradley), which is steadily

gaining in popularity, forms the

background for this week's 50-min-

ute stageshow. Supporting talent

includes Georgie Price, who was re-

cently at the LaConga, New York,

and the dance Mo of Kay, Katya and
Kay, just back from South American
dates. The in-person interlude adds

up to pleasing entertainment, has

been placed in a striking setting and
received good stage routining. Light-

ing is particularly eflective.

Playing the sax, maestro Chester

works in a modest manner and dis-

plays pleasant personality. His band
flgures in numerous numbers, some
on the hot side but varied sufficient-

ly to suit average taste. A recent

recording is 'Wait Till the Sun Shmcs.

Nellie,' with Chester on the sax and

Miss Bradley as Nellie while the

bandmen double as chorus. In an-

other number, an old pop, Cy Baker,

—band—trumpetert-is-fcatured-downr-
stage in a solo. Baker, tops on the

trumpet, is a decided asset to the

Chester crew.
Miss Bradley appears early, smg-

Ing two numbers in sweet, swmgy
style. She scores, as does Howard, a

recent addition to the orchestra,

whose chore also consists of two

songs. Howard does not sell his

Boloing very strongly, but when
caught was liked Immensely and he

could have encored.
Price is doing 13 minutes of old-

time,vaudeville, opening with 'At the

Early Bird Matinee,' plus some steps,

then going into 'Bye, Bye Blackbird

Impressions ot Harry Richman, Al

—Johonr -Eddifr-Cantor—and-jGeorge.

Jessel, some of which are on the

burlesque side, follow, while for the

close flie pint-sized entertainer has

a good parody on a recent pop with

a Are insurance twist Went over

nicely.
The Kay-Katya-Kay dance three-

some of two men and a woman ap-

pears In two good routines, one along

adagio lines, the other with the girl

as a toy doll and on her toes. Girl

forces her smile and personality

somewhat in the circus tradition.
OxaY.

snappy start with Tear It Down.'
First of the acts, Adrianna and
Charley contribute novelty, skill, un-
usual stunts and a smattering ot

comedy in their bouncing trampoline

act. Woman is the understander
whose sensational balancing of male
partner, as she catches him on the

bounce, evokes applause. The man s

triple and sidewise somersaults from
bouncing starts are also tops.

Attractive Bennett Sisters have an
inning with 'Booglie Wooglie Piggie

and 'He's A-1 in the Army,' putting

over both numbers cleverly. McCoy
gets in the groove on the cornet dur-

ing 'Basin Street Blues.' Bob Nelson

then scores with an effective piano

arrangement of 'Concerto in B.' Ben-

nett Sisters return for rhythmic tap-

pinfi- . I.

Carroll and Howe, mixed combo,

stopped the show with comedy pat-

ter, gags arfd dancing. Girl imi-

tates a trumpet playing "Lady Be
Good.' team then going intd a fast

dancing finish. _ j , ^.
Band's male singer, Freddy Slew-

art, has 'em using their palm.<! after

"This Love of Mine,' 'White Cliffs of

Dover' and 'Ves Indeed.'

Joining forces, the Bennett Sisters

and Stewart hit the target again with

'Daddy.' A trio of the musicians

clown through 'You Are My Sun-

^hitje'- .

ConHos^rolhers, Of (MUrse. are-the

last word in rhythmic and other foot

pedaling, sock as always.
'Sugar Bluest brings the show to i

finale. Rees-

ADAMS, NEWARK

Newark, Jan. 23.

Eddy Duchin's Orch (12), with
Lew Sherwood, Tony Leonard, June
Bobbins, Johnny Drafce; Jean, Jack
& Jtidy (3), the. StapleUms (2), Bob
Wcller; 'The Perfect Snob' (20th).

CHICAGO, )CHI

Chicago, Jan. 24.

Les Broton Orch (17) toifh Rolph
Toung. Betty Bonney, Alon StonCi
Fred Sanborn, Martez Ic Delita, Chi-
cago Ballet (16); 'You Belong to

Me" (Col).

Doubtless one of the brightest
young men in popular music, Les
Brown has galloped up plenty of
rungs to rate close to the top pop
orchestras.
Brown's arrangements In current

show are noteworthy, .
particularly

his 'Marche Slav' and 'Anvil Chorus.'
These arrangements of classic music
to pop rhythms have the tempo yet
mcuntain the impressive classic mel-
ody intact.

. Brown's orchestra Is solid at all

times. It has power, pep and au-
thenticity which is due to novel ar-
rangements.
Betty Bonney, the femme vocalist

with the band, sings well and flashes

distinctive style. Ralph Young, male
vocalist, turns in a satisfactory per-
formance. Alan Stone handles the
band's comedy department efficiently.

Fred Sanborn cleaned up with his
standard clowning and comedyjcylo-
pho'ne work. He drew laughs on his
walk-on and from then on scored
throughout.
Martez and Dclita scored with ex

cellent head-balancing stuff. Man
works well and handles the top
mounting femme with skill. Ballet
work was up to the usual high Chi
cago Ballet standard.
Biz big at last show Friday (23).

Gold.

Adams' present vaude show is one
-ot—tlie~neatest—nd-'-liveUesl—in-
months.
Eddy Duchin's swlngy, sophisti-

cated orchestra does extremely well

and ably assists the remaining acts.

Duchln leads oft with a pulsating
arrangement ot 'Saint Cecilia' and
displays some clever key-board
work.
Remaining band numbers include

"Begin the Beguine,' handled with
appropriate zest, "You Are Every-
thing* and 'In Old Brazil,' latter both
pleasant and easy to listen to.

Johnny Drake, band vocalist,

lashes a sturdy, even baritone,

at his best with 'Saint Cecilia.'

Jean, Jack and Judy, two femmes
and a male, uncork original and
complex somersault routines which
are both laugh-provoking' and ex-
citing. Crisp all the way, act drew
vigorous ouolence returns.
The Stapletons, mixed combo tap-

sters, also impressed with fresh
style. Present standard material,
buf with a speed and skill ot striking
quality. I<ast part' of their act con-
sists of a tap drama in panto, dif-

ferent but not as Interesting as .their

fast stepping earlier.
Bob Neller, competent ventrilo-

quist, kept audience happy through-
out. Produces difficult songs, the
'pickled peppers' piece and routine
gags.
June Bobbins, singer, went big

with 'He's 1-A in the . Army,' 'Can
a Lady Resist' and 'Choo Choo.* Gal
has appealing voice and responded
to audience encore demands.
Lew Sherwood, Duchin's trump-

eter, sings comedy versions of 'Rose
O'Day' and 'P^nts Too Ijong.' Other
band singer, tenor Tony Leonard,
does "Love of Mine' capably.
Show runs 70 minutes. Jaff.

STATE, N. V.

Dicfc Pouiell, Johnny Woods; Har-
ris, Claire & Shannon, Will & Gladys
Ahern, Bell Troupe (6), Ruby Zuier-

ting House Orch; 'Birth of the

Blues' (Por).

State offers an entertaining bill

this session, topped by Dick Powell
and spiced with a number of other

attractive turns. It's paced by mimic
Johnny Woods, doubling as m.c, and
finds Ruby Zwerllng's house crew
out of the pit and on the boards to

provide better backing for per-

formers.
Powell has made great strides as a

vaude entertainer since last seen in

these parts. For one thing, he has
acquired a sense of humor, kidding
himself freely, an attribute some
other Hollywoodites might do well to

carbon. Secondly, he is -not merely
making a personal appearance, but
has prepared en act. His pleasant-

sounding pipes stand him in good
stead, of course. Turn includes
spooling about his being 'Mr. Joan
Blondell' and a neatly-contrived
special number in which he works in

tunes with which he was associated
in pictures.
Breath-taking cilrtaln-raiser is

provided the Bell Troupe, teeter •

board combo oi~four guys aricnwd
gals. They're terrific in jumps to

shoulders three-high, arbazing triple-

somersaults in the air and a flock of
other stunts on the see-saws. Every
time they seem to have done just

about everything possible, they come
through with a little more. Only de-
fect was in costim^ing, blue outfits

matching perfectly the blue setting
of the band in the background and
making It a little difficult totisee.

Woods Is a capable m.c. and en-
tertaining in a session on his own.
He needls additional poise, however,
should calm down and keep his
nerves from making the audience 111

at ease. Gets over some pretty good
^ags and an excellent novelty ttihe.

ORPHEUM, MPLS.

Minneapolis, Jan. 24,

Clyde McCoy Orch.- (13) tuith
Bennett Sisters & Freddy Stewart,
Adrianna & Charley, Carroll & Houie,
Condos Brothers (2); 'Weefc-End in
Havana' (20th).

in addition to accurate mimicry,
Will and Gladys Ahern do a Will

Rogers routine. Will spins his rope
to accompaniment ot comment on
current affairs and clicks. Jle also
does some terrific, dancing In the
Russian squat manner. Femme Is i

looker, working In attractive cos
tumes to display gams. She makes
with the rope, dances, and the pair
also does a bit ot ballroom terp to-
gether Inside the spinning lariat.

A bit on the silly side Is the turn
ot Harris, Claire and Shannon.- It's

two gals and a guy In a serious ball
room dance routine. That always
leaves one extra girl, of course,
which keeps the guy. busier than
Mayor La(3uardla, flitting from one
femme to the other to keep them
both occupied. Once In a while the
whole trio dances together, three in
a row, like sardines, which is sillier

/et. Exhibit some amazing lifts,

lowever, guy, without looking it,

showing surprising strength in grace-
fully picking up the two gals at one
time. Dropping - the sister act and
making. It a normal ballroom dance
team with concentration on those
lifts would be an improvement.

State, incidentally, should give
closer attention to the volume of Its

sound equipment during showing of
the fllm. When cabght (last show
Thursday), audience halfway back
on the main floor was complaining
audibly of Its inability to hear the
Bing Crosby-Mary Martin dialog.

Herb.

Aimiial Clyde McCoy visits over a
period of years always have brought
boxoffice sunshine to this house.
'Sugar Blues' outfit is one of the
most popular of all name bands here.

Despite conventional arrangements
of pops worn to a frazzle by repeti-
tion localites always turn out - in
strength for McCoy,
McC^oy's pleasing personality and

his own trumpet tooting possibly
provide the . answer.

Currently he is supported by three
first rate acts and a better-than-
average fllm. But tmdoubtedly it's

still the 'sugar blues' aggregation
. which is mainly responsible for the
big draw though the stage show
holds an abundance of comedy and
topnotch dancing.
With McCoy emce^g, singing and

on the tniinpe^ band'sets off to a

GOLDEN GATE, S. F.

San Froncisco, Jan. 22.
Jan Garber Orch (12), Lee Ben-

nett, Fred Heilbron, Porkyakorfcus,
Loyd & Willis, Peggy O'Ncfll line
(12); 'Boll of Fire' (RKO).

Odd booking for a name band is

the setup here which has Garber
coming in on the fourth and final
week of 'Ball of Fire.' That possibly
accounts for the somewhat lethargic
presentation.
Theme filters through the curtains,

which part on a zippy arrangement
of *12th St. Rag,' followed by 'Rose
O'Day,' with Lee Bennett walking
In from the wings for the vocal
House line then takes over after
which Bennett baritones 'When That
Spirit's Got You' and 'I Got It Bad.'
Bennett's smooth piping won an en
core.
Loyd and Willis, tappers, follow

with three okay routines last being
particularly effective. Loyd con.
tras'ts an old time buck-and-wing
with his partner's ballet-tap,a groovy
novelty which lands.
Band picks up again with two

pianos for 'Concerto,' seconded by
Hugo De Paul's ivory Impressions of
Hoffman, Waller, Ellington, Lopez
and Duchin, which earned an en-
core.

Trumpeteer Fred Heilbron steps
down to vocal mimicry a la Bonnie
Baker and Mary Marlin. Guy is the
high spot of the Garber menage and
had the house howling.
Feature slot goes to Parkyakarkus.

Material pretty much dated, but gets
over fairly well. Garber gives his

fiddle a workout, the band coming
in for wlndup. Wem.

Bowers, who lays down hla btill fid-

dle for the stint Another bandsman,
Barry Warren, kicks in with some
clowning and an okay vocal of Love
ot Mine.' Seta It up nicely for the

Three Stooges, who have only to

move an eyebrow to get laughs here.

Boys' familiar routine of gags and
phoney version of a high-class play

all good for continuous response.

Biz big. Burm.

EARLE, PHILLY

Philadelphia, Jan, 25.

Louis Prlmo Orch with Leon
Primo, Lily Ann Corol, ^Immy Vin-
cent, Sol Marcus, Bums Twins &
Evelyn, Roy Dovis, Eddie flrocfcen;

Cadet Girl' (20th).

Plenty of zingo in Louis Prime's

crew. A trifle on the loud side. It

clicks big with' the youngsters.

In the vocal department, brunet
Lily Ann Carol's phiz and chassis are

better than her pipes. The alliga-

tors didn't seem to mind, however,
giving her plenty ot encouragement'
Prima gang tees off with 'C^eorgie

Brown' and then blends Into a
medley. Initial act Is Burns Twins
and Evelyn, adequate terping turn
-with-Evdyn:4lolng^-spectaciilar bit

of tapping on her toes In ballet sUjp

pers.
Louis Prlma's brother, Leon, leads

the 'sextet' (there are only five in

it) through some fast specialty num-
bers. Roy Davis almost halts the
proceedings midway with his very
funny phonograph act^ in which he
goes through the motions while the
discs do the talking.

Among the recordings getting the
Davis treatment with hilaribus effect

are Danny Kaye's "Dinah,' Bing
Crosby's "Lullabye' and Bonnie
Baker's 'You'd Be Surprised.'
Prima then unleashes his torrid

trumpet for a lew hot licks with
.'Jtocklng ..Chalr.'_and..^hant..of-lhe
Grooves.' Sol Marcus, pianist, fol-

lowing, solos In his own composition.
Set the World on Fire,' to good re-
sults.

Eddie Bracken, co-headllning with
the band, has plenty bf stage pres-
ence and ability. His turn consists ot

several comic impersonations Includ-
ing one of a guy who has lockjaw,
a .fit of stutters and St Vitus dance
at the same time. Also Imitates a
baseball pitcher and boxer In pan
tomine, all adding up to nifty enter-
tainment
Show winds up with a novelty

band number, 'Daddy,' then fades
with 'Sing,' drummer Johnny 'Vin.

cent, 18-year-old phenom banging
away as the curtain falls.

Near capacity house at show
caught. Shal

STANLEY, PITT

Pittsburgh, Jan. 23
Cab Callouay Orch (16), Anite &

Aland, Hon! Coles, Paul, Dinky «.

Eddy, Rug Cutters (6), Caballen
(4), Cozy Cole, Jonah Jones, Cab
Jlvers (6); 'Design for Scandal'
(M-C)

.

APOLLO, N. Y.

Earl Hines Orch (16) with LeRoy
Harris,- Billy Eckstein, Madeleine
Green, Three Vorietics; Four Macks,
Son & Sonny, Sahji, Ralph Cooper,
T'irginia Horris, 'Forced Londing'
(ParJ.

HIPP, BALTO.

Baltimore, Jan. 24.
Lou Breese Orch (15) uiith Gladys

Tell, Skip Morr. Steve Bowers. Barry
Warren: Dicfc Todd, The Billingtons
(2). Three Stooges; 'Dr. Kildare's
Victory' (M-G).

Current stage layout is biggest
draw in weeks with extra shows on
Sat. and Sun. further swelling gross.
Good word of mouth naturally
helped. Three Stooges have been
here before and always to good b.o.
results. Breose and Todd, newcomers,
also got a hearty welcome from stub-
holders.

Fronting his combo of six brass,
five sax and four rhythm, Breese
also emcees at good pace. Musical
style, with zippy tempos, a decided
asset After brace ot medleys, first
consisting of 'Dark Eyes' and "Two
Guitars' in swing, and second a
blending of 'Elmer's Tune,' 'Shrine
of St Cecelia' and 'Spain' with Breese
trumpeting in latter, Gladys TeU,
band vocalist uncorks okay versions
of 'Humpty Dumpty Heart' and
Got It Bad.'

Session of music makes nice spot
for the Billingtons, youthful boy-and-
girl hoofing team, who punch out
smart brace of routines. Femme Is
cute, contrasting in size to her part-
ner, who sells well throughout
Skip Morr steps down from the

trombone section to give out with
'Chattanooga,' properly in the groove
but not in the right niche consider-
ing the spotting ot Dick Todd next
for his session ot more vocals. Todd
handles pops expertly, begging off
after 'Why Can't We Do This More
Often,' 'White Cliffs of Dover,' 'Rose
O'Day' and 'Shepherd's Serenade.'
Band follows with 'Russian Lul-

laby' and an effective glee-club de-
livery of 'Bill of Rights' led by Steve

As tisual. Cab Calloway show Ij
60 minutes of dynamite. Not a dull
minute as Cab, Indefatigable as ever
blazes through like an abandoned
primitive. He's still one of the hard-
est-wotking maestroes to shake a

'

stick at the union and the gang takes
Its cue from him. Whatever is on
the stage. Cab's trademark predomi-
nates though not et the expiense ot
the added turns.
.,Acts all- belong and Calloway
drives each and every one ot them
into a white heat As for his band,
it's about the best the Cab has ever
batoned and with them, as with Cal-
loway, jazz, or Its modern counter-
part, jive, is something that has to
come out At any rate, that's how

'

they Impress their audience.
Band' is in perpetual motion from

start to finish, from opening of 'Min-
nie the Moocher' which, with Callo-

'

way, has . achieved the proportions
ofrelasslcrta'tlie-congarhtnisb'erarfr"
tain that fills the stage with a dusky
din. On the drums, of course, Cal.
loway has a .marvel In Cozy Cole
and, on the trumpet, another in
Jonah Jones. ' He .features them
smartly without overdoing it partic-
ularly in the sextet he calls the Cab
Jivers, which also has sax, bass, gui-
tar and xylophone. Their session
down tront Is a jl'vln' jubilee and
had the balcony swaying.
Another hlghspot Is Calloway's re-

tailing of jive lingo, dressed up in
a long-brimmed Lenox avenue Stet-
son, preceding band's torrid version
ot "Knock Me Some ot That -Fine
l^jYf.' F"'^ "* hrlnga nn

the Rug Cutters, three boys and -

three girls, who knock themselves
out In a terp routine that, goes all

the way from grind to Lindy Hop,
Kids are on several times, show-
stoppers with each appearance, par-
ticularly when Calloway goes along'
with them.

Paul, Dinky and Eddy, three lads
ot assorted sizes, are socko with trick
legmanla into which they Inject
some pantomimic comedy based on
their business with a house mike that
keeps moving up and down; Anise
& Aland are a good-looking couple
who also flash some click terps, and
Honl Coles is a lanky tapster who
comes on early and helps set the
pace at the outset Lot ot dancing,
some. In every turn, but it doesn't
seem like too much In Calloway's
show since It helps maintain the
tempo. Besides, there's never the
impression of acts coming on and
going off, so neatly are they tied In
with the band Itself.

Calloway's current lineup consists
of five sax, seven brass, guitar, bass,
drums and piano. Mob here couldn't
get enough of It. House full top
and bottom. Obhen.

Earl Hines' big band and outside
acts put up a neat 70 minutes of
stage time here this week, major
portion of the running time being
allotted to Hines arid an unusually
large, for a colored band, group of
singers. Made up ot four trumpets,
three trombones, five sax, and four
rhythm the combo clicks solidly
despite a slight dragginess due to
choice of tunes.

Faced by Hines' excellent pianolng,
band is perhaps the best rounded in
its class. Beginning with a session
of jump numbers, it impresses as a
capable musical aggregation, then
bringing forth its staff of vocalists
whose work gives the outfit a .flex-
ibility rare in such combos. Made-
leine Green and the Three 'Varieties
(sax men) interpret vocal arrange-
ments to plug recordings, opening
with 'Boy With Wistful Eyes' then, at
various times, 'It Had to Be Yoo,'
'I Got It Bad.' Well done.
Hines gives out one session of the

stuff that earned him his 'Father'
cognoinen, soloing several standards
with tasty accompaniment. .His work-
set a full house aflr^ when caught
particularly the leadoff rhythmic
'Honeysuckle Rose.' Billy Eckstein,
band's male vocalist. Is particularly
adept at blues style. On late he
nevertheless sets himself solidly ,with
'Don't Know What Love Is,' 'Blues in
Night' and 'Hello Baby,' last a blues.
I<eRoy Harris, one ot Varieties, early
solos 'Without a Song.' He's fair.
Four Macks, roUer quartet of two

girls and two men, hit a hot stride
up front with a bag of wheeled tricks
that are outstanding. Some of the
stuff they do is breath-taking. Son
and Sonny, a vocal-tap pair get off
some clever taps and Harlem terps
between 'em. Their stuff Is clever
and nimbly done, but ot limited ap
peal as routined. Vocals are mean-
ingless.

Sahji, torso-tosser, gets In a fast
few minutes ot wiggles and bumps,
While she cashed in here, turn means
little outside ot Harlem. Ralph
Cooper, Harlem's fave movie actor,
is a name draw in this area, but he
gets little to do, In company with
Virginia ' Harris, femme house foil.

His stint is a time-worn burlesque
skit one that chalks up laughs none-
theless. Wood.

STATE, HARTFORD
Hartford. Jan. 24.

Sammy Kaye Orch with 3 Kadets,
Tommy Ryan, Maury Gross, Alan
Foster, 3 STTiart Girls, Sue Ryan,
Sam Kaplan House Band; 'Man from
Headquarters' (Mono)

.

Sammy Kaye may hail from Cleve-
land but localites consider him a
local boy. First eastern date for the
swing orch Was a breakin date at the

State here in the spring of '38. Since
then Kaye has gone a long way and
he needs no drum beating when com-
ing here.
SUge lineup Is II being filled

in by two outside atts; ' -naintains

a neat pace and Is cntcrtoii-.ing while

Kaye's marquee strength keeps the

tellers at the b.o. busy. First outside

act Is 3 Smart Girls, hooters. Femmes
out once for keen unison tapping,

climaxing with aero stuff and terp-

ing. Reappear later in a gypsy num-
ber attired In colorful costumes,

banging away at tamborines.
Sue Ryan is other outside turn.

Comedienne has a socko bit in her

vocal stunting. Unleashes un-

bounded reserve of vocal stiengtn

and has excellent mike presentation.

Whacks out a potpoturrl of hectic

vocals, touched off with skilleo

mugging.
. ^, .

Kaye aggregation, consisting oi

two trumpet two trombone, four

rhythm and four sax impresses as a

crack musical imit Has a book oi

old faves and stays in the sw*et

groove fttost of the way also backing

up the two acts. Maestro spends

most of the time leading the band,

occasionally coming through wltn a

clarinet work,
Vocallihg by band boys is given a

strong play, Kaye has a trio, taggea

3 Kadets, out for chirping and also

spots three other band boys in vocai

efforts at various times. Beceni

band recordings, 'Dear Mom, an»

'Pearl Harbor,' drew hefty audience

returns. .

Latter portion of Kaye presenta-

tion devoted to the 'So You Want to

Lead a Band' novelty, efforts
.

oi

wouldbe stick swishers registering

belly laffs.

Biz good
night

I-sl show Friday (23)

£ck.
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MET, BOSTON

Boston, Jan. 22.

Pat CBrten, Harry James Orch

tuith Jimmy Sawder}, Corky

rSco^n. Helen Forrest; Ray & Trent,

Austin: 'S«lH«on's Travels'

(Par).

Both Pat O'Brien and Harry

T.mes' band are new for Boston

JSTde and the combination Is a

SSSef tor this deluxer. Band takes

^nost of the running time .and

ten cloVs 'he bill without the

2o« orch Film star makes one of

SSTbest showings among the plrture

J^ormers who have come east on

Se tours. Whae he has only an

Se 01 an act, he gets^over im-

Stely through lilceable stage

SSenM An advance trailer show-

KTbrlel bitsirom his starring roles

TCnute Rockne' and 'Ffghtrng

Sth' serves as a buildup.

n'Rrien cets a good hand for his

^Mmatic bit from 'Knute Rockne'

Sfm then goes into, a recitation of

&ricl" with due credit to Helen

^es who originated the idea. In

^hinds of a'^less^ skillful player

Sta bit might have been slgPPy. but

Ssrlen makes it count. His finish

wows 'em. Going all-out Irish he

d^several rounds of a ditty called

S?|ie__Hpnds with Your Uncle

Mike,'
neaJry~suppoftea-;tr-«en^

KaS and the house b^nd in the pit.

Hetelks?sing6, jigs and waltzes in

McCoy Irish, the local clan catching

m instantly, clapping tempo and

calling him back for encores.

Morton Downey and O'Brien are

the only performers caught in the

It several years who can sell the

ish to the Boston Irish.

Harry James brings in a top

swingeroo outfit and. as a group,

they click best in 'Blues in the

Nlgnt.' Two o'clock Jump' a/ii

Trumpet Rhapsody.' a sort of bed-

lam in brass. Virginia Austin, piip-

peteer, and Ray and Trent, risley

.irtlsts^jwre^valuable assets^on Jhe
bill AustmV'acf Tias sSWrSl"
novel twists, among them trick of

making a large puppet manipulate

a smaller one which lifts and car-

ries a third doll. Ray and Trent
demonstrate their exceptional rou-

tine of straight and comic risley,

latlng plaudits every time they
pause for breathers.
Helen Forrest, band vocalist, does

four numbers and a short encore of
'Apple Blossom,' clicking nicely.

is 'I Said No.' Jimmy Saun-
ders sings three tunes, all in limpid
style. Two numbers would have
been sufficient, judging from recep-
tion. His 'Everything I Love' is

okay,, and a change of pace would
improve the general effect.

Jtating attention are the scenic
designer, who turned out a stunner
for the band, and Henry Kalis, for
his special music for the 'March of
Oipi^ collection. Fox.

EMBASSY, N. Y.
(NEWSKEELS)

This, is Connie Boswell's return to
the stage after nearly two years.
Judging, from reception here, slick
song stylist remains exceedingly
popular in vaude. Opening show she
delivered six numbers, three best
being 'Blues in the Night,' 'I Got It

Bad' and 'White Cliffs of Dover.' All
her vocal arrangements are tops
without going too far on the flashy
side. Glen Gray and his crew came
through with' a swell accompaniment,
without any rehearsal, combination
sounding as if they had been work-
ing together for weeks. Miss Bos-
well was booked in sometime after
the band for this date, and the orch
had no opportunity to play her tunes
-with—her—before—the—show-opened.

Glen Gray band show is very
much okay. They do a stand-out job
on 'Concerto' and 'Chattanooga,' lat-

ter fronted by Pee Wee Hunt's vocal.
Hunt also clicks in 'Strutters' Ball.'

Kenny Sargent skillfully fended oft

heckling down front and turned it

into an asset when he hit a medley
which included 'Shepherd Serenade.'
The muggs out-whistled him, at his

invitation, and then rewarded him
with a big hand for his smooth
warbling. Sunny Rice is on early
for stylized taps, touched with semi-
ballet movements, and comedy turn
on the bill is provided by Sid
Tomack and the two Reis Brothers.
'Latter-take-sorae-time -to-get-gqingr
bogging down in the patter depart-
ment. Trio indicates hoofing skill and
might do well to cash in on this in*-

stead of sluiTing so-so comedy. They
build to a good finish however, get-
ting over nicely with impressions of
the Mills Bros, and a clever slant
on 'Sonny Boy.' One of the boys is

'Sonny,' shooting questions to the
other two lads who answer them
with the lyric, as it progresses.
Closer Is a nutty Schnitzlebank idea,

with a wide range of illustrated arti-

cles, including one for Hitler, on
their chart.
Okay biz morning show. Foi.

,

lUs is a sad commentary, either
on quality of news coverage or same-
ness resulting from censorship.
About 30 minutes of running time is
not from the newsreels, consisting of
Tanks Are Coming,' -Warner Bros,
two-reel short; Truth or Conse-
quences,"Kaltehborn Edits the News'
and Tex McCrary war editorial, all
embassy specials.
Paramount has generally shown

originality in editing and coverage.
One clip covers Singapore (not very
grelUng), another is a glimpse of the
Susalan front where cold weather
aw been a factor in the Nazi retreat,
wnlle third is about the Allied vic-
tories in Libya. Par also has the
enilolt of a Long Island navy man
Wbo sank a Jap ship with a mosquito
txiatNarratlon is wobbly in some of
tliese clips.

Again, with interviews of rescued
"wmen from the S. S. Malay, Par
nwsreel comes up with a bright
Wm. Same reel claims the story
rathe Free French seizure of islands
ot Pierre and Miquelon off CanadaM an exclusive. It is obviously a
newsreel emanallng from the Free
noiai crew, being vivid and crisply

ParamounPs treatment of
msMent Roosevelt's birthday and
!?* «arch of Dimes' for paralysis

dramatic bits.

. Movietone chips in with
pcruhent lineup, showing doseups

riS?"!''?^ WaveU. Admiral Hart and
wneral MacArthur, in the Far East
5™Wle. Same newsreel depicta
S^ara FaUs frozen by sub-zero
^eratures, and some passable
™MTS shots.

R.Sj'w'PJ makes something of the
^ood Neighbor Pan-American parley

So.7c"l°°5 Aires; some acJdiUonal

2r»i S""? Honolulu show heroes of

oSf 5*."?°'' onslaught being hon-
on 4>;

"'"^ has a newsworthy yarn

do»2\5S'."="* P"ties trying to bring

1b Jai u '^i
^^O"" the wrecTced plane

jn^vriUch Carole Lombard lost her

hl?^'*^?^"" continues strong with

J«
intelligent replies on why Vichy

K^u*°^i* lier navy to the

SS*t' situation, and why
Uifrli!?'' "P so well against

Ihan^^^'"- McCrary is better

ceSklv^?*.'' Henry Taylor, re-
pffi„/etunied from Eurbpe. ex-

nte u*''**
stories of Nazi weak-

"taMa propa-

Ncwsrecl theatre's coverage on

what purporta to be a typical Truth
or Consequences* radio broadcast is
surprisingly unfunny. Tanks Are
Coming,' In color, is timely, showing
what had been accomplished as early
as last June in mechanizing a com
plete army unit. Wcor.

KEITH'S BOSTON

Boston, Jan. 23.
Glen Gray and Casa Loma Orches-

tra (16), Connie Bostuell, Pee Wee
Hunt, Kennv 5argent, Sunnv Rice.
5id Tofluich & Reis Bros. (2); 'Call

Otit the iVfarines* (RKO).

Shubert, New Haven

New Haven, Jan. 23.

Claude Thomhill Orch (17) toifh

Lillian Lane, Martha Wayne, Buddv
Steuiart, Dicfc Hardinp; Tryon Sisters

(2), Jack McCoy, Lime Trio, Nora
Williams, SharJccv the Seal; Harry
Barman. House Orch; Shorts and
Newsreels.

After popping in and out of band-

vaude sessions with one-day (Sun-

day) stands, Shubert has brought in

the Claude Thornhill aggregation for

a three-day spell, opening night (23)

biz indicating that the take this

weekend will be more than satis-

factory.

In addition to emceeing the show,

ThornhiU is extremely adept in his

own department at the piano. He
makes no attempt to put himself
across per se but he presents an A-1
troupe of musicians in a polished
routine that hits about every type of
arrangement. Alternately pacing the
show and backing the various turns,

band turns in a swell job. Working
in blue outfits against blue lights

and props, color reaction is favorable
and fits nicely as background for
such numbers as 'Autumn Nocturne,'
'White CIlRs of Dover' and 'Blues in

the Night.' While band is primarily
brass, excellent variations also come
from a six-clarinet setup.

Featured vocalists with the band
are Lillian Lane, Dick Harding,
Martha Wayne and Buddy Stewart,
who register fairly well individually

and score nicely in a quartet ar-
rangement of 'Blues in the Night.'

Five acts comprise the vaude por-
tion of the bill, these being woven
into the band pattern. Tryon Sisters

(2) open with a cape-swing intro-

duction, then go into rhythm acro-

batics including a variety of neck
spins. Tiirn has color, speed and
skill. Jack McCoy is number two
with a hodge-podge of offering that

includes a magic bit. impersonations
and a dance. Lad fumbles through
early moments of his act, does a high
school dance bit that's too long but

closes okay with a trick bottle dance.

For novelty, next on, the Lime Trio

standard contortion routine gets over
big as usual. Nora Williams, who
popularized 'Piccolo Pete,' shows
how she did it and clowns a couple

of tunes for a good reception.

Sharkey, the sea], rolls up a good
laugh score with an entertaining

combo of tricks.

Show runs 95 minutes, plenty long,

but time doesn't hang heavily. Harry
Berman's house orch overtures.

Bone.

STRAND, BROOKLYN

Martho Raye, Berry Bros. (3),
Franfcie JVfasters Orch (16) ujith
Phullis Mules, Lou Hurst, Buddy
Shiffman, Swingmasters (4), Woody
Kessler; 'Public Enemies' (Rep).

Martha Raye added to her rep as a
potent picture house draw here this
past weekend. She got a royal wel-
come from Brooklynites at show
caught. Clicked with a couple of
vocals and cleaned up, as usual, with
her eccentric comedy.

'Mr. Paganini' continued to be one
of Miss Raye's best comedy song bits,
while she handled hecklers and in-
opportune requests for tunes with
skill. Wound up with '5 o'Clock
Whistle," gagging that she hoped to
make audience forget the Ella Fitz-
gerald version.
Backed by smooth, rhythmic

Frankle Masters orchestra on stage,
lineup ran with clock-like precision
and ease. The colored Berry Bros.,
only other outside act besides Miss
Raye, panicked 'em with their socko
hoofing. Their flying splits and spins,
plus leap where one of boys lands
leet first around neck of partner for.
a climaxer, confirms them as first-

rate musical .timbre.
For the rest it's the Masters band,

which is good musically, though
-weak-on-special Ists.—Phyltis-Myles; •

vocalist, by far the best, comes
through with 'Blues in Night' for a
big score. Louis Hurst misses with
a sure-fire number such as 'White
Cliffs of Dover,' which drew ap-
plause at mere mention of title.

Masters emcees amiably and
warbles too. On occasion he's the
fourth of the Swingmasters, billed
as a quartet. Swingmasters, conven-
tional in style, are in for a couple of
numbers with band, impressing
mildly with 'Polly WoUy Doodle,' in
which Miss Myles also appears. 'Ten
Little Bottles' is an okay band
novelty, illuminated instruments be-
ing presented against dark back-
ground..^— .

Woody Kessler, pianist, is spotted
for 'Concerto in B while other bands-
men, such as Buddy Shiffman, clari-
net, also get the spot briefly.

'Business capacity. Mori. *

COLONIAL, DAYTON

Dayton, O., Jan. 24.
Laurel & Hardy, Chester Fred-

ericks & Co., Judy Starr, Herzogs (5),
Deval, Merle & Lee; 'Go West, Young
Lady' (Col).

First of a series of name-act line-
ups brings Laurel and Hardy, with
a sequence such as they do in pic-
tures. It's a piece where Hardy at-
tempts to fill application for a driver's
license for Laurel and, of course,
meets with the usual screwy answers.
It panicked audience that howled for
more and got Laurel's weeping reci-
tion of his 'beautiful garden onions.'
Another Hollywoodite on the hill

is Judy Starr, effervescent youngster
who brings forth a number of pop.
tunes including 'Hi Neighbor,' 'White
Cliffs- of Dover,' 'Elmer's Tune' and
her own double-talk version of 'Three
Little Fishes.'
Five Herzogs, opening, has four

young ladies swinging high on a
triple trapeze, the fifth joining as a
volunteer from the audience. Plenty
of thrills during daring catches, the
last with one leg as fifth member of
troupe swings far over' the orchestra
pit-

Chester Fredericks and company,
the latter a pert young woman, of-

fer eccentric soft-shoe taps and a
fast tap called 'Speeding It Up.' Then
they give slap-happy, idea of a high
school jitterbug on 'first trip to a
dance hall.

Deval, Merle and Lee, two men and
girl, close with a nutty ballroom
dancing routine. Th.ee become en-
tangled as they go into an adagio
that develops into a burlesque. Old
stuff but neatly done. Kany.

TOWER, K. C.

Kansas City, Jan. 24.

Ted Weems Orch (12) uiith Elmo
Tonner, Perry Como; Margery Daye,
Mardoni & Louise, J^onchalants (3);
•Perfect Snob' (20(h).

'Ding Dong Daddy' and 'Darktown
Strutters Ball,' self-accompanied on
bass fiddle, gets by but should have
more volume. Margery Daye, in a
recent Universal film short with
Weems, follows with her standard
turn, a polished acrobatic and kick
terp.

Band does some special work on
'Piccolo Pete.' by jhil Baxter, a
Kansas City boy, which was intro-
duced here by this same band a
decade back. Parker Gibbs' vocals
and Rosie McHarg's piccolo playing
send it across. Weems then calls
another of bis vets, warbler Perry
Como, whose repertory of 'White
Cliffs of Dover,' 'Shepherd's Sere-
nade' duo-ed with Tanner, 'Chatta-
nooga Choo Choo' and This Love
of Mine' are solid entries. Standard
turn by the three Nonchalants works
towards a strong finish, clever cross-
fire of patter lifting their aero tricks
considerably. Band handles closing
assignment nimbly with drummer
Orm Downes featured in a jivey
'Gambler's Blues,' Bud Dant's re-
arrangement of 'St. James Infirmary.'
Stage attraction should help Tower
to a good week. Quin.

Disc Reviews
sContlnued from page 41';

rangements thenliooteci tnem DotlT

by using Miss Kelly for vocals. Not
even his clarinet saves them.

llDit Reviews

DUDE RANCH FOLLIES
(BROADWAY, CHARLOTTE, N. C.)

Chorlotte, N. C, Jan. 17.

Gerard & Gordon, Nestor & Rollins,
Chief Little Bear & Robert, Fenwich
ti Coolc, Princess Tahlcta, Ranchero
Stucethearts (8), Ray Cassel & Cow-
boy Band i5); 'Buy Me That Town'
(Par).

Harry James: 'J. P. Dooley, 3d'

—

'Jughead' (Col. 36487). This release

won't help James' cause and since

he has had very recent clicks it

doesn't seem a wise one. Originals,

they're okay, particularly the first,

but there's nothing outstanding in

them. 'Dooley' sides' best point is

its smoothly jumping tempo; James
and Helen Forrest vocal. Coupling
exhibits some good ensemble work,
.but. side.. as a whole Is unexciting
fare. .

Ted Weems' band unit returns the
Tower to string of bands and other
unit attractions which began with
the holiday season and will continue
for next few weeks. In line with
Improved attraction prices were
tilted to 50c. top and the Weems unit
is a good buy at this scale. The 55-
minute show is a well paced com-
bination of music.and standard acts.

Orch swings ' into lead with 'La
Rosita' and 'Concerto' and Weems
designates first solo inning to Elmo
Tanner. Whistler rolls off 'Ciri Biri

Bin,' 'Stardust' and 'Nola' is familiar
and highly acceptable style for
hearty applause. As m.c. Weems
calls on Mardoni to deliver his bag
of magic tricks with aid of partner
Louise and trio of audience aides.

Mystifier carries off his turn with
monologue which dresses up his of-

fering which includes a clever rope
and knot trick and a guillotine stunt

that also registers.

Novelty singing portly Billy Blair,

newest addition to crew, also doubles
as bass thumper. Comic chanting of

Jimmy Dorsey: 'Arthur Murray
Taught Me Dancing'—'Not Mine'

(Decca 4122). Tunes from Dorsey 's

film, 'Fleet's In,' give solid promise
on records. 'Murray' arrangement,

a good light novelty. Is neatly

worked and remindful of band's

early "Madame LaZonga' click. Helen
O'Connell's vocal and band's ace
rhythm accompaniment form very
salable machine and counter le-'

lease. Coupling is even better, an
Impressive ballad bespeaking a solid

sales future; it's feelingly interpreted

by 'Bob Eberly and Miss O'Connell,-

who does her hest lyrlcing to date.

Dorsey's releasing 'em in pairs cur-

rently. Tangerine,' also from his

film, and 'Ev'rything I Love' are

backed on second (Decca 4123).

Former Is another outstanding po-
tential, a swell ballad melody done
in band's dual-tempo style tising

Eberly and Miss O'ConnelL It'll sell

easily. Reverse is late, a beauti-

fully arranged and played version

of strong tune. Eberle vocals.

Alvlnb Bey: 'Sing Your Worries
Away'—King Sisters: 'How Do You
FaU In Love' (Bluebird 11420).

Don't blame iis tor a possible fog,

but first side is Alvino Rey, with
King Sisters; reverse is King Sisters

with Alvino Rey; first time the as-

sociated, but usually separate on
wax, names are backed up. Tunes
are froiVi film 'Sing Your Worries
Away' and not too good as counter
or box possibilities. First, a mild
rhythm tempo tune, is unexciting,
but nicely played by Rey and sung
by Kings. Reverse is better. Backed
by Rey combo it totes likely coun-
ter strength but lacks the punch for
boxes.

'Dude Ranch Follies' is a so-so
western unit that pleases as long as
it sticks to its sagebrush setting, but
becomes indifferent away from it.

Western theme is carried out nicely
in drops and settings, with bandsmen
garbed as cowboys and the line in
western regalia in some numbers.
Best perfomance Is turned in by

Gerard & Gordon, above -average pair
of acrobats in a strong act featuring
high pole and hand-to-hand balanc-
ing. Boys have clean, fast-moving
routine, their high pole finish a
shriller that draws heavy response.

In only western act on billing.
Chief Little Bear and Robert,
-please-with-'COwboy-and-Indian-feate,-
Act opens with Robert giving a
standard whip -cfacking turn. The
Chief then takes over with, novelty
rope -spinning and dancing of sock'
proportions.

Fenwick and Cook blow hot and
cold in an acro-comic turn, their best
a brief unlcycle bit. The remainder
of their turn is knockabout comedy
with mediocre balancing.

Nestor and Rollins, comics, hardly
drew* a laugh in their overlong
routine. They are on first In a
lengthy skit, with a ' girl from the
line, that ends is a fizzle blackout
Boys later try again with weak Im-
personations and poor gags. _

Princess Tahleta one of the big-
gest showgirls ever to appear here,
pleases in an Indian dance. Well-
proportioned gal also scored in two
numbers featured with line. Line is
generally poor, girls not bing suf-
ficiently familiar with routines.
Nicely costumed, they open in a cow-
girl number, following with a pro-
duction number, a Princess Tatueta
number with Indian atmosphere, and
a snappy, but somewhat out-of-place
can-can. Band is so-so.

Good house on show caught. Just

Youth and Beauty Revue
(BROADWAY, CHASLOTTE, N. C.)

Charlotte, N. C, Jan. 23.

Relter & ODay, Al Samuels,
Healy & Macfc, Prosper & Wolf, Jean
Andrews, Connie Cella dancers (10);
Harry Waiman Orch (5); The Per-
fect Snob' (20th).

Charlie Splvsk: 'I Surrender Dear'—'Stardreams' TOkeh 6548). Spivak
made smart move in cutting the
strong standard. He built what's
likely a good counter and box seller
on a neat arrangement supported
easily by Stardusters and his muted
trumpeting. Tempo is slow. Re-
verse is band's theme, a capable
tune in' itself.

Orrln Tucker: 'Do Somethin'—'She
Don't Wanna' (Col. 36490). There's
good sales possibilities in^ these two
corn sides by Tucker, in areas that
go for that stuff. They're cleverly
done. First is perhaps most potent,
a lively side nicely played and vo-
called by Tucker himself. Reverse
is handled by Eddie Rice at same
bright tempo.

Cab Calloway: 'Nain Nain'—'Tap-
pin' Off' (Okeh 6547). Calloway
sealed counter and box possibili-

ties in first, a neat novelty in easy
rhythm tempo. He handles vocal
with occasional 'hi de ho' style

touches and inserts a comical accent
twist in last line. Side has salable
lilt and band puts up good backing.
Coupling is instrumental .sizzlcr

ringing in various brass and ip.ed

solos. It's-, okay.

His best show in the last couple
of seasons, Frank Taylor's 'Youth
and Beauty' revue Is a fast-moving,
well-balanced, unit heavy on lafls.
Every act is slanted for comedy.
Dezso Better and Polly O'Day de-

liver a sock performance in a novelty
turn opening with a comic rhumba.
Retter then solos with a parody on
jitterbugglng. Miss O'Day comes
back for a snappy solo dance whirl,
and Dezso wli\ds act up with a hilari-
ous turn, wrestling with himself for
a strong climax:

Healy and Mack open with a
standard bar act, accentuated by
comic treatment. Antics atop bar
on chair, sure-fire, are enhanced by
Healy's ad-lib patter. Healy stands
on hands on chair balanced on bar,
then draws heavy applause balancing
in chair with Miss Mack climbing
on his shoulders.

Prosper and Wolf clown thru a
hand-balancing routine with dead
pan mimicry and do a nice job of
selling what might otherwise be a
mediocre turn. Jean Andrews, tall,

striking redhead, pleased In two
dances. Her first, a svelte aero turn
is done with commendable grace.
She winds up by picking lighted
cigarette in her mouth from an ash
tray, on floor in a backbend from
her perch on chairs. She returns
later for a classy strip.

A] Samuels, dancing comedian also
handling emcee chores, clicks on both
counts. He's on for three brief skits,
and though his first try built around
eccentric tap was weak, he came
thru solidly in last two efforts. His
second, a military dance Is In con-
junction with song 'Here Come the
British,' while his last skit brings
him on in a Chaplinesque black out-
fit. Here he opens up with, a double
entendre treatment of 'Why Don't
We Do This More Oflen,^ winding up
with zany version of 'Old Man River,'
all good for laughs.

Line, attractive in four times out
opened with 'Hi Neighbor,' going
amongst audience to welcome pa-
trons. Second is a snappy Spanish
number with tambourines, clad in
colorful Latin garb. Third, a produc-
tion number in smart plumed cos-
tumes, sets the stage for Miss An-
drews' stripperoo and they finish
with a fast Conga. Harry Waiman's
band provided okay musical back-
ground for acts..

Grod house at show cnucht Just
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Variety Bills
WEEK JANUARY 30

Nnmerals in eonneotloii wltb bllla below Indloato openinr day af

how, wheUier tail or split week.

Paramoont

MBW TOBK CITT
Fammomit (£B)

Glenn Iflllor Ore
I^min« & Rogoftn
Trlxle

cmcAoo
Chicago (30)

Toy & "Winy
Badminton Chmmpa
AdrlennoA Charlie

DBTBOIT
Hlchlffon (£3)

Jimmy Dursey Ild
Joe St J McKenna
Tip, Tap & Toe

MIAMI
Olympln <29-1)

Cnrl Bmmy'n Pels
Faith Bacon
Kflvak & Faye

Phil Reffan
Lew Parker Co
Faber Qls
KEWBCROH
Blta (20 ODly>

Eddie Duchin Oro
KANSAS CITV
Newman (S3)

Inkapote
EroklneUawklnfl Bd
POUflHKKEPSIE
Bardavon (20)

Gene Krupa Bd
MINNBAPOMS
Orptiftrm (23)

Brown Bd
Sybil Bowen
Olsen £ Shirley
Gil Lamb

Warner

NEW YORK CITX
Stnmd (30)

Bob Chenter Ore
Oeorffle Price
Kay, Katya & Kay

BBOOKLYM
Btennd (30-2)

Orrln Tuokor Oro
Walter Dar« Wahl
Ambassadorettes

(Sa-20)
Mart^taa Raye
Frankle Maatera Ore

. -Bbccy-Btoa. ^.
PHILADELPHIA

Earie (80)
Loala Prima Ore
Eddie Bracken
Roy Davia
Burns & Evelyn

(23)
Eddie Duchln Oro

FITTSBl'BGH
Stanley (30)

The Kalndya
Iteater Oman
Block Sl Sully
3 Swifts
(Seorge Murphy

(23)
Cab Cnllownv Ore

'WARIIINfiTON
Earle (30)

Sammy Kaye Ore
Sue Ryan
3 Smart Gls

(*S)
Roxyeltes
Carol Klnff
Larry Blake
The Boy Friends

'

llTICA
Stanley (3-Jf)

DIek Powell
Clyde Lucas Oro

Loew

raw TOBK CITT
State (20)

Carl Hoff' Ore
Dorothy Keller
Vlrfflnla Austin
8 Stooges
Kay Englah

- WABH1N0TON
~ Capitol (20)
H'wood Blondes
Nelson Novelettes
Cass Daley
Dean Murphy
Carmen Amaya

BOSTON
BastoB (80) .

4 Franks
Whltey & Ed Ford
Paul Haakon
Patricia Bowman
Rex Weber
Ray Kinney Oro

<23)
Gray Casa Loma O
Connie Boswell
Tomack & Rels Bros
Sunny Rice

CLEVELAND
Palace (80)

Folle Intemanonale
The Sbyrettog
Karln Zoaka
6 Diplomats
Charles & Celeste
Franklin D'Amore
Lambartle
Frank Jean Hubert
Novelle Bros
Helena Mae
Judith & Jacques

The Chadwlcks
(28)

Jimmy Dorsey Oro
Tip. Tkp & Toe
Belllt & English B

' CINCINNATI
, Shnbert (30)

'Hell-a-Belloo:
Milt Brltton Bd
4 Skating Marvels
Judy Starr
Laurel &. Hardy

(28)
Bowery Follies

DAYTON
Colonial (30)

Belllt & Bngllsh B
Johnny Downs
Fred Sanborne
Great Lester

(28)
3 Herzoga
Ch Frederloka Co
Judy Starr
Laurel & Hardy
DeVal. Merle & Lee

CAMDRN
Towers (30-1)

Cttrr ChucklDS of '4

KILIZABBTH
Liberty (20-1)

Harris £ Howell
Walter Walters
Burton & Jeanette
Wilson 3 .

June £ D Morgan
HABBISnCRO
State (2-4>

Casa Loma Oro
JSnlta Boyor
Little Tough Guys

(20-31)
Hoffman S
Cina Sl Cortex
Shea &. Raymond
Norn Williams
Marty Bohn

HARTFORD
Stnte (30-1)

Claude Thornhlll C
DIek Powell

JAMAICA
Jnmaloa (30)

Ward & King
4 Blenders
Morgan Gls
Mario- BnrtVill Co

LYNBBOOK
I^nbrook (31 only)
Virginia Vaughn
Palermo's Dogs
Evelyn Wilson
(T\ro to flin

NEWARK
Adams (20)

Martha Rnye
McFarland 2 & Ore
Lewis £ Van

PASHAIC
rentral (20)

C Mar.T Se Ravellles
Kitty CarllHle
Johnny Wood
Smith. Rogers A B
Balloy Sl8

PATERBON
TWaJeslffr (3^)~

Evn * Rod Inn
3 Shades of Rhythm
Nora Hcrzog Co
(Two tn nil)

,
(1-2)

Contl Hit Pnrado
PHlLAnELPBIA

FayV (20)
Dorothy Henry

Gaby T^slle
Al Gordon's Dogs
4 Samuels
Canfleld Smith
Wayne St Marlln

Carman (30)

dtapletons
Maud Hilton Co
Brltt Wct.d
4 JanslevB

PITMAN
B'way (30 only)

Oonznics 3
Oscar Davis
(Two to nil)
PROVIDENCE

Metropolitan (20-1)
Bernlvlel ffplces *jl2

SOUTH RIVEB
Capitol (30-31)

Thompson Bros
Wyman * White
flandor GInncz
Rod Rogers
R Tnl*»veni Dsno
WASHINGTON
Howard (30)

Claude Hopkln<< Ore
Jerry Taps

Wllraa Novak
Irene Kaye
Orooveri)Mrs
Bobby Bernard
Dick Lewis Ore
Oreenwleh VlMaga

Inn

Henry Arthur
Vera Neva
Carroll ChoppoU
Patricia Parker
Loma Rhode
Gene Monet Ore
llorlem RendesvotiB
Edna Mae Harris
PrlncesB Valda
Columbos Oro
Bobbo Caston
Phil St Audrey
Johnny Taylor ^
Savannah Churchill
Reeve Sis
Spordos-O-De

Baviuui-MMnrn
Julio Richards
KIkl
Felipe de Flores
Hector del Vlllar
Blnannr Grocco
Movlta
Mayn Oro
Don Gilberto Oro

Hickory Honse
Norma Shepard
Hoot Howley
I^rry Bennett 3
Mercedes
Carol Boyd
Rollln Smith
Ginger Wayno
Bill Turner Ore
Hotel Anibnsmtdor
(Trlnnon Knom)

Jules Lanilo Ore
Claire £ Arena
Erie Victor
-Rlchnrn-tnTte "

Hcktel Aslor
Harold Nngol Oro

Quy I^mbardo Oro
Kenny Gardner
- Hotel Shrraton
(Murray Boom)

Ruthlowe
Sa(r Lee
Hotel BaTOT-Plaa
John Hoysradt
Columbus A Carroll
Ernie Hoist Ore
Harold Cooke Oro

Hotel 8t. Morlta
(Cafo de U Pala)

Stuart & Lea
Mllb'ne Christopher
Peggy Norman
Mack Perrln
Ford Harrison Oro

Hotel St. R«kU
(Irldlom Boom)

Hal Saunders Ore
Mme C Alphano

Hotel taft

Vincent Lopes Ore
Sonny Skyler

Hotel Walilort-
Astoria

Hartmans
Laura Deane Dutton
Freddy Martin Oro
Mlacha Borr Ore

Hotel Wnrwirk
(Baleigh Room)

E & E Roberta
Vlckl George
Sande Wllltams Ore

ilarricane

Sylvia. Froos
Jimmy Shields
Ray Parker
Hnrxy Rose ^
Cabot St Dresden
Hon«y—Chtl^H
Davo. Dennis Ore
Lollta Cardoba Ore

Lamour 2
Jack Reynolds
Utile Joe Little

Old BoiunanlAB
Blenore Wood
Freddie Bernard
Lela Kenay
Sadie Banks
Jeanette Garrotte
Nllda Ramos

Place EleciintO'-
Pbll Dante
curt Conrad
Martin Locke
Manya Borodkln
Jeannetto Gnrrette
Ernest Frans Oro

Rainbow Orlll
Russ Smith Oro
Ashbarns
Sylvle St Clalr

Rnlnbow Boon
Charles Weldman
Blslo Houston
Walton A O'Rourke
Carmen Cavallaro.O
Clemente Ore

BnbaB Bleu
Paula r.Auronce
Wally Bong
Peters Sts
Mabel Mercer
Carrie FInnel
Herman Chltilaon
R Dyer-Bennot.
KoBslaB Kratcboia
Norms Luee/o
Lyda Swan
Arcsdl Stoyanovsky
Adia KuznetzofT
Nastia Pnllakova
Marusla Sava
Mlscha Vznnoff
Cornelia Cedolban O

Stork Clab
Grace Re Illy

Bob Grant Oro
Frank Curbello Oro

Vbanil ClQb
Savannah Churohlll
Smiles & Smllea
Hardin Bros Co
Babe Wallaoo
Rosetta Le Nolro
Helena Smith
Paallne Bryant
Jackie Mabley
Socarns Oro-

Wlyel
Connie Joycs
Baron & Bernay

VeraniM
Bergere Oro
Panehlto Oro
Billy, de Wolfe
Jane Kenn
Harold Barnes
Kirk Alyn
Paul Bnrtets
SiK Ver-Slghs

Village Bam
Del O'Delt -

Claytons
Walter Wliltehoose
Bpple Bruce
Graham Sis
Grant Fnm
Tex Fletcher
Pappy Below
Tlltove TnoRQard

Leadbelly 'Wero
Josh White
Debby pcat
Ann Robinson

MTAMT
~icrinnBSTr

Blanch Bow

BOOKING THE NATIOITS LEADING . INDEPENDENT
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

EDWARD SHERMAN ABENCY
NEW YORK BEVERLY HILLS. CAL

WATEBBURY
Poll's (20-30)

-Lou-^Breeno'Orc
Little Tough Guys
Beatrice Kny
Marten Bros A F

WOODSIDB
Sunuyslde (31-1)

Bob H6^^*n^d
Bogash & Bardine
Bud Sweeney
(Two to All)

Cabaret Bids

NEW y6s£GITY

MEW YOBK CITT
Moslc Ball (20)

Hubert Caetle
Bob Dupont
Hilda Bckler
Nicholas Daks
Robert Landrum
Ouy Smith
Corps de Ballot
Kockottes ^
Glee Club
Snlo Rapee Bymph

Bou (20)

Dave ApoUon
Carr Bros
Gower & Jeanne
Bob Hannon

Apollo (20)
Maxlna Sullivan
Chris Columbus Ore
Fat Flowers
Tops Miller
7 Musical Madcaps
John Mason St Vigal
Wallace's Puppets
Academy (27-28)

Art Kahn Ore
B Yost Mimic Men
Bob Easton Co
George Freems
•So Jenkins
Primrose A Gold

BlTlen (J)
Art Kahn Oro
Bo Jenkins
Clara, Jack A Sana
(Thr«e to nU)
. Wlodsor (SO-t>
H'wood Sweater OIs
Tommy Raynolda O

ASTOBIA
Stelnvtay (30-1)

Slion Bmt
8 Dolls
Judsoa Cole
KealOD & Annneld
8 Kings

'

DBOOKLYN
BMnwood (28)

?oo Nlblo Co
at A Bfleen

Mia Mflas Co
/TwA in nin

Marine (1 only)
2 Tops
Pat St Blleea
Ffttrell A. Mack Sis
(Two to All)

(28 only)
Virginia Vaughn
I'alermo's Dogs
Evelyn Wilson
(Two to nil) '

Flatbosh (20)

Sonny Dunha^n Ore
riackstone
Moyfalr (31 only)
3 Tops
Pat St Blloen
Farrell St Mack Sis
(Two to nil)

BALTIHOBE
HIppodromo (20)

H'wood Co-Eds
Rao St Waterfall
All-Amer Gls Ore
(One to nil)

^ Boyal (SO)
Louis Armstrong O
Pops A Louie
Joyner St Foster

Btttto (1-4)
Oscar DavJs
CJna ft Cortes
Gonzales 3
(One to nil)

(20-81)
Cheater Dauphin
Marjorle Garetsen
Grandma Perkins
6 Abdallah Gls
BBIDGEPOnT
1^0 (20-28)

Sonny Dunham Ore
Little Tough CSuys
Barry Woods
Marten Bros ft F

IFteeport. (30)
Freepoct (30 only)
Virginia Vaughn
Palermo's Dogs
Bvelyn Wilson
(Two to All)

BI71>7ALO
ranhuT (20)

Conner Rhvthmltos

Armando's
Geo Morris Oror
Peggy 'French

Beachcombet
Franees Faye
3 Heat Waves.
Jane Bfathews
Sunny Tufts
Carlyle Sis
Machlto Ore
Herb Cherry Oro

Ben Mardan's
Winter Boom

Tvonne Bouvler
Marie Atkinson
Gypsy Markoff
Guy Howard
Freshmen

Bill llertolottl*s

Lynn ft Marianne
Claire Willis
VlrglAla Gibson
Meya Glflord
Don Syhrlo Oro

BlU's Gay 00*0

Lulu Bates
Ethel Gilbert
Spike Harrison
Harry DonoUy
Billy Lorraine
Gay 90's Quartette

Butler's New Room
Steve Murray Rev
Happy Lewis

Cafe HadlsOB
Allan Cole Oro
Martynn Michael Co
Les Parker
C^e Hontponaase
Alleedi Cook
Jean Brunseco

Cafe Society
(Mldtown)

John ICirby Oro
Hazel Scott
Golden Gate 4
Bddle Sooth Ens

Cafe Society
(Vinace)

Teddy Wilson Oro
Boogie Weoglos

,
Ammond ft Johnson

.
Kenneth Spencer
Connie Berry
Frances Smith

Cafe TlenuB -

Ruth Barr
William Hoffman
Murray BUller
Dolfy Margens
Leo Pleskow Oro

Caaa Marta

.

Antoinette Severia
Tony ft Bstrella
Hector Del Vlllar
MonaUto
Juan Dimltrl Oro

Casino Basso
Nina Tarosova
Gypsy Markoff
Michel Miehon
Nadla ft Sasha
Mlacha Novy
Dmitri Matvlenko
01ga Vadlna
Nicholas Matthey O

CeralU's
Mae Barnes
Haywood ft Allan
4 ChRntlcloera
Dan Parrlsh

OhatcoD Hoderao
Ira Specter Oro

GUdiy
Ann Gale
Walter Lynch

Olab 18

a Andrews Oro
Erlo Or(>

Roberta Welch
Jack Whita
Frankle Hyers
Vines Curran
Roy Sodley
Hazel McNutty
Lillian Fitzgerald
Susan Lang*

Clob (ianoho
Jose & Lollta Vega
Maruja Serrano
Anita Rosal
Pamnox
Nedra Madera
Lifplta Orla
Maria del Carmen
Camancho ft F
Don Carlos Oro

Clob Midnight
Ramona
Vi Bradley

Clnb 181

Connie Harris
Billy ft Ann
Jack Goldle
Muriel Aeebe Co

Clob Samoa
Ching
Elmer Snowden Ore
Los Chamacos Oro

Clob Whltoker
Maxine
Roily Rolls
Lorna ft Mario
Arthur Knoller
Alex Batkin Oro
-^^ Copncnbona
Joe E Lewis
Loper ft Barrat
Fernando ft Alvarea
Bstellta
Samba Sirens
N Brandwynne Ore
Franh Marti Oro

Club Frisco

Patricia Brent
Vlckl George
Miss Victoria

Coq BStigo

Dick Wilson Ore
Bela Blzony Oro
Diamond Borsesb
NIU Naldl
Betty Compson
C^arlylo Blaokwell
Joe B Howard
Ross Wyso, Jr
June Mann
Delia LInd
Geo Fentana
Gllda Gray
Charles King
Mangean Bis
Clyde Hager
Noble Slasle Oro

El Chloo
Don Alberto Oro
Padllla Sis
Tereslta Osta
Victoria Ban^elo
Antonio de Cordova

El Morocco
Chauncey Grey Oro
Chlqulto Ore
Fefe'a Monte Carlo
George Jeesel
Lois Andrews

Famous Door
Billy Daniels
Helen Humes
WlUle Bryant
Winnie Johnson
Audrey Armstrong
Willie Dukes
Benny Carter Oro

fil CiGb
Carolyn Blddle
Marlon Joyce
Iris Karyl
Wauneta Bates
Frances Leslie

"Dick Kuhn Ore
Hotel Delmont— Plirair

—

(Glass Uat)
Covert ft Reed
Barbara Perry
Margaret Scott
nelny>nt Biilln«leers
Howard lAlly Oro
Joe Pafumy Ore

Hotel BQtmore
(Dowmnn Boom)

Heaaley S ^
Hazel Franklin
Maureen Holmes
4 Little De-leers
Patricia Gilmore
Madrlguera Ore

Hotel Itoasert
(Brooklyn)

Virginia Hays
Nye Mayhew Oro
Hotel Coomiodom
(Century Boom)

Vaughn Monroe Ore
Peter Rotunda Oro
B ft R Ambrose
Charle Carrer
Marylln Duke

Hotel EdisoD
Blue Barron Oro
Hotel Essex Hoaso
Ray Morton Oro
Muriel Bird

Hot«l 0th Ato
(Salon Madrid)

Cass Franklin
Beverly Berkley
Barrl ft King
Madeline Gray
Burton Gross Oro
Hotol Lexington

Ray Kinney Oro
Meymo Holt
Napua
LetlanI laea
Nanl Todd
Lobua Paulson

Hotel MoAlpln
Johnny Mosaner Ore

Iceland Bestanrant
Dann y White .

5~anfyH~* ~'

Joan Brandon
Ted Eddy Oro
Angelo Ore
Jack Dempsey's
B'wny Bestoamnl
Irv Carroll
Adrian Rolllnl 8

Jimmy Eelli''t

KEarlowes
Mohtmnrto fioys
Joe ft,George
Raymond ft Joan
Helen Holmes
Margaret Grey
Faith Arlen
Rene
Glonda Hope
Menya Del Ray
Gwlll Ardmore
Isabel Brown
Rose Wlthum
Pegg>' La Plant
Joe Capello Oro

Kern's
Jean Cloire

Cornel Tanassy Ore
Belly's Stable

Sabby X#ewls
t«e Leslie
Kea Lnke
Betty- Behr
Ann Hallow
Art Tantum
Glenda Hope
Ramon & Jo Ann
Linda Keene
Billy Daniels
King Cole a

La Conga
Noro Morales Oro
Jack Harris Oro

Dixon
Harris Co
Sonla Cortes
Gloria Belmonte

Ia Marquise
Ruth WInchell

LESTER OMAN
(Personally Managed by Ez Keoui(h)

STANLEY. PITTSBURGH
WEEK OF JAN. 30

Placed by EDDIE SMITH
Poranoonfr Bldg. New York

Hotel New Vorker
Benny Goodman O
Peggy Lee
Tommy Taylor
Adele Inge
B ft B Wade
Ronny Roberts
Ice Ballet
Grace Harvey
Lynn Clare

Hotel Navarro
(Midnight Clnb)

Margo ft Mann
Midnight Gypsies
Hotel Park Central
(Cocoanut Crore)

Elaine JoMCn
Dora Maugham
Robert Raymon
Geoffrey Hale
Roehelle ft Beebo
(Bhnmba Boom)

Juan Donrigues Ore
Julia Gerrlty
Elsh ft Gold
The Three Debs
Hotel FennsylTWDla
Charlie Splvak Oro
Hotel Pkcndllly
(Georgian Boom)

Kerry Ens
Hotel Pierre

(CotlllloD Boom)
Adelaide Mbffett
Rosarlo & Antonio
Bert AUerton
Stanley Melba Oro

(Cafe Iflcrre)

PUner ft Karle
Charlie Murray
Imogene Carpenter

Hotel Flaza
(TersfauD Boom)

Dlek Gosparro Oro
Raye ft Naldl
Hotel BooMvelt

Dorothy Tanner
Consuelo Flowerton
Frances Connolly
Al Carr Oro

La Hartlnlqae
Rome Vincent
Roeita RIos
Mata ft Hari
Val Olman Ore
Herbert Curbello O

Le Petit Palais
Mme C Alpbaod
Oscar Karlwels
Sascha ToshoS
Julian Fuhs
Sula Lea'.er

Loon ft Eddie**
Lou Martin Oro
Nerlda Oro
Eddie Davis
Spencer &• Forman
Eddie Msnson
Suzanne Dae
Scott Sextette
Brie Thorson
Noel Toy

Malson Lonls
Bill Drye
Carrie M Bovllle

Mnlsop Plerro
Tommy Lymon
Gaston's Monte Oarlo
Plerro Beaucalre
Nona Montes
LeCarlos ft Granada
Magda Loy
fi Madcaps
Chung To Wha
6 Can-Can Gls •

Gaston
10th Hole Clnb

Rita Renaud
Tommy Lszardo
Bobby Blair
Greta Lewis
BUI Hall Oro

Nut Clob
Belle Sloane

Frederlco ft Rankin
Gene Sheldon
Loretta-'Flsoher
Mnok Pepper
Balllettes
Tony Numez Oro

Clover Clnb
Adelaldei^MofCett
Anita Alvarei
Samao Sirens
Hernandez Ore

FroUe Clnb
DIosa Costello
Billy Vine
Carol Vance
Duke McHale
Nano Rodrlgo Oro
Lyle Carlyle Ore

Kitty Davis
Jack Shea
Alan Carne^
Leqny Kent
NIrma Cardova
Poll Mar Dane
Johnny Silver Ore

Vemiilltea Hotel
Sara Ann McCabe
Estelle £ LoRoy
Charles Murry Ore
Royal Palm Clnb
Gertrude NIsen
Six Willys
Helens Gardner
AtM Lyman Oro
Manchlto Ore
Jack Cole Dane

Beaohoomber
Dr Giovanni

Xub'a "Monnd ^ ^
Carla ft Fernando
Dell Casino Ore
Canay Ore
Fhre O'Clock Olob
Ruth Clayton
Ray Bngllsh
De Caatros
The Warners

Winnie's
Paul Mall
Beth Challla
Doris Billot
Peggy Price
Jose Tomas Ore

Casanova Clnb
Emll Boreo
Henny Toungman
Talta
'Tana
Barbara Belmoro
Jackie Beekman
-JuBTtHa- Rlo^*—*
Muriel Page

'

Carrie Fennell
Ralnh Rbtger Oro

Mother Kelly
Raymon, Martini, '.

3 Gueases
Pat Clayton
Myles Bell
Marlon Joyce
Muriel Dane
Jack Eby Ore

Paddock Club
Frank Murtha
RIes Marlines
Grlsha ft Brona
Andre ft Delphlne

Rnmpns Boom
Arthur Blake
Conauelo Flowerton
Mayla
Rex Owens
Red Thornton
Rlngo ft Harris

Latin Qnarter
Hudson Sis
Jade Ling
Diamond Bros
Marten & MIgnon
Monica Moore
Hermanos 3
Faith Bacon
Senor Wences
Mildred I>aw
The Reynolds
Les Mldlnettes
Sonny Kendls Oro
Jose Coriez Oro

ATLANTIC CITY
Ambossndor Hotel
Bert Estlow Ore

Chelsea Hotel
Billy Van 3

Clarldco Hotel
(Mayfalr Boom)

Marly Magee Oro
Clnb Nomad

Helene Francis
Al Cummlngs
H Montgomery
Tiny Kaye
Anna Pastora
Manny Davis Ore
Cosmoiwlltan Hotel
Al Miller

Paddock Int*l
Bob Bell

Paddockeers Oro
'

Fenn Atlantic llotol
(Palm Boom)

Blllolt Russell Oro
President Hotel

Pedro Albanl Ore
Rita CarltoB Hotel
(Merry Go Bomd

Boom)
Bddy Morgan Oro
Traymore HotelWm Madden Ore

Gables Inn
(Blaok Horse Pike)
Conchlta ft Antonio
Walter Walters
Marley
Nan DeMar
Pete Miller Oro

CHICAGO
Ambassador Hotol
(Pomp- Boom)

Emile Petti
Battery

Ray Benson Oro
flarone

Dlok Bauer Ore
Billy Corr
Walter ft J Brown
Sophia Parker
Inez Gamble
Margo Wnde
Andre Andre
Margie Garrison
Cnl Herbert
Carl Darnett
BInnarrk Hotel
(Walant Boom)

Art Knsiiel Oro
Marlon Holmes
'Martin Barnett
Lydia ft Joresoo
Had Icy Gls

(Tavern Boom)
Dave Prltchard Ore
Dick Ware
Bob Marshall
Annette Shields

Blaekhawk
John Scat Davis O
Gloria Van
Fred Roener
Tony Cabot
Jose Rosado Oro
Gillette ft Richards
Blaekstooe Hotel
(Ballnese Bm.)

Ken Thompson Ore
Mary Jane Howard

Brass Ball
Mike Riley Oro
Marlon Miller

Drevoort Hotel
(Crystal Room)

Tony ft George
Vorns Ray
Bob Billings
Eddie Roth Ore

Brown Derby
Three Ryans
Sherry Dsrlane
Hoffman Sis
Ha'rrlet Brent

The Mathews
Beth Farrell
Ted Smith -

Duke Tcllraan Oro
Capitol Lonngo

Maurice Rocco
Joe de Salvo
Louis Jordan Oro

Cfacs Farce
Morton Downey
Willie Shore
Paul ft Eva Reyea
Callahan Sis
rtoyd Raeburn Ore
Bobby Ramos Oro
Uvsnji niii

Clnb Alnbam
Ber'nie Adler
Mary Earle
Paulette LaPlerre
Alan Rogers
Harriet Norrls
Ginger Wood
Del BstOB
Marlon Moor*
Allan Coe
Dave Unell Oro
Eddie Roth Oro

Colony Clob
Peter Higgfns
Colette Lyons
Carlos ft Csrito
La Fiesta Dane
Sldellos Ore
Jose Morando Oro

Coloslmoa
Dave Malcolm
C^lck Bchloas
Tiny Gorman
Larry Rosa
Pete Sperner
Jayne Alberts
Chrystine '^remaync
Don Lang Oro
Prognaph Gls
Henry Lisbon Oro

Congress Hotel
(Glass Hat Bm)

Vincent Bragale O
Drake Hotel

(CamlUla House)
Ramon Ramos Oro
Edgewater Boaoh

Hotel
(Beach Wnlh)

Harold Btokes Ore

Kings Jesters
MarjoMe Whitney
Toy ft Wing
Berry Sis
Hal Behan
Nlghthawka
Dorben Gls

088 Clob
Dan Rogers
Shavo Sherman
Connie BOrloau
Deana Berry
Vie Artese
Mary Ruth Milam
Jnllo Garcia Oro
Johnny Honnert

Ellel's

Heidelberg Octet
BatbaftelUr

Hans Muenzer Ens
fflOO Ctob

Danny Thomas
June Carson
Bob O Un Gls
Mark Fisher Oro
Qamcb Btagebai
Ascot Boys
Jimmy Noone 3
June Price

I>ownl»eat Rm
Fats Waller
Sinclair Mills

tiraemore Hotel
(Glass Honso Bm)
Lew Story Oro
Marie Lawler
Betty Grey

Grand Trrraco
Andy Kirk Ore
Mary L WlUlams
Phey Terrell
Floyd Smith

HI Hat
Bverett West
Benee Villon
-JircntwiiHff-MlBmao-
Marion Kingston
Nlta Tlndalt
Eddy Fens Oro
H Martinez Oro
Winnie Hoveler Gls

Ivonhoe
Florence Schubert
Al Trace Ore
Holly Bwanson
Vierra Hawallana
Helen Sumner

I/Algloa

Splrofl Stamoa Oro
Gwendolyn Veausell
Murray & Cummlng
George Deveron
Isobel de Marco

. La Conva
J Manzanarez Oro

Bio ft Riu
Dulcee ft Garcia
La Snlle Hotel

Co'n^SSt-?"'""*)
Anibiiawdora Oro

New Torkar
Jackit OrttD
Joan Jordan
Malo 3
Marjorlo Lnno
Honk Soemon
atarlota .

Jim Marvin
Rocky Elsworth

Palmer nonao
(Empire Boon)

Xavler Cugat Oro
Cardlnl
IM Gatanos
Llna Romay
Malguellto
Abhnft Dnnrers
Sherman Botd
(CelUe Caf3^ .

Gene Herwln Ore
Jaros Sis

(Panther Room)
Bobby Nyrae Ore
Carl Marx
Rhnmtm Caalao

Pan-Am Dano
Tito Gulzar
Don Tannon
Phil Levant Oro
Pierce ft Roland
Don Orlando Oro
Jack Rodreguet O

600 Clnb
Guy Cherney
Ann Howard
.Jerl^VMCfi--^
Beverly Lane
Joyce ft Ginger
Midge Fellows
Janeen
Marlon Miller
Maxlne I>e3hoa
AlKce Cerf
Elaine ^
Sonla Czar
60e Gla
Dolly Sterling
Sol Lake Ore
Tripoli I

Rtevene Hotel
(Continental Room)
Avis Kent
Del Cniirtn^v Ore

Yar Rest
Geo Scherban Oro
Lorraine Westfall
Peter Mllnlkoff

lOff-AHaEEES

Band Box
Pete Snyder
Billy Snyder
George Tibbies Oro
A I Stone
Stellta
Billy I^ankln

Bar of Mnsle
Ann Triola
Felix de Cola
Roger Roland
Ken Stevens
Dick Wlnslow Ore

Blltroore Bowl
Ames ft Arno
Ruth Craven
Larry Stewart
Fetch ft Deauvllle
Paul Winchell
Grey & Dlnne
Phil Harris Oro

Casa Manaiw
Frankle Carle
Fred Lowery
Horace Heidt Oro
r^rry Cotton
Miml CobannI

Coooannt tirovo

Ray Noble ^rc
Earl Camdl

The Debonairs~ West ft McGlnty
Dlek ft Dotty Remy
Gall Gall
Ginger Harmon
Willis West. Jr
Alee Morlson
La Venn Moyer
Rue- Willie
Morlne Howell
Beryl Wallace
St Clalr ft Day
Marc Ballero
Bill Brady
Michel Ortiz Bd
Manny Strand Oro
Florentine Oardea
NTG
Dolly MIchell
Murray McEaehern
Buddy Weed
Mike Plngatoro
Chlqolta
Corlnne ft T Valdez
Paul Whiteman Ore
Frank Howard
Fred Scott
Sugar Gelse
Charlla Foy'i Clnb
Charley Foy
T^s Burnett
Phil Slivers

Jack Gardiner
Lorraine Elliott
Red Stanley Oro
Bob Uvnne
Grace Hnyca Lodft
B Rellly
Xneelto
Tex Jim Lewis
Lone Star Cowboyg
Bollywood Tropics

Maxlne Lewis
Burton 2
Dick Thomas
Paul Neighbors Oro
Honse ol Hnrpliy

Dob Murphy
Jean Mounter
Beth Reynolds
Frankle Gallagher
Gordon Bishop
Burton Z

Uttle Tree
Katherlne Dunham
Lena Horne
Garland Wilson
Eddie Steele
Maeambo Cafe

Art Crlppen Oro
Phil Obman's Oro

Palladium
Tommy Dorsey Oro

Pirates Pen
Johnny Holmes
Tom Harty
John Arden
Nlok Cochran Or*/

Seven Seas

Benny Kahn
PuananI Mathews
Princess Lunna
Chief Sautlnl
Stanley Wheeler
Malua
Charlie Openul
Eddie Bush Ore

' Biopsy Haxles

Ben Blue
Billy Gray
Benny Lessy
Pottl Moore
Bam Lewis
Jerry Bergen

Joe Plumer Oro
Bwnnnoe Inn

Vivian Dhndrldge
Shelton Brooks, Jr
Bddle Beat
Joe Turner

Trlanoa
Bob Crosby Ore

PHILADELPHIA
Clab DaU

Los Caballeros
Robert B McDonald
Jose Gonzales
Penny Davis
Delta Rhythm Boys
NItza ft Ravell.
Andrews Sis
BallloolleB
Alan Fielding Oro
Vol Irving

Den F)ranklla .

Alleen Head
Barbara ft Barry
Mae Allen
Carole Rhodes
Henry King's Oro
Benny the Bum's

Gwen Lord
Vivian Lolghlet
Dolly Shaw

Cadlllae Tavenl
Gordona «
St CUlr '

Btepln Fetchlt
Uddle Black
Henrique ft Adrle'e
Bill Romano
Henrlquelteit
Harry Dobbs

Carroll's
Gaines Oro
Wilbur Ranee
Margy Smith
Joan Williams
Jimmy I<ewls
Carney, Bernard, S
Pnt Bernard
Watson Sis
Irene Dale
Charles Robinson
Lunatrix (3)
Carrnllovlles fit)

College Inn
Bcarey Gavin

Dlxlb Fonton
Marsha Stevens
Margie HIght
Julia Cummlngs
Lillian Fitzgerald
Jerry Delmar Oro

Embassy
Fernandez Oro
Geo Clifford
Nancy Hoaly
Tanya Tamara
Frances Dova
Pat Sherlln Ore
Constanzo ft Maroa
Laverne Upton
Eduardo
Evergreen Canao

Virlnn Vance
Mildred Perlee
(H Walton RooD

Barbara Blane
Pearl Robbings
Barbara Perry
Roy Benson
Glamour Gls
Helen Heath
Chavez Ore
Castaine ft Barry
Nell Fontaine Oro
Rose Gal to

Jam Sesidon
Mickey House
Billy Krotchmor
George Lutz
Hopklns'Batbskeltof
Dave Gold Ore
Flash Lone
Dashlngton
Dutch ft Dutchle
Chang I'Oe
Morse Sis
Agnes Barry
6 SuzettoH
David Gold Oro

Loxtngton Casino

Richard Bach

(Continued on page 55)
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NJ. Drama Critics' Box Score

AS OF JAN. 17, 1942

K«y to abbrcvlatloiu: SB (shows reviewed), B (right), W (wrong),

0 (no opinion clearly expressed). Pet. (pei
'—

'

LOUIS KBONENBEBGEB (PM)

JOHN MASON BBOWN (World-Telegram

JOBN ANDBBSON (Journal-American)..

BOBEBT COLEMAN (Mirror)

BBOOES ATKINSON (Times)

BICBABD LOCKBIDOE (Sun)

BICBABD WATTS, JB. (Herald Tribune).

YHLELLA WALDOBF (Post)

BDBNS MANTLE (News)

Kronenberger (PM) Leads N. Y. Critics

At MidseasoD; Brown, Anderson 2-3

SB. B. W. O. Pet
41 37 4 .902

39 35 4 .897

41 35 5 i .854

34 29 5 .853

41 33 7 i .805

41 33 5 3 .805

35 28 7 .800

40 29 10 'i .725

41 26 7 8 .634

41 35 6 .854

CUT-PRICE TICKETS

FOR SERVICE OFFICERS

Louis Kronenberger, of PM, leads

the pack in the 'Variety' boxscore

d the New Yorlt drama critics mid-

way in the 1941-42 season. His per-

centage of .902 is a lew jumps ahead

of the .897 marlc registered by John

Mason Br6wn, of the World-Tele-

gram.

Aisle-sitters aren't calling their

shots as accurately as last season,

when Richard Watts, Jr., of the

Herald Tribune, vvas leading the

field with a dazzling average of .976

at the halfway post. At that time,

itropenberger was tied with Brooks

Atkinson, of Uie 'Times, lor fourth"

place with a percentage of ,878.

Watts was the winner for the full

1840-41 season with a mark of .950,

Ihe highest since 'Variety* began the

tabulations in 1923-24.

In third place so far this season is

John Anderson, of the Journal-

American, with an .854 .average,

wliile Robert Coleman, of the

Mirror, is pushing him closely with

:tS3. Atkinson and Richard Lock-
ridge, of the Sun, are tied for next

place with .805 each. In order alter

them come Watts, with .800; WUella
Waldorf, of the Post, with .725, and
Bums Mantle, of the News, with
.634. /

Ratings are based on 41 shows, as

compared to 43 entries lor the cor-

responding period last season. Last
weik's openings are not included In

Mst tabulations, as there has lieen

too little time to indicate the chances
of some of the productions.
Of the 39 plays reviewed by

• Brown, 38 were lor the World-Telly,
while the remaining one was for the
Post That was due to Brown's
switch to the former at the start of
the season. He was succeeded as
criUc of the Post by Miss Waldorf,
who thus is in her first season of
Variety' ratings. Watts, on one of
14s trips to the Far East, did not
return in time to cover the first six
openings, so caught only 35 shows.
Winchell has so far viewed only
seven entries, so he is not Included
in the tabulation.
•Variety' which should know bet-

ter, lies a combined average . of .854
for the first half of the season, com-
PSKd to a percentage of .977 lor the
corresponding interval last year.

jooss Met Tied Up

With Savoyard Troope

Because of Bookings

•There are, or were, too many bal-
|«w on tour. At least that is whatWe management of the Jooss Ballet
was told and explains the curious
combination of the European dance
«™lt with the Gilbert and Sullivan
^retta company at the St. James,
f!'

The warbling, section of the
snow is by the Boston Comic Opera
^directed by R. H. Burnside.

& S. company, however; Is
one of the Shubert road shows and
« was understood not aimed for
Moadway. idea of combining withwe Jooss dancers strengthened the
Mtractlon, which has been faring

opening last Wednesday
f'ij- ,The ticket scale of $2.20 top
jntUMtes a moderate operaUng pay-"U despite the number of persons
wacerned in the dual show.
mr'2^„ dancers opened at the

^•' ^ *all and moved to
another theatre, during which period
a«finpts to book the road were not
wnsumated. It was a case of team--up with the G. & S. show,- or

J^^Z 0' the Jooss posiUon is the
• •'•'^ ,.tl)9t. U la .an .endowed

.
group,

Shows in Rehearsal

•Plan M'—Aldrich and Myers.
'Under This Boor—Russell Lewis,

Rita Hassan.

'Guest In the Hoose'—Stephen and
Paul Ames.
'Heart Of s City'—Gilliert Miller.

They Sboalda Stood In Bed'

—

Grisman and Steinbergv -

'Angel Street' (2d Company)—
Shepherd Traube.

rBmi SHOWS

ON GUT-PAY

BASIS

Five shows on Broadway are

known to be on a cut-salary basis,

which, in addition to Sundays, has

permitted their continuance, but one

will call it quits Saturday (31).

Weekly payroll and _flrst money to

the house, if. not a guarantee, makes
the continuance of in-betweeners al-

ways doubtful week to week. There

is little doubt that two of the shows
which reduced the nut would have,

expired pronto but lor Sundays,

night business being especially

strong then.

'In Time to Come' Is the play an-

nounced to close at the Mansfield.

Play has a lairly large cast and re-

quires as many stagehands as play-

ers. When the show opened there

were 21 in
' the crew, two. being

dropped alter the debiit With most
ol the cast said to be working at

the $50 weekly minimum, the aver-

age deckhand draws $4 more, so

that the backstage outlay compares

to the player payroll

Others on a cut are 'Brooklyn,

U.S.A., Forrest; 'Papa Is All,' Guild;

'Spring Again,' Playhouse, and 'High

Kickers,' Broadhurst. Arrangement
lor the latter is effective only lor

some weeks, dependent on when the

gross drops under a fixed level, and

it Is understood the players received

lull pay for most of the engagement
to date.

With the latest 'Porgy and Bess'

on the Sunday performance list, mu-
sical strength on that day is in-

creased, others being 'Sons O' Fun,'

Winter Garden; 'Banjo Eyes,' Holly-

wood; 'Kickers,' and Gilbert and Sul-

livan revivals, St. James. Starting

llvan revivals, St. James. Next Sun-
day (1), 'Papa'; 'Clash by Night,'

Belasco, and 'Crown Cafe,' Cort,

join the card on that day.

Cut-price ticket service to Army
and Navy officers visiting New York

is now available. Ret'uctions lor legit

and picture theatres can be had

by those ol rank not higher than

captain in the Army, or .naval lieu-

tenants ol senior grade. Office has
l>een opened lor that purpose at the

Hotel Comjnodore, where tickets can
be had at hall the boxoffice price.

Outfit is called the Officers Service
.Committee and is staffed with
debutantes. Charles C. Auchincloss
is chairman ol the new arm, with
Mrs. Marshall Field co-chairman.

John Golden, who, with Mrs.

Julius Ochs AdIer heads the mayor's
committee lor recreation lor men in

the service, conceived the hall-price

ticket plan, and reports the coopera-

tion ol a majority ol managers.
Committee, which headquarters at

99 Park avenue, n^ar the Com-
modore, distributes Iree tickets to

.shows.-and .pictures, to jinnrcommisr-

.

sioned seamen and soldiers. It had
been active in entertaining visiting

service men and thousands ol com-
plimentaries are given them weekly.

New service was inaugurated Mon-
day (26), when Golden was host to

50 boxoffice heads and officials at

lunch in the Commodore. Plan was
worked out alter conlerences with
ticket men. Managers are lo set

aside a certain number of tickets

for each performance lor the off.'-

cers, whether shows are selling out

or not Special telephone lines are

to be used through ticket agencies

to tlie various theatres participating.

Likely that the new service will

be expanded. Request has come
Irom ranking officers that a method
be worked out whereby they can

buy tickets at boxoffice prices, with-

out going to agencies. Pointed out

that most officers are in New York
for but short periods, especially

those in the Navy, and that it Is

difficult lor them to purchase tick-

ets, especially lor the hits.

Matter ol admission tax has not

been lully worked out Contention

is that the wording of the Federal

law exempts all men in uniform, but

a ruling whether the provision ap-

plies to tickets bought as weU as

free admissions has not yet been
obtained. Servicemen attending USO
shows on military and naval reser-

vations even pay the 10% tax. Un-
derstood the matter has been called

to the attention ol the White House.
Reduced price tickets sold otherwise
require a 10% on the original price.

Other Groups Join Equity In

Demand For More Plays on Camp

Route; USO Looks to Next Year

but the funds are frozen in England
Former Dorothy Whitney, who was
Mrs. Willard Straight and is now
wedded to Leonard Elmhurst, pro-

vided the backing. She resides in

London. She also is said to be the

biggest backer of The New Republic

and Theatre Arts Monthly magazines.

Ballet is a completely cooperative

group. Of the 27 people in the unit,

25 are refugees, there being 12 dif-

ferent nationalities represented.

Originally the dancers were under

the jurisdiction ol the American
Guild of Musical . Artists, but no
regulations of that union were re-

quired because of the refugee angle.

Equity, which does not countenance

co-ops, ruled that its regulations

Would not apply to the Jooss people

for the same reason.

Saroyan Pots N. Y. Crix

In Dither Even When

Only m the Abstract

Broadway's Critics were in a dither

last week over Samson Rapbaelson's

new comedy, 'Jason,' which opened
at the Hudson Wednesday (21)

Play is principally about a fastidious

reviewer, not identified by the

critics, and a playwright, generally

conceded to be William Saroyan.

Only one reviewer rated it a hit

without qualification, Robert Cole
man, of the N. Y. Mirror, calling It

the best play of the season, also the.

tiest Raphaelson has ever written.

Three reviewers liked it fairly well,

while another trio took 'Jason' as a

personal affront especially one

whose wile was bom in the south.

Wile ol the play's critic hails Irom
below the Mason and Dixon line,

too.

Brooks Atkinson ol the Times was
especially steamed up, calling the

people ol the play 'cardboard char-

acters' and saying the script was
'written in a vacuum. . . Jason Is a
humorless prig surleited with en-

nui. . . il drama critics live with the

magnificence ol Jason this depart-

ment is cheated and hereby puts in

lor a stiff raise.' ^
John Anderson, of the Journal-

American, liked it and commented
that 'drama critics may be fascinat-

ing only to other drama critics, (Jod

forbid.' Louis Kronenberger In PM
said 'we are dull to write about'

Richard Lockridgp, of the Sun,

thought it good theatre, 'entertain-

ing if literary narcissism.' John
Mason Brown, of the World-Tele-

gram, referred to fellow reviewers

as 'ungentlemen of the press in the

hallowed Critics Circle.' Burns
Mantle, of the News, liked the act-

ing, while Richard Watts, of the

Herald-Tribune, was moderately

amused.

Sugar and OM Lace

Clinton Sundt>erg, who plays the

part of the drama critic in 'Arsenic

and Old Lace,' at the Fulton, N. Y,
was married Sunday night (18) In

New York to Margaret Joyce, under-
study and assistant stage manager in

the show. They met several months
ago when Sundberg succeeded Allyn
Josiyn in the cast
Other members of the cast did not

Icnow the couple intended being mar-
rifed, so there was considerable rib-

bing when they turned up at the

theatre.
'

EXTRA - PAY

CLAIM

Local No. 1, New York stagehands

union, has raised a new issue with

the managers, demanding that its

men be paid double time for work
done when pictures of players and

scenes are taken for publication.

Union says it is okay if the photos

are lor lobby frames, but contends

that otljer useage is for commercial

purposes. Managers have contested

the claims heatedly, saying that

publicity is vital In prolonging en-

gagements.

Managers have pointed out that

heads of departments are required

to be on the job each week day

from one to five p.m. whether a

performance is played or not Fact

that the deckhands have nothing to

do on non-matlnee days makes their

claims less understandable to show-

men. Stagehands counter .with the

argument that they don't object to

reporting and' working dally on the

show, >ut not lor other people.

Managers say they have virtually no
work in connection with the pho-

tography and are being paid the

regular rate anyhow.
Another argument by the union is

that when such photographs appear

In magazines, like Llle, lor instance. It

saves that publication money which

It would ordinarily pay .models, or

authors in the case ol text When
a claim reportedly around $400 was

made by the union for two. hours

work at the Hollywood theatre dur-

ing the cameralng of 'Banjo Eyes,'

matter was taken up with the League

of New York theatres, which advised

Al Lewis,' the show's producer, not

to pay the bill. Another similar

claim, but for a much smaller

amount goes for 'Junior Miss,' at

Lyceum. A third show is reported

to have paid under protest while

'The Wookey' (closed) cancelled a

magazine photo display because of

union demands.
Matter of double time Is o;ie of

the points to be discussed this week
between the managers and the stage-

hands, who are conferring over

changes of worltlng conditions in

contract which expires Sunday (1).

Alan Holmes In Army
Westljoro, Jan. 27.

Alan Gray Holmes, managing di-

rector of Westboro Town Hall Play-

liouse (strawhatter) announced last

week before enlisting in Army that

theatre would operate next summer
as usual. His sister, Edna Holstrom,

who has been Holmes' secretary and

treasurer since he came here five

years ago, will be in charge. Dann
Malloy will handle direction of plays

again.

Holmes has been assigned to 52nd

Coast Artillery at Fort Hancock,

Sandy Hook, N. J., where he will be
technical director of the theatre in'

the Morale Division.

Movement to have more legit

shows in the army camps Is gaining
momentum, other groups In tha
legit field besides Equity asking
what happened to the promises to
book in stage shows. Late last week
a pointed communication was sent
to Camp Shows, Inc., by the Emer<
gency Council of 4he Legltimato
Theatre, seeking an explanation.
Council had mulled the matter and
decided that such an Issue came
within Its wartime functions.

Protest JoUowed the visit to the
Council of a committee from the
Theatrical

.
Managers and Agents.

Latter claims it has no axe to grind,

as its members are company man-
agers and jgents lor the shows tour-
ing- the- camps:—A-ttenHon-of-man"--
agers and other groups comprising
the Council was called to the poten-
tialities, principally that plays in

camps would develop future thea-
tregoers, biggest percentage of the
men in uniform never having seen
a play. Reported that some of them
refer to the sparse legit showings
as 'living moving pictures.'

In the letter of inquiry and pro-
test it was intimated that contracts
for films was limiting the playing
time of units and plays to two per-
formances in some camps. Charged
that picture Interests got the jump
on theatre people and, because of
contracts, are in a position to dic-

tate whether other shows shall be
booked. Fact that most camp thea-
tres were not equipped, lor stags
perlormances ol any kind may ex-
plain the 'in' of the film end.

Already known that soldier shows,
some already playing, are being or-
ganized by the Morale Division of

the Second Army Corps area. Quite
a number of men In uniform are
from the theatre, while others are
volunteers with a' yen lor theatri-

cals. Around 30 such ^hows are
.planned, admission gratis.. Activity
ol the service people themselves is

probably responsible for renewed
agitation over the use - of profes-
sional entertainment
People concerned declare they are

not motivated by the idea of profit

Actors are getting little over the
minimum, while most authors are
willing to forego royalties. Others
on Broadway are anxious to help
and the matter of compensation is

not the inspiration.:

.

USO's Promise
,

Squawks of legit people that USO-
Camp Shows, Inc., has neglected
tbem will find no answer this season,

but will be reflected next fall In a
(Continued on page 52)

aUTTS AS STOCK BIBECTOR
Howard Wendell, director of the

Saginaw (Mich.) Players for three

years, has resigned to. organize his

own summer stock company at Vir-

ginia Beach, Va.
Norman Earl Thompson, technical

director, \ylll take over his post

3 Theatrical War

Refief Organizations

Now m Co-Op Setup

There are three organizations of

volunteers within the theatre func-

tioning for war relief which have
been developing along separate

lines, but which are now more or

less coordinated and operating In

harmony. They are the Emergency
Council of the Legitimate ThFatre,

American Theatre Wing and the

Stage, Screen, Radio and Arts Di-

vision ol the 'Fight for Freedom
group.
Functions of each have been clari-

fied. The Wing Is raising $100,000

to be primarily devoted to relief of

needy families of professionals in

the services. . The Division is vir-

tually a production outfit, designed
to stage benefit shows or to have
such events under Its auspices.

Emergency Council is principally to

be the clearing house for all pro-

posals for war benefit perlormances.
Emergency Council was formed

originally to function in the event
of air raids, a protective body of

and lor the theatre. It is made up
ol conunitteemen Irom actors

(Equity), dramatista, managers
(League of New York Theatres),

stagehands, company and house
managers, and agents and ticket

sellers. Only group not represented

is the musicians' union, that absence

not being explained.

Council has expanded its func-

tions, but stated that it will not be
active In presenting benefits, Jamet
F. Rellly is chairman of the council,

quartered in the managers' league

offices.
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Plays on Broadway

PORGY AND BESS
(REVIVAL)

MuhU'rI mcliMlmmii *ln ihrce nciR i>r«'»i*nic<l

nt tlip M:<Jpt»tliv ,N. v.. Jnn. 22, Uy
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!i(n rin G pors'''t I Ha rvpy

Lily Vclpn Diiw'ily
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SlK>rtln' Mfo Av.m I<onJi
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Jim Jarh Cnrr
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Krnzirr J. n<M»nmiiniI J- hifon
NolBon William Prtwom
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Coroner A I
Wosl

CAFE CROWN
Ctun^tly in Ihr^c iicle, oiio Krene. by H. S.

Krirt. pro«cnt<Hl by Cnrly WImrlon & Mnr-
tin Onlwl nt Con. N. T.. Jnn. 23. '12.

I'Vntuiv:* S:im .Tnffo nnd MoitIm CArnovuhyr
mniie.l Uy EUn Knznn: wlUnK. nnrin Arnn-
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AVnllPr John Drone
Rubin Joil CoKut .

Snm Jny Aillop

K:i|ilnn AUrdil Wlillo

>rcn'li-l rol.in Dnnlol Ocko
.7nntb:*on Frnnk OouliI

Mr.-, rorlnlnn Pnuln Mlllfr

Tlyntio , Sam JnfTc

Untiip Lou Potnn
W.Tltrr . .WUIlnrr J^InroII

nr-ciinr Solcn Hurry
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Not until the orchestra struck up

'The Star-Spangled Banner' at the

flnal curtain did the enthusiastic

opening night audience desist ap-

plauding the superlative performance

of the George Gershwin musical

melodrama, 'Porgy and Bess,' at the

Majestic. The exhibition of appre-

ciation was a rare flrst-night thrill,

and that the revival will be among
the season's best supported shows is

clearly indicated.

The revival comes seven years
after the origins^l presentation by
the Theatre Guild. It played the
Alvin for 14 weeks, but tne engage-
.ment' ended somewhat in the red be-
cause of its then costly operation,'
according to the Guild management.
Weekly nut was fairly large so far as
the cast went, but.the outlay for the
men in the pit ran to big money.
There were then 42 men in the or-
chestra, whereas for the revival there
are 27. .

Original was the only show with
colored artists that ever had a $4.40
top, and it was figured that the scale
was too high. Orostes totaled $24,-
000 weekly for a time, but when the
count dropped under $20,000 there
was an operating loss. Top price
now Is $2.75, but it is housed in the
biggest legit hotise in the -Times
Square district.

Gershwin's melodies, which have
become widely popular since the
original production, furnish the
strength of 'Porgy,' and the way the
score Is played seems more impor-
tant now than then. Alexander
Smallens is again conductor, and
to him largely goes, the credit for the
currently fine presentation. He is not
only the top name in the perform-
ance, but also orchestrated the
score and made possible the stirring
renditions. Ordinarily he will not
accept the baton unless the orchestra
has at least 50 musicians. Music
lovers acknowledged his repute and
each time he entered the pit open-
ing night he was applauded. , Also a
definite factor in 'Porgy's' new-
found popularity has been the wide
radio playing of the Gershwin tunes.

Excellence in performance Is also
accounted for by the reappearance
of the leads and most of the' ottfers
of the original cast, but there are
two newcomers who rate highly" too.
Todd Duncan an4 Anne Brown re-
prise the title parts and well earn
their featuring. His baritoning of

.
'I've Got Plenty of Nuttin' ' is a high-
light Their dueling of 'Bess, You
Is My Woman Now' and 'I Loves
Vou, Porgy' also wins plaudits.
Avon Long, the new Sportin' Life,
originally played by Bubbles (Buck
and), goes on high with 'It Ain't
Necessarily So'' and, with Miss
Brown, is excellent with 'There's a

. Boat That's- Leavin' Soon for New
York.' Harriet Jackson, also new,
does very well with another favorite,
•Summer- Time," while Warren Cole-
man sturdily handles 'A Red Headed
Woman."
Ensemble singing is best In the

third-act choral numbers, 'Clara,
Don't Be Downhearted' and, for the
stirring finale, 'I'm On My Way.'
Eva Jessye directed the choral sing-
ing, which figures in making 'Porgy'
.more in the operatic form. Orig-
inally it was billed as opera, but
nearly 45 minutes have been deleted.
The dullish interludes are absent and
the performance moves forward
steadily.

Story of . the crippled Porgy of
Catfish Row, who falls In love with
and loses Bess, is interesting not so
much for the outbursts that are cli-
maxed by the two homicides but for
the vividness of the characterizations
and the principal setting. Simulation
of tlie storm scene might have been
better worked out, but the terror of
the women is one of the' better bits
of staging by Robert Ross.

'Porgy and Bess' should now be In
general demand because of its mod-
erate ticket prices. Immediate pub-
lic reaction to the revival Is some-
what a surprise, but there is little

doubt that the snow is in for a run,
tbee.

Rnrelv has a strictly localized, dia-
lectic play made good on Broadnwy.
hut th is comedy counterpart of the
Tjcw iorTC eas1si9e's"CaIe RoyaleTias"
n fairly good chance to turn the trick.
It's Inden with humor understandable
to all. has a human quality that'.'; as
warming as it is amusing, .and its

characterizations of the Ifiddish the-
atre's habitues are hardly exagger-
ated.

In evaluating it as an .entertain-
ment, first consideration must be
given to Sam Jaffe and Morris Car-
novsky, whose magnificent perform-
ances are its mainstay. They man-
age to sustain the occasionally spotty
script by H. S. Kraft, who appears to
have concentrated more on gags than
an entirely engrossing plot. Most of
the humor, is inherent in the Jaffe
and Carnovsky characterizations.

JafTe, in possibly his best role and
acting job to date, is unquestionably
the show's standout. As Hymie, the
busboy. he's a close copy of the Cafe
Royale's own Herman, a fabulous
character who is known to finance
Yiddish shows and actors as a side-
line to rushing the chopped liver.
Carnovsky's role as David Cole is
evidently a takeoff of the late Jacob
Adler, 'Yiddish theatre, star, whose
wives and children were legion, and
it calls for much scenery-chewing
and prolonged flowery speeches,
which well illustrate the pseudo-
geniuses who Inhabit the Second
avenue Sardl's.
Story hangs on a thin thread, con-

cerning the efforts of the Yiddish
theatre's standout name, David Cole,
to get Hymie, the busboy. to- finance
a modem Yiddish version of Shake-
speare's 'King Lear.' Hymie has been
burned before by Cole's Shake-
spearean experiments, and won't
tumble, even when Cole effects a
reconciliation - -with his wife and
daughter, both w.k. actresses, so that
tliey will take leading roles along
with a comparative , newcomer,
played by Sam Wanamalier, In whom
Cole sees starring possibilities. 'When
Hymie balks in putting up the coin,
the unexpected son by Cole's first
and forgotten marriage furnishes the
money. Opening night another com-
plication sets in when Wanamaker
gets an offer to go to Hollywood
immediately. The boy ' is In love
with Cole's daughter and wants to
stick, but Cole pulls a surprisingly
generous gesture by stepping Into the
role himself and freeing the juve for
the cinema world.
Cast Is very populous for a straight

play, there being 22 players , in all,
and most of them are capital. Wan-
amaker and Mary Mason, as the ro-
mantic pair, are good looking, capa-
ble and rate attention from Holly-
wood. Whitner Bissell is likewise
excellent as the son who bounds into
the strange-to-him Yiddish theatre
world from Australia, and John
Brone, as another Cafe Crown wait-
er, has numerous comedy lines and
delivers them well. Daniel Ocko, as
a Yiddish drama critic, and Eduard
Franz, a frustrated playwright who
has just completed his 103d epic, are
important, well-played cogs in the
play. Ditto Mitzl Hajos, George Pe-
tri, Paula Miller, Lou Polan, Mar-
garet Waller and Robert Leonard.

In spots the direction was hardly
strong, although on the whole Ella
Kazan did a good job. Setting by
Boris Aronson Is fine, and evidences
a close study of Cafe Royale itself.

Scho.

a moderate run, but Is unlikely to

pay off the investment. Picture pros-

pects are dubious.
The play is understood to be a re-;

written version of 'In My Opinion,

which Raphaelson trietL-out two
summers ago at thesBefkshire^^lsy-
house, Stockbridee^'mBSirvLlke mosi

professional playwrights, Raphaelson

has long nursed a grudge against the

critics and, according to those who
recall 'In My Opinion,' It was an un-

successful attempt to pillory, the

aisle-sitters. Probably in the vari-

ous revisions the authtfr's original

theme has been pretty iViiich lost, for

while 'Jason' aims a few barbs at the

reviewers, it doesn't appear to have
any pervading message or idea.

A drawing room triangle, 'Jason'

deals with a distinguished critic, .bis

wife, and a super-egoist playwright.

Despite some bright dialog and sev-

eral amusing scenes, the play's chief

interest for first-nighters seemed to

be the question of the identity of the
loading characters. There was no
attempt to hide the fact thai the un-
inhibited playwright represents Wil-
liam Saroyan, with only mild exag-
reration. Raphaelson is said to deny^

that any of ^he three critics were
drawn from life, though first-nighters

were inclined to identify the lead as

an approximation of George Jean
Nathan. , Other, two pritics were
vaguely—femiHiseenr-^of- "Rlchjrrd

Watts, Jr., and Burns Mantle, though
in their cases any reseipblances were
remote. Raphaelson's idea of how a

critic lives and works is. satiric,

whether he Intends it so or hot.

Play's plot shows how a play-

wright, disguised as a messenger-

boy, gains entrance to a critic's home.
Between writing a new script in the

critic's library, starting a crap game,
filling the place with nondescript
neighbors and trying to seduce the

critic's wife, he rudely shakes up the
critic's life. At the end, the critic

has nearly lost his wife, but appar-

ently his outlook and his existence

are clarified. The playwright, who
started as an iKgratlathtgTKap,- turns
oiit to be a heel, but Is conceded to

be a brilliant writer. But the play,

which started out amusingly, peters
out.
Author of 'Accent on Youth' and

'Skylark' again demonstrates his tal-

ent for provocative situations and
glittering dialog, but his newest play
Is shallow, with a slick-paper mag
glibness and showlness. A star name
would help it at the boxoftice, but
there isn't a star part In the script.

Although producer George Abbott
is recognized as a top director,

Raphael himself has staged "Jason.'

It's a competent. If fairly obvious.

Job.
Nicholas Conte, as the playwright,

member of the triangle, resembles
Saroyan In appearance and in his

headlong manner. He also gives a
convincingly gusty performance. As
the critic-lead, Alexander Knox does
extremely well with an unyielding
part Although he must carry the
action, he has to underplay through-
out and the character haS only occa-
sional moments of appeal. Helen
Walker gives an unevenly, but gen-
erally acceptable performance In the
badly-written part of the critic's

wife.
Ellen Hall gives a competent por-

trayal of a secretary, while Ray-'
mond Greenleaf and William Miles
seem believably untheatrlcal as crit-

ics. E. G. Marshall, Eulabelle Moore,
Knox Stevens, Tom TuUy and Edna
West are plausible in supporting
parts. Incidentally, Miles, who oper-
ates the Stockbrldge strawhat where
Raphaelson tried out the original

script is making his first stage ap-
pearance In a number of years. -

John Root's single setting Is both
handsome and practical. Hobe.

LILY OF THE VALLEY
Mclo<)rAina In Ihrcc ncu presented nt the

WlnilMr. N. T., Jan. 2«. '-41, by Gilbert
Miller: written and Htagcd by Ben Hocht;
ftlcgfrled numann and Nf}*ron McCormtck
featured: setting by Hnrry Horner; (.',.30

top.
Sinaley Kdmund Dorecy
Butch David Kerman
Beltlor Charles Mendlck
Andy Miller Joseph Pcvney
Joe will Lee
Man l*nul R, I.lpson
Lieutenant Bulboa Clay Clement
Hum John Phllllber
l^mma Jolonlck Minnie Dupree
Mqk Alison. Sklpworth
BIhkle Uastn ' Richard Tabor
Trances Katharine Bard
.Shorty Myron MrComiIck
Willie (the Miser),. David Hortman
Annie Crania O'Mnlloy
.Mr. Whittlepon Rugeno Keith
Itev. Svon Houseman Slecfrled Rumonn
MIko.. John Shellle

There has been little mention of 'one big union' among actors receniir
and the Idea appears to have been shelved permanently. Principal
^on why the plan will probably not eventuate Is the strong financial i^*
jtion of Equity as compared to other talent unions within the Associa^
Actors and Artistes of America. .

Most Equltyites appear to feel that It would be leading with their chins
to enter Into a single-union arrangement since the plan would doubtlessly
call for Equity to turn over its surplus to the general fund.
When the one-union Idea cropped up there were many squawks In

Equity over the requirement to pay dues In the radio union or Screen
Actors Guild when moving from one field to another. Equity leaders say
that when actors leave the stage for radio or picture jobs they do so to
increase their earnings and, therefore, should not object to paying dues
to the other unions. When such switches are made Equity gets the worst
of it because members are required to pay but one-half the dues ($9) an-
nually. They also have the privilege of getting withdrawal cards, thereby
paying no Equity dues for the time they're not on the stage. Some of the
other Four A's unions have sllding-scale dues, including SAG and Amer-
ican Federation of Radio Artists. Dues in the latter can reach $60 per
year, while In the picture union the aniounts often run much higher. , .

Charles G. Stewart who was general manager for Rowland Stebblnj
during the Ipng run of 'The Green Pastures' at the Mansfield, N. Y:, has
the same post for 'Porgy and Bess,' which was revived to acclaim by
Cheryl Crawford and. John Wlldberg at the Majestic last week. Clarence
Jacqbsqn, who was back with 'Pastures' on the road, is company, manager
of 'Pastures,' while "William' Goiaheart, who was treasurer oflhe ManiSdil
during the 'Pastures' engagement is In the Majestic boxoffice, switched
from the ^arrest vfhen long lines of ticket buyers appeared. Goldheart
was also treasurer at Maplewood, operated by Miss Crawford and Wlld-
berg as a summer stock and tryout spot
Avon Long, one of the few players not in the original company, attracted

attention during 'Porgy's' showing in Boston. A night club operator of-

fered to pay him $500 for a week's appearance, that being plenty more
than his stage salary. He was unable to accept

Porgy' Is not being billed this time as operai but the program details

the story of the play scene by scene, somewhat In\the operatic manner.

JASON
Comedy In Ihreo acts by Samson Raphael-

son, singed by the author: anting by John
Root: presented by George Ab1>ott, at Hud-
son theatre. N. T.i Jan. 21, '42; (3.30 lop
($-4.40 opening).
Mies Crone mien Hall
Violet Eulabelle Moore
Messenger Nicholas Conte
Jason Otis Alexander Knox
Lisa Otis Helen Walker
Georgo Bronson Raymond Greenleaf
nill Squibb William NIlea
Humphrey Crocker E. 0. Manfhall
Nick Wiggins KnoT Stevens
Kennedy Tom Tully
Mrs. Kennedy .<..,-. Edna West

If Samson Raphaelson was trying
to put -across any particular idea in
'Jason' he didn't succeed In express-
ing it clearly enough: Comedy is
occasionally diverting, but apparently
too tlUm ^or 3x9^(}way.. Jt may lj9ve

Some surprising plays turn up on
Broadway, but when a name author
and manager combine to offer such a
grisly drama as 'Lily of the 'Valley'
it is doubly disappointing. One of
the derelicts in the play is given to
quoting betting odds, but not with a
wide enough spread that the play has
a chance.

Beit Hecht has figured In at least
one exciting success on the stage and
stands high in Hollywood. That
makes his selection of material for
'Lily' the less understandable. Pos-
sible that he got the idea after doing
pieces for PM and it Is probably the
first time a mortuary has been se-

lected for theatrical fare.

Play is enacted in the office of
police lleuteniant -Balboa in the New
York county morgue, who regards his
duty of trying to identify the name-
less dead to. be important . He is bf-

hside Stuff-Legit

They'll hock the mortgage around the Oscar Serlin office to lay odds

that a Pittsburgh report mentioning the number one 'Life with Father'

playing that town this summer Is sour. Word from there fixes the start-

ing date as May n.,..but ti^keis.ar.eJ!n_sale at the Empire, JJ. Y., nearly up

(o that time. They "don't have to be coaxed much to bet Tather' wiU'run'

through the third year on Broadway. - It is now in its 116th week.
There are two companies on the road, but Serlin knows nothing of a plan

to try for a .summer run at the Nixon, Pittsburgh. One of the touring out*

fits played the Senator, a picture house there, for two weeks last Novem-
ber to big money, and local show people think that 'Father' can repeat for

a longer period. Nixon has not been lighted during summer since 1921,

when Harry Bannister and Ann Harding headed a stock company in the

house. .

When Equity's council reversed itself last week and issued a legit casting

permit to Myron Selznick, It took a bit of convincing. Committee which

favored Selznick had no Idea that the recommendation would be turned

down, which was the reason the application was brought up again so

promptly.
There were around 30 letters from Equity members 'now on the Coast

favoring the Selznick permit, and some were read to the council. Most of

the communications were signed by picture names, those players saying

that if they returned to the stage they preferred to be represented by the

Coast caster, rather than by New York agents whom they hardly know,

Selznick has had a N. Y. office for four years and said he was not Inter-

ested-'in getting stage jobs for his clients, unless authorized by Equity.

At the request of Annabella herself, 20th-Fox has called o^ Its' ex-

ploiteers assigned to see that she received over-all press coverage in cities,

where Chi company of 'Blithe Spirit' was playing. Understood that in

Pittsburgh last week, where No. 2 company of Noel Coward hit was

breaking in, preponderance of publicity tor French-American actress, at

virtual exclusion of other three stars, Dennis King, Estelle Winwood and

Carol Goodner, caused plenty of dissension in th^ company and, conscious

of her co-players' chilly attitude towards her, Annabella asked studio to

let show's agent Carleton Miles, handle" everything. Although she's not

imder contract to 20th, assignment of a special man was a gesture to her.

husband, Tyrone Power.

Morris Carnovsky, in 'Crown Cafe,' which opened at the Cort, N. Y,
lastjFrlday (2'3), left the cast of 'My Sister Eileen,' Biltmore, to appear

In the new comedy but he has a string to the 'Eileen' job. He has a letter

from producer Max Gordon verifying a leave of absence tor six weeks,

so In the event that 'Cafe' does not cUck, he can return to 'Eileen,' which

has been playing more than a year.
Louis Sorin replaced Carnovsky in the run-comedy but was advised of

the conditions of the latter's withdrawal.

Little theatres throughout the country showed a preference tor five

plays, four of which had successful runs on Broadway and later were

snapped up for pictures. Survey conducted by house organ of 114 com-

munity theatres revealed that cracker boxes gave more stagings to the

following than any of the others' made available to them: 'George Wash-
ington Slept Here,' 'Man Who Came to Dinner,' 'Ladies in Retirement'

'The Male Animal' and 'Jim Dandy.'

One of the most unusual tripling up of jobs has Frank Mayer, secretary

to Minneapolis Mayor Marvin L. Kline, also handling Minneapolis Sym-
phony orchestra and Lyceum theatre (legit road shows) publicity. Mayer

is former local newspaperman and ex-University of Minnesota football

player. He handled the aforementioned publicity jobs prior to his appoint-

ment to the mayor's secretaryship.

lievable, as are a couple of detectives
and a photographer, but most of the
other characters are not
Six nondescripts have been re-

ceived during the day, dead by rea-
son of suicide, Illne'ss, starvation, ex-
posure and accident These people
are the scum of the slums. They
appear in the room as ghosts, garbed
in their shabby clothes. One is a
63-year-old street walker; another
tired of poverty; third is described as
just a bum; fourth a dock walloper
who Imbibed poison booze, and the
last a young girl killed by accident:
Nearby mission is gutted by fire

and Sven Houseman, Norwegian
evangelist -moves his sorry array of
utensils In for the night Through
a process claimed to be a miracle,
Sven Is able to see and talk to the
ghosts. One is a miser, whom Sven
makes reveal the hiding place of a
hoard, Sven returns with the tor-
tune, acting as though nut^. The
washer of bodies sees the money,

(Contipupd, qii j(.age. sy,
. .

.

L D. Dowling to Coast

For New Musical Cast

Eddie Duryea Dowling, stager of

'Hellzapoppin' and the current 'Sons

0' Fun' tor Olsen and Johnson, planed

to the Coast recently with Herb

Yates. Intends combining vacation

with lining up names for a musiw
to be produced in the spring by the

Shuberts, Also will gather material

tot a book to be supplied to army

posts that are too remote to get tour-

ing shows and therefore, stage their

own entertainment
Dowling just completed staging >

new USO-Camp Shows, Inc., unll

with a cast including Yvette, SW

Marlon, Cliff HaU and Lois Harber.

Troupe will be sent to service posts

in northern areas.
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Chicago Very Breezy; Hattie' Opens

Big at HQ,Xm Pleniy Green, 14G

Chicago, Jan. 27.

•Panama HatUe' came Into the

Irlanger last week and drew excel-

{St noUcej, proceeding to gamer
Slstactory business. Tffls wllTmake

it three longruns Ij a row for B. G.

Se^lva. While 'Hattle' probably

^onh touch the great 14-week mark
of XoUlslana Purchase,' it will do

well enough.
On the same night 'Com Is Green'

opened at the Harris and drew rave

notices, and with strong American
TheaUe Society subscription backing

to start It off. this looks like another

bans-up coin item.

Tal Joey' built w U In Its second

week at the Grand Opera House and
Indicates ablUty to stick around tovi^

for several weeks. On Sunday (25)

the Studebaker reUghted with an

Import from the Coast, *Tbey Can't

Get You Down,' hoping to hit the

lame audiences which made 'Meet

the People,' a similar-type revue, a

long-run winner in the same house.
'—KMmtertot Last Week

'Clsndla,' Selwyn (IBth week)

(1,000; $2.76). StUl getting flnte

profits. WIU leave here Feb. 14.

T^ok $6,500.

T»I Joey,' Grand. (2d Veek)
(1 300; $3.30). Outlook bright, taking

tlT 000.

'Fahun* Hattle,' Erlanger (1st

week) (1,400; $3.30). Started out

sharply and will be here a long time

following hearty initial session at

$21,000.

The Com Ii Qreen,' Harris (1st

week) (1,000; $2.75). Held down only

by the low-rate subscription ducats

but still a mighty entry at $14,000 on

its first week.

'CANDLE' BRIGHT

$20,400, PHILLY

Philadelphia, Jan. 27.

There were no complaints to be
heard last week at the legit b.o.s.

"With one of the three houses dark,

the other pair clicked solidly,
grtii.i.. tor Last Week

'Heilupoppln,' Forrest (5th week)
(1,800; $3.^). SUU traveUing at ca-
radty at $32,500; stays through
February.
'Candle In the Wind,' Locust (2d

week) (1,900; $3). Fewer ATS sub-
scriptions, but more public sales.

Result^ $20,400, giving show two
solid weeks of profit despite luke-
warm press.

CORNELL-'BURKE'

f18,500 IN FRISCO

San Francisco, Jan. 27.

With the world preem of Katha'
rine Cornell's 'Rose Burke' at the
Curran and 'My Sister Eileen' at the
Geary, town is doing biz again.
Although 'Burke' opened so heavy
that theatre telephoned pass-holders
and asked them to come the next
night so their seats might be sold,

poor word of mouth has hurt subse-
quent biz.

Cornell opus jumps to the May-
lair, Portland, Feb. 2-3, thence to
Metropolitan, Seattle, Feb. 4-7; Ly-
ceum, Minneapolis, Feb. 11: St Paul
Auditorium, Feb. 12; Davidson, Mil-
waukee, Feb. 13-14 and the Cass, De
trolt, week of Feb. 16.

Estlmatca for Last Week
'Rose Burke,' Curran (1,600; $3.30)

(1st wk.). Opened big but fell off.

Wound up with $18,500.
'My Sister Eileen.' Geary (1,286;

$2.75) (1st wk.). Packing *em in.

Did socko $12,000.

AFM-Theatre Fead

Can't Nix Playing Of

Anthem in MVkee

Milwaukee, Jan. 27.

Feuding between the Davidson

theatre (UBO) management and the

Milwaukee musicians' association.

Local No. 6, American Federation

of Musicians, took a new turn this

past week when Sol Shapiro and

his string sextet were forced to

play 'The Star .Spangled Banner* in

the theatre's cellar in order to get a

hearing.

Compelled by the imion to em-
ploy an orchestra at $285_a week,
aTthOugS'iEe" liand 'ls not" permitted"

to go into the pit or play a note

during the presentation of dramatic
shows, the "theatre suffered a tem-
porary defeat during the engage-
ment of 'Arsenic and Old Ijace' when
Vollmer Dahlstrand, head of the mu-
sicians' organization, insisted upon
compliance with a union ruling that

the national anthem be played at

every performance. When 'Native

Son' came into the theatre the fol-

lowing week, however, the orches-

tra pit was needed for the court-

room scene, the stage was too

crowded to leave any room for the

niusicUms'and for a time It looked

as if the national anthem would have
to be omitted. But the union chief

was insistent,, so it finally was ar-

ranged that the bahd play in the

basement under the stage, with the

doors to the pit open.

Audience smiled, but stood up re-

spectfully wliile the antheiii was
played, and some of them even sang
to the music of the unseen but
clearly audible orchestra.

HOUSE-GARR-mLZ'

WHAM 36G IN BALTO

Baltimore, Jan. 27.

'Hellzapoppin' was terrific at
Ford's last week, banging out ap-
Sroxlmately $36,000 for 10 shows,
illy House-Eddie Garr version came

in at $3.33 top for the $1,800 seater,
with only eight shows originally
scheduled. ^

First day of seat sale brought $11,-
000 over the window, with $13,000
more on hand in advance mall orden,.
Raclcs were completely clean for the
week after the opening night's show,
with the decision to do two extra
frolics Sunday (25) bringing an im-
mediate response. A $2,739 matinee
and $4,044 on the night were the
smsKho closing day's figures.

Cnrrent Road Shows
(Jon 28-Feb. 7)

TLOWERS' FADES IN

WASHING^ f7300

Washington, Jan. 27.

'Wilting' and faded' were ad-

jectives unanimously applied, in

effeit at least, by critics to Tlowers
of Virtue,' and so new Marc Con-
nelly ' play, presented by Cheryl
Crawford, managed only a meager
$7,500 approximately at National last

week (19-24).

. Current is Tobacco Road,' with
John Barton, in for eighth time.

'Student Prince' OK
$14,000 in Detroit

Detroit, Jan. 27.

Holding up strongly in its second
week through local interest in a na-
tive product, Barbara Scully, starred,

. "Student Prince' came through with
$14,000 at the Cass in nine perform-
ances at a $2.75 top. It gave the
house an approximate $29,000 for the
two weeks.
This week saw two houses back in

operation here with the CasS having
Louisiana Purchase,' opening Mon-
day (26) for two weeks and the
Shubert-Lafayette resuming Sunday
(25) with 'Native Son.' Latter house
win follow Feb. 1 with Ann Corio in
^hitc Cargo.'

'Blitz' Ritzy $5,200
Toronto, Jan. 27.

At $1.50 top, -Rltzin' the Blitz,' all-
services musical revue, chalked up
a fine $5,200 at the Royal AlexandraM preliminary to trans-Canada tour.
JJroceeds are going toward the re-
ucf of families of Canadian casual-
ties In Hongkong and to bomb vlc-
°nis in Britain. • -

'Arsenic' Big $23^00

In 4 Towns, 10 Shows

Minne/.polis, Jan. 27.

Including two additional perform-
ances, Sunday matinee and night, in

Milwaukee, 'Arsenic and Old Lace'
grabbed off estimated $23,200, ter-

rific, for seven-day 10-performance
week divided among four towns.
Milwaukee take was $3,600. Madi-

son, Wis., matinee and night, yielded

$2,600. A one-nighter at the St. Paul
Auditorium was good for $3,600.

Here at 2,200-seat Lyceum, scaled at

$2.75, show' got dandy $13,000 in four

nights and one matinee.

K. C. Holds Over 'Arsenic'
Kansais City, J^n. 27.

'Arsenic and Old Lace,' set for two
days hi the Music Hall, is being held
over for a Sunday afternoon per-

formance Feb. 1. Advance sale in-

dicated by last Saturday that the
three performances would not ac-

commodate trade. Two performances
were requested for Sunday but com-
pany will be forced to leave early

Sunday evening to make an towa
date the following night.

Music Hall is entering one of its

most ambitious months bookings
with 'Claudia,' Feb. 5-7, and 'Life

With Father,' Feb. 11-15, following
'Arsenic'

'Spirit's' Chi Co. Okay

$13,000 in Pitt Break-In
Pittsburgh, Jan. 27.

,

Break-in of Chi company of 'Blithe

Spirit' at Nixon last week was okay
estimated $13,000. Ck)mbo of cast

names and fact that it's the briskest

comedy hit on Broadway counted.

Playing at $2.75 top, show opened
slowly and built gradually.

Critics liked the play, but wcren t

entirely satisfied with company.
Performance was generally pretty

rough, people continuously going up
in their lines or being Inaudible in

large (2,100-seat) house.

^44rs$nIo and Old Lace' (2d Co.)—
Paramount, Omaha (28); Shrine
Aud., Des Moines (29); Municipal
Aud., Kansas City (30-31); Iowa,
^(3edar-Rapids-(2);-Orpheum,-Daveh-
port (3); Orpheum, Springfield, 111.

(4): Virginia, Champaign, 111. (5);

Lincoln, Decatur, 111.. (6); Shrine
Mosque, Peoria, 111. (7).

<BU(he Spirit' (2d Co.)—Amer-
ican, St. Louis (28-31); English, In-

dianapolis (2-4); Hartman, Columbus,
O. (5-7). .

'Blossom Time'—Biltmore, Los An-
geles (28-7).

'Candle In the Wind'—Nixon,

Pittsburgh (28-31); Masonic Aud.,

Rochester, N. Y. (2); Empire, Syra-

cuse, N. Y. (3); Strand, Ithaca, N. Y.

(4); Erlanger, Buffalo, N. Y. (5-7). -—<Glsudla>--'(2d-Co.)—Selwyn,-Ghi
cago (28-7).

•ClandU' (3d Co.)—Temple, BIr

mingham, Ala. (28); City Aud., Jack-

son, Miss. (29); Aud., Memphis (30

31); Robinson Aud., Little Rock, Ark.

(2) ; Shrine Aud., Oklahoma City

(3) ; Music Hall, Kansas City (5-7).

'Com Is Greco'-Harris, Chicago
(28-7).

-'Heart of a City'—Shubert, New
Haven (5-7).

'Hellzapoppin' (N. Y. Co.)—For-
rest, Philadelphia (28-7).

'Hellzapoppin' (2d Co.) — Com-
munity, Hershey, Pa. (28); Lyric,

Richmond (29-31); Aud., Raleigh,

N. C. (2); Carolhia, Durham, N. C.

(3); National, Greensboro, N. C. (4);

Academy of Music, Roanoke, Va. (5)';

State, Wlnston-Salcm, N. C. (8);

Aud., Asheville, N. C. (7).

'Junior Miss' (USO)—Camp Davis,

WUmlngton, N. C. (28); New River

Marhie Base, N. C. (29); Camp Croft,

Spartanburg, S. C. (31-2); Ft Jack-

son, S. C. (3-6); Charleston Navy
Yard, S. C. (7).

•Life with FUher" (2d Co.)—
Fisher, DanvlUe, 111. (28); Shrine

Mosque, Peoria, 111. (29); Coronado,
Rockford, lU. (30); Pabst, Milwaukee
(31-7).

XUe with Father' (3d Co.)—Aud.,
Abilene, Texas (28); Majestic,

Wichita Falls, Texas (29); Shrine

Aud., Oklahoma City (30-31); Aud.,

Stillwater, Texas (2); Convention

Hall, Tulsa, Okla. (3-4); Paramount,
Joplin, Mo. (5); Arcadia, Wichita,

Kans. (8-7).
* Xoolslana Purchase'—Cass, Detroit

(28-7).

'My Slater Eileen' (2d Co.)—
Geary, San Francisco (28-7)..

'My Sister Eileen* (3d Co.)—Wil-
bur, Boston (28-31).

'Native Son' — Lafayette, Detroit

(28-31); Royal, Alexandra, Toronto
(2-7).

'Ont of the Frying Pan' (USO)—
Ft. Bliss, El Paso (28); Naval Train-

ing Station, San Diego (31); Camp
Callan, Cal. (2); Camp Haan, Cat.

(3); March Field, Cal.' (4); Camp
Cooke, Santa Maria, Cal. (6); C^amp

San Luis Obispo, Cal. (7).

'Pal Joey'—Grand Opera House,

Chicago (28-7).

•Panama Rattle' — Erlaiiger, Chi-

cago (28-7).

'Plan M'—Playhouse, Wilmington,

Del. (7).

'Rose Borke' (Katharine Cornell)

—Curran, San Francisco (28-31);

Mayfair, Portland, Ore. (2-3); Metro-
politan, SeatUe (4-7).

San Carlo Opera—National, Wash-
ington (2-7).

'Student Prince'—Hanna, Cleve-

land (28-7); Shubert, Boston (2-3).

•Theatre' — Hartman, Columbus,

O. (28); English, Indianapolis (29-

31); American, St. Louis (2-7).

They Can't Get Yoa Down'—
Studebaker, Chicago (28-7).

Tobacco Road' — National, Wash-

ington (28-31); Ford's, Baltimore

(2-7).

Veloz and YoUnda — Royal Alex-

andra, Toronto (28-31).

•White Cargo' — Colonial, Utlca,

N. Y. (28); Erlanger, Buffalo, N. Y.

(29-31); Lafayette, Detroit, 2-7).

Torgy/ hdicating $2S,000, Looks

Like N.Y. s Newest Hit; 'Rivals

Fair 14G, 'Angel' Hefty $13,000

Business more than held Ita own
in most Instances, with declines con-
ceded -for some N. Y. shows which
are not among the best draws. Dif-

ference of opinion expressed over
majority of newcomers last week,
but 'Porgy and Bess' looks like a real

click. One new play, 'All in Favor,'

was panned and stopped.

- Estimates tor Last Week
Keys: C. (Comedy), D {Drama),

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Retme),
M (Musical), O (Operetta).

^
'AU in Favor,' Miller (C-940; $3.30).

First-nighters didn't think much of

this comedy and after lamping the
notices the management thought' the

same; closed Saturday (24) after

seven; times. 'Heart of City* next
show. ~ '

'Angel Street,' Golden (7th week)
(D-789; $3.30). Claimed capacity
through last week and no doubt that

it's a money show, although limited
size of house prevents big grosses;

over $13,000.

'Arsenio and Old Lace,' Fulton
(54th week) (CD-938; $3.30). One of
the standouts that moved upward
and was quoted around $15,0()0; not
materially under capacity at the
level.

'Banjo Eyes,' Hollywood (5th

week) (M-1,563; $4.40). Big gross-

ing musical that advanced towards
capacity jaark jai\4_auoted_6l.Q.5e_t!9-

$34,500..
'Best Foot Forward,' Barrymore

(17th week)' (M-1,104; $4.40). Slight-

ly better; not so heavy at midweek
matinee, but night performances vir-

tually sellout; approaches $21,000
mark.

'

'Blithe Spirit,' Morosco (12 week)
(CD-936; $3.30). With another com-
pany doing well on the road, original

holds to fine takings with gross well
over $17,000.

•Brooklyn, D. S. A„' Forrest (5th

week) (D-1,195; $3J0). Business ap
pears to be grooved around $5,500
gait; can't make profit at that figure-

'CUndb,' Booth (50th week) (CD-
712; $3.30). Improved further to
around $9,000 and is aimed l>eyond
Washington's Birthday; has made ex-
cellent profit and road shows okay.

•Clash by Mght,' Belasco (5th
week) (D-1,000; $3.30). SUpped last

week, with claimed takings nearly
$12,000; will join list playing Sun-
days.
•Crown Cafe,' Cort (CD-1,064;

$3.30). Opened Friday (23) last Week
with divided notices; second night,
however, well in four figures.
•High Kiokera,' Broadhurst (12th

week) (M-1,142; $4.40). Making
some operating profit with aid of re-
vised downward costa; rated around
$18,000 again.

It Happened on Ice,* Center (re-

sumed engagement) (61st week)
(R-3,027; $1.65). Claimed to have
Improved nearly $3,500 even with
Sonja Henie show at Madison Square
Garden against it: quoted over
$24,000.
In Time to Come,* Mansfield (D

1,050; $3.30). Final and fifth week;
drama well regarded, hut failed to
climb; operating loss of several hun-
dred dollars weekly; $6,900,
- 'Jason,* Hudson (1st Week) (CD-
1,094; $3.30). Opened Wednesday
(21) last with some notices widely
divergent; quoted about $5,000 in

first five performances.
'Junior Mlas,' Lyceum (10th week)

(CD-1,004; $3.30). One of the sea-
son's standouts and should run into

summer; gross aga'ln close to $17,000,

which is about tops among straight
plays.
'Lady In the Dark,' Alvin (re-

sumed) (42d week) (M-1.387; $4.40).

Opened a year ago, but there was a
summer layoff; business again better
and approximated $25,000.

'Uly of the Valley,' Windsor (D-
873; $3J0). Presented by Gilbert
Miller; written by Ben Hecht;
opened Monday (26); doubtful press.

'Let's Face It,' Imperial (13th
week) (M-1,450; $4.40). Likely to

play into next season; no letup in

ticket demand and, with standees in,

gross over $34,000.
•Life with Father,' Empire (115th

week) (CDt1,082; $3.30). Among the
shows that picked up last week,
when takings were quoted over
$13,500.
'My Sister Eileen,' Biltmore (57th

week) (CD-eOl; $3.30). Also went
upward, with the count around
$8,500; looks like engagement will

extend into spring.

'Papa Is All,' Guild (3d week)
(C-956; $3.30). Claimed to be doing
fairly well, with the gross over
$9,500 helped by subscriptions; will
play Sundays.

•Solitaire,' Plymouth (CD-1,075;
$0.00). Presented by Dwlght Deere
Wiman; written by John Van Drutcn
from bo6k by Edwin Corle; opened
yesterday (Tuesday).
Spring Again,' Playhouse (11th

week) (CD-865; $3.30). Mentioned
for road in sprmg; pioderate money

draw that has been averaging around
$8,500 recently.

•Sons o' Fan,' Winter Garden (Sth
week) (R-1,510; $4.40). No musical
in years has drawn such high -money
weekly; continues at S.R.O. pace;
over $40,000 claimed.

.

'Watch on the Shine,* Martin Beck
(43rd week) (D-1,120; $3.30). Per-
formed in Washington before Presi-
dent Roosevelt Sunday (25) for
paralysis fund; another three weeks
and then to road; $11,000.

Bevlvals

•Macbeth,' National (10th week)
D-1,162; $3.30). Leaves on tour after
another four weeks, but continues to
turn weekly profit; around $14,000,
very good for Shakespeare.

T^e JUvai»,l_S.h.uheEt :i2d...3Kfiek) _

TC-r4bi; $3.30). Not as strong as ex-
pected for name revival, but claimed
$14,000 first fuU week.

'Porgy and Bess,' Majestic (1st
week) (M-1,175); $2.75). Looks like
big money; revival of George Gersh-
win colored cast musical opened sen-
sationally; can gross $25,000 and
should get it; debutted last midweek
and got $14,000 In four times.

'GUbert and SnlliTan Jooss Ballet,'

St. James (1st week) (1,520; $2.20).
Double bill opened Wednesday (21)
and drew fairly well thereafter.

'Hedda Gabbler,* Longacre (D-1,-
016; $3.30). Drama by Henrik Ibsen
revived by Luther Greene; opens
TKUftaay-(2ff)r: " —

mEErfops

HUB, $11,500

Boston, Jan. 27.

'My Sister Eileen' copped the best
biz in town last week, so- the man-
agement set four more stanzas to
make an eight-week run. .Ann Co-
rio, starring in 'White Cargo,' did
okay in a single week and came off

wiu very encouraging jiotices. Ka-
Una Paxinou, in 'Hedda Gabler,' also
won pleasing attention from the
press, but the Ibsen play was not so
forte at the boxoffice. Future book-
ing slate in the Hub ,l8 bare.

Estimates for Last Week
•My Slater Eileen,' Wilbur (4th

week) (1,227; $2.76). In for a good
run. Bostonians Uke the road com-
pany and the comedy. Last week,
$11,500, and slated for four more
frames.
White Cargo,' Plymouth (one

week) (1,48Q; $2.20). Ann Corlo is

a big fave with 1he hurley fans here,

but a lot of strange faces and stiff

shlrta came in to logle the stripper

in the more respectable environment
Tallied $8,400.- Playing Utlca and
Buffalo this week before gohig to

Detroit.
•Hedda Gabler,* Colonial (one

week) (1,643; $2.75). They aren't

buying this one this season, but the

Greek actress was rated highly here.

Garnered $7,000 for single week.
Opens In N. Y. this week.

TURCHASE/ »7,000,

WHAM IN ST. LOUIS

St. libuis, Jan. 27.

liOuIsIana Purchase' closed a one-
week stand at the American Satur-
day (24) with a sock b.o. take. With
the house scaled to $3.80, eight per-
formances grabbed estimated $27,000.

House had been dark, for tWo weeks
and Xife With Fathe*' a block away
stood up very week, getting $15,700.

In three and one-half weeks total

was $53,000.
Noel Coward's comedy, 'Blithe

Spirit,' opened, one week stand at the
American last night (Monday). House
is scaled to $2.80.

"THE MAN WHO CAME TO DINNER"
"YOU'RE IN THE ARMY NOW" -

WARNER BROS.

Mat. LOU CLAITOM
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Cecelia Acer Proflllne

Reorganization of the PM staff has

resulted in the shifting of Cecelia

Ager from the post of aim critic to

leature writer, and the resignation

of Elizabeth Hawes, fashion editor.

Jack McManus, editor olU- PM's

amusement and radio sections, will

do film reviews in the future.

Louise Levitas continues as second-

string critic, and Louis Kronenberger

as legit o.o.er.

Mrs. Ager has been film critic

since the founding of the Marshall

Field paper 18 months ago. In her

new spot she'll do profiles and inter-

views several times weekly, the type

of copy she was writing for 'Variety'

when she resigned to join the PM
staff.

Miss Hawes' resignation results

from publisher Ralph Ingersoll's

efforts to have her get away from

fashions and, like Mrs. Ager, do

Interviews and general features. She

with her other work as a designer

and writer for other publications.

Encourage Publishers

Encouragemertt to newspaper pub-

lishers in this year of curtailed ad-

vertising due to war switchovers

was given during the 67th annual

meeting of the Michigan Press Asso-

ciation at Lansing, Mich. S. M. Wil-

liams, press relation counsel for -the

National Association of Food Chains,

announced that advertising appro-

priations of his clients for 1942

would be as large as last year des-

_pite,AJeclioe of bjislneffl_anticipated_

for some types of outlets.

William A. Palrner, representing

petroleum industries, added that

there would be no 1942 curtailment

in these lines although distributors

oi gasoline and motor oils would
place less stress on their products

and more on 'service ,to the cus-

tomer.' It also was added by other

business authorities that many com-
panies, although cut off from sales

at this time because they are en-

gaged In war work, would use some
form of newspaper advertising to

keep the name and prestige of their

peacetime products alive.

While the publishers of the larger

papers saw themselves weathering
th« wartime economy in fair ^ape,
the owners of less affluent weeklies-

and dailies foresaw a difficult

struggle for existence as men were
drawn off for service and more lu-

crative industrial work, dwindling
advertising, newsprint shortages and
more costly operating costs gener-
ally.

though it still carries less linage than

any other paper. Runner-up for low

amount of advertising is the Journal-

American, with 669,000 lines in De-

cember, against the Postis 600,000.

News led with 1,419,000 and the

Times was second (1,141,000).

Of the Sunday papers, Times led in

total advertising (830,000 lines) and

also in amount of loss from last

year (206,300 lines).

Total newspaper linage through-

out the country for 1941 was the

greatest since 1937, Media Records

reported. Increase was 3.57o over

1940. Every classiflcation but auto-

mobiles was on the upbeat. Automo-
tive advertising showed a 9% drop

for the year, with a 20% fall in the

mon^ of December.

Click's Eds Quit -

The three (op-ranking editors of

Click mag resigned en masse yester-

day (Tuesday) in a dispute with the

comics to Stag mag. Charles Lee

collabbed.
Building housing the Herbert,

Saskatchewan, Herald was com-

pletely destroyed by;^re of unknown
origin recently and publication had

to be suspended.

Robert B. Choate, formerly assist-

ant general manager, has been named
publisher of the Boston Herald-

Traveler. Choate haS been the

nominal head of the papers during

the iUness of E. W, Preston, general

manager, who died recently.

Cyrus L. Sulzberger, N. Y. Times
war correspondent in Russia and

thia. Near East, and a nephew of

Times' publisher Arthur Hays Sulz-

berger, was married last week (21)

in Beirut, Syria, to Marina Lada.

Miss Lada is a sister-in-law of Alex-

ander Sedgwick, former Times cor-

respondent in 'Athens. Sulzberger

traveled from Kuibyshev to Beirut

for the wedding.

Herman Leibert, formerly with

Paul Block publishing headquarters

in New York, who was to have
joined editorial staff of Pittsburgh

Post-Gazette, a Block sheet, last

week, changed his mind at last min-

J^rlii^^r'l^^iril^^ and joined stafT of C^oV W. P.

nenberg recently hired an industrial

designer, Walter Dorwin Teague, to

redesign the picture mag, and it was
his idea to switch it from the gen-
eral to the women's field. Editors

objected to the change.
Those who resigned were editor

M. Robert Rogers, managing editor

AUtin Chase and picture editor Fred
Arkus. Staff member, John Whiting,
becomes acting editor. Mag, a
little more than five years old,

had been losing money, as it carried

virtually no advertising, although it

rated next to Life and Look in cir-

culation:—Tealgne-HSires-thrTihange-
in policy will enable it to cash in on
heavy advertising garnered by
women's mags.

Sentence Canadian Editor

Charles C. Stuart, 64, editor of the
Blaine Lake, Sask., Echo, a weekly
newspaper, was convicted recently

of violating the national war services

regulations and was sentenced to

nine months in jail. On another
charge of resisting an officer when
two Royal Canadian.Mounted Police
were sent to bring" him into court,

Stuart was ordered to pay a $50 fine

with the alternative of a month In

jail to run concurrently with the
first sentence.

It was alleged that Stuart, in ar-

ticles appearing in his paper, at-

tempted to dissuade members of the

Doukhobor sect from performing
work in lieu of military service.

Stuart is now at liberty pending ap
peal.

WiK. Scribes with O.F.F.

Many w.k. newspaper .and maga-
zine writers during the past couple
weeks have joined the Office of

Facts and Figures, which was ex-
panded under Presidential order to

establish a uniform policy for Gov-
ernment press and radio news re-

leases and to compile and issue gen-
eral Government news.
Bureau of-Production (writing) of

the OSJF. is headed by Martin
Somecs, former associate editor of

the'Saturday Evening Post. Director
of Media Liaison is Ulrlc Bell,

former Washington correspondent of

the Louisville (Hurler - Journal
Writers include Allen Grover, former
v.p. of Time, Inc.; Robert Kintner,
former Washington columnist; Henry
Prtogel, Pulitzer prize-winning
biographer; Malcolm Cowley, former
editor of the New Republic; Milton
Mackaye, mag writer; Charles Poore,
for many years one of two daily
book reviewers for the N. Y. Times;
Edgar Ansel Mowrer, foreign corre-
spondent for the' Chicago Daily
News; PhilUp P. Hanburger, of the
New Yorker; and Samuel Lubell,
writer for the SEPost and Reader's
Digest

Dallies' Ad Linage Dp
Conclusion of the first month of

U. S. participation in the war found
all New York dailies—except the
World-Telegram — with appreciable
advertising lineage Increases 'over
the previous Delember, according to

Media Record figures. On the other
hand, all Sunday' papers but the
-jQurnal-American .fell off In linage.

They formerly got a heavy share of

automobile advertising, which Is

now, of course, virtually absent
In the weekday tabulation, Jour-

nal-American showed the heaviest
gain, with more- than 100,000 lines

above December, 1940. Next
heaviest gainer was the Post (93,000

llQgs), which has been showing a
heavy Increase in advertising volume
Mck «Mitt' In mm* ttm* now, al-

Morehonse's Tonr Featnrcs
Ward Morehouse's tour of the

country for a series of daily feature
stories on the country at war' has
been extended until around March
1, when he'll return to N.Y.

Articles, pubUshed In the N.Y.
Sun, are being syndicated by. North
American Newspaper Alliance.

Morehouse Is now considering the
seriis as a basis for a book.

(Wild Bill) Donovan in Washington
instead.

Demand More
-Continued from page

LITEBATI OBITS
F. J. McCarthy, 68, with Hearst

newspapers for 30 years, an editor
with variCus Hearst papers, died
in New York, Jan. 20.

William Alexander Percy, 56, law-
yer, author of three volumes of
poetry and the autobiographical best
seller, 'Lanterns on the Levee,' died
in Greenville, Miss., Jan. 21.

deorge A. Sohrelner, 66, Near
East correspondent, for Associated
Press In World 'Vfar 1, died in Day-
tona Beach, Fla., Jan. 21.

Allan M. Bock, 80, editor and pub-
lisher for 64 years, died in Balleford,
Sask., recenUy. For a time he was
with the Regina (£esk.) Leader-Post
and then he edited and published
the Landls. (Sask.) Record for 20
years.

George Wright, 64, died In Van-
couver, B. C, recently. For the past
fouir years he wrote a daily column
for the Vancouver News-Herald.
Walter L, . Longley, 52, assistant

Sunday editor of the -Detroit News,
died in Detroit Jan. 25. r

Joseph S. Wasney, 44, an United
Press editor and correspondent since

1920, died in Glendale. Md., near
Washington, D. C, Jan. 25.

Fannie S, Newberry, 03, novelist,
died in Coldwater, Mich., Jan. 24. ,

liigher percentage' of straight plays

in comparison to variety entertain-

ment. There are only two leglters

('Out of the Frying Pan' and 'Junior

Miss') among the 25 CSI units now
touring. There will be no new units

of any kind for the remainder of this

^easom ' — —

-

Abe Lastfogel, chief of CSI pro-

ductions, declared Monday (26) that

long-range plans now in mind for

next fall envisage perhaps one-

fourth of the shows being leglters,

'It must be remembered, however,
that this Is no pork-barrel project,'

Lastfogel asserted. 'And to provide

maximum ' entertainment we must
have .various types of shows. The
number of legitimate plays we Can

present Is definitely limited by that

consideration.'

TInlts Around Bands

The endeavor to add variety will

see the addition of one or two units

built around name or semi-name
bands, said Lastfogel, to provide
presentations 'similar to those that

have proved so popular at the New
York Paramount and Strand. There
also again will have to be all-Negro
'units, Hollywood units and concert

units, CSI chief pointed out,

One objection of CSI to the le

giters is that only one performance
can be given each evening, while
other shows give two performances.
It has proved too wearing on legit

players to give more than a single

session nightly. Because the stage
plays are presented only once an
evening. It is impossible to compare
their attendance records with those
of the variety shows. '

Attendance generally has been
higher at the leglters than at the
vaude for any single performance.
However, as the result of the two
shows, vaude units entertain a
greater total number of boys per
night. Audience reaction to the le-

glters has been very good.

Legit Attendances

Attendance figures on perform-
ances of 'Frying Pan' between Jan.
5 and 16 (with house capacities in
parentheses) were: 827.(1,008). 445
(1,008), 801 (898), 719 (1,038), 822
(1,038), 836 (1,038), 414 (1,036), 353
(1,082) and 361 (1,082).

At 'Junior Miss' from opening
date, Jan. 12, until Jan, 17, attend-
ance was:, 785 (1,038), 472 (1,038),
883 (863), 1,107 (1.038), 756 (1,038)
and 651 (1,038).

Plays on Broadway
^continued from page SO;

LILY OF THE VALLEY

steals it and kills the' missionary.

Cops quickly solve the homicide the

next morning.

Seems that an actor like Siegfried
Rumann, who plays Sven, Is 'wasted
in such a- play. Myron McCormick,
who Is co-featured with him, Is one
of the dead ones believing he is still

an agitator and tries to organize the

stiffs, but thpt sort of stuff doesn't

make sense. Minnie Dupree, as an
old woman who had jumped from a

window, has the longest speech, tell-

ing of her misery before and after

she became a scrubwoman, Richard
Taber is a thief who died in his cell.

Alison Skipworth is the old prostie,

her part being a bit. Katharine Bard
is the girl snuffed out when a guy
near her room took the gas route.

Clay Clement Edmund Dorsey, Da-
vid Kerman, as cops, are suited to

the parts, as Is Joseph Pevney, the

cameraman. Will Lee Is a screwball
killer.

Author may have some sort of mes-
sage, bvit there is too much- misery
In his work, some of which Is bias-

phemous. Xbee.

ALL IN FAVOR
Comedy In thne actj, four scenea. by

Louis Hoffman and Don Hortman. Pro-
duced by Elliott Nugent. Robert MontRom-
ery and Jeae Duncan; BtAROd by Nugent;
nettlnff by Samuel Love. At Henry Miller's

theatre, N. T., Jan. 20. '42. W.80 top.

Tony T Ralph Brooke
Wnctc Wack (Horry McDougnJ)

Raymond Roe
Weasol Arnold Slang
Flip Bob Readick
Marco (Lover)...' Leslie Barrett
Mr. Piper Prank ConK-tn

.p«AW«a-(Edsu. MoDov!lBlll.j_iTonrtiiy_Lowl»
Helon....... GlorTa mhHK'
Jean Claire Froncea
Cynthia Francos Hollln
Blxby J. C. Nugent
Gorman ..James R. Waters
Orncer Callahan Barry Antrim
Radio Voices—

The Professor Mlltoci Herman
Snsha Hank Wolf
Myron , Freddie Oeffen
Raymond Qeorge Spclvln. Jr.

Toung Lady ~. .Joy Gorfen

CHATTER
Sergeant Roger B. Doulens, former

radio editor of Soiith Norwalk
(Conn.) Sentinel, ordered to Offi-

cers Training' School, Fort Monroe,
Va.

'

AI Schwartzberg, p.a. in the of-

fice of Bill Doll and Sam Friedman,
has sold a satire on radio and vaude

'Native Son' Toq Serious

For MVkee, Does $7,000
Milwaukee, Jan. 27.

While comedies in local legit houses
have been doing capacity business,
the town apparently Is in no mood
for the more serious drama. 'The Or-
son Welles Mercury Theatre produc-
tion, 'Native Son,' with Canada Lee,
in spite of raves from the critics,
grossed only an estimated $7,000 in
its six nights and two matinees at
the^Davidson theatre (I7B0) at $2.20
top >ldst week. .

^ -.

Thirteen Gaessea

A well known and expensive
vocal teacher in N. Y. recently placed
an ad listing his pupils to draw pros-
pective students. The ad stated when
these artists started to study with
him, and without exception every
one was on the down grade within
a year of their first lesson,

•• t > > ; /.It-/ !,»;

Audience vote on 'All In Favor' Is

a strong negative. Turns out to be
one of the most trying evenings in
the theatre this season.

Whatever distinction there Is to
the piece is in its sponsorship. Elliott
Nugent Robert Montgomery and
Jesse Duncan are the producers, and
Nugent did the staging. Louis Hoff-
man and Don Hartman are the
authors.

Action takes place in a single set-
ting, representing headquarters of a
boys' club in the Washington Heights
section. Band of unruly adolescents,
not too careful about its choice of
language, promotes a picnic with
young girl friends, becomes involved
in mild grand larceny over a $200
ring, which is pawned for $30, and
at the final curtain bails itself out of
trouble when the youngest of its

members wins a radio quiz jack-pot
It's that bad.

Staging Is mostly roughhouse, and
the acting hysterical. J. C. Nugent
and Frank Conlan are the only adult
players, each with scarcely more
than a bit None of the children
had any chance with his assignments.

FItn.
(Withdrawn Saturday after seven

performances; printed for the record.)

THE GREEN TABLE
and

H. M. S. PINAFORE
Joons Ballet Dance Theatre In revival of

'The Qreen Table,' dance drama In eight
scones by Kurt Jooss; muslo by Frederic
Cohen; costumes by H, Heokroth.
Death Rolf Alexander
Ths.Standard-Bearer. Jack Oansert
The Old Soldier Jack Skinner
The Woman Bunty Slack
The Old Mother Eva Leokatroem
The Toung Soldier Henry Shwarz
The Toung. Qlrl Noolle de Mosa
The Profiteer Hans ZuUlit
The Qentlemen In Black, Soldiers and

Women: Joy Bolton-Carter,- Alfredo Cor-
vlno, Luoas Hovlnga. Lydia Kocers. Allda
Mennon. Lavlna Nielsen, Peter Michael,
.Maya Rovlda, Henry Shiran. Bunty Black,
Ulla Socderbaum, Richard O. Wyntt.
Marguerite de Aiiguera, Jack Duni*iy, Elsa
Kaht.
Revival of 'H. it, 8. Pinafore,' libretto

by Sir William S, Ollbert, score by Sir
Arthur Sullivan. Sung by the Boston
Comlo Opera Co. ; staged by R. H. Bum-
side; Louis Rroll, musical director. Pre-
sented as dual program at- St. James,
N, T., Jan. 21-, '42; «.20 top.
The Rt. Hon. Sir Joseph Porter

_ , . - Ploronz Ames
Captain Corooran Bertram Peacock
Ralph Rackstraw Morton Bowe
2}?}' DfOiloyo. ...„.„, Robert Pllkin
Bill Bobslay Frederic Pereson
Bob Bccket Edword PiattTommy Tucker. . .Master Arthur Henilerson
Josephine Kathleen Roche
Cousin Hebe Margaret Roy
Little Buttercup , Helen Lanvin

The fact that the Jooss Ballet hails
from England, whence sprang also
the operetta, 'H. M. S. Pinafore,'
seems sufficient reason In some show-
manship quarters for combining a
presentation of the former's 'The
Green Table' with a revival of the
Gilbert and Sullivan masterpiece.
That both have to 'do in a subtle way
with the military Is an alter-thought,
apparently. Neither Is keyed to

J sharpen the war spirit or propa-

gandize the sale of war bonds and
stamps.

"

One must shut out the world of
reality on entering the St. Jame^
theatre for a two-hour session with
this duet of make-believers. Meas.

'

ured strictly by entertainment
standards, it's a passable and mildly -

enjoyable program. Particularly at
the admission scale of $2.20 too
There's plenty for the eye, as the •

Jooss organization is large and agile
and the Boston Co'mic Opera Co is'

enlisted at full strength of British
tars, sisters, cousins and aunts for
'Pinafore.'
The Green Table' has been per.

formed frequently, since the initial
presentation at the Forrest theatre in
Nov. 1933. It came here with the
prestige of first prize at a ballet com-
petition in Paris, in 1932. Conceived '

by Kurt Jooss, with music by Fred-
eric Cohen and costuming by H,
Heckroth, it Is an eight-part preach-
ment against the humah forces whldi
wage war for profit In the light of
the events leading to the present
world struggle, the theme of 'The
Green Table,' which attributes war- -

fare to stupid diplomacy and finan-
'

cial greed. Is slightly dated and In
need of revision. More timely, .It

would seem, would be the theme that
the gentlemen In black who sit

around the |reen table and gesticu-

late for their own amazement are
only automatons of more sinister

overlords.
Popular convictions have changed

on ttiese matters in the past decade.

Dlpolmacy can be conducted on the

highest scale of national honor,, but
two must play the game of decency.

It U an interesting ballet not-

withstanding. Good terping is done
by the ensemble, led by Rolf Alex-
ander, Bunty Slack and Noelle de
-Mosa. '-^— - --— -

Current revival of Tinafore' Is

handsomely staged and colorfully

costumed. R. H. Burnside, a spe-

clalLst in such matters, keeps the ac>

tlon lively. The Bostonians are lack-

ing, however, in principals who pos-

sess the singing talent required by
the score. For all its familiarity, tha

Sullivan music demands some top

voices. The chorus Is good.
^ Sponsors for the Jooss-Savoyard
combination plan to continue the en-

gagement through March, with

change of bill every two weeks. Rep-
ertory will include most of the Jooss

numbers, G. 4c S. selections are 'The

Mikado,' 'Pirates of Penzance,' 'lo-

lanthe,' and The Gondoliers.'
Flin,

Foreign Play

WARN THAT MAN
London, Dec. 24.

New ploy In three acts by Vernon Syl-

valne, presented by O'Bryen. LInnIt ft

Dunfce, Ltd.: directed by Richard Bird. At
Oarrick theatre, London.
Lord Buckley Stanloy Qroome
Francos Lane Judy KoIIy

Mellows Ocorge Self

Brant Rod McPheraon
Conway...., Rosan>und Paget

Johnny Cooper Max Adrloa
Leonard Fletcher i Jimmy CwUen
George Hawkins Gordon Marker
Joe Twining Snm Lyions
Kate Ellicl Coleridge

Membera of Fifth Columnists' Gang: Dnsll

Rndtonl (Leader), Percy Parsons, Goorgo
JHIIford, Veronica Roie, Halalan Crini-

mine and Herbert Rouen.

Some dozen or so years ago, Edgar
Wallace produced a melodrama with

a Cockney character role played by
Gordon Harker, who scored a huge
success In the fat part Since then

the actor has risen to stardom, but

always In variations of the same role.

It Is now beginning to be a bit

threadbare, and despite 'Vernon Syl-

valne's effort to incorporate it promi-
nently In the present production, the

mechanics are becoming too notice-

able. Its success is extremely doubt-
ful.

'Warn That Man' Is a reasonably
good thriller of topical interest It

Is based on" the itJea' of Hun spies

becoming familiar with the weekend
visits of a Cabinet member to_a
country house outside London. The
"prominent Cabinet Minister' is ob-

viously the Prime Minister, and the

ingenious machinations of the sinis-

ter-murderous gang is intensely ab-

sorbing. But whenever it gets going

nicely, out bursts Harker once roor^

with the Cockney wisecracking with

which he Is so indelibly identified,

and the plot remains static until the

star relieves himself of half a dozen

or so of these burps. Then the audi-

ence Is expected to resume its in-

terest. .

All of U admirably produced and

cast JO'"-

Porozoff Peddles Fisk

Chicago, Jan. 27.

Charlie Flsk orchestra goes to Mu-
sic Corp. of America, in deal set

through personal rep, Nick Porozoff.

Latter, press agent for Russ Mor-

gan orchestra, made . his personal

contract with Fisk in Kansas City

two weeks ago. .

Fisk orchestra, which originated at

the University of Missouri, goes inW

the Indiana Roof, Indianapolis, this

week for an indef stay.
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Broadway

David Lewis, Coast film producer,

(n tOWDi

Earl Carroll to Mexico City on way

"nlWawkrlng left Warners' h.o.

•ISofH^Sman very lU at St.

^^^/Ilte^'ttn due in from the

raast this week.

Bob' Wcitman recovering from a

efnstX'wIiner theatre

«ec in Pittsburgh, In town.
.

Brice Disque, Jr., radio scripter,

••nprtlni! to go into the army.

"Emda Darnell and Joe E. Brown

arrived Monday (26) for camp-show

^*JW Cooper plans a trip to Ne-

bip*a. where he operates a circuit

''iSJoiTross. editor of New Yorker

mawzine. out of hospital after treat-

ment for ulcers.

Sheila Barofl. of the W im Mor-

rla office secretarial staff, .nounced

her eneagement to a non-pro.

Bettc Davis came east to New
Vork and immediately left for her

niace in New Hampshire.

James O'Neill, of the Golden thea-

tre boxofllce. in Wlckersham hos-

ultal with nervous condition.

Claude Lee returned to town Mon-

day (26) from Charlotte, N. C, fol-

lowhig a stop at Washingtort

Jack narrower, former film trade

columnist, named Coast pubUcity rep

for Producers Releasing Corp.

Irvin Yergln, Warner field pub-

licity representative In Chicago, re-

turned there over the .weekend.

Meyer Davis, Jr, son of the or-

chestra leader, is serving on Iceland

. patrol duty with the U. S. Navy.
Abe Bernstein back after exploita-

tion tour of Ave weeks through Ohio

and Michigan on 'Hellzapoppin.'.
" Major company foreign managers
duddle tomorrow-(Th"utsdayJi..Seml-_
monthly conclave.
Bob- Sylvester, of News dranja de-

partment, to Florida on vacation. He
has story on 44th street in current

SEPost.
Montague Gowthorpe, comptroller

of the Par theatre circuit, returned

to the h.o. Monday (26) from a trip

through the far west
Choru9 Equity moving its offices

next Monday (2) to Mayfair theatre

building, Seventh avenue and 47th

street

Sid Gar&eld-Les Zimmerman pub-
licity team has dissolved, with Gar-
field gohig to Tom FIzdale agency.
Zimmenrian continues solo.

Arthur Loew staged a surprise
birthday party for nis mother, 71,

at his home at Pembroke, Glen Cove,
Long Island, last Sunday (25).

W. J. Heineman, Universal's as-
sistant sales chief, bkck to N. Y. over
the weekend from" a tour of the
south and southwest territory.

. Will Kays starting work on his re-
port to be submitted at annual meet-
ing of Motion Picture Producers Si

Distributors Assn. in March. -

Ben Kalmenson, Warner sales
manager, and Ralph McCoy, south-
em-midwestem division chief, left

FMday (23) for Florida on distribu-
tion matters.
David Rose, Paramount's managing

director in Great Britain, returning
from Hollywood this weekend to
make arrangements for his return to
headquarters in London.

Billy Rose, whose 'Aquacades', ap-
parently have had their natatorial
effect on him, left for Florida yes-
terday (Tuesday) to continue the
Rimming lessons that wife Eleanor
Holm started giving him last season.
Harry David, operator of Par's

Ohio' theatres, and Earl J. Hudson, In
charge of the Par string in Detroit,'
left Friday (23) for CincinnaU and
Detroit respectively, where they
make headquarters, following h.o.
conferences.

stars came from Chicago for broad-
cast at St Paul Winter CamivaL
RKO setting aside AprU 11-17 as

'Ooldhanuner Week' In 'anniversary
drive' as testlmonfal to district man-
ager here.
Gordon Greene, former Minnesota

theatre operator and manager, has
resigned as trustee in bankruptcy for
the house.
Eddie Somz transferred from Cin-

cinnati to National Screen sales staff

here to succeed Dave Bader, who
goes to Kansas City.
Alan Usher and Fred Sartow,

Paramount district manager and ex-
plolteer, respectively, here for open-
ing of new exchange building.
Claude Dickinson resigned as M-G

booker to become United Artists' of-
fice tnanager, succeeding Edward
StoUer, promoted to sales staff. .

Harry Lund, RKO North Dakota
salesman, elevated to Sioux Falls,

S. D., office manager, replacing Mar-
vin Woolflsh, transferred to. Pitts-
burgh.
Lyceum has Katherlne Cornell

pencilled in for one-day stand Feb.
11 in "Rose Burke.' 'Life with Father'
scheduled for full week starting on
Feb. 18.

London

SlLonis
By Sam X. Hurst

By Lea Sees

Eleanor Hoffman, WB office staff,
to wed.
Dick Jurgens booked for Tashlon

bnow dance.
Wife of Fred Ableson, RKO sales-

man, in hospital.
St Paul Civic Opera company pre-

sentmg 'Rose Marie.'
Mother of 'Bucky' Zweig of Co-

lumbia passed away.
Bob Murphy, Star-Journal film

editor, father of a daughter.
,
Exhibitors here have been rushing

™,yarole Lombard reissues.
Margie Hart spotted Into Hirsch-

•^^tf, burlesque at Alvln Feb. 6.
^Ow-Fox and M-G in first and sec-

"""l place in Film Bowling league.
P"**P°1'5 Civic Opera associa-

present 'Samson and Delilah.'
»Y"e Foot in Heaven' (WB) had

PauT
premiere at Riviera, St.

Tinii!"^'*.'J
'^^wis here for series of

lecture?
°' classroom

BnTf Mcnuhin here for appear-

ch^?^ Minneapolis Symphony or-

aft'^ll^^it'f °' Minnesota Playhouse

beH,M* Mrs, North.' 'Mac

foiU'i? Si"^ Variety club tendered

tenPafMnn^e"/*^"
Don McNeill and 'Breakfast Club'

DeAngelo and Porter current at
Club Continental, Hotel-Jefferson.

Former home of Stage Hands Local
No. 143 sold last week for $25,000.

Maintenance fund drive for $135,-

000 for St I/>uis symph orch under
way.

Yehudi Menuhin, violinist, skedded
to make p.a, with St Louis symph
orch Friday and Saturday (30-31).

Gen. Platofl Don Cossack troupe,
sponsored by Entertainment Inc., to

appear at Municipal Auditorium on
Feb. 3.

—Joy—theatre,—40O'seater,~Chester;-
ni., damaged $40,000 by fire resulting
from furnace explosion. Plans being
made to' rebuild.

Every 200th contribiitor to the
Globe - Democrat - KMOX sponsored
'Mile o' Dimes' gets a ducat to

Loew's. About 25 are dished out
dally.

William M. Brandt, who refused
fee of $5,000 for serving as co-re-
ceiver of lATSE, Local No. 143, while
John P. Nick was being ousted, has
stepped aside as secretary-organizer
of the . Central Trade and Labor
Union here. He is pensioned at $100
per month.

Jolson's Tour
sCootlnned from pace 3s

man shows, which may become a

model for the rest of show busi-

ness, gagging and singing a reper-

toire opening with 'Swanee,' the sea-

soned star went down the line of

'April Showers,' 'California, Here I

Come,' 'Sonny Boy,' 'Mammy,' 'You

Made Me Love You,' 'Brother, Can
You Spare a Dime,' 'Remember
Pearl Harbor,' 'Melancholy Baby,'

'See You in My Dreams,' 'JJy Buddy,'

'Old Man River,' 'Blue Heaven,' 'At

Sundown,' etc.

Singing and enterUining with the

songs which the fathers of present

day men In uniforsri heard during

the World War I days, Jolson held

the rostrum as a one-man show, sans

any supporting talent accompanied

by Martin Freed, his long-time

pianist, whose expenses the star is

defraying.

Jolson started at 7:15 p.m. for an
hour's concert, singing some 11

numbers interspersed with ad lib

comedy. When the hall was cleared

out he gave a second solo perform-
ance. The Jacksonville Naval Air

Station band played between con-

certs.

While routed under USO auspices,

Jolson stipulated gratis admission.

Furthermore, he will subscribe to

sundry patriotic services at each

camp.

The tour ends after a series of 11

dates on Feb. 7 at Morrisfleld, West
Palm Beach, at which time Jolson's

seven-year-old son, Al, Jr., may ar-

rive from Hollywood to spend the

winter with the comedian, Jolson

has just bought a permanent Miami
Beach home.

Jolson left for Camp Stewart, Sa-

vannah, Ga., today for his concert

there tomorrow (Wednesday).

Judy CUcks

Detroit Jan. 27.

Despite an abscessed tooth) Judy
XSarland made her' debut as a

volunteer entertainer last week at

Fort Custer, Mich. Audiences of

2,000 soldiers cheered her In two
performances in Thumbs Up,' in

which her husband, Dave Rose, ac-

companied her on the piano.

She was routed from Custer into

Fort Knox, Ky., where she played

two night shows starting Friday

<23).

Theatre organist Reginald Foort
divorced.

A. E, Abrahams dickering with
Phyllis Dixey to star her in revue.
Tommy Trinder doing regular

flre-watehing duty at the Palladium.
Adelaide Hall opening a club here

for colored Americans in the forces.

Cyril Lawrence a flu victim and
staying at his country bouse under
doctor's orders.

Bert Howell, Interned in Germany
since July, 1940, writes to friends in

London saying he is well.
Jack Hylton s contract with Daniel

Mayer Co. for West End rights of
'Peter Pan' is for five years.
When not sponsoring Firth Shep-

hard's 'The Man Who Came to Din-
ner,' JeriY 'VTerno is a wartime cop.
Richard Greene - and Patricia

Medina |iad Christmas wedding at
St. James' Church, Spanish Place,
London,

,

Robert Morley being groomed for
the Winston Churchill part in film
which Warners is to make in

England this year.
Ralph Wedgwood, the new chair-

man of Associated British Pictures,
has. received a baronetey on the
New Years' Honor List.

Archie Shenburne to stage revue
in the West End, possibly at the
Garrick theatre, with Fay Coropton
already engaged to star.

'Whltey' Neeson, former Charles
Cochran showgal and ex-spouse of
Ken Harvey, has made comeback
and is now at the Cocoanut Grove.
Agent Jack Davies out of hospital

after eight weeks. Spent most of
his time writing his life stoiy, which
'Victor Gollancz is considering pub-
lishing.

Shortage of sUS has caused
George Black to get Charles Henry,
his assistant producer to look after
the press publicity of the Palladium
and Hippodrome.
Tommy Trinder's next picture for

Associated Talking Pictures (Michael.
Baicon) starts in July. Story is

based on oil wells and is tentatively
titled -The Life Line.'
Charles Cochran celebrated his

theatrical jubilee at a luncheon
given in his honor. Among the 1,000
guesta were H. G. Wells, Sarah
Churchill and Vic Oliver.
Sam Smith to New York and

Hollywood in February. Sez he has
seen what war is like over here in
the last two years and now wanta
to see what it is like in America.

'Black Vanities,' the George Black
revue at Victoria Palace, closed after
nine months, with sequel to 'Me and
My Girl,' presented by Lupino Lane,
in which he will also star, replacing.
William Gaunt, former millionaire

millowner, who years ago had large
interests in the Shuberts' West End
theatre investmenta, now running a
second-hand clothes store in Brad-
ford.
Success in '49th Parallel' has

upped Eric Portman's salary from
$1,200 per week to $4,000. Maurice
Ostrer, head of Gainsborough Films,
has signatured him for two plots at
$20,000 per.

Russia is getting its Innings in
Tin Pan Alley. After 'Russian Rose'
comes 'Russian Serenade,' written
and composed by maestro Harry
Roy, which Is gradually creeping
into the hit class.

Rupert D'Oyly Carte won a di-

vorce and was awarded costs against
the co-respondent, St. Yves de Ver-
teuil. Couple were married in 1907,

and the missus has lived In Trinidad
since outbreak of war.
Shortage of studio space has upped

rental prices in some Instances to
over 5(1%. Instances are Welwyn
studios, upped from $1,800 to $2,800
per week; Gainsborough, $2,400 to

$4,000, and Denham, $3,200 to $5,000.

Geraldo and George Formby in-

vited to play before the King and
Queen at Windsor Castle, with latter
bringing along Max Thorpe, local

sales head of (Columbia Pictures.
Thorpe was presented to Their
Majesties.
Regal picture theatre, Marble

Arch, started vaudfllm policy with
Jack Payne band featured. Others
being dickered for are Joe Loss,
Carroll Gibbons, Jack Jackson.
Maurice Winnick, Oscar Rabin and
Vera Lynn.
Flanagan and Allen off to enter-

tain Army, Navy and Air Forces for
the month of February, after which
they are to do a film, which Val
Guest is already scripting. Boys
keeping it close secret, but under-
stood film is for Lou Jackson.
Michael Balcon's 'Big Blockade,'

for UA release, was to. have been
prcrreleased early in March, but
government requested that, owing
to its subject matter, it be released
earlier. Pic has since opened at

London Pavilion, doubling at Marble
Arch Pavilion.

British Actors' Equity and Theat-
rical Managers Assn. came to an
agreement in London on the terms
of a provincial standard contract for
musical and straight plays on tour.

It was also decided to set up a Pro-
vincial Theatre Council, similar to

the one in London.
George Black's 'Black Vanities,'

the 'Victoria Palace revue, will bfe

the summer- attraction at the Opera
House, Blackpool. Black would like

Flanagan and Allen, plus Frances
Day, original stars of the show, to

play Blackpool, but they have
turned down offer.

It is quite likely George Archi-
bald, formerly joint managing di-

rector of United Artists with Teddy

Carr, and now in the Air Force, will
be next chairman of the Kinemato-
graph Renters' Society, with the job
for the first time in the history of
the society to be a paid one.
John Mills' daughter, Juliet, ar-

rived while he was filming "The
Young Mr. Pitt' Christening plans
include such names as godparente;
Vivien Leigh, Lady Oxford, Noel
Coward, Laurence Olivier and An-
>thony Asquith. This is the first
child born to his actress wife. Hay-
ley Bell.

Pittsbnrgb
By Hal Cohen

Sid Dickler, p.a., down with laryn-
gitis.

Tommy Carlyn lost Billy Douglas
to the Baron Elliott band.
Betty Smiley, WCAE vocali.it. now

with Rusty Williams' orchestra.
Brian McDonald in West Penn hos-

pital recovering from a minor oper-
ation.
Anne Zortayo, .cigie gal at defunct

El Chico, has joined touring rhumba
troupe.
Al Mercer and wife shoved off over

weekend for Miami to spend the
winter.

Illness cancelled Artie Shaw and
band out of the Stanley week of
Feb. 13.

Maurice Evans-Judith Anderson
'Macbeth' booked into Nixon week
March 16.

John McGreevey, after licking
pneumonia, now quarantined with
chicken pox.
Phil and Maurice Spitalny's mother

down from Cleveland to spend a few
da.ys with them.

Cliff Daniel, WCAE program di-

rector, in Shadyside hospital with
throat infection.
John McQuade, former local Play-

house actor, has gone into Maurice
Evans' 'Macbeth.'
Clyde Knight orch, with Fran

Eichler now. fronting, back from
Denver engagement '--

Nancy Steigerwalt and Tom Lewis
playing lead &i Playhouse production
of "Mr. and Mrs. North.'

Lou Bolton hasn't had word of his

son, engineer in Arxny Air Corps in

Philippines, since war started.' -

'Mafor Barbara' will finally get a
first-run showing here at Gabe
Rubin's Art Cinema, next month.
Joe Blpwitz, theatre manager, a

grandpop. His boy. Bill, with Par
praisery in Hollywood, father of a

son.
Florence Fishery Parry's son,

Dave, formerly with Lynn Farnol in

N. Y., now flying instructor in Cali-

fornia.
Aleen Leslie, who writes daily col-

umn for Press as Aleen Wetstein,
Has sold 'Henry Aldrich Geta Glam-
our' to Par.

Hollywood

Entire staff of WHAT has been
fingerprinted.
'Ice-Capades' open here on Feb. 7

for a nine-day stay.

Ruth Welles, K'YW women's coun-
seUor, delivered talk at the State
Teachers College, Kutztown, last

week.
Mayris Chaney, former member

terp team Chaney and Fox, now in

charge of dancing for the National
Civilian Health program.

S. Jay Kaufman, p.a. for 'Hellz-

apoppin', a member of the Pen and
Pencil Club's Tuesday night poker
session for duration of run here.

Cal Tlhney, who already has apart-

menta in New York, Philly, Wa-sh-
ington and a home in Long Island,

has purchased a farm in Bucks
county, Pa.
Don Martin, WFIL spieler, is

teaching radio announcing in

'Junto's' adult education series. Herb
Ringgold, Phillip Klein agency, tu-

tors radio scripting.

Dorseys' Story
____Contlnntd from paee l=^=ssl

various U. S. soldier and naval re-

lief services. It's the first major
gesture in this direction from the

dance band business and will entail

seven dates in that many cities,

.itarting in late April or early May.

It is estimated that the turnstile re-

ceipts, plus incidental income, from

these events might total as high as

$100,000.

After obtaining assent to the idea

from Jimmy Dorsey, Mike Nidorf,

General Amusement Corp. v.p., last

week flew to the Coast to see Tommy

.

Dorsey. The latter readily agreed to

the proposal. The playing of the

dates will likely range over a period

of three weeks. The towns already

selected for the joint appearances of

the Dorsey bands are New York,

Chicago; Philadelphia and Washing-
ton, and it is possible that the other

three towns will be St. Louis, Cin-

cinnati and Kansas City. It is in-

tended in any event to make Wash-
ington the final date for the two-
some. A committee will have been
chosen in that city to allocate the

total proceeds of the seven stands.

A committee of civic .leaders will

be named In each city to sponsor

the event

Don Cossacks at Warners (or a
short.

Ginny Simms to New Orleans to
sell Defense Bonds.

.
Ralph Snnford back at work after

cracking three ribs.

James R. Grainger due for studio
huddles at Republic,
George Murphy to Pittsburgh to

open a five-week stage tour.
Ann Miller to TuUahoma, Tenn., to

open a tour of Army camps.
S.illy Rand sued by her former

business manager, Eugene Curtis, for
$3,011.

P. G. Wolfson back from treatmcnta
at Mayo clinic and resting on the
desert.

John Payne selected as 20tli-Fox
reprcsentnlivc at President's Birth-
day Ball
Jack Mills returned east after 50th

birthday shindy tossed by brother
Irving.
Arthur Hunnicutt, stage actor,

working in his first picture at Par-
amount.
Tommy Jones, trumpet player

with Kay Kyser's band. Army-bound
next month.
Franchot Tone's sprained ankle

halted work on 'Highly Irregular' at
Columbia.
David Rose, head man for Para-

mount in England, here for studio
conferences.
Otis Wiles, Columbia studio p.a.,

got tangled up with a buzz saw and
lost two fingers.
Herbert Yates here for his cus-

tomary mid-winter parleys with Re-
public studio execs.
Bert Lahr going back to New York

legit when he finishes, his ..current
picture job in 'Ship Ahoy.'
Edward Arnold led the vanguard

of film notables to Washington for
the President's Birthday Ball.

Father Michael J, Mullins. founder
of the Catholic Motion Picture Guild,
seriously injured in a motor crash.

"E. H. Griffith to Portland, Ore., to
ogle the new Sam Curtis stage play,

'As They Desire,' for possible filming.

Bob Murphy dealing with a syn-
dicate for a string of corn beef and -

cabbage taverns around the coun-
try.

Craig Mitehell, of N. Y. legU. will
draw his pay as an actor at Uni-
versal under the name of Frank
Kelly.
Woody Herman and his band

moved east after completing their
spot in Universal's 'Wake Up and
Dream.'
Slim Sallee,' onetime piteher for St

Loo (Ordinals, testing for part in
Lou Gehrig picture, 'Pride of the
Yankees.'
Most of the town's musical set at-

tended a stag tossed by Irving M'Us
In honor of his brother Jack s 50th
birthday.
Lorraine and Rognan, eccentric

dancing team, put under contract by
Paramount as reward for their work
in 'The Fleet's In.'

Columbia putting 'Miss' before-
name of Glynis Jones in release of

the English picture. The Ihvaders'
to avoid confusion.
Henry King, on leave from 20th-

Fox, back from Washington to com-
plete plans for Civil Air Patrol In

southern California.
Walter I^intz cartoon character.

Woody Woodpecker, is the official

insignia of 31st Observation Squad-
ron at San Bernardino, Cal.
Frances Glfford and Martha

O'DrlscoU (but not Mary Martin)
share the femme leads In Para-
mount's 'My - Heart Belongs to

Daddy.'

Baeoos Aires
By Bay Jotephi

Heat keeping 'em away from the
b.o.
Robert K. Hawkinson, of RKO, re-

maining indefinitely.
. Lumilon's 'Adolescencla' finished

shooting and headed for lab.

New municipal ordinance stops
newspaper hawking after 10 p.m.
Sono signed writers Enrique

Amorin and Ramon Gomez Massia.
Rigoletto' drew best house of sea-

son at Colon al fresco showing in

Palermo.
San Miguel inked Manuel de Falla,

composer, for 'En El Vlejo Buenos
Aires' ('In Old Buenos Aires').

Maipo, only air-conditioned le-

giter, opened summer season with
Yo Me Quiero Dlvertir' CI Want to
Have Fun').
Municipality Included pesos 28.750

(approximately ^7,000) in '42 budget
for prizes to stimulate artistic and
literary standards of locally-made
picts.
'1 Puente Invisible' ('Invisible

Bridge') Opened at the Smart, critics

5raising jierformances of Delfina
auffret, Eduardo Cutlno, and Pepe

Castro.
Dinner was given Enrique Gus-

tavano, author of 'La.Novia Fardlda'
CThe Lost Bride'), which copped lo-

cal prize. Author is m.c. and direc-

tor m local theatres.
Plans still in the air regarding

next season at the Politeama, Ataneo,
LIceo, and Odeon. IiOcal artists

plenty worried over production
plans, fearing curtailment.

Artistas Argentlnos Asoclados
(AAA) first will be 'El Vlejo Hucha*
(The Old Timer'), adaptation of stage

6lay by Darthea and DameL Lucai
lemare will meg with Enrique

Muino and Francisco Petrone In

leading toleg.
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OBITUARIES 1
VESS OSSMAN

Vcss Ossman, M, veteran stage

and recording musician, died Jan. 22

In St Louis following a heart at-

tack. For the past few years he had
been a talent agent in that city.

Oaman in vaudeville was teamed

with Rex Schepp, now manager of

radio station WIRE, Indianapolis. A
banjoist, Ossman once recorded for

Victor and also had his own bands.

He was leading the orchestra atop

the old Madison Square Garden in

N. Y. the night that Harry K. Thaw
murdered Stanford White. His father,

Vess,' Sr., was also a banjoist, cred-

ited with being among the first re-

cording artists and for a time they

worked as a duo billed as The Oss-

mans.
The act of Ossman and Schepp

broke up around 10 years ago with

the decline of vaudeville.

Osman is survived by his widow
and two daughters.

NEMO
(Edward Francis Mnlhern)

Edward Francis Mulhern, 62, died

Dec. 26 in a veterans hospital near

New York. He was away from
grease paint for years but was once

a favorite clown with the Ringling

circus before it was combined with

the Barnum and Bailey outfit

Mulhern's professional name was
Nemo, few knowing his right name.
He was a frequent visitor at Joe

Cook's former home at Lake Ho-
patcong, N. J. Once he went there

for a 'weekend' and stayed two years,

.sometimes working around .the .es-..

tate. One of his exploits was to

quaff 52 straight drinks of whisky
at a bar—yet was able to walk out
A close friend was the late Paul Mc-
Cullough, former partner of Bobby
Clark.

BEBTIE CONWAT
Bertie Conway, 70, veteran stage

actress, died in Bayside, L. -L, Jan..

20. The daughter of the late George,
and Lizzie Conway, prominent in

show J^iz three generations ago.

Miss Conway debuted with Char-
lotte Cushman at the Walnut Street
theatre, Philadelphia, blit she scored
best in the Charles Hoyt farces, 'A
Texas Steer* and 'A Bunch of Keys,'
In New York. She married William
Gray, duo, playing vaudeville as

Gray and Conway. Gray later be-
came manager of the Orpheum,
Milwaukee.
Husband survives. Cremation and

services were held in Philadelphia,
where she was born.

from the band business several

years ago because of illness.

Surviving is his widow, Helen

Wehrle, former Ziegfeld girl.

LOUISE WRIGHT
Louise Wright 42, vaudeville

singer, in private- life Louise Wright

DeLuccia, died Jan. 18 in Paterson,

N. J. She retired from the stage

shortly after her marriage in 1027.

Surviving are her husband, a

daughter, a sister and four brothers.

PEG METER
Mrs. Ethel Meyer, known as Peg

Meyer, Buffalo radio actress, died

Jan. 18 in Buffalo.

Survived by husband and two
children.

HARRY 8. CARTER
Harry Strickland (Nick) Carter,

58, died- Jan. 16 in Havana. He was
formenjnbllCfSlStions counser"and

Keith vaudeville actor.

HENRY K. OPIENSKI
Henry K. Oplenskl, 73, European

composer and music critic, died in

Berne, Switzerland, Jan. 21.

ANDRE BELLESSORT
Andre Bellessort, 76, critic and

life secretary of the French Acad-,

emy, died in Paris, Jan. 21.

Mrs. Minnie L. Wlcsner, 72, mother
of-Max- and-Harold -Wiesnerp-owners
of part of the Fox Wisconsin group
of theatres, died Saturday (24) in

Milwaukee.

Profesaor Charles Kelly, 92, music
teacher, who gave the Metropolitan
Opera Co.'s general manager, Ed-
ward Johnson, his first music lesson,

died in Guelph, Ont., Jan. 26.

Wife of John F. Royal, NBC vice-

president, died Jan. 26, in New York
City, after a long invalidism with

a heart condition. A son and daugh-
ter also survive.

Mrs. Carrie Brown Tracy, 67,

mother of Spencer Tracy, film actor,

died in Hollywood, Jan. 23. An-
other son, Carroll, also survives.

L. B. Stnmph, 59, purchasing
agent for the Hal Roach studio, died
Jan. 21 in Los Angeles.

offered, rather than risk Indefinite

delays in Rio.

Departure of American acts and

failure of replacements to arrive on

schedule has been particularly tough

on the three major Rio casinos,

Copacabana,' Antlantico and Urco.

These spots for a number of years

have used Yank talent almost exclu-

sively. Fortunately, war's start came

at onset of summer season, when the

spots use improvised shows.

Fonr Olrls Stay Behind

When Miss Bowman and Haakon

left four American gals in the Copa
line had agreed to stay on and were
teaching native Brazilian gals the

tricks. Four who stayed in Rio were

Madelyn Cole, Mary Lou Graham,
Betty Lou Graham and Billie

Graham. Organist Ethel Smith also

stayed. Other American citizens on

the Copa bill, most of whpm -re-

turned to the States, Included band
leader Basil Fomeen and Frackson

the magician.

Week following the attack on Pearl

Harbor found a virtual pall over Rio

and business In the casinos at rock
bottom. Niterles in Rio are adjuncts

of the wide-open gambling rooms.

-ATTrericans-and-otheirteurlsls are Ihe

best patrons of the roulette, cbemln-
de-ter, etc., and they were interested

in getting home, not in blacks and
reds, so grosses in both the casinos

and niterles were dismal.

What frightened, the Americans
even more than the Brazilians, Miss
Bowman said, were the wild reports

the first week, and no way of check-
ing on them. Air raid scares in^New
York and San Francisco during the

first four days of war became giant

bombings as reported In Rio.

Getting news from the States by

possible. Miss Bowman said, because
it was difficult to find anyone with a
shortwave receiver. And the Asso-

ciated Press and United Press news
aired by local Rio stations was in

Portuguese, which the Americans
didn't understand. In addition, the
Nazi propagandists were apparently
making the most of the situation by
furthering false reports of N. Y. and
S. F. bombings.

JOHN BARTON BROWNE
John Barton Browne, 55, writer

and former advertising . and enter/-

tainment supervisor of Ambassador
Hotel in Los Angeles, died there
Jan. 24 from self-inflicted gunshot
wounds. He had been ill.

.
Browne's most successful literary

effort was ,'In the Garden of the
Moon,' which ran in Satevepost and
later was filmed by Warners. Sev-
eral weeks ago a son died in Hono-
lulu following a swimming accident

KURT ENGEL
Kurt Engel, 32, Viennese concert

pianist died in New York, Jan. 22,

of a heart attack while teaching a
pupil.

Engel gave solo recitals in vari-

ous symphony capitals and was so-

loist with outstanding symphony or-

chestras before coming to the U. S
about three years ago.

His last public appearance was at
Carnegie Hall on April 22 for Brit-
ish War Relief. His parents survive

WILLIAM CLnW
William Hamilton Cline, 73, news-

paper writer, poet and at one time
manager of the Los Angeles Or-
pheum theatre, died Jan. 23 in Los
Angeles after an illness of four
months.
For years he was a member of the

L. A. Times staff but a fractured leg
forced him to retire from active
Journalism in 1936. Surviving are
three, brothers.

Fear
-continued
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:d from page 3^^^^

BARNEY BICBTEB
Bernard (Barney) Richter, 54,

chief steward 'at the Rainbow
Room, Rockefeller Center, from 1934
to 1936, died in New York, Jan. 23.

He had also been chief steward at
Billy Rose's Casa Manana, N. Y.,

and Jack Dempsey's restaurant in

Miami.
His widow survives.

LESLIE STEVENS
Leslie Stevens, 42, former orches-

tra leader, died Jan. 21 in LoS An-
geles of pheumonla.i iHe Jiad I retired

that' is perhaps only temporary. Is

that biz in niterles and other spots

using live talent has been badly hit

by the war. Latins, who are prone
to feel more deeply about things

than their Yank neighbors, are

gravely put Out by the approach of

war to this hemisphere, according to

people in show business who have
returned to the States since Dec. 7.

Still another angle on the bad
grosses south of the border is the

economy wave that has set in among
the Latins as a result of the war.
South America is much more de-

pendent on foreign trade for its pros-

perity than the United States is. War
and blockades by the Latin nations
have cut off entirely the former
flourishing commerce with Germany,
Italy and Japan. So there's good
reason to put a brake on the bank
account

Want to Help

Meantime; the' Office of Inter

American Affairs, charged with the
job of promoting goodwill in South
America, is attempting to work out
transportation and financial difflcul'

ties so that U. S. performers can con.

tinue entertaining the good neigh,

bors. Dancers, musicians, vaude.
villians and others in show business
have been greatly appreciated by the
Latins a>id have done much to cut

turally cement the two continents.

Among those who cut short their

dates in S. A. to return to this coun-
try were dancers Patricia Bowman
and Paul Haakon. They were teamed
together at the Copacabana in Rio.

Set for six weeks, they were offered

an additional six weeks at the top
South American spot but turned it

down. Fact is, they lopped three
days off their original engagement to

catch a boat back. With air reserva-
tions, virtually impossible to obtain
and steamship companies refusing
any Information as to future plans,

pair decided it would be wise to 'get

.back:tO'New'.York when the chanoe

Re: Bodil Rosing

Editor, "Variety':

Your obituary column, recording

the death in Hollywood of Bodil
Rosing, referred to this noted Danish
player as a 'he.' Bodil Rosing was
a lady, a very accomplished lady.

Your brief comment stated that

the deceased left a son and two
daughters. One of the daughters is

the wife of Monte Blue, and it was
on a visit to the Blues about 12 years

ago that Miss Rosing attracted the

attention of Monta Bell, who gave
her her first screen role.

A Taxpayer.

'Charity' Squeeze On Star$
^Continued from page ;

announced and dropped out of the i find Miss Garbo Is being unjusu,

Oboler program because they did not criticized. She was never approached

like the script only Garbo is being
|
by anyone. . .neither by Oboler, th,

blamed' for thevbalk. Actually she

never consented to appear and did

not authorize the publicity story that

at long last she was breaking her

anti-radio rule.

Greta Garbo was In New York, not

Hollywood, on Saturday, Doing her

customary hideout at the Ritz Tow-

ers, she declined responsibility to

those who had presumed to speak for

her without her consent. She has

long had a genuine horror of radio

and is quoted as seeing no reason

why she should endure personal

agony simply to permit Arch Oboler

to score a 'scoop' and add her to his

gallery of 'for free' promotions.

Oboler's Explanation

Arch Oboler, writer-director of

program, states thai Garbo was asked

by Victory Committee for Stage,

Screen and Radio, and by Leland
JJaywsrdrJier- agentrand -Salfca-Vier-
tel, her closest friend, to appear on
March o' Dimes' broadcast He was
also assured, he states, that a group
of Hollywood stars would call on
Garbo personally to urge her partici-

pation. He was so positive she'd

show up that he wrote 30-second ap-

peal for her to read and went ahead
to lay out rest of show. Knowing
her fright of microphones, he offered

to set up facilities in her home or
whatever spot she designated.

Not until 24 hours before broad'

cast .time was he advised by G. W.
Johnstone from New Yorlrthat Garbo

.shortwave- -radio - was - almost-lm-' -would-nof-appearr- Itfeefiwline "he

said publicity had kept rolling and
no attempt by Garbo or Metro had
been made to issue denial.

Oboler further states that while in
Washington he was asked which Hoi
lywood personality would mean most
to show. All agreed on Garbo, and
Oboler got busy when he returned to

the Coast.

Another angle figuring in Garbo
choice was that she never did any
thing for charity via radio and It was
considered unlikely she would 'turn

down the President.'

Oboler declared the Hollywood
Victory committee told him he could
bank on Garbo. A spokesman for

the committee informed 'Variety'

this was not true, stating actress was
not approached by committee as it

had learned such overtures were
useless. Victory committee states

Oboler gave out the publicity, took
the whole gamble and lost

Lorreta Young, Ronald Colman,
Jean Arthur, Thoma.« Mitchell with-
drew from program because of dis-

satisfaction with Oboler's script

Spencer Tracey withdrew because
of death in his family. But it was
Garbo whose non-appearance-started
the rumpus.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Gentile, daugh-

ter, Jan. 21, in Los Angeles. Father

is stage actor; mother is former Beth
Langford, Coast radio publicist

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Kane, son, Jan.

16, In Hollywood. Father is pro-

ducer-director at Republic.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Grevem-
berg, son, Jan. 13, in New Orleans.

Father is engineer with WLW, New
Orleans.

Mr. and Mrs. Morris Finkel, son,

in Pittsburgh, Jan. 19. Father is an
owner of indie theatre chain In

Pittsburgh.

Mr. and Mrs. James A. Griffin,

daughter, in Pittsburgh, Jan. 18.

Mother is former Peggy Doughertyj
stock actress and vaude player.

Mr. and Mrs. William R. Stephen
son, daughter, in Hollywood, Jan. 23.

Mother is the former Patricia Zieg
feld, daughter of Billie Burke and
the late Florenz Ziegfeld.

Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Peterson, son,

in San Francisco, Jan. 18. Father is

'Ricardo,' KGO-KPO musical direc.

tor.

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bernstein,

son, Jan. 20, in Bay City, Mich. Fa-
ther is owner of a picture house cir-

cuit in Michigan.

Mr. and Mrs. E. T. McKenzie, son
Jan. 14, in Detroit. Father is known
as Ed Thomas at WJBK, Detroit:

mother as Madeline Nixon, was for-

merly traffic manager at WJBK.
Mr. and Mrs. Clark Ramsay

daughter, in Los Angeles, Jan. 26,

Father )s Universal Studio advertis

ing manager.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank McKenna,
daughter, in New York, Jan. 23,

Father's in Metro's eastern story de-

partment

New York Comment
G. W. Johnstone, chairman of the

radio division of the President's
Birthday ball. In New York, finds
the whole episode 'unfortunate and
embarrassing' and is unable to ex
plain what prompted Arch Oboler
to promise to deliver Greta Garbo,
We were extremely skeptical when
her name was first mentioned,' John-
stone points out adding that under
no circumstances did Keith Morgan
or any other executives of the
drive want any 'pressure' put on
stars for gratis radio appearances.
At NBC it is freely admitted it

was very ticklish and that there has
been widespread adverse reaction.
Apparently It was when NBC sent
engineers to call at the Ritz Towers
that the fiasco became known
Oboler attempted to convince Miss
Garbo that there was nothing to
tear by telegraphing her her 'script'

to prove how short it was. NBC was
prepared to wire an apartment at
the Ritz Towers so that Miss Garbo
could read her line or two al^so

lutely unseen except by the neces.
sary engineers and stand-by. an
nouncer.
Metro had seen the original radio

publicity but did not consider Itself

bound to intervene. Nobody imag
ined the story was a phoney. It was
seen as a matter between the star
and the Infantile Paralysis auspices.
However, in view of the weekend
reaction, Metro now wonders it Miss
Garbo "has been injured. Point
that's feared is possibility of col-
umnists panning her rather than
Oboler for the incident

Howard Dlelz' Statement
In answer to the statement issued

by Arch Oboler in Hollywood, How-
ard Dietz of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
said:

'After,, investigating, .the , facts,^ I

victory committee nor any auifaoN
Ized agent to appear -on this.pio.
gram.v Oboler says that he spoke to
SaUce Vlertel, a friend. Mrs, Vier,
tel says that she told Oboler that
Miss Garbo was out of town and
could not be reached. He says he
spoke to Leland Hayward, Mia
Garbo's agent Hayward says 'Uss
Garbo had never appeared on th«

air because she does not consider the
radio her medium end she has re-

fused numerous offers ^or mlcio>
phone appearances and at the tine of
Oboler's request Miss Garbo had
gone out of town. Oboler does admit
that Miss Garbo did not say 'yes.'

Naturally she did not say yes be-

cause the first knowledge she had
that there was any broadcast ar-

ranged for her was when NBC
called her maid at the last momeot
flPtl i'='?gge''ted thf inst allflflnn nf .

—

microphone in her apartment The
broadcasting company was Immedi-
ately notlflid that an error had been
made and they sent out a statemeat

to the papers that there had been a -

misunderstanding in order to elarly

their previous release of the program
that Included Miss Garbo's name.

'Miss Garbo would not refuse to

cooperate In any patriotic or charit-

able enterprise. Oboler made the

request through the Hollywood Coi

ordlnatlng Committee of which

Charles Feldman is In charge of

talent ' Feldman said that he could

notTeach- Miss -GarBtf'afihe "tttfir"

and he substituted another star tor

the sketch that had been written.

Oboler never communicated with

MGM and we have no occasion there-

fore to attempt to reach Miss Garbo
who is on vacation from the studios.

Under the circumstances, it is not

right for Oboler to Issue ambiguous
and damaging statements about her.'

MARRIAGES
Rita Gould to Edward Sorest Dec.

28, In Los Angeles. Bride Is stage

and film actress; he Is former legit

actor.

Phyllis Malhle to John Kresge, In

Pittsburgh, Jan. 24. He is music
librarian at KDKA, Pittsburgh.

Pearl Mermelstein to Morton
Stahl, in Sharon, Pa., Jan. 1. He Is

asst. manager and booker for his

father's string of theatres.

Mary Owen to Harry Remington,
in Detroit, Jan. 17. He is publicity

director of the Fox theatre there.

Jane Oslln to Dick Ketner, in San
Antonio, Jan. 22. He is a San An-
tonio radio guitarist

Kay Harris to Henry Freulich,

Jan. 24, in Las Vegas. Ncv. He's a

cameraman; she's a Aim player.

June Lee Ferguson to William

Loren, In Lynchburg, Va., Jan. 26.

He Is announcer at WLVA, Lynch-

burg.

Joy Richards to Jock Fcarnhead.

Jan. 22, In Los Angeles. He is NBC
aaditor.

Adelaide Collins to Frank K. FlU-

gerald, Jr., Jan. 22, in New York.

Bride is daughter of Ted Collins, the

radio producer.

Lucile Wilds to Dave Levy, Jan.

23, in New York. He's director of

'We, the People,' radio program.

COURT RESTORES DFT.

THEATRE TO KRAMERS

Detroit, Jan. 27.

Although a receiver has been ad-

ministering the house, the Kramer

theatre here Is going to be restored

to the Kramer family. Decision was

handed down by the Circuit Court

of Appeals, which upheld an earlier

ruling in the Federal District Court

Detroit

The Kramer family was seeking

recovery of the house from Cohn

and Shevin, circuit owners, charg-

ing that they had failed to make the

Jiouse profit. The circuit owners

charged they had lived up to their

lease and that needed improvements

were not made by the Kramers.

During the Interval between the

appeal from the earlier verdict. Ed-

gar E. KIrchner waj! named receiver,

and in the first three months in

which he operated the Kramer he

showed a 50% boost over the com

parabte> period rthe year before.
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mil B«lley
j.rry Tupi
4 OrtAVe»
FronK JJurrow

Marclo Sinltlt

S'."r^ n Uu»cb«ll O
Vlo EorlBon

Udo Veolc*

Cirmon Torrent*

A1>D Gol«
«nn lloitwy alii

Frank Vallee

Edillo Blum Oro

Uttla Rn(li»U«Ucr

Eddy McKlnloy
Frances I-eello

Jan» t •><•!•'>'

sally Kelil> „
Dalla KhyiI'm Boya
Victor HuBO'a Oro
I^n'aCli«n«llnr Unr
3 ACM anil Queon
Sally La Marr
Don Ronolila (*)

ilnyos

I Queona or Rhythm
BlacH-6l»

,

notch t Dutchle
Bornico Arnold
ijarvin

, .
Lbula W^Mghl Oro^

UlBtlrcl Tiiurn

Xd McOoldrlck . Jr
Joinai'n"<SBini

-

Anita
Jlarglo >tarch

Bally Foy
Sluy ainnl* Lottua
Ed McUoldrIck, Sr

JIoruTlnn Bar

KenMt Shartr (3)
pick wnd»
curl Weller (4)

Ndl Otecbna'f

Busa lABcaux
Duko Art, Jr
Bhylbm Manla^a
Tip Top Ola
Goo Marchctt! Oro
Waltrr Jolio
Walter Waltora

Old EVilla Ttven
Gray & Harlow
Barbara Wars
"XTKirkWiax
Eddio Thoroaa
Billy I^yoa* Ors
OiMn Door Caf«

Dun & R Marahall
Joaonattea (10)
llarela Drummond
^loronc
FranlfJa Schluth
Viola Klalaa Oro

PBlaiubo'l

Tvooettea
Kayo & Oroya
Banks & Fayo
Le Sbonnos
Honry Patrick
Johnny CahlU
S Peppera
Bonnie Btotrart

rbnidelphU Hotfl

Vera Cruz
Tbe Loonardoo
Dick Wharton Ors

PofreltOD C«r«
Doc Smith
Frank Ponta
Kan O'Rourko
Cbarllo Ray
ROM Jovlnellt
Kovt Parker Oro

ned HIU Inn
Boy O'Day
Helen Jerleco

Bill Carlton
uoward Lanin Oro

Bonma OrllU

Al Capron Oro
amythe t Dolorea
Tonl Sorrell
i3lorla Dale
Billy Kelloy

BondesTou
(Uotel Senator)

The Contlnontal
Ooalo 3t Bays

Biun'a Cafe

Joe McFadden
Sonia La Dnre
Groat Leator
3 Klnc** Rhythm

(Ulver Uike Inn
Col Geo RoeU
Monya Alba
Alice Lucny
Duoboaa A Hormnn
Moro & Chita
Frank Ilasaol Oro

StaiDP'a

Helono Martin
Eddie Dolan
Jack Spanslor
ThundertioltB
I^abo CumnilnitP
Son Bay Gardena

Beatrice & Danny
Agnes Wlllla
Don Anton Oro.
Janlne Reoao
Joanne. Ware
John Lucyen
«»tb-Btv-Bathib(Slle>-

Bill Alklnaun
Uatto IL Tbrraie
Regsle Duvan
Belle Belmont
Tony Bennett Ore

SvroB Clab

Buddy l#e\vla

<;harloteera
Grace O'Uara
Little Jo* ft T Lee
KIppeo Velez
Earl Denny Oro'

20tlf Cealnry

3 Pepper*
Johnny Pick (3)
Sally La Mar
Blanch* Saunden

Venice GilU

Nick Varallo Oro
giuy.J!M?^
SCoC^ GTmy
Conohlta ft Antonio
Great Leatar
Peiiy Hoavona
Warwick Hotel

Roger Btanley Oro
meber** Hot Bna

Camdea
Tonl
Jack Moea
Little Fred
'Martinet
llal ft Honey Bee
Temple City (1)
Dave. Plerson
Pen Bannerman
Julea Flacco'a Or*
Byd Golden
Ratha'r Sldoradlan&

WUeon'a
Joe Hough
Art Matbuea
Catherine WolR Ola

Diane Dale
Pamela Britton
Freddie Buach Oro
Barney Oreene Ore
llncb's Red ford Inn
Uao McOraw Oro

Royal*
Jack Owynne
Cappella ft Patricia
Jack Millard
Dolly Bell
H Smith Dane
Aylene Maaon
Skoeter l^almer Oro

Statler Hotel
Pancho Ore

Sab*
Buddy Leator ->

Daro ft Corda
Marian Powora
T^onard Scol Oro

San Dlei:<»

Gene Emerald
Glenn DaJa
The Bordena
Dotty Slonn
Cliff Arvln
Al Aloxiintlor Oro

Stevadora
Everett & Conway

Bill Harria
Roland ft Rlto
Irene Burke
Tiny Gormen
Jack Thomaa Oro

The Tropics
Johnny Pineapple O
Tapu

Temea
Buddy Wllllaraa
Laura Jean
Vlrgle ft Janle
Gay Baird*
Chuck Stoven* Oro

Whtttler Hotel
(Gold Cnb Boom)

Herman Fine
Wonder Bar

Manuel Lopez .Oro
ifammy DllMri Oro

SOS Clnb
Dale Rhodea
»l Giovanni
Good ft Goody.
Dottle Ard
Jitnn Muoro
Joy ft Juanlta
Doha ft Drigo
Horace Rouck Oro

PITTSBDBGH

Kelly & Hayeii
(Oardeo Louoire)

Mai & F DoarSon

6t«iiben*a
(Tlonna Boom)

Lew Conrad Oro
Don & DarroTv

Jack & Lorralna

Doria Abbott
Jimmy Marr'
Adcto Corey

Tlie Chv«
Don DlBona Ore
JacU Klslter
Tamara Uorlva
Jack ^ Lorralna
PJr-cttoH (S)
A.Ocle I'ni-py

Tk'-To«
.100 NovIIh Oro
'J'iny Slnc)alr
t<urant8
Kownnl Puller Kr fil>

Trrniimt I'liizn

Duko Lorenxo ore

Orson Welles
^ConUnued from pae« ts

CarM Joyce
Goosaquct Oro -

Vacbt Clob
Harry Holly
Tacht Club Boy*
Victor NelJOD Oro
Joseph Ino
Yvonne Kerr
Mary liove
Al Gold

CLEVELAIID
Alpine VUlag*

Bumi & White
Ron Sis
Orplia Towie
Bel Kay
Willie Matthias Ore
Boh Copfcr

Uldorado Club
Estralleta
Carlos Campos ^

Manuel Ovando Ore
f^cddle'a Cafe

wry Vincent
Newell St Stoser
Utnhattanettca
Hirb Ross Ore

•Ooonnet Clnb
Royal Hawallana O
jQles Si Webb
, Hotel AllertoB
Joe Baldl Oro
^ Hotel Carter
Tlilxion Sprenaer
Ambn?8adors Oro
Charles Wlclt
^ Hotel Cleveland
Herblo Kay Ore
Hotel Fenway Ball

Poison Gardner
Coram

Hot^l lloilcndeD
Carolyn Marsh

'

nich&rds St Cnraon
1'atrlcla
RolIlnB Stones
Sammy Watktns Ore

Hotel Statlrr
Clint Noble Ore
Lu Conini Club

Kroddle Carlono Ore
Lindsay's Skybar

Kokomo
Ray Rayaor
Sue Sanders
Hal Simpson

' Monaco's Cafe
Curtlsa & Care
1')orothy Barlow
Jullanna
Mario's Ore

Becal Clob
Ducky Ualvin Oro

3700 Clab
Sammy Wolfe
Sammy Morris
Bert Gilbert
Don Walsh Oro

ADchoraffo
-&Riynard-44«n n--OrOr

../Arlla^on l<«dfe
'

Phil Cavezsa Ore
June Gardner
Fran Rdigo

Balcooatlee '

Johnny Lann Oro
Bill Greea'a.

Joey SImma Ore
3ktp Nelson
Bill Bseh
Blue Bldse Ibb

Lou Lucky Oro
Benny Austin
Harry Manning
Cornell Cooper
Sylvia Starr

BooRle-Woosle Clnb
Boos Sherman
Maxie Simon
Harry 'Goinorada
Jiuddy Blnlne
J Comorada

Clob Petit*
Plocolo Pete Oro
PatU Gene
Oeorffle Claire
J & L Marks
Cork and Bottl*

Nelson Mapleit

Colonial
Art Farrar Ore
- Eddlo Peytoa'a

Kenny Clark Oro
Bl Ctoh

Lyda Rodnok
Ray Englert Ore
Hotel rort rit«

Ken Bailey Oro
Johnny Mitchell
Hbrry Walton
Jessie Wheatlcy

Hotel UentT
(riUver Grill)

Dorothy Matthews
l::acorts

(Gay M's)
Dorothy Neubltt
Hotel 7th Avenno
Mike Barker 4

Ifotol Roocevelt
Art Baker 4
Jole
Carole Daye

Hotel Bcbenley

Billy Hinds Oro
Joy Llnd

DETBOIT
Bo^-CadUlae Hotel

(Book Coalno)
|lela Staudor
Frank Gogen Ore

(Uotor Bar)
Wck Rock

Belle BakeV
Wenon Broa
Cbandra-Kaly Dane
Paddy cilff

'

Don Arden l)ano
Johnny King
Charlie Carllale
Benny Reah Oro

('UMtn^vn
DaiiMs K T)aye
Annctlo Rnea
{tenia Iliadley
Irene Burke
Jeaslca Garwood
Lee Wnltera Ore

Clob Congo
]!!" Mae Carllalo

T^-'?V"' Walkino
i?"''«layo ft Lopei
Congo On •

. ,
Borl Dancer
Corktown Tai-era

S"" Harria
«»rl Parchman
Wart ft Alllaon
g«o Bell
S°ncWta Villa
Pliil Skiiiman Ore

Prontier Ranch
gfiny McCurtln
gloria Shnyne
Elfchlla Villa
g«rl Bftllontlne
noncheroa Ore
"•ving Sppctor

Grand Terrace
l-our Dohea . . .

Billy Joy A Junnltn
Earl Parchman
Phil Sklllman On

Htiitd'e

Sun Val Sorenadora
I<ondon Chop Uonea
Chot Bvertaart
Ituby Ore

Clob Mayfair

Uarty Joyce
Carol Crane
Marvin Jenaen
Dorothy Gerron
Phil Ol*on Oro

Mickey's
Margie Vail
Meagher ft Roth
ShPlTah Wood*
LeGary ft lAtlna
Happy Holmoa
MIokeyottee .

Joe Banket Oro
Neblola-*

Pay ft Andre
Johnny Policy
Laakoy Sla .

Clem Hawklna
Leonard Seel Oro

Nortliwood Inn
Date Rhode*
Thereaa Rudolph
Don Amato
Ray Carlln Oro
Olde Wayne Clnb

Charloa CoatcUo Ore
:ttcColl Sla
Jack Tendon

Palm Beach
Colllna ft Anita
Lea Palmer
Mackle d Paul
Al Tucker
Monnle Drake
Don Pablo Ore

Penobacot Cluli

Hotel Wm renn—r-IGIiallerlwx)- -

Baron Elliott Oro.
Mary Krleg ,

Jackie ^IcCartby
Babe Rhodea
Dick Mack
Billy Douglaa
I'ee Wee Loul*
Sonny Falgen
(Continental Bar)
Frank Andrlnl 4

MercT-Go-Ronad
Gary Lee Oro
Jeanne Boaz
Bill Shaffer

New IIUIer«*i
Denhy Burton Oro
Betty l<e*
Skip Nelaon

Kbron Cafe

Al Monaco Ore
Bob Carter
Poncho-ftr-Dolore*—
Carol Gould
Dowllng. Sla
Faith Hope

Orchard Inn
Rudy Gnle Oro

Oa*ls
Charlie Laun Ore

rine*

Don Ruttor
Bill LeRoy On

Squirrel Coop
Tiny Miller
Joey Reynolds
l>al« Hnrknosa
Ted Delmonico

. Vacbt Clnb
II Middleman Ore
Terry I^wlor
M ft B Wbalon
Van Kirk
D.inco Cocktails
Shirley Heller

Sky-Vne
Clyde Knight Oro
Fran ElchTor
Betty Jean

Union GrIU
Sammy Walter*
Krat\k Natal*
illko Sandretto

Villa Madrid
KUl Covato Ore

.

Mark Lane
Michael Strange
Nick Lucas
Anne O'Connor
.Sylvia T Christian
Purnell Dano

best possible type of picture _l9r
showing both in this country and
S. A. at no cost or, at the worst, a

comparatively small cost.

Fix shot in Latin America with

largely native casts also overcome
that old bugaboo ol 'Hollywood
phoniness,' which has so often been
the complaint about films with S. A.
backgrounds. This should enable

them to get maximum response

south of the border, helping to ce-

ment good relations which the Ol-
flee of Inter-American Affairs has

been designated to establish. Fix
will also help accomplish the other

it-thrTWhitney groupr'SCtiuaiTit^

people In the U. S. with South
America.

i Shorts in One Featnre

Welles' film is unique in that it

will consist of four separate short

pix welded together .into one lea'

ture-length production. All four

parts are based on factual incidents.

One portion has already been shot

in Mexico by Norman Foster for

Welles. Foster was hired to write

it and did so well Welles had him
direct it, too. Called 'My Friend,

Bonito.'-lt's about a small boy and
hic ppt hull Aftor wpral mataHnra

have fought and failed to kill the

bull, it is given a special pardon by
the president and can no longer be
sent into the bull ring.

Welles will leave around Feb. S to

film the next two episodes. One will

be backgrounded against the giant

Rio carnival which annually high'

lights the pre-Lenten season, and the

other will be the story of four Bra-

zilian peasants who constructed i

raft and made a dangerous sea jour,

ney to Rio to protest what they
thought was an injustice by the gov-

ernment.

Fourth portion of the film will be
shot in the United States, but will

also pertain to South America. En-

tire, pie will be in color. Phil Reis-

man, foreign sales chief of RKO,
who is also associated with the Of
flee of Inter-American Affairs, will

accompany Welles to Brazil. Camera
crew is already there.

BOSTON
Deacitcomber

Harry MorrlSHoy Ore
Chico i^iinono uro
Argentine Blln
Nixon & Andre
3 Co-Etls
E;.ddlo & Eddie

Bllnetrub'a
Poter BodRe Oro
Boyd H^nthen
Wlnlon & Diane
Goodvlrh & Nelson^
Waltc- Behr
« (:lnb Mnyfair

nann> Weoka Oro
Nick Jcrrot Ore
Julia Bnrbour
Lou Uoltz
Boots McKcnnn Rov
Club Vanit)' Fair

Al Cova Ore
Doone Parrlsh
Uadel'e Harrington
Stella Ray
OInnle O'Keefe

Cooojuint Grove
Mickey Alncrt Oro
Don nico Ore
Buster Kelm Hev
Billy Pnlne
Marianne Francis
Emmott Oldfleld Co
Mae Johnson
Romero & Roeltn
(Melody l^nnce)

Gertrade Woodsum
Herb Lewie

Copley riniA
(Sheraton Room)

Tommy Tucker Ore
Amy ArnoH
Donald Brown
Kcrwln Somervllle
Dr Rolf Paiwcr
(Merrr-Oo-Roond)
Mark Gilbert 8
Cmwfnrd House

Froddy Rubin Ore
Crawfordcllos
Regie White
Vera Lament
York St Tracy
Bobby Bernard
Marya Br^nn

Fox S Hoandfi
'Milton George Oro
David Dallentlne
Mnjcino Coleman
(Rbamba Casino

Boom)
Charles Wolk Ore
Lea Habaoeroa <6)
Foderlcos
Dorothea Contfllo
Argentina Mia

HMInt
Pete Tfermnn Ore
Terry Andre
Frnnk Prtty

Hotel Rrndford
(Clrcns Room)

Lucille St J Malonpy
llotr) Rninfnvlrk
(Bemintin Termre

)

Lionel Hnnipton O
llntfl f;ff<w

Jack Manning Oro
Billy Kolly
A4IA Mnrova
Itlll Groin
Conga Tereaa
.loan &IbntI
Bleanor Boland

Hotel J^nox
(r.«nox Arms)

Bob Hardy Oro
Kay |vpr»i

Hotel Kilnerra.
Bunny McVoy Oro
Barbara Douglasa

Hot^l Somenet
(Ballncee Boom)

R Frotlilngham
Kussoll Swan
Harry Mnrshard O

Hotel Statler
(Terrace Room)

Leighton Koblo Ore
(Cafe Rouge)

Saivy Cavlcchio Ore
Hotel Yendorae

(life & Drum Km)
Jolnne
Victory 3
Terry Popln
liitematlonni Cafe
Tod Crowley Oro
Norman Bolster
Frances Gr.mt
Archie O'Brien
lloborts £ Trebor

Ken Club
Parron Bros Oro
Russ Howard
Jerry St Lillian

l4itln Quarter
Anthony Bruno Ore
Ithunibollers Oro
Don Richarda
Hal Lo Roy
Yola Gain
Stuarl Morgan Dans
Charlo & Dupreo
Wally Wangor Gla

(Lounge liar)
irum Si strum
Uacudero & La Plato

Mliiml GroTe
Jimmy McHale Ore
I.ennle FItz
Tom Chales
Klla May Waters.
Phillips & Breen
Oficar Carmel
dOlnno Norton
Arthur Mnclel

Rio Casino
George Harris Ore
Kay Doyle
H:irry Spear
Harrison Aulger
Barbara Leo
Tom Brooks
Carl Hoffman
Patrick Itogors
r.oulfto Sherwood
Jane niddlnge
Don Muckel
Bpiiny^rohan

'I've Grown to Like It'
Continued (rem page 2;

break down under touch of kind-
ness. When you hurl 'Fine!' at thein
with enthusiasm an(j a smile they
goggle, they tremble, they babble,
they blubber; and you have to take
a lot of time gentling them down by
explaining everything.

D-don't you miss the theatre?"
they whimper.

'Sure,' you admit, -'l miss it every
time I read about a new hit like

'Lady in the Dark' oi the new Noel
Coward piece. But when I think of
all the stinkers I had to catch in 10

years of flrst-nighting I don't feel so
bad.'

They stifle a. sob ai.d try again.
Don't yo'j miss New York?"
'Sure,', you say. 'Certain parts of

it like The Flayers and Bleeck's and
the office and the Dutch Treat Club
and the guys I used to see around.
But I miss lots of other places like
Faris and Rome and Westport and
Jones Beach—and when I'm through
here 111 miss Hollywood, too.

Yep, this is the place for me f-om
now on. You. wait and see. You go
back and ip about a week you'll wish
to God you'd never seen the place.

You won't be able to get back here
fast enough.'
Mcbbe so. But if it does become

so, it will prove one thing I have
feared. It will prove that living in

Southern California makes one fat

in the headt flabby in the body and
unable to compete with tougher peo-
ple who never made the mistake of
oozing away their lives in a land fit

only for beachcombers. And it will
prove that Hollywood has passed a
major miracle in being as intelligent,

ambitious and admirable as this re-
porter thinks it is.

to be taken. Tobias did not comply
with the law which specifles that

.By-now^yWi^terrogator--is-be-4->'^K'tlfin-StAiem^^

Airlines
:Contlniied from page 2;

clusively by TWA within the United

States, will be stripped, of course,

of the men's dressing room, the

ladies' 'Charm Room' with its mir-

rored dressing tables, the galley and

coat room as well as its 16 sleeper

berths.

In return for TWA's collection of

five super-supers, the man with the

whiskers plans to okay priorities in

new ships for the line to afford an

equal amount of available seats.

TWA probably will get the 21-pas-

senger Douglas DC-3 type of plane,

many of which, are created 'club

style,' although not in the ultra-

ultra manner of the $300,000 stratd-

liner.
''

Elisabeth Berfner

Elisabeth Bergner had a ticket for

Los Angeles for Monday (26) night's

Stratoliner but the icy weather was

so severe, the flight may have been

held over until yesterday (27) (after

this was written).

Friday's (23) kiddies witnessed the

arrival in town from the Coast of

Charles NordhofT, co-author of

'Mutiny on the Bounty' and a hand-

ful of other South Sea sagas, here

to spend a fortnight conferring with

his agents. Nordhoff said his writ-

ing partner, Norman Hall, is at thair

South Paciflc home and has written

to him frequently, reporting he is

well.

Another who traveled the Amer-
ican Airline route from the western

end of the star belt to LaGuardia-

ville-on-the-Hudson was Brian Don-

levy, of the Paramount sound sets,

here for a brief vacation, several

radio appearances and business con-

cerning the release of his two latest

pictures.

Delivered to L. A. the TWA way
were (jharles Coburn, the actor; and

Mrs. Ray Eberle, wife of the band-

singer; while the line of the Strato-

liner toted Conrad Thibault to Chi-

cago, to complete the week's hither

and yon-ing. . v i i •!

ginning to flght back. He has re-
covered slightly from that first

shock and he isn't going to take a
licking lying >.-.own. 'But isn't the
movie business the dumbest, cheap-
est, craziest business i.i the wdrld?'
he asks,

'Nope,' you say. There Is too
much idiocy, vulgarity and liinacy
way at the top, among the few who
own the business, but beneath them
I And all kind; of Intelligence, good
taste and high ambition. I shouldn't
wonder but what the average is

higher than it is on Broadway. I

-get-to-thlnfcihg-be-Ai-and-when—

I

count up all the clucks, cbiselers,
mice, bandits, stockjobbers and dirty
little boys who managed to get hor-
rible plays on the stage, I don't
think the Hollywood bi tting average
is sa bad.'

About now your quivering victim
tries another tack. He feels he
must make you agree about some-
thing, so he falters: 'Of course it's

a lovely place to live. The climate
and aU that.'

And you say: Tooey on the cli-

mate. It stinx. This is a helluva
place to live. Give me New York
or New England any time.' -

By now your man is completely
unwound and shuddering.

* • •

And I Do Mean the Movies
When I say I like Hollywood I

mean I like the movies. I like the
way they are made and the people
who make them. There are witches
and dastards among the actors, to be
sure—bvit not many;- and practically
all of these were dastards and
witches in the legitimate theatre first

There- are show-offs, politicians and
sneaks in all the film trades—but not
many; not any more, I would guess,
than there are in the American Tele-
phone & Telegraph Co. or the Kohler
of Kohler Co. There arc many
Sammy Clicks—but there are many
more honestly able men.
A movte looks only as good as the

brains that wrote, directed and acted
it, and sometimes these could be im-
proved—as whose couldn't? But into
even the worst movie has gone some
of the greatest technical skill to be
found in any trade in the world; the
meanest of studios works daily mar-
vels of resourcefulness and elTiciency.

And I, for one. admire this endlessly.
A Non-Contormlst Beachcomber
As to life in Southern California-

I can do without it. From Santa
Barbara north and Laguna south

—

which neatly skips the Los Angeles
area—the coast line is enchanting;
but generally speaking, the beauties
of the land elude me. It is a tree-

less desert, dirty brown most of the
time and possessed of lawns and
palms only by virtue of a couple of
miraculous water lines. Its Inhabit-
ants, except for those imported by
Hollywood, are either mad or dull.

Its.motorists are 90% insane, and its

roads, in which it takes such study
pride, are about 20 years behind
those in New York, New Jersey,
Connecticut and points about.

Sure, it's swell not having to work
out of an pfTice. It's grand being
able to play golf or swim so much
of the year. It's a comfort, slopping
around in casual clothes and not hav-
ing to wear a hat except in the rain.

But I have found only two or three
restaurants which can be classed as
good, and none which, like so many
in New York, can be called superb;
and a man's size highball is not to be
found at any price.

I make it a point never to a.sk any-
body else how HE likes it out here,

because the answer is invariably and
sickeningly this: 'I didn't like it ot

first. I could hardly wait to get back
to New York. Then I did go back to

New York and I couldiyi' s'.pnd i-t.

ASCAP-Neb.
^Continued from page 4';

must be made on the face of the

sheet of music that the filer owns all

rights, and also, on the music, must
be printed all the performance
charges.

In other words. It would seem a
rubber stamp is going to have to be
prepared to ba used on all hiusic

distributed in Nebraska. It'll have to

Carry some message like this:

'Attention: N;ebraska Buyers'
'Undersigned owns all rights^ to

this song, and; it cannot be performed
wiUiout permission Of same. Buyer
miist specify for what purpose music
is intended, and pay specified amount
foi^ that use at ' point of pdrchasa.

Falsification or evasion will be prose-

cuted.'

'For private use In home: 25c.

'For use by orchestra: $2.50.

•For use. by ballroom: S3.00.

'For use by hotel: $3.00.

'For use by commercial radio sta-

tion: $15.00."

That puts the burden of collection

for the copyright holder on music
houses in Nebraska, or in points

other thari the state itself, if music
is to be played in Nebraska. Lawyers
will come in only when a check is

made with a music house at which
music was said to have been, pur-
chased by oser. If music house 3iA

not remit, user falsified and cannot
show receipt that he paid price men-
tioned, the attorney for the copy-
right holder has a case.

Most informed opinion is that ball-

room and hotels cannot crawl out of

responsibility, after an orchestra has '

paid the proper clearance. When
the anti-ASCAP law was passed, the

main quarrel with ASCAF was that

it allowed the assignment of copy-
rights of others to it.

Kansas Talks Feb. 2

Meeting in ' Topeka between
ASCAP representatives and Kansas
broadcasters spokesmen at the olTice

of the Kansas .attorney general to

discuss the master of finding a way
for ASCAP to do business In that

state has been put off to Feb. 2. The
two groups had been slated to get
together last Thursday (22). A
statute now on the Kansas books*,

bars the Society from licensing local

users directly.

In regard to the predica'mcnt

which Nebraska users find them-
selves an ASCAF official last week
declared that he questioned whether
publisher members, to whom ASCAP
has. returned their rights for that

particular state, will exempt fliQi

exhibitors from a drive to compel
compliance with the Federal copy-

right law. The official stated that

such publishers. In suing dancehall

operators and passing up theatre

owners, would subject themselves .to

charges of discrimination and that

even If they have licensed film pro-

ducers for synchronization they

would have no choice but to sue the

theatres playing these pictures for -

not holding the required performing
rights licenses.

From publisher sources It was
learned last week that a cooperative

policing setup has already been
established in Nebraska and that

wholesale suits against various

Nebraska users might be expected
around Feb. 15.

ASCAP Sustaining In Hub
Boston, Jan. 27.

As a result of a tentative agree-

ment between the Yankee and Colon-
ial networks in New England and
ASCAP, tunes of the latter catalog

are now permitted on sustainers, but
not commercial programs as yet
WHDH has added BMI mu.sic,

which had been absent from the sta-

tion for the past year, using ASCAP
tune«; p oxci'ii'ivplv^ ••

. " j ' > '.—
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RE'S A Contender /«

JUST WHEN THE
BOX-OFFICE CHAMPIONSHIP
CONTEST WAS GETTING HOT I

Just when leverybody thought that only a miracle could bring forth aniattraction torch'allenge ''Babes on
&roa4way" and "Johinny Eager*' those record-breaking, extended-runisensations . * . the miracle happens:

and it's "WOMAN OF THE YEAR!"
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